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DeEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, 
Bureau or FISHERIES, 

Washington, July 1, 1926. 

Sir: I have the honor to submit the following report of the major 
operations of the Bureau of Fisheries during the fiscal year ended 
June 30, 1926. 

The past year has been noteworthy for the progress made in all 
phases of the fisheries and for the effectiveness of the bureau’s 
work. As a result, greater appreciation of the bureau’s helpfulness 
and demands for a much larger measure of service have been noted. 
Unusual interest has been shown in the development of the science 
of aquiculture; in the conduct of fisheries investigations as the basis 
for proper legislation and control; in expanding the present scale 
of fish propagation for stocking waters;.in making provision for 
annual inventories of the fisheries to reveal their trend and the 
need for further protection or expansion; in the conduct of tech- 
nological investigations to effect additional improvements in the 
use and merchandising of fishery products; in insuring the perpe- 
tuity of the Alaska salmon fisheries; and in solving fisheries prob- 
lems international in character. Our commercial fisheries are in 
a more prosperous condition, and the progressive leaders are taking 
advantage of this state of affairs to make greater progress in stabi- 
lizing the industry and in making the products of our fisheries 
available to a greater number of people. Credit is due the bureau’s 
personnel in meeting the exacting and growing demands for serv- 
ice. Without thorough application and a considerable measure of 
overtime work much of this could not have been accomplished. 

INTERNATIONAL FISHERIES CONVENTIONS 

NORTHERN PACIFIC HALIBUT. CONVENTION 

Under the terms of a “ Convention between the United States and 
Great Britain for the Preservation of the Halibut Fishery of the 
Northern Pacific Ocean, Including Bering Sea,” exchange of rati- 
fications being concurred in at Washington on October 21, 1924, 
the following articles were agreed upon: 
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ARTICLE I 

The nationals and inhabitants and the fishing vessels and boats of the 
United States and of the Dominion of Canada, respectively, are hereby pro- 
hibited from fishing for halibut (Hippoglossus) both in the territorial waters 
and in the high seas off the western coasts of the United States, including 
Bering Sea, and of the Dominion of Canada, from the 16th day of November 
next after the date of the exchange of ratifications of this convention to the 
15th day of the following February, both days inclusive, and within the same 
period yearly thereafter, provided that upon the recommendation of the Inter- 
national Fisheries Commission hereinafter described this close season may 
be modified or suspended at any time after the expiration of three such 
seasons by a special agreement concluded and duly ratified by the high con- 
tracting parties. 

It is understood that nothing contained in this article shall prohibit the 
nationals or inhabitants and the fishing vessels or boats of the United States 
and of the Dominion of Canada from fishing in the waters hereinbefore speci- 
fied for other species of fish during the season when fishing for halibut in 
such waters is prohibited by this article. Any halibut that may be taken 
incidentally when fishing for other fish during the season when fishing for 
halibut is prohibited under the provisions of this article may be retained and 
used for food for the crew of the vessel by which they are taken. Any portion 
thereof not so used shall be landed and immediately turned over to the duly 
authorized officers of the Department of Commerce of the United States or 
of the Department of Marine and Fisheries of the Dominion of Canada. Any 
fish turned over to such officers in pursuance of the provisions of this article 
shall be sold by them to the highest bidder, and the proceeds of such sale, 
exclusive of the necessary expenses in connection therewith, shall be paid 
by them into the treasuries of their respective countries. 

ARTICLE II 

Every national or inhabitant, vessel or boat of the United States or of the 
Dominion of Canada engaged in halibut fishing in violation of the preceding 
article may be seized except within the jurisdiction of the other party by the 
duly authorized officers of either high contracting party and detained by the 
officers making such seizure and delivered as soon as practicable to an author- 
ized official of the country to which such person, vessel, or boat belongs, at the 
nearest point to the place of seizure, or elsewhere, as may be mutually agreed 
upon. The authorities of the nation to which such person, vessel, or boat 
belongs alone shall have jurisdiction to conduct prosecutions for the violation 
of the provisions of the preceding article or of the laws or regulations which 
either high contracting party may make to carry those provisions into eftect, 
and to impose penalties for such violations; and the witnesses and proofs 
necessary for such prosecutions, so far as such witnesses or proofs are under 
the control of the other high contracting party, shall be furnished with all 
reasonable promptitude to the authorities having jurisdiction to conduct the 
prosecutions. 

ARTICLE IIT 

The high contracting parties agree to appoint within two months after the 
exchange of ratifications of this convention a commission to be known as the 
International Fisheries Commission, consisting of four members, two to be 
appointed by each party. This commission shall continue to exist so long as 
this convention shall remain in force. Each party shall pay the salaries and 
expenses of its own members, and joint expenses jHMcurred by the commission 
shall be paid by the two high contracting parties in equal moieties. 

The commission shall make a thorough investigation into the life history 
of the Pacific halibut, and such investigation shall be undertaken as soon as 
practicable. The commission shall report the results of its investigation to 
the two Governments and shall make recommendations as to the regulation of 
the halibut fishery of the North Pacific Ocean, including the Bering Sea, 
which may seem to be desirable for its preservation and development. 
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ARTICLE IV 

The high contracting parties agree to enact and enforce such legislation as 
may be necessary to make effective the provisions of this convention, with 
appropriate penalties for violations thereof. 

ARTICLE V 

This convention shall remain in force for a period of five years, and there- 
after until two years from the date when either of the high contracting parties 
shall give notice to the other of its desire to terminate it. It shall be ratified 
in accordance with the constitutional methods of the high contracting parties. 
The ratification shall be exchanged in Washington as soon as practicable, and 
the convention shali come into force on the day of the exchange of ratifications. 

The enabling act, approved June 7, 1924, putting into effect the 
terms of the treaty, follows: 

AN ACT FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE NORTHERN PACIFIC HALIBUT FISHERY 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States 
of America in Congress assembled. 

Section 1. Short title-—This act may be cited as the Northern Pacific halibut 

act. 
Sec. 2. Definition of terms.—For the purposes of this act “close season” 

shall mean the period from the 16th day of November in any year to the 15th 
day of February in the next following year, both days inclusive, or any other 
close season hereafter fixed by agreement between the United States and 
Canada; ‘territorial waters of the United States” shall mean the waters con- 
tiguous to the western coast of the United States and the waters contiguous 
to the coast of Alaska; “territorial waters of Canada” shall mean the waters 
contiguous to the western coast of Canada, and “ prohibited waters” shall mean 
the territorial waters of the United States, the territorial waters of Canada, and 
the high seas, including Bering Sea, extending westerly from the limits of the 

territorial waters of the United States and of Canada. 
Sec. 3. Fishing unlawful, when.—It shall be unlawful for any person to fish 

for, or catch, or attempt to catch, any halibut (Hippoglossus) at any time dur- 
ing the close season in the territorial waters of the United States, or for any 
national or inhabitant of the United States to fish for, or catch, or attempt to 
eatch, any halibut at any time during the close season in prohibited waters. 
The unintentional catching of halibut, when legally fishing for other species 
of fish, shall not constitute a violation of this act if such halibut shall be used 
for food by the crew of the vessel catching the same, or be landed and imme- 
diately delivered to any authorized official of the Bureau of Fisheries of the 
Department of Commerce of the United States or the fishing authorities of the 
Dominion of Canada. The halibut delivered to any official of the United States 
pursuant to the provisions of this section shall be sold by the Department of 
Commerce to the highest bidder for cash, and the proceeds therefrom, ex- 
clusive of necessary expenses in connection therewith, shall be covered into 
the Treasury of the United States. 

Sec. 4. Unlawful port use; departures—wNo person, firm, or corporation shall 
use any port of or place in the United States to furnish, prepare, or outfit 
ahy vessel, boat, or other craft intended to be used in violation of this act, nor 

shall any person permit, or cause to be permitted, any vessel. boat, or other 
craft intended to be used in violation of this act to depart from any port of 

or place in the United States. 
Src. 5. Unlawful port entry; possession.—It shall be unlawful for any 

vessel, boat, or other craft having on board any halibut caught contrary to the 
provisions of this act to enter any port or place in the United States, or for 
any vessel, boat, or other craft to enter any such port or place while upon 
or in the prosecution of any voyage during which the vessel, boat, or other 
eraft fished or was used in fishing for halibut in prohibited waters in the 
close season. It shall be unlawful for any person knowingly to have in his 

possession any halibut unlawfully caught under the provisions of this act. 
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Sec. 6. Penalty—Any person violating any of the provisions of this act shall 
be fined not less than $100 nor more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than 

one year, or both. 
Sec. 7. Patrols; searches.—The President shall cause a patrol of naval or 

other public vessels designated by him to be maintained in such places and 
waters as to him shall seem expedient for enforcing this act, and any officer 
of any vessel engaged in such service, and any other officers designated by the 
T’resident, may search any vessel, boat, or other craft in the Territorial waters 
of the United States and any vessel, boat, or other craft of the United States 
on the high seas when suspected of having violated or being about to violate 
the provisions of this act. 

Src. 8. Canadian vessels and nationals Every national or inhabitant and 
every vessel of Canada found violating this act shall be delivered as soon as 
practicable to an authorized official of Canada at the nearest point to the 
place of seizure, or elsewhere as the officials of the United States seizing the 
same and the authorized officials of Canada may agree upon, and the witnesses 
and proof necessary to the prosecution of said persons and vessels of Canada 
shall be furnished with reasonable promptitude to the authorities of Canada 

having jurisdiction thereof. 
Sec. 9. Seizure and forfeiture Every vessel, boat, or craft employed in any 

manner in violating this act shall be seized by any collector, surveyor, inspec- 
tor, officer of a revenue cutter, or person specified in section 7 hereof, and 
except as provided in section 8 hereof, every such vessel, boat, or craft, includ- 
ing its tackle, apparel, furniture, cargo, and stores, shall be forfeited to the 
United States by proper proceedings in any court of the United States in 
Alaska, California, Oregon, or Washington. 

Sec. 10. Fisheries Commission exemption.—None of the inhibitions contained 
in this act shall apply to the International Fisheries Commission when en- 

gaged in any scientific investigation. 
Sec. 11. Appropriation—There is hereby authorized to be appropriated, 

out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of 
$15,000 for the fiscal year 1925 for the salaries and expenses of the Interna- 
tional Fisheries Commission. 

Src. 12. Duration of act.—This act shall take effect immediately and con- 
tinue in force until the termination of the convention concluded by the United 
States and Great Britain on March 2, 1923, for the protection of the halibut 
fishery of the northern Pacific Ocean. 

The American representatives on this commission are Henry 
O’Malley, Commissioner of Fisheries, and Miller Freeman, pub- 
lisher; and the Canadian commissioners are William A. Found, 
director of fisheries, Department of Marine and Fisheries, and John 
P. Babcock, assistant to the commissioner of fisheries, Province of 
British Columbia, chairman. The treaty provides for a “thorough 
investigation into the life history of the Pacific halibut ” by the com- 
mission and requires that it make “ recommendations as to the regula- 
tion” of this fishery. Under the direction of Will F. Thompson 
excellent progress has been made in the conduct of investigations. 
This includes the completion of the collection of all data on vessel 
landings of halibut since 1916. The tentative results indicate a heavy 
decline in the average catch per unit of gear and progressive deple- 
tion of the near-by banks. During 1925 more than 3,300 halibut were 
tagged, and 7.5 per cent of these were recaptured within 10 months. 
No directive migrations have been noted, the fish apparently mov- 
ing as readily in one direction as in another. More than 6,800 hali- 
but have been examined for age, the scales and otoliths have been 
saved, measurements made, and racial] studies have been begun. 
During the current season special consideration is being given to the 
types of gear used and the effects of the use of hooks of various 
sizes. Spawning habits and larval life-history studies will be made 
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later. The investigative body is bending every effort to ascertain 
the need for changes in regulations as promptly as practicable. 

To meet the United States share of the expenses of this commis- 
sion, Congress appropriated $11,250 for the fiscal year 1925, $15,000 
for 1926, and $28,500 for 1927. Like amounts have been put at the 
disposal of the Canadian representatives by the Dominion Goy- 
ernment. 

FISHERIES CONVENTION WITH MEXICO 

Section IIT of the convention between the United States and 
Mexico to prevent smuggling, and for certain other objects, for which 
ratifications were exchanged at Washington on March 18} 1926, is 
clevoted to the fisheries and contains the following provisions: 

PREAMBLE 

For the three following purposes, namely: 
1. To facilitate the labors of the corresponding authorities in conserving 

and developing the marine life resources in the ocean waters off certain coasts 
of each nation; 

2. To prevent smuggling in all kinds of marine products; 
3. And to consider and to make recommendations with respect to the 

collection of the revenue from fish and other marine products. 
The Government of the United States of America and Government of the 

United Mexican States agree as follows: 

ARTICLE X 

The high contracting parties agree that the waters dealt with under this 
convention shall be the waters off the Pacific coasts of California, United States 
of America, and Lower California, Mexico, including both territorial and extra- 
territorial waters, the latter being the westward extension of the former. 

ARTICLE XI 

The high contracting parties agree to establish within two months after 
the exchange of ratifications of this convention a commission, to be known 
as the International Fisheries Commission—United States and Mexico, that 
shall consist of four members, two to be appointed by each party. This com- 
mission shall continue to exist so long as this convention shall remain in force. 
Each party shall pay the salaries and expenses of its own members, and the 
joint expenses incurred by the commission shall be paid by the two high 
contracting parties in equal moieties. 

The commission is hereby empowered to organize, to appoint its staff, and 
to fulfill the requirements of this section. 

The commission shall make a thorough study of whatever subjects are 
necessary for carrying out the purposes of this section and shall submit recom- 
mendations unanimously approved by the commission to each Government for 
consideration and approval, covering whatever the commission deems neces- 
sary for the accomplishment of the purposes of this section. This study shall 
be undertaken within two months after appointment of the commission, and 
the recommendations shall be submitted as soon as practicable. 

ARTICLE XII 

The high contracting parties agree that if, after its study of conditions, the 
International Fisheries Commission recommends the adoption of regulations 
regarding the subjects set forth in the preamble and such regulations are 
approved by each Government, they shall become binding upon the authorities 
of both countries and shall be enforced by them. 

The high contracting parties agree that the authorities of their respective 
ports shall refuse to permit any and all fish or marine products to enter the 
ports if brought into port from the waters specified in Article X, and if 
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the port authorities have reasonable grounds to believe that the master has 
obtained his cargo in violation of the laws of either of the high contracting 
parties, the regulations which may be adopted, or the provisions of this 
convention. Fines may be imposed in such cases or such cargoes thus illegally 
obtained may be declared forfeited and sold at auction to the highest bidder. 
Any proceeds therefrom shall be regarded as belonging to the high contracting 
parties in equal moieties and to the extent that may be determined by the 
high contracting parties to be necessary shall be made available for use in 
payment of the salaries and expenses of the commission as provided for in 
Article XI of this convention. 

The International Fisheries Commission will inform and will keep informed 
all port authorities of both nations concerning any and all regulations which 
may have been established. 

Article XV provides that “the convention shall come into effect 
at the expiration of 10 days from the date of its publication in con- 
formity with the laws of the high contracting parties, and it shall 
remain in force for 1 year. If, upon the expiration of 1 year after 
the convention shall have been in force, no notice is given by either 
party of a desire to terminate the same it shall continue in force 
until 30 days after either party shall have given notice to the other 
of a desire to terminate the convention.” 

The members of the fisheries commission provided for under the 
convention are: For the United States, Henry O’Malley, United 
States Commissioner of Fisheries, chairman; N. B. Scofield, in 
charge, department of commercial fisheries, California fish and 
game commission. For Mexico: Jose R. Alcaraz, director of forests, 
game, and fisheries; and Carlos E. Bernstein, chief of the inspection 
service and of game and fisheries in the north and on the west coast 
of Lower California. 

The first formal meeting of this commission was held at Los 
Angeles, Calif., on June 21, 1926. Provision was made for a com- 
plete survey, by experts, of general fisheries conditions in the terri- 
tory covered by the treaty and the submission of definite results 
to the commission without delay. 

For the United States’ share of expenses in the fiscal year 1927 
Congress has appropriated $30,000. The Mexican Government 
appropriated 178,000 pesos as its estimated share in the proposed 
work. 

PRELIMINARY CONFERENCE ON OIL POLLUTION OF NAVIGABLE WATERS 

A_joint resolution of Congress (Pub. Res. No. 65, 67th Cong., 
H. J. Res. 297) approved by the President on July 1, 1922, setting 
forth the effects of oil dumped in navigable waters, requested the 
President to call a conference of “maritime nations with a view to 
the adoption of effective means for the prevention of pollution of 
navigable waters.” This resolution includes reference to the de- 
struction of ocean fisheries. On August & 1922, there was formed, 
with a representative of the State Department as chairman, an inter- 
departmental committee “to study the problem of oil pollution of 
navigable waters, with a view to preparing the way for the calling 
of an international conference as contemplated in the joint resolu- 
tion.” The Bureau of Fisheries has been represented in the delibera- 
tions of that committee, which continued to function up to the time 
of the Preliminary Conference on Oil Pollution of Navigable Waters, 
held in Washington, D. C., June 8 to 16, 1926, and has aided in 

9488—26———_2 
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determining the effects of such pollution on the food fisheries in 
particular and aquatic life in general. The bureau also was repre- 
sented on the advisory committee to the American delegates, which 
functioned during the preliminary conference. 

The Governments participating in the preliminary conference were 
the United States, Belgium, British Empire, Canada, Denmark, 
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, and 
Sweden. The conference agreed that there has been a marked dimi- 
nution of oil pollution since attention was first called to it, but that 
the evil is still serious in some waters, and that it can be dealt with 
satisfactorily only by international action; that the only vessels 
that need be taken into account, for the purposes of the conference, 
are seagoing vessels carrying crude, fuel, or disel oil in bulk as 
cargo or as fuel for boilers or engines; and that a mixture containing 
more than 0.05 of 1 per cent of. crude, fuel, or Diesel oil should be 
regarded as constituting a nuisance. Through lack of agreement 
as to the extent and effects of pollution caused by the deposit of 
oily mixtures on the high seas at distances greater than 50 miles 
from shore, it was recommended that the Governments concerned 
provide for a system of prescribed areas in waters off their coasts 
beyond territorial limits within which classes of vessels prescribed 
shall not discharge crude, fuel, or Diesel oil or mixtures having an 
oil content in excess of 0.05 of 1 per cent. The complete report of 
the conference has been published by the Department of State. 

NORTH AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON FISHERY INVESTIGATIONS 

This committee is composed of representatives from the United 
States, Canada, Newfoundland, and France interested in stimulating 
and coordinating the programs of scientific research of the several 
Governments with respect to the fisheries of the western North 
Atlantic, the present productiveness of the fishing banks, and the 
trend of these important fisheries. ‘The committee met at Montreal, 
Canada, on November 6, 1925, and at St. Johns, Newfoundland, on 
July 9, 1926, A plan has been dev eloped for the ‘collection of fishery 
statistics that will reveal the total annual production of cod and 
other fish in each district and by banks, as well as the fishing effort 
on these banks by which the annual changes in the fish stock may be 
judged. Excellent progress is being made in studies of the abun- 
dance and horizontal clistribution ae the cod, and the distribution, 
migration, and life history of the mackerel. 

INTERNATIONAL PACIFIC SALMON INVESTIGATION FEDERATION 

This federation, established in March, 1925, and including repre- 
sentatives from Federal and State fishery departments of the United 
States, including California, Oregon, Washington, and Alaska, and 
the Province of British Columbia, Canada, has undertaken the ex- 
tensive tagging of salmon throughout this area. 

Dr. Willis H. Rich is in direct char ge of coordinating the work of 
the several agencies. Major investigations are being “conducted to 
determine the proper escapement of fish to the spawning beds, to 
maintain the runs, and the return of fry from known escapements 
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Columbia River salmon-marking experiments in cooperation with 
Oregon State authorities have made possible a better understanding 
of the habits of the salmon and revealed the need for changes in fish- 
cultural methods involving the use of rearing ponds in holding 
salmon fry until the proper time for liberation. It is expected that 
through coordinated action under the federation greater progress 
will be achieved in the solution of these problems and at less cost. 

FISHERIES LEGISLATION 

INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION OF BLACK BASS 

Under an act of Congress (Pub. No. 256—69th Cong.) approved 
May 20, 1926, it is unlawful to engage in the interstate transportation 
of black bass “which have either ‘been caught, sold, purchased, or 
possessed in violation of the laws of the State, Territor y, or the Dis- 
trict of Columbia wherein the delivery of such black bass for trans- 
portation is made or the transaction or the carrying thereof begins.” 

The black bass is primarily a sportsman’s fish. The catch by the 
commercial fishermen amounts to about 1,000,000 pounds per annum. 
In cold weather, in northern waters, the fish collect in the deeper 
holes, where at certain times in their semidormant state they are 
easily taken by the net fishermen. In view of the growing popu- 
larity of angling, the well-known game qualities of the black bass, 
and its relative unimportance as a commercial food fish, it 1s believed 
that the law should be productive of good in keeping up the uD 
for the anglers. 

ALASKA FISHERY LAW AMENDED 

The Alaska fisheries act of June 6, 1924, was amended by the act 
of June 18, 1926, which reenacts section 1 of the act of 1924, with 
the addition of the following language: “ Provided further, That 
the Secretary of Commerce is hereby authorized to permit the tak- 
ing of fish or shellfish, for bait purposes only, at any or all seasons 
in any or all Alaskan Territorial waters.” This addition to the law 
enables the improvement of conditions under which halibut fisher- 
men heretofore have secured herring for bait, and at the same time 
permits adequate conservation of the herring fishery. 

UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER WILD LIFE AND FISH REFUGE ACT 

This act, which was approved June 7, 1924, provides in part that 
water areas acquired under the terms of the. act, to such extent as 
the Secretary of Commerce may by regulations prescribe, be used as 
a refuge and breeding place for fish and other aquatic animal life 
or for the conduct of commercial fishing. For the construction of 
buildings and ponds, for equipment, maintenance, operation, etc., 
Congress appropriated $25,000. Acting under this authority, this 
bureau has been assembling boats and other equipment that will be 
needed in the work. The “difficulties encountered by the Secretary 
of Agriculture in securing suitable areas under the terms of the act 
has retarded the beginning of operations. 
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FISH HATCHERIES 

During the first session of the Sixty-ninth Congress there were 
introduced 36 bills for the establishment of fish-cultural stations, 
distributed among 23 States. Many of these bills provide for hatch- 
eries in sections that are in need of aid to replenish the depleted 
supply of fish. Only two auxiliary stations were authorized—one 
in Georgia and one in Colorado. 

Only two of the bills submitted provided for the establishment of 
stations for the propagation of marine fishes. The bureau has op- 
posed the establishment of additional marine stations, as it is be- 
lieved that before such stations are authorized careful scientific in- 
vestigations should be made. These should determine the practica- 
bility of (1) hatching the species common to the region, (2) obtain- 
ing eggs in sufficient quantities to warrant the investment, and (3) 
assurance that such operations will yield results commensurate with 
their cost. It is believed that, in general, the application of proper 
conservation measures, the saving of immature and undersized fish 
from destruction, and other proper regulatory practices will accom- 
plish more in maintaining a fishery for marine species than will 
the establishment of a marine hatchery. 

In the present marine stations in the New England area the eggs 
are salvaged from the catch of the commercial fishermen. In so far 
as practicable spawn takers accompany the fishing vessels to the 
fishing grounds, strip the ripe fish in the market catch, and fertilize 
and return the eggs to the water on the natural spawning grounds. 

The output of these marine stations represents about 75 per cent 
of the total output by the bureau, produced at a cost of less than 
7.25 per cent of the total outlay from all sources used in the bureau’s 
tish-cultural work. The cost of this marine work was less than $14 
per million of eggs and fry produced. 

STATE LEGISLATION 

The States are revealing a growing interest in the enactment of 
more adequate legislation for the maintenance of their fisheries, as 
evidenced by the character of legislation approved. For example, 
New York State has amended its conservation law by forbidding 
the purchase, sale, or offering for sale of 10 important food fishes 
measuring less than certain prescribed lengths. This measure was 
sponsored by the commercial fisherman to lessen the destruction of 
undersized or immature fish. Virginia has increased the protection 
afforded the blue crab by more specifically defining the peeler crab, 
increasing the size limits on hard crabs, and prohibiting the taking 
of ege-bearing female crabs (sponge crabs) at any season. 

One of the most constructive measures the States could provide 
at this time would be one for the regular and continuous collection 
of fishery statistics along uniform lines, so that the statistics of one 
State would be comparable with those of another. Such measures 
are highly essential for revealing the trend and condition of im- 
portant fisheries. 
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SESQUICENTENNIAL EXHIBITION AT PHILADELPHIA 

A joint resolution of Congress (Pub. Res. No. 62—68th Cong.) 
approved March 3, 1925, provided for the cooperation of the United 
States in the Sesquicentennial Exhibition commemorating the sign- 
ing of the Declaration of Independence. From the funds assigned 
to the Department of Commerce the bureau was given an allotment 
of $7,500, and floor space in the Palace of Transportation, 50 by 60 
feet, was assigned from space set apart for the exhibit of the 
department. 

In so far as practicable, the activities of the bureau have been pre- 
sented in an attractive manner. A set of 24 colored transparencies 
in a specially designed case is used for portraying the work of each 
division. Special exhibits include the following: Fishing tackle 
(two cases), nutrition of fish and shellfish, by-products (menhaden), 
shark and shark leather, artificial pearls and other products using 
fish-scale essence, oyster investigations, destructiveness of shipworms, 
models of food fishes and fishing vessels, oceanographic equipment, 
fur-seal and fox skins, balanced aquaria, hatching troughs, and a 
pool. 

REBUILDING VESSEL SERVICE 

In recent years the bureau has been prevented from carrying on 
investigations at sea and from providing a proper Alaskan patrol 
because of antiquated or inadequate vessels. Among the obsolete 
vessels that have been put out of commission are the A/batross 
(built in 1883), Fish Hawk (built in 1879), and Halcyon. For 
Atlantic coast work the bureau has obtained from the Navy Depart- 
ment the ocean tug Patuxent, renamed Albatross IJ. This vessel, 
built in 1909, is well adapted for oceanographic research on the high 
seas and will make it possible to take up such problems as the study 
of the western Atlantic fishing grounds, which has been delayed 
because of the inadequacy of the older vessels. The Brant, a new 
vessel 100 feet long, powered with a 225-horsepower full Diesel en- 
gine, represents an important addition to the Alaska patrol fleet. 

AQUICULTURE 

The development of aquiculture as an auxiliary source of food 
‘is becoming recognized as of highly potential importance. Involved 
in this science of increasing the productiveness of water areas are 
questions of climate, hydrography, recreation, reclamation, and 
others. We should be able to determine whether a given area is 
more valuable for water crops than if reclaimed and used for agri- 
culture. We need to know to what water crops a given area is best 
suited and how to produce the maximum output of which that 
area is capable. In this country the science of agriculture is highly 
specialized, while but little attention has been given to the science 
of aquiculture in comparison with that given in European coun- 
tries. Sufficient progress has been made to warrant the belief that, 
on the average, an acre of water may produce as much protein food 
as an acre of land. 
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In the past our interest has been chiefly in the field of fish culture, 
largely prosecuted by Federal and State agencies; but here more 
attention has been given to the mechanics of operations and the 
taking of a huge volume of eggs than to determining the effects 
of such operations. The condition is changing rapidly, however, 
and greater interest is being shown in simulating natural condi- 
tions while obviating their drawbacks , in carrying ‘the fish through 
to the fingerling stage, in determining the best foods for the young, 
and means for combating diseases, in developing a superior brood 
stock, and in many other lines of investigation. 

Commercial fish-culturists now supply about $200,000 worth of 
trout eggs and market their surplus fish for food at fancy prices. 
The annual output of goldfish and other ornamental varieties is 
probably not less than 20,000,000, with an estimated value of 
$350,000. 

At the present time oyster farming is being conducted on a larger 
scale than is any other aquicultural pursuit, with more than 150,000 
acres of oyster grounds from Massachusetts to Florida under lease, 
not all of which is under cultivation. Considering the adaptability 
of our coastal waters to such use, it is conceivable that we may easily 
double or treble our present annual harvest of nearly 18,000,000 
bushels with the development of this science. One of the most inter: 
esting recent developments is that initiated by the Secretary of Com- 
merce providing for the development of cooperative fish nurseries, 
referred to elsewhere in this report. 

During the past year the bureau has greatly expanded its opera- 
tions im this line. It is now operating an experimental trout hatch- 
ery at Holden, Vt.; its pond system at the Fairport (Lowa) station 
is being utilized in experiments to determine the productiveness of 
water areas and means for increasing them; and arrangements are 
being made to develop the pond areas acquired under the Mississipp! 
wild life and fish refuge act. State agencies and private organiza- 
tions such as the National Research Council are evincing increased 
interest in developing the science of aquiculture. 

ALASKA FISHERIES SERVICE 

ADMINISTRATION OF FISHERY LAWS AND REGULATIONS 

Alaska fishery activities in 1925 were carried on along the same 
general lines as in the previous season, which was the first in which+ 
the new law of June 6, 1924, giving the Secretary of Commerce 
greater authority to limit or prohibit fishing, as deemed necessary 
for conservation purposes, was in effect. As a result of experience 
and observation in 1924, some changes were made in the regulations 
for 1925, chiefly as to closing additional areas where overfishing 
occurred. Other modifications included the extension of closed 
periods and further limitations upon fishing apparatus. The Com- 
missioner of Fisheries spent much of the active salmon fishing season 
in Alaska to note conditions and to recommend such amendments to 
the regulations as appeared necessary. Results were satisfactory in 
regard to better observance of the laws and regulations as well as in 
increased escapements of fish to the spawning grounds. 
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A general revision of the regulations, to be effective in 1926, was 
issued by the Secretary of Commerce under date of December 5, 
1925. Among the new features were the requirement of a distance 
interval of 1 mile between traps in the southeastern Alaska area, 
south of 58° north latitude, and also in a part of the Alaska Penin- 
sula area; the closing of 23 localities in addition to the 76 previ- 
ously closed; the adding of the Kuskokwim River waters to the Yukor 
area, in which all commercial fishing for export from Alaska is 
prohibited; and the placing of additional restrictions on herring and 
clam fisheries. Further limitations were imposed on the operation 
of certain kinds of apparatus in various areas. 

The patrol for the protection of the fisheries of Alaska and the 
enforcement of the law and regulations was expanded in 1925. A\|- 
together 13 regular and 132 temporary employees, exclusive of those 
on the bureau’s 10 vessels and the 11 chartered for patrol operations 
in the various districts, were identified with this work. A number 
of small launches also were used. 

Special attention was given to marking the limits of all closed 
areas and the 500-yard zone off the mouths of salmon streams. This 
was necessary by reason of the decision of the United States Circuit 
Court of Appeals in June, 1925, to the effect that it was not unlawful 
to operate a trap or to fish within 500 yards of a stream unless the 
mouth had been marked officially. All closed areas were marked, 
and the mouths of nearly all salmon streams had been marked be- 
fore the opening of the 1926 fishing season. 

ALASKA SALMON HATCHERIES 

At the Government hatcheries at Afognak and on McDonald Lake 
50,680,000 red-salmon eggs were collected in 1925. The two pri- 
vately owned salmon hatcheries operated under the provisions of 
the act of June 26, 1906, collected 37,160,000 red-salmon eggs. 

The hatcheries of the Alaska Territorial Fish Commission at 
Ketchikan, Cordova, and Seward handled 25,890,844 salmon eggs 
taken in 1925. Included in this number were 2,000,000 chinook eggs 
transferred from the State of Washington to the Ketchikan hatchery. 
Other species handled were reds, humpbacks, and chums. 

SPECIAL STUDIES AND INVESTIGATIONS 

In 1925 salmon ascending streams to spawn were counted at Anan 
Creek in southeastern Alaska and in Chignik River, Karluk River, 
and two streams tributary to Alitak Bay waters, in central Alaska. 

Salmon tagging was carried on in southeastern Alaska and at 
Port Moller, Alaska Peninsula. Two thousand reds were tagged at 
Port Moller, and 13,645 coho, chum, humpback, and red salmon were 
tagged in various localities in southeastern Alaska. This was a 
continuation of the studies of migration routes begun in 1922. The 
study of the clam fishery of central Alaska was continued, and 
investigations of the herring fishery were begun in 1925. 

In the fall of 1925 special attention was given to the collection of 
data on the escapement of spawning salmon. In _ southeastern 
Alaska, as a whole, the escapement was satisfactory, demonstrating 
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the effectiveness of the restrictions imposed by the regulations. 
Conditions were generally satisfactory in the Prince William Sound 
region also, with the exception of the Copper River, where both 
the run and escapement of red salmon were small. The escapement 
in the Cook Inlet district as a whole was regarded as satisfactory. 
In the Alaska Peninsula area the escapement was fair, as compared 
with the run that was regarded as below average. Conditions in 
the Bristol Bay area were unsatisfactory. As soon as it was realized 
that the run was small, regulations were promulgated discontinuing 
commercial fishing forthwith, but a later inspection of the spawning 
grounds of the eastern side of Bristol Bay showed a very poor 
escapement. Conditions were considerably better in the Nushagak 
Bay tributaries, where there were indications of a good escapement. 

EXTENT OF THE ALASKA FISHERIES 

Although there was a decreased production of salmon in Alaska 
in 1925, the industry showed a slightly larger investment, and more 
persons were employed. The catch of salmon in southeastern Alaska 
increased 3.6 per cent, while that in the central district declined 45 
per cent and in western Alaska 31 per cent. The smaller catch in 
central Alaska was due to the smaller run of humpback salmon that 
occurs in alternate years; and the decline in western Alaska resulted 
chiefly from the small take in Bristol Bay, where commercial fishing 
was ordered discontinued at an earlier date to permit a proportion- 
ately larger escapement of spawning salmon. The decrease in the 
catch of salmon for Alaska as a whole was about 19 per cent. A 
comparison of Alaska salmon canning operations in 1924 and 1925 
follows. 

Barco 
: of increase 

Item 1924 1925 (+) or de- 

crease (—) 

Canneries'operated: = S22. st = ea 130 129 —0.77 
Cases of salmon packed 5, 294,915 | 4, 459, 937 —15. 77 
Valens = meme z yd _.|$33, 007, 135 $31, 989, 531 —3. 08 
Persons:emp loved: see Sas ee ee 20, 107 21, 805 +8. 45 
Cases of salmon packed, by species: 

Cohoee= SS ee See ee ae ee ae oe 183, 601 161, 010 —12. 30 
Chumise..s8 222 a eS 2 nk ee ee 1, 028, 488 1, 078, 680 +4. 88 
Hum pDack=2 22 2 = oe Se See re See ee eee ee me 2, 601, 283 | 2, 110, 593 —18. 86 
RS = 23 Rs Se Se Re Se ane Eee ree he er ee ee 33, 648 49, 978 +48. 53 
D210 (eaeaegtties aenen Dan eee Sl aha We See ee oie Pe gee 1, 447, 895 1, 059, 676 — 26. 81 

Number of salmon) cate ht .0 es Se ee ees 79, 477, 600 | 64, 246, 391 —19. 16 

Other salmon products were: Mild cured, 5,217,600 pounds, valued 
at $1,085,466; pickled, 629,600 pounds, valued at $84,731; fresh, 
2,620,017 pounds, valued at $223,907; frozen, 2,572,623 pounds, 
valued at $170,663; dry salted, dried, and smoked, 1,048,045 pounds, 
valued at $126,465; fertilizer, 1,432,625 pounds, valued at $41,807; 
and oil, 40,680 gallons, valued at $18,330. The total value of these 
minor products in 1925 was $1,751,369. The value of similar prod- 
ucts in 1924 was $1,786,369. 

The products of the herring fishery were as follows: Bait, 7,086,840 
pounds, valued at $39,426; Scotch cured, 33,925,975 pounds, valued 
at $2,270,577; Norwegian cured, 365,225 pounds, valued at $22,969; 
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spiced, for food, 10,200 pounds, valued at $1,200; bloaters, 190,575 
pounds, valued at $7,660; dry salted, 677,705 pounds, valued at 
$19.974; canned, 38 cases, valued at $150; fertilizer, 17,172,027 
pounds, valued at $491,448; and oil, 2,351,152 gallons, valued at 
$999,045. The total value of herring products was $3,852,449, as 
compared with $2,458,370 in 1924. 

The halibut industry produced 3,249,229 pounds of fresh fish, 
valued at $302,000, and 7,722,422 pounds of frozen fish, valued at 
$582,383, a total production of 10,971,651 pounds, valued at $884,383. 

The shore-station cod fishery yielded 2,853,942 pounds of prod- 
ucts, valued at $128,803. The whaling industry produced oil, fer- 
tilizer, pickled meat, and carcasses valued at $624,959. 

The pack of clams amounted to 75,279 cases, valued at $492,051. 
The output of shrimps was 519,535 pounds, valued at $207,315. 
Crab products were valued at $53,857. The output of trout was 
53,152 pounds fresh, frozen, and pickled, valued at $6,137. There 
were also produced 1,042,525 pounds of sablefish, valued at $44,836; 
23.420 pounds of smelts, valued at $2,342; 10,835 pounds of flound- 
ers, valued at $108; 20,648 pounds of rockfishes, valued at $390; 
3,293 pounds of red rockfish, valued at $100; and 30,786 pounds 
of “lingeod” valued at $615. 

The total value of the manufactured fishery products of Alaska 
in 1925 was $40,038,745. The value of the catch to the fishermen 
was approximately $9,860,000. 

The entize Alaska fishery industry gave employment to 27,685 
persons and represented an investment of $67,077,495. 

The extent and condition of the Alaska fisheries in 1925 and of 
the activities of the bureau under the laws and regulations for the 
protection of the fisheries are covered in detail in the annual report 
of the Alaska service for that year.? 

' ALASKA FUR-SEAL SERVICE 

GENERAL ACTIVITIES ON THE PRIBILOF ISLANDS 

The Pribilof Islands in Bering Sea, Alaska, are the breeding 
erounds of the North American fur-seal herd and the chief source 
of the world’s supply of fur-seal skins. This herd numbers more 
than 700,000 animals, contrasted with which recent reports indicate 
that the Robben Island herd belonging to Japan contains about 
29,000 animals and the Russian herd at the Commander Islands 
about 19,000 animals. Other much smaller herds are found off 
Uruguay, the west coast of South America, in the vicinity of the 
Cape of Good Hope, and thinly scattered among a few islands of 
the Antarctic. 

In the conduct of operations at St. Paw and St. George Islands, 
seal killings are limited to surplus males and are confined almost 
wholly to animals three years of age. The skins are cured and pre- 

2 Alaska Fishery and Fur-Seal Industries in 1925. By Ward T. Bower. Bureau of 
Fisheries Document No. 1008. 
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pared for shipment to St. Louis, Mo., where they are made ready 
for market and sold at auction. The fur-seal convention of 1911 
stipulates that Great Britain and Japan shall each receive 15 per 
cent of the sealskins taken annually at the Pribilof Islands, but 
through arrangement with those nations the matter is handled by 
remittance to each of 15 per cent of the net proceeds of skins sold. 

Sealing work at the Pribilofs during the year was along the 
usual lines. Approximately half of the skins taken on St. Paul 
Island were blubbered before being salted, and the matter of ade- 
quate breeding reserves received attention. As to construction and 
permanent improvement activities in 1925, particular mention may 
be made of the new water-supply systems put in operation and the 
excellent progress made in the replacement of old dwellings for 
natives and white employees on both islands. Also, considerable 
road construction work was done on St. Paul Island. 

The 325 native inhabitants at the Pribilofs are, in effect, wards 
of the Government. They engage in sealing and other work of the 
two communities. Cash payments of 75 cents for each sealskin 
and $5 for each fox skin taken are made to the natives, but their 
main compensation is in shelter, food, clothing, schools, and medical 
attention furnished without cost by the Government. Activities on 
the Pribilofs are supervised by a staff of white employees. 

Through cooperation of the Navy Department the annual supplies 
and a number of employees of the bureau were transported on the 
U.S. S. Vega from Seattle, Wash., to the Pribilof Islands. Em- 
ployees were furnished transportation on vessels of the United States 
Coast Guard as well. Acknowledgment is made of the particularly 
constructive cooperation of both the Navy and the Coast Guard in 
connection with the bureau’s fur-seal activities. 

SEAL HERD 

Computations showed a total of 723,050 fur seals in the herd on 
August 10, 1925, an increase of 25,892 animals over the figures for the 
corresponding date in 1924. 

TAKE OF SEALSKINS 

In the calendar year 1925, 19,860 fur-seal skins were taken on the 
Pribilof Islands, of which 15,082 were secured on St. Paul Island 
and 4,778 on St. George Island. 

MARKING OF RESERVED SEALS 

As in the previous season, a reserve of 3-year-old male seals was 
marked by shearing a patch of fur from the top of the head. On 
St. Paul Island 7,424 were so marked and on St. George Island 
1,130. In addition, on St. George Island 800 3-year-old males were 
given a permanent brand with a hot iron to enable recognition and 
observation in future years. This makes a total of 9,354 reserved in 
1925. A temporary mark also was put on 2,918 4-year-old and 2,730 
5-year-old males. 
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The increase in the size of the seal herd in recent years makes 
it necessary to reserve each year a considerably larger number of 
young males for future breeding purposes than the minimum of 
5,000 required by law. Reserves are made of 3-year-old males for 
the reason that commercial killings of seals, aside from the small 
number incidentally taken, are made from this class. The actual 
reserve of 3-year-old males in 1925 was, of course, larger than the 
number marked and released because, as is well known, not all the 
animals in this class are taken up in the drives. 

SALES OF SEALSKINS 

In the fiscal year 1926 two public auction sales of fur-seal skins 
taken on the Pribilof Islands were held at St. Louis, Mo. The first 
was on September 24, 1925, when 8,298 black-dyed and 888 brown- 
dyed skins were sold at a eros price of $335,369.50. In addition, 
60 brown- dyed and 22 raw salted Japanese sealsiing sold for $578.50 
and one black-dyed confiscated sealskin brought $20. At the second 
sale on May 24, 1926, 11,207 black-dyed, 3,220 brown-dyed, and 175 
miscellaneous skins were sold for $430,748. At this time there also 
were sold seven confiscated sealskins and one skin from a seal that 
died at the Steinhart Aquarium. These eight skins brought a total 
of $8. The Secretary of Commerce authorized the further sale of 
691 sealskins, the sum realized being $21,267.63. 

The Japanese sealskins sold at the September sale were the 
United States Government’s share of skins taken by the Japanese 
Government on Robben Island in 1923. The 94 skins that were 
this Government’s share of the 1924 take on Robben Island and 87 
skins from the take in 1925 have been received and will be sold in 
due time. 

FOXES 

Satisfactory progress was made in the systematic feeding of foxes 
on both St. Paul Island and St. George Island through the winter 
of 1925-26. The shortage of natural food on St. Paul Island during 
the winter and the difficulties attending systematic feeding hereto- 
fore ae prevented any great development of the herd on that 
islan 

At the public auction sale on September 24, 1925, there were 
offered 341 blue and 28 white fox skins, these being part of the take 
in the winter of 1924-25. The blue skins brought. $16,579 and the 
whites $1,040. The remainder of the skins taken in the winter of 
1924-25 will be sold later. In the season of 1925-26, 725 skins were 
secured, of which 67 blues and 19 whites came from ‘St. Paul Island 
and 638 blues and 1 white were taken on St. George Island. During 
foxing operations 211 males and 155 females were marked and re- 
leased for breeding purposes on St. Paul Island, and 216 males and 
215 females on St. George Island. In addition to the animals 
marked there are those never captured, which considerably increase 
the breeding stock. 
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FUR-SEAL SKINS TAKEN BY NATIVES 

During the 1925 spring migration of the fur-seal herd Indians took 
1,765 skins in waters off the coast of Washington and 279 skins in 
southeastern Alaska waters, all of which were duly authenticated. 
Through the courtesy of the Department of the Interior, the super- 
intendent of the Neah Bay Indian Agency was authorized to authen- 
ticate skins taken by Indians of the reservations in the State of 
Washington. A representative of the bureau at Sitka, Alaska, 
authenticated the skins taken in that vicinity. A considerable num- 
ber were taken by natives of British Columbia also. 

FUR-SEAL PATROL 

Vessels of the United States Coast Guard maintained the cus- 
tomary patrol for the protection of the fur-seal herd in its annual 
migration through waters off the Pacific Coast States, British Co- 
lumbia, and Alaska. The bureau’s vessels also took part in the 
patrol, particularly in southeastern Alaska, during the time sealing 
operations were being carried on by Indians in that district. 

PROTECTION OF SEA OTTERS, WALRUSES, AND SEA LIONS 

Announcement was made that the’ Federal law absolutely pro- 
hibits the killing of sea otters in Alaska except under authority of 
the Secretary of Commerce. It was stated that no such authority 
has been granted by the Secretary, and that therefore the prohibition 
of the law continues in force. A new edition of the circular con- 
taining the regulations affecting walruses and sea lions in Alaska 
was issued as of May 1, 1926, which extends the closed season on these 
animals for two years. 

" PROPAGATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF FOOD FISHES 

FISH-CULTURAL OPERATIONS 

Each year it becomes necessary to carry over until the next year a 
large number of applications for fish for stocking waters, due to the 
fact that the resources of the division of fish culture are taxed to the 
limit to supply the general public with fish. At the end of the fiscal 
year 1926 approximately 5,000 unfilled applications were on hand, 
which constitute a heavy draft on next season’s production. It is 
quite evident that the general public is taking more and more interest 
in fishing, especially for bass and trout. The bureau has endeavored 
to meet this demand by increasing the efficiency of several of the 
hatcheries, where additional trough room and the enlargement of 
ponds make it possible to produce more fish, especially larger finger- 
lings, for distribution. At many of the stations the water supply is 
very limited, which, together with the unfavorable topography of 
the grounds, makes it pa eeae to construct additional ponds. 
It will be necessar y, therefore, to resort to other methods to produce 
larger fingerling fish in greater numbers if the output of the stations 
is to be increased. 
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COOPERATIVE FISH NURSERIES 

At the principal trout hatcheries the congested condition during 
the spring months, just after the eggs have hatched, has been re- 
lieved to a large degree by the transfer of small fish to cooperative 
nurseries after they have been feeding for from four to six weeks. 
The nurseries are furnished by fish and game organizations working 
in cooperation with the bureau. The organizations supply troughs, 
ponds, fish food, and all equipment, including men to care for and 
feed the fish. At these nurseries the fish are held in troughs until 
they are approximately 2 inches in length, when they are placed in 
the nursery ponds and held until fall for distribution. Fifty per 
cent of the fish thus produced are turned over to the bureau for the 
purpose of supplying applications that it has from that region, 
and the other 50 per cent is given to the club for stocking local 
waters. 

The cooperative fish nursery arouses the interest of the public in 
the production and protection of fish, brings financial support from 
those most interested, reduces the bureau’s distribution costs, insures 
the rearing of a larger number of fry to the fingerling sizes, simpli- 
fies the distribution of such fish, and promises to be one of the 
greatest advances made in recent years to keep our streams stocked 
with trout. 

The production of bass always has been fraught with difficulties 
not fully understood by the general public. Sometimes applica- 
tions are received for 1,000,000 bass. At most of the bass hatcheries 
not more than 5 to 8 acres are used for ponds that usually average 
from one-third to one-fourth acre in area. It is impossible to pro- 
duce large fingerling bass and other warm-water fishes in such small 
areas, as they are wide rangers and require considerable pond room 
to become large fish. The young fish must have microscopic food, 
such as daphnia. At a later stage of development the stronger fish 
prey upon the weaker ones. For organizations with facilities for 
rearing fish in ponds of 10 to 15 acres a cooperative plan has been 
suggested. Larger areas would be suitable if the water supply 
could be so controlled as to prevent flooding and in the fall of the 
year drained to remove the small fish. The Bureau of Fisheries is 
not in a position to supply brood stocks for such projects. It can 
render material aid to su@h organizations by supervising the con- 
struction of the ponds and the general work of rearing and dis- 
tributing the fish. Many organizations may find it possible to set 
aside suitable areas for bass culture that can be operated under 
Government supervision. 

Commercial species of fish were propagated on a large scale at the 
stations located on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts and throughout 
the Great Lakes region. Eggs were collected from fish caught by 
the commercial fishermen or experienced spawn takers furnished by 
the bureau, and were sent to the hatcheries to be incubated. The 
resulting fry were released on natural spawning grounds. The 
bureau has been aided greatly in this work by many of the States. 
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Summary, by species, of the output of fish and eggs during the fiscal year ended 
June 380, 1926 

Species Eggs Fry Fingerlings Total 

Catfish____- 1, 400, 000 30, 964, 500 32, 364, 500: 
Buffalo fish _ 105, 315, 000 11, 258, 600 116, 573, 600 
Warps ieee. 54, 500, 000 40, 349, 500 94, 849, 500 
Sand merchy Fo a ee el Ss AO SS | a ee ae poe 5, 000 5, 000 
Sia Gas hs Bad 2 eS Re an ee See ee G43 B00", Ua ce ane 9, 143, 800 
Glut herring 55:000; GOOLE {ot rere ee 55, 000, 000 
IW ICG LS gee Sh TSE Te ee eed oe ate 8, 320, 000 200; 024, ,000))|- 2232 2 re 208, 344, 000: 
iscos 2 fee eye Fhe THe: Ay ER ae 10, 080, 000 85, 000;-000' | F428 Perea 95, 080, 000 
Salmon: 

Chinodkts = 20 Nae Leen ee 11, 284, 600 800, 000 50, 837, 300 62, 921, 900 
Chum: e:f___ cept beet pesky eis Sie Leer ee 1S; 163,{500" |e eete vee: es 18, 163, 500 
(SH i 2) ee a ea Re wee par Rs UE SR 211, 000 4, 555, 800 5, 184; 900 9, 901, 700 
SdtkeyeiLey viii iis CRY 2S ee ES 150, 000 9, 795, 800 64, 681, 000 74, 626, 800 
mip back Ree ee ee 1, 753, 500 90, 000 1, 843, 500 
Sieelhenteuen semen Caneewe sSueks Sew. 1, 133, 800 1, 029, 500 4, 324, 500 6, 487, 800 
Atlantien ziti Wat 0 FU the Rad 100, 000 776, 000 125, 600 1, 001, 600 

4 Lanctocked cH ps be Re hee Sahih El ea 383, 900 432, 100 270, 600 1, 086, 600 
rout: 

Rainbow? = eee Wem 2 a ee 2, 827, 500 1, 540, 800 3, 621, 100 7, 989, 400 
IB ACk=SppLled tess tener ne foe nem eS 8, 917, 800 1, 473, 200 3, 868, 400 14, 259, 400° 
hoch¥bevens2s. lien reg rents ois cep 3, 894, 500 616, 000 2, 987, 000 7, 497, 500 
Walkers: sete rere tice hte kes We 1, 590, 000 29, 957, 100 269, 300 31, 816, 400 
Brook. eee Cea FICS PC ey UA 874, 000 2,951,000 | 10, 937, 100 14, 762, 100 
SUV OT ef EE peer 232, 700 232, 700° 

Gray) ote ea A ee nee Ae een a eee eet oe A 823; B00) | a ee 4, 823, 800 
Pike andipickerel_ ws) ad. oad eriey fee Pre eit NE eae 465, 800 465, 800 
IVISGKET Ee Seri bake Soe te eee ee me Come yc De gue ean AOR TODO G2 = ee eee 2, 067, 000 
Opa piel Le: PEE Sse E tT LE). CEE OU NEM PACE Bo Tees 26, 741, 600 26, 741, 600 
Bass: 

ansom OuG heb 1A Che aeewe ee a er tes ener a Geet dee eee 919, 300 1, 394, 500 2, 313, 800 
Smallmouth blacks = 3 soy eee Co. Peon seer pee gies 810, 000 161, 700 971, 700 
EO Gate Riba went te Mee Eto ene Stoeger ork Wiping eet os ter al | Rael Mes 66, 100 66, 100 
Wisma t biel ies oPa Ce teat: bits CU Nee 2 |e Ted Fe RECS R S ae eae 4, 900 4, 900 
VAD GS ss ee SL So WS gh Ae ae A UY ip ere a a ae pay 42, 500 42, 500 

Spb aWate) chan Ste Lah te pd Des Se ee ties Cui: Lolet Ei oe lan elem gk ote i a oe wat 27, 746, 700 27, 746, 700 
ikespenche #2 0 reports Cea eh abd y Rae ie 82, 745, 000 130, 960, 000 27, 200 213, 732, 200: 
ello WapenChaceme coe eet tae a ta eel ees 7, 500, 000 122, 501, 000 2, 704, 400. 132, 705, 400 
Sheepshead Arc ewierere rs Ras Pe A AERO ae eee 300 300 
Wresh-watemanumes ew ee SN Pe | oe eS ae | pl coe a 130, 300 130, 300: 
CG REIS ER Ae EPR Ler ee Pe 429, 338, 000 Ob4,/629" 000i te Se eae 983, 967, 000 
Haddock’. 22.5 | o.Vy) fit eS reset nse 114, 051, 000 L895) 000) 2 ee ee 145, 946, 000 
ROU OGKs4- et se oer es. Meets pm. Oe | ig dy Pee ee A28788) OO0E oes = eee 428, 788, 000 
Winter flounder sie sere ie ee 53, 735, 000 2, ad eioz2, O00? | 22h Sa aeeenne 2, 388, 057, 000 
Miscellaneous fishes: 36 als El as | oe ge ee Pe 9, 851, 600 9, 851, 600 

Notalistc e822 ae meee, py beet ae Lt 737, 136,100 | 4, 195,942,200 | 299, 294,700 | 5, 232, 373, 000 

RELATIONS WITH STATES AND FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

The bureau’s principal cooperative work was the exchange of fish 
and eggs with various State authorities and aiding the States in 
every way possible to secure better enforcement of the laws for pro- 
tecting fish. By exchanges of applications and facilities for incuba- 
tion and distribution economies have been effected. The bureau has 
continued to furnish the States the services of its experienced men 
to aid in locating hatcheries and also in making inspections and sug- 
gestions for improvements to State hatcheries. It also has continued 
to exchange eggs with the Canadian fisheries authorities, receiving: 
Atlantic-salmon eggs in exchange for trout eggs of other species. 
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Allotments of fish eggs to State and Territorial fish commissions, fiscal year 1926 

State and species Number State and species Number 

Arizona: Black-spotted trout__-__----- 52,000 || North Carolina: 
California: Black-spotted trout______-- 354, 000 | Glut hernias) fees Se . 25, 000, 060 
Colorado: Loch Leven trout---------- 336, 0CO || Makeiroubs ci20 2 25 oo a aeeen ce 50, 000 
Hawaii: Loch Hever troubs:22. 22s eee s 50, 000 

Chinook salmon 4222-22-22 44-5 - 15, C00 Raimbowstholbee a. ooo ee ee 409, 000 
RAIN DOW WOW aso = ee 25,600 |} Oklahoma: Yellow perch___-_-_-_-___- 7, 500, 000 
Steelhead salmon_-___.-__-_-+-_---_- 43,000 || Oregon: 

Idaho: Black-spotted trout--_--_---_---_- | 1, 000, 000 
Black-spotted trout---_._-_-_----- 500, 000 Chinookisalimonts {740 tee Pier ree | 8, 136, 600 
Rainbow aroute--=2-..22 4 | 50, 600 Steelhead salmon___._-----_-__.-__ 510, 000 

Tilinois: | Pennsylvania: 
Black-spotted trout ---.-_.-------- 10, 000 Gisegs. fest ee TE eh oy 2, 080, 000 
Hake WrOUl seo sete 50, on Wochwlevenitrouts- con. see eens z yy ae 
Loch Leven trout- 25, 000 Wihitefish 2 eerinene i: see) ree , 470, 
Rainbow trout ot, ane | oe Dakota: Loch Leven trout ---_- 500, 000: 
Silver Salmon! 2esseeeeesse a ee 200, 0! | Utah: 

Towac Rainbow trout. =22=-------=-=-- 51, 300 Black spotted TOUT A= eee ee 0, Hea 
Maine: TOOKSEDOU Tee eee ke 274, 

iMtilantic salmon sete e sone ae 100, C00 || Vermont: 
Wake inroubste 4 Sea ess ee 100, 000 |, Makentrout.)5-ee ce tse ae ewe 125, 000 

Maryland: Rainbow treut-____-____-- 104, 000 || ptecihead Salmon sae eae ea eae 100, 600 
Massachusetts: Washington: 

och evenitroutu- = 22-52-22 2= 2 100, 060 iIBlack-spottedtrolt==-9— =-- aoe 1, 825, 000 
Rainbow trout___---------2--52--- 25, 000 Humpback salmon___-_----------- 115, 000 

MichiganiGiscol jase ke tbeh ieee 8, on en West Virginia: Loch Leven trout ---_- 150, 000 
Missouri: Loch Leven trout___--_---_- ; | yoming: 
Montana: Loch Leven trout ___-_-___- 431, 500 Black-spotted trout _._...-._.-_--- | 485, 000 
Nevada: Black-spotted trout___._-_-_- 50, 000 | Maketroutarece.- sees peter ee | 25, 000 
New Hampshire: Chinook salmon- -_- 75, 000 Loch leven! trout 232s se Bot, nt 
New Mexico: | Rain bGwetnOulte. ee asses Lee | 50, 

Bluck-spottedtreutes* 22 eas 2 | 600, 000 SRE 
Hoch: Levenjtroubs- -} 22225-2255 500, 000 | Topalle seers sae as see 67, 458, 200 

New York: | 
Black-spotted trout--__-___-_-_-_- | 15, 000 
Ware TMOULE (sak ook ir 2 a ae | 515, 000 

25, 000 Steelhead salmon________-_-_-_-__- | 

Shipments of fish and eggs to foreign countries, fiscal year 1926 

Country and species Eggs Fish Country and species Eggs Fish 

Argentina: Top minnows___--+_|__-!_--+._ 2,000 || Dominican Republic: Top min- 
Brazil: TOW S ste Sige ee oe ee ee ee 15, 000 

IBRCaIMEe ee oay AER! Tay eee eee 100 || Italy: Steelhead salmon________ DO; 0004 EEE e se 
(Crappietece me. Les ee ae ds COal|eaApancawinitenshie. e252. ess. ss 2,400,000) 22 eee 
FROCKMO ASS = soo tea st we in ele Se eee 100 | Switzerland: Rainbow trout___- G2 OOO! eae 

Canada: Loch Leven trout ____- 852,000) 1) 2e=-2 4 
Colombia: Steelhead salmon____ PAT 10) ee | Ti Qala soe ee ee 3, 699, 000 | 17, 275 

PROPAGATION OF PACIFIC SALMONS 

Fish-cultural operations on the Pacific coast have been directed 
principally to the rearing of young salmon fry in nursery ponds so 
that larger fingerlings might be produced for stocking purposes. 
The sentiment among fish-culturists and commercial fishermen is 
greatly in favor of this work. Three and four inch salmon un- 
doubtedly are superior for stocking purposes to fry that have just 
absorbed the food sac. 

It is thought that the enforcement of regulations in Alaska for the 
protection of salmon will be of great aid in maintaining the salmon 
runs. The introduction of some form of lift to pass the fish over 
high-power dams uninjured should be another important factor, 
and various experiments are being conducted with fish elevators. 
Preventing the access of the salmon to their spawning grounds will 
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mean the extinction of the species. Attempts have been made also 
to pen and hold the fish until their spawning period. 

As rapidly as possible hatching facilities at the stations are being 
enlarged. One of the most important difficulties in the bureau’s 
work is to provide a food supply for the young fish, and as far as 
practicable the spawned-out salmon are prepared and preserved 
for feeding the young fish. 
The Yes Bay (Alaska) station released approximately 6,000,000 

young salmon in Lake MacDonald during the month of June. In 
the Washington field the run of steelhead salmon was much larger 
than for several years. An, experiment will be carried out at 
Ozette Lake, Wash., for the purpose of determining if sockeye 
salmon can be ripened in an inclosure, and 1,000 adult fish will be . 
held for this purpose in a pen in the river below the lake. 

COMMERCIAL FISHES OF THE GREAT LAKES 

Operations to collect whitefish, cisco, lake trout, and pike perch 
eges were conducted at stations on the Great Lakes during the season. 
Early in the fall adverse weather made it difficult for the com- 
mercial fishermen to operate their nets, which in turn greatly cur- 
tailed the collection of eggs, as the hatcheries must depend upon 
the fish obtained from the commercial fishermen for eggs. Owing 
to local demands, few eggs were collected in the Canadian fields. 
If some form of agreement can be effected between the bureau and 
the Canadian Government it is believed that large numbers of white- 
fish and cisco eggs may be obtained for the Cape Vincent station. 
Owing to the fact that a large percentage of the whitefish caught 
in the vicinity of Alpena and Charleviox, Mich., are not in spawn- 
ing condition when taken in the nets of the fishermen, arrangements 
will be made to pen the fish in certain fields so that their eggs may 
be taken when ripe. It is hoped that a plan may be developed 
whereby closer cooperation with the commercial fishermen will 
result in the taking of a larger number of eggs of market fish. 

MARINE SPECIES OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC COAST 

The bureau operates three marine hatcheries on the Atlantic 
coast—Boothbay Harbor, Me.; Gloucester, Mass.; and Woods Hole, 
Mass.—the principal species handled being cod, haddock, pollock, 
and winter flounder. During the spawning season, when the com- 
mercial fisheries fleet operates in the vicinity of the hatcheries, 
experienced spawn takers are placed on board the vessels, or in some 
instances the crew collects the eggs from the spawning fish. ‘These 
eggs are sent to the various hatcheries, where they are incubated and 
the resulting fry released on natural spawning grounds. Were it 
not for the service performed by the bureau the eggs would be lost 
when the fish are dressed and sent to market. 

Frequently such fishing boats are out for from 5 to 10 days, mak- 
ing it impracticable to hold the eggs and deliver them to the hatch- 
eries, and they are then fertilized and planted at sea. If funds 
ere available, this Conservation work will be extended. This method 
of handling fish eggs has been undertaken in various fields where 
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it is not practicable to send the eggs to the hatchery. This applies 
to the buffalo fish work in Louisiana and at points on the upper 
Mississippi River. The marine hatcheries are so situated that they 
can be operated at minimum cost, and the output, therefore, is ob- 
tained at a very low cost per million when compared with the collec- 
tion of eggs of the salmon, whitefish, and other important commercial 
species. At the Woods Hole station the codfish are purchased alive 
from commercial fishermen and taken to the hatchery, where they 
are placed in a large pool and permitted to spawn naturally. The 
eges being bouyant, they are collected in screen boxes as they pass 
out of the pool to the water supply. After spawning the adult cod 
are released in the ocean. 

MIGRATORY FISHES OF THE ATLANTIC COAST 

The most important species in this group is the shad, which is 
having a hard struggle to maintain itself in northern rivers. The 
catch of shad has been falling off at an alarming rate for a number 
of years. At the present time the bureau is operating but one shad 
hatchery, located at Bryans Point, Md., on the Potomac River. The 
work on Albemarle Sound can not be considered, as shad propaga- 
tion is conducted only at times when certain seine fisheries are in 
progress. To a large extent weather conditions interfere with the 
runs of shad or the number of eggs obtained at a given hatchery. 
The dumping of trade wastes and the pollution of streams apparently 
further the decline of the shad fisheries. Ten or fifteen years ago 
shad were caught in the vicinity of Washington, D. C.; now very few, 
if any, shad are caught north of Mount Vernon. It appears that it 
will be necessary for the States interested in the maintenance of shad 
to take drastic measures in regard to their protection. There should 
be a yearly and weekly closed season with a limitation on net fish- 
ing in specified waters. Certain areas should be set aside by the 
States as natural spawning grounds for shad and fishing in those 
areas prohibited. Were such methods adopted, it is believed that the 
shad would maintain themselves through natural reproduction. 

During the past season considerable attention was given to the re- 
establishment of a temporary hatchery on the Roanoke River at 
Weldon for the collection of eggs of the striped bass. If suitable 
ears can be obtained, it is very probable that this work will be 
resumed. 

SALVAGING OF FOOD FISHES FROM OVERFLOWED LANDS 

During June, 1925, the upper Mississippi River was very low, 
which prevented the adult fish from reaching spawning grounds 
in the marginal lakes, with the result that the number of fish res- 
cued, while greater than during the previous year, was somewhat 
below normal. If normal rains do not occur in July and August, 
the water level of the river frequently drops so rapidly that many 
of the lakes dry before the bureau’s crew can reach them. On the 
other hand, heavy rains during the summer months cause the lakes 
to maintain their level, when dense growths of aquatic plants 
make it almost impossible to haul seines. No attempt was made to 
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salvage fishes 1 in Louisiana or in the vicinity of Friars Point, Miss. 
The river did not reach a sufficiently high stage to overflow. the 
borrow pits. During the season many of ‘the fish returned to local 
waters and were inoculated with the glochidia of fresh-water 
mussels. 

PROPAGATION OF FISHES IN INTERIOR WATERS 

Very notable results were attained in the Meadow Creek (Mont.) 
field in the collection of the eggs of the Loch Leven trout. The 
large collections made would seem to indicate that the waters of 
Montana are very well suited to this species. Advantageous ex- 
changes of eges of other species of trout were made with many State 
fish and game commissions. In the Colorado and Utah fields 
good collections of brook-trout eggs were obtained. Virtually all of 
the bureau’s fish-cultural stations that handle trout have enlarged 
their facilities so that greater numbers of fish may be held until 
they reach the large fingerling stage before shipment. Fish-cultural 
operations in the Yellowstone Park field were somewhat curtailed 
on account of prevailing high waters during the spawning season 
of the black-spotted trout. Many apparently spawned on the 
beaches and did not ascend the streams as usual. 

COMMERCIAL FISHERIES AND FISHERY INDUSTRIES 

REVIEW 

The number of persons engaged in the fisheries and fishery indus- 
tries of the United States and Alaska exceeds 191,000; the invest- 
ment amounts to about $202,000,000; and the annual sales of fishery 
products by fishermen is about 2,881,000,000 pounds, valued at about 
$97,000,000; the output of canned fishery products has an annual 
value of over $80,000,000; and the production of by-products 1s 
valued at about $15,000,000. 

Conditions in the fisheries during 1925 compare very favorably 
with those of the past few years. Vessel landings at the New 
England ports were above normal in quantity, due to unusually 
large mackerel and haddock landings. Although the average prices 
declined slightly, the total value of products was substantially 
greater than in 1924. Seattle landings were below those of 1924 in 
quantity and value. The canning industry produced greater quan- 
tities of nearly all varieties of canned fishery products, the total 
value being considerably higher than in recent years. By-products 
also were produced in larger quantites and were of greater value. 
Exports of edible fishery products showed an upward trend, while 
imports for consumption were slightly lower. 

Through its division of fishery industries the bureau has been 
of direct service to the fishery industries by its collection and publi- 
cation of fishery statisics, its technical research, and its dissemination 
of practical information to the industry. 

Statistics on landings of fish at the ports of Boston and Gloucester, 
Mass., Portland, Me., and Seattle, Wash., were collected and pub- 
lished monthly. Statistics of the cold-storage holdings of fish were 
collected by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics in the Depart- 
ment of Agriculture and were published monthly by the Bureau 
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of Fisheries as in previous years. A noteworthy improvement in 
the dissemination of this information has been the issuing of a pre- 
liminary mimeographed statement, which makes these statistics 
available to the trade within 15 days of their collection. The trade’s 
appreciation of this service has been particularly evident and grati- 
fying. Statistics of canned fishery products and by-products for 
the year 1925 were collected and published early in 1926, and those 
on the production, holdings, and consumption of animal and vege- 
table oils in the fishery industries were collected quarterly and fur- 
nished to the Bureau of the Census for publication as in previous 
years. The annual canvasses of the shad fisheries of the Potomac 
and Hudson Rivers were made as usual. 

The New England States were canvassed for statistics on the 
personnel, investment, and yield in the fisheries and fishery indus- 
tries for the year 1924, and with their publication statistics of this 
nature are available on the various geographical sections, as follows: 
New England States, 1924; New York, New Jersey, and Delaware, 
1921; Maryland and Virginia, 1920; South Atlantic and Gulf 
States, 1923; Pacific Coast States, persons and investment for 1922 
and products for 1923: Great Lakes and Mississippi River and 
tributaries, 1922. 

These are the only complete statistics available, and it is becom- 
ing more and more apparent that intermittent statistics are not 
capable of yielding the information needed in dealing with prob- 
lems of conservation. Annual statistics are vital to the determina- 
tion of the abundance of fishes and would provide the best insurance 
against depletion and at the same time against ill-advised legisla- 
tion hastily provided to meet apparent but not real depletion. 

The bureau is seeking to obtain such statistics by encouraging their 
collection by the States, and there seems to be some promise of 
progress in this respect. The Pacific Coast States have systems 
for the collection of statistics of such character that it has been pos- 
sible, by supplementing them with some field work, to compile fairly 
complete statistics for the years 1923 to 1925. Connecticut has 
begun to collect complete annua] statistics, and some of the States 
on the Great Lakes are collecting partial statistics. 

TECHNOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 

Conservation, a primary function of the Bureau of Fisheries, ap- 
plies to fishery products as well as to fishery life. If there is waste 
in preserving and marketing the fish or in making use of by-prod- 
ucts, true conservation is not effected. The bureau is doing what it 
can, through technological research, to bring about more efficient 
utilization of fishery products by improving existing and developing 
new and better equipment, methods, products, and practices within 
the various branches of the fishing industry and by showing how 
properly to utilize wastes and by-products. Few realize the impor- 
tance of well directed, adequately supported technological research, 
Rapid progress in industry, and this applies particularly to the 
fisheries industries, largely depends on such work combined with 
the application of sound business principles. Work was continued 
throughout the year on three major lines of research—preservation 
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-of nets, canning of sardines, and utilization of by-products. Progress 
only will be reported upon here, as these investigations were dis- 
cussed at length in the last report. 

CANNING OF SARDINES 

Efforts toward bringing about commercial development of the new 
process of preparing sardines developed by the bureau are meeting 
with success. ‘Two small plants in Maine and one in Canada erected 
equipment and used the new process. The product prepared by these 
plants is receiving much favor. Another season undoubtedly will 
bring additional developments. 

PRESERVATION OF NETS 

Large-scale practical tests of copper oleate and copper oleate- 
copper paint mixtures were conducted in cooperation with fishermen 
at several points on the Atlantic coast. These tests, which are still 
under way, are being made to show the real saving that can be ob- 
tained from the proper application of copper compounds upon dif- 
ferent kinds of gear. To offset the higher cost of the copper-oleate 
treatment the bureau now is experimenting with other copper com- 
pounds in an endeavor materially to lower the cost of treatment. 

UTILIZATION OF BY-PRODUCTS 

Research was carried on throughout the year upon decreasing 
losses in protein and oil wasted in press liquors now discarded in 
manufacturing fish meal and oil. This work must be continued fur- 
ther before a report can be made upon it. 

As a sanitary measure the State of Texas plans to require all 
shrimp canners to utilize their waste products. When informed of 
this, the bureau, cooperating with the State, studied the situation and 
advised the kind of process and equipment best suited for this pur- 
pose. It was possible also to show that a reasonable profit could be 
made from such operations. Similar attention was given to the 
utilization of market waste and in particular the waste from haddock 
filleting operations. This work is being continued. 

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES IN THE INDUSTRIES 

In the fresh-fish field there has been a large increase both in the 
total amount of fish filleted and in the number of concerns through- 
out the country that have adopted this practice. This improved 
method of marketing is doing much to popularize fish and increase 
its consumption. It also tends to eliminate waste by concentrating 
large enough amounts of offal in one place to make its manufacture 
into fish meal profitable. The bureau has shown the industry how to 
utilize this material. 

The quality of canned salmon was better, and the improvement in 
Maine sardines was particularly marked. In California machines 
for cutting sardines are now coming into use. This will help to 
lower costs and tend to free the canners from labor difficulties. In 
California, too, the canners voluntarily asked the State board of 
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health to include their establishments in the regular inspection being 
made of canning establishments. 

The menhaden industry has taken definite steps toward improving 
the quality of their fish meal and oil by installing refrigerating ma- 
chinery for brine-cooling fish aboard ship. Steamers so equipped 
can be operated to much ‘better advantage because it is seldom neces- 
sary to return to port without a reasonable load of fish. Also, it is 
possible to go to the best fishing grounds instead of being compelled 
to fish close to the factory. 

The fishing industry made definite plans for carrying on a na- 
tional campaign to increase the consumption of fish. This should 
bring about valuable changes, as a good part of their efforts is to be 
expended i in improving technological practices. 

CRAB FISHERY OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 

Tt will be recalled that in 1924 the crab industry was in distress, 
due to scarcity of crabs, and at the solicitation of men in the industry 
the bureau undertook to investigate the matter and recommend reme- 
dial measures. As the biology of the blue crab had been studied 
previously and its important features are now understood, the in- 
vestigation was primarily of a statistical nature. It was necessary 
to determine whether the abundance of crabs actually was declin- 
ing; whether the crab supplies of Maryland and Virginia were inde- 
pendent of each other; and whether there was preventable wastage 
in the fisheries and related industries. The investigation proceeded 
until December, 1925, and it was found that, although there were 
fluctuations in recent years, the general trend in abundance was 
downward; that the fisheries in Maryland and Virginia are inter- 
dependent, requiring the cooperation of the two States i in adminis- 
tering them, and that there was considerable wastage in certain 
phases of the crab industry. 
A preliminary report embodying these findings and containing: 

recommendations for the improvement of conditions was distributed 
in both States, and at its last meeting the Virginia Legislature took 
favorable action on most of the recommendations, and it is believed 
that similar action will follow at Maryland’s next legislative session. 

MACKEREL STATISTICS 

One of the greatest difficulties confronting the.important mackerel 
fishery of the Atlantic coast is the extraordinary fluctuation in 
abundance of this fish, The uncertain nature. of this fishery causes 
heavy losses in the outfitting by fishermen for the mackerel season, 
and disastrous gluts in the market alternating with periods of severe 
scarcity can not be avoided without some means of forecasting the 
future supply. At present nothing definite is known as to the nature 
of these fluctuations other than the magnitude of the.changes in 
yield, but fisheries science has now progressed to, the point ‘where 
the nature and causes of such fluctuation permit. understanding and 
possible, forecasting if suitable statistics of the yield, of the fishing 
effort involved in ‘producing the yield, and of, the character of the 
yield are available. In order to provide the material for future 
study of the problem, work was initiated in. 1925 to provide for 
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the collection of statistics that in future years will be of utmost im- 
portance in an understanding of this fishery. 

The work during the past season necessarily was of a preliminary 
nature, providing the groundwork for a definite and continuous 
program to be prosecuted during future years. As the result of 
this work it has been found that two major series of statistics will 
be necessary—first, statistics on the fishing effort and yield so col- 
lected as to permit of separate compilation of the various fishing lo- 
calities, and, second, statistics of the sizes of mackerel, based on 
representative samples of the catch taken continuously throughout 
the season and in all the more important regions. 

INFORMATION SERVICE 

One of the fields of usefulness to the industry and to the general 
public is the dissemination of information concerning the statistics, 
methods, and technology of the fisheries and fishery industries. Dur- 
ing the fiscal year numerous statistical bulletins were distributed 
to interested parties and 1,650 letters were written in reply to re- 
quests for specific information not otherwise obtainable. There have 
been requests for special early releases of statistics on certain indus- 
tries, which we have not been able to grant because of the limited 
personnel available for the statistical work. 

CANNED FISHERY PRODUCTS AND BY-PRODUCTS 

The fish canning and by-products industries of the United States 
and Alaska, on the whole, experienced a most satisfactory year dur- 
ing 1925, producing $80,577,188 worth of canned goods and 
$14,600,198 worth of by-products, a total value of $95,177,336. 
This is the largest total in recent years and is 93 per cent greater 
than that of 1921. Both canned products and by-products con- 
tributed to this increase which was made possible by substantial gains 
in the value of canned salmon, sardines, tuna, and oysters and the 
increased production of the by-products of the sardine industry in 
California and the herring industry in Alaska. Among the canned 
products salmon, as usual, was the most important item, constituting © 
59 per cent of the value; sardines were next with 16 per cent; tuna 
next with 10 per cent; and oysters, shrimps, clams, and other miscel- 
laneous products made up the remaining 15 per cent. 

The salmon pack amounted to 5,018,550 cases, valued at $47,369,507. 
Of this total 1,558,615 cases, valued at $15,379,976, were produced in 
the Pacific Coast States, and 4,459,937 cases, valued at $31,989,531, 
were packed in Alaska. The Alaska pack was somewhat smaller 
than the pack of the previous year, due mainly to a decreased yield 
of red and pink salmon. Although the pack in the Pacific Coast 
States was larger than in 1924, the increase was not sufficient to 
offset the decreased Alaska pack, leaving the total pack of 1925 
smaller than that of 1924 by 235,027 cases, or 3.8 per cent. This de- 
crease in quantity was more than compensated by increased prices, 
making the total value of the pack greater than in the previous year 
by $4,967,905, or 11.7 per cent. 
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The pack of sardines in Maine (including one plant in Massachu- 
setts), on the basis of one hundred 14-pound cans to the case, 

amounted to 1,870,786 cases, valued at $6,716,701, a decrease of 1.5 
per cent in quantity and 6.6 per cent in value as compared with 1924. 
In California the production totaled 1,714,913 cases (forty-eight 
1-pound cans to the case), valued at $6,380,617, an increase of 25.4 
per cent in quantity and 17.2 per cent in value as compared with 1924. 

The production of canned tuna and tuna-like fishes in California, 
on the basis of forty-eight 14-pound cans to the case, amounted to 
1,102,471 cases, valued at $8,499,080. This is an increase of 69 per 
cent in quantity and 48 per cent in value as compared with 1924. 

Canned shrimp, totaling 735,714 cases (48 No. 1 cans to the case), 
valued at $3,782,819, shows an increase in production of 2 per cent 
and a decrease of 18 per cent in value as compared with 1924. The 
total output of oysters was 654,755 cases (forty-eight 5-ounce cans to 
the case), valued at $3,721,159, an increase of 46 per cent in quantity 
and 50 per cent in value. The production of canned clam products 
totaled 331,586 cases (forty-eight 10-ounce cans to the case), valued 
at $1,850,378. The output of other canned fish, shellfish, fish roe, 
caviar, etc., was valued at $2,256,877. 

The total value of by-products, including those of the menhaden 
and whaling industries, amounted to $14,600,198, made up of the fol- 
lowing items: Fish and whale oils, 13,287,076 gallons, valued at 
$6,500,191; fish scrap and meal to the value of $4,650,635; shell by- 
products, 295,149 tons, valued at $2,382,781; fish glue, 510,816 gallons, 
valued at $589,064; and miscellaneous by-products to the value of 
$477,577. This is an increase of 51 per cent in the value of oil pro- 
duction, 60 per cent in fish scrap and meal, 1 per cent in shell by- 
products, and 7 per cent in the value of glue production as compared. 
with 1924. 

The menhaden industry recovered to some extent from the slump 
experienced in 1924, although the 1925 production was still below 
normal. The items were dried scrap and meal, 30,167 tons, valued 
at $1,519,458; acidulated scrap, 41,463 tons, valued at $1,102,051; 
and oil, 6,023,108 gallons, valued at $3,001,106; making a total of 
$5,622,615 worth of products. 

FROZEN-ERISH TRADE 

As in previous years, statistics of the cold-storage holdings of 
frozen fish and the quantities frozen in the United States and Alaska 
were collected by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Depart- 
ment of Agriculture, and published by the Bureau of Fisheries in 
the form of a monthly statistical bulletin. The reports for 1925 
show that the average holdings were 44,084,251 pounds, a decrease of 
2.1 per cent when compared with 1924, but above the 5-year average 
by 6.5 per cent. The quantity of fish frozen during 1925 was 91,- 
165,068 pounds, as compared with 97,324,144 pounds in 1924, a de- 
crease oi 6.3 per cent. The principal species frozen were salmon 
(including steelhead), 12,153,615 pounds; halibut, 12,041,155 pounds; 
whiting, 10,152,799 pounds; mackerel, 8,948,297 pounds; ciscoes (in- 
cluding tullibees), 5,581,273 pounds; sea herring, 5,264,269 pounds; 
pike perches and pike or pickerel, 5,233,655 pounds. 
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NEW ENGLAND VESSEL FISHERIES © 

Statistics of the New England vessel fisheries at Boston and 
Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., collected by the bureau’s local 
agents, have been published monthly. Two annual bulletins were 
issued—one showing the catch by fishing grounds and the other by 
months. The total landings by vessels at these ports in 1925. 
amounted to 216,869,265 pounds of fish, having a value to the fisher- 
men of $8,115,570. This was an increase over 1924 of 18.5 per cent 
in the quantity and 16 per cent in the value of products. Of the 
total 149,038,498 pounds, valued at $6,104,278, were landed at Boston; 
49,471,943 pounds, valued at $1,390,580, at Gloucester ; and 18,358,824 
pounds, valued at $620,712, at Portland, an increase of 13.8 per 
cent in quantity and 13 per cent in value at Boston, 38 per cent in 
quantity and 33.5 per cent in value at Gloucester, and 13.8 per cent 
in quantity and 12.9 per cent in value at Portland. These fish were 
taken chiefly from fishing grounds off the coast of the United States, 
about 84.4 per cent coming from these waters, 14.2 per cent from 
grounds off the Canadian Provinces, and 1.4 per cent off the coast 
of Newfoundland. 

The principal species, in the order of their value, were haddock, 
91,886,260 pounds, valued at $2,747,741; cod, 67,250,130 pounds, 
valued at $2,321,238; mackerel, 26,209,860 pounds, valued at 
$1,191,152; halibut, 3,561,102 pounds, valued at $655,172; sword- 
fish, 1,527,180 pounds, valued at $385,929; and flounders, 6,637,972 
pounds, valued at $275,787. Compared with the previous year, there 
was considerable increase in both quantity and value of cod, haddock, 
and cusk and a very large increase in the quantity and value of the 
catch of mackerel. ‘There was a decrease in the catch of hake, hah- 
but, herring, and swordfish. 

The total catch of mackerel by the American fishing fleet in 1925 
was 203,961 barrels fresh and 12,442 barrels salted, an increase of 
101,894 and 1,601 barrels, respectively, and the largest catch since 
1885. 

FISHERIES AT SEATTLE, WASH. 

Statistics of the fish landed at Seattle, Wash., which were collected 
by the local agent, were published as monthly and annual statistical 
bulletins giving the quantity and value of fishery products landed 
at that port by fishing and collecting vessels during the year. In 
1925 this fleet landed 30,394,460 pounds, valued at $2,955,817. 
The catch by fishing vessels, and which consisted largely of hali- 

but, amounted to 12,996,550 pounds, valued at $1,594,298. Compared 
with the previous year this is an increase of 29.1 per cent in quantity 
and 19.9 per cent in the value of the products landed. The fish 
landed by collecting vessels amounted to 17,397,910 pounds, valued at 
een a decrease of 4.2 per cent in quantity and 2 per cent in 
value. 

SHAD AND ALEWIFE FISHERIES OF THE POTOMAC RIVER 

The regular annual statistics of the shad and alewife fisheries of 
the Potomac River were taken for the season of 1925. They show a 
yield of 204,582 shad, weighing 696,632 pounds, valued at $163,398. 
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While this was an increase over 1924 of 19 per cent in number, 21 
per cent in number of pounds, and 85 per cent in value, it was one 
of the smallest catches of which there is statistical record. The 
catch of alewives, amounting to 7,835,380 fish, weighing 3,134,152 
pounds and valued at $37,341, was less than the 1924 catch by 42 per 
cent in number and 34 per cent in value and was one of the smallest 
catches since 1915. 

FLORIDA SPONGE FISHERY 

In 1925 the quantity of sponges sold at the sponge exchange, Tar- 
pon Springs, Fla., was 434,672 pounds, valued at $715,097, of which 
242,020 pounds, valued at $609,393, were large wool; 29,968 pounds, 
valued at $44,952, were small wool; 120,748 pounds, valued at $48,- 
300, yellow; 28,622 pounds, valued at $8,014, grass; and 13,314 
pounds, valued at $4,438, wire. Compared with the 1924 produc- 
tion this is an increase of 2 per cent in quantity and less than 1 per 
cent in value. 

FISHERIES OF THE GULF STATES 

Compilation of the statistics of the fisheries of the Gulf States in 
1923 was completed during the fiscal year and published in sum- 
mary form as Statistical Bulletin No. 670. The results show that 
the fisheries in these States gave employment to 17,793 persons, of 
whom 11,132 were engaged in fishing operations, 1,785 in the whole- 
sale trade, and 4,876 in the fish-canning and by-products industries. 
The investment amounted to $10,535,905, of which $5,196,541 was in- 
vested in vessels, boats, gear, and shore property used by fishermen, 
$1,975,223 in the wholesale fish trade, and $3,364,141 in the canning 
and by-products industries. The yield of the fisheries aggregated 
160,324,042 pounds, valued at $8,096,650. The output of the canning 
and by-products industries was valued at $6,264,913. 

Shrimp, with a production of 44,246,177 pounds, valued at $1,735,- 
422, was the most important fishery product of the Gulf States, con- 
stituting 21.4 per cent of the total value of fishery products. Other 
important products were oysters, 25,453,309 pounds or 3,636,187 
bushels, valued at $1,587,945; mullet, 30,797,824 pounds, valued at 
$1,207,114; sponges, 574,593 pounds, valued at $873,572; red snapper, 
11,728,845 pounds, valued at $864,857; and squeteagues or “sea 
trout,” 4,356,906 pounds, valued at $426,668. 
Compared with 1918, the last available statistical report, there was 

an increase of 19.5 per cent in the number of persons engaged, 61.2 
per cent in the amount of capital invested, 22.5 per cent in the quan- 
tity, and 24.4 per cent in the value of fishery products landed by the 
fishermen. <A large portion of this increase was due to the growth of 
the shrimp-canning industry and is the outstanding feature of 
recent developments in the Gulf fisheries. 

FISHERIES OF NEW ENGLAND 

During the past fiscal year the fisheries of the New England 
States were canvassed for statistics pertaining to 1924. Results were 
published in condensed form in Statistical Bulletin No. 703. <Ac- 
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cording to these statistics the New England States employed 24,513 
persons in their fisheries and related industries, of whom 15 983 were 
fishermen, 1,922 were employed in the wholesale fish trade, and 6,608 
in the canning, salting, smoking, and by-products industries. The 
investment amounted to $28,561,824, of which amount $14,984,327 
were invested in vessels, boats, and apparatus used in fishing, 
$6,089,306 in the wholesale fish trade, and $7,488,191 in the canning, 
salting, smoking, and by-products industries. The yield of the 
fisheries aggregated 406,822,165 pounds, valued at $18,818,139. The 
output of the canning, salting, smoking, and by-products industries 
was valued at $14,253,831. 

The most important product of the New England fisheries in 1924 
was the cod, the catch of which amounted to 89,218,355 pounds, 
valued at $3, Ov: 5,965, or 16.35 per cent of the total ale of the fishery 
products of thee States. Lobsters ranked next, with a catch amount- 
ing to 9,716,196 pounds, valued at $3,072,411. Other important 
species were haddock, 93,518,826 pounds, valued at $2,656,900; 
oysters, 11,301,829 pounds, alaed at $2,070,006; mackerel, 26 653, 363 
pounds, valued at S1.519, 438 ; flounders, 30,854,736 pounds, oie at 
$1,339,076; clams, 7,961,000 ‘pounds, valued at $1,065,531; halibut, 
4,500,931 pounds, ve lied at $788,925; herring, 60,2 235 656 pounds, 
valued at $661,679; and swordfish, 2,882 214 pounds, valued at 
$527,126. 
Compared with 1919, the last previous year for which statistics of 

this section were collected, there was a decrease of 20.3 per cent in 
the number of persons engaged, 29.6 per cent in the amount of cap- 
ital invested, and 12.9 per cent in the quantity, and 5.1 per cent in the 
value of the products landed by the fishermen. The outstanding 
aerlonineile shown in the yield are the greatly increased haddock 
and flounder landings and the continued decrease in the catches of 
halibut, shad, and lobsters. 

BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 

PROGRESS IN FISHERY RESEARCH 

A review of the progress made in fishery investigations during 
recent years indicates that a distinct branch of scientific study that 
may be termed “ fishery science ” has been developed. It is a branch 
of aquatic biology and zoology, includes ichthyology and geograph- 
ical distribution, is based upon oceanography and marine ecology, 
and employs the methods of the biometrician and the student of vital 
statistics as well. The emergence of this branch of science is the 
result not only of the maturing and perfecting of scientific methods 
with the resulting opportunities for practical “application of knowl- 
edge thus obtained but also of the growing recognition of the need 
for conservation of natural resources. With increased facilities and 
opportunities for recreation comes a decrease in food and game fishes; 
with the increased facilities for commercial exploitation and a wider 
utilization of sea foods comes a shortage of the sea fishes. More 
eficient exploitation, the result of the economic development of the 
fishing industry with its tendency toward concentration in larger 
units and its employment of higher managerial and technical skill, 
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has focused the attention of increasing numbers of people upon the 
problem of developing and maintaining a permanent supply of fish. 
This is the immediate problem, with ‘its many ramifications, upon 
which the scientific investigations of the bureau are focused. 

Fishery science differs from the older marine biology not so 
much in method or even in subject matter as it does in point of 
view. Its object is the discovery of the limiting factors that regulate 
the abundance of the various species of fish of commercial vi alue and 
the application of this knowledge to the protection and wise utiliza- 
tion of these species. In this sense it is an applied science and may 
be likened to the science of animal husbandry. Indeed, the hus- 
bandry of fishes on a thoroughly practical and scientific basis is 
a goal toward which we may strive with hopes of not too distant 
attainment. But fishery science is so unorganized that the causes 
that control the fluctuating abundance of fish are little understood 
and require the study of a great range of fundamental and often 
elementary facts in aquatic biology. Because of this great diversity 
of subject matter the principle of cooperative research that has been 
found so effective in other lines has been applied to the major 
projects of the division’s work. As an example of cooperative or 
group research in fishery science the investigation of the cod fishery 
in the western North Atlantic may be cited. This investigation 1s 
not only being carried on by the ‘three governments most directly 
concerned in the prosperity of this fishery, but each investigator is 
attacking the problem from a different angle. 
The present state of the cod fishery and the distribution of fish 

(in point of abundance) on the fishing banks and inshore areas is 
being determined by a statistical analy sis of the records of yield. 
The factors that affect this varying abundance are being sought by 
studying the embryology and early life history of the fish, its 
period of spawning and rate of development, the migration from 
bank to bank, the localization of the distinct races of the species, 
and such physical factors as temperature, salinity, currents, ete., 
that affect the fish throughout its entire life. A knowledge of its 
food habits also is being attained, together with the variations 
in character and abundance of the micr oscopic organisms upon which 
it depends for its food in the early stages of its growth. Thus 
statisticians, biologists, biochemists, ‘planktonologists, and oceanog- 
raphers are cooperating to a degree scarcely attained heretovore, each 
conducting investigations that individually may be considered 
problems in pure science but which are so coordinated and centralized 
that complete and useful understanding of the fishery and _ its 
problems is rapidly being attained. 

The investigations of the fisheries of the North Atlantic are being 
fostered, and to a large degree directed,xby the North American 
Committee on Fishery Investigations, composed of delegates from 
the countries having the largest fishing interests in this region, 
namely, Canada, Newfoundland, the United States, and France. A 
meeting was held in Montreal in "November, 192 5, at which Dr. H. B. 
Bigelow and QO. E. Sette represented the United States. In order 
to evaluate the total productivity of the North Atlantic fishing banks. 
plans were made to secure mutual exchange of fishery statistics be- 
tween all of the countries participating, and in the furtherance of 
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this plan an invitation of membership was extended to Portugal, 
for it is known that Portuguese vessels engage extensively in the 
Newfoundland banks fisheries. Plans were drawn for improving 
the statistics of the fisheries in order to make available information 
on the fishing effort, and hence arrive at some measure of the real 
abundance of the fish. Plans for extending and perfecting cod, had- 
dock, and mackerel investigations and studies of ocean currents were 
made. 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 

In order more clearly to define the program of investigations of the 
bureau and to provide for a continuity of policy and more complete 
coordination of the various branches of the service, an advisory 
committee on scientific investigations was appointed by the Secre- 
tary of Commerce in March, 1926. This committee, uniting such 
interests as those of eminent scientists, fishery administrators, com- 
mercial fishermen, and bureau officials, consists of the following mem- 
bers: Dr. H. B. Bigelow, consulting, oceanographer, Harvard Uni- 
ser N. B. Scofield, California Fish and Game Commission; 
Capt. F. W. Wallace, editor, Fishing Gazette; Dr. W. H. Rich, chief 
Pacific salmon inv estigator; and Elmer Higgins, chief of the divi- 
sion of scientific inquiry. At a preliminary, meeting held in May 
the policy of the division of inquiry was considered, ‘and it was de- 
cided that in order to increase the effectiveness of the biological sta- 
tions of the bureau, in the event of overcrowding, volunteer investi- 
gators be selected in the future from among those who have shown 
ability i in conducting energetic and productive research and who are 
engaged in the investigation of problems closely related to the fish- 
erles. The principle of stressing the investigation of the immediate 
rather than the ultimate problems of the fisheries was formally ap- 
stayed and other details of the work were considered. 

The demands upon the bureau for investigations are so numerous, 
the interests so diverse, and the areas to be covered so great, that 
in many lines effective research is seriously handicapped. Through 
cooperative arrangements with several State fish commissions, how- 
ever, much more has been accomplished than would have been pos- 
sible otherwise. Joint investigations by the bureau and the State 
governments previously initiated include work on the oysters in 
Geor gia, the mullet and sea-trout fisheries in North Carolina, salmon 
inv estigations in California, Oregon, and Washington, and a study 
of food supply in lake waters in Michigan and Wisconsin. Addi- 
tional projects have been undertaken in ‘South Carolina and Texas, 
where oyster resources are being investigated. The coastal fisheries 
of Texas are receiving particular attention. Following is a brief 
résumé of results of the more important activities of the division of 
inquiry Vic 

ATLANTIC COAST FISHERIES 

The cod, pollock, and haddock fisheries of the north Atlantic 
are some of the most remarkable fisheries in the world. Situated 
in an exceptionally rich and extensive area of shallow waters, com- 
prising the Gulf of Maine and the offshore banks, this fishery has 
supphed, with apparently undiminished productivity, over 140,000,- 
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000 pounds of fish annually for many years to American ports alone. 
The total productivity of the area never has been determined, due 
to the fact that the fishery is exploited by the ships of several 
nations from whom statistics of the yield are not available. How- 
ever, with the development of improved methods of preparation 
and marketing, there is little doubt but that these fisheries are enter- 
ing upon an era of unprecedented exploitation that will test to the 
utmost the capacity of the stock to supply the demand. Therefore 
it behooves American industry to safeguard itself against over- 
exploitation, ultimate depletion of the fishery, and economic disaster, 
by careful and continuous observations on the condition of this 
resource. Accordingly, intensive investigations of the fish stock and 
of the food supply upon which it depends have been pursued ener- 
getically by the bureau for several years. 

Investigations of the fisheries for cod, pollock, and haddock, of 
the spawning habits and early development of the fish, of the plank- 
ton organisms, and of the physical factors of environment have been 
conducted during the past year. The study of the stock of adult 
cod, of its age and rate of growth, its segregation or migrations 
from bank to bank, and the various shore areas has received par- 
ticular attention. During the past three years 36,792 cod, pollock, 
and haddock were tagged and liberated, and 1,672 of these, or 414 
per cent, have been recaptured. During the past fiscal year 7,943 
of these fish were tagged and liberated. By careful analysis of the 
tagging records much has been learned of the migrations and 
habits of these fish. The outstanding results of these experiments 
are as follows: Cod tagged on Nantucket Shoals migrate each fall 
to the shore waters of Rhode Island, Long Island, and New Jersey. 
The majority are retaken on Nantucket Shoals where they were 
tagged, only a few being found in South Channel, on Georges 
Bank, or north of Cape Cod. Cod tagged in Massachusetts Bay 
or on Stellwagon Bank apparently scatter both north and south, 
but fish tagged on Platts Bank and the southern coast of Maine are 
quite localized, showing little migration at all. Farther north, 
however, cod tagged at Mount Desert frequently were recaptured to 
the north in the Bay of Fundy, although fishing was so intensive 
that over 20 per cent of all the tagged fish liberated were recaptured 
locally and returned. A collection of over 10,000 scales from cod 
and other fishes made during the tagging experiment of 1924 and 
1925 is being studied to determine ages and rates of growth in 
the various areas to supplement the knowledge of the stock of fish. 

In connection with these studies detailed investigations of the 
occurrence of eggs and larve are being conducted. These are of 
importance in an understanding of possible depletion and variation 
in abundance, for it has been found that the cod found spawning 
in the western inshore waters of Massachusetts Bay produce eggs 
that do not remain in that area to renew the population but are 
carried out of the bay and develop in other regions. The same is 
true in Ipswich Bay, although it has not yet been discovered if 
these eggs are carried into Massachusetts Bay or out to sea, thus 
stocking offshore banks. j 

During the past year a notable contribution to our knowledge of 
the fisheries has been made in a report on the “ Plankton of the 
offshore waters of the Gulf of Maine.” A report on the physical 
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oceanography of the same region marks the culmination of several 
years of invéstigation and provides data more complete than those 
for any similar area of American waters. This very important 
study of oceanography, or the physical environment of fish in the 
sea, is being extended to the offshore regions of the various banks. 
To aid in conducting the work, a suitable vessel has been acquired 
from the Navy Department. Further study of the general ocean 
drift and local currents by means of drift bottles, and direct observa- 
tions on temperatures, salinities, and other physical characteristics 
of the ocean circulation, together with the contained microscopic 
life, will be continued and correlated with the fluctuating yield of the 
fisheries. 

The mackerel investigations initiated last year have been con- 
tinued. Progress has been made in determining the ages of the fish 
composing the various runs, and the study of migrations, by means 
of tagging experiments, has been extended. An attempt is being 
made to foretell seasons of great abundance or scarcity of mackerel 
by studying their habits and the relative numbers of fish of various 
age classes that make up the catch. The results of these biological 
investigations are being correlated with the statistics of the fishery, 
and on this account the formulation of conclusions must be delayed 
pending the accumulation of several years’ data. 

Observations on the fish and fisheries of Chesapeake Bay have been 
made by the bureau from time to time for many years. Our knowl- 
edge of this region has been materially increased by a recent intensive 
survey, the assembling of all previous records, and the compilation 
of an extensive report, which not only gives descriptions and an au- 
thoritative account of the systematic relationships of all the fishes 
known to occur in the bay, but includes a great amount of informa- 
tion on the natural history of the more important species. An analy- 
sis of the statistics of the fisheries covering a long period, together 
with a detailed study of the seasonal abundance of a great many spe- 
cies and considerations of economic bearing, makes the report of par- 
ticular value. 

In the South Atlantic States the staple food fish is the mullet, 
which yields approximately 40,000,000 pounds of products annually. 
The fishery is conducted in shallow sounds and inshore water areas 
from North Carolina to Texas, but is most highly developed in 
Florida and North Carolina. The fishery has been declining in pro- 
ductivity for a number of years in several localities because of waste- 
ful and destructive fishing and for other reasons, and an investiga- 
tion begun during the last fiscal year was continued. The prelimi- 
nary work has shown that the mullet of North Carolina and Florida 
belong to distinct races. It is shown further that various other racial 
units exist, so that the problems of conservation are of a local nature 
and remedial measures must be devised to fit the needs of each sepa- 
rate locality. Depletion in this fishery apparently has occurred more 
rapidly in North Carolina than elsewhere, and particular attention 
is being given to the fishery in that region. : 
Many fish were tagged and liberated and their migration routes 

traced. In this way it was shown that the stock native to the North 
Carolina coast, while taking part in a regular annual migration from 
the sounds to the sea, does not migrate to South Carolina or waters 
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farther south to any appreciable degree, as was popularly supposed. 
A study of the commercial runs indicates that this species is greatly 
influenced by weather conditions, which not only affect their migra- 
tions but in all probability the abundance of the fish. Fluctuation in 
abundance from year to year is a characteristic of the species, and it 
is not improbable that the present studies, if carried on annually, will 
make possible reliable predictions as to the abundance of runs in 
future years. Knowledge of the spawning habits and early develop- 
ment of the species will aid in the formulation of effective regulation 
of the fishery. 

One of the most serious problems, and in all probability one of 
the most fruitful causes of depletion, is the destruction of immature 
fish that are unmarketable, and hence economically worthless, but 
which possess high potential value. Certain types of fishing gear 
are known to be extremely destructive of these small fish, and 
millions are destroyed annually in the inshore fishery. The serious- 
ness of the situation was recognized in North Carolina, where exten- 
sive seine and pound-net fisheries are conducted in the shallow 
waters of the sounds. At the request of the State fisheries 
commission, and with its cooperation, an investigation of the 
destruction caused by various types of gear was undertaken. Care- 
ful analysis of the catches of both pound nets and seines throughout 
the fishing season showed that a most amazing waste of immature 
gray trout or squeteague occurred in the pound-net fishery, while 
haul seines were remarkably free from blame in this respect. In 
some parts of Pamlico Sound in June as many as 78 per cent of 
the gray trout taken were below the legal minimum size limit of 9 
inches, while the average amount wasted in the entire pound-net 
fishing area was 54 per cent by number. Other valuable fish also 
were destroyed in surprisingly large proportions. This waste de- 
creased during the early summer and reached the more reasonable 
figure of but 10 per cent in August. From a consideration of facts 
in the life history of the fish, brought out in the course of the investi- 
gation, and from economic considerations as well, it was concluded 
that this destructive practice should be abated by the imposition of 
a closed season during May, June, and July. As such a period coin- 
cides with the spawning season of the squeteague, and as the tre- 
mendous waste of young individuals would thus be eliminated, it 
is confidently believed that the resident stock of these fish, or those 
that annually visit the sounds, would be materially increased in a 
few years to the economic benefit of all concerned. Specific rec- 
ommendations to this effect were made to the State authorities. 

The most important fishes of the coast of Texas are the spotted 
trout or squeteague, the redfish, and the black drum, all of which are 
esteemed by the sportsmen and the commercial fishermen. It is 
popularly supposed that these species are declining in abundance 
to an alarming extent, and the bureau was called upon to make an 
investigation and suggest remedial measures. A preliminary survey 
was undertaken and a report that affords a foundation for a more 
thorough investigation was prepared. All available records of the 
past and present status of the fisheries were studied, the known habits 
of the commercial species were reviewed, and a plan of biological 
research was outlined. A revision of the present method of adminis- 
tering the fisheries and the application of a rational policy of con- 
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servation were recommended. <A thorough study of the biology of 
the important commercial species is now being conducted with the 
active cooperation of the State, and plans for regulating the fishery 
are being developed. 

OYSTER INVESTIGATIONS 

The oyster industry of the Atlantic coast yields $14,000,000 worth 
of products annually. In many ways this is the most important 
fishery on the Atlantic coast. It is prosecuted in every coastal State 
from Massachusetts to Texas, but in many localities it has declined 
to an alarming extent, the total decrease in yield in the last 20 years 
amounting to almost 60 per cent. While this decline may be due 
mainly to overfishing, the progress of civilization and the indus- 
trialization of rivers and harbors, with the attendant pollution, may 
be looked upon as important, if not the most important, causes of the 
decline. However, the oyster is so well adapted to cultivation that 
relief from the present scarcity may be sought through perfected 
methods of farming and regulated exploitation. 

Despite the fact that the oyster has been cultivated for hundreds 
of years and is one of the best-known mollusks, there is a surprising 
lack of exact information concerning its life history. These prob- 
lems are being attacked in a systematic manfier at the bureau’s 
Woods Hole laboratory, where careful experiments on the physi- 
ology of feeding, growth, and reproduction are being conducted. 
By means of specially constructed apparatus it was possible to 
measure accurately the rate of flow and the volume of water passed 
through the gills of the oyster. This was found to vary with the 
temperature of the surrounding water, reaching a maximum at 
77° F. and ceasing at 45° F., when the condition of hibernation is 
said to exist. The feeding of the oyster was studied, and it was 
found that over 99 per cent of the microscopic organisms carried 
in by the current of water were consumed. Experiments on the 
problems of sanitary control of oyster beds also were conducted, 
and it was found that but very few of the bacteria in the water are 
retained as food by the oyster. Lately, studies on the physiology of 
spawning have been undertaken, with the view of determining the 
concentration of adult oysters necessary to produce an abundant 
set of spat. 

In addition to the laboratory studies, controlled field experiments 
in the Long Island Sound region at Milford, Conn., have been car- 
ried on. Studies in spat collection resulted in the devolopment of a 
particularly successful type of collector, which it is believed will in- 
crease the total yield of seed oysters that can be produced upon a 
given area. The factors affecting the set of spat, such as current, 
depth, and character of surface, as well as the habits of the larvee 
were studied carefully. The discovery of an entirely unknown habit 
of the young larvee to settle upon and burrow in the bottom enables us 
better to understand the relation between spawning beds and setting 
areas and the effect of tides, waves, and currents upon distribution. 
Extensive studies made in previous years resulted in the perfection 
of methods of hatching and rearing oysters in tanks and troughs. 
While this method of propagation is entirely feasible, more recent 
studies have indicated that the greatest return in the Long Island 
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Sound region is had by transplanting quantities of seed oysters grown 
under favorable or controlled conditions. 
A survey of the oyster beds on the Texas coast was made from 

December to March. Biological and hydrographical observations 
were carried on from Galveston to Corpus Christi in the many bays 
and sounds that indent the coast. These localities presented such a 
variety of conditions that it was necessary to formulate detailed rec- 
ommendations for the various situations. Oysters occur either on the 
reefs, where they grow in great abundance, covering every available 
space, or scattered on the bottom, where the mud is stiff enough to 
support the weight of the shells. Due to the overcrowded condi- 
tions, the reef oy sters are of very poor quality, while those scattered 
over ‘large areas frequently are of very high quality but in many 
places are seriously depleted from overfishing. The salinity of these 
waters is subject to considerable fluctuation throughout the year, but 
with the cooperation of the State authorities the series of observa- 
tions initiated during the survey is being continued for an entire 
year in order to determine the extreme variations under which oyster 
culture can be conducted successfully. Preliminary recommenda- 
tions for planting in suitable waters already have been prepared, 
and additional recommendations will be submitted after a year’s 
complete records have been analyzed. 

Further experiments in transplanting seed oysters and collecting 
spat, which were initiated in Georgia last year, were successful. 
Unfortunately in this State experimental work in oyster culture is 
hampered by lack of funds, but it is believed that oyster farming 
can be developed as a profitable enterprise in Georgia. Brief sur- 
veys of the oyster beds on the coasts of Louisiana and South Caro- 
lina were completed during the year, and plans were made for more 
thorough work. 

PACIFIC COAST FISHERIES 

One of the greatest tasks confronting the bureau, but which at 
the same time is one of the greatest opportunities for public service, 
is the conservation of the salmon fisheries of the Pacific coast. These 
fisheries, which annually produce manufactured products valued at 
from $40, 000,000 to $50, 000 ,000, have declined seriously in many lo- 
calities due to long- continued overfishing. The entire administra- 
tion of the fisheries of Alaska is vested in the Department of Com- 
merce, acting through the Bureau of Fisheries, and the responsibility 
of conserving them is fully recognized; but the protection of the 
salmon fisheries is dependent upon extensive biological investigations 
of the life and habits of the fish, particularly is it necessary to de- 
termine which streams contain the more important spawning beds 
and the relation between these and the fishing centers. 

In cooperation with the International Pacific Salmon Investiga- 
tion Federation, the bureau established a laboratory at Seattle, Wash., 
and Dr. Willis H. Rich, the former chief of the division of scientific 
inquiry, has been placed in charge of an extended program of study. 
Much practical information has been obtained from tagging experl- 
ments conducted during the last four years. A report on the earliest 
of these was published in 1925, and one covering the results of the 
tagging experiments of 1924 and 1925 at Port Moller, Alaska, and 
in southeastern Alaska is in press. 
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Experiments initiated several years ago to determine the relation 
between the numbers of spawning fish and the numbers of their 
progeny that returned at maturity are nearing completion. Weirs 
have been operated for the last four or five years at Chignik and 
Karluk, Alaska, and at other places where the extent of the escape- 
ment of salmon into the spawning streams has been determined by 
actual count. Detailed observations of the young resulting from the 
first complete life cycle of fish at Karluk were under way during the 
spring of 1926, and 48,000 of the returning young salmon were 
tagged and liberated. Knowledge thus obtained makes it possible to 
determine what regulations are necessary to insure an adequate 
escapement of spawning fish to maintain and build up future com- 
mercial runs, and it is confidently expected that the stock of salmon 
can be so regulated that eventually salmon streams may be restored 
to their original productivity. 

The investigations of the salmon of the Columbia River, con- 
ducted in cooperation with the Oregon Fish Commission, have 
yielded valuable results, not only in affording an understanding of 
the habits of these salmon but in proving the importance of certain 
changes in fish-cultural methods, such as the use of rearing ponds 
to hold the salmon fry until the proper time for liberation. Salmon- 
marking experiments have been conducted for a number of years. 
Returns of marked yearling sockeye salmon liberated in February, 
1924, have been exceptionally numerous; but from a previous experi- 
ment, in which the young fish were liberated in the fall of their first 
year, no returns were received. These results agree with those of 
former experiments in showing that when it is not possible to liberate 
sockeyes in a lake in which they can remain until the spring of their 
second year (which is their natural time of migration) they should 
be held in rearing ponds until that time. Many other marking ex- 
periments with chinook salmon in the Columbia River have been 
followed energetically with excellent results. In addition to these 
studies, the life history of the blueback salmon in the Columbia River 
has received attention and a complete report is in preparation. 
A biological investigation of the herring of Alaska begun in the 

spring of 1925 was continued in 1926. A preliminary survey was 
made of the commercial fishing establishments throughout the 
region, and research into the composition of the fish stock, natural 
fluctuations in abundance, and overfishing was initiated. As a neces- 
sary preliminary to other work, a study was begun to determine 
whether local races exist and the degree of variation between them. 
From measurements of physical proportions and counts significant 
differences have been discovered, which indicate that the races of 
herring in southeastern Alaska are different from those to the west- 
ward, and these again are distinct from the races that occur farther 
south in the States. The herring fishery of the Northwest is capable 
of great expansion, and it is hoped that these biological investiga- 
tions will develop means for preventing depletion. 

FISHERIES OF INTERIOR WATERS 

During the past year a comprehensive report on the commercial 
fisheries of the Great Lakes was published, a report on detailed 
studies on the life history of the lake herring in Lake Huron has 
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been submitted, and an equally comprehensive study of the syste- 
matic relationships and natural history of the whitefishes of the 
Great Lakes has been brought to virtual completion. While the 
total yield of the commercial fisheries of the Great Lakes region has 
not declined appreciably in recent years, there has been a noticeable 
reduction in the take of such valuable species as the whitefishes and 
ciscoes, their place having been taken by less desirable species. ‘The 
discovery that whitefishes are divided into numerous species not 
previously recognized, many of which are extremely localized in their 
distribution, explains the possibility of depletion of these more val- 
uable forms. While overfishing is recognized as the chief probable 
cause of the decline, pollution of the fishing grounds and spawning 
areas is considered an important factor. An understanding of the 
natural history of many of these species now makes possible the 
formulation of effective regulations for the protection of the fisheries 
and the agreement upon a policy of protection by the several States 
and the Canadian Government. 

In response to public interest in the development of the fisheries 
of the interior waters, the bureau is giving attention to the problems 
of aquiculture or water farming, such as the improvement of prac- 
tical fish-cultural practices in Federal and State hatcheries and fun- 
damental studies in the physiology and nutrition of fishes, the pre- 
vention or treatment of diseases, and the development of a superior 
brood stock. Experiments in feeding rainbow and brook trout with 
the customary foods to which have been added other substances that 
contain the various vitamins have been conducted, and while the 
entire significance of apparently conflicting results is not fully under- 
stood many facts have been adduced. These experiments indicate 
that each species of trout reacts differently to different feeding ra- 
tions, that certain commercial foods are of little value, and that the 
practice in many hatcheries of feeding stale foods is distinctly detri- 
mental. This work has been conducted on an extended scale at the 
Holden (Vt.) experiment station, and an analysis of the resuits is 
under way. Studies on the treatment and control of fish diseases 
have been continued, and advice has been given freely by the bureau’s 
pathologist to numerous trout and goldfish producers and to various 
State and private hatcheries. 

Extensive experiments in pond culture have been undertaken at the 
Fairport (Iowa) biological station with a view to increasing the 
productiveness of ponds and of more fully utilizing marshy lowiands 
as sources of food supply and recreation. The entire pond system of 
the station is being employed in studies on increasing the food supply 
of the fish by means of fertilizers and the production of an abundant 
supply of forage fishes for bass and other carnivorous species. The 
raising of buffalo fish and bass is being tndertaken under semicon- 
trolled conditions, and detailed observations on environmental fac- 
tors affecting their growth are conducted regularly. 

Closely correlated with the work in aquiculture are the studies 
in limnology that are being conducted in cooperation with the Uni- 
versity of Wisconsin. Highly significant studies on the basic food 
supply in fresh-water lakes have been made as part of this program, 
and a report that adds materially to our knowledge of the subject 
has been submitted for publication. 
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INVESTIGATION OF SHELLFISH AND TERRAPIN 

Shellfish investigations, aside from those on the oyster, include 
studies of the Pacific coast clams, the scallops of North Carolina, 
and the fresh-water mussels of the Mississippi River Basin. As a 
result of the investigation of the life history and ecology of the 
razor clam in Alaska, regulations have been framed that will tend 
to overcome depletion from overfishing and restore the productive- 
ness of the natural beds. The report on these investigations, pub- 
lished in 1925, points out that the growth rate of the razor clam in 
Alaska is approximately half that of clams of the Washington- 
coast, and on this account commercial extinction of the species here 
is much more probable than on the southern beds. These studies 
were continued during the past year and further information on the 
growth and abundance of clams on the various beds in Oregon and 
Washington have been made, the resuits of which are being sum- 
marized for publication. 

The scallops of North Carolina, although extremely localized, 
occupy an important place in the fisheries of that State. The exist- 
ence of the species was threatened in 1924 by an unusual flood of 
fresh water late in that year, which resulted in the virtual failure 
of the fishery the following season. At the request of the State 
authorities the bureau began an investigation of the biology of this 
mollusk, which resulted in specific recommendations being made for 
the regulation of the fishery to permit the maximum take of scallops 
without endangering the supply. It is reported that this season the 
species returned to approximately its former abundance. 
Document No. 865—The Fresh-Water Mussel and Mussel Indus- 

tries of the United States—which has proved so popular is being re- 
vised. It appears that the mussel fishery of the Mississippi River 
Basin is one of the largest of our fresh-water fisheries. The yield 
during 1922 was approximately 52,000,000 pounds of shells, with a 
value of over $1,000,000, while the manufactured products, which 
consist of pearl buttons and novelties, were valued at nearly $8,000,- 
000. Investigations of the mussel resources and of the biology of 
the various commercially important species have played an important 
part in the development of this industry, and the brilliant researches 
of the early workers have been considered one of the notable achieve- 
ments of the bureau. With the depletion of the more accessible beds, 
attention was turned to the possibilities of artificial propagation, and 
successful methods were developed at the Fairport laboratory. Dur- 
ing the past year further experiments have been conducted in the 
rearing of mussels in hatchery troughs, but these have been subor- 
dinated to the researches in the elimination of the parasitic period 
in the Jife of the glochidia. Careful studies on the acid alkali 
balance in the blood of the fish have been an important link in the 
effort to rear the larval mussels without host fishes. While the 
methods have not been completed, prospects are extremely promising 
and if successful will revolutionize methods of mussel propagation. 

Close cooperation with the various States has been maintained in 
perfecting protective legislation. During the spring months an ex- 
tensive survey of the mussel-producing areas in the White and Black 
Rivers in Arkansas was conducted at the request of the State fish 
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and game commission, and the regulations proposed were enacted 

into law. 
Artificial culture of the diamond-back terrapin, which has been 

conducted at the Beaufort (N. C.) biological station for a number 

of years, has definitely passed from the experimental to the 

practical stage. Although there are yet many problems to be 

solved in the cultivation of terrapin, methods have been so nearly 

perfected that a cooperative arrangement with the State of North 

Carolina has been made, whereby the depleted waters of the State 

are to be restocked from the breeding pens of the station. The 

bureau now has on hand 960 adult female terrapins, to which 1,292 

have been added during the year by the State to form the brood 

stock. While a large number of the young produced in 1925 were 
retained for further experimental purposes, 1,800 young were lb- 
erated in the marshes and 600 remain on hand for later distribution. 
It is expected that about 4,000 young will be produced by the 
original brood stock during the laying season of 1926, and that by 
1927, when the brood stock acquired by the State commission will 
begin to produce, over 12,000 young terrapin will be reared for 
distribution. With the five-year closed season on terrapin enacted 
by the State in 1925, and the increased production of young terrapin 
by the bureau, it is confidently expected that the terrapin resources 
of the State will ultimately return to normal. 

OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS 

We have seen thus far that notable progress has been made in the 
solution of many urgent problems of the fisheries. It can not be 
assumed, however, that all of the important problems have received 
attention. The bureau’s resources in men and funds are not sufficient 
to satisfy the many demands for investigations on problems of real 
importance. Because of the need for national economy it has been 
necessary to curtail many investigations, and in many cases the 
initiation of new work has been deferred, to the detriment of the 
fisheries and the danger of great economic loss. 

It has long been recognized that the shad fisheries of the Atlantic 
coast are facing slow destruction from overfishing and pollution, yet 
it is impossible at present to suggest methods of protection. Serious 
pollution of rivers and harbors is a continuous menace to aquatic 
life, yet full understanding of the problem and means of relief 
are still beyond our reach. On the Gulf coast a great shrimp fishery 
has grown to enormous proportions in the past five years. It is 
inconceivable that the present rate of development of this fishery can 
continue without the early depletion of the resource, but little 1s 
known of the life and habits of the speciés or of its ability to with- 
stand the strain of exploitation. Other important fisheries of the 
Atlantic coast are suffering rapid decline. The sturgeon already is 
seriously depleted; the bluefish has shown marked decline in abun- 
dance; the smelts of the New England coast are greatly reduced in 
number; lobsters are no longer plentiful; and drastic restriction of 
the crab fishery is believed to be the only hope of saving it. All 
of these matters require immediate investigation, for the problems 
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of protection are difficult to solve and delay may result in serious 
consequences. 

VESSEL SERVICE NOTES 

The fishery investigations of the Gulf of Maine were continued by 
the steamer /Za/eyon, assisted in longshore work by the steamer 
Gannet, the former cruising some 3,500 miles and the latter nearly 
twice as many. In February the Halcyon was sent to the Ports- 
mouth (N. H.) Navy Yard, where her officers and crew rendered 
efficient service in assisting in the reconditioning of the Albatross II. 
This work occupied the remainder of the fiscal year. The Gannet 
was utilized in fish-cultural work for the Boothbay Harbor (Me.) 
station during the flatfish season. 

The steamers Phalarope and Shearwater and some 58 motor boats 
have been used for fish-cultural work at the various stations of the 
bureau and for biological work at its laboratories. 

The 12 vessels of the Alaska service cruised over 74,000 nautical 
miles during the fiscal year 1926. Of this total the Hider made 
about 17,000 and the Avttiwake about 11,000 miles. 

The Hider was employed chiefly as a tender for the Pribilof 
Islands, with headquarters at Unalaska, the nearest harbor, 250 miles 
distant. The vessel also was engaged for a brief period during the 
summer in connection with the investigation and protection of the 
salmon fisheries. 

In southeastern Alaska the patrol vessels Widgeon, Murre, and 
Auklet were engaged on fishery protection work throughout the year 
and the Petrel for part of the time. The Blue Wing was occupied in 
patrol work in the Kodiak-Afognak district, the Merganser in the 
Alaska Peninsula region, the /b¢s at Chignik, the Scoter in Bristol 
Bay, and the Zern on the Yukon River. 

An important addition to the Alaska patrol fleet was the Brant, 
which was built at North Bend, Oreg., where it was launched on 
June 3, 1926. This vessel is 100 feet in length, 21 feet in breadth, 
and is equipped with a 225-horsepower full Diesel engine. It is 
strictly modern and seaworthy, and on its initial trip to Alaska, sail- 
ing from Seattle on July 9, 1926, rendered highly satisfactory serv- 
ice. This vessel is adapted to patrol duty in exposed coastal waters. 

The Sea Gull, which was purchased in 1924 for patrol work on the 
Copper River Flats, was accidentally destroyed by fire on June 18, 
1926. This boat was 31 feet in length, and with one exception was 
the smallest of the Alaska service fleet. 

DISPOSAL OF THE “ FISH HAWK” AND ACQUISITION OF THE “ALBATROSS IL” 

During October and December, 1925, the steamer Fish Hawk did 
her last work for the Bureau of Fisheries when she made two short 
cruises to Provincetown and Stellwagen Bank for the purpose of 
tagging mackerel and codfish. In January, 1926, she was taken to 
the station of the bureau at Woods Hole, Mass., and was there put 
out of commission on January 30 and the naval crew released. The 
Fish Hawk, as well as the Albatross, was manned by officers and 
men assigned by the Navy. 
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The Fish Hawk was an important factor in the activities of the 
former United States Fish Commission and the present Bureau of 
Fisheries for nearly 46 years. She was constantly engaged in fishery 
investigations from Maine to Texas, among which may be mentioned 
especially the oyster investigations on the Texas and Florida coasts 
and the expeditions to Porto Rico in 1898 and 1899. In the war 
with Spain and in the World War the vessel was taken into the naval 
service. 

The /ish Hawk was designed by Charles W. Copeland, consult- 
ing engineer of the Lighthouse Board, and was built in 1879 by the 
Pusey & Jones Co., of Wilmington, Del., where she was launched 
on December 13 of that year and turned over to the United States 
Fish Commission on February 23, 1880. The vessel is of 441 gross 
tonnage, 156 feet 6 inches long over all, and of 27-foot beam. The 
hull below the main deck is of iron, sheathed with yellow pine. 
Above the main deck the construction is of wood. She was intended 
primarily for coastal work and was not designed for offshore cruis- 
ing. She was equipped with a laboratory, sounding and dredging 
apparatus, and on her main deck there was originally installed a 
very complete hatchery. Later, however, the hatchery equipment 
was removed, as it was no longer desirable to use the vessel for this 
purpose. In recent years the necessity for extensive repairs on ac- 
count of the vessel’s age became imperative, and owing to the fact 
that she was becoming obsolete and unfitted for present-day needs 
it was not felt that the large cost of reconditioning her was justified, 
and accordingly she was condemned and sold on June 1, 1926. 

To take the place of the Albatross and Fish Hawk there has been 
obtained from the Navy Department the ocean tug Patuxent, the 
name of which has been changed to Albatross JJ. This steamer is 
an excellent ocean-going vessel, and it is believed will fill the bureau’s 
requirements for many years as efficiently and more economically 
than either of her predecessors. She will carry a crew-ef 26 men 
and has ample accommodations for investigators besides a sufficiently 
commodious laboratory. She will be equipped with requisite ap- 
paratus for oceanographic and collecting work. She is now being 
altered extensively to fit her for the bureau’s needs, and it is ex- 
pected she will be ready for active service early in the coming fiscal 
year. 

The Albatross IT was built at the Norfolk Navy Yard in 1909. 
She is a two-masted steamer of 521 gross tons, built of steel, except 
the masts, trimmings on deck houses, boat and bridge deck, and 
main deck. The latter is of iron with a wood deck laid on top. 
Her length over all is 156 feet, breadth molded 29 feet 6 inches, and 
mean draft 12 feet 3 inches. Radio antenne extend between the 
two masts, and a cargo boom is attached te the mainmast above 
the deck houses. The hull, boats, deck houses, and bulwarks are 
painted white. Masts, funnel, davits, ventilators, and trimming on 
houses are navy buff. 
Two single-end Scotch boilers furnish power for two vertical 

triple-expansion engines with a combined horsepower of 1,160. She 
is equipped with steam steering engine, steam windlass, and steam 
capstan and wireless apparatus. Two generators furnish lights and 
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current for two searchlights. There are an evaporator and dis- 
tiller of 1,000 gallons capacity. 

APPROPRIATIONS 

The regular appropriations for the bureau for the fiscal year 1926 
averegated $1,589,140, as follows: 

Salaries: 
Office of the commissionertand-field=2==20 252) ee eee $625, 950 
Pay, officers and crews of vessels, Alaska service______________ 47, 790 

Miscellaneous expenses : 
Administrations === 222.08. eee See ee ee ee eee 3, 900 
Propagation of food {fishes ses Se eee 400, 000 
Maintenance ofavesselss 22 ea se Ee eee 105, 000 
Inquiny, Tezandine food) fishes: #22 ae eee 43, 500 
Hishery; in GUSthiest)3 32 ot So ee ees Se 25, 500 
Protecting sponge fisheries23.\. 2) <r Ste eee eee 2, 500 

Protecting seal and’ salmon’ fisheries of Alaska_—---—- 2-2 = =e 310, 000 
Upper. MiIssissippi= River fish= rescue 2 ee ae eee 25, 000 

Respectfully submitted. 
Henry O’Mattey, 

Commissioner of Fisheries. 
To Hon. Hersert Hoover, 

Secretary of Commerce. 

© 
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INTRODUCTION 

The work of the division of scientific inquiry during 1925 gave 
unusually encouraging and satisfactory results. Each major inves- 
tigation distinctly contributed to our knowledge of fish and the fish- 
eries, and both the volume and the quality of such contributions were 
unusual. 

The policy of stressing the study of the immediate rather than the 
ultimate causes of fluctuations in the abundance of fish of each species 
was continued. The practical value of the information resulting from 
such studies is being recognized more and more, and solicitations for ' 
further investigations of this nature are increasing; but in spite of 
larger appropriations for such work, it has been impossible to respond 
to all of these requests. While appreciation and support of the work 
of the division is distinctly gratifying, it is realized that such interest 
entails increased responsibility in addition to the greater opportunity 
for public service. Every effort has been and will continue to be 
made to meet this responsibility as ably as possible. 

There has been no change in the policies of the division, as outlined 
in the reports for the past few years. The division of the work into 
major investigations has been continued, emphasis having been 
placed on those giving the greatest promise of results of practical 
importance in the conservation and development of our fishery 
resources. 

a Appendix I to the Report of the United States Commissioner of Fisheries for 1926. B. F. Doc- 
0. 1003. 

1 
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True conservation of such resources as the fisheries means not only 
guarding them against depletion but making use of them to the great- 
est possible extent compatible with their perpetuation. Experience 
with domestic animals has taught us that the normal production of 
individuals is in excess of the number required to maintain the species, 
and that man may spend this excess without exhausting the capital 
stock. Our experience with domestic animals shows further, how- 
ever, that the amount of this excess stock varies from year to year. 
In some years production is especially good, and then .a greater 
number of animals may be utilized; but in other years the excess 
production is negligible or the stock may drop even below the level 
of maintenance, due entirely to causes outside the control of man. 
Although not so clearly apparent, the same thing is true of stocks of 
wild animals, including fish. 

The difficulty is to determine from year to year what the excess 
production is and how much of the stock may be taken by man 
without endangering the future supply. This is especially difficult 
in the case of fish, which are, for most of their lives, out of reach 
of direct observation. In the case of stocks of domestic animals, or 
even of wild land animals and birds, it is possible to determine with 
considerable accuracy their population and the increases in their num- 
bers from year to year, but in the case of fish this is practically im- 
possible. Yet information of this kind is just as essential for the 
proper care of our fishery resources as it is for the care of land ani- 
mals, whether domestic or wild. It will take more effort and more 
time to determine the yield of our aquatic resources from year to 
vear and the causes of the fluctuations in the yield, but this expend- 
iture will be amply justified by the more intelligent care we will be 
able to give them. 

A new branch of apphed science, aquiculture, is being devel- 
oped and may be expected eventually to include the care of our 
aquatic resources in much the same way that agriculture takes care 
of our land resources. The problems of aquiculture are the more diffi- 
cult ones, perhaps, but it is certain, nevertheless, that this science 
must be developed as agriculture has been—on a firm foundation of 
scientific facts. We must know the causes of fluctuations in the 
yield from year to year and how these fluctuation may be controlled, 
if that be possible, rf we are to increase the productivity of our water 
areas and maintain it at the highest level. 

Cooperation with the bureau by the States in conducting investi- 
gations was continued with very satisfactory results. During the past 
vear work was conducted in cooperation with the States of North Caro- 
tin South Carolina, Florida, Texas, Michigan, Wisconsin, Washing- 
ton, Oregon, and California, and additional work is planned for the 
immediate future. The States provided men, laboratories, boats, and 
other equipment, and by this means the division was able to extend 
its activities far beyond the limits set by its own appropriations. 

Perhaps the greatest difficulty in the way of the proper develop- 
ment of the work of the division lies in securing properly trained 
men interested in fishery investigations. More investigators are 
needed on our own staff, and frequently we have requests from State 
organizations for trained men, yet the greatest difficulty is experienced 
in finding really qualified investigators. It is hoped that some 
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of our universities will take notice of this demand and train men 
qualified to undertake work of this kind. _ ree ee 

Two important general conferences dealing with the scientific in- 
vestigation of fishery resources were held during the year. The first 
of these was called by the Commissioner of Fisheries on January 9, 
at the solicitation of State authorities and private persons interested 
in the welfare of the oyster industry, for the purpose of considering 
the various problems confronting that industry. Producers and dis- 
tributers of oysters and the various State shellfish commissioners 
were represented, more than 50 persons being in attendance. 

The second conference was called by the Secretary of Commerce 
on May 22 to consider plans for saving certain of the important At- 
lantic-coast fishery resources from further depletion and ultimate 
commercial destruction. It was attended by representatives of the 
various fish commissions of the Atlantic and Gulf States. Among 
the subjects discussed were the fisheries’for shad, sturgeon, and 
lobsters, the control of fisheries in boundary waters, and the destruc- 
tion of undersized or immature fish. The conference requested the 
Secretary of Commerce to appoint, with the approval of the gover- 
nors of the interested States, a commission to work out the various 
problems pertaining to the rehabilitation of the lobster, shad, 
sturgeon, and other fisheries of our coastal waters, and agreed as to 
the necessity for concerted action to prevent their further depletion. 

The following progress reports, covering the more important in- 
vestigations conducted by the division during the calender vear 1925, 
were prepared, in the main, by the investigators in charge. 

INVESTIGATIONS OF FISH AND FISHERIES 

ATLANTIC COAST 

LIFE HISTORIES AND MIGRATIONS OF COD, POLLOCK, AND HADDOCK 

This investigation, which was begun in April, 1923, was continued 
during 1925, when 15,260 cod, pollock, and haddock were tagged in 
localities ranging from Petit Manan, Me., to southern Massachusetts. 
Many of these fish, as well as fish tagged in 1923 and 1924, were recap- 
tured during the year, and data relating to migrations, rate of growth, 
and age with respect to size were collected. A statistical summary 
of the results gained from the tagging experiments is given in the 
following tables: 

TasBLe 1.—Number of cod, pollock, and haddock caught, and rate of capture per hour, 
during the years 1923-1925 

2 

ma) 
| 

1923 | 1924 | 1925 
SPT id 4 

INTUTE Of CYIISCS oe ee en epee nn tems Pal fe ah etree A eo SE | 7 | S| 16 
Day snofactiual fishin essa emmy hee ope 5) a AE OE 43 | 51 76 
Higurstaf-acttal DShinpa see sae EE a as 333 318.5 461 
Nimibpertot. cod: tagged. less weeMes Reser sl 25 2c Le ali et | 7,618 | 6,209 | 10,420 
Nimiberot pollock tagzed meyer Sa RO ea a tA 25215.) 916 | 949 
Num bemonhad dock taggeds=seaeaeee eS ee | Atti)!" (33 223 | 3, 891 

Totalsiumlber of fishaineredeee =. are oe na ee 10, 244 : 10, 348 | 15, 260 
Average number of fish tagged per hour _______.__-___-____________ 30. 76 | 32. 5 | 33.1 

| 
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TABLE 2.—-Catch of fish according to localities 

1923 1924 1925 

Rhode Island . 2276" ee ee se eee ee | 1 
Massachusetts south tof Cape) Cod. a1 s. ssa. 2 Le ins eerie ei ee omen 10, 231 4, 384 6, 142 
Massachusetts nonth of @ ape od soeseu ssn ts ee 2 eee nee 13 163 314 
New Hampshire’ i322, 50 7et ase). Tt aes 2) PS IS ee ae 8 5 
Maine :< 522-254 ob Oe Te aie Ss PE eas ee 5, 793 8, 798 

Otal (ses si he tee Gs ELSE Sek oo! ae eres es Peer eae ee 10, 244 10, 348 15, 260 

TABLE 3.—Number of recaptured fish reported up to December 31, 1925 

Ree ecaptured Total 

for each 

1923 | 1924 | 1925 | Total | SPectes 

Woditageedsiny 923-82 ke Sea Bae ae ee arene eee tad ee 156 91 32 279 | ee 
Cod taggediin 1924.22. 2 0eR2 cee oe eo es a ee 206 245 451; oes 
@oditageedyn 0255. 7%: Sr SS oe ee eS eee Se eer ee esses t2 578 578 1, 308 
Pollock; tagcedrin/ 923%. sews = ole eee ees) Lee 11 25 5 Al \|Us.5-32 
mollockitaecedhinel924 == ee ES ee eh ee ee eee 8 4 20 240 ee sok 
Bollockitaggzed ine 925. = ook o 2 es Se aa ak i EE ee ee eee | 7 7 72 
iad dockstapee din al G 23 tps ss os Nie ee eae ie ee oh ee cere 5 1 6 || Seen 
Haddocktiagged in: 1924252) tee eres 5 8 ee te Se es eee 14 34 AR, | ser e= 
Haddock tazeedmnl925 522 2. eae. os Se ee ae ee ee | eee jn------- | 33 33 87 

@rand:-tofallofrecanturess: s=5— = oe ee | eee (2-5. 3 ne Se 1, 467 
| 

In addition to these there are 38 records of cod recaptured a second 
time. No marked pollock or haddock were caught more than once, 
with the single exception of pollock No. 16,418, which was taken a 
second and a third time. 

The regions of Mount Desert and Platts Bank, Me., have proved 
to be of unusual interest as experimental tagging grounds. Platts 
Bank, an isolated ledge in the Gulf of Maine, has an area of about 
35 square miles, a depth 29 to 50 fathoms, and hard bottom such as 
cod prefer. Except for the north prong of Jeffreys Ledge, 11 miles 
west, it is surrounded for many miles by soft bottom, which cod usu- 
ally avoid, and depths of 60 to 100 fathoms. During June and July, 
1925, 604 cod were tagged on Platts Bank, and by the middle of 
November 13 per cent of these had been reported recaptured. This 
relatively high percentage is remarkable when it is considered that 
almost all recaptures were made by several Portland vessels fishing 
there in October and November and by the Halcyon during 7 days’ 
tagging. 

Seale samples were taken from all cod tagged in 1925 as well as 
from miscellaneous fishes. Over 10,000 scales, each from a different 
fish tagged in 1924, have now been mounted for study. It is believed 
that an analysis of these scales will give valuable data on the age, 
with respect to size and rate of growth, of various stocks of cod, pol- 
lock, and haddock along the New England coast. | : 

A preliminary report on the Nantucket Shoals cod is now in 
course of preparation. This is practicable because it has been found 
that the stocks of cod inhabiting this region have carried out migra- 
tions of the same sort from year to year and that their lives differ 
in several important respects from the lives of those occurring north 
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and east of Cape Cod. Consequently the Nantucket Shoals fish can 
be treated as a separate unit. 

The outstanding results of the fish tagging up to December, 1925, 
were as follows: 

1. Nantucket Shoals: Cod tagged here in 1923, 1924, and 1925 have 
migrated each fall to the shore waters of Rhode Island, Long Island, 
and New Jersey. A few have been recaptured in South Channel, 
and only stragglers were taken north of Cape Cod or on Georges 
Bank. The majority were caught on Nantucket Shoals where they 
were tagged. 

2. Stellwagen Bank, Massachusetts Bay: From a small number of 
cod tagged on this bank, two recaptures were made off Cape Ann 
and two off Rockaway, N. Y. There is therefore an indication of a 
migration both north and south of Stellwagen. 

3. Portland to Boothbay Harbor, Me.: Most of the recaptures 
made of these fish have been extremely local, but a few tagged cod 
migrated offshore to Jeffreys Ledge and Platts Bank. The excep- 
tional recaptures were made, one each, at Dennis (southern Massa- 
chusetts), Stellwagen Bank, and Grand Manan, New Brunswick. 

4. Platts Bank: There were recaptured 18.3 per cent of the 218 
cod tagged here in 1924, and 13.1 per cent of the 604 tagged in 
1925. All recaptures were local except three, one at Harps- 
well, Me., and two near Chatham, Mass. Therefore, no migration 
from this bank was noted, but the local intensity of the fishing with 
respect to the stock of cod evidently was great. 

5. Mount Desert: Thousands of cod were tagged here in 1924 
and 1925. Nearly all recaptures were made locally, but enough 
records were received to show that a small migration to the Bay of 
Fundy occurred. A single cod tagged here was recaptured on Nan- 
tucket Shoals, but this is the only record from below Cape Elizabeth, 
Me. Local fishing evidently was very intensive, for up to the Ist of 
December 31.8 per cent of 308 cod tagged in April, 1925, and 17.7 
per cent of 1,303 cod tagged in May had been recaptured. 

Information concerning the migrations of pollock is not sufficient 
to permit of definite conclusions. The 72 returns of fish tagged from 
1923 to 1925 show that 60 were recaptured locally, in many cases a 
year or more after tagging, and 12 made long migrations. From 
Nantucket Shoals 4 tagged pollock were recaptured in South Chan- 
nel, 1 on Georges Bank off Massachusetts, 1 on Cashes Bank, and 1 
off Petit Manan, Me., and 3 in the lower Bay of Fundy, Canada. 
One Platts Bank pollock was taken at Burnt Island, Me., and one 
Jeffreys ledge fish was recaptured off Sable Island, Canada. 

Of 87 haddock records, several were incomplete, 20 fish made long 
migrations, and the remainder were taken locally. From Nantucket 
Shoals 8 were recaptured in South Channel, 1 on Georges, 3 on Stell- 
wagen Bank, and 1 on Platts. From Boothbay Harbor, Me., 1 had- 
dock migrated to Platts, and from Mount Desert 2 were taken in 
New Brunswick, 3 on Platts Bank, and 1 in South Channel adjacent 
to Nantucket Shoals. 

This work was efficiently conducted by W. C. Schroeder under 
the general direction of Dr. H. B. Bigelow of the Museum of Com- 
parative Zoology, Harvard University. It is planned to continue 
the investigation during 1926, when offshore fishing banks, as well 
as the usual shore grounds, will be fished. 
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Throughout the past year the investigations of the spawning 
grounds and early development and distribution of young cod, pol- 
lock, and haddock in New England waters were continued by Dr. 
Charles J. Fish and Marie P. Fish assisted by Robert A. Goffin. 
Particular attention was given to Massachusetts Bay in order to 
determine its value as a production area for cod. Fourteen cruises 
were made on the Fish Hawk, covering the area between Ipswich 
Bay and Provincetown. At 41 stations, physical observations were 
made and fish eggs, young fish, and plankton were collected, counted, 
and identified. Drift bottles were used to determine current move- 
ments. The results so far indicate that a very definite and constant 
counterclockwise drift carries out all cod eggs spawned in Massa- 
chusetts Bay before they hatch. Throughout the breeding season 
eggs were found in abundance, particularly about the Plymouth 
grounds, but the collections of 14 cruises failed to yield a single 
young cod. Charts based on the distribution of eggs in various 
stages of development show clearly the spawning centers and the 
drift of the eggs, the greater proportion of late stages having been 
taken about the Provincetown region as they were leaving the bay. 

The records of drift-bottle discoveries also substantiate the above 
conclusions. Of 141 set out during the year, 43, or 30.5 per cent, were 
returned. On February 6 and 7,90 were set out and 19, or 27.7 per 
cent, were recovered within a few days along the inner arm of the 
cape, having followed the circulatory drift until they grounded. 
Most of them entered Provincetown Harbor. Three escaped the 
cape and appeared on the Nova Scotian coast between July 2 and 
August 27. Two circled the cape and were found on the south shore 
of Nantucket. No record has been received of 11 placed north of 
Massachusetts Bay between Cape Ann and the Isles of Shoals on 
April 7. On May 20 to 22,40 were again set out in the area covered 
in February. A line also was added along the north shore from 
Cape Ann to Boston and one from Cape Ann to a point off Province- 
town. Of the 10 placed along the northern shore, 5 were recov- 
ered, all having soon reached the beach after drifting in a south- 
erly direction. Of the 10 placed along the outer entrance to the 
bay, 2 were recovered. Apparently they had circled into the 
bay and grounded on their way out. One reached shore near 
Race Point on the outer tip of Cape Cod, and the other was 
taken drifting 2 miles from land, having successfully passed the 
cape. 

Of the 20 placed in the bay,11 were recovered. One had traveled 
from the inner edge of Stellwagen Bank to a point 75 miles S.E. by 
S. of Highland Light, Provincetown; while another, starting far 
within the bay, reached Edgartown on Marthas Vineyard. All of the 
bottles clearly indicated the circular drift into the bay from the 
north and out to the east. There, apparently, a division takes place, 
part moving north toward Nova Scotia and part south around Cape 
Cod. 

As the lack of a suitable ship prevented an extension of the sur- 
vey to the outer waters to determine the fate of the cod eggs after 
leaving the bay (the next logical step in the program),a continu- 
ation of the work of the past vear was decided upon to serve as a 
check on the previous observations. Monthly cruises are being 
made, covering much the same area as last year,except that stations 
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have been added as far offshore as possible and a line extended from 
Cape Ann to Boston to determine, if possible, the quantity of eggs 
that enter the bay from the north. 

An important point in the present investigation is to determine 
whether the past year was a normal one or whether unusual phy- 
sical conditions were responsible for the total absence of young 
cod throughout the breeding season. It was interesting, therefore, 
to find that the water temperatures during the first cruise (Decem- 
ber 15 to 19, 1925) were almost identical with those taken over 
the same period last year. The cooling apparently took place at 
the same rate in each year. 

TABLE 4 

Dee. 16 | Dee. 15 
Massachusetts Bay and 17, to 19 

924 1925 

6. 26) 
PRC BEaD PIS nice LEI Dena gtr Gs aa a nsaa sees sae eek Ce ae ee ee ae oe eee oe eee 5.02 4.83 
PARVerareibOLuOM tem Peral wre ss s25 ee wens Okt See a ht eee he ne hee eee 5. 46 4.88 
RIE OSE SUA UL OTE (SUTLACE) = aot ag a Fente See ee ee Ne NS eee 5.93 5. 60 
Warmest station (bottom):._-- ===. 8 5 23 as Sn Sie AA at NERS RT Ns 2 ee are Ss 6.10 5.80 
Moldeststationy (SUrtace) = sees | Ee A Re IE SE Re ee es 2 TE a es oe 3.80 2. 80 
oldest Shation (DOtLOM) ie 4 22 2 Si Fil ae SSA gd SEEN eh 4 2.80 

Due to the absence of young cod in the collections, no information 
was obtained as to their food and enemies. The physical conditions 
necessary for the successful hatching of cod are fairly well understood, 
but almost nothing is known about the biological environment of 
the cod and its relative importance in determining success or failure 
in any particular season or locality. Experiments along these lines 
are being conducted with larval fish obtained from the hatchery at 
Gloucester. 

In addition to data concerning the cod, pollock, and haddock, the 
present investigation has increased our knowledge of the distribution, 
life histories, and occurrence, in the area covered, of 23 other species 
of young fish that have been identified from the collections. 

MACKEREL INVESTIGATIONS 

During the 1925 mackerel fishing season, investigations on this 
important fishery were begun. These consisted principally of tagging 
experiments and the collection of biological data and material such 
as scales and records of size and maturity for future analyses. Much 
of this work was carried on in cooperation with the division of fishery 
industries, which has begun a program intenvled to accumulate spec- 
ial statistics on fluctuations of the mackerel fishery. 

The tagging experiments were carried on at Provincetown, Woods 
Hole, and Casco Bay, approximately 5,600 mackerel being tagged 
during the season. Of these, 286 have been reported as recaptured, 
some of them having been taken as far east as Fire Island, N. Y., 
and as far north as Casco Bay. Any general conclusions as to the 
migrations of mackerel, however, must await the extension of these 
operations in future years. 

96725—26 2 
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FISHES OF THE SOUTH ATLANTIC AND GULF COASTS 

Mullet investigations.—The investigations of the mullet in the South 
Atlantic States was continued during 1925 by Elmer Higgins, direc- 
tor of the Key West biological station, and several assistants. John C. 
Pearson, Russell F. Lord, and Robert O. Smith were employed in this 
work at various times during the year and later were assigned to 
other problems. 

The mullet fishery, yielding approximately 40,000,000 pounds of 
products annually, is widely scattered, being prosecuted with varying 
intensity from North Carolina to Texas. The fishery has seriously 
declined in several areas, notably North Carolina, and is in need of 
conservation. Because of the nature of the fish, local conditions are 
of unusual importance, but on account of the lack of sufficient funds to 
properly conduct so extended an investigation, it was necessary to cen- 
ter activities at one shore station only and to conduct studies of a 
fundamental nature having bearing upon the whole fishery. These 
studies included racial localization, migrations, growth, age, and racial 
analysis of the local stock of fish. 

The question of racial localization is of practical importance to the 
regulation of the fishery. Previous work has shown that mullet from 
North Carolina and Florida differed to a significant extent in meas- 
urements of the heads, indicating the existence of distinct races and 
an absence of the extensive migrations commonly attributed to these 
fish. Over 7,000 additional measurements made in 1925 on the North 
Carolina stock agreed completely with previous observations and 
added to the evidence already collected. i 

Additional data on the so-called Cape mullet strengthen the assump- 
tion that these fish are a distinct division of the local stock because 
of a different variation in the measurements of the head and higher 
rate of growth. This question is complicated by migrations and other 
factors, however, and must be investigated further during the coming 
spring and summer before definite conclusions can be reached. 

Migrations of the mullet have been studied by observing the com- 
position of the local population during each month of the year, by 
collecting records of the commercial runs, and by the liberation of tag- 
ged fish. Commercial catches and special hauls were sampled through- 
out the year, the catch was analyzed for age and size composition, 
and physical measurements were taken. In all, approximately 4, 800 
mullet were measured during 1925. 

The records of the commercial runs of fish were collected for 1924 
by personal canvass of the principal dealers of North Carolina, but 
as this method of obtaining records was unsatisfactory, those for 1925 
were collected by weekly questionnaires. It was considered desirable 
to test the popular belief that the runs of mullet depend upon weather 
conditions. The imperfect catch records of 1924, when compared 
with temperature records, showed a high degree of negative correla- 
tion, and it is expected that details of the effect of temperature and 
other weather conditions upon the movements of the fish can be 
worked out from the more accurate records of 1925. 

Although the analyses of the racial stocks of Florida and North 
Carolina have progressed far enough to convince the investigators 
of the falsity of the popular views on the extent of migrations, 1t was 
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thought best to test these preliminary findings and provide an objec- 
tive proof of the wanderings of the mullet. Accordingly, a tagging 
experiment was undertaken, and 3,000 mullet were tagged and liber- 
ated near Beaufort, N. C. About one-third of the fish tagged were in 
their first year and the rest werein their second. By the endof Decem- 
ber, 34 tags had been returned by fishermen. 

TaBie 5.—Summary of mullet-tagging experiments 

| 
| Locality of recapture 

| Month Number | Number 

tagged | 1eturned North of At South of 
| Beaufort Beaufort | Beaufort 

November 
TD AEC SIEON OE) Os pepe tA ie a ie ope Li ae ere 

All tagged fish were recaptured within the boundaries of North - 
Carolina except one near Georgetown, S. C., 170 miles from Beaufort. 
This fish traveled the maximum distance from the place of libera- 
tion and did so in 52 days. The longest time that elapsed between 
liberation and recapture was 119 days. While these returns are insuf- 
ficient to outline fully the migrations of the mullet, the indications 
are that the southward migration along the coast begins, at Beau- 
fort, in August, continues during September, and is completed in 
October. Some fish, however, remain in fresh or brackish waters of 
the rivers during the winter, apparently not taking part in the annual 
migration. These observations are in accord with popular opinion 
in this district. The experiment further indicated that North Caro- 
lina mullet do not continue the journey to Florida, as is generally 
supposed, but definite conclusions as to the extent of the migrations 
must be withheld until further data are available. It is planned to 
extend the tagging experiment another year to Florida waters. 

Material progress has been made in the study of the growth of the 
mullet. Evidence has been gathered from a study of monthly curves 
of length frequency, from the study of scales, and from the tagging 
experiment. It has been found that the supposed typical North 
Carolina stock reaches a body length of approximately 150 millimeters 
in the first year and nearly 300 millimeters in the second. The maxi- 
mum age is probably 5 or 6 years. Growth begins in May and extends 
into October. Certain discrepancies in the various data are proba- 
bly due to the mixing of distinct racial stocks, and it is hoped that 
these and other details may be worked out from scale studies that 
are now under way. 

Analyses of the commercial catch at Beaufort show that the July, 
August, and September catches consist of second-year fish (the 1 
group) and that October runs are mainly composed of either older fish 
of the third or fourth year, which are approaching the spawning condi- 
tion, or else of fish less than one year old (the O group). In 1924 
the older fish (II and III groups) predominated, but in 1925 the 
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cape mullet, all of the O group, were exceedingly abundant, and an 
unusually large catch was made during the season. This seems to indi- 
cate that great fluctuations in yield may result from natural causes, 
and that the phenomenon of dominance of year classes, so clearly 
recognized in other fisheries, may be of equal significance and practi- 
cal importance in the case of the mullet. 

While there are many indications that the mullet fishery of North 
Carolina has reached an advanced stage of depletion, the problem 
of adequate protection is extremely complicated. Because of the 
uncertainty as to the origin and identity of the individual stocks in 
these waters and their relative need of protection, no definite recom- 
mendations for regulation of the fishery have been offered. It is 
hoped, however, that a practical plan can be devised during the com- 
ing year. 

Investigation of the summer fisheries of Pamlico and Core Sounds, 
N. C.—At the request of the State fisheries commisssioner, an Inves- 
tigation of the summer fisheries of Pamlico and Core Sounds, N. C., 
was undertaken to determine the action upon the fish stock of the 
two chief types of gear in use in these fisheries—namely, pound nets 
and long-haul seines. Five fishing stations were chosen at which to 
conduct the investigation, where unsorted samples of the catches 
made were analyzed once each week from June 8 to November 3, 
1925. John C. Pearson, temporary assistant, performed all of the 
field work and studied many of the data under the supervision of 
Elmer Higgins. 

It was discovered that of the two species that formed the greater 
part of the catch in pound nets (gray trout and harvest fish), about 
half were below the legal or marketable size limit. The greatest 
waste of gray trout occurred during June and July, when 54 and 30 
per cent, respectively, were below the legal limit of 9 inches. The 
greatest waste of harvest fish, however, took place in August, Sep- 
tember, and October, 65, 95, and 97 per cent, respectively, being below 
market size then. Of the two chief species caught by long-haul seines 
(spotted trout and croakers), practically no destruction of unmarket- 
able fish occurred until October, when 14 and 13 per cent, respectively, 
were destroyed. 

The total yield of the sea trouts in 1923 amounted to 28.3 per cent 
of all marine food fish in North Carolina, perhaps 90 per cent of these 
being gray trout caught by pound nets, The catch of harvest fish, 
however, amounted to only 3.7 per cent. No single system otf pro- 
tection for both of these species has been discovered so far, hence it was 
decided to recommend the establishment of a closed season until 
August 1 on all pound nets fished in the sounds, for the protection 
of the more important species. As the gray trout has practically 
completed its spawning by this time, the closed season prohibiting 
the destruction of unmarketable fish would afford almost complete 
protection. 

A preliminary report dealing with these data was prepared and 
presented at the meeting of the State Fisheries Commission on Decem- 
ber 8. Acting on the information contained therein, the commission 
passed a rule establishing the closed season as recommended. The 
promptness of this action on the part of the State is most encourag- 
ing, andit is beheved that much good will result. 
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Investigation of the marine fisheries of Texas.—A growing belief that 
complete depletion of the Texas marine fisheries is imminent has 
resulted in demands for an investigation to determine the causes of 
the present shortage of the fish supply. Accordingly, the work was 
undertaken, and Elmer Higgins and Russell F. Lord, junior aquatic 
biologist, visited the Texas coast during July and August for the pur- 
pose of conducting a preliminary survey of the fisheries as the basis 
for further plans. A report was prepared and submitted, describing 
the fisheries, discussing past and present conditions as discovered by 
a study of all available records, summarizing the present knowledge 
of the habits of commercial species, outlining the need for biological 
research, and recommending changes in the method of fishery 
administration. 

The report especially emphasizes the hack of records competent to 
show the real state of the fishery, and recommends the adoption of a 
system of statistics that will be of economic value and also provide 
the basis for a biological examination of the abundance of fish. Nec- 
essary changes in the administrative machinery to permit the devel- 
opment of a rational program of conservation also are outlined. 

Robert O. Smith, temporary assistant, was detailed to the field 
work on November 18, and headquarters were established at Corpus 
Christi, Tex., where a biological examination of the commercial 
fishery was begun with special reference to the question of depletion. 
In addition, the life histories of the chief commercial species—redfish, 
spotted sea trout, and black drum—will be studied with the view of 
discovering adequate and equable methods of protection. 

The cooperation of various States in the investigations of fisheries 
of the South Atlantic and Gulf States has been most gratifying. 
North Carolina has contributed to the mullet investigation by sup- 
plying a 26-foot open launch for the the exclusive use of the investi- 
gators from May to November. The investigation of the Pamlico 
Sound region was made possible by the furnishing of a comfortable 
and seaworthly 40-foot cabin cruiser and crew with all expenses paid 
for its operation from June to November. Half of the expense of 
purchasing samples of fish also was borne by the State. 

SMELTS AND SALMONID® 

Early in the year, Dr. William C. Kendall completed and submit- 
ted for publication a report upon the natural history of the smelt 
(Osmerus) and a synopsis of both salt-water and fresh-water smelt 
fisheries of Atlantic waters, particularly those of North America and 
more especially of the United States, to which are added discussions 
of smelt culture and conservation. The section of the report concerning 
the natural history of the smelt comprises both a compilation of data 
scattered through many publications and records from the author’s 
personal observations during more than 30 years. In making the 
compilation it was somewhat surprising to find that there was so little 
published information concerning the habits and life history of the 
smelt. The natural history account pertains to both salt and fresh- 
water smelts and comprises discussions of geographical distribution 
or ‘‘range,’’ habitat, size, food, breeding habits, enemies, etc. 

Concerning the smelt fisheries of the eastern United States and 
Canada, it is shown that the fishery of the United States has pro- 
gressively declined in quantitativeimportance from the southern limits 
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northward, so that at the present time Maine has virtually the only 
commercial smelt fishery of the Atlantic States, and even that has 
greatly fallen off in recent years. It is also shown that most of the 
smelts consumed in this country come from the Canadian Provinces, 
principally from New Brunswick. In this connection the smelt fish- 
eries of Massachusetts, Maine, and Canada are historically discussed 
and compared, and from the comparison it appears that while the 
smelt fishery of the United States shows a marked decline, that of 
Canada has greatly increased in economic importance. Some of the 
causes to which the decline in the United States is attributed are as 
follows: 

1. Lack of effective regulation of methods, time, and places of 
fishing. 

2. Lack of protection of the fish during the breeding season and 
failure to protect immature smelts. 

3. Physical and chemical obstructions to the ascent of streams for 
spawning. 

Doctor Kendall has also been occupied with the preparation of a 
paper pretaining to the life history of the smelt as revealed by scale 
studies and measurements of specimens and has studied hundreds of 
scales and specimens. The question of species and races of smelts 
is also being considered. 

Scale readings of marine smelts indicate that such fish first spawn at 
the age of 2 years and that the great majority of smelts that ascend 
the streams to spawn are of that age. Three-year fish are less com- 
mon, those four years old still fewer in number, and five-year fish are 
comparatively rare. For example, of 1,000 smelts taken in the same 
brook in two successive years (1924 and 1925), 896, or nearly 90 per 
cent, were 2 years old; 75 individuals were 3 years, 25 were 4 years, 
and 4 specimens appeared to be 5 years of age. In October and 
November, 1925, 70 out of 132 smelts taken at random from a dealer 
in 1 and 2 pound lots, or something over 50 per cent, were in their 
second year; 59 individuals were in the third, 2 in the fourth, and 
1 in the fifth year. Had these fish lived until the next spring they 
would have reached exactiy the ages of 2, 3, 4, and 5 years. 

In the report concerning the conservation of the smelt fishery, 
Doctor Kendall expresses the belief that if the fish were to be ade- 
quately protected and the fisheries properly regulated, the fishery in 
Maine might be rehabilitated to a great extent. 

Analysis of various data, of which the foregoing figures are an ex- 
ample, leads to the conclusion that the maximum productivity to 
which the smelt fishery can be brought depends largely upon the un- 
disturbed breeding of 2-year-old smelts, and this depends upon the 
attainment of that age by the immature smelts. In the smelt 
fishery great quantities of immature smelts are destroyed, and it is 
impossible to prevent this destruction as long as certain prevailing 
methods of fishing are employed; but the destruction may be reduced 
to a minimum by establishing refuges where no smelt fishing except 
by hook and line will be permitted. Accordingly, Doctor Kendall 
recommends that all smelt fishing, except by hook and line, be pro- 
hibited in tidal waters such as arms, coves, creeks, ete., one-half 
mile or less in width. It is furthermore advised that the closed 
season for breeding smelts begin March 1. 
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In Maine, fresh-water streams flowing directly into tidal water 
come under the jurisdiction of the Inland Fish and Game Commis- 
sion instead of the Sea and Shore Fishery Commission, and the law 
permitting fishing for fresh-water or lake smelts during their breeding 
season applies on these streams. As smelts can breed only in fresh- 
water streams, the marine smelt is afforded no protection during the 
spawning runs. A law should be made distinguishing between tide 
water and lake tributaries, and the protective law of the Sea and 
Shore Fishery Commission should be extended to cover the former. 

The analysis of the data pertaining to the fresh-water smelts is still 
in progress. The smelts of the lakes afford entirely different problems 
from those of the salt-water fish, and it is anticipated that these will 
be worked out, as far as the data will permit, in the near future. 

LARVAL FISHES 

An unusual opportunity was afforded by the Arcturus expedition 
(see account under heading ‘‘Oceanography’’) for the study of larval 
fishes, their distribution over large areas in the Atlantic and Pacific 
Oceans, their embryology, food, and enemies, the description of 
unknown forms as well as of new stages of known species, and a study 
of the conditions of life under which they exist in the opensea. The 
examination of the young fishes collected by the expedition is being 
carried on by Marie Poland Fish. 

Throughout the cruise, larval and postlarval fishes were found dis- 
tributed everywhere over the ocean, but the number of species and 
the actual abundance of specimens were strikingly different in the 
various regions investigated. From Bermuda southward, in the Sar- 
gasso Sea area, every haul of the plankton nets and Petersen trawls 
yielded quantities of young fishes, often 10 to 20 species at a time. 
Although this part of the Atlantic had been visited by heavy storms 
for some weeks, the larval fishes seemed to thrive well, if one can 
judge from the immense number of uninjured specimens taken. It 
would appear, also, from the collections made here, in a region where 
conditions typical of the open sea exist, that by far the greatest pro- 
portion of ocean fishes spend the early part of their lives at the sur- 
face. Of 40 species recorded and described by Mrs. Fish in late 
February and early March, approximately 80 per cent were found 
always at the surface, 10 per cent at depths of 100 to 200 meters, 
and 10 per cent below these depths. 

The Pacific Ocean, in contrast to the Atlantic, although swarming 
with animal life, yielded relatively few larval and postlarval fishes 
from March until the middle of June. Although nearly every haul 
brought in a few larvee, and the number of species represented over 
the whole period was no less, the total number of specimens was much 
smaller than in the Atlantic during late February, March, and July. 

The embryology and early development has been worked out for 
five species of flying fish obtained during the cruise, some of them 
from nests of Sargassum weed bound together by tough threads of 
secreted material. The unusual modification of the fins was found 
to be evident even in the egg. The eggs of 15 different fishes, 
the development of which was previously unknown, were hatched 
in the laboratory. At the completion of the expedition, 161 species 
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of larval and postlarval fishes had been figured and described by Mrs. 
Fish, and further study of the collections undoubtedly will reveal 
many more. 

In connection with the work on tropical larval fishes, it has been 
possible to ‘identify many of the extensive collection of larval fish 
slides made for the bureau by the late W. W. Welsh 

CHESAPEAKE BAY 

The report bearing on the fish and fisheries of Chesapeake Bay, 
which is being prepared under the direction of Dr. Samuel F. Hilde- 
brand, assisted by William C. Schroeder, Isaac Ginsburg, and Irving 
L. Towers, has been virtually completed and will be submitted 
shortly for publication. A total of 107 salt and brackish water fishes, 
of which 8 appear to be new, are described and discussed therein. 
The descriptions in the report, with comparatively few excep- 
tions, were drawn up directly from specimens. Whenever specimens 
were not available and descriptions were compiled or copied from 
published accounts, it was so stated. Keys for families, genera, and 
species are included. A special effort was made in the discussion to 
point out the most evident field marks distinguishing the various 
species. Brief accounts of-the food and feeding, spawning and_-life 
history, size attained, relative abundance, and commercial importance 
of each species are included. A considerable number of graphs show- 
ing the fluctuations and relative abundance over a period of years 
for several important commercial species also have been prepared. 

NORTH AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON FISHERY INVESTIGATIONS 

Two meetings of the committee were held during the calendar 
year 1925, one in May and the other in November. The first one 
was held at New York on May 8, and W. A. Found, A. G. Hunts- 
man, and J. P. McMurrich, representatives of Canada, and H. B. 
Bigelow, Henry O’ Malley, and Willis H. Rich, representatives of the 
United States, were present. In addition to these, J. P. Babcock, 
of British Columbia, N. B. Scofield, of the California Fish and Game 
Commission, F. W. Wallace, of the Fishing Gazette, New York City, 
and O. E. Sette, of the Bureau of Fisheries, were in attendance. 

The principal matter under consideration was the planning of 
proper methods for the collection of statistics of the fisheries on the 
banks of the western North Atlantic, with particular reference to 
the mackerel, cod, and haddock. Suggestions were made for improv- 
ing the present collection of statistics, and a special committee was 
appointed to consider the details more fully. The program of the 
United States Bureau of Fisheries in studying problems of the cod 
fishery, with particular reference to the spawning of the cod in 
Massachusetts Bay, and the movements of the adults by means of 
tagging experiments was outlined. The project of tagging mackerel 
also was discussed, and it was urged that further steps be taken to 
investigate the Atlantic halibut. 

The second meeting was held at Montreal on November 6, W. A. 
Found, A. G. Huntsman, and J. P. McMurrich, of Canada, and 
H. B. Bigelow and O. E. Sette, of the United States being present. 
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The importance of securing the interest and cooperation of all na- 
tions participating in the fisheries on the American side of the North 
Atlantic was discussed. ‘The committee decided to extend an invita- 
tion to membership and representation on the committee to Portugal, 
and the Canadian Government was asked to communicate with Por- 
tugal that effect. Participation by Portugal would round out the 
representation on this committee, which already includes Newfound- 
land, France, Canada, and the United States. All of these countries 
participate in the fisheries of the American North Atlantic, which 
yield in excess of 1,000,000,000 pounds annually. 

The special committee appointed at the previous meeting to con- 
sider recommendations for the improvement of statistics of the fish- 
erles reported its recommendation that statistics be collected so as to 
make available information on the fishing effort, as shown by the 
number of men and the number of fishing days involved in the pro- 
duction of the total catch. These recommendations were approved 
by the committee. 

Action was also taken to secure the cooperation of each country in 
transmitting annual reports of its statistics to the other members of 
the committee. 

It was also recommended by the committee that there should be 
regular collection of data and material of the commercial fisheries in 
the form of measurements and scale collections from sample catches. 

The progress during the past season in cod, haddock, and mackerel 
investigations and the drift-bottle experiments were reported to the 
committee.’ / 

INTERIOR WATERS 

COREGONINZ OF THE GREAT LAKES 

Dr. Walter Koelz has completed the first draft of a report on the 
systematic relationships and natural history of the coregonines of the 
Great Lakes and Lake Nipigon, and it is hoped that the manuscript 
will be ready for publication soon. Experiments also have been be- 
gun to test the constancy of racial characteristics in the lake herring. 
The superior quality of the Lake Erie herring has long been recog- 
nized by the trade, and a great deal of interest has been manifested 
in its introduction into other lakes. Fry have been liberated in Sagi- 
naw Bay in Lake Huron, and at Port Washington, Wis., in Lake 
Michigan. If the fish retain the characteristics they exhibit in Lake 
Erie, the experiment will have important consequences. Additions 
have been made to the collections of coregonines from the inland waters 
of eastern North America, principally through the courtesy of the 
Department of Biology of the University of Toronto, the museum of 
the University of Michigan, and the State museum of New York. 

During the past year John Van Oosten spent much time in 
revising and greatly elaborating a paper on the life history of the 
lake herring (Leucichthys artedi) of Lake Huron. The new data were 
derived from a study of some 2,000 additional specimens and scales 
collected in 1924 and referred to in the last annual report. Altogether, 
some 4,000 herring and their scales, representing samples taken 

? The details of the work of the United States Bureau of Fisheries on these subjects may be found on 
pages 3 to 7 of this report. 

96725—26 3 
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each year since 1921, have been measured and studied. From this 
series of samples it has been possible to follow the history of the com- 
mercial schools and year classes of herring through several successive 
years and to obtain a rather detailed life history of the species, and 
questions of importance were definitely settled. The data furnish 
information on a number of problems, such as the age composition of 
various commercial schools, the average lengths and weights of males 
and females at various ages, the variations in rates of growth, the 
norms for growth, the abundance of males and females, the age at 
sexual maturity, the races of herring, the effects of commercial fish- 
ing upon the fish stock, ete. The report will be submitted soon for 
publication. 

Some progress has also been made during the past year in the study 
of the life history of the Lake Huron whitefish (Coregonus clupea- 
formis), but it is thought best to withhold a report until all the avail- 
able material has been studied. 

As in previous years, several weeks were devoted to the collection 
of additional herring and whitefish material. 

PACIFIC COAST AND ALASKA 

An outstanding feature of the work on the Pacific coast in 1925, 
was the establishment of the International Pacific Salmon Investi- 
gation Federation, organized at a meeting held in Seattle, Wash., on 
March 16 and 17 and attended by Federal and State fishery officials 
representing the United States, Canada, British Columbia, Alaska, 
California, Oregon, and Washington. A permanent organization was 
effected, pledged to the development of a cooperative plan for the 
study of the problems of production and building up the salmon 
runs. The following statement is quoted from the account of this 
meeting given in the Pacific Fisherman for April, 1925. 

The most important subject taken up was that of biological investigation. It 
was admitted that the existing knowledge of the salmon is far less than it should 
be; and a review of a few of the vital points on which there is no accurate knowl- 
edge whatever indicated the vast extent of ignorance on the subject that still 
exists * * *, The ground to be covered would include fish-cuitural problems 
and other possible means of increasing the production of salmon as well as other 
questions concerning the life and habits of young and mature fish. It was 
decided that a definite p'an should be developed for organized work along this 
line, details of which were delegated to a committee. 

In carrying out its part of the program, the bureau has established 
a laboratory in Seattle in quarters kindly provided by the Univer- 
sity of Washington, and Dr. W. H. Rich has been placed in direct 
charge of the salmon investigations. Another meeting of the execu- 
tive committee of the federation, of which Commissioner Henry 
O’ Malley is chairman, was held in Seattle on November 24. At this 
time Dr. C. H. Gilbert, Dr. W. A. Clemens of the Biological Board of 
Canada, Doctor Rich, and others presented their views relative to 
the proposed program of salmon investigations. Definite plans were 
presented for research work to be carried on during 1926. 

The organization of this federation marks a distinct step forward 
in salmon investigations and will bring about a coordination of activi- 
ties, which would do much to make ourresearch program more complete 
and to hasten the collection of data of vital importance. 
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ALASKA SALMON 

The investigations of the Alaska salmon conducted by Dr. C. H. 
Gilbert and Dr. W. H. Rich have yielded important information dur- 
ing the past year. The study of migrations by means of tagging 
experiments was continued, nearly 16,000 tags having been attached. 
Two thousand of these were put onin the Port Moller region of the 
Bering Sea, the remainder being used in southeastern Alaska. The 
results of the experiments conducted at Port Moller corroborated the 
findings of 1922 to the effect that the majority of the fish taken at 
that place are of local origin, spawning mainly in the Bear and Sandy 
Rivers. The experiments in southeastern Alaska furnished much 
information regarding the migrations of the various species of salmon 
among the complicated channels of this region, but the situation here 
is so complex that it is not possible to summarize the results briefly. 
During the year a report was published covering the results of tag- 
ging experiments in 1923, and a report on the tagging experiments ot 
1924 and 1925 is in course of preparation. 

The intensive study of the important salmon runs at Karluk, 
Chignik, and the red-salmon streams of Bristol Bay has been continued 
by Doctor Gilbert. Weirs have been operated continuously since 1921 
at Karluk and since 1922 at Chignik, and during each of these years 
the escapement of salmon to these streams has been determined by 
actual count of the fish passing through the openings in the weirs. 
Weirs have been maintained at Alitak and in Anan Creek also. The 
first returns from escapements of known size will occur on the Karluk 
River in 1926 and at Chignik in 1927. The results are awaited with 
much interest, and we can look forward to aseries of determinations in 
successive years that should present evidence of the highest value. 
Through these investigations an attempt is being made to determine 
such correlations as exist between the number of spawning fish and 
the number of their progeny that return at maturity. This will 
give a measure oi the total losses that occur from the egg to the 
adult from all causes combined, and will answer the all-important 
question as to the size of the spawning reserve needed to produce a 
run of the desired size. 

Rapid progress has been made by Doctor Gilbert in the survey of 
the cycles and the annual composition of the red-salmon runs to the 
various streams of Bristol Bay. Extensive collections of scales from 
this region have accumulated and represent the runs of several years. 
The scales of some 15,000 red salmon included in these collections 
were read during the past year and the results tabulated. 

SALMON OF THE PACIFIC COAST STATES 

A series of salmon-marking experiments, which have been con- 
ducted for a number of years on the Columbia River by the bureau 
in cooperation with the Oregon Fish Commission, yielded valuable 
information during the 1925 season. Approximately 100 adult chi- 
nook and 50 sockeye salmon, which had been marked by remov- 
ing certain of their fins when they were liberated from the hatcheries, 
were recovered as they returned to the Columbia River to spawn. 
The sockeyes represent the first returns from 100,000 yearlings that 
were marked and liberated during February, 1924. The recovery 
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of so large a number of 3-year-olds gives promise of exceptionally 
good returns from the experiment. The fish in another sockeye 
experiment, in which the young fish were liberated during the fall 
of their first year, should have been 5 years old in 1925, but no 
returns were received. This experiment seems to have been a total 
failure, as no 3 or 4 year olds were recovered. These results agree 
with those from former experiments in showing that when it is not 

possible to liberate sockeyes in a lake in which they can remain until 
the spring of their second year (which is their natural time of migra- 
tion), they should be held in rearing ponds until that time. 

About 50 of the marked chinooks recovered were 3-year-olds that 
had been marked at the Big White Salmon River hatchery during 
May and June, 1923, when they were about 5 months old. Here, 
also, the recovery of a large number of 3-year-olds gave promise of 
good returns as 4 and 5 year olds. This one year’s returns from 
this experiment nearly equal the total returns from two former ex- 
periments, which differed from this one mainly in that the finger- 
lings were retained for about three months longer before being liber- 
ated. The greater returns from this experiment would indicate that 
the best time to liberate the chinooks that spawn in the Little 
White Salmon and Big White Salmon Rivers is during the spring of 
their first year. This is to be expected, for a study of the scales of 
the fish that spawn in those tributaries has shown that normally they 
migrate to the ocean within a short time after hatching. 

In order to determine the best time to liberate fingerlings of the 
spring run of chinook salmon, a series of marking experiments 
was undertaken in 1925 at the McKenzie River hatchery. This 
series consisted of five markings with liberations ranging from May of 
the first year to March of the second. 

In addition to conducting the marking experiments on the Colum- 
bia River, H. B. Holmes has been making a study of the blueback 
salmon of the Columbia. Representative samples of scales and meas- 
urements were collected from the commercial catch at intervals 
throughout the season, and observations were made of the seaward 
migrants and the spawning adults in the Okanogan River spawniag 
district. 

HERRING OF ALASKA 

In the spring of 1925 a biological investigation of the herring of 
Alaska was begun by George A. Rounsefell, scientific assistant. 
During the summer a preliminary survey was made, and as many 
herring establishments as was possible were visited in the season, 
touching at Ketchikan, Craig, Killisnoo, and Port Walter in south- 
eastern Alaska; Sawmill Bay, Prince William Sound, Seldovia, Cook 
Inlet, and Red Fox Bay; and Kodiak and Three Saints Bay in the 
Kodiak district. As a necessary preliminary to other work, a study 
was begun to determine what local races exist and the degree of vari- 
ation between them. Racial samples were collected at many of 
the points visited, and various structural characters were studied. 
These data show clearly that the Pacific herring is not a homoge- 
neous population. 

The average vertebral count falls from 52.78 in Prince William 
Sound and 52.72 in Shuyak Strait to 52.50 in Cook Inlet, 52.45 in 
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southeastern Alaska, 51.78 in British Columbia, and 50.81 in Califor- 
nia. This is an average difference of two vertebrae between 60° 
and 37° of latitude. 

The proportion between the head length and the body length (with- 
out caudal) decreases as the body length increases. Conversely, the 
proportion between the anal fin insertion and the body length 
increases, demonstrating that the head and tail do not keep pace with 
the rest of the bodyingrowth. On plotting the head length the curves 
show great differences, the percentage of head to body length curve 
for Russian Harbor falling 2144 per cent below the curve for south- 
eastern Alaska, at 255 millimeters body length. Other characters 
used are the dorsal and anal fin ray counts and the distance par- 
allel to the body from the tip of the snout to the end of the occipital 
bone on the back of the head, and to the dorsal, ventral, and anal 
fin insertions. These characters also show differences of undoubted 
statistical significance. 

It may be stated, from what few data have been collected, that 
the herring of southeastern Alaska are quite distinct from those to 
the westward. There are decided differences between localities in 
southeastern Alaska although in general these are less than the differ- 
erences between southeastern Alaska and the districts to the west. 
The same is true of localities to the west. There are slight indica- 
tions, from rough measurements, that the phenomenon of the domi- 
nant year class may be present, as in the Atlantic herring and the 
California sardine, but this requires corroboration. 

Scales were collected from all of the samples measured and are 
now being examined to determine the age and rate of growth in each 
region. ‘This may also shed more light on local races. 

MARINE FISHES OF THE GULF OF VENEZUELA 

A fairly representative collection of fishes of the Gulf of Venezuela 
was received during the year from Commander Paul P. Blackburn 
of the U. S. S. Magara. This collection was turned over to Dr. 
Samuel F. Hildebrand for study. Doctor Hildebrand, assisted by 
Irving L. Towers, has made some headway in the classification of 
the species. 

It is of interest to note that several species ranging both north and 
south of the Isthmus of Panama, as for example the bluefish, are well 
represented in the Venezuelan collection but were not present in the 
extensive collections made on the coast of Panama by Meek and 
Hildebrand. 

INVESTIGATIONS OF SHELLFISH AND TERRAPIN 

OYSTERS 

Investigations relating to oyster culture were conducted by Dr. 
Paul S. Galtsoff in Georgia and at Woods Hole, Mass., and by H. F. 
Prytherch at Milford, Conn. 
A survey of the oyster resources of Georgia, made in January, Feb- 

ruary, and March, covered 351 miles of the Atlantic coast between 
Savannah and St. Marys, and was made for the purpose of determin- 
ing the degree of depletion of the natural oyster beds and what prac- 
tical measures are necessary 1n order to increase the production of 
oysters in the State. 
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The natural oyster beds in Georgia are situated either along the 
shores of the rivers above low-water mark or in the open sounds. 
These beds are in the form of large reefs, composed chiefly of long, nar- 
row oysters (the so-called “‘coon”’ oysters) of inferior quality. The 
bottoms of rivers in the tidewater region present a great variety of con- 
ditions from very soft mud, unsuitable for planting, to hard, sticky, 
blue mud suitable for oyster culture. Many of the natural oyster 
beds that are easily accessible and are situated in shallow water have 
become depleted. In many places nothing remains but shells; in 
others even the shells either have been taken away or are covered by 
silt. On the other hand, the abundant oyster larve present during 
the spawning season cause a very heavy set and overcrowd every suit- 
able object above low-water mark. One of the remarkable peculiari- 
ties of the Georgia oyster beds is the fact that sets are never found 
below low-water mark. Insufficient cultch is responsible for crowded 
conditions on the beds and the formation of ‘“‘bunch oysters’; but 
there is nothing to prevent the production of the best type of oyster 
in Georgia waters by transplanting seed oysters to deep water. The 
survey shows that the extensive coastal waters oi Georgia are suitable 
for oyster culture and can be exploited with profit. 

The following specific recommendations for the development of the 
oyster industry in the State were based on this survey: 

1. Existing laws with respect to returning shells to the natural 
oyster beds, including supervision thereof and control as to time and 
place of planting, should be strictly enforced. 

2. Small-scale experimental oyster farming should be developed at 
once. It was suggested that brush or shell be scattered between tide 
marks on several particularly favorable sites in order to obtain set, 
and that later the seed oysters be transplanted below low-water 
mark. These beds should be kept under constant observation, and 
salinity and temperature records should be taken at least once weekly. 

3. Seed or adult oysters should be planted on depleted beds in 
order to restore them, and these beds should then be closed to fishing 
by the public for at least two years. 

4. New oyster beds should be established in suitable localities above 
low-water mark. 

In the summer and fall of 1925 experiments were conducted by 
Dr. P. S. Galtsoff at Woods Hole, Mass., to determine the effect of 
temperature on the feeding of oysters. With apparatus built espe- 
cially for this purpose, it was possible to measure accurately both the 
rate of flow and the volume of water passed through the gills. It 
was found that sucking water is a function of temperature. The 
water reaches its maximum flow at 77° F. and retards with the low- 
ering of the temperature. Below 45° F. no current is produced, 
although the cillia of the gill epithelium continue to beat; at 41° F. 
all motion ceases. 

These observations furnish direct evidence on the much discussed 
theory of hibernation advanced several years ago by the bacteriolo- 
gists, Prof. F. P. Gorham and Dr. H. D. Pease, who made the inter- 
esting statement that during the cold season the bacillum coli scores 
or ratings of oysters taken from the polluted beds are always very 
low. The present experiments show that this is because no water 
is taken in by the oyster when the temperature 1s low. 
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By analyzing the water that had passed through the oysters’ gills, 
Doctor Galtsoff discovered that over 99 per cent of the diatoms and 
dinoflagellates consumed by them are caught by gill the epithelium. 
The discharged water contains almost nothing but mucus. However, 
the experiments made by him in October in Doctor Pease’s New York 
laboratory show that only a veryfew bacteria are retained by the gills, 
most of them passing through the gill cavity. Bacillum coli alone 
were used in the experiments. It is believed that these laboratory 
e periments will be effective in solving the various practical problems 
of oyster culture and sanitary control of the oyster industry. 

In order to determine which are the best methods for maintaining 
and increasing the natural supply of oysters, additional experiments 
were conducted at the shellfish laboratory at Milford, Conn., relative 
to the life history, habits, environment, culture, and artificial propa- 
gation of the oyster. Milford Harbor is typical of the numerous 
coves, bays, and estuaries that are the natural habitat of the oyster, 
and in former times shellfish were very prolific there, so that scientific 
data derived from detailed study of the oysters present in this small 
body of water can be used as the basis for developing oyster culture 
in other localities. 

Torehabilitate this small harbor, the Connecticut Oyster farms Co. 
supplied oysters enough to establish two fair-sized spawning beds, 
one of which was located on the tidal flats and the other in the chan- 
nel. As these waters are at present unpolluted to any serious 
degree it is possible to study the oyster under conditions similar to 
those under which it thrived in years past. 
A brief résuiné of the various studies and experiments made and 

the results obtained follows. 
Spat collection.—The tidal flats in the harbor were planted with 

brush, shells, and tile collectors, each of which successfully demon- 
strated the value of such flats for producing annual harvests of seed 
oysters. The birch brush, which was planted in rows and stacks 
over an area of about 6 acres, was covered witha good set of oysters 
for a distance of 2 feet above the bottom, and after the oysters had 
attained a good size, the brush was transplanted to the deep-water 
beds in the sound. 

At the suggestion of Capt. Charles EK. Wheeler, manager of the 
Connecticut Oyster Farms Co., a dozen wire baskets were filled with 
oyster, clam, and mussel shells and placed on the flats. These proved 
to be the cheapest and most practical type of collector used in the 
experiments. Each of the shells on the top, bottom, and _ sides 
of the baskets was covered with from 100 to 200 spat, those in the 
layer just inside were covered with from 12 to 50 each, and those in 
the very center caught from 2 to 10 spat each. Each bushel of 
oyster shells caught about 15,000 spat, while the baskets of clam 
and mussel shells caught afew thousand less than this. This method 
can be made even more efficient by using the large, brittle oyster shells 
from the Housatonic River, which make it possible for more spat to 
attach in the center of the baskets and which, after being trans- 
planted to off-shore grounds, easily break up, allowing the young 
oyster ample room for growth. 

Another type of collector used in the experiments was half-round, 
glazed tile, having asurface of about 1,000 square inches. The aver- 
age number of spat collected by each tile from the first set of oysters 
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was 1,500, and from the second, which was heavier, 4,000. After the 
spat had attained their summer growth, they were easily detached 
from the tiles without injury and planted as single seed oysters; ina 
few years they will have developed into ‘‘ select’ stock, the most val- 
uable product produced in this fishery. 

The location and arrangement of the various collectors had an 
effect on the time and condition of tide when and depth and vertical — 
range at which setting takes place, and valuable data on these points 
were collected. Shells and rocks scattered about the harbor also 
were covered with spat, and from a small bar near the brush plantings 
over 100 bushels of gravel, heavily set with oysters, were collected. 

The countless millions of seed oysters produced as a result of the 
incomplete restoration of this harbor evidence the value of these inshore 
areas to the oyster industry and the necessity of protecting them 
from overfishing and pollution. 

Infe-history studves.—Spawning records were obtained from three 
lots of ripe oysters, of 10 bushels each, kept under close observation 
in a float. In each experiment, almost all of the oysters spawned 
vigorously and simultaneously. Spawning occurred at 24.1°, 22°, 
and 23° C., when the tide approached high-water mark. Records of 
salinity and hydrogen-ion concentration were made at the same time. 
The oysters on the spawning beds in shallow and deep water became 
ripe much sooner than usual this year and discharged their spawn on 
about the 6th and 13th of July. 

Plankton collections were made in Milford Harbor and Long Island 
Sound for the purpose of determining the abundance, distribution, | 
and growth of the free-swimming oyster larve prior to setting. The 
collections made from 1921 to 1924 gave evidence of a strange disap- 
pearance of the larve from the time they were one or two days old 
until they were nearly ready toset. Similarly, careful pumpings and 
tows made in 1925, from the surface of the water to within a few 
inches of the bottom, contained very few oyster larve of the inter- 
mediate sizes. From observations of the behavior of artificially prop- 
agated larvee of these sizes it was apparent that they were not only 
clamlike in structure but in habit as well, and capable of plowing 
their way through sand and loose dirt by means of a long, muscular 
foot. Several sections of bottom, about one-half inch thick, were 
taken up near one of the spawning beds, placed in one of the hatch- 
ing tanks, and supplied with a good stream of water. After several 
hours, an examination of the bolting-silk net placed at the overflow 
revealed many of the long-sought, intermediate-sized larve, though it 
was impossible to determine whether they had been on the bottom 
or merely lying between the sand grains when the samples were col- 
lected. The discovery of this interesting habit enables us to under- 
stand better the relationship between spawning beds and setting areas 
and the effect of tides, waves, and currents on the distribution of 
the larve. 
By arranging floating and stationary spat collectors from the bot- 

tom of the channel to high-water mark, the following observations 
on “‘setting’’ were made: First, that attachment of the greater pro- 
portion of larve occurred with the beginning of flood tide and contin- 
ued for about two hours. Second, that the vertical distribution of the 
spat took place from the bottom (30 feet below the surface) to within 
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about 2 feet above low-water mark. Third, that the horizontal dis- 
tribution in the vicinity of Milford was from the deep-water beds 2 
miles offshore to areas in the harbor that are covered after the first 
two hours’ run of the flood tide. Fourth, that the greatest concentra- 
tion of spat per square inch was found in a zone 10 to 12 inches 
above low-water mark. Records of the rate of growth of the spat 
under various conditions were made from July 18 to September 20. 

Environmental conditions.—Six stations located in Milford Harbor 
and the adjacent inshore waters of Long Island Sound were regularly 
visited, and observations of general hydrographic conditions were 
made. Water temperatures were unusually high, ranging from 20° 
to 25° C. on the bottom from July 15 to August 20, and attained a 
maximum ebb-tide temperature of 29° C. in the harbor on August 
19. The salinity ranged from 25 in June to 26 and 27 during July 
and the first part of August, a marked increase occurring the last two 
weeks in August, when there was very little rainfall. The hydrogen- 
ion concentration was determined by the prism-comparator method 
using cresol red and brom-thymol blue as indicators. 

Commercial oyster culture.—The best and most general set of oys- 
ters since 1914 was obtained in 1925 throughout the oyster-growing 
region of Connecticut with the aid of unusally favorable weather and 
water conditions. At the present time a set of commercial value in 

_ these waters depends upon the early ripening and spawning of the 
oysters on the inshore and offshore beds of Long Island Sound, as 
these are the only ones large enough to produce a sufficient quantity 
of spawn. In the past when the oyster industry succeeded in obtain- 
ing a crop of oysters almost every year, large, natural beds were 
situated in the harbors, bays, and river mouths, where conditions 
were favorable for the production of large quantities of spawn. To- 
day almost all of these valuable spawn-producing and shellfish-grow- 
ing areas have been destroyed by excessive pollution and overfishing, 
so that only the deep-water beds are left for the production of seed 
oysters. 
Sine conditions existing on these deep-water beds in spring and 

summer are such as would ordinarly exist in the harbors and estua- 
ries, oyster culture is successful, but unfortunately this happens 
rarely. The climatic and hydrographic records for the summer of 1925 
reveal that precipitation, river discharge, air and water temperatures, 
and salinity were unusual and produced the desired harborlike con- 
ditions in the sound, which resulted in successful deep-water oyster 
culture. The State of Connecticut recently passed an act creating a 
State water commission with power to enforce the adoption of reason- 
able and practical measures for controlling, reducing, and eliminating 
pollution. No greater improvement could be made for maintaining 
and increasing the oyster supply of Connecticut than the restoration 
of its harbors and rivers. » 

CLAMS OF THE PACIFIC COAST 

During 1925 the clam investigations on the Pacific coast were con- 
tinued by Dr. F. W. Weymouth, of Stanford University, and H. C. 
MeMillin, scientific assistant. Field work was carried on from April 
to September, during which time two months were spent on the 
Washington beds getting more exact spawning data and records of 
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the environmental conditions. Three sections were studied espe- 
cially to determine the difference in physical factors and how these 
are reflected in growth. 

The onset of spawning was observed and studied at Cordova for 
the first time. The water was colder than on the Washington coast 
when spawning began, but the same relative change in temperature 
appears to-incite the action. Discharge of eggs begins slowly and 
becomes more rapid after one day, but spawning never takes place 
as rapidly asit doesin Washington. No information has been received 
about the set that resulted from the 1925 spawning, but usually there 
are fewer young in Alaska than on the Washington beds. 
When the field work was performed in 1924 it was noticed that 

razor clams in various localities seemed to become sexually mature 
at a common size rather than at acommon age. In working up these 
data, therefore, the influence of size and age on sexual maturity was 
especially observed, and in addition the relation between size and 
age was determined for various localities. 

As razor clams in Washington grow approximately twice as fast 
as do those in Alaska, it is of economic importance to determine 
whether they really become spawners in one-half the time. It was 
found that the older clams average a smaller size at maturity than 
the younger ones. Specimens from Washington matured in less than 
half the time required by those from Cordova, but the Cordova 
specimens averaged more than one-half centimeter smaller in size. 
Figures from all the beds showed that 1 centimeter in size was 
approximately equal to 10 years in age in sexual maturity. 

Proportional measurements of razor clams from beds in California, 
Oregon, Washington, British Columbia, and Alaska indicate that the 
economically important forms all belong to a single species rather 
than to several, as asserted by some systematists. 

A report was published in 1925 covering the results of the inves- 
tigations made in 1923 and 1924. 

SCALLOPS 

Because of a sudden great reduction in the number of scallops, 
the Fisheries Commission Board of North Carolina requested the 
bureau to make an investigation, and J.S. Gutsell was assigned to 
the work. 

The scallop fishery occupies an important place among the fishery 
industries of the State and is an extremely important one among 
those of Carteret County, to which it is confined. In recent years 
it has approximated in financial importance the oyster industry of 
the entire State, with an annual Value of nearly $250,000. 
A survey made by the Fisheries Commission Board during the 

summer of 1924 was reported to have revealed an unusually great and 
widespread abundance of scallops. A later survey, following unprec- 
edentedly heavy rains, showed almost complete mortality except 
over unaffected areas in lower Bogue Sound. The scallop fishery 
confirmed these findings, revealing scallops in great abundance wher- 
ever they are found at all. Although direct evidence is lacking, there 
seems to be no reason to doubt that unusually low salinities result- 
ing from abnormal rains caused the mortality. 
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Dredging surveys made by Mr. Gutsell and a representative of the 
Fisheries Commission Board revealed scallops in appreciable num- 
bers in one small area only, a truly alarming outlook. However, by 
wading over suitable flats near the Beaufort laboratory scallops were 
found in considerable numbers in a few places. These areas had 
been devastated by floods the preceding season and made apparently 
barren, so that no satisfactory explanation for their fertility in 1925 
can be given. 

Small or seed scallops were very scarce early in the summer, but 
were obtained in moderate numbers late in the summer and became 
somewhat more abundant, though probably not normally so, as time 
passed. 

Measurements of adult scallops show a fairly even and rapid 
erowth from mid July to mid September, a lack of further growth 
until mid November, and thereafter moderately rapid growth, with 
no indication of cessation at the end of the year. This renewed 
erowth is also clearly revealed by examination of the shells. The 
late fall growth was altogether unexpected. The only phenomena 
with which it seems reasonable to connect the nongrowing period 
are sexual functionings of some sort. Possibly metabolic activity is 
diverted from shell growth to the production of spawn. 

The bay scallop is one of the shortest lived of commercial bivalves. 
In the north, it has been shown that in the majority of cases individ- 
uals die during or after their second winter and before spawning time 
the following summer—that is, before the scallops are 2 years old. 
Although the prolonged spawning complicates matters and data are 
insufficient for any positive statement as to length of life, there seems 
to be little doubt that there is a distinct resemblance between the 
later life histories of scallops in northern and southern waters. 

The scallop is a hermaphroditic species. It is presumed to com- 
mence spawning some time in the spring in North Carolina. Obser- 
vations made in July showed that some scallops had spawned, and 
spawning was observed in August and continued to the end of 
December. In mid December about half of the scallops contained 
considerable quantities of spawn and about a quarter of them had 
large quantities. Evidently observation over a period of at least a 
year is necessary for even approximate knowledge as to when spawn- 
ing begins and ends. 

Recommendations for the protection of the scallop beds have been 
made to the State Fisheries Commission Board based on the results 
of this investigation. Some of these have already been favorably 
acted upon, and it is anticipated that further action will be taken in 
the near future. 

FRESH-WATER MUSSELS 
“ 

In addition to the regular annual survey of certain mussel beds of 
the Mississippi River by the shell expert of the Fairport (Iowa) labora- 
tory, J. B. Southall, a special survey of the upper Mississippi between 
Lake Pepin and La Crosse was conducted by Dr. N. M. Grier, of 
Dartmouth College. A similar survey over the same territory was 
made by Doctor Grier in 1920. 
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The rearing of mussels in hatchery troughs was continued, but this 
work was subordinate to the researches of Dr. M. M. Ellis, of the Uni- 
versity of Missouri, special investigator at the Fairport laboratory 
during the past summer. Doctor Ellis studied the elimination of the 
parasitic period in the culture of fresh-water mussels and made very 
material headway in this direction. He also definitely determined 
the importance of the acid-alkali balance of the blood of the fish to 
the glochidia encysted in its gills. This proved to be an important 
factor in the cultivation of mussels without host fishes. This work 
will be continued. 

Doctor Ellis also worked on the effect of light upon the glochidia 
of mussels. He determined that the unfiltered, ultraviolet rays of 
direct sunlight are quickly fatal to glochidia, and that if only partially 
filtered they may cause disturbances seriously affecting the develop- 
ment of the glochidia. Juvenile mussels also appear to be sensitive 
to ultraviolet rays, which confirms the observation made by Dr. 
A. D. Howard that a greater proportion of juvenile mussels survives 
when they are shielded from light. 

TERRAPINS 

The experiments in diamond-back terrapin culture, which have 
been conducted at the Beaufort (N. C.) biological station for a 
number of years, were continued with success. More information 
is being gained all the time relative to the requirements of the terra- 
pins. One of the most important recent contributions, from an 
economic standpoint, had to do with crowding, it having been shown 
that many more terrapins than it was formerly thought advisable to 
hold can be held in an inclosure when a supply of elean water is 
available. Stagnant or dirty water is extremely detrimental, especi- 
ally when the animals are crowded. This work is under the super- 
vision of Dr. Samuel F. Hildebrand, and is in the immediate charge 
of Charles Hatsel. 

The total number of terrapins removed from the egg beds during 
the fall of 1925 was 2,968. The total number taken from the egg 
beds in the fall of 1924 was 3,458. The main cause of the decrease 
in the number of terrapins hatched in 1925 was the decline in the 
number of eggs laid by the original breeders, some of which have been 
at the station since 1902 and others since 1906. All of these were 
mature when confined, and some of them, no doubt, were already 
very old. It remains to be seen whether the decrease is due merely 
to the normal yearly fluctuations that have taken place previously or 
whether a permanent decline (possibly due to old age) in eggs and 
young produced has set in. 

A cooperative arrangement has been entered into with the Fisheries 
Commission Board of North Carolina for hatching and liberating 
young terrapins with the view of restocking the sadly depleted State 
waters. The Fisheries Commission Board has impounded 488 adult 
terrapins at the biological station for breeding purposes, and is sup- 
plying their food and a man to assist in feeding and otherwise taking 
care of the terrapins. Arrangements have been made to build 
another pound and to extend this work. 
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ECOLOGICAL AND OCEANOGRAPHIC STUDIES 

CONTROL OF MOSQUITOES BY MEANS OF FISH 

Investigations relative to the use of fish for controlling mosquito 
breeding were continued at Greenwood, Miss., in cooperation with the 
United States Public Health Service. This work was under the 
supervision of Dr. Samuel F. Hildebrand and in immediate charge of 
Irving L. Towers. The season was favorable until the latter part 
of September, when heavy and continuous rains set in and the work 
was abandoned for the season. 

Gambusia continues to give better results than any other fish. 
In fact it no longer seems worth while to give consideration to any 
other species in connection with mosquito control in regions where 
Gambusiaiscommon. In general, Gambusia provides mosquito con- 
trol just to the extent that it is able to reach the larvee. Complete 
control is rarely possible, but the presence of this fish always brings 
about a very large reduction in mosquito production. 

OCEANOGRAPHY 

At the request of the New York Zoological Society, two members of 
the bureau’sscientific staff, Dr. Charles J. Fishand Marie Poland Fish, 
were detailed to join the Arcturus oceanographic expedition, the former 
to supervise the oceanographic work and the latter to investigate the 
distribution and early development of ocean fishes. The cruise lasted 
six months, February 14 to July 30, 1925, during which time the Gulf 
Stream, Sargasso Sea, North Equatorial Current, Antilles Current, 
Mexican Current, and the Galapagos and Cocos Island regions were 
investigated. In all 113 stations were made and numerous collections 
of plankton and many physical and chemical data were secured. Any 
conclusions drawn at this time must necessarily be of a very general 
nature and subject to modification or change when the data have 
been studied more carefully. 

The Arcturus entered the Pacific during a recurrance of the dreaded 
El Nino, a warm, counter water mass from the north, which about 
once in 20 years penetrates along the South American coast as far as 
Peru, carrying tropical fishes and other marine forms far beyond their 
usual range in this area and causing enormous destruction to the life 
of the cold Humboldt Current as well as to the guano birds, which 
rely upon pelagic marine organisms for food. The loss to Peru in 
guano alone at such times is tremendous and forms a problem of 
national importance. Temperature sections taken by the Arcturus 
in this region indicate that El Nifio does not in reality divert the 
Humboldt Current from its course, as is popularly believed, but flows 
over it as a comparatively thin film. Everywhere in the Galapagos 
region Humboldt temperatures were encountered below 100 meters. 
It is therefore highly improbable that a warm and consequently 
lighter current of temporary nature pushed aside the permanent cold 
and heavier Humboldt Current by wedging between it and the coast, 
particularly as previous records show the latter body of water to be 
of a slightly higher salinity. 
The vertical distribution of life in the ocean formed one of Doctor 

Fish’s most important problems. Everywhere the same zones could 
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be distinguished but were found to vary somewhat in the position 
of their upper and lower boundaries as well as in the richness of the 
distinct animal communities characterizing them. Temperature, 
light, and pressure appear to be the most important physical limiting 
factors. As all lifein the lower levels ultimately depends for food upon 
organisms that descend from the surface waters, collections froni even 
the deeper zones in such areas as the Gulf Stream and about the Gala- 
pagos Islands, where an abundance of surface life exists, were exceed- 
ingly rich. Conversely, in barren areas lke the Sargasso Sea, where 
the surface fauna is scanty, the intermediate levels are very sparsely 
inhabited; in fact, so scarce was the animal life that it was at times 
impossible to determine faunal limits. Although poor in species, 
the zone yielding the largest hauls was situated just below the depth 
to which surface animals descend in the daytime. This hitherto un- 
recognized zone, between 400 and 700 meters, is now named the 
“transition zone,’’ as it comprises the zone of transition from daylight 
to darkness. It adjoins the lower part of the ‘‘silver zone,”’ recently 
used in classifying the vertical distribution of fishes lying within the 
limits of 150 to 500 meters. Below 2,000 meters and above the bottom 
community, there appears to be a region (recorded first by the 
United States fisheries steamer Albatross) visited only by scattering 
forms or falling dead bodies. Although this theory has at times been 
attacked, the Arcturus collections substantiate in every respect the 
observations of Mr. Agassiz for those particular regions traversed. 

Enormous schools of tuna observed between Mariato Point and 
Cocos Island from May 11 to June 3 were apparently making their 
annual migration. A brief report on them has been submitted to 
the bureau. 

Progress has been made in working up the data collected during 
the hydrographic and biological survey of Chesapeake Bay, and it is 
anticipated that the final report will be completed within a compar- 
atively short time. 

The study of the currents, temperatures, etc., in Massachusetts 
Bay has already been mentioned in the discussion of the investigations 
of the early life of the cod, pollock, and haddock. <A report on cer- 
tain phases of this investigation was prepared and submitted by 
Richard Parmenter, temporary assistant. 

The comprehensive investigation of the oceanography of the Gulf 
of Maine, which has been conducted for a number of years by Dr. 
H. B. Bigelow, of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard 
University, is nearly completed. The section dealing with the fishes 
has been published already, that dealing with the plankton is in the 
hands of the printer, and the section dealing with the physical ocean- 
ography is in an advanced stage of preparation. 

In cooperation with the Bureau of Lighthouses, water temperatures 
have been taken at a number of selected stations along the Atlantic 
coast. 

ECOLOGY OF FRESH-WATER LAKES 

During the summer of 1925 limnological observations were made 
on some 50 lakes in northern Wisconsin by Dr. Chancey Juday of 
the State Geological and Natural History Survey. Most of these 
lakes are situated in Vilas County and range in area from 3 to 1,500 
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acres and in maximum depth from 2 to 35 meters. During the sum- 
mer of 1925 the surface temperature was as low as 19° C. in some 
of these lakes and as high as 24° C. in others. 

These bodies of water may be regarded as having soft water, as 
they have only a relatively small amount of calcium and magnesium 
in solution. Several, which have neither an inlet nor an outlet, con- 
tain less than 2 cubic centimeters of fixed carbon dioxide per liter; 
most of them have between 5 and 12 cubic centimeters per liter. 

The epilimnion, or upper stratum of water, in these ines was well 
supplied with dissolved oxygen, the amount ranging from 5 to 7 
cubic centimeters per liter of water. In some of the deeper ones the 
the hypolimnion, or low water, possessed very little or no dissolved 
oxygen at all in late July and in August. 

In the lakes having a depth of 5 meters or more the lower water 
generally yielded a larger amount of free ammonia than the upper 
stratum; the reverse was true of some of the lakes that possessed a 
relatively small amount of plankton. The quantity of free ammonia 
found in the upper water of the various lakes varied from a minimum 
of 0.024 to a maximum of 0.148 part per million; this represents a 
sixfold difference. In the lower water the quantity of free ammonia 
ranged from a minimum of 0.020 to a maximum of 0.968 part per 
million. 

The theory has recently been advanced that the quantity of phyto- 
plankton produced by a body of water is dependent upon the amount 
of phosphorus that is available in the water. In order to see whether 
such a correlation could be established for these lakes, a quantitative 
study of the phosphorus was made, but the data obtained in 1925 do 
not warrant any definite conclusions. It was found that the quantity 
of phosphorus in the upper water ranged from none at all to a maxi- 
mum of 0.095 milligram per liter of water. No phosphorus was 
obtained in the lower water of one small lake that is only 7 meters 
deep, but the lower water of all of the other lakes yielded a measur- 
able amount of phosphorus. The quantity varied between 0.005 and 
0.09 milligram per liter in most of the lakes. A maximum of 5 
milligrams per liter was noted in a lakelet only 122 meters (400 feet) in 
diameter, but which is 22 meters (72 feet) deep. 

The lowest readings for hydrogen-ion concentration were obtained 
in 11 lakes that have less than 2 cubic centimeters of fixed carbon 
dioxide per liter of water; in this group the reaction ranged from pH. 
6.9 at the surface to pH 5.4 at the bottom. It will be noted that all 
of these readings were on the acid side. In the lakes that had more 
than 2 cubic centimeters of fixed carbon dioxide per liter of water 
the surface water was neutral or alkaline (pH 7.1 to 9.4), while the 
bottom water of some of them was acid and of others neutral or alka- 
line (p H 6.4 to 7.6). “ 

The total plankton varied from a minimum of 545 to a maximum 
of 6,990 milligrams of dry organic matter per cubic meter of water. In 
general, the shallower lakes yielded a larger amount of plankton per 
cubic meter of water than the deeper ones. The maximum was 
obtained from the surface water of a lake having a maximum depth 
of only 8 meters. 

A few quantitative observations were made on the larger bottom- 
dwelling animals, but only a very limited amount of time could be 
spent on to this phase of the general investigation. An interesting 
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observation may be noted in this connection—it was found that Mysis 
relicta leaves the bottom of Trout Lake at night and migrates to the 
surface. 

FOULING OF SHIPS’ BOTTOMS 

The investigation of the fouling of ships’ bottoms was continued 
during 1925 both at New York and at Beaufort, N. C. This work 
involved the examination of about 50 ships in dry dock and consider- 
able experimental work at the Beaufort laboratory, and finally a 
complete report covering all of the work has been submitted. 

On the basis of careful examination of 250 ships at the time of 
dry-docking, it has been ascertained that fouling is caused by both 
plant and animal growths, the latter being the more important where- 
ever fouling was at all extensive. These were barnacles, hydroids, 
ales, tunicates, bryozoa, mollusks, and protozoa, in the order of 
frequency and usual abundance. 

It was soon noted that fouling organisms were almost exclusively 
those forms commonly found on rocks near shore, especially in har- 
bors, and it was found, furthermore, that fouling occurs almost 
entirely while vessels are in port. Most ships were found to be mod- 
erately fouled after 6 or 8 months from the date of previous dry- 
docking, and it was shown that the time that elapses between dry- 
dockings is of significance, for fouling increases with the interval of 
time. However, fouling was least on ships that spent most of their 
time cruising at sea. 

The data regarding relation of hight to the amount and kind of 
fovling, a relationship early noted on ships’ bottoms, have been sup- 
plemented by extensive experiments that demonstrate that light in 
the field of green and blue-green has the maximum stimulating effi- 
ciency for the cyprid larve of several barnacles, and that at the time 
of attachment these forms are negative to light. 

The relation of fouling to fresh water was also studied experiment- 
ally, and it was demonstrated that fresh water kills, within 72 hours, 
most of the organisms that cause fouling; but if calcareous growths 
have already formed, such materials remain, and the resistance to 
the movement of the ship is not materially reduced. 
A preliminary study of seasonal periodicity indicates that the 

amount of fouling on a given ship can be predicted from a knowledge 
of seasonal periodicity for the organisms in the ports visited. Indi- 
cations of a selective process of attachment by barnacles have been 
noted, indicating a relation between attachment and the nature of 
the surface. 

INVESTIGATIONS PERTAINING TO FISH-CULTURAL OPERATIONS 

PHYSIOLOGY AND NUTRITION OF FISHES 

Feeding experiments with fingerling trout were carried on during 
the summer of 1925 at the Holden (Vt.) hatchery by M. C. James, 
under the supervision of Dr. H. S. Davis. As previous experiments 
at Manchester, lowa, and White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., with rain- 
bow-trout fingerlings gave such encouraging results, it was decided 
to conduct similar experiments at a brook-trout station. For this 
purpose, brook-trout fingerlings were divided into lots of 1,000 each 
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and were fed on a diet of sheep liver and beef heart to which 1.5 per 
cent of cod-liver oil and 2 per cent of dried brewer’s yeast had been 
added. The results of this experiment showed that with brook trout 
no practical benefit is derived from the addition of cod-liver oil and 
yeast, either individually or in combination. In some cases ap- 
parently an increased growth followed the addition of these acces- 
sories, but as mortality also increased in such cases it is probable 
a selective action may have been in effect. It is logical to assume 
that the survivors were the larger, more vigorous fish, which would 
account for the higher average individual weight. 

These results are in striking contrast with those obtained during 
the previous two seasons with rainbow fingerlings, where the bene- 
ficial results from the addition of oil and yeast were clear and unmis- 
takable. The explanation of such diverse results with the two species 
of trout is not obvious, and furthur investigations are necessary 
before the matter can be cleared up. However, there is some evi- 
dence that in the case of the rainbow trout the beneficial effects of 
the cod-liver oil may be associated with an obscure disease that is 
prevalent among the rainbow fingerlings at the hatcheries where 
these experiments were conducted. This disease is characterized by 
the accumulation of crystals and casts in the kidney tubules. The 
water at these hatcheries is rich in calcium and magnesium bicarbon- 
ates, and it is not impossible that the disease is the result of impaired 
calcium metabolism, in which event the reason for the beneficial 
effect of cod-liver oil is apparent. For some unknown reason brook 
trout do not appear to be as susceptible to this disease as the rain- 
bows. The lack of similar results from the addition of yeast to the 
diet of the brook trout may be due to the fact that in many cases 
the yeast was found to develop, for a short time at least, in the 
intestines of the fish. No such growth has been observed in the 
rainbows. 

The reason for the failure of the experiment was not as clear in 
the case of oil as with the yeast, and further experiments with oil are 
planned for the coming season. The results of some experiments con- 
ducted for the bureau at the Connecticut State hatchery at Burling- 
ton, Conn., in which 1.5 per cent of cod-liver oil was added to beef 
liver fed to brook-trout fingerlings, indicate that the addition of the 
oil was beneficial. 

As in previous experiments, beef heart was found to be a more desir- 
able diet for young fingerlings than sheep liver, both as regards mor- 
tality and rate of growth. As the fish grow older, the advantages of 
the heart diet become less, and after two or three months the liver-fed 
fish may reach a larger size than those kept on a heart diet. 

For the purpose of testing the effects of stale food on fingerling 
trout, 2,000 brook-trout fingerlings were divided into two lots of 1,000 
each. One lot was fed “fresh” liver, the other ‘‘stale’’ liver that 
had been kept in tne ice box for a week or more. This liver was 
noticeably stale or sour but had not begun to putrefy. From the 
very beginning of the experiment, which was continued from July 9 
to August 11, the fish fed ‘‘stale’’ liver showed a much higher mortal- 
ity and slower growth than the controls, which were fed fresh liver. 
The total mortality in the former lot was 41.2 per cent, and the aver- 
age individual weight increased from 0.412 grams to 0.722 grams. 
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In striking contrast with this, there was a total mortality of 16.7 per 
cent and an increase in the average individual weight from 0.445 to 
1.135 grams in the control lot. 

The feeding experiment at the Wytheville (Va.) station, mentioned 
in the previous report, was discontinued on April 29, 1925. In this 
experiment rainbow-trout fingerlings were divided into two lots of 
2,000 each. One lot (the controls) was fed a straight heart diet, while 
small quantities of cod-liver oil and dried brewer’s yeast were added to 
the beef heart fed to the other lot. ‘Throughout the experiment there 
was a marked contrast in the mortality of the two lots. The total 
mortality from May 29, 1924, to April 29, 1925, in the lot fed a diet 
containing oil and yeast was 44.1 per cent; while in the control lot, 
which received only beef heart, the loss was 82.8 percent. The high 
mortality in both lots was, no doubt, due in part to the fact that the 
fish were kept in ordinary hatchery troughs throughout the course 
of the experiment and, in the case of the vitamin-fed lot, became 
badly crowded before the experiment was terminated. Yet, in spite 
of this fact, the mortality in this lot was much lower than among the 
controls up to the very end of the experiment. This experiment is 
especially significant because it was conducted under ordinary hatch- 
ery conditions and continued for a much longer time than any other 
of the feeding experiments. 

HOLDEN EXPERIMENT STATION 

During the past year arrangements were made to utilize the Holden, 
Vt., substation for experimental work in cooperation with the divi- 
sion of fish culture. Such an experimental station is badly needed, 
as 1t will provide an opportunity to investigate various problems con- 
nected with the artificial propagation of trout and other fishes, for 
which purpose the Holden station is well adapted. The hatchery is 
supplied with both brook and spring water, which can be mixed in 
any proportion required. There is also ample room for the construc- 
tion of ponds of various types, which will be of great value in exper- 
imental work. 

Experiments were begun at the station during the spring of 1925, 
but owing to lack of equipment it was possible to hold only a small 
number of trout ahcougih the summer. For this and other reasons the 
work during the summer was of a purely preliminary character. Sev- 
eral ponds were constructed and others will be added as soon as funds 
are available. A small laboratory has been fitted up at the station, 
and with the increased facilities available it will be possible during the 
coming season to carry on extensive investigations in the nutrition and 
diseases of trout. Itis also planned to conductsystematic experiments 
in selective breeding in the hope that it will be possible to produce 
a more vigorous and hardier race of brook trout better adapted to 
hatchery requirements. 

In addition to the work at the station, a series of field investigations 
is contemplated primarily for the purpose of obtaining more definite 
information regarding the results of artificial propagation and the pos- 
sibility of increasing its efficiency. There are numerous native trout 
streams in the vicinity of the station, which will afford an excellent 
opportunity for investigations of this nature. 
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PATHOLOGY 

As noted in the last report, the bureau, at the request of the East- 
ern Trout Growers Association, undertook an investigation of 
the so-called ‘“‘soft-egg’’ disease, which during the last few years 
has caused serious losses among brook-trout eggs at a number 
of commercial hatcheries in New England. Owing to the short time 
during which the disease is prevalent, it was impossible to complete 
the investigation during the season of 1924. However, it was found 
that the trouble is due to an external parasite, possibly an ameba, 
which forms small holes in the egg membrane. A continuation of 
the investigation was planned for the spawning season of 1925, and 
for that purpose M. C. James visited some of the hatcheries, but no 
trace of the disease could be found. With one exception, all the 
hatcheries reported an entire absence of the disease throughout the 
season. In the case of the single exception noted, a slight outbreak 
occurred in one trough late in the season but was quickly brought 
under control. 

The absence of the disease during the spawning season of 1925 
from hatcheries in which formerly it was prevalent can only be 
ascribed to the use of thoroughly sanitary measures, which were 
adopted on the bureau’s recommendation when the disease was 
found to be due to an external parasite rather than to some obscure 
cause such as improper food. 

At the request of the Connecticut State Board of Fisheries and 
Game, Dr. H. S. Davis made an investigation of an outbreak of a 
little-known fin disease at the State hatchery at Burlington, Conn. 
This disease apparently has been prevalent for several years at the 
Windsor Locks hatchery, where it has caused serious mortality, and 
evidently was introduced into the Burlington hatchery with fish 
transferred from Windsor Locks. The disease causes the fins to 
become badly frayed, the dorsal and caudal fins being affected most 
seriously. 

Owing to the pressure of other work, it was impossible to devote 
sufficient time to the disease to arrive at any definite conclusion as 
to its cause. However, the experience of the hatchery staff indicates 
that the disease can be controlled by the use of a dilute solution of 
potassium permanganate followed by strong salt baths at frequent 
intervals. 

POLLUTION 

At the request of the Louisiana State Conservation Commission, 
Dr. H.S. Davis made an investigation of pollution in the Dorcheat 
Bayou from the surrounding oil fields, of which there are several. 
Numerous complaints had been receivedby the commission that 
pollution from the oil wells had resulted in serious mortality of 
fish in the bayou. It was found that under ordinary conditions 
pollution from the oil fields was sufficiently dilute so as not to 
affect the fish in the bayou seriously, although practically all life was 
destroyed in small tributary streams that drained the oil fields. 
However, during periods of exceptionally low water, which occasion- 
ally occur, many fish are killed below the point where the pollution 
enters the bayou. 

‘ 
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EXPERIMENTAL WORK IN FISH CULTURE 

Further attempts were made to cultivate of the shovel-nose: stur- 
geon (Scaphirhynchus platyrhynchus) and paddlefish (Polyodon spath- 
ula) at the Fairport (Iowa) laboratory, without results. The culture 
of channel catfish, buffalofish (Jctiobus bubalus), bluegill sunfish, 
crappie, and largemouth bass was conducted at this station on a 
large scale. Effort was made to fully develop the fish-cultural pos- 
sibilities of the station in the belief that this would be of benefit in 
promoting the further development of present pond-cultural meth- 
ods. The surplus fish were distributed to applicants. 

One small pond was again devoted to the rearing of sheepshead 
(Aplodinotus grunniens), this time with success. While at present 
this fish is popular only in small sections of the country, the fact 
that it has good food qualities and thrives well in certain waters 
was believed to warrant a study of its pond-cultural possibilities. 

INSPECTION OF THE SPONGE FISHERIES 

The inspection of the sponge fishery centering at Tarpon Springs, 
Fla., was conducted as usual by Walter Topliff, inspector of sponge 
fisheries. A total of 547 vessels was inspected, 212 at sea, 256 at 
Tarpon Springs, and 79 at Cedar Key. In addition, the inspector 
made regular examinations of the catch while it was being sorted, 
arranged on strings, and sold at the sponge exchange at Tarpon 
Springs. 

The value of the sponges taken from the Gulf of Mexico along the 
coast of Florida remains almost constant, although the number of 
bunches fluctuates from year to year, largely due to the unstable 
demand for the cheaper grades. However, there apparently is a slight 
downward trend in the production and a noticeable decrease in the 
number of sponges of the larger sizes. These are undoubtedly evi- 
dences of the depletion of the fishing grounds, which have been inten- 
sively exploited for many years. It is stated that no new grounds 
have been exploited in the past 10 years although a few trips have 
been made to the westward of Cape San Blas, but with such poor 
results that they were not repeated. Sponge beds of considerable 
extent exist in the deeper waters in the vicinity of Key West, which 
are lying dormant due- to the inability of the Key West spongers, 
who use only hooks and poles, and the Greek divers of the northern 
field to agree on working conditions. If the Key West field could be 
made available to the divers, it would help to relieve the too great 
intensity of fishing that exists at present in the Tarpon Springs field. 

BIOLOGICAL LABORATORIES 

During the summer of 1925 the laboratory at Woods Hole, Mass., 
was used more extensively than for many years. Its capacity, as 
well as that of the residence building, was taxed to the utmost to 
accommodate over 40 independent investigators and assistants. The 
increasing demand for these accommodations makes it imperative 
that the bureau change its policy, with regard to the privileges of this 
laboratory. In the past very little selection was exercised because 
quarters were available for all applicants, but under present conditions 
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it is believed that the best interests of the bureau will be served if 
accommodations are accorded only to those who are working on 
problems of special interest to the bureau (especially problems in 
marine biology) and who have shown a capacity for energetic and pro- 
ductive research. 
Some of the more important researches conducted at the Woods 

Hole laboratory during the summer of 1925 were as follows: Studies 
on the comparative composition of fish blood and the changes that 
take place during asphyxiation were continued by Dr. F. G. Hall, 
Dr. Lepkovsky, and Irving E. Gray. Dr. N. A. Cobb, of the De- 
partment of Agriculture, with several assistants, continued a study 
of the nematode fauna of the Woods Hole region. Dr. Edwin Lin- 
tonand Dr. G. A. MacCallum carried on their studies of fish parasites, 
as they have done for many years past. Paul S. Conger, of the Car- 
negie Institution of Washington, working under the direction of Dr. 
Albert Mann, continued the study of the diatom flora, with ‘particu- 
lar attention to the bottom forms. Dr. C. B. Wilson carried on im- 
portant studies in both parasitic and free-living copepods and among 
other things completed the examination of a large number of collec- 
tions made by the Albatross and other research vessels of the bureau. 
Although these collections were old, they were well preserved and 
proved to be extraordinarily rich in new species. O. EH. Sette, assist- 
ant in charge of the division of fishery industries, made use of the 
facilities of the laboratory in beginning an important investigation 
of the mackerel fishery. Dr. C. J. Fish and Marie Poland Fish re- 
turned from the Arcturus expedition in July and, with headquarters at 
Woods Hole, continued their studies of the plankton and larval fishes 
of Massachusetts Bay, which have been mentioned above. Dr. 
P. S. Galtsoff carried on important investigations on the feeding of 
oysters, as described in the section devoted to the oyster researches. 

Work at the Beaufort (N. C.) biological laboratory has materially 
increased. Dr. Samuel F. Hildebrand, who was appointed director 
early in the year, took active charge of the station toward the end 
of June. James S. Gutsell was assigned to this laboratory in July 
and has undertaken an investigation (mentioned elsewhere in this 
report) of the scallop industry in Carteret County, N. C. Elmer 
Higgins, director of the Key West biological station, spent almost 
the entire year at the Beaufort station studying the life history of 
the striped mullet and other important food fishes. Dr. J. Paul 
Visscher and Robert Luce, who were engaged in a study of the pre- 
vention of the fouling of ships’ bottoms for the Navy Department, 
made use of the laboratory during the summer. Seven independent 
investigators also availed themselves of the privileges of the 
station. 

Prof. H. V. Wilson, of the University of North Carolina, made a 
survey of the local distribution of sponges and some other forms, as 
affected by recent changes in the harbor. It is found that a number 
of species are now missing where previously they were common or 
even abundant. Doctor Wilson believed that the increased activi- 
ties in the harbor, particularly the dredging, and certainly, also, the 
heavy rains during the autumn of 1924, are responsible for the 
changes. 
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Dr. R. E. Coker, of the University of North Carolina, collected 
free-living copepods and identified the more common species. The 
material collected was retained by Doctor Coker for further study. 

Dr. Bartgis McGlone, of the University of Pennsylvania, studied 
the effect of varying the hydrogen-ion concentration of sea water 
upon fertilization and rate of segmentation of the eggs of echino- 
derms. ‘The results of this work could not be reported when Doctor 
McGlone left the station, because the necessary microscopical work 
in determining the results had not been completed. 

Dr. W. C. George, of the University of North Carolina, spent a 
short time at the station making a histological study of the blood’ 
cells of certain species of ascidians. 

W. RK. Earle, graduate student of the University of North Carolina, 
studied and collected material bearing upon the regenerative processes 
in several forms of hydroids, and he also collected and preserved some 
Haan on the early embryological stages of Fundulus and the toad- 
sh. 
J.T. Penny, instructor in histology, Medical School, University 

of Tennessee, spent a very brief period at the station collecting and 
fixing specimens of Blanoglossus for study. 

Miss Lorna W. Thigpen, graduate student of the University of 
Maine, spent several weeks at the station in a general study of inver- 
tebrate forms, principally with the view of familiarizing herself with 
the local fauna. 

The Fairport (lowa) biological laboratory has been mentioned in 
these pages in connection with the work with fresh-water mussels and 
in fish culture. T. K. Chamberlain is director. The fish-cultural 
investigations have been under the immediate direction of H.O. 
Hesen, superintendent, and H. C. Minch, foreman. As has been 
stated, Dr. M. M. Ellis, of the University of Missouri, and Dr. N. M. 
Grier, of Dartmouth College, were employed during the past summer 
in the mussel investigations. The regular staff was especially active 
in cooperating with various State and private organizations concerned 
with the conservation of aquatic resources. 

Conditions at the Key West (Fla.) laboratory did not change dur- 
ing the year. The lack of adequate laboratory facilities made it 
impossible to conduct researches at this station, and the activities of 
the small resident staff were mainly directed toward the maintenance 
of the grounds and buildings. 

During the year a new fisheries laboratory was established at 
Seattle, Wack: in temporary quarters kindly provided by the College 
of Fisheries of the University of Washington. The laboratory was 
opéned under the direction of Dr. W. H. Rich and will be used as a 
center for the investigation of the fish and fisheries of the Pacific 
coast. During November and December certain of the salmon inves- 
tigations were carried on here by Doctor Rich and H. B. Holmes, 
and it is planned to transfer the investigations on herring and clams 
to this laboratory in the near future. Such a laboratory has been 
needed for some time, and its establishment will do much to further 
the scientific work of the bureau on the Pacific coast. 

ae 
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INTRODUCTION 

Available material on the fishery industries of Siberia is frag- 
mentary, conditional, and far from being complete. However, it is 
hoped that the present report will provide an index as to the relative 
importance of these industries and supply a better basis for forming 
an opinion when the subject of the fish supplies of Siberian waters is 
discussed. Conversion of Russian rubles has been made at 2 rubles 
to the dollar, while poods have been converted into pounds. 

This report is one of a series of monographs on the subject ‘Siberia: 
Resources and Possibilities.”” The purpose of this series is to place 
before the American public reference material containing the most 
up-to-date information available. Other reports covering climate, 
soil, population, agriculture, fur-bearing animals, minerals and 
metals, transportation, trade, and industry, all prepared by the 
author of this paper, will either be published by the Department of 
Commerce or made available for examination by interested persons. 
The section relating to zinc resources was published in the January, 
1926, issue of the magazine of the American Zinc Institute. 
A brief recapitulation of this series of studies, each of which covers 

a special subject worked out in sufficient defail to meet the require- 
ments of business men interested in a particular line, will be released 
shortly as No. 36 of the Trade Promotion Series. The sections on 
“Tron and Alloy Metals” and ‘ Forest Resources of Siberia,” have 
been issued as Trade Information Bulletins Nos. 359 and 378, respec- 
tively, of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Depart- 
ment of Commerce. 

1 Appendix II to the Report of the U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries for 1926. B. F. Doc. 1006. 
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FISHERIES 

Fishing is carried on throughout Siberia. This industry developed 
mainly on the northern and northeastern coasts, where grain raising 
is impossible. In the agricultural districts fishing is of secondary 
importance, conducted mainly to supply the local demand for fish. 

The fishing regions are located in places where the population is 
scarce and the people ignorant. During the fishing seasons the num- 
ber of the native population is swelled by outside fishermen, whose 
only aim is to catch as much fish as possible. This leads to destruc- 
tive methods of fishing, because it makes no provision whatsoever for 
a future fish supply. The result has been an appreciable decline in 
the number of Ash recently caught. 
A few years before the World War the number of fishermen was 

on the increase. The catch of fish also increased, but this state of 
affairs only accelerated the process of exhausting the fishing grounds 
in spite of Government measures directed toward the preservation 
of fish supplies. The Government introduced stricter fishing regu- 
lations, forbidding fishing altogether in certain waters, established 
hatcheries, and also compelled the fishermen to maintain hatcheries. 
Fish are caught by nets, by a special kind of hedge made of poles 
with a trap arrangement (‘‘zayesdka’’), built across rivers, and by 
hooks suspended from stationary lines. These methods are waste- 
ful, as many young fish are caught that never are returned to the 
waters and therefore perish, while the hooks often wound fish, which 
also perish. 

The preparation of Siberian fish was very primitive. They were 
carelessly cleaned, not well salted, packed in dirty barrels, and there- 
fore constituted a product of inferior quality. When modern methods 
were used, the quality was equal to the best product of any other 
country. 

The canning industry was very little developed, virtually the 
only fish utilized being the salmon. Ninety per cent of the canning 
industry was in the hands of Japanese. The canning plants, which 
were maintained in accordance with American standards and their 
output shipped to England, were mostly located in the Kamchatka 
Peninsula, The fish refuse was used for the preparation of fertilizer. 
In 1913 the total output of canned salmon was 6,600,000 pounds, of 
which plants in Nikolayevsk-on-Amur produced 100,000 pounds. In 
1920 the pack of the principal Japanese firms amounted to 28,800,000 
pounds, and of the Russian firms 9,600,000 pounds. 

Russian fishermen were handicapped by lack of harbors, inade- 
quate and expensive transportation, lack of capital and financing 
facilities, lack of labor, especially of experienced workmen, lack of 
good salt, and lack of proper marketimg facilities and methods. 
These difficulties were aggravated by the method of leasing the 
fishing grounds. These grounds, with very few exceptions, be- 
longed to the State, and new fishing stations were leased for a short 
period only—from one to three years. Thus it was only after a long 
period of time that any idea could be gained as to the productiveness 
of a given station, and therefore as to its value, when leased for a 
longer period. This made the fishing industry a very speculative 
affair. Fishermen had no inducement to make an investment for 
short periods. In a poor year, when, the run of fish was small, the 
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fisherman had to stand heavy losses, including a large portion of his 
unused supplies if his lease expired. When the run of fish exceeded 
his estimate, and consequently his supplies, the fisherman was unable 
to take advantage end lost opportunity for larger profits. 

Commercial fishing in the most important Siberian fishing dis- 
trict—namely, in the far eastern waters—was largely in the hands of 
Japanese, who had the advantages of near-by markets, cheap labor, 
excellent shipping facilities, and cheap freight rates. 
How profitable the fishing industry may be in Siberian waters is 

shown by a conservative estimate made in 1922 by a competent 
business man for a fishing station in Kamchatka. This enterprise 
would call for an outlay of $30,000 and probably would yield a net 
profit of $32,000 in a period of six to seven months. Enterprises on 
a larger scale, with larger plants and more invested capital, may 
bring still larger profits, owing to better equipment, the establish- 
ment of a temporary cannery, etc. 

Reduction in the world’s supply of fish makes it imperative that 
the fishing industry be more strictly regulated, existing supplies 
protected, more modern methods of preparing fish and _ fishery 
products introduced, and scientific methods of breeding valuable 
species applied. The enormous decrease of livestock in Russia 
reduced the Russian meat supply. This situation can not be remedied 
within a short time, and therefore there will be greater demands for 
fish and fishery products. This further emphasizes the importance 
which the Siberian fishing industry is bound to attain in the near 
future. 

SPECIES OF FISH 

The principal groups of Siberian fish having commercial value are 
(a) fish ascending rivers (salmons); (6) marine forms (herring and 
cod, as well as oysters, crabs, shrimp, sea cucumbers, and kelp); 
and (c) fresh-water fish. The hunting for fur seals and sea beaver 
is also of some commercial importance. 

The most important species are the whitefishes (Coregoni) in the 
Arctic Ocean and the salmons (Oncorhynchi) in the Pacific Ocean. 
Among the latter are distinguished the following: (1) “ Keta,” 
dog or chum salmon (0. keta), which is the most common species. 
It is of high quality and value, being superior to the American dog 
salmon, and weighs 9 pounds or more. Its caviar of pale red color, 
which was formerly regarded as waste, now finds a ready market. 
(2) “Gorbuscha,”’ humpback or pink salmon (O. gorbuscha), which 
ascends all rivers of the Russian far east. It weighs from 4 to 8 
pounds. (3) Red salmon or sockeye (O. nerka), which weighs about 
8 pounds and salts very easily. (4) ‘‘Chavycha” or king salmon 
(O. tschawytscha), which weighs from 15 to 20 pounds. It has a 
good flavor and supplies the best caviar. This species is found only 
in waters of the Kamchatka Peninsula and is more abundant in 
Bolshaya and Kamchatka Rivers and in the rivers emptying into 
Avacha Bay. (The king salmon is held to be too fat for canning, 
but is very palatable and is considered a great delicacy when salted 
or smoked.) (5) “‘Kizhuch” or silver salmon (QO. kisutch), which 
weighs about 4 to 5 pounds; and (6) “goltzi” (Salmo malma or S. 
alpinus), a kind of sea trout. The catch of these species in Russian 
far eastern waters by number, weight, and per cent is shown in the 
returns for the period 1909-1922. on pages 45 and 46, 
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Herring are very numerous in all waters of the Russian far east, 
but they are of commercial importance only in the Gulf of Peter 
the Great, the Tartar Gulf, and the west coast of Sakhalin. The 
average weight of this herring is about half a pound. It has been 
exported to Japan (as food and fertilizer), Korea, and China. Russia, 
which consumes a large quantity of herring, is a ready market for 
the product. On the eastern coast of Kamchatka Peninsula herrin 
schools are so closely packed that it is said they can be dug out wit 
a spade. These schools then move to the Okhotsk Sea, where they 
sometimes block certain streams, as, for example, the mouth of the 
Kukhtui River. The quality of Kamchatka herring seems to be 
very high. Experiments have shown that an excellent product, 
hardly inferior to the best European brand, can be prepared from it. 

Cod are also numerous in Russian far eastern waters, but the 
natives ignore the fish. Only Japanese and Americans are engaged 
in catching cod, principally for Japansee and Chinese markets. 
Shoals of cod, when breeding, sometimes reach a length of over a 
mile, with a depth of several feet. 
A Fresh-water species are carp, pike, eelpout, grayling, trout, and 
ream. 
Crabs are of large size and palatable. They are caught principally 

on the southern portion of the eastern Siberian coastline, namely, 
in America, Vostok, Ussuri, and Amur Bays. Crabs are sold frets 
dried, and canned. In 1921 there was erected near Povorotni 
Peninsula a crab-canning plant, which packed 1,500 cases from the 
season’s catch. Another plant, erected in the same year on the 
River Svetlaya, south of Imperial Bay, also turned out several 
thousands of cases. China, Manchuria, and Korea are large con- 
sumers of dried crab meat. 

Shrimp are found in large quantities in the southern gaters of 
the Russian far east, and the meat has a good flavor. 

Oysters are also of large size and numerous. The best oysters 
come from De Kastri Bay. China, Japan, and Korea are good 
markets for the product. 

-/ Sea cucumbers or trepangs (Holothuria edulis) are common along 
the entire Russian Pacific coast, especially in Peter the Great Bay. 
“The dry weight is about 6 pounds. 

Sea kelp is a brown seaweed with leaves about 22 feet long and 
11% inches wide, which usually grows near the shore on rocky bot- 
toms. This weed is found along the coast of the Japan Sea and 
Sakhalin Island. There is a great demand for it in China. 

Fur seals and sea otters are caught on the Commander Islands 
(near the middle part of the eastern shore of Kamchatka). These 
animals congregate on these islands in summer, but their number 
has greatly decreased, due to excessive killing by hunters. In 1890 
on these islands 53,224 seals (Callorhinus ursinus) were killed, and 
in 1911 only 206 skins were taken. The number of sea otters (Latax 
lutris) killed also fell from between 200 and 250 in 1900 to 46 in 1911. 
The killing of fur seals in the open sea was prohibited for a period 
of 15 years by the fur seal treaty of 1911. This was an interna- 
tional measure, taken in order to increase the number of these 
valuable animals, 
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Whale, cachalots (spermaceti whale), walruses, and seals, which are 
found mostly in the waters of the Russian northeast, are also of 
some commercial value. The average value of their annual catch 
is estimated at $560,000. 

PRODUCTION 

Statistics regarding the catch of fish in Siberian waters are very 
incomplete and do not include either the fish caught by the popula- 
tion for its own consumption or for the feeding of dogs. It is esti- 
mated that 15,000,000 pieces of salmon are prepared as food for dogs 
annually in the Kamchatka Peninsula alone. Large fishery enter- 
prises have been concentrated on the Pacific coast, principally in the 
Kamchatka Peninsula and Nikolayevsk-on-Amur districts, but it is 
only for fisheries of the Russian tar east that there are statistical 
data for consecutive years. These statistics are based on returns 
supplied by the fishermen, and therefore they may safely be assumed 
to be below the actual catch, as the amount of rent for a fishing 
station was based on the quantity of fish caught at a given station. 

Fishing in Siberian waters on a commercial basis began some 30 
years before the World War. In 1911? there were 26,200 fishermen 
including 10,000 Japanese workmen, engaged in the fisheries. The 
total catch of fish reached 224,000,000 pounds, valued at about 
$4,000,000. In the Russian far eastern waters alone 18,000 persons 
were employed, and there were caught about 168,000,000 pounds ot 
fish, valued at $2,100,000. Just before the World War the catch of 
fish in Siberian waters amounted to 297,920,000 pounds, valued at 
$10,900,000. In 1913 in Russian far eastern waters 77,000,000 salmon 
and 41,000,000 herring were caught, from which 291,200,000 pounds 
of fish and fishery products were prepared. Other species furnished 
some 8,960,000 pounds more. bt this fish, 206,080,000 pounds, 
valued at $3,460,000, were exported to Japan. This shipment was 
made up almost entirely of salmon supplied largely by Kamchatka 
fishing stations. 

In 1914 the total catch on the Russian Pacific coast was 304,640,000 
pounds, valued at $5,000,000. 

According to Japanese statistics, the Japanese caught 232,960,000 
pounds of fish in 1913 in Russian far eastern waters, 136,640,000 
pounds in 1915, 159,040,000 pounds in 1916, 147,840,000 pounds in 
1917, 136,640,000 pounds in 1918, and 168,000,000 pounds in 1920, 
valued at about $23,000,000 and furnishing employment to 20,000 
Japanese fishermen. 

The centers of the Siberian fishing industry and the average annual , 
catch and value of all fish in years just preceding the World War 
were as follows: 

Region ™ Pounds Value 

IRRISSI ATI isT: Cacti. eee A Pee ia i RLS Neat! Cie ene he PEE ETS AP Fy 253, 120, 000 | $9, 000, 000 
HECTISSKCOMV TT eee seems Mey are Sees See ARG arn uatl DE SR aye Darian diag tnee Sel hte @ 1, 120, 000 20, 000 
IL FUSS BMY EA VCR Ae Se RIP 2 FE Re a SE ie EAS aE SE eed a eee a ee 
IGnISCinws Son code ERIS “EN a ee NO EE A AS Wigs ge gee AE 11, 206, 900 400, 000 
UL perenne hte eR OLD a et Lhrentia oNei e eee es Pane e SS 17, 929, 000 1, 000, 000 
BAL AD eee sae eee el te ee UN SR DER RE Been Eg ae ED ti et FS 14, 560, 000 500, 000 

LA BUY ipa (Ee anak ET an SS CA Pe Sse Re Oe ee eo es ae eee ee heey eres See 279, 920, 000 10, 920, 000 

2 Another source estimates the average catch at 11,200,000 pounds. 

a ae ie Annual of Russian Statistical Committee, Vol. IT, 1913, p. 100. St. Petersburg. (In Rus- 
sian. 
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During the season of 1923-24 the total production of fish and 
fishery products in Vladivostok, Amur and its estuary, Okhotsk, 
western Kamchatka, and Chukotsk-Anadyr was as follows: 

Item Pounds Value 

Salmon: 
Salted*by, Russianvmet bode. as + 2257-5 eee ee re re ee ne 32, 993, 707 | $1, 598, 975 
Salted by Japaneseamethod siti eatek safe ese a Eek eee eee 193, 336, 551 5, 506, 500 
FR ROZE TINS ee ae ee oe ts A a ees 20, 171, 046 698, 250 
Caviary Russian metnod Sse sat eae a See ee eee ae eee ane 2, 932, 132 933, 800 
Caviar; Japanese method? =-* 2. 2¢ 5. tes. 1 pee eee Oe ee ea ee eee 4, 900, 127 542, 800 

Herring: 
Salted\by (Russian ‘methods:ce } 2th tia 2. 2th ti de eee ee 3, 387, 118 234, 500 
Ssaltedihy Japaneseumethodi 2 eas = oe ee eee ee 382, 766 15, 900 
Hr eS sen E ELSES 2) AEE he te Oe eee Saeed Serene ee ee ee | 29, 339, 375 464, 830 

IMiscellaneousfishs oll sanduertilizer: = 922 22. eees So ee a | 101, 353, 620 1, 928, 477 
Miscellaneous cannedsfish’ (762; 000\cases) — 222-2 aas ee | 36, 680, 538 6, 052, 500 

Total gee oa Bs See = ae ee ee ee 425, 476, 980 | 17, 976, 532 
| 

1 Probably salmon. 

According to the data of the customshouse in Hakodate, the market 
value of these products from the Russian far eastern waters in 1924 
that entered the Japanese market amounted to 40,137,000 yen, the 
cost price of which was 15,415,000 yen. Of this amount Japan con- 
sumed products valued at 21,727,000 yen. The balance was exported 
as follows: To England, 8,850,000 yen; to the United States, 1,500,000 
yen; to China, 3,235,000 yen; and to other countries, 4,825,000 yen. 

Of the total catch of fish in 1924 of 350,267,000 pounds, 278,047,000 
pounds, or 79 per cent, went to Japan, and the remaining 21 per cent 
went to Russia and other markets. 

The catch of all fish for 1922-23 was 432,055,356 pounds; in 1923-24 
it was 515,166,654 pounds; but in 1924-25 1t was only 268,778,285 
pounds, owing to the poor run of keta and gorbuscha.* The values 
of the Japanese and Russian shares of these catches at the prices 
prevailing in 1913 were as follows: 

Japanese share Russian share 

1 WY Pay po ee as aie aig Sal rps DENSE a ee SE DRL? $5, 210, 500 $4, 665, 500 
VO23=24s oie fo eet ECR es ES een ee 6, 701, 500 5, 933, 500 
1924-05 inlaw anaiane ane iateah 5, 832, 500 4, 093, 000 

RUSSIAN FAR EASTERN WATERS 

This region has a coast line of 12,000 miles along the shores of the 
Japan, Okhotsk, and Bering Seas. The fishing industry in this region 
plays a prominent réle, though its commercial development is of 
recent origin. The industry supplies the needs of the local popula- 
tion, for a large portion of which fishing is the sole means of livelihood, 
and furnishes an ever-increasing amount of fish and fishery products 
for export. 

Russian far eastern waters are renowned for their rich fauna, 
exceeding in quantity and quality that of the northern part of the 
Atlantic Ocean. One hundred and sixteen species in the northern 
regions of the Japan Sea have been reported, 121 species in the 
Okhotsk Sea, and 165 in the Bering Sea. 

3 Taken from Foreign Trade (a weekly published by the Commissariat of Trade, Moscow), 1926, No. 10 
(172), pp. 10-12. 
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Fresh-water fish in far eastern rivers are homogeneous, excepting in 
the Amur River, where 72 species are known, as compared with 50 
in the Danube and 43 in the Ob Rivers. The most abundant species 
is the carp. 
Up to the end of the ninteeenth century there were virtually no 

regulations governing the fishing industry in the Russian far east, 
and Japanese fishermen came to these waters in ever-increasing num- 
bers and engaged in fishing on a large scale. In 1899, in order to 
encourage fishing by Russians, foreigners were prohibited from fishing 
in the Amur River and its firth, and Russian fishermen were not per- 
mitted to hire foreign labor. The Russian fishing industry in these 
waters was especially stimulated after the Russo-Japanese War, when 
Russian fishermen were given certain privileges in the form of reduced 
freight rates to Russia, easier credit tacilities, etc. Shipments of fish 
and fishery products to European Russia and foreign markets, ex- 
cluding Japan, increased rapidly, thus freeing the Russian fishermen 
from Japanese domination. 

As a result of the Russo-Japanese War a special fisheries convention 
between Russia and Japan was concluded in 1907. Under the con- 
vention Japanese nationals were accorded the same fishing rights as 
were enjoyed by the Russians in the waters of the Russian far east, 
with the exception of rivers and 34 bays and gulfs, where only Russian 
nationals were permitted to engage in fishing. Nearness of home 
markets, cheap, abundant, and experienced labor, a large merchant 
marine affording cheap freight rates, plenty of capital and financing 
facilities gave the Japanese many advantages over the Russians. 
The latter experienced great trouble in procuring the necessary labor, 
owing to the scarcity of the population in this region. This labor was 
transient and inexperienced in fishing. The transportation facilities 
afforded by the Russian volunteer fleet were inadequate in tonnage, 
and few sailings were maintained during the fishing season, thus 
entailing heavy overhead expense. Lack of salt (which had to be 
imported from Japan, Port Said, or Germany) and inadequate bank- 
ing and financing facilities contributed to the heavy handicap on 
Russian fishermen, and as a consequence forced them to concentrate 
their activities in so-called ‘‘ unconventional waters,’ from which the 
Japanese were excluded and where the Russians did not face the 
severe Japanese competition. 

CATCH 

In 1910 the total catch of fish in Russian far eastern waters was 
estimated at about 253,000,000 pounds, of which about 67,200,000 
pounds were prepared for the Russian market and about 185,920,000 
pounds for Japanese markets. The numbers of the most important 
species caught were as follows: Salmon, @2,600,000 (44,700,000 in 
unconventional waters—that is, waters reserved for Russian na- 
tionals only—and 17,900,000 in conventional waters—that_ is, 
waters open for Russians and Japanese alike), and herring, 43,500,000 
(10,500,000 in unconventional waters and 33,000,000 in conventional 
waters). In addition, species of minor importance were caught and 
other fishery products prepared, of which salmon caviar was the most 
important. The production of salmon caviar amounted to about 
6,720,000 pounds, Nikolayevsk-on-Amur producing 4,704,000 pounds, 

102805°—26 2 
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west Kamchatka 806,400 pounds, and east Kamchatka 761,600 
pounds. The major poner of the catch of fish was shipped to 
Japan, being prepared by the Japanese method—that is, cleaned, 
salted, and spread in layers, each layer being salted and covered by 
another layer of fish. The fish prepared by this method are very 
salty, dry, and tough, and usually are shipped loose in holds of vessels. 
The cheapest kinds of fish usually are prepared by this method. 

The following table gives the quantity and value of humpback 
salmon and the percentage of fish shipments made to Japan during 
the period 1907 to 1919 (Russian Economic Review, No. 2, 1922, 
p. 4, Shanghai): 

Percentage Percentage 
of exports of exports 
of fish and of fish and 

Year Pounds Value fishery Year Pounds Value fishery 
products products 
from the from the 
Far East Far East 

1907-6 2s 16, 128, 000 $243, 500 DANA VOLE Ve UE pie 121, 408, 000 |$1, 749, 500 59 
OUR iat SE 23, 744, 000 431, 500 (asl ea 2) ae ee 127, 904, 000 | 1, 704, 500 71 
1GQORSesavel. 2 36, 736, 000 625, 000 28))|| 1916S es 104, 608, 000 | 1, 707, 500 73 
TSO te Ste A 22, 624, 000 317, 500 LS el Ohi = eee 108, 864, 000 | 2, 253, 500 74 
ithe Se sah SNe 104, 384, 000 | 1, 374, 000 AG*||19 18-225 es 109, 536, 000 | 3, 227, 500 63 
LOUD neo eee 60, 928, 000 936, 500 ASS) LOO: aes area 104, 160, COO | 3, 889, 000 54 
LONG. eee 67, 872, 000 | 1, 188, 500 41 

In 1913 the total number of salmon reported caught was 75,000,000 
and herring 46,000,000. Of this number, 282,240,000 pounds of 
salmon and 6,720,000 pounds of herring were prepared for market. 
Other fish and fishery products amounted to 8,960,000 pounds. 

The importance of the Japanese market to the fishing industry of 
the Russian far east is illustrated by the following figures of fish 
exports to Japan: 

Year Pounds Value Year Pounds Value 

1OQ (eee Se tee as See 76, 289, 920 $142 SO8 al | SOTA = ese Soe ee ome ee 237, 039, 040 $3, 614, 077 
OQ8 RS 2s a2 SEae ss ee ees 91, 714, 560 1$36756905|| "19122 eee ee ee 146, 749, 120 3, 046, 623 
TOQOS sas ee ee et 137, 144, 000 2141954498 O13 3. ee ee 206, 684, 800 3, 460, 260 
1910 2a ae ee nee .| 160, 321, 280 2, 690, 072 

The most important item is salmon. In 1913 imports of dog 
salmon to Japan amounted to 86,197,440 pounds, valued at $1,898,495; 
of humpback salmon, 107,490,880 pounds,’ valued at $1,138,693; and 
of canned fish, 4,536,000 pounds, valued at $257,947. Of these 
amounts the Kamchatka fisheries supplied 140,896,000 pounds, 
valued at $2,889,734. 

In 1920 Japanese fishermen, 20,000 in number, united in a syn- 
dicate with a capital of $25,000,000, and caught 168,656,320 pounds 
of fish, valued at $23,000,000. The catch of herring was largely for 
local consumption, but part of it was exported to Korea and China. 
The numbers of herring exported to Korea during various years were 
as follows: ® 

Number 

BODE eee aya Fi hese fae te ei g Bae 9, 600, 000 
ROM Gee ee | aes VEC amy ad ae 8, 600, 000 
Ci iy fae a OE aR ma EADS TS oe cae Sp ate 14, 200, 000 
POLQh aot ABE AG 2 Tes SO ee ae ee 21, 300, 000 
[EON KO MR ees SAt here cemmeee ee cL OM fers Rabies | 2 Pe, DS er Ee eye 28, 400, 000 

4 This figure does not correspond to that in the first table above (67,872,000 pounds). All figures for 1913 
were taken from Consul Caldwell’s report on the fisheries in the Russian far east, 

5 Russian Economic Review, No. 2, 1922, Shanghai, 
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The waters of the Russian far east usually were subdivided into 

the following districts, large commercial enterprises being concen- 

trated in Kamchatka and Nikolayevsk-on-Amur: 

Southwestern. West Kamchatka. 

Nikolayevsk-on-Amur. East Kamchatka. 

Okhotsk. Sakhalin. 

The following tables give the catch of fish * for the whole of Russian 
far east for the period 1909-1922, inclusive, showing the average 

catch and also the relative importance (according to the weight) of 

the above-mentioned districts and of species in these waters: 

Catch of fish in Russian far eastern waters 

c Salmon 

Year 

King Keta Humpback 

Number | Pounds Number Pounds Number Pounds 
HOOD be weet eee SS os ee 2, 626 24, 640 | 25, 726, 048 149, 029, 440 | 13, 748, 765 27, 834, 240 
IY): os eS oe eee 400 4,480 | 41, 659, 203 | 234, 722, 880 | 14, 812, 372 29, 798, 720 
OUI Seat ee Wed bia 82S iat Toe 14, 165 127, 680 | 30, 765, 202 | 173, 624, 640 | 47, 156, 683 94, 738, 560 
OID Ses eis le Re See ee ee 30, 583 275, 520 | 24, 287, 857 | 136, 971, 520 | 26, 617, 349 54, 199, 040 
Ph eee ie eons, oes Oh hte ee 35, 478 320, 320 | 31, 723, 776 | 177, 853, 760 | 38, 987, 170 78, 478, 400 

150, 080 | 30, 832,418 | 174, 442, 240 | 28, 264, 468 57, 012, 480 

185, 920 | 19, 990, 008 | 110, 938, 240 | 73, 870, 094 149, 869, 440 
248, 640 | 13, 780, 069 78, 122, 240 | 46, 045, 475 91, 568, 960 
215,040 | 7,981,144 | 44, 107, 840 | 84, 495, 417 | 170, 103, 360 
353, 920 | 14, 056, 063 | 76, 787, 200 | 92, 506, 876 | 184, 963, 520 
799, 680 | 13, 663,959 | 86, 894, O80 | 75, 382, 789 | 152, 201, 280 

PANZORAL Coe ees Sa Bs Lt Ae 40, 554 360, 640 | 14, 298, 248 79, 369, 920 | 74, 460,121 | 149, 744, 000 

foam pie PsP: eS. Aah 51,375 | 499, 520 | 15,376, 650 | 90, 677, 440 | 57, 467, 538 | 114, 311, 680 
20 eee eee erate oe See eee 76, 807 694, 400 | 16, 213, 774 83, 681,920 | 82, 621, 742 | 168, 575, 680 
[CPi og ince = pe a ee ee eel 41, 863 378, 560 | 10, 846, 004 60, 939, 200 | 62, 653, 593 | 123, 840, 640 
O22 mere ae eh SS Nowe 74, 840 674, 240 | 15, 331, 099 87, 595, 200 | 93, 854, 737 | 189, 797, 440 

FAV CLARGho* Jot Maes Fae 61, 221 562, 240 | 14, 441, 882 80, 725, 120 | 74, 149, 403 | 149, 132, 480 

Salmon—Continued 

Year 

Red Silver Total 

Number Pounds Number Pounds Number Pounds 
WO ne cae se ae ee ae Ria ier rae Se ee ee 27, 850 145, 600 39, 505, 289 | 177, 033, 920 
TSOTCO) —== S= 1, 653, 664 7, 468, 160 21, 000 107, 520 58, 146, 689 | 272, 101, 760 
CT eee ne Dee 3, 238, 676 | 14, 629, 440 723, 858 3, 767, 680 81, 898, 584 | 286, 888, 000 
WO). = ie eee ae ee 2, 442, 862 | 11, 036, 480 435, 052 2, 251, 200 53, 753, 696 | 204, 733, 760 
Nil meerieon aaa th 2, 394, 892 | 10, 756, 480 257, 492 1, 332, 800 73, 398, 808 | 268, 741, 760 

1,946,018 | 8, 776, 320 293,050 | 1,520,960 | 61, 340, 602 | 241, 902, 080 

1,551,011 | 7, 044, 800 366, 775 | 1,892,800 | 95, 798, 404 | 269, 931, 200 
2, 854, 075 | 12, 953, 920 345, 832 | 1, 787,520 | 68, 053, 122 | 184, 681, 280 
6, 153, 805 | 27, 874, 560 640, 306 | 3,308,480 | 99, 294, 517 | 245, 609, 280 
3, 605, 949 | 16, 311, 680 581, 262.] 3,001, 600 | 110, 789, 474 | 281, 417,920 
4, 105, 919 | 18, 728, 640 723, 200 3,760,960 | 95, 993, 230 | 262, 386, 880 

3, 659, 352 | 16, 582, 720 531,475 | 2,750,720 | 92,985,750 | 248, 805, 760 

6, 867, 560 | 31, 1338, 760 | 1,592,205 | 8, 243,200 | 81, 355, 328 | 244, 865, 600 
7, 184, 589 | 32, 504,640 | 1,512,972 | 7,835,520 | 107, 609, 834 | 298, 292, 160 
2, 992, 822 | 13, 572, 160 559, 648 | 2,896,320 | 77, 093, 930 | 201, 626, 880 
6, 048, 860 | 27, 345, 920 837, 933 | 4,327,680 | 116, 147, 469 | 309, 740, 480 

5, 773, 436 | 26, 140,800 | 1,125,689 | 5,826,240 | 95, 551,640 | 262, 386, 880 

6 Does not include the catch of the eastern shores of Sakhalin Island, which has been very small, however. 
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Catch of fish in Russian far eastern waters—Continued 

Year Herring Miscellaneous Grand total 

Number Pounds Number Pounds Number Pounds 
41900 <3. 3h 3 eee 9,179,640 | 4,773,440} 1,340,133 | 4,838, 400 | 50, 025, 063 | 186, 650, 240 
1910. 25e Sea E tne 28,710,210 | 7, 226, 240 10, 000 35, 840 | 86, 866, 846 | 279, 363, 840 
1911 ok ee ee Cet ae 40, 432, 000 | 9, 748, 480 8, 956 31, 360 | 122, 339, 540 | 296, 667, 840 
rb peed DIME ARIE R a0 2 25] 37, 249, 000 | 9, 385, 600 152, 663 551,040 | 91, 155, 389 | 214. 670, 400 
rN 0 Sa Nga. eget is Tae 4) 108, 340 | 13, 137, 600 356, 120 | 1, 285, 760 | 114) 863, 268 | 283, 167, 360 

Myerage Leh GANT 31, 335, 838 | 8,854,720] 373,574 | 1,346,240 | 93, 050, 013 | 252, 103, 040 

101d. 2 DERE, ese "60, 455, 851 | 23, 600,640} 233,420} 795,200 | 156, 487, 675 | 294, 327, 040 
191R Al wee Sea ee 40, 733, 180 | 14, 360,640 | 1, 325, 705 739, 200 | 105, 112, 007 | 199, 781, 120 
AGL Gk ae ke ee eee 43, 649,817 | 17,727,360 | 241,755 526, 400 | 143, 186, 089 | 263, 863, 040 
i) | eae ai Nera 40, 988, 637 | 17, 521, 280 328, 075 804, 150 | 152) 106, 186 | 299; 743, 360 
Toigiey eee ee re a 25, 067, 215 | 13, 552, 000 423, 534 822, 080 | 121; 483,979 | 276, 760, 960 

iAWerapess 20. wep 42, 178, 940 | 17,353, 280-| 510,317 736,960 | 135, 675, 186 | 266, 896, 000 

CT ae Sm Oh a ae ip 34, 693, $28 | 19,176,640 | 351,993 | 887,040 | 116, 401, 149 | 264, 929, 280 
10002 ay a ee 35, 717,891 | 22, 460, 480 516, 601 949; 760 | 143, 844; 326 | 316, 702, 400 
1991 Siero GS Ra at 43, 275, 597 | 25,919, 040 92, 713 224° 000 | 120, 462, 240 | 227; 769, 920 
G90. Bea oe nT ace aa al 50, 227, 627 | 24,068,800 | 340, 604 288, 960 | 166,715, 700 | 334, 128, 240 

Averages gia net =. .tcn 40, 978, 737 | 22,906,240 | 325, 478 56, 880 | 136, 855, 855 | 285, 880, 000 

Note.—The weight of catch was derived by assuming that the average weight of each species was as 
follows: King, 9 pounds; keta, 5 pounds; humpback, 2 pounds; red, 3.5 pounds (in Okhotsk district 6) 
silver, 5 pounds (in Okhotsk 6); and herring, 0.5 pound (in southwestern district 0.7); as given in Fish and 
Fur Supplies of the Far East, by Dalrybokhota, 1923, pp. 110-126, 152. Vladivostok. 

Relative importance of districts and of species of fish 

Item 

All districts, Russian far east: 
Average, 1909-1913___...___.____- 

1914-19192 eee 
[9U9-19 227 = eae eet oe 

Southwestern district: 
Averace 1909-191 pote ee aes 

AOA 1G 1 esis Soa 

TE eh et es ses ET es 
FOLG=1922 fees 

Okhotsk district: 

Ichinsk and west Kamchatka dis- 
trict: 
Average, 1909-1913______=____-.-- 

AOL OLO TS se Sa ae ee ae 
MOTO SIO 222 owen hee eee 

Karaginsk and east Kamchatka dis- 
trict: 
Average; 1909-1913 uo es Sea 

1914-1918 

hd we ee 

Percent- 
age share |__ 
of each 
district Saimion 

100 95.9 
100 93. 2 
100 91.8 

4.3 15.5 
6.7 1.8 
8.1 1.9 

55.9 | 100.0 
17.8 100. 0 
11.4 100. 0 

155 100. 0 
7.0 99. 5 
8.4 99.8 

27.8 99. 1 
56.3 99.8 
Diao 99.8 

10.5 98. 7 
12,2 99.3 
14.6 99. 4 

Percentage of total 2 Percentage of each species of 
salmon 3 

Her : Hump Sil- ring Others | King | Keta backs Red ae 

3.5 0:50 \> Osten 725i BiG | 326 0.6 
6.5 a3 eel RIEL) 60251 6 ii 
8.0 ee 2} 30.8 56.8 | 10.0 22 

80. 6 BBs) kes sores 25. 0 
97.1 1 el bol = 2 SS 40.1 
97.5 Alsi) eee 38. 7 

rs ea ne oe, 91.2 8: Sole 2 See 
Lee ate ee Se ae 64. 2 35(8)| saeee eee 
ae Pea ees (ee 64. 7 35:3), Se— Sea 

Pere eee |e ae 93. 9 3.8 6 ieif 
Resa By Meee petits 22.7 1G ey 3.0 
ae ee Boe Se aS oRS 14.7 ila 4 

eee BA] Peep ayn 5 58.3 8.3 1.0 
nae ea BV Jp ies Sar et), (9) 81550) 8 .8 

.14 068) Sees 13. 2 75.8 | 9.9 5 sl 

a2 ral 4 | 74.9 10.3 | 11.5 2.9 
ai) Bed § | 61.6 18.5 | 14.3 4.8 
2 4 PA Mee OLE f 23.2 | 23.4 9.5 

1 According to weight of fish caught, based on the previous table. 
2 Total catch of fish taken as 100. 
$ Total catch of salmon taken as 100. 

A study of the average catch (above table) by districts, shows that 
before the war the largest tonnage of fish came from the Nikolayeysk- 
on-Amur districts; since the war the largest tonnage of fish has come 
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from Kamchatka waters, particularly from the waters of the western 
shore. These returns also indicate that the salmons are the pre- 
dominant species in Russian far eastern waters, representing over 90 
per cent of all catches. Herring were a poor second, constituting 
from 3.5 to 8 per cent of the total catch and’ revealing a tendency 
toward a gradual though slow increase. The southwestern district 
accounted for nearly all herring caught in far eastern waters (81 to 98 
per cent of the total catch of this species). In other districts salmon 
Is supreme, catches of other species amounting to only fractions of 
1 per cent. i 
Among the various species of salmon caught, keta or chum occupied 

first place before the war, representing 72 per cent of the total salmon 
catch. Lately this species has been replaced by the humpback, 
constituting around 60 per cent. Catches of red salmon also are 
tending to increase gradually—from 3.6 to 6.7 and 10 per cent. 
Catches of silver salmon represented from 1 to 2 per cent, and those 
of king salmon only a small fraction of 1 per cent. Keta or chum still 
dominates in the less important Nikolayevsk-on-Amur, Okhotsk, and 
eastern Kamchatka districts, while in the most important waters— 
the eastern shore of Kamchatka—humpback supplies the largest 
amount of fish, as well as in the southwestern district. Catches of 
red salmon are of importance only in Kamchatka waters, where along 
the eastern shores the major part of silver salmon is caught. 

SOUTHWESTERN DISTRICT 

The southwestern district is bordered by the Sea of Japan with a 
coast line 1,300 miles long, extending from Korea in the south up to 
the estuary of the Amur River in the north. Within this district are 
seven bays, where fishing, in accordance with the terms of the Russo- 
Japanese fisheries convention of 1909, is permitted to Russian na- 
tionals only. The most important of these are Peter the Great, Im- 
perial, Port Vanin, and Possiet Bays. The principal species of fish 
in these waters is the herring (Clupea pallasii, C. and V.), followed by 
salmon (humpback or “gorbusha”’) and dog salmon or “ keta,’’ which 
finds a good market in Vladivostok. Of secondary importance are 
the catches of trepang (Stichopus japonicus, Selenka), shrimp, oysters, 
crabs (Paralithodes camchatica %), sea kelp (Laminaria sp.), and 
mussels (Mytilus). 

The northern portion of this district, between the estuary of the 
Amur River and Cape Lazarev, is dominated by the Japanese, who 
prepare fertilizer from herring. The southern portion—Peter the 
Great and Possiet Bays—is confined to Russian fishermen, who 
recently introduced steam trawlers there and fished in this region 
throughout the year, selling their catch in Vladivostok, shipping it 
to the interior via the Trans-Siberian Railway, as well as exporting it 
to Korea, China, and Japan. 

The most developed fisheries are on Peter the Great Bay (Vladi- 
vostok region), where the species are varied and fishing is carried on 
throughout the year. The most important fishery there is for herring. 
The catch of herring by commercial fishermen, in number, number 
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of stations, and average number of herring per station, for the period 
1910-1922, is given below. 

Number of Number of 
herring $ Average herring Average 

caught at | Number |} number caught at | Number | number 
Year fishing of of herring Year fishing of of herring 

stations | stations per Stations | stations per 
leased by station leased by station 
the State the State 

1 

191028 es oe 6, 918, 000 180 BS OOO My | wil ON secs tees 22, 526, 721 80 281, 000 
1h ee 4. 476, 000 128 tay (O 00) [Pape ihe at os Se Sk ee 19, 335, 164 69 280, 100 
WOUQISs S5 es 5, 142, 000 123 4:1; G007||:1919E As. eee 26, 756, 264 98 273, 000 
GIG ee Se 10, 391, 000 76 1367800)4 1519 20 Meee eee 23, 328, 616 96 243, 000 
LOMAS Sere aan 16, 276, 000 88 18730000 19212 ae seen 34, 860, 061 84 416, 000 
no hs cn a ae a 16, 452, ONO 80 205 LOOT 1922 =e ae ooo eee 34, 475, 409 105 328, 000 
1OG 2 eee = (22210007 000: 80 250, 000 

Note.—Taken from Fish and Fur Supplies of the Far Kast, by Dalrybokhota, 1923, p.15. Vladivostok. 

These figures are very much lower than the actual catch. Adding 
the catch of the local population, which is from one-half to three- 
fifths of that caught by the commercial fisheries, the average annual 
catch of herring in that region is estimated at 60,000,000 to 65,000,000 
fish. Owing to the loss of internal markets, the bulk of herring, fresh 
and salted, is exported to Korea, Japan, and China. Thus in 1919 
Korea and Japan took 53 per cent of the catch; in 1920, 63 per cent; 
in 1921, 75 per cent. 

Fishing is carried on near the shore and during the period of spawn- 
ing, when the quality of fish is poor. Therefore, this product does 
not enjoy a high reputation, being fit only for unexacting markets, 
or being used for production of fertilizer or fish oil. Fish fertilizer 
is exported entirely, while fishery products, as well as poultry grit 
and other by-products used as feed stuffs, might find a market in 
Siberia. 

Recently crab canning was begun there on a small scale. Small 
canneries were built in Valentin Bay, Nakhodka Bay, at Povorotnyi 
Cape near America Bay, at Bassargin Cape, on Popov Island near 
Troitza Bay, and in other places. The production of other plants 
was small. During 1923 one of the plants packed 820 cases, another 
1,200 cases, and still another 2,000 cases. 

Fishing for tuna and related species (Thunnus alalunga, Th. 
thynnus, Seriola aureovitta) is practically nonexistent there, although 
these species are common along the entire coast from the Korean 
boundary in the south up to Vanin Bay in Tartar Straits. This may 
be explained in part by the fact that this industry is unknown, and 
therefore is exposed to more risk because the fish run beyond the 
3-mile limit and fishing for them requires vessels elaborately equipped. 
In 1913, however, a local firm started preliminary work for fishing 
for these species. 

The production of sea kelp, mussels, and trepang has not been 
developed commercially. Some of these products are consumed 
locally, while others are exported to Korea and China. Edible 
mussels are abundant all along the main shore. In 1920 a trial pack 
was made at the canning plant at Povorotnyi Cape, the product 
being of quite satisfactory quality, 
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The total catch in the southwestern district for the period 1910 to 
1919, in pounds, and the distribution by markets was as follows: 

Shipped to 
Total Exported F Total 

Year internal Year catch } to Japan PaREkatS catch 1 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
1G) eet Saree 6, 944, 600 | 6,944, 000 |_.--_-----_- QUA et eee 16, 614, 080 
TQ Tae os 12, 768, 000 | 10, 080, 000 21688000)! | 1 O18 isso mes oe 18, 665, 920 
OTD eee 11, 312, 000 | 7, 987, 840 353945160) | 1919 ee 37, 334, 080 
Th} YS 12, 320, 000 | 8, 585, 920 3, 734, 080 

Exported Spbed ie 
to Japan ene markets 

Pounds Pounds 
10, 566, 080 6, 048, 000 
11, 200, 000 | 7, 465, 920 
17, 808, 000 | 19, 526, 080 

1 From Fisheries of the Far Eastern Republic, p. 20. These figures do not coincide exactly with those 
given below, being taken from another authority and showing how much the reported returns of fish 
eatches vary. 

Catch of fish in southwestern district 

Year 

Year 

Salmon 

King Keta Humpback 

Number Pounds Number Pounds Number Pounds 
19, 149 98, 560) 5237, 498 1, 079, 680 
45, 411 235, 200 480, 680) 965, 440 

127, 567 658, 560 1, 027,980) 2, 063, 040 
76, 837 396, 480) 429, 274 862, 400 

138, 750 716, 800 657,981, 1, 321, 600 

81, 543 421, 120 626, 683 1, 258, 880 

92, 163 474,880| 260,102} ‘501, 760 
19, 088 98, 560 65, 700 132, 160 
10, 889 58, 240 54, 760 109, 760 
1, 702 8, 960 41, 891 85, 120 

570 2, 240 58, 940) 118, 720 

28, 884 127, 680 96, 279 190, 400 

14,873|.-76,160| «38, 387 76, 160 
3, 013 15, 680 47, 510 94, O80 

65, 484 338, 240) 231, 927 465, 920 
46, 100 237, 440 213, 600 427, 840 

32, 367 168, 000 132, 856 266, 560 

Salmon—Continued 

Red Silver Total 

Number Pounds Number Pounds Number Pounds 
eS oe Les 32 oS A web sce Fate eee et 556, 647 1, 178, 240 
Ae Ber Oe ee ee eR Se ee eee es ee 6 Pere | 526, 091 1, 200, 640 
ee ie AY Pa a hs ce Ol Fe oes ee 8 Se 1, 155, 547 2, 721, 600 
an eee eee Se ee 7{\|Seacee ee 8 506, 158 1, 258, 880 

1, 915) fo 1 eee ae <a |e oe a 798, 646 2, 047, 360 

383 2, 240) 1) ee ede y Beet 708, 618 1, 682, 240 

ieihegcil tele al dee [2 Viste 4 thes Praia Metra mer ie) 
ee a 8) (as ee 3 Sew is | Baas Se 84, 788 230, 720 

65, 649 168, 000 
44, 410 98, 560 
59, 578 120, 960 

pa Ree Ed [5 Ragen ae 176 |e eee 121, 338 318, 080 

eae Be er aN es 507} «2, 240 £3,767| 154, 560 
Ces Semi red | Niet bree Yl [bere OS Lhe ee ea ie er, 50, 523 109, 760 
Se See ee eas Ss eee Pe a A 297, 411 804, 160 
MES OE See Oe ea eel ea Sp a a ea 259, 700 665, 280 

thoe age eee | tak sae eee 27 22ers 165, 350 434, 560 
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Catch of fish in southwestern district—Continued 

l 
Year Herring | Miscellaneous Grand total 

Number Pounds Number Pounds Number Pounds 
fis aie amore mene Hs ts 2? 9,179, 640] 4, 773, 440 160, 000 577, 920| 9, 866, 288] 6, 529, 600 
(gfe Gee 870.210] 7-296, BAO ee ee 29, 236, 301| 8, 424’ 640 
1911 .-, Seek eae ee ee AQ \AQ7, 1000! 480.737, 990| 2 > sete 41, 562, 547| 12, 458, 880 
1012 oe a 36, 680, 500} 9, 116, 800. 76, 750 277, 760| 37,263, 408) 10, 653, 440 
1913) 20st cee ere 40,919, 600| 13,050,240 356,120] 1, 285, 760| 42, 074, 366] 16, 383, 360 

‘Aworapelttiaeils — ee 4 31, 179, 390| 8, 780, 800 118, 574 427, 840] 32, 006, 582| 10, 890, 880 

1914, 3 ho, pea 60, 420, 888] 23, 584,960| 233, 020 792, 960| 61, 006, 173) 25, 354, 560 
TL eS ee es Are 40, 586, 012| 14, 295, 680 1, 165, 686 161, 280| 41, 836, 486] 14. 687, 680 
{HG oe te. eo ee ee ee 43, 216, 580| 17, 516, 800 100, 000 13, 440| 43, 382) 299] 17, 698, 240 
19075 eh ee 40, 825.870] 17,442,880 109, 368 15, 680| 40,979, 648) 17, 557, 120 
191g 00 need: bart eee 24, 998, 934| 13,520,640 204, 168 29; 120| 25, 262, 680| 13, 670, 720 

Average: 2c. 1 ba tas 42, 009, 657} 17, 272, 640 362, 448 201, 600| 42, 493, 443) 17, 792, 320 

OIG ee ale Pe 34, 331, 364/ 19, 001, 920 110,341] 15, 680| 34, 495, 472 19, 172, 160 
(ee Sa ee eens 35, 102, 180| 22, 164, 800 380, 570 459,200 35, 533, 273| 22) 733, 760 
1901, Se be ake ae 42, 875, 561| 25,726, 400 38, 633 26, 880, 43,211, 605! 26, 557, 440 
sah Tees me Segoe Das 49, 931,611| 23, 925, 440 271, 000 38,080, 50,462,311] 24, 628, 800 

Average: Sus ae 40, 560, 179] 32, 704, 640 200, 136 134, 400, 40,925, 665) 23, 273, 600 

Besides food products, other fishery products prepared in 1913 
included 1,570 tons of fish fertilizer, 1,866 tons of sea kelp, 280,000 
pounds of crabs, 64,960 pounds of shrimp, and 20,160 pounds of 
trepang. The relative number of each species caught in conven- 
tional and nonconventional waters are shown by the figures for 1913, 
as given in the table below. 

Unconyven-| Conven- 
Species pt tional tional 

rae waters waters 

Number Number Number 
Herning: 22-0 Set eS Bt Be IIR 2 Stared RE Lo Be oe ee ene 41, 000, 000 | 16,000,000 | 25, 000, 000 
Humpback salmon. -.- Ses =. ee eee 658, 000 213, 000 445, 000 
Dog salmon sss Re ee 138, 000 102, 000 36, 000 
Smelter 2 26 ee ee tS eo ee OE ae ee eee 3, 400, 000 3,-400;(0003|2= == 
Others=22<-4 = se: wens ee ee ee ee 2, 735, 000 2, 257, 000 481, 000 

Total cas ot ek es ee ee re es eee 47, 934, 000 | 21,972,000 | 25, 962, 000 

Notre.—Compare with returns at the top of pages 49 and 50. 

NIKOLAYEVSK-ON-AMUR DISTRICT 

The Nikolayevsk-on-Amur district comprises the lower reaches of 
the Amur River, 300 miles in length, and its tributary, the Amgun 
River, 200 miles long; the Amur estuary, 150 miles long; the western 
coast of Sakhalin Island, 130 miles long; and the coast of the Okhotsk 
Sea within Udsk County, 865 miles long. It is one of the most 
important fishing districts in the Russian far east and one of great 
fishing enterprise. Russian nationals alone have the right to fish in 
the Amur River. Japanese are entitled to lease salting stations but 
not fishing stations, and only in the river section below the city of 
Nikolayevsk. 

In this district the more modern methods of preparing fish and 
fishery products were first applied. Fish were more carefully 
selected, cleaned, washed, and salted. A cold-storage plant and a 
‘-anning factory were erected. Salmon caviar, which has heretofore 
had a negligible market, under the direction of Volga fishermen has 
been transformed into a high-priced product of more value than the 
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fish itself. The quantity of Russian caviar prepared in certain years 
follows: In 1909, 2,329,600 pounds; 1910, 3,129,280 pounds; 1911, 
2,515,520 pounds; 1912, 2,623,040 pounds; 1913, 2,479,680 pounds; 
1918, 985,600 pounds. 

Fishing stations in this district are of two types—(a) those where 
fishing alone is carried on and (b) those where the salting of fish 
urchased from local fishermen or natives and peasants is done. 

ators the Russo-Japanese War most of the catch was exported to 
Japan. Japanese nationals, by financing the Russians, dominated 
the fishing industry to a large extent. The heavy terms of credit 
and low prices offered for fish by the Japanese compelled the Russian 
fishermen to look to other markets, and shipments to Japan began to 
decline. This decline is illustrated in the following table, showing the 
catch of fish by industrial fisheries and the exports to Japan and 
internal markets during the period 1892 to 1914.7 

FISHERIES OF SIBERIA 

Domestic Domestic 
Year Total catch eon comeunip Year Total catch ope cons UnID: 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
USO Zoe foes 7, 918, 920 185, 920 7, 728, 000 |) 1904___._____ 63, 651, 840 | 21, 241,920} 42, 409, 920 
ibe p ys Se Se 5, 712, 000 560, 000 Dt 2000U! |) 190be= == 605365; 0008 | Daan =a se 60, 368, 000 
ts) Ee 5, 635, 840 1, 120, 000 4, 515, 840 |) 1906_.._.._.- 98, 336, 000 | 26, 505,920 | 71, 827, 840 
18952 eee 7, 168, 000 | 2, 240, 000 4, 928, 000 |} 1907_.-._____ 81, 648, 000 | 45, 545,920 | 36, 099, 840 
1806-4 e= oe" 11, 833,920 | 4, 105, 920 4,028, OOO, ||| 190823 52s 79, 667, 840 | 45, 483,920 | 34, 233, 920 
ARO it or. ee 37, 856, 000 | 27, 401, 920 10, 451, $40 || 1909_________ 106, 137,920 | 44, 313,920 | 61, 824, 000 
SOR ee ee 43, 120, 000 | 34, 720, 000 8, 400, 000 |) 1910.________ 126, 371, 840 | 46, 217,920 | 80, 153, 920 
TROT e ea 67, 161, 920 | 56, 224, 000 10, 937, 920 || 1911______-__ 112, 483, 840 | 37,968,000 | 74, 515, 840 
A pe oe 105, 539, 840 | 96, 953, 920 8, 585, 920'|} 1912. 110, 841, 920 | 16,313,920 | 94, 528, 000 
NOUN see San 80, 713, 920 |. 69, 587, 840 9, 555, 840 |) 1913________- 129, 993, 920 | 13, 513, 920 | 116, 480, 000 
O02 2S = 2 Eek 89, 824, 000 | 74, 067, 840 15,.753;,.920 | 1914. se 79, 369, 920 | 12, 169,920 | 67, 200, 000 
1OO3 Sse ses 108, 528, 900 | 92, 697, 920 15, £27, 840 

The following table gives the number of humpback and dog salmon 
caught by industrial establishments during the period 1909-1917: 

Total Hump- Dog Total Hump- Dog 
Year catch back salmon Year catch back salmon 

Number Number Number Number Number Number 
The. Ei sega 16, 641, 000 2, 209, 000 145432000 || 19142 = oe 13, 409, 000 9, 314, 000 4, 095, 000 
LOTS ee 23, 426, 000 5, 076, 000 135300; 000L 1915 ee 3, 477, 000 285, 000 3, 192, 000 
A) | See ee 18, 057, 000 2, 621, 000 155436; 000" || 19162 3, 873, 000 2, 887, 009 986, 000 
1S} ee eee 16, 790, 000 5, 822, 000 10, 868, 000 |} 1917__.___.__- 2, 091, 000 222, 000 1, 869, 000 
IDS | ane 17, 997, 000 5, 688, 000 12, 309, 000 

The following statistics show the number of salmon prepared for 
the Russian and Japanese markets for the same period: § 

Russian market Japanese market 

Humpback 
Humpback 

Year Total | Humpback I. Dog au eee and chum 
salmon salmon fr eah ard salmon, 

salted frozen 

Number Number Number Number Number 
MOOD practioner altho. le ana a RAs BIRT “oe SIS 16, 897, 000 145, 000 2, 275, 000 | 14, 272, 000 205, 000 
TRON N OP See SARIN EO SE 4 EM SL es i) 23, 140, 000 1,005, 000 | 4, 472, 000 | 17, 305, 000 358, 000 
LOR Se SP PENG Hr SY 3 RE Sy a AD 17, 753, 000 523, 000 | 4, 522, 000 | 12, 474, 000 234, 000 
ROE SONS TAs) RAN SR) RU ER eh ED, 20, 752, 000 1, 154, 000 | 10,617,000 | 8, 761, 000 222, 000 
news ee es Oe aay ees CLEAN ge A Nd EC 17, 967, 000 | 4,806,000 | 9,820,000 | 3, 065, 000 276, 000 
QUA SS remek Soe tape ep nN baie GL Dae ba 3, 416, 000 6, 354, 000 3, 789, 000 3, 259, 000 14, 000 

7 Fisheries of the Far Eastern Republic, p, 13, § None were exported during 1915, 1916, and 1917. 
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In addition to the operations of professional fishermen, consider- 
able fishing was carried on by the local population (natives and Rus- 
sian peasants), partly for their own use and partly for sale. 
lowing table shows the volume of this catch and ‘its disposition dur- 
ing the period 1909-1918: 

The fol- 

Humpback and chum | By-products sold 
Total SS Year Humpback Chum 
catch Consumed Seld A 

locally mean Caviar Others 

Number Number Number Number Number Pounds Pounds 
1900 !2.2 7 ou ae eee 9, 006, 000 140, 000 | 8, 866,000 | 2,784,000 | 4,251,000 | 423, 360 15, 765, 120 
1910s Sia ey 17, 858, 000 | 2, 625, 000 | 15, 233,000 | 5, 297,000 | 8, 559,000 | 380, 800 2, 450, 560 
DOI? eas Ses ae a 10, 158, 000 1, 234, 000 | 8,924,000 | 2,831,000 | 5,457,000 | 383,040] 12,871,040 
1ST 2 el 9, 289, 000 | 1,706,000 | 7,583,000 | 2,371,000 | 4,283,000 | 472, 640 10, 442, 880 
JOSS. Sst Pavitt S 9, 390, 000 1, 780, 000 | 7,610,000 | 2,576,000 | 4,932,000 | 504, 000 9, 255, 680 
RO ie ic RS Cae 9, 221, 000 | 5,213,000 | 4,008,000 | 2,975,000} 4,655,000 | 412, 160 8, 393, 280 
AGTH asSs J ENTE es Se 3, 227, 000 502, 000 2,120, OOO") 2. 2 AS Sa |e eee 
AOUGSepAsee a eee 4, 046, 000 | 2, 963, 000 120732 000"|E sce 22 p38. Aloe ee Aes EL eee aks 
1h) Uy fees eet See Saat gee 2, 324, 000 266, 000 2, 058, 000 367, 000 559, 000 172, 480 10, 010, 560 
191s See ee or 9, 445, 600 | 7, 840, 000 T605;,000n) =a soe = 549, 000 | 409,920 |____________ 

Notre.—From Fisheries of the Far Eastern Republic, p. 17. 

Another source gives the catch of fish as follows: 

Nikolayevsk-on-A mur district 

Keta 

Year Total keta 
Summer Fall 

Number | Pounds Number Pounds Number Pounds 
13, 929, 181 | 71, 892, 800 7, 870, 739 | 56, 873, 600 | 21, 799, 920 | 128, 766, 400 
21, 384, 549 |110, 371, 520 9, 546, 254 | 68, 978, 560 | 30, 930, 803 | 179, 350, 080 
15, 369, 783 79, 397, 360 7, 181,725 | 51, 894, 080 | 22, 551, 508 | 131, 221, 440 
10, 370, 998 53, 527, 040 5, 626, 885 | 40, 658, 240 | 15, 997, 883 94, 185, 280 
11, 542, 170 59, 572, 800 6, 820, 203 | 49, 280, 800 | 18, 362,373 | 108, 852, 800 

14, 519, 336 | 74, 939, 200 | 7, 409, 161 | 53, 538, 240 | 21, 928, 497 | 128,°475, 200 

3, 872, 251 | 19,992,000 | 3, 757, 922 | 27, 153, 280 | 7,630,173 | 47, 145, 280 
3, 523, 301 | 18, 184,320 | 3,390,277 | 24,496,640 | 6,913,578 | 42; 680, 960 

704, 621 | 3,633,280 | 1,411,483 | 10,198,720 | 2,115,504 | 13, 832, 000 
1, 876, 997 9, 688, 000 2, 053, 633 | 14, 840, 000 3, 930, 630 24, 528, 000 

642,959 | 3,317,440 | 2,933, 770 | 21, 192,640 | 3,576,729 | 24, 510, 080 
2, 123, 905 | 10, 962, 560 2, 709, 417 | 19, 575, 360 4, 833, 322 30, 537, 920 

725,000 | 3,748,040 | 2,875, 000 | 20,773,760 | 3,600,000 | 24, 516, 800 
300, 000 D475 840) bee ee ee ee 300, 000 1, 547, 840 
200, 000 1, 032, 640 2, 400, 000 | 17, 346, 560 2, 600, 000 18, 379, 200 
700, 000 3, 613, 120 5, 000, 000 | 36, 128, 960 5, 700, 000 39, 742, 080 

481, 250 | 2,484,160 | 2, 568, 750 | 18, 562,880 | 3,050,000 | 21, 047, 040 

Year Humpback Total salmon 

Number Pounds Number Pounds 
2, 949, 860 6, 269, 760 | 24, 749, 780 | 135, 036, 160 
7, 701, 394 | 15, 762, 880 | 38, 632, 197 | 195, 112, 960 
3, 856, 391 8, 196, 160 | 26, 407, 899 | 139, 417, 600 
7, 527, 541 | 15, 998, 080 | 23, 525, 424 | 110, 183, 360 
7, 468, 794 | 15, 872, 640 | 25, 831, 167 | 124, 725, 440 

5, 900, 796 | 12, 420, 800 | 27, 829, 293 | 140, 896, 000 

LOA Sa 6s See eee ee oe ee A ee ee 14, 528, 262 | 30, 876, 160 | 22, 158, 435 78, 021, 440 
TAY oe oe ee eee 994,396 | 2,112,320 7, 907, 974 | 44, 793, 280 
LOUG Seen Ree Sh eerie Le ee ee ad 9, 163, 813 | 19, 476, 800 | 11, 279,317 | 33, 308, 800 
1OU7 Stet th SANS EINE, Soave at eae ceo 488,709 | 1,039,360 | 4,419,339 | 25, 567, 360 
LOLSEoe 2 oe 2a See Nee ee ee ee ee eee ee 14, 876, 390 | 31,615, 360 | 18, 453, 119 56, 125, 440 

8, 010, 314 | 17, 024, 000 | 12, 843, 636 47, 561, 920 

420, 000 891, 520 4, 020, 000 25, 408, 320 
12, 000, 000 | 25, 502, 400 | 12,300,000 | 27, 050, 240 

200, 000 425, 600 2, 800, 000 18, 804, 800 
9, 000, 000 | 19, 129, 600 14, 700, 000_| 58, 871, 680 

Average 5, 405, 000 | 11, 486,720 | 8, 455,000 | 32, 533, 760 

NotEe.—Grand total is the same as ‘‘ Total salmon.”’ 
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The importance of this district, absolutely and relatively, declined 
steadily. For the period 1909-1913 production amounted to about 
141,120,000 pounds, or 56 per cent of the total catch in the Russian 
far eastern waters; in 1914-1918 about 47,040,000 pounds, or 18 per 
cent; and in 1919-1922, about 33,600,000 pounds, or 11 per cent. 

Fish for the Russian market, either frozen or salted, are shipped in. 
barrels of about 900 pounds’ capacity. Fish destined for Japanese 
markets are dry salted and not packed in barrels. 

Of late an interesting feature of the fishing industry in the Amur 
district is the growing fall fishery of fresh chum salmon for export to 
Japan in special steam or motor vessels. The salmon are packed in 
iced boxes, to which a small quantity of salt is added. The duration 
of the trip of such freighters 1s four to five days, and the chum reach 
the Japanese markets in good condition. The profitableness of the 
venture is illustrated by the number of such refrigerator vessels, there 
having been 20 in 1920, more than double that number in 1921, while 
in 1922 about 30 vessels came to one of the fishing stations. 

The refrigerating industry in Japan is developing rapidly. This 
may influence not only the fishing industry of Amur but also of other 
districts in the Russian far east, replacing exports of fish crudely 
salted by fishery products of better quality. It is estimated that 
600,000 to 700,000 fresh fish were exported to Japan in 1922, while 
for the Russian market not more than 3,360,000 to 4,480,000 pounds 
of salted fish were prepared. In 1922 the number of hands employed 
in the Amur district was 11,200 (5,000 Japanese, 3,600 Russians, 
1,400 Chinese, and Koreans, and about 1,200 of the local population). 

The catches of salmon in this district are steadily declining. The 
most important cause of this is the spoliatory fishing by the local 
population on the spawning grounds—that is, at the heads of creeks 
and in the lakes of the middle and lower course of the Amur River. 
In these areas the local population catches all the fish, including the 
spawners, for the sake of their eggs for caviar. The flesh of the fish 
when taken on the spawning grounds is not fit for consumption. This 
condition might be helped by the promulgation of laws prohibiting 
fishing and also by the establishment of hatcheries. In order to 
avoid the depletion of salmon in far eastern waters, hatcheries are 
necessary—first, because salmon spawn only once in their lifetime, 
and second, because the number of eggs produced by salmon is rela- 
tively small in comparison with those from other species. These un- 
favorable conditions are still more accentuated by the adverse factors 
affecting the development of eggs into fry and the great losses of the 
latter, with the result that only a small percentage of them reach 
adult age. 

Besides salmon, the catch of sturgeon—especially in the winter- 
time—is of importance, particularly for local consumption. Between 
Khabarovsk and Nikolayevsk fishing of inmportance to the local popu- 
lation is being carried on, very little of this production reaching 
markets for sale, however. 

OKHOTSK-KAMCHATKA REGION 

The Okhotsk-Kamchatka region is subdivided into the following 
districts: Okhotsk, Ichinski, western Kamchatka, Karaginskii, and 
eastern Kamchatka. The most important are western and eastern 
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Kamchatka and Okhotsk, in which the canning industry took root. 
In 1922 there were 20 Japanese and 6 Russian canning plants, which 
produced about 900,000 cases of various species of salmon. Of 
these, 5 were located in east Kamchatka and 14 in west Kamchatka, 
with a production of 718,184 cases. 

The number of streams known as spawning grounds for salmon is 
not large. They are as follows: 

Number Miles of 
District enast °F ane ne 

‘ une | streams 

Okhotsk: 252.05. 22 fle ere te RIN! Let ae Wee ce i ee ees 24 
Gizhiga = See es seed aie Ae SP ee ee Se ee eee eet © eee eee 1, 620 4 
Tehins kl. $126 ahs Fae as it soe ee En ee SE ESE FY CE ee Pee 550 21 
West: Kamenatkas 5225 22 ahs SS fy ae ee < Pe A ee ae a eee 330 16 
Hast ikamchatikca. fh egg seh ee se epee eer ete eee oe ee ee 1, 840 7 
Karaginskit 0.7 ee ee i een pak kee ES ed | ee 12 
Oliutorsko-NavarinsSkaSek Ss Ses ee ee eee ae ee Se eee seg eee [EL as ae 20 

Of these 104 streams, about 20 to 25 are important as spawning 
grounds, such as Okhota, Kukhtuy, Gizhiga, Tigil, Kol, Vorovskaya, 
Bolshaya, Kamchatka, Anadyr, and others. Usually in each stream 
of a district there is a run of certain species of fish, usually not more 
than two or three species. Only Kamchatka and Bolshaya streams 
have runs of all five salmon species annually. 

The number of fishing stations leased to Russians and Japanese 
for the years 1910-1923 is given below. 

Number of fishing Number of fishing 
stations leased to stations leased to 

Number Resins Number Russians 
of fishing of fishing 

Year stations Total Year stations Total 
eased to eased to = 

Conven- | Uncon- Conven-| Uncon- 
Japanese tional (ventional Japanese tional /ventional 

waters waters waters waters 

| 

LOUD TE 2 ae 157 B4- |. eaew fo a LOS ||f TOT eee ewes 218 69 138 425 
AQIS 2 214 aac se 255 TAS) Resear eae 2ADI ie Vii 206 528 
ibe eases 215 DD | ee Se a S| DAES | OVO St Ee ote. 247 84 198 529 
11) GP 220 £0) 0) aa eS! 210 il O20E Bee 2311 377 195 583 
iii fom eee ee a 231 37 204 BIZ NES 21 ees eee 307 482 153 542 
18h Ys yore ee aes | 231 32 5 (45 408i) 1092223 22s - a 307 3§1 161 549 
L916 ms eeee 204 38 159 400" 1923 S22 eee 5 269 341 97 407 

1 Number represents those actually exploited. 
2 Includes 4 crab stations. 
3 Includes 1 crab station. 
4 Includes 2 crab stations. 
5 Includes 14 crab stations. 

Note.—From Fish and Fur Supplies of the Far East, 1923, p. 61. 

The catch of fish, by species in number and weight in pounds, is 
shown on pages 57 to 62. 

To the catch of salmon, as given in these tables, it is necessary to 
add the catch of salmon by the local population for its own con- 
sumption and for feeding its dogs. For Rawthatics alone it is esti- 
mated that these two items amount to about 20,000,000 salmon 
(4,500,000 for the people and 15,500,000 for the dogs). 
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It is estimated that in 1922 the total catch of salmon by the local 
population for its own consumption, feeding of dogs, and for sale, 
and by commercial fishermen, was about 120,000,000 in number. 
Commercial fishermen caught over 91,000,000, weighing about 
448,000,000 pounds, of which 83 per cent are accredited to ocean 
fishing stations and 17 per cent to river stations. 
How widely the Kamchatka-Okhotsk waters have been used by 

the Japanese is revealed in the following table, showing the number 
of sailing and steam vessels chartered by Japanese fishermen, their 
tonnage, number of workmen, weight of fish caught (in pounds), and 
species for the period 1910-1921: 

Japanese fisheries in Russian far eastern waters 

{According to Japanese official statistics] 

Number of vessels, not including those 1 
pemper chartered by Russians Number Saucon 

Year fishin of of fish and 
Siar sea workmen| fishery 

Steamers Schooners products 

Number | Tonnage | Number | Tonnage Pounds 
1 42/1 0] = See a ai ee eer ee 152 33 13, 190 242 30, 787 4, 938 81, 229, 120 
Th) eas eee Sek eet et RAR 214 70 40, 612 299 38, 252 7,616 | 136, 409, 280 
0) AS eee eet ae eee 213 80 50, 509 286 38, 561 9, 751 75, 528, 320 
UCN IS ere S See Oe ee ee 231 95 73, 056 265 36, 007 10, 676 | 123, 103, 680 
US Se et Se ee 226 96 71, 333 234 32, 715 10, 031 | 154, 374, 080 
VN hs es ee a 230 104 81, 902 211 35, 103 10,717 | 137, 168, 640 
I ee ke eee ESN 201 109 94, 148 268 40, 030 *9, 929 | 161, 331, 520 
1/9222 Se ee ee 213 106 79, 228 249 36, 918 10, 418 | 149, 163, 840 
IVs = ee ee eae 225 139 96, 283 227 36, 279 10, 986 | 138, 573, 120 
[Stii2 = 5 52 SS SE oe ee 246 84 73, 834 225 36, 341 13, 200 | 154, 689, 920 
IC). 2 ee eee 260 153 42,518 190 32, 635 13, 268 | 184, 564, 800 
Tic PALS Le 2 "ik ae al kee 227 125 121, 657 162 28, 705 12, 556 | 195, 059, 200 

Note.—From Fish and Fur Supplies of the Far East, 1923, pp. 72-73. 

The Japanese financed the Russian fishermen, furnished the equip- 
ment and necessary materials, vessels for transportation of workmen, 
etc. From the port of Hakodate alone there were exported to traders 
in the Russian far eastern waters equipment and supplies for fisheries 
to the amount of $4,220,000 in 1919, $6,670,000 in 1920, $4,160,000 
in 1921, and $6,630,000 in 1922. A portion of the fish caught in 
Russian far eastern waters were exported by the Japanese to Quan- 
tung and Hongkong, China, as follows: 

Exports by the Japanese of salted humpback salmon caught in Russina waters 

Year China Quantung Asiatic Russia Hongkong Total 

Pounds Value Pounds Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value Pounds | Value 
1911_| 3, 449, 600 | $48, 450 6, 720 SIAQW | eyo? oo She a er ae 3, 456, 320 | $48, 590 
1912_| 1,680,000 | 29, 830 291, 200 BOS Opa) Sesser eee re a ee 1,971,200 | 34,760 
1913_| 8, 825, 600 | 162,410 | 1, 478, 400 25 ADO Tees Saag | aby SS bP) pe Bee 10, 304, 000 | 189, 810 
LO a2 7a 8 O00 1b 4285 27 0) ile Ses S00N |. 26 8801s ee Seen leg a ee Eee 28, 537, 600 | 455, 100 
1915_} 36, 355, 200 | 574, 960 22, 400 B10] Lae oe iT ro ee | eee Seed k Bl) See eee 36, 377, 600 | 575, 290 
1916_| 21, 504, 000 | 443, 540 179, 200 3, 850 190, 400 |$10, 880 | 492, 800 | $5, 530 | 22, 366, 400 | 463, 800 
1917_| 22, 556, 800 | 574,070 | 604, 800 | 15, 230 |1, 680, 000 | 42.330 |. __-___|___. 24,841, 600 | 631, 630 
1918_| 20, 563, 200 | 751, 480 | 2,844, 800 | 118, 230 | 268,800 | 9,260 |....___|_______- 23, 676, 800 | 878, 970 
1919_| 10, 595, 200 | 426, 420 | 9, 273, 600 | 489) 570 380, $00 | 18,740 | 20, 249, 600 | 934,740 
1920_| 12,992, 000 | 450,470 | 7,616, 000 | 376,830 | 44,800 | 1, 270 | 946, 800 | 36,270 | 21,593, 600 | 864, 840 
1921_| 20, 048, 000 | 504, 340 | 5,622, 400 | 164, 370 2, 240 100 | 291,200 | 9; 480 | 25,963, 840 | 678, 290 

Notre.—From Fish and Fur Supplies of the Far East, 1923, p. 77. 
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CANNING 

The growth of the Japanese canning industry, which was par- 
ticipated in in only two cases by American and English capital, for 
the period from 1910 to 1923, by species, is shown in the following 
table: 

Siberian salmon pack 

Year King Red Silver | Chum ee Total 

Cases Cases Cases Cases Cases 
5, 500 2, 500 2; 000") Se 10, 000 

15, 000 63000)|> > >2/000)) | Sas eas 25, 000 
3, 500 18, 000 160052 Se 63, 100 

102, 900 7, 000 21, 000 2, 500 133, 400 
85, 22, 500 , 000 2, 000 136, 500 

154, 703 28, 191 92, 781 10, 000 289, 009 

538, 587 | 51,457 | 24,194 | 103,614 | 718, 184 
585,338 | 22,035 | 29,427| 66,869 | 1 703,669 

1 Of the total number, 28,956 cases were packed by Russian interests on the Bolshaya River. 

Note.—From Fish and Fur Supplies of the Far East, 1923, p. 84. 

These plants represented 75 per cent of all canneries, the remainder 
being scattered at different places. 

Recently plants for canning crabs were established on the western 
and eastern coasts of Kamchatka, where crabs are to be found in 
abundance. This is especially true of the western coast, particularly 
in the region of Ozernaya Creek up to Lopatka Cape. The giant 
spider crab, Macrocheira kaempferi, is of particular interest, although 
the common Kamchatka spider crab, Paralithodes camchatica, 1s 
mostly caught by the fishermen there. The male of the giant spider 
crab averages 514 to 9 pounds, reaching as high as 18 pounds; the 
female averages 2 to 414 pounds, although some specimens with eggs 
attain a weight of 9 pounds. The fishery is carried on in two 
seasons—spring and fall. The depth from which the crabs are taken 
is usually between 140 and 175 feet and does not exceed 350 feet. 
The map of Kamchatka Peninsula and Okhotsk Sea (fig. 2) shows 
the location in that region of the most important fisheries for salmon, 
cod, crabs, and other sea animals. 

OKHOTSK DISTRICT 

The Okhotsk district occupies the eastern shore of the Okhotsk Sea 
and is about 2,400 miles long. The climate is severe, and fishing is 
of recent development. This district is considered not to have 
abundant fish supplies, and in order to provide the natives with suf_i- 
cient fish (their principal item of food) fishing has been prohibited 
since 1913 in many of its bays, such as Ulya, Arka, Okhota, Kukhtul, 
Kola, Tau, Yana, Arman, Ola, Yama, and Nayakhan. The output 
of this district was 5,434,240 pounds in 1911, 7,226,240 pounds in. 
1912, and 7,721,280 pounds in 1913. Besides fish, this district pre- 
pared 463,680 pounds of Russian caviar in 1913. 
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The chief species are dog salmon and humpback. In 1913 there 
were caught 1,235,000 dog salmon, 245,000 humpbacks, and 20,000 
salmon of other s pecies. The yearly average catch for 1920 and 1921 
was 3,500,000 ips salmon, 800,000 humpbacks, and 100,000 red and 
silver salmon. 

NAMES OF THE RIVERS SHOWN IN FIGURE 2 

1=Kheveran. 41=Volosatik. 81= Uka. 121=Chalemzha. 
2=Kaluerka. 42=Yeropaya. 82= Konkil. 122=Ingagli (Topo- 
3= Kiliyu. 43=Sergueyevka. 83= Palana. levka). 
4=Ilgun. 44= Yablonovaya. 84= Tiguil. 123= Kova. 
5=Chemyguiya. 45=Schechka. 85=Sedanka. 124=Shilkan. 
6=Vurvaren. 46=Orlovka. 86= Yelovka. 125= Amat. 
7=Velmo. = Kovrizhka. 87= Kavran. 126= Uniya. 
8=Vakai. 48=Chernaya. 88= Belogolovaya. 127=Iniya. 
9=Cheguyan. 49=Slovuchnaya. 89= Moroshechnaya. 128= Ulbeya. 
10=Tyrguey. 50= Kondereva. 90=Sopochnaya. 129= Marekanka, 
11=Amguema. 51= Penzhina. 91= Kozyrevskaya. 130= Kukhtui. 

= Chernaya. 52= Ushkanikha. 92= Kamchatka. 131= Burganan. 
13=Taniurer. 53= Prodolnaya. 93= Krutogorova. 132= Chainka. 
14= Ennenkoi. 54= Poperechnaya. 94= Konpakova. 133= Okhota. 
15=Tan-leo. 55= Poperechnaya. 95= V orovskaya. 134= Arka. 
16=Volchiya. 56= Poperechnaya. 96=Nykchik. 135= Estanda. 
17=Belaya. =Glotova. 97= Kungas. 136= Yudoma. 
18=Chisey-iney. 58=Oliutora. 98= Utki. 137= Anachan. 
19= Bolshaya. 59=Govenka (Telichin). | 99=Bolshaya. 138= Okhota. 
20= Khatyrka. 60= Vivniki. 100= Bystraya. 139= Urak. 
21=Opuka. 61=Talovka. 101= Chupanova. 140= Konova. 
22=Opuka. =Zhirovaya. 102= Opala. 141= Kursen. 
23= Tunguska. 63= Kamenka. 103= Ozernaya. 142= Khomet. 
24= Krasnaya. 64= Mikina. 104=Shirokaya. 143= Andych.’ 
25= Berezovka. 65= Tilkhina. 105= Propaschaya. 144= Yelzian. 
26= Anadyr. 66= Paren. 106= Viliga. 145= Ulrya. 
27=Schuchya. =Chernaya. 107=Naninmada. 146= Turbi. 
28= Berezovaya. 68= Akhavaen. 108=Tuman. 147= Rurka. 
29= Malaya Main. 69= Turolga. 109= Tupukhovka. 148= Mana. 
30= Main. 70=Avekova. 110=Tugulen. 149= Kuliukla. 
31=Algan. 71=Virkhaloma. 111=Tokhtoyan. ° 150= Aradia. 
32= Vaggi. 72=Nayakhan. 112=Iret. 151=Tom. 
33= Anetva. 73= Topolevka. 113= Malkachan. 152= Unma. 
34=Sobachiya. 74=Tanlat. 114= Yana. 153 = Guiunchi. 
35= Anadyr. 75= Karaga. 115= Perevolochnaya. 154= Ogonkan. 
36= Baraniya. 76= Lesnaya. 116=Siglan. 155= Ui. 
37= Daraniya. 77= Pankara. 117= Ola. 156= Pana, 
38= Vorozheya. 78= Rusakova. 118= Arman. 

= Grebenka. 79= Kholiuliya. 119= Yana. 
40=Trokkha. 80= Kangalat. 120=Taui. 

In 1920 there were 66 fishing stations leased in covenanted waters. 
In uncovenanted waters there were 15 fishing stations and 33 salting 
stations. The catch, as given by another authority, was as follows: 

Okhotsk district 

Salmon 

Year 
Keta Humpback Red Silver 

Number Pounds Number Pounds | Number Pounds |Number| Pounds 
OOS) seeee ee Thee eB 109, 490 564, 480 (30) 5 Sk Sa eg ak ey 3, 824 22, 400 
TOL ORE: ae. Sh a 86, 595 BASS OOO es is a Net ae Res, pals ie eens |e Cn | LE Oa | (eae 
AO Teak ween SOBSSSIGE 4. GOI 790. Eat ee SoS a RA IE ee es eA 37, 790 | 228, 480 
2) PASS eee, ee a eee 1, 173, 713 6, 056, 960 109, 580 219, 530 | 8, 961 53, 760 8, 749 51, 520 

6, 375, 040 245, 266 492, 800 | 12, 000 71, 680 3, 198 20, 160 

3, 613, 120 70, 981 1438, 360 “ 4, 192 24, 640 | 10, 712 64, 960 

8, 944, 320 | 1, 474, 066 | 2,959, 040 | 26,003 | 156, 800 411 2, 240 
10, 382, 400 | 2, 363, 430 | 4,744, 320 | 39,350 | 237,440 | 2,250] 13, 440 
11, 818, 240 | 3, 252, 795 | 6,529, 600 | 56, 348 | 338, 240 4, 139 24, 640 
18, 359, 040 | 1, 005, 774 | 2, 018, 240 | 12, 676 76, 160 1, 882 11, 200 
20, 493, 760 | 2, 375, 694 | 4, 768,960 | 45, 497 | 273, 280 | 35, 761 215, 040 

14, 000, 000 | 2, 094, 352 | 4, 204, 480 | 35,975 | 217, 280 8, 889 53, 760 

| 21, 925, 120 464, 296 931, 840 a 79, 745 | 479, 360 | 27, 508 165, 760 
26, 122, 880 | 3, 553, 627 | 7, 132, 160°) 38, 704 | 232,960 | 27, 810 168, 000 
12, 344, 640 | 1, 514, 364 | 3, 039, 680 | 36, 016 | 217, 280 8, 675 51, 520 
20, 014, 400 | 1, 506, 488 | 3, 024, 000 | 17,784 | 107, 520 3, 784 22, 400 

20, 101, 760 | 1,759, 694 | 3,532, 480 | 43,053 | 259,840 | 16,944 | 103, 040 
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Okhotsk district—Continued 

Salmon—Continued 

Year Herring Miscellaneous Grand total 
Total 

ey Number Pounds |Number| Pounds |Number| Pounds | Number | Pounds 
1909 Sa2el See ke ee 113, 374 B86, S80 eas es ae 4,316 15, 680 117, 690 602, 560 
OVO eee cake Teh ee 86, 595 AS O00 ee a S| eee a a | aa 86, 595 448, 000 
[QU UD stars ket ee 933714111 |! 4.849 K600n| See Loe nes ae es) (ie a ee ae 933, 141 | 4, 849, 600 
1912 sitet et eee Eee 1, 301, 003 6x SSd AGO" Se a ee ee ee Sate ee 1, 301, 003 6, 381, 760 
AQIS! =e See wae Se 1, 495, 514 6,;9595680 a|/2ee = 2 3. ee eae eee ee ae 1, 495, 514 | 6, 959, 680 

Average____._--- 785, 925 3 O46 7080 NSS. eae 863 2, 240 786, 788 | 3, 846, 080 

Cth See es 35-233)273))|- 1240625 400 || he= t 8S ee ee 3, 233, 273 |* 12, 062, 400 
NOUS. ae ee ee 4,416; 423 Clo otGO0) seb 8 on 2 ae Cue 4, 416, 423 | 15, 377, 600 
1916222 Se eee 5, 603, 275 | 18, 710, 720 200/22 5S ee 28, 596 | 103, 040 | 5, 632,071 | 18, 813, 760 
1917 == 2 eee eee 4, 577, 288 | 20, 464, 640 200i == ee 57, 102 | 206, 080 | 4, 634, 590 | 20,670, 720 
JOUR: = = Sera ee 6, 427, 345 | 25, 751, 040 ARG) [ee 2. Dee 37, 644 | 136, 640 | 6,465, 475 | 25, 887, 680 

Average_-_______ 4, 851, 522 | 18, 475, 520 Ri. | ee 24, 668 89, 600 | 4, 876, 366 18, 565, 120 

1919-2 2 ee ee ee 3, 777, 417 | 23, 502, 080 ZOO se ste ae 6, 756 24, 640 | 3, 784, 373 | 23, 526, 720 
1920 e - ee aee 8, 681, 565 | 33, 656, 000 1S tos) aes ee 45, 007 | 163, 520 | 8, 727,927 | 33, 819, 520 
19212222 nee ee 3, 900! 6580 1 5265 ple | peee ese 980 4, 480 | 3, 951, 638 | 15, 657, 600 
1922). 2: > Geeieey fresh 5, 406, 100 | 23, 168, 320 | 35, 069 17, 920 830 2, 240 | 5, 441, 999 | 23, 188, 480 

Average_..._.-__ 5, 453, 935 | 23,997, 120 9, 156 4, 480 | 13, 393 49, 280 | 5, 476, 484 | 24, 053, 120 

WEST KAMCHATKA DISTRICT 

The west Kamchatka fisheries are along the west coast of Kam- 
chatka Peninsula, occupying a seacoast 800 miles long. Along this 
coast fishing has been forbidden near the mouths of a number of 
rivers, such as Ozernaya, Goliguina, Opala, Bolshaya, Kol, Voroy- 
skaya, Kolpokara, Oblukovina, and Tigil. Until recently the 
Bolshaya River was the scene of the most active fishing in this 
region, but the stations are gradually moving toward the northern 
portion of the coast. This region, being opened recently, attracted 
great attention, especially on the part of Japanese fishermen. The 
number of fishing stations was 109 in 1909, 102 in 1910, 139 in 1911, 
133 in 1912, 148 in 1913, and 179 in 1920. Their output increased 
from 34,720,000 pounds in 1909 to 53,536,000 pounds in 1910, 
108,192,000 pounds in 1911, 55,104,000 pounds in 1912, and 84,224,000 
ounds in 1913, which included 2,240,000 pounds of Russian caviar. 

Tro these figures are to be added the river catch, which in 1911 was 
8,064,000 pounds; 1912, 6,272,000 pounds; and 1913, 8,960,000 
pounds, including 481,600 pounds of Russian caviar. The Russian 
authorities also became interested in these fisheries and began to 
finance Russian fishermen, even sending instructors to improve 
methods of salting fish. Their activities resulted in a change of 
markets from uncovenanted river waters. 

In 1911, 58 per cent of all the fish and fishery products from 
uncovenanted waters were exported to Japan; in 1912, 30 per cent; 
and in 1913 only 21 per cent. In 1913 the catch in this district was 
as follows: 

Cove- Uncove- 
Species Total nanted nanted 

waters waters 

Number Number Number 
Ham pback’ . o8 eee eee ee et er 27, 300, 000 | 25, 500, 000 | 1, 800, C00 
Keta(ehiim).\ 22 Ueeee ates so. te ee ee ee ee ree Oe os eee 4.500, 000 | 4, 100, 000 400, 000 
Red*salmorte eb ee ee PU Pe re ee eee 1, 500, 000 1, 300, 000 200, 000 
Silver ‘salmon2e ees Ee ee ee eee 100, 000 70, 000 30, 000 

Totalus 225 2 eo oe es SO ee ere ee | 33, 400, 000 | 30,970, 000 | 2, 430, 000 
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Of the catch in 1913, 6,272,000 pounds were shipped to the Russian 
market, 83,776,000 pounds to the Japanese market, and 2,464,000 
pounds (canned) to Kuropean markets. 

The average catch in covenanted waters during 1920 and 1921 was 
humpacks, 10,000,000; dog salmon, 2,000,000; and other salmon, 
250,000. Figures from another source give the catch as follows: 

Ichinsk and western Kamchatka districts 

Salmon 

Year 

King Keta Humpback 

Pounds Number Pounds Number Pounds 
24,640 | 2,378, 113 | 12,275,200 | 9,704,211 | 19, 479, 040 
4, 480 9, 012, 133 | 46, 513, 600 5, 449, 882 10, 937, 920 

51,520 | 3, 068, 565 | 15,848, 000 | 40, 444,172 | 81, 177, 600 
78,400 | 2, 804, 606 | 14, 474, 880 | 17,979, 150 | 36, 086, 400 
47,040 | 4, 468, 331 | 23, 063, 040 | 27,343, 537 | 54, 882, 240 

40,320 | 4,346,350 | 22, 435, 840 | 20, 184,190 | 40, 512, 640 

17,920 | 4,027,819 | 20, 789, 440 | 57, 131, 118 | 114, 672, 320 
11,200 | 1,039,783 | 5,367,040 | 37,590,954 | 75, 492, 480 
8,960 | 1,386,893 | 7, 159, 040 | 69, 143, 762 | 138, 783, 680 
8.960 | 3,775,583 | 19, 485, 760 | 87, 118, 213 | 174, 861, 120 

495,040 | 4, 103, 935 | 21, 181, 440 | 53, 778, 162 | 107, 941, 120 

107,520 | 2,866, 803 | 14, 797, 440 | 60,952, 442 | 122, 351, 040 

78, 400 | 3, 429, 086 | 17, 698, 240 | 51, 003, 015 | 102, 401, 600 
96,320 | 6,616, 818 | 34, 151, 040 | 61, 142, 739 | 125, 229, 440 
22, 400 | 3, 651, 852 | 18, 847, 360 | 51, 040, 127 | 102, 446, 400 
4,480 | 3, 455, 630 | 15, 998, 080 | 82, 880,700 | 166, 756, 800 

51,520 | 4, 288, 347 | 21, 674, 240 | 61, 516, 645 | 124, 208, 000 

Salmon—Continued 

Year 

Red Silver Total 

Number Pounds Number| Pounds Number Pounds 
HG) eee Se ins PE NE St Re hl AS Boe 2 18, 380 94, 080 | 12, 103,330 | 31, 872,960 
SA) 2 See ee Se ees eee 1, 332, 152 6, 016, 640 21, 000 107, 520 | 15, 815, 567 63, 580, 160 
LUG [1s kas eT Feet eee See eet 2, 217, 500 | 10, 015, 040 442, 393 2, 282, 560 | 46, 178, 278 | 109, 374, 720 
INS (Qe ep * SS es 2s ie eee eee eee S| 1, 299, 542 5, 859, 840 107, 662 555, 520 | 22, 199, 607 57, 055, 040 
IQUSISS S28 See ee nes eee 1, 521, 276 6, 874, 560 101, 471 524, 160 | 33, 439, 926 85, 391, 040 

SAV CLR ES ste te oe 1, 274, 094 5, 752, 320 138, 181 712, 320 | 25, 947, 341 69, 453, 440 

HGH ce ee oe, = a a ee 572, 301 2, 584, 960 128, 352 663, 040 | 61, 861, 540 | 138, 727, 680 
SG ee a eae ee 2, 011, 889 9, 089, 920 180, 155 929, 600 | 40, 824, 111 90, 890, 240 
IMIR. ORNS Sooo) es eee 4, 486, 245 | 20, 260, 800 168, 375 869, 120 | 75, 186, 197 | 167, 081, 600 
iy Sa Es eae Sees eee se 2,948, 855 | 13, 325, 760 308, 996 1, 594, 880 | 94, 152, 722 | 209, 276, 480 
OT Ramones pa yo) od arose et | 2, 946, 667 | 13, 307, 840 318, 738 1, 644, 160 | 61, 205, 244 | 144, 569, 600 

JAS Se mre ore lel bee OATS ek UE i Be Ce) 6) 220, 923 1, 140, 160 | 66, 645, 963 | 150, 109, 120 
| 

INCA hie eee SS ee ae eee ee 3, 556, 487 | 16, 060, 800 534, 712 2, 761,920 | 58, 532,013 | 139, 000, 960 
i221) eee Be OE CSE et ee a ee 5, 140, 304 | 23, 215,360 | 485, 245 | 2,506, 560 | 73, 395, 756 | 185, 198, 720 
KS 1 Na ie eee ah oe 1, 552, 285 7, 011, 200 259, 458 1, 339, 520 | 56, 506, 123 | 129, 666, 880 
LSPS 2 = aah Se ee eee | 4, 054, 722 | 18, 312, 000 91, 058 N 470, 400 | 90, 482,685 | 201, 541, 760 

BAG OTL Omen a see eaten 3, 575, 937 | 16, 150, 400 342, 618 1, 769, 600 | 69, 729, 144 | 163, 851, 520 
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Ichinsk and western Kamchatka districts—Continued 

Year Herring Miscellaneous Grand total 

Number | Pounds | Number Pounds Number Pounds 
1909'0=_ 5 2 See eee ee 2 8 ee a ee ese ce eee | Beer yee 781,038 | 2,822, 400 | 12, 884,368 | 34, 695, 360 
1 53 1 ea Ss a a C0 Ee NY Del EB ere 10, 000 35, 840 | 15, 825, 567 | 63, 616, 000 
DOU De 23 ee et ed RS 2 he 2 rN Le ee 46, 178, 278 | 109, 374, 720 
i) Pe ae ee ee. ee See eo ee ee 71, 963 259, 840 | 22, 271,570 | 57,314, 880 
NOS te aes Ws Se, heen Se Be Oe 8 een 2 100, 000 AT 0404 S285 32 2/5 eka eee 33, 589, 926 | 85, 438, 080 

IAW CLA C= aan ee ae eines ees 20, 000 8,960 | 172, 600 622, 720 | 26, 139,941 | 70, 085, 120 

A OTAT ED te Cee nck ees by Eee ees Se 34, 168 15, 680 400 2, 240 | 61, 896, 108 | 138, 745, 600 
Se eee eg Sie oa Sh a ney Spay 63, 753 31,360 | 117,380 423, 360 | 41, 005, 244 | 91, 344, 960 
LNG 228 eas ee eee 7, 609 4, 480 27, 613 100, 800 | 75, 221, 419 | 167, 186, 880 
LOL nw get a= Walid Saat wena ase he 8, 529 4,480 | 116, 138 418, 880 | 94, 277, 389 | 209, 699, 840 
NOLS ee he See ee i ee 16, 273 6,720 | 113, 328 409, 920 | 61, 834, 845 | 144, 986, 240 

CATV CLOG 20s eee nue poe eee eeemee 0 26, 066 13, 440 74, 972 271, 040 | 66, 747, 001 | 150, 393, 600 

LOG aoe ao BSE ae oe Serie eee Sa ee 26, 302 13, 440 | 160, 229 577, 920 | 58, 718, 544 | 139, 592, 320 
1920 Seka hee Rey Le 298, 364 | 143, 360 66, 628 239, 680 | 73, 760, 748 | 185, 581, 760 
I gr PR Set OR, Rie SE fe 397, 006 | 190, 400 22, 845 82, 880 | 56,925, 974 | 129, 940, 160 
SRS vil Re a oe eS A 98, 347 47, 040 18, 441 67, 200 | 90, 599, 473 | 201, 656, 000 

AVC ACO Mts Sera bye tne ene ee 205, 005 98, 560 67, 036 241,920 | 70,001, 185 | 164, 192, 000 

In 1913 canned goods were prepared by 12 canneries, which packed 
45,400 cases. The canneries on the west Kamchatka coast were 
equipped with modern machinery and their pack went practically 
in its entirety to England. The refuse of canning and fishing was 
gathered, boiled, drained, and dried in ovens or in the sun, and thus 
turned into a fertilizer of high quality and value. 

The production of Russian caviar was 127,680 pounds in 1909, 
806,400 pounds in 1910, 1,568,000 pounds in 1911, 1,812,160 pounds 
in 1912, and 2,542,400 pounds in 1913. 

EAST KAMCHATKA DISTRICT 

The east Kamchatka district, comprising the eastern shore of 
Kamchatka Peninsula up to the Anadyr River, is over 1,800 miles 
long. Active fishing occupies only about 150 miles of the seacoast. 
A part of the seacoast around the Kamchatka River is closed to 
fishing. The number of fishing stations in this district was 38 in 
1911, 54 in 1912, and 61 in 1913. The catch of salmon at these 
stations was as follows: 

Year Total King Chum | Humpack Red Silver 

Number | Number | Number Number | Number | Number 
LO i Sone oe ee eee ee ee oe | 5, 688, 000 8, 000 | 3,085, 000 | 1, 627,000 | 750, 000 218, 0CO 
TDL 2c eed eee es eee 4, 934, 000 29, 000 | 3, 414, 000 497,000 | 745, 000 249, 000 
a USS Pee eS PE eee ee 9, 614, 000 30, 000 | 6, 464, 000 | 2, 623.000 | 399, 000 98, 000 

The output in 1910 was 27,328,000 pounds; in 1911, 25,536,000 
pounds; in 1912, 25,760,000 pounds; and in 1913, 47,488,000 pounds. 
These figures do not include the output of river stations. In 1913 
the number of salmon caught at river stations was 2,237,000 and of 
herring 100,000. Of this catch, 10,024,000 pounds of fish were 
prepared, as compared with 8,064,000 pounds in 1912 and 9,856,000 
pounds in 1911. Of the total production of 57,568,000 pounds in 
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1913, 3,808,000 pounds of fish and 2,016,000 pounds of caviar were 
repared for Russian markets, 47,712,000 pounds of dry-salted fish 
ee Japanese markets, and 3,675,840 pounds of canned fish for Kuro- 
pean markets. Figures from another source show the following 
fish catch there: 

Karaginsk and eastern Kamchatka 

Salmon 

Year Se SS ae a ; 

King Keta Humpback 

Number | Pounds Number Pounds Number Pounds 
STO eee es area Rey eo Se, SEE le ee bee 1, 419,376 | 7,324, 800 557, 136 1, 005, 760 
TOM a Se a ae a emi Looe ee eae eo | Re ea 1, 584,261 | 8,176,000 | 1, 180, 416 2, 132, 480 
TO SS eee ee 8, 517 76, 160 45122, 211 || 21,275, 520 1, 828, 140 3, 301, 760 
SILOS Se as Lg lili Bas oe ah se ne a 21, 889 197, 120 4, 234, 818 | 21, 857, 920 571, 804 1, 032, 640 
TGYIY R  1 ene 30, 167 | 273,280 | 7,519,272 | 38, 846,080 | 3,271,592 5, 909, 120 

PAGODA Qisee stork ra creek L* 12,115 | 109,760 | 3,775,988 | 19,496,960 | 1,481, 818 2, 676, 800 

NG iideeente Set see oe eee 18, 566 168, 000 6, 507, 060 | 33, 584, 320 476, 546 860, 160 
Pole ee eet see ee Fle 26, 341 237, 440 3, 796, 227 | 19, 593, 280 5, 030, 995 9, 087, 680 
TQS) 5 ees pes at a Re oe 22, 923 206, 080 2,177, 865 | 11, 240, 320 2, 880, 287 5, 203, 520 
UG ie See See a ee i eee beer 38, 249 344, 960 2,791, 192 | 14, 405, 440 3, 852, 289 6, 959, 680 
TOURS) MS a ee ae ee 33,671 | 304,640 | 4,012,326 | 20,708,800 | 4, 293, 553 7, 757, 120 

IASVCLAL Ones Sas me eg OY et 27, 950 253, 120 3, 856, 934 | 19, 906, 880 3, 306, 734 5, 974, 080 

TUE Sai a es ON ee ae 42, 612 421, 120 5, 126, 823 | 26, 461, 120 5, 541, 840 10, 010, 560 
OD) ese, een nn a eae 66, 157 598, O80 4, 232, 519 | 21, 844, 480 5, 877, 866 10, 617, 600 
UC Pile oe ee oe ee ae SER eee ee 39, 462 356, 160 2, 137, 065 | 11, 029, 760 9, 667, 175 17, 463, 040 
SUS 74 Se a Sey ee a em Sy ee 74, 265 669, 760 2, 251, 325 | 11, 603, 200 253, 949 459, 200 

ASVCLAC Ose ee Haat oa ae 55, 624 510, 720 3, 436, 933 | 17, 734, 080 5, 335, 208 9, 638, 720 

Salmon—Continued 

Year SSS EEE 

Red Silver Total 

Number Pounds Number Pounds Number Pounds 
JR) Sica eee eee Rear eee eh! |e eee» 5, 646 29, 120 1, 982, 158 8, 359, 680 
ALON ER A SS ee 321, 512 ASTD 20h | ee terre awe S| ea rae 3, 086, 189 10, 308, 480 
nh eS oe ees Se Sees 1, 021, 176 4, 614, 400 243, 675 1, 256, 640 7, 223, 719 30, 524, 480 
ONG YE Se oe ie sees lee ge ee 2 ee ee 1, 134,359'| 5, 122, 880 318, 634 1, 644, 160 6, 221, 504 29, 854, 720 
ONS oem oe ee ee a 859, 701 3, 801, 280 152, 823 788, 480 | 11, 833, 555 49, 618, 240 

Aw ieragense 2 eae eer re 667, 349 2, 997, 120 144, 156 743, 680 6, 069, 425 26, 024, 320 

TLS ae Oe ee eens 952, 707 4, 303, 040 238, 012 1, 227, 520 8, 192, 891 40, 143, 040 
TOU): 2. Oe a ee ee 802, 836 3, 626, 560 163, 427 844, 480 9, 819, 826 33, 389, 440 
INOW) se eg 1, 611, 212 7, 275, 520 467, 792 2, 414, 720 7, 160, 079 26, 340, 160 
TON (ae eee ee eres 644, 418 2, 909, 760 269, 567 1,391, 040 7, 595, 715 26, 010, 880 
TGS So ee SA ee eee 1, 118, 755 5, 147, 520 368, 639 1, 901, 760 9, 847, 944 35, 819, 840 

PAST CL AG Clee ash) Sets 1, 030, 186 4, 652, 480 301, 487 1, 556, 800 8, 523, 291 32, 341, 120 

TDN A EN eh 3, 231,378 | 14, 593, 600 1, 029, 478 5, 313, 280 | 14, 972, 131 56, 799, 680 
TCP eS aL Se Re 2, 005, 531 9, 056, 320 999, 917 5, 160, 960 | 13, 181, 990 47, 277, 440 
ROD tener SAR at es Zaye re we 1, 404, 521 6, 343, 680 291, 515 1, 505, 280 | 13, 539, 738 36, 697, 920 
ips ag ee ET eae OTe 1, 976, 354 8, 926, 400 743, 091 3, 834, 880 5, 298, 984 25, 493, 440 

AV ODAP Ol ae ek 2, 154, 446 9, 730, 560 766, 000 3, 953, 600 | 11, 748, 211 41, 567, 680 
ee re ee ee ee 
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Karaginsk and eastern Kamchatka—Continued 

Year Herring Miscellaneous Grand total 

Number | Pounds | Number Pounds Number Pounds 
M900 2 a Sw A SE | ee |S eee 394,779 | 1,426,880 | 2,376, 937 9, 786, 560 
TOLD |e se | ee | ee ee 3, 086, 186 | 10, 308, 480 
TQ U1e Ne. Ca est Re eereees 25, 000 11, 200 8, 956 31,360 | 7,257,675 | 30, 567, 040 
11912) = yen ae ee en 568, 500 | 268, 800 3, 950 13,440 | 6,793,954 | 30, 136, 960 
1913.2 Se: BRE SC Be ae ee 88, 740 AD; 500) |-s2oe nee s|h2 es. ee 11, 922,295 | 49, 660, 800 

IACVBT AROS seen aa oe es oe 136, 448 64, 960 81, 537 293,440 | 6,287,409 | 26, 382, 720 

G14 2 tee tecemube Ye Oe et ee F95'"|' 22 ES SSS eee es ae eee 8, 193, 686 | 40, 148, 040 
TOTS 2 ee eS 2 ene DU eee 83, 415 33, 600 42, 639 154, 560 | 9,945,880 | 33,577, 600 
Th) ei as al ny fae, st) ad alge 425,428 | 206, 080 85, 546 309,120 | 7,671,053 } 26, 855, 360 
QU 7 ee Se ee Te ee 154, 038 73, 920 45, 467 163,520 | 7,795,220} 26, 248, 320 
TOTS eae ct te ee aE Se eae 51, 522 24, 640 68, 394 246, 400 | 9, 967,860 | 36, 090, 880 

PAWVGPOR OL: -esen al. B.awes see ven! 143, 040 67, 200 48, 409 174, 720 | 8,714,740 | 32, 583, 040 

UOUO zak Ve aN Ree 2 encase. 5 ioe eee ee 335, 962 | 161, 280 74, 667 268, 800 | 15,382, 760 | 57, 229, 760 
TQDOUE SBE ee tae ee Se es es 315, 992 | 152, 320 24, 396 87, 360 | 13,522,378 | 47,517, 120 
TOOT tees Fie eee io eae 3, 030 2, 240 30, 255 109, 760 | 13, 573,623 | 36, 809, 920 
1 PPR Ss RIS CT Ew Biehl Sl Se | 162, 600 78, 400 50, 333 181,440 | 5,511,917 | 25, 753, 280 

VAVOVAS Oras. eee. oe Ae ee ee: 204, 396 98, 560 44, 913 161, 280 | 11,997,520 | 41, 827,520 

The canning factories were located near the Kamchatka River, and 
their total pack in 1913 was 61,000 cases; in 1914, 71,660 cases; and 
in 1915, 104,000 cases. 

The production of Russian caviar was 127,680 pounds in 1909, 
790,720 pounds in 1910, 761,600 pounds in 1911, 967,680 pounds in 
1912, ne 2,011,520 pounds in 1913. 

SAKHALIN DISTRICT 

This district comprises the coast line of the Russian part of Sak- 
halin Island, excepting its western portion, which is included in the 
Nikolaevsk-on-Amur district and contains two bays reserved for 
Russian nationals only. The principal fishery in this region is for 
herring, salmon being of secondary importance. The catch of salmon 
and herring in this district was as follows: 

Dog c Hump- Total . 
Year salmon back salmon Herring 

Number | Number | Number Number 
1) ap san ae Saar ce Ses OSes PR Te ee a See 31, 000 286, 000 317, 000 12, 640, 000 
TOT Davee tte 2b EI eR Oa See ea Te nem a et ee ae Cone 16,000 | 126,000] 142,000 | 14, 036, 000 
IAS) Sa oars ee Seelam Ae) aN a Uae pe SP AE RR es | 38,000} 188,000} 221, 000 4, 483, 600 

Notre.—The poor catch in 1913 is attributed to the poor run of herring and also to storms. Practically 
the whole catch was exported to Japan. 

OTHER WATERS 

LENA-KOLYMA REGION 

This region is of little importance as yet, owing to the sparsity of 
the population and lack of transportation facilities. Fish in this 
district were caught for local use only. With the establishment in 
1911 of steamship lines from Kolyma to Vladivostok commercial 
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fishing began. The richest fishing grounds in the district are con- 
sidered to be those in the lower reaches of the Lena River, the Aldan 
River and its tributaries, the Maya River, and the mouth of the 
Kolyma River. The catch in the Lena district is unknown. That 
of the Kolyma district Gncluding lakes) reached 8,960,000 to 13,- 
440,000 pounds, of which 896,000 pounds were shipped by steamers 
to the town of Yakutsk. The only market was the Lena mining 
district. The chief species are sturgeon, weighing sometimes as high 
as 200 pounds, muksun, nelma, gwiniad, chir, bass, pike, crucian, 
and carp. 3 

LAKE BAIKAL REGION 

This district includes Baikal Lake, rivers emptying into the lake 
(especially the Barguzin, Selenga, and upper Angara Rivers), and 
lagoonlike lakes (‘‘sory’’) along the shores of Baikal Lake. The most 
important species of fish is the “omul” (Coregonus baikalensis or C. 
migratorius), which is taken the year round. Others are sturgeon, 
chir, gwiniad, grayling, crucian, burbot, and “golomiyanka”’ (Come- 
phorus baikalensis). he latter lives in the deepest places of the lake 
and is about 101% inches long. There are also found seals (Phoca 
baikalensis). In Frolkha Lake, near the northern extremity of 
Baikal Lake and communicating with the latter by a river of the 
same name, is found a special kind of trout (Salvalinus erythrinus) 
not known elsewhere. 

Usually the fishermen are united into “artels” or gangs on a coop- 
erative basis. The number of fishermen in the region was estimated 
at 2,500, The quantity of the ¢atch is unknown. 

YENISEI REGION 

The Yenisei region is of very little commercial importance as yet. 
Fishing is done largely in the lower reaches of the Yenisei River and 
in small tundra lakes. The species caught are sturgeon, nelma, omul 
(Coregonus autumnalis), muksun, chir, seld (Coregonus nerki), and 
gwuiniad (Coregonus pidschian). The catch before the World War 
amounted to 13,440,000 pounds, of which half went to the markets, 
Saeed those of the towns of Yeniseisk and Krasnoyarsk. The 
sh were prepared with little regard to cleanliness and in a very 

primitive way, and had therefore a very bad odor. The inferior 
quality of the prepared fish and lack of communication restricted 
the sale of fish of this district to the Yenisei Province. 

OB REGION 

The Ob region was the most important, in western Siberia. In 
Tobolsk Province the fishing industry is the mainstay for the major 
portion of the native tribes in this district. The largest number of 
fish was taken in the estuary of the Ob River, representing 40 per 
cent of all the fish shipped from this region. In the lower reaches of 
the Ob the catches were smaller, but a canning industry has begun 
to develop. The fish caught were river species and sea species 
ascending the Ob River for spawning. The most abundant are 
Cyprinide, salmonide, sturgeon, perch, cod, and pike. 
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In the middle and lower reaches of the Ob River and the lower 
part of the Irtysh River large quantities of fish perish, due to 
‘zamor’’—that 1s, impoverishment of river waters of oxygen, which 
may be attributed to thick ice cover and slow current. At this time 
the water assumes an unpleasant taste and smell. In places where 
the water is deep and the current rapid ‘‘zamor”’ does not occur. 

The fish were either salted or dried and a small portion cured or 
canned. The fishing industry in this region is nasidheapnnd by poor 
transportation facilities. The total shipments of fish from this 
region before the World War averaged about 17,920,000 pounds, val- , 
ued at $1,000,000. The chief markets are the towns of Tobolsk, 
Obdorsk, Berezoy, Samarskoye, Surgut, and Narym. 

BARABA REGION 2 

The Baraba region includes the Chana, Sartlana, Tanda, Ubi, and 
Karga Lakes, with a total water surface of 800,000 acres. The main 
fishing season is in winter. The fishermen number about 5,000, 
working in ‘‘artels”’ or gangs on a cooperative basis. This region 
has better transportation facilities, owing to the nearness of the 
Trans-Siberian Railroad. The catch, excluding that for local con- 
sumption, was valued at $500,000. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The bureau’s work in Alaska was conducted along the usual lines 
in the calendar year 1925. On the basis of the previous season’s 
experience, some modifications were made in the regulations issued 
under authority of the new fisheries law of June 6, 1924, for the better 
protection and conservation of the salmon and other fisheries of 
Alaska. Larger appropriations enabled a considerable expansion 
of the fishery patrol during the season with resultant decrease in 
illegal fishing and better escapements of salmon. The Commissioner 
of Fisheries, accompanied by Representatives Wallace H. White 
and Arthur M. Free, and Lawrence Richey, spent about two months 
in Alaska for the purpose of observing conditions of the fishery indus- 
try and fur-seal operations on the Pribilof Islands. 

The study of migration routes of salmon in southeastern Alaska 
and along the Alaska Peninsula was continued, and nearly 16,000 
fish were tagged during the season. Weirs for the counting of salmon 
ascending streams to spawn were again operated in Chignik and 
Karluk Rivers and two streams tributary to Alitak Bay waters, and 
similar work was inaugurated at Anan Creek in southeastern Alaska. 
Studies of the salmon, clam, and herring fisheries were made by 
scientific assistants. Special attention was devoted to the marking 
of the mouths of salmon streams and also the marking of the limits 
of all closed waters. 

On the Pribilof Islands a sufficient breeding reserve of 3-year-old 
male seals was marked as in the preceding season, a certain number 
being given a permanent brand. Approximately one-half of the 
sealskins taken on St. Paul Island were blubbered before being salted. 
The total take of sealskins on St. Paul Island was 15,082, and on St. 
George Island 4,778, a grand total of 19,860 skins. 

Satisfactory progress was made at the Pribilof Islands in replacing 
dilapidated dwellings, thus providing more suitable quarters for white 
employees as well as natives. New waterworks plants on St. Paul 
and St. George Islands were put in operation. Road-construction 
work on St. Paul Island also progressed satisfactorily. 

Foxing was carried on in the usual way and resulted in a take of 67 
blue and 19 white pelts on St. Paul Island, and 638 blues and 1 white 
on St. George Island, a grand total of 725 skins, in the winter of 
1925-26. 
Two auction sales of fur-seal skins and one of fox skins were held 

during the year by the department’s selling agents at St. Louis. 
Acknowledgment is made of the great assistance rendered by mem- 

bers of the bureau’s staff in the compilation and preparation of this 
document. 

VISIT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF FISHERIES AND OTHER OFFICIALS 
TO ALASKA 

The Commissioner of Fisheries and a party that included Congress- 
men Wallace H. White and Arthur M. Free, members of the Com- 
mittee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries, and Lawrence Richey, 
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of the Department of Commerce, spent a part of the summer of 1925 
in Alaska inspecting fisheries in all districts and also visiting the 
Pribilof Islands. The party left South Bellingham, Wash., July 1, 
and stopped in southeastern Alaska for several days and at points 
along the Alaska Peninsula and in Bristol Bay en route to the Pribilof 
Islands, where July 18 and 19 were spent. Returning, the party 
spent several days in the central Alaska district, and a further stay 
was made in southeastern Alaska. Most of the party arrived in 
Seattle on August 29. The Coast and Geodetic Survey rendered 
valuable assistance by transporting the visitors through sections of 
Alaska where commercial steamers were not available. 

Congressman Allen T. Treadway was in Alaska during the summer. 
He visited the southeastern and central districts and also made the 
overland trip to Fairbanks. Mr. Treadway exhibited great interest 
in the fisheries of the territory. 

John P. Babcock, assistant to the Commissioner of Fisheries for 
British Columbia, and also chairman of the International Fisheries 
Commission, visited Alaska during the summer and accompanied Dr. 
C. H. Gilbert on a trip to salmon canneries along the Alaska Penin- 
sula and to the Pribilof Islands in July. y. 47a 

si Pe, 4 
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FISHERY INDUSTRIES 

As in corresponding reports for previous years, the Territory of 
Alaska is here considered in the three coastal geographic sections 
generally recognized, as follows: (1) Southeast Alaska, embracing 
all that narrow strip of mainland and the numerous adjacent islands 
from Portland Canal northwestward to and including Yakutat Bay; 
(2) central Alaska, the region on the Pacific from Yakutat Bay west- 
ward, including Prince William Sound,. Cook Inlet, and the southern 
coast of Alaska Peninsula, to Unimak Pass; and (3) western Alaska, 
the north shore of the Alaska Peninsula, including the Aleutian 
Islands westward from Unimak Pass, Bristol Bay, and the Kusko- 
kwim and Yukon Rivers. These divisions are solely for statistical 
purposes and do not coincide with areas established in departmental 
regulations. 

Detailed reports and statistical tables dealing with the various 
fishery industries are presented herewith, and there are also given the 
important features of certain subjects that were the objects of special 
investigation or inquiry. 

WATERS CLOSED TO COMMERCIAL FISHING 

Under the act of June 6, 1924, previously issued Executive orders 
remained in effect in regard to the following waters: Afognak Re- 
serve, Yes Bay and stream, Annette Island fishery reserve, and 
Aleutian Islands reservation. Under the regulations issued Decem- 
ber 2, 1924, effective throughout the fishing season of 1925, com- 
mercial fishing was prohibited in 76 restricted areas in various parts 
of Alaska. Additional closures were imposed in regulations issued 
during the calendar year 1925. 

NEW FISHERY REGULATIONS 

The regulations for the protection of the fisheries of Alaska issued 
under date of December 2, 1924, were amended by the following 
regulations, issued under the dates indicated, by the Acting Secretary 
of Commerce: 

[January 28, 1925] 

KODIAK AREA 

Herring fishery. Regulation No. 1 is amended to read as follows: 
“In the period from June 1 to October 1, both dates inclusive, commercial 

fishing for herring is prohibited in all waters closed throughout the year to 
salmon fishing.”’ 

COOK INLET AREA 

Herring fishery —Regulation No. 4 is amended to read as follows: 
“In the period from June 1 to October 1, both dates inclusive, commercial 

fishing for herring is prohibited in all waters closed throughout the year to sal- 
mon fishing.”’ 
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PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND AREA 

Herring fishery—Regulation No. 1 is amended to read as follows: 
‘‘Commercial fishing for herring is prohibited during the period from January 

1 to June 24, both dates inclusive, and from November 16 to December 31, both 
dates inclusive, of each calendar year.” 

Regulation No. 3 is amended to read as follows: 
“In the period from June 1 to October 1, both dates inclusive, commercial 

fishing for herring is prohibited in all waters closed throughout the year to sal- 
mon fishing.” 

SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA AREA 

Herring fishery—Regulation No. 1 is amended to read as follows: 
“In the period from June 1 to October 1, both dates inclusive, commercial 

fishing for herring is prohibited in all waters closed throughout the year to sal- 
mon fishing. The waters of Kanalku Bay, Admiralty Island, are closed through- 
out the year to commercial fishing for herring.” 

Regulation No. 2 is amended to read as follows: 
““Commercial fishing for herring is prohibited during the period from March 

1 to April 30, both dates inclusive, of each calendar year, except that such fishing 
may be conducted from March 15 to April 15, both dates inclusive, in waters in 
the vicinity of Sitka within a line from Halibut Point to Cape Burunof.”’ 

[February 17, 1925] 

REGULATIONS EFFECTIVE IN ALL AREAS 

Salmon fishery.—The total aggregate length of gfil nets on any salmon-fishing 
boat or used at any one time by any such boat shall not exceed 200 fathoms hung 
measure. 

_ Clam fishery—The minimum size of razor clams taken for commercial purposes 
is fixed at 414 inches in total length of shell. Not more than 3 per cent in number 
of the clams taken may measure less than this minimum. 

REGULATION EFFECTIVE IN KODIAK AREA 

Salmon fishery.—All waters of Kiliuda Bay within a line drawn from Right 
Cape to Left Cape are closed to commercial fishing for salmon from January 1 to. 
July 18, both dates inclusive, of each year. . 

REGULATION EFFECTIVE IN SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA AREA 

Herring fishery — Commercial fishing for herring is permitted during the period 
from March 1 to March 20, 1925, both dates inclusive, provided that during this 
pec such fishing shall not be conducted on the actual spawning grounds of 
erring. 

[March 18, 1925] 

SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA AREA 

Herring fishery—Commercial fishing for herring is permitted during the 
period from March 21 to March 31, 1925, both dates inclusive, provided that 
during this period such fishing shall not be conducted on the actual spawning 
grounds of herring. 

[April 1, 1925] x 

KODIAK AREA 

Salmon fishery.—Regulation No. 4, extending the weekly closed period from 36 
hours to 60 hours in waters inside of a line from Outlet Cape to Cape Uganik and 
to Miners Point, including Uganik Bay, Viekoda Bay, Terror Bay, and connect- 
ing and tributary waters, is hereby amended so that only the weekly closed period 
of 36 hours prescribed by law shall be effective in these waters. 

Regulation No. 5, prohibiting commerical fishing for salmon in East Arm,” 
Uganik Bay, within a line drawn from Mink Point to Rock Point, prior to July 
21 in each calendar year, is hereby amended so that such fishing in these waters, 
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including the sand spit locally known as ‘The Packers Spit,’’ is prohibited prior 
to 6 p. m., July 19, in each calendar year. 

Regulation No. 9(¢), prohibiting all commercial fishing for salmon in Kizhuyak 
Bay within a line from Kekur Point to Inner Point, is hereby amended to pro- 
hibit such fishing in these waters before 6 p. m., July 19, in each calendar year. 

CHIGNIK AREA 

Salmon fishery.—The use of floating traps for the capture of salmon is pro- 
hibited. 

[April 18, 1925] 

COPPER RIVER AREA 

Salmon fishery.—The regulation extending the weekly closed period from 
36 hours to 48 hours is hereby amended so that only the weekly closed period 
of 36 hours prescribed by law shall be effective. 

Commercial fishing for salmon shall be conducted solely by drift gill nets not 
exceeding 250 fathoms in length each. 

BERING RIVER AREA 

Salmon fishery—The regulation extending the weekly closed period from 
36 hours to 48 hours is hereby amended so that only the weekly closed period 
of 36 hours prescribed by law shall be effective. 

Commercial fishing for salmon shall be conducted solely by drift gill nets not 
exceeding 250 fathoms in length each. 

[April 25, 1925] 

STIKINE RIVER DISTRICT 

Salmon fishery.—Regulation No. 2 is amended to read as follows: 
‘‘Commercial fishing for salmon, except by trolling, is prohibited in the period 

from June 21 to July 5, both dates inclusive.” 
Regulation No. 3 is amended to read as follows: 
“‘Commercial fishing for salmon shall be conducted solely by trolling and by 

drift gill nets which shall not exceed 200 fathoms in length each.”’ 

os [June 8, 1925] 

COPPER RIVER AREA 

Salmon fishery.—Fishing for salmon by means of gill nets attached to anchored 
boats or other anchored floating equipment is prohibited. 

BERING RIVER AREA 

Salmon fishery.—Fishing for salmon by means of gill nets attached to anchored 
boats or other anchored floating equipment is prohibited. 

[July 10, 1925] 

COPPER RIVER AREA 

Salmon fishery.—Fishing for salmon on and after August 10 in each calendar 
year by means of stake nets generally out from the grass banks and not exceeding 
350 fathoms each in length is permitted, provided that all stakes used in connec- 
tion therewith shall be removed at or before the end of the fishing season. 

On and after August 10 in each calendar year there will be no restrictions as 
to the amount of fishing apparatus used by each boat. 

BERING RIVER AREA 

Salmon fishery.—Fishing for salmon on and after August 10 in each calendar 
year by means of stake nets generally out from the grass banks and not exceeding 
350 fathoms each in length is permitted, provided that all stakes used in connec- 
tion therewith shall be removed at or before the end of the fishing season. 

On and after August 10 in each calendar year there will be no restriction as to 
the amount of fishing apparatus used by each boat. 
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[July 16, 1925] 

BRISTOL BAY AREA 

Salmon fishery Commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited in the waters of 
the Bristol Bay area east of 158° west longitude from and after 6 o’clock p. m., 
July 16, 1925. . 

Commercial fishing for salmon in Nushagak Bay and tributary waters, including 
the puaiets off Etolin Point, is prohibited from and after 6 o’clock p. m., July 18, 
1925. 

[July 30, 1925] 

KODIAK AREA 

Salmon fishery —Commercial fishing for salmon, except by beach seines on the 
north and east side of Horse Marine Bay, is prohibited inside of a line drawn in 
a northeasterly direction from Akhiok Village to the point on the east side of the 
entrance to Moser Bay during the remainder of the calendar year after July 30. 

[August 14, 1925] 

SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA AREA 

Salmon fishery—Commercial fishing for salmon in bLynn Canal, including 
Chilkat Inlet outside a line from Green Point and passing across the southern 
shore of Pyramid Island and including Chilkoot Inlet 500 yards outside the 
mouth of Chilkoot River, is permitted by gill nets only from September 5 to 
October 15, both dates inclusive. 

[August 18, 1925] 

RESURRECTION BAY AREA 

Salmon fishery Commercial fishing for salmon within 1,000 yards from the 
mouths of Bear Creek and Resurrection River is prohibited. 

[August 19, 1925] 

STIKINE RIVER DISTRICT 

Salmon fishery—Regulation No. 3 is amended to read as follows: 
“Commercial fishing for salmon shall be conducted solely by trolling and by 

drift gill nets, which shall not exceed 250 fathoms in length each.”’ 

[August 20, 1925] 

RESURRECTION BAY AREA 

Salmon fishery—Regulation No. 1, extending the weekly closed period from 
36 hours to 60 hours in the waters of Resurrection Bay within a line from Cape 
Resurrection to the western side of Bear Glacier at its mouth, is hereby amended 
so that only the weekly closed period of 36 hours prescribed by law shall be 
effective in these waters after August 25 of each year. 

PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND AREA 

“ 

Salmon fishery.—Regulation No. 1, extending the weekly closed period from 
36 hours to 48 hours, is hereby amended so that only the weekly closed period 
of 36 hours prescribed by law shall be effective after August 25 of each year. 

[August 22, 1925] 

KODIAK AREA 

Salmon fishery.—Subject to the 36-hour weekly closed period provided by law, 
all commercial fishing for salmon in Moser Bay is permitted during the remainder 
of each calendar year after August 22. 

104755—26}——2 
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Revised regulations covering the fisheries of Alaska were issued 
Lol the Secretary of Commerce under date of December 5, 1925, as 
ollows: 

By virtue of the authority vested in the Secretary of Commerce, fishing areas 
are hereby set apart and regulations governing fishing therein are made effective, 
as follows: . 

I. YUKON-KUSKOKWIM AREA 

The Yukon-Kuskokwim area is hereby defined to include all territorial coastal 
and tributary waters of Alaska from Cape Newenham northward to the parallel 
of 64 degrees north latitude. 

1. In the Yukon-Kuskokwim area all commercial fishing for salmon is pro- 
hibited at all times: Provided, That this prohibition shall not prevent the taking 
of fish for local food requirements or for use as dog feed. 

Il. BRISTOL BAY AREA 

The Bristol Bay area is hereby defined to include all territorial coastal and 
tributary waters of Alaska extending from Cape Menshikof to Cape Newenham. 

1. Commercial fishing for salmon shall be conducted solely by drift gill nets. 
The use of all other forms of fishing gear is prohibited. 

2. The total aggregate length of gill nets on any salmon fishing boat, or in use 
by such boat, shall not exceed 200 fathoms hung measure. 

3. King salmon nets shall have a mesh at least 8% inches stretched measure 
between knots, and red salmon nets shall have a mesh at least 51% inches stretched 
measure between knots as measured when actually in use. No red salmon nets 
shall be over 28 meshes deep. 

4, Prior to 6 o’clock antemeridian June 26 in each year commercial fishing for 
salmon with nets of mesh less than 81% inches stretched measure between knots 
is prohibited. 

5. Commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited during the remainder of each 
calendar year after 6 o’clock postmeridian July 25. 

6. The trailing of web behind any fishing boat is prohibited above the markers 
fixing closed waters. 

7. The use of motor-propelled fishing boats in catching salmon is prohibited. 
8. The use of smelt nets is prohibited in localities where young salmon are 

migrating. 
9. In the waters of Kvichak Bay between the line extending across the bay 

from the marker on a high point on the east bank of Prosper Creek, about 700 
yards above the Koggiung cannery of the Alaska Packers Association, to the 
marker on the opposite side, the course being about north, 44 degrees west, 
magnetic, and the line extending across the bay from the marker at Graveyard 
Point, near the mouth of Graveyard Creek, to the marker on the opposite side 
between the mouths of Squaw and Russian Finn Creeks, the course being about 
north, 48 degrees west, magnetic, the 36-hour weekly closed period for salmon 
fishing prescribed by section 5 of the act of June 6, 1924, is hereby extended to 
include the period from 6 o’clock p. m. of Saturday of each week to 6 o’clock 
a. m. of the Tuesday following, making a weekly closed period of 60 hours. 

10. All commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited as follows: 
(a) Nushagak Bay: All waters north of 59 degrees north latitude. 
(b) Kvichak Bay: All waters above a line extending at right angles across 

Kvichak Bay from the marker on a high point on the east bank of Prosper Creek, 
about 700 yards above the Koggiung cannery of the Alaska Packers Association, 
to the marker on the opposite side, the course being about north, 44 degrees west, 
magnetic. 

(c) Ugashik River and Bay: All waters inside of a line from South Spit to the 
first beacon above the cannery of the Alaska Packers Association. 

III. ALASKA PENINSULA AREA 

The Alaska Peninsula area is hereby defined to include all territorial coastal 
and tributary waters of the Alaska Peninsula from Cape Menshikof on_the 
Bering Sea shore and extending in a southwesterly direction to Unimak Pass, 
thence in a northeasterly direction along the Pacific side of the Alaska Peninsula 
to Castle Cape (Tuliumnit Point). The waters of Unimak, the Sanak, the 
Shumagin, and other adjacent islands are included. 
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Salmon fishery—1. In the waters of Nelson Lagoon, and thence along the 
coast to Cape Seniavin, including Herendeen Bay, Port Moller, and the mouths 
of Bear and Sandy Rivers, the 36-hour closed period for salmon fishing pre- 
scribed by section 5 of the act of June 6, 1924, is hereby extended to include the 
period from 6 o’clock p. m. of Friday of each week to 6 o’clock a. m. of Tuesday 
of each week, making a weekly closed period in these waters of 84 hours, which 
shall be effective throughout the entire salmon fishing season of each year. 

2. In all other waters of this area the 36-hour closed period for salmon fishing 
prescribed by section 5 of the act of June 6, 1924, is hereby extended to include 
the period from 6 o’clock p. m. of Friday of each week until 6 o’clock a. m. of 
the Monday following, making a weekly closed period of 60 hours: Provided, 
That this extension of 24 hours closed period each week shall not be effective 
after midnight of July 25 each year. 

3. The total aggregate length of gill nets on any salmon fishing boat, or in use 
by such boat, shall not exceed 200 fathoms hung measure. 

4. The use of floating traps for the capture of salmon is prohibited. 
5. With the exception of Unga Island, in the waters of which trap fishing for 

salmon is permitted, the use of traps for the capture of salmon is prohibited in 
the waters of the Shumagin Islands, the Sanak Islands, and all other islands 
lying between or adjacent to these two groups. 

6. In all waters along the shores of the Alaska Peninsula west of the longitude 
of Cape Aliaksin, and in the waters of Unga Island, aJl traps for the capture of 
salmon shall be at least 1 statute mile apart laterally. 

7. The use of any trap for the capture of salmon is prohibited in the waters 
of False Pass (Isanotski Strait) within lines determined by markers erected for 
that purpose. 

8. The use of purse seines for the capture of salmon is prohibited, except 
that (a) in the waters of the Shumagin Islands seines not to exceed 100 fathoms 
in length and 150 meshes in depth may be used, and (b) purse seines are permitted 
in waters open to commercial fishing between Lagoon Point and Cape Seniavin. 

9. In Port Heiden waters the catch of red salmon shall not exceed 35,000 in any 
calendar year. 

10. All commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited, as follows: 
(a) Within 1 statute mile of the mouths of Bear and Sandy Rivers. 
(b) Morzhovoi Bay: All waters within the bay east of 163 degrees 5 minutes 

west longitude. 
(c) Thin Point Lagoon: All waters within the lagoon and its stream and within 

a distance of 500 yards outside the-entrance to the lagoon. 
(d) Cold Bay: All waters of the bay within a line extending from the eastern 

extremity of Thin Point to a point at 55 degrees 2 minutes north latitude and 162 
degrees 25 minutes west longitude. 

(e) Stepovak Bay and Balboa Bay: All waters of these bays and of their 
branches and arms, excepting Orzinski (Orzenoi) Bay, within a line from the 
outer extremity of Kupreanof Point to the outer extremity of Cape Aliaksin. 
In Orzinski (Orzenoi) Bay beach seines only may be used, and the catch of red 
salmon shall not exceed 25,000 in any calendar year. 

(f) All waters between Kupreanof Point and Cape [kti. 
Clam fishery.—lIt is prohibited to take for commercial purposes any razor clam 

measuring less than 41% inches in total length of shell. Possession of any razor 
oe of less than this length will be regarded as prima facie evidence of unlawful 
aking. 

IV. ALEUTIAN ISLANDS AREA 

The Aleutian Islands area is hereby defined to include all territorial coastal and 
tributary waters of the Aleutian Islands westward of and including Unimak Pass. 

1. The total aggregate length of gill nets on any galmon fishing boat, or in use 
by such boat, shall not exceed 200 fathoms hung measure. 

2. Commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited during the period from 6 o’clock 
p. m. August 20 to 6 o’clock p. m. October 1 in each year. 

3. The use of traps and purse seines for the capture of salmon is prohibited. 

‘ Vv. CHIGNIK AREA 

The Chignik area is hereby defined to include the territorial coastal and tribu- 
tary waters of Alaska along the mainland shore from Castle Cape (Tuliumnit 
Point) to Cape Kumnik, 

Salmon fishery.—1. The use of purse seines and floating traps for the capture of 
salmon is prohibited. 
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2. The total aggregate length of gill nets on any salmon fishing boat, or in use 
by such boat, shall not exceed 200 fathoms hung measure. 

3. The take of salmon within Chignik waters shall not exceed 50 per cent of 
the total run as determined at the weir in Chignik River operated by the Bureau 
of Fisheries. 

4, Commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited prior to 6 o’clock a. m. June 15 
and after 6 o’clock p. m. September 15 in each year. 

5. Commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited in the waters surrounding 
Nakchamik and Chankliut Islands. 

Clam fishery.—lIt is prohibited to take for commercial purposes any razor clam 
measuring less than 41% inches in total length of shell. Possession of any razor 
clam of less than this length will be regarded as prima facie evidence of unlawful 
taking. 

VI. KODIAK ARPA 

The Kodiak area is hereby defined to include the waters of the mainland shore 
extending from Cape Douglas southwestward to Cape Kumnik and the territorial 
coastal and tributary waters of Alaska surrounding Kodiak and adjacent islands, 
but excluding the waters embraced within the Afognak forest and fish culture 
reserve established by presidential proclamation of December 24, 1892. 

Salmon fishery—a1. The use of purse seines and floating traps for the capture 
of salmon is prohibited. 

2. The total aggregate length of gill nets on any salmon fishing boat, or in 
use by such boat, shall not exceed 200 fathoms hung measure. 

3. Commercial fishing for salmon in Alitak Bay and all its branches within a 
line from Cape Trinity to Cape Alitak prior to 6 o’clock a. m. June 15 in each 
yen is prohibited. 

Commercial fishing for salmon within a line from Cane Trinity to Cape 
Alita shall be conducted solely by beach seines and traps, but no fishing for 
salmon shall be permitted inside a line from Bun Point through Turn Island at 
the entrance of Moser Bay to Akhiok village. 

5. The take of salmon within waters in which the runs are tributary to Olga 
Bay shall not exceed 50 per cent of the total run as determined at the weirs on 
tributary waters of Olga Bay operated by the Bureau of Fisheries. 

6. Commercial fishing for salmon in Karluk waters, extending from Cape 
Karluk to Cape Kuliuk, prior to 6 o’clock a. m. June 15 and after 6 o’clock p. m. 
September 15 in each year is prohibited. The take of salmon in these waters shall 
not exceed 50 per cent of the total run as determined at the weir in Karluk River 
operated by the Bureau of Fisheries. 

7. All commercial fishing for salmon between Cape Uyak and Cape Karluk 
except by beach seines is prohibited. 

8. Commercial fishing for salmon in East Arm, Uganik Bay, within a line from 
Mink Point to Rock Point and including the sand spit locally known as ‘‘The 
Packers Spit,” is prohibited prior to 6 o’clock a. m. July 21 in each calendar year. 

9. Commercial fishing for salmon in all waters of Kizhuyak Bay within a line 
from Kekur Point to Inner Point is prohibited prior to 6 o’clock a. m. July 21 in 
each calendar year. 

10. Commercial fishing for salmon in all waters of Kiliuda Bay within a line 
from Right Cape to Left Cape is prohibited prior to 6 o’clock a. m. July 21 in 
each calendar year. 

11. All commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited, as follows: 
(a) Western shore of Kodiak Island: All waters along the western shore of 

Kodiak Island between Cape Alitak and Cape Karluk. 
(6) Karluk River: All waters within Karluk River and within 100 yards of its 

mouth where it breaks through Karluk Spit into Shelikof Strait. 
(c) Kaflia Bay, on north shore of Shelikof Strait: All waters within a line from 

Cape Ugyak to Cape Gull. 
(d) Eagle Harbor, in Ugak Bay, southeastern shore of Kodiak Island: All 

waters within the harbor. 
Herring fishery—1. Commercial fishing for herring is prohibited during the 

period from January 1 to July 14, both dates inclusive, and from October 15 to 
December 31, both dates inclusive, in each calendar year. 

2. During the period from July” 15 to October 1, both dates inclusive, com- 
mercial fishing for herring is prohibited in all waters closed throughout the year to 
salmon fishing. 

3. The closed season herein specified for herring fishing shall not apply to any 
boat taking not to exceed 60 barrels of herring in any calendar week in waters 
otherwise open to fishing. 
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4. Gill nets used in catching herring shall not be of smaller mesh than 3 inches 
stretched measure. 

5. No one shall place, or cause to be placed, across the entrance of any lagoon 
or bay any net or other device which will prevent the free passage at all times 
of herring in and out of said lagoon or bay. 

Clam fishery.—It is prohibited to take for commercial purposes any razor 
clam measuring less than 41% inches in total length of shell. Possession of any 
razor clam of less than this length will be regarded as prima facie evidence of 
unlawful taking. 

VII. COOK INLET AREA 

The Cook Inlet area is hereby defined to include Cook Inlet, its tributary 
waters, and all adjoining waters north of Cape Douglas and west of Point Gore. 
The Barren Islands are included within this area. 

Salmon fishery.—1. Commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited from 6 o’clock 
p. m. August 10 to 6 o’clock a. m. August 25, and for the remainder of each 
year after 6 o’clock p. m. September 30. 

2. The use of purse seines and floating traps for the capture of salmon is 
prohibited. 

3. The total aggregate length of gill nets on any salmon fishing boat, or in 
use by such boat, shall not exceed 200 fathoms hung measure. 

4. Commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited within 1 statute mile of all 
salmon streams except in respect to the Kasilof and Kenai Rivers, where com- 
mercial fishing for salmon is prohibited within 2 statute miles of their mouths. 

5. Commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited above a line from Point Pos- 
session to the western limit of the closed area around the mouth of the Susitna 
River. 

6. Commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited in Chinik Inlet, Kamishak Bay. 
7. Commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited in Kachemak Bay above a 

line from Indian Island to a point on the opposite shore one-half mile below 
the mouth of Swift Creek. 

Herring fishery—1. Commercial fishing for herring is prohibited during the 
period from January 1 to July 14, both dates inclusive, and from October 15 
to December 31, both dates inclusive, in each calendar year: Provided, That 
fishing for herring in Halibut Cove and Lagoon is permitted during the period 
from October 15 to December 31. 

2. During the period from July 15 to October 1, both dates inclusive, com- 
mercial fishing for herring is prohibited in all waters closed throughout the year 
to salmon fishing. 

3. Commercial fishing for herring in Halibut Cove and Lagoon, including the 
waters within a line from the light on Ismailof Island to the outermost point 
on Glacier Spit, is limited to gill nets. 

4. The closed season herein specified for herring fishing shall not apply to 
any boat taking not to exceed 60 barrels of herring in any calendar week in 
waters otherwise open to fishing. 

5. The maintaining of a herring pound or the dumping of offal and dead 
herring in the waters of Halibut Cove and Lagoon is prohibited. 

6. Gill nets used in catching herring shall not be of smaller mesh than 3 
inches stretched measure. 

7. No one shall place, or cause to be placed, across the entrance of any lagoon 
or bay any net or other device which will prevent the free passage at all times 
of herring in and out of said lagoon or bay. 

Clam fishery.—It is prohibited to take for commercial purposes any razor 
clam measuring less than 414 inches in total length of shell. Possession of any 
razor clam of less than this length will be regarded as prima facie evidence of 
unlawful taking. a 

VIII. RESURRECTION BAY AREA 

The Resurrection Bay area is hereby defined to include all territorial coastal 
and tributary waters of the Gulf of Alaska between Point Gore on the west and 
Cape Fairfield on the east. 

Salmon fishery. The total aggregate length of gill nets on any salmon fishing 
boat, or in use by such boat, shall not exceed 200 fathoms hung measure. 

2. In the waters of Resurrection Bay, within a line from Cape Resurrection to 
the western side of Bear Glacier at its mouth, the 36-hour closed period for salmon 
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fishing prescribed by section 5 of the act of June 6, 1924, is hereby extended to 
include the period from 6 o’clock p. m. of Friday of each week until 6 o’clock 
a. m. of the Monday following, making a weekly closed period of 60 hours: Pro- 
vided, That this extension shall not be effective after August 25 in each year. 

3. Commercial fishing for salmon within 1,700 yards of the mouths of Bear 
Creek and Resurrection River is prohibited. 

Clam fishery.—lIt is prohibited to take for commercial purposes any razor clam 
measuring less than 41% inches in total length of shell. Possession of any razor 
on of less than this length will be regarded as prima facie evidence of unlawful 
taking. 

IX. PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND AREA 

The Prince William Sound area is hereby defined to include all territorial 
coastal and tributary waters of the Gulf of Alaska between Cape Fairfield on the 
west and Point Whitshed on the east. 

Salmon fishery.—1. The total aggregate length of gill nets on any salmon fish- 
ing boat, or in use by such boat, shall not exceed 200 fathoms hung measure. 

2. No salmon fishing boat shall carry or operate more than one seine of any 
description, and no additional net of any kind shall be carried on such boat. 
No purse seine shall be less than 100 meshes nor more than 150 meshes in depth, 
nor less than 75 fathoms nor more than 125 fathoms in length measured on the 
cork line. For the purpose of determining depths of seines, measurements will 
be upon the basis of 31% inches stretched measure between knots. No extension 
to any seine in the way of leads will be permitted. 

3. All set or anchored gill nets shall not exceed 200 yards each in length and 
shall be placed in substantially a straight line: Provided, That not to exceed 20 
yards of each net may be used as a hook. Only one such hook is permitted on a 
net. There shall be a distance interval of at least 200 yards both endwise and 
laterally at all times between all set or anchored gill nets operated. 

4. The use of traps for the capture of salmon is prohibited in all waters along 
the coast from the outer point on the north shore of Granite Bay to the light 
on the south shore of the entrance to Port Nellie Juan. j 

5. The 36-hour closed period for salmon fishing prescribed by section 5 of the 
act of June 6, 1924, is hereby extended to include the period from 6 o’clock a. m. 
of Saturday of each week until 6 o’clock a. m. of the Monday following, making 
a weekly closed period of 48 hours: Provided, That this extension shall not be 
effective after August 25 in each year. 

6. Commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited from 6 o’clock p. m. August 
9 to 6 o’clock p. m. August 25 in each year. 

7. All traps operated in the Prince William Sound area shall be at least 1% 
statute miles apart laterally. 

8. All commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited, as follows: 
(a) Constantine Harbor: All waters above a line at right angles across the 

harbor at prominent shore-line points about 114 statute miles from the mouth 
of the large salmon stream flowing into the northeast arm of the harbor. 

(b) Port Etches: All waters within 1 statute mile of the mouth of the salmon 
stream flowing into the head of Port Etches. 

(c) Boswell Bay, indenting Hinchinbrook Island: All waters in the bay west 
of 146° 8’ west longitude. 

(d) Twin Lake Creek: All waters within 1,000 yards of the mouth of Twin 
Lake Creek flowing into the southeast arm of Simpson Bay. 

(e) Port Fidalgo: All waters east of 146° 20’ west longitude. 
(f) Robe River, Lowe River, and other unnamed streams flowing into Port 

Valdez in the immediate vicinity of Valdez: All waters within 1,000 yards of the 
mouths. 

(g) Billy’s Hole, tributary to Long Bay, between Valdez Arm and Unakwik 
Inlet: All waters within a line from Point Scott to Point Hook and passing just 
westward of Observation Island. 

(h) Unakwik Inlet, indenting mainland on north shore of Prince William 
Sound: All waters within the eastern half of the inlet north of an east and west 
line passing through the northern side of the entrance to Jonah Bay. 

(i) Coghill River, tributary to College Fiord: All waters within 2,000 yards 
outside of the mouth of the river. 

(j) Long Bay, tributary to Culross Passage: All waters within the bay. 
(k) Gumboot Creek, on northwest shore of Eshamy Bay: All waters within 

1,000 yards of the mouth of the creek. 
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(i) Eshamy Lagoon and its tributary waters: All waters within the lagoon and 
its tributaries and within 100 yards outside the narrows at the entrance to the 
lagoon. 

(m) Jackpot Bay: All waters within a line extending at right angles across its 
veg 2,000 yards below the mouth of the red salmon stream emptying into the 

oie) Port Bainbridge: All waters in the middle north arm of Port Bainbridge. 
(0) Bay of Isles, indenting east shore of Knight Island: All waters within the 

west arm of the bay. 
Herring fishery—1. Commercial fishing for herring is prohibited during the 

period from January 1 to June 24, both dates inclusive, and from November 16 to 
December 31, both dates inclusive, of each calendar year. 

2. The closed seasons herein specified for herring fishing shall not apply to any 
boat taking not to exceed 60 barrels of herring in any calendar week in waters 
open to fishing. 

3. During the period from June 25 to October 1, both dates inclusive, com- 
mercial fishing for herring is prohibited in all waters closed throughout the year 
to salmon fishing. 

4, Gill nets used in catching herring shall not be of smaller mesh than 214 inches 
stretched measure. 

5. No one shall place, or cause to be placed, across the entrance of any lagoon 
or bay any net or other device which will prevent the free passage at all times of 
herring in and out of said lagoon or bay. 

Clam fishery.—1. It is prohibited to take for commercial purposes any razor 
clam measuring less than 4)4 inches in total length of shell. Possession of any 
razor clam of less than this length will be regarded as prima facie evidence of 
unlawful taking. 

2. The taking of clams for commercial purposes is prohibited from 6 o’clock p. m. 
July 15 to 6 o’clock p. m. August 31 in each calendar year. 

X. COPPER RIVER AREA 

The Copper River area is hereby defined to include all territorial coastal and 
tributary waters of Alaska between Point Whitshed on the west and Point 
Martin on the east, including Egg Islands and the other islands between these 
points. 

Salmon fishery.—1. Commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited from 6 o’clock 
p.m. July 10 to 6 o’clock a. m. August 10 in each year. 

2. Prior to 6 o’clock a. m. May 20 in each year commercial fishing with nets of 
mesh less than 814 inches stretched measure between knots is prohibited. 

3. From May 20 to July 10, both dates inclusive, the 36-hour closed period for 
salmon fishing prescribed by section 5 of the act of June 6, 1924, is hereby extended 
to include the period from 6 o’clock a. m. of Saturday of each week until 6 o’clock 
a. m. of the Monday following, making a weekly closed period of 48 hours. 

4. Except as specifically permitted herein, commercial fishing for salmon shall 
be conducted solely by drift gill nets. 

5. Prior to 6 o’clock a. m. August 10 in each calendar year the total agerezate 
length of drift gill nets on any salmon fishing boat, or in use by such boat, shall 
not exceed 250 fathoms hung measure: Provided, That during the period’ from 
6 o’clock a. m. May 20 to 6 o’clock p. m. May 31 any gill net boat on the Copper 
River flats may carry and operate not to exceed 100 fathoms of net of mesh not 
less than 814 inches stretched measure between knots in addition to 250 fathoms 
of smaller mesh net. 

6. Prior to 6 o’clock a. m. August 10 in each calendar year commerical fishing 
for salmon by means of gill nets attached to anchored boats or other anchored 
floating equipment is prohibited. 

Commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited within 500 yards of the Grass 
Banks, except that after 6 o’clock a. m. August 10 in each calendar year such 
fishing is permitted within 500 yards of the Grass Banks by méans of gill nets 
and stake nets not exceeding 350 fathoms each in length: Provided, That all 
stakes used in connection therewith shall be removed at or before the end of the 
fishing season. All fishing is prohibited at all times within the sloughs and within 
500 yards of their mouths. 

Clam fishery.—It is prohibited to take for commercial purposes any razor clam 
measuring less than 41% inches in total length of shell. Possession of any razor 
clam of less than this length will be regarded as prima facie evidence of unlawful 
taking. 
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XI. BERING RIVER AREA 

The Bering River area is hereby defined to include all territorial coastal and 
tributary waters of Alaska between Point Martin on the west and Cape Suckling 
on the east. 

Salmon fishery.—1. Commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited from 6 
o’clock p. m. July 10 to 6 o’clock a. m. August 10 in each year. 

2. Prior to 6 o’clock a. m. June 1 in each year commercial fishing with nets of 
mesh less than 81% inches stretched measure between knots is prohibited. 

3. From June 1 to July 10, both dates inclusive, the 36-hour closed period for 
salmon fishing prescribed by section 5 of the act of June 6, 1924, is hereby extended 
to include the period from 6 o’clock a. m. of Saturday of each week until 6 o’clock 
a.m. of the Monday following, making a weekly closed period of 48 hours. 

4. Except as specifically permitted herein, commercial fishing for salmon shall 
be conducted solely by drift gill nets. 

5. Prior to 6 o’clock a. m. August 10 in each calendar year the total aggregate 
length of drift gill nets on any salmon fishing boat, or in use by such boat, shall 
not exceed 250 fathoms hung measure. 

6. Prior to 6 o’clock a. m. August 10 in each calendar year commercial fishing 
for salmon by means of gill nets attached to anchored boats or other anchored 
floating equipment is prohibited. 

7. After 6 o’clock a. m: August 10 in each calendar year commercial fishing for 
salmon is permitted by means of gill nets and stake nets not exceeding 350 
fathoms each in length: Provided, That all stakes used in connection therewith 
shall be removed at or before the end of the fishing season. 

Clam fishery.—It is prohibited to take for commercial purposes any razor 
clam measuring less than 41% inches in total length of shell. Possession of any 
razor clam of less than this length will be regarded as prima facie evidence of 
unlawful taking. 

XII. SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA AREA 

The southeastern Alaska area is hereby defined to include all territorial coastal 
and tributary waters of Alaska extending from Dixon Entrance on the south to 
and including Yakutat Bay on the north. 

Salmon fishery— This area is subdivided into the following districts, wherein 
regulations shall be effective as follows: 

Yakutat district—All waters of this area west of the one hundred and thirty- 
ec meridian of west longitude. 

The total aggregate length of gill nets on any salmon fishing boat, or in use 
Be such boat, shall not exceed 200 fathoms hung measure. 

2. All traps shall be at least 114 statute miles apart laterally. 
3. No salmon fishing boat shall carry or operate more than one seine of any 

description, and no additional net of any kind shall be carried on such boat. 
No purse seine shall be less than 200 meshes nor more than 300 meshes in depth, 
nor less than 150 fathoms nor more than 250 fathoms in length measured on the 
cork line. For the purpose of determining depths of seines, measurements will 
be upon the basis of 3) inches stretched measure between knots. No extension 
to any seine in the way of leads will be permitted. 

4. The 36-hour closed period for salmon fishing prescribed by section 5 of the 
act of June 6, 1924, is hereby extended to include the period from 6 o’clock 
a. m. of Saturday of each week until 6 o’clock a. m. of the Monday following, 
making a weekly closed period of 48 hours. 

5. Commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited during the period from 6 
o’clock p. m. July 20 to 6 o’clock p. m. August 5 in each year. 

6. All commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited, as follows: 
(a) Ankau Creek and Inlet. 
(b) Akwe or Ahquay River. 
(c) The “Basin” above Dry Bay. 
Icy Strait-Cross Sound district.—All waters of this area north of the fifty-eighth 

parallel of north latitude and east of the one hundred and thirty-eighth meridian 
of west longitude. 

1. The total aggregate length of gill nets on any xtnion fishing boat, or in use 
by such boat, shall not exceed 200 fathoms hung measure. 

2. All traps shall be at least 144 statute miles apart laterally. 
3. Traps and purse seines are prohibited in Lynn Canal and contiguous waters 

north of 58° 26’ north latitude. 
4. No salmon fishing boat shall carry or operate more than one seine of any 

description, and no additional net of any kind shall be carried on such boat. 
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No purse seine shall be less than 200 meshes nor more than 300 meshes in depth, 
nor less than 150 fathoms nor more than 250 fathoms in length measured on the 
cork line. For the purpose of determining depths of seines, measurements will 
be upon the basis of 314 inches stretched measure between knots. No extension 
to any seine in the way of leads will be permitted. 

5. Commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited for the remainder of each cal- 
endar year after 6 o’clock p.m. August 6, except that such fishing may be carried 
on (a) by trolling, and (6) by gill nets from 6 o’clock a. m. September 5 to 6 o’clock 
p. m. October 15 in waters open to fishing. 

6. Commercial fishing for salmon in Lynn Canal and contiguous waters north 
of the south end of Kochu Island is prohibited, except that in these closed waters, 
including Chilkat Inlet outside of a line from Green Point, passing across the 
southern shore of Pyramid Island and Chilkoot Inlet 1,000 yards outside the 
mouth of Chilkoot River, such fishing is permitted by gill nets from 6 o’clock 
a.m. September 5 to 6 o’clock p. m. October 15 in each year. 

7. Commercial fishing for salmon, except by gill nets, is prohibited in Dundas 
Bay north of 58° 21’ north latitude. 

8. All commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited, as follows: 
(a) Port Frederick, northern shore of Chichagof Island: All waters east of a 

line from Inner Point Sophia to Game Point and all waters south of 58° 
4’ north latitude. A portion of the waters closed is in the central district. 

(b) Glacier Bay: All waters within a line from Point Carolus to Point Gustavus. 
(c) Taku Inlet: All waters to the eastward of a line beginning on the shore 

northward of Taku Point at 133° 59’ west longitude, thence running due north 
ie the opposite shore, thence following the shore line to the mouth ef the Taku 

iver. 
Central district—All waters of this area between the fifty-seventh and fifty- 

eighth parallels of north latitude. 
1. The total aggregate length of gill nets on any salmon fishing boat, or in use 

by such boat, shall not exceed 200 fathoms hung measure. 
2. All traps shall be at least 1 statute mile apart laterally. 
3. No salmon fishing boat shall carry or operate more than one seine of any 

description, and no additional net of any kind shall be carried on such boat. 
No purse seine shall be less than 200 meshes nor more than 300 meshes in depth 
nor less than 150 fathoms nor more than 250 fathoms in length measured on the 
cork line. For the purpose of determining depths of seines, measurements will 
be upon the basis of 3% inches stretched measure between knots. No extension 
to any seine in the way of leads will be permitted. 

4. Commercial fishing for salmon, except by trolling, is prohibited for the 
remainder of each year after 6 o’clock p. m. August 11. 

5. All commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited, as follows: 
(a) Port Houghton, indenting mainland: All waters in Sanborn Canal. 
(b) Portage Bay, north end of Kupreanof Island: All waters within the bay 

and all waters within 1 statute mile outside the entrance to the bay. A portion 
of the waters closed is in the southern district. 

(c) Gambier Bay, east coast of Admiralty Island: All waters west of 134° 
west longitude. 
5 Wilson Cove, southwestern shore of Admiralty Island: All waters within 

the cove. 
(e) Whitewater Bay, southwestern shore of Admiralty Island: All waters 

within a line from Point Caution to Woody Point. 
(f) Chaik Bay, southwestern shore of Admiralty Island: All waters east of 134° 

29’ west longitude. 
(g) Warm Spring Bay, eastern shore of Baranof Island: All waters within the 

ay. 
(h) Kelp Bay, east coast of Baranof Island: Allwaters in Middle Arm, and all 

waters in South Arm west of 134° 57’ west longitude. 
(7) Hanus Bay, northeast shore of Baranof Island: All waters in the bay south 

of a line from Point Hanus to Point Moses. 
(jg) Sitkoh Bay, southeast shore of Chichagof Island: All waters within 1,000 

yards of the mouths of all salmon streams. 
(k) Basket Bay, east coast of Chichagof Island: All waters within the bay. 
(l) Tenakee Inlet and Freshwater Bay: All waters within a line from North 

Passage Point to South Passage Point. 
Stikine River district—All waters within a line from Babbler Point on the 

mainland to Woronkofski Point on Woronkofski Island, thence to Middle Craig 
Point on Zarembo Island, thence to Point Howe on Mitkof Island, thence to 
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Frederick Point on Mitkof Island, thence across Frederick Sound to Horn Cliffs 
on the mainland, thence along the mainland to Babbier Point. 

1. Commercial fishing for salmon shall be conducted solely by trolling and by 
drift gill nets which shall not exceed 250 fathoms in length each. 

2. Commercial fishing for salmon, except by trolling, is prohibited during the 
period from 6 o’clock p. m. June 10 to 6 o’clock p. m. June 30 in each year. 

3. The 36-hour closed period for salmon fishing prescribed by section 5 of the 
act approved June 6, 1924, is hereby extended to include the period from 6 o’clock 
a.m. of Saturday of each week to 6 o’clock a. m. of the Monday following, making 
a weekly closed period of 48 hours. 

Prince of Wales Island district.—All waters of the west coast of Prince of Wales 
Island and adjacent islands from Cape Chacon northward to Point Baker, and 
within a line from Point Baker to Pine Point, thence along the shore line to Point 
Colpoys, thence to Middle Craig Point on Zarembo Island, thence to Woronkof- 
ski Point on Woronkofski Island, thence to Babbler Point on the mainland, 
‘thence to Watkins Point on Cleveland Peninsula, thence following the watershed 
between Ernest Sound and Behm Canal to and including Lemesurier Point, 
thence to Tolstoi Point on Prince of Wales Island, thence following the watershed 
on Prince of Wales Island to Cape Chacon. 

1. The total aggregate length of gill nets on any salmon fishing boat, or in use 
by such boat, shall not exceed 200 fathoms hung measure. 

2. All traps shall be at least 1 statute mile apart laterally. 
3. No salmon fishing boat shall carry or operate more than one seine of any 

description, and no additional net of any kind shall be carried on such boat. No 
purse seine shall be less than 200 meshes nor more than 300 meshes in depth, nor 
less than 150 fathoms nor more than 250 fathoms in length measured on the cork 
line. For the purpose of determining depths of seines measurements will be upon 
the basis of 31% inches stretched measure between knots. No extension to any 
seine in the way of leads will be permitted. 3 

4. Commercial fishing for salmon, except by trolling, is prohibited from 6 
o’clock p. m. August 22 to 6 o’clock p. m. September 14 in each year, and for the 
remainder of each year after 6 o’clock p. m. October 15; and in addition com- 
mercial fishing for salmon, except by trolling, is prohibited in all waters of the 
west coast of Prince of Wales Island and adjacent islands from Cape Chacon 
northward to Point Baker from January 1 to 6 o’clock p. m. July 14 in each year. 

5. All commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited, as follows: 
(a) Thorne and Tolstoi Bays, indenting the eastern shore of Prince of Wales 

Island: All waters within a line from Tolstoi Point to Thorne Head. 
(b) McHenry Inlet, southwest coast of Etolin Island: All waters within 1,000 

yards of the salmon streams emptying into the head of McHenry Inlet. 
(c) Thoms Place, indenting the southwestern shore of Wrangell Island, 

Zimovia Strait. 
(d) Olive Cove, indenting the northeastern shore of Etolin Island. 
(e) Anita Bay, opening into Zimovia Strait, Etolin Island. 
(f) Barnes Lake, at head of Lake Bay, northeast coast of Prince of Wales 

Island: All waters in Barnes Lake and within 50 yards outside its entrance. 
(g) Whale Passage, northeast coast of Prince of Wales Island: All waters 

within 1,000 yards from mouths of all salmon streams. 
(h) Salmon Bay, northeast shore of Prince of Wales Island: All waters within 

the bay. 
(7) Red Bay, north shore of Prince of Wales Island: All waters south of a true 

east and west line passing through the north shore of Dead Island. 
(j) Shipley Bay, west coast of Kosciusko Island: All waters east of 133 degrees 

32 minutes 30 seconds west longitude. 
(k) Sarkar Cove, west coast of Prince of Wales Island, tributary to El Capitan 

Passage: All waters inside of a line across the entrance. 
(tl) Naukati Bay, west coast of Prince of Wales Island: All waters within the 

bay. 
(m) Trocadero Bay, west coast of Prince of Wales Island: All waters in the 

bay east of a true north and south line passing through the eastern extremity 
of the peninsula just south of Copper Mine. 

(n) North Bay, northeast coast of Dall Island: All waters within 1,000 yards 
of the mouths of all salmon streams. 

(0) Kasook Inlet, southern coast of Sukkwan Island: All waters within 1 
statute mile of head of inlet. 

(p) Hetta Inlet, west coast of Prince of Wales Island: All waters north of a 
line running east, magnetic, from Eek Point to the opposite shore. 
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Southern district—All waters south of the fifty-seventh parallel of north lati- 
tude, exclusive of the Stikine River and Prince of Wales Island districts herein 
described. 

1. The total aggregate length of gill nets on any salmon fishing boat, or in 
use by such boat, shall not exceed 200 fathoms hung measure. 

2. All traps shall be at least 1 statute mile apart laterally. 
3. No salmon fishing boat shall carry or operate more than one seine of any 

description, and no additional net of any kind shall be carried on such boat. 
No purse seine shall be less than 200 meshes nor more than 300 meshes in depth, 
nor less than 150 fathoms nor more than 250 fathoms in length measured on 
the cork line. For the purpose of determining depths of seines measurements 
will be upon the basis of 314 inches stretched measure between knots. No 
extension to any seine in the way of leads will be permitted. 

4. Commercial fishing for salmon, except by trolling, is prohibited from 6 
o’clock p. m., August 18, to 6 0 clock pees, September 14 in each year, and for 
the remainder of each calendar year after 6 ‘o'clock p. m. October 15. 

5. All commercial fishing for salmon is prohibited, as follows: 
(a) Hidden Inlet, indenting mainland: All waters in the inlet north of 55 

degrees north latitude. 
(b) Ray Anchorage, east coast of Duke Island: All waters in Ray Anchorage. 
(c) Very Inlet, indenting mainland: All waters within the inlet. 
(d) Boca de Quadra, indenting mainland: All waters within 1 statute mile of 

the mouth of Sockeye Creek. 
(e) George Inlet, southern coast of Revillagigedo Island: All waters north of 

a line from Bat Point to Tsa Cove. 
(f) Smeaton Bay, indenting mainland: All waters in Wilson and Bakewell 

Arms east of 130 degrees 40 minutes west longitude. 
(g) Rudyerd Bay, indenting mainland: All waters in the north arm within 

2 statute miles of the mouths of all salmon streams. 
(h) Walker Cove, indenting mainland, tributary to Behm Canal: All waters 

within a line from Ledge Point to Hut Point. 
(it) Chickamin River: All waters within a line from Fish Point to Trap Point. 
(7) Yes Bay, Cleveland Peninsula: All waters within the bay and all waters 

outside the entrance within 1,000 yards of a line from Bluff Point to Syble Point. 
(k) Shrimp Bay, west coast of Revillagigedo Island: All waters east of a line 

running south from Dress Point to the opposite shore. 
(1) Traitors Cove, west coast of Revillagigedo Island: All waters of the cove 

within a line 50 yards outside the neck of the salt-water lagoon. 
(m) Naha and Moser Bays, west shore of Revillagigedo Island: The waters of 

Long Arm and Moser Bay inside of a line from Cod Point to the opposite shore 
at 131 degrees 40 minutes west longitude and the waters of Naha Bay inside of 
a line extending due north from Cod Point. 

(n) Moira Sound, east coast of Prince of Wales Island: All waters in South 
Arm and Frederick Cove, and within 1,000 yards of the mouths of all salmon 
streams in Johnson Cove. 

(0) Cholmondeley Sound, east coast of Prince of Wales Island: All waters in 
Dora Bay and Sunny Cove. 

(p) Skowl Arm, Prince of Wales Island: All waters within a line from Old 
Kasaan village to Khayyam Point. 

(q) Kasaan Bay, east coast of Prince of Wales Island: All waters north of a 
line from Sandy Point to the east shore of the bay. 

(r) Anan Creek: All waters within 1 statute mile from the mouth of creek. 
i (s) Wrangell Narrows: All waters between Point Alexander and Prolewy 
oint. 
(t) Barrie Creek, southwest shore of Kupreanof Island north of Point Barrie: 

All waters within 1 ,000 yards of the mouth of the-creek. 
(u) Three Mile Arm, east coast of Kuiu Island: All waters within 1,000 yards 

of the mouths of all salmon streams. 
(v) Seclusion Harbor, east coast of Kuiu isldnd: All waters within 1,000 yards 

of the mouths of all salmon streams. 
(w) Port Beauclerc, southeastern coast of Kuiu Island: All waters within 

1,000 yards of the mouths of all salmon streams tributary to Port Beauclerc. 
(x) Affleck Canal, southeastern coast of Kuiu Island: All waters within 1,000 

yards of the mouths of all salmon streams tributary to Affleck Canal. 
(y) Tebenkof Bay, west coast of Kuiu Island: All waters in north arm of bay. 
(z) Bay of Pillars, west coast of Kuiu Island: All waters in south arm of bay. 
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(aa) Security Bay, northwest shore of Kuiu Island: All waters within 1,000 
yards of all salmon streams. 

(bb) Saginaw Bay, northwest coast of Kuiu Island: All waters of the bay 
inside of a line beginning at the point of land at the northwest side of the entrance 
to Halleck Harbor and passing in a southwesterly direction at right angles to the 
general trend of the bay to the opposite shore. 

(cc) Red Bluff Bay, east coast of Baranof Island: All waters in the bay; the 
waters of Falls Creek Bay are included. 

(dd) Gut Bay, east coast of Baranof Island: All waters of the bay. 
(ee) Redfish Bay, southwest shore of Baranof Island: All waters above a 

true east and west line passing through the southern end of the Second Narrows. 
(ff) Redoubt Bay, west coast of Baranof Island: All waters within 1,000 yards 

of the mouth of the stream flowing from Redoubt Lake. 
Herring fishery—I1. During the period from June 1 to October 15, both dates: 

inclusive, commercial fishing for herring is prohibited in all waters closed through- 
out the year to salmon fishing. 

2. Commercial fishing for herring is prohibited during the period from January 
1 to May 31, both dates inclusive, and from October 15 to December 31, both ~ 
dates inclusive, in each calendar year, with the following exceptions: 

(a) Commercial fishing for herring may be conducted from March 15 to May 
15, both dates inclusive, in waters in the vicinity of Sitka within a line from 
Halibut Point to Cape Burunof. 

(b) Commercial fishing for herring may be conducted from January 1 to 
uu 15, both dates inclusive, in the waters of Seward Passage and Ernest: 
ound. 
(c) Commercial fishing for herring may be conducted from January 1 to 

February 15, both dates inclusive, in the waters of Clarence Strait within a radius: 
of 3 statute miles of the town of Hadley, Tongass Narrows, Cholmondeley Sound,, 
and Behm Canal and its tributary waters west of Bell Island to a line from 
Caamano Point to Point Higgins. 

3. The closed seasons herein specified for herring fishing shall not apply to 
any boat taking not to exceed 60 barrels of herring in any calendar week in waters: 
open to fishing. 

4. No one shall place, or cause to be placed, across the entrance to any lagoon 
or bay any net or other device which will prevent the free passage at all times of 
herring in and out of said lagoon or bay. 

5. All commercial fishing for herring is prohibited throughout the year in the 
waters of Kanalku Bay, Admiralty Island. 

Clam fishery.—It is prohibited to take for commercial purposes any razor 
clam measuring less than 41% inches in total length of shell. Possession of any 
razor clam of less than this length will be regarded as prima facie evidence of 
unlawful taking. 

Shrimp fishery—Commercial fishing for shrimps is prohibited in the period 
from March 15 to April 30, both dates inclusive, in each year. 

Crab fishery— Dungeness crab (Cancer magister). No female of this species 
shall be taken at any time, and no male of this species measuring less than 614 
inches in greatest width shall be taken for commercial purposes. 

GENERAL REGULATIONS 

By virtue of the authority conferred by the acts approved June 6, 1924, and 
June 26, 1906, the following regulations shall be effective in all watersof Alaska, 
including the special areas already described above: 

1. During closed periods all salmon traps within the areas affected shall be 
closed in accordance with the method prescribed by section 5 of the act of June 6, 
1924, and in addition the spillers of all driven traps shall be raised to within 4 feet 
of the capping and the spillers of floating traps shall be raised to within 4 feet 
of the surface (a) within 36 hours after the beginning of any seasonal closed 
period and (b) at the beginning of that part of any weekly closed period longer 
than 36 hours. Within 36 hours after the beginning of any seasonal closed 
period the tunnels from pots to spillers of all traps shall be entirely disconnected. 
In respect to traps not provided with spillers, the requirements in regard to 
spillers shall apply to the pots. 

2. All persons engaged in fishery operations are warned to give due regard 
to all markers erected by the Department of Commerce. 

3. In waters where-a rack or weir is maintained by the Bureau of Fisheries 
for the purpose of counting salmon ascending to the spawning grounds records 
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of the catch of salmon shall be furnished daily by all operators to the local repre- 
sentative of the Bureau of Fisheries in charge, and upon notification by the 
Commissioner of Fisheries or his authorized representative that an excessive 
proportion of the run is being taken so that the escapement of any species is 
less than the 50 per cent specified by section 2 of the act of June 6, 1924, all 
commercial fishing operations shall at once be discontinued and shall not be 
resumed until permission therefor is granted by the Commissioner of Fisheries 
or his duly authorized representative. And if in any year it shall appear that 
the run of salmon in such waters has diminished there shall be required a cor- 
respondingly increased escapement, and upon notification by the Commissioner 
of Fisheries or his authorized representative all commercial fishery operations 
shall cease and shall not be resumed until such increased escapement has been 
secured. 

4, The driving of salmon downstream and the causing of salmon to go outside 
the protected area at the mouth of any salmon stream are expressly prohibited. 

5. During the inspection of the salmon fisheries by the agents and representa- 
tives of this department they shall have at all times free and unobstructed access 
to all canneries, salteries, and other fishing establishments and to all hatcheries. 

6. All persons, companies, or corporations owning, operating, or using any 
stake net, set net, trap net, pound net, or fish wheel for taking salmon or other 
fishes shall cause to be placed in a conspicuous place on said trap net, pound net, 
stake net, set net, or fish wheel the name of the person, company, or corporation 
owning, operating, or using same, together with a distinctive number, letter, 
or name which shall identify each particular stake net, set net, trap net, pound 
net, or fish wheel, said lettering and numbering to consist of black figures and 
letters, not less than 6 inches in length, painted on white ground. 

7. If in the process of curing salmon bellies the remaining edible portion of the 
fish is not used, such action will be regarded as wanton waste within the meaning 
of section 8 of the act of June 26, 1906, and those who engage in this practice 
will be reported for prosecution as provided for in the act. 

8. These regulations do not apply to the Afognak Reservation, fishing within 
which is prohibited, except by resident natives, by the terms of the law and 
Executive order creating it. 

9. The taking of salmon for fox feed shall be considered as commercial fishing 
and subject to all of the limitations in respect thereto. 

10. Any increase in the amount of fishing gear employed or any expansion of 
fishery operations in any district in any season shall, in the discretion of the 
Secretary of Commerce, result in the immediate imposition of such additional 
restrictions as May appear necessary. 

11. These regulations shall be subject to such change or revision by the 
Secretary of Commerce as may appear advisable from time to time. They shall 
be in full force and effect immediately from and after January 1, 1926. 

AFOGNAK RESERVE 

Salmon-fishing permits for Afognak waters were granted to 64 
natives and residents of Afognak Island and certain adjacent islands 
during the season of 1925. Operations were carried on at eight 
localities, and beach seines only were used. Fishing began June 15 
except at Little Afognak and Paramanof Bay, where it was not per- 
mitted until June 22. No fishing for red salmon was permitted at 
Litnik Bay. The total catch was 194,367 salmon, an increase of 
12,938 over the catch in 1924. The catch of cohos decreased 3,998 
and kings 393, while the catch of chums increased 2,698, humpbacks 
11,625, and reds 3,006. These fish were sold to the Kadiak Fisheries 
Co., Katmai Packing Co., and Kodiak Island Fishing & Packing Co. 
As usual, some additional salmon were taken by the natives for food. 

Before the opening of the season all fishing localities on Afognak 
Island were visited and new markers placed indicating the 500-yard 
closed zone off the stream mouths. It was reported that the runs 
were good at most localities, and a fair escapement resulted during 
the season. Some work was done in removing barriers in streams at 
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Seal Bay and Red Fox Bay to facilitate the ascent of salmon. Fred 
R. Lucas, then superintendent of the fish-cultural station on Afognak 
Island, supervised operations during the earlier part of the season. 

A weir for fish-cultural purposes was maintained in Litnik River 
below the Afognak hatchery. From June 8 to August 15 a total of 
5,544 red salmon passed through, and it was estimated that 3,000 
additional fish ascended which could not be counted, making a total 
escapement of approximately 8,544. 

Commercial catch of salmon, Afognak Island, season of 1925 

Locality Cohos | Chums | HUMP | Kings | Reds | Total 

Tittle yAlogridkiest set. pent eo a er as O20 Gu inset Pant 756 8 14, 278 24, 338 
Aan SCrap ay sac es eee ee ee eee as (7A A bos Sa 6935 1|saee eae 76 10, 732 
itis Bay 4 ap tee Bara strat ioe ANDTD | sai een ara ae ee he sO eee ee | ee ae 4, 275 
ParamanoimBay eee Sens: Pe eee 27 2, 842 20, 913 5 27, 399 51, 186 
IVT in i Se See ea ae oe ee eR 3, 369 241 9, 701 32 28, 031 41, 374 
SEMIS aiyaeen tes teen ee eget swe S25 ales ne 15, 119 26 26, 639 51, 355 
Dz hents (Ea) eB ayes eee eee Poy eS Sere Sa 1 ae TAS 11 8, 639 8, 926 
Katine (Marqua)=2) Sea see ee 2,fLBY to Sate Bal ese aE ale he es Pe eae 2, 181 

ROGALE =~ ee sires eet er ee ee 32, 716 3, 083 53, 424 82 | 105, 062 194, 367 

During the 1925 season there was an influx of herring operators to 
the waters of the Afognak reserve, some operating from plants located 
just outside the reserve and others with floating plants anchored in 
protected waters of the reserve. It is the policy of the bureau not 
to permit the establishment of herring shore stations on Afognak 
Island. The packing of herring is prohibited in Red Fox Bay, where 
the largest run occurs, and a seasonal limitation has also been imposed. 
A number of other restrictions have been placed on herring operations 
in order to safeguard the salmon-fishing of the natives. 

ANNETTE ISLAND FISHERY RESERVE 

The Annette Island Packing Co. again operated in the Annette 
Island fishery reserve in 1925 under its lease from the Department of 
the Interior. Data regarding fishery operations have been furnished 
by the Bureau of Education of that department, which administers 
the affairs of the reserve for the benefit of the Metlakatla Indians 
residing there. 

In 1925 the total number of fish taken from traps within the reserve 
was 592,004 of all species, on which royalties amounting to $6,477.49 
were paid. ‘The per-case tax on canned salmon under the Territorial 
law, which is payable to the Metlakatla Indians, amounted to $1, 854; 
trap fees on six traps, at $200 each, amounted to $1,200; and rental 
of cannery buildings was $3,000. In addition $31,026.15 was paid 
to 162 natives for labor, $3,589.10 for lumber and piling, and 
$14,201.48 for fish taken by seines, making a grand total amount dis- 
bursed by the Annette Island Packing Co. to the natives of 
$61,348.22. Corresponding disbursements the preceding year were 
$71,761.57. 
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ALASKA FISHERY INTELLIGENCE SERVICE 

As has been the practice for several years, the bureau continued to 
report by telegraph to the important points in southeastern and 
central Alaska the prices of fresh fish (chiefly halibut) at Juneau, 
Ketchikan, and Seattle. During the closed season on halibut the 
service was discontinued, as the quantities of other fresh fish sold 
are negligible during that period. 

STREAM MARKING 

As a result of the decision of the United States Circuit Court of 
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, on June 29, 1925, in the Booth Fisheries 
Co. case, to the effect that it is not unlawful to operate a trap or to 
fish within 500 yards or greater prohibited distance of the mouth of a 
stream unless the mouth has been officially marked, it became neces- 
sary to proceed as rapidly as possible with the marking of the mouths 
of allsalmon streams in Alaska. The work was carried on throughout 
the season and also during favorable weather of fall and winter, and 
it is expected will be completed before the opening of the fishing 
season of 1926. It has been estimated that there are about 1,300 
salmon streams in Alaska in districts where commercial fishing is 
carried on. All streams in the Yukon, Kuskokwim, Bristol Bay, 
Alaska Peninsula, Chignik, and Kodiak districts were marked this 
season. Notwithstanding the decision of the court, there appeared 
to be no disposition on the part of trap operators to locate traps near 
streams that had not been marked in the season of 1925. 

STREAM GUARDS 

The bureau employed 128 men as stream guards in 1925. Of these, 
74 were stationed in southeastern Alaska, 33 in central, and 21 in 
western Alaska. The period of employment ranged from two to 
five months. 

In southeastern Alaska 22 of the guards furnished their own 
launches, and each of these men was assigned to patrol a body of 
water such as a bay, inlet, or around the mouths of several streams. 

In central Alaska 14 stream guards were situated in the Copper 
River and Prince William Sound districts, 6 in Cook Inlet, 8 in the 
Kodiak-Afognak district, one at Chignik, and 4 in the Ikatan-Shumagin 
district. 

In western Alaska 1 guard was stationed at Port Moller, 18 in 
Bristol Bay, and 2 on the Yukon River. 

There were also 4 special employees, 1 on a salmon investigation in 
central and western Alaska, 1 each on clam.and herring investigations 
in the Cordova region, and 1 making a special survey of the spawning 
grounds of the Copper River. 

In addition, there were 5 statutory employees of the bureau in 
southeastern Alaska, 5 in central, and 3 in western. There were also 
24 persons on the bureau’s vessels and 16 on the 11 boats chartered in 
various districts. 

The foregoing makes a grand total of 185 persons identified with 
fishery-protective work in Alaska in 1925. 
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VESSEL PATROL 

Ten vessels owned by the bureau were operated in the fishery 
patrol work in Alaska in 1925. Of these, the Auklet, Murre, Petrel, 
and Widgeon were used in southeastern Alaska; the Avttiwake in 
Cook Inlet and Prince William Sound; the Blue Wing at Kodiak and 
Afognak Islands; the Jbis at Chignik; the Merganser in the Ikatan- 
Shumagin region; the Scoter in Bristol Bay; and the Tern on the 
Yukon River. 

The Pribilof Islands tender Hider also rendered assistance in salmon 
work at various times during the season. From June 10 to 13 Agent 
Dennis Winn was transported from Naknek to Port Moller, and early 
in July the vessel was assigned to salmon patrol throughout south- 
western Alaska. Dr. C. H. Gilbert was on board from July 3 to 16 
for the purpose of visiting salmon canneries and fishing grounds in 

Fic. 1.—Ibis. Chignik 

that region. Transportation was furnished Doctor Gilbert in Sep- 
tember also from Larsen Bay to Seward. 

Launch No. 43, assigned to the Afognak hatchery, was used during 
part of the season in connection with the fishery patrol in the Afognak- 
Kodiak region. 

The following chartered vessels were used in fisheries patrol: Anona, 
Daring, Murrelet, Diamond T, and Diana, in southeastern Alaska; 
Lily, Prospector, Puffin, and King in Prince William Sound; Awk in 
the Ikatan and Port Moller districts; and Robin on the Kuskokwim. 
Six small boats owned by the packers in Bristol Bay were operated 
by the bureau in predatory-fish work and also used for fishery patrol 
during the salmon-fishing season. Three other small boats were 
chartered for patrol in Bristol Bay, one each at Nushagak and 
Egegik during the weekly closed periods, and one throughout the 
commercial season in the Kvichak area. 
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COMPLAINTS AND PROSECUTIONS 

During the season of 1925 four salmon traps were seized in south- 
eastern Alaska for illegal fishing. In the cases against Mahoney & 
Kettles and the Auk Bay Salmon Canning Co. the traps were con- 
demned and sold under court order. The watchman on the Auk Bay 
Salmon Canning Co.’s trap was sentenced to 30 days in jail and fined 
$100. The trap of the Nakat Packing Corporation was not seized 
at the time the violation was detected, and the United States attorney 
felt it was doubtful whether confiscation proceedings could be had. 
The trap was permitted to operate under $3,000 bond, and on trial 
the company was fined $250 and the trap was released. A trap of the 
Pacific American Fisheries was seized for illegal fishing during the 
weekly closed period, but on a showing that it was the result of an 
honest mistake of the watchman, the trap was released and a fine of 
$25 and costs of $3.80 were imposed on the watchman. 

Traps installed in Icy Strait by the Deep Sea Salmon Co. and the 
Astoria & Puget Sound Canning Co. were found to be less than the 
required 1144 miles apart. An injunction was issued by the court 
against the operation of both traps, and the case was settled by the 
Deep Sea Salmon Co. removing its trap the required distance from 
the other. 

A case against the Alaska Pacific Fisheries on the seizure of a trap 
in 1924 was still pending at the end of 1925. 

Seven Indians were arrested for fishing in a creek at Excursion 
Inlet and were fined $75 and costs of $25.80 each. 

George John, an Indian operating the gas boat Fox Trot, was fined 
$100 for fishing in a creek in the vicinity of Dundas Bay. 

Lewis Stockley, a fox farmer near Ketchikan, was prosecuted for 
illegal fishing for salmon, and when tried (December 23) pleaded 
guilty and was fined $100 and costs of $13. 

Two Canadian vessels were seized by United States Coast Guard 
cutters Smith and Cygan in July, 1924, for fishing in Alaskan waters. 
A fine of $100 was imposed in each case and the vessels were released. 
A careful investigation of the alleged waste of herring and illegal 

practices of herring fishermen in southeastern Alaska was made by 
representatives of the bureau, agents of the Department of Justice, 
and the grand jury at Juneau in the summer and fall of 1925. Al- 
though there were rumors of waste of herring, definite evidence that 
would support prosecutions could not be obtained. The basis of the 
allegations seemed to be the use of large quantities of herring for the 
manufacture of fertilizer and the occasional dumping of dead 
herring or of a small surplus that could not be handled by the curers. 

Considerable opposition has been voiced in southeastern Alaska 
against the use of herring in large quantities by reduction plants, 
but there is no authority of law by which this use can be curtailed 
or the companies forced to utilize any portion of the catch for food 
products. A number of investigations were made in southeastern 
Alaska on complaint of various companies and individuals, but no 
legal action resulted. One cannery was reported to be packing fish 
illegally taken during the closed season, but evidence to warrant a 
prosecution could not be secured. It was also alleged that white men 
were fishing in the Annette Island Fishery Reserve; that a number of 
seine boats in the Ketchikan district were using seines of greater 
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than the legal length; and that certain traps were nearer to the 
mouths of salmon streams than is allowed. Upon investigation there 
was found to have been no violation in any of these cases. 

In the case of the Booth Fisheries Co., instituted in 1924 for main- 
taining and operating a trap within 500 yards of a salmon stream at 
Lucky Cove, and which resulted in a conviction and fine of $1,900, 
the United States Circuit Court for the Ninth Circuit, on June 29, 
1925, reversed the decision of the lower court. It was held that the 
trial court erred in instructing the jury as to the method of determin- 
ing the mouth of a salmon stream, and that until the mouth of a 
stream has been officially marked it will be impossible to determine 
the boundaries of the prohibited area off such stream. In view of the 
language of the statute, application for rehearing was not made. 

Fic. 2—Tern. Yukon River 

In the Copper River district three fishermen were arrested for 
fishing in the sloughs, their gear was confiscated, and fines of $75 each 
were imposed. 

In the Cook Inlet district 11 fishermen were arrested for fishing 
during the weekly closed period. All were sentenced to 10 days in 
jail and the gear operated by them was confiscated and sold under 
court order. 

A number of cases instituted in Cook Inlet in 1924 were still 
pending at the beginning of 1925. Two traps seized from Libby, 
McNeill & Libby in August, 1924, were released, but the criminal 
case against the company was still pending at the end of 1925. A 
trap seized from the Northwestern Fisheries Co. in August, 1924, 
was released, but on trial of the criminal case in October, 1925, the 
company was fined $200. Three traps seized from H. J. Emard were 
released, and the jury returned an instructed verdict of not guilty 
of wanton waste of salmon. The libel suits in all these cases were 
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dismissed because of faulty pleadings. Inthe case of the Commander 
and Waterland, seized from W. J. Imlach & Co. for wanton waste of 
herring, the jury returned an instructed verdict of not guilty as to 
the company and the crews, and the vessels were released. The 
Altana and Pennsylvania, seized from the San Juan Fishing & Packing 
Co. on the same charge, were also released and the case against the 
company dismissed. 

In Bristol Bay four fishermen were arrested for illegal fishing 
during the 1925 season and fined $75 each. Complaint was received 
of waste of salmon by a packer at Nushagak, and all information 
was turned over to the United States attorney at Valdez. 

The case against Louis Knaflich for illegal fishing in the Kuskokwim 
River in 1924 was still pending at the end of the year. 

ROBBERY OF FISH TRAPS 

Fish piracy, or the robbery of fish traps, which in previous seasons 
was bitterly complained of by salmon canners in southeastern Alaska, 
was reduced to a minimum during the season of 1925. This was 
accomplished chiefly through the maintenance of a patrol organized 
by the larger canners and operated under the supervision of deputy 
United States marshals. A number of cruising boats were engaged 
in this patrol and covered waters in the vicinity of Icy Strait, Niblack, 
Street Island, Behm Canal, Kanagunut, Rose Inlet, Dall Head, 
Eee Inlet, Union Bay, and the west coast of Prince of Wales 
sland. 

TERRITORIAL FISHERY LEGISLATION 

At its biennial session in 1925, the Legislature of Alaska passed 
two acts applying to the fisheries of the Territory, both of which were 
made immediately effective upon approval, April 30, 1925. 

The first of these amended the act of 1923 in regard to licensing 
fishermen, and made operative the following license fees: 

Resident <ishermen of all classes... = 22.5 gee $1 
Nonresident fishermen who use any fishing appliance except 

PSY eiTr ale Yolig ot Sad ap p52) Ba SI Ss Se SR Sy paren NP ea Mi 
Nonresident fishermen who use seines____----_-.----------=- 25 

The second act amended the license tax law of 1921, as amended 
in 1923, by reducing the tax from 15 cents to 5 cents per 100 pounds 
of mild-cured red king salmon, and from 5 cents to 24% cents per 100 
pounds of mild-cured white king salmon. 

The United States Supreme Court rendered a decision on December 
7, 1925, in the case of the Pacific American Fisheries, petitioner, v. 
Territory of Alaska, a test case brought to determine the constitu- 
tionality of the graduated pack tax imposed by the Territorial law ° 
of May 5, 1923. Decisions of the district court at Juneau and the 
Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit had previously upheld 
the power of the Territory to impose such a tax, and the case came 
before the Supreme Court On writ of certiorari. 

This case was of particular interest in view of the contention of 
the petitioner that the tax was not a revenue measure, as it purported 
to be, but an attempt to regulate fisheries contrary to the act of 
August 24, 1912, creating a legislative assembly in the Territory of 
Alaska, which provided that the authority therein granted to alter, 
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amend, modify, and repeal laws in force in Alaska should not extend 
to the game, fish, and fur-seal laws. The Supreme Court held that 
the legislature might act with the intent to discourage canning 
larger amounts, and that canneries, not fisheries, were the direct 
object of attack. It was held that any tax is a discouragement and 
therefore a regulation so far as it goes, and that the unlimited power 
to tax, expressly given, may be exercised with consideration of col- 
lateral advantages and disadvantages. 

The decision of the Supreme Court is as follows: 

This is a suit by the Territory of Alaska to recover from the petitioner, Pacific 
American Fisheries, license taxes alleged to be due upon cases of salmon packed 
by the defendant at four canneries named. The defendant in its answer set up 
that the Territorial taxing act was contrary to the act of Congress of August 24, 
1912 (c. 387 (sec. 3), 37 Stat. 512), creating a legislative assembly in the Territory 
of Alaska, and to the Constitution of the United States. The Territory demurred; 
there was a judgment for the plaintiff, and this was affirmed by the circuit court 
of appeals (2 Fed. Rep. (2d) 9). A writ of certiorari was granted by this court 
(267 U.S. 589). 

The taxes in question were imposed by chapter 101, section 2, subdivision 8, 
Laws of Alaska, 1923, amending chapter 31 of the Laws of 1921. By (c) of that 
subdivision salmon canneries, after a tax by (6) of 10 cents per case, are charged 
an additional tax on a pack of kings, reds, and sockeyes, counted together, at 
any one cannery, as follows: On all cases in excess of 10,000 and not more than 
25,000, 5 cents per case; in excess of 25,000 and not more than 40,000, 10 cents 
per case; in excess of 40,000 and not more than 50,000, 15 cents per case; and on 
all in excess of 50,000, 20 cents per case. Similarly in (d) and (e) a tax of 4% 
cents per case is imposed on medium reds, cohos, and pinks; with additional taxes 
for each increase of numbers as in the previous subdivision. By (f) chums are 
taxed 3 cents per case. The petitioner says that this graduated tax is inconsistent 
with the act of Congress mentioned, which provides that the authority therein 
granted to alter, amend, modify, and repeal laws in force in Alaska should not 
extend to the game, fish, and fur-seal laws, and presses this contention notwith- 
standing the further proviso that this provision shall not operate to prevent the 
legislature from imposing other and additional taxes or licenses. The petitioner 
also says that the classification upon which the surtax is based is unreasonable 
and a denial of due process of law, contrary to the fifth amendment of the Con- 
stitution of the United States. No question is raised about the uniform tax of 
10 cents per case imposed by (6). That has been paid. 

The petitioner offers various reasons to show that this tax is not what it 
purports to be but is an attempt to regulate fisheries, which the petitioner 
believes Congress has not given the Territory power to regulate. The answer 
alleges that it was known that the revenue from these taxes would exceed the 
appropriations and needs of the Territory, and from this and other things the 
conclusion is drawn that the taxes were levied with the intent of driving the 
defendant out of its business. But the premise could not be known, it only 
could be prophesied. If known the conclusion as to legislative intent would not 
follow; and if the intent were entertained, in the only sense in which it rationally 
could be imputed—that is, to discourage canning the larger amounts—the legisla- 
ture lawfully might act with that intent. Fisheries were not the direct object 
of attack, but canneries. It would require a strong case in any event to invalidate 
a tax on things that the legislature had power to regulate because of its collateral 
reaction on something else. But here even as to fisheries the legislature is given 
power to tax. Any tax is a discouragement and therefore a regulation so far as 
it goes, and the most plausible reconciliation of this power with the restrictions 
upon amending or modifying the laws in force is that the only purpose of the 
restrictions was to prevent the Territory from doing away with all protection, in 
a shortsighted rush for fish. At least we must take it to be clear that the un- 
limited power expressly given may be exercised with consideration of collateral 
advantages and disadvantages. (Alaska Fish Salting and By-Products Co. v. 
Smith, 255 U. 8S. 44, 48.) It could not be exercised intelligently otherwise. The 
extent of the power is a question of specific interpretation not of general principle; 
and therefore we leave the many familiar cases that were cited on one side. 

It is not unworthy of notice that in section 9 of the act of August 24, 1912, an 
earlier statute of July 30, 1886 (c. 818, sec. 1, 24 Stat. 170), is taken up, in which 
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the power of the Territorial legislatures to pass laws for the protection of game 
and fish is recognized, and also that the latest revision of the fish law by Congress 
was passed after the present tax law had been enacted and had been upheld by 
the district court; that it provided that nothing therein contained should curtail 
the powers of the Territorial legislature of Alaska, and that it showed no sign of 
dissatisfaction with the way in which those powers had been used. (Act of 
June 6, 1924, c. 272, sec. 8, 43 Stat. 464, 467.) 

It is much pressed that the tax discriminates against large canneries in favor 
of small ones—this especially as contravening the fifth amendment and denying 
due process of law. Classification of taxes by the amount of the corpus taxed 
has been sustained in various connections heretofore. By way of specific answer 
it is pointed out by the attorney general of Alaska that the size of the run of 
salmon can not be foreseen; that a cannery must be prepared to its full eapacity ; 
that there always will be an irreducible minimum of expense to be borne what- 
ever the size of the pack; that therefore a small pack may mean a loss and a 
larger one a profit; and that on these considerations the law justly may attempt 
to proportion the tax to the probable gains. The inequalities of the tax are 
based upon intelligible grounds of policy and can not be said to deny the petitioner 
its constitutional rights. 

Judgment affirmed. 

TERRITORIAL LICENSE TAX 

Fisheries license taxes were collected by the Territory under the 
general revenue law of 1921, as amended in 1923 and 1925. A 
statement from W. G. Smith, Territorial treasurer, under date of 
April 7, 1926, gives the collections made to that date for the year 1925. 
It was stated that collections were complete with the exception of 
pack taxes due from a few of the smaller canneries and fish salteries 
and also those on whale oil and fertilizer. 

Fishery license taxes collected by Territory for fiscal year ended December 31, 1925 

Division Division Division 
Schedule No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 Total 

ae = AMEE 

Salmonvcanneries: (packs oso ee eas ee BIOTA 02) eee $148, 373. 61 $285, 520. 63 
Salmon canneries (net income) --_-_____-_----__-___ A O82. O6N Ene a 10, 464. 17 15, 396. 23 
Cla mCanneries= 2 a4 Rae Gees nae £8 Ey da 28 St ea A ae |b ds eae 564. 13 564. 13 
Se iGini es 2 5. SO ee a ee Riek ee ae eee 3, 130. 72 $26. 54 7, 800. 92 10, 958. 18 
Cold-storage plantish. 2 SU ble whine eile eee Re tS O20 O0N she ete 375. 00 2, 200. 00 
Wresh-fshi dealersiers sa 9 7. 2 oe wie ee ie A O04 (au pe aes Iao2, 4, 072. 26 
Fish-oil works and fertilizer and fish-meal plants __- 18095564 [ee 2o= ete 1, 763. 60 19, 859. 24 
THISHILTEADSE Rs Sco oid CEES PRE SB STERN aD. | O5S169P460 (EF wee. | 31, 864. 21 127, 033. 67 
GallEne@tS sean ce ae eek = eae Rae | 638. 00 20. 00 6, 092. 50 6, 750. 50 
SGITTes sees Sere re he OG 2 fae eats ee Lad | 5; 490: 00! ||J-=2-=--=- 1, 950. 00 7, 440. 00 

ia} cl a eT tk ee ee | 270, 482. 64 46. 54 209, 265. 66 479, 794. 84 

In addition to the collections shown in the table above, the treas- 
urer stated that collections of the graduated pack tax and the tax 
on excess salmon caught in traps, together with penalties and interest, 
were being made for the years 1923 and 1924. The payment of 
these taxes was withheld pending final decision in a case brought by 
the Territory against the Pacific American Fisheries to test the 
constitutionality of the law passed by the legislature in 1923. De- 
cision was rendered by the United States Supreme Court on Decem- 
ber 7, 1925,*confirming the decision of the lower courts as to the 
authority of the legislature to impose such taxes. This decision is 
further referred to under the heading of ‘‘Territorial fishery legisla- 
tion” in this document. In explaining these additional collections 
Mr. Smith states: 

A few of the cannery companies held out the additional tax due on fish caught 
in each fish trap in excess of 100,000 and hence we show several thousand dollars 
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collected under such schedule for back years in addition to amounts previously 
reported to you for the years 1923 and 1924. According to tax statements held 
on temporary file, we still have to collect quite a considerable sum in graduated 
pack taxes for the back years, the amounts outstanding being approximately 
$30,500 for the year 1923 and $18,300 for the year 1924. Most of this money 
will no doubt be collected within the next 30 or 60 days. 

Additional tax collections for 1928 and 1924, not included in previous statements 

1923: 
Graduated pack tax on canned salmon_____—__+__ 2-22 == $108, 267. 58 
Tax on salmon in excess of 100,000 caught in traps_----_--_--_~- 3, 329. 78 

1924: ~° 
Graduated pack tax on canned salmon-_-_-_-----_----------- 57, 390. 26 
Tax on salmon in excess of 100,000 caught in traps______-__~_ 2, 887. 33 
Penalty and interest on above payments______________-____-_ 42, 320. 68 

Ane eee Sa TE RUSE Oe pees te a are ea 214, 195. 63 

BRISTOL BAY DISTRICT 

Work in the Bristol Bay region in 1925 consisted of a survey of 
lakes and spawning grounds, improvement of salmon streams, de- 
struction of predatory fishes, and the enforcement of the fishery laws | 
and regulations during the active salmon-fishing season. As in pre- 
vious seasons, operations were under the general direction of Agent 
Dennis Winn, who was in the district during the early part of the 
season and gave personal attention to the inauguration of the work 
in the various sections. Warden A. T. Looff later took active 
charge. 

Transportation for a special force of 19 employees from the States 
was afforded on vessels of the Alaska Packers Association, the 
Alaska-Portland Packers Association, the Columbia River Packers 
Association, the Naknek Packing Co., and Libby, McNeill & Libby. 
This force, with two employees who had remained in the district 
over the preceding winter and three others who arrived early in the 
season by commercial steamer, comprised the bureau’s working party 
for the season. The same cannery ships furnished return transporta- 
tion to the States for 14 men at the end of the season. The com- 
panies also cooperated by transporting all necessary supplies for the 
bureau’s work. 

Mr. Winn’s report is as follows: 

GENERAL REPORT OF SEASON’S OPERATIONS 

The work on predatory fish throughout the season was not as satisfactory as 
in other years, due to the extremely short season. The sailing ships of the 
canners are being superseded by steamers, hence they leave the States at a late 
date and reach Bering Sea only in time to prepare for the season’s operations. 
Fishing lasted only 24 days, including Sundays, on the Kvichak-Naknek side of 
the bay and 26 days on the Nushagak side. As the only transportation for the 
bureau’s employees was on cannery boats, the period of operations at the longest 
was limited to two months. In view of this handicap the Commissioner of 
Fisheries has instructed that all heretofore cooperative operations be conducted 
in connection with the bureau’s patrol until more efficient and satisfactory plans 
can be formulated with regard to anticipated additions to the bureau’s fleet of 
vessels. 

Freight, including equipment and supplies, was transported by the Alaska- 
Portland Packers Association from Portland, the Alaska Packers Association 
from San Francisco, and the Northwestern Fisheries Co. from Seattle. The 
Alaska-Portland Packers Association also transported two new launches and three 
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18-foot skiff launches for the bureau’s use. These small launches proved a 
valuable addition to the equipment, as they save time and labor in ascending the 
rivers and are capable of passing up the rapids in the Naknek under their own 
power whereas formerly it was necessary to line the boats over a long haul 
where the stream was too deep for wading. The latter company also transported 
piling, timbers, hardware, etc., for the construction of the bureau’s marine ways 
on Naknek River. 

DESTRUCTION OF PREDATORY FISHES 

Iliamna Lake.—The previous spring work having been satisfactory, it was 
believed that good work could be accomplished late in the fall in the destruc- 
tion of predatory fishes and that a man detailed in that locality for the winter 
could, with a little local assistance, operate on trout efficiently and to good 
advantage. Therefore, Warden F. G. Morton was detailed to this work in the 
winter of 1924-25. After a survey of the spawning grounds by the writer and 
Mr. Morton, in the fall of 1924 quarters were secured for the latter near Chekok 
Creek on the north shore of the lake, where he began operations. 

Mr. Morton’s first camp was established at Iliamna and Pile Bay, where 
fair catches were made with gill nets and seines during part of September and 
early in October. During the latter part of October the formation of ice caused 
the cessation of operations in this vicinity. At that time the trout were de- 
scending the stream into the lake, but never in large numbers. A total catch of 
2,785 Dolly Vardens was made there. 
Camp was then transferred to the Chekok and Goose Bay districts, where 

operations were conducted until November 17, and 4,559 Dolly Varden trout, 
averaging 214 pounds each, or 11,397 pounds, were caught. The streams along 
the north shore were prospected, but the ice prevented any noteworthy work. 

On November 12 Mr. Morton reported seeing large quantities of smelts that 
had been washed in on the sandy beach of the lake near Goose Bay by the 
severe storms, many of them so full of spawn that they burst open. 

Early spring activities were centered at Chekok, Pedro Bay, and Woody 
Islands, the only points open that contained any trout. When the upper end 
of the lake was clear of ice the entire shore was prospected, but with poor results. 
Traps were installed in some of the streams, but very few trout were noticed at 
any point and the catch was small. By May 16 it became possible to operate in 
the Iliamna River, which was fully three weeks later than in 1924. A thorough 
survey of the stream disclosed but one school of about 100 Dolly Vardens. 
Another crew operated at Chekok and Goose Bay, but results there were also 
discouraging. 

On June 3 Mr. Morton and a native assistant made a survey along the east 
and south shores of the lake and visited all the tributary streams en route. Few 
trout were noticed at any point. Mr. Morton reported more salmon fry descend- 
ing into the lake from Copper River than from all the other streams together. 
On his arrival at the foot of the lake (June 11) a few red salmon and many 
Dolly Varden trout were entering. He went on to Koggiung and was on salmon 
patrol] for the remainder of the season. 

During the spring 694 trout were taken, making a total for fall and spring work 
of 5,253 Dolly Varden trout, weighing 13,132 pounds, an average of 214 pounds 
each. Based on results of operations in this district over a series of years, it is 
apparent that unless the salmon season of the previous year was good the spring 
trout work usually is negligible. The young salmon that descend the streams 
into the lake constitute the attraction for trout. 

Naknek.—The Naknek party, with Gus Severson in charge, reached Naknek 
anchorage on May 27 and the following day went ashore to the cannery where 
boats, supplies, and equipment were assembled. ‘The party proceeded upriver 
on May 31 and established the first camp at the lake outlet, where good work was 
accomplished for afew days. At the time of arrival a big downward migration of 
young salmon was in progress. Camp was moved June 7 to the eastern end of the 
lake, from which point a skiff was carried over the portage and operations were 
begun in Grosvenor and Coville Lakes. Gill nets were used to good advantage 
until June 14, when the salmon appeared and it became necessary to remove the 
nets. Camp was then established at Kidawik Creek on June 16, where set and 
hand lines were used with poor results to the end of the season. As one of the 
bureau’s wardens will remain in the Naknek district during the winter it will be 
possible to secure information in regard to late fall conditions, of which nothing is 
now known, and operations will be begun in the early spring as soon as ice and 
weather conditions permit. 
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In this district 1,184 lake trout were destroyed, averaging 10 pounds each, or 
a total of 11,840 pounds. 

Becharof Lake-—H. B. Looff, with a crew of two men for Becharof Lake, 
proceeded from Seattle, on March 28 by regular transportation steamer to 
Kanatak, arriving April 10. 

Supplies and equipment were assembled at Kanatak, and the party started for 
Becharof Lake. Heavy snow impeded progress, but the lake was reached on 
April 12 and headquarters were established in the halfway camp of the Standard 
Oil Co. The following day fishing with gill nets was begun, although the weather 
was cold and it was snowing. Fishing continued with discouraging results, owing 
to the extreme cold and heavy snowfall practically every day up to early May. 
The weather then changed and floods occurred and little fishing was possible. 
By May 12 the creeks began to subside and clear, when the nets were again set out 
and fishing gradually improved. 

All the streams along the eastern shore were visited several times throughout the 
season, and toward the end of June good catches were made. Gill nets placed 
across the mouths of streams were very effective, but more fish were taken with 
hand lines. This field was well covered, and it is the opinion of Mr. Looff, who 
has worked in this district for the past five years, that the trout are becoming 
scarcer each year and consequently more difficult to secure. At no time were the 
numbers found equal to previous years. 

During the season Mr. Looff made two trips overland to the upper tributaries 
of the Ugashik Lakes, where fair catches were made. On July 8, when the first 
visit was made, but few trout were in the strearms and only 185 Dolly Vardens 
were taken. Ona trip made on August 14 fishing was much better, and in four 
hours of hand-line fishing 1,150 Dolly Vardens were taken, averaging 2 pounds 
each. Valuable information regarding the spawning habits of the trout was 
secured on this late visit, and it is felt that late operations should be carried on in 
all sections with the possible exception of Naknek. 

The catch for the season, including the trout taken at Ugashik, was 25,035 
Dolly Varden trout, averaging 1 pound each. Mr. Looff reported greater num- 
bers of salmon fry coming from the gravel this season than in any previous year, 
and all Dolly Vardens caught near the spawning grounds had stomachs full of 
fry. The stomach of one medium-sized Dolly Varden contained, by actual count, 
636 salmon fry. 

Ugashik.—Aside from the investigation of the upper watershed of the Ugashik, 
activities were chiefly centered on the main stream and in preparations for the 
construction of a counting weir on the upper Ugashik River, which will be 
operated during the coming season. In connection with this weir it is hoped to 
accomplish considerable good by intercepting the outgoing migration of trout 
and getting a check at least on those entering with the salmon. 

Wood River—The Wood River crew left April 18 on the Columbia River 
Packers Association ship Chillicothe and arrived at anchorage outside the creek 
cannery on May 18. ‘The ice descending the river caused the Chillicothe to break 
her moorings, but she was towed out of the ice and anchored off Ekok, where she 
remained during the height of the storm and returned to anchorage above Clark 
Point on May 25. On the following day the Wood River crew was transferred to 
Snag Point on one of the small patrol launches. Supplies and equipment were 
assembled, and the party left for the lake on May 28. Ice was still passing down 
river, and when the party arrived the lake was found to be completely blocked. 

Work about the lake outlet was carried on with poor results until June 14, when 
a slight improvement was noticeable and the lake opened up so the operators 
could transfer camp to its head. Owing to failure to secure several local resi- 
dents who had been engaged the previous year, it became necessary to bring most 
of the crew down for Sunday patrol in the upper bay, which curtailed the trout 
work to that extent. Operations were discontinued on July 29 in order to secure 
transportation on the Chillicothe, which left for the States August 4. 

During the season 4,384 Dolly Varden trout were taken, averaging 2 pounds 
each, a total of 8,768 pounds. Few good catches were recorded, and trout were 
not noticed schooling in any numbers throughout the season. Also, as the season 
advanced the trout disappeared almost entirely in the lower lake region. Pos- 
sibly they ascended to the upper lakes, but this could not be ascertained owing 
to the short season. It is very noticeable that the trout are diminishing in size 
each season and that the average weight has dropped from 5 to 2 pounds since 
this work was begun. ; 
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Predatory fish taken in 1925 

. Fish Average Total 
Location operated taken weight weight 

| 

Number Pounds Pounds 
STUN carer apy sees 2 os i Ee ia ae Sh pet Se Die Pees eb So 5, 253 214) 13, 132 
DN Reale kate ee en oe oe ee ee ee eee a on 1, 184 10 11, 840 
Becnaroluncluding Ucashik) semen 1 eee Sod ao ee eo 25, 035 | 1 25, 035 
WiOOGER Vero mee ic. 2 UE Ow tease es ee Pr ey is eee 4, 384 2 8, 768 

“Ty eR AR See BB Bee Ng sce en nae pa AM lee BOR eBG [hee os 58, 75 

1 The fish taken at Naknek were lake trout; all others were Dolly Vardens. 

Fic. 3.—Patrol boats on bureau’s marine ways, Naknek River 

PATROL 

The patrol this season was effective in all sections. The addition of launch 
No. 7 was of great benefit, especially in the patrolling of the flats during the 
Sunday closed periods. This boat is of cruiser model, semitunnel type, 36 feet 
long, with 40 to 60 horsepower Red Wing engine, and has sufficient power and 
speed to ascend the streams with ease, which, with her shallow draft, made it 
possible to cover great areas during the weekly closed period in sections that 
could not be visited heretofore. 

Another valuable addition was launch No. 5, of the Columbia River type, 
equipped with an 8-horsepower Frisco Standard engine. This launch replaced 
the boat lost by fire last year in the Ugashik River and is an excellent boat well 
suited for the work for which it is intended. 

With the present equipment, the bureau is well prepared to handle the patrol 
situation in Bristol Bay. Few violations were reported throughout the season, 
and it is felt that greater effort was made by the fishermen to observe the laws 
this season than formerly. 

The Naknek River marine ways, which were constructed during the summer 
months and are suitable to care for all of the bureau’s launches and boats in the 
district, are now ready for use. The engineer assigned to the Scoler has been 
detailed for work on these boats during the winter of 1925-26. He is to work 
under the direction of Warden A. T, Looff, who will remain in Bristol Bay for the 

104755—26}——3 
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winter to make a survey of the Snake and Igushik Lakes in connection with 
salmon and spawning area possibilities. Mr. Looff will begin work on predatory 
fish in Naknek Lake at the earliest possible date in the spring. The engineer 
will have all floating equipment, especially the launches, painted and in perfect 
running order, so that they can be put into service immediately upon arrival of 
the regular force in the spring. 

A tally scow, fitted with suitable living quarters, has been placed on the ways 
and another will be added the coming season. ‘These will be the bureau’s head- 
quarters in Bristol Bay. It is intended to detail reliable operators here each 
winter to keep the boats in good repair and make investigations of conditions at 
each lake. Maps of the lake country will be made and its salmon possibilities 
thoroughly studied. It is felt that in this way a record can be obtained as to 
local conditions and the possible damage to the spawning grounds from floods or 

_ other causes, which in a measure might impair the effects of a good seasonal 
escapement. Henry Looff reports that the floods of early May in the upper 
Becharof district washed many eyed eggs downstream, which he feels certain 
could only be those of red salmon. The trout taken at that time also were 
gorged with eggs. There was some previous information relative to fry in 
gravel on the spawning beds late in the summer, which would be in line with the 
above, but there has been no opportunity previously to make a full investiga- 
tion. It is hoped that with present facilities it will be possible to secure reliable 
investigators for year-round observations, 

RUN OF SALMON AND ESCAPEMENT 

During the past season the salmon run in Bristol Bay, with the exception of 
the Nushagak area, was practically a failure. Throughout the season the 
salmon were small, especially those along the entire east shore. The total pack 
of the 28 canneries was 568,165 cases, on the basis of forty-eight 1-pound cans 
to the case. Of this total 92 per cent was red salmon, 3 per cent kings, 44% per 
cent chums, and one-fourth of 1 per cent cohos. 

At Naknek the first salmon appeared early in June and reached Coville Lake 
June 14. The escapement, as reported, was very light but quite steady during 
the entire season and increased perceptibly after the close of commercial fishing. 

At Becharof the escapement was about half that of 1924, when A. T. Looff 
reported that all available spawning areas were amply seeded. In 1925 
a few salmon arrived at the lake early in June, but it was not until July 1 
that any large numbers came. By far the larger numbers arrived after August 
10. Bright salmon were noticed entering August 17. The average weight of 
many specimens taken by the natives for food was 414 pounds. 

At no time was the run of salmon large at Ugashik and most of the ascending 
fish were of a size small enough to easily pass through the meshes of the gill nets. 
The complaints of the fishermen also bear out this observation. 

At Nushagak the first red salmon was noticed entering the Wood River Lakes 
on June 12, but large numbers did not appear until July 2, when the inrush 
began and it was necessary to remove the set nets. The escapement was good, 
reaching its peak July 9 and continuing until July 13, after which there was a 
perceptible lessening and only a few fish escaped after July 19. However, the 
employee in charge of the district advised that owing to the heavy inrush from 
July 9 to July 13 the escapement was good, though not on a par with that of 
last year, which was considered adequate so far as could be judged from an 
estimate of the number of ascending fish. This employee has been in the dis- 
trict for the past four years. 

INSPECTION OF ILIAMNA AND LAKE CLARK SPAWNING AREAS 

On August 14 the writer left Juneau on the Admiral Watson for Kodiak en 
route to the Bristol Bay district. After completing an inspection of operations 
at Kodiak and Afognak Islands he went on board the Kittiwake, which had been 
ordered to Kodiak, and reached Tliamna Bay August 24. <A survey of the 
spawning grounds in the immediate vicinity was begun the following day. 

The Iliamna River received practically no salmon this year and the natives 
did not catch enough to eat at any time during the season. ‘They prospected 
every stream where a few salmon could be caught and found but a small pro- 
portion of the number taken in average years. All were taken in the streams 
along the north shore and away from Iliamna River. Visits were made to all 
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the principal spawning areas in the district, and everywhere the same depleted 
condition was observed. Practically all the fish entering some of the smaller 
streams were taken by natives for home consumption and dog feed. This was 
especially true of Belinda Creek, where about 4,000 salmon were captured by 
local natives. At Tommy Creek the natives reported 75 bundles dried, or 3,000 
salmon; at Tularic Creek 25 bundles were reported, representing 1,000 red 
salmon. At Kokhonak Creek one family of natives camped near the mouth of 
the river had about 500 red salmon drying on their racks, some in the last stages 
of decomposition and many drying uncut. These fish were hooked on the spawn- 
ing grounds. 

The salmon were very small here. Dead specimens taken at random at 
various points along the shore were measured, and nearly all were from 19 to 22 
inches long. Salmon 24 or 25 inches long were conspicuous because of their 
size and scarcity. In this stream very few spent fish were dead, and with the 
exception of one school of about 200 all were on the spawning beds. None were 
seen at the stream entrance. This stream was very sparsely seeded even in the 
lower reaches where the salmon were most numerous, and they disappeared 
almost entirely in the upper reaches. 

It was estimated that 15,000 red salmon reached Kokhonak Creek this season, 
or about 9 per cent of-last year’s run, which also was small in comparison with 
the runs of other years. 

Conditions in Copper River were similar to those in Kokhonak Creek with 
respect to number and size of fish. In this stream about half the fish were dead 
(having spawned) and the others were spawning. The fish (red salmon) dead 
on the banks and in the water, as well as those alive in the stream, were care- 
fully counted and together totaled about 25,000, or 17 per cent of the number 
present last year. No natives were here at the time of inspection. 

At Newhalen, the only place where the natives fished successfully, they cap- 
tured about 10,000 red salmon. Very few fish were seen at the time of our 
visit, and it was presumed they had either passed upstream or been taken for 
food. While ascending the Newhalen River en route to Lake Clark, few spawners 
were noticed, and only a few were on the drying racks in the fish villages passed. 

Very few fish were seen in the entire Lake Clark district, and 40 bundles 
(1,600 salmon) were the greatest number any single fish village had dried. The 
only places where any numbers were reported were Taziminia and Kegik Rivers, 
but even there only a few fish had been dried. About 40 bundles (1,600 salmon) 
had been dried at Kegik and 24 bundles (960 salmon) at Taziminia, which com- 
prised the major portion of all salmon reaching these streams. No salmon were 
seen along the lake shore, and on the Tarnalia Beach in the lake, near the mouth 
of Tarnalia Creek, there was a total failure, the first in 30 years to the knowledge 
of white men living there. These men endeavored to get the winter supply of 
salmon for themselves and dogs from Kegik, but had salted only 114 barrels in 
two weeks, after which they discontinued fishing. On the date of our visit 
(September 1) two families of natives were fishing, who took but one or two sal- 
mon a night from several nets set at advantageous locations in and near the 
mouth of the Kegik River. 

On returning to Iliamna Lake the entire northern shore was prospected, com- 
prising Chekok and Canyon Creeks, the Knutson Bay district, and the lakes 
scattered over Woody Islands. Most of these small streams carried a few 
salmon, notably Canyon and Knutson Creeks. About 100 red salmon were seen 
in the former and 150 in the latter stream. The possibilities of Knutson Creek 
are limited to a small spring pond near the creek entrance. ‘The creek proper 
flows through light granite gravel; it continually changes its bed over about one- 
half mile of territory, has considerable fall, and has almost no spawning pos- 
sibilities. 

Along this northern shore the small size of the Salmon was more noticeable 
than at the other points, as was also the large percentage of males. Many 
specimens in this vicinity measured from 14 to 1714 inches, and all were males. 
A set net placed overnight at Canyon Creek, where the salmon seen were spent, 
caught 2 medium-sized spent females and 38 males, 25 per cent of which were 
extremely small and the others medium. About 200 red salmon spawned in the 
Woody Islands Lakes. Many of the smaller streams contained more salmon 
than last year, although the numbers were small and aggregated far less; in fact, 
there were only about one-tenth as many fish as last year. 
Summing up the escapement and results in this area, the outlook for the future 

of this run is discouraging. The escapement is the poorest in the history of the 
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fishery, according to old residents who have fished in the lakes for over 30 years. 
The natives had killed more than half of their sled dogs up to the time of our 
visit, and many more dogs will go before snow falls. In years of scarcity such as 
this the natives require for home use nearly all the salmon that escape the com- 
mercial fishermen, which results in the utter wiping out of the runs of some 
streams. This, together with the small size of the fish that filter through the 
commercial nets, which constituted most ‘of the escapement and were mainly 
males, presents a most discouraging prospect. The natives and local residents 
of both Iliamna and Clark Lakes, after working over the entire spawning area, 
will probably cure about 30,000 red salmon, which is 20 per cent of the usual 
number. They contemplate centering their activities on trout fishing to supple- 
ment their winter food supply, and every encouragement was given them even 
to the extent of lending them some of our small gill nets. 

WINTER WORK IN THE WOOD RIVER DISTRICT 

Warden A. T. Looff and P. E. Hamm, engineer of the Scoter, were 
detailed to remain in the Bristol Bay district over the winter of 
1925-26 to carry on certain investigations and look after the bureau’s 
equipment. Mr. Looff’s report on work during the fall and early 
winter is as follows: 

At the close of commercial fishing in Bristol Bay on July 18 the patrol boats 
and other equipment not needed for fall work were taken to Naknek for winter 
storage at the bureau’s marine ways. Immediately after arrival at Nushagak on 
August 14 the writer left for Aleknagik Lake with a power skiff. Headquarters 
were established at the mouth of the river entering Aleknagik Lake from Nerka 
Lake, from which point trips were made for the inspection of the spawning areas. 
The entire shore line and all tributary streams of Aleknagik Lake were visited 
and carefully examined. 

At the time of the examination (August 15 to 27) practically all movement 
of red salmon up the river from Aleknagik Lake to the upper Wood River Lakes 
had ceased; hence it is thought that most of the salmon found in Aleknagik Lake 
at that time were resident fish. Large schools of salmon were at work in the 
gravel on the spawning beds around the mouth of the river entering Aleknagik 
Lake from Nerka Lake. Salmon had ascended each of the eight main streams 
tributary to Aleknagik Lake and were attempting to ascend in places where 
only a trace of water entered the lake. The salmon were concentrated mainly 
in the vicinity of the mouths of the tributary streams, but they were also spawning 
in practically all suitable gravel along the lake shore. The salmon were counted 
in the smaller tributary streams and along the lake shore, where they were not 
so numerous. Where many salmon were encountered, their numbers were 
estimated. It was estimated that 250,000 red salmon spawned in Aleknagik 
Lake and its tributaries this season. 

During an examination of the Wood River lake system in 1922 it was estimated 
that 213,600 red salmon spawned in all of the lakes and that 32,000 of these 
spawned in Aleknagik Lake and its tributaries. If there was a proportionate 
escapement of salmon to the upper lakes this season, the total number must have 
been enormous. ; 

EXAMINATION OF SNAKE RIVER LAKE 

Leaving camp on Aleknagik Lake August 28 a trip was made with the power 
skiff by way of Nushagak Bay up Snake River to the rapids about 314 miles below 
Snake River Lake. From this point to the lake the river was so shallow and swift 
that it was impossible to proceed with the boat and the trip was completed by 
walking. Spawning beds in the vicinity of the lake’s outlet were examined. 
Large schools of red salmon were noted in the gravel along the southeast shore 
of the lake, and it was apparent that many red salmon had entered Snake River 
Lake. As but little work could be accomplished without a boat, it was decided 
to return to Nushagak for a native skin boat or ‘“‘kyak,”’ which could be portaged 
from the rapids to the lake. However, no such boat was available and the exam- 
ination of the Snake River district was therefore discontinued. A further exam- 
ination of the Snake River district will be made after the freeze-up, when over- 
eed ee will be possible. A report and description of the district will then be 
submitted. 
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OPERATIONS ON PREDATORY FISH 

Upon returning from Snake River Lake to the camp on Aleknagik Lake (Sep- 
tember 7), the destruction of predatory fish was taken up. Four trout gill nets, 
with mesh 314 inches stretched measure, were set in eddies near the mouth of the 
river entering Aleknagik Lake from Nerka Lake. At first a little trouble was expe- 
rienced from spawning salmon entering the nets, but they were frequently picked 
and the salmon released. Fair catches of Dolly Varden trout were made with 
the all nets until the 1st of October, when the water of the lake began to rise 
rapidly. 

Trips were made to various sections of the lake to prospect for trout. Several 
of the larger tributaries were examined but no concentration of trout was found, 

and the center of operations at the mouth of the river entering from Nerka Lake 
was never moved. Hand lines were tried at various times but with poor results. 
During the first part of October practically all salmon had disappeared, and drifts 
were made with one of the trout gill nets in the swift water where the river enters 
from Nerka Lake, but without success. During the latter part of September the 
water of the lake reached its lowest level for the season, but on the Ist of October 
heavy rains set in and the lake began to rise rapidly. With the rise of the water 
the catches of Dolly Varden trout fell off to almost nothing. On October 13 
it had reached a level 614 feet above the low-water mark, and, the weather 
having turned cold, operations were brought to a close. The writer returned to 
Nushagak and secured winter quarters at Dillingham, where the bureau’s equip- 
ment was stored. Asa result of fall work at Aleknagik Lake 1,325 Dolly Varden 
trout were destroyed, practically all of which were taken by set gill nets. 

The stomachs of most of the Dolly Vardens taken were examined and their 
contents noted. During September the trout were feeding largely on salmon 
spawn, but toward the end of the month when the salmon-spawning season was 
about over the trout were feeding chiefly on the bodies of dead salmon. Again, 

during October the stomachs of trout taken contained salmon spawn. These 
trout were taken at the mouth of the river entering Aleknagik Lake from Nerka 
Lake when the river was at flood stage, and it is believed that they were feeding 
on salmon spawn washed down the river from nests broken up by the action of 
the water. The run of coho salmon on the lower river was reported to have been 
very poor. Very few silver salmon made their appearance at Aleknagik Lake. 
All terns disappeared from the lake about September 15, but great flocks of gulls 
were still there on October 13. 

Five native families camped at the lake during the fall and fished for salmon, 
whitefish, and Dolly Varden trout. It was estimated that they put up about 
1,000 red salmon. <A prospector located at the head of Aleknagik Lake put up 
about 1,000 red salmon and 200 Dolly Varden trout for dog feed. Another 
prospector located on Nerka Lake, the second Wood River Lake, also reported 
putting up about 1,000 red salmon and 200 Dolly Varden trout for dog feed. 

No other fishing was done on the spawning grounds of the Wood River Lakes. 

KUSKOKWIM RIVER 

During the greater part of June, July, and August, Stream Guard 
Charles McGonagall was stationed on the Kuskokwim River to ob- 
serve fishing operations. No violations of the fishery law and regu- 
lations were reported. Only two concerns fished outside the pro- 
tected zone, all fishing in the river being for local use and not for 
export. Products of the salmon fishery were as follows: Kings, 32 
tierces pickled and about 54,000 pounds dried; reds, 130 barrels 
pickled, 8,800 pounds of bellies pickled, and 263,000 pounds dried; 
and about 300,000 pounds of chums dried for dog feed. There were 
24 whites and 196 natives engaged in the fishery. Apparatus in use 
consisted of 57 wheels, 202 gill nets of 3,050 fathoms, and miscella- 
neous small boats. 

All commercial fishing for export from Alaska is prohibited after 
the 1925 season in Kuskokwim River and the waters off its mouth. 
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YUKON RIVER 

All commercial fishing for export from Alaska was prohibited in the 
Yukon area in 1925. Fishing for local needs was carried on as usual, 
especially in the interior of Alaska, where salmon were dried for 
dog feed. Inspector C. F. Townsend and one stream guard were 
on duty at the fishing grounds during the season. There was a 
normal run of kings but apparently a shortage of chum salmon. 
The ice break-up caused’ more damage to wheels than usual and 
resulted in a smaller production of dried salmon; but owing to the 
large surplus carried over from the preceding year, there seemed to be 
a sufficient supply for the winter. To supplement the food supply 
whitefish can always be caught through the ice, and the eel run in 
the lower river never fails. 

Products of the Yukon and Tanana fisheries were as follows: 144 
barrels of red salmon and 211% barrels of chums pickled, 71,200 
pounds of kings, and 336,545 pounds of chums dried, and 212 cases 
of kings canned. Apparatus in use consisted of 168 wheels, 46 gill 
nets of 896 fathoms, 1 lighter, and a number of small boats. Approx- 
imately 27 whites and 174 natives were engaged in the fishery. 

KARLUK SALMON COUNT 

In 1925 a counting weir was erected on the Karluk River at about 
the same location as in 1924. Work was begun on May 10 and was 
completed a week later. Three traps were set above the weir to 
capture. the predatory trout that gathered to prey on the young 
migrating salmon and to follow the ascending spawning salmon; 
30,221 trout were captured in May and June, after which they dis- 
appeared and the traps were removed. 

The first salmon passed through the weir on May 22, when both 
kings and reds began to ascend, and counting was continued until 
October 6. The total escapement during this period was 1,620,927 
reds, 13,379 kings, and 15,445 cohos. Other species were not 
counted. Cohos and steelheads were still running when the weir 
was removed. 

Commercial fishing off the mouth of the Karluk River was stopped 
from August 27 to 6 a. m. on September 7 because the catch exceeded 
the escapement. It was reported that 1,317,742 red salmon were 
caught in Karluk waters during the season, indicating that 45 per 
cent of the total run was caught and 55 per cent escaped to the spawn- 
ing grounds. The commercial fishermen conducted an interesting 
experiment by marking (with white tape) and releasing 200 red sal- 
mon off the mouth of the river on August 1, to determine how promptly 
they ascend to the spawning grounds. The first fish reached the 
weir on August 4, when eight passed through, and they were noted 
continually until September 5. Fifty-nine fish in all were counted. 

The work at Karluk was under the immediate supervision of Ray 
S. Wood, of the Afognak hatchery. 

ALITAK SALMON COUNT 

The weir at the upper station on Olga Bay was completed on May 
2i. The counting of red salmon began on May 29 and continued 
until October 1. The cannery station weir was completed on June 1 
and counting began on June 4 and continued until October 5. At 
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the upper station 509,700 reds were counted and at the cannery 
station 40,910, a total of 550,610. In addition, 107 humpbacks and 
21,699 cohos were counted through the weirs. These two species 
spawn chiefly in other waters, so that the counts at the above- 
mentioned racks should not be considered seriously in estimating 
the escapement. 
Under the regulations commercial fishing in Alitak Bay was 

prohibited prior to June 15 in 1925. The run of red salmon was 
late and only very small catches were made up to the middle of 
July. All traps and beach seining for reds going into Olga Bay was 
stopped on August 4, as the commercial catch then exceeded the 
weir count, and fishing was not permitted again until August 14. 
Because of low water, the salmon ascended the creeks slowly. Com- 
mercial fishing in the bay was discontinued September 16, when the 
reported total catch of reds was 209,161, or about 28 per cent of the 
total run. 
Homer H. Whitford was in charge of the counting and supervised 

commercial fishing operations. 

CHIGNIK SALMON COUNT 

A counting weir was erected on the Chignik River in 1925 at 
approximately the site used in 1924. The work was begun on April 
28 and, in consequence of the extremely low water, which greatly 
facilitated the work, the rack was completed by May 20. The river 
at the rack is normally from 2 to 5 feet deep and 460 feet wide. 

The first red salmon were seen to pass through the weir on June 4 
and the last was counted on October 3. The total number of red 
salmon that escaped to the spawning grounds during that period 
was 1,063,930. At the beginning of the season the bureau directed 
that a minimum of 1,000,000 red salmon be allowed to escape, but 
in addition to this number, 919 kings and 53,561 cohos were counted 
through the rack. The king run lasted from June 18 to August 27, 
while the coho run began on August 12 and was virtually over when 
the counting of red salmon was discontinued. 

The three companies that operated in this region began trap 
fishing on June 15 and stopped on September 10. Six traps were 
set in Chignik Bay and Lagoon, and one each in Aniakchak Bay, 
Hook Bay, and Kujulik Bay. The four lagoon traps were closed on 
July 24 because the commercial catch exceeded the escapement; 
the two traps in the bay were closed from August 8 to 17, inclusive, 
but permission was given to reopen them after August 17. Two of 
the lagoon traps were removed by the companies and the remaining 
two were reopened on August 24. The total number of red salmon 
caught in the nine traps was 697,774, about 40 per cent of the total 
run. Relatively small quantities of red salmon were taken in the 
three traps outside of the lagoon and bay, the cheaper grades of 
fish constituting the larger part of the catch there. 

Migrating young salmon were noted going down river during the 
month of May, but there were no very large schools. <A survey of 
the spawning grounds of the Chignik watershed was begun on 
September 22, and all important localities, with the exception of 
Black Lake, were visited. Large numbers of red salmon were 
observed spawning in almost all the rivers and creeks. 

The season’s operations were in charge of Warden Charles Petry. 
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ANAN SALMON COUNT 

The counting of salmon that escape capture was begun in 1925 at 
Anan.Creek in southeastern Alaska, where an important run of 
humpback salmon occurs. <A weir was erected at a point midway 
between the two falls in the creek, where the latter was 180 feet in 
width. The rack was completed by June 5, and the first humpback 
salmon were counted through it on June 17. The run continued 
until September 8 and the total count was 261,339 humpbacks. 
In addition, 75 red salmon, 87 kings, 848 cohos, 140 chums, and 352 
steelheads passed through the weir during that period. In compari- 
son with this escapement, five traps operated a short distance below 
Anan Creek took 150,988 humpback salmon. Figures showing the 
catch by other kinds of apparatus in the same waters are not avail- 
able. 

Fia. 4.—Salmon-counting weir at Anan Creek 

John W. Gardner of the Yes Bay hatchery was detailed to supervise 
the construction of the weir, and Walter J. Larson later took charge 
of counting operations. 

SALMON TAGGING 

The tagging of salmon was continued in 1925 in southeastern 
Alaska and the Port Moller district for the purpose of obtaining 
further data with regard to the migration routes of these fish. 

In southeastern Alaska the work was carried on in six general 
localities, and all species except the king salmon were handled. The 
numbers of salmon tagged at the various localities were as follows: 
Icy Strait, 1,384; Kingsmill Point, 1,944; Ruins Point, 3,243; Tree 
Point, 1,198; Cape Chacon, 2,759; and the west coast of Prince of 
Wales Island, 3,117; a total of 13,645 fish. Of these, 1,165 were red 
salmon, 2,394 chums, 8,544 humpbacks, and 1,542 cohos (including 
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1 king mistakenly tagged for a coho). Warden A. J. Suomela was in 
charge of the work, which continued from June 23 to August 22. 
Latest reports indicate that 4,722 salmon were recaptured, the tags 
having been returned for the reward of 50 cents offered for tags 
accompanied by information as to time and place of recapture. 
Analyses of the data are contained in another report.* 

In the Port Moller district, off the mouths of the Bear and Sandy 
Rivers, 2,000 red salmon were tagged by Assistant Agent L. G. 
Wingard on July 1, 4, and 5. Of these, 949 were recaptured, all in 
the immediate vicinity except one reported taken at Naknek in 
Kvichak Bay. 

SALMON LIFE-HISTORY STUDIES 

In 1925, Dr. C. H. Gilbert, of Stanford University, again visited 
Alaska in connection with the studies of the life history of the Pacific 
salmons, which he has carried on for a number of years. He gave 
particular attention to the runs of red salmon in the Karluk and 
Chignik Rivers, and visited salmon canneries on the Alaska Penin- 
sula in July. 
Whenever conditions at Karluk would permit, scales were collected 

daily from 100 or more specimens, and from them the ages of the fish 
and the length of time that they remained in fresh water before pro- 
ceeding to sea were determined. At Chignik similar collections were 
made two or three times a week, and the run was analyzed on the 
basis of this material. All scales taken at Karluk and Chignik in 
previous seasons have been examined and the results tabulated. 
Thus the foundation for further investigations of the runs in these 
two streams has been laid, investigations in which it will be possible 
to work with the records of escapements of known proportions. 
This is particularly true of the investigations to be conducted on the 
predominant year class at Karluk in 1926 and succeeding seasons. + 

OBSERVATIONS ON THE ESCAPEMENT OF SALMON 

In accordance with the intent of Congress, as expressed in the act 
of June 6, 1924, that not less than 50 per cent of the salmon be allowed 
to escape to the spawning grounds, special attention was given to 
collecting data on the escapement in all districts. Special surveys 
were made, and all employees were instructed to report the conditions 
found in the localities where they were stationed. 

Southeastern Alaska.—In the opinion of the guards stationed at all 
of the more important streams in southeastern Alaska, the escape- 
ment was adequate. Reports from persons in various localities in- 
southeastern Alaska, including hunters, sport fishermen, and others, 
indicated that the escapements of spawning salmon were the best they 
had witnessed in years and reminded them,of old times. In some 
places, where the catch was light as a result of restrictions placed 
on operations, or because certain areas had been closed to fishing, the 
runs (especially of humpbacks and chums) were good and the escape- 
ment was correspondingly large. 

A special item on the escape of salmon in Anan Creek is to be 
found elsewhere in this report. Agent Dennis Winn and Warden 
M. J. O’Connor visited Chilkat and Chilkoot Lakes on July 31 and 

? Salmon-tagging Experiments in Alaska, 1924 and 1925, by Willis H. Rich. Bulletin, U. S. Bureau of 
Fisheries, Vol. XLII, 1926, Document No. 1005, pp. 109-146. Washington, 

104755—26}——4. 
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August 1. It was then too early to observe the full extent of spawn- 
ing, but a few red salmon were seen in the lakes and in the small 
creeks flowing into them. The chief purpose of the trip was to de- 
termine the practicability of erecting counting racks at the outlets of 
the lakes. They are of glacial origin, and the water was found to be 
so turbid that the fish could not be seen clearly enough to be counted. 
Mr. O’Connor again visited the Chilkoot district on October 2 and 
3 and reported a good escapement of red salmon to the Spovnare 
grounds in the lake, upper river, and tributary creeks. 

Prince William Sound district —A trip up the Copper River crea its 
tributaries was made by Howard H. Hungerford from July 10 to 
September 6, for the purpose of collecting data in regard to the escape- 
ment of red and king salmon to the spawning beds of the Copper 
River system. Apparently there had been a very good escapement 
of king salmon, but in some places the red salmon had failed to appear 
and in many others they came in smaller numbers than usual. These 
conclusions were confirmed by the results of commercial fishing off 
the Copper River, where the pack of red salmon equaled only a small 
fraction of the quantities packed in previous years. As a result of 
additional restrictions on operations this year, there was a very 
satisfactory escapement of salmon to spawning grounds of streams 
in Prince William Sound proper. 

Cook Inlet district—Stream guards visited the spawning grounds 
of streams entering English Bay and Chinik Inlet. An excellent 
escapement was reported at English Bay, where ascent was easy; but 
it was observed that not more than one-third of the salmon that 
attempted to ascend Chinik Creek could pass the falls and reach the 
spawning grounds. A channel over these falls will be constructed. 
A large number of red salmon entered the Kenai and Kasilof Rivers. 
Considerable work was done to facilitate the ascent of salmon in 
streams in this district, and in this connection, with the approval of 
the Bureau of Biological Survey, a number of beaver dams were 
destroyed. 

Alaska Peninsula district—Assistant Agent L. G. Wingard, who 
had charge of the Alaska Peninsula district, made careful observa- 
tions of the salmon escapement in all the principal streams in the 
region. Compared with the size of the run during the season, which 
was considered to be below average, a fair escapement occurred in 
every locality. As it was the offyear for humpback salmon, there was 
virtually no run of that species in the district. A special investiga- 
tion of the lakes at the head of the Bear and Sandy Rivers was made 
from August 18 to 23. These lakes receive a large part of the red- 
salmon run in the Port Moller district. Mr. Wingard’s report on the 
investigation is as follows: 

We made two trips to the mouth of the Bear River from Port Moller on the gas 
boat Auk, and on the second trip (August 17) the boat crossed the bar and en- 
tered the inner channel without mishap. A three-quarters size eastern dory, 
equipped with a Johnson outboard motor, was used to ascend the river, and 12 
hours were required to reach the lake. Owing to its draft, the dory occasionally 
struck sand bars and rifles, which delayed its progress. 

On reaching Bear Lake (August 18), a base camp was established near the outlet 
close to two old barrabaras (native huts) and several fish racks. From this base 
the survey of the lake was made, and later the trip to Sandy Lake. 

Bear Lake was examined on August 19. We made a circuit of the lake in the 
dory and stopped at numerous small creeks and spawning areas. Three 
streams of importance flow into Bear Lake. Red salmon ascend these streams 
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for considerable distances and spawn in them and off their mouths. About 
50,000 red salmon escaped into the lake, but no other species was observed there 
or in the tributary creeks. The absence of trout and other enemies of the salmon 
was especially noticeable. Trout were present in large numbers in the river 
below the lake, from the point where Mill Creek enters it and the water becomes 
clear. They appeared to be feeding on the spawn of humpback and chum salmon. 
Chum salmon were plentiful in the river. 

Starting at the outlet and following the right shore line, we encountered a 
moderate-sized school of red salmon a short distance from the outlet. The bed 
on which the salmon were spawning was seeded to not more than one-fifth its 
capacity, but it appeared that only about 75 per cent of the fish in the school 
were spawning. 

The first stream of importance was found midway of fhe lake shore. After 
walking up this stream and counting and observing fish in various areas, we esti- 
mated the escapement into the stream to be 3,700 fish. A second stream, that 
entered the lake a little nearer the head and formed a point that extended into 
the lake, was examined in like manner, and 4,800 spawning fish were counted. 
These two streams could easily accommodate 15,000 salmon throughout their 
length and about their mouths. In the stream that enters the head of the lake— 
the most important in the Bear Lake area—there were about 13,000 spawning 
salmon. It could easily support 30,000, as it flows over a large flat and has 
numerous channels suitable for spawning. At the present time this stream enters 
the lake in two main channels, but there are two channels of dead water, as well, 
which formerly flowed into the lake. 

Returning along the left shore, we observed a few fish in the mouths of the 
small creeks. They were scattered, and about halfway up this shore they dis- 
appeared entirely, and we saw no more until the outlet of the lake was reached. 

There was a large school of fish at the outlet of the lake. After a careful sur- 
vey the number of fish was estimated to be between 23,000 and 25,000. They 
were finning and playing for a distance of about 150 yards up the river from its 
outlet into the lake, the outlet being 50 feet wide, and the school extended out into 
the lake and along both shores for about 100 yards. The fish in the lake were 
not spawning, but a few in the stream were. However, most of them seemed to 
be awaiting ripening before going to the spawning beds. in the lake. The spawn- 
ing areas in the lake that were not in the immediate vicinity of large streams 
together received an escapement of from 5,000 to 6,000 fish. The total escape- 
ment into Bear River Lake amounted to a little over 50,000 fish. 

We started for Sandy River Lake on August 20, and 1014 hours were con- 
sumed in making the trip from lake to lake. Traveling was difficult owing to a 
downpour of rain, and the streams were running bank full and the flats were 
covered with sheets of water. 

On the following day (August 21) we surveyed the Sandy River Lake spawning 
beds. At the outlet, a small school of fish estimated to contain 6,000 fish, was 
observed to be acting like those at the outlet of Bear Lake. Following the right 
shore line, we counted 1,200 fish in the first stream of importance, 4,000 in and 
about the mouth of the second stream, and about 800 in a large stream at the 
head of the lake on the farther side. Twosmall streams enter the lake at its head, 
between the two larger ones, but few salmon were seen in them. The water was 
very high and full of sediment, because of the torrential rains, and it was difficult 
to make estimates. We explored the northern shore of the lake without seeing 
more than 200 salmon. Small schools that were spawning here and there, 
together with a school of about 2,000 between the creeks mentioned above, 
numbered in all about 6,000 fish, making the escapement of salmon in Sandy 
River Lake just over 17,000, or about one-third that of Bear River Lake. 

We returned to Bear River Lake on August 22 in a little less than 10 hours. 
It was raining still, and traveling was very difficult, For the return down Bear 
River on the following day, two hours were required, and as the sea was smooth 
and there was no swell on the beach the party went on to Port Moller. 

The greatest problem confronting a party wishing to make the Bear and Sandy 
River Lakes trip is how to enter and leave Bear River. The beach is open and 
exposed to all winds except the east and southeast. Often natives wishing to 
enter the river must wait for a week in the summer, and after the first of September 
it is not uncommonly necessary to wait for a month, while at other times the 
weather may be fine. 

In the future it would be advisable to land equipment and necessary food sup- 
plies during the summer, when the storms are of short duration and when the 
swell subsides quickly enough to permit a satisfactory landing. Then, in the fall, 
if weather conditions are unsatisfactory, one may walk along the beach to the 
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mouth of the Bear River and ascend the river from the village situated there. 
Instead of walking the long distance across flats, creeks, and low ridges between 
Bear and Sandy Lakes, one should return to the village at the mouth of the river 
and ascend Cole Creek, which enters Bear River near its mouth. Cole Creek is 
deep enough to float a boat, but is not as wide as Bear River and meanders more. 
It is a little longer than Bear River, though not as swift, and probably can be 
ascended as quickly. From Cole Creek one may walk to Sandy Lake in about 
three hours. © By ascending Cole Creek, it will require only two men to make the’ 
trip, and the necessity for an additional packer is obviated. Sandy River is too 
shallow to be negotiated by boat or canoe, and even though ascent were easy it 
would be impracticable, as the weather conditions before mentioned might delay 
landing. 

The weather is fairly reliable during August, but not all the fish are on the 
spawning beds as early as is convenient for conducting investigations. Late 
August and early September are the best times for making surveys, as the fall 
rains deepen the streams, aiding ascent, and the fish are then ripe. A canoe 
equipped with an outboard motor bracket and capable of carrying about 800 
pounds without drawing more than a foot of water is the most practicable means 
of ascending these rivers. 

Bristol Bay district—Agent Dennis Winn made a trip over the 
Iliamna and Lake Clark spawning areas during the latter part of 
August and the Ist of September. He reported that the escape- 
ment was the poorest in the history of the industry and that the 
ascending fish were of unusually small size. Natives in the vicinity 
had been unable to secure enough salmon for their winter food supply, 
and more than half of their sled dogs already had been killed because 
of the shortage of food. 

Although the escapement of red salmon to tributary waters on the 
eastern side of Bristol Bay was poor, the situation was much better 
with respect to Nushagak Bay tributaries, where investigations by 
Warden A. T. Looff of the Wood River and Snake River systems 
showed that there was a good escapement of salmon to the spawning 
grounds. The reports of both Agent Winn and Warden Looff are 
printed in full elsewhere in this document. 

HATCHERIES 

EXTENT OF OPERATIONS 

Salmon propagation in Alaska, exclusive of Territorial activities, 
was carried on at the Government’s hatchery at McDonald Lake 
and at two other hatcheries—one owned by the Alaska Packers 
Association at Heckman Lake and the other by the Northwestern 
Fisheries Co. at Hugh Smith Lake. Operations were resumed at 
the Government’s hatchery at Afognak, also, where red-salmon eggs 
were collected in the fall. 

Operations of Federal and private hatcheries in Alaska in 1925 

Red or sockeye salmon 

Location of hatchery Eggs taken Salmon, Eggs taken 

in 1924 in 1924-25 in 1925 

hea ea) Pa area ser Sale apy nes ee Pay i Rein = eae 0S 5a eae ee eee eee ee 11, 000. 000 
MeDonald Waker. ee een ee ee eee ee ee 30, 080, 000 27, 382, 000 139, 680, 000 
Heckman’ Lake (ortinann) 45 32 ee ee ee ee ee 11, 640, 000 11, 005, 000 16, 920, 000 
Hugh Smith Lake (Quadta) tS 2 eee ee eee 20, 050, 000 19, 430, 000 20, 240, 000 

Total. 220 Se ee ee a eee | 61, 770, 000 57, 817, 000 87, 840, 000 

1 Shipped 8,645,760 eyed red-salmon eggs on Nov. 20, 1925, of which 5,645,000 went to the bureau’s hatch 
ery at Baker Lake, Wash., and the remaining 3,000, 760 to the Oregon State Fish Commission. 

2 At the Fortmann hatchery, 805,000 humpback- -salmon fry were released in 1924-25, and 4,680,000 eggs 
of this species were taken in 1925, 
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AFOGNAK 

The rebuilding of the Federal hatchery at Afognak was finished 
in time to collect eggs during the season of 1925. Spawning oper- 
ations began on August 3 and continued to September 15, during 
which time 11,000,000 red-salmon eggs were taken. Fry were not 
distributed during the year as no eggs were collected in 1924. Atten- 
tion was given to the destruction of predatory trout, which are 
abundant in Litnik Lake and are believed to be mainly responsible 

_for the decline of the run of salmon. From July to December, 
54,100 Dolly Varden trout were taken in traps and beach seines. 

M’DONALD LAKE 

At the Federal salmon hatchery on McDonald Lake, 27,382,000 
red-salmon fry were hatched from 30,080,000 eggs taken in 1924, 
a loss of about 9 per cent, and these were liberated later as fry and 
fingerlings. Extreme cold weather and the partial freezing of the 
water supply in December and January necessitated the planting of 
6,300,000 fry in order to avoid losing them. All other plants con- 
sigted of No. 1 and No. 2 fingerlings, and were made from June to 
October. 

In the period from September 7 to October 6, 1925, 39,680,000 red- 
salmon eggs were taken. On November 20, a shipment of 8,645,760 
eyed eggs was made, 5,645,000 to the bureau’s station at Baker Lake, 
Wash., and the remaining 3,000,760 to the Oregon State Fish Com- 
mission. 

HECKMAN LAKE (FORTMANN) 

The Alaska Packers Association liberated 11,005,000 red-salmon fry 
from its Fortmann hatchery on Heckman Lake in 1925, which were 
hatched from 11,640,000 eggs taken in 1924, a loss of 5.45 per cent. 
In addition, 805,000 humpback-salmon fry, hatched from eggs 
collected in 1924, were released. Egg taking began on September 5 
in 1925 and ended on November 16, during which time 16,920,000 
red-salmon eggs and 4,680,000 humpback-salmon eggs were taken. 

HUGH SMITH LAKE (GUADRA) 

The Northwestern Fisheries Co. liberated 19,430,000 red-salmon fry 
from its hatchery near Boca de Quadra in 1925, hatched from 20,- 
050,000 eggs taken in 1924, a loss of 3 percent. In 1925, the hatchery 
was filled to capacity with 20,240,000 red-salmon eggs taken from 
August 7 to September 9. 

TERRITORIAL HATCHERIES 

Under date of March 29, 1926, Patrick Gildea, secretary of the 
Alaska Territorial Fish Commission, submitted a general outline of 
the commission’s fish-cultural work in Alaska in 1925, as follows: 

Hatchery operations——At the Ketchikan hatchery, 1,930,000 chinook-salmon 
fingerlings were reared, which were liberatedin August. These were hatched from 
2,000,000 eggs that were obtained in 1924 from the State of Washington. Ten 
thousand of these chinook fingerlings were marked by removing the dorsal and 
adipose fins. Some of these fry are still in Ketchikan Creek. From 3,477,000 
eggs taken in 1924, 2,946,000 humpback-salmon fingerlings were produced. Most 
of these were taken to the salt-water feeding pond at Ponds Bay, Duke Island. 
They did very well for a time and were liberated during the latter part of March, 
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as the fence did not hold, in consequence of the heavy flood tides. Preparations 
are being made to hold and feed several million humpback-salmon fry in 1926. 

At the Snag Harbor, Gravina Island, feeding pond, a small number of 
humpback-salmon fry were held and fed, and 8,180 were marked by removing the 
right ventral and adipose fins. 

From 2,640,000 chum-salmon eggs taken at Walker’s Cove in 1924, 2,501,000 
fry were hatched and liberated as fingerlings in Ketchikan Creek. 

The egg take this year consisted of 11,415,000 humpback, 320,000 chum, and 
165,000 red-salmon eggs; and 2,000,000 chinook-salmon eggs were secured from 
the State of Washington. 

At the Cordova hatchery, 3,242,150 red-salmon fry were hatched from 5,250,- 
000 eggs collected in 1924, and later were liberated. From 571,000 chinook- 
salmon eggs secured in 1924 from the State of Washington, 523,500 fry were 
hatched. In 1925, the number of red-salmon eggs collected was 7,530,300, 
which produced 7,318,455 fry. 

The 1,429,000 chinook-salmon eggs secured in 1924 from the State of Wash- 
ington for the Seward hatchery on Grouse Lake produced 1,387,000 fingerlings, 

4 Fic. 5.—Salt-water feeding inclosure for humpback-salmon fry near Ketchikan 

which were liberated; and 846,360 red-salmon fingerlings, the result of hatching 
1,015,000 eggs taken in 1924, were liberatedin Grouse Lake. In 1925, 4,460,544 
red-salmon eggs were collected. By December 31 about 1,000,000 fry hatched 
from these eggs had reached the free-swimming stage, and 3,189,666 still retained 
the egg sack. 

Weir operations.—At Grouse Lake, 651 red salmon and 758 cohos were counted 
through the weir, and 3,057 trout were destroyed at Grouse and Bear Lakes. 
At Bear Lake, 41,000 red salmon passed through and were counted. At Robe 
Lake, Valdez, 12,265 reds, 415 cohos, 27 humpbacks, and 34 chums were counted 
through the weir and 13,365 trout were destroyed. At Eshamy, 5 kings, 16,448 
reds, 1,523 cohos, and 224 humpbacks were counted and 406 trout were de- 
stroyed. At the Hyak Lake weir, 24,778 red salmon passed through and were 
counted, and 11,287 trout were destroyed. 

TROUT OPERATIONS 

During the season of 1925 the department of fisheries and game 
of the State of Washington operated a station at Eva Lake, in south- 
eastern Alaska, for the collection of cutthroat-trout eggs. The total 
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collection of eggs was 133,000, from which 85,000 eyed eggs were 
shipped to the State of Washington and 19,500 fry were delivered to 
a representative of the Forest Service at Sitka for stocking local 
streams. 

HATCHERY REBATES 

The owners of private salmon hatcheries in Alaska, who are also 
packers of canned salmon, receive a rebate on license fees and taxes 
of every nature on their catch and pack of salmon at the rate of 40 
cents per 1,000 king or red salmon fry liberated by them in Alaskan 
waters. 

Rebates credited to private salmon hatcheries, fiscal year ended June 30, 1925 

Owner Location hoi Hoes Rebate due 

Alaska Packers Association =._.......-._----- Heckmanake= ===. =5- 11, 005, 000 $4, 402 
Northwestern Fisheries Co _...-._-.-------_-- Hugh Smith Lake__.._.--.-- 19, 430, 000 Tedke, 

ANY RET Sap Sh OR Sar Set ANS, Vea oe SRL Reed Pearce es a oe 30, 435, 000 12, 174 

GENERAL STATISTICS OF THE FISHERIES 

The total number of persons engaged in the fisheries of Alaska in 
1925 was 27,685, or 2,491 more than in 1924. The total investment 
in the fisheries was $67,077,495, an increase of 7 percent. The invest- 
ment in the salmon industry was $55,402,007, an increase of $768,828 
over 1924. The products of the fisheries were valued at $40,038,745, 
a decrease of $250,528, or 0.6 per cent. 

Summary of persons engaged, investment, and products of the Alaska fisheries in 1925 

| 
Items Southeast Alaska Central Alaska Western Alaska Total 

PERSONS ENGAGED 
Number Value Number Value | Number| Value Number Value 

Wihitesssehse o5. 2 PAG a ee S5876 [222 fee ooo BNORQ|E see ee 15S 9061S. ete 
INALLVES eee seek ZR0g eres == TOSS |= see Vie) | =k see 4, 600|c one 
(hinesee aaa EEN) Mla at eee CMe 57 || eee Go| are ee oe 1, 278 |s eee 
VaPANEsSOe a 2=- aoe Fay) ee il Ol yea Jue pees s = a 1) 548) sees ae 
ali pinos 35 = Sas ae 1993 |r ee AAG eRe ee 506|bssacosese 2; 246|- sence oes" 
Mexicans sane Ap entree Shae 8 83|soeaen ae 1280 eee 15510|22= eee 
Negros eee s-2 2 = Ae ee ees © DA Sede DP /)| eames ea 255 | eee 
Porto Ricans___-______- Hl eee eS 3) ee 185i] Soeeee ee 15Q|2-5 Sos... 
Miscellaneous.--_-_-__- CAs ce A eH i a ee A VE A aa Let | pear ene Ls 3 CO) a lau 

Obata 12: (60 maeea eae e (82 bs | eee By PAE ene tae 27, 680|E=5—- 3 <5=5 

INVESTMENT 

Salmon canning. -._...|_-_-._...- $25,625:040 (soso a5 5-28 $11,940,888]_ == -2- =< SLO OL6|sao- ase es $53,543,544 
Salmon mild-curing___|-.._______ TRY ae eee DOOR ee ee ee 1, 498, 425 
SalatO My peKTH Seen ae ee cen ene pene cene SUE ae AG USStieS a 156; 469|2_- 2-2 =) 203, 000 
Salmons troshe = ase siete ola LO; 86) 2 32a | eee meena meee |e ere AS os 10, 861 
Salmon, drying, smok- 
ANE AMC Sage | ere eee eee a (2 2 a Meee Re | bend 20; 196 |e ae oe 25, 196 

Salmon by-products___|_--.__-__- 120;'981|22° sone | aeons oe kes oes ae Pale eee 120, 981 
Halibut sshoryaeaee ene ee 3; 444, :327|>~ 22 -eee= DORD OS See ae een Rone mera Ae 3, 503, 921 
Herring fishery2e- <8 |o2- 2s 2 2 2, :726, 360|=22= sae 3,863, 644)-__-__-__| U8#A00 |Rae fe 52 =e 6, 108, 494 
Codehshonyeesson = ae pee 2 | 2 ee ADO OCA aso WieaDD|Se ce coo 467, 530 
Clametishery ieee See os. |e a ae Clas ee Se assess 672, 
Crab fisherys seus oie sire OV stan Ba ale hee SEA El aE see eee ee ee ee 59, 872 
PHIM PPHSHOny es soe |e ea RAS ER 8 Lae ae Ne Se oe | Ler is [Neogene oe See 318, 353 
Whglerisheiye ws eh 2% S52 ae ee ee 2 mee a” TH OCG Soe GRY Eye ae Deelet 545, 074 

Total w-=2. 2 | (Sarees BS ROOD TSG eee 16, 653, 059|----_---- 16,728, 700|2= 22s 67, 077, 495 
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Summary of persons engaged, investment, and products of the Alaska fisheries in 1925— 
Continued 

Items Southeast Alaska Central Alaska 

PRODUCTS 

Salmon: Number Value | Number Value 
Ganned=s2-- 5 caseS_-| 2, 802, 414/$15,751,204| 1, 052, 593/$8, 667, 467 
Mild cured_pounds_-} 5, 045, 600) 1, 052, 488} 172, 000 32, 978 
Pickled -_-__---- do---- 94, 900 9,130} 229, 200 24, 765 
Hreshe 2 GO == 2) 6 2040ts |) 223 O01 ens emer | _ oa 
Brozen’ 2<_ {i= doles? or27623) te IvOVG6a|= 2 c= fe Sees ees 
Dried, smoked, and 
dry -salted 
ae eee ounds-.- 5, 200} 582 18, 100 1, 338 

Fertilizer --_-- Goz===\el, 074; 000) 31,990) 358, 625 9, 817 
On: See gallons_- 26, on 11, 950 14, 180 6, 380 

Halibut: 
Wreshas-2== pounds--| 3, 231, 214 300, 008 18, 015 1, 992) 
Frozen! .._-<-- Goze 106, 405, 864] 513, 058) 1, 316, 558 69, 325 

Herring: 
Tree ‘for bait_do___- 2, 821, 750 17, 661 30, 000 450 
Frozen for bait 

cy. eee pounds-_-| 4, 235, 090 oA ie) (a jo ee ee eer = 
Pickled for food— 
Scotch cure 

Ste les == pounds-_-| 4, 641,625) 307, 063/29, 243, 190) 1, 960, 514 
Norwegian cure 
as pounds_-| 232, 000 14,770) 183, 225 

Spiced_----- doz. == 10, 200 1}. 200| 222-3 
BOAterS =e 5G Os =~ 3] ase en ee 190, 575 
Dry-salted_.._.do----| 273, 000 3,660} 404, 705 
Canned_._-_---- GOR eae sse ae a eee 1, 824 
Fertilizer _ -_-- do_---|15; 176, 646} 438, 468} 1, 995, 381 52, 980 

5 Pl ie eee euke gallons_-| 2,061,398) 870,589] 289,754) 128, 456 
to. . 

Dry-saltedzpoundss*|=h=st 52 5s 2a 2, 551,164) 108, 788 
Stock fish --___ coho eae Sane eee ea 36, 718 7, 226 
Tongues- ----- GOALS is eae ke ee 1, 750 170 
Hrozen® = S222 doze 75, 225 IQS |e Eso Sees S| oes ee 
Pickled______- do___- 10, 400 iE ane |G eae 

Whale: 
One pallons 23 /S2csce 2" 2 Ses ee | See eee 
Sperm oil_---- C6 Co Re apart  e ees 
IWSriiZer = Dee GS a 22: aoe ea Se a ee | eee 
Bickliedimedt-doss pee ae ae es en Ee ee ee 
Carcasses ----- COLE s2. Das ee 670, 000 5, 600 

Clamsis See cases-- 5, 088 33, 672) 70,191; 458, 379 
Shrimpeess_= DOURASE |) Whol 9753) mee Lto lbs = eee | eee 
Crabs: 
Canned - ---_-- CASCS Res eee ene eerwea | ot rer tees 87 600 
Meat hoses pounds- - 124, 805 AQEIRS | soar. ais 
Whole in _ shell 
ake eg oe dozen. - 2, 200 3) bte| 2 eee 

Trout: 
Fresh__---- pounds-- 31, 809 A564) ee re 
Hrozen 22 == do 8, 805 524 11, 538 912 
Pickled____--- ro Ce ee el tis Se, Seen || =o ee ea 1, 000 60 

Sablefish | 
Rresh'="!ses ese dos 190, 517 CR TH eee ts | pe ee Ree ee 
By OZONE hee ee ao. 731, 912 305001 |< ee 
iPickled== = dos 120, 096 6.388) 22225 22. 

Rockfishes --_-- do----| 23, 936 (Ae) ae eee |S es Sel lee 
Smee seen dos} 23, 420 2,042) 52222 - 2e 2 
Sin geods eee dozs-- 30, 736 615)22 == 
Flounders---_--do_--- 10, 835 108 Eee eee 

Totals es) ORs S010881909| eee 11, 570, 515 

Western Alaska Total 

Number) Value | Number Value 
604, 930)$7, 570, 860) 4, 459, 937/$31,989,531 

sence |p nae 217, 600) 1, 085, 466 
305, 500 50, 836} 629, 600 84, 731 

pea Ey eS 2,620,017! 223, 907 
pos eee hey js SS Se 2 572, 623 170, 663 

1, 024, 745 124, 545) 1, 048, 045 126, 465 
ak otothaoe, Moers se 1, 432,625, 41, 807 
sie Sa ee. 40, 680 18, 330 

ees eee be eee es 3, 249, 229! 302,000 
Pete wns |e eee 7, 722,422} 582,383 

i a aah ea | 2,851, 750 18, 111 

ee Ee a [eee 4, 235, 090 21,315 

41, 160 3, 000/33, 925, 975} 2, 270, 577 

22, 969 
1, 200 
7, 660 

19, 974 
A 150 

Meg ears | eee 17, 172, 027 491, 448 
ae Se |e ee eee 2, 351,152} 999, 045 

178, 685 10, 721) 2,729, 849 119, 504 
SC A let ease 36, 718 7, 226 
i SOP BS eens 1, 750 170 
La ne SEE ee ee ene 75, 225 1, 128 
be eek aa Sake tters 10, 400 775 

848, 850} 509,310} 848,850) 509,310 
114, 400 46, 637 114, 400 46, 637 

2, 444, 000 57, 299} 2, 444, 000 57, 299 
127, 149 6, 113 127, 149 6, 113 

sate SOE eee 670, 000: 5, 600 
Sia Sees | ee ee tee 75, 279) 492,051 
Shade) Pe nedere | enigma 519, 535 207, 315 

ela ARAN (ALS eee 87 600 
Pas ceceees 124, 805 49, 185 

POSE sw 2, 200 3, 572 

ue uease 31, 809 4, 641 
Loans| Dene eee 20, 343 1, 436 
eile 1, 000 60 

poms | aati See 190, 517 7,477 
hare ot EE 731, 912 30, 971 
3236 2s 120, 096 6, 388 

Sos 5-| BESS es = 23, 936 490 
see eS 23, 420 2, 342 
rete & 30, 736 615 
Car hae 10, 835 108 

are 8, 379, 321|_---------|140,038,745 

1 These figures represent the value of the manufactured product. It is estimated that the value of the 
catch to the fishermen was approximately $9,860,000. The round weight of the salmon landed by the fisher- 
men was about 381,035,010 pounds, and the corresponding figure for herring was about 180,000,000 pounds. 
The cod figures given above do not include the offshore catch in waters adjacent to Alaska, which amounted 
to 10,541,146 pounds of dry-salted cod and 19,400 pounds of tongues, having a total value of $573,170, landed 
at ports of the Pacific Coast States. 

SALMON 

In 1925 the catch of salmon in Alaska as a whole showed a decline 
of 19 per cent from that of 1924, chiefly because of the small run of 
humpback salmon that occurs in central Alaska in alternate years, 
and secondarily because of the smaller number of red salmon taken 
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in western Alaska. In southeastern Alaska the catch increased 3.6 
per cent, while that in the central district declined 45 per cent, and 
in western Alaska 31 per cent. As soon as it became apparent 
that the run of red salmon in the Bristol Bay district would be small, 
the fishing season was curtailed, which resulted in a smaller catch 
than otherwise would have been made. The total catch in south- 
eastern Alaska was swelled mainly by the large number of chum 
salmon taken by the various canneries, which were in operation for 
a longer period than usual in the fall of 1925. 
The number of independent traps operated in southeastern Alaska 

rose from 54 in 1924 to 95 in 1925. This augmentation of numbers 
was chiefly responsible for the increase in the proportion of the catch 
by traps from 57 per cent of the total catch in southeastern Alaska 
in 1924 to 64 per cent in 1925. The increase in both traps and 

Fiac. 6.—Salmon cannery on Bristol Bay 

catch took place mainly in the southern part of the district, as north 
of 58° north latitude the distance between traps had been extended 
by departmental regulation from 1,800 feet to 14% miles, which 
resulted in a reduction in the number of traps employed from 77 in 
1924 to 56 in 1925, or 27.2 per cent, and a decrease of 967,501 in 
the number of salmon caught in the Icy Strait-Cross Sound region. 

CATCH AND APPARATUS 

The total number of seines used in the salmon industry of Alaska 
in 1925 was 518, of which 96 were beach seines and 422 were purse 
seines. The beach seines ageregated 13,085 fathoms of webbing and 
the purse seines 72,057 fathoms. The number of eill nets used was 
3,382, having a total length of 340,901 fathoms. There were 290 
driven traps ‘and 256 floating traps, a total of 546. 

Southeastern Alaska is credited with 383 seines, or a total of 65,067 
fathoms of webbing, an increase of 75 seines, or 13, 368 fathoms, over 
the number used in 1924; also with 190 oil nets, avoregating 20 871 
fathoms, a reduction of ‘11 nets but an increase of 3,476 fathoms 

- when compared with the quantity used in the previous season; and 
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with 158 driven and 248 floating traps, 18 fewer driven traps but 
73 more floating traps than were operated in 1924. 

Corresponding figures for central Alaska show 125 seines, or 17,575 
fathoms, as compared with 115 seines, or 16,835 fathoms, in 1924; 
855 gill nets, or 47,484 fathoms, compared with 799 gill nets, or 52,290 
fathoms, in 1924, showing an increase of 56 nets, but a decrease of 
4,806 fathoms. The number of traps operated was 128 driven and 
8 floating, as compared with 97 and 5, respectively, in 1924. 

In western Alaska 10 seines, or 2,500 fathoms of webbing, were 
used, an increase over the number shown in 1924 of 6 seines, or 2,000 
fathoms of webbing. A total of 2,337 gill nets was used, having an 
aggregate length of 272,546 fathoms, an increase of 421 nets, or 
28,946 fathoms, in the quantity of webbing used. Four driven traps 
were operated, one less than in 1924. 

Fic. 7.—Purse seine surrounding school of salmon 

Seines caught 30 per cent of the salmon taken in 1925, gill nets 15 
per cent, and traps 53 per cent, while lines and wheels took the 
remaining 2 per cent. 

Percentage of salmon caught in each Alaska district, by principal forms of apparatus 

Southeast Alaska Central Alaska Western Alaska 

Apparatus 

1924 1925 1924 1925 1924 1925 

Seines- 25.3 f eteat 2 eee eS 38 32 35 42 
G@illinets: 2220 ae eee 3 4 81 91 
"Traps: 121 Stee eee foes fee ee eee 57 64 60 54 
Lines 68 22.32 eee eee 2 Nee Soo ee eo eS oe eee 
Wheels 20 eee eee eee ere Nie, Me eee Pe eee eo 8 4 

The total catch of salmon in 1925 was 64,246,391, a decrease of 
15,231,209, or 19 per cent, from the number taken in 1924. South- 
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eastern Alaska showed a gain of 1,396,801, while in central and 
western Alaska a falling off of 12,382,960 and 4,245,050, respectively, 
was shown. The catch by species shows that cohos increased 89,159, 
chums 2,787,281, and kings 22,315; while humpbacks decreased 
14,394,500, and reds 3,735,464. 

Salmon taken in 1925, by apparatus and species, in each geographic section of 
Alaska 

. Southeast Central Western 
Apparatus and species iNBG Alaska AREER Total 

Seines: 
OHO MOMSINVers = sar ae eee ee 93, 043 126;:643" (5 5o_ Fe ee 219, 686 
Chamsiioriketavtees— eres. sili ae ti tye 5, 039, 047 802, 745 13, 104 5, 854, 896 
Bint p backs oripinkteas Wade wie eae 2 7, 156, 192 3, 966, 411 3, 842 11, 126, 445 
king ons pring 2-12 SS ih) to eee ae 1, 902 2, 510 5, 288 9, 700 
Redhornsockeves =-=8 22 3 ee SAF 301, 798 1, 439, 901 221, 370 1, 963, 069 

To paleesy sy: Seles tres PEE i ee 12, 591, 982 6, 338, 210 243, 604 19, 173, 796 

Gill nets: 
Coho worsiliver. 2 iu ams Se 246, 359 217, 542 17, 436 481, 337 
@humorkelas sie Meas eee ue Ne 37, 563 24, 387 365, 040 426, 990 
ERD backs Or pike ees ee ey ae 129, 161 61, 693 18 190, 872 
Kein POL SPLiN Gow ee cee ee 39, 772 28, 892 114, 029 182, 693 
REG NOriSOCKEYV C= =) eee he relate wernt 255, 089 363, 976 8, 005, 992 8, 625, 057 

ARVO SS 3 Gs Clits Ree, eee 707, 944 696, 490 8, 502, 515 9, 906, 949 

Traps: | 
Wah oan Stele] se ee omy Sek enw ee od 546, 733 ASOSSAD iE ee ce 977, 573 
Ghamsvionr ketas Be Aas Lee Se Ee 3, 561, 556 1, 327, 132 40, 770 4, 929, 458 
ump backsson pink _- 3 esse ee 20, 301, 051 OTs Oia |e nee eee 23, 428, 878 
Keine orsspring: =: 2 - OA asic. SER REEL eee 2 14, 878 52, 975 5, 262 Toy LD 
ed: Or sockeyes=— 22. 222 hek fe bee 1, 257, 229 3, 152, 183 185, 527 4, 594, 939 

CP Otals aes FE SNE 2 SINR Sh eo ayy uy _ 25, 681, 447 8, 090, 957 231, 559 34, 003, 963 

Lines: 
(Wohosorisilvers-- = stan oe ae ye GS 12 pal Neves mae se eee CP oe 298, 217 
Givi OmMmela sae tee easter oe emer ee BaP D) ey ae Ml ek Eo 3, 209 
Em p back, or pinks = eae eo ee hee eae (of: NS Le eta Ee atm ee UE ae ly 2) 648 
TEU SYLACGY oS) 0) ok ae SP A err Nes Oey ean DAM GG Aas |e ee eae | IIE eae 524, 664 
EiGGMOMSOCKUY Glee tc. ee eee 72 ali Sale ae crap a Uy ERAS Er 292 

TR tal ee Pees yt one A ee LPL UB KO)" ee Sitar ee ee eS ee 827, 030 

Wheels: 
WON GON SILVER <_ ee be ene en ee (Een eo. eM meal eS | 100 100 
Chum loriketa Soi hsge ye gsse eee Pe NST 8a eee eee | Os ye cere eye 264, 394 264, 394 
singe prisprin py? seen wee eee ome en 2 ee et toe Se 26, 443 26, 443 
eds or Sockeye sa eee ee RRA PHAN hehe BEES a ee As ae 43, 716 43, 716 

MA DAG AE Ne a ea apr ce a i a ew ler | Se a eee on A 334, 653 334, 653 

Total: 
Coho; orisilvert. 222s ene eR TIF OP TES) | 1, 184, 352 775, 025 17, 536 1, 976, 913 
Chumorkefas +5 sie ier a ET. 8, 641, 375 2, 154, 264 683, 308 11, 478, 947 
Bum pback, orpinkeser esse ens} 27, 587, 052 7, 155, 931 3, 860 34, 746, 843 
Kanes tor spring. seer reer ites Sy 581, 216 84, 377 151, 022 816, 615 
Reds Or/Sockeye@saa see ee See Ny 1, 814, 408 4, 956, 060 8, 456, 605 15, 227, 073 

Grand totals s: 22: Sepeties eee et 39, 808, 403 15, 125, 657 9, 312, 331 64, 246, 391 

N 
CANNING 

CHANGES IN CANNERIES 

The A. & P. Products Corporation, which operated four canneries 
in southeastern Alaska in 1924, organized a subsidiary company, 
under the name of the Nakat Packing Corporation, to carry on its 
salmon operations in Alaska. The Hoonah Packing Co. reopened 
its plant at Gambier Bay, which was closed in 1924. The Northland 
Packing Co. leased and operated the plant of the Sunrise Packing Co. 
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at Ketchikan. The Point Warde Fisheries Co. changed its name to 
Point Warde Fisheries. The Sebastian Stuart Fish Co. operated the 
Tyee plant, which they purchased from the Alaska Salmon & Herring 
Packers in 1924. 

The Alaska Year-Round Canneries Co. and the Cook Inlet Packing 
Co., which operated jointly at the former’s plant in 1924, conducted 
independent operations in 1925. The machinery of the Henry J. 
Emard plant at Moose Point was set up in the Anchorage plant of 
Gorman & Co., which was opened in 1925. The Hemrich Packing 
Co., which operated as a salmon and clam cannery at Kukak Bay in 
1924, leased its plant to the Seashore Packing Co. in 1925. The 
International Packing Co. operated its floating cannery at Maku- 
shin Bay, in western Alaska, and Kiliuda Bay, in the central district, 
after fishing was discontinued at Ugashik River on Bristol Bay. A 
newly organized concern, the Orca Packing Co., purchased and oper- 
ated at Cordova the floating plant of the Hayes-Graham Fish Co., 
which has been operated at various times under the names Star 
Canning Co. and Copper River Canning Co. 

NEW CANNERIES 

During the winter the Cook Inlet Packing Co. built a small one- 
line cannery at Seldovia and operated independently for the first 
time in 1925. W. A. Keller opened a small hand plant at Deep Creek, 
on Cook Inlet, for the canning of salmon and clams. The Nakat 
Packing Corporation purchased the salmon saltery of Peter M. 
Nelson on Kvichak Bay, Bristol Bay, and converted it into a cannery. 
New structures, in knock-down form, were taken to this location 
(which has been named Nakeen), and the erection of the plant was 
completed in time for the season’s operation. 

CANNERIES NOT OPERATED 

The Tee Harbor plant of the Alaska Consolidated Canneries and 
the Wrangell plant of the Alaska Sanitary Packing Co., which were 
burned in 1924, were not rebuilt in time to be operated in 1925. 
Both companies fished traps and sold the catch. The Haines Packing 
Co., at Haines, was not operated, the reason given being that the 
closure of the upper part of Lynn Canal to salmon fishing prevented 
the taking of sufficient salmon to warrant operating the plant. P. E. 
Harris & Co., who operated the G. W. Hume plant at Scow Bay in 
1924, did not renew the lease in 1925. The machinery was put into 
the F. C. Barnes plant, which was rebuilt at Lake Bay in the spring 
of 1925. The Pyramid Packing Co. did not operate as a separate 
unit the plant of the Sitka Packing Co., which it took over in 1924 
and consolidated with its own plant at that place. The Pavlof 
Harbor plant, which was operated last by Carlson Bros., has been 
dismantled and the machinery disposed of. The Carlson Fish Co. 
limited its operations to trap fishing during 1925. The plants of the 
American Packing Co. at Juneau, Auk Bay Salmon Canning Co., and 
John L. Carlson & Co. at Auk Bay, and the Deep Sea Salmon Co. 
at Ford Arm are reported to have been partly dismantled and 
probably will not be reopened, hence they are included no longer in 
the list of idle salmon canneries. 

Pray 
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The Arctic Packing Co. did not operate its cannery at English Bay 
but cured herring exclusively. The plant of the Alaska Sea Food Co. 
was sold to the Warrenton Clam Co. and used as a receiving and 
weighing station. The Kodiak Island Fishing & Packing Co.’s 
salmon cannery at Seward was not operated. Pajoman & Trout, 
who prepared a small pack of salmon at Raspberry Island in 1924, 
did no canning in 1925. 

The following canneries were closed during the season but may be 
reopened: 

Southeastern Alaska: 
Alaska Sanitary Packing Co_______.-__--_-_- Cape Fanshaw. 
Ieaines Packimen©o. are Aa ta uk oe EE Haines. 
iomuamet ac kine CG 2 ne 2s ate Ss ae ORES eee apie one 

f as a {Roe Point. 
Northwestern Fisheries Cota 2 oe ses \.SamtarcAtnas: 

Central Alaska: 
Alaskan liPackers  AssOClatlOomaem mans ee Meee nya Cees Kasilof. 
Ancticubac kin o\@ orm Seeger We Mees cee Eee ye English Bay. 
Bainbridge Fisheries Co___-.-=------------ Flemming Island. 
i<amishale-Packine (Coz saan = se oo Kamishak Bay. 
Kodiak Island Fishing & Packing Co______------ -- Seward. 

iINorihiwesternumisheriessC.omeihen) ae seen es a { ane 

PRioman GH browtyes sae aaa eee ee Raspberry Island. 
Western Alaska: 

Alaska salmon, Co seprttepteert | meee Se se Kvichak Bay. 
Fidalgo: Island Packing @oelesiu. 2 oS Herendeen Bay. 
Nelsonulisicoomerackinos © ome esis Baier Nelson Lagoon. 
Phoenix} Packing-Coe eke. ape ee ee Herendeen Bay. 

TOTAL CANNERIES OPERATED 

There were 129 canneries operated in Alaska in 1925, 62 in south- 
eastern, 37 in central, and 30 in western, which was 3 less for south- 
eastern and 2 more in western than in 1924, a net loss of 1 plant. One 
floating cannery was operated in both the western and central 
districts but is credited to the western. 

Companies that can salmon in Alaska, number and location of canneries operated, 
and number of traps owned by each, 1925 

[New canneries indicated by (*)] 

Canneries Traps 

Company | 

une, Location Driven! pe | Total 

Southeast Alaska: | | 
Boca de Quadra____________- 2 | 5 7 
Chomly.___-7 ASE OE Ra a 2 | 3 5 

: = A PV DUSHB ays sees ee Ries 4 | 3 7 Alaska Consolidated Canneries__-____-_- Lp oe Sear et a a eal 1 | 6 7 

SROTHKC Ese Sopra Te ed 6 5 11 
: NACI BY fae, Bee es eae ee ee 2 | 6 3 

Alaska Herring & Sardine Co_____-____- Teaver ort Walters. ee 2 3 5 
aaa Worne a oe he le Eee Seo eee 5 Alaska Packers Association.___.__.____- 2 {Wraeesa LW OP Sy ae 5 ein z 7 

Annette Island Packing Co -___-- = See teitMetlakatla.2o - 20 8 es GilCoe! cae | 6 
Astoria & Puget Sound Canning Co____ diaiebixcursion Inlet 22-22) esis 3 2 5 
HC Barnes! Co: — 2 -- -.-_--2-= Sepaees tpiWuake Bayo <ss-0 2) seas Us| 4 spe es 1 
Bayview Packing Coz 2-42.52 5 e  S iba SyeV lowes ete ee ee EN ed jae Rees 
Beauclaire Packing Co_____.-._-________ ale Ont BealIClerc! 22 275) ck te ey ee eee eS 
Besrle:s Packing: Cote: s-eesee een AG Siketchikame. = esos ook Pe 2 | 2 4 
Burnett Inlet Packing Co__-_._-________ ini Barnett bnlepes .. Poet. | ieee is 5 5 
Deep Sea Salmon Co____-._._--.-.-._.- io PP orbealGhonp. tee 422 aac eee | 13 | 13 
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Companies that can salmon in Alaska, number and location of canneries operated, 
and number of traps owned by each, 1925—Continued 

Company 

Southeast Alaska—Continued. 
Charles W. Demmert Packing Co-----_- 
Douglas Island Packing Co__----------- 

Fidalgo Island Packing Co-_------------ 

George Inlet Packing Co____------------ 
PSE EeannIS ae Ohman ee cee Oe 
Hettateackingi@ ome eeerea hoe ae ee 
Hidden Inlet Canning Co__------------ 
Moonaherackinpi@o ss e222 -.-- 
Karheen|Packinpi@on- 222-822 2— 2-53 

Libby, McNeill & Libby--------------- 

Mountain Point Packing Co____-------- 
Geo tsiMiyers doe. ee ee ee 

Nakat Packing Corporation 

New England Fish Co_-_.-_2--------c=- 

Northland) packing) Cp tee. sans ee 
North Pacifie Trading & Packing Co-_- 

Northwestern Fisheries Co 

Pacific American Fisheries___----------- 
Petersburg Packing Co 
Point, Warde Misherieso- 2) 3-2 — 5 32 sees 
iPure Mood nish Core == 3-52-- ne eee 
Pyramid Packing Co 
Red Salmon Packers Association _ ---__- 

Sanborn-Cutting Co_.=------22.-22-s--- 
Sea-Coast Packing Co 
Sebastian Stuart Fish Co_-------------- 

Straits Dackine Coes =a 
Stuart Corporation; The__--------_---.. 
Sunny Point Packing Co 
Superior Fisheries Co-__----------------- 
Thlinket Packing Corporation__-------- 
Ward’s Cove Packing Co__------------- 

Central Alaska: 

Alaska Packers Association_------------ 

Alaska Year-Round Canneries Co-_-_---- 
Alijak Packing Co] =e. ss enone 
Carlisle Packing Co 
Columbia River Packers Association _ _- 
Cook Inlet Packing Co 
Copper River Packing Co 
imiel sPackingi@o:s-) 2 == seen ee 
Fidalgo Island Packing Co 

Gorman & Co 

Reb earris coos ee 
Hoonah Packing Co 
International Packing Co____----------- 
Kadiak Misheries C6222: 2222 <2 J Sees 
Katmai Packing Co 
W. A. Keller 
Kodiak Island Fishing & Packing Co___- 
Libby, McNeill & Libby 
Moore Packing Co__--__- J 
North Coast Packing Co-_--- Fa 
Northern Light Packing Co 

Northwestern Fisheries Co 

Orca Packing Co 

Canneries Traps 

a Location Driven en Total 

| Bay View 2222526 2-2-2 | eee 1 1 
1 | Douglas.---2.--342-222. 3 See eee eee 
2 {Pay of. Pillars 222-2 sss 4c | os te bee 4 

Ketchikan*® = S22. e = == 6 1 vf 
1-|Gtorge Inlet. 2.2.3 262228 1 OF 3 
1. | Hawk Inlet 3. 3-2 Se | ees 6 6 
1 | ‘Coppermount:5-2--225..53:-|". 2. oea| ba ee eee 
1. |) Hood WBaya:2* #22022 ses= lo ea eeee 3 3 
1. (Ganibier*Bayecos 2 Seo 5 
Lo t(Kierheon 2 os22 2-5 ee 6-223 6 

Ketchikan E Goats) oe ee | By |e 3 
Sis aku Harbor ses e-- as oe 124 eee 12 

Yakutatiic2 282). 5 bas 9. | Waele eae 
1 | Wrangell Narrows- --------- 1 nt 2 
P |a@hathams=ose— ee || eee 3 

eCets island 2a. n-. oases 8 8 
A Hidden Inlet__- 2d 1 9 10 

Union 2Bays22=225 incase Fi |e ees 3 11 11 
Wiatertall =. 3 =* - ae Se eee 6 6 

2 { Ketchikan is 2:i2328- seeeess ey Sea ee eee 
Novyesiisland® s2-- = 2252-52225 |eeeaee 3 3 

1) "Ketchikan? 22 ase -s2 2s 2 2 4 
yi WKlawake 22 S552 ets ee 1 4 5 

Boca de Quadra__-.---------- 4 3 7 
Dundas Bay =2222.25 220 Set | Sates 3 3 

5.|4 Arunter Bays 2c 222 202 | tee 3 3 
IC ASAON oe oe ee ee! ee 5 1 6 
Shakan #212 tes 2-2-2225 il 3 4 

1 | Excursion Inlet --------.---- 6 3 9 
1 |}“Retersburg. 222222 fe. 52-2222 5 6 11 
1 |SPoint: Warde... es Seca 1 1 
To) kepehikan: 222 tes ee Bhi Nees Sores 3 
| (Sitkeaes. 2254 ek See ee ee Ce eee 5 5 
1 | Dry. Bay and Situk Riven i/o) 200 2| 22 oe Se 

(floating). 
Ib i| Ukakess. 035). eo Pet el eee 2 9 9 
TIN Craig == — = ese ee ee ae eee ed 6 6 
1) | eByeetis iiss ee oe a Liss £eS 1 
|" -Ketehikan= =: 22— 22 sa2 7 ee 4 4 8 
HTS) AMioira Sound. s#=+ 2 50 2 ee eee 2 2 
1. Skowl! Arm :-22. 2244-22 2c2202 |b. Se ee ee Eee 
1") -Ketehikan = = 225 seen renee 1 2 3 
Uy (Ss dots. 6 2 8 
1, | enakees-3.-.>-2-2- see ANd sae, 4 
SB pal Oa bia i(2) oul 87 alee eat Seas tem th 7 8 
LY) "Ward Cove: 222s. 2. Sees ewe 2 ee 1 

(ATI tR kets o.. SSeS. Se Pj Peete Z 
34 \@hignike.= S205 27) pecs ae Ae es 4 

ATI kore oe een eee 24 \cet=e==— 2 
tt |WSeldo vines as = S28 bos Se ‘ Bal ees 3 
1B kav AN ets ae @\ see 4 
TARO ordovatee--- sss 222252 ch (ae 4 
fi} Chignik-22< so -= 4 sd 3 asses 3 
At SeldO witnesses a2 sce Cee 4 eee 4 
1|, MeClure ‘Bay-==-=--=-2 22-52 3 1 4 
1OSiMal dens aes a ea eee oe eee Se 3 
15 | ort Graham==-2_22222=---= i eee 6 
2 eae Seesse ba eee ek | Stes 8 

iD YirGypil ots Vo ee aie See eee een 1 1 
it) Tsanotski Strait 526 - =. Se Biicsuecwes 5 
1") SBering River: 22s. -55-202- = [ono esl noes oe eee 
Pi ikahnds Bay (oating) os -=2_ (22 2 c/s 
TSI OGIa Rae s= oe oe bl eee 3 
ihe (pL UP fe) 22 ee ae ce ee al ed ia Pe Ee Ps Se 
THeDeep Creek * = 2.5 2h) lee ee ee eee 
1a MU PanNIK BAY. 2-525. oe NG ee ere 
1S Sena ees toe ose 5 eee 14 
ii sOrca Inlet222- = 2-258 2) eee 2 
1 Nn Chik ee seo ees a8 Dis weeaee 3 
Ei Mountain:Slough:== 52: +5.-2| 332 | eae) 

@hignikiss 225 2222 ed 
3 |4 Kenai-_- 

Uyak--- 
1 Cordova 
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Companies that can salmon in Alaska, number and location of canneries operated, 
and number of traps owned by each, 1925—Continued 

Canneries Traps 

Company 

Num- Location Driven | Float- | otal 
ber ing 

Central Alaska—Continued. 

Pacific American Fisheries_-_------------ 

Pioneer Packing Co-.-----.---.--------- 
Pioneer Sea Foods Co--.---------------- 
Robinson Packing Corporation--- 
San Juan Fishing & Packing Co 
Seashore Packing Co------ 
Shepard Point Packing Co- 
Shumagin Packing Co_-------------2--- 

Western Alaska: 

' 

ee w 

ShepardhPointense 2 a2 ss2 2 | oe 2 2 
Squaw Harbor -------------- rT eee ee F 4 

POP IKHEULVOLat set ema tlan|s TLR a SIG SS ae 
Pall WussvaChalk Ba yat2) seneme ns (eae aa | ee 

Alaska Packers Association_---.---.---- Gi WNaknekaLVver (serene ole tn eee ae 
INTISHAC ARE B A Va(O eases seek 2/2 ook Sosa aoe (Lonaes 
Wigestnlke Hay Green |e eee me {ise Sb: . 

Alaska-Portland Packers Association...|_ 2 |Nushegak Bayo EEE 
AlaskaiSalmon:©o-2---=--2- -=- seco fe eWiGOGERIVEres sate aeeran SPC oc ease Bd 
Bristol Bay Packing Co----.--.-------- fe MKGviChakab aiysaeen onan ait 2 Nae 
@arlisiesPacking: (Coe 22222 Fo eee AE ReV ICH Karey ere sans eres, ose EES Pee So 
Columbia River Packers Association - _- Ie Nushavakebaveesseren sn 28 eee Seo | eeu ee Ee eae 
Hiverettweacking: Cou. 20222. 2S sae ‘Aid| PLGTON GOST ayer te oe Ae ee Se Ae eee lee = 
International Packing Co___.-.--------- i |sUigashikeRiverrand. Maku-|22 202 92 5|2o seek | 

shin Bay (floating). 
Bpagikehiverere tes se oe cape poate ae eee 
ue BODE aS Se aS team |S earn panna ae eee 

: : : OR Gil pert te ee [he SN ee eae 
Libby, McNeill & Libby--------------- 6 Lippy ce eis oe tie seg 

NGOCKAN Oke eee ete ote ome Ae |e ee SE Sees ake 
INGLIS Tin or enone ree Le ees ese Seo el ae 

Nakat Packing Corporation, The------- Tha INS ROB Niners we |e ee SS See ee Pere 
Naknek sPacking) Co. _=_ =52=- e eee 1 Nene VOR ee oe a feats Uae [Same Sa | eae ve. 

. ° EC ee ee ae ee a | EE os F~ 

Northwestern Fisheries Co.------------ 2 {Naunopaie Ce ae aan Fe Peal ise beernd eS 

Pacific American Fisheries__.--.-.------ 1 oe —_ Dieta fae Ay |e | 4 
; AkneCK Riven tu oe ee oe ea Se 2 

Red Salmon Canning Co--------------- 2 eee Ei ptes se ak ld eee | Say oe 

LOSSES AND DISASTERS 

The cannery of the F. C. Barnes Co. at Lake Bay burned early in 
April, but was rebuilt and ready for operation in June. The loss 
was $60,000. The Alaska Consolidated Canneries reported that the 
China house at their Chomly plant burned, which, with gear, 
amounted to a loss of $6,419 to the company. The gas boat Wan- 
derer of the Beauclaire Packing Co., a tender belonging to the North- 
western Fisheries Co., and a vessel chartered by the Seacoast Pack- 
ing Co., totaling $14,960 in value, were lost. Other losses of fishing 
gear, small boats, and buildings in southeastern Alaska amounted 
to $27,840. Ten lives were lost—4 shoresmen through disease, 2 
drowned, and 1 killed accidentally; 1 fisherman and 1 transporter 
drowned, and 1 transporter accidentally killed. 

In the central district, losses of fishing gear, small boats, and 
buildings totaling $20,940 were reported. One fisherman was 
drowned and two shoresmen died of disease. 

In the western district the Pacific American Fisheries lost the gas 
boat Virginius, valued at $6,100; the Alaska-Portland Packers Asso- 
ciation lost a launch valued at $2,231; and Libby, McNeill & Libby 
reported the loss of a pile driver valued at $5,250. The Bristol Bay 
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Packing Co. reported the loss of canned salmon valued at $20,640. 
Fishing gear, small boats, and equipment valued at $44,997 also were 
lost in the district. One fisherman was killed accidentally, one was 
drowned, and seven fishermen and nine shoresmen died of disease. 

STATISTICS 

In 1925, 129 canneries were operated in Alaska, 1 less than in 1924. 
The active investment in the industry was $53,543,544, a gain of 
$865,874, or 1.6 per cent, over 1924. The increase in southeast 
Alaska was $794,697, or 3 per cent; in central Alaska the investment 
declined $459,756, or nearly 4 per cent; and in western Alaska it 
increased $530,933, or slightly over 3 per cent. 
Employment was given to 21,805 persons, as compared with 20,107 

in 1924, an increase of 1,698, or 8.4 per cent. White employees 
increased 1,048, Japanese 144, Filipinos 550, Mexicans 183, negroes 
77, Porto Ricans 21, and miscellaneous 18, while natives decreased 
256 and Chinese 87. 

The total pack of canned salmon was 4,459,937 cases, valued at 
$31,989,531. This was a decline from 1924 of 834,978 cases, or 
approximately 15.8 per cent, and a decrease in value of $1,017,604, 
or 3 per cent. The output in southeastern Alaska increased from 
2,787,789 cases to 2,802,414, or slightly over one-half of 1 per cent; 
while in central Alaska it declined from 1,605,107 cases to 1,052,593, 
or nearly 35 percent, and in western Alaska from 902,019 cases to 
604,930, or nearly 33 per cent. The decline was attributable 
chiefly to the smaller runs of humpbacks in central Alaska and of 
reds in western Alaska. In Alaska as a whole the pack of chums 
increased from 1,028,488 to 1,078,680 cases, or 4.9 per cent; and that 
of kings from 33,648 to 49,978 cases, or 48.5 per cent. The coho 
pack decreased from 183,601 to 161,010 cases, or about 12 per cent; 
humpbacks from 2,601,283 to 2,110,593 cases, or 18.8 per cent; and 
reds from 1,447,895 to 1,059,676 cases, or about 26 per cent. 

Persons engaged in the Alaska salmon-canning industry in 1925 

" F ; Southeast | Central Western , 
Occupation and race PANESICA PAIRS Ica Alaska Total 

Fishermen: 
WARTTGS Se oec o>; Oe: See aR Ste Sk 1, 194 929 2, 605 4, 728 
IN GTI CS a. Soe ee eae eS Oe ES Te Rann 1, 276 327 122 1,725 
HOTU OS eee sae ees ee ree ee SS “11S |S eee See | eee ee ee 11 
WML PSO TES) ppg EIS Ree Se ae a er footie Rent Ca 50) Tee ae if 
MIASCOLATIOOLIS ese eee es By | ee ee oe 6 

Li We fs] ee ON SN 2 Ee ee eee 2, 488 1, 256 2, 727 6, 471 

Shoresmen: 
Wis aa eeenein eens oemeten eS 2! Dee 2, 331 895 2, 061 5, 287 
Natives__ 1, 279 565 143 1, 987 
Chinese__ 436 247 559 1, 242 

pH eserere ean a SL eee 842 424 252 1, 518 
RalipinOSis, seo eens 35. 5 a eee 1, 265 442 506 2213 
VIG SI CHTaS eaters ie 2. ee alee 139 82 1, 281 1, 502 
INGE TORS eee fe i les Rm ee 1 24 227 252 
IPOTtOU RICANS ean 2h ee ce eles 11 3 136 150 

IMTISCeLIaNIGOUS..-- ous oka eee eee ee BY: ee A rd 50 88 

PR Gare oe a ere ee cee Sa 6, 342 2, 682 5, 215 14, 239 

1 Hawaiians, Koreans, Kanakas, etc. 
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Persons engaged in the Alaska salmon-canning industry in 1925—Continued 

Occupation and race poet Sentee! ee Total 

Transporters: : 
Wihites 2222525 2 au eee ene eee OR 653 239 131 1, 023 
Natives®c: 3s eee ee em ee Pee 23 23s an Se 46 
Whinesei seth Sy te se rae fe leh Se ay BD its 2 5 6 
JAPANESE .n2ts ee ne oe ee ee ae 8 3 1 12 
GU in OS Ft eee Cee at SSE ee a ee 5 1 oe See 6 
Mexicans. es nee) PO Pe ee A) ee oe ee 1 
IMGiscellaneotis = ee so es ee Saeee oe een te eee by eee ee ee Sg Set 1 

Total .i. see Bae BANSEE Te ion font = STUD, Se 692 266 137 1, 095 

Total: 
Whites! : 2 otk ele, TAs oe ee Ra a 4,178 2, 063 4, 797 11, 038 
Natives! 22) See ce a aoie is Sa a 2, 578 915 265 3, 758 
Chinese — 2-2 Soe ie) Set ee a eee 437 247 564 1, 248 
Japanese. eee ee 850 427 253 1, 5380 
Kilipinosl= ©. 2212 1, 281 443 506 2, 230 
Mexicans 141 82 1, 281 1, 504 

LE NGeroeshr Ait 5.5. Fer ho kd BERL ee Bae ee eee 1 24 227 252 
Porto Ricans 11 3 136 150 
Miscellaneous ! CT [ee eee oe 50 95 

Grandstotal2:. 4 teste and pee eee eer 9, 522 4, 204 8, 079 21, 805 

1 Hawaiians, Koreans, Kanakas, etc. 

Investment in the Alaska salmon-canning industry in 1925 

Items Southeast Alaska | Central Alaska Western Alaska Total 

Number| Value |Number| Value |Number| Value |Number| Value 
Plants operated ____._.-.- 62 |$6, 734, 690 37 |$3, 590, 837 30 |$5, 768, 253 129 |$16, 093, 780 
Operating capitals: ies Ees a SA 7SSH OLE Late Be 132) 2205" 2a eens 3) 041 987) | 15, 562, 710 
W pees aig. See at sa 3) 8825244 [2 sees. 2,101; 1190's) ees 3,131,492" ee 9, 204, 935 

essels: 
Power, over5 tons...| 377 | 2,465, 758 96! 971, 169 96 | 1, 949, 528 569 | 5, 386, 455 

Neftitonnage ==" |) "7/1179 |no-e CMW fe (eden ©. DUNG | Rae 84.014 [eee ee 
Salling ae oer eee 2 35, 000 191, 000 13 601, 000 1 877, 000 

Net tonnage_-____- Beso uo es 77-1 | hee PAL) | ee ees 34,1339) |2 oes sock 
Barsess soe ances 28, 700 2 6,000 11S san eae ene 9 34, 700 

Net tonnage-___-_- PAS eee ee ee BO | 2s5ch Bese ie eee ee 2, DOH |2 5s ee 
(aunches 3s 120 152, 343 76 79, 732 39 87, 711 235 319, 786 
Seine boats__._.------ 225 95, 573 94 23, 240 5 375 324 119, 188 
Gill net boats_______- 87 15, 747 135 91, 990 1, 252 509, 522 1, 474 617, 259 
Rowboats and skiffs__ 803 40, 406 565 30, 710 139 10,540 | 1, 507 81, 656 
Lighters and scows-__- 367 394, 995 180 146, 442 170 377, 746 717 919, 183 
Houseboats_-_---...-- 35 33, 044 4 3, 515 21 51, 320 60 87, 879 
Pile driverseee 64 441, 689 33 181, 235 23 59, 965 120 682, 889 
Pile pullerss-a 6 BOISO0T Le eee ee 8 Bae | eee 6 39, 890 

Apparatus: 
Beach seines__._.___- 9 1, 103 82 ADDO 4 nos ecu = eae cae 91 41, 223 

Kathoms232~. 222 950 1) zee == ee ADO 5 helene se eee | en Cs Se eee 12;440' |S ee 
Purse seines__..___--- 374 285, 633 37 18, 400 0 13, 750 421 317, 783 

Kathoms22=2 2255 6411-2 eee Ge Un Pee | eaua 27500 2 Sate one Ne T1795 752 Bee 
Gillmets eee ees 190 23, 784 753 59,455 | 2,049 353, 827 | 2, 992 437, 066 

Hathoms ees 20.8 eee pe SY Sn, reas a 2645600 7|- <2. 222-2 330) 280; | eeeee ee 
Traps, driven_______- 158 | 1, 173, 878 126 548, 222 20, 000 288 1, 742, 100 
Traps, floating _______ 248 942, 662 8 BHA 00s ee eal ee et 256 978, 062 

pote larss a seaee | Melee 25, 625, 640 |________ 11, 940, 888 |_-----_- 15,077.016" [eases 53, 543, 544 
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Product Southeast Alaska Central Alaska Western Alaska Total 

Coho, or silver: Cases Value Cases Value Cases Value Cases Value 
Y-pound flat______- 5,800} $89, 810 1,330} $14, 906 15 $240 7,145) $104, 956 
1-pound flat_____-_- 3, 960 44, 472 3, 263 ZA (fil | ees oN Ses eS 7, 223) ° 72,186 
1-pound tall_______- 81, 592 778, 462 ___ 68, 696 __ 596, 254 | 1,364 13, 901 146, 642) 1, 388, 617 

Total’ s==*s-s 91,352} 912,744 68, 289 638, 874 1, 369 14, 141 161, 010) 1, 565, 759 

Chum, cr keta: Ta NEN Se| SapSavty Eo, See = 
14-pound flat______- 2, 905 20, 133 146 SG | seer el ener eee 3, 051 21, 009 
1-pound tall_____--- 845, 008) 3, 705, 085 200, 128 923, 290} 30, 493 137, 646] 1, 075, 629) 4, 766, 021 

Totals -~2 Ae 847, 913} 3, 725, 218 200, 274 924,166} 30, 493 137, 646} 1, 078, 680! 4, 787, 030 

MTP HAcks Ou pinks. - |e een |e | ara Reo Daal eee So 
Y-pound flat____-_- 27,170} 213,360 6, 835 ZN ANSP) ie Sea eee 34, 005 259, 552 
1-pound flat_______- 185 0 | Lape Ee ESS eS Se ee een) er See 185 928 
1-pound tall_____-_- 1, 680, 101) 8, 850, 421 396, 157] 2, 025, 523 145 678} 2, 076, 403/10, 876, 622 

Totalt.- 25 1, 707, 456] 9, 064, 709 402, 992) 2, 071, 715 145 678] 2, 116, 593)11, 137, 102 

King, or spring: 
46-pound flat______- j 748 12, 704 2, 007 28-940 eee has ee 2),755 41, 653 
1-pound flat________ | 4, 663 63, 734 3, 965 48, 354 200 1, 500 8, 828 1138, 588 
1-pound tall_______- 6, 594 69, 841 13, 328 152,107) 18, 473 217, 852 38, 395 439, 800 

opal’ — ks 12, 005 146, 279 19, 300 229, 410) 18, 673 219, 352 49, 978 595, 041 

Red, or sockeye: | | 
Y4-pound flat_______ 28, 947 463, 309 25, 75 430,618) 14,779 250, 568 68, 901) 1, 144, 495 
1-pound flat_______- 6, 242 85, 289 20, 195 264, 986 2,320 29, 607 28, 757 379, 882 
1-pound tall________ 108, 499) 1, 353, 656 316, 368) 4,107,698) 537, 151| 6, 918, 868 962, 018/12, 380, 222 

Mocaliy=—2= = 2 143, 688) 1, 902, 254 361, 738| 4, 803, 302) 554, 250) 7, 199, 043) 1, 059, 676/18, 904, 599 

3 Grand total __| 2, 802, 414:15, 751, 204) 1, 052, 593 > 8, 667, 467| 604, 930) 7, 570, 860 4, 459, 937/31, 989, 531 

1 Cases containing 44-pound cans have been reduced one-half in number, and thus, for the purpose of 
affording fair comparison, all are put upon the basis of forty-eight 1-pound cans to the case. 

Output of canned salmon in Alaska, in cases, 1920 to 1925 } 

Percent- 
age of in- 
crease or 

Average decrease 
5 for 5-year in 1925, 

Product 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 period, 1925 aS Ona 

1920-1924 pared 
with 5- 

year aver- 
age 

Coho. or silver: 
14-pound flat____- 8, 915 4,084| 22,237) 13, 866 8,059) 11, 432 7,145} —37. 50 
j-pound flat_____- 10, 746 7,918] 12,099] 10, 151 5, 403 9, 263 7, 223| —22.02 
1-pound tall_____- 172, 424 94, 553 141, 657 140, 090 170, 139 143, 773 146, 642 +01. 99 

Bota) oc. 192, 085 106, 555 175, 993 164, 107 183, 601 164, 468 161, 010 —02. 10 

Chum, or keta: aes 
Y-pound flat__-_- 53 608 3, 698 6, 356 346 2, 212 3,051} +37. 93 
j-pound flat_____- AGUNG eet 6, 185 16 630). .110; 600 ean cee —100. 00 
1-pound tall_____- 987,297| 254,887} 556.035] 519, 250) 1,027,512) 668,996] 1,075,629] +60. 78 

otal 22-222 1,033,517) 255,495] 565,918) 525, 622! 1,028,488] 681,808] 1,078,680! +58. 21 

Humpback, or pink: Ee ae 
V4-pound flat____- 18, 970 1,292} 42,736] 29, 363 21,365] 22,745) 34,005} +49. 51 
1-pound flat_____- HOSOI st es Hoe 30,.879 9, 428 13, 095 25, 884 185) —98. 59 
1-pound tall___-_- 1, 498, 133 422, 692) 1, 584, 808) 2, 409, 338) 2, 566, 823} 1, 696,359} 2, 076, 403 +22. 40 

Boial: .--- tt 1, 593, 120| 423, 984) 1, 658, 423) 2, 448, 129) 2, 601, 283] 1, 744, 988] 2,110,593) +20. 95 
King, or spring: i | | 

14-pound flat____- 10, 196 4, 061 3, 770 5,466) 1, 501 4, 999 2,755| —44.89 
1-pound flat_____- 18, 319 19, 192 3, 967 7, 281 9, 500 11, 652 8, 828 —24, 24 
1-pound tall_____- 81,488) 21,741) 22,923) 25, 596} ~—22,647/ 34,879] 38,395) +10. 08 

Total . =: seus 110,003; 44,994) 30,660) 38,343) +33, 648] 51, 530| 49, 978] —03. 01 
Red, or sockeye: (a Ri GeePEE rs SW Daa Gl Ea | 

14-pound flat_____ 101, 716 60, 831 171, 896 121, 775) 31, 947) 97, 633 68, 901) —29. 43 
1-pound flat_____- 120, 147 71, 108 121, 449 159,271) 110,352) 116,465 28, 757 | —75. 31 
1-pound tall______ 1, 278, 875] 1, 633, 859} 1,777,313) 1,578,450) 1,305, 596) 1,514, 819 962,018) —36.49 

Totalat === 1, 500, 738; 1, 765, 798) 2, 070, 658, 1,859, 496 1, 447, 895, 1, 728,917| 1, 059, 676) —38. 71 

Grand total____| 4, 429, 463, 2, 596, 826] 4, 501, 652) 5, 035, 697) 5, 294,915} 4,371, 711| 4, 459, 937, +02. 02 

1 The number of cases shown has been put upon the common basis of forty-eight 1-pound cans per case. 
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Relative importance of each species of salmon canned within each district in 1925 

Tic Hump- ‘ Total, all District Coho Chum nee King Red species 

Per cent | Per cent | Per cent | Per cent | Per cent | Per cent 
SouthbeasteAlaska $_ pag at 3 hae ae eee Bie 30.3 60. 9 0. 4 5.1 100 
Central'-Alaske=* aio Seat nese ope tae 6.5 19. 0 38. 3 1.8 34.4 100 
Western Alaskat: <-)iiew he Sr ees 2 fall .0 By al 91.6 100 
ALpAlaska® 5c pee sen oe eenere 3.6 24. 2 47.3 Bal 23. 8 100 

Relative importance of each district in the production of each species of salmon canned 
in 1925 

District Coho Chum Hane "| King Red iene 

| Per cent | Per cent | Per cent | Per cent | Per cent | Per cent 
SouthedstpAuaska. 202 ites ha = Ost 78. 6 80.9 24. 0 13.6 62.8 
GenitnalAddska sco pce) Soe es tae a = Lyepeied 42.4 18.6 19.1 38. 6 34. 1 23. 6 
Western Alaska_______ Ae eRe 1! .9 2.8 50) 37.4 PAS] 13.6 

Total 20h eg te Dee Se eee ee 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 | 100. 0 100. 0 

Average annual price per case of forty-eight 1-pownd cans of salmon, 1915 to 1925 

Product 1915 | 1916 | 1917 | 1918 | 1919 | 1920 | 1921 | 1922 | 1923 | 1924 | 1925 

| 
Coho, or silver___-------| $4.31 | $5.34 | $8.76 | $9.15 |$11.27 | $9.13 | $5.63 | $5.47 | $5.74 | $6.83 | $9.72 
Chum, or keta____------ 2.59 | 3.34) 6.14] 6.27] 6.82] 419] 3.68] 3.98] 4.65) 468] 4.44 
Humpback, or pink_---| 2.78 | 3.64] 6.44] 6.58 | 8.35] 5.47| 4.21 | 4.34] 486] 4.93] 5.28 
Kington spring: = Ss 4.63 | 5.36 | 10.40 | 9.85 | 13.13 | 10.97 | 10.22] 8.08 | 8.56) 8.89} 11.91 
Red, or sockeye_____---- 5.82 | 6.04] 9.48) 9.44 | 12.98 | 13.05 | 8.96 | 9.24] 9.27) 9.53 | 13.12 

PACK IN CERTAIN DISTRICTS 

Statistics of the salmon pack are again presented for subdivisions 
of the three main districts of Alaska, and comparison is made with 
similar statistics for 1924. These districts are described as follows: 

Bristol Bay.—The Bering Sea shore east and north of the Ugashik 
River. 

Port Moller and Herendeen Bay. —Port Moller, Herendeen Bay, 
and Nelson Lagoon. 

Tkatan- Shamagin Islands—False Pass, Ikatan Bay, King Cove, 
and the Shumagin Islands. 

Chignik.—Three canneries located at Chignik. 
Kodiak-Afognak Islands.—Kodiak, Spruce, and Raspberry Islands. 
Cook Inlet—The shores of Cook Inlet. 
Prince William Sound.—Extends from Resurrection Bay to Point 

Whitshed, except that the pack of fish taken in the Copper River 
district by canneries at and near Cordova is omitted. 

Copper and Bering Rivers——Extends from Point Whitshed to 
Bering River and includes the pack by canneries at Cordova from 
fish not credited to Prince William Sound. 

Yakutat and Dry Bay.—Extends from Yakutat Bay to and in- 
cluding Dry Bay. 

Icy Sor Tome Canal.—West coast of Baranof and Chichagof 
Islands, the shores of Cross Sound, Icy Strait, Lynn Canal, and 
Stephens Passage south to Taku Harbor. Only part of the pack at 
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Taku Harbor is credited to this district, as some of it originated 
elsewhere. 

Chatham Strait-Frederick Sound.—Includes part of the Taku can- 
nery pack and the Petersburg Packing Co.’s pack, in addition to the 
packs of all canneries on both shores of Chatham Strait and its bays 
from Point Augusta to Cape Ommaney, and through Frederick 
Sound and its bays northward to Taku Harbor, including Kake. 

Sumner Strait-Dixon Entrance—Extends southward from Peters- 
burg and eastward from Port Beauclerc to Cape Chacon and Dixon 
Entrance, and includes all canneries on the mainland and intervening 
islands from the Stikine River to Portland Canal. 

West coast, Prince of Wales Island—Territory west and south of 
a line from Cape Chacon to Point Baker and Cape Ommaney. 

Pack of canned salmon in Alaska in 1925, by districts } 

Nee 
Percent- 

| age of 
jotyi Hump- | x; : r increase District Coho Chum als King | Red Total ore: 

| crease 

from 1924 

1 | 

Cases Cases Cases | Cases Cases | Cases 
IBMStO Davee eens st = 1, 369 B52097 | 2 225-2. = | 17,016 | 524,395 568, 377 —30. 50 
Port Moller and Herendeen Bay____|__------ A896) eee oe = 1, 657 28,669 | 35, 222 —38. 20 
Ikatan-—Shumagin Islands__________- 12, 283 | 102, 579 18,573 | 2,578 | 60, 756 | 196, 769 —53. 78 
(npr: epee ree ie Pe 2, 915 8, 374 Ze || 299 65, 203 79, 518 —47. 78 
Kodiak—A fognak Islands ___________ 9, 219 19, 935 147, 476 | 303 125, 990 302, 923 —18. 47 
LEnOkslIMNOGL seme se et ab! oes ' 11, 886 1, 654 449 | 10,629 | 86,211 | 110, 829 —10. 69 
Prince William Sound________-_--_- 9, 466 67, 732 233, 859 287 8, 113 319, 497 —27.78 
Copper and Bering Rivers______-___- 22 O 20) ete soe 13 | 5,204 | 16,651 44, 388 —61. 80 
WakytatandlDryopay--__...5= a OSn | sssae seo 5, 856 4, 663 10, 899 35, 186 —44, 25 
Icey Strait-Lynn Canal_____________ 17, 014 132, 192 125, 189 | 687 58, 923 | 334, 005 —24. 79 
Chatham Strait—Frederick Sound___| 16, 869 224, 319 193, 141 1,327 | 15,774} 451,430 —20. 34 
Sumner Strait-Dixon Entrance____- 34, 143 358, 236 |1,101,845 | 4,648 | 50,917 |1, 549, 789 +12. 31 
West coast, Prince of Wales Island_| 9,558 | 133,166 | 281,425 680 | 7,175 | 482, 004 +28. 52 

‘Roja ees een ee 161, 010 |1, 078, 680 |2, 110, 593 | 49, 978 ib 059, 676 |4, 459, 937 —15. 77 

1 Pack reduced to the basis of forty-eight 1-pound cans per case. 

MILD CURING 

In 1925 the salmon mild-cure industry of Alaska was maintained 
at about the level of production of the previous year, although the 
number of persons employed and the investment decreased, chiefly 
in consequence of the withdrawal of operators in the western district. 
There was an increase in the amount of product prepared in both the 
southeastern and central districts. The industry gave employment to 
1,535 persons (1,319 whites, 215 natives, and 1 Filipino), which was 
231 less than the number employed in 1924. The investment of 
$1,498,425, which was almost wholly in thesoutheastern district, was 
$80,810 less than in 1924. 

The total output of mild-cured salmon in 1925 was 5,217,600 
pounds, valued at $1,085,466, as against 5,187,200 pounds, valued at 
$1,137,301, in 1924, an increase of 30,400 pounds in quantity but a 
decrease in value of $51,835. The pack consisted of 279,200 pounds 
of cohos and 4,938,400 pounds of kings, all of which was produced in 
southeastern Alaska except 172,000 pounds of kings, which were pro- 
duced in the central district. In units of 800-pound tierces, the pack 
consisted of 349 tierces of cohos ahd 6,173 tierces of kings. 
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Persons engaged, investment, and products of Alaska salmon mild-curing industry 
an 1925 

Items Southeast Alaska Central Alaska Total 

PERSONS ENGAGED 

Fishermen: Number Value Number Value Number 
Whites... 5-28) 5: eee POO) S| tense ree 1935 |.2- ae 1, 218 
Natives. 1525522202522 eee ee A854 |os- ask oee LD Jose eee a 

TG bale ca eee eee eal Pi sAR5 le ae came ame DR ieee s 1, 413 

Shoresmen: 
Whites: --25 02. = 33 ===. eee GO" Le eee se 1B Bl eae ease 71 
Natives: so 752+ ee ee Ss 1p eee 7 \A- Se ses 18 

Totaliz 222) ees. sobs 2t UA ee SEL ae AST et laos 89 

Transporters: 
ites:.#. = Seas eM BS 22 | See See Bi eee ee 30 

IN aitIVieS = ase a St cera ss Sees] ek eee |e oa eee in| eee a te 2 
Bilipin oSs=S-35 se St as eee oa seen ees ee Se eee 1 

MOtAe cae aee ete eee te 22 oe ees TY eae 33 

Grand 'totaliss—S2= 535.5 ee TSA TSM one ep ce Bi poe 13536 
——————_——— 

INVESTMENT 

Plants operatedia22._ 422-222 ae tee 12 $47, 259 2| $23,727 14 $70, 986 
Operatingicapitdlas == ieee oe Sse 443, 408 |_--------- 40,406" | oan aaa 488, 814 
Vessels: 

POWer, OVELo LONSH== 3554" 5 Sts 21 125, 365 1 4, 000 22 129, 365 
Netitonnage. 222: 222-2. 22s 403: |-2-ss22t-5-2 14-| 622652 2 417, piece sea 

Barges Sst-2cs. 22 ek Se saete 2 6400) |e ee |e 2 6, 400 
Netitonnage. =) 222 Se 134 2S here 2 |S eee | eee 184. | eases 

ILatinchess-see=s! abs Sees es 726 727, 500 6 14, 600 732 742, 100 
Gall-nebi bats sane arama aees | eee = eee ae 15 1,750 15 - 
Row bDoatse 2225.25 5a es 206 7, 120 4 100 210 7, 220 
Lighters and scows-_-..---------- 2 290 9 11, 000 11 1 

Apparatus: 
Gill nets (2,500 fathoms) - - -----|------------ [2 eee eee 100 5, 500 100 5, 500 
Traps (driven) =- = 2222 222 ose oe eee oe 2 3, 000 2 3, 000 
‘ines! See wae ee ee ee 3, 200 82,000) | et = seo ee 3, 200 32, 000 

otala32 see ses a ae eee | ee 1538953420 -2- ee 109;088::|/ 52s -=s2-22 1, 498, 425 

PRODUCTS (POUNDS) 2 

@oho* or silver. = 25" oe 279, 200 | Ot; B00 4| se 24s owe eee 1 279, 200 37, 630 
King SOrisprin ge 22. 2 eee ee 24,766,400 | 1,014, 858 | 3 172, 000 32,978 | 4 4,938,400 | 1, 047, 836 

Total: = =22-.- eee 5, 045, 600 | 1,052,488 | 172, 000 32,978 | 5,217,600 | 1,085, 466 

1 349 tierces. 2 5,958 tierces. 3 215 tierces. 46,173 tierces. 

PICKLING 

The pickled-salmon industry, which is carried on chiefly in western 
Alaska, has been declining gradually in recent years. With the 
depletion of the red-salmon runs, particularly in Bristol Bay, the 
packers have been increasingly anxious to utilize more of the catch 
of this species for canning. The largest saltery in the Bristol Bay 
district, formerly operated by Peter M. Nelson, was sold this year to 
the Nakat Packing Corporation and converted into a cannery. 
One new concern, the Westward Packing Co., which operated a 
floating saltery, entered this district in 1925; but as a result of the 
small run it made a light pack and later sold its plant. 

The investment of $203,000 in the salmon-pickling industry was 
divided—$156,469 in western and $46,531 in central Alaska. There 
were slight increases in the number of persons engaged and the total 
investment but a considerable decrease in amount and value of 
products. In southeastern Alaska production increased from 40,700 
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pounds in 1924 to 94,900 pounds in 1925; while in central Alaska it 
decreased from 296,952 pounds to 229,200 pounds, and in western 
Alaska from 1,025,300 pounds to 305,500 pounds. The total output 
in 1925 was 629,600 pounds, valued at $84,731, as compared with 
1,362,952 pounds in 1924, valued at $132,223, a shrinkage of 54 per 
cent in quantity and 36 per cent in value. 

Persons engaged, investment, and products of Alaska salmon-pickling industry 
in 1925 

Items Southeast Alaska} Central Alaska | Western Alaska Total 

PERSONS ENGAGED 

Fishermen: Number} Value | Number| Value | Number| Value | Number, Value 
iWehites:2. 2s = = 2.0 oe ee el ee Uh eee AAC es oes Dope sees 2 
INSULVEShee se eecna 2 ead bemone eee ae eee LOM Ss ===. 5S Serene 93) Bae Beas 

Morals vee. Fo tears |S Ss eee ee Poke. ees 52) See TOT | eee: 

Shoresmen: 
WTO sae sen eee Se ee BY IER Sess |e ee OE; | see CLG ses ee 
IN@ULVES ==. 22-22 SR ee SRR oe bij ies Seas 5 WM epee eves Co 

BP Oa Ra ee te ee ees eS a eS OD) eee Se 383 | see eee CR ae 
| ———— 

Transporters: 
RVG eS bee cre Shield Oe 2 Ee eae |e Lae ee ee eee SH eeeee eo SHS! aes a 

Grandstotalese Sosa | Mae See ee 20s lee bate OSM eet cee P29 ie ee 

INVESTMENT 

Plantsioperated]-tos.2e- at (a/R ee as 4 | $23, 800 5 | $48, 825 9 | $72, 625 
Opersumercapitalese «cack 2 |e cee Oe dk ee ae rs ees SHisGs |Soe sees: 60,5945 o Eee Be 69, 330 
Vessels: : 

IROWOLOVer oO LONS Ss 2222 a. ate eee eee 1 37 OOO] |e eee eee 1 3, 000 
INebiornaget seer ae (0 esos Se Bo [bea AES ae ret oe er eat ea ee toy || ela 

ISU aC Re Te 2 oh ee RY eg ee eR | (Oe Pe Ue 8 1 18, 000 1 18, 000 
IN GONNA E Oo 2252s in eee SNR Pers aR ot ee ee PIG ON fee ee Ve 

aur ches eee ee ema eee, OH 5| 3,500 7| 8,850 12] 12,050 
Deine: DOALSeeeiee as ee ES ee Te ee es 4 AONE acs. em ane 4 540 
Ghll-netbontss sees Sees es ed ae ee 1 75 20 | 10,510 21 | 10,585 
LOW DORiSeee ernment ie ee SIRE Ue ie 9 650 10 800 19 1, 450 
Lightersiand/scOwsau.ss 2. |( aes. peace 1 600 2 3, 000 3 3, 600 

Apparatus: 
Beach scines=een= see a S|bt 2 EL ee ee 5 ca eee aos) i oe Rae 5 4, 950 

MAb homs. 22s -<2 55. 00s | iets hl ae GAs Beers 2 eee ee 2 ae 645: sata 
PUINSG;SOLNeS. 2 Seen S| eee a ene ee 1 SOOT | eceeseee ys Se il 500 

Pathoms: os Fo ee eee | ee TOON Bacate tos Perens ba ease 100i | Ea ea 
Gillinets. 22. - _ 5 ee eas |e 2 180 53 5, 540 55 5, 720 

Pathoms: = eae 5 eee eee S170) nee ee re (a Wi Pees © A O20K (eset 
Wihealsseser. . <3. Teepe | salle ie Rese | 650 650 

Rotaleeas.— 2. 2422-5 eee eee ae sae 5 AG bST eos oe 1565469) |Eeecce-- = 203, 000 

PRODUCTS (POUNDS) 

Coboyorsilver=-_:_-..224.--22 80,500 | $7,853.| 87, 250 9, 636 5, 600 630 | 173,350 | 18,119 
Chumronkera—---=- eee 4, 200 420 9, 400 1, 025 12, 300 1,100 | 25,900 2, 545 
Humpback, or pink______-___- 8, 200 686 | 30, 250 O20 tls 2s eae hee 38, 450 3, 941 
Kanevorspring:_-._-.2. 2-38 1, 800 144 500 62 | 121,000 18, 046 | 123, 300 18, 252 
Red, or:sockeye_..........25_2 200 27 | 101, 800 10, 787 | 166,600 | 31,060 | 268,600 | 41,874 

Oval es ee 94, 900 9,130 | 229,200 | 24, 765 305, 500 50, 836 | 629,600 | 84, 731 

FRESH SALMON 

The fresh-salmon business of Alaska represents no appreciable in- 
dependent investment, being largely incidental to the mild curing 
of salmon and freezing of halibut. There were two dealers in south- 
eastern Alaska, whose chief product was fresh salmon. The cost of 
operations was $10,861, and five white shoresmen were reported em- 
ployed. The total production was 2,620,017 pounds of all species, 
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valued at $223,907, all in southeastern Alaska. This was an increase 
of 413,073 pounds in quantity and $20,283 in value, or approxi- 
mately 18 per cent in quantity and 10 per cent in value over 1924. 

Products of the Alaska fresh-salmon industry in 1925 

Species Pounds Value 

GOO NOL SIV le ae ee re te = ee eee ee 615, 537 $33, 055 
Ghumoriketa ee ee ae ee ee 27, 369 840 
TSU oie0h 6] o}s%e) eatoley 0) val: Caen Oe et eee oe Be ee BONE Oh eo Soe ees eo 3, 064 46 
Kin? OMS Onl ge! ee BA eee eee ee Seen Se eee eee 1, 943, 988 186, 124 
FRG (OT SOCK OVC ee ee ae Ne ere a a a ee es 30, 059 3, 842 

TN eS tie pe eta fe i re ear PE ee mr ee 2, 62, 017 223, 907 

Fic. 9—Fleet of small fishing boats at Ketchikan 

FREEZING 

No independent investment was credited to the salmon-freezing 
business in Alaska in 1925, the operations being wholly incidental to 
other lines of the fishery industry. There was an increase in produc- 
tion of 284,957 pounds, or 12 per cent, over 1924, the total output 
in 1925 being 2,572,623 pounds, valued at $170,663, as compared 
with 2,287,666 pounds, valued at $165,809 in 1924. 

Products of the Alaska frozen-salmon industry in 1925 

Species Pounds Value 

GOHoy OM SUV One sab as sean a a a cw aaa a eR ee rm 686, 045 $37, 118 
@hum,\ or ‘Ketig {222 3454 - ye Pee EE eee _ Ee ee oS = oe 423, 619 12, 550 
King, (OF SUI So ee oe ee Oe ne or ee eee 1, 462, 959 120, 995 

Total.c 300: ots. cee ee Be ge eee ete | 2, 572, 623 | 170, 663 
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DRY-SALTING, DRYING, AND SMOKING 

In southeastern Alaska, one operator prepared 5,200 pounds of 
dry-salted cohos, valued at $582; and in central Alaska there were 
prepared 16,700 pounds of dried and smoked salmon, valued at $958, 
and 1,400 pounds of beleke, valued at $380. All of these operations 
were incidental to other lines of business. In the fishery of the 
Yukon, Tanana, and Kuskokwim Rivers, which is carried on prin- 
cipally by natives, 1,024,745 pounds of salmon were dried and 
smoked, valued at $124,545. In this western district 51 whites and 
362 natives were engaged in the fishery and the apparatus used 
consisted of 220 wheels, valued at $22,000, and 235 gill nets of 3,196 
fathoms, valued at $3,196, a total investment of $25,196. 

Production of dry-salted, dried, and smoked salmon in Alaska in 1925 

Product Combest Central Alaska Western Alaska Total 

Dry-salted: Pounds| Value | Pownds| Value | Pounds Value Pounds Value 
Coho or silver___.-...-- 5, 200 DOB ZN| hae ee ees | eee oie ers Lae | Sine See 5, 200 $582 

Dried and smoked: 
leonosOUSIVer-_-o-olee ee 9, 900 SH0GR | Sxeceet ae koe Ps Pn 9, 900 506 
hum jwornketas 22 eee |e ee 925 44 636, 545 | $76, 385 637,470 |. 76,429 
iHgmip pack, or pinks 230 12 Wee |e 3, 445 ZO | Steen ee aes) eek ee 3, 445 255 
PREETI POLIS PLN Gwe ene Oh eo a ees SIR ame fe re eee enn ler 125, 200 16, 600 125, 200 | 16, 600 
HGUMONSOCKEY Gs.) eee nnn ee as SEE 2, 430 153 263, 000 31, 560 265,430 | 31, 713 

sd ALGAE N LS Bente it cee Neel ple eens (ie Be oe et 16, 700 958 | 1,024, 745 124,545 | 1,041,445 | 125, 503 

Beleke: Ear | 
OHONOTSIl Vers so ne bee |e 200 80) Eee Se eee oiler a 200 80 
Humpback, oripink=_ =_|-s2. 2-2). ees. 1, 200 300) eke eee Nee ee 1, 200 300 

UNGY HLS s Ee oe (RR el 1, 400 B80) aes ees | ree a 1, 400 380 

Grand total__________ ~ 5, 200 582 | 18,100 | 1,338 | 1,024,745 | 124,545 | 1,048,045 | 126, 465 

BY-PRODUCTS 

Two companies in southeastern Alaska engaged primarily in the 
preparation of salmon by-products, while three salmon canneries in 
central Alaska manufactured salmon oil and fertilizer as well. The 
investment, which was credited wholly to southeastern Alaska, totaled 
$120,981, and 35 white shoresmen and 5 white transporters were 
reported engaged in theindustry. The total production was 1,432,625 
pounds of fertilizer, valued at $41,807, and 40,680 gallons of oil, 
valued at $18,330. This was a decrease of 326,675 pounds, or 19 
per cent, in quantity and $1,563 in value of fertilizer, and 8,353 
gallons, or 17 per cent, in quantity, and $3,503 in value of oil from 
1924. In that year 3 companies in southeastern Alaska engaged 
primarily in by-products manufacture, in addition to which 3 plants 
in southeastern and 2 in central Alaska manufactured fertilizer and oil 
in connection with their salmon-canning operations. 

Production of salmon oil and fertilizer in Alaska in 1925 

Districts Oil ) | Fertilizer 

Gallons Value Pounds’ | Value 
Southeast :Alasknwmerae | ae) 20 race he ty Time ta ST te 26, 500 $11,950 | 1,074,000 | $31, 990 
@oentraltAlas kn sansa es Fe SerN a oT Hae ew 14, 180 6, 380 | 358, 625 9, 817 

Total eee ee Coser AVE 40, 680 | 18,330 | 1, 432, 625 | 41, 807 
tod | 

104755—26}——5 
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HERRING 

The greatest expansion of Alaska fishery operations in 1925 
occurred in the herring industry. This increase was due chiefly to the 
larger output of fertilizer and oil in southeastern Alaska and the 
development of the herring fishery around Afognak Island, at which 
place there was a marked influx of operators. 

An interesting development in the herring fishery of Alaska was the 
use of large vessels as floating plants that were transferred from one 
district to another to take advantage of the seasonal runs. The most 
important operators of this type were: Atlantic & Pacific Packing Co., 
with the ZR3 (1,600 tons); North American Fisheries, with the 
Rosamond (1,035 tons); Ottar Hofstad, with the Esther (222 tons); 
Utopian Fisheries, with the Donna Lane (1,597 tons); and Libby, 
MeNeill & Libby, with the Salvator (385 tons). The Alaska Con- 

Fia, 10.—Herring pounds at Red Fox Bay, Afognak Island 

solidated Fisheries chartered the motorship La Merced (1,247 tons 
net) to transport supplies to its plant at Portlock City, and it was 
also used as a saltery at that place while the plant was being rebuilt. 
The Latouche Packing Co. outfitted the Wakina (216 tons) at 
Seattle as a floating saltery, but the vessel burned while en route to 
Alaska, resulting in a loss of about $14,000. A number of small 
floating plants were operated in various districts. 

George A. Rounsefell was employed in 1925 as a scientific assistant 
to undertake a biological investigation of the herring of Alaska. He 
made a preliminary survey, visited all of the more important herring 
centers, and collected considerable information. The investigation 
will be continued in 1926. 

During the season of 1925 there was considerable adverse criticism 
in southeastern Alaska in regard to the use of excessive quantities of 
herring for the manufacture of fertilizer and oil. It was asserted 
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that greater quantities of herring were taken by seines than could be 
transported to the plants, and that consequently they were then 
dumped and wasted. The entire matter was investigated by the 
bureau, in collaboration with the Department of Justice. The fol- 
lowing is an extract from the report of the grand jury at its special 
November, 1925, term at Juneau: 

The attention of this grand jury was called to a letter written on August 1, 
1925, by Mr. C. B. Ferguson, of Craig, Alaska, to the Governor of Alaska, 
alleging that there was gross criminal and wanton waste of herring fish in the 
vicinity of Port Walter, Alaska, during the past season. Mr. Ferguson’s letter 
was published in the “‘ Alaska Fisherman” and other newspapers. The grand 
jury subpoenaed Mr. Ferguson to appear before it and examined him as a witness 
in this matter. Mr. Ferguson stated that he was in Port Walter and Chatham 
Straits shortly before he wrote to the governor, but he had no first-hand informa- 
tion, and that his allegations to the governor were based upon statements made 

Fic. 11.—Herring purse-seine boats at Seldovia 

to him by one Ed. Donnelly. It appears that Donnelly had been employed as a 
cook in a reduction plant at Port Walter, but left there late in August for Seattle, 
Wash., and has not been located. 
We also examined officers of the Bureau of Fisheries and of the Department of 

Justice who had made extensive investigations of the matters complained of by 
Mr. Ferguson. These officers had been unable to find any evidence substan- 
tiating the charges made by Mr. Ferguson. This grand jury also examined 
salmon trollers living in the country where the waste was alleged to have taken 
place, but found no evidence that such waste had in fact occurred. 

Mr. Ferguson stated to the grand jury that the manufacture of herring into 
oil and fertilizer is, of itself, a waste of food fish which should be stopped by the 
United States Bureau of Fisheries. We find no law under which the Secretary 
of Commerce, the Commissioner of Fisheries, or other officers of the Government, 
could curtail this industry by regulation. We believe, however, that the Secre- 
tary of Commerce should be vested by Congress with power to abate the manu- 
facture of food fish into fertilizer, oil, or other by-products, whenever or wherever 
such action appears necessary to insure against depleting the supply of herring 
or other fish for food purposes, or the use of herring for bait. 
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Consideration has been given to the important matter of deter- 
mining what proportion of the herring catch is used for food products 
and what is converted into oil and fertilizer. According to available 
figures, two-thirds of the total catch were used for fertilizer and oil 
and one-third was prepared for food or used as halibut bait. In 
southeastern Alaska where the herring average considerably smaller 
in size than those in central and western Alaska, most of the fish 
are used for other than food purposes. The manufacture of herring 
fertilizer and oil centered in the southeastern district, where more 
than 88 per cent of the catch was utilized in this way. In central 
Alaska only about one-fifth of the catch was used in the manufacture 
of fertilizer and oil, as the business was confined to Prince William 
Sound. To arrive at the foregoing figures it was estimated that about 
1 ton of fertilizer and 300 gallons of oil can be produced from 6 tons 
of raw herring. Of the 18 concerns that manufactured oil and 
fertilizer, only five were exclusively reduction plants, the others 
being engaged in the preparation of food products also. 

In the southeastern district, the Alaska Herring & Sardine Co., 
at Little Port Walter, canned salmon and prepared Scotch-cured 
herring, oil, and fertilizer. Fifteen other concerns prepared herring 
products principally, among which were the following: 

Salteries: 
Deuglas. Bish Co. <= eas a eee Todd. 
National Bish Cos -20 22:2 ese Killisnoo and Hood Bay. 

Reduction plants: 
Hamilton backing Cos -- 222s me} aac eS Hood Bay. 
WallisnoosPishe ries ase ea ere re ena Killisnoo. 
Marine Packing & Reduction Co_____---- Washington Bay. 
Puget Sound Reduction Co__-_---------- Port Armstrong. 

Saltery and reduction plants: 
Alaska Consolidated Canneries-_-_--------- Saginaw Bay. 
ATeNtseMwa GO. ps eee ee ee See Big Port Walter. 
Baranot. Packing Co... >" * 5s pee Red Bluff Bay. 
Buchan. cLleinene: Sees at a aie ee Port Armstrong. 
Chatham Strait Fish Co__----—-2222¢222240 New Port Walter. 
Ness. Fish: ot 2 2) semis. ae eee Petersburg. 
Northwestern Hernng Co <i s Port Conclusion. 

In addition, five cold-storage plants froze herring for bait for the 
halibut fishery, and a number of fishermen were engaged in catching 
herring solely for bait. 

In central Alaska, operations were conducted in three localities— 
Prince William Sound, with 12 operators; Cook Inlet, with 29 oper- 
ators; and Kodiak-Afognak district, with 15 operators. In the 
Prince William Sound district the following companies operated: 

Reduction plant: 
Alaska, By-Products, C0. 22-6. o eae ce ee eee Port Benny. 

Salteries: 
Atlantic,&. Pacific Packing: Coso-e2- 22-25-4565 == Floating plant. 
Jt J HUOV EL. 2235 oe Se Se ee ae Horseshoe Bay. 
Johnsonjhackine | Cons 24s sae eee Latouche. 
ihkatouche, Packing Co:-- aaa ase eae ee Port Crawford. 
Utopian Wisheries 2.2... .29 = eee eat Floating plant. 

Saltery and reduction plants: 
Eiverett-haciiic Misheries. 52-2 sae ee test Thumb Bay. 
BranklingPacking 420. 2 geese o5- foe Sees ek Port Ashton. 
WJ wlmlachs Backing Coc... tt eo cae: Port Benny. 
Knight island Packin@iOo. oe 2c2¢ ae se oe ho Drier Bay. 
San Juam Bishing @oPacking Coles 222-2 222 es a- Evans Bay. 
S: Shiaroff & Sonss43 See eee ee Crab Bay. 
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In the Cook Inlet district no reduction plants were operated; the 
following were among the larger concerns salting herring for food: 

Alaska Consolidated Fisheries-_____------------ Portlock City. 
18 Pen igen 040 (2) sO) bene <2 career et ly Spee ear Seldovia. 
Herne Bay Packingy@os- 3 lo Se oe Do. 
Wed dniach Packingu@os eit ites Sree Do. 
DOESOTT. aa OTISU ye eens CTR tet PT hg te Do. 
Sioklarofi: & SOMsHe ee ath. ns ott ee Cee Homer Spit. 
Atlantic-&. Paeifie-Packing-Cos = <== --22252= 5 Floating plant. 
Hidalgo Island} Packing-Go= 2-0 ee ea 8 Port Graham. 
GAY) Or Stats eset i Ss De a Floating plant. 
Hay dacobsen GiCoesa2e! 225. Bee Seo. ee = Seldovia. 
Conrad) Polis omen 2 Mas os ete = 0 2 os sa Halibut Cove. 
Knight Island) Packing)Cos = 7-8 es Do. 
NEEATIT FOUND OG tie eps EAT. Gh a Ee a ge hye Do. 
Meredith Gissberg & Larein_.________-_--------- Do. 
Axel Norstedts t=. cn ace erent hs ea Ee Seldovia. 
North: Coast; Packing: Cos 2p ee. So oe STE Halibut Cove. 
is SL VCLUSO Di ele seh = 20th ee SS TS Do. 
[cra by.e VieINenl és Tibby <2 23ers. ee oo a Floating plant. 
North American Pisheries 86 422 a Do. 
San Juan Fishing & Packing Co_______________-- Tutka Bay. 

The chief operators in the Kodiak-Afognak district operating salt- 
erles only were: 

Atlantic: d.-Pacthe Packing-Cors =. 2.22. 22 ene Floating plant. 
Can Pa cling Cone ian Oat un x EU os Vee SS Nene Uzinki. 
Mi ielenlachwbPackimeaC gamers. Soo te od St oe Do. 
reamiklin eke Cole 5 ase oe et Floating plant. 
Ograt Holstacdee: |=... ees Ue SS pat 2 tae Do. 
Jounsony Packie Cotta eM e ces See ea ely Do. 
Wodiak:HermmpeiCos. Hye tt.) ea) eee ees Do. 
North American Misheres® 2-8) 20 oe Be Do. 
San Juan Wishing & Packing Co_2. =. 2-2 22-222: Uganik Bay. 
Slayak Packine Co \Saarer rete SS pets aed Shuyak Island. 
Svendsen & Shaw Packing Co_________________-_ Do. 
Witepiany Pisheries 2 e949 ss iho ele ee Floating plant. 

It was estimated that about 51,000 barrels of herring from the 
waters of Afognak Reserve and about 40,000 barrels from Cook 
Inlet were salted. 

STATISTICAL SUMMARY 

The herring industry in Alaska employed 1,839 persons in 1925, as 
compared with 1,407 in 1924. The number of plants increased from 
32 in 1924 to 54 in 1925, and the investment from $3,849,422 to 
$6,108,494, or 58.7 percent. The products were valued at $3,852,449, 
as compared with $2,458,370 in 1924, an increase of $1,394,079, or 
56.7 per cent. Scotch-cured herring increased from 19,020,650 
pounds in 1924 to 33,925,975 pounds in 1925, or approximately 78.3 
per cent. Herring for bait increased from 3,599,350 pounds to 
7,086,840 pounds. Fertilizer increased 83.5 per cent in quantity and 
120 per cent in value, and oil 105.4 per cent in quantity and 98 per 
cent in value over the production in 1924. 
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Persons engaged, investment, and products of Alaska herring industry in 1925 

Items Southeast Alaska 

PERSONS ENGAGED 

Grand total___- 

INVESTMENT 

Plants operated_________- 
Operating capital________- 
Vessels: 

Power, over 5 tons__- 
Net tonnage 

Salling -e See 
Net tonnage 

Bargesso- S35 eee 
Net tonnage______ 

Launches, under 5 

Apparatus: 
Purse seines 

Impounding nets ____ 
Fathoms 

PRODUCTS (POUNDS) 

Fresh, for bait_____.____-- 
Frozen, for bait_______._- 
Pickled for food: 

Scotch cure 
_ Norwegian 

Spiced 

Central Alaska 

(ir deka 1, 118 

13] $936, 682 40 
ate Bones 1, 399, 759|___._____. 

35| 288, 573 70 
I eat eee 6, 222 

ee ee 1 

VG Ae a eee 1, 035 
I 1, 000 1 

ral eset) 385 

5| 4,100 19 
9| 11,697 13 
5 175 4 

15 465 41 
“| 8,877 14 

(sia siete Seve eee 2 

36| 75,732 43 
Goal ee 6, 800 

i Toc pila 73 
RPh Phir 2, 740 
Bath TiC 1 Far sake 18 
LR | pare ee 2, 140 

Pincay 2: 796-360) 25 eta 

2,821,750  17,661| 30, G00 
4, 235,090|  21,315|_-------<. 

4, 641,625] 307, 063/29, 243, 190 
232,000 14,770| 133, 225 
10, 200) -Ajaopleaess ae 

wen ie el ae ee 190, 575 
273,000|-3,660| 404, 705 

pee cs ais |e Yop Gy 1, 824 
15, 176, 646] 438, 468] 1, 995, 381 
2; 061,398} 870,589] 289,754 

Bie 1, 674, 726|_2 2: --1.. 

$755, 820 
1, 810, 651 

588, 600 

8, 199 

2,174, 723 

Western Alaska Total 

Number| Value ome Value 

Salci Ss yaeie 

V4 ee 

5 | ee ee 
1 See eee 
19ls=o- sea 
Same os 

1,193) 40 

76 
Z|: 
1 

AOE cea 

$3 |= eee 5 es} | nee Se eae 

1} $12, 885 54/$1, 705, 387 
hee oS 2. .685|--------c-| 8 et snOGo 

aS ees 105} 877,173 
RS. a ea eee y fin 9» eS et 
ee ee ee See 1 30, 000 
Shere Siar ve 13085] +0 2 
ee ts SF 2) 10, 800 
ee ah (ie ae (i5 ee 

2) 1,800 26 23, 200 
idsesacubeees Bee 22) 25, 102 

8 400 17 975 
Lm 9h al eens eS 56 2, 260 
waz deu sa eee arts 21 20, 377 
ascii. 3252S Se 2) 6, 000 

Saul eee 79| 161,826 
Sgt See eros oe 1350Ri|-= eee 

30 720 103 7, 099 
540) = 2 22 3):280) <2 =e 

Pee eee ee 18 25, 200 . 
Jecezdlicien See 2; 1402s ea 

eee 18, 490|----------| 6, 108, 494 

eu cr See 2, 851, 750 18,111 
2 eye |e 4, 235, 090 21,315 

41,160) 3, 000/33, 925,975) 2, 270, 577 
AE Ce fees Lot 365,225} 22, 969 
Lega et el Ps 10, 200 1, 200 
merece ss | 190,575 7, 660 
sisdbecseesescs 677, 705 19, 974 
wet Aol eeecsc4 1, 824 150 
Pep ee Sites SO 117,172,027} 491,448 
SA Pe Eee 2,351,152} 999,045 

ity 14 roe 8, 000}........_.| 3, 852, 449 
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HALIBUT 

The closed season designated in the North Pacific halibut treaty, 
and which extends from November 16 to February 15, became effec- 
tive for the first time in the fall of 1924; hence 1925 was the first year 
in which there was no halibut fishing for three full months. The 
shortness of the fishing season in 1925 probably was responsible in 
part for the small catch. The market was rather dull at the beginning 
of the season because there were on hand large quantities of halibut 
from the preceding year. Prices improved later, but the total catch 
was considerably less than that of 1924. 

Halibut taken in the vicinity of Kodiak Island and the Sanak and 
Shumagin Islands were landed at Seattle in 1925. The trips to 
these islands were in the nature of prospecting expeditions, as the 
distance involved may preclude profitable operations except by vessels 
capable of cruising far and having large capacity. In time, however, 
these western banks undoubtedly will be fished more and more. 

In 1925 L. T. Hopkinson, fishery expert of the Tariff Commission, 
conducted an economic survey of the halibut industry of the Pacific 
coast and Alaska. Hearings were held at Seattle on August 10 and 
11 to consider the possibility of reducing the import duty on halibut, 
but the findings of the commission had not been made public by the 
end of 1925. 

A matter of great importance to the halibut industry is the compre- 
hensive investigation begun by the International Fisheries Commis- 
sion under the direction of William F. Thompson, who for years has 
been identified with studies of the Pacific halibut question for the 
United States and Canada. Work began in June with the tagging of 
halibut in Dixon Entrance, and later was extended to other banks. 
Halibut will be tagged for the purpose of obtaining information as to 
their migrations; and biological, statistical, and economic studies will 
be carried on. The information derived from such studies will be 
used as the basis for future regulation and conservation of this 
valuable fishery. 

Only landings at Alaskan ports are shown in the statistics for the 
Alaska halibut industry, and hence do not represent the entire catch 
from the banks off the coast of Alaska, as large quantities are landed 
at ports in British Columbia as well as at Seattle. The landings in 
Alaska totaled 10,971,651 pounds, valued at $884,383, a decrease of 
4,065,965 pounds and $735,060 from 1924, or about 27 per cent in 
quantity and 45 per cent in value. The total investment in the 
halibut industry in 1925 was $3,503,921, as compared with $2,316,084 
in 1924. Persons engaged in this fishery in 1925 numbered 861, as 
compared with 633 in the preceding year. 

“ 
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Persons engaged, investment, and products of the Alaska halibut fishery in 1925 

Items | Southeast Alaska Central Alaska Total 
| 2 : | in : 

PERSONS ENGAGED | 
Number Value Number Value Number Value 
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COD 

In Alaskan waters, cod fishing is conducted both from shore sta- 
tions and by an offshore fleet that operates entirely from ports in the 
States. In the following statistics Alaska is credited only with the 
operations from shore stations and with vessels that land their catches 
in Alaska or engage in transporting products from the shore stations. 
In 1925, the shore-station cod fleet consisted of 4 vessels belonging 
to the Union Fish Co., 2 of the Alaska Codfish Co., and 1 of the San 
Juan Fishing & Packing Co. The offshore fleet, which is listed sepa- 
rately, comprised 4 vessels of the Union Fish Co., 3 of the Pacific 
Coast Codfish Co., 2 of the Robinson Fisheries Co., 1 of the Alaska 
Codfish Co., and 1 belonging to Capt. J. A. Matheson. The only 
addition to the fleet in 1925 was the schooner (. A. Thayer (390 tons), 
which was acquired by the Pacific Coast Codfish Co. and was sent 
to Bering Sea early in the year. The Daisy, which belonged to the 
Aleutian Islands Livestock Co. at Chernofsky, Alaska, did not fish 
for cod in 1925. 

STATISTICAL SUMMARY 

The cod industry of Alaska gave employment to 113 persons in 
1925, or 11 more than in 1924. The investment amounted to 
$467,530, as compared with $310,792 in 1924. Dry-salted and 
pickled cod, stockfish, tongues, and frozen cod, aggregating 2,853,942 
pounds, valued at $128,803, were the products of this fishery. Com- 
parable figures for 1924 are 1,580,026 pounds, valued at $100,777. 
The products of the offshore fishery were reported to be 10,560,546 
pounds of dry-salted cod and tongues, valued at $573,170. The 
offshore fishery employed 344 persons. 
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Persons engaged, investment, and products of Alaska cod industry in 1925 

Southeast 
Items ‘Alaska Central Alaska Western Alaska Total 

PERSONS ENGAGED 

Fishermen: Number| Value | Number | Value | Number 
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Alaska shore-station cod fleet in 1925 

. Net Name Rig tonnage Operators 

Golden State--_----- Power schooner - -_ 223 | Union Fish Co., San Francisco, Calif. 
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Offshore cod fleet in 1925 

. Net Name Rig tonnage \ Operators 

Maweema---------- pchooner s=s2-==- 392 | Alaska Codfish Co., San Francisco, Calif. 
Fanny Dutard__-___|_-_-- Goatees ite 252 | J. A. Matheson, Anacortes, Wash. 
Jobin\ Ace. 2i2 Soe aya ees Gon feet Set 235 | Pacific Coast Codfish Co., Seattle, Wash. 
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Galilee ssa aeeeee eee (6 [ee een a 339 Do. 
‘Progress-=.352 52 Power schooner... 115 Do. 
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WHALES 

The North Pacific Sea Products Co. again operated its plant at 
Akutan, Alaska, using six steam whalers during the season. Employ- 
ment was given to 121 whites and 24 natives. The company took 
496 whales in all, consisting of 233 finbacks, 193 humpbacks, 36 sul- 
phur bottoms, 33 sperm, and 1 right whale. Capt. Louis L. Lane, 
with the Gunnar, also engaged in capturing whales in Prince William 
Sound and Cook Inlet and around Kodiak Island for sale as fox food 
to ranches along the coast. He disposed of 1 finback and 15 hump- 
backs in this way. 

The investment in the commercial whale fishery was $545,074 and 
the products were as follows: 848,850 gallons of whale oil, valued at 
$509,310; 114,400 gallons of sperm oil, valued at $46,637; 1,069 tons 
of fertilizer from meat, valued at $53,372; 153 tons of bone fertilizer, 
valued at $3,927; 127,149 pounds of pickled meat, valued at $6,113; 
and 16 whale carcasses, valued at approximately $5,600, a total 
value of products of $624,959, or an increase of 59.5 per cent over 
1924 when products were valued at $391,781. 

CLAMS 

H. C. McMillin, who assisted Dr. F. W. Weymouth in an exten- 
sive survey of the clam beds in Alaska in 1924, was in the Cordova 
district again for a short time in the 1925 season. The following 
discussion of conditions is taken from his report: 

The season of 1925 has been very much better than was anticipated. Large 
clams showed well throughout the early part of the season and until I left the 
beds on July 9. The pack is somewhat larger than we expected, but it was 
obtained from large-sized mature clams. 

The present regulation [4144-inch minimum] has been a benefit to the canneries 
and diggers alike, although there are some statements to the contrary. It is 
evident that large clams are handled more easily, but the main benefit that I 
have observed is the lack of waste. Last year [1924 season] great numbers of 
small clams were lost through the screens at the weigh scows, some were thrown 
out with the shells, and still more were wasted by the cleaners. Clams shrink 
during the scalding process to such an extent that those less than the present 
legal size can not be handled without waste. 

The catch of 1925 has been handled efficiently. The number of small clams, 
less than 41% inches, has been very limited, due to two things: (1) The good 
showing of large clams, and (2) the present size limit. As some sections of the 
beds would produce small clams on unfavorable tides, the greater credit belongs 
to the latter. 

While the present pack is more than the beach will support, it is a material 
reduction from former years, and further reductions can be looked for in the 
future. In the steady decrease of the annual catch on the Washington beds 
there are records of good years in which large clams appeared in numbers. These 
seasons were followed by poor years, due to the reduced number of mature clams. 
If this can be compared with Cordova, the future pack will be reduced to what the 
beds can support by the operation of the present size limit. 

The size limit of 414 inches was fixed after a careful study of the natural 
history of the animal, and further work on the maturity has more than justified 
the conclusion of those who determined it. Under the protection of this limit 
every clam is allowed to mature and spawn at least once. A reduction in the 
size limit would very seriously impair its usefulness. 

As has been stated before, some sections of the beach have been closed by the 
present limit. It has worked far better than closure by geographical boundaries 
which would be impossible to describe and would change as bars and channels 
shift. It also allows the diggers to operate during the lowest tides on beaches 
that would otherwise be closed. 
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A bureau employee was specially assigned to supervise operations 
in the Cordova district during the season and to see that the new 
regulations were complied with fully. His report contained the 
following reference to the character and extent of operations: 

Digging operations are conducted on the clam beds near Cordova and Point 
Whitshed, along the beach from Eyak River Channel, outside of Egg Islands, 
Hook Point, Point Steele, Point Bentinck, Boswell Bay, Hawkins Cutoff, Mummy 
Islands, and Orea Inlet. 

The clam beds above mentioned cover about 400 square miles, and about 
200 men dig in this area. The seven operating companies cover almost the 
entire section. 

The clams vary in size, color, and flavor. West and south of Mummy Island 
they are large and somewhat tough. The shell is dark, due to mud and sand 
bars. East of the territory between Twin Rocks and Egg Island the clams are 
tender, light yellow in color, and have striped yellow shells. Clams found to 
the east and off of Egg Island, Point Hook, and Point Steele have a better flavor 
than those that occur at these places. These clams are not as large or dark 
as those near Hawkins Cutoff. But few large clams are found on the high bars, 
because, being the most accessible, these have been dug over so much. How- 
ever, at low tide, or when the tide is as much as 2 feet higher than the minimum, 
ee clams appear in great quantities, especially if the weather is warm and 
right. 

STATISTICAL SUMMARY 

Ten firms in central and one in southeastern Alaska packed clams. 
_ The investment in the industry was $672,244, all of which was in the 
central district. Operations centered at Cordova, in the vicinity of 
which place seven concerns were located, Kukak Bay, Bering River, 
and Cook Inlet each having one operator. The number of persons 
engaged in the industry was 623, of whom 593 were whites, 16 natives, 
10 Chinese, 3 Filipinos, and 1 Mexican. The investment in 1924 
was $707,970, and 729 persons were engaged in the industry. The 
output in 1925 was 75,279 cases, containing 2,065,554 pounds, 
valued at $492,051, a decrease of about 12 per cent in quantity and 
22 per cent in value from 1924, when 83,161 cases, valued at $629,412, 
were packed. The smaller pack in central Alaska was attributable 
largely to the strike of clam diggers, which continued for nearly three 
weeks in May during the height of the season. 

Products of the Alaska clam industry in 1925 

Items Cases Pounds Value 

Minced: 
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SHRIMP 

The bureau continued its investigation of the shrimp fishery in 
1925, and two employees. were detailed to accompany prospecting 
expeditions of the Alaskan Glacier Sea Food Co. in April, during the 
closed season on commercial operations. Warden Frank W. Hynes 
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was on a vessel that worked in Keku Strait, Port Beauclerc, Shakan 
Strait, El Capitan Passage, Cleveland Passage, Port Houghton, Sey- 
mour Canal, and Gambier Bay. While shrimp were found almost 
everywhere, they were not numerous enough to warrant commercial 
operations. 

Another boat, with Special Warden P. C. Dalgard on board, worked 
around Sullivan Island, in the Haines district, and in Chilkat Inlet. 
In the Sullivan Island district and in Chilkat Inlet the shrimp were 
small and immature—a mixture of various species, with the pinks pre- 
dominating. In the Haines district they were older and consider- 
ably larger in size, and the pinks predominated, constituting about 
90 per cent of the catch. 

The Alaskan Glacier Sea Food Co. later operated a floating plant 
for a few months at Haines, but the frequent storms in Lynn Canal 
were found to handicap the work. 

In these districts the closed season, which extends from March 15 
to April 30, and the spawning period seem to be identical. 

In 1924 and 1925 information in regard to the habits of shrimp was 
secured. Investigations in 1924 showed that the larger varieties— 
the spot, coon, and sidestripe—each produce about 4,000 eggs, while 
the smaller species—the pink, humpback, and California—produce 
about half that many. The spawn is to be seen first in October. 
Some observers hold that the shrimp spawn in comparatively shallow 
water (10 to 15 fathoms deep) on mud bottom, where the eggs hatch 
in from one to two weeks. Others believe that they spawn in deep 
water, on rocky reefs, and among the tree corals, where they are 
protected from the trawls. An investigation of the shrimp fishery 
will be made in 1926 to secure more definite information on this 
subject. While shrimp are found virtually throughout the waters of 
southeastern Alaska, in many cases they do not occur in paying 
quantities, or else the very rough and rocky bottom prevents the 
successful use of trawls. It is reported that the most economical 
form of apparatus is the large beam trawl, the otter trawl used in 
apes fisheries elsewhere not having been found to be successful in 

aska. 
During 1925 commercial operations were conducted as usual in the 

Petersburg and Wrangell districts, where shrimp were found in plen- 
tiful quantities. 

The investment in the shrimp industry in 1925 was $318,353, as 
compared with $326,683 in 1924. Of this total, $6,000 represents 
the value of plants, $250,253 cost of operations and wages, and $62,100 
value of boats and apparatus. Employment was given to 146 per- 
sons, of whom 35 were whites, 76 natives, 1 Chinese, 15 Japanese, 
12 Filipinos, 5 Mexicans, and 2 Negroes. Products consisted of 
519,535 pounds of shrimp meat, valued at $207,315, as compared with 
528,432 pounds, valued at $227,979 in 1924, a decrease of approxi- 
mately 2 per cent in quantity and 9 per cent in value. 

CRABS 

Crab products were prepared at four plants in southeastern 
Alaska—the Alaskan Glacier Sea Food Co. (which handled chiefly 
shrimp), the Northern Seafoods Co., and the Star Shellfish Co., all 
at Petersburg; and the Northern Fishing Co., formerly the Dobbins 

¢ 
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Packing Co., at Hoonah. A small amount of crabs also was canned 
at the salmon cannery of the Alaska Year-Round Canneries Co., at 
Seldovia, in the central district. 

The total investment, all in the southeastern district, was $59,872, 
and 29 whites and 6 natives were employed. The output consisted 
of 124,805 pounds of cold-packed crab meat, valued at. $49,185; 
2,200 dozen crabs in the shell, valued at $3,572; and 87, cases of 
1-pound cans, valued at $600. The total value of products in 1925 
was $53,357, as compared with $48,727 in 1924, a gain of 9.5 per 
cent. 

TROUT 

There was no separate investment for handling trout in Alaska in 
1925, all operations being incidental to other branches of the fisheries. 
The products were as follows: Dolly Vardens, 13,370 pounds frozen, 
valued at $1,093; 31,309 pounds fresh, valued at $4,566; and 5 barrels 
pickled, valued at $60; a total of 45,679 pounds, valued at $5,719; 
steelheads, 6,973 pounds frozen, valued at $343, and 500 pounds 
fresh, valued at $75, a total of 7,473 pounds, valued at $418. The 
total production of both species was 53,152 pounds, valued at $6,137. 
No trout were canned. The production in 1924 was 61,262 pounds, 
valued at $6,741. 

MISCELLANEOUS FISHERY PRODUCTS 

Minor species of fish are taken in small quantities, chiefly in con- 
nection with the halibut fishery. In 1925 such products were as 
follows: Sablefish, 190,517 pounds fresh, valued at $7,477; 731,912 
pounds frozen, valued at $30,971; and 120,096 pounds pickled, valued 
at $6,388; rockfishes, 23,936 pounds fresh, valued at $490; smelt, 
23,420 pounds frozen, valued at $2,342; “lingcod,”’ 30,736 pounds 
fresh, valued at $615; flounders, 10,835 pounds frozen, valued at $108. 



FUR-SEAL INDUSTRY 

PRIBILOF ISLANDS 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE WORK 

In the calendar year 1925, 19,860 fur-seal skins were taken on the 
Pribilof Islands, of which 15,082 were taken on St. Paul Island and 
4,778 on St. George Island. Seven thousand one hundred and thirty- 
three of the sealskins taken were blubbered before being salted, this 
number being somewhat smaller than in the last few years. Careful 
attention was given to the improved method of feeding foxes recently 
put into practice, which should greatly increase the production of fox 
skins within the next few years. The by-products plant on St. Paul 
Island was not operated, as a sufficient quantity of oil and meal to 
meet the bureau’s immediate requirements was on hand. 

Several concrete houses were constructed on St. Paul Island for 
occupancy by the natives. The new water-supply systems on St. 
Paul and St. George Islands were so nearly completed that it was 
possible to operate them. The construction of necessary roads on 
St. Paul Island was greatly advanced. 

Through the courtesy of the Navy Department, the general supplies 
for the season were transported from Seattle to the Pribilof Islands 
by the U.S.S. Vega. Minor supplies were transported by commercial 
vessels and by the United States fisheries schooner Hider. 

The United States Coast Guard maintained an efficient patrol for 
the protection of fur seals in the waters surrounding the Pribilof 
Islands as well as those waters that are frequented by the seals in 
their spring migration. The bureau is under obligation to the Coast 
Guard for many services rendered in connection with administrative 
work at the Pribilofs. 

PURCHASE AND TRANSPORTATION OF SUPPLIES 

On May 31, Assistant Agent Albert K. Brown left the Washington 
office for Seattle to purchase and ship the annual supplies for the 
Pribilof Islands and the Hider. With the exception of small shipments 
made at various times, transportation from Seattle to the islands, 
through the courtesy of the Navy Department, was afforded on the 
U.S. S. Vega. The vessel left Seattle on July 31 and arrived at St. 
Paul Island on August 10. The conditions for handling cargo at 
the Pribilofs were favorable, and the Vega left St. George Island on 
August 25 and arrived at Bremerton, Wash., on September 1. The 
annual supplies for the power vessel Hider were transported by the 
Vega with the island supplies. All of these supplies amounted to 
about 1,600 tons of miscellaneous freight and 158,000 feet of lumber. 

Minor shipments for the Pribilof Islands and the Hider were made 
from Seattle. In April about 20 tons of food materials were forwarded 
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on the steamship Cordova, and in May about 30 tons more were 
forwarded by the same vessel. In October about 50 tons were for- 
warded by a commercial steamer. 

POWER SCHOONER ‘“‘EIDER”’ 

The Hider left Seattle in February for the Pribilof Islands and was 
employed thereafter in connection with fur-seal and salmon work 
until the latter part of November, when it arrived at Seattle to 
undergo general overhauling. 

On the trip from Seattle to Alaska the vessel struck a rock in 
Wrangell Narrows. Some damage was done, and while temporary 
repairs made it feasible to continue the season’s work it was found 
impracticable to make final repairs until the vessel returned to 
Seattle in the fall. 

In March a trip was made to the Pribilof Islands, and in April the 
vessel engaged in transporting emergency supplies, mail, and passen- 
gers from False Pass and King Cove to the Pribilofs. In May 
perishable foodstuffs shipped on the steamship Cordova from Seattle 
to False Pass were delivered to the Pribilofs by the Eider, and a 
number of temporary native workmen also were transferred to the 
Pribilofs from Unalaska. 

In June, July, and August the vessel was engaged actively in fur- 
seal work and in furnishing transportation to employees conducting 
the salmon work of the bureau. In September the vessel delivered 
at Yakutat and Juneau a number of blue foxes from the Pribilof 
Islands. In October perishable foodstuffs shipped on the steamship 
Alameda from Seattle to Unalaska were delivered to the Pribilofs. 
This work was completed in November, and the vessel then proceeded 
to Seattle, stopping at various places en route. At Yes Bay 34 
cases of salmon eggs were taken aboard for delivery at Seattle. 

In August a 12-horsepower Cummins Diesel auxiliary engine was 
installed in the vessel. 

ROADS 

Considerable road work was done on St. Paul Island. A number of 
natives from Unalaska were hired, and resident natives were em- 
ployed whenever their services could be spared from other duties. 
The appropriation covering general work at the Pribilof Islands in 
the fiscal year 1926 authorized the expenditure for road building of 
not to exceed $10,000. 

Ever since the bridge at Halfway Point became unfit for use the 
inconvenient method of crossing the slough at that point has made 
transportation between Northeast Point and the village difficult. 
In 1925 a large fill of sand was thrown across the slough. A large 
amount of work was necessary, as the material used had to be moved 
by wheelbarrows. To protect the fill from wind and water, it was 
sodded on both sides, with the exception of a portion of one side, 
which will be finished next year. 

Progress was made on the road between the village and Zapadni. 
Roads in the village, as well as that through Lukanin flats, were 
resurfaced with scoria. 
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CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS 

Native dwellings —Twelve concrete dwellings for the use of natives 
were begun on St. Paul Island. The work on 10 of these was so 
nearly finished by the end of the year that they should be ready for 
occupancy early in 1926. Foundations for the other two were 
completed. Nine of these dwellings contain four rooms each, and 
three have five rooms each. These buildings have 6-inch concrete 
walls reinforced with steel bars. 

Dispensary.—The new dispensary on St. Paul Island, which was 
begun in 1924, was completed and occupied in 1925. The building, 
which is well equipped, includes a laboratory and living quarters for 
theresident physician. 

Fig. 12—Road construction, St. Paul Island 

Barns.—The foundation for a barn for domestic livestock was laid 
at St. Paul Island. Work on a new barn also was begun on St. 
George Island. The existing barns on both islands were built 
re years ago by lessees of the islands and have become unfit 
or use. 
Employees’ dwellings —A dwelling to be used mainly by the school- 

teachers was begun on St. George Island. 

WATERWORKS 

St. Paul Island—On St. Paul Island the project of supplying 
water to the village from Ice House Lake had progressed so far that 
it was possible to operate the plant. A permanent filter at the lake 
remained to be constructed, and the laying of pipes to various parts 
of the village was not completed. 
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St. George Island.—The new waterworks system was completed and 
placed in operation. Water from Upper Lake is filtered and pumped 
into tanks, from which it flows by gravity to the village. 

BY-PRODUCTS PLANT 

The by-products plant on St. Paul Island was not operated in 
1925, as sufficient oil and meal were on hand to provide fox feed and 
take care of other requirements for some time. 

Fic. 13—New type of concrete house for natives under construction, St. Paul Island 

In August surplus oil was shipped from the plant to Bremerton, 
Wash., on the U. 8. S. Vega. This oil, which amounted to 1,018.6 
gallons, was sold for 55 cents per gallon, or $560.23. After deducting 
freight charges from Bremerton, Wash., to Richmond, Calif., amount- 
ing to $54.49, the remainder ($505.74) was transferred to the general 
fund of the United States Treasury. 

INTRODUCTION OF LEMMINGS, ST. PAUL ISLAND 

Late in June six male and six female black-footed lemmings were 
transferred from St. George Island to St. Paul Island and liberated 
at Lake Hill, where investigation showed they were establishing 
themselves. The experiment will be watehed with interest. 

So far as known, lemmings of this species are found only on St. 
George Island. It is understood that their introduction on St. Paul 
Island was attempted on two previous occasions without success. 

NATIVES 

CENSUS 

The annual census, taken as of December 31, 1925, showed 184 
natives resident on St. Paul Island and 138 on St. George Island. In 
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addition some natives who should be accredited to the islands were 
away temporarily at the Salem Indian Training School at Chemawa, 
Orez., and elsewhere. 

During the year there were 10 births and 3 deaths on St. Paul 
Island and 3 births and 4 deaths on St. George Island. 

MEDICAL SERVICES 

Two physicians were detailed to the islands throughout the year, and 
a dentist for the islands arrived at St. Paul Island on April 27. He 
stayed at the islands throughout the remainder of the year, and it is 
pee to have him continue until all needed dental work is com- 
pleted. 

SCHOOLS 

St. Paul Island.—The 1924-25 school year began on September 8, 
1924, with an enrollment of 13 boys and 10 girls in the senior school 
and 13 boys and 17 girls in the junior school, a total of 53 children. 
The term ended on May 1, 1925. 

St. George Island—The 1924-25 school year began on September 
15, 1924, with an enrollment of 40 pupils. On October 20 a number 
were transferred to the junior school, which opened on that date. 
The school term ended May 19, 1925. 

ATTENDANCE AT SALEM INDIAN TRAINING SCHOOL, CHEMAWA, OREG. 

On January 1, 1925, 11 natives of St. Paul Island (8 boys and 3 
girls) were in attendance at the Salem Indian Training School at 
Chemawa, Oreg. Three of the boys returned to their homes on St. 
Paul Island in the year. A fourth, Nicolai Stepetin, secured em- 
ployment on the Bureau of Education’s vessel, Boxer, during his 
summer vacation, and was drowned while swimming at Kotzebue, 
Alaska, in August. The remaining seven children were still in at- 
tendance at the school at the close of the year. 

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS 

Certain of the Pribilof Island natives have funds in the custody 
of the United States Commissioner of Fisheries. Throughout 1925 
these funds were kept on deposit with the Washington Loan & Trust 
Co., Washington, D. C., and interest was paid at the rate of 3 per cent 
per annum, calculated on monthly balances. New accounts for 
eight natives were opened and four were closed during the year. A 
summary of the accounts as a whole for the year 1925 is shown in 
the statement that follows: 

Onjghand Jans tl S92 52.422 eee! eh ee $11, 519. 46 
Interest earned from Jan. 1 to Dec. 31, 1925_____-._- 337. 17 
Deposited. by natives.in 1925 _ _ 2 ee) es eee 490. 57 

12, 347. 20 
Withdrawn: by-natives in 1925.¢peasee es ee ee = 919. 35 

On hand; Dee! 31-1925. =. Sees aes eee eee ae 11, 427. 85 
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An itemized statement of the account, showing the individual ac- 
counts, follows: 

Savings accounts of the Pribilof Islands natives in the custody of the United States 
Commissioner of Fisheries, as trustee, December 31, 1925 

Borenien, Zoya}... 22-2... cee ee eee te aE Je es ae se $273. 68 
Boundukotsky.7 Marth ames = 2 ee Sete See eng A 104. 79 
EveRGOIK@E Ky yk Clon ieee | a es ea ee . 90 
EGU UIS PA GTLD D1 Ah a= eee ae phys ew te ae SEE SE SS Se ee 107. 68 
TR ASS a I a 2 I eR a Se pe el eet ee 521. 85 
ENSUITE SIAN ES te) Pe a I a er eee ee 107. 66 
VEN ee TUS LUNN ES Za a ee gp cm 107. 66 
Grex ea TH Tied Ve ag eae ee ners oO 2h SOR eerie aR ee 38. 82 
PerceNOn mnie eae ess Oe aie Se 2 ee aS es os 295. 25 
achuitiap Alexandr at separ wt amen ween oe ee BY eo Soe 4, 422. 75 
hentia nem ica tering eset Weitere tee et SS ee 168. 13 
RE CRGTROR 150 pb VR ae ois ee red Ah ce Pd oe Se Ee 476. 20 
iestenkof- Michael ase sie ee De A Be is 313. 80 
ieverecan. Alexantna, Wi’ eee ame tes Soca a et ee 11. 79 
IWielovaidovieAm Gomes ees es Ses oe SS Ae beat oes 4. 22 
Mesculicts., Desofeyy? iss is 22 ete at Se eee ees 44, 74 
Dlisecralneit stvictcnr ye 5 5 eh, ee Ea a Le 44, 74 
Mipreaiiein w Ni AriadAns 2.2 seer wer ao ke te ee ee 74. 61 
RCS CHITED: ETT PTa . 2's aaa gee vee ae UTE Src ate aie ERE BERS el} 21.18 
iviencullet *AlexAnGraisok “tee Ai eteyys Ot Gre. eer sa type ey rads 476. 20 
IMrerculiets AD amie ls ances aye mie srt, Stra, a Scheel a ty abs a ecew Se Gosh 2 oe 558. 00 
Mereulieiiirenalss me aA eet) fe eyes ee ye aN ak ee teas UN no ed 558. 00 
Mencrtlieh mG GOLee.. sux tte tap enter My core oh ae 2 eed 476, 25 
Micromiien ein mecarne sia toh Tle oe ee oe Pe el 476. 20 
Wiemcnilice One piacey ss eeb ee hae OE ere ee Ned eS ee ee 200. 13 
NIECE TM NITCO AIG ety ne oe teks ee ese re Ie ae ee 440. 80 
RipRraieaeoinxeaias 2k a oa i YS ee See i 127. 81 
PrCECer yl uilaone so Ur Aer ere es 2 Ree i Se ee Se 558. 00 
LP ENSrH ea ig DRT 1S OT EF i am eee ig ea en el a Ne ete oT 152. 10 
RankOne VlariaeMi(clovidOyjew== cn 2 ka meee 2 ae ee 49. 96 
Pe peaRe ce IG ERNEC TIE Si SIO SI ER ee Suh Eh oR eh es 55. 54 
“SEs SIG Kapa E70. O 1 a a iis 2 ae 7 Tape en hs Nel Me 55. 54 
PS EVG LY Cea [EN a: ae eS ps Oe FCO TREN oA et: SPT ae ee eae ae eer SE a . 38 
imrnG re Vitae le ee ee seeps Uy ee ieee ot EL Sie eT 99. 22 
sensi. .Vakemty «Vi (elovitoy) 2s Ss ae ee ee on ae 62. 82 
Te OTT EAA TUTE erm ot ye a eee ns Rs eee ee . 45 

PAYMENTS FOR TAKING SEALSKINS 

For taking sealskins the natives of the Pribilof Islands were paid 
in cash. Seventy-five cents was paid for each sealskin taken, and 
bonuses were given for special work. In distributing the amount 
earned on the basis of 75 cents per skin, the sealers were divided into 
classes according to their skill and ability, and a definite amount 
was fixed upon as payment for the individual members of each class. 
Payments were made as shown below. 

1 Deceased. 2 Not living on island in 1925. 3 New account. 
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St. Paul Island.—For the 15,082 sealskins taken on St. Paul Island 
$11,311.50 was paid, and in addition $100 was allowed two foremen 
for special services. A statement of the earnings follows: 

Payments to St. Paul Island natives for taking sealskins, calendar year, 1925 

ee Number | Share 
Classification ofmmen”l! obeach Total 

inst'Glass . <2... 25- sats s a= ee eee a ee eee eens 27 | $269. 25 $7, 269. 75 
Second \classi= 2 ee eee aoe eee re 8 218. 75 1, 710. 00 
Third. class: :22 222s eee See eee re be eS ee ee 6 172. 50 1, 035. 00 
SLO CLD NG] ASS = eee ee ee 9 129. 75 1, 167. 75 
WCE GMHSS 32.40 ae ee Sik ener ee eee Ra os ok ee a eee ee eee 1 129. 00 129. 
Horeman, (Ad ditional Compensavlon) Ho. = sae ee es |e 50. 00 

STF eS ne Fert ne I Ss ee jesse fh 50. 00 

WM Ota: Se See ae ee Se A eg eee ne ee ee Re | ee | 11, 411. 50 

St. George Island—For the 4,778 sealskins taken on St. George 
Island, $3,583.50 was paid, and in addition $100 was allowed two 
foremen for special services. ‘Ten men that were temporarily detailed 
to St. Paul Island to assist with sealing operations also were paid $50 
each for their work. A detailed statement of the earnings follows: 

Payments to St. George Island natives for taking sealskins, calendar year 1925 

. P Number | Share 
Classification olimen™ lt oreach | Total 

MirsteGlasSo oe ens. Meee See oe ose Dat aes Ieee ae See One Eee eens 19 | $111.00 $2, 109. 00 
Second iclasse 245 8k ae eae Re ee ae ee as oe area ale | 10 88. 50 | 885. 00 
PTT TG GLASS 2 ee a i ee I ee AA. eae 67. 50 
I OUGEINCLASS tae ae ee eee ee tee ee ote ee ero er 8 65. 25 522. 00 
Horeman (additional compensation) Sass. see naan ene ee ee eee ee ee 55. 00 

1B 0 ee pea Mi aa ead SENT, 8 Site eee ee ee 8 al St 45. 00 
Additional amount paid for sealing work on St. Paul Island, 10 men at 

SHOKea CIs oe og ee ee ee ee eee see ee eee 500. 00 

TOG aS oh SS EY ae a ete a ee |e | ene 4, 183. 50 

PAYMENTS FOR TAKING FOX SKINS 

For taking, curing, and shipping fox skins on the Pribilof Islands, 
the Government paid the natives $5 for each pelt. For the 107 
skins taken on St. Paul Island in the season of 1924-25 $535 was 
paid, each individual native receiving payment in proportion to the 
number of skins taken by him. For the 602 skins taken on St. 

George Island in the season of 1924-25 payments totaling $3,010 

were made. On this island the work is carried on by the natives as 

a whole, rather than as individuals, and payments are made to ins 
dividuals in accordance with what is considered a proper distribution. 

FUR-SEAL HERD 

QUOTA FOR KILLING 

The Acting Secretary of Commerce approved the bureau’s recom- 

mendation that after 9,000 3-year-old male seals had been set aside 
for breeding purposes (7,200 on St. Paul Island and 1,800 on St. George), 
as many 3-year-old males as could be obtained should be killed. 
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KILLINGS OF SEALS 
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In 1925, 19,860 seals were killed on both islands (including 2 
seals found dead, the skins from which were preserved for commercial 
purposes), of which 15,082 were taken on St. Paul and 4,778 on St. 
George Island. Of these, 18,337 were from 3-year-old males. 
tails with regard to the age classes of the seals killed are shown on 

De- 

page 148. 
Seal killings on Pribilof Islands in 1925 

ST. PAUL ISLAND 

Serial : Serial ‘ 
: Skins e Skins 

Date Nowa Heung ground Becnied Date aozof Hauling ground sarured 

May 8 1 Sea: ion rock 22> eee 47 || July 16) 18) Tolstoi, Lukanin, and 721 
June 1 Dil Sees | do ee 136 | Kitovi. 
June tse |{— = Seals killed for food ____-- 2|| July 17; 19 | Reefand Gorbatch------- 1,391 
Jtine sh) |S. From seals that died as a 5 || July 18| 20) Zapadni and Little 348 

result of shearing. | Zapadni. 
gume); WF ene: = From seal found dead -___ 1 || July 19 Jie Poloyina 2 ee 235 
fa (3522) a From seals that died as a 2 || July 20 22 | Vostochni and Morjovi--- 531 

result of shearing. July 21 23 | Tolstoi, Lukanin, and 452 
Dozer ee Seal killed for food__..---- 1 Kitovi. 

June 21 3: |) Gorbatch: 2-223 ==-e ee 47 || July 22 24 | Reef and Gorbatch-_---_-- |! 1,279 
June 22) |_--===2 lukanins=-< >a. 2 || July 23 | 25] Zapadni and _ Little 137 
uTneH 24 |e ' From seals killed for food_! 2 Zapadni. 
June 27 4 Gorbatchers=2-2 a | 73 || July 24 269 mRolovinassss- ses oe 110 
July 1 5 | Tolstoi and Lukanin_---_-_! 189 Dees a2 fall, VOSLOCHTI eee 330 
July 2 6 | Reef and Gorbatch__-____- 516 |! July 25 28 | Vostochni and Morjovi-_-- 492 
July 4 TA eROlOVINAL sss sceee eee te 214 || July 26 29 | Tolstoi, Lukanin, and 319 
July 6 8 | Tolstoi and Lukanin_____ 401 Kitovi. 
ulye ng: 9 | Reef and Gorbatch_-____-- HISD I We hub hie B-7/ 30 | Reef and Gorbatch_---_.- 493 
July 8 10 | Zapadni and Little Za- | 400 || July 28} 381) Zapadni and _ Little 202 

padni. | | Zapadni. 
July 9 Dell Me Olovin aes eee ZOST Oly = 295 lee o2n |e hOlowiNa as soeeeee nape 64 
Uy Os ee From seal that died as a 1 || July 31 | 33 | Reef and Gorbatch___---- 419 

result of shearing. AUIS Soules fsa From seals killed for food - 3 
July 11 12 | Tolstoi and Lukanin_-_--- 496 |) Sept. 18 |__---- From seal found dead -_-_- 1 
gD Xo ee From seals that died as a | 3 || Oct. 20} 34 | Reef and Gorbatch_------ 160 

result of shearing. Oct; 22 35 | Tolstoi, Lukanin, and 120 
July 12 13 | Reefand Gorbatch---__-- | 1,144 Kitovi. 
July 13 14 | Zapadni and _ Little | 577 || Oct. 23 | 36] Zapadni and Little 45 

Zapadni. | . Zapadni. 
July 14 5s ee Olovind = eee 110 |) Oct. 24 37 | Vostochni and Morjovi__- 220 

Doren) 16. \5 Vostoehnics: .22-- 22 350 
July 15 17 | Vostochni and Morjovi--- 737 Totalaeas= sae 15, 082 

ST. GEORGE ISLAND 

July 9 ie | Stara vara ee cee 25 || July 27 13 | East Reefand East Cliffs_ 129 
June 17 Za PHastiClifisey-- as. sae 92 || July 28 14 | Northand Staraya Artil_- 316 
July 1 3 eee Chee 72 || July 29 15 leZapadni= =. eee ree 41 
July 6 Ae bias x as Bae Ne ha 194 || July 31 16 | North, East Reef and 380 
July 7 5 | Northand Staraya Artil__ 354 East Cliffs. 
July 11 61/425 dont eee 83 || Aug. 27 AHA ON Ont hess esac eee 10 
July 14 7 | East Reefand East Cliffs_ 185 || Oct. 23 18: | See (0 (of Sepa es 51 
July 15 8 | Northand Staraya Artil__ 874 || Nov. 3 19; ae Qe es 110 
July 18| 9 | East Reefand East Cliffs_ 355 || Nov. 23 | 20) Staraya Artil__.._....._- 33 
July 20 10 | Northand Staraya Artil__ 658 || Nov. 25 DALI (0) ce] ol 5 Se 20 
July 23 11 | East Reefand East Cliffs _ 216 
July 24 | 12/ Northand Staraya Artil_- 580 || MNotalizs22-~s224-2=5 4,778 

AGE CLASSES OF SEALS 

The age class of a male seal belonging to the Pribilof Islands herd 
is determined from the length of its body. The classification was 
derived from measurements of a large number of pups branded in 
1912 and killed in subsequent years. 
classes are shown in the table following: 

The limits of the various age 
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Age classes of male seals, Pribilof Islands 

Age Length of Length of ares Length of Length of 
summer segls fall seals 8 summer seals| fall seals 

f Inches ° Inches Inches Inches 
nY Carlin gs 27s 2 ee Up to 36.75 | Up to 38.75 || 4-year-olds_____________ 46 to 51.75 48 to 53.75 
2-year-olds! 22.22 222-02 37 to 40.75 39 to 42.75 |} 5-year-olds_____.______- 52 to 57. 75 54 to 59. 75 
3-year-olds__--.-.-2--_- 41 to 45. 75 43 to 47.75 || 6-year-olds__..________- 58 to 63. 75 60 to 65. 75 

Ages of seals killed on Pribilof Islands, calendar year 1925 

Summer (Jan. 1 to Fall (Aug. 6 to 
Aug. 5) Dec. 31) Total for year 

Age ; 

St. St. St. St. St. St. 
Paul | George} Tot! | pau | George! Tt! | pam | George| Total 

Mearlingimalesses tee. tN tae a 8 a Up Es 1 Q),| fea 9 
2-year-old males__.......---_- 931 22 953 26. ce baal 26 957 22 979 
3-year-old males______-..___- 13, 129 4,483 | 17,612 561 224 725 | 13, 630 4,707 18, 337 
4-year-old males____._-.--_--_- 385 2 409 1. ee 11 396 24 420 
5-year-old males___.._-_------ 7. |W Se 2). He hee | See oa ee 2 
6-year-oldimaless aul = = ulieeee ee 1 hie Ss eS: ee ea a | ees 1 1 
7-year-olds and older, males- Dike oe See >) eee ee en RS TE et 2} ee 2 
Cows 1: eee er eee s Bae 79 24 103 Wralceceeeee a 86 24 110 

Total: 32s. le ee 14,536 | 4,554 | 19,090 546 224 770 | 15,082 | 4,778 | 19,860 

Fig. 14.—Fur-seal rookery, St. Paul Island 

RESERVING OPERATIONS 

The marking of male seals to be reserved for future breeding began 
on June 11 and ended on July 31. 
which 9,354 were 3-year-olds, were marke 

In this 
and 

remaining 5,648 seals were 4 and 5 years old. 
On St. Paul Island, marking began on June 11 and ended on July 

31, during which time 7,424 3-year-olds, 2,276 4-year-olds, and 2,212 
5-year-olds were marked. 

erlod, 15,002 seals, of 
released. The 
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On St. George Island, operations began on June 16 and ended on 
July 22. During this period 1,930 3-year-olds, 642 4-year-olds, and 
518 5-year-olds were marked. 

The breeding reserve was increased only by the number of 3-year- 
olds marked. The other seals were marked only in order that data 
in regard to the return of older animals might be obtained. 

On St. George Island, 800 3-year-olds were branded with a hot iron 
in order to secure data later. The other 14,202 animals were marked 
by shearing a patch of fur. 

Further details in regard to the reserving operations are shown in 
the following table: 

Breeding reserve seals marked, Pribilof Islands, 1925 

Description of seals and method of marking soeee ae Total 

scvear-oldumales; sheared 22-02-2525. =a ee eee ener 7, 424 1, 130 8, 554 
3=year-old) males; branded with hot iron_= 2226. - 25222. - 2b ee 2 8 bee el ee 800 800 
Z-yenr-Oldmnless SHeATed =... =" A Se ee eS 2, 276 642 2, 918 
5-year-old males, with hot-iron brand of 1923, sheared _-_-__--------- 1, 151 374 1, 525 
5-year-old males, without hot-iron brand of 1923, sheared ------_---- 1, 061 144 1, 205 

Motels? 2b 5 0268 5.5L) a Se eee ey ee Pee 11, 912 3, 090 15, 002 

CENSUS 

In 1925, the census of the Pribilof Islands fur-seal herd was again 
taken by Edward C. Johnston, who, beginning with 1921, has had 
charge of the census work. Following is a comparative statement of 
the numerical strength of the various elements of the herd in the years 
1914 to 1925, inclusive. 

General comparison of recent censuses of the seal herd on the Pribilof Islands 

Classes 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 

I ALO Ss sete eae ee 1, 559 2,151 3, 500 4, 850 5, 344 5, 158 
Bresding cowsses2s-— = see oe ae 93, 250 103, 527 116, 977 128, 024 142, 915 157, 172 
Surplasib lis = see fe ee see Cees ee ot oe en a eens eee ee 8, 977 17,110 9, 619 
FAIGED TTS Saba Scab 8 2 oe ts ee Sa 172 673 2, 632 2, 706 2, 444 2, 239 
Young bulls (chiefly 5-year-olds) ---_-__-__-_ pA 3 ofS Se ia al sare (A a ee ee ee eee 
G-Venr-oldtiglesss See eee eRe UR AA ok 11, 167 15, 397 13, 755 8, 991 
H=VEar-ola emia less. eee ee ee ee ae See 11, 271 15, 494 14, 813 11, 941 5, 282 
AVERT OlGNMaleses soe an eee ee ere Se eS 9, 939 15, 848 15, 427 16, 631 7,114 5, 747 
S-Ve@ak-Old) males’) ree Sar eee ee 13, 880 18, 282 19, 402 19, 507 9,117 13, 596 
2-VORT-OLO MAES: ais EAE he eS ee 17, 422 23, 990 24, 169 26, 815 30, 159 33, O81 
Yearling males asses ee. Ske ee hs 23, 068 30, 307 33, 645 38, 013 41, 595 46, 444 
2-VOAT-OlGiCOW Steam or aee a eee ene. 17, 422 23, 990 24, 245 26, 917 30, 415 33, 287 
MGaLlingy COW Sess. eee ones eae ene 23, 067 30, 306 33, 646 38, 018 41, 608 46, 447 
ES eee Sere eR eres Pek Tee Re 93,250 | 103,527 | 116,977 | 128,024 142,915 157, 172 

eROtaleme a anee aoe Se eee 294, 687 363, 872 417, 281 468,692 | 496,432 524, 235 

Classes 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 

Harem A See see eee ee ee 4, 066 3,909 |* 3,562 3,412 3, 516 3, 526 
IBTEd Cin COWS wee teens ee each eee 167, 527 176, 655 185, 914 197, 659 208, 396 226, 090 
Surplus ulisaeeeeweree se ha 2 eC RE 6, 115 3,301 2, 346 1, 891 2, 043 3, 558 
Tdleibullssase ewe SS eee 1,161 747 508 312 390 311 
6-year-old/maleslesatar sae 4, 153 3, 991 3,771 4, 863 8, 489 4,105 
5=year-old malese sete Ave oes | 5, 007 4,729 6, 080 10, 612 5, 132 16, 792 
4-vear-0ld:mislessaee nse eee nk 5, 667 6, 780 11, 807 5,710 | 18,670 18, 692 

10, 749 14, 668 7, 459 22,786 | 21,551 21, 185 
39, 111 41, 893 40, 920 43, 112 45, 685 43, 515 
51, 074 50, 249 52, 988 55,769 | 59, 291 52, 091 
39, 480 43, 419 46, 280 48, 801 51,359 49, 786 
51, 081 54, 447 57, 413 60,422 | 64,240 57, 309 

167, 527 176, 655 185, 914 197,659 | 208,396 226, 090 

552,718 | 581,443 | 604,962 | 653,008 | 697, 158 723, 050 
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DEVELOPMENT OF FOX HERDS ON PRIBILOF ISLANDS 

FEEDING 

St. Paul Island.—The feeding of foxes in the winter season of 
1925-26 was begun on November 13 and continued as long as any 
lack of natural food made it desirable. 'The foxes were fed at sta- 
tions established at various places on the island. At first the animals 
consumed very little, but as the winter grew more severe they ate 
more. With the approach of spring the quantity consumed was 
smaller. The food consisted of rice, rolled oats, wheat, seal meal, 
seal oil, and other ingredients, combined in suitable proportions and 
made into mush and biscuits. Except for short periods, considerable 
natural food was available on the beaches during the winter. 

St. George Island.—Fox feeding was begun on November 9 by 
putting out biscuits and seal carcasses withdrawn from storage. 
About 500 biscuits and from 5 to 10 carcasses were consumed nightly. 
During a part of the fox-trapping season biscuits were not fed. At 
all times the foxes readily took the food offered and ate all of it. 
During the latter part of the season they seemed to prefer the biscuits 
to the somewhat salty seal carcasses. A well-preserved dead walrus 
was washed ashore at Garden Cove on February 16 and provided 
excellent food. 

FOX-TRAPPING SEASON OF 1925-26 

During the season 705 blue and 20 white fox pelts were taken on 
St. Paul and St. George Islands, a total of 725. The total number 
taken in the 1924-25 season was 709. 

On St. Paul Island the regular trapping season began on December 
13 and ended on December 20, 1925. In this period 66 blue and 17 
white pelts were taken. Later, one blue pelt was secured from a fox 
found dead, and two pelts were secured from white foxes killed in 
accordance with the policy of eliminating as quickly as possible this 
color phase. Eighty-six pelts were secured during the season. 
Two hundred and eleven males and one hundred and fifty-five females 
were marked and released for breeding. 

On St. George Island 638 blue pelts and 1 white pelt were taken 
during the season, and 216 males and 215 females were marked and 
released for breeding. 

The breeding reserve thus established on each island was aug- 
mented, of course, by the number of animals that remained uncap- 
tured in the course of the foxing season. 

REINDEER 

At the end of 1925 the number of reindeer on St. Paul Island was 
estimated to be 225, while on St. George Island 60 were on hand. 
During the year, 25 reindeer on St. Paul Island and 17 on St. George 
were killed for food. 

FUR-SEAL SKINS 

SHIPMENTS 

In the calendar year 1925 one shipment of fur-seal skins was 
made from the Pribilof Islands. The shipment was made up of 
19,478 skins, as follows: From St. Paul Island, 252 taken in the calen- 
dar year 1924 and 14,536 taken in 1925; from St. George Island, 136 
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taken in the calendar year 1924 and 4,554 taken in 1925. The skins 
were shipped from the islands in August on the U.S. S. Vega, which 
arrived at Bremerton, Wash., on September 1. From Bremerton 
the skins were shipped to St. Louis, Mo., via the Puget Sound Navi- 
gation Co., Great Northern Railway, and Chicago, Burlington & 
Quincy Railroad. They were delivered at St. Louis on September 
17 and 18. 

SALES 

In 1925 a total of 17,211 fur-seal skins taken on the Pribilof 
Islands were sold at two public auction sales. There were sold at 
special sales, also, 139 fur-seal skins taken on these islands. In the 
detailed statements given below the sales of other sealskins sold by 
the Department of Commerce for the account of the Government 
are included in order that the records may be complete. 

Fic. 15.—New warehouse, St. Paul Island 

Public auction sale, May 25, 1925.—At this sale 8,025 dressed, 
dyed, and machined sealskins taken at the Pribilof Islands sold for 
$225,994; 3 dressed, dyed, and machined skins and 1 raw salted skin 
from seals shipped to the Steinhart Aquarium were sold for $47; 
and 1 raw-salted confiscated skin was sold for $2.50—a grand total 
of $226,043.50. Of the dressed, dyed, and machined skins, 5,842 
were dyed black and 2,186 brown (Chataigne d’Or). 

Public auction sale, September 24, 1925.—At this sale, 9,186 dressed, 
dyed, and machined sealskins taken at the Pribilof Islands sold for 
$335,369.50; 60 dressed, dyed, and machined Japanese skins brought 
$567.50; 22 raw salted Japanese skins sold for $11; and 1 dressed, dyed 
and machined confiscated skin was sold for $20—a grand total 
of $335,968. Of the dressed, dyed, and machined skins, 8,299 were 
dyed black, 447 brown (Bois de Campéche), 60 brown (Chataigne d’Or), 
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a0 aie (dark Chataigne d’Or), and 241 brown (light Chataigne 
’Or. 
The brown-dyed ‘‘Chataigne d’Or”’ skins were introduced to the 

trade in 1924. The ‘Bois de Campéche,” or logwood brown, skins 
were sold first at the sale of September 24,1925. The average price 
obtained for the logwood brown skins was higher than the average 
obtained for skins dyed any other shade. 

The 82 Japanese sealskins sold on September 24, 1925, were the 
United States’ share of sealskins taken by the Japanese Government 
in 1923, delivered pursuant to the provisions of the North Pacific 
Sealing Convention of July 7, 1911. 

Special sales—In the calendar year 1925, 139 dressed, dyed, and 
machined sealskins were sold at special sales for $3,890.32. Of 
these skins, 57 were black dyed, 30 brown dyed (Chataigne d’Or), 
and 52 brown dyed (Bois de Campéche). 

The following tables give further details in regard to all sales of 
fur-seal skins by the Department of Commerce for the account of 
the Government in 1925: 

Sale of fur-seal skins at St. Louis, Mo., May 25, 1925 

5,839 DRESSED, DYED, AND MACHINED PRIBILOF ISLANDS SKINS, DYED BLACK 

Lobos | Price | rotat for || Lot| ber Price | otal f Trade classification | per Ee noe er | Trade classification | per SUE OE 
No.| of Sain lot No.| of id lot 

skins s ; skins sta 

1 28 | 2extra extra large; 26 37 90 | Medium: scarred, 
extra large.-_----_- $59. 00 | $1, 652. 00 blemished, faulty, 

2 SGalvarge s=s222s he 42.00 | 3,360.00 BiGa === 9e a ees $26. 50 | $2, 385. 00 
3 BO ass ol ee ee ee 46.00 | 3,680.00 38 Ch eee (6 (ie od ee 27.50 | 2,475.00 
4 SOpie=e C. ae eee 46. 00 3, 680. 00 39 ODF sae do. st, See 27. 50 2, 475. 00 
5 80 | Large; scarred, blem- | 40 OO) (Rete dO. 5 ae 26.50 | 2,385. 00 

ished, faulty, ete-- | 31.00; 2,480.00 41 pA eee 0 fo ee Te a 27.00 | 2,430. 00 
6 80) |2=262 (6 Fy Ne eee ee, | 29.00 | 2,320.00 42 60) |=-222 Cc Ke een SR coat 26. 50 1, 590. 00 
7 90 | Medium___.--------- | 33. 00 2, 970. 00 43 BG i ae oa 26. 00 1, 456. 00 
8 90 n|S2== 2 doles = =e 33. 00 2, 970. 00 44 90 | Small medium__-__-_- 28. 00 2, 520. 00 
9 Uh eee (6 (mee ee Pee eee 36. 00 3, 240. 00 45 1) eee doses 26. 00 2, 340. 00 

10 90) |pa=—>) rok eae ee eens 37. 00 3, 330. 00 46 90) eae G0ce ss ee 27. 00 2, 430. 00 
11 OD) Sas G0 _-2s52- Sees sees 38.00 | 3,420. 00 47 90)|e2- == (oC) ene eae ee 27.50 | 2,475. 00 
12 90" \E2ese 0 eS ees 39. 00 3, 510. 00 48 90 Rea 0222S seo 27. 00 2, 430. 00 
13 OO ate se (6c ea eee 37.00 | 3,330. 00 49 OO) 22 0022 2222 Beene 27.50 | 2,475.00 
14 ODS =2 C022 2en0 sees 37.00 | 3,330. 00 50 903 | seen dos 22 eee 27.00 | 2,430.00 
15 3, 285. 00 51 0} ee CO. 675 ee 27.00 | 2,430. 00 
16 3, 510. 00 52 ODF See doe. 2s eens 27.50 | 2,475.00 
17 3, 330. 00 53 O05 |e aaes 0s. == eos 27.00 | 2,430. 00 
18 3, 510. 00 54 OO Sees (otoya ee pubeckecs 27.50 | 2,475.00 
19 | 3, 510. 00 55 SOe | Saaee GOES eee oe 27. 50 2, 475. 00 
20 3,465.00 || 56 | 58 |___-- Ons ores rene 27.00 | 1, 566. 00 
21 3,465.00 |! 57 90| Small _ medium; 
22 | 3, 555. 00 scarred, blemished, 
23 | 3, 600. 00 || faultyCbese= = 18.50 | 1,665. 00 

24 | 3, 510. 00 58 SOs (0 (i eee 4 eRe eT 19. 00 1, 710. 00 
25 | 3, 645.00 || 59 90 jo ees (6 (cea eee ere ers 19. 00 1,710: 00 | 
26 3,600.00 || 60] 90 |____- il eens nets ES 1 18.50 | 1,665. 00 
27 | 3, 510. 00 61 90 i) bes G02... 2.525 17. 50 1, 575. 00 
28 | 3, 600.00 || 62 tL) ie (0 (0 ee eat eee 19. 00 1, 710. 00 
29 3, 645.00 | 63 OOy Tes dol ter: ee 18. 50 1, 665. 00. 
30 2,320.00 |, 64 OO ioe dose A ee 18.00 | 1,620.00 
31 90 | Medium; _ scarred, 65 GO amen Chime es SSE Be 17.50 | 1,575.00 

blemished, faulty, 66 lth ee oe (oO ete ee Set 28 Fo 18.00 | 1,620.00 
(=) ee eee 25.00 | 2,250.00 |: 67 46 | III; 6 large, 40 me- 

32 90})\ 222% (0 Vc es aoe a 5 pee So 26. 50 2, 385. 00 Lim Es dees 12. 50 575. 00 
33 ee (oVo yey oes SRSA eee 26.00 | 2,340.00 68 50 | III, small medium_-_-| 11. 00 550. 00 
34 GOt |= se= Ome ee eee eae 26. 00 2, 340. 00 69 (1S al eae hs Yo ae BS eee eee 11. 00 473. 00 
35 OOr se see GOs ee §e 27. 00 2, 430. 00 — 
36 4|/" 90h) sees (6 (aes oe es 5 27. 50 2, 475. 00 5, 839 176, 812. 00 

1 
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2,186 DRESSED, DYED, AND MACHINED PRIBILOF ISLANDS SKINS, DYED BROWN 

(CHATAIGNE D’OR) 

Num- . 
Price 

Lot| ber | trade classification | per 
N 0. of skin 

skins 

71 23 | 4 extra large; 19 
Jaree 2-2 ae ee $41. 00 

72 56 | 2 extra large; 54 
large.t: 22 iin 38. 00 

73 7AM Mn Df: ies: pe eens 45. 00 
- 74 34 | Large; scarred, blem- 

ished, faulty, etc___| 35. 00 
75 uC et eas Gone eee 32. 00 
76 i js 
77 ; 
78 . 
79 3 
80 ; 
81 ¢ 
82 f 
83 . 
84 c 
85 i; 
86 : 
87 a5: | eye = COM ete 5 Sea 25. 50 
88 Abs | keen GGseees fee 5 25. 50 
89 cag) ee GOS ere 25. 50 
90 23/5) igen (cl ree ee tee 27. 00 
91 21 | doa 25. 50 
92 43, |= MON santa ee 26. 00 
93 45 | Medium; scarred, 

blemished, faulty, 
etpie eee es 17.00 |, 

94 45 |22 8 OSs Fo 16. 00 
95 Cay es (6 eae ma nee ie 17. 50 
96 AD | (ees 8 OO See eal 17.00 
97 2 Hy eS gan 22 ee 16. 00 
98 45 pose le Ose ase es 17. 50 
99 Abyss) ela oe (Co es 17. 00 

Total for 
lot 

$943. 00 

2, 128. 00 
990. 00 

1, 190. 00 
480. 00 

1, 800. 00 
1, 575. 00 
1, 462. 50 
1, 395. 00 
1, 372. 50 
1, 372. 50 
1, 237. 50 
1, 170. 00 
1, 192. 50 
1, 305. 00 

756. 00 
1, 147. 50 
1, 147. 50 
1, 147. 50 

621. 00 
535. 50 

1, 118. 00 

765. 00 
720. 00 
787. 50 
765. 00 
720. 00 
787. 50 
765. 00 

ee ____| Price 
Trade classification | per 

of skin 
skins 

45 | Medium; _ scarred, 
blemished, faulty, $ 

searred, blemished, 
fauliy;etes>----- = 15. 50 

|| (0 (3 Senne et aS 14. 00 
45 leas Se GG saan 14. 50 
AB ore Ee dos ee 14. 00 
AF ll eg 6 (aah a ont el = ae 14. 00 
2 Se eee 7 [orate a ne es 14. 50 
Abs eats 0 (ape RA ie ates Sal 14. 00 
Ab eee oe: Agere eee at 14. 50 
i) eer OQ Seas eee 16. 00 
Gif} ee 52 Gna ee ee rae 17.00 
21 | III; 14 medium, 7 

small medium _---_- 11.00 

2, 186 

Total for 
lot 

231.00 

49, 182. 00 

4 SKINS TAKEN FROM PRIBILOF ISLANDS SEALS SHIPPED TO STEINHART 
AQUARIUM 

| 
70 3 | Dressed, dyed, and 131 IPR awmisaltede sess. $2. 00 $2. 00 

machined, dyed <a ee 
black, III, small 4 47.00 
Mec meee $15.00 | $45. 00 

| 

1 CONFISCATED SKIN 

Num- i 
Price 

tot per Trade classification per pou for 

; skins skin 

132 ATS PEVE WISE G iS oat meneame ieee Miele mati ar tee clad oo! A i eked oe $2. 50 $2. 50 
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Sale of fur-seal skins at St. Louis, Mo., September 24, 1925 

8,298 DRESSED, DYED, AND MACHINED PRIBILOF ISLANDS SKINS, DYED BLACK 

apes Prige | tat for || Lot | er | Price | Total f 
r' | Trade classification per Trade classification per S OF 

No.| of can lot No.| of | Bini lot 
skins skins | 

1 66 | 14 extra large; 62 55 90 | Small medium_______ $41.00 | $3, 690. 00 
large. #) "ove an $58. 50 | $3,861.00 || 56 Go| ean do 2): nana Be 40.50 | 3, 645. 00 

2 80\i)) Thargess ee eee 48.00 | 3,840.00 || 57 Sy Aeon es 0025. 2542-3 39.50 | 1,461.50 
3 SONeeese dos Sst s eee 51.00 | 4,080.00 || 58 90 | Small medium; 
4 SO nea OE see se canes 50.50 | 4,040. 00 scarred, faulty, etc_| 28.00 | 2,520.00 
5 S80) (8 {oye ee a ae 51.00 | 4,080.00 || 59 90) 22328 (0 () eee eee eee 29.00 | 2,610.00 
6 SOueee-2 Owe hes ee 56.50 | 4,520.00 || 60 OOwWeze= do Sur Site 30.50 | 2,745.00 
7 55 | Large; scarred, 61 90) es dos: 28 Ieee 31.00 | 2,790.00 

famltyaetCsses. 22" 36.00 | 1,980.00 || 62 pA cee (6 (oer ea 31.00 899. 00 
8 908 | Mieaium eee eee 38.00 | 38,420.00 || 63 35 | III; 1 large, 11 me- 
9 OOS ead OF asad te DEN 39.00 | 3,510.00 dium, 23 small me- 

10 : 38, 780. 00 Gigm 23-353 eee 18. 00 630. 00 
ll 38, 915. 00 || 64 64 | 1 small wig, 1 extra 
12 3, 960. 00 extra large, 11 ex- 
13 3, 825. 00 tra large, 51 large--| 44.00 | 2,816.00 
14 4,005. 00 || 65 64 ATPL = ceo ole nese 42.00 | 2,688.00 
15 4,005.00 || 66 70 | 8 extra large; 62 large; 
16 4, 230. 00 scarred, faulty, etc_| 36.00 | 2, 520.00 
17 4,095. 00 || 67 70 | Large; scarred, 
18 4, 230. 00 faulty, etcsa2-= = 31.00 | 2,170.00 
19 4,185.00 || 68 90))| Medjum==222=s=s2=2 37.00 | 3,330.00 
20 4, 320. 00 || 69 90.2222 dose. ee 37.00 | 3,330.00 
21 4,320.00 || 70 00) (eee Qasr ie a Sea 39.00 | 3,510.00 
22 4, 365.00 || 71 90;| aeees don Sessa ee 38.50 | 3,465. 00 
23 4, 365. 00 || 72 90h ee Goes soe sseeee2 40.00 | 3,600.00 
24 4, 455. 00 || 73 SON Ree G0 Ss2s-=2i=52 228 39.00 | 3,510.00 
25 4, 500. 00 |) 74 90 | Medium; _ scarred, 
26 4, 545. 00 faulty, ete__-____-- 22.50 | 2,025. 00 
27 4, 635. 00 || 75 SO SEs ae GO: sense 2525-8 22.00 | 1,980.00 
28 4, 680. 00 || 76 90) See d0=2422 2225S 20. 00 1, 800. 00 
29 4, 725. 00 || 77 i) Ee d0u=+=<2 ==. seas 18.00 | 1,620.00 
30 4,770.00 || 78 905 ae Gos. sas 16.50 | 1,485.00 
31 4,725.00 || 79 90) i|22ea2 doiic2c Se 17. 50 1, 575. 00 
32 4,770. 00 || 80 OO) 22252 Goussec se eS 21.00 1, 890. 00 
33 4,725.00 || 81 | 90 |----- 0-22 see eee 17.50 | 1,575.00 
34 AS770K00) 1082" 3|\ 090) eae doe eee | 20.50 | 1,845.00 
35 45720300) |(S3due il) oOl=s= = (oe eee | 21.00 1, 050. 00 
36 3, 604.00 || 84 | 90 Small medium__-__--_ 22.50 | 2,025.00 
37 90 | Medium; _ scarred, Somme 200))|Sa=—- G (ees eee 21.50 | 1,935.00 

faulty; eles = sas. 39.50 | 3,555.00 || 86 | 90 |----- (Re eae 22.50 | 2,025.00 
38 SOF sass £6. (0 acter ties eee eres 41.00 | 3,690.00 || 87 | 90 |----- O22 veven ees 24.00 | 2,160.00 
39 90): eee doe ee SS 41.60 | 3,735.00 || 88 Ue eee ops a Se 25.00 | 2,250.00 
40 OO nee es (Oka eee cette ae 44.00 | 3,960.00 || 89 OOneeaee do. eae ae | 24.00 | 2,160.00 
4] OO) 2-225 Co | eRe eres Be 44.00 | 3,960.00 || 90 90 | Small medium; 
42 90 | Small medium___.__- 40.00 | 3,600. 60 scarred, faulty, etc_| 19.00 | 1,710.00 
43 SON 8 dO: eee Pe 40. 00 3, 600. 00 || 91 90 d 5 1, 665. 00 
44 SOs nee (6 Ko Pres eee ean ae 40.50 | 3,645.00 || 92 90 1, 800. 00 
45 905 oes Ose ee 40.00 | 3,600.90 || 98 90 1, 620. 00 
46 90) eons (60 evan Aare 40.00 | 3,600.00 || 94 90 1, 665. 00 
47 90 eee Goo eee ats 39.50 | 3,555.00 || 95 90 1, 710. 00 
48 1210) [ocean (0 Yo jaan oe SS woe 40.50 | 3,645.00 |) 96 45 517. 50 
49 Ou (0 Yo ee ate ee 40. 00 3, 600. 00 || 97 45 450. 00 
50 90) ea (OVO pees ee reais! ee) 40.50 | 3,645.00 || 98 45 382. 50 
51 90); ae dot 40.50 | 3,645.00 || 99 45 562. 50 
52 90: |e (Olas Se Ss eet 40.50 | 3,645.00 || 
53 90) eee doe See 40.00 | 3,600.00 8, 298 309, 807. 00 
54 903 |Seaee dost=t 2 Sse 39.50 | 3,555.00 

447 DRESSED, DYED, AND MACHINED PRIBILOF ISLANDS SKINS, DYED LOGWOOD 

BROWN (BOIS DE CAMPECHE) 

Thar eteeetes See re 

Medium 

$1, 260. 00 
1, 595. 00 
2, 295. 00 
2, 208. 00 
1, 900. 00 
1, 780. 00 

1, 750. 00 
1, 525. 00 
1, 767. 00 

110 

ult 33 | 23 medium, 10 small 
medium; scarred, 
faulty, ‘ete:-_.------ 

447 

29 | 6large, 13 medium, 10 
small medium; 
scarred, faulty, etc- $23. 00 

16. 50 

$667. 00 

544. 50 

17, 291. 50 
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Sale of fur-seal skins at St. Louis, Ma., September 24, 1926 

oid DRESSED, DYED, AND MACHINED ,PRIBILOF ISLANDS SKINS, DYED BROWN 
(DARK CHATAIGNE D’ OR) 

Num- “ Num- : 
Price Price 

Lot| ber | rade classification | per | L0tal for || Lot| ber | rage classification | per | 1 tal for 
No.| of aria lot No.| of aia lot 

skins a skins? 

112 29 | 4 large; 25 medium___|$24. 00 $696. 00 || 117 28 | 17 medium, 11 small 
113 35 | 7 large; 28 medium_-__) 25. 00 875. 00 | medium; scarred, 
114 |. 40 | Medium___--------_- 23. 00 920. 00 \(ctaullty, ete sees se = $14. 50 $406. 00 
115 30 | 9 medium ; 21 small == = 

medium...---..--- 19. 00 570. 00 200 | 4, 170. 00 
116 38 | Small medium___---- 18. 50 703. 00 | 

241 DRESSED, DYED, AND MACHINED ,PRIBILOF ISLANDS SKINS, DYED BROWN 
(LIGHT CHATAIGNE D’OR) 

| 

118 | 40) 3 large; 10 medium; || 124 20 | 8 medium, 12 small 
27 small medium--/$20. 00 $800. 00 | medium; scarred, 

119 20 | 1 large; 5 medium; faulty, ete.-----__- $13. 00 $260. 00 
14 small medium.._| 18. 50 370.00 || 125 20 | 16 medium, 4 small 

120 | 22 14 medium; 8 small medium; scarred, 
Medine =e aoe 19. 00 418. 00 faultys Cte eae eee 12. 50 250. 00 

121 47 | 28 medium; 19 small || 126 17 | 14 medium, 3 small 
medium=<=: 3s 18. 50 869. 50 | medium; scarred, 

122 24 | 13 medium; 11 small | fawlty, 6tCe =. ==-=— 14. 00 238. 00 
TMEG UI See 16. 00 384. 00 aia 

123 | 31 | 20 medium; il small | 241 4, 101. 00 
THE Capa eee oe 16. 50 511. 50 | 

82 SKINS RECEIVED FROM JAPANESE GOVERNMENT UNDER TREATY PROVISIONS 

127 23 | Dressed, dyed, and | 128 37 | Dressed, dyed, and 
machined, dyed machined, dyed | 
brown (Chataigne | brown (Chataigne | 
ZO r) Mee eee se a $11. 00 $253. 00 |, G.Or) 228222. sees $8. 50 $314. 50 

| 130 22 | Raw salted; wigs---_| .50 | 11. 00 

| 82 578. 50 

1 CONFISCATED SKIN 

Neat! F 
Price 

Lot ber Trade classification per sal for 
skins skin 

129 1 | Dressed, dyed, and machined, dyed black....._..-..---------....---.-__- $20. 00 $20. 00 

Special sales of Pribilof sealskins at St. Louis, Mo., in 1925 

Num- ; Price um-, Price 
Date | ber of Description per | Total Date ee of, Description per | Total 

skins skin __|skins skin 

~ 

en) 1) Diam” lesa. 14 | gaei.ao || Tune 20) 5 Dyed black; me- 
Feb. 21] 3 | Dyed black; large-| 44.67 | 13401 || sy. 9 dium_ — _.----./$38. 14 | $190. 70 

Do...-| 16] Dyed black; me- ieee ae sande: | men (C0 eee eee 38.14 | 266. 98 
dium 38, 14 610, 24 Sept. 10 tah eee 0 | Oe ee: Ol Bead 190. 70 

Do 1| Dyed Gipleae stnall ; 3 Nov. 11 2 | Dyed brown(Bois 
aa asain 27.19 | 27.19 | de Campéche)..| 45.95 | 91.90 

May 13 30 | Dyed brown(Cha- : ; Dec. 9 13 | Dyed brown(Bois 

taigne d’ Or); de Campéche); | 

medium... 28,87 | 866.10 || 5, Deira ena cie| See ye ee 
Do...., 5 | Dyed black; large.| 44.67 | 223. 35 acs gaa Ecls | | 
Do.-.-| 4| Dyed black; me- 6Campeche); | 

ain 38.14 | 152.56 small medium-.-| 13.00 481. 00 

Dole. 1 Dyed b black; small | 
medium________ 27.19 | 27.19 139 8, 890. 32 
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Comparative values, by sizes and grades, with percentages each size, of Pribilof 
sealskins sold at public auction in 1925 

Classes and sales Grade Nom High| Low a 

BLACK DYED 

Small wig: 
Sept. oF en Tand Ties. 1\$44. 00'$44. 00/$44. 00 

Extra extra large: - 
ay 2oeeoees Trand ies eee 2| 59.90) 59.00) 59. 00 

Sept. 24. -2-->— angie eas 1} 44,00) 44. 00) 44. 00 
Extra large: 

May 2525 -2-=5 rand Wess sees 26} 59.00) 59.00) 59. CO 
Sept. 24 {f pheGll UL ees eee 25} 58. 50) 44.00} 52.12 
MA Mocca Scarred, faulty, etc 8] 36.00) 36. 00} 36. 00 

Large: 
. Land Il. 22 se2ehee 240} 46. 00} 42.00) 44. 67 
May 25..----- Scarred, faulty,etc.| 160) 31.00) 29.00) 30. 00 

4 U Dee etn 2 ae 6} 12.50) 12. 50) 12. 50 
JERS sts [fb ee ee a 567| 58.50) 42.00) 50.32 

Sept. 24---.--- Scarred, faulty, etc 187| 36.00 31.00) 34.13 
16 Weak Rae ete ee 1} 18.00) 18.00) 18. 00 

Medium 
angi See sees 2,128) 40. 50) 33. 00) 38.14 

May 25.------ Scarred, faulty, etc.| 1,106) 27.50) 25. 06) 26. 66 
8 ae Et ee 8 40| 12.50) 12.50) 12.50 
and eee 3, 128) 53.00) 37.00) 46.32 

Sept..242 2==~- Scarred, faulty,etc.| 1,310} 44. 60| 16.50} 27. 28 
2 Leena Soe ee 101} 18.00) 10. 00} 11. 54 

Small medium 
and essen 1, 138) 28.00) 26.00} 27. 20 

Miayi2b. 2 Scarred, faulty,etc./ 900) 19. 00| 17. 50| 18.35 
0 0 a 93} 11.00) 11. 00) 11.00 
Land oe 1,927) 41.00) 21.50) 35. 44 

Sept. 24-2 == o= {Searrea, tae 929] 31.00} 18.00) 23.39 
10 ti tape eee 113) 18.00) 8.50} 12.03 

All classes: 
IMB IO5 aa ne eee a eee eee aeeee 
Sept..24 2252 --| Sees eee eee Se ------|------|------ 

BROWN DYED 
(CHATAIGNE D’OR) 

Extra large: 
May 25.------ Tang oso seeee as 6| 41. 00} 38. 00) 40. 00 

Large: 
ee f and fies ores 95| 45.00) 38.00; 40. 22 
May 25------- Scarred, faulty,ete.| 49] 35.00) 32. 00| 34.08 
Sept..24--=---- Land ie ee 15] 25. 00} 18.50) 23.30 

Medium: 
Land Ue 2s ee 705] 36. 00} 25. 50) 28. 87 

IMaya2oeeeese Scarred, faulty,etc.) 400) 20.00} 16.00) 17. 20 
ee eae 14] 11.00} 11.00) 11.00 

t. 24 erepricl tila sees 192) 25. 00) 16.00) 20. 86 
Sept. 24------- Scarred, faulty,ete.| 55] 14. 50| 12. 50| 13.57 

Small medium: 
Teand (seen tae 507! 22.00) 18.50) 19. 91 

May 252352225 Scarred, faulty, etc. 403] 17.00) 14.00) 14. 62 
ET = scott fe 2 So eae 7| 11.00) 11.00) 11.00 

Sept. 24 {f 2) 60 hal by SEE Tae 149} 20.00! 16.00) 18. 54 
ip Ace eee Scarred, faulty, etc 30) 14. 50} 12.50) 13. 58 

All classes: == — 
IMiay20. 56 22-25] Serene nee meee ee | eee a oe ee 
[ete 0) Fa eee be oe Sl |e a ee 

BROWN DYED 4 
(BOIS DE CAM- 

PECHE) 

Large: 
Sept. 24 {f Chalo Bl ti MuNeeey fees & 37) 60.00) 55.00) 57. 84 
i toc Se Scarred, faulty, etc. 6| 23. 00} 23. 00) 23. 00 

Medium: 
Sept. 24 2 aV6 hel b Cena ee 218} 55. 00) 35.00) 45. 95 
we e tee asa Scarred, faulty,etc.) 36] 23.00) 16. 50) 18. 85 

Small medium: 
Sept. 24 VER Ty s(o le! 0 eee ees 130} 35. 00) 28.50) 30.17 
se SE oar = Scarred, faulty,etc.| 20] 23. 00) 16. 50) 19.75 

All classes: 
Sept. 24 

Total 

1, 165, 50 

30, 951. 00 
16, 515. 0C 
1, 023. 00 

68, 286. 50 
21, 734. 00 
1, 359. 00 

240. 00 

3, 821. 00 
1, 670. 00 

Total 
num- 
ber 

38. 41 

46. 27 

22.75 

30. 78 

\ 144 
349. 50 

20, 355. 50 
6, 880. 00 

154. 00 
4, 005. 50 

746. 50 

10, 094. 00 
5, 890. 50 

2, 140. 00 
138. 00 

10, 018. 00 
678. 50 

3, 922. 00 
395. 00 

}s 119) 24. 48 

\ 247| 19. 24 

| 917) 17. 52 

\ 179| 17.71 

2, 186) 22. 50 
441| 18.76 

\ 43| 52. 98 

\ 254] 42.11 

\ 150| 28.78 

33. 921111, 076. 00 

15, 595. 00 

34, 934.00) 9. 10 

56. 07 

40. 06/181, 814. 50} 54. 70 

48, 489. 00) 36. 50 

91,379. 50| 35.78 

30. 28/176, 812. 00/100. 00 
37. 34/309, 807. 00/100. 00 

240.00} .27 

5,491.00) 6.59 
349. 50} 3.40 

27, 389. 50) 51.19 

4, 752. 00} 56. 01 

16, 061. 50) 41. 95 

3, 169. 50} 40. 59 

2, 278. 00) 9. 62 

10, 696. 50} 56. 82 

4,317. 00) 33. 56 

17, 291. 50/100. 00 
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DISPOSITION OF FUR-SEAL SKINS TAKEN AT PRIBILOF ISLANDS 

On January 1, 1925, 30,021 fur-seal skins taken at the Pribilof 
Islands were on hand. Of these, 388 were at the Pribilof Islands, 
29,624 at St. Louis, Mo., and 9 at Washington. In 1925, 19,860 
skins were secured at the islands and 17,350 were sold, leaving 32,531 
on hand on December 31, 1925. The 32,531 Pribilof sealskins on 
hand on December 31, 1925, comprised 770 at the islands, 31,748 at 
St. Louis, 11 at Washington, and 2 temporarily shipped to Kansas 
City, Mo. The following tables show further details in regard to 
Pribilof sealskins at the islands and at St. Louis, as well as details 
in regard to other Government-owned sealskins at St. Louis. 

Summary of all fur-seal skins handled on Pribilof Islands, calendar year 1925 

Balance | Balance 
Number} Total | Number 

Island =y ee taken | handled | shipped | 9 pane, 

Uae ge UT eae Se a a RY Pe ot Sea 252 15, 082 15, 334 14, 788 546 
ie Georse we sue tute: GbE (i kee. AOR Or ee 136 4,778 4, 914 4, 690 224 

NG)12) | = ee See eer ol See ees et ee 388 19, 860 20, 248 19, 478 770 

| 

Summary of Government-owned fur-seal skins in the custody of the Fouke Fur Co., 
St. Louis, Mo., calendar year 1925 

On hand, | Receipts | Disposed} On hand, 
Description Jan.1 | in 1925 | ofin1925| Dec. 31 

Taken on Pribilof Islands: 
Walondarsvear Uso ee = eee et eee Catan SU eek AS Lae oe 12, 793 | 14 | 211,259 1, 538 
Galendarkyearnl O24 ses 20 8 sey 8 oh shoe we At ee i a PAE 16, 831 3 388 46, 099 11, 120 
CalenMaAr-VearilU Zoe cut ok ae Se Te ee Ook ee LE 19090 (saree as 19, 090 

Skins from Pribilof Islands seals shipped from Steinhart Aqua- 
CT eee a A Oe ee ey es Sees ah A |e eee pI: Hl eee eee he 

United States’ share of Japanese sealskins: Season of 1923______ 82) Eee see CURD ae 2 bee 
Conhscatedtskins hate.” eee oe ees) os ee ae | eee 9 52 7 

Hl NO) Fa | Sees oe CN Se ee eS ee eee ee eee 29, 710 19, 491 17, 446 31, 755 

1 Shipped from Washington. 
2 11,254 sold; 5 shipped to Washington. 
3 Shipped from Pribilof Islands. 
; gee sold; 1 shipped to Washington; 2 shipped to Kansas City, Mo. 

old. 

Corresponding tables in the report for 1924 showed 251 sealskins 
on St. Paul Island and 16,832 skins of the 1924 take in the custody of 
the Fouke Fur Co. In 1925 one skin reported shipped in 1924 was 
found in salt at St. Paul Island. 

= 
FOX SKINS 

SHIPMENT AND SALE 

The 81 blue and 26 white fox skins taken on St. Paul Island in the 
season of 1924-25, and the 600 blue and 2 white pelts taken on St. 
George Island in the same season, were placed aboard the U.S. S. 
Vega for shipment in August. These 709 skins were delivered at 
Bremerton, Wash., on September 1, and were then forwarded by 
express to St. Louis, Mo. 
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Of these skins 341 blues and 28 whites were sold at public auction 
at St. Louis on September 24, 1925. Theblue peltssold for $16,579, 
an average of $48.62 per skin, the maximum price obtained being 
$120 per skin for a lot of four. The 28 white pelts sold for $1,040, 
an average of $37.14 per skin. The average prices received at the 
last preceding sale (October 15, 1924) of Pribilof Islands fox skins 
were $63.22 for blue pelts and $42 for white pelts. The remainder 
of the 1924-25 fox skins will be sold later. 

Sale of 341 blue and 28 white fox skins at St. Louis, Mo., September 24, 1926 

Num- Price Num- Price 
10 ber of | Trade classification per ee ee ber of | Trade classification per - oe 

‘| skins skin * | skins skin |'0Fr +0 

BLUE FOX SKINS BLUE FOX SKINS—Ccon. 
| 

300 4 | Extra extra fine_____- '$120. 00 $480 
301 5 465 
302 5 395 
303 5 375 
304 4 232 
305 4 268 
306 8 400 
307 4 216 
308 4 332 
309 6 363 
310 8 520 
311 4 356 
312 8 400 
313 12 408 
314 | 14 770 
315 | 10 340 
316 8 448 
317 10 330 
318 6 306 
319 if 126 
320 8 64 
321 4 332 Tand II pt. stained _- ; 
322 6 342 || 345 1 |"Skine eee 41.00 41 
323 6 342 sl 
324 10 550 28 1, 040 
325 14 490 
326 8 408 369 17, 619 
327 10 350 

FUR-SEAL PATROL 

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD 

Five vessels of the United States Coast Guard engaged in the 
patrol of the North Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea in 1925 for the 
protection of the fur seals. 

The Snohomish patrolled the coastal waters from the southern 
boundary of Washington to Dixon Entrance, southeastern Alaska. 
The Unalga patrolled the coast from Dixon Entrance to Unalaska, 
and for a time was attached to the Bering Sea patrol force, which 
was engaged in the patrol of Bering Sea, including the waters about 
the Aleutian Islands. 

The Algonquin and the Haida were attached to the Bering Sea 
patrol force throughout the season. 

The Bear made its annual trip to the Arctic Ocean and took part 
in the seal patrol while in waters frequented by the herd. 
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FISHERIES VESSELS 

The fisheries patrol boats Murre and Auklet patrolled waters in 
southeastern Alaska in the vicinity of Sitka for the protection of the 
seal herd on its spring migration. The Murre assumed the work 
about the middle of March; the Auwklet, the latter part of April. 

SEALING PRIVILEGES ACCORDED ABORIGINES 

In 1925, 2,044 fur-seal skins were authenticated as having been 
lawfully taken by Indians off the coasts of Washington and Southeast 
Alaska. The details are as follows: 

Washington.—One thousand seven hundred and sixty-five skins 
were authenticated, of which 823 were from adult male seals, 883 
from adult females, 2 adults (sex not specified), and 57 from unborn 
pups. The skins were authenticated by Dr. Carl B. Boyd, super- 
intendent of the Neah Bay Indian Agency, Neah Bay, Wash. 

Southeast Alaska.—Two hundred and seventy-nine skins were 
authenticated, of which 189 were from adult male seals, 50 from 
adult females, and 40 from unborn pups. 

An official report received by the bureau stated that 4,465 seal- 
skins were taken by the natives of British Columbia in 1925. 

JAPANESE SEALSKINS DELIVERED TO THE UNITED STATES 

The North Pacific Sealing Convention of July 7, 1911, provides 
that 10 per cent of the sealskins taken by the Japanese Government 
within the areas defined by the convention shall be turned over to 
the United States Government unless the number of seals frequenting 
the Japanese islands falls below 6,500, enumerated by official count. 

At the beginning of the year there was on hand the United States 
Government’s share of sealskins taken by the Japanese Government 
in 1923, amounting to 82 skins. These skins were sold with others 
at public auction on September 24, 1925. Details of the sale are 
given on page 155. 

The United States Government’s share of sealskins taken by the 
genres’ Government in 1924 amounted to 94 skins and in 1925 to 
87 skins. 

FUR SEALS ON ROBBEN ISLAND AND THE COMMANDER ISLANDS 

Through the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce some 
information has been secured in regard to the Japanese fur seals on 
Robben Island and the Russian fur seals on the Commander Islands. 
This information is as follows: 

“ 

Fur seals on Robben Island 

Number | Number 
Year | of seals | of seals 

| in herd killed 

19, 075 600 
23, 319 824 

124 a: ee NMI. CS nih ARTY hoc dn Atay See EOL so | 28, 886 942 

104755—26+——7 
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Fur seals on Commander Islands 

Number | Number 
Year _ | of seals | of seals 

in herd killed 

19D ise Sa wine oo = a oe a a i SS! AE he 12, 562 () 
LOD4 2). Mec ae UL ie na I iC 8 os ss 19, 311 (1) 

1 Information not available. 

SALE OF CONFISCATED SEA-OTTER SKINS 

There were sold at public auction at St. Louis, Mo., on May 25, 
1925, for the account of the Government, two sea-otter skins that 
had been seized by Special Officer Shea from Nick Bruhn at Seward, 
Alaska, on September 4, 1924. The skins brought $205 and $190, 
respectively. 



FUR-SEAL CENSUS, PRIBILOF ISLANDS, 1925 

By Epwarp C. JOHNSTON 

The annual enumeration of the animals composing the fur-seal 
herd of the Pribilof Islands was made at the height of the season. 
An actual count was made of the harem and idle bulls on St. Paul 
Island on July 16 to 18, inclusive, and on St. George Island on July 
22 and 23. It was planned to count on St. George Island on July 20 
and 21, but transportation was not available until July 21, when the 
United States fisheries schooner Hider carried the enumerator to St. 
George Island. 

In the spring of 1925, before the seals arrived at the islands, all 
counting towers were inspected and repaired where necessary. 
The only tower seriously damaged was that on Staraya Artil rookery 
on St. George Island. Together with the runway, it had been 
blown down in the previous winter. Rookery numbers were repainted 
on St. Paul Island, with the exception of a few that could not be 
located. Most of those not located were situated on the edges of 
cliffs or caving banks, and probably were destroyed by the action of 
the sea. The rookery numbers on St. George Island were repainted 
in 1924. 

BULLS 

On account of stormy weather during the period when the bulls 
were counted, it was impossible to reach Sea Lion rock, where 
Sivutch Rookery is located. It was necessary therefore to estimate 
the number on that rookery. On all other rookeries of both islands 
the harem and idle bulls were counted. 

In 1923, 5,012 three-year-old male seals were branded with a hot 
iron. By watching these branded animals, it will be possible to 
determine when they become harem bulls. In 1924, none was 
found on the breeding areas, and in 1925 one 5-year-old bull, not 
branded, was seen holding a cow. Upon discovering the enumerator, 
however, bull and cow took to the water. Another observer reported 
having seen two branded 5-year-olds on St. Paul Island, each 
attempting to hold acow. Both took to the water shortly after being 
seen. Taking into account the small number of breeding bulls, it is 
re conclusive that 5-year-olds can notxyet be classed as breeding 

ulls. 
In 1924, one bull, estimated to be 6 years old, was seen holding 

three or four cows. In 1925, seven bulls, probably 6 years old, were 
found with small harems. Apparently very few 6-year-old bulls 
can be classed as breeding bulls. 

161 
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Number of harem and idle bulls, relation of idle bulls to harem bulls, expressed in 
percentage, and average harem, 1925 

Per cent 
Ae hae 

Harem Idle ulls that} 4 verage Rookery Date mats Bulls Total as eread 

: of idle 
bulls 

St. Paul Island: } 
Kato vise See a July 17 159 17 176 10. 69 47.01 
Lukanin=2-.>. eee eS ee td Ques 84 7 91 8. 33 43. 03 
Gorbatch=22 >. ees Sidou= 2x 235 20 255 8.51 80. 77 
ATGICUGN = = SoS Meee eee ee Te ae dOs=ae| 39 1 40 2. 56 46. 06 
Rigo fie 13 ott ee ee eee as st2dos225| 507 63 570 12. 43 | 75. 20 
Siyittehgl se ee aa ees te koe 190 27 217 14, 21 61. 40 
TAZOOH ES Sa ae a eee ee me SET BRE | July 17 5 0 5 0. 00 30. 39 
Molstois. a2 ee Fe ae EF ee San 6 Obs =e 327 28 355 8. 56 68. 64 
ZAP Seen esas Pe ees a a ee | July 18 317 23 340 7. 26 68. 04 
LnittleZapadnit tees ee ei ee ned ose se 169 13 182 7. 69 65. 06 
ZapadniTReeiws mete: aes see ee kes ae (eS 11 | 2 13 18.18 34. 73 
POlOV Nase ee cle ee ee aes ee July 16 164 24 188 14. 63 47. 26 
POLOVIN A Clifiga eewuicnee ae a Sie ae aS dO Tene 99 8 107 8.08 42. 87 
AttlevPolovina sos seen te een eer Le Ro Koya 42 0 42 0. 00 36. 81 
IMUOTjOVI! saeco oie ee ke en re Bh (0 (yee 80 3 83 3. 75 34. 74 
Wostochnit S322 iis Dearie aes epee ela Es dose 675 47 722 6. 96 45. 82 

Motalstse 2. cbawer ee apes sf pee [eee h eps | 3, 103 | 283 3, 386 9, 12 59. 44 

St. George Island: | | 
INGE HES sin es eee eee July 23 139 | 10 149 7.19 108. 21 
StarayarAntiles se ee ee eee dos—5) 99 6 105 6. 06 114. 48 
Zapadnise sere ah LT yee areas | July 22 | 29 | 3 32 10. 34 55. 16 
South) ac 3s se ee eee Poe Se 9 | 2 11 22, 22 41. 67 
BastaReerte st 2) ere 2a ee See Pee. | July 23 45 4 49 8. 89 76. 62 
Masti@lifis 28 t= ae ae aa ae asdos. 2 102 3 105 2. 94 |. 96. 48 

SLOtale eset t So FS tee eee eee ees SP eae 423 28 451 6. 62 98. 44 

Totale@both islands) 225222) 2222 3225 Becca aed 3, 526 311 3, 837 8. 82 64. 12 

1 Estimated. 

The bull count in 1925, as indicated in the above table, showed 
that there was a large decrease in harem bulls on the rookeries of the 
northeast side of St. Paul Island. In 1924, Vostochni had 856 harem 
bulls but in 1925 only 675, a decrease of 181 harems. Virtually all 
of the rookeries on the south side of St. Paul as well as those of St. 
George showed an increase in harem bulls. The number of harems 
on Reef rookery, St. Paul Island, increased from 429 in 1924 to 507 
in 1925. North rookery, on St. George Island, increased in size from 
127 harems in 1924 to 139 in 1925. On St. Paul Island there were 
3,103 harem bulls and on St. George Island 423, a total of 3,526 for 
both islands. In 1924 the total was 3,516. 

The number of idle bulls on both islands decreased from 390 in 1924 
to 311 in 1925. Thenumber of idle bulls approximately equaled 11.09 
per cent of the number of harem bulls in 1924, and approximately 8.82 
per cent in 1925. 

Six dead bulls were found. No bulls that had been branded as 
pups in 1912 were seen on either island. 

AVERAGE HAREM 

As a pup count was not made in 1925, the average harem was used 
as the basis for computing the number of cows and pups. A com- 
plete pup count was made in 1916 and another in 1922. From the 
average harems in these two years, an average annual increase in 
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average harem was determined for each rookery and applied to the 
average harem in 1924. 

Tabulation showing computation of breeding cows 

Average harem 

a ee Harem | Breeding 
Rookery Average bulls cows 

1916 1 1922 1 annual 1924 1925 
increase 

St. Paul Island: 
GiGi O Ra pe RE RPh oe FE | 26. 00 37.56 1,93 45. 08 47.01 159 7,475 
kori sss 2s eee Dae ae 33. 40 36. 92 . 59 42. 44 43. 03 84 | 3,615 
REGAL Cle se eee ee 37. 90 64. 46 4, 43 76. 34 _ 80.77 235 18, 981 
Pee se eee 21. 20 41, 83 3. 44 42. 62 46. 06 39 1, 796 
LEGD Ee 1 OS ee ee 33. 30 59. 89 4. 43 70.77 75. 20 507 38, 126 
ROMMUECH IS see ee ee 31.00 47. 73 2.79 58. 61 61. 40 190 11, 666 
Marople 2-2 ee ee 29. 80 34, 13 42 29. 67 30.39 5 152 
PROISIOIe os 5 es Soe | 33. 40 53. 42 3.34 65. 30 68. 64 327 | 22, 445 
PISTONS SHOU pepe ep ieee NE be 31.30 52. 61 3. 55 64. 49 68. 04 317 21, 669 
ible: Zapadni_. 2-2. __-_ =" | 35. 30 52. 34 2. 84 62. 22 65. 06 169 10, 995 
Aapadni Reef. =. 22.4. | 33. 20 29. 24 —. 66 35. 42 34. 76 11 382 
POlOvinaaaeee oe re ie | 29. 30 50. 40 3. 52 43.74 47. 26 164 Un iia 
Polovinai@iitiss e222 2 \ 28. 50 38. 34 1. 64 41. 23 42. 87 99 4, 244 
Heroine moOloviNna. see 34. 60 35. 26 Salut 36. 70 36. 81 42 1, 546 
WOR O Vilar oe ee ee 29.10 38. 04 1.49 33. 25 34. 74 80 2,779 
MOSHOCHMT Ss - hoe oes tae ee 37. 30 46. 46 1.53 | 44. 29 45. 82 675 30, 929 

CTO Gee ee ene ee ee ee ee | OE oe ee 55. 17 59. 44 3,103 | 184, 451 

St. George Island: | | | 
IN Opt nee eee ele eee | 31. 20 78. 52 7. 89 100. 32 108. 21 139 15, 041 
UarAVAVA Tb = ae oe ce oe 39. 00 85. O1 7. 67 106. 81 114. 48 99 11, 334 
SISO hat Nee eyine iee Dae 31.10 42. 62 1.92 53. 24 55.16 29 1, 600 
TSIOTUM is Ss Ee iin, BERS Bl 6. 30 58. 00 8. 62 33. 00 41. 62 9 375 
SHTAST REVO Oe ee Sok a eT 21.70 48. 57 4. 48 | 72.14 76. 62 45 | 3, 448 
HAST OHMS 2 eee eee 36. 50 68. 55 5. 34 | 91. 14 96. 48 102 | 9, 841 

Li Dc) in Le Cee SA ee Sa ee ee ee fon SRS Sotho occ sesee 92, 21 98. 44 423 | 41, 639 

Total (both islands) -__-_-_- | Br ol Se | re ee 59. 27 64.12 3, 526 | 226, 090 

1 Complete pup count made on all rookeries. 

As shown by the above table, the average harem for St. Paul 
Island was computed to be 59.44, an increase of 4.27; for St. George 
Island the average harem was 98.44, an increase of 6.23. 

PUPS AND COWS 

As a female seal gives birth to but one pup each year, the number 
of pups equals the number of cows. In 1925, as in 1923, a pup 
count was omitted to avoid the great disturbance of rookery life 
that occurs during the count. The above table shows the method 
of computing the number of breeding cows and pups. While the 
numbers computed for the individual rookeries may vary from the 
numbers actually present, it is believed that the figures for the herd 
as a whole are fairly accurate. To illustrate: The table below shows 
an increase in pups on Reef rookery of 25.58 per cent and a decrease 
on Vostochni rookery of 18.42 per cent. This is due to the increase 
in the number of harems on Reef and the decrease in the number of 
harems on Vostochni. It may be that the increase in pups and cows 
on Reef rookery was not so large nor the decrease so great on 
Vostochni rookery. 
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Distribution of pups on the Pribilof Islands, August 10, 1925, compared with dis- 
tribution in 1924 

7 

a 

1925 1924 1925 

Rookery | Increase | Per cent! 

Living | Dead | Total | Percemt} otal |(-+) or de-|imcreaset 
dead crease (=) (+) or de- 

: : crease (—) 

St. Paul Island: 
KatONd- 2 5 5 See es 7, 365 110 7,475 | 1.47 6, 085 +1, 390 +22. 84 
Ihikanin S28 see ee 3, 537 7 3, 615 | PEaly| 3, 480 +135 +3. 88 
Gonbsteh: ss 532-5 fee ey 18, 818 | 163 18, 981 . 86 16,642 | +2, 339 +14. 05 
AT CUSTION a Aten ee ee 1, 753 43 1, 796 | 2. 39 1, 364 | +432 +31. 67 
Rieetsaen2—* 3-2 SAL eee 37, 569 | 557 38, 126 1. 46 30,360 | +7, 766 +25. 58 
Sivutchss tn SSNs Ae eee 11, 381 285 11, 666 | 2. 44 10,022 | +1, 644 +16. 40 
SAP OOM = eee ee 151 1 152)| .o8 178 —26 —14. 61 
ANSTO se = eS es gee ee 22, 133 312 22, 445 1. 39 20, 112 +2, 333 +11. 60 
BA NPAGIIE ee =e eer eee, 21, 198 371 21, 569 172 19, 153 +2, 416 +12. 61 
hittleZapadnie = es ee 10, 726 275 10, 995 2. 50 10, 080 +915 +9. 08 
Wapaanish eet. ete ease e 379 3 | 382 . 80 425 —43 =10. 12 
Rolowinasto too ea eee 7, 632 119 7, 751 | 1. 53 7, 524 +227 +3. 02 
PolowinaC@hifiss ss. S525 3S: 4,165 79 4, 244 1. 85 4, 205 +39 +. 93 
Hattie Polovina==-ss.- 25) 1, 507 39 1, 546 | 2. 51 1, 761 —2Lo SIV EPAL 
IND OD) OVAR Seen se 2, 723 56 2,779 | 2. 02 3, 225 —446 —13. 83 
Wostochiie. 0a seetase- ae as 30, 286 643 30, 929 | 2. 08 37,912 | —6, 983 —18. 42 

Mataleies <4 eee hee 181, 317 3,134 | 184,451 |. 1.69 | 172,528 | +11, 923 +6. 91 

St. George Island: 
INOnt bee Stas. Se eee 14, 830 211 15, 041 1. 40 12, 741 +2, 300 +18. 05 
Starayarawhile see ee eee 11, 042 292 11, 334 2. 58 10, 467 +867 +8. 28 
VAST Of Winieener ela eae ee 1, 582 18 1, 600 | 1. 12 1, 544 +56 +3. 63 
Southicts See aes ote ae 369 6 375 1. 72 297 +78 +26. 26 
iW astiR eels ses Pee es 3, 396 52 3, 448 1.51 2, 525 +923 +36. 55 
lovin (Chia eS es 9, 694 147 9, 841 | 1.49 8, 294 | +1, 547 +18. 65 

Motall = Ysa2e wet ene ae 40, 913 726 41, 639 1. 74 35, 868 Spay Hil +16. 09 

Total (both islands) -____- 222, 230 3, 860 | 226,090 | iB7Al 208, 396 | +-17, 694 +8. 49 

The above table credits St. Paul Island with 184,451 pups, an in- 
crease of 11,923, or 6.91 per cent, over the number in 1924. St. 
George Island is credited with 41,639 pups, an increase of 5,771, or 
16.09 per cent, over the number shown in 1924 census. The total 
number of pups on both islands was 226,090, an increase of 17,694 
or 8.49 per cent. 

Exceptionally few dead pups were seen during the bull count. 
In 1922, also, there was a small number of dead pups. It has been 
assumed that the percentage of dead in 1925 was the same as that 
in 1922, which would give a total of 3,860 dead pups, or 1.71 per 
cent, on both islands. 

The number of cows and the number of pups in the herd were iden- 
tical—226,090. During the bull count no dead cows were found. 
No cows bearing the 1902 or 1903 brand were seen. 

MORTALITY OF SEALS AT SEA 

During the last two years, additional information in regard to the 
loss of seals at sea during their first three years has been secured 
through branding, and assumed mortality rates have been changed 
as follows: Males, first year, from 40 per cent to 50 per cent; males, 
second year, from 17.5 per cent to 25 per cent; males, third year, 
from 12.5 per cent to 15 per cent; females, first year, from 35 per 
cent to 45 per cent; females, second year, from 15 per cent to 22.5 
per cent. 
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COMPLETE CENSUS 

Following is a summary of the method used to arrive at the com- 
plete census for 1925, together with a recapitulation of the herd. 
It will be noted that the increase in the total number of seals over 
1924 was 25,892, or 3.71 per cent. The increase in 1924 over 1923 
was 44,150, or 6.76 per cent. 

Complete census of fur seals, Pribilof Islands, as of August 10, 1925 

~ St. | 
Class St. Paul George | Total 

| 
[PUTTERS Sas 1G eM eo ee A a RN OR RN a LO SUE Set 184,451 | 41,639 | 226, 090 
Breeding cows, 3 years old and over, by inference.._..._..........-------- 184, 451 41, 639 | 226, 090 
otenaven To aM, (Cerbeat Re(6 [es ee ee 3, 103 423 3, 526 
TRERLSS TOTO UDISL, Ca brn ts(2) 0 Lee pea See eel LE CNR BS a ST SE per > Tee ee ge eee oe 283 28 | 311 

Yearlings, male and female, estimated: | 
HOTT Ss SSH OUTING D4 = eee tees Se een a oe 86, 264 17,934 | 104, 198 
Naturalimortality, 45per cent. 22. 2-12: Se See 38, 819 8,070 | 46, 889 

sMoanking females Aup. 10; 1905" <2. 2 = eee ARR or ak 47,445 | 9,864 | 57,309 

ICERESS Thahachia 000) aces ey eM A. le i Si 86,264 | 17,934 104, 198 
Naturalimortality, 50'per cent =.= 2-2 seen see ee we es Ro Se ae 43, 132 8, 967 | 52, 099 

yearling unaless bern ning 1925—— seem ee ee a ee eee 43, 132 8, 967 52, 099 
Ncarlineanalés killed AiG Dh tas ses SU ye a a a ee S| see 8 

iearling males; ATi ess Oil OD 52 Je ele ety ee a ee Ue elie 43, 124 8, 967 | 52, 091 

2-year-olds, male and female, estimated: Si 
Micarlinosfemaless Avira 01994 tees ee ie lee oe th Ae te sd 55, 043 9, 197 | 64, 240 
INS tUmolerMOncalltn 2215 DEL Contam ene see ose ewe oe eae ye uee 12, 385 2, 069 14, 454 

Z-Vear-Ola females; Ave i710; 19252 2 ek er es ee ee ee 42, 658 | 7, 128 | 49, 786 

Mearling miudles, Auge; 19246 entree eS yet eee 50,802} 8,489 59, 291 
Meaninpimalesicillea tally ogden eh ee ei Se ee WW eoeecerone 1 

Micutlingealales ,endl Opis. 2. t= ene feet tet ee ae 50,801 | 8,489 | 59, 290 
iNew Wu Lisareya Uk Pd) OE ACs) EE ee oa SE BEE ee a ee a 12, 700 2, 122 | 14, 822 

Pyeak-olisspeginininperg gh «wets eon Men eke tes eat 38,101 | 6,367 | 44,468 
Pane eo ols Lally tp nen Sa SORE ee eee ey ee ee 931 | 22 | 953 

2year-oldumales,- Atig. 10,1095 ee 2 ewe”. LST ee Shh --| 37,170} 6,345] 43, 515 

3-year-old males, estimated: | 
z-VeaT-Old males, pAtie ON 1G 24 meme went ESAS oe eee eee eee ee 39, O11 | 6, 674 | 45, 685 
Z-VEAL-Oldun ales Kileds tall; 1924s = sees oe ee es 37 8 | 45 

2-VeORr-Old:malest; eniGlon 19 24aeeens. wae Ae ate ey ae ae hes eee eee eee 38, 974 | 6, 666 45, 640 
INF ypbuP WS co ya rellnmrey Wij orse aye Se ee ee 5, 846 1, 000 6, 846 

Seyenr-oldsthesinningy (opmss seek ners ete 2 ee es a 33,128 5,666 | 38, 794 
S-VEAT-OLUSKI GC ah O 25 meeeeeenn aoe ae et eee A SEES Tee Exes 13, 126 4, 483 17, 609 

B-VGHr-OldumM ales, AIG 10; LOD seen ate ne een So Re Aho ta 20, 002 | 1, 183 21, 185 

4-year-old males, estimated: | 
B-VOAr-OldsIN ALES ATI Dail Oi LOA ae nee eee ane nee ee Se Se Sen as ee 19, 314 | 2, 237 21, 551 
38-year-old males killed, fall, 1924 201 | 127 328 

aevenroldimmales, enidion 19240 eee eek teen I NS 19,113 | 2,110] 21,293 
Natural mm onialityanl 0 pel CelGs seamen oe ee eS PAS Rae qo -===- 1,911 | 211 PE ABP 

A=veat-oldematesmberinnine: 192he= 25s ian nn eens eerie 17,202 | 1, 899 19, 101 
ASVesr-Oldamales KiMed. 1925 su we Sine ss Sena Sete 9 SS Ens Ser sehen 385 | - 24 409 

A=VOAT-OLAMIUALES ANI 1 Obi ODF ye ares ere te cee Is ee ee 16, 817 | 1, 875 18, 692 

5-year-old males, estimated: 
4-vear-0ld Males PANIC.) 10M IOQ4= 22 ae Seah she So) | EN ee 16, 730 1, 940 18, 670 
4-year-old, malesikilled, fall 1904 ee eee oe oat ae soe eee oe 1OU|Seeeert es 10 

A-VOAT=O1GsI AL ESMON GuOlel O24 mr te ns oe Meee Nae el ee Sl 16, 720 1, 940 18, 660 
iINaturalemortalityelOpenicenb= == sseees ose en omen mus hea, SENT RE 1, 672 | 194 1, 866 

5-Vear-oldimalesmipegiiminga 925-2) 2S 2 a ee eS 15, 048 | 1, 746 16, 794 
‘o-Y Car-Oldimalesskalle dsl O2ns 2. 2st e eee ee eee Tee ee aL 26 | See ee 2 

O-Fear-Oldun AES WATIO IOs G one .a team eee eee cbse 15, 046 | 1, 746 16, 792 
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Complete census of fur seals, Pribilof Islands, as of August 10, 1925—-Continued 

: St. 
Class St. Paul George Total 

6-year-old males, estimated: 
5-year-old males, Aug. 10, 1924_____-_--------------------------------- 4, 801 331 5, 132 

5-year-old males killed, fall, 192402200" -2_2.*_-_.------+----=235°52- Soe | 

5-year-old males, end of 1924__------ +--+ 2 = $= 2 ne 4, 801 331 5, 132 

Natural mortality, 20 per cent--~--_---------------------------------- 960 66 1, 026 

6-year-old males, beginning 1925______--------------------------------- 3, 841 265 4,106 

6-year-old males killed, 1925_-___-__-_---------==-- -------==----=2--==-|-=-=-5 5 1 1 

6-year-old males, Aug. 10, 1925___--_---------------------------------- 3, 841 264 4, 105 

Surplus bulls, 7 years and over, estimated: =a as 

6-year-old males, Aug. 10, 1924__---------------- Soe eee oS eee ae 7, 880 609 8, 489 

6eyear-oldimales Killed; fall, 1094 -__ ____-_-- -2868_2- ---== == se == 2-5-9 — |---| | 

6-year-old males, end of 1924--_.-.------------------------------------ 7, 880 609 8, 489 

Natural mortality, 20 per cent -_-------------------------------------- 1, 576 122 1, 698 

7-year-old males, beginning 1925------------------------------- aatees 6, 304 487 6, 791 

7-year-old males killed, 1925-----------------------------------------=- 2..\ =. eee 

7-year-old males, Aug. 10, 1925-_------------------------------------=- 6, 302 487 6, 789 

Surplus bulls, Aug. 10, 1924____.------------------------=-----<----==- 1, 908 135 2, 043: 

Natural mortality, 30 per cent-----------------------------------47--- 572 41 613: 

Remaining surplus for 1925 - -------------=---------------------------- 1, 336 94 1, 430 

Breeding bulls of 1924__...-------------------------------------------- 3, 502 404 3, 906 

Natural mortality, 30 per cent ---------------------------------------- 1, 051 121 1,172 

1924 bulls remaining, 1925____----------------------------------------- 2,451 283 2, 734 

Breeding bulls, 1925__--.----------------------------=-====---------== 3, 386 451 3, 837 

1924 bulls remaining, deducted- -------------------------------------- 2,451 283 2, 734 

Increment of new bulls in 1925-_--------------------------------------- 935 168 1, 103 

7-year-old males computed for 1925_-_--------------------------------- 6, 302 487 6, 789- 

Surplus bulls computed for 1925- - -_---------------------------------- 1, 336 94 1, 430: 

Total theoretical surplus bull stock, 1925_.---------------------------- 7, 638 581 8, 219: 

New increment of breeding bulls deducted_--------------------------- 935 168 1, 103. 

Srorpls bullssim! 1925 22ers ee 6, 703 413 7,116 

50 per cent deducted for losses due to fighting, natural causes, and 

errors in loss percentage in previous yearS--------------------------- 3, 351 207 3, 558 

Surplus bulls, Aug. 10, 1925__-_--------------------------------------- 3, 352 206 3; 558. 

SPUD a eee 184, 451 41, 6389 226, 090- 

COWS ek ee ee ee ee ea 184, 451 41, 639 226, 090 

Haremybulls==—--=-- = 
3, 103 423 3, 526. 

Tale pullss= 2) ese 2 = 283 28 311 

Yearling females. .—— --<22= <= =< ~ =~ <— <2 9 5 47, 445 9, 864 57, 309: 

Viennline msles jase ae eee ee eee ee ee ee 43, 124 8, 967 52, 091 

2-year-old females 42, 658 7, 128 49, 786 

D=Vvesr-Old) Mm ales sa - a ee a ae an otalco 6, 345 43, 515 

Se year-ol dim aless ese Senn en ee ee ee 20, 002 1, 183 21, 185 

A=yest=O)G. Tm eles == Soe So 5 ee 16, 817 1, 875 18, 692. 

Beyear-Old males aes: = ete ee ae 15, 046 1, 746 16, 792 

G-year:Old males 22 o0 beets se ane e 2 eee eee eee ee ee ees 3, 841 264 4, 105 

Srp US) Dens oes a ee 3, 352 206 3, 558. 

MPa tal O25 ae ek ae ee ee ee 601, 743 | 121,307 723, 050+ 

Motal, 1994.2 .c2- 22-222 Qsee sees one ae Se te ee er eel nage 697,158 - 

Numerical increase, 19252022 = 2 == 22222 2s ao a a ne r= 25, 892 

Pepicent increase 21 G28 ocean oo ee ee a 
3. 71 

O 
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INTRODUCTION 

The idea that it will not be long before the fish supply of Texas 
and the Atlantic Coast States will be exhausted is fast gaining recog- 
nition. The recent scarcity of certain species in the Texas markets: 
emphasized this possibility and brought about a vigorous demand for: 
specific information as to the causes for the shortage and for relief. 
In response to this demand the Bureau of Fisheries undertook an 
investigation of the Texas fisheries in order to determine, if possible,, 
the reason for the apparent failure of the supply and whether various. 
species are at present undergoing depletion. The bureau hopes to) 
obtain sufficient information as to the biglogy of the fish to permit 
ee plans for their protection and for the rehabilitation of the: 
shery. 
Accordingly, in July and August, 1925, the authors conducted. a 

preliminary survey to be used as the basis for future investigations. 
Various fishing districts, from the Rio Grande to Galveston, were: 
visited, and many fishermen and dealers were interviewed. Dealers’ 
records were consulted and all previous reports on the fisheries were: 

1 Appendix IV to the Report of the U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries for 1926. B F Doc. 10C9: 

167. 
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studied. The results of this survey, which are presented in this 
report, make it possible to understand better the present condition 
of the Texas fisheries and to devise plans for more productive work 
along this line. The following discussion is confined to fish and does 
not include shrimp and oysters. 

SUMMARY 

1. The Texas fisheries are largely for shore species taken by seines 
and gill nets in the sounds and inclosed bays. Redfish, trout, and 
black drum are the most important species. 

2. The imperfect records indicate either a horizontal or a slightly 
rising trend in the yield of food fish since 1890. The decline in the 
yield of several valuable species is compensated by the increase in the 
yield of black drum, which has been considered an inferior fish. A 
decline in abundance of fish is indicated by the fact that the market 
supply has not kept pace with the demand. 

3. The records are so inadequate that it is impossible to determine 
the cause of this virtual decline in the fisheries.~ It is possible that, 
in addition to natural causes, the stationary condition of the fisheries 
is caused by excessive legal restrictions. 

4. Present knowledge of the habits of the several species is very 
scanty. The two conflicting opinions are (1) that the fish spawn in 
the inside bays and (2) that they spawn in the Gulf and come inside 
only to feed. These problems have not been studied carefully, 
although such study is necessary for the proper regulation of the 
fisheries. 

5. The many fishery regulations in force are based upon incomplete 
or defective knowledge, and the men in the industry consider them 
to be unduly harsh. 

6. Recommendations for a program of conservation include the 
establishment of a system of fishery statistics, the initiation of 
biological investigations, and the reorganization of the game, fish, 
and oyster department. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEXAS FISHERIES 

NATURE OF THE COAST 

Most of the Texas coast is bordered by a chain of low, sandy 
islands, which separate the various bays from the Gulf of Mexico. 
The entire coast line, following the winding shores of the many bays, 
coves, ‘lakes,’ lagoons, and passes, extends about 2,000 miles on 
the inside and a trifle less than 400 miles on the Gulf side of the 
bordering islands. The chief bays, from north to south, are Galves- 
ton, Matagorda, Espiritu Santo, San Antonio, Mesquite, Aransas, 
Corpus Christi, and the Laguna Madre. Of these, Galveston, Mata- 
gorda, Corpus Christi, and Laguna Madre are the largest.” The 
waters are very shallow, varying from 1 foot or less in depth to 15 
or 20 feet in the deeper bays. The bottom varies, also. It is of 
mud or sand, and in some places is broken by outcrops of rock and 

2 For a complete account of these waters see ‘‘ Report on the coast fisheries of Texas,” by Charles H. 
Stevenson. Jn Report U. 8S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, 1889 to 1891 (1893), pp. 373-420. Wash- 
ington. 
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by hard oyster reefs. These inside waters are connected with the 
Gulf of Mexico by the following passes: 

. Galveston Channel, connecting Galveston Bay with the Gulf. 

. San Luis Pass, connecting Galveston West Bay with the Gulf. 

. Pass Cavallo, connecting Matagorda Bay with the Gulf. 
. Cedar Bayou, connecting Mesquite Bay with the Gulf. 
. Aransas Pass, connecting Aransas Bay with the Gulf. 
. Corpus Christi Pass, connecting Corpus Christi Bay with the Gulf. 
Brazos Santiago Pass, connecting lower Laguna Madre with the 

Gull. 
The shallow water in these lagoons cools or warms rapidly as the 

air temperature changes Thus, cold snaps in winter often “numb” 
great quantities of fish, and an exceptional cold spell with freezing 
temperature will kill them outright, as happened in December, 1924. 
High summer temperatures increase the evaporation, and in places 
where the waters are not sweetened to any great extent by inflow 
from rivers, the Gulf, or, in periods of drought, from rain, the sa- 
linity becomes very great. It has been reported that in Laguna 
Madre and Baffin Bay quantities of fish succumb every summer to 
the cumulative effects of an excessive salt content. At periods of 
flood, however, the inflow of streams is sometimes so great that it 
is said the water can be used for drinking purposes at the very places 
where summer evaporation caused the highest salinity. This has 
been true of Baffin Bay. Despite the great fluctuations in the nature 
of the water at various times of the year, the bays and lagoons 
abound with young fish, quantities of mullet (which the piscivorous 
species prey upon), shrimp, and other food organisms, and therefore 
are considered to be feeding grounds for oreat schools of fish that 
come in through the passes. 

Of the passes mentioned, Brazos, Gavalles and San Luis are reported 
to be the most favorable for the entrance of fish. These are spoken 
of by the fishermen as “natural passes’’ and are distinguished from 
the ‘‘jettied passes,’ such as the Galveston Channel and Aransas. 
It is claimed that jetties, especially long ones like those at Galveston, 
obstruct the movements of the schools along the beaches and cause 
the fish to mill in the angles of the jetties, thus preventing them from 
entering the inside fishing grounds. There are natural obstructions, 
also, such as in Corpus Christi Pass, which, although free from any 
artificial blockade, has filled gradually until now at low tide the 
water is only a few inches deep where it flows over the bar.. It has 
been said by Corpus Christi fishermen that whenever the pass was 
opened by a storm and heavy sea the fishing inside was excellent. 
The condition of the various passes, then, apparently affects the 
fishing in the waters immediately adjacent to a marked extent. 

NID OR Co ND 

x 
METHODS OF FISHING 

The Texas fisheries can be classified generally as vessel and shore. 
The first needs only brief mention, as it is confined largely to boats 
engaged in fishing with hook and line for red snappers on banks in 
the Gulf of Mexico. Most of the fish sold in market are caught in 
the bays and lagoons by the shore fishermen: 
Seines.—The name “bay-seine fishery’? was applied early to the 

shore fisheries as descriptive of the method generally employed. All 
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of the records of the United States Fish Commission, up to and 
including the year 1902, state that ‘bay seining’’ supplied most of 
the commercial fish. The reason for this is obvious. The shallow 
water of the fishing grounds always has made it easy for crews to 
drag and handle seines while standing in water only thigh deep. 
In fact, the great efficiency of seining has been the chief objection to 
this mode of fishing in the opinion of those who have thought that 
the supply of fish in Texas intercoastal waters was being depleted: 
Finally, in about 1913 a law against summer seining went into 
effect, and fishermen were forced to buy and use gill and trammel 
nets. To-day, although this law is no longer in force, more gill and 
trammel nets than seines are owned and operated along the coast. 

Gill nets—Formerly gill nets were unpopular because the high 
temperature of the water made it necessary to raise them frequently 
and remove the catch before the fish spoiled, but the modern method 
of preserving the catch by packing the fish in cracked ice shortly 
after they are taken makes possible the saving of gilled fish, which 
in the past would have spoiled soon after being taken from the nets. 
The present increased use of gill nets is mentioned in the preceding 
paragraph, but up to 1902 the reports of the United States Fish 
Commission did not list a single gill net within the waters of the 
State of Texas. 

Pound neis.—A report of the United States Fish Commission for 
1890 states that pound nets were not used on the Texas coast be- 
cause the large fish, such as gars, tarpon, jewfish, and sharks, or 
predatory animals like the porpoise, tore the netting so frequently 
that more time was spent in repairing the nets than in fishing. Re- 
cently, a fisherman tested a pound net in the Gulf of Mexico, but 
the piles were pulled up and the nets broken, whether by tides or 
large animals the experimenter could not say. Another attempt will 
-be made with wire mesh. 

Miscellaneous methods.—Besides net fishing, there is a certain 
amount of line fishing, cast netting, and spearing of flounders. 
‘“‘Gigeing” for flounders, as it is called, is carried on extensively at 
certain seasons of the year, and the catch is disposed of locally. 

COMMERCIAL SPECIES 

The chief commercial species of Texas fish are as follows: 

Bluefish _____ IVER oA FE Pomatomus saltatrix. 
Croaker rye es sig Tees Micropogon undulatus. 
AD Neh haawmeever acs eos ce hs MEW Pe eer es Pogonias cromis. 
Mloundern 22 (ese, 22 eae Paralichthys lethostigma, and others. 
Groupie ee eee eee Epinephelus sp. 
Jaelfish® LY ie tes ees Ae era Caranx hippos. 
Jewhishe S28. 2 tae Epinephelus nigratus. 
Mackereli2. 222 3 Sane Scomberomorus maculatus. 
Mille Ges 5! 6 oe ee re ees Mugil cephalus. 
Righshe = 22h 2s aga ees = Orthopristis chrysopterus. 
POMpanO= 52. een ee Trachynotus carolinus. 
Redfish S20 simathelteh 1 2b y _ Sciaenops ocellatus. 
Red snappers 524 hae Lutjanus sp. 
Rockitigh ae Beep betes Roccus lineatus. 
Sandetrouuee= = eae — ee Cynoscion nothus. 
Sheepsheads ===) seas Archosargus probatocephalus. 
PrOuit. 2 po aeaere neers ek Cynoscion nebulosus 
Whiting?) “2a es re Foes Menticirrhus sp. 
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While the tastes of the trade run chiefly to trout, redfish, and 
mackerel, quantities of so-called “inferior” species (black drum es- 
pecially) are now being caught and shipped.* The Gulf “pike” 
(Centropomus undecimalis) is sometimes abundant around the passes 
farther south and also is very popular with the market. According 
to information received, the sheepshead, once very abundant, never 
has been appreciated by the public, and the mullet, so prized in the 
southeastern section of the country, is not fished for commercially 
at all, although it literally swarms in all of the shallow bays along 
the coast. 

HISTORY OF THE FISHERIES 

The present status of the Texas fisheries can be understood best 
in the light of their past development. However, the records of the 
fisheries are exceédingly meager. The only sources of information 
concerning the yield in past years are publications of the Bureau of 
Fisheries and of the Bureau of the Census and the State commis- 
sloners’ reports. 

Records of the Texas fisheries have appeared in various reports 
of the Bureau of Fisheries since 1880. They have been col- 
lected by systematic surveys conducted at considerable intervals by 
special agents sent into the field to interview personally dealers 
and fishermen throughout the geographic section canvassed; for 
example, the Gulf States. The most important surveys were con- 
ducted in 1880, 1890, 1902, 1918, and 1923. 

The occasional nature of such canvasses limits the usefulness of 
the records in studying depletion, for it is obvious that if statistics 
are made available only at intervals of several years there is 
relatively slight possibility that a normal year was selected in which 
to make a canvass of the fisheries. Hence, the fluctuations in yield, 
as shown by the records, may not represent fairly the general trend of 
the fisheries unless the trend is well marked and a long period of time 
is considered. Furthermore, the method by which the records 
necessarily are collected makes it impossible to secure complete infor- 
mation in all cases, for the data consist of dealers’ and fishermen’s 
records or their estimates of the preceding year’s catch. The uni- 
formity of the methods of collection, however, makes the figures 
comparable, and we believe that the statistics given here are of real 
significance. 

The statistics for 1908 were collected by the Bureau of the Census, - 
which used a form virtually identical with that employed by the 
Bureau of Fisheries. However, there was a larger number of can- 
vassers in the field than took part in previous surveys, and it is 
probably because of this that the 1908 record is not always strictly 
comparable with the records of the Bureau of Fisheries. 

The records of total fish yield obtained from the Texas Game, Fish, 
and Oyster Commission are compiled from tax receipts published in 
the annual reports of the department. Commercial fish caught in 
Texas intercoastal waters are subject to a tax of 20 cents per 100 
pounds. The catches are reported monthly from daily records sup- 
posed to be kept by the fishermen, and payment is made to the 
deputy commissioners or to the central office at Austin. Hence, the 
amount of tax collected depends upon the honesty of the fishermen 

3 See Statistical Bulletin No. 670, U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, for further details. 

’ 
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or the efficiency and industry of the fishery deputies. The resulting 
records therefore are subject to wide fluctuations in the various 
fishery administrations and must be given broad interpretation when 
determining the changing yield of the fisheries. In State records the 

MILLION POUNDS 

0 
YEAR 1890 1897 1902 1908 1918 1923 

1. YIELD OF ALL MARINE PRODUCTS. 
2. FOOD PRODUCTS.(MARINE PRODUCTS LESS MANHADEN.) 
3. FISH.(FOOD PRODUCTS LESS SHRIMP AND OYSTERS.) 
4. SHORE FISH.( FOOD FISH LESS RED SNAPPER.) 

Fic. 1.—Yield of the Texas fisheries. (Date oe the Bureau of Fisheries and the Bureau of the 
‘ensus) 

figures representing the total catch include only the actual catch of 
the shore fisheries, minus oysters, shrimp, crabs, and other marine 
products. 

TOTAL YIELD 

An examination of the Bureau of Fisheries’ reports for the State 
of Texas shows an enormous increase in the total yield of all fishery 
products since the first survey, in 1880. From a total yield of less 
than 4,000,000 pounds the quantity more than doubled in the suc- 
ceeding 10 years. During the 20 years following the total yield 
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fluctuated but little; but beginning in 1908 an enormous increase is 
shown, which reached a maximum of more than 25,000,000 pounds 
in the war year of 1918, followed by a drop of about 5,000,000 pounds 
in 1923. This increase of 150 per cent since 1908 was due almost en- 
tirely to the development of the menhaden industry. In 1918 over 
14,000,000 pounds, or 56 per cent, of the total catch of fish consisted 
of menhaden. The actual rise in yield of all marine food products 
in the 33 years since 1890 has been only about 39 per cent. 

Table 1 shows the yield, in round thousands of pounds, in the years 
in which Government surveys were made. The first column gives 
the total yield of all marine products and shows the remarkable rise 
in quantity. The second column gives the total yield of all marine 
food products except menhaden. Menhaden are used in the manu- 
facture of oil and fish scrap and therefore were subtracted from the 
erand total. Thus the high figures of 1918 and 1923 are reduced to 
a less impressive level. The third column shows the quantities of 
food fish produced, excluding menhaden, shrimp, and oysters. The 
oyster catch has been almost constant, between 2,500,000 and 
3,500,000 pounds annually; but the shrimp catch jumped from a level 
that had remained at from 200,000 to 390,000 pounds annually until 
1918, to the surprising quantity of 3,500,000 pounds in 1923. The 
fourth column is the most significant of all for our purpose of judging 
the condition of the fishery. It represents the yield of the shore fishery 
only, for menhaden, shrimp, oysters, and red snapper (which are 
caught far offshore in the Gulf) are excluded. These figures show 
the almost horizontal trend of the yield except for the high war-time 
figure in 1918. The shore fisheries, excluding those for oysters and 
shrimp, apparently have neither increased nor decreased materially 
in yield during the 33-year period since 1890. All of these data are 
presented graphically in Figure 1. 

TaBLE 1.—Yield of the Texas fisheries 

[Data from the Bureau of Fisheries and from the Bureau of the Census] 

All marine Food P F 
wee products products ! Je = 

: Pounds | Pounds Pounds Pounds 
TSE Se apis See S LR hy ent See 2 Se ee 3850" 0008 | eee ete ee [ee a ee ee 
LO 0 Stee ea eS es ee ae OE eer oy, 7, 959, 000 7, 959, 000 4, 698, 000 4, 693, 000 
TRG ye Re EET RYE ARE SPP RE MILD T EA) 5 IRS TY 32 7 7, 175, 000 7, 175, 000 4,323,000 | 3, 858, 000 
TOS, DPS ats Soe Sie ell Eh RL Le 8 a ee 8, 044, 000 8, 044, 000 5, 351, 000 3, 283, 000 
GUS See chee rere ne ee een eae eP ee eaee ss © 10, 439, 000 10, 439, 000 6, 893, 000 4, 641, 000 
OLS Ste ee es = a al ys Seg ee ee eR ee 25, 015, 000 10, 896, 000 7, 390, 000 6, 147, 000° 
OPEN 82 Se 1s 55 aah Se aang oe 2 fe Wie ks a ee 19,560,000 | 11, 043, 000 5,102,000 | 4,093, 000 

\ 

1 Not including menhaden. 
2 All food products except shrimp and oysters. 
3 All food fish except red snapper. 

However, this fact alone hardly can be used as an argument to 
show that the shore fisheries have been depleted, for there is little 
evidence of the vigor with which or extent to which these fisheries 
have been prosecuted. Table 2, which shows the number of persons 
engaged in the fisheries, the number of vessels, and the investment, 
serves this purpose imperfectly. Actually, the exploitation of the 

293 1= 96-9 
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shore fisheries may have diminished, which, rather than overfishing, 
might account for the failing vield. 

TaBLe 2.—Number of persons engaged, number of boats and vessels, and total 
investment in the Texas fisheries 

{Data from the Bureau of Fisheries and from the Bureau of the Census] 

= Number of | Total value | Number of | Total value 
Year Need boats and | of invest- Year ~ Rauber boats and | of invest- 

Ig vessels ment ig) vessels ment 

aah 3 3 | -| pies ee 

TSOU ea enn ee | 1, 277 847 $315, 427 1908258 222-23 1, 780 1, 148 $445, 000 
I8Siee se Ay he 1, 199 731 25, 496 a||) LOIS <2 eee =Ek 1, 886 1,025 , 890, 100: 
1902 ene 1, 144 623 373, 724 | 192352) 1, 399 811 | 567, 114 

t } 

A study of the State records from 1901 to 1924, inclusive, in con- 
trast with those of the Bureau of Fisheries, shows a general upward 
trend of the fisheries throughout that period. From 1901 to 1904, 
inclusive, there was a sharp increase in the number of pounds of fish 
caught each year. From 1906 to 1915, inclusive, the catch remained 
at about the same level. Of course, various minor fluctuations took 
place, but on the whole the level remained constant. During the 
war (1916 to 1918, inclusive) a great increase in the total tonnage 
occurred, followed by a drop in 1919 and 1920. In 1921 there was a 
sharp recovery, which continued to improve until the maximum yield 
(exclusive of the forced fishing during the war) was reached in 1924. 

TABLE 3.— Yield of the Texas shore fisheries (omitting menhaden, red snapper, shrimp, 
and oysters 

[Data taken from Texas State reports] 

Year Pounds Year | Pounds || Year Pounds 

- a & s |- # 

1 bY11) hee oe papper eae Seek 2 MAD: MOS y || ROO Se eee ns oa Won 262. R40 pI Og 2-5 65 = ae ee 6, 057, 987 
1002232 = =. 2 tos eee 28995000 O10 oe aan oe es Por Ssasnto0 ype O LS oer ea 4, 963, 874 
1903S Sa see 353500555 uO ee ee pe SOi2-000,-||\O1Oe =e eee eee 4, 046, 301 
ket eee SS See Cy Geta Soi Pe kt ae eee ee S612) 267. || NO205 28 Seen ee 3, 591, 460 
1O0D Har Bee (4) 1913:.- seeimentes 73 Ae = 2 25473, '604 )| 192122 ee 4, 162, 192 
19063 St eee ee 2 451 HOSA P1914. eee es Hore Ds OUO it LO gee se ee er 2 5, 162, 008 
19072 ee ee 2;282, 506 yl | 10s ee—eaeee = eee [se 3098, 057: ||/51993 3 22 eres 4, 460, 071 
1908: 2 SS ee a SRSA 04 O16 eaee oe ae eee Pe DsOlSel OS: O24 eo os = ee eee | 4, 9138, 369 

| | | 

1 Not available. 
2 A shrimp fishery was started in the winter of 1922, and great quantities were taken with otter trawls. 

The big 1922 catch was listed with the fish and accounts for the sudden increase in quantity of products. 
Prior to 1922 small quantities of shrimp were included, but from 1923 on they were listed separately, 1,239,305. 
pounds having been taken in 1923 and 1,792,284 pounds in 1924. 

VARIATIONS IN YIELD OF THE SHORE FISHERIES AT VARIOUS FISHING 

CENTERS 

The statistics of the yield of the various fishing centers are very 
faulty because of the lack of a uniform system of recording tax re- 
turns. The only places where reasonably reliable records were kept 
were Galveston, Matagorda, Port Lavaca, Rockport, Corpus Christi, 
and Point Isabel. These records are illustrated graphically in 
Figure 2. 
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Tapie 4.—Amounts of fish landed at various fishing centers on the Texas coast, in 
pounds 

[Taken from Texas State reports ~ 

= ‘ 184 } Poi Year Galveston | Matagorda ee Rockport Ce vee 
| 

ATOMS hs 2 6 a es eee ee 438, 000 18, 000 751, 000 | 680, 000 | 438, 818 36, 000 
GOSS Seema Riess or lee 647, 000 125, 000 775, 000 805, 000 475, 200 185, 000 
1904____- SP v Mery ee 2 8 Pee 547,000 250, 000 768, 000 1, 120, 000 857, 000 180, 000 
TOO Ger eee nee ee FS Loe Soke 217, 000 237, 349 443, 075 903, 904 553, 490 378, 374 
U0 fees c= = ee oe oe 185, 119 257, 665 307, 975 | 711, 042 713, 608 666, 630 
Rees 8 Site eS |e ee ee 202, 235 243, 226 476, 934 715, 896 569, 611 710, 290 
iC ee es pee BE a" ry 238, 400 367, 038 467, 830 916, 410 996, 579 | 446, 110 
Migeliiis p11 OU OPI. 240,320 | 255,807 | 430,756 | — 625,334 | 930,578 800, 566. 
TOUAF eat Bet Oe ree 247, 569 | 242, 618 124, 845 515, 124 915, 907 528, 145. 
GMb teers tte ee eS 237, 155 199, 536 157, 272 566, 895 | 861, 367 803, 19% 
AGL ORE ae es eee es 2 eee ee 178, 622 | 170, 385 26, 102 | 219, 436 | 621,937 | 1,398, 885) 
MURR Seton Shee © oe age | 115,928 | 222/101 251,335 | 545,070 | 314,656. | 989,195 
fe AO, LOTT) Toate SO 137,583 | 180,785 | 600,895 | 1,423,752 | 629,819 634, 882 
TOD Amme es come Le is eee 267, 407 | 158, 919 818, 542 | 906, 448 1,042,155 | 1,158, 623 

*Indicates a break in the continuity of the table. 

Nore.— Figures for the years previous to 1923 include small quantities of shrimp. 
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Fic. 2.—Yield of the various fishing centers of Texas. (Data from State reports) 
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It is unfortunate that the statistics for these fishing centers are not 
complete, but im the main they justify the following observations: 

At Galveston the catch for the years 1901 to 1904, inclusive, showed 
a general upward trend. There was a sudden drop in 1906, and the 
catch stayed at this general level until 1924, when a slight increase 
was noted. 

At Matagorda the catch for the years 1901 to 1904, inclusive, 
showed a decided upward trend, and the following years, as at 
Galveston, showed a catch that remained fairly constant until 1924. 
At Port Lavaca the catch for the years 1901 to 1904, inclusive, 

remained at an almost constant high level. There was a sudden 
sharp drop in 1906, followed by a general downward tendency, 
which persisted until 1919. In 1920 the eatch suddenly increased, 
and it continued to increase until 1924, when the high record of the 
1901-1904 period was reached and passed. 

At Rockport the catch for the years 1901 to 1904, inclusive, 
showed a steady upward trend. This was followed by a sudden 
drop in 1906, and a downward tendency prevailed until 1919. A 
very great rise occurred in 1923, and while the catch for 1924 was 
much better than for many years previous it was not as high as that 
of 1923. 

At Corpus Christi the years 1901 to 1904, inclusive, showed a 
distinct yearly increase. This was followed in 1906 by a sudden 
drop, and from then until the high point was reached in 1910 the 
general trend was upward. Then came a slow decline, that in the 
years 1919 and 1920 dropped still lower. The years 1923 and 1924 
showed a great increase in the catch, which reached its maximum in 
the latter year. 

At Point Isabel the years 1901 to 1904, inclusive, showed a general 
increase in the annual catch, and from then on the trend was steadily 
upward until 1919. A falling off occurred in 1920 and 1923, but the 
catch returned to almost its previous maximum in 1924. 

The production of each of these fishing centers may be shown by 
dividing the 13 years for which we have statistics into two periods. 
According to the greatest mean annual production, the ranks for the 
two periods are as follows: 

TABLE 5 

1901 to 1910 1912 to 1924 

| 

Port Average Average | 
annual Rank annual Rank 

production production | 

ies aa : | 
Pounds Pounds | 

Rockport. xo. ts 5 ae ee I a Se eee ee 836, 036 1 700, 294 | a 
CorpusiC@hristts-- 3 ee Sea ee ee eee 657, 758 2 759, 634 2 
Rortiliawaca-2e gh. Ste Sa ee ee eee 569, 930 3 344, 249 4 
Point isabelyecs te Se eee eee 371, 057 4 901, 927 1 
Galveston: 22 et eee ee 8? Pe eet) ee ee 353, 536 5 203, 512 | 6 
Matagorda sees see tie wa 20 LS Been eee ee 214, 039 6 204, 307 | 5 

The most notable differences in the two periods are the rise of Point 
Isabel from fourth to first place and the decline of Galveston from 
fifth to sixth. 
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Obviously it is impossible, because of the paucity of data, to explain 
the difference in yield in the various localities, even if it be taken for 

granted that the available statistics truthfully represent the catches 
of fish. Various explanations have been offered, but none of these 
were based upon reliable observations. For instance, it has been 
suggested that the decline of the fisheries of Galveston is attributable 
to oil pollution, the building of rock jetties at the harbor entrance, 
and the general development of commercial traffic. Likewise, the 
development of the fisheries at Point Isabel has been attributed to 
the isolated situation and the relatively unspoiled natural conditions 
on the fishing grounds. These, of course, are plausible explanations, 
but their truth or falsity should be determined. 

INFLUENCE OF LEGAL RESTRICTIONS ON THE CATCH 

There may be other explanations for the rise and fall of the catch 
-along the coast. For example, it has been argued that the enforce- 
ment of the various State fishery regulations has greatly influenced 
the amount of fish caught. While it is recognized that the size of 
the annual catch is affected by diverse conflicting influences, the 
following is offered as a possible influencing factor: 

1901-1904.—The catch in these years increased annually or held 
fairly constant in each locality. This represents the normal progress 
of fisheries unaffected by any serious legal restrictions. 

1905-1913.—The catch in these years dropped suddenly in 1906 
at all localities except Point Isabel. From 1906 until 1913 the catches 
at all points except Corpus Christi and Point Isabel maintained a 
level trend or else showed a downward tendency. Only the two ports 
named showed a general! increase. 

The sudden drop in 1906 might very well have been due to the 
passage of laws that suddenly closed as spawning grounds a great 
deal of water. No net fishing was allowed in certain bays, coves, and 
bayous. At Point Isabel alone no waters were set aside as spawning 
grounds, and this was the only port that showed an increased catch 
in 1906. Corpus Christi was affected only temporarily, as the water 
closed there never produced any appreciable part of the total catch. 
On the whole, however, it is significant that closing the waters as a 
breeding grounds suddenly stopped the yearly imcrease in every 
fishing center but one, and in most cases kept production below what 
would have been normal if the fisheries had been allowed to operate 
unrestricted. 

1914 and 1915.—In 1914 another sudden drop in the catch of all 
the fishing centers took place. Point Isabel also was affected. In 
1915 none but this southernmost fishery succeeded in equaling the 
record of 1912. 

This second drop, which affected all fisheries alike, no doubt was 
attributable to a new law that prohibited seining of any kind during 
the summer months. (It is said, however, that gill and set nets were 
dragged whenever the fishermen had an opportunity to do so un- 
observed. Also, the fishermen worked in closed waters whenever 
possible.) 

1916-1918 —During the period of the war all State restrictions 
were abated by Federal advice and all waters were thrown open to 
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nearly every sort of fishing. The individual records for each fishing 
center are lacking, but the figures for the State as a whole show a 
great Increase over the years preceding and following. 

_ 1919-1922.—In 1919 a sudden and general drop took place through- 
out the entire fishing section, with the exception of Point Isabel. 
Beginning in February, all of the pre-war regulations were reinstated, 
breeding grounds were designated and closed to netting, and summer 
selining was once more forbidden. Law enforcement at Point Isabel 
was not very strict until the summer of 1922, but in September of 
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Fic. 3.—Average boat catch, computed from total yield and the number of boats. (Data taken 

from Texas State reports) 

that year the laws against summer seining were repealed. (For a 
discussion of law enforcement at Point Isabel, see p. 194 of this report.) 

1923 and 1924.—While the laws closing certain waters as breeding 
grounds for fish were still in force, summer seining was permitted. 

In these years a general tendency toward an increased catch was 
indicated, although the catch at Point Isabel was subnormal. The 
year 1924 showed an increase over 1923 in every locality except 
Rockport and Matagorda. However, the 1923 catch at Rockport 
was the greatest recorded for a single fishery in any year. Thus, a 
direct connection between restrictive legislation and the yield of the 
fisheries is strongly indicated. 
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A comparison of the total yield of the State with the number of 
boats engaged in fishing further emphasizes the effect of restrictive 
measures on the catch. Although the number of boats in operation 
in 1906 was greater than in any of the four preceding years, the total 
quantity of fish taken from Texas intercoastal waters was 1,500,000 
pounds less than in 1904, the year with the largest catch. Prior to 
1906 the parallel between the amount of fish caught and the number 
of boats in use was distinct. This same parallel continued to exist 

_ after the restrictions of 1906 were in force, until 1913 and 1914, when 
further restrictions caused the catch to fall off greatly, although the 
number of boats in use was greater in 1914 than in any previous year. 
From 1919 on there was again a very close parallel between the annual 
catch and the number of fishing boats in use. The average catch 
per boat followed the same general trend, of course. (See fig. 3.) 

TaBLe 6.—Yield of the Texas fisheries from 1901 to 1924 and average annual boat 
catch as computed from total yield and number of boats 

[Data taken from Texas State reports] 
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Thus, we see that whenever rigorous restrictions are put into 
ae the total catch, as well as the average catch per fishing boat, 
falls off. 

YIELD OF THE VARIOUS FISHERIES 

Additional light may be thrown upon the state of the fisheries by 
studying the variations in the yield of the several species. Here 
again we are confronted by the same unfortunate lack of adequate 
records. The tax reports of the State commission list only the total 
tax on ‘‘fish’’ and do not name the species. The surveys of the Bureau 
of Fisheries are more complete, however, and from them we must 
gain all of our knowledge as to the courses of the various fisheries. 
The yield of the chief fisheries in the various years in which surveys 
were made is given, by species, in Table 7, and is illustrated graph- 
ically in Figure 4. 
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TaBLE 7.— Yield, in pounds, of the chief species taken in the Texas fisheries 

Species 1890 1897 1902 1908 1 1918 1923 

- — | : | 
Redsnappers<: 2-5 4, 800 464,791 | 2,067,987 | 2,252,000 | 1, 243, 002 1, 008, 960 
Redhshs 52522 Ee eee | 1,107,950 | 1,144,376 898, 450 | 928,000 | 1, 336, 535 877, 760 
Troutses 2 22. sy Fees Lee | 1,120,450 | 1,011,620} 1,119,300 1,055,000 | 1,613,370 1, 523, 965 
Sheepsherdi< te 2 acs ee 778, 800 467, 504 217, 330 ~ 298, 000 197, 662 140, 610 
Wlounders&® "22 === 222 Se » 130, 650 218, 025 240, 900 140, 000 162, 361 118, 395 
Spanish mackerel _____________ 25, 000 40, 710 63, 830 42, 000 41,354 | . 78, 920 
Wit oe se ae eee ee ee eee en eee 41, 700 9, 900 35, 970 11, 400 
@atfishs.. 42025. xyuet see 45, 000 71, 330 75, 000 560, 000 262, 000 50, 340° 
Croaker2 =. — 2. eee 175, 950 136, 700 58, 050 159, 000 197, 560 67, 970 
Black drimilsiis Fe. ee ere ake 50, 400 157, 400 381,000 | 1,873, 440 1, 028, 450 
Grouper.3 5 ate ak 3, 460 40 U7O) eps See 20, 840 32, 730 
Jewtisne. =o) 228). Sie 47, 000 33, 280 65, 720 46, 000 39, 970 13, 450 
Miulletz: 2. etd. seep ani ieee 55, 950 60, 850 18, 800 20, 000 58, 275 7, 540 

1 Figures taken from report of the Bureau of the Census; all others from the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries’ 
reports. 
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Fic. 4.—Yield of the Texas fisheries, by species. (Data from the Bureau of Fisheries and the 
Bureau of the Census.) Figures shown on a logarithmic scale to show relative rather than 
absolute changes. This has the effect of reducing the figures for each year to a percentage of 
the previous ‘year’s record. ‘The slope of the lines, therefore, indicates the rate of increase or 
decrease in the yields of the various species 

Outstanding features of the Texas fisheries are the great concen- 
tration on two or three species of fish, particularly redfish and trout; 
the remarkable rise and subsequent decline of the red-snapper 
fishery; the equally remarkable rise in the yield of the black-drum 
fishery; and the horizontal trend of all other fisheries except that for 
sheepshead. 

Redfish and trout have formed about half of the total take of all 
food fish in Texas since the earliest survey. The yield of both of 
these species has been relatively constant, fluctuating about half a 
million pounds during the period 1890 to 1923. The trend for both 
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species has been virtually horizontal, also, although since 1908 the 
catch of trout has increased somewhat more than that of redfish. 
Both are valuable species, the redfish yielding the fishermen 8.2 
cents per pound and the trout 10.1 cents in 1923. 

From 1897 to 1902 the yield of the more important species in the 
shore fisheries declined somewhat, but this decline was more than 
compensated by a remarkable development in the offshore fishery 
for red snapper. The quantity taken of this valuable fish increased 
about 400 per cent in this period, reaching a total of over 2,000,000 
pounds, and continued to increase another 250,000 pounds in the 
next six years. From 1908, however, the catch fell, until in 1923 
the total was about 1,000,000 pounds. 

The fishery for the black drum has experienced an increase in 
vield almost as spectacular as that of the red snapper. The black 
drum is one of the cheaper, less popular fish and in earlier times was 
discarded when taken in the fishermen’s hauls. The first yield of 
any importance was recorded in 1902, but from that time on the rise 
was rapid, reaching a peak of almost 2,000,000 pounds during the 
war year of 1918 and exceeding all other species. Although the 
fishery declined greatly in 1928, it was exceeded only by trout and 
amounted to well over 1,000,000 pounds. 
Among the minor fisheries the sheepshead shows the greatest vari- 

ation in yield. From 1890 to 1902 the decline was marked, and 
although a slight increase took place in 1908 the general decline 
continued, reaching the lowest point in 1923. 

The relative importance of each species in the annual catches is 
shown in Table 8. Here may be seen the rise and fall of the red- 
snapper fishery and the rise in popularity of the black drum until 
it constituted one-fourth or one-third of the total catch of all food 
fish. 

TaBLE 8.—Per cent of the various species of fishes in the total yield of food fish in 
Texas in various years 

[Data taken from reports of the Bureau of Fisheries and the Bureau of the Census] 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF FLUCTUATIONS IN YIELD 

As has been stated before, the object of this inquiry is to discover, 
if possible, whether or not the fisheries of Texas are suffering from 
depletion by overfishing. Depletion of a fishery usually is under- 
stood to mean a decreasing yield in relation to the effort involved; 
and although no single adequate test for depletion has been devel- 
oped, the various lines of evidence by which the condition may be 
recognized have been summarized admirably by W. F. Thompson.* 
It is conceded generally by fishery investigators that the amount 
per boat of the commercial catch is a reliable index to the relative 
abundance of the stock of fish in the sea. A progressive decline in 
the average catch per boat thus would indicate a decline in abun- 
dance; but this can be determined only by an examination of records 
collected in such a manner as to show the catches of each boat day 
by day and calls for extensive fishery statistics. Moreover, a decline 
in abundance may be brought about by natural causes outside of 
human control and must be distinguished from overfishing. Bio- 
logical studies may be depended upon to aid in distinguishing between 
the possible natural and artificial causes of depletion. Changes in 
the method of fishing and in the locality of the fishing grounds, as 
well as such economic factors as demand, market competition, dis- 
tribution, etc., also must be be considered when studying the records 
of the yield. 

The available records of past development of the Texas fisheries 
are inadequate to demonstrate whether depletion is going on. Both 
State and Government statistics are not only contradictory to a 
degree and unreliable as to fact, but are in such form that they are 
useless for determining the relative abundance of the fish supply. 
The trend of the total yield of the shore fisheries, as shown by the 
Federal records, has been almost horizontal for the 33-year period 
since 1890, but the records of the State show a rise in the yield. 

Despite the possible slight increase in the total yield, it is evident 
that the supply has not kept pace with thedemand. The population 
and hence the potential demand, has increased at a greater rate than 
has the production of food fish. To meet the local demand, the sup- 
ply has been augmented by shipments of fish from the eastern Gulf 
States and from California. From this fact alone one might con- 
clude that the fisheries had reached their fullest development and 
were on the decline because of overexploitation, were it not for the 
complicating factor of legal restrictions, which undoubtedly operate 
to reduce the annual yield. 

In the older fisheries, where depletion of the more desirable species 
is taking place, the market is being supplied with increasing quantities 
of the smaller and less desirable species. An example of such a 
shifting from the better to the cheaper classes of fish, characteristic 
of a declining fishery, is found in the larger catches of black drum. 
(See Table 8.) The yield of six species of cheaper fish that average 
4 cents per pound rose from 6.9 per cent of the total yield of all food 
fish in 1890 to 33.1 per cent in 1918, and still amounted to 23.5 per 

4Jn “California Fish and Game,” vol. 8, July, 1922, p. 172. 
5 The population of Texas in 1920 was 100.8 per cent greater than in 1890, while the yield of food fish in 1923 

was only 6.5 per cent greater than in 1890, as shown by the records of the Bureau of the Census and the Bu- 
reau of Fisheries. The population of Texas in 1890 was 2,235,527; 3,048,710 in 1900; 3,896,542 in 1910; and 
4,663,228 in 1920. 
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cent of the total yield in 1923. Thus it may be seen that during the 
war, when the demand was greatest and the fewest restrictions were 
imposed upon fishing, the yield of the poorer fishes reached its maxi- 
mum. That black drum was marketed at all is unmistakable evidence 
of an inadequate supply of the more desirable species—snapper, trout, 
and redfish. 
The probable causes of the reduced productiveness may be natural 

or artificial. Among the natural causes may be mentioned the vari- 
ous physiographic and meteorological features of the coast. Shallow, 
inclosed waters, subject to extremes of heat and cold that periodi- 
cally destroy or greatly reduce various species; the shifting and 
closing of passages to inside waters; the drouths, accompanied by 
increased salinity; and the floods that bring great quantities of silt 
from the rivers; all have their effect in limiting the abundance of fish 
life in the inside waters.° 

Perhaps the most far-reaching artificial limitations upon the yield 
of the fisheries are the legal restrictions. There is no clear evidence 
to prove that these restrictions are necessary or unnecessary, bene- 
ficial or harmful. As pointed out in a previous section, when laws 
that prohibit summer seining and close certain waters to fishing are put 
into effect the total catch is greatly reduced. It is true that subse- 
quent to the establishment of such closure the yield tends to increase 
and approach previous normal production, but this recovery may be ex- 
plained in several ways. It is possible that such increase may be due 
to an actual increase in the fish stock brought about by the protection. 
It is also possible that the fishermen, driven from accustomed fishing 
grounds one year, succeed in following years in finding other grounds 
equally productive. Again, it is possible that poaching in the closed 
areas and during closed seasons increases, as the laws become older 
and more familiar. In any event, although it is evident that the 
laws are effective, it yet remains to be shown whether they are wise, 
beneficial, and necessary or arbitrary, harsh, and unduly restrictive. 

Another limitation upon the yield of the fisheries, and one without 
apparent justification, is that imposed by crude and wasteful methods 
of handling and marketing. While scarcely within the scope of this 
inquiry, we can not refrain from mentioning that improvements in 
refrigeration, in icing, and in preserving the catch will bring about 
an pee of the industry without attendant drain upon the fish 

supply. 
There is no way to determine the capacity of a fishery except by 

actual trial by commercial fishing, hence it is impossible to predict 
the future development of the Texas shore fisheries should they be 
allowed to develop unhindered by restrictions. 

CURRENT IDEAS AS TO THE BIOLOGY QF THE VARIOUS SPECIES 

Before a fishery can be regulated scientifically the life histories 
of all the important commercial species must be studied thoroughly. 
Very little is known of the habits of Texas fishes, although a great 
many guesses have been made. Breeding habits, especially, have 

6 A considerable mortality among food fishes is said to occur annually in Laguna Madre and connecting 
waters. This mortality apparently occurs regularly during the months of August and September, sup- 
posedly in consequence of the extreme saltiness of the water, and during January because of the cold. Ob- 
servations are now being conducted in Laguna Madre to determine the condition of the water throughout 
the year and to ascertain, if possible, just what conditions are destructive of fish life. A report on this sub- 
ject will be prepared when the study has been completed. 
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been a matter for contention for many years. The following ex- 
tracts from State reports will give some idea as to the opinions gen- 
erally held. In 1908 State Commissioner R. H. Wood’s report 
contained this: 

From the east end of Galveston Bay to the Rio Grande we have what might 
justly be called one long natural breeding ground for fish; a series of shoal bays, 
protected by outlying islands, which form a barrier to the storms of the Gulf, 
with bottoms covered by grasses to which fish are sent by nature when in roe. 

Several years later, another commissioner, W. G. Sterret, in a re- 
port for 1914, said: 

My opinion is, and it is based on the personal observations of those who for 
years engaged in taking fish for market, that nearly all of our commercial fish, 
or fish caught for market, breed in the Gulf. For in late summer they are 
found—redfish, trout, mullet, and even flounders—going to the Gulf when full 
of eggs. If this be true, or only partly true, the importance of keeping open 
the ways is apparent. 

Such are the two general theories with regard to the spawning 
habits of Texas fish. 

The fish, game, and oyster commission of Texas has endeavored to 
benefit the fisheries by enforcing regulations based upon popular 
ideas as to the breeding habits of the species. Before the fish and 
oyster laws of 1925 went into effect Chief Deputy Harry W. Wells 
wrote letters to various fish dealers along the Texas coast, asking their 
opinion as to the breeding habits of the fish in their localities. The 
concensus of opinion was that very few of the inside coves and bays 
were known to be spawning grounds. An extract from a reply, under 
date of February 29, 1924, will illustrate the opinion held at Corpus 
Christi. 

We think, rather, that the great majority of the fish come in from the Gulf, 
and the amount that spawns and grows in the bays here amounts to an incon- 
siderable quantity. We have noticed throughout the years when the passes 
have been opened there has always been a sufficient quantity of fish in the bays, 
and whenever at any time the passes have filled up or have become shallow it is 
always at that time that fish become scarce. 

The writer of this did say, however, that the black drum spawned 
in Oso Bay, appearing in February and leaving about the middle of 
April. These were big, 20-pound fish and were found in the bay at no 
other time of year. This, together with the fact that no small fish 
ever were taken in the larger bodies of water such as Nueces Bay and 
the Laguna Madre, led to the opinion that whatever fish did seek-the 
inside waters as spawning grounds, frequented small, sheltered 
bodies of water such as the Oso and Ingleside Cove. 

Another letter from the Corpus Christi section states that if the 
passes were to be closed tightly and fishing continued no fish but 
mullet and catfish would be left in the inside waters. This writer 
says that he used a very small-meshed seine in a great many places 
in Laguna Madre but could not find the young fish he was looking for. 
Then he changed his location to the Gulf shore of Padre Island, 
and, using his words, ‘‘at each and every haul netted thousands of 
miniature redfish, trout, croakers, sheepshead, and even pompano 
entangled in the seaweed.”’ From this experiment he concluded 
that the fish spawned outside, and that as soon as the young were 
able they worked through the passes into the shallow inside waters, 
where they could feed and find shelter in the long grass. 
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A Corpus Christi dealer, when interviewed, declared that the 
shallow, hot, salty water of Laguna Madre and tributary bays was 
not pleasing to the native instincts of the fish, but that they would 
spawn inside if they had to. ‘‘Some of these fish may deposit their 
spawn inside because they can not get out,’”’ he said. This was due 
to blocked passes or low water. He thought that the schools of 
redfish, drum, and trout were working always toward the Gulf when 
taken with spawn in a nearly ripe condition. 

Nearly every fisherman interviewed, from Galveston to Browns- 
ville, believed that young fish come in from the Gulf after attaining a 
certain size. One man reported seeing great schools of tiny redfish, 
just large enough to be identified by the characteristic black spot 
on the caudal fin, working into the inside waters through various 
passes along the coast. In the summer of 1922 G. F. Simmonds, a 
biologist of the State university, investigated the coastal waters in an 
effort to discover some exact facts as to the breeding habits of the 
commercial species. Extracts from his notes are given later in this 
section. 

HABITS OF THE SPECIES 

ReEpFIsH (Sciznops ocellatus) 

The idea that the redfish spawns outside the barrier islands in the 
Gulf of Mexico is firmly established now. It is well known that 
no roe is to be found in this species until a weight of 8 or 9 pounds has 
been attained, and such fish are then known as the ‘‘bull reds,” 
or spawners. The exact location of the spawning grounds has not 
been described. The redfish, when not in schools on the outside in 
the breeding season, live in considerable numbers in the inside 
waters, feeding on the flats and moving in and out, when possible, 
with the tides. In regard to the redfish, Mr. Simmonds writes 
(from notes on file in. the State commissioner’s office at Austin): 

Though careful investigation has been made, not a single young redfish has 
been found in Texas intercoastal salt waters in summer, the smallest fish seined 
in even the most favorable localities being 10 inches long; fully adult redfish 
rarely weigh less than 12 pounds, although occasionally a 9-pound fish, and once 
one of 6 pounds, may be found with mature reproductive organs; fish with well- 
developed roe have been caught along the Texas coast in winter; and it seems 
probable that this species spawns at that season in the middle surf of the Gulf 
and just outside the passes leading in to the feeding grounds. The spawning 
habits of the redfish should be more adequately studied in order to pass adequate 
protection. 

Louis Cobolini, of Brownsville, who has been in the fishing business 
for a great many years, has taken records of the fluctuating seasonal 
abundance of various species. At Point Isabel great schools of redfish 
with ripe or nearly ripe roe are found in the Gulf near Brazos Santiago 
Pass during February, March, April, and May. He reports that in 
the old days, before the present law prohibiting the taking of ‘bull 
reds’”’ went into effect, the fishermen used to lie idle, with anchored 
boats, waiting sometimes two or three days before the big schools 
of spawning redfish appeared along the coast. Spent redfish begin 
to work into the Laguna Madre in the greatest quantities in August. 

Such is the extent of the knowledge regarding the redfish in Texas. 
Information from other sources is just as meager, making the life 
history of the species an important matter for investigation, not 
only in Texas but throughout the range of the fish. 
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Srottep Trout (Cynoscion nebulosus) 

The habits of the spotted trout are not as well agreed upon as those 
of the redfish. In order to secure as much information as possible 
regarding the habits of this species, various fishermen and’ dealers 
all along the coast were questioned. Mr. Cobolini reports that at 
Point Isabel the trout are most abundant in winter; that is, during 
December, January, February, and March many more of them are 
caught than at any other period. Toward the latter part of Feb- 
ruary, however, the catch begins to fall off as the trout leave. Mr. 
Cobolini especially emphasized the highly migratory: nature of the 
species and how quickly temperature influences its abundance in 
local waters. Cold weather sends these fish to deep water, where they 
remain until the waters of the lagoon warm again. 

Table 9, copied by Mr. Cobolini from a fisherman’s book, shows the 
effect of an unusually cold spell on the abundance of trout near Point 
Isabel during December, 1924. The amounts of fish recorded were 
all landed by the same crews. 

TABLE 9.—Weather Bureau reports, Brownsville, Tex., and catch of spotted trout, 
December, 1924 

ir t pial Oe Air temperature, ° F. Air temperature Namber pera Nutter 

= of - oe 
pe eh cto pounds a ts pounds 

Date alae Mint Mean | taken Date pia eae Mean | taken 

| arias eae irae ee 

78 | 64 71 74 31 52 
77 67 | 72 32 27 30 
79 65 72 33 26 30 
80 64 72 43 31 37 
81 61 71 67 38 52 
83 73 | 78 63 36 50 535 
82 74 78 36 28 32 
78 61 70 47 33 40 
69 57 63 im 47 | 39 43 
61 44| 52 25, 000 51 38 44 
52 43 | 48 48 38 43 
69 47 | 58 67 | 45 56 
64 56 | 60 71 44 58 10, 300 
75 | 58 | 66 
79 | 65 72 
79 | 70 74 | 
79 71 | 75 
80 | 72 | 76 

} 

From the Ist to the 18th, inclusive, with an average mean temper- 
ature for the period of 68°, the daily catch of trout averaged 1,400 
pounds. From the 19th to the 30th, inclusive, the catch for the 
entire period was only 535 pounds, an average of 45 pounds per day. 
The average mean air temperature for this period was 42° F. Al- 
though the unusual cold weather might easily have kept the boats 
from fishing as intensively as usual, Mr. Cobolini reports that the 
crews went out every day but returned with hardly any trout. This 
continued until the daily mean temperature again reached 58°, and 
on that day the catch amounted to 10,000 pounds. The trout were 
supposed to be working again in great numbers from the Gulf into 
the shallower waters of the Laguna Madre. If the trout had not 
had free access to the Gulf of Mexico through Brazos Pass they 
would have perished from the cold, as did the thousands upon 
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thousands of pounds of mullet that were caught farther up the 
lagoon where the water is very shallow. 

Although they are not strictly pelagic fish like the mackerel, the 
trout, as well as other species caught by the Texas fishermen, are 
more abundant on some days than on others. The fishermen agree 
that there is a general movement of the fish—trout, redfish, and 
others—northward at the approach of summer and southward at 
the approach of winter; but the comparative abundance of the 
various species changes from day to day. An extract from a report 
of the United States Fish Commission for the years 1889 to 1891 
(p. 379) is as follows: 

Occasionally the fish taken by a crew during several days consist almost en- 
tirely of one of these three most plentiful species. On several occasions the 
writer has at different ports in Texas seen several thousand pounds of fish of 
which probably 90 per cent were of the same species. One week they may be 
nearly all sheepshead and the next week trout or redfish. 

This is mentioned to show that the appearance of great numbers 
of fish does not necessarily mean that they are schooling preparatory 
to spawning. 

Very few people, however, agree as to the spawning habits of the 
spotted trout. Never in all his fishing experience has Mr. Cobolini 
seen ripe roe in any of the trout he has examined. It is well to com- 
pare this information with reports from various fishing centers farther 
north. At Matagorda, when the trout first appear in the early 
spring and fall they contain no roe. The roe seems to develop dur- 
ing the summer and fall, and just at the time when trout should be 
taken with roe fully ripe they disappear; as one man expressed it, 
“Just before spawning not a trout can be found.’”’ Galveston fish- 
ermen report that they have taken trout with immature roe during 
April and May, but none with ripe roe. When asked whether they 
could tell anything concerning the breeding habits of the species they, 
were unable to say. They believed, however, that the trout spawned 
outside in the Gulf, like the redfish. Mr. Simmonds, writing for the 
Galveston Daily News, Saturday, October 1, 1921, said: 

Trout are even more mysterious in their habits than the redfish. They are 
eaught in the bays at certain times when full of eggs, and at other times they 
are caught in the bays when they appear to have just laid their eggs. But many 
trout, mullet, and flounders have been caught going to the Gulf when full of 
eggs. . Therefore, the. passes are protected against seining, even though it is 
supposed the trout breed in the bays and inlets. 

During the summer of 1922 Mr. Simmonds himself investigated 
coastal waters in an effort to learn something definite as to the breed- 
ing habits of commercial fish. The following is quoted from some of 
his notes on file in the State commissioner’s office at Austin. 

The spotted trout deposits its eggs on good bottom, among growing turtle 
grass or widgeon grass (Ruppia maratima), generally in well-protected bays, 
back bays, and sounds. The most important spawning grounds along the Texas 
coast are Ingleside Cove on the north side of Corpus Christi Bay, Aransas Bay 
just in front of the town of Aransas Pass, Kellers Bay, Turtle Bay, and the 
southwest corner of West Galveston Bay. Adequate protection should be given 
the fish in these small protected bays during the height of the spawning season 
which comes twice a year on the Texas coast, in early May and early September, 
though individual fish may be found spawning from early spring well into fall or 
even occasionally during mild winters. The egg is smaller than that of the 
Atlantic trout or speckled squeteague, measuring about one thirty-second of an 
inch, and in waters of 77° hatches in 40 hours. After hatching, the small fry 
are usually most abundant in loose, rather unorganized schools in floating sea- 
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weed and among thick bottom-grass or widgeon-grass growths, where young 
grass shrimp, together with silverside and killifish minnows, are abundant; par- 
ticularly where grasses and seaweeds are so thick as to make dragging a seine 
almost impossible. In addition to the food just named, the young fry and 
fingerlings feed on lesser amounts of any other moving foods found on the feed- 
ing grounds. They eat an enormous amount of food and grow very rapidly, 
reaching a length of over an inch in less than a month, and for several months 
thereafter practically doubling their length each month. A 2-inch fish, after a 
month of good feeding, will measure 4% inches, and still another month later 
will measure 7 inches. Under best possible conditions of life, such as are found 
in many places along the Texas coast, many individuals reach marketable size 
in about seven months. 

The habits of the spotted trout in other parts of its range are 
hardly better understood than in Texas, although similar habits of 
this species are reported from other localities. Dr. Hugh M. Smith, 
in ‘The Fishes of North Carolina,” gives some notes written by 
Yarrow for the years 1871 and 1872, on observations taken at Beau- 
fort, N.C. Yarrow says: 

Very abundant from February to June, April being considered the best month; 
are taken at this time in nets only, as they will not take the hook until September, 
upon their return from the northward. The roe in female specimens was found 
to be quite large in April. 

Spotted trout, as well as gray trout, are reported to spawn in 
North Carolina waters during the late spring and early summer, 
according to Doctor Smith. He says also that the spawning grounds 
of the spotted trout are the well-protected bays and sounds. 

SpaANisH MackrreL (Scomberomorus maculatus) 

Although the Spanish mackerel is not a coast fish, but a pelagic 
species, it is mentioned here because it is one of the most popular 
fishes with the trade. The fishermen on the Texas coast have not 
concerned themselves with its habits, nor have any conservationists 
worried about its scarcity or abundance. When the mackerel runs 
occur, the fishermen employ hand troll lines and gill nets near the 
passes and reap the harvest while they can. The general habits of 
the mackerel apparently are fairly well understood. Along the 
Atlantic coast there is said to be a general movement of the schools 
northward in the spring and back again in fall. Off the coast of 
North Carolina it is hard to find any mackerel after November. 
Again referring to ‘‘The Fishes of North Carolina,” we find the 
following: 

The fish doubtless spawns throughout its range on the United States coast, but, 
as shown hereafter, apparently very few remain on the North Carolina coast 
during the spawning season. The lower part of Chesapeake Bay was and still is 
a favorite spawning ground. The eggs are about 1 millimeter (0.04 inch) in 
diameter and float at the surface; they are laid mostly at night, and the hatching 
period is about 25 hours in a water temperature of 77° or 78° F. All the eggs of 
a given fish do not ripen at one time, and the spawning may thus extend over 
several weeks, during which several hundred thousand eggs may be deposited. 

Doctor Smith says also that on the Atlantic coast the females of 
the northward-bound schools had a roe that was yet immature, but 
on the return run not a fish contained roe and all were in fine condi- 
tion, being very fat and about a pound heavier on an average than on 
the run north. The exact movements of such pelagic creatures as 
mackerel are hard to determine, of course, but the Texas fishermen are 
not alarmed about the mackerel supply, as the mackerel is not deemed 
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a resident fish. Trolling in the Gulf near Aransas Pass is sometimes 
very successful, and hundreds of pounds of mackerel often are caught 
by a single fisherman in one day. 

Buack Drum (Pogonias cromis) 

The black drum is now more popular in the Texas market, but 
prior to 1889 there is no record of its being handled. The adult drum 
are large, coarse fish, which are sometimes hosts to parasitic worms. 
Small or “‘baby”’ drum averaging 4 or 5 pounds in weight are now in 
demand. These young drum are. excellent eating and quite the equal 
or even the superior of the redfish. On the whole, however, the drum 
has not been esteemed either by the trade or the fishermen. It is 
most abundant in Texas waters, and according to Mr. Cobolini it can 
be caught at Point Isabel any day in the year. 

The oyster-eating habits of the big drum have been widely adver- 
tised, as these fish often are very destructive to beds of planted oysters. 
It is reported that bunch oysters, with their sharp cutting edges, are 
relatively well protected from the depredations of the drum, but 
planted oysters, especially young, thin-shelled ones that have been 
well culled, are easily taken up and crushed by the strong pharyngeals. 

The spawning habits of this species have not been studied carefully. 
An extract from the notes of Mr. Simmonds on this subject reads as 
follows: 

Practically nothing is known about the breeding habits of the fish. Young 
fish, ranging from those scarcely over a month and a half old to those nearly 
grown, were found in shallows of Laguna Madre near Point Isabel, in Oso 
Creek back from Corpus Christi Bay, and in seattered localities along intercoastal 
waters as far east as Galveston Bay, particularly at Mitchell’s Cut and about the 
head of Matagorda Bay. 

An observer at Corpus Christi has named Oso Bay as one positive 
spawning ground for black drum. The most interesting feature of the 
black-drum fishery in Texas is the way in which it has increased, 
rising from almost nothing in 1889 to second place in 1923. 

SHEEPSHEAD (Archosargus probatocephalus) 

The sheepshead formerly was one of the three most abundant 
species caught for market. This species long has been one of the 
most prized of table fish, as its flesh has a particularly pleasing quality 
and flavor. Recently, however, it has seemed to be very scarce on the 
Texas coast. One fish dealer, writing from Matagorda in February, 
1924, says “They disappeared, went west, in droves of millions and 
have never been plentiful since. They were not caught out; no 
market for them. *, *...%; they, leit here. 7. *...*;.why. or where 
they went no one seems to know.” This observer states that several 
years ago sheepshead were so thick in the neighborhood of Matagorda 
that they could net be given away, much less sold. 

Extracts from Mr. Simmonds’s notes on the spawning habits of this 
species are as follows: 

The sheepshead spawns usually during March and early April, at which time 
the females in schools swim in about sundown to a depth of 6 or 8 feet on sandy 
Gulf beaches along the coast, where males feed during the day. The small trans- 
parent eggs, measuring about one thirty-second inch, have a specifie gravity less 
than that of sea water, on which they have a tendency to float. In the warmer 
waters of the Gulf of Mexico, at about 76° F., they hatch in 40 hours. 
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On the habits of the sheepshead in other localities, we find this: 

At the spawning season, which is in the spring, the sheepshead swim in schools 
and appear to prefer sandy shores. The eggs are about 0.03 inch in diameter, 
and more than 1,500,000 are in a liquid quart. They float at the surface and 
hatch rapidly, only 40 hours being required in water of 76° or 77° F.? 

NATURE OF PRESENT KNOWLEDGE AND THE NEED FOR FUTURE WORK 

Popular and local ideas as to the habits of fish often are so contra- 
dictory and so varied that at best they serve only to indicate the 
facts that need real investigation. Hence, some of the information 
just given, although containing interesting observations and perhaps 
a great deal of truth, falls far short of the plain facts that must be 
the basis for future regulation of the fishery. 

There has been very little scientific research specifically relating to 
the biology and habits of the commercial fishes of Texas other than 
Mr. Simmonds’s brief investigation, which is mentioned in the fore- 
going section. A report of the United States Fish Commission (see 
p. 168 of this paper) contains a few references to the habitat and spawn- 
ing weight of a few of the commercial species, but-these are so brief 
as scarcely to be considered scientific investigations of Texas fish. 
Mr. Simmonds, on the other hand, evidently found a wealth of ma- 
terial during his one short summer in the field; but a few months’ 
work, no matter how intensive, is not sufficient to collect all the in- 
formation necessary for a complete understanding of even a single 
species. While an investigation of this nature no doubt contributes 
somewhat to our total knowledge, much further research is necessary 
before we can arrive at such definite conclusions. 

Most of the study of the species of fish found in Texas waters has 
been carried on along the Atlantic coast. The excellent paper by 
Dr. Hugh M. Smith * sums up the known facts concerning the At- 
lantic coast species prior to 1907, and thus indirectly throws light on 
some of the Texas species. 

One of the most recent publications that also indirectly concerns 
Texas fish is a paper on the Sciznide by Welsh and Breder.? This 
paper summarizes all that has been written onthe life histories of the 
Scienide prior to 1923. It also contains original notes based on 
field work. The authors further point out the incompleteness of our 
knowledge concerning the family Scienide#, which includes the spotted 
trout, redfish, black drum, and other less important commercial fishes 
of Texas. To quote from their introduction: 

In this paper an effort has been made to bring together such facts as have 
been recorded concerning the life histories of the family Scizenidxe found on the 
Atlantic coast of the United States. The matter contained in it is fragmentary 
and the blank places in our knowledge of the subject are many and large. As 
yet there has been no systematic attempt on the part of investigators to study 
the life histories of this economically important group of fishes, and such facts as 
have been brought to light form a very imperfect patchwork, which may well be 
compared to a picture puzzle in which most of the parts are still missing. 

It is quite evident that adequate investigations of the fisheries 
must be made before any suitable means of regulating and controlling 

7 Dr. Hugh M. Smith, in ‘‘ The Fishes of North Carolina.’’ 
8“'The Fishes of North Carolina,’ by Hugh M. Smith. North Carolina Geological and Economie 

Survey, Vol. II, 1917. Raleigh, N. C. 
8 “Contributions to life histories of Scizenidz of the eastern United States coast,’’ by William W. 

Welsh and ©. M. Breder, jr- Bulletin, United States Bureau of Fisheries, Vol. XX XIX, 1923-24 (1924), 
pp. 141-201, figs. 1-60. Washington. 
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them can be adopted. A scientific investigation of the Texas fish- 
eries must include elaborate and extended studies of the various 
phases of the life histories of all the important commercial species. 
This is a work requiring not months, but years. All popular ideas 
must be tested, all previous research of a scientific nature must be 
verified, and then original data, full and complete, must be secured 
regarding the biology and ecology of trout, redfish, drum, sheeps- 
head, and other species. The local distribution and the fluctuating 
seasonal abundance of these species in the waters of the State must 
be determined as well as the reason for such distribution and such 
seasonal abundance. In short, most intensive research in the field of 
fishery investigations should be carried on and mature conclusions 
reached before drastic regulations are enacted. 

CONSERVATION OF THE TEXAS FISHERIES 

TRUE AIM OF CONSERVATION 

The term ‘‘conservation”’ has been greatly abused and often has 
become associated in the minds of various people, particularly the 
commercial fishermen throughout the country, with oppressive 
restrictions upon their activities. It is appropriate, therefore, to 
restate the true meaning of the term. Conservation implies the 
fullest and wisest use of nature’s wealth without endangering the 
supply for the future. Applied to fisheries, it includes all efforts 
toward producing at present and maintaining for all time the maxi- 
mum yield. Thus, the efforts of any class, either sportsmen or 
commercial interests, to unduly restrict or to overexploit are both 
selfish and unpatriotic and contrary to the purposes of conservation. 

PAST ATTEMPTS AT CONSERVATION 

The State of Texas long has been aware that the fisheries, like any 
great natural resource, are subject to depletion if exploitation is too 
intensive. Hence, the object of various fish and oyster laws has 
been the protection, conservation, and increase of all valuable forms 
of marine: life. The game, fish, and oyster commission has been 
successful in enforcing laws that have had for their purpose the 
protection and conservation of both fresh and salt water species of 
fish, but the increasing of the natural supply has been a problem of 
a different nature. While the artificial propagation of fresh-water 
forms, such as the large-mouthed black bass and rainbow trout, has 
met with success, no definite means of increasing the supply of 
marine fish has been developed as yet. The efficiency of the fresh- 
water hatcheries, as well as those for various anadromous fishes, 
particularly the salmon, has caused the people to believe that fish 
culture will be the future means for increasing the supply of valuable 
marine fish. Thus, from time to time the idea of a salt-water fish 
hatchery has been brought up and seriously considered. 

ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION 

_ State Commissioner R. H. Wood believed that the only way to 
increase the fish supply on the Texas coast is for the State to operate 
a hatchery. Following is an extract from his report for 1907: 

We own many necks of water where the redfish, trout, and sheepshead go to 
spawn. At one or more of these places there could be located, at little expense 

P 
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to the State, a hatchery which in season could turn out millions of these fish. 
Our State should produce sufficient fish not only’for our own people but should 
supply the citizens of Oklahoma, Indian Territory, Kansas, Colorado, and other | 
States west of the Mississippi River. 

In his next two reports (1908 and 1909) Mr. Wood still emphasized 
the need of building a hatchery in order to increase the fish supply. 
In 1910 he again suggested that two hatcheries for the propagation 
of marine fish - would, without the slightest doubt, operate to multiply, 
many times over, the output of fish within, he says, ‘“‘a couple of 
years.’’ Inshort, Mr. Wood had the greatest faith in the phenomenal 
powers of fish hatcheries. 

Commissioner W. G. Sterett, in his report for 1912, suggested that 
Federal investigation be made regarding the propagation of fish and 
oysters. When he was again commissioner in 1919, he wrote as 
follows: 

Fer years we have heard of the establishment of a salt-water fish hatchery 
on our coast. Fortunately, none of these have materialized. I say this because 
Lise not believe they would have answered the purpose of filling our bays with 

Mr. Sterett then goes on to say that because of the great extent 
and irregularity of the coast line a stationary hatchery could not 
benefit the whole State, and instead strongly recommends “an arti- 
ficial fish hatchery on a boat, which will go from one end of our 
salt-water line to the other, hatching and distributing fish as it goes.’ 

At the present time (1925) there is some talk and newspaper 
propaganda concerning the building of a hatchery for marine fish. 
This ‘is due to the general belief in the depletion of the fisheries 
and is but the voicing of the popular demand for conservation and 
development. Investigators in Europe have conducted a more 
critical examination of the hatching of marine fishes than has ever 
been made in this country, and the results of their observations throw 
strong doubt upon the practical utility of attempting to increase the 
supply of strictly marine commercial fish by means of hatcheries. 
It is not likely, therefore, that any attempts in that direction will 
be made until adequate scientific investigation has proved the need 
and the feasibility of artificial propagation of marine fishes in Texas. 

FISHERY REGULATIONS 

The game, fish, and oyster commission of Texas has endeavored to 
protect and increase the supply of fish in the intercoastal waters by 
enforcing laws of varied nature: 

1. Laws to regulate the kind and length of the nets used, the size 
of the mesh, and to require that all nets be licensed. 

2. Laws to protect breeding fish by closing against net fishing 
certain bays, bayous, lagoons, and ‘‘lakes”’ that are to be known as 
spawning orounds. 

3. Laws to protect breeding fish and young fish by prohibiting the 
use of seines during June, July, and August. 

4. Laws to prevent the taking of “bull reds, 
redfish. 

10 “The Problem of Sea Fish Hatching,” by Knut Dahl. Conseil Permanent International pour |’ Ex- 
ploration de la Mer, Rapports et Procés- Verbaux, Vol. X, No. 5, 39 pp., 13 text figs., 1909. Copenhague. 

” or the spawning 
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5. Laws to stop the taking and sale of fish under certain size 
limits. 

6. Laws to assure the fish entrance to the inside waters by pro- 
hibiting fishing with nets in any of the passes leading from the Gulf 
of Mexico or from one body of coastal water to another. 
A brief summary of the history of the laws just mentioned follows. 

One of the first records that mention the conservation of Texas fishes 
is found in a report of the United States Fish Commission for 1890, 
on page 380: 

Believing that the fish are caught in greater quantities than their natural 
fecundity can make good, there is a desire on the part of many persons, especially 
those interested in developing the sporting fisheries of Texas, to restrict in some 
way the use of seines. While the supply of fish may be decreasing, yet there 
does not appear to be an urgent necessity for a very great restriction. The 
cessation of the seine fishery in the bays for four months, from May to August, 
which is the plan generally urged, would throw entirely out of employment over 
350 men, removing from the coast towns a monthly revenue of more than $12,000 
and taking from the market a cheap and wholesome article of food. It would 
also seriously affect the marketing of fish taken during the winter, since pur- 
chasers in the interior would prefer obtaining their supplies from such sources 
as could provide for them continuously throughout the year. If restriction be 
deemed expedient and necessary, the prevention of marketing of large fish, say 
of redfish weighing over 14 pounds (advocates of a close time contend that red- 
fish, more than any other species, require special protection), would largely 
answer the purpose without embarrassing persons depending on the bay seine 
fishery for a living. These large redfish are the spawning fish. They are difficult 
to market, being coarse and of poor flavor, and are sometimes even thrown away. 

Such a law was finally enacted, and at the present time it is illegal 
to catch or handle “bull redfish” (for commercial purposes) over 32 
inches long entire, or, without: the head, over 27 inches from the gill 
cavity to the tip of the tail. In 1924 the first strict enforcement of 
this law made dealers and fishermen regard it, and at the present time 
the regulation is well accepted. Thus, the spawning redfish has pro- 
tection, as was suggested as early as 1890. 

I. P. Kibbe, State commissioner of Texas, in his report for 1904 
lists the laws made during his term of office that define and close cer- 
tain bays and bayous as breeding grounds for fish. This included a 
great deal of water from one end of the coast line to the other, and 
usually those waters known to the fishermen as the best places in 
which to find fish. Thus, by giving them ample space in which to 
deposit their spawn unmolested, it was sought to increase the supply 
of fish in the coastal waters of the State. From about September, 
1913, in addition to this law, a restriction against the use of seines . 
during June, July, and August was put into effect; but during the 
period of the World War all these laws were disregarded and wide- 
open fishing was allowed at any time, any place, and with almost any 
sort of gear. This was done with Federal approval. 

Such a condition prevailed from 1916 until February, 1919. At 
that time all the old, pre-war restrictions went into effect again; 
breeding grounds were protected, size limits on certain species were 
strictly enforced, all nets had to come under definite specifications, 
and no seining at all was allowed during the summer months. It was 
hard, however, for the Mexican fishermen to understand why such 
good fishing should suddenly be denied them; why they should have 
to fish 1 mile from the passes instead of only 500 yards away, as during 
the war. Consequently, they made it a practice to fish in closed 
waters and to drag gill and trammel nets whenever they had an oppor- 
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tunity to do so unobserved, despite the efforts of the State deputies 
to enforce the law. During the summer of 1922 a biologist from the 
State university conducted a survey of the coastal waters, studying 
the spawning habits of the commercial species. His reports were 
instrumental in the abolishing by the thirty-eighth legislature of the 
law prohibiting summer seining, as the redfish, which the law was 
primarily designed to protect, showed no indication of spawning in 
inside waters. All other laws, however, remained in force. 

It is interesting to note that there was a return to the old question 
first written of in 1890. To quote W. W. Boyd, commissioner, in his 
report for the fiscal year ended August 31, 1924, ‘“‘The belief among 
sport fishermen that commercial fishing is depleting the supply of 
fish on the Texas coast is not borne out by the records of this office. 
The production of this year surpasses that of the preceding year by 
172,724 pounds.” Mr. Boyd, however, does recommend that the 
next legislature reinstate the closed season on summer seining. He 
goes even farther, saying that all nets of any kind should be kept out 
of the waters during the summer months, and as his reason offers a 
popular theory that the long grass, which shelters small fish and food 
organisms, reaches maturity in the summer months, and that the 
lead lines of the seines break off this grass, which becomes entangled 
in the meshes of the net and prevents the small fish from going through. 
He says also that the stinging jellyfish are abundant during thesum- 
mer, and when they come in contact with a fish’s gills the fish is 
quickly killed by the poison. Mr. Boyd writes: ‘‘ The enormous waste 
of fish life in our coastal waters during the summer months is hard to 
estimate.”’ The next legislature, however, did not close waters to 
summer seining, as recommended by this commissioner, but the laws 
protecting the passes and ‘‘breeding areas”’ were strictly enforced. 

Effects of fishery regulations.—The reaction to fishery legislation of 
those engaged in the fish business of Texas can be summed up in one 
word—dissatisfaction. To quote W. W. Boyd, State commissioner, 
in his 1922 report, ‘‘The fish and oyster laws are very unpopular with 
the fishing fraternity along the coast, and we have incurred enmity 
because our deputies insist on the law being observed and burn the 
seines found in closed waters, as directed by law.”’ In the same 
report Mr. Boyd stated: ‘The fishermen at Point Isabel, finding out 
that we were in earnest in enforcing the law, decided to observe the 
closed season on drag seines, and not having any of the strike or 
trammel nets practically no fishing was done during June, July, 
and August. Asan evidence of this the tax receipts for August, 1921, 
totaled $240.34 and for the same month this year $6.69.” 

It is.easy to see why the fishermen would resent the law, when it 
struck directly at their personal property and welfare; but their per- 
sonal resentment toward the fish and oyster laws is only a part of the 
widespread discontent. 

J, R. Jefferson, commissioner, in his report for 1920, in speaking of 
the lack of true scientific knowledge as regards the habits of fish and 
the protective measures that should be based on such knowledge, 
says: 

About the only protection we offer them is to prohibit the use of seines during 
the summer months and the sale of small fish. True, the commissioner is author- 
ized to close against seining any of our coastal waters whenever he believes it is - 
best for the protection and increase of fish life, and this law has been resorted 
to in a few cases where certain waters were known to be particularly well suited 
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for feeding grounds for young fish, but in every case where the commissioner has 
‘closed such waters the commercial men have entered a protest claiming dis- 
crimination and a lack of scientific knowledge on the part of the commissioner as 
to ip need of such procedure. 

-. Jefferson describes the attitude of all the better-informed men 
penal in the fish business along the whole Texas coast. They main- 
tain that the big landowners, sportsmen, and sport fishermen bring 
influence to bear on the legislature, which in turn places new restric 
tions on the fishing industry regardless of the biological facts on which 
the laws should be based. 
When the opinions of various fish dealers along the coast were 

sought as to the advisability of setting aside certain waters in their 
territories as breeding areas for fish and closing them to fishing, the 
commission received the following replies. From Cor pus Christi one 
dealer wrote, under date of February 29, 1924: 

We have noted a much greater scarcity of fish in years past than occurs at 
this time. While, of course, we do not think there is any harm in closing waters 
or protecting fish (as a matter of fact, it no doubt will do good), yet we do not 
think our supply of fish is dependent upon this to any extent. We have virtually 
only two fishing grounds in this locality—-Laguna Madre and the Nueces Bay. 
While, of course, there is fishing in certain parts of Corpus Christi Bay, it amounts 
to very little. If Nueces Bay and the Laguna Madre were to be closed to seining 
we might just as well put an end to our business, as we would be unable to catch 
any fish. 

Nueces Bay, however, was closed, and that leaves Laguna Madre 
as about the only source of the 1925 supply of fish at Corpus Christi, 
according to this dealer. Another paragraph from the same letter 
might be quoted in its entirety, as it throws light on how the closed 
season on seines affected the industry: 

Personally, if it were necessary to choose between the two, we would rather 
see certain territory closed for seining than have a law similar to the one that 
was in effect two years ago with regard to the closing against seining during 
summer months. This law resulted in great hardship to the dealers in that it 
was necessary to change the type of net used, which caused considerable delay 
and was very expensive. The summer nets never paid for themselves and were 
quite rotten by the time the next season came. Then, again, as you may be 
aware, it caused a large amount of illegal seining to be done at that time, which 
it was almost impossible to stop. This also tended to create a certain amount of 
unrest and dissatisfaction among those honest Mexican fishermen who tried to 
obey the law and yet could not be satisfied with seeing others make money 
illegally while they could not. It is much easier to enforce a law when the water 
itself is closed than when the use of certain nets is permitted in those waters 
and other nets are prohibited. We would almost rather see the whole area closed 
for two months than to return to this law. 

This clearly illustrates, without further explanation, the effect of 
a law against certain seasonal gear. 
A letter from another Corpus Christi dealer contained this: 

We would not care to go on record as recommending that certain waters and 
bays in our immediate territory be closed to thexuse of nets and seines for the 
reason that already the existing laws, regulations, and restrictions are such that 
if any more restrictions and regulations are added to our statutes, so as to include 
any more waters and territories, they would be prohibitive, and as a consequence 
in time the industry would be destroyed. 

A letter from a fish dealer of Matagorda contains the following: 

While in favor of all measures of any real benefit for the conservation of 
marine life, we are certainly of the opinion that definite information should be 
secured before further waters are closed to commercial fishing. It has become 
a problem to get fish in the waters adjoining this point, and it will take only a 
few more restrictions to leave us with a bunch of useless seines and nets. 
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The aim of this report is not to overemphasize the grievances of 
the fishing interests in particular, but we merely mention in passing 
that such grievances exist. The reaction against existing regula- 
tions is almost the same from Galveston to the border. The indus- 
try is greatly alarmed and fears it will be ‘“lawed” out of business. 
At a meeting of the Texas fisheries association, held at San Antonio 
on August 3, 1925, this subject was warmly discussed. Representa- 
tive dealers, the State commissioner and other officers, as well as the 
writers of this report were present. The essence of the discussion 
was that because of the lack of adequate representation in the legis- 
lature the fishing industry is being smothered by laws put through 
by those who consciously or unconsciously are working against the 
best interests of the fisheries of Texas. 

Just what effect the regulations have upon the fish life it is diffi- 
cult to determine, for, as has been said before, no evidence upon this 
subject exists. There is no doubt that the closing of certain areas 
that frequently are rich fishing grounds, the stopping of summer 
seining, and similar restrictions reduce the total catch appreciably. 
If overfishing really exists, such measures undoubtedly will tend to 
remedy the condition, but the application of restrictions so dis- 
tributed as to do the least harm to the commercial fishery and the 
most good to the species requiring protection is a different and very 
important matter. The general principles |’ underlying this sub- 
ject, however, are imperfectly understood and are therefore proper 
objects of biological investigation. 

Such is the condition of the fisheries in Texas at the present day. 
While it might be said that a few of those engaged in the fishing 
business are greedy and selfish, we believe that the majority of fish- 
ermen and fish dealers have the future welfare of the business at 
heart. They claim to want wise conservation measures and the 
wise enforcement of them: and this, we believe, is the attitude of the 
present fish, game, and oyster commission. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

This report has emphasized the importance of knowledge of the 
fishery and of the need and method of protection as the basis for 
rational conservation. A successful fishery administration must 
provide the machinery necessary to obtain this knowledge and to 
obtain and carry into effect regulatory legislation. 

It is plainly evident from the foregoing sections that these ele- 
ments are wanting in varying degrees in the Texas fishery adminis- 
tration. The following recommendations are offered, therefore, 
in the hope of pointing the way to correcting these deficiencies: 

1. The adoption of a system of collecting adequate fishery sta- 
tistics, made permanent by enactment into law. 

2. The adoption of a program of biological investigation. 
3. The reorganization of the present fishery administration, modi- 

fied to permit the development of a permanent policy, and the 
retention of a permanent technical personnel. 

11 See “The Scientific Investigation of Marine Fisheries,” etc., by W. F. Thompson. Fish Bulletin 
No. 2, California Fish and Game Commission. Sacramento, 1919. 
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FISHERY STATISTICS 

A system of fishery statistics designed to indicate the relative 
abundance of fish rather than to give the actual amount of the catch 
is the basis upon which the ability to recognize and control depletion 
rests. It is impossible to regulate a fishery intelligently without 
knowing both the fact and the cause of an actual decline of a par- 
ticular species in any locality. As previously pointed out, the boat 
catch in most cases is recognized as a reliable index of abundance. 
Therefore, the proposed system of statistics includes the following 
details: 

1. A record of the daily catch of each species of fish by each indi- 
vidual fishing boat or crew. This record can be collected most easily 
at the time of the first sale of the fish by providing all dealers with 
manifolding receipt books upon which the details of the sale may be 
recorded. A duplicate copy, which is to be the property of the State 
commission, should be collected and filed for compilation and analysis, 
thus providing a record of the fluctuating yield of each species. 

2. A record of the number and type of boats and vessels and the 
amount of gear used from year to year. This record should be sup- 
plementary to the records of yield and should gage the changes in 
the above index of abundance—the boat catch. It should be col- 
lected annually, by requiring the licensing of all boats, and should be 
recorded when fishermen’s licenses are issued, preferably .at the 
beginning of the fiscal year. 

While the preparation of the above records should be under the 
supervision of a trained fishery biologist, the actual collection of the 
data on the fish receipts and the registration of boats could be done 
by the regular fishery deputies in each district and records forwarded 
periodically to the central office. Indeed, the whole system should 
be so organized as to work automatically, and it should be affected 
as little as possible by the personality of the collectors. Furthermore, 
to insure permanency, the system should be enforced by law. 

3. Special biological statistics of the species particularly threat- 
ened by depletion should supplement the more general records. 
Statistics should be gathered in a systematic manner to show changes 
in the abundance of the various age classes in the fishery. Shifting 
localities and changing methods also should be recorded, and these 
should be coordinated with the more general biological investigations 
recommended in the succeeding paragraphs. 

That such a system of statistical examination of the fisheries is 
not impossible or impractical is demonstrated by the experience of 
the State of California, where it was developed and has been in 
smooth, successful operation for six years. The system is described 
in biennial reports of the California Fish_and Game Commission,” 
and illustrations of its utility are beginning to appear in various 
fishery publications. 

Such a system is in reality a form of industrial insurance, for 
protection is afforded to the investment of capital and the develop- 
ment of the industry; unwise expansion is avoided, for depletion 

_! See particularly ‘‘ Report of the Department of Commercial Fisheries,’ by N. B. Scofield. Twenty- 
eighth Biennial Report, Fish and Game Commission, 1922-1924. Sacramento, 1925. 

13 See particularly ‘‘ Preliminary Investigation of the Purse-Seine Industry of Southern California,”’ 
by Tage Skogsberg. Fish Bulletin No. 9, California Fish and Game Commission. Sacramento, 1925. 
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of the supply can be detected before disaster occurs; and the smother- 
ing of activity by irresponsible and hasty legislation is prevented 
because the system provides reliable information as to the fisheries. 
In short, exact knowledge of the state of the fisheries, and this alone, 
makes rational control possible. 

BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 

The foregoing recommendations concerning the adoption of fishery 
statistics deal with the powers and obligations of the State govern- 
ment. The fisheries are the property of the State, and the State alone 
has the legal authority for enforcing such a system and making it 
functional. ‘Fhe responsibility for starting a program of biological 
investigations, however, rests upon both State and Federal Govern- 
ments, for fish do not recognize State boundaries and the problems 
are therefore both local and general. 

At the request of the present fish, game, and oyster commissioner 
and other interested persons the Bureau of Fisheries is undertaking 
a program of biological investigations, in which the present paper 
represents the initial step. These investigations are designed to 
answer the outstanding questions concerning the present and future 
supply of the more important commercial fishes and to pave the way 
for further studies of a more detailed and local nature. These later 
studies.should be continued, in the main, by State investigators. 
Cooperation with the Bureau of Fisheries by the State authorities 
should include the furnishing of both personnel and equipment, and - 
every evidence is shown that such cooperation will be fully accorded. 
It should be the function of the Federal Government to consider the 
larger phases of fishery biology and to coordinate the activities of the 
various States. The yield of the Texas fisheries must be studied in 
relation to the fisheries of the entire Gulf, for conservation in Louisiana 
undoubtedly influences the yield in Texas. It must be the duty of 
the State, however, to maintain strict watch of the changes in both 
yield and composition of each fishery in order that it may be known 
when and how to protect the supply. 

REORGANIZATION OF THE FISHERY ADMINISTRATION 

The unsatisfactory organization of the State fishery administration 
in Texas has long been recognized. Commissioner Sterret pointed 
out the undesirable condition in his report for 1919, when he said: 
“The department of game, fish, and oysters should be 
changed * * *. By statute the commissioner is appointed by 
the governor for a term of two years, our constitution prohibiting 
terms of appointive officers for a longer time. There is not a man 
living who can in that time ever learn the geography of the State or 
the bays, inlets, and rivers of it, though such knowledge is necessary 
to the enforcement of the laws and the administration of the depart- 
ment’s affairs.” Thus he sums up both the need for and the diffi-.. 
culty of reorganization. Under this system the development of a 
permanent policy toward the fisheries and the retention of a reason-. 
ably permanent technical staff obviously are impossible. 

Regardless of the practical or legut difficulties in the way of effecting 
a change, it will not be amiss to mention the changes in organization 
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that will produce desired results as far as the administration of 
fisheries is concerned. 

1. The game, fish, and oyster commission should consist of several 
members who represent diverse interests and who should hold office 
without compensation for six years. One-third of this board should 
retire every two years, so that at all times two-thirds of the board 
would have had at least four years’ experience. This board should 
have broad discretionary powers, which should be shared with the 
executive head. An executive head, as well as other necessary 
executive and legal officers, should be provided. 

Commissioner W. W. Boyd, in his report for 1924 (p. 8), repeated 
and emphasized the difficulties due to the short term of the com- 
missioner and the evils resulting from frequent changes of adminis- 
tration. He also urged the necessity of reorganization of the 
department, and sketched a plan essentially the same as that 
presented here. The changes advocated by Mr. Boyd are funda- 
mental and would benefit all activities of the department. The 
additional recommendations here presented apply particularly to 
the commercial fisheries and are essential to their proper adminis- 
tration. 

2. A division of commercial fisheries, distinct from the division 
of game, should be given jurisdiction over all commercial fisheries, 
including oysters. This division should have an executive head, who 
should have as his first assistant the State fisheries biologist. 

3. The fisheries biologist should supervise the collection of fishery 
statistics and such biological investigations as are necessary to bring 
to light depletion and to indicate methods of protection. He should 
be provided with necessary technical or clerical assistants. The fish- 
erles biologist should be hired under contract for several years at a 
salary comparable to that of professors in State universities. His 
appointment should be safeguarded from the abuse of being open to 
incompetent persons and should be entirely free from political in- 
fluence. This could be accomplished by nomination of the candi- 
date by a committee composed of the State commissioner, the United 
States Commissioner of Fisheries, and the president of the State 
university. 

The foregoing outline is not intended asa complete plan for the 
reorganization of the State department of game, fish, and oysters, 
but only to point out changes necessary for the efficient administra- 
tion of a fishery conservation program. By such a plan a responsible 
controlling body with discretionary powers and capable of develop- 
ing a permanent policy of fishery regulation would be formed. <A 
‘practical’? man would head the fishery department and have the 
advice of a trained fishery biologist. The fishery biologist would be 
charged with the responsibility of carrying on statistical and bio- 
logical inquiries of a nature to show the real abundance of each im- 
portant species, the effects of overfishing, and to indicate protective 
measures for such species as are shown to be suffering depletion. 

O 
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REVIEW OF CONDITIONS IN THE FISHERY INDUSTRIES, 1925 

While the year 1925 marked no spectacular changes in the fishing 
industry, it compared very favorably with the immediately previous 
years. Vessel landings at the New England ports were above normal 
in quantity due to unusually large landings of mackerel and haddock. 
Although the average price declined slightly, the total value of prod- 
ucts was substantially greater than in 1924. Seattle landings were 
somewhat below those of 1924 in quantity and value. The canning 
industry produced greater quantities of nearly all varieties of canned 
fishery products, the total value being considerably above that of 
recent years. By-products also were produced in larger quantities 
and were of higher value. There was a 6 per cent reduction in the 
amount of fish frozen, accounted for largely by the exceptionally 
poor catch of ciscoes on the Great Lakes. The average holdings also 
were lower than in 1924, though considerably above the 5-year aver- 
age. Exports of domestic edible fishery products showed an upward 
trend, while imports for consumption were lower, the increase or 
decrease in each case being slight. 

According to the most recent statistics available for the various 
geographical sections of the United States and Alaska, the fisheries 
and fishery industries employ over 191,000 persons and represent an 
investment of nearly $201,638,000. The annual sales of fishery 
products by fishermen amount to about 2,878,000,000 pounds, valued 

Fea ae a the Report of the United States Commissioner of Fisheries for 1926. 
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at about $97,500,000. The output of canned fishery products and 
by-products in 1925 was valued at $95,177,000. The amount of fish 
frozen during the year was about 91 165 ,000 pounds, and the aver- 
age monthly “holdings of frozen fish were about 44,084,000 pounds. 
In the foreien trade of the United States the domestic exports of fish- 
ery products attained a value of nearly $21,263,000, and the imports 
for consumption totaled nearly $49,031,000. A large portion of the 
unfavorable balance is accounted for by the importation of large 
amounts of pearl-shell products and whale oils, which is not offset 
by an appreciable exportation of similar products. 

Statistical summary of fisheries of the United States and Alaska 

ayn fo | Persons Capital Sections | engaged arasontod Products 

| 
} 

Number Pounds Value 
Newabingland!States:19242 = ss Sear ee | 24,513 | $28, 561, 824 406, 822, 165 | $18, 818, 132 
Middle Atlantic States, 1920-21... 55,244 | 38, 774, 431 863, 681, 626 | 24, 407, 785 
SOUtHPAAantiCHS tates nl 923 meee ee eee 16, 298 8, 505, 259 228, 747, 930 5, 087, 340 
GUILTTS GALES 3119 22 be nny PR aetna rene ae Size 7938 10, 535, 905 160, 324, 042 8, 096, 650 
Bacitic!@oast States il922=23 masa nan Dae een tein | 22,270] 28 651, 490 409, 914,397 | 18, 935, 136 
NGSSISSIDpINRi ver division, 19225: eee ene ee eennn se 19, 122 7, 345, 034 105, 733, 734 4, 503, 521 
Grea tea kes,.1 022 sews mere eet et Se eae | 8, 039. 12, 046, 458 108, 732, 443 6, 689, 611 
Lake of the Woods and Rainy Lake, 1922__________ | 123 139, 955 1, 677, 999 110, 022 
Alaska Al Qh | eee ees eee re eee teen ko, | 27, 685 67, 077, 495 594, 901, 143 | 10, 232, 042 

Total various years, 1920-1925________________ | 191, 087 | 201, 637,851 | 2, 880, 535,479 | 96, 880, 239 

NorteE.—In the statistics for the Pacific Coast States in this table the persons and investment are for 
1922 and the products are for 1923. 

The fishery industries as a whole seem to be in a more prosperous 
and stable condition than in any year since the postwar depression. 
They are making perceptible progress in the sua eee of tech- 
nological methods also. 

In the fresh-fish field there has been a large increase both in the 
total amount of fish filleted and in the number of concerns through- 
out the country that have begun this practice. This improved 
method of marketing is doing much. to popularize and increase the 
consumption of fish. It also tends to eliminate waste by concentrat- 
ing large enough amounts of offal in one place to make its manu- 
facture into fish meal profitable. The bureau has shown the industry 
how to utilize this material to good profit. 

The quality of canned s salmon was better and the improvement in 
Maine sardines was particularly marked. The new process of pre- 
paring sardines, developed by the bureau, is now being adopted 
and will help in improving their quality. In California machines 
for cutting sardines are coming into use. This will help to lower 
costs and free the canners from labor difficulties. In California, 
too, the canners voluntarily asked the State board of health to in- 
clude their establishments in the regular inspection of canning 
establishments. 

In the menhaden industry definite steps have been taken toward 
improving the quality of fish meal and oil by installing refrigerating 
machinery for brine cooling fish aboard ship. Steamers so equipped 
can be operated to much better advantage because it is seldom neces- 
sary to return to port without a reasonable load of fish. Also, it is 
possible to go to the best fishing grounds instead of being compelled 
to fish close to the factory. 
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The fishing industry made definite plans for carrying on a national 
campaign to increase the consumption of fish. This should bring 
about valuable changes, as a good part of their efforts are to be 
expended in improving technological practices. 

SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS 

STATISTICS 

Monthly and annual statistics were collected and published regu- 
larly during 1925, as follows: The collection and monthly publica- 
tion of the statistics of the landings of fish by vessels at the ports of 
Boston and Gloucester, Mass.; Portland, Me.; and Seattle, Wash. ; 
with publication of annual bulletins summarizing these landings for 
the year; monthly publication of statistics on the cold-storage hold- 
ings of fish collected by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 
Department of Agriculture; collection of the statistics of quarterly 
production, consumption, and holdings of oils in the fishery indus- 
tries for the use of the Bureau of the Census; collection and publi- 
cation of the statistics on the production of canned fishery products 
and by-products of the United States and Alaska for 1925; collection 
of statistics on the shad and alewife fishery of the Potomac River 
for 1925; collection of statistics of the shad fishery of the Hudson 
River for 1923 and 1924; and the securing of statistics on the quan- 
tities and value of sponges handled by the Tarpon Springs Sponge 
Exchange. 

General statistics on the fisheries of the Gulf States for 1923, 
which were collected during 1924, were compiled during the past 
year and published in summary form. A complete and detailed 
account is contained in this report. The fisheries of the New Eng- 
land States were canvassed and compiled for 1924 and are included 
in this report. 

With the completion of the above-mentioned statistics the follow- 
ing geographical sections will have been canvassed for the years 
indicated: New England States, 1924; New York, New Jersey, Penn- 
sylvania, and Delaware, 1921; Maryland and Virginia, 1920; South 
Atlantic and Gulf States, 1923; Pacific Coast States, 1922; Great 
Lakes and Mississippi River and tributaries, 1922. 

The system used in collecting statistics for various geographic sec- 
tions at intervals of several years is unsatisfactory, especially from 
the standpoint of the fishery conservationist and administrator. 
Some fisheries are particularly subject to extraordinary fluctuations. 
The catch of a single species in one year may be double that in the 
next, and with statistics available only at intervals of about five 
years it is exceedingly improbable that they depict the true nature 
of the trend. If in one survey an unusually productive year be 
chanced upon and 1f about five years later a poor year be encountered, 
it would look as though the fishery were in an alarming condition. 
If, on the contrary, the first survey was made in a poor year and the 
next one in a good year, the reverse would be true. As a matter of 
fact neither conclusion would be correct. Of course, over a long 
period of time—say, 30 years—a progressive decline would be 
reflected in the periodic statistics; but in a relatively short period— 
say, a decade—only annual statistics could truthfully show the trend 
in the yield of the fisheries. Unless a decline in catch were detected 
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in a relatively short time it would be impossible to meet the need 
for protection intelligently and preserve the fishery for future years. 

As the primary function of the Bureau of Fisheries is the direction 
of conservation activities, this lack of vital statistical information 
should not be permitted to continue. Means of supplying the neces- 
sary data have been canvassed thoroughly, and it is believed that 
rectification must, in part, be the duty of the States. 
_ The fisheries are the property of the individual States. Most of 
these have assumed the responsibility of regulation and_ patrol. 
Thus, if their fisheries fail, the States themselves are responsible; and 
if they prosper, it will be due largely to the wisdom and farsighted- 
ness of State administrators. Adequate statistics are indispensable 
in the conservation of the fisheries, and the entire responsibility for 
their collection can not be shifted to the Federal Government. The 
duty of collecting such records plainly devolves upon the State goy- 
ernments. The Bureau of Fisheries, with its ihmited funds and per- 
sonnel, has been able to meet the demands of the situation to a 
limited extent, but it is incapable of collecting statistics annually 
and in such detail as is required. It can, however, properly assume 
the task of coordinating the statistics collected by the States and is 
already active in this field. In one region (the Pacific coast) there 
has been sufficient progress to make it possible for the bureau to 
summarize the statistics collected by supplementing them with a 
limited amount of field work. The results of this effort, applied to 
the year 1923, appeared in the Fisheries Industries Report for 1924, 
and the work has continued during the past year in collecting and 
compiling statistics for 1924. 

Statistics of the crab fishery.—Investigations of the crab fishery of 
the Chesapeake Bay, mentioned in the last report, were continued 
during 1925, the States of Maryland and Virginia cooperating by 
contributing the services of one man, each, to work under the direc- 
tion of the Bureau of Fisheries. This investigation was undertaken 
in order to meet urgent demands on the part of the crab industry 
for an investigation that should yield the information necessary to 
halt the decline in the yield of crabs that was felt severely at that 
time. As many of the important biological features of the blue crab 
had been studied carefully and now are well understood, the present 
investigation was mainly of a statistical nature. The following ques- 
tions demanded answers: 1. Is the abundance of crabs actually de- 
clining? 2. Are the crab supplies of Maryland and Virginia inde- 
pendent of each other? 3. Is there preventable waste in the practices 
of the crab fisheries and industries? 4. What recommendations can 
be advanced to effect a remedy? 

The first question, as to abundance, was found to be somewhat 
difficult to answer. The total yield shown by the periodical can- 
vasses of Maryland and Virginia indicated a sharp decline when 
1915 and 1920 statistics were compared. There were no statistics, 
however, for the intervening years nor for years since 1920, and 
because the total yield is not a good indicator of abundance it was 
found necessary to collect further statistics on this subject. From 

the books of several concerns it was found possible to determine 
the average catch per boat, annually, back to 1917 in the dredge 
fishery and to 1919 in the trot-line fishery. These, together with 

previously published statistics on the average catch per boat, indi- 
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cated that a sharp decline in the fishery occurred subsequent to 1908 
and reached one of its lowest marks in 1915. Since then there have 
been rather large fluctuations in the average yield per boat, but the 
general tendency has been downward. This has established, beyond 
reasonable doubt, the fact that there has been a considerable decline 
in abundance during the past 18 years. 

In answer to the second question, with regard to the independence 
of the Maryland and Virginia fisheries, similar statistics on average 
catch per boat indicated that the fisheries in the two States were 
interdependent, for it was found that when a good season was experi- 
enced in Maryland there was also a good one in Virginia, and the poor 
years likewise coincided. This was shown by the life-history studies 
of Churchill.2 He found that spawning occurred mainly in Virginia 
waters, that the young gradually moved up the bay into Maryland 
waters as they grew, and that when maturity was reached most of the 
females migrated back to Virginia waters to spawn. In order to 
corroborate this some tagging experiments were undertaken. The 
one in which 1,000 tagged crabs were released in Maryland waters 
in the fall of 1925 yielded data of great interest. Twelve of the 
crabs so released migrated southward into Virginia waters, where 
they were recaptured by dredges. All but one were females. Ac- 
tual count of over 9,000 matured crabs taken in the dredge fishery 
throughout the season of 1924-25 showed that 77 per cent were 
females. The reverse was true in Maryland, where 69 per cent of 
the trot-line crabs were males. Thus, four lines of investigation all 
pointed to the same conclusion—that Maryland and Virginia are 
interdependent so far as the crab fishery is concerned. 

In answer to the third question, as to waste, by taking statistics on 
the number of “ peeler ” crabs bought by the shedder houses and the 
number of soft crabs sold by them it was found that in the season of 
1924 an average of 53 per cent was lost before moulting. This con- 
stituted the most important loss in the fishery. Second in impor- 
tance as a loss to the fishery was the taking of buckram crabs. These 
are of no economic value whatsoever, but 1f allowed to remain in the 
water would become valuable hard crabs. 

In order, therefore, to halt the decline in abundance of crabs, the 
following recommendations were made: (1) That the taking of 
sponge crabs be prohibited at all times; (2) that the extent of all 
forms of crab fishing be reduced 30 per cent; (3) that in order to 
prevent waste all crabs having a new soft shell fully formed under 
the outer hard shell be designated “ peeler” crabs; (4) that none 
but “ peeler ” crabs be accepted by shedder houses; and (5) that the 
taking of buckram crabs be prohibited at all times. 

In order to ascertain the effect these changes would have, it was 
recommended further that provision be made for the collection of 
statistics and biological data throughout future years; and in order 
that the findings might be acted upon it was recommended that the 
State fish commissions be empowered to change regulations, subject 
to the approval of their respective governments. 

The complete report, setting forth the results of the investigations 
and including these recommendations, was distributed throughout 

2 Life history of the Blue Crab, by E. P. Churchill, jr. Bulletin U. S. Bureau of Fish- 
eries, Vol. XXXVI, 1917-18 (1919), pp. 91-128, 2 text figs., Pls. XLVII-LV, Bureau of 
Fisheries Document No. 870. Washington. 
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the crabbing industry and was furnished other interested persons, 
and as a result during its last session the legislature of Virginia 
passed a law for the protection of sponge and buckram crabs and 
adequately defining the “ peeler” crabs. It is fully expected that 
these recommendations will be acted upon in Maryland, also, when 
its legislature next meets. Arrangements have been made to carry 
on the collection of statistics of the crab fishery with the cooperation 
of the two States. 

Statistics of the mackerel fishery—One of the greatest difficulties 
encountered in the important mackerel fishery of the Atlantic coast 
is the extraordinary fluctuation in the abundance of this fish. The 
uncertainty as to whether or not the fish will be abundant in any 
season has caused great loss to the fishermen in outfitting themselves 
for fishing as well as alternate disastrous gluts and periods of scarcity 
in the market, which can not be avoided unless some means of fore- 
casting the supply can be devised. At present nothing definite is 
known as to the nature of these fluctuations except with regard to 
their magnitude, but fisheries science has progressed to the point 
where the character and causes of such fluctuations make under- 
standing and forecasting possible if suitable statistics on the amount, 
character, and the fishing effort involved in producing the yield are 
available. The foundation for obtaining such statistics was laid in 
1925. The work done in that year necessarily was of a preliminary 
nature, but as a result it was found that it will be necessary to take 
two major series of statistics—the first on the fishing effort and the 
yield, collected so as to permit of separate compilation for the vari- 
ous fishing localities; and the second on the sizes of mackerel, based 
on representative samples of the catch taken continuously throughout 
the season in all of the more important regions. 

In making this preliminary survey advantage was taken of every 
possible opportunity to cooperate with the division of scientific in- 
quiry in the collection of biological data, and during the course of 
the survey much material for a study of the life history of the mack- 
erel and its migrations was collected. 

TECHNOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS 

Conservation should be applied to fishery products as well as to 
fish life. If there be waste in preserving and marketing fish or in 
making use of by-products, true conservation is not effected. The 
bureau is doing much through technological research to bring about 
more efficient utilization of ‘fishery products by improving existing 
and developing new and better equipment, methods, products, and 
practices within the various branches of the fishing industry, and by 
demonstrating the proper utilization of wastes and by- products. Few 
realize the importance of well-directed, adequately supported tech- 
nological research. Rapid progress in industry, and this applies par- 
ticularly to the fisheries industries, depends largely on such work 
combined with the application of sound business principles. 
Work was continued throughout the year on three major lines of 

research—preservation of nets, canning of sardines, and utilization 
of by-products. Steps also were taken toward improving American 
methods of manufacturing caviar. Progress only will be reported 
upon here, as these investigations were “discussed at length in the 
report for 1924. 
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Canning of sardines ——Efforts to bring about the commercial de- 
velopment of a new process of preparing sardines developed by the 
bureau are meeting with success. ‘Two small plants in Maine and 
one in Canada erected equipment and used the new process, and the 
product prepared by them is being received favorably. 

Preservation of nets —Large-scale practical tests of copper oleate 
and copper oleate-copper paint mixtures were conducted in coopera- 
tion with fishermen at several points on the Atlantic coast. These 
tests, which are still under way, are being made to show the real 
saving that can be achieved from the proper application of copper 
compounds to different kinds of gear and to learn, if possible, how 
to lower the cost of treatment. They will have to be continued at 
least one season longer before conclusive results can be obtained. 

Utilization of by-products—Methods of manufacturing fish meal 
and oil in the United States were studied thoroughly during the first 
half of the year. Research was then begun to reduce the losses in 
protein and oil wasted in press liquors now discarded. This work 
must be carried further before a report can be made upon it. 
Asa sanitary measure, the State of Texas has considered requiring 

all shrimp canners to utilize their waste products. When informed 
of this, the bureau, cooperating with the State, studied the situation 
and advised what kind of process and equipment were best suited 
for this purpose. It was possible, also, to show that a reasonable 
profit usually could be made from such operations. Similar atten- 
tion was given to the utilization of market waste, in particular the 
waste from haddock-filleting operations. This work is being con- 
tinued. 

Preparation of sturgeon caviar—During the sturgeon season on 
the Delaware River the bureau took advantage of an opportunity to 
give demonstrations before fishermen and others of the Russian 
method of preparing caviar. Such instruction was given‘tat a num- 
ber of places by a Russian skilled in foreign methods. Russian 
caviar is of the highest quality, and a knowledge of the methods used 
in its preparation will assist American fishermen in making caviar 
of high quality. 

PUBLICATIONS OF THE DIVISION 

During the calendar year 1925 the following publications, pre- 
pared in this division, were issued. This list does not include the 
monthly statistical bulletins for Boston and Gloucester, Mass., Port- 
land, Me., and Seattle, Wash., nor the monthly publication of the 
cold-storage holdings of frozen fish. 

DOCUMENTS 

my 

Iodine content of preserved sea foods. By Arthur W. Wells. 8°,4 pp. Docu- 
ment No. 979. ; 

Mild curing of salmon in California. By W. L. Scofield. 8°, 14 pp. Docu- 
ment No. 983. 

Pearl Essence: Its history, chemistry, and technology. By Harden F. Taylor. 
8°, 22 pp., 1 fig. Document No. 989. 

STATISTICAL BULLETINS 

Statement, by fishing grounds, of quantities and values of certain fishery 
products landed at Seattle, Wash., by American fishing vessels, during the 
calendar year 1924. Statistical Bulletin No. 641. 

(477 — 26 2 
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Statement, by months, of quantities and values of certain fishery products 
landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., by American fishing 
vessels during the calendar year 1924. Statistical Bulletin No. 642. 

Statement, by fishing grounds, of quantities and values of certain fishery 
products landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., by Ameri- 
ean fishing vessels during the calendar year 1924. Statistical Bulletin No. 648. 

Pacific coast salmon pack, 1924. Statistical bulletin. 
Fisheries of the Pacific Coast States, 1922. Statistical Bulletin No. 647. 
Fisheries of the United States, 1918-1923. Statistical Bulletin No. 648. 
Fisheries of the South Atlantie States, 1923. Statistical Bulletin No. 652. 
Canned fishery products and by-products of the United States and Alaska, 

1924. Statistical Bulletin No. 657. 
Fisheries of Alaska, 1924. Statistical Bulletin No. 660. 
Fisheries of the Gulf States, 1923. Statistical Bulletin No. 670. 

CANNED FISHERY PRODUCTS AND BY-PRODUCTS OF THE UNITED 
STATES AND ALASKA IN 10925 

The fish-canning and by-products industries experienced a most 
satisfactory year during 1925, producing $80,577,188 worth of canned 
products and $14,600,198 worth of by-products, a total of $95,177,336. 
This is the largest total in recent years and is 73 per cent greater 
than in 1921. Both canned fishery products and the by-products 
contributed to this increase through substantial gains in the value 
of canned salmon, sardines, tuna, and oysters and the increased pro- 
duction of the by-products of the sardine industry in California and 
the herring industry in Alaska. 

Comparative statistics of the value of canned fishery products and by-products 
of the United States and Alaska, 1921 to 1925 P 

By-products 
Year cennee (ineluding Total 

Pp menhaden) 

1 Ro 7) WOR eee =I ee I A a eg Mita SE SS ee $46, 634, 706 $8, 351, 827 $54, 986, 533 
ODD seers so ee EECA al Uae eae SOT EN ES USE rea 60, 464, 947 11, 390, 693 71, 855, 640 
AYR aaa ae eee ee Reel one OF Saran Geet ne Denes oS a ee 72, 445, 205 12, 634, 590 85, 079, 795 
gE A eee seeps epee Rene ene AL on De ee tLe ST 8 72, 164, 589 10, 308, 990 82, 473, 579 
VOD bust soe eee ea PSE re rte eee oe eee ee 80, 577, 138 14, 600, 198 95, 177, 336 

CANNED PRODUCTS 

With the exception of shrimps and clams, the value of all of the 
more important canned products was greater in 1925 than in 1924 
and a few years previous. Salmon, as usual, was the most important 
item, constituting 59 per cent of the value; sardines were next with 
16 per cent, tuna next with 10 per cent, and oysters, shrimp, clams, 
and other miscellaneous products made up the remaining 15 per cent. 

- Comparative statistics of the value of canned fishery products, 1921 to 1925, 
inclusive 

mt a | 
Year Salmon Sardine Tuna Oyster Shrimp Clam Other Total 

| asa: 
ht) eee $28, 867,169 | $6, 307, 362 |$3, 074, 626 $2,179, 271 |$3, 804, 781 |$1, 166,507 $1, 234,990 $46, 634, 706 

-| 38,420,717 | 9,111,589 | 4,511,873 | 2,423,616 | 3,064,087 | 1,716,365 | 1,216,700 | 60, 464, 947 
45, 533, 573 | 9,896,796 | 6, 914, 760 | 2,720,073 | 4,381, 534 | 1,710,616 | 1, 287, 853 | 72, 445, 205 
42, 401, 602 | 12, 636,599 | 5,756,586 | 2,478,044 | 4,608, 950 | 2,161,389 | 2,121,419 | 72, 164, 589 
47, 369, 507 | 13,097,318 | 8, 499, 080 | 3, 721,159 | 3,782, 819 | 1,850,378 | 2, 256,877 | 80,577, 138 
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Salmon.—tIn 1925 salmon were packed at 129 canneries in Alaska, 
41 in Washington, 20 in Oregon, and 2 in California. Compared 
with the previous year, this was an increase of 6 plants in Alaska 
and 9 in Washington and a decrease of 2 in Oregon. The combined 
output of the 192 plants operated in 1925 amounted to 6,018,550 
cases, valued at $47,369,507. Of this total 1,558,613 cases, valued at 
$15,379,976, were produced in the Pacific Coast States, and 4,459,937 
cases, valued at $31,989,531, were packed in Alaska. The Alaska 
pack was somewhat smaller than in the previous year, mainly because 
of a decreased yield of red and pink salmon. Although the pack in 
the Pacific Coast States was larger than in 1924, the increase was 
not sufficient to offset the smaller Alaska pack, so that the total pack 
of 1925 was smaller than that of 1924 by 235,027 cases, or 3.8 per 
cent. ‘This decrease in quantity was more than compensated by in- 
creased prices, making the total value of the pack greater than that 
of the previous year by $4,967,905, or 11.7 per cent. 

Pack of canned salmon, Pacific Coast States and Alaska, 1925 

Pacifie Coast States Alaska 

Products | A 
Tache Oregon an ; 

Washington California Total Southeast 

King, chinook, or spring: Cases Value | Cases | Value Cases Value Cases Value 
T-poundstall oc 38,077) $308,676, 21,733) $169, 365 59, 810}* $478, 041 6, 594 $69, 841 
L-POUNG UH asa sen ep 43,274) 588,836) 94, 548 1, 252, 920) 137,822) 1, 841, 756} 4, 663 63, 734 
Epoundioval- = => 563) 11, 260; 4,012) 80, 230 4,575 OLCA00| 2 eee eee ee 
16-pound flat and oval _ 86, 296| 1,324, 673) 144, 135)2, 254,059) 230, 431) 3, 578, 732! 748 12, 704 

| | | | 
Motalea=-- sass ss! 168, 210) 2, 233, 445) 264, 428 3, 756, 574} 432, 638) 5, 990, 019 12, ve 146, 279 

Red or sockeye: | 
1-pound talons 2225 3, 412 AS ADO Es sear wallika sue es 3, 412 48,450) 108,499) 1,353, 656 
HEnounG hate eee ee 24, 505 ay ey ONmewie  Bl |e ee a aie 24, 505 352, 872 6, 242 85, 289 
14-pound flat___________ 86, 343) 1,588,707) 4,127) 75,946) 90,470) 1,664,653) 28,947) 463, 309 

TRO tales) sit cre 2 114, 260] 1,990,029, 4,127) 75,946} 118,387) 2,065,975 143,688. 1,902, 254 

Coho or silver: 
J-pound tale. ——. 4 138, 115) 1, 408, 773| 37, 539) 369,384! 175, 654) 1,778, 157 81,592, 778, 462 
J=poundatas-— essen 30,093) 331,023) 30,053) 288,509) 60,146) 619,532 3, 960 44, 472 
Y-pound flat__-_.___._- Spe 729) 500, 213} 36,038} 415,158] 71,767) 915,371 5, 800 89, 810 

“6 M0} te) (ee en | 203, 937) 2, 240,009) 103, 630 1, 073,051) 307, 567} 3,313, 060 91,352, 912,744 

Humpback or pink: | 
1-pound tall 448, 502) 2,381,546) 2,947 15, 649} 451,449) 2,397, 195)1, 680, 101) 8, 850, 421 
1-pound flat 34,284] 205,704'  780/ + 4,680! +35, 064| +210, 384 185] 928 
14-pound flat ___- 64,734 543, 765 128 998| 64,862] 544,763! 27,170| 213, 360 

MRotalassse eee 547, 520| 3,131,015] 3,855, 21,327| 551, 375| 3, 152, 342/1, 707, 456| 9, 064, 709 
—| } i 

Chum or keta: | | 
1-pound tall____ _| 78,300} 346,086] 26,498} 116,591) 104,798] 462,677) 845, 008) 3, 705, 085 
1-pound flat___ : 167 768 72) 331 239 1, 090) Aare Pp 
l4-pound flat__.________ 18,736] 117,658) 9,595, 59,876} 28,331/ 177,534] 2,905) 20, 133 

otal! oss ile 97,203| 464,512/ 36,165 176,798, 133,368| 641,310| 847, 913| 3,725, 218 

Steelhead: | 
ga vonal (igi ae 70 910 507| 6, 591 577 PPI Bee eee ean eee. 
1-pound flat___----- 173 PIS iee 9. Hl 5 127447 ey OGRA 120, 7Gb| ke los oo 
‘pound flat and oval.| 1,081} 17,300) 3,936, 62,704) 5,017 80,004 eee 

Total si ser eee ene 1,324) 20,528} 13,954; 196,742) 15,278} 217, 270|__._____- eee 

Grand total__________ 1, 132, 45410, 079, 538) 426, 15965 300, 438 1, 558, 613/15, 379, 9762, 802, 414 15, 751, 204 
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Pack of canned salmon, Pacific Coast States and Alaska, 1925—Continued 

Alaska—Continued 

Products Grand total 

Central Western Total 

King, chinook, or spring: Cases Value | Cases | Value Cases Value Cases Value 
L=pound talletsa2 ses ee 13, 328) $152,107) 18, 473) $217,852) 38,395! $439,800! 98,205) $917, 841 
DE DOuiiic tlt emaee eee 3,965) 48, 354 200} 1,500) 8,828] 113,588] 146, 650) 1, 955,344 
JEpotind Ovals feces hee ae ee ee ee OLN 2S e 2p SSE t Seer eee |e ee nee 4, 575 91, 490 

-pound flat and oval-_- ZAOOT|) S28"049) seal) ee eee 2, 755 41,653) 233, 186) 3, 620, 385 

Totelesse = ssa 19,300; 229, 410, 18, 673} 219,352) 49,978) 595,041) 482, 616) 6, 585, 060 

Red or sockeye: 
1=pound talleee a= ae 316, 368)4, 107, 698) 537, 151/6, 918, 868) 962, 018]/12, 380, 222) 965, 430/12, 428, 672 
1-pound flate - ==2is0 "= 20,195} 264,986) 2,320) 29,607; 28,757) 379,882) 53,262) 732,754 
¥-pound flat_-_-_-_-_--- 25,175) 430,618) 14,779) 250, 568 68, 901] 1,144,495) 159,371) 2, 809, 148 

AP tales see Sok be ts 361, 738/4, 803, 302) 554, 250/7, 199, 043 1, 059, 676]13, 904, 599 1, 178, 063/15, 970, 574 

Coho or silver: | * 
{pou Guta lessee 63, 696] 596,254) 1,354) 13,901) 146,642) 1,388,617) 322, 296) 3, 166, 774 
i-pound lata == ee 3, 263 aA eee | eS 7, 223 72, 186 67, 369 691, 718 
¥4-pound flat_-_-_-__---- 1,330) 14, 906 15 240 7,145} 104,956) 78, 912) 1, 020,327 

Motel a o= ese es 68, 289} 638,874) 1,369) 14,141) 161,010] 1,565,759) 468, 577| 4,878, 819 

Humpback or pink: | im one 
esofoyekavel qieVUl | =e Se 396, 157\2, 025, 523 145 678 2, 076, 403/10, 876, 622/2, 527, 852/13, 273, 817 
T=poumnd! flat Soe See a ee SESS ee ee 185 928} 35,249} 211,312 
¥-pound flat___-_-____-- 6,835 46, 192)___-___-|_---_____ 34,005} 259,552) 98,867) 804,315 

Totalssosese ee 402, 992.2, 071, 715 145 678)2, 110, 593/11, 137, 102/2, 661, 968/14, 289, 444 

Chum or keta: | 
1-pound pales =e , 200,128) 923, 290) 30,493) 137, 646/1, 075, 629) 4, 766, 021)1, 180, 427) 5, 228, 698 
(=HOWN Gps 2 = ee ee ee ee Se ae epee |e eens Mees ee EERE 239 1, 099 
TYssioyobuaO Wise ihe Los yoke 146| Yl eel aA 3,051; 21,009] 31,382} 198, 543 

TROLS ees Sek eee 200, 274; 924,166) 30,493) 137, 646/1, 078, 680} 4, 787, 030/1, 212, 048) 5, 428, 340 

Steelhead: 
1-pound tall_2.------._- [Se aig csi Roe ee ocd heel Pea oe 577| 7,501 
1=pound fat on. s-2h- 2. | Ste ee os ee ER See os es ee |e eee Eee nee 9,684) 129,765 
Veepound fatrandioval s=|= see 2 seo Se ee | Se ee ee eee 5, 017 80, 004 

Totaltoeee =e lene Se S| See eee el eee See le eee Men Se ae | ae Oe 15,278} 217, 270 

Grand: totale: = '1, 052, 593 8, 667, 467] 604, 930.7, 570, 860/4, 459, 937/31, 989, 531|6, 018, 550/47, 369, 507 

Norte.—The pack of salmon has been reduced to the equivalent of forty-eight 1-pound cans to the case. 
There were other salmon products, valued at $129,270, not shown in the above table. 

Cumparative statistics of the pack of salmon in the Pacific Coast States, 1921 
to 1925 

Year aye Os Red or sockeye Coho or silver Humpback or pink 

Cases Value Cases | Value Cases Value | Cases Value 
piesa st 335, 854 | $4,527,711 | 104,954 | $1,905,647 | 111,643 | $806,678 | 402,846 | $1, 732, 847 
10222028 314,126 | 4, 572, 607 97, 927 1, 816, 901 204, 262 1; 533, 173 3, 551 18, 546 
Ihe eee cerns 384,705 | 5,790,419 | 105,336 | 1,955,549 | 245,548 | 1,608,627 | 445,175 2, 211, 742 
Cpe a ease 349,014 | 4,599,759 | 85,800| 1,478,698) 231,139 | 1,774,078 | 12,778 79, 436 
O25 aes 432,638 | 5,990, 019 118, 387 2, 065, 975 307, 567 3, 313, 060 551, 375 3, 152, 342 

| 

Year Chum or keta Steelhead Total 

Cases Value Cases Value Cases Value 
LOD 2 new sy eed SONA Deere 35, 132 $127, 659 12, 519 $133, 883 1, 002, 948 $9, 234, 425 
1 RS 7 aes ee AN eB ge eh 87, 583 365, 303 25, 797 326, 994 733, 246 8, 633, 524 
1993 bee ee een 154, 342 769, 839 32; Lod 324, 390 1, 367, 263 12, 660, 566 
1924S > ew SSIES Ree eee ee 247, 858 1, 192, 156 32, 073 270, 340 958, 662 9, 394, 467 
1902p See es ee ee ee ee 133, 368 641, 310 15, 278 217,270 | 1,558,613 | 15,379, 976 
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Comparative statistics of the salmon pack in Alaska, 1921 to 1925 

Year ieeae e hs Red or sockeye Coho or silver 

Cases Value Cases Value Cases | Value 

iO Dil Oe eres ee ee SE 44, 994 $459, 897 1, 765, 798 |$15, 841, 404 106, 555 $600, 140 

AE PS ee Ne Re ee ne 30, 660 247, 673 2, 070, 658 | 19, 135, 696 175, 993 962, 790 
NO 2G Eee Rae 2S te ee St eee 38, 343 328, 270 1, 859, 496 | 17, 253, 792 164, 107 | 943, 318 

Tho 77: | se SR eee pe ee, arene Fe 33, 648 299, 009 1, 447, 895 | 13, 803, 932 183,601 | 1, 254, 551 

RG 2 eee ase BE pe Se oe eee 49, 978 595, 041 1, 059, 676 | 13, 904, 599 161,010 | 1,565, 759 
| 

Year Humpback or pink Chum or keta Total 

Cases Value Cases Value Cases Value 
OD ieee a2 Oi 2. ae 2 ees Sa 423, 984 | $1, 788, 778 255, 495 $942, 525 2, 596, 826 | $19, 632, 744 
Ota ee ee oe eae eee ee 1, 658, 423 7, 189, 494 565,918 | 2,251,540 | 4,501,652 | 29, 787, 193 

5K} peel yg Jee le Tey ea ea Se 2, 448, 129 | 11, 899, 956 525, 622 2, 447, 671 5, 035, 697 32, 873, 007 

UP eae ee ee ae ert 2, 601, 283 | 12, 837, 346 1, 028, 488 4, 812, 297 5, 294, 915 33, 007, 135 
i pie PR ee See Rte ee ees Se 2, 110, 593 | 11, 137, 102 1, 078, 680 4, 787, 030 4, 459, 937 31, 989, 531 

| 

Comparative statistics of the salmon pack in the United States and Alaska, 
1921 to 1925 

Year | Pacific Coast States Alaska Total 

| 

| _ Cases Value Cases Value Cases | Value 
NODA Sa ee ee a | 1,002, 948 $9, 234,425 | 2,596,826 | $19, 632,744 | 3, 599, 774 $28, 867, 169 
O22 8 ie Seen ee eee | 733, 246 8, 633,524 | 4, 501, 652 29, 787,193 | 5, 234, 898 38, 420, 717 
1923 eee eee | 861263 12, 660, 566 | 5, 035, 697 32, 873, 007 | 6, 402, 960 45, 533, 573 
UPR EE 22 ae ee ee | 958, 662 9, 394, 467 | 5, 294, 915 33, 007,135 | 6, 253, 577 42, 401, 602 
IP) as oS eee eee | 1, 558, 613 15, 379, 976 | 4, 459, 937 31, 989, 531 | 6, 018, 550 47, 369, 507 

Sardines —In 1925 there were 31 plants in Maine, 1 in Massa- 
chusetts, and 26 in California engaged in the canning of sardines. 
The production in Maine and Massachusetts amounted to 1,870,786 
standard cases of one hundred 14-pound cans, valued at $6,716,701, 
a decrease of 29,189 cases, or 1.5 per cent, in quantity and 
$474,325, or 6.6 per cent, in value as compared with 1924. In Cali- 
fornia the production totaled 1,714,913 standard cases of forty-eight 
1-pound cans, valued at $5,380,617, an increase of 347,774 cases, or 
25.4 per cent, in quantity and $935,044, or 17.2 per cent, in value 
as compared with 1924, 

Pack of sardines, 1925 

| 
Sardines (herring) Maite and Massa: Sardines (pilchard) California 

In olive oil: Quarters (100 Cases Value Cases Value 
Cans)» Pa eee ee 29,568 | $128,025 || 14-pound oval (48 cans)!_____ 30, 159 $91, 378 

In cottonseed oil: Quarters 1-pound oval (48 cans): 
@00icans) 2252. eres ae 1, 386, 285 | 5, 257, 175 In tomato sauce________- 1, 600, 662 | 5, 706, 446 

In mustard: neA stands 252m see 57, 242 209, 141 
Quarters (100 cams)______- 138, 242 532, 150 Soused2222 Sao ees 5, 508 20, 455 
Tbree-quarters (48 cans)_-| 208, 923 730, 197 In other sauces____------ 14, 324 51, 066 

In tomato sauce: Quarters 14-pound square (100 ecans)2__ 28, 507 236, 951 
(@O0icans) Basso. nae 15, 842 69, 154 || 14-pound square (100 cans)?__ 3 6, 960 65, 180 

\ 

Totale eaette eee 1, 778, 860 | 6, 716, 701 ‘Rotalete-; Sete 1, 748, 362 | 6, 380, 617 
SS | 

Total (standard cases)4_| 1, 870, 786 |_....-.--_- Total (standard cases)5) 1, 714,913 |___--___._ 

1 Largely in tomato sauce. 
2 Largely in olive oil. 
3 Includes a few cases packed in 6-ounce tall cans, 100 to the case, and also a few cases packed in 8!4-ounce 

glass jars, 24 to the case, which have been converted to a basis of !4-pound cans, 100 to the case. 
4 Standard case equals one hundred 144-pound cans. 
5 Standard case equals forty-eight 1-pound cans. 
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Comparative statistics of the pack of sardines, 1921 to 1925 

Year Maine and Massachusetts | California 

Cases 1 Value Cases ? Value 
SOD Miike 5 ae et a ee ee ee ae 1,399, 507 | $3, 960, 916 398, 668 | $2, 346, 446 
AQ2D ies a. ete Sern de eee Fre 1, 869,719 | 5, 750, 109 715, 364 | 3, 361, 480 
tp c he eee ee emin ne ee i) hh 7 a TR 1,272,277 | 5,288,865 | 1,100,162] 4,607, 931 
1 Oe ee nn eee eee ee Sd eee 1, 899, 925 7,191,026 | 1,367,139 5, 445, 573 
UQOH Aes Care el She. hinds eeeemap a fo 1,870,786 | 6,716,701 |} 1,714,913 | 6, 380, 617 

1 Standard cases of one hundred 14-pound cans. 
2 Standard cases of forty-eight 1-pound cans. 

Shad and alewives—Shad and shad roe were canned at 7 plants 
in Washington, 9 in Oregon, and 1 in California, the production 
amounting to 14,999 standard cases of forty-eight 1-pound cans, 
valued at $154,446, of which 12,569 cases, valued at $53,875, were 
shad and 2,430 cases, valued at $100,571, were shad roe. 

Alewives and alewife roe were canned at 6 plants in Maryland, 
23 in Virginia, and 2 in North Carolina. The total output amounted 
to 84,548 standard cases of twenty-four 15-ounce cans, valued at 
$255, 506, of which 9,491 cases, valued at $15,045, were alewives and 
75,057 cases, valued at $240,461, were alewife roe. 

The packs of these products. have increased considerably during 
the last five years. Though the 1925 pack of alewife roe was some- 
what smaller than that of 1924, it was considerably larger than the 
packs of the previous three years. 

Pack of shad and alewives, 1925 

Washington, Ore- ; Maryland, Virginia 
Shad gon, and California Alewives and North Carolina 

Cases Value * Cases Value 
14-pound flat (48 cams)______-_- 462 $1, 447 || No. 1 and No. 2 (24 cans) ______ 19,491 $15, 045 
1-pound tall (48 cams) -------_- 12, 338 52, 428 || Roe: No. 4, No.1, and No. 2 
Roe: I & (24 cans) 323862 = ase ee ee 175, 057 240, 461 

14-pound flat (48 cams) -- -- 67 1, 608 |) 
Y4-pound oval (48 cans) ____ 4,792 98, 963 || 

Tota)’ aorta cee omen 17,659 | 154, 446 || Tho talees =< = ees med 84, 548 255, 506 

Total (standard cases) 2_| 14,999 |_-_-______ | Total (standard cases) 3_| 84, 548 is ee 
in 

1 The pack of alewives and alewife roe has been reduced to the equivalent of No. 2, 15-ounce cans, 24 
cans to the case. 

2 Standard case equals forty-eight 1-pound cans. 
3 Standard case equals twenty-four 15-ounce cans. 

Comparative statistics of the pack of shad and shad roe, 1921 to 1925 

Year | Shad Shad roe Total 

| M 

Cases Value Cases Value Cases Value 
TEP heaps Sash: Ser rms a Aa Rey es pe 641 | $2, 455 38 $142 679 $2, 597 - 
ima aRRS LL 7 CAE ema MRE Ene Hee - | 1,781 | "9,961 292 | - 8,517| 2,073] 18,478 
1923 se namely chee 1 car eee ls: 162ul e370 16514) 536 | 16,288 2, 698 53, 453 
19042: ° 2 CSE Ree aren er a ee | 6,470] 20,461 1,164 | 72,932 7, 634 93, 393 
1925S Scr, Alas Veep eaige eRe eh san 1 28 | 12,569 | 53, 875 2,430 | 100, 571 14,999 | 154, 446 

Notr.—Cases have been reduced to the equivalent of forty-eight 1-pound cans. . 
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Comparative statistics of the pack of alewives and alewife roe, 1921 to 1925 

Year Alewives Alewife roe Total 

Cases Value Cases | Value Cases Value 
OD TRE T= Os See eee i gn ee a 333 $813 | 43,316 | $157,841 | 43,649 | $158, 654 
ODD ee me nee Shea seme Se A ae ee 1, 043 1, 994 38,612 | 137, 514 39, 665 139, 508 
IMS 8 [airy SS Yo i ae eee eee 1, 145 1,915 43, 530 | 169, 435 44, 675 171, 350 
UA eet Sore a kee ato e sor ee al 3, 306 5, 118 88,836 | 332, 245 92, 142 337, 363 
OD teen ele eter RUA Bie Utes ee ee 9,491 15, 045 75, 057 | 240, 461 84, 548 255, 506 

Norte.—Cases have been converted to the equivalent of twenty-four 15-ounce cans. 

Tuna and tunalike fishes—Tuna and tunalike fishes were canned at 
22 plants in California, the total output of which amounted to 1,102,- 
471 standard cases of forty-eight 14-pound cans, valued at $8,499,080. 
Of this, 490,590 cases, valued at $4,292,018, contained albacore; 261,- 
482 cases, valued at $1,745,838, yellowfin and bluefin tuna; 168,177 
cases, valued at $997,697, striped tuna or skipjack; 131,159 cases, 
valued at $1,212,024, * tonno ”; 10,090 cases, valued at $61,207, bonito; 
13,484 cases, valued at $70,159, yellowtail; and 27,489 cases, valued 
at $120,637, tuna flakes. All items except bonito and yellowtail show 
substantial increases when compared with those of 1924, the aggre- 
gate increase amounting to 450,055 cases, or 69 per cent, in quantity 
and $2,742,494, or 48 per cent, in value. 

Pack of tuna and tunalike fishes in California, 1925 

Tuna, bluefin, Sizes Albacore Yellowfin Bluefin and yellowfin Tuna, striped 

| 

Cases | Value | Cases | Value| Cases | Value| Cases | Value | Cases | Value 
144-pound round (48 cans) !_| 45, 445) $258, 325) 19, 761/$81, 886) 3, 904/$17, 455) 32, 678/$145, 026) 20, 340/$82, 308 
J-pound round (48 cans) ---|356, 237/3, 109, 764) 57, 526/371, 314) 39, 407/265, 440) 94, 162] 610, 583 129, 151)764, 550 
1-pound round (48 cans) _-__| 55,815) 923,929] 4, 343) 50,898) 2, oe 33, 466] 14, 067) 169, 270] 14, 428]150, 839 

Motalesase 5 weed A eee 457, 497|4, 292, 018} 81, 630/504, 098) 46, 009 316, 361/140, 907) 924, 879)163, 919|997, 697 
| — 

Total (standard | 
cases)se 2. sass eee ae SOO ROO (teams sas fGNO92|Eeee pAGywoo|e ae mee 138(630| see 16S aiid) 

Sizes “Tonno”’ Bonito Yellowtail Tuna flakes Total 

44-pound round (48 | Cases Value | Cases | Value} Cases | Value| Cases | Value| Cases Value 
Gans) tes ee ears QZONO| PL OMG osS| yr OTA PLS Odeo ase cele nese |e Sie 355, 438) $1, 682, 996 

Y-pound round (48 
Canis) eee ee ee 15, 905 123, 619) 2 7, 803) 42, 549} 10, 286/$56, 579|3 20, 221|$86, 274) 730, 698) 5, 430, 672 

1-pound round (48 
CANIS) So 2) ee Ne eee 443 9, 067) ee Oa | eee 1, 599) 13, 580) 3, 634! 34, 363 97, 027| 1, 385, 412 

Encl ane |245, 084) 1, 212, 024) 12, 377| 61, 207| 11, 885| 70, 159] 23, 855|120, 637|1, 183, 163] 8, 499, 080 

Total (standard | | 
Cases) #2 see = HS1em159| sae oe eee 10;;090|== == [3) 494 )s aan 27,489 | see A LOQ VAT ANe reer 

x 

1 Includes the pack of 4-pound round, 96 cans to the case, and 14-pound round, 72 and 96 cans to the 
case, and 44-pound square, 100 cans to the case, which have been converted to the basis of 144-pound cans, 
48 to the case. 

2 Includes a few cases of 1-pound round, which have been converted to a basis of 16-pound round. 
3 Includes a few cases of 144-pound round, which have been converted to a basis of 1¥4-pound round. 
4 Standard case equals forty-eight 14-pound cans. 
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Comparative statistics of the pack of tuna and tunalike fishes, 1921 to 1925 

Year Albacore Piueiae ue sglow- Striped tuna “Tonno”’ 

Cases Value Cases Value Cases Value Cases Value 
1G 21a eee eee 456, 152 | $2, 657, 266 64, 816 $306, 486 27,9721 $209/929" | | ee 
1999 See 296,210 | 2,304,935 | 168,874 | 1,047,621 | 177,995 | 942, 356 18, 714 $139, 067 
ODS CE ate See 310, 037 | 3,106,329 | 261,773 | 1,959, 812 96,452 | 578,254 | 124, 416 1, 136, 814 
LOTS eee 416,820 | 4, 024, 509 65, 941 455, 048 43,159 | 239, 198 97, 304 861, 861 
O25 EE sep eee 518, 079 e 412, 655 261, 482 1, 745, 338 168, 177 997, 697 131, 159 1, 212, 024 

, 

Year Bonito Yellowtail Total 

Cases Value Cases Value Cases Value 
ODIs Res eee eer eRe SP eI Ae eee eee 210 $945 549,150 | $8, 074, 626 
1QQDE ci fared. Soe BaD. oe Fe 10, 810 $58, 900 4,718 18, 994 672, 321 4, 511, 873 
1 (G8 Ya 8 yg EE 1 A ee eee 15, 099 77, 906 10, 059 55, 645 817, 836 6, 914, 760: 
ACD ak bk ES SR ees OE CREE 12, 899 94, 806 16, 293 81, 164 652, 416 5, 756, 586 
TKS PS ee a er eS ie ee 10, 090 61, 207 18, 484 70,159 | 1,102, 471 8, 499, 080: 

1 Includes 27,489 cases of tuna flakes, valued at $120,637. 

Norte.—Cases are on the standard basis of forty-eight 14-pound cans. 

Shrimp.—tIn 1925 shrimp were canned at 87 plants, located as fol- 
lows: North Carolina, 3; South Carolina, 3; Georgia, 11; Florida, 
10; Alabama, 7; Mississippi, 20; Louisiana, 27; Texas, 5; and New 
York, 1. The total production was 735,714 standard cases of 48 No. 
1 cans, valued at $3,782,819, an increase of 2 per cent in quantity 
and a decrease of 18 per cent in value as compared with 1924. 

Pack of shrimp, 1925 

North Carolina, 
Sizes South Carolina, Florida Alabama Mississippi 

and Georgia 

Cases Value Cases Value Cases Value Cases Value 
No. 1 dry (4 dozen) --__-_- 113, 329 $77, 221 4, 506 $25,451 | 43,612 | $195,665 | 2 46,310 $219, 697 
No. 1 wet (4 dozen) _--___- 50,325 | 267,486 | 27,461 | 161,648 | 41,578 | 214,599 | 126, 166 575, 772 
No. 11% dry (2 dozen) ----- 6, 871 36,069 | 1,095 6,054 | 2,300 9, 875 4, 588 29, 300 - 
No. 14% wet (2 dozen) -___- 61 329 375 2,092 7|boee (eSSsceress 625 2, 894 

ANG 43 ee eee Re 70, 586 381,105 | 33, 437 195, 185 7, 490 420, 139 177, 689 827, 663. 

Total (standard | 
Cases) [$2 -= ees = GY S VGH Bet re ee SS 7180 baeee eee 87, 087 | ps hs eee: 4 Oe ia ae 

Sizes Louisiana Texas Total 

| 
Cases Value Cases Value Cases Value 

No hidnys7(41d0z7en) =e a ee 2144, 879 $695, 349 8, 706 $47, 611 261, 342 |$1, 260, 994 
INOs wets(4:GOZen) eases eee 143, 370 682, 058 28, 910 147, 742 417,810 | 2, 049, 305 
INO! UYsrdnyn(2 dozen) pase == seen 14, 070 6850335522 ohs=5 |b Sane 28, 924 147, 431 
INom16 wet \(2)dozen)ia222 5 = eee 747 3,139) 5 Sas ee 1, 808 8, 994 

motale:.cceel. eee 3038, 066 | 1, 447,279 37,616 | 195,353 | 4 709, 884 | 43, 466, 724 

Total (standard cases) 3__________- BOOFA Tos Baer e Bl Ol Gul eee. 004; 506:,| eae 

1 Includes a few cases packed 414 ounces to the can, which have been converted to the equivalent of No. 
1, 5-ounce cans. 

2 Includes a few cases packed 4 ounces to the can, which have been converted to the equivalent of No. 
1, 5-ounce cans. 

3 Standard case equals 48 No. 1 cans. 
4In addition to the above, there were packed in 5, 514, 534, 6144, and 14-ounce glass jars, and No. 214, 

18-ounce cans, in New York, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas, 62,604 cases of shrimp, 
or 31,208 standard cases, valued at $316,095, making a total of 735,714 standard cases, valued at $3,782,819 - 
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Comparative statistics of the pack of shrimp, 1921 to 1925 

Year Cases Value Year Cases Value 

TSP sets ae er ee nai cir | Goo ToUse es COS (OLt || Oot awe eee ee et Te ek 718,517 | $4, 608, 950 
IGpD eae © Ue ees BONO Te en NOC NOS Te | O25 Sie ees) tac ee ett 735, 714 | 3, 782, 819 
O23 sep see es seg SS | 700, 429 4, 381, 534 

Nortre.—Cases have been reduced to the equivalent of 48 No. 1 cans. 

C. a, 1 in Washington, 
2 in Virginia, nd 1 in Missceippi during 1925. The total output 
amounted to 4,228 standard cases of twenty- four 15-ounce cans, 
valued at $52, 499. Reference to the table below, which gives statistics 
for the years 1921 to 1925, shows that while the value of the 1925 
pack was greater than that of the previous two years it was only 
about half that of 1921 and 1922. 

Pack of crabs, 1925 

Alaska, Washing- 
Sizes ton, Virginia, and. 

Mississippi 

Cases Value 
SMO ea PO adloeO OUNCE: (4:d'07en) aeeete el a A RARE 3s Oe 2 ee 12,427 $32, 771 
Tet iss Ge ete aval aro bh averev( we Vaya yay) pases 5 Bae ca a a nr et 21,801 19, 728. 

TIVO A ay Sey Gl ep ka a SRR Te Sak ee er Pt 4, 228 52, 499: 

PROLAINCStaT GAnGECASES) sei oF ens SS Sa Es Sale ae te EP ol ie ge eee 

1 The 5, 6, 8, and 9 ounce cans have been converted to the equivalent of 7/4-ounce cans, 4 dozen to the 
ase. 
2 The 14, 16, and 17 ounce cans have been converted to the equivalent of 15-ounce cans, 2 dozen to the 

case. 
3 Standard case equals twenty-four 15-ounce cans. 

I] 

Comparative statistics of the value of the crab pack, 1921 to 1925 

Year Value Year | Value 

Slits: SOO! || "19odeels Saat oe are Bulb OE Ns PO $35, 944 
104, P7ir||- 1995727. Ss aera ere pak | 52) 499: 
47, 023 | 

Clams.—In 1925 razor clams were packed at 19 plants in Wash- 
ington, 7 in Oregon, and 12 in Alaska; hard clams at 2 plants in 
Florida, 1 in Georgia, 1 in South Carolina, 1 in Rhode Island, and 
4 in Washington; and soft clams at 23 plants in Maine and 2 fn 
Massachusetts. The total output was 331,586 standard cases of forty- 
eight 10-ounce cans, valued at $1,850 378, as follows: Razor clams, 
110,396 cases, valued at $860,002 hard clams, 38,042 cases, valued 
at $218,601; soft clams, 32,522 cases, valued at $287,073; and chow- 
ders, soups, bouillon, and juices of hard, soft, and razor clams, 150,- 
626 cases, valued at $484,702. 
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Pack of clams, 1925 

Washington Florida and 
Razor clams and Oregon Alaska Total Hard clams Washington 

Whole: Cases | Value} Cases) Value| Cases | Value || Whole: Cases | Value 
1¥4-pound (4 dozen) -|-------|------- 50; $300 50} $300. 1-pound(4 dozen)| 2, 769 $19, 383 
No. 1 (4 dozen) and No. 1 (4dozen)-_-| 9,307) 66, 429 

No. 2 (2\dozen)_=-| 2, 169|$27,/618)2=---=|-- = -- -- 2, 169| 27, 618 No. 2 (2 dozen) --| 12, 508) 71, 461 
1-pound (4 dozen)--) 2,119) 25, 428) 5, 054) 36,803) 7,173) 62, 231 No. 10 (4% dozen)} 4, 268) 23, 009 
5-pound (14 dozen) -|------=|------- 597] 3, 358 597| 3, 358]| Minced: 

Minced: No. 1 (4 dozen) _-| 1 2, 621) 16, 935 
14-pound flat (4 No. 2 (2 dozen) _-| 2 3, 721) 21, 384 

dozen) £3 =——==>) 22, 104/154, 726/47, 248/264, 376) 69, 352/419, 102 
No. 1 (4 dozen) ___-- 16, 770) 147, 576/22, 230 187, 214) 39, 000/334, 790 TOL alates see 35, 194 218, 601 
No. 2 (2 dozen) __.-- 3ot2 o2\(a02)603|Eee |S 1, 632) 12, 603 

ee Total (stand- 
Notalesones sae 44, 794)367, 951/75, 179/492, 051/119, 973/860, 002 ard cases) 4__} 38, 042)____._. 

Total (standard 
cases) 4222-224 AlG44 los 2% <2 6857 02/seaeee 10% 396)- 2s e= 

Maine, Massachus 

Maine and Other hard, soft, and island. Geese Taine an er hard, soft, and razor sland, Georgia, 
Soft clams Massachusetts clam products South Carolina, 

Florida, Washing- 
ton, and Oregon 

Whole: Cases Value Chowder and soup: Cases Value 
5-ounce (4 dozen) __--_----- 5 42,624 | $195, 946 INOs (2)dozen) === 75,951) $1382, 020 
8-ounce (4 dozen) ___------- 8, 790 58, 958 No. 14% and No.2 (2dozen)| 649,046) 134, 521 
10-ounce (2 dozen)_-------- 7 8, 356 32, 169 INOx3.(2)dozén) s25ses" =.= 38, 678} 172,574 

Se SSS No. 10 (% dozen) - -------- 1, 023 3, 889 
MNotalijcsseassse-sassees 59,770} 287, 073|| Bouillon and juice: 10-ounce (4 

SSS dozen) a2 ess es 8 8, 816 41, 698 
Total (standard cases)4_- BPA VPA Se eas | —— 

Totalies- 2.2355. 173, 514 484, 702 

Total (standard cases)4_-| 150, 626}_--_------- 

1 Includes a few cases packed in 14-pound cans, which have been converted to a basis of No. 1 cans, 
2 Includes the pack of No. 10, 14 dozen to the case, which have been converted to a basis of No. 2, 2 dozen 

to the case. 
3 Includes a few cases packed in 1-pound cans, 4 dozen to the case, which have been converted to a basis 

of No. 2 cans, 2 dozen to the case. 
4 Standard case equals forty-eight 10-ounce cans. 
5 Includes a few cases packed in 6-ounce cans, 24 to the case, which have been converted to a basis of 

5-ounce cans, 48 to the case. 
6 The pack of No. 2 cans, 2 dozen to the case, has been reduced to the equivalent of No. 11% cans, 2 dozen 

to the case. 
7 Includes the pack of 9 and 15 ounce cans, which have been converted to a basis of 10-ounce cans. 
8 The pack of clam bouillon and juice was packed in various sizes, all of which were converted to a basis 

of 10-ounce cans, 4 dozen to the case. 

Comparative statistics of the value of canned clams and clam products, 1921 
to 1925, inclusive 

Clam 
Year Razor clams) Hard clams} Soft clams | chowders, Total 

juices, etc. 

£ | 

| 

TO2D Vo A SS SR Re eae $506, 591 $138, 699 $338, 775 $182, 442 $1, 166, 507 
NO 22a ee) on ee oe ee ees 876, 364 201, 270 327, 287 311, 444 1, 716, 365 
G2 ee EE So ee ee ee ee eee ee 883, 535 194, 937 308, 560 323, 584 1, 710, 616 
GDA Me sae SE tie 2 ee Eee eee 863, 126 271, 911 459, 882 566, 470 2, 161, 389 
1925-3 See Oa sist ee ee ee 860, 002 218, 601 287, 073 484, 702 1, 850, 378 

Oysters.—In 1925 oysters were canned at 13 plants in Maryland, 5 
in North Carolina, 15 in South Carolina, 7 in Georgia, 6 in Flor ida, 
6 in Alabama, 25 in Mississippi, 4 in Louisiana, and 2in Texas. The 
total output was 654 755 standard cases of forty-eight 5-ounce cans, 
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valued at $3,721,159. This was the largest pack in recent years and 
represents an increase of 207,274 cases, or 46 per cent, in quantity 
and $1,243,115, or 50 per cent, in value as compared with 1924. 

Pack of oysters, 1925 

Sizes Maryland North Carolina | South Carolina Georgia Florida 

Cases | Value | Cases | Value | Cases | Value | Cases | Value | Cases | Value 
4-ounce (4 dozen)_____ \'13, 167 |$74, 871 100 SOCOM LM MD: |S %e (OSs ee acl ae eee 800 | $3, 520 
5-ounce (4 dozen)_____ | 57, 024 |361,407 | 22,922 |124, 243 | 70,475 |399, 925 | 16, 257 |$88, 406 | 12, 089 | 67, 037 
6-ounce (4 dozen)_____ 14 O3Te LSS HSlo ese es |eae oe 32 288 63 510) Soe. | ae 
8-ounce (2 dozen)_____ 3 902 | 22, 100 195 OZ rd; (004s elie Goi Sarat be | el 8 SS Eee a oe 
10-ounce (2 dozen)____| 15, 172 | 96, 622 1, 985 | 11,910 | 15, 685 | 90, 982 643 | 3,828 
P2-OUNER. (21 OZEN) = 2-4 onl OSSn IO eran |—a eas aoe a = [Eee SIE Oe ib oa a2. 

Motale ssa 104, 379 |703, 689 | 25, 202 |137,415 |100, 808 |566, 950 | 16,963 | 92, 744 | 12, 889 | 70, 557 
| 

Total (stand- | 
ard cases) 2___}103, 988 |_.------ 205433) S225 == D7 SO tt Sees ee 163976)| => ee 1 PA's | 2 ee 

A | a ay ks Louisiana and 
Sizes | Alabama Mississippi nieces Total 

Cases Value Cases Value Cases Value Cases Value 
4-ounce (4 dozen)_____ 1,000 | 4,800 61, 091 $315, 703 | 8,238 | $40,895 95,508 | $498, 147 
5-ounce (4 dozen)_____ 45, 014 237, 262 188, 397 964, 047 | 20, 866 98, 897 433, 044 | 2,341, 224 
6-ounce (4 dozen)_____|.----_---- lessens See sen zceeceoleess Stenesce 1, 288 9, 101 15, 414 148, 714 
8-ounce (2 dozen) ____- 500 2, 400 25, 935 132, 606 1, 495 dene 35, 531 183, 117 
10-ounce (2 dozen)_-_-- 14, 050 74, 575 46, 328 246, 138 2, 606 13, 030 96, 469 537, 085 
12-ounce: (2idozen) i222 | Boe a sb Se eee eee eeeae ee 512 2, 998 1, 595 12, 872 

Rotalet a= = aces 60, 564 | 319,037 | 321,751 | 1,658,494 | 35,005] 172,273 | 677,561 | 3, 721, 159 

Total (stand- | 
ard cases) 7___ GOn264 |e S04; 346 sie aes See sone Soy Oi See eee 654s 7oen |Home oe 

1 Includes the pack of 3-ounce cans, which have been coverted to the equivalent of 4-ounce cans. 
2 Standard case equals forty-eight 5-ounce cans. 

Comparative statistics of the pack of oysters, 1921 to 1925 

524, 544 2, 720, 073 

Year | Cases Value | Year Cases Value 

| | 

| 

I i Pee Sak SOE Spe Fae ee hs | 442, 086 SPO 7 Nga tel O24 Se So ee eee eng eee 447, 481 $2, 478, 044 
| LOD oat ees ee eae oe 654, 755 3, 721, 159 NO 2) mere ease 8 oS ae | 505, 973 2, 423, 616 

Note.—Cases are on the standard basis of forty-eight 5-ounce cans. 

Miscellaneous canned fish.—In addition to the products shown 
above, miscellaneous canned goods were packed in 1925, as follows: 
In Maine, Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, Oregon, and 
Alaska, 6,906,991 pounds of canned fish and terrapin, valued at $1,- 
221,820, and 608,611 pounds of canned fish roe and caviar, valued at 
$185,218; and in California, 58,021 cases of fish cakes, abalone, and 
squid, valued at $258,118; making a total of $1,665,159 worth of 
miscellaneous canned goods not mentioned elsewhere. 

BY-PRODUCTS 

The total value of by-products, including the products of the 
menhaden and whaling industries, amounted to $14,600,198 in 1925 
made up of the following items: Fish and whale oils, 13,287,076 wale 
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lons, valued at $6,500,191; fish, whale, and shrimp scrap, meal, and 
bran to the value of $4,650,635; shell by-products, 295,149 tons, 
valued at $2,382,731; fish glue, 510,816 gallons, valued at $589,064; 
and miscellaneous by-products to the value of $477,577. The value 
of the by-products has increased considerably in recent years, the 
figures being as follows: 1921, $8,851,827; 1922, $11,390,693; 1923, 
$12,634,590: 1924, $10,308,990; and 1925, $14,600,198. 

Production of various by-products, 1925 

North Carolina, 
Maine, Massachusetts) Maryland and Hi soe 

Products Spial Nae SOE Virginia pene: and Louisiana 
orida 

ws on 4 | 

Fish scrap and meal: Quantity Value | Quantity) Value | Quantity) Value Quantity 
Dneds-- = = tons__ 3, 891 $196, 262 1 AG55)| $48, 97 2G 8 Se ee ee ee 
Acidulated---do_--- 310 7, 016 
Pomace=--=2-= adoz=2. 2, 461 5, 364 

Ou: 
Herring__--. gallons__ 64, 444 23, 279 
Spermes2. 2: don 12, 600 6, 300 
Cod liver, crude 

gallons__ 138, 345 83).268).| 2 oe | ee ie See A a 
Miscellaneous do___- 958 699 | 3,750 | 1,500 | 21,351 |p gills sa2|ee0 al eee gael eee % 

Liquid glue_____-- do___-| 510,816 589064 Es 2 Seay oe ae ea ee eee -_ 
Miscellaneous by-prod- 
ucts eee pounds_-_} 2, 909, 608 217,951 | 100,000} 10,000 | 281,796 | 41,710 | 2,142,000 | $31,394 

Moteiome see. bes) 2024 baa 1,20/203)\-- - 223s 72 Aeal| eo. eae 53,242 |...) 81,808 

; al 23 | 

. Alaska, Washington, | Indiana and Wis- 
Products Oregon, and California consin Total 

Fish scrap and meal: Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value 
i 34, 210 | $1,735, 804 39, 566 | $1, 981, 03% 

ee eee ene Meee 310 7, 016: 
: 3, 016 5, 477 9, 414 

Oil: 
Salmon==3>== gallons__ 224, 516 224, 516 85, 562. 
Sardine_-_- do____| 3,120, 048 3, 120, 048 ik oe 753- 
ANGINA ee a oe loo 542 57, 825 57, 825 4,717 
Herning ose Comat eaoolvelon 2, 442, 527 fe 034 071 
Wihale-2 32. 2- do___-| 1,076, 148 1, 076, 148 624, 854 
Sperm==- 22 doses 132, 450 145, 050 60, ABT 
Cod liver, crude _- 2100) ga4| Sass nseee 138, 345 83, 268- 
Miscellaneous - --------- dons 28, 119 : 59, 509 27, 703. 

Wiquids glial sere sea Got Ses 32 so Mer ss eee ee US fee Age h EES 510, 816 589, 064 
Miscellaneous by-products! | 

ila es Sader ech ay ep ee pounds_-_ 982, 549 6, 415, 953 509, 235. 

otal: = 20 2s- so ee EE | 50065060) Sareea en OO) =e ene 6, 594, 852: 

1 Includes shark hides, fins, and meat, herring skins and scales, stearine, isinglass, agar-agar, fish flour 
whale meat, and whale tails, and 1,079 tons of shrimp bran, valued at $31,658. The bran was produced. 
mainly in Louisiana. 

Note.—The oils produced on the Pacific coast are reported in ‘‘Trade”’ gallons (74% pounds), and those- 
produced on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts are reported in United States gallons (about 7.74 pounds). 

Fish oils—The production of fish and whale oils in 1925 amounted. 
to 13,287,076 gallons, valued at $6,500,191, as follows: Menhaden, 
6,023, 108 gallons, valued at $3, Oot, 106; herring, 2,442,527 gallons,. 
valued at $1,034,071; sardine, 3 120, 048 gallons, Salued of $1,568,758 5 
ane: fish oils, 480, 195 eallons, valued at $211,250; and whale and. 
sperm oil, 1,221, 198 gallons, valued at $685,011. The 1925 produc- 
tion was considerably above the normal for recent years because of 
the greatly increased quantities of sardine and herring oils produced. 
on the Pacific coast. 
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Production of fish and whale oils, 1921 to 1925 

Year Menhaden Herring Sardine 

Gallons Value Gallons Value Gallons Value 
TIS PLS » BA pase a eee aes 6, 260, 478 | $1, 719, 892 112, 838 $26, 735 170, 977 $35, 760 
IMPs Ble oe a ee Ue SAS 7, 102, 677 2, 904, 833 450, 362 150, 144 428, 859 145, 668 
SOUS eee SOE ke ATE IR ORS Pad 7,461,365 | 3,316, 277 945, 424 384, 053 966, 247 424, 103 
J es TS ed eee a te oe 3, 923, 904 | 1,817,626 | 1,324, 002 571,399 | 2,338, 711 1, 076, 903 
OD pee eee ee eee 6, 023,108 | 3,001,106 | 2,442,527 | 1,034,071 | 3,120, 048 1, 568, 753 

Year Other fish oils Whale and sperm Total 

Gallons Value Gallons Value | Gallons Value 
1 O7ISee ls Boe) Le eee 378, 887 (1) 523, 101 (1) 7, 446, 281 $2, 078, 670 
5 ODD tape on OF SEA ae ee eee 306, 430 145, 401 2, 247, 145 884, 714 | 10, 535, 473 4, 230, 760 
SEG DS tales 2 pe NE 443, 935 187, 877 1, 556, 830 791, 884 | 11, 373, 801 5, 104, 194 
BG DA ee ee ee eres 381, 832 184, 534 1, 242, 836 661, 271 9, 211, 285 4, 311, 733 
aL Dy ae ee can OS ee ae 480, 195 211, 250 1, 221, 198 685, O11 | 13, 287, 076 6, 500, 191 

1 Data not available. 

Fish scrap and meal.—The total value of scrap and meal of all 
kinds produced in 1925 was $4,650,635, made up as follows: Dried 
scrap and meal, 69,733 tons, valued at $3,500,496; acidulated scrap, 
41,773 tons, valued at $1,109,067 ; crude or green scrap, 5,477 tons, 
valued at $9,414; and shrimp bran, 1,079 tons, valued at $31,658. A 
large portion of the dried and acidulated scr ap was produced in the 
menhaden industry, and the whaling industry also contributed 
largely to the dried-scrap production. 

2 

Comparative statistics of the production of scrap and meal from fish (includ- 
ing menhaden), whale, and shrinp 

Year | Dre sctap and | Acidulated scrap | Ct ee Shrimp bran Total 

| 

| | 
| Tons | Value | Tons Value Tons Value Tons Value Value 

HODES Eee SSeS | 60,031 | $2,613,361 | 44,454 | $895,140 | 2,160 | $31,827 628 | $16,814 | $3, 557, 142 
DIG Dy geome its we | 89,459 | 3, 755, 787 | 25, 712 555, 973 433 9, 519 562 | 15,398 | 4,336, 677 
1923 seam tee | 66,088 | 3, 286, 504 | 44,935 | 1,064,870 | 1,593 | 13,721 | 1,269 | 48,290 | 4,413,385 
IG 77 eee eas ee | 51,855 | 2,370,237 | 24, 963 | 504, 639 | 3, 543 6, 262 936 | 31,580 | 2,912, 718 
IPAS Sa liao tS | 69, 733 | 3, 500, 496 41, 773 | 1,109,067 | 5,477 9,414 | 1,079 | 31,658 | 4, 650, 635 

Fish glue—In 1925, the production of fish glue was 510,816 
gallons, valued at $589,064. The production of this commodity has 
increased appreciably, as may be seen from the following figures on 
the production for the last five years: 

| 
Year Gallons | Value | | Year Gallons | Value 

| 

1924 
1925 

347,048 | $364,415 || 
323,003 | 278, 424 | 
465,814 | 680, 054 | 

| 

502,940 | $550,391 
510,816 | 589, 064 

Shell by-products—In 1925 there were produced 226 ne tons of 
crushed oyster shell for poultry grit, valued at $2,075,057; 67,818 
tons of oyster-shell lime, valued at $303, 261; and 360 tons of crushed 
marine clam shells, valued at $4,413; a ‘total of 295,149 tons of shell 
products, valued at $2,382,731. 
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Production of shell products, 1925 

| 
| Connecticut ' North Caro- 

“ New Jersey | Rhode Island, y | aaa lina, South 
Products aaatal INGHF pag Berusy! Maryland Virginia Car olina, 

York | and Georgia 

Crushed oyster shell: | Tons| Value | Tons | Value | Tons | Value | Tons | Value | Tons| Value 
Poultry grit-.--------| 1,697) $21,712] 9, 667| $114, 541) 63, 709) $643, 889} 24, 872) $264, 705 7,307/$79, 763 
Me 22a te eee ES 466} 2,073) 3, 242) 15, 388) 27,488} 76,747) 27,134) 188,475 1, 565] 10,308 

Total 22s ae 2,163) 23. 785! 12 209 129, 929) 91,197) 720. 636) 52,006) 453,180 8, 872) 90,071 
| 

Products rer orcaae Mississippi Louisiana Texas Total 

Crushed oyster shell: Tons | Value| Tons | Value | Tons | Value | Tons| Value | Tons Value 
Poultry grit_..------ 11, 752 $97, 593) 32, 283'$288, 845) 71, 384 $526, 834) 4, 300] $37,175) 226, 971 $2, 075, 057 
I Dited( eo ae eee fee | 1,780) 2,078) 1,548 1,172 4, 145) 5, 670 500. 1,350| 67,818 303, 261 

Po tal; set sue ey | 13, 482) 99, 671} 33, 831| 290, 017) 75, 529 532, 504) 4,800} 388,525) 294, 789) 2,378, 318 

Note.—In addition to the above, there were produced elsewhere 360 tons of crushed marine clam shells, 
valued at $4,413. ~ 

Comparative statistics of oyster shell by-products, 1921 to 1925 

Year Crushed oyster shell Oyster-shell lime Total 

Tons Value Tons Value Value 
185.474 | $1, 759, 120 73, 764 $502, 634 $2, 261, 754 
236, 021 2, 005, 838 93, 168 431, 213 2, 437, 051 
224, 983 1, 986, 249 83, 808 372, 286 2, 358, 585 
219, 211 2, 019, 254 70, 269 336, 384 2, 355, 638 
226, 971 2, 075, 057 67, 818 303, 261 2, 378, 318 

Menhaden industry—The menhaden industry recovered to some 
extent from the slump it experienced in 1924, its production in 1925 
being as follows: Dried scrap and meal, 30 167 tons, valued at 
$1, 519, 458; acidulated scrap, 41,463 tons, valued at $1,102,051; oil, 
6,023,108 callons, valued at $3, 001 LOG; a total: of Sp, 622 G15 worth 
of products. 

Products of the menhaden industry, 1925 

Connecticut, New 
Products York, and New Delaware Virginia 

Jersey 

Quantity | Value | Quantity | Value Quantity Value 
Fish utilized: Menhaden_----- number--| 113, 544, 000)-------- 78, 619, 000}---------| 246, 083, 000] ---------- 

Products: pl 
Dry scrap and meal_._-------- tons-- S21 $36; O45|e2-e_ = = ER eo 18, 049) $939, 585 
Acidulated scrap__.----------- dos 10, 822] 283, 942 7, 541! $213, 894] Ans Pe ee 
Oil 2S ee eee eee gallons--| 1,018, 179] 516, 171 853, 470) 427,650] 2, 646, 780} 1,319, 695 

Tots wae cee eee eee re | ce 8875055 eee GAN 54 | 2s eee ere 2, 259, 280 

c Georgia, Florida, 
Products North Carolina ict onas Total 

Quantity Value | Quantity Value Quantity Value 
Fish utilized: Menhaden___---- number_|210, 871, 000)----- ----|145, 089, 000)--------- 1794, 206, 000|-------=-- 

Products: 
Dry scrap and meal]__.-------- tons-- 5, 526) $266. 055 5, 771| $276, 873 2 30, 167/$1, 519, 458 
Acidulated scrap_._.---------- dons 17, 600} 455, 725 5, 500) +148, 500 41, 463) 1, 102, 051 
(0) 1 ae ee ee eS gallons--| 1, 137,694) . 570, 011 366, 985} 167, 579 6, 028, 108) 3, 001, 106 

Total (Soa ses 2 ee eee noses eee 201 AON | ae 6925/952(- aera 5, 622, 615 

1 476,524,000 pounds. 
2 Of this quantity, 4,280 tons, valued at $256,910, were reported as fish meal. 
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Comparative statistics of the products of the menhaden industry, 1921 to 1925 

Year Dried scrap and meal Acidulated scrap Oil Total 

Tons Value Tons Value Gallons Value Value 
PAN a eee ae Se 37, 858 | $1, 380, 455 44, 804 $905, 640 6, 260, 478 | $1, 719, 892 $4, 005, 987 
ThE? Sn ie 67, 821 2, 665, 441 25, 755 556, 317 7, 102, 677 2, 904, 833 6, 126, 591 
PR Seine OA ees 43, 452 2, 029, 406 44, 935 1, 064, 870 7, 461, 365 3, 316, 277 6, 410, 553 
TRE PA Ng a lo ees oe Port 21, 008 996, 866 24, 409 495, 684 3, 923, 904 1, 817, 626 3, 310, 176 
ile eS 30, 167 1, 519, 458 41, 463 1, 102, 051 6, 023, 108 3, 001, 106 5, 622, 615 

FOREIGN FISHERY TRADE 

The foreign trade in fishery products of the United States during 
1925 amounted to $70,293,263, of which $49,030,591 were the value of 
fishery products imported for consumption and $21,262,772 the value 
of exports of domestic fishery products. The imports consisted of 
263,330,035 pounds of edible fishery products valued at $29,059,225 
and nonedible products valued at $19,971,366, while the exports con- 
sisted mainly of edible products amounting to 160,859,863 pounds, 
valued at $20,734,584, and nonedible products valued at $528,188. 

Imports of edible fishery products consisted mainly of fresh and 
frozen fish that originated chiefly in Canada and Mexico, and of 
salted, dried, smoked, and pickled fish. Canned fish followed next 
and consisted principally of canned sardines. The remaining im- 
ports were of canned or fresh shellfish and other products, such as 
fish roe and caviar. Imports of nonedible fishery products consisted 
mainly of fish and marine animal oils, pearls and imitation pearl 
beads, shells, sponges, and agar agar, given‘in order of importance. 

Exports consisted almost entirely of canned edible fishery products, 
mainly canned sardines and salmon, with other products in much 
smaller quantities. The Philippine Islands received 20.1 per cent 
of the canned sardines; Straits Settlements, 19.6 per cent; Argentina, 
13.8 per cent; Dutch East Indies, 8.8 per cent; and Mexico 3.8 per cent. 
The United Kingdom purchased 46.7 per cent of the canned salmon ; 
Philippine Islands, 13.9 per cent; Canada, 4.7 per cent; Mexico, 3.7 
per cent; and Belgium, 1.8 per cent. Exports of nonedible fishery 
products consisted solely of shell and pearl buctons, unmanufactured 
shells, sponges, and fish oils. 

The ratio of imports to exports of the quantity of fresh and frozen 
fish is 95 to 10; salted, dried, smoked, and pickled, 54 to 10; fish 
canned or packed in oil, 10 to 43; shellfish canned or fresh, 21 to 10; 
and other fish products, 10 to 13. The most striking feature of a 
digest of import and export statistics is the fact that while the 
United States produces about 40,000,000 pounds of fish and marine 
animal oils annually, this amount seems insufficient to supply the 
demand. As a consequence the imports»of these products are 123 
times greater than the exports. At the same time large quantities of 
waste fish and offal from the fishing industry continue to be available 
as a source of oil that possibly could be diverted to this trade. 

Iollowing are tables showing the amount and value of the foreign 
trade in fishery products by the United States for 1924 and 1925 and 
a comparison table for 1925. 
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Imports for consumption and domestic exports of fishery products, 1925, and 
ratio comparisons 

Ratio of imports to Item Imports Exports exports 

Edible fishery products: 
Fish, fresh, frozen, or Pounds Value Pounds Value Quantity | Value 
packed in! ice. 2.5 100, 066, 962 | $7, 763, 320 10, 516, 636 | $1, 164, 121 95:10 67:10 

Fish, salted, dried, smoked, 
On pickled 2:32 sae 112, 543, 769 | 9, 780, 799 20, 724,350 | 2, 921, 704 54:10 33:10 

Fish, canned or packed in 
Olle See eens 27, 472, 262 | 4, 958, 763 118, 249, 718 | 14, 666, 544 10:43 10:30 

Shellfish, canned or fresh___| 22,834,758 | 6,171, 677 10, 846, 588 1, 871, 772 21:10 33:10 
Other fish products, roe, 

CConiAbEhe, (HO es Soe 412, 284 384, 666 522, 571 110, 443 10:13 35:10 

Total t= $5 aoe eed 263, 330, 035 | 29, 059, 225 160, 859, 863 | 20, 734, 584 16:10 14:10 

Nonedible fishery products: | j 
Fish and marine animal 
OLS ee ee a ee 75, 746, 068 | 6, 716, 223 614, 274 115, 078 | 1, 230:10 584:10 

Alliotherstass =e ote eee eek. ee 1S 5255; 143) se cee ee ee AVSe TL Om ese eek ee 321:10 

WRotalessren 542 ee S elo s Seen eee LO} OTIAS66R ESSER ee eee 528 0188 | cee 378:10 

Grand totale 2 5e= esto eee ee 49, 030, 591 ae PAN PASI NTA ep syne co 23:10 

1 Gallon of fish or marine animal oil calculated at 7.5 pounds. 

EHexports of domestic fishery products, 1924 and 1925 

Item 1924 1925 

Fish, fresh, frozen, or packed in ice: Quantity Value Quantity Value 
Salm on 5292208 Sn se Se oh ad Gi Ee eel pounds__ 3, 633, 798 $503, 255 4, 233, 549 $502, 007 
Other freshish= 2 se oe ee dos 9, 833, 859 1, 036, 695 6, 283, 087 662, 114 

TP Oba = ot res PSS Rs een ey ot Goss 13, 467, 657 1, 539, 950 10, 516, 636°) 1, 164, 121 

Fish, salted, dried, smoked: 
SO GLEU IEE EMLaae EL Lae eke h sates. Dev neue doses |e sigan 472, 875 4, 381, 744 537, 815 
Haddock, hake, and pollock________-____ doze 2, 660, 160 196, 211 3, 163, 658 277, 948 
Lernin gs Wee vie nea See ee Be do_._-| 2,113, 582 114, 792 3, 442, 340 212, 331 
Salmon, smoked or dry-cured____________ dols=s 1, 829, 503 393, 429 1, 650, 740 341, 106 
Other= 2 Fee ea Ree dos. 2, 699, 974 197, 158 1, 716, 468 132, 875 

Totals’. 2 6 eset) ee ee PeE 2 eeeeet douse 13, 421, 340 1, 374, 465 14, 354, 950 1, 502, 075 

Fish, pickled: 
Salton eee 2a ee eS a ee doses 5, 365, 400 | 1, 298, 371 4, 748, 600 1, 298, 941 
OTe ee aes Sees ate ee ene ee doze 1, 763, 000 133, 593 1, 620, 800 125, 688 

MOtalseGe © oe he ae eR eee ple do____| 7,128,400 | 1, 431, 964 6,369,400 | 1, 419, 629 

Fish, canned: 
BSalimont 2 2oaksl) SSEr Re eRe eee OR ater dos. 67, 013, 369 | 9, 667, 126 53, 293, 716 9, 061, 578 
Sardines?=.4 0 9-228) Se ae ee es doles 51, 260, 836 | 4, 278, 547 62, 754, 826 5, 301, 178 
DUN a= = 2 sae eee Le ee Mae mba dos 138, 787 42. O27 noe =e eee 
Other 2c eis ee ees be Sees doh 2, 148, 323 214, 977 2, 201, 176 303, 788 

Motall AK = eS pF Ae a See do_.__| 120,561,315 | 14,203,577 | 118,249,718 | 14, 666, 544 

Shellfish: 
Oysters, canned or fresh________-_-___-_- dos=2 5, 267, 564 631, 7600) ffate i ee 
Canned! 3) Sri AS 720 a STIG ORG |S ae eos | Ee ean eae 4, 084, 907 939, 486 
Notieanned a2 fiie 9 Pp bs SP ob8 ee A dee ees ORs |e RE aia 6, 761, 681 932, 286 
Other shellfish AOTOVS6Sa|. Ti O2H 1358 yl =a ace eee eel ee 

Totals Ove SEC ee ee raye dos 9, 346, 932 1, 657, 118 10, 846, 588 1, 871, 772 

Otherfishyproducisis se a ee ee ee dos2=: 590, 066 1138, 068 522, 571 110, 443 

Motal edible products:_- 2.2. - 2s do____| 164,515,710 | 20,320,142 | 160,859,863 | 20, 734, 584 

MISH OS fee ets ee Eilat 3 ee donee 870, 887 130, 864 614, 274 115, 078 

Buttons, pearonsnellaeees bee eee gross__ 428, 993 141, 325 408, 774 193, 772 
Shells, unmanufactured______.-_-_.__--_-- pounds __ 935, 383 82, 269 1, 326, 064 97, 240 
Spongeshs= 12_ Pike pees eet Sea ss tie - dost 175, 029 175, 346 98, 055 122, 098 

"Potals)'S 2 eee, Se 2e Ma ie ee epee eee, ho eee Ties ae eS eres 3984940) 2s 2. Es 413, 110 

Total NonedIble Products = eae ee | eee 520; 04a | 222 eer 528, 188 

Grand: tovalis.cb si. ere ee eS ee a ee 20,/849::046 "| baas >a ee 21, 262, 772 
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Imports of fishery products entered for consumption, 1924 and 1925 

1924 1925 

Item 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Edible fishery products: 
Fish, fresh, frozen, or packed in ice— 

Cod, haddock, hake, and pollock------- pounds _- 874, 583 $47,047 | 1, 238, 452 $61, 940 
CIS Sy So a Se ee ee See ee se dGne== 589, 069 63, 216 798, 570 113, 910 
Fresh-water fishes 41, 573,994 | 3,329,836 | 40, 358, 560 | 3, 720, 236 
Halibut 5, 029, 659 653, 299 3, 740, 015 465, 035 
Herring 1, 195, 592 62, 199 2, 386, 842 121, 676 
Herring (fresh sea) do_-__-} 19, 063, 632 275, 134 | 16, 335, 323 213, 764 
Mackerel 6, 595, 775 485, 341 4, 404, 097 302, 204 
Salmons ote See de here Soe Pe ree ae =2d0___-| 8)327,/010 949,226 | 6, 459, 167 740, 433 
Smelts 6, 783, 884 981, 544 | 6,669,087 | 877, 924 
Swordfish 619, 194 112, 384 492, 151 78, 386 
(Pung acest 2 32S oe ee oe eee ee eee «| 5, 033,-421 220,172 | 10, 444, 220 491, 318 
Other dutiable .| 14,353, 459 | 1,072,332 | 6,740,478 | 576, 494 

ROCA =. 4 eee Ree A Se Eee do_-_-_/110, 039, 272 | 8, 251,730 |100, 066, 962 | 7, 763, 320: 

Fish, salted, dried, smoked, or pickled— 
C@odMdried.) oS seo a eee do___-| 27,580,514 | 2, 258,335 | 26, 862, 736 | 2, 454, 238 
Hinwanthad dimes oss 5k: Soe aor do____| 1, 232, 405 114, 242 936, 353 80, 820: 
Hakeand: pollock. dmed ===) -3 =. == doz== 623, 513 40, 082 698, 956 46, 479 
Herring, dried or smoked______-___-_-_-_-_- doz 850, 483 ! 52,905 | 1,107, 542 69, 683 
Herring, pickled or salted___-___-.__-_----- do___-| 47,156,537 ; 2,901, 004 | 35,590, 438 | 2, 434, 667 
Herring, smoked, skinned, or boned_--_-__- dose 355, 618 44, 214 561, 877 §1, 928 
Mackerel, pickled or salted_______________- do____| 11, 209, 528 984, 277 | 13, 494, 366 | 1, 044,118 
Salmon.dried = 225235" 2---' Ss a ee doka=- 3, 944 861 6, 661 1, 267 
Saimon, kippered, smoked, salted, pickled, or 
otherwise prepared__.._._..-----.----- pounds_-| 1, 669, 907 277,905 | 1,137,151 166, 407 

Other kippered, smoked, salted, pickled, or 
otherwise prepared fish not elsewhere speci- 
cL koe, ile es es oe pounds__| 2, 851, 362 324, 403 | 3,376,852 | 396, 809 

‘Otbendnedsfish 2a.) 28) 558 Seat ee ae oe do____| 3, 966, 716 503, 180 6, 049, 707 816, 728. 
Others, in bulk or in packages_-_________--- do___-| 23,541,940 | 2,364,130 | 22,721,130 | 2, 207, 655 

ROTA Ses a hee eee ae Se eS do____|121, 042, 467 9, 865, 538 |112, 543, 769 | 9, 780,799 

Fish packed in oil or other substances— 
Sardines ects we ews: wig el Pee wees 25,617,491 | 4,255,689 | 20, 180, 843 | 3,590, 012 
All others 8, 630, 332 | 1,593,987 | 7,291,419 | 1,368, 751 

HINO be eestor ae eet geen te Le do____| 34, 247,823 | 5, 849, 676 | 27,472, 262 | 4, 958, 763 

Fish roe, frozen, prepared, or preserved— 
(Caivigneer: sosits ies hook Soa eat ee do___-| 259, 304 350, 233 158,734 | 322, 428 
Other fish roe, preserved__--_-.-_---------- dozas 252, 670 60, 682 253, 550 62, 238 

Ota == ase ie a oe See Mee ees fo Koes 511, 974 410, 915 412, 284 384, 666 

Shellfish— 
Grabs s sas ee ee res ee doe=== 156, 829 31, O11 34, 601 3, 105 
Crab meat packed in ice, frozen, or otherwise 
prepared or preserved pounds__| 5,167,087 | 1,781,412 | 8,332,699 | 2,818, 299 

ODStErs; \CalNe Gass ena sen oe ee do___-| 1,747, 990 906, 745 | 1,282, 513 819, 048 
Lobsters, fresh, frozen, packed in ice or prepared 

or preserved in any manner (not specially pro- 
5706 CeyG Lat) e)) ae he eS Se ke pounds__| 4,985,583 | 1,178,424 | 6,998,997 | 1, 585, 843 

Bur iles eee aS Bs ee ee eS Sa ee oT doss=s 694, 811 46, 641 643, 315 40, 391 
Other shellfish and shrimp______-_-_-_-___- Gos s2|16, 210,700 974, 647 | 5,442, 633 904, 991 

NG Gales seer arta dC tt Mian Wenn een POT do_...| 19,023,067 | 4,898, 880 | 22, 834,758 | 6,171, 677 

Total edible fishery products_---___-_--- do____|284, 864, 603 | 29, 276, 739 |263, 330, 035 |29, 059, 225 
~S 
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Imports of fishery products entered for consumption, 1924 and 1925—Continued 

Item 

Nonedible fishery products: 
Fish and marine animal oils— 

Coda ss: o2 sa ete gallons __ 
Codzliver Gil. eer ee et ae eel doms=s 
Herring, menhaden, und sod oil___________- doses 
Other ‘fish: ous 22 (hea se eee ee eee 

Whale oil, sperm 
Wihaleoiltothene ess = <n Se es 

Pearls and imitation pearl— 
Pearls and parts, not strung or set ______ number_- 
Imitation half pearls and hollow or filled pearl 
without holes or with holes partly through 
eS ec Se eas oe ae a number_- 

Imitation solid pearls, wholiy or partly pierced, 
mounted or unmounted_-________-_-__ number-_- 

Imitation} peanwbeagshs.. 2.) == ee pounds_- 

TRO te etn ee oe eee ee ee ae 

Shells and buttons of pearl or shell— 
Shells, not manufactured— 

Green:smailishell es SP eae Goss 
Wother-of- peatline ens eee ee dors 
Alligthers! Bene ss se anes been aotee Been we do 

Shtellssmanufacturediss= =. ane ee domes 
Shell or pearl buttons— 

Rresh=waterso see eco. as ee eee gross__ 
Oceantortrochus: oe Soba See doves 
Button blanks, not turned, faced, or drilled 

i aneriay tien Tiers ey sales gee Aine Fa ou Yet A, gross __ 
Button blanks, not turned, faced, or drilled 

(from Philippine Islands). Sa oe gross__ 

LS Ryo) fe) Read ee ESS a RS ab Sh 

Sponges sea ee ee ee ee pounds _-_ 
Sponges (inom ua) eee eee eee Goz== 
Sponges (from Philippine Islands) -_-_--------- dosss= 
Sponges, manufactures of, not specially provided for 
ES SE SO ee I Ae ne een ees pounds__ 

Sponges, manufactures of, not specially provided for 
(fromt @ nay) se eee ee ree pounds_- 

Total. toe Ge 2 te ee ee ee dose 

SAI AY Ayre een aies on yeeent dee SALON ates eal eee eres A aous=s 
BN 001] OS:) 129 mt a eae ek a hel Fah sap rd Nee Th OE oes) 
Cuttlefish honet see ae dots 
Fish for purposes other than human consumption 
a a Tae ee Ae ee pena ee nan pounds_.- 

Wishiskins; TawsOM salted sss ee ee eee do 223 
Fish sounds, crude, dried, or salted for preservation 
jel h pike teh ee BRR UT kee Re oe pounds_-_ 

Sea grass, eelgrass, and sea weed, dyed or manufac- 
GUINO GSS See ee ee Re ee ed pounds _- 

Sealsking: Seis Oe eee ee re eee number_- 
Whalebone, unmanufactured_______________ pounds_- 
Whalebone, manufactures of_...____._-__--_-_- dors 

Total nonedible fishery products_______.-_-.-_-_-_-|-----__---_- 

Grand:totales 2s. a2 ee eae ee eee 

1924 1925 

Quantity Value Quantity | Value 

1, 915, 657 $940,762 | 1,755,070 | $864, 131 
930, 931 631,546 | 1, 220, 440 | 1, 055, 914 
601, 406 206, 688 567, 236 238, 468 
149, 673 46, 916 125, 798 41, 578 
483, 985 221, 030 364,893 | 187,718 
70, 492 37,538 258, 261 103, 863 

5,003,779 | 2,477,787 | 7,141,111 | 4, 224, 551 

9,155,923 | 4,562, 267 | 11, 432, 809 | 6, 716, 223 

679, 484 | 5,898,560 | 2,052,518 | 6,734, 149 

7, 774, 886 220,825 | 9,139,307 | 198, 107 

10, 727, 426 74,926 | 1,408, 156 24, 541 
1, 194,623 | 2, 269, 820 1, 613, 044 | 2, 169, 251 

SS tee 8, 464, 131 |_____-______] 9, 126, 048 

501, 096 73, 644 260, 588 26, 688 
7, 394,529 | 1,836,942 | 5,484,394 | 1, 707, 817 
1, 128, 999 239,521 | 1,116,934 | 194,186 

183, 174 96, 867 118,268 | 119, 505 

23, 251 7,181 20, 600 7, 057 
228, 134 71, 175 242, 623 83, 670 

4, 306 6, 468 1, 934 1,135 

1, 023, 228 411, 496 722, 223 316, 466 

Seo a 2, 748, 294 |___..__-_-_-| 2, 456, 524 

657, 831 266, 998 232, 969 241, 213 
631, 343 444, 539 663, 302 644, 671 

571 1, 248 2, 586 5, 628 

4, 788 5, 806 471 1, 818 

827 1, 291 694 1,178 

1, 295, 360 719, 882 900, 022 894, 508 

404, 640 403, 391 501, 226 461, 947 
107 29, 376 223 80, 365 

282, 389 38, 778 308, 441 46, 663 

1, 134, 925 23,907 | 2,491, 645 80, 499 
250, 202 6, 295 226, 892 7, 378 

159, 126 41, 266 151, 854 42, 263 

120, 926 26, 200 191, 227 41, 169 
90 1, 712 289 7, 253 

2, 675 1, 502 18, 945 10, 037 
167 626 220 489 

YG Ras ju ee eee es 778, 063 

i OG25621a| 25 soe 19, 971, 366 

CURR UL 0 el enemas So 49, 030, 591 
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COLD-STORAGE HOLDINGS OF FROZEN FISH IN 1925 

The statistics of the cold-storage holdings of frozen fish and the 
quantities of fish frozen are collected by the Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics, Department of Agriculture, and in 1925, as in previous 
years, were published monthly and distributed by ‘the Bureau of 
Fisheries. This regular, monthly cold-storage bulletin usually is 
in the hands of the trade by the 20th of each “month. To place the 
information at its disposal earlier, a comprehensive preliminary 
release is issued on the first of each month, showing the holdings of 
fish for the current month, the holdings for the corresponding month 
a year previous, and the amount frozen during the current month 
for 14 of the important commercial species. 

During 1925 there were 177 freezers and cold-storage establish- 
ments devoted wholly or in part to the storage of frozen fish. The 
holdings were somewhat less than during the ] previous year, varying 
between 22,441,873 pounds in the month of April and 61,849,359 
pounds in the month of November. The average monthly holdings 
during the year amounted to 44,084,251 pounds, as compared with 
45 040, 533 pounds in 1924, a decrease of 2.13 per cent. Compared 
with the 5 5-year average, the monthly holdings in 1925 were rather 
larger, being 6.55 per cent above the 5-year average. The holdings 
during the first seven months of 1925 were 1 to 18 per cent larger 
than in the same months the previous year, and during the last five 
months they were 2 to 15 per cent smaller. Compared with the 
5-year average, they were 7 to 27 per cent higher during the first 
wee months and 2 to 5 per cent lower during the last three months 
ef 1925. 

Comparative statement of cold-storage holdings of frozen fish in 1925 and 1924, 
and the 5-year average 

Incrase (++) or 
decrease (—) 

Month 1925 1924 Pe veut 
8 C Compared 

eT with 5-year 
average 

Pounds Pounds Pounds | Per cent Per cent 
JJanMAT ye oe bets So Jah ee OU ps 55, 307, 587 52, 627, 290 51, 267, 000 | +5. 09 +7. 88 
Mehran yarns oe et oe aoe ee eel. Tah 44, 034, 450 40, 420, 614 39, 053, 000 +8. 94 +12. 75 
iWearehi. 2222235 9ites2 Ue A ee 29, 864, 613 29, 570, 628 27, 027, 000 =. 99 +10. 49 
Ny 0) AE eee Se eae oe ee eee 22, 441, 873 21, 488, 525 19, 728, 000 +4. 44 +13. 75 
Vi Ae er sous Sa oe ee os oe reece 23, 749, 277 21, 839, 714 19, 477, 000 - +8. 74 +21. 93 
SUT CRAs ost he Rak Be ee ad 31, 979, 574 27, 115, 359 25, 161, 000 +17. 93 +27. 10 
ANGI i EEE Soret ee a emer, es ree opt 40, 458, 169 36, 036, 010 33, 132, 000 =F12. 27 +22. 11 
SAT UISE SS Sse bie aim, ts elope ees 47, 473, 515 49, 026, 140 42, 984, 000 eat +10. 44 
eptember aos els Te A ee 55, 446, 548 56, 606, 759 52, 347, 000 | —2. 05 +5. 92 
October: o-5sa 52 lee oh er See 58, 357, 764 67, 024, 996 61, 607, 000 | —12. 94 —5. 28 
November_____ SEE ee ES Bal eas 61, 849, 359 70, 405, 786%) 63, 429, 000 | —12. 16 —2. 49 
Decembersans- ae. #2 = shah ges ae 58, 048, 280 68, 324, 572 61, 255, 000 | —15. 05 =). 24 

Average for year 2-5. 2_-4--=-<- 44, 084, 251 45, 040, 533 41, 372, 060 | —2. 13 +6. 55 
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Holdings of frozen fish in the United States in 1925, by species, and a 5-year 
average, 1920 to 1924 

Month ended— 

Species 

Jan. 15 Feb. 15 Mar. 15 Apr. 15 May 15 June 15 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
Bluefish (all trade sizes)_...----- 287, 873 196, 732 67, 264 32, 193 48, 655 59, 715. 
Butterfish (all trade sizes)_______ 480, 051 365, 363 253,.329 94, 848 43, 106 154, 945 
@atfishs <82 els. «5 sore Y Nae rae 172, 927 101, 070 44, 661 38, 352 124, 441 131, 846. 
Ciscoes (including bluefin, 

blackfin, chub, lake herring, 
Cin CB) ee pee ae ee a eo Set 7, 623, 852 | 5, 830,439 | 3,887,880 | 2,067,075 | 1,315, 934 | 1, 008, 139 

Ciscoes (tullibees)_....._-.__---- 8538, 357 802, 336 985, 698 | 1, 046, 781 969, 132 883, 460 
Cod, haddock, hake, pollock -__- 795, 276 605, 187 509, 747 651, 339 796, 798 804, 987 
Croaker sweet estos tee ee 129, 765 89, 766 19, 123 3, 754 440, 435 478, 656 
Foun GEers=Ses> . Saree Seed ee 336, 226 245, 819 248, 923 274, 889 489, 348 608, 082 
Halibut (all trade sizes) _-______- 8, 507,465 | 5,740,740 | 4,108,588 | 4,402,656 | 5,179,520 | 7, 206, 590 
Herring, sea (including alewives 

andijbluebacks) 222-2222) 225222 3, 776, 670 | 3,827,486 | 2, 132, 352 828, 312 785, 586 819, 447 
ILD Tino tp ow oe ea SENT Des 1,610,461 | 1, 235, 694 773, 277 410, 344 417,885 | 556,574 
Mackerel (except Spanish) _____- 3, 241, 991 2, 483, 916 1, 553, 862 854, 320 711, 726 | 2, 456, 607 
Pike perches and pike or pickere}_| 1, 324,993 | 1, 016, 647 618, 509 324, 360 722, 773 | 1,199, 810 
Sablefish (black cod) ---_.-___--- 1, 038, 382 678, 031 872, 163 592, 085 568, 261 224, 954 
Salmon, silver and fall_________- 4, 126, 643 3, 476, 931 1, 940, 826 1, 097, 303 846, 995 | 1, 184, 307 
Salmon, steelhead trout _________ 310, 609 267, 091 247, 745 174, 789 96, 966 108, 492 
Salmon falliothert sss ae 4, 886, 949 3, 948, 546 2, 022, 251 2, 836, 151 2, 617, 159 | 2, 908, 282: 
Scup (porgies) = ee 65, 835 24, 076 10, 047 38, 679 80, 074 401, 133. 
Shad and shad roe__________-__- 718, 394 739, 288 522, 909 474, 252 611, 105 762, 217 
Shellfish? = 7s a Se 1, 278, 772 1, 227, 341 1, 018, 057 702, 089 656, 750 667, 756 
Smelts, eulachon, ete___________- 522, 242 503, 278 747, 700 862, 171 779, 707 765, 386: 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’____- 306, 138 164, 144 33, 315 13, 214 152, 634 263, 473: 
Squid i222 sere ties Se ee 1, 532, 879 | J, 238, 888 840, 105 199, 876 574, 235 | 1, 764, 218 
Sturgeon and spoonbill cat _____- 497, 454 466, 696 303, 490 244, 440 273, 737 306, 296 
Suckers! 1.3.-2- 3 Fee ee 42, 107 40, 059 49, 993 31, 448 29, 983 32, 458 
MWihi te fishin vee ee eae ey 1, 951, 795 1, 745, 562 1, 743, 448 1, 294, 723 1, 224, 435 | 1, 132, 629 
Wihitin sseb ro epee Sheth vent 2, 780,416 | 2, 296,944 | 1, 334, 682 827, 252 848, 234 | 2, 033, 689 
Miscellaneous frozen fish________ 6,113,065 | 4,676,380 | 2,974,669 | 2,059,178 | 2,343,723 | 3, 060, 426 

MOUS G2 bas een eee eee 55, 307, 587 | 44, 034, 450 | 29, 864, 613 | 22, 441,873 | 23, 749, 277 |31, 979, 574 
Five-year average, 1920-1924_| 51, 268, 223 | 39, 050,563 | 27, 026,197 | 19, 727,173 | 19,475, 490 |25, 161, 374 

Month ended— > 

Species 

July 15 Aug. 15 Sept. 15 Oct. 15 Nov.15 | Dec. 15 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
Bluefish (all trade sizes)_.__.___- 135, 699 95, 285 103, 139 335, 288 474, 565 547, 724 
Butterfish (all trade sizes)______-_ 275, 866 387, 932 715, 684 1, 294, 183 1, 247, 847 | 1, 056, 582 
Catfish Fates Aa est aes 151, 328 111, 904 110, 507 95, 055 105, 863 82, 448 
Cisecoes (including bluefin, 

blackfin, chub, lake herring, 
CLC) ae eee 746, 398 833, 540 684, 706 539, 609 | 1, 541, 644 | 3,180, 117 

Ciscoes (tullibees)_-___--_______- 853, 362 824, 855 764, 274 573, 041 510, 488 451, 232 
Cod, haddock, hake, pollock ___- 820, 537 926,122 | 1, 582, 536 1, 564, 557 1, 523, 124 | 1, 104, 155 
@ronlers: tai Sie Bay 1,118,090 | 1,218,590) 1,111,570 866, 730 775, 331 534, 764 
Blownders-. ee ee Eee 691, 28] 745, 878 | 824, 185 775, 410 710, 311 647, 035 
Halibut (all trades sizes) ________ 8, 448, 458 9, 752, 570 | 10, 616, 852 | 10,995, 236 | 9, 400, 480 | 7, 038, 674 
Herring, sea (including alewives | 

and bluebacks).22--2-.-222. 2. 1, 109, 606 991,553 | 2,018,314 | 2,481,383 | 2,951,672 | 3, 253, 802 
ake trout 22 ce ss Ree ees 746, 417 819, 352 840, 348 987, 468 1, 850, 380 | 2, 148, 548 
Mackerel (except Spanish) _____- 2,880,270 | 4,596,567 | 6, 867, 043 7, 643, 4382 6, 910, 402 | 5, 342, 937 
Pike perches and pike or pickerel | 1, 000, 495 825, 002 716, 983 863, 897 | 2,952,476 | 3, 842, 287 
Sablefish (black cod) -_-________-_| 532, 061 851, 587 | 1, 082, 614 1, 601, 240 2, 145, 559 | 2,153, 802 
Salmon, silver and fall__________| 1,558,764 | 2,142,690 | 2,462,339 | 3,210,257 | 3,840,903 | 3,379, 724 
Salmon, steelhead trout _________ 331, 904 654, 497 652, 261 841, 464 730, 774 644, 580 
Salmon sallouhere—- = eas 3, 569, 736 | 4, 464, 728 5, 133, 344 5, 360, 481 5, 036, 230 | 4, 257, 296 
Scupk(porgies)@esessss oe 667, 853 736, 385 699, 321 672, 325 544, 926 419, 557 
Shadiandishadiroee a= esa 763, 710 749, 935 | 687, 870 734, 651 702, 123 672, 014 
Shellfish?= 222520) ae ereeere 637, 127 733, 080 | 795, 964 927, 355 1, 081, 106 | 1, 267, 692 
Smelts, eulachon, etc___________- 717, 405 568, 334 | 583, 681] 578, 451 582, 812 650, 393 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout”’ ____- 366, 233 481,108 | 1,029,771 | 1,638,534 | 1,615,814 | 1, 296, 381 
FS(ri bn Det eats eee Bien AR | 2,028,068 | 2,110,170 | 2,034,939 | 2,079,704 | 1,870,558 | 1, 597, 404 
Sturgeon and spoonbill cat _____- 365, 510 444, 625 408, 970 403, 623 376, 572 298, 560 
Suckerseaes = eee 30, 837 32, 906 34, 282 | 36, 467 43, 792 51, 104 
Whitefish 1, 282, 559 1, 373, 567 1, 393,188 | 1,327, 803 1, 907, 364 | 2,315, 779 
WD Ein pas ess ee ee caak 5, 208, 604 7, 065, 724 | 7, 022, 677 6, 700, 948 6, 773, 678 | 6, 144, 851 
Miscellaneous frozen fish_____-_- 3, 419, 991 2, 935, 029 | 4,469,186 | 3, 229, 172 3, 642, 565 | 3, 673, 838 

Mota sgl O25 = see eee 40, 458, 169 | 47,473, 515 | 55,446,548 | 58, 357, 764 | 61,849, 359 |58, 048, 280 
Five-year average, 1920-1924_| 33, 134,173 | 42, 984, 862 | 52, 346, 655 | 61, 605, 504 | 63, 428, 602 |61, 254, 199 
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QUANTITIES OF FISH FROZEN IN 1925 

During the year ended December 15, 1925, 91,165,068 pounds of 
fish were frozen, as compared with 97,324, 144 pounds in 1924, a de- 
crease of 6.3 per cent. The principal species frozen during the year 
were salmon (including steelhead trout), 12,153,515 pounds; halibut, 
12,041,155 pounds; whiting, 10,152,799 pounds: mackerel, 8,948,2 97 
pounds: ciscoes (including tullibees), 5,581,273 pounds: herring, 
5,264,269 pounds; and pike perch, pike, or picker el, 5,233,655 pounds. 
The smallest amount frozen during any one month was 2,193,421 
pounds, or 2.41 per cent of the total, in February; the largest amount 
frozen during any one month was 11,717,710 pounds, or 12.85 
cent of the ‘total, in November. The following tables give thé 
statistics of the quantities of fish frozen during the year 1925: 

Fish frozen monthly in 1925, by species, and in 1920-1924, by totals* 

Month ended— 

Species 

Jan.15 | Feb.15 | Mar.15 | Apr.15 | May 15 | June1d5 | July 15 

; Pounds | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds 
Bluefish (all trade sizes) _______-_ 94, 746 600, 14, 493 3, 810 11, 082 12, 512 41, 705 
Butterfish (all trade sizes) _-___- Tx B20 SA. Aas Re Se oe 1, 781 8,327; 146,666) 141, 856 
Watfish=otearcetbs 22 ee Se 6, 454 1, 577 7, 734 11, 127 98, 698 38, 594 50, 563 
Ciscoes (including  bluefin, 
eckiins chub, lake herring, 

CS) Late heres SEE Ne 1, 026, 651 90, 562 42,969} 149, 517 76, 309 94, 422 63, 018 
Chagas (Gullibees) E22 A20: =» 185, 599 91,457} 110,312 55, 955 36, 000 246 2, 618 
Cod, haddock, hake, pollock___- 134, 607 113, 170 175,122} 326, 679 315, 094 122, 485 105, 106 
Croakers SS es oe 25100| 2.2282. 6 414 1,500; 411,470 69, 399 395, 532 
Bl OMN Gers ates er ee ee 57, 168 21, 492! 37, 633 85, 394 211, 581 206, 834 117, 072 
Halibut (all trade sizes)_________ 453, 098 121, 227| 1, 533, 414| 1, 339, 498 869, 324! 1, 923, 334 1,344, 419 
Herring, sea (including ale- 

wives and bluebacks)___-_____ 150, 625} 421,342) 224, 231 9,096} 375,773) 244,624) 492, 886 
hake troute-2 ue See Te 217, 945 50, 653) 29, 884 12, 862 63, 460. 107,333, 142, 065 
Mackerel (except Spanish) ______ 90, 220 26, 640 48, 167 72, 251 101, 734| 1, 916, 341) 648, 501 
Pike perches and pike or pickerel) 321, 847 76, 174| 126, 076 65,421) 574, 547 ait 060, 59, 218 
Sablefish (black cod)___________ 72, 992 19, 359 54, 399 8, 718| 85, 920, 39, 786 387, 501 
Salmon, silver and fall__________ 154, 958 16, 651 68, 967 45,636) 141,587! 332, 156 446, 572 
Salmon, steelhead trout_________|---------- 23, 160 7, 600 16, 675 2; 933 19,670} 237, 511 
Salmon allouner 22. 22-225. 2 | 42, 896 10, 314 74, 452) 1, 288, 787| 87, 811 588, 269) 1, 040, 399 
SCups(pongies) sees 2 ee ee ee er eee Pt 0S OE ts [Se eee a 78, 885 338, 838) 353, 375 
Shadsand shad-noes. 222 | 620 1, 724 3, 540 21, 506) 91, 494 204, 954) 17, 865 
Shellifish=se ae 236, 627 117, 497 101, 149 82,051, 191, 345 143, 401 174, 639 
Smelts, eulachon, ete__________-_ 83, 747 34, 296, 42, 493 39, 366) 8, 918 22, 602 505 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’_____ ZOOL oe oe tee et ea en eae 142,615) 1381, 430 38, 001 
DS OUITCae Skee Resear ha cme nA aCe e Ne ats eo = 287 49, 120) 540| 499, 790 1, 277, 225 375, 289 
Sturgeon and spoonbill eat______ 19, 865 6, 579 14, 624 14, 553) 71, 215) 62, 226 107, 540 
ISTIC Kersh eee ans od es A 7, 635 2, 335 26, 850 973 464) 3, 178 223 
Ai Alot icy 04s) « Pages cho ee ee 79, 583 1038, 834 295, 701 186, 489 88, 131 65, 338 139, 987 
IG Gin oe BE Shi [Rae ly 12, 119 410, 386 178, 199) 74, 460 299, 991 1, 410, 344) 3, 657, 351 
Miscellaneous frozen fish_______ 470, 530 432, 105] 220,280 400,236) 913,059) — 800, 653| 640, 058 

| 

Total frozen fish, 1925_____ 3, 932, 553] 2, 193, 421) 3, 487, 823) 4, 314, 881) 5, 857, 557/10, 799, 920 11, 221, 375 
= 

Total frozen fish, 1924___________ 3, 179, 098] 2,440, 163| 2, 417,473) 2, 729, 366) 6, 040, 261) 8, 281, 516/11, 996, 011 
Total frozen fish, 1923__________- 2, 741, 538] 1, 662, 135) 1,412, 490, 1, 400, 078) 5, 026, 888) 7, 671, 127/11, 871, 645 
Total frozen fish, 1922___________ 2, 441, 892) 1, 452, 801) 1, 363, 942) 1, 496, 538) 1, 980, 435] ; 849, 537| 7, 376, 237 
Total frozen fish, 1921___.______- 4, 005, 000} 2, 843, 000) 1, 770, 000) 2, 413, 000 2, 698, 000; 9, 624, 0CO 10, 151, 000 
Total frozen fish, 192052 eee 2, 291, 082) 2, 273, 744| 2, 630, 482) 2 465, 375) 3, 687, 538 10, Oot, 367/12, 761, 791 

1 These figures have been revised in accordance with further reports received since original publication 
of data for the month. 
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Fish frozen monthly in 1925, by species, and in 1920-1924, by totals—Contd. 

Month ended— 

; Per cent Species Total | of total 
Aug. 15 | Sept.15 | Oct.15 | Nov. 15 | Dec. 15 

Pounds | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds 
Bluefish (all trade sizes) -__-___- 16, 638 28,708) 267, 703 74, 196 3,110) 569, 303 0. 62 
Butterfish (all trade sizes) _____- 113, 372 312, 835 640, 238 94, 069 53, 184) 1, 519, 648 1. 67 
CatfishieGh WO ee cae eae 3, 377 5, 861 8,587| 31,380 7,627| 271,579 30 
Ciscoes (including bluefin, 

blackfin, chub, lake herring, 
ete?) 4242 3 ee Eee 162, 156 66, 161 44, 388) 1, 091, 342) 1, 845, 344) 4, 752, 839 5,21 

Ciscoes (tullibees) .....------__- 8, 810 9, 634 182, 063 74, 192 71, 548 828, 434 OE 
Cod, haddock, hake, pollock___- 179, 369} 631,744) 226,930! 330,472} 120,641) 2, 781,419 3.05 
@roakersic 8 eee 157, 523) 122,773 2, 442 53, 899 4, 436] 1, 221, 488 1.34 
WIOUN GETS = ee nee eo ene eae 109, 843 120, 000 30, 359) 47, 527 78, 504) 1, 123, 407 1. 23 
Halibut (all trade sizes)_________| 1, 432, 984) 1,419,346) 729,794; 395,244) 479, 473/12, 041, 155 13. 21 
Herring, sea (including ale- 

wives and bluebacks)________- 158, 145) 1,017,650) 706,028) 959,502) 504, 367| 5, 264, 269 Sardits 
Lake trouteees= ee eke ST) 138,145) 112,811) 209,140) 790,488} 180,995) 2, 055, 781 2. 26 
Mackerel (except Spanish) _____ 1, 989, 476) 2,472,091) 952,611 401,849} 228,416) 8, 948, 297 9. 82 
Pike perches and pike or pickerel 99, 413 99, 584) 230, 277| 2,187,898) 916, 140) 5, 233, 655 5. 74 
Sablefish (black cod)__________- 347,438) 274,830) 625,904] 557,624) 144,575) 2, 619, 046 2. 87 
Salmon, silver and fall__________ 777, 276 436, 788 949, 721 966, 997 211, 148) 4, 548, 457 4.99 
Salmon, steelhead trout__....__.| 610,097) 373,104) 128,974 33, 621 28, 033) 1, 481, 378 1. 62 
Salmon alltotberssse ae 1, 057, 206} 812,276) 517,354) 515, 532 88, 384, 6, 123, 680 6. 72 
Scup (porpies) eee een 112, 047 2, 148 12, 612 123 1,500} 899, 528 99 
Shad and shad roe____-________- 4, 587 137 133 2, 187 2,500; 351, 247 . 39 
Shelitishtwegessco we ee ee 221,882) 278,222) 324,423) 311,678) 273,704) 2, 456, 618 2. 69 
Smelts, eulachon, ete__________- 4, 380 21, 288 18, 359 47, 988 26,738) 350, 680 38 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’_____ 149, 443) 465,966; 650, 306 66, 415 650) 1, 647, 427 1. 81 
Squid nee Bere are ae 216,097; 211,870} 220,497 65, 909 98, 769} 3, 015, 393 83h. 
Sturgeon and spoonbill cat_____- 100, 761 67, 699 85, 917 50, 722 2,408) 604, 109 . 66 
SUGKers® pests sent ee Be 2, 455 2, 847 2, 962 8, 276 12, 801 70, 999 . 0& 
Wihitetishe == 8 =e ee 45, 874 42, 772 11,032} 642,339) 155,918) 1, 856, 998 2. 04. 
Whiting? 2b are = ae eee 2, 223,927| 268,757! 253,495} 973,701) 390, 069/10, 152, 779 TAS 
Miscellaneous frozen fish________! 459, 266) 1,916,761} 560,782} 942,540) 619, 165) 8,375, 435 9.19 

Total frozen fish, 1925_____ 10, 901, 987/11, 594, 663) 8, 593, 031/11, 717, 710) 6, 550, 147/91, 165, 068 100. 00 
a eS ee ee ee 

Total frozen fish, 1924___________ 15, 541, 641|10, 585, 272/14, 877, 934/10, 854, 873) 8, 380, 536/97, 324, 144).________ = 
Total frozen fish, 1923__________- 13, 943, 978|16, 417, 13212, 511, 606) 6, 951, 639) 9, 938, 387/91, 548, 643}_.-_______ 
Total frozen fish, 1922___________ 9, 121, 160 10, 826, 942/16, 830, 080} 9, 344, 469) 7, 069, 995\75, 154, 028|__________ 
Total frozen fisn, 1921%s. 2... 9, 845, 000) 9, 356, 000) 9, 990, 000) 9, 869, 000) 8, 173, 000/80, 737, 000|_..---____ 
Total frozen fish, 1920___________ 113, 620, 232/11, 803, 606/11, 168, 810} 9, 711, 800; 9, 750, 844/92, 259, 671}.__-______ 

Fish frozen in 1925, by geographical sections * 

BY MONTHS 

F North New Middle South 
Month ended the 15th of— England | Atlantic | Atlantic Centiab 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
203, 523 | 1, 180, 883 20,778 | 1, 685, 205 
305, 352 284, 905 15, 780 344, 941 
153, 001 281, 922 14, 350 911, 939 
460, 556 339, 903 13, 850 605, 821 

1, 307, 604 1, 842, 571 147, 466 860, 186. 
3, 659, 546 3, 191, 453 71, 630 557, 356 
4, 870, 932 1, 590, 684 190, 208 385, 089: 
4, 662, 590 | 1,075,488 | - 163, 121 366, 714 
4, 203, 276 1, 717, 800 275, 070 298, 216 

October. seco Ue ee os Gs eee ee ee 2, 121, 635 2, 392, 983 109, 936 | 474, 231 
IN OVentber! 32.2 he a ee ee ee ee 1, 838, 686 3, 945, 272 76,578 | 2, 613, 414 
December: A. 42-2722 es ee ae ee 774, 297 1, 072, 256 38, 411 2, 771, 552 

Rotaliina see nt. a. Sa eee eee 24, 560, 998 | 18, 916, 120 1, 1387, 178 11, 874, 664 
Pericentiontotales===-<-..-- _ 2. 12 Se eee 26. 94 20. 75 1. 25 13. 03 

1 New England includes the 6 States of that section. Middle Atlantic: New York, New Jersey, and 
Pennsylvania. South Atlantic: Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. North Central, East: Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, 
Michigan, and Wisconsin. North Central, West: Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South 
Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas. South Central and Mountain: Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Missis- 
sippi, Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado,, New Mexico, Ari- 
zona, Utah, and Nevada. Pacific: Washington, Oregon, California, and Alaska. 
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Fish frozen in 1925, by geographical sections—Continued 
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BY MONTHS 

North South Cen- Per 
Month ended the 15th of— Central, tral and Pacific Total c t 

West Mountain eo 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
NANA Bye Bee a. | i _ ee ee 407, 656 102, 816 331, 692 | 3, 932, 553 4.31 
LINE) OU es ra Ci a aE PES Ra 637, 455 125, 603 479, 385 | 2, 193, 421 2. 41 
vian@ hemes ete ced Le ee 354, 174 90, 735 | 1,681,702 | 3, 487, 823 3. 83 
PAs iipee een 6 | a SI es eee ee | 281, 937 108,190 | 2,504,624 | 4,314, 881 4.73 
Vrs as a = in Fa ee a ei aes Se ete t= = 328, 475 151,127 | 1,220,128 | 5,857, 557 6. 43 
yanieses = = we) Se ae ee ee ae 150, 897 115, 403 | 3, 053, 635 | 10,799,920} 13.85 
“jt Ngee a oC SNE ETS OP ir SNR a Ss Se ae 374, 993 108,040 | 3, 701,429 | 11,221,375] 12.31 
PAST UST Peat one ae ee, Se ee EE 260, 868 66,909 | 4,306, 297 | 10,901,987 | 11.96 
eptember se Serato tee ee ee 324, 521 45,545 | 4,730, 235 | 11,594,663 | 12.72 
October ss: 5-2 e Re eee Te ee 410, 097 26,496 | 3,057,653 | 8, 593, 031 9. 43 
INO Vel bG lh cere ere emma ns 2. eee Sane 769, 258 25,814 | 2,448,688 | 11,717,710 | 12.85 
Mecem hers: ke ales eee eee eee 949, 431 84, 106 860, 094 | 6, 550, 147 7.17 

ROL Ge cae Se a ee eee Oar ae 5, 249, 762 | 1,050, 784 | 28, 375, 562 | 91,165,068 | 100.0 
Per COnWMOfbObAln. oa ao ee ee 5. 76 15 Bia Ailes, See eee 

BY SPECIES 

Raise New Eng-| Middle South North Cen- 
ig land Atlantie | Atlantic | tral, East 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
Bluefish (allitrade:sizes)= es -- a= Beane 4, 439 441.766) 12-22 eee 2 115, 568 
iButtepush) (allltradersizes) ss ae eee oe ee 153, 775 1, 311, 983 29, 097 24, 633 
Catfishse a See Tee eo Ae Te ad SEY ES 19, 135 SXG88) eos eee 53, 761 
Ciscoes (including bluefin, blackfin, chub, lake herring, 

LCS) one eee eee ee SN 2 ee BOE ee ra 11, 696 Qi: Daly ile ween ee ae 3, 108, 701 
@iscoesi(tullibecs) Pesta se Ee ee eee 25, 445 219, 431 14, 220 401, 751 
(Cod shaddoek hake; pollock=- 22-5 se2 se saee nee sees 1, 613, 233 483, 298 13, 730 85, 356 
COTO BIRO rs ee era ae re ae a ee a eee eee 414 804, 806 346, 123 70, 145 
loners te ee TS Ae. CRs eT hae. 427, 906 BSoNS8ouleee a se ie 10, 387 
Ealibuta(allltradesizes) oss 2 oe Se eee 419, 904 323, 368 4, 828 1, 329, 191 
Herring, sea (including alewives and bluebacks)_______- 4, 002, 057 398, 667 55, 000 178, 288 
Wake trout 2 SS" 25s = Pee Pee eee 9 Sy , ; 
Mackerel (except Spanish) ------- 
Pike perches and pike or pickerel 
Bablensha( black: COG) tees See nee a Ou eee 
SAMNOnSIVer ang wall as eee eee es ee 
Salmon, steelhead trout --.-.---_---_-_-- ca eet See ae 
Salmontvallto phere: <== se aaa ee ee ee 
SCUPA(DORLICS) r= sae a ee EE at ee ee. 
SHadsanrGdySHad oe sae ee ae ee ne eae tb ee 
SGI fis Seer ne eo ee eect 
Smelts,enlachon sete x asses ee es eee ee es Sa 
Squeteagues/on “sea trout eae ee ee 
Sho fbi hee oS BS eae eRe alee ke eres Lee eee 
Slurgeon and spoonbillica tessa se 
SUICKErs(. 42532 ie NS. are vmenremee ne ieee ss RE Na” PRY Rs Wot spate Oe 66, 167 
Whitefish 830 GIS ABZ: |e eee Dee 1, 019, 027 
Whiting 6, 452, 962 10522967) |baeeee see 18, 319 
Miscellaneous frozen fish 921,655 | 1, 696, 563 370, 240 905, 633 

Hl 0) 2 Mon and Me SU ge Re 0 BP ae Oe ee a eee 24, 560, 998 | 18, 916, 120 1, 137, 178 11, 874, 664 
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Fish frozen in 1925, by geographical sections—Continued 

BY SPECIES—Continued 

= _| South Cen- 
Species ae ee tral and Pacific Total 

2 Mountain 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
Bluefish (allstradeisizes) t= = =~ 2s See a eee ee | eee (Pp s)t)| ee eee © 569, 303 
iButtertishs(allitrade sizes) 22-2: 3 eee eee 160?) .2e2e>22 2st eee ee soe 1, 519, 648 
Catfish 2 A228 0 tae 2. eee ee eee 175, 742 14,\253=| saps soso 3 271, 579 
Ciscoes (including bluefin, blackfin, chub, lake herring, 

Cte). 25 5 ae ee ee ees eset Feee 636, 286 18,6254) 2 oe eee 4, 752, 839 
Ciscoes (tullibees) -< 2232 225. — est be eee 105, 673 2, 312 59, 602 828, 434 
God; haddock, hake*pollock=-3 323 22. =_ - 2222 ee } L06;814)|2-=-28 sees 478, 988 2, 781, 419 
Wroakers ess Als eM NNN E I” Se Ne a ee | 1, 221, 488 
Mlounders?2-25 5: . oS ae ne hs se | 2 Be ea 22h \e es se eae 99, 709 1, 128, 407 
Lali but, (all itradesizes) ss2 a= 22- a eee 184, 467 2,400 | 9,776,997 | 12, 041, 155 
Herving, sea (including alewives and bluebacks)_-__----- 249, 987 2,151 378, 119 5, 264, 269 
Male: trout ct eee es tee. se ee 287, 653 4, 085 30, 692 2, 055, 781 
Miackereli(except: Spanisn)!==- =. 222523 = eee Gal Seen eee eae 661, 708 8, 948, 297 
Pike perches and pike or pickerel__-___-_---_----------- | 165, 848 75 4, 625 5, 233, 655 
Sablefisht(blackicod))= =. <2 52-52 ea sae ee 44 9) ison eeena sess 2, 551, 331 2, 619, 046 
Salmonysilverandfall 2= os Soe eee ene 10605455. Sees eee 3, 883, 035 4, 548, 457 
Salmon; steelhead! trout 2=- 33. ee ee |e ee eee 1, 461, 980 1, 481, 378 
Salmon, all: other’2222-2- 52232 2 ee ee ee 49, 272 30,066 | 5,326, 858 6, 123, 680 
Scup) (poreles) 2-5. 22254 2-5 ea eee an | ‘1 500h Se--- een 944 899, 528 
Shad.and) shad. r0e |. = <2-= --=22-5423- sense ee eae eee | 4, 402 1, 240 167, 938 351, 247 
Shellfish. 5-6. 25 at oo a ee en seen 131, 517 7, 889 606, 987 2, 456, 618 
Smeltsseulachonete: = -- eae. et eases ee 3,/605). 22 2asse5ceoe 122, 715 350, 680 
Squeteagues orl'ses, trout? see aos ee ee eee ae | eee a eee GOO" 222222 oaseee 1, 647, 427 
ESC [bbe (pee eee ee eee eee 9.180 Ree 287 3, 015, 393 
Sturgeonsand spoon illicat aoe ee eee 64, 133 152, 765 604, 109 
Suckers: -— 32-382 e = ose ee a ee | 2; 454) | 2 22a ee eee 70, 999 
IWihitefish =3.S2 2222 ae Shs 8 ee eet eset 217, 513 3 894 2, 360 1, 856, 998 
AWERT EIN ose = ee WS es ee a ae ess ee Wen 728, by) el ee ee | 10, 152, 799 
Miscellaneous frozen fish 22525 - 22a ete ee eee | 981, 941 891,481 | 2, 607, 922 8, 375, 435 

Totalt-2occs ess Se ee ee | 5,249,762 | 1,050, 784 | 28,375,562 | 91, 165, 068 

QUANTITIES OF FISH FROZEN IN 1924 AND 1925, COMPARED 

In the following table the amounts of the various kinds of fish 
frozen in 1925 are compared with those of the previous year. In- 
creases were recorded by 13 groups and decreases by 11. Cisco 
showed a decline from 13,195,023 pounds in 1924 to 5,581,273 pounds 
in 1925, a decrease of 57.7 per cent. This was the result of the unusu- 
ally poor catch of that species of lake fish during the season 1925. 
On the other hand, the group of pike and pike perches, which are 
also lake fish, showed an increase from 3,200,624 pounds in 1924 to 
5,233,655 pounds in 1925, or 63.5 per cent. Among the salt-water 
groups, salmon and halibut, while ranking first and second in 
amounts frozen, registered decreases of 15.1 and 17.8 per cent, re- 
spectively. Mackerel showed an increase of 64 per cent. The salt- 
water group that showed the greatest relative increase was the scup, 
which increased from 332,103 pounds in 1924 to 899,528 pounds in 
1925, or 170.9 per cent. 
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Comparison of amounts of fish frozen in 1925 with those frozen in 1924 

reapeee 
or Group 1925 1924 decrease 

Pounds Pounds Per cent 
Salmon) (allispecies) 321-5 fe. PMP AE ek See ey see 12, 153, 515 14, 309, 666 —15.1 
Paeho is (alist ade: SiZes) i= == ces eee eet ee eB Ne ee 12, 041, 155 14, 650, 787 —17.8 
NV SOU CHI ne LEE IS RS et ag tne ee aetcdee 10, 152, 799 7, 528, 339 +34. 9 
ater (except Spanish) meee Pe = eccer eee eee eee eee ee 8, 948, 297 5 457, 676 - +64 
ROISCOn(allGSDECIES sete a re ee neem ye tak aa A Soon 5, 581, 273 13, 195, 023 —57.7 
Herring, sea (including alewives and bluefins) ----.--.---------- 5, 264, 269 8, 695, 698 —39..5 
Pike wperches.and pikeyor plekerel=.-— === -2- 22:2. e= 3. = 5, 233, 655 3, 200, 624 +63. 5 
Shoe ool 7 SN Se EE ee SS DS ES eet ee ee oe a 3, 015, 393 8, 352, 552 —10.1 
Cod; haddock; shakes pollockoee ++ 54-3 ghee ee e826 - tsa 2, 781, 419 1, 862, 163 +49, 4 
RADICHSLM (lac COC een eee neat = een e mae ee 2, 619, 046 2, 291, 306 +143 
Shellaishh 2s ¢yice = ser ee, ied See Ay een. Fea aE 2, 456, 618 2, 269, 045 (i833 
AC ENED he oe, eta ee DS RS SS a ae eee 2, 055, 781 2, 313, 784 —11.2 
Wihibefishirct) (CE LE” SENS Se eee ek ee eh vr es 1, 856, 998 1, 776, 045 +4.6 
Soueteaguesior, son trouty 2s 228 =F ot ee Ps - 1, 647, 427 648,069 | +154, 2 
AtteEeSHACalli(rate Sizes) ean nee eee nee Sure 1, 519, 648 1, 131, 622 34.3 _ 
G@ronkerseh ert eelviniy Fe gece liege ele ee Wey tees? 1, 221, 488 804, 570 51,8 
TOUTE TS he a Sa os Soi Sw oe ee cee es 1, 123, 407 808, 756 +38. 9 
EU DeCOORSIES aa. 4-309. bees SE ad Be a esa 899, 528 332, 103 +170.9 
Slunzeon-and)spoonbill cat —- = 28 es ee 604, 109 a Sdeoe —23: 3 
Beitorisny (Atl craewSIZes) oon eo tee a eae ae eee 569, 303 412, 337 | +38. 1 
phadland'(sShadimoes. ty. Sets: Secuee 1 ness ayes Sexe ee 351, 247 839,974 |)... — 68,2 
Smelt, eulachon, ete. Se a ee ee ae 350, 680 483, 960 —27..5 
SOAS eee ea SE Eee CR Pee a EE ae) aT 271,579 {- 415, 025 —34.6 
DUCOM Ses a a oat ee rupee TL ie Pe el eh 70, 999 79,168 | . —10.3 
RVEISbelrANCOUS Sees ie oe eee nee ee aes a EL ees eee “$8,375, 435 8, 827, 325 —51 

SOLA] Use see cee eset bE Soa aan eee Ee Se 91, 165, 068, 97, 324, 144 —6.3 

NEW ENGLAND VESSEL FISHERIES 

GENERAL STATISTICS 
j 

The vessel fisheries centering at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and 
Portland, Me., were more productive in 1925 in the quantity of prod: 
ucts than for any previous year for which statistics are available, 
and the value of the products was greater than for any year since 
1918. There was an increase over 1924 of 12.43 per cent in the 
number of trips and of 18.54 per cent in the quantity and 16.05 per 
cent in the value of the products. The increase in the number of 
trips was at Boston and Gloucester, but there was an increase in the 
quantity and value of the products at each of the three ports. The 
increase in the number of trips at Boston was 17.91 per cent and at 
Gloucester 15.48 per cent, with a decrease at Portland of 4.66 per 
cent.. The increase in products landed at Boston was 13.80 per cent 
in quantity and 13.01 per cent in value; at Gloucester, 38.01 ‘per 
cent in quantity and 33.52 per cent in value; and at Portland: 13.78 
per. cent in quantity and 12.88 per cent in value. Statistics of' the 
fisheries have been’ collected by the local agents and published in 
monthly bulletins, showing by species and> fishing grounds the quan- 
tities and value of fishery products landed by “American fishing 
vessels during the year at these ports. Two annual bulletins were 
issued, one showing the catch by months and the other by fishing 
grounds. 

The fishing fleet at these ports during the calendar year 1925 
numbered 347 sail, steam, and gasoline vessels, including 29 steam 
trawlers. These vessels landed at Boston 4,404 trips, aggregating 
149,038,498 pounds of fish, valued at $6,104.278; at Gloucester, 2.491 
trips, aggregating 49,471,943 pounds, valued at $1,390,580; and at 

747 7—26—_3 
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Portland, 1,509 trips, aggregating 18,358,824 pounds, valued at 
$620,712. The total for “the three ports amounted to 8,404 trips, 
ageregating 216,869,265 pounds of fresh and salted fish, having a 
value to the fishermen of $8,115,570. In making these trips, includ- 
ing the date of departure and date of arrival, the vessels were absent 
from port 42,447 days. At Boston the trips landed occupied 27,762 
days, at Gloucester 11,035 days, and at Portland 3,650 days. 

Compared with the previous year, there was an increase of 929 
trips, or 12.43 per cent, in the total number landed at Boston, 
Gloucester, and Portland, and an increase of 33,921,071 pounds, or 
18.54 per cent, in quantity, and $1,122,618, or 16.05 per cent, in the 
value of the products landed. There was considerable increase in 
both the quantity and value of cod, haddock, and cusk, and a very 
large increase in the quantity and ‘value of the catch of mackerel. 
There was a decrease in the catch of hake, halibut, herring, and 
swordfish. The quantity of pollock taken increased slightly, but the 
value decreased. The catch of cod increased 5,801,377 pounds, or 
9.44 per cent, in quantity and $182,932, or 8.55 per cent, in value; 
haddock increased 11,984,485 pounds, or 15 per cent, in quantity and 
$439,136, or 19.02 per cent, in value; cusk increased 307,259 pounds, 
or 9.02 per cent, in quantity and $16,483, or 24.20 per cent, in value; 
and mackerel increased 16,452,351 pounds, or 168.61 per cent, in 
quantity and $649,368, or 119.86 per cent, in value. The catch of 
hake decreased 1,478,891 pounds, or 20.30 per cent, in quantity and 
$12,435, or 6.68 per cent, in value; pollock increased 204,595 pounds, 
or 4.02 per cent, in quantity and decreased $11,856, or 7.44 per cent, 
in value; halibut decreased 861,044 pounds, or 19.47 per cent, in 
quantity and $134,437, or 17.03 per cent, in value; and swordfish 
decreased 496,236 pounds, or 24.52 per cent, in quantity and $63,908, 
or 14.21 per cent, in value. The herring catch decreased 467, 935 
pounds, or 10.61 per cent, in quantity and “$25, 049, or 19.59 per cent, 
in value. The Newfoundland her ring catch decreased from 2 943 480 
pounds, valued at $108,371 in 1924, to 2,400,336 pounds, valued at 
$84,265 in 1925. In the various other species combined there was an 
increase of 2,475,110 pounds, or 47.52 per cent, in quantity and 
$82,384, or 36.90 per cent, in value. 

The catch of scrod cod landed at these ports decreased from 318,440 
pounds, valued at $5,371, in 1924, to 227,698 pounds, valued at $3,539, 
in 1925; and the catch of scrod haddock increased from 11,927,105 
pounds, valued at $199,386, in 1924, to 14,571,900 pounds, valued at 
$299,393, in 1925. The small quantity of these grades landed, as 
compared with other grades of these species, is said to have been due 
to the fact that the price was so low that the fishermen did not save 
all that were caught. For several years there has been a decrease in 
the catch of scrod cod but an increase in the catch of scrod haddock. 

The following tables present in detail, by fishing grounds and also 
by months, the fishery products landed at Boston and Gloucester, 
Mass., and Portland, Me., by American fishing vessels for the 
calendar year 1925. These include only the vessels of 5 net tons and 
upward, as measured by the United States Customs Service. The 
weights of fresh and salted fish given in these statistics represent the 
fish as landed from the vessels, and the values are those received by 
the fishermen. The grades, or sizes, given for certain species are 
those recognized in the trade. 
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Statement, by fishing grounds, of quantities and values of certain fishery prod- 
ucts landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., by American 

fishing vessels, 1925 

Fishing grounds 

LANDED AT BOSTON 

East of 66° W. longi- 
tude: 

La Have Bank 
Western Bank 
Quereau Bank 
Green Bank__- 
Grand Bank 
St. Peters Bank 
Burgeo Bank____---- 
Cape Shore_-__-.----- 
Gulf of St. Lawrence 
The Gully 

West of 66° W. longi- 
tude: 

Browns Bank 
Georges Bank 
Cashes Bank 
Fippenies Bank-__--_- 
Middle Bank 
German Bank.------ 
Jeffreys Ledge 
South Channel 
Nantucket Shoals_-_- 
Off Chatham_-_-__---- 

LANDED AT GLOU- 
CESTER 

East of 66° W. longi- 
tude: 

La Have Bank_-_---- 
Western Bank-.----- 
Quereau Bank 
Green Bank_._--.--- 

Burgeo Bank 
Oft Newfoundland -- 
Cape Shore 
Gulf of St. Lawrence 
Strait of Belleisle.__- 

West of 66° W. longi- 
tude: 

Browns Bank 
Georges Bank 
Middle Bank 
Jeffreys Ledge____--- 
South Channel 

Trips 

— 

Days 
ab- 
sent 

972 

5,013 

Cod 

Market (under 10 and over 2144 
Large (10 pounds and over) pounds) 

Fresh Salted Fresh Salted 

Pounds | Value | Pownds | Value| Pounds | Value |Pownds| Value 
1, 241, 505} $60, 195 
1,477, 480| 65, 926 

12, 780 407 

~“"10,900) 533 

“""122,975| 5, 467 

3,302, 004|— 1475 6201- = ae oS 15,905; 662); 55, 083|-— 2-2 =3| 25. = 
12, 075, 686) 465, 461 16} 250) $721) 2,722; 630) 81, 424)------_-|_--__- 

125, 190 SOD L| Pees es [po ames 41) 2451) 1S OG) ese aie so 
26, 500 1M G25 ie Soni oe 15, 180 498 | soe ae 

207, 125 ie pally ce Moen TEE She 935-930): “3974 o = sass lees Fe 
8, 200 DAG | Sie ee 12, 500 3 | ear Sen || ERE 

Sai 205 (er als OLO eee | ue es 1395620) 15;460|2 soa oe eee 
651064; 930) -2278;-675|- = 3/55 2, 345, 006] 76, 528)_----_--|------ 

687, 910 BS By (] ee ae Bee 41,260), 16; 0822-2 soon 
234, 238 LOR (45) Sara e eee 2 128, 760) 4, 845|___- = _|__- ee 
20, 850 EK 2) hae See ea | Re ae 23, 600 ODO ps sen a | 2 Be 
632767 2)h-2 20" 800| ona eee |e 460, | 16; VOD Seeeees (aa 

26, 578, 740/1, 141, 069 16, 250 G21 9) bony Aki 203, 041 |20o-=22- |e aa 

825, 080 19,372) 73,185) 3,565 161,165) 2,937) 13,130) $542 
7, 633, 540} 170, 835/1, 010, 661/ 47, 941} 1, 813, 385) 32,956) 352, 752/14, 562 

907, 195 20, 284) 349, 560) 17,045) 253,765] _ 4,422) 121,800) 4, 954 
730 9 5, 490 260) 100 1 430 16 

Ep See is Sed de ees 11, 840 bi) ie ee ares Pe 1, 900 76 
6, 990 157; 40,190) 1,906 475 8} 10,735) 446 

ee ght | aes 19, 325 O18 Poaceae Pe ee 4105 GL 

~"24,065| 1,143 4,675,302) 9,920/ 397; 1,810 72 
Boos Lease seceaecoe 5, 580 200| Sooners |sceeen Se 780l e161 

748, 555 19,405) 124,535} 4, 263 356,490) 7,482! 14,200) 403 
5, 853, 440) 134,752) 600, 085) 30, 186) 1, 041, 600] 20, 040) 151, 465) 6, 451 

93, 200) 453360 2552 oe | soe , 200 gi eee eee 

~~" 122,975] 2,997 7,800/ —371| ~—~*81, 730| _1,621/ 8, 940/358 
9, 970 AGS 2 nek S/R ee ee = 47, 235 O44 |i o awk 2 ee 

a 6h 1) oe 200117, 800| exc gril eee aes So Sees Co feonoh eon 48 
3, 461, 255| 162,177 1, 818 91 64,620) 2,800 301) 12 

19, 798, 595} 536, 900 2, 262, 544/108, 046) 3, 858, 685) 74, 093) 686, 548) 28, 265 
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Statement, by fishing grounds, of quantities and values of certain fishery prod- 
ucts landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., by American 
fishing vessels, 1925—Continued 

Cod 

Days 
Fishing grounds |Trips| ab- Large (10 pounds and over) Market See over 2/4 

sent p 

Fresh Salted Fresh Salted 

LANDED AT PORTLAND 

East of 66° W. longi- ’ : 
tude: Pounds Pounds} Value 

La Have Bank_-____- 3 30 eee 
Western Bank-_--_-- 32} 416) 1, 296, 560 
Quereau Bank----_- 8| 189 8, 230 
Grand Bank-------- 1 5 3, 240 
St. Peters Bank__--- 2) 51 7, 300 
Cape Shore --------- Sle EL Ol sea eee 
Gulf of St. Lawrence IL S42) yee geece es 
St. Anns Bank-_-_-__- il SP) ci Soe Sas 
he Gilly ae 2 41) 15, 200 

West of 66° W. longi- 
tude: £ 

Browns Bank------- 9} 154; 107,375 3,913} 36,520) 1,735 25, 200 979| 8,000} . 320 
Georges Bank____--- 18 318) 234, 870 4, 042 6, 425 321 . 925 42 3, 525 150 
Cashes Bank___-_--= 57 167; 169, 749 By, 2685] eens ered] eee Be; 648). 1)-976 |= se = ea eee 
Fippenies Bank__---) 28 56) 39, 850 Ly OAOl cece eke Bee o 28, 990, O31). as2s4leore = 
Middle Bank-_---_-_- 1 2 2, 080 WO) Saree ae a 730) By | Peete ede fet 5 
Platts; Banke ese 145} 247| 177,069 9. 100) 22 a le sae 67, 950)" 12; 554. 228 fe ae = 
Jefireys Ledge. 2= =.) 383] 625)" °322;.390}° 13) 647)|__ 222 Se ee 79, 484|° 2) O88 |= 52 tee= 
South Channel_-____- 6 52 53, 860) de G4 ele ee ee ee ee | 8, 500) 5 by || Stee Sere | ea 
Nantucket Shoals-__- 5 45 7, 390 Di staan Solna 22 eee [iis peep | el 
Seal Island - > -2_* 5 79 6, 320 141; 39, 548) 1,660 2,475 43} 11,145) 396 
Shore, general_____-_- 848} 1,135) 1,151,254) 45, 836 910 43 128,011) 3,814 175 7 

Totalte >see eee 1, 509) 3, 650) 3, 602, 737, 112, 596| 126,948} 5,849 523,818) 15, 372) 32,150) 1, 247 

Grand total ____- 8, 404]42, 447/49, 980, 072/1, 790, 565\2, 405, 742|114, 616 13, 917, 920/383, 006) 718, 698 29, 512 

1 Included in the statistics for Gloucester. 
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Statement, by fishing grounds, of quantities and values of certain fishery prod- 
ucts landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., by American 
fishing vessels, 1925—Continued 

Cod—Continued Haddock 

Fishing grounds Serod (1 to 214 pounds) Large (over 214 pounds) 

Fresh Salted Fresh Salted 

LANDED AT BOSTON 

East of 66° W. longitude: Pounds| Value| Pounds | Value) Pounds | Value | Pounds Value 
Wanitaverbanke pee saess 182th eS 8, 900a Osea se sees 713;,080|\-" ($25; DDO eae a set or 
Westerns ayikes ~=.iutee eee ee eee 13, 200 154) Ce seee se eee 1, 216, 580 SONOS (be seen tas 
M@nnewshores coe to ee ee 800 12 Sel Ee 104, 220 BL 2 [ee al (are 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
ISTO WASH an Koos Sos Seay A ah 2, 990) (7 | [Saeco 4, 205, 050 134; 623 |e |e ee 
CORE DIT Sa oF 1 eee ae ee eal ae eal oe Re naUike slao|q se ee eee 99272370, 830; S00 a aes 
(CAPS CRETE Ponda ea SR ie a ge Ee ei] bend tae hn VE a 78, 460 2 Oa Me aye cae ere es ee 
PERIGIPTIOS HS OTe eee eed te ge (RR eee eer meee ay Sa (seme 51, 750 TSE ates eee 
Wiiddileybanie sates eta. Lae ee 2, 095 OM eee |e 1, 468, 104 69, '933|-. 22 eta 
Grenada an kenneth Era 9] ee Ee epee ere nee. | ene 860 26 Seco ey are 
Jiefireysted porter S23 70ers o | sates [8 ole ee QAIDSOCOle oll 2269 | ene s= lees 
Sonth Chantigl =a. eee ee ee 8, 410 IBY (| ae pee 30, 832, 643) 1, 014, 469)________|______ 
Nantucket Shoals APSSUOLO|, lad, iKO4| = sea eee 
OfnChatiam==- sts = eee 1, 578, 625 67, 470 
Bealelsiand= 2) aes 49, 300 1, 128 

- Shore, general 4, 208,950, 141, 880 

oi WYO) EH Ca oa. se Eg ees 61, 388, 177, 2, 098, 724) Lees Week 

LANDED AT GLOUCESTER 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
IS EPAV GRD AT) et cs eee NOTES 60 1 250 $8 178, 360) 2 O60 = 2 oe eee = 
Wiesten Banks 22. ts. a 3, 890 34 7,804) 259} 1, 460, 730 20,115, 16,290) $406 
OuieGheAner allke oe -So meena hae eee eer Ae 40 1 47, 225 512) 7,800] 195 
TL CCHe Lan kre tem apie Feats ees cnn eee | eee 110 O| Sees aaa eee Se ae ley. 
GuliiotSt= Wawrences-c2. 222 600 2 | Sete fap erga | Rene s ced |S Redeye A091) Pe hee Se 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
IBTOW.HS alike ae ee SSS 6, 095 Gb lees es aoke 336, 580) 5; AGO) oe aay 
@eorees Banko: errant eras 1,975} 20 750) Gre oT 3° S41 GOH 144((li7| ere eel Mace 
DOMLOAO MANN Glass! ar s8 owns US Yt ne 330 | eae a aes 1, 839, 385] 235,019 | ee Slee 
Nantucket Shoals*s.- 52. eas 260 i || oe Oe ees ae Seine 306, 770 D8 ee hs eller | AS 
Shore ccononalen: a7 aoe ee gh each comes rae” 185 4! 1,011, 775 36) Gal Ease ea [eee 

ADOT EDS Aaa he ieee eng Rua aiiy Ue 13, 210 142 9, 179 296) 8, 522, 510 136, 652) 24, 090 601 

| 

LANDED AT PORTLAND 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
VVIES TBE TE aml omer tee see ee Cr ae Rall 18,044) 463) 3, 058, 585 58, 451 385 10 
Quercnurs ank= =. aaa ene eee nd 90 | rene oe | a ai ae ere \ ease ar ee eae peal | ES 
SispReLCrSe all boc tse ct uu ee cube naa e cee mea wore penn ape Lhasa 310 h(a eae ae 
PRION Get yet eee ee Me eee ee ee pee LOO DDN oes ae ae Peieere dln ee eee ee ee 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
Browns Banker stnape 5 Ur ee 260 }| So reese ees 47, 305 Bs Urges eal pees 
GEOnP OSE AM ee en metas tae eee ee (oy egy Ng lor PO 400, 000) (Pa eas Se 
Cashes? B an kiss eee a eee nears 75300 ie pl 6D Gee oto 163, 152 6022 Re ee So 
ippenies Bank= sass. 0 eae Tapia il 4 Bae ce | ei 82, 936, 71 3 1:) Oe S| eae, 
Middle Banke. 0 seseon- a SS 175 71S Sehgal lib be 1 4,770 FG eee ee || Seem 
PAatisp Menke e a ere eae 18, 955) 4 | ea jeseeee 509, 455) 265500 St as 
JOHTOYS CGP OL ae a ee ee 29102) 800s = aera 1, 009, 804) STAT Qe een eS 
SourmiChannels —— 3-26 2 re Sle Sees “| heereel ney I ey 395, 950, OF O45 2 seca Pes 3 
INSTI CK Gta SOG Sacto cserch este ee el ee eG een ee Le 724, 300. T3EOO4 |e = ae a 
SEA gISI Ande cen! see enn Sek Cl lee Me er 350 baie O| ssa hae ae oe [Serene tee 
BNOME se OMenal se eee ee ee 28, 088 DUO Saas ee ee 972, 631) 343 OSH ts AIRE 

TG tealeermeaenece sta ta! 101, 195] 1,163] 19,494, 495) 7,379,198, 212, 361 385} 10 

Grandstotallee 22s eS See 199, 025] 2,748] 28,673, 791) 77,289,885] 2, 447, 737| 24,475] 611 
| 
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Statement, by fishing grounds, of quantities and values of certain fishery prod- 
ucts landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., by American 
fishing vessels, 1925—Continued 

Haddock—Continued Hake 

Fishing grounds Serod (1 to 244 pounds) | Large (6 pounds and over) 

Fresh Salted Fresh Salted 

| 
LANDED AT BOSTON | | 

East of 66° W. longitude: Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value| Pounds | Value, Pounds | Value 
Wa shlaverB alk mame es seers ee Ree 36, 575 Bibee cence ee cl gees l\oooeas|oorseeesleaeeee 
WieStermrB ank ee we Wane ey oss Siaseh AA S00| Rie re O00 jeer see 14 725|0° $726) Sa eee 
QucreaueBanke eee oe SEE Se Pe ee USN eer tele eevee Se ce 1, 500, 60). tees 
Gapeishores te cete ns sent ae Taw, CFESA OF ude wb ala", yes are REN er al EE | we SE ae eee 

West of 66° W. longitude: | 
BroOwnsepankee es es. S sea ue eee (ate), {59245} Snes I SBS | hae at eM 23/490)" 11062 ees eee 
GeorgzessBanicee ee os oe Se ee) TSS5%780|— Ol, 308202 oes 22 ees 29: 600); 274 | Sees ee 
Cashes sBanka Oe 22h eee See ee Gar 201) 17 108 |- eee [See 15,485)" [4802 oa eee 
MippeNnissrBAank= os ee sees ek ee ee ROO | ents tee eee eos 3, 670 O7 a. se eal Sao 
WiddlesBanke fs see See 1335790) -3, O70|==22=- 35 peer 108; 7351545 100) 2 se ee eee 
Jefireyssbedge-c os te eet ee 2107 600| Oooh eee eee PBs 238;.290|) 8) doen = ae ee 
Bouthi@hannels au ee a eer 85 166170) F738, 265) == Se = Se 1013;'250/42; 950/22 = Sees 
Nantucket Shoals 9052000 | lal! (oon see eee 33,640)" ~(990|22- eee 
Off Chathamia Se :2. 2) Pa es I 218, 860) 987315). 6), S42 so a eee 
Sealisland= sss ea ee nae = 8, 500) 1,000 20) |= aes 
Shoroeseenoral se eee eee 1, 221, 655) G21) D687 276 ee eee ee 

Piro Gel Ses erie = sieges ee 12 £893) 075/279) P80|2 =o eee 1, 702, 913 70, 252) 2 - ese 

LANDED AT GLOUCESTER 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
Dablave.Bankk 22 te ee a ee es ee See |e 5, 505 74 1,360) $34 
Wiestert 8 anne ote. sae en See a ee ot i rag OE ae A een | 47,635} 622) 4,190 89 
Quereausp ankss ee eee ae heed | Sees eee aR bl ee | 9,600) 121 395 8 
biszPeters’ Bank: 22 1 SSeS See al ee a ce Sa eee ee | 1, 680 21 195 5 
Burgeo: Banks =. eee we PNR s eh Dee eee eee ern te ee i, 115 |e eae eran 
Straitof:Belleisles 2s ee ease | peso ae oe | 1, 280 16 100 1 

West of 66° W. longitude: | 
IBTOWDSAB ae. hare es © tre et ee | eee ert | eee ee ee eee 7, 375 92 400 10 

GeorgessBank se ei ee eee 4165900 | Rea 3503 | been oe ee | 26,820 338] 9,240] 219 
pouthiChanrielwes ss eee 6045 135| +5; 8a0|2-- === 2s |e | 30; 740)" 382) Sean Se Seer 
INanticketiShoalseose ee eee 13, 800 S| Se He. Sse | 2, 240 38|s oases Rese = 

Shores generals: esa ke SRE a ee eee eee | ==16911690))'3; 1:18 | ees ae ee 

TOtal sk ee eee Re era ees 10345835)!" 10;506| 22 ee | 303, 815) 4,832) 15, 880 366 

LANDED AT PORTLAND 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
‘WiesternuBank =< 25.6 ae eae 3, 500 35 TA Ol 2 G21 ee eres seen eee ned ees 
Grand Baril sae Be ER ee le gee ee |e elle 860) } | See 8 eee 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
Browls Dank owe arene ee 1, 360 Sal eee ete pele |Seeeh 2253 Co eee 
Cashes! Banke" 3 ieee ee 25, 215 22 | Remeate Se | he ee Qeifol) melad 

Rip penies*Banksee ee et me eee 19, 130 pd Ones seh ieee 900 36 
MiddlecBan key Slee Se 1, 270 13) Gee o2 Sees | boats aa esa eee 
Platts Ban kss eee eee ae ae 83, 608 DAC: Ub eg a cee a ee rl a 

JOfroys Ledgers = 5 eee eee shee 160!330 |i nels O79 eases os ieee 755) 23 
South@hanre lessee een ee ees 220'7500 |e ee aa ae ee 3, 500 35 
Shore generale ee ee ee 1285 208 | ase es eeleeeeeel 7,860| 283 

otal’ s00S o. - aOB Lo, 643,220' 9,180/ 770 —-21|_—S«:16, 650; 518|__-____- Pasioee 

Grand:totalz ==. = see 14, 571, 130 299, 372 770 21)| 2, 023, eee 602| 15,880) 366 
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Statement, by fishing grounds, of quantities and values of certain fishery prod- 
ucts landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., by American 
fishing vessels, 1925—Continued 

Hake—Continued 

Pollock 

Fishing grounds Small (under 6 pounds) 

| 
Fresh Salted Fresh Salted 

LANDED AT BOSTON 

East of 66° W. longitude: Pounds | Value |Pownds|Value} Pounds | Value |Pounds | Value 
MearblaverBank= S55 sss es bees = 100 $lie eSese5_4|2 seas 39/120) Sl 035A seee semslee 2 
VWWeSternub anki 25s. ee ee es 5, 090 GO): | eee Se 364,/300))|( LO} G23 eee een es oes 
Queneau. Bank. seh eee Stee 2, 900 £5}: PS pS Rapa Se | Se OL a Peewee eee tol ee ee OS 
GrandwB ankea see ee Se ee be ee eee ea ana ea ae eae 1, 500 QO SE SUE ose 
(Oyo SiaVay reine s Mek. Se ke |e 2, 805 Ce epee ee 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
Browns Bank. <2s2 380 Sts ee 164, 230 
GeorcesnBanken = 22S =* ae 413, 060 
Cashes, Bank.2 2 23k ee eh 9, 445 
inhippenies Banke ss22- 2 AE ee 4,910 
Middle; Banke =sa8= =. Sees fees 8 76, 495 
GermanvBanks Stier J: ae Ce ts 252 240 
Vetrovsuuedgersees 1 ul eee eos 183, 596 
Southi@hannelst23. ss - 2 Gee 2 s_s = 1, 163, 741 
Nantucket Shoals-2e- = et es 153, 240 
Ofi@hatham=s-v3 22 2S St oss 44, 150 
Sealdslands=2 205552 oe 25 eae 200 
Shores general kes 2.22 ee Soo 1ORT450| 2; 6059 Beaa see See ee 138)442)"| 45962) .|ssetet tees. 22. 

Notalasesetoetek eee es asezel 240435 49871075 63an)-seseeeal==ses DOO B9 Ole sOai|pasae2e=| eases 

LANDED AT GLOUCESTER 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
TiS} 1B INAV ASHEN OV SE es Sle 0 A ere es [Peer EY | nto steals ge eee 16, 515 226 775 $20 
IWiestermeb ame. Sie 2k 2 SEE oe A 2 ee aE See alee 97,294 | 1,231 | 21, 762 542 
@uereaupBanke 22) 8 eA ee I AE ae RS OE 3, 315 41 | 3,040 77 
Giliiotst> lawrence: 26 ke = ss a Sa Ee Se a 120 Bi eee eeeee |e 

West of 66° longitude: 
Brows Banks sees =s2 eee ae 11, 360 
Georges Bank_- 129, 235 
South Channel__--- yoo 
Nantucket Shoals-_---- 6, 710 
Shore, general_-.+--_2-22 -2-:-=..---- | 1, 518, 575 

MOt ales (ec = es SS ee er be lh ness Sea SEE ee 1, 790, 499 

LANDED AT PORTLAND 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
Western: Banke) 222 S--eeea es 1, 575 32 410 | $12 93,470 | 1,116 | 13, 745 305 
QuereaunBanke2. = 25.25 oe 1, 855 SG a pes tee a ah es I ge | a | oe | ed 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
BrOWiisn Danka Pee ees RE RE ea ee oe ee eee se Po 660 24 135 5 
GeorgessBank ss Sees ee ak a Ss eo eS GE eS a eee 730 iUGy || sek ato fe ee 
Cashes! Banko 2352 a5. 5 -2ek eee | Zs Peuakes On| ha er (33 tes a oe 28, 521 478 '3| tL uml OF c 
Hippenies: Bankes) - = 2282 eee 28, 695 TABS | Bie ee SI 7, 780 TODS Eee seree eae 
MiddlesBanks) 238.202 2 ee ee 2 965 LOX eee oe |S See 90 Dg Weerips a2 el | 2 ee 
PlattsiBank 2. 228652 sSice te CPA || GGL a Se ee 5S 800 er 226) | ate Ses a = 
lettroys aed re sae are ee ent SOI ARE ee Oost |eem owen lees VAN7A2, || ONG Te (ek Meee ele TS 
Southi@harinel’: 3235-5 se ee sees 680 Og eae SY S| 2, 000 OLN agers eee | 
Nantucket Shoals=scss2- 32 Sao 8, 500 2 aie [ene ee peeks 21, 400 266) 28 Se eee Se 
Senliisland’ ss satis: i tere ed 1, 550 19 100 2 260 4 520 14 
Shores generale #83-2.- 2 sakes 186, 382 | 4,485 455 8 | 342,061 | 6,842 620 20 

Mota Sareea tai sees | so 822, 069 | 22, 043 965 K 22 692, 523 | 12,951 | 15, 020 344 

Grand)topaless-225 } yw 3, 765, 497 | 97, 676 965 | 22 |5, 242, 561 |146, 429 | 47,312 | 1,153 
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Statement, by fishing grounds, of quantities and values of certain fishery prod- 
ucts landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., by American 
fishing vessels, 1925—Continued 

Cusk Halibut 

Fishing grounds 

Fresh Salted Fresh Salted 

LANDED AT BOSTON 

East of 66° W. longitude: Pounds Value |Pounds| Value | Pounds Value |Pounds| Value 
a Have Bank. 2 TTs (90: | G1 p8205| eae ae 165, 549/$287331. |psceees| 
Western Bank____:______ 19, 190 SUD in| Sees teal eee ae 1235934.) 22600), |E eas | eee 
Quereau Bank _-_________- 6, 625 LOD 5) seek A ae 431, 293.:|::69; 5205|s2— 992 ee eee 
Green Bank____- 17,491. || 25.420: || Saeet eg cere 
Grand Bank~___- 108,:429)5)..20;:70G) | 2st te ee 
St. Peters Bank 163,552) |, '32;.448) |e are ee eee 
‘Burgeo Banks ses pie? 110, 1735 || 13; 151) Sees Rare 
Cape Shoreseesea eS 802 441. :|_ 2. eet eee 
GulfiotiStodvawrencen2- 2\\ 2 | ee ee 104; 824: | MIB "3R0 sie ee Si eet aes 
The: Guilliy > sas ees 8, 500 DIB in| ELS 2 en RE oe 190;'572:,), 46, 433))|_ Se eee ae = 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
IBLOWDS Banke oe 333;.074:| ead gies fo eee ee 141285. SOS 7. |S eee eee 
Georges Bank___________- 208;;592 ||, 428484 ens a Sele he 1,116, 4671217, (89 7) Sere ae eee = 
Cashes Bank_._~____-__-- 117, 330 2) 250ih| 2 Soe Ea Ee eee 1, 325 201.)| setts eee 
Fippenies Bank_________- 26, 750 BT Oise jek 38 776 294 || sir Sie ea eee Z 
Middle Bank. __________- 181, 449 5096))£t2 5. 2 Se eee 4, 068 1,'352,.| 225 eae 
Jeffreys Ledge_______-_-- 295; 3125| 28521 ger ea oth ee Ss 354409) 1102s) teecret eee = 
South Channel___________ 498° 8403138305 alee = a ee 130,424: | (3053645) See eae ee 
Nantueket/Shoals. 5 ae °8\.: 0 220) 7 | See BSS ies ae ee 5, 96251... 3190) seed el eee Thee = 
OfmC@hathame asses aes 75 SOO ulead NOTE) | seen all eee S797, | 1:02) .| ae ieee eee s 
Seallislandy saa =) aes 19, 400 337 lee Seale ee 284 189) Searee | ae 
Shore, general____-_______ 19, 400 ES ose Les | tr 13, 428 2; 2975) ae ae 

otal ea L899 Al SAT 184s pees pee eee 2, 837, 875! 15385, 435) |= See 

LANDED AT GLOUCESTER 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
La Have Bank_______-._- 104,005 | 1,523 | 2,420 $61, |e 2 ea 2 ee eee 
Western Bank__________- 73,865 | 1,049 | 38,990 (OBulse sce eos see eee 225 $18 
Quereau Bank__________- 17, 670 260 7, 180 198 8, 543 683 410 57 
St-ebetersigank eee a! 455 6 140 Biles ee a ee 285 33 
Burgeo TB aE 2-1 tis 8) nh ee ee 100 3 1,080 QT .| ote alee 
Straits ofsBelleisle: 1 cee INE = 2s | ee es ee 88,975 | 9,063 400 56 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
Brownsebanle. =.) 628 139, 530 | 1,928 890 iil em Se I oe 230 2r 
Georges Bank___.________ 266,385 | 3,722 | 33,110 684 4,830 | 1,054 90 11 
South Channel__________- 28, 145 840! |p -eeovealisetez oe 2 | pooees ass 2c | Pe ee ee 
Seallisland 21h Sh - en a 15, 400 2; hs ates AS Cee OMe Cesena emees Se eerie ee | 
Shore, general: -=---2= 1, 030 39: | ee Sa | ee eres See po ee ee 5, 940 238. 

oo} rl Gaels ey on Se ee 646, 485 9,098 | 82, 830 1, 714 103, 428 | 10, 897 7, 580 434 

LANDED AT PORTLAND 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
Ta sEteveuB amie 2S EANRN aloo Pe a ee | ee eS 44-705). | 5.uls G280,|_ ea Ree 
Western Bank-_--__.-___- 22, 685 3083!) -32 ee es el 107,,451.)| 1959103..| Sees eee 
Quereau Bank_-___.___..- 4, 565 O02 222 ee 166,499. 32150 ||: aie ese eee ms 
Grand. Banket /-- ier: 750 [FES ae 15; 21. |) 2),7935|/ eee ee 
St. Peters Bank______-___ 415 Sara 5t a eee 72,931.) 10; 618. |< See ees ees 
Gulfiof:Si-Wéawrence 4 elie 22-28 EL eae ee eee 12)376 | 2,421 | 2 ass eae 
SticAnns.Bank= 60 Sao hf oe | Pee Rae ea ae ee 12; 279. | 2) 762. | Sas & a Sees 2 
‘BhesGuillya. > oS) sere 150 | [eon See et res 39, 504: |. 27,211 | ei eae 3 Seeeeee 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
Browns Bank =. {-0ee_ 2 22, 448 MARS ES ie alae se 21; 747. |), 4,028) |b 22 eee ee See 2 
Georges Bank___________- | 3, 080 622) ba Ose 24 TT 5i\9 4,000), eo eee eee 
Gashes Bank:_=-:=.222:= | 958-075 5|) 4, 740s ee BAST SU 2004. Ee 2 eee 

Fippenies Bank____.-.-_- 54,450 a1, 595 jl Mesee © 5 ae eee 3, 966 (654 ||" <2 tell ee 
MiddlesBank.==2 == s: 385 Bale eee 195 1655222222 |eaeeeees 
Plattisspankeg apr Debs | 180, 258 6, 497415e 2 Tee eee 3, 947 25 | |e oe eee 
Journeys bedgves 2225282 | D5 106i || axbs4 9 eeeeee ee | eee eee 4, 407 735 60 2 
South Channel___________ pa ee Wet ene | | a Tia IIE see) 999 $1) | 22S es | See 
Nantucket Shoals_______- Peete tise EN eel [tie OIE a ot Oe 589 100.) os Sees ee | Seeger 
Sealpislandiaes eee 57, 520 719 | 24, 000 300 677883; | 11,497, || ees eee 
Shore, general____________ ZANE HOU GRSO Oy | eee eee eee Wad4 | 1, Lois ae 

Motal sien sree ee 1, 060, 388 | 26,301 | 24, 000 300 612, 159 |108, 404 60 2 

Grand totala22 3, 606, 020 | 82, 583 |106, 8380 2,014 3, 553, 462 |654, 736 7, 640 436 

ee a ee 
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Statement, by fishing grounds, of quantities and values of certain fishery prod- 
ucts landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., by American 

fishing vessels, 1925—Continued 

Mackerel Miscellaneous 

Fishing grounds 
Fresh Salted Fresh Salted 

LANDED AT BOSTON 

East of 66° W. longitude: Pounds Value | Pounds | Value | Pownds | Value | Pounds | Value 
Wa Have bank s---422-5-— 40, 000 $1; 600|2--=<25—=|=--2-22= 81;140\$8, 664 ck< 22. 2 ee 
Wasted) afield se ee a eee a eee 477; 000) ==" 5 005 ane e | emeee 
(Bhai ish oy Binal eee eee | SE Seem ee 4) 830|5==15020|=22 eee Ae eee 
Cimyeyel 13 }rniic 2 8 oS al ee Se ee ee el 384 143) saa Se F232 
CapeiShoret ee == a aeea2 = 1, 424, 808 85, 768 44,400| $2, 784 105; 460|--31;196)>---22==* Jes ee 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
Brows Balke ==— -22 === Es hk eee oe 705914 419302 (See saa ee | ne Pye 
‘Georges Bank-_------------ 1, 000 15499; 47215949994) -— meee SSE pit? 
WashessB ake. 2). 2" hen oe eee oe 900 Oia sees (ee —_ 
Middle Bank. ____-------- 1, 797, 420 35; S76| eo 1401 ee a 
Aterman Banc. = ae) <~ 3= <= |-ts Sess eee 800 16|\<22= eee 
Jeffreys Ledge ------.----- 1, 757, 375 58, 130 79,800) 5, 987) 80, 774 22966 | Ses oe t= eee 
South Channel__---------- 1, 610, 380 78, 093 25, 600 2038; = 9793516) 269-4 70-22 ee | Root: 
Nantucket Shoals------_-- 757, 545 38, 532 34, 400 ZTo2 329, 830) ST 228 | eee ee Bax 
Of Ghathame-=. —<22=>=* 5, 449. 257 261, 887 78, 200 5, 797 58, 841) dl |e a 
Shore, general_---------=-- 5, 249, 638} 246, 235 34,800) 2,628) 5, 028, 212) 165, 079)--------_-|--_- — 

Potalc wrens aee koe <2 18, 087, 423 836, 833 299, 200} 22, 139) 8, 012, 694, 6LOf255|Saets =e Reese 

LANDED AT GLOUCESTER 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
On Newton lan disse e> = ae eae ae es ee |e een anaes ea eae ces 2, 400, 336/$84, 265 
Wa pe Shores sense at ete eee 38, 110 1; 894i) 71415358) 9; O12 Jos See coaln Le ses 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
Georg esi ete tes en | eee eee | nee eee aoe 7, 815) -  -2-309)-.- 22-25 22)2--- see 
Middle Banik a-- sess sos 3, 338, 870 99,797) 825,665) 63, 190 16, 000 PA S222 == os |Soeee 
Jeffreys Ledge--_-------.--| 134,400 3, 350 10, 000 S00 |= 2a ree esse es Pel Sees 
South: Channels 2-222 222 103, 140 3, 041 143, 000; 11, 086 40, 000 S00 =a ae aos = |e ea 
Off Ghathame=)2 isos 287, 380 72706). 402;800|>-28; 661 sae oe | 2 ey ee Sa | beh 
Shore, general_------------ 1, 334, 637 57, 034 267, 120), 19; 624\—- 788; 307) -32,-505)42 22222 ee |eE Boded 

| 

Totalsse> ks ee 5, 236, 537 172, 822) 1, 789, 943) 132,373) 852,122) 35,354) 2, 400, 336) 84, 265 

LANDED AT PORTLAND 

East of 66° W. longitude: | 
Wiestennwisii ke pee sseenees | > oc omen note eee beosscsecsslet Sess 4, 660 18) aE a ae 
Quereauriani kee een e |b oaee seen | Sakae fous s sees [o -Seee ee 16; 288|*-.35911)|--= = 22S {eas ts 
GrandeiBbanksesss? 22888 5 See hes ss. sees joa te |Siitscce 490) 90 | 22-3 oe tie ss 
St Peters: Ban kaca Seer = | |e ee SE ae = Ja) oo eee \Es aie 710, 190 | Sis See see 
(OE yore cleh ye AA ga eS Be Eee eee |=ean oecse 255.268 Gio | Shs = wae | eee 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
BrOWNS Banke t S2teis SO Ves Sale| ee te bate | Oe oe eC es 2 415.776), 105 268)-220223 ei 
Goorges*Bank §3= VES es | cue ae | pone s [oo ee 2 eee 99,595} 21, 898|-.-------- ase e 
Washes Bankes = se ee | aes a oe Se Coe k 1, 694) 43) seen doy pas igs Je 
Mippenics Bank: > 22 setGeds | Vee eee Pee eae 2) Se Phe ae oe eee 465, Q5) Ise Eas) snare 
Middle: Banks: 22323225 - seen oss} Seu oo |LLGee ee. [eos ees 740, By Ast uepeeee se See 
Platts) Bank Aa Soaks See |p a he | 2 es 22 | CR | og ects 4, 372) 131)-=2ese 2 ee 
Jefireys Ledge-----.------ 261, 740 8, 001 5, 200) 416) == 50101742 =.8,803 asso eee Agate 
South: Channel eo s- See el | oe es PS |S ee ke | ee ee 1, 150) 14/5 Seas Pts 
INIT Kot SHO Al smemeee ee [tae seette lei te ete me Baeeees 1, 185) TOES wat a ee 
Shore, general_------------ 529, 017 18, 515 800 -53 | 15-098; S08). - 19/348). ssESClE - ae 

Ota ee sees oe et 790,757}. 26,516 6, 000) 469] 1. 888, 318) 645548 see =e |e 

Grandoe 24, 114, 717| 1, 036,171) 2, 095, 143) 154, 981/10, 753, 134) 710, 157| 2, 400, 336) 84, 265 
| | 

7477—_26—_4 x 

as 

A e y 
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Statement, by fishing grounds, of quantities and values of certain fishery prod- 
ucts landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., by American 
fishing vessels, 1925—Continued 

Total 

Fishing grounds 

Fresh Salted 

LANDED AT BOSTON 

East of 66° W. longitude: Pounds Value Pounds | Value 
La lave: Bank: ee" = soe eee 258105503 tn Sl425308| 5 Lycee ee 
WesterniBank 2252-425 eee 3, 89451009! 5 hGI i500) 222 =a | Sea ae 
QuereawiBank2an-) 2 seen 461, 593 (iszou Soe? dos 22 ae 
Green Bank-) 22342025 eee eee ee 17, 491 7771) Igepal ET SARE |e ns are 
GrandyBanks tetas asa ene ee 121, 213 2AAD2| <3 So =| eee 
St-tPetersiBian ka sae ae 163, 552 32 A482: oo. 2s ee 
BurgeotBan ke gee see ees ee 110, 173 i sala} Wee ee 
Cape) Shoreks 2 es Aye 1, 850,305} 128, 215 44,400) $2,784 
GuilfiofiSt-alawrente-< =—=2 os. es 104, 824 134080! == ees een ne se 
Dey Gulkyeee eee a ie eee 199, 072 46-646 [23° Soo ese 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
IBTOWUS sb ati ke ea- ae Soe 10534857796)" 424-930). eee ee eee 
GeorgesiBank: ean. re se ees eae 29, 553, 082) 1, 416, 304 16, 250 721 
Cashes" Baik 2 obs ass eee a 451, 705 135340 | ooks mee |e 
Fippenits; Banks = eS ae 144, 911 DT ORo | aaa eee eee nee 
MiddiesBanké aes 052 Sa ee 4,301,531) 175, 927 2, 000 160 
German Bank_- 22, 600 608) okt Sa eee 
JORTCYS Ledpeee mie. > See 6, 020, 362! 236, 743 79, 800} 5, 987 
South Channel 54, 786, 423) 1,871, 919 25,600) 2,031 
Nantucket Shoals 8, 017,882) 300, 920 34,400} 2, 752 
Ofmehnthamt 2s. - = =e se 7,959,108} 365, 926 78,200} 5, 797 
Sealtislan dieses 2 0s oe ee 123, 134 CR tel See ree ee ee 
Shore; general: 2s*5 222 25 42s oe 17, 260, 229) 633, 190 34,800} 2, 628 

Notal ss. eas soso ese 148, 723, 048) 6,081,418) 315,450} 22, 860 

LANDED AT GLOUCESTER 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
athHavespanks23 6. sa-2 ees ee eed 1, 290, 740 26, 193 91,120) 4,230 
WiOStOLn WE aD Keperra: Mens ee 11, 130,339! 226, 842) 1,452,674] 64, 555 
QueresusBan ke see! = Ss sees Sas 1, 247, 313 26,323} 490,225) 22, 535 
Green) Bankmws soo ee ee ee 830 10 6, 030 279 
Grang) Banks ieee. ase oan Soe een Soe eae ae eee eee 13, 740 638 
StsPeters Bankema seme a cot 9, 600 192| 51,545] 2, 393 
BurgeovBank == ode ee ee 2, 280 112 23,530) 1,085 
OfNewfoundland 2222. 2 22s We ee ae ee eee 2, 400, 336} 84, 265 
CapeiShoretsusssa-c- 08 hee Set Di 2 38, 110 1,894) 141,358) 9,012) 
GulfiokStaiawrence <u als eee 34, 705 1, 558 6, 485 374 
StraitiofiBelleislent=2 20s. tee ae al 90, 255 9, 079 9, 860 483 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
IBTOWNS: BankaJoees oe cee Oe 1, 605, 985 34,584] 140,575) 4,730 
Georges Bank=-teclbi 2 hues eee ead 11, 090, 685) 212,472) 801,175) 37,736 
Middle Bank--_-_---___--- 3,576,270} 104,858} 825,665) 63,190 
Jeffreys Ledge-..---.----- 134, 400 3, 350 10, 800 
South. Channelae=sa= 2, 857, 955 37,927} 159,740) 11,815 
Nantucket Shoals 386, 985 Ge 60s. a =| coe 
OffiGhatham= e225 __ hae 287, 380) 7,706| 402,800! 28, 661 
SealiIsland:20 wie Ss see es eee ; 27, 000 521 9, 000 419 
Shoresgencrale ss eee 8, 349, 889] 333,183] 275,364) 19, 969 

Motalce Assseveese Bde Sang Ss 42, 160, 721| 1,033 411| 7,311, 222) 357, 169 

Grand total 

Pounds Value 
2,810, 503} $142, 398 
3,894, 559| 161, 590 

461,593} 71, 221 
17, 491 2, 420 

1215013 | Diao 
163,552| 32,448 
110, 173 13, 151 

1,894,705} 130, 999 
104,824} 13,380 
199,072) 46, 646 

10, 348, 796] 424, 930 
29, 569, 332) 1, 417, 025 

451,705| | 13,349 
144, 911 5, 333 

4, 303, 531 176, 087 
22, 600 608 

6, 100, 162 242, 730: 
54, 812, 023] 1, 873, 950 
8, 052, 282) 303, 672 
8, 037, 308| 371, 723 

“123, 134 3,378 
17, 295, 029} 635, 818 

149, 038, 498] 6, 104, 278 

1, 381, 860 30, 423, 
12, 583,013! 291,397 
1, 737,538] 48, 858 

6, 860 289 
13, 740 638 
61, 145 2, 585 
25, 810 1, 197 

2,400,336] 84, 265 
179, 468] 10, 906 
41, 190 1, 932 

100, 115 9, 562 

1, 746,560) 39,314 
11,891,860) 250, 208 
4,401,935) 168, 048 

144, 400 4, 150 
3,017,695} 49, 742 

386, 985 6, 607 
690,180) 36,367 
36, 000 940 

8, 625,253) 353, 152 

49, 471, 943) 1,390, 580 
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Statement, by fishing grounds, of quantities and values of certain fishery prod- 
ucts landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., by American 
fishing vessels, 1925—Continued 

Total 

Fishing grounds | Grand total 

Fresh Salted | 

LANDED AT PORTLAND 

East of 66° W. longitude: Pounds Value Pounds | Value | Pounds Value 
Manele vie) DAMN eee se eee eo oe 44, 705 CGP 2] Sea a eae ae 44, 705 $7, 628 
Viecihealserl ais ce gu be eee eee S 4, 676, 821| 106,505] 58,674] $1,977) 4, 735,495| 108, 482 
Quereau\ Banksest See ee Ee 200, 742 36, 499 4, 345 185 205, 087 36, 684 
Grand) Bank tos; rep ates 22 ot sl 21, 701 QOS ie oe URES Ase 2 21, 701 2, 941 
Staboters Banks 25s lee artes. 83,151 LUK035 pe Bert Se Sa ee 83, 151 11, 035 
CapeiShoresses ie tee ees ee Sees 25, 268 (oS 7 a5) | ae es Be AE 25, 268 6, 755 
Gulf of St? Lawrences? 27> 22>" -_- 12, 376 AZ ee Se See on |) omy 12, 376 1, 421 
SteeAmnseB amks Sain sais ee ee 12, 279 Di GARE 2 = 277 Elie pee oa 12, 279 2, 762 
STEN CHUN sed She epniee eaet a Sa AS TNE 59, 674 7,975) 24,285) 1,135 83, 959 9, 110 

West of 66° W. longitude: } 
Bro wis Bankes vse tons ere ee ESS 268,131] 23,229} 44,655] 2, 060 312, 786| 25, 289 
GeorgessBanie £5 2S hr 763,975} 38, 354 9, 950 471 773, 925| 38, 825 
CRS TES Ay i Eee ee gee 828, 099 DIE BOObe ess Sr Fal ere anes 828, 099 21, 800 
Hippenies bankeepo ere $5952 274, 387 NOSES pe Seo aS Pe 2 274, 387 10, 661 
MiddlesBamkei 28 aie 55S 2 ceo 21, 400 OG Sd ea aie Toe ae 21, 400 996 
TEL GYH els iu nite eee DR ee oeienaae UP SO6%A5S pees Holla | Seatee octea| ae eee 1,326,558) 55,112 
Votireysuedseu fee ars. Bye ee 3, 107,029] 100,173} 5, 260 418} 3,112,289) 100,591 
Sarthe@hanriel wesc see oe boone bane CRT NSO [ET 26 Tee oe lee 687,139} 15, 267 
Nantucket Shoals stn les - ae 7E85364| 220 147509] Wan etieet | aan eae 763,364 14,599 
eal island: tine. tS. ee een 135, 508 12, 423 75, 663} 2,382 211,171 14, 805 
Shore; eeneralas wee wes Sera 4,820,725} 135, 818 2, 960 131} 4,823,685) 135, 949 

Ota = sees ae Sauna Beate. Ep 18, 133,032] 611,953]  225,792| 8,759] 18,358,824! 620, 712 

Grand! totals cash bres ee es 209, 016, 801) 7, 726, 783) 7, 852, 464) 388, 788) 216, 869, 265) 8, 115, 570 

Note.—The items under ‘“ Miscellaneous’’ include bluebacks, 385,837 pounds, value $5,464; bonito, 
30 pounds, value $2; butterfish, 13,847 pounds, value $2,200; eels, 300 pounds, value $6; flounders 6,637,972 
pounds, value $275,787; herring, fresh, 1,542,465 pounds, value $18,553; herring, salted, 2,400,336 pounds, 
value $84,265; menhaden, 40,000 pounds, value $300; rosefish, 54,610 pounds, value $926; salmon, 8 pounds, 
value $1; shad, 1,498 pounds, value $115; sharks, 9,232 pounds, value $233; skates, 49,540 pounds, value 
$1,019; smelt, 362 pounds, value $36; sturgeon, 2,342 pounds, value $580; swordfish, 1,527,180 pounds, value 
$385,929; tuna, 145 pounds, value $3; whiting, 14,565 pounds, value $533; wolffish, 299,816 pounds, value 
$7,149; lobster, 48 pounds, value $16; squid, 1,541 pounds, value $28; scallops, 48 pounds, value $18; spawn, 
170,908 pounds, value $11,211; and tongues 840 pounds, value $48. 
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Statement, by months, of quantities and values of certain fishery products 
landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., by American 
fishing vessels, 1925 

Cod 

Days 
Month Trips} ab- Large (10 pounds and over) Market (under 10 and over 244 

sent pounds) 

Fresh Salted Fresh Salted 

LANDED AT BOSTON 
Pownds Value | Pounds | Value; Pounds | Value| Pounds | Value 

January 261) 1,661) 1, 468, 394) $119, 191 
February 284! 1, 741| 3, 623, 325) 117, 354 
March. sSaheome aes 355| 2,238) 4,060, 210) 138, 990 
Aprils 268) 2,601) 2,095,655 = 81, 037 
May___- 274| 2/077| 1,884,939) 60, 293 
fibte mentee = La ae 394] 2,813] 2,199,447) 77, 430 
Wiliyereucne So ene 502) 3, 393) 1,956, 836) 75, 781 
aX 0 Y24 0 pape 560} 3, 277| 2,303,985 83, 105 
September__---------- 513} 2,374| 2,120,785 87, 481 
October. ae AST |E2 M78): O12 7 See IO 72) eee | 844, 818) 32, 860)__--_---)-2___- 
INovembers<. ===. S21 e172 | 8442980] (nO7- 1064 meee a eee | 844, 540! 24, 860)___-_-_-|_____- 
December--_----------- 241| 1,680) 1,229,600. 92, 181)_.--_-__- |--2---- 555, 965| 27, 167|..-__-_- |. -=-== 

1A BYGY Hage ae 4, 404/27, 762/26, 578, 740/1, 141, 069) 16, 250 7211: \9)585,:417)|293, 5442s oe eee 

LANDED AT GLOUCESTER 

January aes. he 117) (263) - T45s035 Ne 145430) ser eee Ss ec 12, 240 886) ir os ee 
Hebrilaryveet es es 175| 445] 1,366,475} 35,168) ~ 24,830; 1,180 53, 220} 1,179} 2,060) $77 
March. 2. Serecirne sd 280} 800) 3,036,115) 85, 720, 6, 010 303} 122, 235] 2,638) @ 265 1 
Mri leees on eee ee 307| 823] 1,344,365) 49,428] 74,745] 3,552] 155,655] 3,037| 16,410] 655 
Via yer cates MoT 305] 1, 288} 2, 408,035) 64, 696) 240,099] 11,852) 518,697) 9,872} 58, 651| 2, 399 
Vines el et oe RS 217) 1, 798) 4, 019, 905 92,918} 501, 865) 24,517| 973, 285) 16, 867} 296, 842/12, 526 
uly. se ee 156] 1,350] 3,311,970] 77,110] 400, 315| 19,880] 886, 905| 17, 641] 103, 710} 4, 265 
JACI St Seen 239| 1, 608] 2,069,445] 48,795] 651, 930| 30,499) 512,913) 9, 307| 147, 005 5, 973 
September____________ 313] 1,371| 1,628,100] 44,177] 249, 675| 10,441] 450, 040| 8, 749] 44, 285) 1, 647 
October se een ras 149 630 304, 600 12,968} 113,075} 5, 822 158, 485) 3,303) 17, 320 712 
November------------ 167| 326) 130,040 CR ee eee eee 10, 140 Pah Pugh eS oa: 2 
December=_2! Seo =< 66] 333 33, 610 oes O bir | earners aes |S Sea 4, 870 343 ieee Ce | eee 

MotalettwewsesE = | 2, 491/11, 035 19, 798, 595) 536, 900/2, 262, 544/108, 046) 3, 858, 685) 74, 093/686, 548 |28, 265 

LANDED AT PORTLAND 

January see ee ee 104; 118 67, 671 68302) Se ee [or oers 29968) 21/626 |Eeeseo | see 
Rebrilanyes—= eee 82 161 301, 690 7, 783 820 37 44-160)" 1 835)2=sasse ae pe aes 
Mi (dibse = ee 144) 237; 534,129) 12,617 1, 985 99 60,711} 1,779 950 38 
A Ties ee ee eS 157 379 483, 379 13, 718 4, 345 185 145, 943) 3, 246 1, 385 55 
Wie yen ee oe 124 405 837, 604 19, 107 19, 635 979 37, 995 764 6, 765. 280 
June 42 See nS esas 132 336 374, 442 11, 369 10, 175 229 20, 554 452 2,500}. 50 
fi Liam es Soe Seat Sa 160 564 348, 692 13, 400 38, 350) 1, 867) 12, 004 304 7, 085 283 
ATIgiSE-282. 32-222. be 197 530 259, 378 10, 543 31, 888} 1, 515 20, 270 487| 10,945 438 
Septempber=2-2-22 =: 129 332 189, 939 7, 042 19, 720 937 25, 124 636 2, 000 80 
(Ocioben seen 109 |2259 pee 834386 ee nay Ooi come ae ee 416708) 1, 2177) ome (eee 
November: 2025. 2s 95| 200 73, 283 Be. (0 0) Dagan (Sa eee AZCO3 | TAG |e | eae 
December--s222—-- = 76 156 49, 144 3, 275 30 it 42,350) 1, 836, 520 23 

otal asta ce 1, 509) 3, 650) 3, 602, 737| 112,596) 126,948) 5,849) 523, 818! 15,372) 32, 150) 1, 247 

Grand total____- 8, 404/42, 447/49, 980, 072/1, 790, 565)2, 405, 742 114, 616 13, 917, 920/383, 006| 718, 698]29, 512 

Grounds east of 66° | 
Wralong estes eae AQ) eae 13, 593, 770| 370, 929|1, 564, 051) 74, 854| 3, 443, 090) 74, 694) 519, 747/21, 367 

Grounds west of 66° | 
Mirlong to. 2 Se O13 ee 36, 386, 302/1, 419,636, 841,691) 39, 762/10, 474, 830)/308, 312, 198, 951) 8, 145 

Landed at Boston in 
ty oS ee ane Be78h [ous we 24, 893, 292/1, 070, 442| 17,000) 613/10, 959, 426/324, 467)_.______|__--_- 

Landed at Gloucester 
in 1994 2> Se 2A 7|aeseee 14, 229,650] 385, 909)1, 862, 222) 92,156 4,161,361) 76,924 732, 906/28, 573 

Landed at Portland 
i 924 eee 1 583|- a5 20 3, 522, 984) 129, 523) 121,360); 6,127) 606, 387) 17, 266, 23,725) 935 
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Statement, by months, of quantities and values of certain fishery products 

landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., by American 
fishing vessels, 1925—Continued 

Cod—Continued Haddock 

Month ; Scrod (1 to 244 pounds) Large (over 214 pounds) 

Fresh Salted Fresh Salted 

LANDED AT BOSTON 
Pownds) Value| Pownds| Value| Pownds Value | Pounds) Value 

Jenuerye.< 22 eee ae se O20 | es$255 Bae ea oe 6E0252545| 4 $278) 22h|b- 2s ees 
1045] 6) 9s ape oe ye Pa ea SFG65 a 2 See eee Bete 705151580||2= "2380 leases aes 
Visi Chie om Se een Re Tn ne 2, 520 52 | PRGA OA vaio 72918;,245 | 29290, 460/22 2 = ee ees 
UN 0) th = OS wes a EE eS cen a eee meet 485 (7) eee Eee 5, 265, 478 LGLF88ba<. Soc S| ELLs 
Vict ete 2 8 Ee Rete ee eee ee 2, 535 22 | SaaS eea eS Sil dy 200 |e O8, 052 |ee ees eee ee 
SFURITC ween et ere ees a eee 250 ob | Ev Re eal Ss 3, 945, 207 86 <6bito eS) ess 
rth ypes tee ae Pe ee ee es 2, 845 AS || UPEEN SE hed 2S 3, 727, 160 835692 (b= s2 25 et 
PROTOUISL Ss a 2 ee eee Se ee ee eee 10, 055 ILO |e eS 4, 046, 813 SORG18| 22-22 ces Erase 
Meplemihent =e es a ee 4, 985 A] | ee ee 5, 044, 050 1025958|5. 2>— Sa eee 
Wctobert]—2— = eo eee ee 5, 710 (Ye | Se el RS ES 5, 454, 525 220204) 2S 2 seen | EI a 
UN oRtG LIE OY 2) Pepys eee Ips Che Sete ar ZON5oO eetesOl ee ae ee oe 5 809079)" 5185; 085/222 = Series we 
IDES) es aan ee Ae LPO ZOietBOS Lee er oe A332, 230 ee 201s Olea aseees| Sees 

TAY OY ICA es eh eS ee py 8 ee 41620443 ease orb et Gl S88 1TTi2 098, :724 c= sea ye 

LANDED AT GLOUCESTER 

January —t_ en Aes oe CES SV eRe Soa ee ee 2b Se AS a 24, 695 iL, S762 32-2 ees 
February 570, 065 O S12|bes=) = =| Sane 
ING hin) 0 nef ht es ea 2M ee EE [carte 1, 095, 595 18; S88 ie o a Rees B 
iN yo) ott ie RD 2 en eh GS ene ea 1, 205, 745 25) 695 ear a2 = 24 |S ceeee 
(NDA yisete ee or tyme te hn Re SM Tia br 820, 455 21,(046)0. 222s ees 
JUNC soe Bee we La rae 1, 175, 870 18; S472 s2scelSe $258 
JUS eek on ete ce eon t we eee woe 1, 035, 890 13, 243 7,015| $175 
TANTO TS Teen ee a ee oe ee ee 1, 025, 590 10, 352 9, 075 227 
Septenttelee sae. cases one ean 1, 187, 690 12, 873 8, 000 199 
Octohensa2e" 2222 306, 865 32462|2. 2 = Sou eva 
November 71, 940 TROG [Hees oA oaks 
December 2,110 50H 2 

Total | 8,522,510) 136,652) 24,090} 601 

LANDED AT PORTLAND 

VaNUaTyoe—— = ek at eS AGES Soe 2 pee | eee 345, 575 23; 120 eee eee es 
February a-sesece 141 340 7| 784,045 265309] bee =o os |eseees 
INVEST Cee ee Rea = Se BO a a eee ny eS ceo om | ogee 782, 200 23903 |2s— 22222 |baaees 
BAS 01 RS Re ele ee Sg acer 18,344; 147) 7,731) 187) 1,318, 103 280402. Sees ee es 
Mia yee so a eh ne ee aes SS 7, 860 39) 8,730 238} 1, 557, 965 30; L68)}Ps=— =o ea| eee 
H fit tal: (= ee — a rete LS eee en 2, 420 Di eet EE el 1, 039, 858 198862 |he= Se ere 
tilby se ee a oN ok 2 3. ae cee eee 1, 915 12 1, 100 22 123, 167 2; 830|2s--cess|= eas 
JNO CTR pa ee Ie oe ee ery er 1, 730 9 350 10 141, 594 4.183 alee 
Septembersc> 2-5 cd ee ee ee 5, 370 Bibel See 174, 158 6, 090/222 2 2b 
October eet 22 hts ee ee 125015 epee OO |e eee ee Oe 388,612 16,282)" 2 27 cule oars 
INOVelN ber: = 2.<c-- se oe eee 8, 100 Sli Persea | eo 411, 607 13; 454 Ee ess |B ea 
Mecember. 222 Hse 10, 003 193 1, 243 31 312, 314 18, 065 385 10 

Totals sae Ses <sae “et awe 8 ees 101, 195) 1,163} 19,494 495| 7, 379, 198 212, 361 385 10; 

Granditotales: Sake ae 199, 025| 2,748! 28,673} 791/77, 289, 885} 2,447,737} 24,475) 611 

Grounds east of 66° W. long____----_--- 22, 540/ 261) 27,348) 756) 6,779,590} 149,359) 24,475] 611 
Grounds west of 66° W. long_-_----___- 176, 485) 2, 487 1, 325 35/70, 510, 295) 2, 298, 378]... -..-|---=- =. 
Landed at Boston in 1924_____._._____- 76390 |\so050 |e SNe Bd, 118,561 51, 8475134) oe She 
Landed at Gloucester in 1924._________. 17,515, 146) 30,973) 943) 4, 673, 621 84, 685 323 8 
Landed at Portland in 1924___---_-___2. 88, 882 529| 4, 680 114) 6, 179, 070 177, 330 3, 095 62 

eee 
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Statement, by months, of quantities and values of certain fishery products 
landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., by American 
fishing vessels, 1925—Continued 

Month 

LANDED AT BOSTON 

October 

LANDED AT PORTLAND 

JSNUARY) 2-2 oe oe ae oe ae 
February 

Octobersae= ssa oe eae Ree ee 
November 
December 

Grand: totale3-2 22 ewes 

Grounds east of 66° W. longitude_ - __ 
Grounds west of 66° W. longitude__.- 
Landed at Boston in 1924 
Landed at Gloucester in 1924__- at 
Landed at Portland in 1924__.._____.- 

12, 893, 075 

Haddock—Continued 

Scrod (1 to 1144 pounds) 

Fresh 

Value 
$41, 628 
38, 024 
53, 997 
22, 375 
12, 918 
9, 230) 
6, 242 
5, 344 
7, 656 

25, 788 
16, 557 
39, 927 

279, 686 

Pounds 
1, 345, 500 
1, 426, 380 
2, 035, 065 
1, 209, 560 

872, 680 
832, 940 
674, 075 
622, 900 
714, 520 

1, 202, 275 
980, 180 
977, 000 

Salted 

Value 

1, 702, 913 

Hake 

Large (6 pounds and over) 

Fresh 

Value Pounds 
171, 755 
147, 990 
111, 385 
166, 570 
90, 570 
60, 095 
60, 865 
23, 055 

166, 685 
218, 420 
365, 638 
119, 885 

84,983) 1, 658 
55,227) 1, 022 
58, 465 691 

274,645) 4, 408 
17, 665 91 
17, 487 89 
15, 500 107 
21, 115 105 
21, 180) 125 
34, 410 318 
26, 167 273 
16, 376 293 

643, 220! 9, 180 

14, 571, 130| 299, 372 

88, 725| 1,396 
14, 482, 405| 297, 976 
11, 023, 748| 190, 527 

468, 165) 5, 009 
433, 827| 3, 823 

770 $21 

770). 21 

770; 21 

770| 21 

1,365) 27 

Salted 

Pounds 

730 AD| Ss S1c on eae 
7, 745 345)... seas eae 

pee ee are ee AT occas 
2, 320 Ae ee 

895 18} s.2e oe 
257 S| a ees Cra 

cance 270) 14|-2 1 cca 

16, 650 518) soe josseet 

2, 023, 378| 75,602} 15,880, 366 

84,035| 1,666] 6,240) 137 
1, 939, 343] 73,936} 9,640} 229 

588, 667| 19, 103|_----_-- irnoue) 
251,099| 4,794] 20,134) 350 
19, 775 Tree sa fitscuen. 
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Statement, by months, of quantities and values of certain fishery products 
landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., by American 
fishing vessels, 1925—-Continued 

Month 

LANDED AT BOSTON 

VAMUWAT Y= eee oe See 
February 

October 

SNULOAIS feet Nok SE eee 

October 

PICS Sane = ee 8 ee eee 

October 
Novembe 
December 

Tr 

Grand total 

Grounds east of 66° W. longitude__-__- 
Grounds west of 66° W. longitude ____ 
Landed at Boston in 1924 
Landed at Gloucester in 1924-_-______- 
Landed at Portland in 1924 

Hake—Continued 

Pollock 

Small (under 6 pounds) 

Fresh Salted Fresh Salted 

Pounds | Value |Pownds |\Value| Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value 
832595|71$8) 813 | Se see eee ee 1535732) $10;508|).22- 222) Sie 
695485 ao nOl2| seme cee fet 1815980 |f oe (004m | eerie 
45) 780) eat 2s 830) anew ee ee oC 2p 080 a= 8s, Bee |e eee (eee 
HAT S10 pM (Sone eeoee ea acee TOS O31 2045 687) ea aes ae ae 
B82445 | 920] Peeee ess |e es OSE 370)\- 1d) 404k Sete elie ee 
GHG ROO | sae QOL| Leiecew sae 1625 665/595; 55412 epeek ie pee 
295, 175 GyOSOlNitse ope ees 214, 610 6,594 |2~ 2: aes ret 
DRAGSO5|mmOngae |e eee eles = aoe 994, 000! 7; 807| 22 ee ell ee 
493, 693 Shave ase S252 316, 860 1, O64 (2c Seals eee 
6998305 | BST Ss42 | Meese ie 340, 745 SQA ee a 
57160351 ON968 Ee Bre eae ae AGO O76le (9, 918)2 = saee | Eee 
122, 035 GRO AT sree See | Pome AD O40 ee Gs 2050 | eee ees | err 

219438498 rips Goa|ee see | eee 2 TOO O80 | sO to03) mee eae eee 

sais 6 0g Wl ies a ees dl ee 3, 375 2882 
A Se Be a a2 A eae 6, 325 175) eee 
peg LS apt Ve Sol ae a SE a ee 10, 840 136 ees eae 
aaa Seale EE Me ook | Pee 21, 520 269 695| $18 
se) ON =) Ry Be Se 2 Sa ee 20, 215 268 650 16 
ees” ipa po) | aes Semel eee, «Sele ede eee em 21, 989 277 3, 960 99 
Eel | ea eee 1 a ee 34, 710 457 5, 205 136 
eee iajaweta. (ase we |e t Su aaa 38, 905 487| 13,120} 329 
Remene w eres |e acne | eeee mens (Meet ae! 308,485} 5,957) 7,047) 171 
SR Ee ee i | See 475, 190} 13, 084 1, 615 40 

6945765) aloai1O| ea ae ele ee 
1547180275 538 Sore eee |e ee 

A tS |e NATH GR aR se 1, 790, 499] 42,115) 32, 292 809 

645090) 30720 coe ae ee 6453.09] cee ieee cee | eee 
30, 481 13286] eeeel ose 7, 895 237 40 1 
263,979 |e 1s OlS | seeteee eae 45, 488 (00 |= 222s eas pete 
27, 028) SSDs eee ee | Se 52, 363 790 8, 865 209 
91, 697 1, 619 310 $7 48, 508 671 4, 840 5 
29, 606 514 | See ase fee Se 61, 709 1, 396 170 3 
29, 521 550 245 3 148, 006 3).193| See 
23; 133 ASD | Sie Se ee | Se 83, 852 1, 829 350 11 
67, 235 4 58 |S ee ees | ote 56, 824 1, 104 135 5 

195, 674 F780) See aes |e SS 69, 456 1, 185 620 20 
179, 080 35457 Seas ae oe 34, 180 tit os) eee ee ot 
56, 945 2, 365 410 12 19, 863 O48 eect 

822, 069; 22, 043 965 22) 692,523; 12,951) 15,020; 344 

3, 765, 497| 97, 676 965 22| 5, 242, 561) 146,429) 47,312 1,153 

11, 520 267 410 12 618, 504; 14,383; 39, 322 944 
3, 753, 977| 97, 409 555 10| 4, 624, 057| 132, 076 7,990) 209 
5, 110, 027} 129, 356 1, 150 32|5 2144) O19)" 84,287 a eee. leea 
ee Eales fe ee fou en 2, 289, 593) 60,640) 11,390) 214 

| 1,293,169} 31, 677 590, 12 632, 826| 14,179 6,950, 118 
N i 
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Statement, by months, of quantities and values of certain fishery products 
landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., by American 
fishing vessels, 1925—Continued 

Cusk 

Month 

Fresh Salted 

LANDED AT BOSTON 
Pounds | Value |Pounds| Value 

PANUANY= = =a S eS ee eee 1915979) $7; 2102352 eee eae 
February 222220222 _ tS See S18! 670). 616482 ees | eee 
Marthiliaiu ) ata! 1s eSieaee oa DSANSR7/5, LG pda e ome ieee ee aie 
Aspril 2 3 a eee 256, 130 OMILG4 esa 
IM yee ee 174,945) 3S 25845| Jone eRe Soe a 
JAIN oe oe a eee ee (Os 645. BUS709|22 045-54) 2- eee 
P fib Uh Cees as eae =: £3 SNS 4 OE a ee D242) WA LAN eee Bale Sabo se 
(ANI CTIS 2 26S ee 5 renee NE oe 763615), + G10| Sees ea lee ee 
September 74, 899|" PRESS Resse 
October 4 Ate ss Se VT ALLA| Mas 44 CSA SL See Do a 
November 248, 270)'='SASbR4IE sae See ese 
December:2222 Se 117;410|! 445278) eoss2ule ose 

Total. = 54Bose Be ae 1; 899147)" 4184) 2-co0sse eee 

October 

LANDED AT PORTLAND 

Vanuary=. 232) Sees = eee | 
Webriiary =... eee eee | 

© ctober.2 28. fee 
November: 2 {2008 ie eee ee 
Decemiber_.2- 2608. f.- eee ee 

Grand:total:=- 223 es 

Grounds east of 66° W. longitude __- 
Grounds west of 66° W. longitude_- 
Landed at Boston in 1924-____-.---- 
Landed at Gloucester in 1924______- 
Landed at Portland in 1924_--_----- 

Pounds 
18, 179 

156, 151 
160, 927 
484, 137 
622, 772 
387, 174 
351, 588 
255, 386 
234, 093 
150, 514 

9,701 
7, 258 

2, 837, 875 

3, 648 

Halibut 

Fresh Salted 

Value | Pounds | Value 

108, 404 60 2 

|" 6120.83) hr 16043 |b ne een ia |= ees 
I SResINC7A G52 ake 743 | eee ok [eee 

FRO 145 |e 5. O18 | Seeeee | ee 
178/945 MES 554 | eaten | eee 

| = (94-491 had Ad 7 ety helen as 
17, 399 346| 24, 000 300 

| 29, 950! ATA\ i= ap) SSE 
| 20, 440 304 SUA eel 2 ace 
hee) Beesoi Boa] Evivaga tan | oa a 

58-458) 5 cn 3997 | lle soe eee 
61;:845) "gd <180| -2ees elo fos 

| 5 31781 ek BOO eee ee ee 

| 1,060, 388' 26,301] 24, 000 300| 612, 159 

3, 606, 020) 82, 583) 106,830} 2, 014) 3, 553, 462 

347,570, 5, 961/ 48,830) 1, 003 1, 986, 173 
3,258, 450. 76,622} 58,000) 1,011) 1, 567, 289 
1, 8603576) 38;443| ese. Sale =o 8 3, 934, 627 

691, 395}. 11,009] 55,515) 1,309! 10,605 
792,035} 17,199} 6,070 154| 476,384 

654,736  7,640| 436 

342,970/ 1,320| 164 
311, 766, 6,320/ 272 
711 -948)!-) 4 ane 
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Statement, by months, of quantities and values of certain fishery products 
landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Poriland, Me., by American 
fishing vessels, 1925—Continued 

Mackerel Miscellaneous ! 

Month 

Fresh Salted Fresh Salted 

LANDED AT BOSTON 
Pounds Value | Pownds | Value| Pounds | Value| Pounds | Value 

PANOATY = oe ee BE a me | eee eet Rin RE ie YF oS res >= 476, 646/$28, 198)_._____._|_-_-___ 
EE] OY cE EW ra alg pee Bet re Le 21 RSP I UO ee en | peepee eaten ag epee 68657323) 27,278) = =e 2 ee 
VEST CD sen TU a eee [oe Nee S| ae SRR le Oo Oh 180}:928) '26:282|-.- ~~ 2 | See 
Dp) Sage Be RES TI ec Na ele a [enh Bae Mn a a Oe 636;(091) 18500422 eee 
IVa y ee ee a 2 Ts DIE GSO) an 1 0) eed ee ell ee 6015 S10) 3122540 /eae ee es ae 
Pari ts. Aas ATA Se oe 2, 109, 186} 126,073) 44,400) $2,784) 712, 457| 43, 676)___.-____|__-___- 
PLOY byt ean bo eaetee. = eee Se ee 3, 157, 685] 178,583] 42,600} 3,367) 1, 274, 956/190, 038)_-_.-.---|_--____ 
ATP UST coo oe a re es 5, 253, 069] 215,818) 105,800} 8,241) 997, 121/132, 456)__._-____|__-____ 
September 22 at = Sa 5, 324, 023) 170,311) 106,400) 7, 747 6855135/245 73519 |e aes 2 Se Oe 
Octaber eet eae Careee sl a PAIS EGWO| e128; 295s Pe ee ATEN 5816252458] ce oe eT 
iVoviembert iti ae ties 8 Sere ee 38, 220 TOSG| seas ad oe a 35751648 \s20, 062 2a a= ae a Eee 
1D) CCAD OT kes tier Ses ate oes ce Se SE een Pe CML Cee |S ea 489534211|"39) 044) <2. = soS Sees 

Motel eset AP Nee ae 18, 087, 423} 836, 833] 299, 200} 22, 139! 8, 012, 694/610, 255|____-___.|__-___- 

LANDED AT GLOUCESTER 

AEST aU CS yee Se 8 Roc eS RNR ee a | a ee 166, 780} 11,110} 278, 000/$10, 650 
ENE) OY EYOTA ext GS 2 BN RR Ea a ee IGS SA) nt ee ARN Rs Ma ee 168; 4177|- “95299)-. = 2= = Ie 
SY: (Soe 31 a ug eee eee end At, (BL Sat), | Dy Sieg |S Ie Cy hai oe 815/390) « $3;:601|--2---- = |22 Sse 
SAUNT) sos tere Ut Se RR oe Ae | A RE ee ee | aes 90::700|'=-2)'268)2-—---22-|- =e ee 
VIG yee A A 74 284 RPG Sadi Sere ote 8 2 44, 000 660| Sees eee 
BUTI OR 8 ee AS Se ES Te 141, 358} 9,012 NAT A15| > 46101-22222 2 See 
Jal yes Se he. a 137, 400) 10, 855 40, 000 300 Rees ee =| 202 eas 
SANTIS Go ee ag Se EN 639, 265) 47, 368 30, 000 450 |Ge22 so ee 
September 3 Wee A00 | RODNOSS ieee See on eer a ees | See ae 
October 144, 520| 10, 100 10, 000) 1 0) ese Sees ee 
IVOVeM Dents Sires f a See eis ae e150 63d m0, 1 aoleemee ies a 29, 800 827| 757, 400} 28, 552 
AP ECEMIDCT ae teste a rate ehh Seedy se ee. eee =| 49, 620} 2, 638/1, 364, 936| 45, 063 

Total 1, 789, 943|132, 373 852, 122) 35, 354!2, 400, 336) 84, 265 

LANDED AT PORTLAND 

EA ISN yee ee before cy sae ee Sen) Ral AS 8 4, 336 [4d le sores S| nse 
HED EGSTy See, BO I OREN eee he 2 NE ee 25, 310 616). eee 
RACH SRE Vet Se Gales Ss Ee eel a AES A RT a atts 11, 351 S74 ee aed ee 
Ba \joynt ls meee Sg Oe Ree RTD 2 2S Sa RR SE RR 1 Ia eR oy 7, 596 146) eee ee Ee 
Bria aa ene Bg 8 <P es de se 120 ae) 2 ee tie eee 6, 817 110 
Tunes es sO 41, 203 DE AS 7 ee AI NBER Soe 142,900} 2, 114)_. 
Jratlye Ss. Moe 5, 601 tO 4 Pease Seek] ea 204, 145) 22, 192 
August 392, 916 13, 200 5, 640) 445 781, 399} 28, 008 
Septentberst? S26 eae 7 yar 348, 308 10, 217 360 24 BIS OST |e eel |on ee ee aoe | eee ae 
October Se es 2, 609 peli] be ok Ap oS Sl B19614 |, 2560) Sa oe en eae 
TINK ON7 25001 OY) as = eso IRS DE 21 ee ed 3 ne MA ee ee 64, 684 518222 2 = eee 
Wecembers wen. se 3 seh ee tell eg | meee  SSSK e 1, 629 45)-c2 ea eS 

TP OtalSs 22 Ae ee ee 790, 757| 26, 516 6, 000 469| 1, 888, 318] 64, 548/___.-____]___.-_- 
= | | 

Grand:total Ait 222 Fares 24, 114, 717/1, 036, 171|2, 095, 143/154, 981/10, 753, 134/710, 157|2, 400, 336) 84, 265 

Grounds east of 66° W. longitude_| 1,502,918) 89,262) 185,758) 11,796) 235, 739) 57, 497/2, 400, 336) 84, 265 
Grounds west of 66° W. longitude _|22, 611, 799] 946, 909)1, 909, 385/143, 185) 10, 517, 395/652, 660/_________|_.-____ 
Landed at Boston in 1924_______- 6, 181, 439} 337,933) 137,070) 9,983] 6, 639, 764/629, 185} 180,000) 4, 500 
Landed at Gloucester in 1924_____ 1, 835, 861 91, 093)1, 105, 124) 80, 394 634, 458) 12, 437)2, 763, 480/103, 871 
Landed at Portland in 1924_______ 457, 022} 21, 297 40, 993) 1,084] 1, 424, 829) 51, 002)/_.-._-_.__|__-___- 

1 Includes herring from Newfoundland, 2,400,336 pounds, salted, valued at $84,265. 
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Statement, by months, of quantities and values of certain fishery products 
ianded at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., 
fishing vessels, 1925—Continued 

by American 

Month 

LANDED AT BOSTON 

JaNUSry 2=2= = 22a See seen ee oe eee | 
PObrUarly= a= sas 2s SS ee ee | 
IMIG TCA Ne SEE Oe ea Soe Senses 

AU ZUSb i=: = =e eee ree era 3 ee 

October sa an et ee ee | 

LANDED AT GLOUCESTER 

DOGMA Re een eee pe ee 
MODLUALY 2 = So eee ae es en eee ee 
IN ENR OVE oo oe SS SEs eae cosas 

PANIQUIS (sent ase) eee © eae ee SS 

October==——) oo eek ne eae 

Granditotalist 2 shar oaes meee 

Grounds east of 66° W. longitude 
Grounds west of 66° W. longitude 
Landed at Boston in 1924_____________-- 
Landed at Gloucester in 1924__________-- 
Landed at Portland in 1924__._________-- 

Total 

Grand total 

Fresh Salted 

Pounds Value Pounds | Value Pounds Value 
9, 484, 650) > $540/682)- = 5-5) 9, 484, 650) $540, 682 

145028, 413)" "49848 ll isn eee || een 14, 028, 413} 498, 481 
15;997;;088| 589051875 2s | Se 15, 997, 088} 589, 187 
10, 991, 941 4031037) 25-252 o= || Sees 10, 991, 941 403, 037 
9, 286, 448 342, 573 16, 250 $721 9, 302, 698 343, 294 

11, 647, 996 446, 028 44, 400 2, 784| 11, 692, 396 448, 812 
12, 796, 075 643, 013 42, 600 3, 367) 12,838,675) 646, 380 
15, 191, 262 608, 474 105, 800 8, 241) 15, 297, 062 616, 715 
16, 001, 183 506, 578 106, 400 7, 747) 16, 107, 583 514, 325 
13, 413, 127 G5) O74 pew ee Se 8 a ee 18, 413, 127 615, 074 
157351 OG [ey 388: 7.60 eee ee | eee 11, 573, 106} 388, 780 
8, 311, 759| 490.51 o = aes [eee 8, 311, 759 499, 511 

| 148, 723, 048, 6,081, 418] 315, 450) 22, 860) 149, 038, 498) 6, 104, 278 
} el 

353, 025) 28,099) 278,000) 10,650 631, 025 38, 749 
2, 196, 227) 56, 032 26, 965 1, 265 2, 223, 192! 57, 297 
4, 510, 765 112, 529 6, 365) 316 4, 517, 130 112, 845 
3, 014, 825) 83, 460 92,110) 4, 232 3, 106, 935 87, 692 
4, 083,749 104,548! 301,295! 14,313 4, 385, 044 118, 861 
6, 845, 577 155, 483 960, 385) 46, 705 7, 805, 962 202, 188 
5 793, 415 119, 324 678, 769) 35, 917 6, 472, 184 155, 241 
5, 950, 038 132, 530} 1, 470,350) 84, 667 7, 420, 388 217, 197 
6, 535, 815 148, 555) 1, 085, 122) 68, 398 7, 620, 937 216, 953 
1, 639, 845 44, 723 283, 585) 16, 853 1, 923, 480 61, 576 

993, 050, 33, 533 757, 400) 28, 552 1, 750, 450 62, 085 
244, 390 14, 595) 1,370,876! 45, 301 1, 615, 266 59, 896 

42, 160, 721) 1,033, 411) 7,311, 222} 357,169} 49, 471, 943} 1, 390, 580 

794, 125 430786) peter a2 |e 794, 125 43, 786 
1, 376, 040 43, 019 1, 200 45 1, 377, 240 43, 064 
1, 844, 619 50, 729 2, 995 139 1, 847, 614 50, 868 
2, 547, 748 62, 142 22, 326 636 2, 570, 074 62, 778 
2, 790, 867 69, 979 41, 050 1, 620 2, 831, 917 71, 599 
1, 870, 170 58, 027 36, 845 582) 1, 907, 015 58, 609 
1, 031, 615 64, 610 46, 780 2,175 1, 078, 395 66, 785 
1, 869, 987 81, 744 49, 173 2,419 1, 919, 160 84, 163 
1, 337, 000 50, 999 22, 215 1, 046 1, 359, 215 52, 045 
1, 214, 698] 33, 899 620 1,215,318) 33, 919 

903, 445 Oe a VN ete gl [Det 903, 445 24, 334 
552, 718 28, 685 2, 588 thE 555, 306 28, 762 

18, 133, 032 611, 953 225, 792 8, 759] 18, 358, 824 620, 712 

209, 016, 801) 7, 726, 782| 7, 852, 464] 388, 788] 216, 869, 265) 8, 115, 570 

28, 714, 174) 1, 108, 615] 4, 818, 607} 195,930) 33, 532, 781) 1, 304, 545 
180, 302, 627) 6, 618, 167) 3, 033, 857] 192, 858} 183, 336, 484) 6, 811, 025 
130, 631, 036) 5, 386, 462 335, 220} 15,128) 130, 966, 256) 5, 401, 590 
29, 263, 323 733, 600} 6, 582, 597] 307,876] 35, 845, 920) 1, 041, 476 
15, 927, 190 541, 253 208, eg) 8, 633) 16, 136, 018 549, 886 

The fishery products landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and 
Portland, Me., 
fishing erounds off the coast of the United States. 

by fishing vessels each year are taken chiefly from 
In the calendar 

year 1925, 84.37 per cent of the quantity and 83.69 per cent of the 
value were from these grounds; 1.44 per cent of the quantity and 
9.24 per cent of the value, consisting principally of cod, halibut, and 
herring, were from fishing banks off the coast of New foundland; and 
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14.19 per cent of the quantity and 14.07 per cent of the value were 
from fishing grounds off the Canadian Provinces. Compared 
with the previous year, there was some increase in the percentage of 
products from grounds off the coast of the United States and a de- 
crease from grounds off Newfoundland and the Canadian Provinces. 
Newfoundland herring constituted 1.11 per cent of the quantity and 
1.04 per cent of the value of the fishery products landed at these ports 
by fishing vessels during the year. The herring were taken from the 
treaty coast of Newfoundland and the cod, haddock, hake, halibut, 
and other species from that region were obtained from fishing banks 
on the high seas. All fish caught by American fishing vessels off the 
coast of the Canadian Provinces were from offshore fishing grounds. 
The catch from each of these regions is shown in detail in the follow- 
ing table: 

Quantity and value of fish landed by American fishing vessels at Boston and 
Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., in 1925, from fishing grounds off the 
coasts specified 

Species United States Newfoundland eae, = Total 

| 
Cod: Pounds Value | Pounds | Value| Pounds | Value | Pounds Value 
restos ae Sterne 46, 972, 772|$1,728,302| 32,370! $1, 091/17, 091,875. $446, 926) 64, 097, 017,$2, 176, 319 
Saltedmee non eran 981,924} 45, 457| 103,485! 4,777| 2,067,704 94,685) 3,153,113] 144, 919 

Haddock 
Hireshis sss seas 84, 934, 900)2, 595, 135 310 10) 6,925,80, 151,964 91,861,015) 2, 747, 109 
Salted ey ao bs Soe |e Caen ee 7 ES Seb ES kes cage 2 25, 245) 632 25, 245 632 

Hake: | 
Rresh tte torte e. 3 5, 690, 770| 171,306) 5,020 63} 93,085) 1,909| 5,788,875] 173,278 
Salted =se4s cyl ees 10, 095 237 295 6 6, 455 145 16, 845 388 

Pollock 
FIRES Dae ee eer ee 4, 623, 597} 132, 068 1, 500 30 617, 464 14,331) 5, 242, 561 146, 429 
ALtCC weet ene 7, 470 NOS | Eee See eae 39, 842 958 47, 312 1, 153 

Cusk: | 
ROS Ne saa 3, 166,130) 75, 335 1, 620 27| 438, 270 7, 221) 3, 606, 020 82, 583 
Salted ses eraerh i 34, 000 Th 240 6 72, 590 1, 297 106, 830 2,014 

Halibut: 
Rreseee eee 1, 499, 622| 300,130] 577, 842| 91,306] 1,475,998] 263,300) 3,553,462| 654, 736 
Saltediss 2 2o23s34e2: 6, 320 272 685 89 635 75 7, 640 436 

Mackerel: 
Preshattcusts 235 33 2256115799)" 94659000 | 22S oe 2 ee 1, 502, 918 89, 262) 24, 114, 717] 1, 036, 171 
Saltedoasaewaesn sues s 19004385 | fee143 185 | meee ee Eee 185,758] 11, 796| 2,095,143] 154, 981 

Herring 
Bresht-t. tax Suageeh AAGADFABS| NTIS) 568 | eae Sualeaek Peeled beet tule ae 1, 542, 465| 18, 553 
Salted eats so te cco me pl Merwe | ee a D006 S96|9 84) 260 eee ee cna ges 2, 400, 336] 84, 265 

Swordfish: Fresh________- 1, 324, 026) 329, 597 744 235 202, 410 56, 097) - 1, 527, 180 385, 929 
Miscellaneous: Fresh____| 7,650, 904/ 304, 510 840 48 31, 745 1,117) 7, 683, 489 305, 675 

To tall 9 ss ees 182, 966, 179|6, 791, 90213, 125, 287|181, 953 30, 777, 799|1, 141, 715|216, 869, 265] 8, 115, 570 

SPECIES 

Cod.—In 1925 there were 3 vessels in the salt-bank fishery and 100 
in the market fishery, or 2 vessels less in each of these fisheries than 
in 1924. These vessels landed their fares of cod, haddock, and other 
ground fish at these ports during the year, and large quantities also 
were landed by vessels fishing on the shore grounds. The catch of 
cod landed at these ports during the year was 67,250,130 pounds, 
valued at $2,321,238, of which 64,097,017 pounds, valued at $2,176,319, 
were landed fresh, and 3,153,113 pounds valued at $144,919 were 
landed salted. Cod ranked second in both quantity and value among 
the various species. 
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Haddock.—Haddock ranked first in both quantity and value, the 
catch exceeding that of cod by 24,636,180 pounds and $426,503 in 
value. The quantity of haddock landed at these ports by fishing 
vessels during the year was 91,886,260 pounds valued at $2,747,741, 
all fresh except 25,245 pounds valued at $632, salted. These fish 
were taken chiefly from Browns Bank, Georges Bank, South Chan- 
nel, Nantucket Shoals, and shore grounds; and about 48 per cent of 
the quantity and 45 per cent of the value were taken in the otter- 
trawl fishery. The greater part of the catch, or 74,281,252 pounds, 
valued at $2,378,410, was landed at Boston. 
Hake.—The catch of hake amounted to 5,805,720 pounds valued 

at $173,666, all landed fresh except 16,845 pounds valued at $388, 
salted. Of this catch 4,646,341 pounds valued at $145,885 were 
landed at Boston, 319,695 pounds valued at $5,198 at Gloucester, and 
839,694 pounds valued at $22,583 at Portland. More than half of 
the catch, or 3,072,223 pounds, valued at $95,100, was taken in South 
Channel; and about 80 per cent of the quantity at 84 per cent of the 
value were landed at Boston. 
Pollock.—The catch of pollock amounted to 5,289,873 pounds 

valued at $147,582, all landed fresh except 47,312 pounds salted, 
valued at $1,153. The greater part of the catch was obtained from 
Georges Bank, South Channel, and the shore grounds, and most of 
it was landed at Boston and Gloucester. 
Cusk.—The catch of cusk amounted to 3,712,850 pounds valued at 

$84,597, all landed fresh except 106,830 pounds salted, valued at 
$2,014. More than half of the catch was landed at Boston. Com- 
pared with the previous year there was an increase in the catch of 
cusk of 307,259 pounds and $16,483 in the value. 
Halibut—tThe catch of halibut amounted to 3,561,102 pounds 

valued at $655,172, all landed fresh except 7,640 pounds salted, 
valued at $436. There was a decrease of 19.47 per cent in the quan- 
tity and 17.03 per cent in the value of the halibut landed, as com- 
pared with the previous year. The quantity landed at Boston was 
2,837,875 pounds valued at $535,485, at Gloucester 111,008 pounds 
valued at $11,331, and at Portland 612,219 pounds valued at $108,406. 
Mackerel—The. catch of mackerel was larger in 1925 than in any 

year since 1885. The total catch of fresh mackerel taken by the 
American fishing fleet in 1925 was 203,961 barrels, or 30,594,150 
pounds, compared with 102,067 barrels, or 15,310,050 pounds, in 1924, 
an increase of 101,894 barrels, or 15,284,100 pounds. The total catch 
of salted mackerel landed by the fishing fleet was 12,442 barrels, or 
2,488,400 pounds, compared with 10,841 barrels, or 2,168,200 pounds, 
in 1924, an increase of 1,601 barrels, or 320,200 pounds. In 19925. 
about 20,000 barrels of salted mackerel were prepared from mackerel 
landed fresh, as compared with about 8,000 barrels in 1924. The 
quantity of mackerel landed at Boston, Gloucester, and Portland 
by fishing vessels during the year was 26,209,860 pounds, valued at 
$1,191,152, of which 24,114,717 pounds, valued at $1,036,171, were 
fresh and 2,095,143 pounds, valued at $154,981, were salted. There 
was an increase in the total catch of mackerel landed by fishing 
vessels at these ports of 16,452,351 pounds and of $649,368 in value 
as compared with 1924. 
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In 1925 the catch of mackerel up to July 1 was 46,934 barrels fresh 
and 1,075 barrels salted, compared with 38,916 barrels fresh and 860 
barrels salted up to July 3 in 1924. The southern mackerel fleet 
consisted of about 33 purse-seine vessels and about the usual num- 
ber of gill-net vessels. The catch taken by seiners was the largest 
for a number of years. The netters also had a successful season. 
The first arrivals were at Cape May on April 13 and consisted of 
five fares amounting to about 87,000 pounds. The fish were shipped 
to New York and Boston, where they were sold at 23 to 25 cents 
per pound. The first arrival at Boston direct from the southern 
fleet was on May 6 and consisted of about 3,000 pounds of large and 
medium mackerel, which were sold at 19 cents per pound. In June 
small mackerel weighing about 1 pound each were caught in the 
vicinity of Block Island and along the shore to Boston Bay. The 
traps at Provincetown also caught mackerel of about this size. 
Good catches of mackerel also were taken along the coast of New 
Jersey in June. These were small fish that weighed from three- 
quarters of a pound to 1 pound each. The Cape Shore catch of 
fresh mackerel was the largest since 1921, and the salted catch was 
the largest since 1922. The mackerel landed included large and 
medium fish, such as usually are landed from this fishing ground. 
The first trip of mackerel from Cape Shore was landed at Boston 
on May 28 and consisted of 24,000 pounds of large and medium fish, 
which were sold at 13 cents per pound. Fresh mackerel from Cape 
Shore sold during the season at from 414 to 13 cents per pound, 
and salted mackerel brought $12 to $13 per barrel. The Cape Shore 
catch of mackerel for the past five years, shown in pounds, was as 
follows: 

Year | Trips | Fresh Salted 

TLDS es aire recite AIA TORS io ML es en eles CRM a a oe ee See | 34 | 1,545,000 | 215,000 
a ee eee } 24 | 996, 000 170, 800 
O23 ee eee facts Ree se ee Me ne Sasa a eee le se lt eet 31 | 1, 240, 680 42, 200 
RO DAR k SN oe ed See ere eerie ee See ee ea a ae 38 | 1,353, 900 468, 800 
TIOYPAT gs I 2 eS i Sve OS Set Sp ae es WI A on ips Bl Bae 29 | 2,160,100} 628, 400 

Swordfish—The catch of swordfish amounted to 1,527,180 pounds, 
valued at $385,929. There were 41 vessels engaged in this fishery, or 
4 less than in the previous year. There was a decrease in the catch, 
as compared with the previous year, amounting to 24.52 per cent in 
quantity and 14.21 per cent in value. 

Flounders——The catch of flounders taken in the vessel fisheries 
amounted to 6,637,972 pounds, valued at $275,787, an increase of 
2,302,745 pounds, or 53.12 per cent, in quantity, and of $84,272, or 
44 per cent, in value. The catch taken by boats under 5 tons net 
tonnage is not included in these statistics. 
Herring—The catch of herring amounted to 3,942,801 pounds, 

valued at $102,818. Of this quantity 1,542,465 pounds, valued at 
$18,553, were taken off the coast of the United States and landed 
fresh. The rest, consisting of 2,400,336 pounds salted, valued at 
$84,265, were Newfoundland herring. 
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OTTER-TRAWL FISHERY 

In 1925 there were 607 trips landed at Boston, Gloucester, and 
Portland by 29 otter-trawl vessels, amounting to 54,605,918 pounds of 
fish, valued at $1,682,768, or 25.18 per cent of the quantity and 20.74 
per cent of the value of the total catch landed by fishing vessels at 
these ports during the year. In making these trips (including the 
date of departure and date of arrival) the vessels were absent from 
port 5,059 days. ‘The catch included cod, 7,309,930 pounds, valued at 
$260,133; haddock, 44,034,281 pounds, valued at $1,238,577; hake, 
711,212 pounds, valued at $25,898; pollock, 1,179,347 pounds, valued 
at $43,832; cusk, 12,010 pounds, valued at $828; halibut, 84,619 
pounds, valued at $19,626; and other species, 1,274,519 pounds, valued 
at $93,874. Otter trawls catch chiefly haddock, and in 1925 their 
catch amounted to 47.92 per cent of the quantity and 45.08 per cent 
of the value of the entire catch of this species landed by fishing ves- 
sels at these ports. The otter-trawl catch was taken chiefly “from 
Western Bank, Georges Bank, South Channel, and Nantucket Shoals. 

Compared with 1924, there was a decrease of 3 vessels in the otter- 
trawl fishery but an increase of 64 trips. There was an increase, also, 
of 7,902,883 pounds, or 16.92 per cent, in the quantity, and $355,037, 
or 26.74 per cent, in the value of fish landed. 

The following tables give the catch landed by otter trawlers at 
these ports in 1925, by fishing grounds and by months, and also the 
catch of cod, haddock; and hake landed by them in various years. 

Fishery products landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me.., 
by otter trawlers in 1925 

[Salt fish have been reduced to the basis of weights of fresh fish] 

Days 
Trips} ab- Cod Haddock Hake Pollock 

sent 

BY FISHING GROUNDS 

East of 66° W. longi- 
tude: Pounds | Value; Pounds Value |Pownds| Value| Pounds | Value 

Western Bank_-_-_____ 72 859|3, 426, 939/$99, 959) 4, 743, 538) $103,528) 7,927) $103! 504, 436 $12, 253 
West of 66° W. longi- | 

tude: 
Georges Bank_______- 104 875)1, 699, 110) 67, 418) 7,618,270) 212,458} 16,605 651 36, 365) 1, 907 
South Channel_-____-_-_| 351) 2, 687|1, 926, 696) 82, 214/25, 221,168) 736,132) 573, 475/21, 111) 482,896) 24, 566 
Nantucket Shoals____ 75 596} 236, 035) 9,597) 6,283,005) 178,351) 104, 145) 3,527) 149,350) 4,805 
Off Chatham= = 2-5. 3 25 7, 250} 449) 112, 800) 6, 780 6, 935 471 5, 900 281 
Shore, general________ 2 17 13, 900 496| 55, 500) 1,328} 2,125 35 400 20 

Total= 227 set ss 607! 5, 0597, 309, 930) 260, 13344, 034, 28111, 238, 577| 711, 212/25, 898)1, 179, 347| 43, 832 

BY MONTHS 

Janany- ss eee ee 52 460} 466, 532| 36,525] 3,061,360 137,694] 34, 930) 2, 777 90,102} 6, 977 
MEDIUALY = ceo wee 60| 476} 771,201) 28,591) 4,839,640} 155,712} 32,685) 2,479) 124,411) 5, 480 

74 592/1, 218, 402! 35, 507| 5,879, 423] 178,310} 25,095) 2, 305 84, 831] 3,357 
56 494| 822,279) 23, 738] 4, 936,305} 114,947} 38,120) 1,811) 114,402) 2,975 
45 430} 996,852) 21,806) 4, 033, 575 86, 509} 86,330} 1,895 91,076} 1,998 
49 436) 398,760) 9, 202) 3, 476, 270 57,121} 96,420) 2, 151 23, 950 568 
41 334) 374,305 9,072) 2, 645, 390 37,875) 63,070} 1, 421 7, 880 143 
32) 255| 445,497) 10, 772} 2, 018, 235 26, 727) 55,860) 1, 460 13, 205; 381 
40 305) 368, 035, 11, 790} 2, 678, 940: 41,010} 80,785) 1, 486 58,345) 1, 450 

Octobers = _ 12116 tere 43 354| 438,155) 22,741) 3, 050, 595 89, 423) 65,575) 1, 506 78, 725} 2, 265 
November! 22222) 82 2ae 49 437| 795, 435) 32,275) 3, 423, 450 92,224) 46, 750 851; 214,155} 4,580 
December-* 2 ey 66 486 219, 477| 18,114) 3,991,098} 221,025] 85,592) 5,756) 278, 265) 13, 658 

Notalss5 ono 607) 5, 059\7, 309, 930 260, 133/44, 034, 281/1, 238, 577} 711, 212/25, 898/1, 179, 347] 43, 832 
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Fishery products landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., 

by otter trawlers in 1925—Continued 

Cusk Halibut Miscellaneous Total 

BY FISHING GROUNDS 

East of 66° W. longitude: Pounds| Value |Pounds| Value | Pounds | Value | Pownds Value 
WieSternu ban Kehoe 22 pa aie sess es 19,890} $2, 889 31, 245) $1,092) 8,733,975) $219, 824 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
Georges Bank__________------ 5, 805 $325) 16, 238 4, 269 159,370) 16, 306) 9, 551, 763 302, 334 

South ‘Channels. 32S ee 6, 205 503) 44,897) 11,639 902, 688] 64, 762/29, 158,025) 940, 927 

Wantuckel: SbOaIS> l2n Ss es eae ee |e ee 3, 504 803} 168,111) 10,893) 6,944,150) 207,976 
On-eChatham: <== ses ra ee eae | 19 7 9, 890 685} 142, 794) 8, 673 

Shore: generals = -< Sse | aS a sea | 71 19 3, 215 136) 75, 211 2, 034 

Motale a: Oe eee sas ee | 12, 010 828) 84, 619} 19,626) 1, 274, 519) 93, 874/54, 605. 918) 1, 682, 768 

BY MONTHS | 

SN aT ate aes Pe re | 650 74! 4,148 1, 588 120, 383) 12, 288} 3, 778, 100, 197, 923 

HeDTUar yas! Se oS ee 240 10 9, 815 3, 161 143, 275 9,841) 5,921,267) 205, 274 

VES Cheats ate eee ey 2, 665 165) 14, 828 3, 129 84, 440 5, 892] 7,309, 684; 228, 665 

PANE ae te Es ae ee ot ee oe ee 17, 280 2, 949 96, 940 3, 957| 6,025,326) 150,377 

IM Wialyie steed oie et Set ee oe oases aos |e see 8, 206 1, 227 97, 595 2, 652) 5, 313, 634 116, 087 

WUC. = Soe aang ba ee 6, 705 273 5, 664 874 98, 460 3, 612} 4, 101, 229 73, 801 

SUT ee Soe es ers] Ae eee 3, 540 651 107, 320 4, 940) 3, 201, 505 54, 102 

PAUP UISG ee eas a ober See Se ea] St ASE ee 5, 603 1,119 86, 288 4, 260) 2, 624, 688 44, 719 
Septemibens: = is sy v0 02a ee eee 4, 791) 996 36, 301 2, 264| 3, 227, 197 58, 996 

Octobel=~ see en st 8 | ete |e eee 6, 013 1, 716 117, 270} 10,661) 3, 756, 333 128, 312 

INOWETT DER = = 69s see 8 22 EN eee eee: 1, 687 714 88, 301 7, 766) 4, 569, 77: 138, 410 

PP ECEMIDCT= seen sae = eee SS 1, 750 306) 3, 049 1, 502 197, 946) 25,741) 4,777,177 286, 102 

MN tale ee 12, 010 828} 84,619] 19,626] 1,274,519] 93, 874|54, 605, 918) 1, 682, 768 

Cod, haddock, and hake landed at Boston and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, 
Me., by otter trawlers in various years 

{ 

Year | Trips Cod Haddock | Hake | Year Trips Cod Haddock | Hake 

Pounds Pounds | Pounds Pounds | Pounds | Pounds 
19083 42 = S25 44 209, 800 1, 542,000 | 46,600 || 1920__._-__| 646 6, 311, 389 | 51, 962, 457 |__...--- 
W90GES 2222s 47 159, 800 1,719,000 | 74,400 |} 1921_...-__| 346 2, 482, 833 | 26, 734,893 | 241, 650 
TOTO Ss = 2 59 125,850 | 2,775,000 | 46,600 |) 1922_______ 578 | 11,161,947 | 35,878,524 | 576,370 
LODE ee 178 564, 500 7, 367, 100 | 151, 700 |} 1923_______ 665 | 14,961,590 | 35,527,297 | 471, 660 
LOL DEE aaa 295 | 1, 952, 950 | 12, 966, 700 | 105, 500 || 1924-______ 543 | 8, 221,430 | 35, 197,940 | 616,853 
LOIS Sees 326 | 1, 667,806 | 12, 488, 992 | 209, 485 || 1925_______ 607 7, 309, 930 | 44, 034, 281 | 711, 212 
LOL Esse a 387 | 1,149, 595 | 15, 383, 550 | 259, 913 

DAYS’ ABSENCE 

In order to provide additional information on the fishing effort, 
statistics of the number of days’ absence of vessels on fishing trips 
from Boston, and Gloucester, Mass., and Portland, Me., have been 
collected for 1925. The days absent on each trip were reckoned to 
include the date of departure and date of arrival. The number of 
days occupied in fishing by all vessels was 42,447, or an average of 
5.05 days per trip. The number of days occupied in fishing by otter 
trawlers was 5,059, or an average of 8.38 days per trip. Statistics 
of the number of days absent from port during the year are presented 
by months, fishing grounds, and ports for all vessels, including otter 
trawlers, and for otter trawlers separately, in the following tables: 
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Days’ absence from port of fishing vessels landing fish at Boston and Glou- 
cester, Mass., and Portland, Me., 1925 

Fishing grounds Jan. | Feb. |Mar.| Apr.| May June|July |Aug.| Sept. | Oct.|Nov.| Dec.|Total 

BOSTON 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
Wathaves bankas = pth Soe A () | Se eee Senet 74 48 52} 111) 103 58] 116} 35) 335) 972 
Weestern'Banks Britt as 47| ~ 37) 23/75) +156) 331] 222) 189 31} 62) 146) 26) 1,345 
Quereau, Banke £0 oo ete eee le aS ee | ae 68} 80! 146; 84) 31 SA ics 1a) aoa 8 fs ak 441 
Green Bair kes Sieh: 38h An PUN Be 20 | Se SE ea eee || A see | ror | 29 
Grand] Bartkoe eke elaine ee PAN es ASN a SO oe sa ie els ee eae B10 eye) 96 
Ste iPeters B amike eee ae te a 1S | pe 20) 2 Bp Le eece” a DS a Sins | eae  |e | 51 
‘Burgeo Banks x= .s Sse aN | tes ease ae |e ee OL | Sse |e BES ee | oe ee 57 
Gane! Shorest 428s ee Ti ies peal ME 2 8} 395)_--_- 120) 256] 15) 42 8! 860 
Guulivot: Staawir er cee eee el ee een Ras 02 | See oe Me see eee | ee 52 
Phe! Gill ys ee Sense eee ee ee ll 84 AA\ es me aa ee al ee ee Re lise 139 

West of 66° W. longitude: | 
BrOWwMSp Ranke wee en weeer 189} 16) 128) 374] 301) 7| 199} 276) 135) 79! 142) 187} 2,028 
Georeest Banks: ene oe a 393) 766) 986) 322) 519) 670/1,308) 798} 364) 331, 58} 15) 6,530 
Oashes Banikes ai ae as eae | ee 6 Aled VA 9 aL ee |e [ps eo ae Losses 61 
ATP PONIES MB Ake S Oo. aS Ss eS | ER Ih See ee oa AE ae | Seemed Sees (tomes | cee iees |p ee | eee 75) Sa 21 
MigdlexBanke 2530.6 see 54 83 91 S| ees be ls 41} 105 83} 148) 79 42 744 
Germ an ark Ao eee Ae | eee 2 eee ee oem a bem ne fee a LD | oe we S| tee = eee 12 
Jeffreys Ledge_-_------------- | 912} 79] 79 6 p20 beck ie 104 93} 66) 325) 185) 1,149 
South Channel se-2 22 weoe 433| 458) 405! 381) 202 425) 686! 539 718! 695) 3611 468) 5,771 
Nantucket Shoals___._______- fo Petia ates 56] 242; 88) 232) 173 15{ 98) 246) 75) 1,309 
Om Chathamss=-=2 ee ae 50} 37; 94) 31; 19) 16) 63] 460 91) 136; 14) 48] 1,059 
Seal Ts] ari Gs wee ees Ss SS | Rea Ree | aa pa ems | era [Pe cea | Seen eeceerene |e eee 15 (ol Bee 23 
HOLE eee lala ses eee 163} 210) 3491, 046) 362) 666) 430) 379 513} 367) 237) 291) 5,013 

Oba Saas ek ae See en a 1, 661/1, 741)2, 238 2, 601|2, 077|2, 813)/3, 393/38, 277| 2, 374 2, 178)1, 729/1, 680/27, 762 

GLOUCESTER 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
Da -cavevBank:=2= 22 Soa | esa heen eae 45) 49) 76) 54) 39 7 ee Fe ae | 286 
IWiestenn Bankes’ cS tea 9} 54] 72) 332) 431) 391) 379 BAN sa ee ee 1, 789 
QuereaueBanke= Ses eee oer enoe 0 ae as [ea oe 23) 450) 80} _-.- BT especie | ee 624 
Green’ Banks. 252227 2 vis | eee eae 26) N32 SELES S335 OPES ARE ea ee | eee ee oe eee 58 
Grand Bankes Sac stort Esko a ena eae Ree Se 2 a | VE |S [Eee el Re es ee 27 
Sta Peters! Banke tec eee eee 43 beer wR a be 58 |e see sae See eieg | tenes 119 
Bureeo Bank sc. = es ss eee |e nee Od | sets rere | ee a etl ee pa ee (rs pa | 57 
Off Newfoundland___--______ is | Pl ea | Res eal We eee 1S al LR Oe [ essen | O72 246s 
Cape: Shore: aes se eS Sl ae D288) aan | Be Lemay ll aie BE a ED 288 
Gulfof St. Taaygrences === ss|F Ses) wee eee 23] eee 20) ME ey Ae a ee | ee | Cee 52 
Strait of Belle Isle__-_--_-___- ee eet | eS ele Fi a) ea (hat acct al EES bk 56 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
IBTOWNSs Banke “Sss5 Se eee ae SS) | 26) 194 se be a Beye: Lat hee (Alesse = 402 
Georges Bank see 5. ea ae 222) -L75| 400)" 193)" 363). (201) 293) 376)" 454)" 249) Sas 2, 704 
Vid GleeB aniks aes oe ae eae ee, tet eee PE Re 1 eer S90 BG4| Sek Ste eee eas 999 
TORT YS eed teeta. | eh tenet Se |e eal ne a ee eee | | eee AES as Se | ae ee ee 41 
South @hannel=s= = eee | eens 1D ees | eee 34; 90} 102) 66 44, 70 ines 422 
INanticketiShoalss 2 se- == elmer = [pes anes 12 9 11 i (ee eee || 49 
QE Caaf etn a ae ee | | ea Pees | ee | OKs | asia Sl aR 219 
Sea as Leary Ghee Ss ee NR yr pe ee 78 Es oe [eae ai ae) ae ee 2S | eho |S ekoee | eee 23 
Shore; general soe se eee 174| 194) 276) 295) 313] 180) 294) 25} 100) 234) 216) 87] 2,388 

Total ooo. eae see 263} 445) 800) 823)1, 288/1, 798/1, 350)1, 608) 1,371) 630) 326) 333/11, 035 

PORTLAND | 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
LatHlaye' Bank. 2 2} scree he ee See es Ree APA AGS 2 SSE * 8S PR os re ee | ee 30 
Wiesterny Banik: = Ss ae eee Mere B80 jie 6275 S89 LT lags | OL | eS | Sa ee ee 14, 416 
Quereau Bank tse ae ee | en ee ili Gaels 22} 97 PA Mee pe ee aed 189 
GrandsBanks se erea ey Ae alts ep wee {Es > Jeceeen ee sae S Slee eel Be 2 |e ee Eo ea eee eee 5 
St.-Petersi Banke ses-=- eee eee ae eee [ps aed bape Fa eee 29 22\2 ee a8 ee 51 
Cape'Shorel 22 be 2: © = RAE ee ed | eae Eee ee Dee 27 $0 ba Sl ES Rl 3 116 
St.Anns Baonk=322cs Se WT poo Seen ye Pe ene 22 S| eee |e | EG re ee 22 
TINS yr ally eee ne eg eee Ea ea es Sil ee Dal | {(9| Se Lp eects || Satpal lia oy 41 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
Browns Bank: 9-225 sve Pekar 10 Dleagect al Spee alae as 30} 88 PAI ie as enegls| raed 154 
Georges;Bank. /ft0ek ai Tae Tet aoe eeoe Dae WEL E820 ES asi Make satal ee e) ee) REE 318 
@ashes hank 2 se ee eae Bier o2) oe Dale ered LO) oe eel eee 8 2) 323 9} 167 
Fippenies Bank___-----_---_- 4 4 LM egy Oa} eae ae Blase eee 5 9 2 56 
Middley Ban tes ores. os Plea) te Ne Deen gs Br Beh ce soe erg Pee re | ee ieee Te Sh ees 2 
Pl atis ae ark: eee pa ee ae eo 43 38|eeaee 13 () hae LONsees 11 61 25 37 247 
Jeffreys Ledge_...--_---------- 27 36 36; 40) 37 9 ul 86 45, 69 85) 48 525 
South Channel sae s-se- aa Vere ase ee LS ee aCe lane | SE a real (apes Wea 52 
Nantucket Shoals_-__--.--_--- ape FN a (a ea et CAL | Se | pln | emcees | ee ea | Pee 8| LAS S| ge 45 
Seal Jslandio. 2s eee ee Be et sess 15 15 ses Alig eee 88) Bee [eee 79 
Shore; general. 4-425 ee 44, 15) 101) 114) 110) 177) 166] 145 93} 76) 48) 46) 1,135 

Total i202 52" > ee 118} 161) 237) 379; 405) 336] 564) 530) 332) 232) 200) 156} 3, 650 

Granditotalosareaseee =a 2, 042/2, 347|3, 275 3, 803|3, 770/4, 947|5, 307|5, 415] 4, 077\3, 040)2, 2552; 169|42, 447 
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Days’ absence from port of otter trawlers landing fish at Boston and Gloucester, 
Mass., and Portland, Me., 1925 

Fishing grounds Jan. | Feb.|Mar.| Apr.|May June July/Aug. Sept. | Oct. Noy.| Dec.| Total 

te |e ers! ee 

BOSTON 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
Westen spank seen. ae oa BTN fos 2O lee dO V4.4 MELON oko ene) sue 36 | 139 | 26 466 

West of 66° W. longitude: | 
Georges: Bank. = --=2_2------- 168, | 142) | 255 jj2-=-_|=--—- Shiites QT sates SlelemlOscssee 641 
SoutheC@ hannels.---- ee 161 | 199 } 192 | 196 | 110 | 205 | 166 | 152 234 | 255 | 135 | 375 | 2,380 
Nantucket Shoals------------ co | ee |S 37 | 109 22 72 VN Ee ll |S Paes 16 | 153 65 506. 
Ofte athens <a eer een SP PP ee a oe a en ee || 6 25 
SHORCSeCNClal aap es eens anes eee eee eee 9 fo) | et Lh ad ee Pe Ref a ae 17 

TO tales e eae LY = sh 460 | 397 | 470 | 303 | 271 | 263 | 211 | 179 234 | 338 | 437 | 472 | 4,035 

GLOUCESTER 

East of 66° W. longitude: | 
Westerns Banke seek cae elec ees Dh bees aoe C5) ay eran Mee ea) etal exceed (esas are | State [tpt a rs mene) ~ 109 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
Georges: Bank . =. 22---5-2- 2S (ee rey [Wolet ol al 9 215) | Re ee 50 40 roe | en age eth 199 
pout bannieli se ease n= ee 10 eee 22s 19| 91) 70) 26) 31 Sy eee 255 
INanticketishoalss- = =e=- = _--|. 2 |e 8 Me i Ua ey PRS el | a Dt ass 45 

Eigspalvsteeeees sah) 2 EONS. git 2 27.\* 67.84 | 28) 116 | 193: 76 | 7 | 46 |-22--|----- 608 

PORTLAND 

Grandotal=222= ee ee = 460 | 476 | 592 | 494 | 430 | 436 | 334 

| 
{ 

East of 66° W. longitude: 
Wester Banke == oe iatees er saree SOM AZ Tele 89h | FON mos eee eee fesyree ae 2 ||, ara [eee 14 284 

West of 66° W. longitude: 
Georges Bank _--- Ma nea P| UA PN | ae | oa ear | (Pa a festa 35: 
SoupheChannel=— = -2=- 2 eee ee (ba Sse HAS eae [cae eae ee ae | ee nme Ce 52 
NAM TICKE TO HOMS =e ee eae ne onl el ee Ai |e Ale rsa eee | Se weet teh Mea et | epee 45. 

CSTs) ea eee Gal Keo 52:55 407) Wat) ay | [aso Eee Selb 5 14| 416 

| 255 | 305 | 354 | 437 | 486 | 5,059 

VESSEL FISHERIES AT SEATTLE, WASH. 

In the vessel fisheries at Seattle, Wash., in 1925, there was an in- 
crease, as compared with 1924, in the quantity and value of the prod- 
ucts landed by the fishing fleet but a decrease in the quantity and value 
of products landed by collecting vessels. There was some falling off 
in the quantity and value of salmon and some other species not wholly 
compensated by the gains made by such species as herring, perch, 
“linecod,” sole, and er rabs. Statistics of the vessel fisheries at Seattle 
were collected by the local agent and published as monthly and an- 
nual statistical bulletins giving the quantity and value of fishery prod- 
ucts landed by American fishing and collecting vessels at that port. 

In 1925 the fishing fleet at Seattle landed 838 trips, amounting to 
12,996,550 pounds of fish having a value to the fishermen of $1, 594, - 
298. The catch was taken chiefly from fishing grounds along the 
coast from Oregon to Portlock Bank, Alaska. The largest quan- 
tities were taken from the Oregon coast, Flattery Banks, Hecate 
Strait, and Portlock Bank. The products included halibut, 9,685,- 
050 pounds, valued. at $1,403,167; sablefish, 2,340,200 pounds, valued 
at $160,499; ** lingcod,” 691,550 pounds, valued at. $21,343; and rock- 
fishes, 279,750 pounds, valued at $9,289. Compared with 1924 there 
was a decrease of 16 trips by fishing vessels, but an increase of 2,930,- 
540 pounds, or 29.11 per cent, in the quantity, and of $264,341, or 
19.88 per cent, in the value of the products landed. 

The fishery products taken in Puget Sound and landed at Seattle 
by collecting vessels during the year amounted to 17,397,910 pounds, 
valued at $1,361,519. The products landed included salmon, 15,331,- 
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500 pounds, valued at $1,263,748; herring, 589,000 pounds, valued at 
$3,965; sturgeon, 10,100 pounds, valued at $1,694; steelhead trout, 
54,350 ’ pounds, valued at $4,575; smelt, 201,500 pounds, valued at 
$18,020; perch, 91,100 pounds, valued at $6, 494; rockfishes, 95,810 
pounds, valued at $4,840; “ lingcod,” 106,000 pounds, valued at 
$4,852; flounders, 77,150 pounds, valued at $1,973; sole, 296,800 
pounds, valued at $13,170; and crabs, 544,600 pounds, valued at 
$38,188. Compared with 1924, there was a decrease in the products 
landed by collecting vessels of 768,800 pounds, or 4.23 per cent, in 
quantity and $27,746, or 2 per cent, in value. The quantity and 
value of fishery products landed at Seattle by fishing and collecting 
vessels in 1925 are given in detail in the following tables. 

Statement, by fishing grounds and months, of quantities and values of certain 
fresh fishery products landed at Seattle, Wash., by American fishing vessels 1925 

Trips Halibut Sablefish 

se, 

IUISTEIISIES (CHRONOS ES | Pounds Value Pounds Value 
Oregonicoastaye is a ee ee ee ee | 59 503, 700 $92, 270 625, 500 $44, 970 
THIAtLEr yA AKG een ee ee ere ee | 337 | 1,711, 400 289,510 | 1,334, 300 90, 049 
HecatelS traits t= 2. Le Do eee a eee | 404 | 5, 882, 150 841, 967 358, 400 23, 960 
Horrester island proundS=- 98 6) eee ee 1 85, 000 8;-500))| .. cans 25 sssh8| sneer 
Coronationisland yo 2s. 8 ee rae ee roa ie ee Bas Dee ae 20, 000 1, 400 
Nakutat/erounds ses 24 in teeny eee | 11 248, 800 40, 040 2, 000 120 
Portlock: Banko 2 este. ety easy wre oe omen gutne 25 | 1, 254, 000 130;:880°| 222 2 eee 

STG tell! Raat 9 cake! aseney A Sane e eae ae eet 838 | 9,685,050 | 1,403,167 | 2,340, 200 160, 499 

MONTHS 

J AIUAT Ye ALN es heh pe 8 ae Pele | Bol Ot cheers ee a al ee | See 
MeDruUAIy 2. awe Sone Se ae Se ee as | 14 139, 550 18, 929 4, 800 240 
VEST Lee oe Ee en ae eat She a nek nee nee a ee ee 95 1, 094, 100 133, 190 10, 000 505 
Sia] 0) 00 [oust a aplasia etka tea See Cen) amleia Jay 2 wet Spey oo 126 1, 110, 700 151, 495 17, 800 980 
DI Se foe Seg eh Ee AR ee Spe ie Sh | 109 | 1, 420, 600 173, 429 1, 300 80 
JUNG i eo a EL RSS eee 109 | 1,117, 200 164, 879 344, 600 23, 169 | 
Siliy, Foe a Re ee eee We UES eat ieee ee ety ere 75 | 1,118, 050 166, 755 227, 400 12, 965 
PATID TIS fete ie RU ee eT Ne Oe Be oe eee 78 | 1,233, 600 183, 390 272, 900 17, 000 
DED LEMIDEr ae te ee See eee ee ee 81} 1,197, 600 172,711 448, 300 27, 143 
October, eee es eae ee Ee ee eee 77 722, 900 145, 535 572, 400 44, 650 
INOVOMID Gr Senn ss ee ee ne gi ee ene sce 67 530, 750 92, 854 420, 700 32, 367 
December et ee. SL tes eee Eyed a EE Sr yy ee ee dee tp Ik Saf oT. LO 20, 000 1, 400 

PLO tall See eee ee en eee 838 | 9,685,050 | 1, 403,167 | 2,340, 200 160, 499 

“Lingcod’”’ Rockfishes Total 

FISHING GROUNDS 
Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value Pounds Value 

Oregon‘ cods tans 2s =e NCEE se 41,000 | $1, 245 21, 500 $995 | 1,191,700 | $139, 480 
Blatteny Banks 32. A lees Se Pen 442, 250 | 14,242 | 157,750 | 5,189] 3,645, 700 398, 990 
HecateiStrait. 2°. sso eer fo Be 208, 300 | 5, 856 98,000 | 2,930 | 6, 546, 850 874, 713 
Forrester island prounds))) 2. Se > Sao RE A ee ea ee Se eles eee 85, 000 8, 500 
Coronation Islande-= + s+ 2 abe oho el ED pe abe ay Se ees 2 2, 500 175 22, 500 1, 575 
Yakutat grounds eae a Ce era acs as | ee we) ae EE Soe 250, 800 40, 160 
Portlock Bank= Te A ie Ra OT Se eae ee a 1, 254, 000 130, 880 

TDOtall! 28 deta a ERE Bn 2 PEA D 691, 550 | 21, 343 279, 750 | 9,289 | 12,996, 550 | 1, 594, 298 

MONTHS : 

JANUARY Seen ee kha>. a Perey En eee aes 12, 000 985 6, 000 491 18, 000 1, 476 
Mebruanys plese ries te Ey) CER Ae aE A4; 000.) y.1, S74 |) 22 hese Ei beers 188, 350 21, 043 
IVE archi earnest ee 67,700 | 1,951 29, 300 830 | 1, 201, 100 136, 476 
Agprill 2 5) BSUS eka 1 60 it t9 ee he eae 129,000 | 2,888 37, 000 860 | 1, 294, 500 156, 223 
May 962 oe eis eB 2 2) eae Pa 75,700 | 2, 206 40, 000 990 | 1, 537, 600 176, 705 
Foams ee ee TE Be See Ee Bees 64, 000 1, 920 35, 000 1, 050 1, 560, 800 191, 018 
Aj bth: ee Sepa eee era te eed ae re ewes ok 39, 000 1, 035 27, 000 775 1, 411, 450 181, 530 
ANID TISUS ses fen ee ge ee ee eee ee ee 40,700 | 1,241 20, 500 855 | 1, 567, 700 202, 486 
September. 220 ate) Pee ep ite 77,100 | 2,318 31, 000 930 | 1,754, 000 203, 102 
October:22 23-2 ke eee eee 93, 800 2, 854 33, 700 1, 475 1, 422, 800 194, 514 
Novembers laste eee hese eee 42,300 | 1,513 12, 500 400 | 1,006, 250 127, 134 
Décemben. 2+ 4. eis dasssehs Bs se 6, 250 558 7, 750 633 34, 000 2, 591 

Total 355-422 5. epee Peters ieee 691, 550 | 21,343 | 279,750 | 9,289 | 12, 996, 550 | 1, 594, 298 
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Fishery products, by months, taken in Puget Sound and landed at Seattle, 
Wash., by collecting vessels, 1925 

Species January February March April May 

Pounds | Value| Pounds | Value| Pounds | Value| Pounds | Value| Pounds Value 
TOMI sence een ea 120, 000 |$1, 200 | 250, 000 |$1, 250 | 35,000 | $175 | 100,000} $500 |__--.-__|____.. 
SUC0 S| (haha 28 elle h eS 38, 500 | 3,850 | 12,000 G60: bs ees Mee ees 16;:0003|| 15 6003 | Saas. mene 
POV CH e eet oe 10, 000 700 10, 000 500 15, 500 | 1, 085 30!000)));2-400)|_ 222 =e pein eee 
RocKASheSe 22228 222 22 6, 000 60 7, 400 602 9, 000 720 6, 300 504 | 8,000) $560 
Se UNE COM we seen ee 48, 000 | 3, 360 8, 000 240 4, 600 184 6, 500 T3O; |G eee ey ee 
HlouUnderse. ee 6, 800 136 7, 000 140 6, 000 120 | 23,000 920 | 6,000 90 
NOLEN een ee 84, 000 | 3,360 | 37,000 | 2,960 | 24,300 972 | 15,000 600 | 15, 000 600 
Wrabs=o-2) 2 65 ote 64,400 | 4,350 | 61,000 | 4,200 | 60, 280 | 4,110 | 96, 800 | 6,600 | 39,600 | 2,758 

Motels tess 2. 377, 700 |17,016 | 392,400 |10, 852 | 154, 680 | 7,366 | 293, 600 |13, 254 | 68,600 | 4,008 

Species June July August September 

Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 
sSuUTeeons= eres et 3, 300 $330 800 $64 4, 000 $900) |S 28 OS) 
Salmon: 

ump backsorpinikc|Sise 2 ses |bes ee 18, 400 736 16, 600 332 61,000 | $2,440 
@humtor-keta: 222 (02-2. == [ez 2a ee in| ear ee NNR Ie OI 14, 000 270 24, 500 1, 020 
King or spring____| 3,111, 500 | 311,150 | 3, 270,000 | 327,000 | 1,650,000 | 165, 000 162,000 | 16, 200 
Coho or silver_____ 152, 900 7, 645 160, 500 8, 025 446, 000 17, 840 | 2, 250,000 | 157, 500 
Sockeye or red____ 23, 000 2, 300 19, 600 1, 960 51, 000 5;100|)| -L-s= | ET 

Trout, steelhead______ 21, 500 1, 290 12, 400 1, 240 14, 000 1, 400 6, 450 645 
SUNS) ho Comes RI See ee Pea eae ren Ee game eee aie D8 ok (Ei cre Ae VR 12, 500 1, 000 18, 000 1, 440 
LE) UT SRLS eS Se | eA i ed a Sra (= CC 10, 000 800 8, 300 498 
Rockfishes Nee SS 4, 150 2059|22e- = 2 ae se eee 14, 600 830 12, 800 190 
Suluimeeod os 22 A 6, 000 120 16, 000 320 8, 900 AB? |2Scseasess sl eae 
HMlounders: a2 25 -oE t 9, 400 188 9, 000 1803) Bee altee S| 2 e aee N ae | ees 
SOlGR ete be en Lee Rae eal Se Liga ee i Dy 18, 200 546 12, 500 500 
Crabs fees ss 5, 900 405; | Sa ASL ee Toe joo 222--2---]-222-----]-----------|-------- 

“otal 22 jee 3, 337, 650 | 323, 633 | 3, 506, 700 | 339, 525 | 2, 259, 800 | 194,196 | 2, 555, 550 | 180, 433 

Species October November December Total 

Pounds Value Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value Pounds Value 
slungeons= eka os 2, 000 S400 |Celean se) alee el ree |e ee 10, 100 $1, 694 
FTO REINS hee ee eras tee SAM SEE os rae |e MON Begs |[POP RSS aS 84, 000 $840 589, 000 3, 965 
Salmon 

Humpbackor pink |ae. 2-2. eae es ee 3, 508 
Chum or keta____- 1, 540, 000 61,600 | 330,000 72, 790 
King or spring____ 122, 000 14, 600 22, 500 836, 200 
Coho or silver____- 1,700,000 | 136,000 | 186,000 341, 890 
Sockeyeior Teds oe ee eet | eae De 9, 360 

‘rout steelhead@< 4) caaee aoeeeee eon, ee eee y 4, 575 
SimMelitecws co! So oe 31, 000 3, 100 32, 000 18, 020 
d 212) 0) 1 1S ace a ee [ge a S| | oe Se if 6, 494 
Rockfishes_ 22 220 5 7, 000 210 12, 400 4, 840 
SMITE COGs ste! cot - ert aN ee |e a eee 8 4, 852 
HMlounders: ss £7 2-2 3, 600 72 6, 350 127 ;| ae eae roe oon 77, 150 1, 973 
rS{0) (ep: ee 16, 000 640 22, 000 880 | 52,800} 2,112 296, 800 13, 170 
Onabsen-tesa Te.) is 73, 400 5, 000 87,120 | 5,940} 56,100] 4,825 1 544, 600 38, 188 

MOG Ae ee ee 3,495, 000 | 221,622 | 698,370 | 36,393 | 257, 860 | 13, 221 | 17,397,910 | 1,361, 519 

1 24,758 dozen. 

FISHERY PRODUCTS RECEIVED AT MUNICIPAL FISH WHARF AND 
MARKET, WASHINGTON, D. C.° 

The receipts of fishery products at the municipal fish wharf and 
market, Washington, D. C., in 1925, amounted to 7,041,058 pounds, 
a decrease of 966,646 pounds, or 12.07 per cent, as compared with 
1924. The most important products, in quantity, were squeteagues 
or “sea trout,” 1,412,358 pounds; croaker, 1,107,214 pounds; river 

8 Daily reports of the quantity of fishery products received at this market are furnished 
to the bureau for publication through the courtesy of the health department of the District 
of Columbia. 
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herring, 790,200 pounds; oysters, 480,052 pounds; shad, including 
roe, 436,475 
330,074 pounds. 

pounds; haddock, 423,570 pounds; and striped bass, 
The species ranking next in importance include 

butterfish, carp, catfish, flounders, halibut, mackerel, perch, spot, 
and crabs. 

Fishery products, in pounds, received at municipal fish wharf and market, 
Washington, D. C., 1925 

Species January February 

Bluefish 

Crappie 

Haddock: 

Hickory shad or ‘‘jacks”’ 
Goto ats) een ae Ie 
Mackerela == 20h 
Menhaden___ 
Mullet ___ 
Rerch: == = 
Pictish = es See eee 

Pollock 30s OR ony eee 
Pompano. eal ee ote 
Redfish or red drum 
Red snapper 
Salmon 

Skates 2 Sy Jer SEAS 

Spot 

Sturgeon==22=--——— 
Sturgeon caviar 
Swordfish 
Milefish = 1 era ae eae 
Wihliting:. ees ieee sen 
Clams, hard 
Oysters: 

In the shell 

Bhrinip._ (0 eee aay” 

387, 132 398, 074 

March April May June 

7, 781 400 4, 700 6, 000 
ZOOM eee ee 500 4, 100 

611, 031 

2, 100 

1, 119, 651 673, 555 | 

a—aec------ 

| 

300 

741, 349 
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Fishery products, in pounds, received at municipal fish wharf and market, 
Washington, D. C., 1925—Continued 

ei Septem- Novem- | Decem- 
Species August bee October non Wee Total 

Bass, black or sea 700 2, 300 6, 500 3, 230 43, 261 
Bluefish 10, 500 PS sOS0 |e 2S=2=23 © 4, 000 46, 535 
1SXoyyate tle Oo so ea RS ee ES AEE Seg | ESS 2 i I a ge ee ae oe | ene a 1, 000 
Butterfish__ 26, 400 23, 600 800 6, 750 260, 575 
BRD Sastre eee ek. es 1,311 12,.710 4, 990 5, 140 111, 624 

AB ATS a eee ete eee RE TE 6, 900 15, 050 14, 760 15, 135 163, 728 
Oso Ass Eanes Coes Bh hole meg FP a LS eee Pah Se) Ey SP Pk ESOC EET ak he: ee Pee Oe 8 se eee 100 
‘Cod: 

Mreshees.- eELOAES ACM bak Oe ee 5, 800 3, 500 5, 200 3, 700 600 51, 475 
Spiliedia seen seh ae ad eel ee ae ees ee, cen Ne Ss wad. lide ee Ed 200 

CHT O ON TiS Beg eA ota aN a ap ec dl | ee Pe RT ae Nr | a epee Sele hen Bec 600 
TEV AIG a re. Se ae 2 SE) RP EES ey Pees s eke DO Pe ees a ae Sree 700 
(TORK CES Aiet sume eek are So eae tn 58, 009 25, 900 11, 900 17, 450 14, 200 | 1, 107, 214 
Oe) eee OE Ee wy ES ee ee 0 ee ae Ee tee Oy) Be ee es 750 1, 180 625 7, 918 
Mound erssse> he wee eS eee ee ot 11, 608 12,700 9, 600 8, 200 12, 000 185, 388 
CASS GFN Epa ce a A | ee righ ci lt ern 2, 750 7, 000 43, 150 
Haddock: 

reshihe sa) Meralco cee ee 9, 900 20, 500 32, 380 43, 860 6, 500 421, 190 
INOKG Gat ee ee ae Se ee eee DESO | cree ee | oR es ae eo Se emis 2, 380 

i 3 I: ees ee ene AE tee eee MTS ob otha B.S Ogos |e tla eee 13, 600 29, 400 2, 600 45, 600 
JB OSES ae eee Ain Se tS Rea eA 4, 200 8, 400 15, 600 8, 400 600 131, 683 
Herring: ; 

LBA Dp 5 ce eek pe ee Por ak En ee ee! a NA | A em SOO Rese oe | a 790, 200 
SLED sa ee TS Re ak RG GS Re el (OE | Ue ee 22, 00O 

SE ENA e70) eye Tso Wo eee peel ese we RS es SN ee ee ene eee ee 25, 025 
PRAIIETISI ee eee ee ne oe nee eetew oan TOOK Ss ae 900 200 1, 850 26, 950 
aWiaGicerelsne wer 3 wails fu es Penson 17, 312 33, 100 28, 500 12, 350 8, 000 176, 912 
PIV eMTAY a. GTN) oy pa rl SS ae ere ak la one ol 6, 000 
PVN E se ae ee ee ie he eo ee 200 650 2, 480 149 4, 204 
"Deyej ra a peepee ane As: ae oe OS. See S 5, 001 4, 800 8,650 6, 375 8, 850 160, 461 
“Tether Gl a1 NS Ser Sco OS 5 ame Qe JO 78 SI Se ge ee eee, eR ae ee 2, 400 
PRIKGIOL DICKeREl ce = sea Oe el es 2 | a 200 2, 150 3, 300 1, 180 11, 525 
ROD cka ae ik ee SIR Sl oh 1, 200 3, 800 3, 200 3, 000 10, 200 24, 800 
TE ORT ANTS G) Se Sh hE aga) eS SS aN a) Ya A | 5a a beg Bl ee a oe te 600 
[RGGI Or red ldrizins as] eek eee ol oe ee ae Se 300 1, 650 -600 11, 450 
SEU CRS TT SAT PC Tees ee etn eee gt ee eee re ee | Re es nal eee fi ee oe | ee eee ee ee 2, 800 
SalIMOMe nts tae ee te, eee ce YAR a 2, 384- 1, 850 3, 200 1, 450 200 25, 884 
Sergeantfish 200 
Scup or porgy 5, 700 
SH RGEE seers ot Ve eae ad ed Sd Abe ak 436, 430 
Shad roe 45 
Sheepshead 700 
Skates 200 
MSTNOLUE eet ee U ees athe ON IES 6, 080 
Spee sa Se eS a : 101, 450 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’_______________ 173, 908 237, 600 171, 450 75, 900 62,100 | 1, 412, 358 
SOUL! AEG RAC OS A) oP PTE ED 7 DRT PRE | Sree Lara ek = eh at aR AA iat te 125 725 
wiriped Dbdsche: : Lees Ska vee RAs | 18, 501 38, 300 63, 000 25, 815 11, 445 330, 074 
Sturgeon At! URL ANE Se aan oe See orelee ce PE oa ee BE Jn Se pe Seen ee 1, 465 
SIA PEON CAVITY esa eee ee eee em | ee ee |e ea ee aoe |e Oe 17 
SSVOLG Ske PO) tee RR Bicester Neh Es ot eT Pe NE IE ote Bem oe le ao 850 
PM AISI S22 ele en ae ee ee [Be eee es Sa oe ee ae SE eee at ee Se 1, 800 
ATA Gi ny ee ee ee 8 Se eee eee 2, 800 4, 805 10, 600 28, 605 
Claris hard). it) toy ee ieee 6, 272 5, 408 3, 584 1, 728 1,504 | 157,120 
Oysters: 4 

iniphe:shell..2.>= <= eee seen [fe eee 791 31, 556 35, 385 38,150 | 2 219, 706 
Openedien. -  - = = ee ee ee eee 8, 803 57, 907 56, 133 43,519 | 3 260, 346 

Scallopss= eee. 2... __- | | eres BO a pas angen eR Ss pees 8, 320 
CrapSwee s.r es 46, 125 4, 830 OPA 25 9 essen See eee cel 131, 895 
Crabmnedte ss. 0- . 2.0 eee 11, 730 14, 725 7 4,750 | Ld f(t 50 73, 965 
IOP Sees ete es = 4 oa Ra Oe | Lee mee Ie ed oe ae ee ee ok ole Ai 372 
LUPO) XS) re) Pe 5 a ne Ne“ 8 I lee 2 ea 50) liao eee 25 2, 000 | 4, 125 
SEITEN eee ee LL a Ae 6, 300 6, 700 3, 200 1, 600 20 38, 920 
PIANOS ees cence te r= ee 2 A | ieee kee owe Ah ang ae) AE etn | eee ee fy 4, 058 

Tgialmeeeeeety st 7. o, | 425,344 | 485,268 | 582,292 | 381,206 | 286, 922 | 7, 041, 058 

17,140 bushels. 2 31,387 bushels. 3 3,156 bushels. 

Note.—The clams have been reduced to pounds on the basis of 8 pounds of meat to a bushel; the oysters 
on the basis of 7 pounds of meat to a bushel and 8144 pounds to a gallon. 
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SHAD AND ALEWIFE FISHERY OF THE POTOMAC RIVER 

The regular annual statistics of the shad and alewife fisheries of 
the Potomac River were taken for the season 1925. They show that 
the shad fishery yielded 204,582 shad that weighed 696,632 pounds, 
valued at $163,398 to the fishermen. While this 3 is an increase over 
1924 of 19 per cent in number, 21 per cent in pounds, and 85 per 
cent in value, it marks one of the lowest catches upon which statis- 
tics are available. . 

The catch of alewives, amounting to 7,835,380 fish, with a weight 
of 3,184,152 pounds, valued at $37,341 to the fishermen, was less 
than the 1924 catch by 48 per cent in number and 34 per cent in 
value, and was the smallest catch since 1915. 
The following tables give detailed statistics for 1925 and compara- 

tive statistics on the shad and alewife catches in the Potomac River 
for the years for which statistics are available. 

Shad and alewife fisheries of the Potomac River, 1925 

Item Maryland . Virginia Total 

Number Pounds| Value | Number| Pownds | Value | Number| Pounds | Value 
MIShHermen see ea 269) Ben sont UL pee AOZ| Sh 3 SSeS |e Be 761). | eee 
Rowboats and scows---_. 7 eens $3, 435 aK IER ee eae e $6, 590 PAR SERS: $10, 025 
Gasoline boats.--_._____- GLieeb se 15, 095 1108 | 53s 5oeSs 65, 520) 259) eae eS 80, 615 
Roundnets2=s=s= eee LOTS eee 15, 325 PAV Ae ee ee 103, 225 SSS ieee 118, 550 
Gillinets-3-428: «eee Sijeaee ee 7, 400) Pe ee ee 8, 375 361) sea4ee 15, 775 
Jal iseinesssx 282-22 22 14 eee =a 1500) et tee. es ee iy eee Ee 1, 500 
Shore and _ accessory 

: 

propertVass2.2 So. y Sees | te ees D000 ak Sa] Ses Ee 2 al EI ee | 1, 000: 

Notalseun se— 2 2 ween | a alg ete CG ey (ota) ee te oc Pee ee DSSS 710|is ao el ee ee 227, 465 

Shad caught: 
With pound nets____ 5, 947; 20,076} 4,541! 134,148) 451,889) 107,174) 140,095) 471,965) 111, 715 
With gill nets_______ 34, 711| 122,635} 28, 281 24,426) 86,957) 20,914 59, 137] 209,592} 49,195 
With haul seines___- DODO LE LOROTDIE 1 at aSOl taco eee |= ere le es 5,350} 15,075) 2,488 

Total eee nes 46, 008) 157,786) 35,310) 158,574) 538,846] 128,088) 204,582) 696, 632) 163,398 

Alewives caught: 
With pound nets____} 315, 000) 126,000} 1, 6707, 365, 380/2, 946,152) 34, 496/7, 680, 280/3, 072, 152} 36, 166. 
With: pillimets >. fe ee ones ee 55,000; 22, 000) 775) 55,000) 22, 000 775 
With haul seines___-- 100, 000} 40, 000 400) 228s oees| = SSE [Peetooce 100, 000} 40, 000 400: 

Oval bee reteees 415, 000} 166,000} 2, 070|7, 420, 380 2, 968, 152 35, 271|7, 835, 380/3, 134, 152) 37, 341 
| 

Production of shad in the Potomac River in various years, 1896 to 1925 

Year Maryland Virginia Total 

Number| Pounds | Value | Number| Pounds Value | Number| Pounds Value 
BOQ5E Soe he ee 46,008 | 157,786 | $35,310 | 158, 574 538, 846 |$128, 088 | 204, 582 696, 632 | $163, 398. 
O24 ges 37,505 | 127, 285 20,469 | 134, 805 450, 925 67, 981 | 172,310 578, 210 88, 450. 
tg ee ee ee 93, 619 | 308, 729 52, 917 | 257, 927 878, 653 | 145, 702 | 351, 546 | 1,187,382 198, 619 
O22 Seen 203, 682 | 706, 501 95, 140 | 680,494 | 2,409,070 | 324,882 | 884,176 | 3,115, 571 420, 022 
NODE Ae 49, 681 | 138, 207 25, 191 | 356,191 | 1,022,231 | 182,179 | 405, 872 | 1, 160, 438 207, 370 
920e. Wan eae 80, 944 | 302, 237 55, 963 | 448,414 | 1,677, 543 | 278,501 | 529,358 | 1, 979, 780 334, 464 
LOLGS Ate a eee 94,512 | 354, 420 56, 833 | 449, 957 | 1,687,339 | 275, 564 | 544,469 | 2,041, 759 332, 397 
1 een See 17, 196 64, 485 @. 827 | 165, 206 619, 523 65,300 | 182, 402 684, 008 72, 127 
OOO 2 a 2k: So 31,158 | 116, 843 9, 232 | 172, 813 648, 049 44, 500 | 203, 971 764, 892 53, 732 
0042 oe ee 83,147 | 311, 801 16, 343 | 289, 500 | 1, 085, 625 51, 709 | 372,647 | 1,397, 426 68, 052: 
190 =< 62202 oee 146, 000 | 547, 500 14, 800 | 648, 462 | 2,431,733 | 104, 566 | 794,462 | 2, 979, 233 119, 366 
W896 osc scesaece 233, 238 | 874, 643 20, 524 | 450,825 | 1, 690, 594 43, 084 | 684,063 | 2, 565, 237 63, 608 
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Production of alewives in the Potomac River in various years, 1909 to 1925 

Year Maryland Virginia Total 

Number | Pounds | Value Number Pounds Value Number Pounds Value 
iia 415,000 | 166,000 | $2,070 7, 420, 380 | 2, 968, 152 |$35, 271 7, 835, 380 | 3,134,152 | $37, 341 
924 2 ae 1, 834, 000 | 733, 600 6, 885 | 13, 299, 388 | 5,319,156 | 49,667 | 15, 133, 388 6, 052, 756 56, 552 
LOD St = Sas 2,119, 787 | 847, 916 8, 764 9, 308, 782 | 3, 722,912 | 40,657 | 11,428, 569 | 4, 570, 828 49, 421 
itp ee 1, 292, 500 | 517, 000 3, 700 | 10,074, 500 | 4,029, 800 | 34,642 | 11,367,000 | 4, 546, 800 38, 342 
OQ Eo. 2 1,395, 000 | 558, 000 9, 010 8, 908, 510 | 3, 563, 404 | 35,031 | 10,303,510 | 4, 121, 404 44, 041 
POQOE == ole 1,077,775 | 538, 888 | 13, 940 7, 681, 561 | 3,813,780 | 41,197 8, 759, 336 | 4,352, 668 55, 137 
12) ho See 1,488, 583 | 772, 867 | 15, 508 7, 379, 319 | 2, 904, 054 45, 508 8, 867, 902 | 3, 676, 921 61, 016 
HONSE S 2a: = 330, 000 |-.--2-+=- 1, 420 4, 276,428 |-22osscoe- 30, 741 4,611,428. ')..2 see 32, 161 
1909 E Seeee 4, 883, 000 |_-------- 105369) |, 24,601, /040")5__ == =—- 42, 854 | 29, 484, 040 |_----_--_--- 53, 223 

SHAD FISHERY OF THE HUDSON RIVER 

In 1923 there were 213 persons engaged in the shad fishery of the 
Hudson River in New York and New Jersey. The investment 
amounted to $27,629, and 35,086 shad, or 121,728 pounds were 
caught, valued at $98, 644. Of this quantity 28 636 shad, or 97,863 
pounds, valued at $22,644, were taken in New York, and 6,450, or 
23,865 pounds, valued at $6, 000, in New Jersey. 
In 1924 there were 184 persons engaged in this fishery. The invest- 

ment amounted to $22,838, and 28, 794 § shad, or 94,369 pounds, valued 
at $23,104, were caught. The catch in New York amounted to 22,814 
shad, or 72 Lo pounds, valued at $17,619, and in New Jersey to 
5 980 fish, or 21,850 pounds, valued at $5, 485. 
Compared with 1922, there was a decrease in 1923 of 59 in the 

number of persons engaged, $12,713 in the investment, and 13,250 
in the number of shad taken (or 53,458 pounds), and of $11,052 in 
the value. In 1924, as compared with 1922, there was a decrease of 
88 persons, $17,504 in the investment, and 19 542 in the number of 
shad taken (or 80,817 pounds), and ‘of $16,602 in the value. The 
number of persons engaged, the investment, and catch also were 
considerably smaller in 1924 than in the previous year. The statis- 
tics for 1923 and 1924 and comparative statistics of the catch from 
1915 to 1924, inclusive, are given in the following tables: 

Shad fishery of the Hudson River, 1923 and 1924 

1923 

Item 

New York New Jersey Total 
| 

} Number| Pounds | Value |Number|Pounds| Value |Number| Pounds| Value 
Fishermen. -__--_--_- NO | haere Seca e aly =e AST LE SEAS = ECE 
Rowboats and scows i Ee eat $1,375 94, sooo S25 $5, 850 
Gasoline boats---- Ou CERES 1,400 20} sts kch 8 4,347 
Gilliniets vari ft es 5s ALS 11 ee TQ 5O'7, Niet 1 ee a ee Lis eens 10, 597 
Gillinéts;stake [hh Ss> ti o|\ see fh Set peyemnies 1, 250 Lay jst ae 1, 250 
iauliseines 36s beeen a tes le A DG a ORE lk Si iah an Sew SUI ah eay Fe PAO) TS tees 285 
Shore andaccessory property.|_--.--_.|_______- AMOO0M soe e= 2 | eee AQ |aeeseev on |e remot 5, 300 

otal co Se spe | ee ee POS 204 ry ets ate tT Be a AZO W sees eral aerate 27, 629 

Shad caught: os F | 
With drift gill nets______ Paper tay |) OB. (08s Ih Ohba eta yl eee een) ors ee Seen 27,245 | 93,503 | 21, 665 
Wathistakeyeillimets:ses (Diet) 1 aie: ee es ue 6, 450 | 23,865 | 6,000 | 6,450 | 23,865 | 6,000 
WwW ith haul seines....-___- 669 2, 100 65) (| SEE ae ae 669 | 2,100 450 
With other apparatus, 

incidentally - 025 722 | 2,260 OO kl| santo ee | ote eee he Weg 2200 §29 

Ob ailee eee tee ne a a 28, 636 | 97,863 | 22,644 | 6,450 | 23,865 | 6,000 | 35,086 121,728 | 28,644 
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Shad fishery of the Hudson River, 1923 and 1924—Continued 

1924 

Item 

New York New Jersey Total 

Number Pounds | Value |Number|Pounds| Value |Number|Pounds| Value 
Wishermense se = e- = st 176) eee see See ee Si) sat bo] Sees bB4ec 5 |. ae 
Rowboats and scows....----- 80 :c/ 25 See 2 $3, 865 Stl eee $1, 340 SBE ths ee $5, 205 
Gasoline hoats=s- +=" 2 3 Lym eset 2, 830 3°) Saaeeeee 1,400 PAU sy 1-8 Se eee 4, 230 
Fi) nets; dniit=s eet See eae Cay ee eae Us Udat\ Sones = \2-Soeoe S| Peer Obs te ead 7, 733 
Gillenets, ‘stakes = ste = pea ee eee ee S| 4i)| toa eS 1,000 | 7 ol ee 1, 060 
Hauliseines-= *22--.- 28 See 2 2 2ADHS- tee 2s EER cp= Fae | Bea ae, Qj i Wee 245 
Shore and accessory property-|--------!-------- 4095 4)| sees] 22 Bee ae 9330'S 552222 2 | Sees 4,425 

of 5) 9 ap eer aE Deel A a 189768 |=52 s222| een 45070)|=3_2 2 | ee 22, 838 

Shad caught:, int Ee oe 
With drift gill nets___-__ 122, 0025) e¢Os 69 el OSGi 3 See el se ree eae eee) 22,002 | 70,159 17, 086 
With stake gill nets__.___ | yes. = 09> beats ews 08 ee 5,980 | 21,850 | 5,485 | 5,980 | 21, 850 5, 485 
With haul seines....--__- | 625 1, 760 880 {2-222 See ep ae 625 1, 760 380 
With other apparatus, | | 
incidentally____-2:-2-- 187 600 aS 3 | ie ease Sees eter eee (5 es TR a 187 600 153 

MT otalve aatecsieprss 3 ~._.| 22,814 | 72,519 | 17,619 | 5,980 | 21,850 | 5,485 | 28,794 | 94,369 | 23,104 
| d 

Comparative statistics of the shad fishery of the Hudson River, 1915 to 1924 

Year | New York New Jersey Total 

| 3 
|Number| Pounds | Walue |Number| Pownds| Value |Number| -Pownds | Value 

LOIS es ee es | 11, 606 48, 564 | $5, 969 4, 249 | 20,104 | $2, 674 | 15, 855 68, 668 $8, 643 
ONG Se eon ee a eer me cepckers 32, 923 4, 540 1, 500 7, 250 925 9, 287 40, 173 5, 465 
a LY ET Sea nes 5 Ween a pe ee Nel | 10, 615 38, 344 5, 810 1, 400 5, 040 720 12, 015 43, 384 6, 540 
TOUR 2S oe a cea tee eae | 63,404 | 220, 602 | 44,784} 3,999 | 14,000 | 3,400 | 67,403 | 234,602 | 48, 184 
GND ean Oe hoe Bs 2 OE are eb t | 76, 501 301, 306 | 60, 690 | 13, 800 | 73, 668 | 23, 034 90, 301 374, 974 83, 724 
1920 53 a Pe ee el 39, 692 157, 715 43, 882 9, 623 | 42,129 | 12,427 | 49,315 199, 844 56, 309 
192 eee ee ee | 28, 948 104, 883 | 24, 329 6, 500 | 25, 920 6, 294 | 35, 448 130, 803 30, 623 
HOD? 45542 se 8 SS 36, 111 128, 324 |. 27,451 | 12,225 | 46,862 | 12, 255 | 48,336 175, 186 39, 706 
OTR Ee ue it eee | 28, 636 97, 863 | 22,644 6, 450 | 23, 865 6, 000 | 35, 086 121, 728 28, 644 
TOD sD SECU S LS UIT Mt dee } 22, 814 72, 519 | 17,619 5,980 | 21, 850 5, 485 | 28, 794 94, 369 23, 104 

| 1 

FLORIDA SPONGE FISHERY 

In 1925‘the quantity of sponges sold at the Sponge Exchange, 
Tarpon Springs, Fla., was 484,672 pounds, valued at $715,097, “of 
which 242,020 pounds, valued at $609,393, were large wool; 29 968 
pounds, valued at $44,952, were small ‘wool; 120,748 “pounds, valued 
at $48,300, yellow; 28,622 pounds, valued at ‘$8, 014, grass; and- 
13,314 pounds, valued at $4,438, wire. It is estimated that sponges 
to the value of $50,000 were sold outside the exchange at aS 
Springs. 
Compared with the production of 1924, this is an increase of 2 

per cent in total quantity and less than i per cent in total value. 
When compared with the annual production in the years 1919 to 
1924, it is apparent that the production for 1925 continued to be 
slightly below normal in quantity and above normal in value. The 
production of large wool sponges was below that for 1924 but com- 
pared favorably ‘with 1919-1923, The production of small wool 
sponges decreased by almost half for the same period, while that 
of yellow sponges increased by about half. The production of grass 
sponges showed a gratifying increase over 1924, though it was con- 
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siderably less than previous years. The production of wire sponges 
also showed a marked increase and exceeded that of any year from 
1919 to 1924, except 1923. 

Sponges sold at the exchange, Tarpon Springs, Fla., 1919 to 1925 

Year Total Large Small wool all Yellow Grass Wire 

Pounds | Value Pounds | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds 
ips se Te OR oS AT SELES 434, 672 | $715,097 | 242,020 | 29,968 | 120,748 | 28,622] 13,314 
LQDARUR eeti Eerie et 425,305 | 714,760} 265,392] 58,021] 81,420| 14,898| 5,574 
1 PR3 = a te tc a pear ae 490,200 | 734,391 | 243,230 | 54,292 87,878 | 88,772 | 16,028 
TGP. ae i tg oA ESS 526, 885 | 699,089 | 248,475 | -70,478| 115,455 | 84,892 | 7,585 
nye ne Maa | CY ha IR Rese 386,390 | 540,093 | 173,723 | 63,786 | 70,218| 65,745 | 12,918 
LOD) Nu pie tla Ii taatyy > bears bareass 409,746 | 678,209 | 176,722| 60,902| 72,648 | 92,880] 6,594 
WOLQE Eee een eee ee ee nae 424,075 | 707,964 | 205, 462 76, 309 73, 051 62, 547 6, 706 

| 

FISHERIES OF THE GULF STATES, 1923 

The statistics contained in this report apply to the commercial 
coast fisheries of the western coast of Florida, Alabama, Mississipp1, 
Louisiana, and Texas, and are for the year 1923. The canvass of 
the fisheries was made by Rob Leon Greer and Carl B. Tendick, 
agents of this bureau, with the assistance of temporary employees. 
It is desired to thank the respective State fisheries officials for their 
kindness in making their records available to these agents and in 
otherwise cooperating to facilitate the acquisition of information in 
this canvass. 

The canvass, in so far as possible, was conducted similarly to that 
of the fisheries of the Gulf States in 1918, in order that the statistics 
might be comparable.* 

In the interests of economy and simplicity detailed statistics for 
separate counties, hitherto published, have been omitted from this 
report. The various tabulations for each county are on file, however, 
and will be made available to investigators and other persons upon 
request. 

EARLIER PUBLICATIONS 

Some of the earlier publications relating to the fisheries of the 
Gulf States, published in Washington, D. C., are as follows: 

Fisheries of the Gulf of Mexico, by Silas Stearns. Jn The Fisheries and 
Fishery Industries of the United States, 1887, Section II, pp. 533-587. 

A Statistical Report on the Fisheries of the Gulf States, by J. W. Collins 
and H. M. Smith. Bulletin, U. S. Fish Commission, 1891, pp. 91-184. 

Report on the Coast Fisheries of Texas, by Charles H. Stevenson. Appendix, 
Report, U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, 1889-1891, pp. 373-420, 
pls. 13-27. 

*The statistical reports published by the Bureau o{ Fisheries on the fisheries of the 
coastal States include the commercial fisheries of the ocean, bays, and estuaries bordering 
the States and also the river fisheries up as far from tidewater as the anadromous fishes 
are commercially important. The statistics are for the calendar year, excepting those of 
the oyster yield, which are for the season ending during the calendar year. The products 
shown as yield of the fisheries are those produced and marketed by fishermen, and the 
values are based on the prices paid to the fishermen. Where vessels and boats are shown 
separately, vessels are all craft of 5 net tons and upward as measured by the United 
States Customs Service, and boats are all craft under 5 net tons. The ‘ vessel fisheries ”’ 
are those prosecuted by vessels defined as above, and the shore fisheries are those prose- 
cuted by boats as defined above or without employment of water eraft. The statistics 
are credited to the county and State in which the fisherman makes his home port. In 
some cases this may be distant from the place where the fish are caught and marketed, 
but usually the fish are caught in the waters contiguous to and marketed in the county 
and State to which they are credited. 

T477— 26 5 
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The Fish and Fisheries of the Coastal Waters of Florida. Transmitted to 
the United States Senate by the Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, January 
28, 1897. Senate Document 100, Fifty-fourth Congress, second session. See 
also, pp. 263-342, Appendix, Report, U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, 

Statistics of the Fisheries of the Gulf States, by C. H. Townsend. Report, 
U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, 1899, pp. 105-169. 

Statistics of the Fisheries of the Gulf States, 1902. Appendix, Report, U. S. 
Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, 1903, pp. 411-481. 

Fisheries of the United States, 1908. Special Reports, Bureau of the 
Census, 1911. 

Fisheries of the Gulf States in 1918. Jn Fisheries Industries of the United 
States, by Lewis Radcliffe. Appendix X, Report, U. S. Commissioner of 
Fisheries, 1919, pp. 129-191, Bureau of Fisheries, Document No. 892. 

Fisheries of Key West and the Clam Industry of Southern Florida, by Wil- 
liam C. Schroeder. Appendix XII, Report, U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries, 
1923. Bureau of Fisheries, Document No. 962. 

COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES OF FISHES 

In order to prevent misunderstanding from the use of common 
names employed in the tables and discussions, the following list of 
common and scientific names is given: 

AMD Eri She ire) EE SRERE Pete ee Renewal. ADEM Seriola (species). 
VARS OTST Eee os ree es ORES R= TEE CE eee Chetodipterus faber. 
Parr Cu a re i oe es A ie eee Sphyreena (species). 
Bln enish 2s Ss See eS ee cae Pomatomus saltatria. 
LSI OVEMG AA aH AVS oe (oN Cyl EON Lee ee es Se Caranx crysos. 
Bont st eA led 5 ws CAAA a SS Ee eS Sarda sarda. 

Felichthys marinus. 
Catfish__--------------------~~---------------- AES felis. 

. Scomberomorus regalis. 
Cero and kingfish—~------~_----~--____________. fae elect? cavalla, 
@reyvalleece& 5 Fo ee ee eo RE ae tas OR eee Caranx (species). 
Croaker: 2a ts 22 er Bee VP SOLES LEA te art Micropogon undulatus. 
Drum: black. eros Aas see ak a eed oe Pogonias cromis. 
Drum: sredevOrene a TiS iis oa ee Scienops ocellatus. 
Hlops or ten-pound erase 42 = se eee eee EKlops saurus. 
VOU Ger SS SSOM Ae EN Oe 2 Pe EE ees 2 Bae Sate Pleuronectid#e (species). 

Epinephelus (species). 
Grouperss 2.28 eS ee ee ee eas Mycteroperea (species). 

Garrupta nigrita. 
Garunits = 23 ee Be aera ET ee oe ee gery Pane Hemulide (species). 
EE EVestisSh Ory] DIGLERTI Sh sees ee eens Peprilus alepidotus. 
Mg fish eS Cee ee a ase oe Se eee > Lachnolaimus maximus. 

ATi WLS 5 2a te 2 yee oa sig oe ae, Promicrops guttatus. 
King “whiting as ot ns Menticirrhus (species). 
eather jacket-or “2 burbot se eee eee Batlistes carolinensis. 
Memnhadentss set no ae ee oa ed ee pee Bt Breyoortia tyrannus. 

IY CoXoy 01 0K) 0 ya a ee ee SE BY Te ESE OS A ee Vomer setipinnis. 
Mugil cephalus. 

ee Mugil curema. 
Permit? 2. aa es 2 ee ee a Trachinotus goodei. 
bE 11S) «OO Aa a, ee Pe STE TSE Lp es Se ENS Orthopristis chrysopterus. 

one rhomboides. 
ERSRSTOMEMOTT yeh ae Te Other species. 

Trachinotus carolinus. 
OTN INO ee Ne LATER OU Uh Sls SEER PR CORA nage |tractinote (other species). 

(See also Permit). 

Pees eae Des Bs Erie tte Die ROR A ee fearea lt (species). 
Pagrus (species). 

POR Ki Spee res SB a ee ae De ee Anisotremus virginicus. 
Sawifiishe: 226 208s su ob ee ee alr et i oe Pristis (species). 
Nea Wass! 2 0sk 2 as ee a ee ee ee Centropristes striatus. 
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SOT EROS ee a eee OEE eS oe 2 ee ees Tylosurus (species). 
Sercéantfishvor sno0ke.s ee eee Centropomus undecimalis. 
(SURE WES ea as eae efile a Naa oD All Selachii except Batoidei. 
Sheepshead: == — . >. aan See ee Le Archosargus probatocephalus. 
Snap peraiman STOVe = eee ee Lutianus griseus. 
SHAPOCI MU bLONS a = = eee Lutianus analis. 
Snapper ated =... =. 2 ee eee ee Lutianus blackfordi. 
Spanishemackerel.. 2-2 a ees Sa Scomberomorus maculatus. 

ASO 0) Es Ee no ee ee Leiostomus xanthurus. 
Squeteagues! or “sea trouteen ts a ee Cynoscion (species). 
NS HERD oh 2 210 6 stencil a a a nae Se ee ee er Acipenser sturio. 
agin) ea So ee os a eee eee EL ee Teuthidide (species). 
Wh Ag eee Ce eee ee Ocyurus chrysurus. 

GENERAL STATISTICS 

The fisheries and fishery industries of the Gulf States in 1923 gave 
employment to 17,793 persons, of whom 11,132 were engaged in 
fishing operations, 1,785 in the wholesale trade, and 4,876 in the fish 
canning and by-products industries. The investment amounted to 
$10,535,905. Of this amount $5,196,541 was invested in vessels, boats, 
gear, and shore property used by fishermen, $1,975,223 in property 
and cash capital of the wholesale fish business, and $8,364,141 im 
property and cash capital of the canning and by-products industries. 
The yield of the fisheries aggregated 160,324,042 pounds, valued at 
$8,096,650. The output of the canning and by-products industries 
was valued at $6,264,913. 

The west coast of Florida was foremost among the Gulf States in 
the importance of her fisheries with 5,827 persons employed 
$4,160,511 invested, and a production of 73,266,267 pounds of fishery 
products, valued at $4,026,227. Louisiana was next, with 5,158 per- 
sons employed, $2,606,297 invested, and a production of 34,835,194 
pounds, valued at $1,961,100. Mississippi, Texas, and Alabama fol- 
lowed in the order named. 

Based on value to the fishermen, shrimp, with a production of 
44,946,177 pounds, valued at $1,735,422, was the most important of 
the Gulf States fishery products, constituting 21.4 per cent of the 
total value. Others, named in order of value, were oysters, 25,453,309 
pounds, or 3,636,187 bushels, valued at $1,587,945; mullet, 30,797,824 
pounds, valued at $1,207,114; sponges, 574,593 pounds, valued at 
$873,572; red snapper, 11,728,845 pounds, valued at $864,857; and 
squeteagues or “sea trout,” 4,356,906 pounds, valued at $426,668. 
Red drum, clams, menhaden, and groupers, with values between 
$100,000 and $200,000, were next in order, and the remaining 47 
varieties of fishery products aggregated 11,454,402 pounds, valued at 
$461,469, and constituted less than 6 per cent of the total production. 

Compared with 1918, there was an increase of 2,905, or 19.5 per 
cent, in the number of persons engaged ;+$3,998,046 or 61.2 per cent 
in the amount of capital invested; 29,400,459 pounds, or 22.5 per 
cent, in the quantity of fishery products landed by fishermen: and 
$1,586,340, or 24.4 per cent in the value of these products. A large 
portion of this increase resulted from the growth of the shrimp- 
canning industry. In fact, the shrimp industries’ remarkable growth 
was the outstanding feature of conditions revealed by the 1923 
statistics. 
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Fisheries of the Gulf States, 1923 

Item Florida (west coast) Alak ama Mississippi 

PERSONS ENGAGED 

On vesselsifishinge Says i ae 
On vessels transporting 
In shore fisheries 
Shoresmen 

INVESTMENT 

Number Value Number 

Vessels fishing: 
Gasoline 

QUE se Ee 
Vessels transporting: 

Gasoline 

Boats, power. 
Boats: sates is ee 
IROAUS! NOWpe nee eee 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries: 

IPUTSeSCINeS 22 3 Pt Fas Se 
Haul seines 

Sponge apparatus_____________-_- 
Apparatus, shore fisheries: 

Hall seines =... 2-222 att, 

Stop nets 

Dip nets 

Dredges 

Sponge.apparatus_________.____. | 
Shore and accessory property 

Total 

103, 825 
387, 355 

19, 300 

159, 426 

2, 271, 738 
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Fisheries of the Gulf States, 1923—Continued 

267 

Item Louisiana Texas Total 

PERSONS ENGAGED 

Onvessels fishing. 5. 4c ease 
On vessels transporting 
In shore fisheries 
Shoresmen 

INVESTMENT 

Vessels fishing: 
Steam - 
MONNAL Os Aa Sn eee onae 
(O}UAA 1 ha ee ee ee 

SiG itn See Sa ee eee 

(OY Fi Rafe ae a is eae ee ee 
IBORLSse DOW elses nas a2 e a ae 
Boats, sail 
Boats, row 
Apparatus, vessel fisheries: 

iBurse seineses 2-2 2—-- =a 
alisemeses sa=-2e=-e = ans 
MrammelmMets. -—--s=—------os 
Gill nets 
Lines 

OTIS! == gene ee ne ree 
Sponge apparatus 

Apparatus, shore fisheries: 
Haul seines 
Tramme!] nets 
Gill nets 
Pound nets 
MivkemetSs <==. sees sos aes 
Stop nets 
Cast nets 

Dip elseee ae kes 

Sponge apparatus 
Shore and accessory property _ _- 

Onthtete se eee eee 

= (oe) ee 

149, 758 
670, 310 

15, 700 
29, 340 

275 
300 

7, 998 
3, 510 

3 
5, 095 

576 
206 

598 | 146, 075 
485 57, 105 

2,388 | 128, 330 
13 24; 000 

360 720 
133 7, 120 

| 60 580 
176 121 

ear 4, 553 
1, 364 53, 400 

753 327 
54 108 

120 49, 560 
1,912 15, 100 

eee 35, 540 
Meme pyee, aie 260, 381 

Kia Ge erie, He SAH. 606;| eae ee a OBIS cee eee GOGOL 
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Fisheries of the Gulf States, 1923—Continued 

Item Florida (west coast) Alabama Mississippi 

PRODUCTS 
Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 

ATTN DELUSH ee ae oe ee eee 13, 845 $322-|_ S20 Se es cee ee 
Ruveltishe tee Wee sc Too es eee s 28, 664 915 1, 940 $722 ST ae ee 
WATTACUG Ay eee ee BEL eee 1, 600 64.) eh ee Se ee ee 
‘Bluefish {Sts eels es eee ee ee 417, 840 39, 025 3, 500 210 5, 900 $414 

Blue runner or hardtail____-______- 351, 968 16, 176 1, 200 36) tuck. we eer 
Bonitowse et SS 2 ee eee 28, 030 POLO! Saker eee Peepers tone) ns = EES he 
@atfish ee ae ee 114, 780 5, 313 16, 220 638 35, 440 1, 278 

C@eroand kingisha eee 564, 128 38,086) | 2 ee EES Se eee 
Crevalle 156, 084 45618) |i ool eee ee Lee 

Groaker: S502 2) Se ee ee ees oo ee eee 26, 600 1,115 45, 015 1, 881 

Drum, black 95, 294 2, 878 9, 250 279 38, 989 1, 263 
Drum, red, or redfish 1, 398, 291 43, 249 14, 765 949 176, 760 12, 979 
Elops or ten-pounder--_------- ae 353, 736 10;628) |. oe ee ee oe hens thee Ul ae ee ee 

FNL OUTIG CVG see ee tee eee A 71, 315 3, 936 2, 190 178 87, 616 8, 919 

Grouperst ss eees eee eee! -.-| 4, 265, 569 110, 689 304, 600 7, 615 26, 137 784 
RTT ES 5 ee War et ee SE ee 94, 867 2, 846 2, 975 1 eal Ee eet EI 
Harvestfish or ‘‘butterfish’’______- 1, 000 G5 wesc oe Be | Beene: LES lire ere a ee 

oe hshis = aes Se. eee tee 9, 448 D4 eu st Eee ee os ae ee re 

Jewish. 5225 a ee hee Sa eee se 109, 188 Bub G5 | sie eel aoe recreate CS 5, 200 156 

Kingtwhiting 2222 =e 77, 021 5, 574 2, 598 134 9, 054 541 

Leather jacket or ‘‘turbot’’__---_-| 1, 450 DS. |atasene -u ena Bae es eo 
Mienhaden="-c.2 =) -o a eee eee ee 10, 955, 825 | 18; 3030] ee Be eee ae 400 20 

Migonhishecere 5) eo) Ss a eee eee 775 99) le eas SA ee |S 

Mullet, fresh__ | 27, 741, 837 1, 091, 383 648, 200 22, 473 1, 739, 026 52, 719 

Mullet, salted | 445, 023 30; 624: | 0 as | ee |S ae Ee 
INaletmoeyresi Sass ee nee ee 13, 945 
Mulletimoeysalted= <= 2 oes ee c= 20, 765 
Permits hye ee aes See eee 8, 493 
Pio hish kainate eee 6, 156 
Pinfish or sailor’s choice__-____--- 77, 390 
Pompano: {resWe a o- === = 280, 403 
PompanoOy Salted sa. aa) saree ee 1, 000 
IR Orgiests tesa~ 5) feel eee ee = 28, 600. 
PorkchShl eee oe eS eee 2, 500 
Ga witis lien eee eae oe oe 200, 000 
Geasbassis sie oar ee 2 eee ee 25, 100 
Sergeantfish or snook_------_--- v5 103, 701 
SHatkca-" Seer See eS 3, 000, 000 
Sheepshead 1, 025, 415 
Snapper, mangrove-_---_-_------ = 125, 179 | 
Snapper, anuttons= 2 28, 225 | UW O13) | ee ee ee |e eee 

Snapperned]_---==4 9, 471, 267 680, 2382 970, 000 77, 600 103, 618 8, 808 

Spanish imadkerelgs2 see ensseeee 3, 772, 028 308, 829 1, 185 119 10, 082 966 

Spo tea Se an see ee ee 55, 929 1, 677 15, 760 486 27, 245 912 

Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’______- J, 590, 523 157, 169 48, 910 4, 903 410, 294 37, 327 

SHUTPCOne a. nese eee 7, 400 11,088) | 3 2e sso al Be os Ee eens 

Siipeeontes vilaten eee ene 2 25 Db» |e oe2 acl sean |E oaaon 2 ee eeeeeee 

an Pe oe cee Cees ooh 600 DA | eae sahe Neste ses.) bee ei Oe Eee 

ay pllowballigee nce oe eee —_ 38, 672 PAID | LSE eS ee | icles ee |e See 

Grabs hardier Legfes coe eh aa Oe ke ton ect aes 84, 000 2, 750 434, 644 11, 431 

Crabs esolie we tee eee eee weefle eS ae (Ie ee AE oe eet | ee oe 8, 800 2,180 

Craps iStOneOr= a sei ee ore ean eee 7, 200 1,:200:|- se ceccceseleeeesssescl| Cee | 

Sea crawfish or spiny lobster -__-_- 321, 010 6051. ose seswse bales Sa 89s | eee eee 

Shrimp SeTeeisese ae sae ee eee 2, 881, 454 114,509 | 3, 182, 000 119, 239 | 9,879, 100 359, 086 

Clams share snee Serieer eee 602, 272 180;040:|_ es 25. S26] eek oe S| ie eee 

G@onchs ees oe ae se ee eee, 2, 500 60)|- 22. eee e8 bet le a ee eee 

Oysters, market, public ris OE 1, 642, 144 68, 564 906, 227 32, 751 9, 046, 002 362, 347 

Oy Sters= Market sDriVable =. ae = |e eae | ee eee 725, 375 53, 968 | 2,828, 952 110, 305 

Oysters, seed, public wenn Stew 2 eee ile oes 5. eel ok eee 630, 000 13,7500: |2- See ae 

ITOET APL Tiss ae ee ek ae Ae ee ee | ee 2, 332 933 7, 200 3, 585 

DUELIES =e cee ee ee ee 54, 200 SPR (1 a ee ein ed [een oer | eee Stee a 

Sponges, erass 22 eS 97, 277 ASRO59 |e. Le Ne eee 2 eee! 

Sponges, sheepswoolmes 222-2 == 339, 623 ACES Pee A [eee ie BES AT Se Peewee ene ee cca 

SDOnPES® Wil@-= 22a eee 16, 028 ae. 742) ee a SE Re re ee 

Sponges, yellow_____-_---- Stee, Pic i= 121, 665 GOORIN ae ee | ee eect a | ee 

Notale-2 S252 ee 73, 266, 267 4, 026, 227 7, 631, 237 341, 569 | 25, 031, 738 985, 741 
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Item Louisiana Texas Total 

PRODUCTS 
Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 

PATS HS Hise aks Se oo OES est S22 eee 13, 845 $322 
AIC CIShe. weno Ho. Sis es ee ae eee 30, 604 987 
HanracuGae.=* "=> s.2 2.) Set Son eee 1, €00 64 
TEU CaS oe ee le em Ss 7 SOE Sa 427, 740 39, 734 
Blue runner, or hardtail-=—- s=— s=|snee eee 353, 168 16, 212 
PO nItO Meese a ae oe oe eee er ae 28, 030 1,010 
@alnshet <8 2a. - bee 104, 735 321, 515 13, 774 
Werorand) Kinehish sae oe eee eT 564, 128 38, 086 
Orr ye fe i Lal a ee | eee 156, 084 4,618 
CONOR Kens - 6 es Sa See een 219, 025 368, 610 18, 838 
rtm blacks 5-= eee oes 59, 988 1, 231, 972 43, 227 
Drum, red, or redfish_-_-_-------- 665, 067 3, 132, 643 185, 417 
lopsor ten-poundersss-s-=2---|eas ea 353, 736 10, 628 
Miounderse ss se Se eee 21, 513 301, 029 25, 126 
EIOMPOTS Eee ee eee eee 10, 000 4, 639, 031 120, 568 
(GrumntSe= 35 22 ee ee | eee Se see 97, 842 2, 919 
Harvestfish or “butterfish”’-----|-=-2=_ = -2- 1, 000 45 
REO SS eee ee ee Se = oe | ame ae 9, 448 284 
eyishiee esas Sahl A oS Lee eee 127, 838 | 3, 274 
Kane wihitinee==— 2-2 2S See ee ee 100, 076 7, 264 
eather jacket Or ouLbOb (2----- len ea 1, 450 53 
PWiermibve de naman eee mee be 7a Po ecemeeet 19, 473,225 | 135, 103 
IMIGOMTS Sens aks 2 Se eee 775 22 
NGG St yineshe. 25> Ste Seu 181, 485 30, 318, 091 | 1,173, 001 
MWElet salted. === sees aaa eae 445, 023 30, 624 
Iviniletiroe; fresht 222! So) See eee eee eee 13, 945 1, 653 
NViilehros;saliedess-stey ea ec =| ieee eee oe 20, 765 1, 836 
PRET Te oe es ae I eC Oe eceee 8, 493 266 
LEAS TRY VE St SS ee eee ee 6, 156 179 
Pimishtor sailors) CHOlCe= ss === |nen a eee 77, 390 2, 333 
Pompanopiresh es sa ans =e 1, 220 292, 079 53, 572 
Pompano; salted= {242 S02 ees es 1, 000 100 
IRORDICG EO Sees aS at en ee es ee ee Se 29, 000 1,192 
(Ronksfishieeee 23 = eae a eee ae 2, 500 138 
CSAP SSA GIS) SYS le aA Pe et Te 200, 000 2, 500 
SIO} | OL GBs a an ee ee 1,870 34, 910 3, 195 
Hea Pai tces eee a eee eee n| ee eee 26, 150 2, 092 
Deaearianed.—o-- === aene 1, 150 1,150 92 
Nereeuntfishon SHOOK sense = =—-|s2= an eeeee 103, 701 3, 184 
Shanks sees aes 3, 000, 000 | 24, 000 
(Shaeyey ols aVe: (Glee fa a Se 1, 470, 777 61, 675 
Snapper, mangrove 125, 179 4, 221 
Snapper, mutton. --------------- 28, 225 1, 013 
Shiktyoy oir ness eee Se 175, 000 717 | 11, 728, 845 864, 857 
Spanish mackerel -------.------- 2, 600 361 78, 920 8, 200 | 3, 864, 815 318, 475 
Snoteece ri pe nal hen 23, 435 RSTO) ere se oa ane ee a oy | 122, 369 3, 904 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’_---- 783, 214 73, O31 | 1, 523,965 | 154, 238 | 4, 356, 906 426, 668 
EUR ECO Mss a see eee ee een | eee ee eee ne (Saeeeaee See eon cee 7,400 | 1, 088 
Shurpeomicawiare 5223 eae ee eee eee eS ae ee ee 25 25 
PRED NY ee ae eS ae re ee ae |e es eee tS ee ne erent, |e ee ae 600 | 24 
Miellowtalleoss=s-28 ease eee 2, 500 FD estes toes eit None Lis eee , ones 41,172 | 2, 494 
Crapswhbard’> 2 ise ee 312, 600 7, 626 108, 900 8, 665 | 1940, 144 30, 472 
WirslbstisOlte a a= === ee eee 3, 000 18 O50) See See re eee eee S 211, 800 3, 230 
CE TADS STONG aes eee ee re es |e eee es | Rae ae eee eee ee ey eS 7, 200 | 1, 200 
Sea Cra wilicieors pil velo PSpek ses meaner on ane (eee ee || eae ie ee ee | 321, 010 | 16, 051 
Slinimp qereenes = eee a 24, 471, 868 900,785 | 3,421, €38 | 158,519 | 43, 836, 060 | 1, 652, 138 
Shrimp dreds =- = ae 410, 117 cea tp ot: Meee alien jea Ds shape ee Sere 410, 117 | 83, 284 
SHE Wa Sa OV en et Sag A UR | ell lt Ne a onl RP es | 3. 602,272 | 180,040 
COE TRVG IGE ae A i ES SSB (RE ae a ee oe Rl ee el Ds 2, 500 50 
Oysters, market, public. ___-___- 1, 272, 285 151,462 | 2,498,846 | 174,576 | 415,365,504 | 789,700 
Oysters, market, private ------_-| 5, 882, 478 618, 972 | 21, 000 1, 500 5.9, 457, 805 784, 745 
OI STELS SECU e DUDIIC 2a oie See ore eee ee | 8 630, 000 13, 500 
Siti Gas HE se ea Sate ee ees 5, 800 580 5, 800 580 
Merrapiss=s be oe ete 22, 250 7, 512 31, 782 12, 030 
MURUIOSE teen oes ee oasase ase 8, 650 173 65, 400 4, 082 
SPON POM PASS es eee eee oe a ale Se Re 97, 277 18, 059 
Sponres; sheepswi0ole=s- 5-2. = - =- | oe ae eee 339, 623 778, 949 
SDOTPES wile teen oe Bek rere ere ae eee eee 16, 028 | 7,479 
SPorbesssyell Owe eee ee a ae rene 20 ek 121, 665 69, 085 

ARH ni 2 Abe ee eee leas 34, 835,194 | 1,961,100 | 19,559,606 | 782,013 | 160,324,042 | 8, 096, 650 

1 2,820,432 in number. 
2 35,400 in number. 

3 150,568 bushels. 
42,195,072 bushels. 

5 1,351,115 bushels. 
§ 90,000 bushels. 
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Wholesale fishery trade of the Gulf States, 1923 

Item Florida (west coast) Alabama Mississippi 

Number Value Number Value Number Value 
Mstablishiments 32=——=25 ee 92 | $1, 030, 860 $32, 300 24 $80, 440 
@ash\ capitals sce... ea ok ee | eee 222;,950))|=--=-==-=— 11750 eee 17, 250 
Personsieneagedh 2-2 see eee (iis eee ee Se 70) |\Sasesekeee oe 243 ||P ee ee 
Wages paldkn 222-222 ee ee eens OUT S465 aeaeeeaa 30): 207) |ba== eee 63, 989 

Item Louisiana Texas Total 

Number Value Number Value Number Value 
HStablishimentsa. 2s ee oe 21 $196, 645 33 $288, 948 179 | $1,629, 193 
Cash. capitale ss #2 o- eae eee 340250) |Sas eee SONSSO? | ees 346, 030 
Persons/6ngaged es eee ae ee 388; (22 = see ae 440))|\e nas 2e Soe 180), |Ssaeeee 
WV APES paige seers (5 paeee Boe wx teed Eee eee ii oved ae L163 289) | eee 900, 229 

Fish canning and by-products industries of the Gulf States, 1923 

Item Florida (west coast) Alabama Mississippi 

Number Value Number Value Number Value 
Stablishimentsess=— = eee = eee 11 $580, 963 10 $277, 731 33 | $1,023, 395 
Cash capital________- ol oe ewe 54,000 |-2_---2-_ 544000) =o | 116, 050 
Persons engaged Z B88!||==5. S25 2- iy (: Sal Pees ee 1,556) |Seeceeeeeeee 
Wages: paidMeee. 2-28 = sos aces eee 170,930) | 2-22 == 3 153;,881-)|- == ee 539, 525 
Products sates. Soe ee es ee ee er ee 8365806i|2-252252 = 54d) 7062/5. n a 2, 404, 226 

Item Louisiana Texas Total 

Number | Value | Number Value Number Value 
Hstablishments<s2—- 2-9 = ee 36 $869, 506 8 $223, 296 98 | $2,974, 891 
Gashicapitalcese 28-2 oT eee ee asl eee oo 1205200) |S2=- 5-225 45,000) |2- === =-ee 389, 250 
IRGrSONSieCN Rar ede aoe ae eee 2159) betes eee DAO) SSS sesso 4518 (Gal = sec eeee ees 
AWS OS ii al ieee ae a ee eS Le eee 9315/3038) |22- see aeee 51023) | ease 1, 246, 662 
Productsiee MEE ot eee Ul ee 2 SO0ONGI seen 17 25,508)S= see ee 6, 264, 913 

Comparative statistics of extent of fisheries of the Gulf States, 1918 and 1923 

| 

Persons engaged | Capital invested 

States | 

1918 | 1923 Increase | 1918 1923 Increase 

| | ‘ s 

|Number Number| Number| Per cent Per cent 
ES ONG algae oe ee | 5,161 | 5,827 666 12.9 | $2, 404, 245 | $4,160, 511 | $1, 756, 266 73.0 
ALADAIN 5.03. a 783 1, 212 429 54.8 334, 741 671, 201 336, 460 100. 5 
IMGISSISSIP Diese = ee 2,867 | 3,499 632 22.0 | 1,483,585 | 1, 913, 708 480, 123 33. 5 
MUOUISIAN a =e ee ee | 4,191 5, 158 967 Zo. 1, 475, 188 2, 606, 297 1, 131, 109 76.7 
GK AS ane eae eee ener | SIE RRG lea 2007 211 1152 890,100 | 1, 184,188 294, 088 33.0 

Totaleasee sees 14, 888 | 17, 793 | 2, 905 19.5 | 6, 537, 859 | 10, 535,905 | 3, 998, 046 61.2 

Products 

States Pounds Value 

1918 1923 | Increase or decrease 1918 1923 Increase 

| 

Per: 
Per cent cent 

Hlonid dss 54, 753, 639 | 73, 266, 267 |+-18, 512, 628 | +33.8 | $3, 420, 363 | $4, 026, 227 $605, 864 | 17.7 
Alabama_____- 5, 609, 219 | 7, 631, 237 | +2, 022,018 | +36.0 230, 567 341, 569 111,002 | 48.1 
Mississippi_-_-| 20, 592, 089 | 25,031,738 | +4, 439,649 | +21.6 762, 770 985, 741 222,971 | 29.2 
Louisiana--___- 24, 953, 876 | 34, 835,194 | +9, 881,318 | +39.6 1, 419, 367 1, 961, 100 541, 733 38. 2 
MEexas ee 625 25, 014, 760 | 19, 559,606 | —5, 455,154 | —21.8 677, 243 782, 013 104, 770 15.5 

Total - _ -|130, 923, 583 |160, 324, 042 |+-29, 400, 459 | +22.5 6, 510, 310 8, 096, 650 1, 586, 340 24.4 
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Comparative statistics of the products of the fisheries of the Gulf States for 
various years, 1880 to 1923 

Year Florida (west coast) Alabama Mississippi 

| Pounds Value Pounds Value | Pounds Value 
Tish (O) sa Sematary eet tears ie fe 8, 376, 335 $564, 819 3, 541, 500 | $119, 275 788, 500 $22, 540 
AGRE ask OES tty poser ey i tye ee es eb cil 2 20 Se le etd eee |e li 6,548,175 | 189, 716 
IRGC es Cre ee 19, 597, 084 802, 282 1, 633,589 | 75, 560 7, 883,010 | 231, 712 
Ren NS IT SS ELT SEEDS 23, 597, 240 948, 845 4, 560,269 | 146, 841 8, 933, 339 | 250, 884 
SOU Stes pete Hoe A 27, 418, 562 | 1, 064, 139 4,776,968 | 154, 871 | 8, 131, 401 245, 699 
S93 = ep i A a ere | 28, 255, 219 944, 793 4, 699, 381 134, 438 | 7, 829, 685 192, 298 
TG(( ae a Eve ae eee Dee ed 48 120,019 | 1, 462, 166 9, 351, 447 | 266,682 | 23, 426,965 | 558, 220 
GQ Nise ee oS oe ee 37, 566,000 | 2, 120, 000 10, 665, 000 | 387, 000 17, 302, 000 459, 000 
TS iL) Se OD eae Glee 332 7 54, 753, 639 | 3, 420, 363 5, 609, 219 | 230,567 | 20,592,089 | 762,770 
GPR ee Tee aster =e 73, 266, 267 | 4, 026, 227 7, 631, 237 | 341, 569 25, 031, 738 985, 741 

Year Louisiana Texas Total 

Pounds Value Pounds Value | Pownds Value 
ISSO ze Ae Sa eta Seal elie 2 6, 996, 000 $392, 610 3, 858, 875 | $128,300 | 23, 561,210 | $1, 227, 544 
1S Rye ew ee ka 18, 455, 489 579, 504 (ORDERS Chet Ott) fobs os MODE ye ae eS 
I SRR MARRS SOREL EST OF 19, 121, 056 612, 820 6, 609, 161 | 271,257} 54,843,900 | 1, 993, 631 
ORO aE eS wee de | oe 20, 947, 239 621, 048 7, 357, 800 | 297, 258 65, 395, 887 2, 264, 876 
TS) ik coe 5 a oe 20, 789, 203 660, 134 7,959,400 | 313,832 |} 69,075,534 | 2 438, 675 
159 aera ET 17, 401, 788 713, 587 7,174,550 | 286,610 | 65,360,623 | 2, 271, 726 
SOE 5 ey os ei Crease 24, 754, 135 858, 314 8, 044,404 | 353,814 | 113, 696, 970 3, 494, 196 
1G al sat E15 ee Sees eee Lee 42, 302,000 | 1,448,000} 10,439,000 | 446,000 118,274,000} 4, 860, 000 
1DISweerel i Ls BAe RG 24,953,876 | 1,419,367] 25,014,760 | 677,243 | 130,923,583} 6, 510, 310 
TSP Bhs ao See ae a ai 34, 835,194 | 1,961,100] 19,559,606 | 782,013 | 160,324,042 | 8 096, 650 

Note.—The statistics for 1908 in this table are from data published by the Bureau of the Census. 

Comparative statistics of the oyster industry of the Gulf States for various 
years, 1880 to 1923+ 

Year Florida (west coast) Alabama Mississippi 

Bushels Value Bushels Value Bushels Value 
UCC 2 OSS ee eee eee ee 58, 600 $10, 950 104, 500 $44, 950 25, 000 $10, 000 
RR meee eee ae oe eden (2) (2) (2) 2) 581, 100 118, 974 
IGROHRLC SPS re de RNAS yee oFe 181, 445 44, 448 76, 125 32, 174 767, 205 157, 463 
MURROW cere a ae ge a 294, 871 75, 189 438, 425 96, 758 845, 503 167, 713 
aU si0{ 0h. Mee OS ee Sh tS SRE Oe 371, 081 93, 692 481, 070 107, 812 806, 478 166, 672 
Tse go. fee een amen 170, 518 46, 308 (2) () (2) (2) 
SG [eases os eng ee Ys cee ee 179, 715 50, 258 255, 053 60, 207 629, 713 110, 964 
LOO 22 Rete So Lee. ee ee 579, 587 124, 108 347, 460 | 119, 773 2, 405, 132 426, 222 
IETS! gpa ses De ay a 538, 000 187, 000 590, 400 172,940 | 1, 067, 600 295, 340 
MLO peer eee Se ah ee 187, 462 109, 472 441, 917 72, 742 657, 670 140, 420 
ON Stes ee A aa ee, ee 373, 706 121, 820 147, 413 39, 670 1, 272, 389 307, 326 
1 ODS sete me ne Sir Cea 234, 592 68, 564 323, 086 100,219 | 1, 696, 422 472, 652 

Year | Louisiana Texas Total 

Bushels Value Bushels Value Bushels Value 
SS Oe oe ys a St ce ae 295, 000 $200, 000 67, 054 $47, 300 | 550, 154 $313, 200 
LSSiee Sa cer ey ge eS 678, 227 215, 163 256, 199 88, 275 | 2) (2) 
ifsictsies Sens PRM Le ne ew Ee TT 719, 992 230, 820 341, 275 109, 633 | 2, 086, 042 574, 538 
CASI sie Ne i ONAN 2 8 99 $35, 520 269, 057 360, 600 111,400 | 2,774,919 720, 117 
0 eles eet Sn oe 841, 585 299, 896 440, 800 127,990 | 2,941,014 | 796, 062 
DOO OTE Sanne see een eee (2) (2) (2) (2) () (2) 
SO (eee eee eee ee 959, 190 432, 668 355, 910 94,663 | 2,379, 581 748, 760 
TOO 2 Mane oe Dh wees Seay ile ee 1, 198, 413 493, 227 343, 113 100,359 | 4,873, 705 1, 263, 689 
1G) es SR Mle ike od pa 3, 623, 800 762, 800 497, 200 167,880 | 6,317,000) 1, 585, 960 
GIL a2 eat See rai AB ire Siete tp 4,504,402 | 1,022, 723 434, 690 131,609 | 6,226,141 | 1, 476, 966 
NGLS see te Re eee eo ee ei 1, 122, 203 494, 299 477, 784 143, 610 3, 393,495 | 1, 106, 725 
3023 ae Sale ae ee eee 1, 022, 109 770, 434 359, 978 176, 076 3, 636, 187 1, 587, 945 

1 The statistics for 1908 in this table are from data 
2 Statistics not availabie. 

v 

published by the Bureau of the Census. 

COMPARATIVE YIELD OF VARIOUS SPECIES IN 1923 AND PREVIOUS YEARS 

In the foregoing statistics of the products of the fisheries, a num- 
ber of species have been shown fresh and salted as marketed by the 
fishermen, the quantity salted varying more or less in various years. 
In order to afford a comparison of the total catch of the more im- 
portant species on a uniform basis, the quantities salted by the fish- 
ermen have been converted to the equivalent of weights of fresh fish, 

7477—26—_6 
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and the total catch of each species is shown as in the fresh condition 
in the tables below. Varying practices in salting fish make it diffi- 
cult to determine the actual shrinkage that occurs when fresh fish 
are salted. The losses in salting the various species are thought to 
be approximately as follows: Menhaden and mullet, 33144 per cent; 
bluefish, crevallés, Spanish mackerel, pompano, and squeteague, 50 
cent; red and black drum, 65 per cent, and these figures were used 
as the basis for converting the salt fish to a fresh-fish basis through- 
out the comparisons. Dried shrimp weigh one-eighth as much as 
fresh shrimp. The statistics on oysters, clams, and scallops are 
given in pounds and represent the meats or edible portion only. 

Certain species of importance that occur in all of the Gulf States 
have been assembled in the first of the following tables. Of the nine 
varieties of fishes given in this table, the yield of seven shows a 
general upward trend. Only one of these (the red drum) has in- 
creased in yield with each successive canvass. Two of them (black 
drum and groupers) increased remarkably from 1890 to 1918, but 
the 1923 statistics record a distinct decline. The other four (mullet, 
red snapper, squeteague, and Spanish mackerel) have not registered 
continued increases since 1902, although the yield has not declined 
greatly. In fact, the mullet production in 1918 and 1923 was slightly 
greater than the record catch of 1902, and the Spanish mackerel was 
considerably more productive in 1923 than in any previous year re- 
corded. Of the two remaining species sheepshead seem to have 
suffered an irregular decline and croakers registered the lowest yield 
in 1923 of any previously recorded. 

Of the three varieties of shellfish, shrimp only have increased re- 
markably in recent years. The oyster production in 1918 and 1923 
was only about half as large as in 1908, and the crab yield in 1918 
and 1923 was only slightly more than half as large as in 1897 and 
1902. 

Comparison of the recorded yield of certain species taken in the fisheries of 
the Gulf States, in pounds, 1890 to 19235 

ALL STATES 

Drum 

Year Croaker Groupers | Mullet ees 
Black Red, or | 

redfish | 

E zs SP 5, Phe ee | 2 | 

TES ara er es eee we eS 532, 540 136, 053 | 2, 160, 767 427, 781 16, 820, 119 1, 921, 728 
TRO Te eee. eee sen See (1) 117, 825 | 2,257, 944 853, 618 | 16, 643, 274 1, 565, 811 
RGSS 02 te em Ns oS on ks 543, 810 418,875 | 2,607,881 | 1,112,258 | 28, 598, 360 1, 974, 815 
TOO RIES ak. ee eeyren enn wes Rees 778; O00) ass = ees 2 3,028,000 | 1,625,000 | 18,988,000 | 1, 125, 000 
TOGA ke i Pee ee es Rae 714,692 | 2,011,288 | 2,999,776 | 5,935, 825 | 30, 026, 213 1, 558, 514 
TG Re Raine er 8 a ee 368,610 | 1,231,972 | 3,132,643 | 4,639, 031 31, 030, 718 1, 470, 777 

<r a .. ‘ * | 
J ce : Rerrra | que- ; 

Year pee Ses | teagues, or Crabs | Shrimps Oysters 
red mackerel “sea trout” | 

Sertese “ deb! | 

T8902 eels eee Sieh eee 4, 480, 617 707, 259 | 3,010, 783 | 1, 218,660 | 7,451,350 | 20, 587, 098 
SOUS ee Re ee Se 6, 114, 278 750,255 | 3,157,208 | 1,780,433 | 6,791,021 | 16, 657, 138 
19022033 Cee 13, 608, 553 | 1,624,441 | 4,843,145} 1, 708, 625 | 12,366,915 | 34, 115, 935 
190822 ea ed oe 12, 546, 000 1, 486, 000 4, 090, 000 1, 259,000 12, 865, 000 | 44, 403, 000 

191 So eee 9, 429, 802 3, 522, 045 4, 992, 363 821, 244 | 32, 347, 821 23, 754, 465 

1923 Spe fe eee Bee 11, 728,845 | 3,864,815 4, 356, 905 959, 144 | 47,116,996 | 25, 453, 309 
i | 

1 Figures not available. 
2 Probably includes some black drum, for which no separate figures are available. 
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Comparison of the recorded yield of certain species taken in the fisheries of 
the Gulf States, in pounds, 1890 to 1923—Continued 

WEST COAST OF FLORIDA 

Drum 

Cero and 2 Year Bluefish kingfish Crevalle ! sae Groupers 

Black redfish 

ike) 2.2 SRR SESE Se a 420, 046 291, 725 332, 864 121, 853 457, 737 398, 731 
ROVE = oc) See eee 264, 971 440, 000 45, 640 37, 855 236, 368 781, 155 
115 (22 ea 3 ER 55 Sar ee 352, 606 151, 900 84, 690 193,625 | 1, 104, 251 437, 089 
TOO SHES ob. ee eee 580, 000 37, 000 ZC OOO Aes Be Te 2 608, 000 1, 231, 000 
NOUS sist 2 + 3S Se ORE 270, 648 465, 860 561, 435 57, 420 958, 407 5, 626, 329 
TODS ie sk oie a ee 417, 840 564, 128 508, 052 95, 294 1, 398, 291 4, 265, 569 

Year Menhaden| Mullett Pompano pheeps- 8 sees er, eet 

CEO sae cee EN pate 0 OE SoS ae en eee 15, 555, 964 341, 656 548,797 | 4,172, 942 447, 793 
Iii 5 aS gemma) sae hl Dare ie aaa eres | 1 15, 575, 455 405, 601 668, 347 | 5,314, 487 503, 480 
NOG Zee eS ON Fe 2 2,500 | 26, 309, 800 487,099 | 1,373,650} 8, 074, 066 1, 513, 456 
POOR eectet oon et eee oe 2 16, 144, 600 232, 000 473,000 | 7,659, 000 1, 419, 000 
TKGITUGN 5 5 Ses eee 8 athe at eee Ta 295, 063 | 26, 380, 059 242, 142 988, 662 | 7, 230, 168 3, 463, 101 
IS)25) os ee oe eee 10, 955, 825 | 28, 454, 464 282, 403 1,025,415 | 9,471, 267 3, 772, 028 

Squeteagues, 8 feb peg : 
Year or ‘‘sea Sturgeon Crabs ? Shrimp Oysters 

trout” SER 
lobster 

UO 5 eae ee een ee 653; 80s ese eeee |Pemeees Se | eee eM Ses 2, 597, 567 
ey /S ia a ee, eee 830, 040 9, 254 6, 240 alah tay 0) 17] Ee ee 1, 258, 008 
AST PS 3 al iSO Ee let eat eg Nr 1, 912, 810 348, 982 13, 294 55, 664 17, 280 4, 057, 107 
TOO See neh a ee Sb Sls od Ss 1, 207, 000 6, 700 64, 400 53, 000 8, 000 3, 764, 000 
NOLS OR ere eee we a nae Soe 1, 693, 936 4, 927 24, 500 322,015 | 3, 250, 468 2, 615, 942 
SG 2s SES Se Ora ee Cpe Fay eS 1, 590, 523 7, 425 7, 200 321,010 | 2,881, 454 1, 642, 144 

1 Includes blue runner or hardtail. . 
2 Probably includes some black drum, for which no separate figures are available. 

ALABAMA 

Drum 

Year Croaker Groupers Muliet | Sheepshead 

Black | Red, or 
redfish 

WSO we LOPE ed 98, 075 7, 000 54, 464 11, 250 587, 555 35, 114 
ERO e see oe here ae ae (1) 6, 000 213, 000 69, 060 600, 300 86, 800 
TOD Dee EP ATE Os hee eee HS 57, 900 4, 910 70, 315 635, 000 1, 546, 300 75, 050 
OU SB Aes reese fA 1250004222. eee 2151, 000 394, 000 1, 656, 000. 24, 000 
TOTS eee os Stee ae ae 93, 500 12, 200 23, 250 244, 000 1, 702, 530 28, 050 
G25 eee SAAS ih es SEs 36, 600 9, 250 14, 765 304, 600 648, 200 20, 640 

Year Snapper, | Spanish ae acon Crabs Shrim Oysters 
red mackerel leteereg frout”’ es io y 

SOO Ses Se User ee ee 62,375 43, 966 208 OO me Ee Se ee 8a eee 3, 367 490 
Oy (Sasa ee Soe ee ee 335, 000 85, 500 296, 160 24,400 40, 600 1,785 438 
aU, ea A et 3, 466, 500 33, 650 259, 450 75, 230 200 | 2,432 222 
TIRE Us fae eet co Oe 2, 635, 000 13, 000 208, 600 246, 000 37, 000 4,132 000 
DOLSE Lae ers ae ane SS 798, 400 4, 284 138, 630 95, 850 1, 265, 612 1, 031, 891 
1923 Sao. ee 970, 000 1,185 48, 910 84, 000 3, 182, 000 2, 261, 602 

1 Figures not available. 
? Probably includes some black drum, for which no separate figures are available. 
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Comparison of the recorded yield of certain species taken in the fisheries of 
the Gulf States, in pounds, 1890 to 1923—Continued 

MISSISSIPPI 

Drum 

Year Croaker Groupers Mullet | Sheepshead 

Black Red, or 
redfish 

1890 eee eee ee. Le ee 57, 325 3, 200 2015300 je ae eno 305, 400 173, 200 
1Q07 Sere ne (1) 5, 0C0 19910005 enema 240, 600 110, 150 
TOODMEE Pes 3 NG See eee bss 2 eee 273, 000 11, 660 O83 S27 Ouless >see 602, 750 70, 225 
908 3295: 0 1 NE Ae ey Se ee 17631000 || 52 ees 2244-000 Wie So as 1, 035, 000 81, 000 
1918 shai ke ee eae Se 40, 600 LS ie 115, 685 | 24, 656 1, 565, 172 67,612 - 
TODS: AOS OPS 5 oo BANE PERE ae a 45, 015 38, 989 176, 760 26,137 | 1,739, 026 90, 768 

: Squeteagues 
Year | Eep pas Buea or “sea Crabs Shrimp | Oysters 

| trout’’ | 

TROD SORES 2. te Sa oe ee ll eee ee 46, 500 372, 100 47, 160 613,500 5, 645, 346 
USOT DENS A” Pen a: Se Tea © pees 64, 760 452, 800 152,840 | 1,903,165 4, 407, 992 
OOD he ey S D8 Cee Ey Pe Se ee ee 7,455 473, 345 265, 166 4, 423, 900 16, 835, 924 
T908 Bois fcr 2 Ae EES 2 a eh 7, 100 517, 000 427,000 | 4, 121, 000 7, 473, 000 
HOUSSie) Ss oe Sah PSS eet ees 11, 531 356, 070 225,025 | 9,147,445 | 8, 906, 723 
1025 anad Pend anaes eT | 10, 082 410, 294 443,444 | 9,879,100 | 11,874, 954 

1 Figures not available. 
2 Probably includes some black drum, for which no separate figures are available. 

LOUISIANA 

Drum 

Year Croaker see | Groupers Mullet | Sheepshead 
Pe ea or | 

Black redfish | 

TGS ote Peace Pane ty SISSuOGVATE x.o= canine 339, 316 | 17, 800 287, 750 390, 817 
W8O7 22 = Ss Se Q) 18, 570 4655200! (20223322228 165, 819 238, 010 
G0 Ds 28 Se ee ee 154, 860 51, 280 441 505. (tose see ane 122, 710 338, 560 
1908 Bae er Se ree ae 3695000) 22 seeeeeee 2 716, 000 | ee eee 133, 000 249, 000 
LOTR = Sas Se Se ee 383, 035 54, 455 565, 899 | 20, 000 325, 177 276, 528 
1993 Stews See re Lees sere | 219, 025 59, 988 665, 067 | 10, 000 181, 485 193, 344 

| 1 

- F \ 

A Sque- | 
oo ee Snapper Spanish ‘i . a Year : , teagues, or Crabs Shrimp Oysters 

red mackerel | « Sa tTOucR 

x" | - a 

1800 28:2. S: Paes Seen eee 240, 500 144, 000 655, 670 | 980,700 | 6, 662, 050 5, 891, 095 
US8O7 #20 Jee ea Sf et see oo Fee 55, 805 566,648 | 1, 458, 833 4, 486, 726 6, 714, 330 
AGO OaS Soe ee Phe Saar nek ented vine he pee 6,050 | 1,078,240 | 1,312,135 | 7,634,720] 8, 388, 891 
1908'ss- = 22> athe a eee il ese re L 4,900 | 1,103, 000 322,000 | 8,581,000 | 25, 554, 000 
1 GAS atc SE i ees Se ae 4 60, 000 1,775 1, 190, 357 281, 925 | 18, 520, 229 7, 855, 421 
G23 3ne - 2b eek ee ee 175, 000 2, 600 783, 214 315, 600 | 27, 752, 804 7, 154, 763 

| | 

1 Figures not available. 
2 Probably includes some black drum, for which no separate figures are available. 
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Comparison of the recorded yield of certain species taken in the fisheries of 

the Gulf States, in pounds, 1890 to 1923—Continued 

TEXAS 

Drum | 

Year Croaker Groupers | Menhaden | Sheepshead 
Black Red, or 

c redfish 

TROO Lee Ae See ee 175, 950 Ar OOO ul plesk O50) eae ee ee | eee 778, 800 

RG eee ee ee ee 1) 50, 400 1, 144, 376 OF 4637 | 22-2 eee es 467, 504 

58, 050 157, 400 898, 450 405169 ylee- oes 217, 330 

1S R000) See Ai eek Cll) We eS |p ee = 298, 000 

197, 557 1, 873, 436 1, 336, 535 20, 840 | 14, 118, 340 197, 662 

67, 970 1, 028, 451 877, 760 32,725 | 8, 517, 000 140, 610 

. Sque- 
z; Snapper Spanish Shri Oneters 

Year red ” | mackerel eee Crabs ney y - 

| 

SG Sete Bae ae eee era 4, 800 25, 000 1, 120, 450. 190, 800 175, 800 3, 085, 600 
ICY eS see SS eo 464, 791 40, 710 1, 011, 620 138, 120 360, 5380 2,491, 370 
MDOZESS Fo tt 532 22 8s 2.28 2, 067, 987 63, 830 1, 119, 300 42, 800 290, 815 2, 401, 791 
GORE erate eens Pe ad = Jas Foe 2, 252, 000 42, 000 1, 055, 000 199, 600 118, 000 3, 480, 000 
TI EIS) nes Se i aa ei 1, 243, 002 41, 354 1, 613, 370 193, 944 164, 067 3, 344, 488 
AO DSt eee Et eee tet bE Eo 1, 008, 960 78, 920 1, 523, 965 108, 900 3, 421, 638 2, 519, 846 

1 Figures not available. 
2 Probably includes some black drum, for which no separate figures are available. 

WEST COAST OF FLORIDA 

The statistics of the fisheries here given include only the west 
or Gulf coast of Florida.® The fisheries of this part of Florida were 
greater than those of any other of the Gulf States, employing 4,854 
persons, of whem 782 were on fishing vessels, 97 on transporting ves- 
sels, 8,758 in the shore and boat fisheries, and 217 were shoresmen. 
The investment amounted to $2,271,738. This included 98 fishing 
vessels, valued at $723,876, with a net tonnage of 2,640 tons and 
outfits valued at $207,840; 38 transporting vessels, valued at $114,355, 
with a net tonnage of 571 tons and outfits valued at $22,550; 1,289 
power boats, valued at $642,088; 1,745 sail and row boats, valued 
at $79,045; fishing apparatus employed on vessels to the value 
of $14,159; apparatus employed in the shore and boat fisheries to 
the value of $308,449; and shore property to the value of $159,426. 

The products of the fisheries amounted to 73,266,267 pounds, valued 
at $4,026,227. This represents an increase of 33.8 per cent in quan- 
tity and 17.7 per cent in value, as compared with the statistics for 
1918. The leading products were mullet, 28,221,570 pounds, valued 
at $1,125,496; sponges, 574,593 pounds, valued at $873,572; red 
snapper, 9,471,267 pounds, valued at $680,232; Spanish mackerel, 
3,772,028 pounds, valued at $308,829; hard clams 602,272 pounds, 
valued at $180,040; squeteagues or “sea trout,’ 1,590,523 pounds, 
valued at $157,169; shrimps, 2,881,454 pounds, valued at $114,509; 

_ 5 Statistics for the east coast of Florida for 1923 are given in Fishery Industries of the 
United States, 1924, by Oscar E. Sette. Appendix VII, Report of the Commissioner of 
Fisheries, 1925, Bureau of Fisheries Document No. 997, pp. 219-408. 
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and groupers, 4,265,569 pounds, valued at $110,689. The other 44 
varieties of fisheries products, each valued at less than $100,000, 
aggregated 21,886,991 pounds, valued at $475,691. 

Fisheries —The vessel fisheries of the west coast of Florida em- 
ployed purse seines, gill nets, lines, otter trawls, dip nets, tongs, and 
sponge apparatus, the total yield of which amounted to 21,801,071 
pounds, valued at $848,640. Judging from the value of the products, 
the yield by lines was most important, amounting to 10,906,343 
pounds, valued at $655,269, of which red snapper, with 7,964,907 
pounds, valued at $580,020, was the species of greatest value, followed 
by groupers with a yield of 2,721,396 pounds, valued at $64,488; 
six less important varieties made up the remainder of the catch by 
lines. The yield of the sponge apparatus was next in importance, 
amounting to 73,892 pounds of sponges, valued at $109,182. Purse 
seines, which caught 10,563,225 pounds of menhaden, valued at $70,- 
421, also may be mentioned among the apparatus with important 
yields. The other forms of apparatus each produced about $5,000 
worth of products. 

The shore and boat fisheries produced 51,465,196 pounds, valued 
at $3,177,587. Gill nets produced the largest catch—27,282,918 
pounds, valued at $1,232,437. Of this amount 19,028,591 pounds, 
valued at $762,692, were mullet ; 2,812,948 pounds, valued at $271,148 
were Spanish mackerel; and 26 less important varieties made up the 
remainder. Sponge apparatus was next in importance, yielding 
500,701 pounds, valued at $764,390, most of which were sheepswool 
sponges. Haul seines ranked third, with a yield of 9,136,614 pounds, 
valued at $372,580, consisting chiefly of mullet. Lines produced 
3,956,292 pounds, valued at $205,787, of which 1,502,718 pounds, 
valued at $100,030, were red snappers; 1,529,688 pounds, valued at 
$45,768, groupers; 470,264 pounds, valued at $30,670, cero and king- 
fish; and the remainder was made up of many species in smaller 
uantities. Dredges produced 597,472 pounds of hard clams, valued 

at $179,240; stop nets produced 3,528,104 pounds, valued at $126,985, 
composed largely of mullet; otter trawls produced 2,814,237 pounds 
of shrimp, valued at $111,935; and other gear, such as trammel nets, 
pound nets, fyke nets, spears, dip nets, crawfish traps, and tongs, 
made up the remainder of the catch of the shore and boat fisheries. 

Wholesale trade and industries—The wholesale fish trade was 
comprised of 92 firms that employed 635 persons, paid $511,846 in 
wages, and had property and cash capital to the value of $1,253,810. 

In the fish canning and by-products industries there were 11 estab- 
lishments, valued at $580,963, which had cash capital to the amount 
of $54,000 and employed 338 persons, to whom $170,930 were paid 
in wages. The total output was valued at $836,806, of which canned 
shrimp and oysters accounted for $360,303; other canned fishery 
products, $286,859; and miscellaneous products and by-products, 
$189,644. 

The following tables and summary statements present the detailed 
statistics of the fisheries of the west coast of Florida in 1924.° 

® For statistics on persons engaged, vessels, boats, gear, and investment in the fisheries 
refer to page 266. 
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Yield of the vessel fisheries of the west coast of Florida, by species and apparatus 

Item Pounds Value Item Pounds Value 

By purse seines: Menhaden_| 10, 563, 225 $70,421 | By lines—Continued 
Ss Snapper, mutton ---___- 16, 650 $666 

By gill nets: Snapper, ted= = 22.2 2." 7, 964, 907 580, 020 
Drum, red, or redfish__- 50 23, Yellowtailtae= eee 2, 500 200 

Flounders.-_-_--------- 300 15 | eS 
Mullet, fresh_--....-.-- 35, 000 1,400 | Rotel. 2226s 10, 906, 343 655, 269 
Mullet, salted_-___.-_-- 5, 000 300 | 
Mullet roe, salted___--_- 500 40 | By otter trawls: Shrimp-_--_- 67, 217 2, 574 
Rompano!:= 22s se 500 100 | By dip nets: Sea crawfish 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea || or spiny lobster____--____- 25, 000 1, 250 

trouble” = 2 LoS 52 ee 6, 500 650 | By tongs: Oysters, market, | 
Stureeonea- sees ee ae 150 8 DUD IiCe ss te esses ee 75, 894 4, 939 

ED tirt lesa ee aa) eee ee ee 41, 500 2,490 | 
By sponge apparatus: 

Motale-ses-2 eee s a 89, 500 5,005 | Sponges— 
(GQTASS eee ee eee 8, 504 2, 080 

By lines: | Sheepswool-_-_____- 31, 601 84, 885 
AWmibeniShes ose =e aan 9,175 184 | MiellOWs -=stes nee 33, 787 22, 217 
Cero and kingfish_______ 93, 864 7,416 | |__| 
G@roupersa 22S == S =28 2, 721, 396 64,488 | otal ee eas 73, 892 109, 182 
Jewsisiees rps ess - eee Je 91, 751 2,053 | 
FLOUR ICS eee re ae 6, 100 242 Grand total____- =| 21, 801, 071 848, 640 

Yield of the shore fisheries of the west coast of Florida in 1923, 
and species 

by apparatus 

Species Haul seines Trammel nets Gill nets Pound nets 

Pounds Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds Value | Pounds} Value 
Ampelfishma ens 6 222 8, 400 $256 1, 725 | $56 7, 815 $247 900 $27 
IS Ub byes ks] aie Sa eee 176, 867 8, 639 1 875 | 282 103, 405 9,910 | 132,450 } 19, 868 
Blue runner or hardtail_--| 232, 665 Gato eee ss ea Ros oe 26, 185 869 | 80,618 8, 062 
IS OHULQE a aoe Fe ee 25, 980 O30) ee ele ee a A ee 1, 800 Ly eh (8 Sere | eee eee 
(CH Hi se St See ees 29, 980 S80) essere ee Ae T_T 4, 800 Taal Ease ee eae 
Grevalléstais st ne 52, 103 1, 498 2 30 84 63, 056 | 1, 894 6, 400 192 
Drip lacks se 33, 982 1,049 30, 540 | 904 13, 615 | AN 2 ee dee el ms 
Drum, red or redfish_____ | 269,070 | 8,178 | 561,892 | 16,942) 349,512 11,360] 20, 450 614 
Elops or ten-pounder_-___- ee S42 bs 2350 eNO TS) |heeee oss ape ee 7, 851 | D3 5) | n= eee ee |e ee 
Ml ounders sae == Sees 19, 538 782 | 11,770! 1,018 13, 927 | Sil | eeeaeeone |e 
Grotperse = 2. ee 4, 825 TAI | SC a Te Syke ele | he ee le ae Lee oe ea 
Grunts >. Eee 5, 750 17 4p | eae \ Sera 2 ep ae eee (Ec 3! © [ee ea | eee 
Harvestfish or ‘‘butter- 

PIS een eee Ee 1, 000 AG tlc hee eal Tab at 
TNO fis nese eeepa se ese BES PANO A Rea Oe 14 Oig| Boy Soest = |e esata ae sono aaa ene 
ew Shimane en (i Ce So Og phe Berea | eee es ee et a ee LL Sa ee | 
Kanpswihitime:——=2 2-2 == 
Mienhadenis.--=----===+ 
Manliet amesh=ss- =-=—2 22s 
Mallet; salted:.---_- 52223 
Mullet roe, fresh 
Mullet roe, salted_---_--- 

Pag fish + 23s eee ee ree 
Pinfish or sailor’s choice__ 
Pompano, fresh_________- 
Pompano, salted ____-__- 
SUIS hi weetee tir aen ato ber= tee oerel|2 

Sharkeae sae ele. 
Sheepshead _-_-_-___-__---- 
Snapper, mangrove_--_-___ 
Spanish mackerel ___-___- 
SO Ga eee eS ee 

trout?’ St eee 
SUT ECO Ee eae ene es) 2 | eee is 
Sturgeonieawiare= eee 2 |e 
Niello wtall==s== eee es 16, 577 
FINITE Ss 2, 700 

Totalae- bes 3es> 9, 136, 614 

352,094 | 10,794 | 17, 298 785 
34,680 | 1,042 4, 500 157 

814,993 | 27,343 1, 862 186 
24, 772 813 | 9,700] 203 

315, 828 | 30,966 | 108,312 | 10,175 

3,000, 000 | 24, 000 
395,467 | 12,514 
59, 424 2) 226 

2, 812/948 | 271; 148 
7,417 234 

919,793 | 91, 361 | 
7, 250 1, 080 

25 2 25 
500 15 

8, 000 920 

13, 500 

372, 580 |1, 147,395 | 46, 542 7, 282, 918 |1, 232, 437 
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Yield of the shore fisheries of the west coast of Florida in 1923, by apparatus 
and species—Continued 

Species Fyke nets Stop nets Spears Lines 

Pounds| Value | Pounds Value | Pounds| Value | Pounds | Value 
Amberfish 4, 670 $138 
Angelfish 600 18 
Barracuda 1, 600 64 
BlvetisShawt essa eee ee 3, 243 326 
Blue runner or hardtail- ----_- 12, 500 500 
BONIO2= 22 2a eee 250 17 
Gat fish). 222-2 =~ soo. sf = SE SSF SOF 0008 G4 (289 ye ee 2) oo oe Ss eee ee oes es eee 
Cero and kingfish 470, 264 | 30,670 
Créevall6é:22 eS eee 775 
rtm); blacks2922= =e eee a eee rea eee 17, 157 HN4>|_ 2. Boos ease ee 
Drum red Or LeGnShe een e ae sane eens 165, 742 5 O00) | ESes 22a oe ea eeR 31, 575 1, 063 
Elopsior ten-pounderse= 2s--.| heen =s|aaansae 650 20) OE" 208 AN ale eee ee 
MIG Und 6rSan. ne ee se ae none eee | ae 780 BO" 25000 ie bi5:250)) |= ee ee eee 
Grou pers ee se ee ee | eee | eee 9, 660 POO Soe. se ee ee cee 1, 529,688 | 45, 767 
Gruntss. S.A e See ee eee ES LCS ea eee oe 3, 290 HOO] S223 ses iece 85, 827 2, 572 
5 Woress atc} oe Sie i ta a Pe et hE 1, 500 Aby EE eae Ed ered 3, 000 90 
JOwfish os soe. So te eR L| pee Ee SR eee oe el 17, 412 511 
Keane swihitings S20 265 eens ae eee eee 3, 005 30d Re ee ea [2 2 Se ee 
Weatherjacket or. tunbot?? 2 <3] es tee aoa es 2 ee eee eee eee | 1, 450 53 
WMioontishee eae a oa os Dee oe Sola. ee won TE ee eee 775 22 
VG G Eee ee ee ee ee a ee = ee ee AOL Rare eM 25 eee ee | eee o-oo ee 
Penni tes 2 hs oe ee eae S| aes ee 25 i) ee | peel 300 9 
Pigfish! 22") SS ee a aes el eee 1, 675 52) a Se |e ee ee 
Pinfistvor savor sicholcee = ase) se eat eee 8, 340 Py All aay sP 5 el bao eR 3, 000 90 
(POMPANO S25 ee eee a eS oe ae eee ee 1, 035 159. hy oe See | eee ee 400 80 
(POT CIOS a oe eee ee eee te ean Le ees Pee ae oe eo ees Se ene | Peete ae | eee ee 22, 500 938 
POTASH = se oe are Se re a | ee a Re a Be aa eee ee eae 2, 500 138 
ESTA ofa Rs ene | a | Pa el el lhc ne | 24, 600 2, 400 
Serzeantiishion SnOOk 24) -- = s\n no ae ee eee 3, 621 1 eee eee |S Ue ge 2, 550 17 
Sheepsheadis22 4-6-2 2- ee |e ee ee 241, 431 1 ZOD 4| aaeee eae 13, 125 425 
Snappers aneroveases saa == |e nea ae 7, 450 777 A ee Sea (EB Ses eS 19, 125 574 
Srapperse my Come = ee eS ee a | eee eee ee | eee ee | ee | ee ene 11, 575 347 
Snapper ed =. eos = eee Pe oe oo ees 3, 647 182. eee no || Seo Ree 1, 502,713 | 100, 030 
Spanishwmackene less sa = = = aes eer | en S| ee | een | eee | eee 6, 540 654 

OG RENE re SS eT ns 540 22 WOE er no LE AE [Nee eee 
Squetesgucsion Sseartrout 7a eee ee | sea | ee = ree ene ot eee 164,390 | 16, 447 
BETSEY cs he a eR ean | ates eee 600 24 
prellowitailee Se 2 wee a Oe 22 eee 350 mL fee ope Pe | 18, 745 1,720 

Total ee ee eet 80,000 | 4,289 | 3,528, 104 | 126,985 | 25,000 | 1,250 | 3,956, 292 | 205, 787 

| | 
Species | Otter trawls Sponge apparatus | By hand 

| | 
| | | 

| Pounds Value Pounds | Value | Pounds Value 
@rabssistonee see saat ee ne Sa ee CS ee Ee ae er Sees Sree | 7, 200 $1, 200 
@onchs. Sask. 2 2 ee ee eee | eee eee [ae eee 2, 500 | 50: 
Shrimipi72 25552 Oesb ee Se Cee STA 935) 2 2 eee Ss ee eee oe afen sees ee 
Sponges | 

Grass. so eee ee RE ea ees 885773)|) $15,979) |-- 2 eee 
Sheepswools eset 2s Y ikae ee eee le ee |e eee ee 308;022))|| -694;:064:)| aos ease eae 
Wir ts ee ee a |e ee a | Reema | 16, 028 7, 479:\_ Let ee ol ee 
YViellow sts eS a et ee 87, 878 46;:868"| = 22 232s eee 

Turtles). 5 3.22525. 5 Sao eas Ste | ee See S| So eee eS eee 2, 000 | 160 

Totals a2: Sibs res ches acer ee Sed 2, 814, 237 111, 935 500, 701 764, 390 11, 700 | 1, 410 

Species | Tongs Dredges Dip nets Crawfish traps 

| 1 

| | 

| Pounds Value | Pounds Value | Pounds | Value |Pounds| Value 
Clams; and's5> 5. so aa seers 4, 800 $800 | 597, 472 (3179, 7.) | apts = oe (ES fe Sd | Yo 2 
Oysters, market, public____.-_- | ot 566, 2501) 63, 625 af ol eo ee gaye 8 [pees sete Ses elena 
Séaicrawtishror spiny lobster. 23|42. 22-12 eee ee ee eee | 274, 560 $13, 728 | 21,450 | $1, 073 

Movalsess = + eae SS Se | 1, 571, 050 | 64,425 | 597, 472 | 179, 240 | 274, 560 | 13,728 | 21, 450 1, 073 
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Summary of the yield 

279 

Species 

Amel fish). 45) 425 us Paes eens 

Crevallé 
rom, blackwe=2+25-=-22 See =e 
rum, red onredfish= 223. =: = s— 8 
Elops or ten-pounder_--_------------- 
HLOUNMEIS: 2 hae aass Fo eee eel 
GYOUIDEIS. 22 222. seen4- sss ae eS 
Girumtsit = 8 Bee! aos ON ee ae 

NOOnHS Hees se an ee 
Mvinniet resis a= 5-228 oo a oe 
Monet salteds <= 3 "= 2 ees 
iViilletmoetinesh.«-- 2-2-- 2.2 552 3 =3 
Mirulleiroe, salted=--"==---=-=-=-- 22 

es De ee 

Pompano, a Boss ees oon ee 
Pompano, salted -------------------- 

Dharkseeeet sey hese Fh a eee. 
Sheensheadis-=2- == =. ss 2- eee 
Snapper, mangrove - = 222-22) =22-- = 
SHADVek] MMU LON see nen eee 
SnapMermeGs es a= oe ee ces 
Spanishimackerels ===. S222. 2-2 
Spots see= otek OA eee eee eee 

Sturgeon 

Oysters, market, public__---.-.---_- 
SM ntleS 26-322 ee eer ny ee, 
Sponges) erass® S--82 5-2 Sots sees 
Sponges, sheepswool - --------------- 
DPONGES wane eee Lee he ay 
Sponges yellows a 2 ee ee 

| 848, 640 

Vessel fishery Shore fishery Total 

| 

Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 
9,175 $184 4, 670 $138 13, 845 $322 

ene Seer Ie a 28, 664 915 28, 664 915 
1, 600 64 1, 600 64 

417, 840 39, 025 417, 840 39, 025 
351, 968 16, 176 351, 968 16, 176 
28, 030 1,010 28, 030 1,010 

114, 780 5, 313 114, 780 5, 313 
470, 264 30, 670 564, 128 38, 086 
156, 084 4,618 156, 084 4,618 

SLES SSR Sale eee 95, 294 2, 878 95, 294 2, 878 
50 | 2 1, 398, 241 43, 247 1, 398, 291 43, 249 

ne hee ee ee [Scoeaeees 2 28 353, 736 10, 628 353, 736 10, 628 
300 | 15 71,015 3, 921 MASS 3, 936 

2,721,396 | 64,488 | 1,544,173 46,201 | 4,265,569 | 110, 689 
cane Ae eee oe 94, 867 2, 846 94, 867 2, 846 
ea ee eee eS 1, 000 45 1, 000 45 
fin Pine Wen ERT |eeee Jos. 9, 448 284 9, 448 284 

91, 751 | 2, 053 17, 437 512 109, 188 2, 565 
ee eo 77, 021 5, 574 77, 021 5, 574 
Be ee ee eee 1, 450 53 1, 450 53 
10, 563, 225 70, 421 392, 600 7, 882 | 10, 955, 825 78, 303 

sl SAR ee i par eS 775 22 775 22 
35, 000 1,400 | 27, 706, 837 | 1,089, 983 | 27, 741, 837 | 1,091, 383 
5,000 | 300 440, 023 30, 324 445, 023 30, 624 

eee ee ee ee eae Pee 13, 945 1, 653 13, 945 1, 653 
500 40 20, 265 1,796 20, 765 1, 836 

ee OR oer 2 thee ers! 8, 493 266 8, 493 266 
Leese By [es en 6, 156 179 6, 156 179 
ae hae Pe a eee 77, 390 2, 333 77, 390 2, 333 

500 | 100 279, 903 51, 346 280, 403 51, 446 
ed St a eon | te i a 1, 000 100 1, 000 100 

22, 500 938. 28, 600 1,180 
2, 500 138 2, 500 138 

200, 000 2, 500 200, 000 2, 500 
25, 100 2, 450 25, 100 2, 450 

103, 701 3, 184 103, 701 3, 184 
Bed Sok PED S|. hee SR 3, 000, 000 24, 000 3, 000, 000 24, 000 
ee = See (len Se 1, 025, 415 31,963 | 1,025, 415 31, 963 
Beet Pie 5h te eee tes 125, 179 4,221 | 125, 179 4,221 

16, 650 | 666 TV 575: 347 | 28, 225 1,013 
7, 964, 907 580, 020 1, 506, 360 100, 212 9, 471, 267 680, 232 

begs 0a aes 3, 772, 028 308, 829 | 3,772, 028 308, 829 
1, 677 55, 929 1, 677 

156, 519 1, 590, 523 157, 169 
1, 080 | 7, 400 1, 088 

25 25 25 
24 600 24 

| 2, 222 38, 672 2, 422 
1, 200 7, 200 1, 200 

14, 801 321, 010 16, 051 
111,935 | 2,881,454} 114,509 
180, 040 602, 272 180, 040 

. 50 | 2, 500 50 
75, 894 4, 939 1, 566, 250 63,625 | 1, 642, 144 68, 564 
41,500 2,490 12, 700 1,215 54, 200 3, 705 
8,504 | 2, 080 88, 773 15, 979 97, 277 18, 059 

31,601 | 84, 885 308, 022 694, 064 339, 623 778, 949 
biden eae lea {ee Scans 16, 028 7, 479 16, 028 7, 479 

33, 787 22, 217 87, 878 46, 868 121, 665 69, 085 

21, 801, 071 51, 465, 196 | 3,177,587 | 73, 266, 267 | 4, 026, 227 
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Summary by counties 

U. S. BUREAU OF FISHERIES 

e 

Persons Invest- 
County engaged ment Products 

Number Dollars Pounds Value 
Baye. = 7 SONS RR a meee 2 293 218, 488 | 3, 561, 905 $196, 132 
Caloris Wee Be eo Se ee Se ae eee 2 157 94,720 | 11, 049, 782 99, 266 
Charlottes Veet) Ob Wea ele | es Shee Ben 4 363 132, 809 8, 345, 031 391, 202 
Citrus YS Cae AS ek AR Te re Pg ee ee 172 | 23, 861 1, 874, 158 84, 385 
Collier eee a a a ee aad 181 | 113, 705 3, 382, 227 296, 331 
(Dime = Se ee EEE eee ee ee en ee aie Sere nee 24 4, 869 644, 755 26, 019 
SCAT Die Se Ses ee ee ee See eee 503 603, 683 8, 260, 835 485, 562 
Di age 0 0 fel Ui ws se ae ag pea By Fl eS ha ES Ss et 463 214, 001 6, 275, 871 264, 148 
FVCTHAN GOS were fa ca ee eR ee tee EON. 5 Re ee 11 1, 480 264, 650 10, 941 
Holishonoughes!) swe! een ee 140 50,600 | 1, 525, 415 67, 796 
Jeierson ee ss 22 sire So Leeann Jee CeCe, en ie a 20 3, 545 248, 250 13075 
1 Dey = cae cepa aR dh ae TEAL Let Saray Yor oe eet 286 87,072 | 3,612, 892 152, 592 
TRG VAV oe ate ete es, Pee oan, pp ae Pe eae ae ee ee 209 95,016 | 3, 653,939 168, 303 
IND ATTA TCE: ule uke eon ae eee 2 Sn) Sale Ea en ee oe ee 194 56, 164 2, 615, 873 123, 626 
INGORTOCS sone ae aoe Sees 2 tN ee ee eres 507 176, 389 | 6,461, 501 399, 858 
OR al 00s a ee ee ey Ae ae 106 36, 856 1, 745, 449 72, 571 
PASCO M eet Meare Soe Saar eee em oie on ee oN eee, ala ae 46 7,045 | 1,120,275 . 45,993 
Pim Ellas eee ere eon A eee ae eee oe ees ee ee 855 285, 266 | 5, 041, 948 963, 639 
SH MROS Baerte ae ncaa Sars so ees ok ne a ete ee ea A 20 3, 965 194, 449 11, 389 
SSLASOUR = ae a ie 2 SORES - Se Bere ae Oe Bie Eat 83 30, 324 958, 430 44, 338 
Mary Ore et a2 yk rece eee oe ee ee BD ER 35 5, 605 780, 625 37, 790 
ATAUACEH Se P HH We seal ech ace prere ead Shite a oto A bo 186 26,325 | 1, 648, 007 (itltral 

otal ete en eee ees OTT See Ae eek See 4, 854-| 2, 271, 738 | 73, 266, 267 4, 026, 227 

Yield and average prices of sponges of the west coast of Florida, 1880 to 1923 

Sheepswool Yellow 

Year Average Average 
Pounds Value price per Pounds Value price per 

pound pound 

| 

(1) (1) (1) (1) Q) (1) 
(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Q) (1) (1) (Q) (1) (1) 

231, 272 $363, 107 $1. 57 29, 509 $11, 789 $0. 39 
149, 724 248, 196 1. 66 23, 655 9, 318 . 40 
157, 476 240, 599 1. 53 | 32, 362 13, 082 - 40 
153, 700 332, 390 2.16 55, 800 16, 205 . 29 
181, 311 483, 263 2. 67 | 74, 466 44, 045 . 59 
202, 673 422, 561 2.08 62, 512 39, 290 . 63 
133, 518 297, 727 2. 23. | 56, 787 31, 113 . Oo 

i) (1) (!) | (1) (1) (1) 
276, 168 675, 781 2. 44 91, 641 34, 187 wail 
339, 623 778, 949 2. 29 121, 665 69, 085 Ube 

| Grass Other Total 

Year Average Average Average 
Pounds | Value |price per| Pounds} Value |price per| Pounds} Value (price per 

pound pound pound 
| 
| 

() (1) (1) () (1) 207, 000 |$200, 750 $1. 07 
() (1) (1) (1) (1) 316, 559 | 381, 087 1. 20 
() (1) (1) (1) (1) 366, 772 | 438, 682 1.19 

$5, 464 $0. 26 | 23,952 | $6, 502 $0. 27 | 306, 120 | 386, 871 1. 26 
11, 508 .26 | 18,315 3, 990 . 22 | 236,311 | 273, 012 1.16 
29, 188 . 23 | 13, 086 3, 171 . 24 | 331, 546 | 286, 040 . 86 
14, 319 -19 | 18,000 | 5,000 . 28 | 304, 400 | 367, 914 1.21 
33, 263 .23 | 19, 236 7, 114 . 37 | 418,125 | 567, 685 1.36 
24, 210 o22 | 21,627. 6, 679 . 31 | 395, 560 | 492, 740 1.25 
29, 765 -21 | 15,902 5, 817 . 37 | 346, 889 | 364, 422 1.05 

(1) (1) (1) (1) () 622, 000 | 545, 000 . 87 
IDANEAS -16 | 11, 346 3, 062 .27 | 452,188 | 725, 155 1. 60 

| 18, 059 19 | 16, 028 7, 479 .47 | 574, 593 | 873, 572 1. 52 
| 

1 Statistics not available. 2 From data published by the Bureau of the Census. 
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ALABAMA 

The fisheries of Alabama in 1923 employed 568 persons, of whom 
88 were on fishing vessels, 34 on transporting vessels, and 446 in the 
shore and boat fisheries. The investment, amounting to $295,420, 
included 17 fishing vessels with a total net tonnage of 250 tons, valued 
at $57,485 and with outfits to the value of $16,425; 14 transporting 
vessels with a total net tonnage of 147 tons, valued at $26,130 and 
with outfits to the value of $1,620; 196 power boats, valued at $165,- 
150; 225 rowboats, valued at $4,405; fishing apparatus on vessels 
to the value of $1,430; fishing apparatus in the shore and boat fish- 
eries to the value of $15,150; and shore and accessory property 
valued at $7,625. The products of the fisheries amounted to 7,631,237 
pounds, valued at $341,569. Shrimp was the most important prod- 
uct, yielding 3,182,000 pounds, valued at $119,239; oysters were next 
with 2,261,602 pounds, valued at $100,219; red snappers followed 
with 970,000 pounds, valued at $77,600; mullet with 648,200 pounds, 
valued at $22,473; and 18 varieties, aggregating 569,441 pounds, 
valued at $22,038, made up the remainder of the catch. 

Fisheries —The vessel fisheries of Alabama employed trammel nets, 
lines, and otter trawls and produced 1,560,860 pounds of fishery prod- 
ucts, valued at $96,065. The yield by lines was most important, 
amounting to 1,274,600 pounds, valued at $85,215, of which 970,000 
pounds, valued at $77,600, were red snappers and 304,600 pounds, 
valued at $7,615, were groupers. Otter trawls were next, with a 
yield of 245.500 pounds of shrimp, valued at $9,227. Trammel nets 
produced 8 varieties of fish that aggregated 40,760 pounds, valued 
at $1,623, of which mullet was most important. 

The shore and boat fisheries employed haul seines, trammel nets, 
lines, otter trawls, and tongs that produced 6,070,377 pounds, valued 
at $245,504. The catch by otter trawls, consisting of 2,711,500 pounds 
of shrimp, valued at $101,674, was most important. Tongs were 
next, producing 2,261,602 pounds of oysters, valued at $100,219. The 
yield by trammel nets was 718,350 pounds, valued at $27,414, consist- 
ing mostly of mullet; by haul seines, 269,125 pounds, valued at $10,- 
957, consisting mostly of shrimp; and by lines 109,800 pounds, valued 
at $5,240, mostly hard crabs and squeteagues or “sea trout.” 

Wholesale trade and industries—The wholesale fishery trade was 
conducted in 9 establishments, valued at $32,300, with cash capital 

_ of $11,750, that employed 70 persons to whom $30,207 was paid in 
wages. 

The fish canning and by-products industries were conducted by 10 
establishments, valued at $277,731, with cash capital amounting to 
$54,000 and employing 574 persons, to whom $153,881 was paid in 
wages. The total output was valued at $541,706 and consisted of 
61,630 cases of canned shrimp, valued at $384,618; 11,522 cases of 
canned oysters valued at $57,396; and 11,208 tons of by-products, 
valued at $99,692. 

The following tables and summary statements present the detailed 
statistics of the fisheries of Alabama in 1924.7 

* For statistics on persons engaged, vessels, boats, gear, and investment in the fisheries 
refer to page 266. 
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Yield of the vessel fisheries of Alabama in 1923, by apparatus 

Apparatus and species 

Trammel nets: 

Drum, red or redfish___-_- 
Kaneswhiting 22222 see es 
Mullet 
Mompanol. nets oo aeeee 
Sheepshead ies. eee 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout”’ 

U. S. BUREAU OF FISHERIES 

Apparatus and species Total 

Pounds Value 
200 $20 

1, 650 | 66 
2,300 184 

180 | 13 
32, 500 975 

50 13 
1, 200 84 
2, 680 268 

40, 760 1, 623 

Lines: 
Groupers 
Snapper, red 

| Otter trawls: Shrimp_-_-__-__- 

Grand total 

and species 

Total 

Pounds | Value 
= 304,600 | $7,615 

970,000 | 77,600 

_| 1,274,600 | 85, 215 

2 245, 500 9, 227 

| 1,560, 860.) 96, 065 

Yield of the shore fisheries of Alabama in 1923, by apparatus and species 

| 

Species Haul seines Trammel nets Lines 

| Pounds | Value | Pounds Value Pounds | Value 
An eelifish:s:- Uae ise ee = EE eS | 400 $12 1, 340 $4020 3 9 | eee 
Bluefish: 2a S25 eS ee ees | 3, 500 210) } 222223523. |p es ee ee ee 
Blue runner or Hardtail eee Sa 1, 200 CO a ee |e see 
Watfisht.) 7 = 2 be. eee Sess 1,500 | 60 | 12,920 488 1, 800 $90 
Opn nat sle lant Bete Rm Olah! Ut eM o TAs | 4,000 | 120 | 30, 950 99011| L's ee ee ee 
Dnuimsblackss Mere S35 ose reese eee © 6, 800 | 204 2,450 VoWyessee see [eeecos == 
Drum srediomrediishss- 22-222 eae | 6, 000 360 6, 465 405% || ==. eee | eae ee 
WloundersLole JAG eI Peis | 900 | 72 1, 290 106, |. eit hea) See 
Grutor ee eee re ss ae 75 | pew 2, 900 TL? oe SS ee 
Kaine swihitli ee sas ce ete ee eee 1, 250 63 1, 168 58 °| 2.2582 ees eee 
IMiilet ee 2 sae oe ee ee fi ee eee eee 615, 700 21, 49825 = <== sa See 
IPOMPallO*- 222 6262-2 esos eee ee | 260 | 40 520 L06))|2-= = See eee 
Sheepshead a2 5s. See et eee eet | 4, 500 | 270 14, 940 15,035. |be=5 252k = |e eees 
Spanishemackere) -s sas == ee ee 800 | 80 385 39))| 2-228 2 ee 
Got. A TSeURRI AS CN doe BPD | 3,000 | 90 | 12, 760 906" |:cs--3. - tae 
Squeteague or ‘‘sea trout’’._---_------_--- ; 10,000 1, 000 12, 230 1, 235 24, 000 2,400 
Crabs; Nard 22 -. e S  L 2 eeee lee en an eee | see ee ee eee eee 84, 000 2, 750 
Simp ee es Sees eee ee 225, 000 8,388!) 204 ie 2b 2) 22 ee 
Merwe pine. S32 ee 2 eS ee Se |-----=----|---------7 2,332 953) s- 35-22 oc eee oe 

otal = = meee et aie es | 269, 125 10, 957 718, 350 27,414 109, 800 5, 240 

| 
Species Otter trawls Tongs 

Pounds | Value Pounds Value 
SIDUMMUD me ase ee oe ee ae ee oe oe ee re Qa7 EN 500 S101 674 | aaa a 
Oysters;stmarket {pw blic #5455 fe see se te be ae es ee er jy Aes Sade } 906, 227 $32, 751 
Oysters; zanarket,. privates -- =.= —- ae Se ee | ee ee eee 725, 375 53, 968 - 
Oysters seed, publics tl. P see eA No Re ER REE |eocet sede 630, 000 13, 500 

TROGALS ee ts eo ee oe Re ae Re ae ae 2, 711, 500 101, 674 2, 261, 602 100, 219 
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Summary of the yield 

Species Vessel fisheries Shore fisheries Total 

Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 
Angelfish_ __ 1, 740 $52 1, 940 $72 
IBlne hse sso 22 22 2 3, 500 210 3, 500 210 
Blue runner or haratail 1, 200 36 1, 200 36 
OFTHIS cle SERS ie pe ene ee eo 16, 220 638 16, 220 638 
‘Grpnkericed — 22 st Sew so Ee ee 34, 950 1, 049 36, 600 | 1 15 
Drum, black 9, 250 279 9, 250 279 
iDrum red or redfish=< 222.2 = = 2, 300 184 12, 465 765 | 14, 765 949 
I QUIN Gers 5532) — 2 eel a 5 oe 2,190 178 2, 190 178 
MEOW GTS oe tea ee eee eee 304, 600 ffi a5 | | ne 304, 600 7, 615 
hIITES Hr. ct se Pat Sey eee ea Re re ae EE 2, 975 73 2,975 | 73 
Raper hiting. £-=- 22.5 ee | 180 13 2, 418 121 2, 598 | 134 
int epee. 2S AP eats Sed S| 32, 500 975 615, 700 21, 498 648, 200 | 22, 473 
Paar tae ee ee eee Se 50 13 720 146 770 159 
HE GUSCa eee ee eee ee ee 1, 200 84 19, 440 1,305 20, 640 | 1, 389 
SHappern rede) + iss. ewan nees TA | 970, 000 Wii ZG00))| webs see cose ee a She oo e 970, 000 77, 600 
Spanish-mackerell-..-=------2-.__. =. [eens exaeee | eaters eee 1, 185 119 1, 185 119 
Po i Sih ap eee he ee ee ee oe Eee BS ee er as SE | bee sae Be 15, 760 486 | 15, 760 486 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’?________- 2, 680 268 | 46, 230 4, 635 48, 910 4, 903 
Cie bSyinind eee we ee ee | Sa eee eee ee | 84, 000 2, 750 84, 000 2, 750 
Simimpee soy 2 ae se sie es Te 245, 500 9, 227 2, 936, 500 110, 012 3, 182, 000 119, 239 
chesiorssmarket, publice* —-25 2225 “|hoaeee [S< a eeee | 906, 227 32, 751 | 906, 227 Sool 
Oysters, market, private___._________ | 32. POS EMEy . eased | 725, 375 53, 968 | 725, 375 53, 968 
Oysters, seed, public..-_--=--.-.-.-_ esse eee eee 630, 000 13, 500 630, 000 13, 500 
UNO BE) ora Aa a A ee epee el Eee ee |S SRR pt Ga (Mi 2 Be AD Fe 2, 332 933 2, 332 933 

Ato tale sea ee eee shar | 1, 560, 860 96,065 | 6,070,377 | 245,504 | 7, 631, 237 341, 569 

Summary by counties 

Persons | Invest- | Products 
County engaged ment 

Number | Dollars | Pounds Value 
109 48, 413 1, 762, 455 $67, 179 
459 247, 007 5, 868, 782 274, 390 

568 | 295,420 | 7,631,237 | 341,569 

MISSISSIPPI 

The coastal fisheries of Mississippi in 1923 employed 1,700 per- 
sons, of whom 712 were on fishing vessels, 46 on transporting ves- 
sels, and 942 in the shore and ‘boat fisheries. The investment 
amounted to $676 73 and included 143 fishing vessels with a total 
net tonnage of 1 992 tons, valued at $259, 485 and carrying outfits 
valued at $22,028 14 transporting vessels with a total net tonnage 
of 218 tons, Salted at $22,500 and carrying outfits valued at $1, 590: 
379 sail and power boats, valued at $275, 800; 479 rowboats, valued 
at $11,230; fishing apparatus on vessels valued at $33,987; fishing 
apparatus in the “shore and boat fisheries valued at $32, 503 ; and 
shore and accessory property valued at $17,450. The production of 
the fisheries amounted to 25,021,738 peunds, valued at $985,741. 
Oysters were the most important. item in the yield, amounting to 
11,874,954 pounds, valued at $472,652. Shrimp were next, amount- 
ing to 9,879,100 pounds, valued at $359, 086. The production of 
mullet was 1,739,026 pounds, valued at $52, 719, and that of squetea- 
gues or “sea trout” was 410,294 pounds, valued at $37,327. Nine- 
teen varieties of fish and shellfish of lesser importance made up the 
remainder of the yield. 
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Fisheries.—The vessel fisheries of Alabama employed haul seines, 
otter trawls, dredges, and tongs, which together produced 11,212,131 
pounds of oysters and shrimp, valued at $394,695. Dredges pro- 
duced 7,921,725 pounds of oysters, valued at $273,024; haul seines 
yielded 2,490,000 pounds of shrimp, valued at $88,997; otter trawls, 
632,700 pounds of shrimp, valued at $22,819; and tongs 167,706 
pounds of oysters, valued at $9,855. 

The shore and boat fisheries produced 13,819,607 pounds of fish 
and shellfish, valued at $591,046. Otter trawls were the most pro- 
ductive apparatus, catching 6,312,800 pounds of shrimp, valued at 
$230,887. Tongs were next with 1,888,572 pounds of oysters, valued 
at $109,211. Trammel nets followed with 1,716,411 pounds of prod- 
ucts, valued at $81,841, of which 1,094,914 pounds, valued at $33,256, 
were mullet; 245,894 pounds, valued at $22,157, were squeteagues 
or “sea trout,” and the remainder was made up of 13 other varieties 
in smaller quantities. Dredges yielded 1,896,951 pounds of oysters, 
valued at $80,562. Haul seines produced 1,141,014 pounds of prod- 
ucts, valued at $41,835, of which mullet was the most important 
item, with 610,612 pounds, valued at $18,818, followed by shrimp 
with 448,600 pounds, valued at $16,383. Lines yielded 706,369 
pounds, valued at $34,262, the principal items of which were sque- 
teagues or “sea trout,” hard crabs, and sheepshead. Minor appa- 
ratus produced 157,490 pounds, valued at $12,940. 

Wholesale trade and industries —The wholesale fish trade was car- 
ried on by 24 establishments, valued at $80,440, with cash capital of 
$17,250 and employing 243 persons, to whom $63,989 were paid in 
wages. 

Fish canning and the manufacture of by-products were carried on 
by 33 establishments, valued at $1,025,395, with cash capital of $116,- 
050 and employing 1,556 persons, to whom $539,525 were paid in 
wages. The production consisted of 204,548 cases of canned oysters, 
valued at $1,057,201; 173,093 cases of canned shrimp, valued at 
$1,066,157; 32,789 tons of crushed oyster shells, valued at $278,031; 
and other products valued at $2,837; making the total value of 
canned fishery products and by-products $2,404,226. 

The following tables and summary statements present the detailed 
statistics of the fisheries of Mississippi in 1924.8 

Yield of the vessel fisheries of Mississippi in 1923, by species and apparatus 

Species Haul seines Otter trawls | Dredges Tongs 

| 

Pounds Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds Value | Pounds | Value 
Shrinmip..£2222S See ee 2,490; 000 '|$88,'9977|" 632; 700':|$22, 819 |= 22 ean Se = Seta ee eee 
Oysters, market: 

Pa bli CcaViISSiSS! Pp Pl = |S ea ee | ee oe ae | ee 2, 555,175 | $84,614 | 65,352 | $3, 768 
Private, Mississippi-_-_--- aes 24 er Se 8 SL 2-68 |= 5a [seb = x 15, 750 1, 125. 
Public wlouisianace<. s2 £2)2. See Se ee Ee eee ee ee 3, 220,077 | 113,085 | 55, 734 3, 221 
Privates ouisiana= 25220) 5-¢ = 252 |e SS ee Bea 2,146,473 | 75,325 | 30,870 1, 741 

otalic eh aeeseas aa 2, 490, 000 | 88, 997 | 632, 700 | 22,819 | 7,921,725 | 273,024 | 167, 706 9, 855 
| 

8 For statistics on persons engaged, vessels, boats, gear, and investment in the fisheries 
refer to page 266. 
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Yield of the shore fisheries of Mississippi in 1923, by species and apparatus 

Species Haul seines Trammel nets Lines Otter trawls 

Pounds Value | Pounds Value | Pownds| Value | Pounds Value 
TER FA TESSIS Ole eee a ina os Ss 3, 800 $228 2, 100 S1SG cee 2 Se |e eee Wee eee 
(CANE ol aS ee Ee ote 1, 300 52 16, 140 506 18, 000 S720t ES aaa ee es ee 
Croaker = aoe re 480 
numa black = ese 1, 700 
Drum, red or redfish______- 23, 600 
HIOUMUeTS soe ne eee 2, 440 
Grouper 2...) ee heres 
Ve WaSD 22 aac 5 ee | ee eee 
King whiting. i286 oS 2, 920 
IMATE ee See ES ae 610, 612 
MOUIDALON: = 5 -= > woe ee 5, 376 
IROPeies soe 10 ser SPL ae, 
Segibass=-4 tb St eee 100 
Sheepshead oe | 5, 800 
Snappersredi =: 54 23a ae hee eee 
Spanish mackerel _----_---- 2, 972 
Spotetpse snk aa ee ee ee 
Squeteagues or ‘“‘sea trout’’_ 36, 314 
@rabshilard soote SY ee Ue 
SEUNG = Peete sel, aoa | 443, 600 
of Op] 0) De GS es aS eS | eh sl 

oT GU AN = eg ee | 1,141,014 | 41,335 | 1,716,411 | 81, 849 | 706,369 | 34, 262 | 6,312, 800 | 230, 887 
} 

Species | Cast nets Spears Dip nets 

Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 
Croaker see ae ee ee eee 600 SOK | Raa le 2 ete Se |e eee |e ee 
Druamaredionredtishest. ses | 2,500 TUG. | Me, Sate le See | RO RR als Pa Re 
Flounders-_____ ee Ne ee ee ee | ee ee ee eee 69, 200 $7002") enna eel eee ee ate 
Ii erat ee%o (Tokyo Sy Oe ee ee Se ee epee 400 D0) | eaeen eee Se | oe re Es 5 ee 
Tee (08 LEY Fle ea ee eee 33, 500 i a RS es ae eS ee ee a ee 
Sheepsneadsee wate wee Ie ae Le aa 1, 190 TAL To) Se ese | see. eek See as 
SDG eee =e Sekee eae ee 200 Gp lReecne a2 em es aes Pee RE ie ok 2h 
Squeteaguesonstsea tromt7= 2. oe ee 9, 100 (Taf A ees eal ie ah Ue | (ora Bio na 
COHEN oySty. LaVzNo BAP Aa el A ti i I Slog ee re | ee (A ry 32, 000 $1, 200 
(ORES OVS ON Bee es ee he al S A a ee SP ral | Ea ae ee eee 2, 000 375 

BTS Gehl ee eee eS ee a 47, 490 2, 468 69, 200 7, 092 34, 000 Ido 

Species Dredges Tongs By hand 

Oysters, market: Pounds Value 
Public, Mississippi -_-_--.-.22-2__+- 767,172 | $31, 585 | 
IPTIVATE;; VEISSISSIp DIS = eee | ee ee eens [ete ee 
Publichvoursianyetesese sae ee 694, 659 30, 026 | 
Private, Louisiana -- eee 435, 120 18, 951 

@rabs)sottes... = aoe se ee Eee ce ee ok ad 
| 

Total: 2-5 oe ee 1, 896, 951 80,562 | 1,888,572 | 109, 211 6, 800 1, 805 
| i 
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Summary of the yield 

U. S. BUREAU OF FISHERIES 

Species Vessel fisheries Shore fisheries Total 

Pounds Value Pounds | Value Pounds Value 
Bluefish 22. 22 2c bent oe eas Soe | Senos | eer Yay 5, 900 $414 5, 900 $414 
@atfish -poce 52 eae eedn Se oe ee Beate | 35, 440 1,278 35, 440 1,278 
GionKkers poe ee ae eee a Fee | OE ee ete Sc 45, 015 1, 881 45, 015 1, 881 
Drum! blacks eee. ee ae ee | eer 38, 989 1, 263 38, 989 1, 263 
Drum, ‘red, or redfish=2_- +." 24.- == | 2a 176, 760 12, 979 176, 760 12, 979 
Ml oun ders: Se se eee ee | a eee eee 87, 616 8, 919 87, 616 8, 919 
GROUPS TS Sear a a ee A |e ae ee 26, 137 784 26, 1387 784 
TOW OSH: soon ts ere ee eee ee ee ee | ee ee 5, 200 156 5, 200 156 
Kanoywhiting 22222 see oe ee eee | eee Sees eae eee H 9, 054 541 9, 054 541 
Niemihin Gers ss Sts ae. Se eee en a ee eee 400 20 400 20 
INAUIIVete see Se cas ae [CESS ae Sa RN ed 1,739,026 | 52,719 | 1,739,026 52, 719 
POMUPUL OG Soe aI ce te ae eC | ORE 5 lee ene 7, 156 1, 462 7, 156 1, 462 
IP OL LIES ee te en a ee ep neem 2 | Soe ae ee 400 12 | 400 12 
DEAT DASS sae ee ee oe ea ee eS ee Ra ee 7, 940 595 | 7, 940 595 
Sheepshed d= 5 a a eee oe ae ence | en eg ae rel | ep ee 90, 768 Dy ttl || 90, 768 arith 
Snapper} red se = See eee ee AE |e ede ee eee eee 103, 618 8, 808 | 163, 618 8, 808 
Spanishtmackerela- se eee a 10, 082 966 | 10, 682 966 
OH O10) Ree tel na St rs la ate! Deg nay ie! 27, 245 912 27, 245 912 
Squeteagues or ’‘sea trout’‘ 410, 294 37, 327 410, 294 37, 327 
Crabs hands. ss as oe a eee eae 434, 644 11,431 434, 644 11, 431 
CTADSMS Ole tees Ser arn 8, 800 2,180 8, 800 2, 180 
Shrimp = see searing 3, 122, 700 | $111,816 | 6,756,400 | 247,270 | 9,879,100} 359,086 
Oysters, market: 

RuUblicsViassissip pice s=2- ose 2, 620, 527 88, 382 2, 007, 873 104,560 | 4,628,400 192, 942 
Private, Mississippi....._--_.--- 15, 750 1,125 87,486 7, 280 103, 236 8, 405 
Public, Louisiana____ -| 3,275, 811 116, 306 1, 141, 791 53,099 | 4,417, 602 169, 405 
Private, Louvisiana_-__-...------ 2,177, 343 77, 066 548, 373 24, 834 2, 725, 716 101, 900 

Terrapin eo Sis foe ose oe See el ee Ras eee eee 7, 200 3, 585 7, 200 3, 585 

oval: pi cused |S eee | 11,212,131 | 394,695 | 13,819,607 | 591,046 | 25, 031, 738 985, 741 

Summary by counties 

Persons Invest- ‘ 
County engaged aaGHhi Products 

Number Dollars | Pounds Value 
TENA COCK Ee eet were OR en > are ence eee 83 27, 985 | 555, 408 $30, 813 
(LAT PISONE Sheet aa aes Sd eI CRONE Le Ae an er ear ee IEGH iE 590, 441 | 21, 629, 595 828, 930 
JACKSON 2 5 ere Ne Loe Sa oe eh ee ot Ne as 240 58,147 | 2,846, 735 125, 998 

P Oba == ta Sessa eek ret es in 1,700 676, 573 | 25,031, 738 | 985, 741 

LOUISIANA 

The coastal fisheries of Louisiana in 1923 employed 2,611 persons, 
of whom 144 were on fishing vessels, 146 on transporting vessels, and 
9,321 in the shore and boat fisheries. ‘The investment amounted to 
$1,385,696. Included in this investment were 59 fishing vessels, with 
a total net tonnage of 394 tons, valued at $109,100 and with outfits 
valued at $15,046; 71 transporting vessels, with a total net ton- 
nage of 554 tons, valued at $149,100 and with outfits to the value 
of $10,070; 1,141 power boats, valued at $919,400; 577 rowboats. 
valued at $18,310; fishing apparatus on vessels valued at $2,529; 
fishing apparatus in the shore and boat fisheries, valued at $101,361; 
and shore and accessory property valued at $60,780. ‘The total pro- 
duction of the fisheries amounted to 34,835,194 pounds, valued at 
$1,961,100. In this production shrimp was the most important item, 
consisting of 24,881,985 pounds, valued at $984,069; oysters followed 
with 7,154,763 pounds, valued at $770,434; squeteagues or “ sea trout ” 
were next with 783,214 pounds, valued at $73,031; red drum or red- 
fish with 665,067 pounds, valued at $55,941; and 19 other less impor- 
tant varieties of fish and shellfish. 

Fisheries——The vessel fisheries employed otter trawls, dredges, 
and tongs, which yielded 3,093,132 pounds of shrimp and oysters, 
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valued at $229,949. Dredges were most important, producing 1,852,- 
932 pounds of oysters, valued at $149,079. Tongs yielded 220,500 
pounds of oysters, valued at $22,750, and otter trawls yielded 1,520,- 
400 pounds of shrimp, valued at $58,120. 

The shore and boat fisheries yielded 31,742,062 pounds of fish and 
shellfish, valued at $1,781,151. Otter trawls produced the most val- 
uable catch, consisting of 19,564,437 pounds of shrimp, valued at 
$776,825. Tongs were next with a yield of 5,018,181 pounds of 
oysters, valued at $535,230. Haul seines followed with 5,020,466 
pounds of fish and shellfish, valued at $241,143, of which 3,785,148 
pounds, valued at $148,404, were shrimp; 375,951 pounds, valued at 
$34,478, were squeteagues or “sea trout ”; 318,832 pounds, valued at 
$27,268, were red drum; the remainder being made up of 16 other 
varieties of fish and shellfish. Trammel nets yielded 924,008 pounds 
of fish and shellfish, valued at $73,808; dredges took 563,850 pounds 
of oysters, valued at $63,375; lines, 589,220 pounds of fish and shell- 
fish, valued at $35,395; and 61,900 pounds of crabs, shrimp, and 
terrapin were taken with cast nets, dip nets, and by hand. 

Wholesale trade and industries—The wholesale fish trade was 
conducted by 21 establishments, valued at $196,645, which had a cash 
capital of $34,250 and employed 388 persons, to whom $177,898 was 
paid in wages. 

Fish canning and the manufacture of by-products were carried on 
by 36 establishments, valued at $869,506, having a cash capital of 
$120,200 and employing 2,159 persons, to whom $331,303 was paid in 
wages. The total output of these industries was valued at $2,309,617, 
consisting of 292,689 cases of canned shrimp, valued at $1,811,747; 
498,894 pounds of dried shrimp, valued at $115,541; 834 tons of 
shrimp bran, valued at $26,165, and other fishery products to the 
value of $356,164. 

The following tables and summary statements present the detailed 
statistics of the fisheries of Louisiana in 1924.° 

Yield of the shore fisheries of Louisiana in 1923, by apparatus and species 

Trammel nets Lines Species Haul seines 

Pounds Value Pounds | Value Pounds | Value 
Cathis lie oe ee eae ee a ee eS 54, 210 $2, 223 27,405 $780 23, 120 $928 
Wroakerss: 0 ere tere rer soe 2 uae 107, 995 6, 078 73, 315 ASOT S Sait alon| 2, 405 
Drum iblack ste sates tee ay sek A 39, 550 1,347 18, 538 562 | 1,900 | 91 
Dram>red! or redfish==+2 2) sae 318,832 | 27,268 | 316,535 26, 297 29, 700 | 2,376 
hlounderseeeee ee aL: Se pos 7, 830 | 736 5, 843 | 374 7, 840 | 780 
GROUpers=57 a ee Se | Se es | eat ee ae / 10,000 500 
INGO i ae oe eee et EL 143, 635 5,037 | 37,850 ESIG eee pe ere Cee 
IPOMpPanOsseeon oo ese ee. 470 | 81 750 | 11 $f al ene ee! [eae 
S@anDASSEe tee ke 2 Se 1, 870 150 bane cee sae eo Pesca = eel eee 
Seavarnidnicdat 2 oe reek eae 1,150 | [op Ay ee eee aT | Tce ees pee eee |e oy ae 
Sheepshead mes are. 2 See eee 121 2555 8, 156 61, 024 | 5,238 | 11,065 | 1,041 
FED EY OD OST cA cto ese Sa ee Re ee ee EN oe ee ora ie ae |e nee een eee 175, 000 | 17, 500 
Spanishimackerelys 2550.22) te 920 125 1, 680 | 23 Gu ee eee ee ee 
Spomee es Sines 3 SE Oe 15, 550 | 47 7, 885 | ShGMIESEL eat tenes ae 
Squeteagues Or “seanitroutia4-= ae 375, 951 34,478 356,983 | 33,855 | 50, 280 | 4, 698 
Vellowtaile: See ewe ie DS a eae 450 11 2,050 | GL pens eee BE oe ee 
Crabs; hard=-22 Bs the Ve ae 30, 000 | T3200 Wate ee [er eee | 242, 600 5, 076 
Crabs; soft! Sek. ia 2 SEE 2, 000 (D0: eee eel ee a soll Se oe eee 
Shrimp; greenness) oat |). OPE eR eres Sab R040; LATS 5024 ea new areer a ace Bele | rue eee [weenie ERE 
Shrimp) driedss saseen ss eee en eee 28, 208 CGN Ope ys ST ee es see er 
Squid__ ec SSL hi SET AES. SS a de 300 | 30 5, 500 | OOO We sae eS Dee ee SS 
Terrapin. 22 SS2e ew. ee ee Ses 13,350 | 4 OO fed eee ee | eA eee ety OM Be io et ck 
aurties |. 2 t= eS ae eo [ie Mie oe 8, 650 7a Ie ae 

Motel <2 hap rbctes | Bie tn ae 5, 020, 466 | 241, 143 924,008 | 73,808 | 589, 220 | 35, 395 

® For statistics on persons engaged, vessels, boats, gear, and investment in the fisheries 
refer to page 267. 
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Yield of the shore fisheries of Louisiana in 1923, by apparatus and species—Con. 

Species Cast nets Dip nets Otter trawls 

, Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 
Shrimp),green 2-6-6 3222 ano 12, 000 S720) Cet = ee ae 19, 182,528 | $700, 443 
PALM sOTICd soe ee ee | eee 9 on atm Whee a | ee ee ees 381, 909 76, 382 
Orabsabhards! [ci eep re SOP ey Sheree rae. Ta ee EAS | 40, 000 $1;350'|:_-. 233 | Eee eee 
Crabss Soft sso. ao Sos a 3 ea ee 2 S| eee 1, 000 300: |2-<ee ee |---------- 

Motali 23+ ee 12, 000 720 | 41, 000 | 1,650 | 19, 564, 437 776, 825 

Species : Dredges Tongs By hand 

| 

| Pounds | Value Pounds Value | Pounds Value 
Oysters, amarket. UDC sss ao. eee ee |e ree ee 1/272; 280. | Slot 462) ||- pee a 
Oysters, market, private_._......._____- | 563,850 | $63,375 | 3,745,896 | 383, 768 |_.________ | fs eee 
STOUT Ap Le ee ee a cee a See Se ieee ree | ae | an EN | 8, 900 | $3, 005 

ig: eet eee See Re 563,850 | 63,375 | 5,018,181 535,230 8,900 3,005 

Summary of the yield 

Species Vessel fisheries Shore fisheries Total 

| = 

| Pounds | Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 
CAE TISH Sects eect ae hk Sa ee 114, 735 $3, 731 114, 735 $3, 931 
CORKEl es are eons 219, 025 12, 554 219, 025 12, 554 
runt placks:. ss" 6s 59, 988 2, 000 59, 988 2, 000 
Drum, red or redfish 665, 067 55, 941 665, 067 55, 941 
Hlounders!-355 42 eee bese 21, 513 1, 890 21, 513 1, 890 
Groupers = a 3 ee: 10, 000 500 10, 000 500 
Vine t as. ee ae ee eee 181, 485 6, 152 181, 485 6, 152 
Pompano 2.52 "> 5 ee ae eee 1, 220 218 1, 220 218 
SOGHSS see eee eee eee 1, 870 150 | 1, 870 150 
Séa far dried-t-22.-) ae 1, 150 92 1, 150 92 
ShieepsheaG@eese pa ee ee | 193, 344 14, 435 193, 344 14, 435 
Snapper, Ted — eee eee ne 175, 000 17, 500 175, 000 17, 500 
Spanish mackerel_ == 22-2=- 2225) 2, 600 361 2, 600 361 
Spottt | ee 23, 435 829 | 23, 485 829 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout”’ 783, 214 73, 031 | 783, 214 73, 031 
Yellowtail]. 2-2 oats 2, 500 72 2, 500 
Crabs: hardis. eos eee eee 312, 600 7, 626 312, 600 7, 626 
Cra DSxSOies2 ose ae eee 3, 000 1, 050 3, 000 1, 050 
Shrimp ereen oe eee 22, 951, 468 842,665 | 24, 471, 868 900, 785 
Shrimp;dried sa 5 ee eee 410, 117 AD 410, 117 83, 284 
Oysters, market, public__-_---_- 1, 272, 285 151,462 | 1,272, 285 151, 462 
Oysters, market, private_-_-_--_- 4, 309, 746 447,143 | 5, 882, 478 618, 972 
Squid) seen cp ee eee ere 5, 800 580 5, 800 580 
i I=) os 28) 8) 8 Pee ee se ee ye ek 22, 250 7, 512 22, 250 7, 512 
Tartlés: Feo se See 8, 650 173 8, 650 173 

Totals bakeh «ee age ae id 3, 093,132 | 229,949 | 31,742,062 | 1,731,151 | 34, 835, 194 1, 961, 100 
| 

Summary by counties 

| 

Persons Invest- 
County engaged | ment Products 

= I ral | 

Number | Dollars Pounds Value 
Of CECH Wee ee ae ee Tae Se tee oe 9 | 3, 055 13, 460 $1, 291 
Wienides so es oe eS ee 23 10, 224 202, 109 15, 419 
Jeflersons ieee eee: ee ne a ie gt ee 610 297,715 | 11, 852, 054 509, 520 
JeOfersons=Dawise se pene eee 53S SSeS * 12 TOs 27, 235 BGsh 
apWourchOes see en tee. Le ae gaa Ae 389 239,205 | 5,770, 006 325, 855 
Orleans Soo ee ee ee 229 125, 000 2, 341, 971 196, 075 
Plaquemines: Sets tae oes ete 8 en eee 383 198,665 | 4, 412,015 258, 658 
Sts Bormard.. 2» > 2s e re se es ee eee ays 22, 235 846, 183 45, 000 
St. Mary) = so!) aegeOR OA tks es 1 ioe Ca ee 123 88,079 | 815, 763 77, 800 
St. Tammany 22 5, 615 | 65, 710 5, 360 
Merrebonnes= =. = 604 381,701 | 8, 063, 424 496, 943 
Vermilion S2s52-E i Se ae eae ee fee 50 12, 432 425, 264 27, 648 

Motels 2':* Sf Tee eee eae eee 2,611 | 1,385,696 | 34, 835, 194 1, 961, 190 
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TEXAS 

The coastal fisheries of Texas in 1923 gave employment to 1,399 
persons, of whom 261 were on fishing vessels, 16 on transporting 
vessels, and 1,122 in the shore and boat fisheries. The investment in 
the fisheries amounted to $567,114. Included in this investment were 
32 fishing vessels with a total net tonnage of 797 tons, valued at 
$229,900, “and with outfits, valued at $34, 800; 6 transporting vessels 
with a total net tonnage of 39 tons, v valued at $3, 850, and with outfits, 
valued at $440; 250 power boats, valued at $135,400; 115 sailboats, 
valued at $59,300; 408 rowboats, valued at $12,250; fishing apparatus 
on vessels, valued at $10,898; fishing apparatus in the shore and boat 
fisheries, valued at $65,176; and shore and accessory property, valued 
at $15,100. The yield of the fisheries was 19,559,608 pounds of fish 
and shellfish, valued at $782,013. The most important items, given . 
in order of value, were oysters, 2,519,846 pounds, valued at $176,076; 
shrimp, 3,421,638 pounds, valued at $158,519; squeteagues or “sea 
trout,” 1,523,965 pounds, valued at $154,238; red snapper, 1,008,960 
pounds, valued at $80,717; red drum or redfish, 877,760 pounds, 
valued at $72,299; menhaden, 8,517,000 pounds, valved at $56,780; 
and black drum, 1,028, 451 pounds, Vv alued at $36,807. 

Fisheries —The vessel fisheries produced 10,062,435 pounds of fish 
and shellfish, valued at $168,663. Lines produced the most valuable 
yield, consisting of 1,047,635 pounds of red snapper, grouper, and 
jewfish, valued at $81,875. Purse seines yielded 8,517,000 pounds of 
menhaden, valued at $56,780. Haul seines, trammel nets, otter trawls, 
dredges, and tongs each yielding products valued under $15,000, 
took the remainder of the catch. 

The shore and boat fisheries produced 9,497,171 pounds, valued at 
$613,350. The most valuable yield was by haul seines and consisted 
of 2 618, 862 pounds, valued at $174,023, of which squeteagues or “ sea 
trout,” red drum or redfish, black drum, and shrimp were the largest 
items. Otter trawls were next, with 2 965 ,110 pounds of shrimp and 
crabs, valued at $137,617. Tongs followed with 1 849,946 pounds of 
oysters, valued at $131,825. Trammel nets yielded 692,998 pounds, 
valued at $63,851, consisting largely of squeteagues or “sea trout,” 
and red drum or redfish; gill nets caught 540,190 pounds, valued at 
$39,635, also consisting mostly of squeteagues and drum. Lines 
caught 358,865 pounds, valued at $33,157, of which squeteagues, 
Spanish mackerel, and crabs were important items; dredges produced 
389,900 pounds of oysters, valued: at $26,334; and 81 300 pounds of 
flounders, valued at $6,906, were caught with spears. 

Wholesale trade and industries—The wholesale fishery trade was 
conducted by 33 establishments, valued at $288,948, with cash capital 
of $59,830, and employing 449 persons, te whom $116, 289 were paid 
in wages. 

Fish canning and by-products manufacture were carried on by 8 
establishments, valued at $223,296, with cash capital of $45,000 and 
employing 249 persons, to whom $51, 023 were paid in wages. The 
total output was valued at $172,558, of which $72,232 was the value 
of canned shrimp and oysters and $100, 326 the value of other prod- 
ucts and by-products. 
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The following tables and summary statements present the detailed 
statistics of the fisheries of Texas in 1924.'° 

Yield of the vessel fisheries of Texas in 1923, by apparatus and species 

Species Purse seines Haul seines Trammel nets Lines 

Pounds Talue |Pounds| Value |Pounds| Value | Pounds Value 
Catfishic 22 S225 5-52 iy. ape ere ae ato. eevee 260 $10 150 $40 Ree ae 
Croakert?- boy Gosh yid begs ar eee 21d ee 740 36 300 1Sui_ Sie ene 
Drum, black_-_-__- ee Cae ery | 2 7, 850 329 550 B38 ee ae eee a 
Drum sredior redhs hee == saeeee| ee eens ee 11, 150 945 | 3,600 360" |e eee 
Mlounders:2¢ 1: <i ceeet Gade Se | fe Fe tal Pees 300 2) ere ne [iets 
Grouperse She AF sce Se yal Se ok S| ea a ge a | eee |e 32, 725 | $980 
DOWAISIERS S Sar 2 Se pas EP ENS) ES SET ee SO eae eee 1 ea Tey 8 ee ae eee 5, 950 | 178 
Kaine twihiting seen eee! S|. ee ee eee 885 71 865 60) |A-2 23 | 
INMenibadene tee es el see. ae S517, 000 $56; 7804 aes Sale See 3) ee eee 8 ER ee eee Aer ee as 
DUI L pe Sea Oe ee es eee a ARPES ae es ee eee 300 12 120 Ol leco* eee ee Bes 
(PROUD Os eae ere ae eee = [eat 125 Wisse 2-2-2 |p ee eee eee 
Sheepsheadi sii r. bios Se Sp ee ear eS 2, 780 220) (1 (375 30; Fests yeeees |: ree 
SnappenanedsAs4 226232 | EA ah ie Sil eee eee ails Ske pe |e el pee 1,008,960 | 80,717 
Spallish mackereles. eee | mee ee ae Face ee 50 622.222 3. 5S EE eee | EES AEE 
Squeteaguesion: ‘seartrowt 77222 | se 21,450 | 2,244 | 3,300 396) 22> 735-Ss lowes 

16th eon ad SPD os Oe Le il neal 61,050" |, 2: 763" soe a |e be oes 2 

Total eo Ses ee a 8, 517,000 | 56,780 |106,940 | 6,676 | 9,260 901 | 1, 047, 635 | 81, 875 

Species Otter trawls Dredges Tongs 

Pounds Value Pounds | Value | Pounds Value 
Shiri t fh. 8 SR fot. SOC a aay OE 101,600 | $4,514 |________.- Np iE ee | [20005 5a i 
Oystersmarketypublic: 22s Se eee = en) Sop se ee 59,500 | $3,542 | 220, 500 $14, 375 

Noval t as Si Foe 8 Fe ae 101, 600 4, 514 59, 500 | 3,542 | 220, 500 14, 375 
| | 

Yield of the shore fisheries of Texas in 1923, by apparatus and species 

Species Haul seines | Trammel nets Gill nets Lines 

Pounds Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds} Value Pounds) Value 
Bluefish}. Eke SAT ee PET ee Pee eee Oe Ele ek een ree ee hee ae ee | eee el 500 $85 
Catis hata see aes SR 17, 965 $872 3, 995 $212 4, 250 $213 | 23,720 1, 303 
G@rodker 2! ie Bad: eta 42,745 | 2,084} 8 810 383 | 13, 660 683 | 1,715 89 
rummy blackmslt haw See ee ee 819,161 | 29,364 66,440 | 2,889 | 126,800 | 3,869 7, 650 323 
Drum, red or redfish_________- 504,920 | 41, 237 | 200,925 | 16,947 | 109,500 | 8, 760 47, 665 4, 050 
Flounders 8 
VOWS Nees Meni Re rue ee 
King whiting 
MiG #3: fes ee a Pure ae ae eee 
POM PAN Obese eee 
Seaigar.. -- ts Fys b= Peers 
Sheepshead = a= eeres eee 80, 570 4,474 | 28,705 | 1,877] 23,930} 1,207 | 4,250 309 
Spanish mackerel____________- 4, 650 5b sas SP es Sg MES SARE ee 74, 220 7, 663 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout” __- 770,110 | 75,846 | 379,055 | 41,126 | 250,250 | 23,938 | 99,800 | 10, 688 
Crabs: bard an. Cos eee bene | 3, 400 i L0)3," eee | eee, oe | cen eee 85, 500 7, 688 
Shrimps see te a a 313; 878 S14 408 Sseee ete. uke) eee 2c, el oe eee Be eee 
FTP BOS ont ese esa ee wll Sac De aN ce pe Sia Ue ee Ts alee (ee Op | 2,550 204 

Total net - 22ers athe = Be 2, 618, 862 | 174,023 | 692,998 63, 851 | 540,190 | 39, 635 | 440, 165 40, 063 
if 1 

Species | Otter trawls Dredges Tongs By hand 

| Pounds | Value | Pounds} Value | Pounds Value |Pounds| Value 
Crabs, tard seeeeee sea oe | 20, 000 | Sy tel eee ele | eee ee a eee Pec |e eer 
Shrimp eit) ee eg hee, 2, 945, 110 | 136, 744 |__.-..--- Naereyaedl ae 221 FC ORs eee Prenyets te 3 
Oysters, market, public_._--|__-________ | ePsom eee Ops 389, 900 $26, 334 | 1, 798, 272 |$127, 039 | 30,674 | $3, 286 
Oysters, market, private--._-|--.-------- | Sveeeteee Ue. EESE —— 21, 000 1;:500! 42252223 Perey 

Motaloa oun. eee | 2, 965,110 | 137,619 | 389, 900 | 26, 334 | 1, 819, 272 | 128,539 | 30,674 | 3, 286 
| 

1 Includes 81,300 pounds, valued at $6,906, taken by spears. E : 
10 For statistics on persons engaged, vessels, boats, gear, and investment in the fisheries 

refer to page 267. 
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Summary of the yield 

Species Shore fisheries Vessel fisheries Total 

Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 
Pte tisies. ee rests 5 tow Aes Seen 500 SON | eee meena ler at CO 500 $85 
Catfish AMIS SE ee 49, 930 | 2, 600 410 $14 50, 340 2, 614 
@rogker ect. 5. 2 eG Ps eae ee 66, 930 | 3, 239 1, 040 45 67, 970 3, 288 
BPTI LACK oe gee ae eee ee 1, 020, 051 36, 445 8, 400 362 | 1, 028, 451 36, 807 
iDrim, red of redsish =: =e sees 863,010 | 70,994 14, 750 1, 305 877, 760 72, 299 
mlOoNGers shi eee 118, 095 10, 176 300 27 118, 395 10, 203 

32, 725 980 32,725 980 
5, 950 178 13, 450 553 

IN ew niting= ola AE NEES 9, 653 884 1, 750 131 11, 403 1, 015 
ISICON OE GU) ae eS ee ake en eee 8, 517, 000 56,780 | 8, 517, 000 56, 780 
Ve Oteacde -< shh. “el Sap ape 7, 123 257 420 17 7, 543 274 
TECOYCRUG VOC MN ae Rea ae Pp ee ore ne 2, 405 274 125 13 2, 530 287 
SCY (ET h pa ae a eet are eS ered 26, 150 25002" | 225 2 Se se ee 26, 150 2, 092 
Sheepshead set. 24 via le heen 137, 455 7, 867 3, 155 250 140, 610 8, 117 
(SUAVE OY OY STS A e10 ot mun a BS eel | ee ae ee 1, 008, 960 80,717 | 1,008, 960 80, 717 
Bpanishsmackerela =... 2 ses 78, 870 8, 194 5 78, 920 8, 200 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’_--______ 1, 499, 215 151, 598 24, 750 2, 640 1, 523, 965 154, 238 
@rabsMhard ihe we ee 108, 900 81660) Sar eae ey eee 108, 900 8, 665 
fSHeviboeh 2,5 sae eg Renee ey eee 3, 258, 988 151, 242 162, 650 7,277 | 3,421, 638 158, 519 
Oysters, market, public_____________ 2, 218, 846 156, 659 280, 000 17, 917 2, 498, 846 174, 576 
Oysters, market, private____________ 21,000 | PP SOOR SS: <8 290) Tee ee 21, 000 1, 500 
MGRULCS Bs ae ee leere canes. a 2, 550 QA ae sant. es pit ae ot 2, 550 204 

Mo talisees ee rromen. Se eee 9,497,171 | 613,350 | 10, 062, 435 168, 663 | 19, 559, 606 782, 013 

Summary by counties 

Persons | Invest- ¢ 
County engaged eee: Products 

Number | Dollars Pounds Value 
JNU ORE Gy” Se Tee) Se Oe ee eee ae a A A es eee 124 26, 599 973, 979 $76, 269 
Brazoria 21 2, 489 34, 175 2, 827 
Calhoun__ 164 36, 496 1, 054, 177 80, 163 
Cameron_- 140 43, 070 667, 824 41, 438 
Chambers 30 4, 912 45, 840 3, 682 
Galveston 215 132, 552 2, 678, 681 190, 184 
PLATTS a eee es ee als Va eeee eee Sty hire Beene» Natty Been A 7 34 5, 994 198, 640 17, 580 
Jefferson 168 | 144,968 | 8, 548, 605 58, 969 
Matagorda. 130 48,136 | 1,156, 526 81, 591 
INL G COS meas etn tee ee Sa en Pao ee es Oe ks ee ee 288 | 93, 578 3, 468, 391 184, 411 
Orange ameter ie ete ee ele NE eee PhS Ail) eee 6 180 5, 950 376 
Sant Patricio = abit ye OP tea en ee Ears 79 28, 139 731, 818 44, 523 

LGD i Vege MESS aie cv ie nS oss Mie be SE ek hog ei 1,399 | 567,114 | 19, 559, 606 782, 013 

FISHERIES OF THE NEW ENGLAND STATES IN 1924 

The statistics in this report apply to the coast fisheries of the 
New England States for the calendar year 1924 and have been pub- 
lished in condensed form in Statistical Bulletin No. 703 and distri- 
buted to the trade. The canvass was made by W. A. Roberts, Rob 
Leon Greer, and Carl B. Tendick, agents of the bureau, assisted by 
temporary employees. The bureau thanks the respective State fish- 
eries officials for their kindness in makjng their records available 
to these agents and otherwise cooperating to facilitate the obtaining 
of information in this canvass. 

In so far as possible, the canvass was conducted similarly to that 
taken of the fisheries of the New England States for 1919, in order 
that the statistics might be comparable to those previously collected." 

u The statistical reports published by the Bureau of Fisheries on the fisheries of the 
coastal States include the commercial fisheries of the ocean, bays, and estuaries, and also 
the river fisheries up as far as anadromous fishes are commercially important. The sta- 
tistics are for the calendar year, except those of the oyster yield, which are for the oyster 
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EARLIER PUBLICATIONS 

Some of the earlier publications relating to the fisheries of the 
New England States, published in Washington, D. C., follow: 

1873. Report on the Condition of the Sea Fisheries of the South Coast of New 
England in 1871 and 1872. By Spencer F. Baird. Report, U. 8. 
Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, 1871 and 1872 (1878), p. i-xli. 

1887. The Coast of Maine and its Fisheries. By R. Edward Earll. Jn The 
Fisheries and Fishery Industries of the United States, by G. Brown 
Goode, et al., Sec. I], Pt. I, p. 5-102. 

The Fisheries of New Hampshire. By W. A. Wilcox. Ibid., Sec. II, 
Pt. II, p. 1038-112. 

1887. The Fisheries of Massachusetts. By A. Howard Clark. Ibid., See. II, 
Pt. III, p. 118-280. 

The Fisheries of Rhode Island. By A. Howard Clark. Ibid., See. I, 
Pt. IV, p. 281-310. 

The Coast of Connecticut and Its Fisheries. By A. Howard Clark. 
Ibid., See. V, p. 311-340. 

History and Methods of the Fisheries. Ibid., Sec. V, Vol. I (xi+808 pp.), 
Vol. II (xx+881 pp.), and atlas of 275 pls. 

1889. The Sea Fisheries of Eastern North America. By Spencer F. Baird. 
Appendix A, Report, U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, 1886 
(1889), 224 pp. 

1891. Notes on the Oyster Fishery of Connecticut. By J. W. Collins. Bulletin, 
U. S. Fish Commission, Vol. IX, 1889 (1891), pp. 461—497, pls. 
CLIX-—CLXVI. : 

1892. III. Fisheries of the New England States [1887 and 1888]. Jn Statistical 
i Review of the Coast Fisheries of the United States, prepared under 

the direction of J. W. Collins. Report, U. S. Commissioner of Fish 
and Fisheries, 1888 (1892), pp. 286-822. 

Report on the Fisheries of the New England States. By J. W. Collins 
and Hugh M. Smith. Bulletin, U. 8. Fish Commission, Vol. X, 1890 
(1892), pp. 73-176. 

1898. The Herring Industry of the Passamaquoddy Region, Maine. By Ansley 
Hall. Report, U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, 1896 (1898), 
pp. 443-487. 

1899. The Shad Fisheries of the Atlantic Coast of the United States. By 
Charles H. Stevenson. Report, U. 8S. Commissioner of Fish and Fish- 
eries, 1898 (1899), pp. 101-269. 

1901. The Lobster Fishery of Maine. By John N. Cobb. Bulletin, U. 8S. Fish 
Commission, Vol. X{X, 1899 (1901), pp. 241-265, illus., pls. 28-32. 

Statistics of the Fisheries of the New England States. Report, U. 8. 
Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, 1900 (1901), pp. 311-3586. 

1905. Statistics of the Fisheries of the New England States, 1902. Report, 
U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, 1904 (1905), pp. 245-325. 

1907. Statistics of the Fisheries of the New England States for 1905. Report, 
U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries, 1906 (1908), 93 pp. Bureau of Fish- 
eries Document No. 620. 

1911. Fisheries of the United States, 1908. Special Reports, Bureau of the 

Census, 1911. 
1921. Fishery Industries of the United States. Report of the Division of 

Statistics and Methods of the Fisheries for 1920. By Lewis Radcliffe. 
Appendix V, Report of the U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries for 1921, 

Bureau of Fisheries Document No. 908, pp. 120-180. 

season that ended in the calendar year for which the statistics were collected. The values 
given are those received by the fishermen. The vessel fisheries are conducted by vessels 
and the shore fisheries are carried on with or without boats. Vessels include ail craft of 
5 net tons and upward, as measured by the United States Customs Service, and boats 
include all craft under 5 net tons. All statistics except those of the oyster yield are 
eredited to the State and county in which the fishermen have their home ports. The 
oyster yield is credited to the State from the waters of which the oysters were taken. 
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COMMON AND SCIENTIFIC NAMES 

Following is a list of the common and scientific names of the fishes 
of the New England States that occur in the tables and discussion in 
the present report. 

: aa estivalis. 
eS ees Pomolobus pseudoharengus. 
J E21 DYES OES) 0 Seem a aT ee ee Pomatomus saltatriz. 
OMG OS 2 Sa Lhe Aeneas a Pt ee, Sarda sarda. 
JE HINGES is eee A) ee Ameiurus nebulosus. 
TBAB TOL AED el kN oN a el eo i Poronotus triacanthus. 
are; Geer nna 1 = A ae RE ewe ee eet Cyprinus carpio. 
COG 6 | Sa aa ES a A ree eee Gadus callarias. 
(QUINN Cr eas Sr ee ee re et ee eee Tautogolabrus adspersus. 
CONT ISD ELAS a8 AE Se ES ee eee Brosmius brosme. 
Kel eee rostrata. 

See eet a ea aera TICE Bee Te Leptocephalus conger. 
LEN COAaU ONS leith Shee ee A OR eR Sete ct tae 1 et Leen Aredia Pleuronectide (species). 
(GOO SEIS TNE eo 25 se ee a eee 2 ts Lophius piscatorius. 
Grapes asi ifies nil + SERIE eso. ‘Squalus acanthias. 

Mustelus canis. 
Haddock: O 8 Se eee Be Lh Lee Melanogrammus eglifinus. 

Urophycis tenuis. 
ene ge { Urophycis chuss. 
TE (Gib oyaktee eee a A ee eee — Hippoglossus hippoglossus. 
EL GUIn Ceara ee ee = Senne mee ee ee Clupea harengus. 
EnickorysSlia dss tee es es Sed ed a Pomolobus mediocris. 
IMlaiekere Ps Seee i rs 6s 322 ays Se 2 ee Scomber scombrus. 
WSN CS Bee Se ee ee eee Brevoortia tyrannus. 
MIpRIYATIT COG aes ee oe eae ern Se Fundulus (species). 
TERS TRY Tat “A yf OV ape a ch le A ech ars as Shei Morone americana. 
BETChasy ello we si= 22 eee isles hea Ed. Pe ee a Perea flavescens. 
Pareker cleats ease aes 2 ee eta jeksees spreads or 7s so aesn Hsox reticulatus. 
EGO Cotta bee oe sieves ee ie SRE eta ee ee Pollachius virens. 
1e- Oia FN OOS ae a Se ee ae ee Trachinotus (species). 
TVOACHBOR SHIN Coes ee eee: Wes ea aye a eee Abramis crysoleucas. 
TRS O/S" C5 Ws a] a PS oe Oa ae Se A es ee Sebastes marinus. 
SOME AVG inate a = Sees eres Tiare a Bel ie Salmo salar. 
SCID I op bavsp= cence See eee ath os oe ae erates Dare ge eT eee wee Cottidze (species). 
SS Cul eae eek oe Se Lk 2 a ee Stenotomus chrysops. 
SS CS cS treet ween en nee Sete eee et ee ted Ar Centropristes striatus. 

Soe) Prionotus carolinus. 
Sea Tobin__--_-_-----___--_~-~---------------- Ween strigatus. 

IS Tea ipso al a 2 re eee De Alosa sapidissima. 
PS Ea ins FG se se aa es ree gh ats A es Si Selachii (species). 
Sika lesen olprrany Se messes ei Se eT Nee ee Batoidei (species). 
SST eee eae eae a SS a ee EN Ts 6 Osmerus mordax. 
SCuMelea eure eee eee We Epes eS ae US eh Synoscion regalis. 
Siete ba Ss ieeres 2d Shee SA Roceus lineatus. 
SUEUR E( EO Oe sip Se eee Acipenser sturio. 
NS UG) ES es NS Se a a ieee Catostomids (species). 
SSIVO TROLLS Lis ae wane nore eet Role e Oe Dae ee oe Xiphias gladius. 
ARTE ol ose ee sie SU Sa SST PES ee) a ee ee Tautoga onitis. 
ARIES TAS) clit) oe oh io Se ae See Se ea ee Lopholatilus chameleonticeps. 
PROT COC as ete = eee ek i i eR, Ticrogadus tomecod. 
Min aOLrsnorsesmackene) === sessm wees ee Thunnus thynnus. 
SUVs TS Io a te ee oe ee oe Various species small fishes. 
AAUAON A ETA ea eG Ta ooo Re eee ada JO nn hs Merluccius bilinearis. 
AV VOT SI ee Se a aR iene eer ee Anarhichas lupus. 
TOD SUGGS a aiee ee epee Ue eee ee eS Homarus americanus. 
SHADE GA Gia en 51 ae ts 2 Crangon vulgaris. 

Callinectes sapidus. 
Orrell sel: (semen ee eee A Cancer borealis. 

Cancer irroratus. 
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Crabs, sand 22 ——- Shee ee ee ese. Platyonichus ocellatus. 
SeuaGeee cP tee Oe ee ce OE A. 3 { vee A illecebrosus, 

oligo (species). 
@lams, hard= 2. t-- = $s Ee ee Venus mercenaria. 
Clams Solt222 2 2 ee es eee ee Mya arenaria, 
Clams) razor oo. ee ee Husatella americana. 
OV St LS: ee od oe od oe RE 8 Ostrea elongata. 
Scallopsuvin 20s cena eee be Pe eee Pecten irradiaus. 
Scallops; Seas it== a. eee eS, Pecten magellanicus. 

Lunatia (species). 
Littorina littorea. 

Prish (MOSS 22s) ase ae eee Chondrus crispus,. 

Bucecinum undatum. 
Gocklesandiiwinkles=ss3 ssa = eee 

GENERAL STATISTICS 

The fisheries and fishery industries of the New England States in 
1924 gave employment to 24,513 persons, of whom 15,983 were en- 
gaged in fishing operations, 1,922 in the wholesale fishery trade, and 
6,608 in the canning, salting, smoking, and by-products industries. 
The investment amounted to $28,561,824. Of this amount $14,984,- 
327 were invested in vessels, boats, fishing apparatus, and shore and 
accessory property used by the fishermen; $6,089,306 in property 
and cash capital in the wholesale fishery trade; and $7,488,191 in 
property and cash capital in the canning, salting, smoking, and by- 
products industries. The yield of the fisheries aggregated 406,822,- 
165 pounds, valued at $18,818,132. The output of the canning, salt- 
ing, smoking, and by-products industries was valued at $14,253,831. 

Massachusetts ranked first among the New England States in the 
importance of its fisheries with 9,275 persons employed, $15,362,016 
invested, and 243,362,693 pounds of fishery products, having a value 
(as sold by the fishermen) of $10,799,598. Maine was next in im- 
portance, with 11,942 persons employed, $9,406,334 invested, and 
fishery products amounting to 116,707,179 pounds, having a value to 
the fishermen of $4,136,989. New Hampshire had 145 persons en- 
gaged in the fisheries and fishery industries, $68,315 invested, and 
fishery products amounting to 447,450 pounds, valued at $56,029. 
In Rhode Island 1,469 persons were thus employed, $1,666,587 were 
invested, and 20,535,327 pounds of fishery products, valued at $1,818,- 
858, were taken. The fisheries of Connecticut gave employment to 
1,682 persons, the investment amounted to $2,058,572, and the prod- 
ucts of the fisheries to 25,769,516 pounds, valued at $2,006,658. 

The most important product of the New England fisheries in 
1924, in its value to the fishermen, was the cod, the catch of which 
amounted to 89,218,355 pounds, valued at $3,075,965, or 16.55 per 
cent of the total value of the fishery products taken in these States. 
The species that ranked next in value was the lobster, the catch of 
which amounted to 9,716,196 pounds, valued at $3,072,411. The 
catch of lobsters, by States, was as follows: 

States | Pounds Value 

Su) Jal CAS ee (owen (ANIMAS 2 oo ie es! 

IMisinie 25203 REO SY ee ee ga ee BA ae Oe eens Pe ne | 5,513,002 | $1,772,165 
INeGw. Hiamipshinees se ees BN ptt cial UR pats gh epach mine Aye ct 2S Dn, 5) ee 125, 600 40, 090 
Massachusetts. 28 22 Se ee ee ee 2 LO ON DOL 557, 437 
Rhode Island 229-25.64 pe ee oa ee ee ee ot eee 1, 696, 346 462, 000 
Connecticutzs= 2: - his eee EDS as Fi A a i ee eee | 701, 647 240, 899 

Total ak Se eS Ee OE ea 26 9,716,196 | 3, 072, 411 
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Some of the other more important products, in the order of their 
value, were haddock, 93,518,826 pounds, valued at $2,656,900; 
oysters, 11,301,829 pounds, or 1. 614,547 bushels, valued at $2,070,006 ; 
mackerel, 26 653, 363 pounds, allen ab. $1).519438: flounders, 
30,854,736 pounds, valued at $1,339,076; clams, 7,961,000 pounds, or 
838, 069 bushels, valued at $1,065,531; halibut, 4,500,931 pounds, 
male at $788,925; herring, 60 935,656. pounds, pale at $661,679 ; 
swordfish, 2,882,214 pounds, valued at $527,726; scallops, 1, 267 006 
pounds or 211 251 bushels, valued at S407, 541; hake, 18,499 ea 
pounds, valued at $306, 941; pollock, 8,294,896 pounds, valued at 
$220,747; and smelt 688,400 pounds, valued at $152,885. The remain- 
ing products ageregated 41,228,940 pounds, valued at $952,361, or 
about 10 per cent of the quantity and 5 per cent of the value of the 
total production. 
Compared with 1919, the latest previous year for which complete 

statistics of the fisheries of this section were collected, there was a 
decrease of 6,254, or 20.83 per cent, in the number of persons 
engaged; $12,035,273, or 29.65 per cent, in the amount of capital 
invested: 60 LT, 705 pounds, or 12.95 per cent, in the quantity and 
$1,020,525, or 5. 14 per cent, in the value of the products landed by 
the fishermen. 

Comparisons of the yield of certain important fisheries with those 
of previous years give interesting indications of the trend of the 
New England fisheries. Statistics on total yield are available for 
35 years “back. Unfortunately, however, the canvasses were taken 
only at intervals of from 3 to 11 years, and as nothing is known of 
conditions in the intervening years, any conclusions that might be 
drawn from the records must’ be accepted with reservations. The 
cod fishery apparently maintained a fairly uniform yield during 
this period. The 1924 total was somewhat higher than that of 1919 
but was below some of the previously recor ded yields. 

The haddock fishery has increased considerably in recent years 
and is now nearly equal in importance to the cod fishery. In 1924 
the yield was the highest on record and was approximately twice 
as large as the totals recorded in the latter part of the nineteenth 
century. The flounder fishery increased from a minor fishery yield- 
ing less than 3,000,000 pounds in 1899 to one of major importance 
in “1994, with a yield of over 30,000,000 pounds. Hake and pollock 
showed considerable growth during the first half of the period con- 
sidered, but declined considerably in recent years. The same may 
be said of the alewife. The herring and mackerel fisheries both 
have been subject to fluctuations of such magnitude that no clearly 
defined trend can be recognized, although the yields of mackerel in 
recent years have been lar gers ‘Che halibut and shad fisheries both 
show a decided downward tr end, the present yield being only half as 
large as those recorded in earlier years. The yield of swordfish in 1924 
was more than double that of 1919 but below os record yield in 1908. 
The yield of whiting in 1924 was only half as large as that in 1919 
but considerably above any previous records. The lobster fishery 
shows an almost continuous decrease from over 30,000,000 pounds 
in 1889 to less than 10,000,000 pounds in 1924. Soft clams also have 
decreased considerably in recent years, although in 1924 the catch 

(7—26—_7 
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was substantially above that of 1919. 
clams was the largest on record and was over three times as large 
as that of 1889. 

O. S. BUREAU OF FISHERIES 

The 1924 output of hard 

Fisheries of the New England States, 1924 

PERSONS ENGAGED 

New ¥ : _ | Massa- | Rhode | Con- 
How engaged Maine ep chusetts | Island | necticut Total 

Onivesselsifishing === arenes er a 739 2 3, 087 334 574 4, 736 
On’ vessels tiransportimgeeess 2. = = be 226 4 29 2 17 278 
Imishoreionsboat fisheriests 2 a 4, 988 93 3, 643 840 707 10, 271 
Shoresinent?} As Seee se eee Sr Re 299 35 364: "| 23: PEs | eee 698 

otal kaso see tee sere SS aes 6, 252 134 7, 123 1,176 1, 298 15, 983 

INVESTMENT 

Item Maine New Hampshire Massachusetts 

Vessels fishing: Number Value | Number Value Number Value 
Steamer tor nae ep ae eee Oe ee Salt 0$560;5000s| ease ener! 21 | $1,091, 989 

RONNAZC S224. 2 ee ae TS AG: | esi ee ese |e eae | ee 230967 |E=ene eee 
Onithita Ae ak Pe LA ele Bae oe 47; 8D0),| 3. ss ean sec. eee eee 245, 619 

IMiOtORS = 2s Seo ne See aoe tes Se eee 93 418, 950 | 1 $500 294 4, 019, 817 
WRONNAGE= = Senta ee eS ee eee nS ia 1) dae Sa oN kG eae Be 8,895. |i eee eas 
Out iit 2a — 7 = ae eo ee he ats te | pe ee 133 eSls sees sae 25)) || sa=S eaee 930, 293 

Santas eke Mech t SOe! Re ee 3 or 040" Petes See Ree 2 33, 800 
Tone ge! == es ee oe pee 2 Oe Sas eee Pe eee Sat a8 oes bee ee 2 Bee 195; |e 2253" e ee 
OMG it ee ee oe | eee 10; 6500 =~ 22 3 ess eae ee 5, 000 

Vessels transporting: 
Steam 22 so 3S ees oo ee 1 19; O00!) eee See 1 3, 000 

ABONMG LC Ht S68 Se ne See 26 Ol OP BSE as a Se | Fe TO) |e eee 
OUD Se Soe ee | eee Dee 25 OOO: {| 24e.- ee | So lel Say ae eee 250 

INV OC OT se ek eae are ser hs ee 124 416, 497 2 9, 500 14 96, 000 
Monnagecs) Sst ee ese ee 1 SIS) | Sete ees 2p Eee ass 347 |e. eee 
CO\b heli, _ ee a ee ee es Oe ee | Wy sy pal ee 2, 1250) So2 eee 7, 025 

Baieeh cis aR ER PRES 1 AG0O |RLERUS Pk a See 1 750 
‘Tonmages = 3225-2 S eee O0N | Seeks see fo eS Rs Seo ee 16! |Gaaeee eet = 
OW hig eee ee le eas 1008 | Senne ES eke ee ees 25 

Boats ysailSrowsj tC 2) eee 1, 989 52, 527 | 33 | 1, 100 1, 780 60, 730 
Boats. motores.) ee ee 2, 684 951, 205 | 39 | 10,000 1, 608 770, 640 
Mauliseines::. Sos se ee eee 106 NG 005) 125 5 eee eran 20 2, 750 
IRUTSO;SCINES = eee ae rege nas 48 Bikey ian See oe ee IL Sareea 86 116, 675 
Setimets-.2 2 fo eet eee eee 45 39; 630.\- 5-5. 28 |S a 22 te | ee ee 
GillinetSe4 25255222 ee ee eS 2, 108 SLELOG SSeS Saget eet 8, 437 115, 547 
Pound nets, trap nets, and weirs_-_---- 387 PAS S00ules sos |e See 218 332, 300 
IB ViKepne ts: es ta ae es a ee AES 234 A 5440 Sirs cio 25 SSch eee | 36 555 
Bag nets and pocket nets____---------- 150 | WOOO, | esse 22 Sie eee aa (soap oe oe || Se ee 
OUtEr tra Wis eset tee eee een eee 18 OSE = =~ eel eee eee | 240 30, 325 
Eines: handband trawl = => ee eee eee BIEO (OW yee | BOS aa eas 79, 130 
FLAT DOOUS 2 ono o8 eee Oo eae Sr eal eee ee | 250254 sok. 2. eee soe see eee 7, 165 
Spears sot Sere pare es re Sa eee 22 | 45 15 30 | 75 120 
Kelapots/and traps soe. oe ee 394 908 15 | 30 | 1, 485 3, 499 
Sluiceways and traps__._-------------- 7 630) 22 sso eS en 
Mobster pots ees <2-5 Se eh ees 154, 898 404, 411 1, 750 5, 250 48, 868 131, 784 
Grab DOtS 2c cee ee eee ne ese a ee eee | ee ee eae pel lee eee 1, 075 2, 925 
Dredges andldrapss sae ee 87 AOSO! |2hLs eek bee | teed Tas 2, 546 17, 923 
MODES = 5 325) 3 ee Ee Se ee |e eee eee ee pees [efit 197 1, 346 
Forks, rakes, shovels, and hoes-__-__-_-- 1, 247 1, 480 29 | 35 | 1, 200 6, 016 
MinorappaTratuss-e= as 2. a eee ee ee ee 136i) 228 ees i100) Ree ee 642 
Shore and accessory property_.---_----|---------- 160; 836c eee eee | oat 3eGQ0) | Sete as Sc 315, 358 

boii) 2 et aoe Sees SE 3 Foe SHDN eee ee = Sp HIG) eee ee oe 8, 428, 998 
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Item Rhode Island Connecticut 

Vessels fishing: Number Value Number Value 
(UCSC Ys aa one py os 2 10 $106, 200 25 | $480, 200 

Monnage = os) 2 = Diva meee ot ee DY OHO nes sate cee 
Outfit. 27. > 6 eee eee 27,680) a= ee 149, 225 

IVIOCOT eens =a ee eee pa 65 239, 180 83 | 301, 590 
TOnnage =. == - l= = eee 78oe Seas ee LE MLOS dpeecere eee eee 
Outpt. 32 22s ee ee 42 Ol enle neces so | 40, 842 

(Sf RMR RST Rlleiren = ec, || cee 20a ee 10 7, 300 
Tonnages=- =-25 25 <r | ee en (CS SS ee (7 ool near ee 
(Onin st epee ene Se ke dee ee ee eee ae 415 

Vessels transporting: 
S Geen ee ee ee | ee er oe oo 1 | 4, 000 

RONNAP C= Fae ee ee ee ee | eee Sees See 1S iF eS ee 
OLD Bh re tena es ar Bios | ess ae eee | 1, 250 

DVI OTOL. 2 oe ee eee oe OE 6 13, 500 8 | 12, 350 
MonNAPes=<- so hoe ane oe ee OOUE See oes ee 86) |2s-s5228—. 54 
OU eee ae eee Se ee el SE ee SiOulaas Sees 1, 295 

Stale Se se en eee Reds all 2 Sed Pe eee 13 12, 000 
PROMMAGC 2s ae oe a ee | ee eee | ee Siig eevee ee 
(COO ree ei eS eg | 2) | ee Be ee 200 

IB OALS, Sallrows OlCo-os. seco ee oe 482 18, 977 511 25, 605 
IB OBtS I OLR == eee ee enn ne See 511 229, 800 385 263, 075 
ElaEseInes meee ee we a SS 22 2, 042 23 2, 297 
IELESENSOINCS eee eae et See 15 5, 750 5 4, 250 
PC LBTIG US ee ecemee core epee Sa ee pee eee a” emer 8 os ee Sa ES 
Gallinets see seeete Oe Fol 608 10, 509 95 5, 650 
Pound nets, trap nets, and weirs______ 127 183, 100 38 9, 785 
TGV RO MOPS Sta eter oe) ee ee 132 1, 880 315 3, 043 
BAP snOES an Gi POCKOt NEtS§=.-o-s2*_ \= = eee eee Mere ME eee aL Sa See 
WTO TWAS be ae ee ee 42 2,010 87 3, 830 
dines shandiand trawl = "222 o ee eet PACA) Ft Pe ee 5 833 
FAD DOONS Hee e ees Se en ere Je See 1640) |soSsse— ss 545 
SPORT Sanpete teen eI ee 36 50 25 49 
Holipots:andstnaps=. 222-2. 222-2 2232S 1, 055 689 1, 282 1, 156 
STUECE Walvis yours lu U ti OS a ee ee ee ee (See RR |e ee Eee | oes See = 
EOD SUOIED OLSHeee a eae ee ee 34, 378 58, 856 16, 768 21, 210 
KO PAD ED OLS ieee eo nae es eek Se ee ee 75 75 
Dredgesiandsdrags= 22) -_ 228. es 805 5, 591 344 7, 741 
pon esha ret hoe See Se eS ee 239 1, 385 103 523 
Forks, rakes, shovels, and hoes_._____- 205 1, 009 90 206 
NIN OMA Danaus oo ot ee See 95) | Sse css 111 
Shore and accessory property -_-_-------|--------- 180/920) |BS=-=e = 232, 821 

“AINA EF | Se “art tn a et a Ee |e Aso TOG (| =o eeseee 1, 593, 472 

Total 

Number Value 
64 | $2, 238, 389 

6149) |) oe es 
le eee 470, 279 

536 4, 980, 037 
UE S08. eae sae 

Be eife ams 1, 147, 211 
15 * 65, 040 

DODM Ease ae 
tees 16, 065 

3 18, 000 
59 es eee 

Sere eeee 4, 000 
154 547, 847 

1 S30 | poe eee are aa 
so) eee 128, 192 

5 17, 050 
7 (|e ee = 

eo eee 325 
4, 795 158, 939 
5, 227 2, 224, 720 

171 23, 694 
154 162, 950 
45 39, 630 

11, 248 182, 812 
770 773, 485 
717 10, 022 
150 12, 270 
387 40, 135 

See ae 134, 539 
nee eae 11, 275 

173 294 
4, 231 6, 282 

a 630 
256, 662 621, 511 

1, 150 3, 000 
3, 782 38, 785 

539 3, 254 
2,771 8, 746 

meg SNe 1, 084 
eee 893, 835 

Hg Bal se 14, 984, 327 

1 Includes two barges. 
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PRODUCTS 

Species Maine New Hampshire Massachusetts 

Pounds Value Pounds | Value Pounds Value 
Adewiyes; freshi=s2222eoes ee eee 1, 503, 075 $8) 619s |= = 2s | eee 2, 146, 904 $22, 708 
Alewives; ‘salted2.... 222252222 2-2 =5 7, 200 126; ale oe. 2 oh | eee 296, 930 8, 662 
(Mlewives; SMOK6G=- 45-255 sees 34, 734 PIN Y i fell BERS Pee meee oe ed ee 
PES See |e ee ee ee ee 61, 176 15, 843 
Bonit0W- ote see 3 es oe Seen so ak oo Sa oe | Se | eee ees 13, 267 1, 192 
Bittertish?: 02+ 23s == ese 11, 873 TES i yl ae ei Peer inn 377, 929 42, 025 
Cod sires ess 22 es eee se 20, 376, 007 529, 169 97, 760 | $3, 860 | 62, 615, 980 2, 250, 383 
Cod: salted 52 =. ere ees 1, 033, 730 ABT6358| S26 Seon eaoemes 3, 199, 061 147, 650 
Cus fresh= so nee 1, 567, 029 27, 558 600 10 | 2,600, 008 52, 018 
@uisk salted s-= 22 Sawa er ee 1, 055 DG alma is ohana |e eee "58, 140 1, 381 
Oe ee a 157, 351 17, 469 6, 200 710 413, 732 38, 874 
POUT CCS ee ee ea 343, 303 ISR GPS} lea = ae star | pce 22, 996, O81 1, 009, 031 
Gray fishes een eee ee Se ee 17, 850 320 
iaddocksdiresha es ers sens oe 15, 457, 794 356,195 | 143,680 | 5,765 | 77, 683, 384 2, 286, 869 
Haddock ysaliedieassee eens 49, 460 ODT 5] aeeete eee Se |e eet oe 323 
Haddockismoked eet eee nseas = 1, 035 180! hoco eee a ee oe 
Hakesfreshwcee she 2k pee es ae 11, 717, 682 134, 709 25, 270 230 | 6, 684, 326 170, 637 
Hake; salted. 8s 3 -2— Fe eee eee 2, 950 06)i||.2<4222222| dees 28, 089 501 
falibutatrestiee teen 139, 947 21, 884 265 37 | 4, 358, 389 766, 774 
Elalibmtsaltedse= sae eee 800 642-2 eee 1, 530 166 
iFrerringes freshes 2 = ae ewe ee 47, 930, 152 447-1601) 22-2222 S| 22 9, 035, 024 100, 352 
iFfennin g Salted sas ee Se ee ee | Se ee ee eee eee 2, 763, 480 103, 871 
hickory Shade. =.) soe cease Oe ee |e eee | ee ek ee ee rae | eee 3, 895 157 
Mackerel, fresh___..--.-- 2, 243, 037 99,5178: |22 5. See 20, 441,737 | 1, 152, 428 
Mackerel, salted 49, 935 TSSUOh een ees ee ree 1, 234, 094 89, 518 
Wenhaden’s-<---4 sae s- seas 1 0007) = pertepeaerea Bio ee aa oa Moree 521, 864 4, 843 
iRollock freshest ==. 2 see een 2, 676, 772 38, 349 4,075 62 | 5, 338, 483 174, 279 
Pollock (saltedeha =. oe ee 99, 506 Dells | 2a = aaa Se eee 10, 660 195 
PollocksisSMmOoOkKed a= ee eee 1, 000 10 |jcoctsin2 4) ies 26 Ss ee eee 
Salmons Akers eee ae eee ran 12, 348 Oi 904 /Sose eee Se ne wees li 25 
SCUp soot ee ee | See Pl el pe ie ee ee ee 158, 321 9, 985 
ES {FeV Of: Vote eee as cat WN Pn a a g/d aps Pe i ee EO a eee 26, 255 2, 766 
SUAVE SE eR hah a en 243, 882 5; DOB ase Sakae St ee 172, 302 8, 389 
Sharkseas. Pty Nee Nee ies Bee 21, 605 Hoon | las se ee S| Se eee 25, 156 965 
Bkates: su staat tn. PR eS ee sera eee Leet Leen alee ee eee eee ee ae 40, 979 795 
Sime@ltzesseeee ao a ae ee ee 627, 707 137, 430 3, 835 1, 680 37, 698 9, 823 
FSV BS Hye 2g b Ve Sop ee OT Te es A ee te een soe ae | |e ee pee ee 1, 646 284 
Striped bass sae SESS SS ee ee | Pe ae ee |e es eee eee | ee ee 1, 023 260 
Sttireeons == eae oe ee 3, 528 1091s | pS Eee 5, 805 1, 682 
SUMEE CONCH VAT eee tee mers eee 132 B64 Sone = 2 S)o See ee Le 
SGU COMIC a cr a ae | eee ee ee ee | ee 104 118 
Suckerstet ein 153, 050 15397, |-so222 fe] a5 = Ee 
Sword fish sae: sue. fre eee ees 863, 036 131 284i) |e eee ee ee 1, 732, 992 347, 621 
TR AUTOR eee ae eS eee ee 125 3 so =. see 8| Se es 131, 214 11, 520 
Milefishs2-- 5 = 223 eS ee er en |e Be a | Ee Se ee ee ee 38, 000 3, 040 
FROM COGsss ee 8 2S eee ee a ee 74, 050 B68ii|--4 a ae es ee 2,191 74 
Tuna or horse mackerel _-_---------- 68, 405 24 | 0 eee Oe Sere 122, 913 5, 604 
AYA) aU tay Ai arse ane ene Me mane ae ee era 70, 000 DAA | See Bee A ese 6, 306, 572 56, 740 
Other:Speciess. a2 ak eee ee 28, 167 1IGS) | eee el ee er 355, 283 11, 529 
eODStetwe: oan e eae es eee mae 5, 513,002 | 1,772,165 | 125,600 | 40,000 | 1,679, 601 557, 437 
Shrimp~ soent Sd ae EE ee S| ee ee oe eee 750 600 
@ocklesand! winkles 225-2482 2 cae =. ee se ea eon oes 12, 580 5, 159 
Craps qhardicis3 sane 2 in ee eee 170, 569 6, 290 4, 165 125 1, 750, 998 53, 865 
Squid 4-2 ee on ae ewe 1, 600 TLOMSSE es ee ae 2, 104, 528 52, 055 
Clams hard pulblige= === sss. -=-—=—— 960 SOI ae es | a eee 1, 217, 768 358, 389 
@lamshard> private 22.252. 22 28/2 oe ea eee 4, 000 1, 500 
(WlaMms Softw Dues. one eae | 3,576, 340 228, 251 36, 000 3, 600 2, 381, 750 280, 668 
GlamSNSOLGADrVatCs ase a oe 6 eo Nee a ee ee | ee eee | era re oe 138, 600 17, 095 
(GlamS TaZOne ees oe ee ee eS) ee Serre 0 eee eee |e eee | ere 22, 800 3, 040 
Oxy stors; market wori yates se hs seen | aoe ee Se eee eee |e eae |e bol, zZol 267, 811 
Oysters, seed public=2— 22. 2 aes 47, 600 5, 325 
Oysters, seed, private 119, 000 12, 450 
Bealllogps= 2222 tet tes ic pee 559, 392 192, 987 
Seallopsiseass2ee-) soaeeree 138, 600 48, 650 
Sa Willen Sa ae eer ee 1 219, 756 13, 001 
[ei Gra een ee et 0, shee eee 155, 585 4, 631 

Tongues and sounds.-._..-.-.-.----| 555 | — 27: |----=-----|--------|---------~--|---------_-- 
‘AlewilescCalessene. 2 eee eal eee 3, 000 1, 500 
Mil, Viver. 22202 ae eee | A027 | 248 Sas en | eed 
Ol Sperim see a ee ee. 99, 227 6, 410 
Trish: MOSS Se oo ee ee eon eee a ee ee ee oe | eee eee See 115, 000 5, 175 

Total: 2. 222. st eee 116, 707, 179 4,136,989 | 447,450 | 56, 029 (243, 362, 693 10, 799, 598 
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PRODUCTS— Continued 

Species Rhode Island Connecticut Total 

Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 

Alewives, fresh_--------------- 360, 737 $7, 803 98, 813 | $2, 234 | 3, 659, 529 $41, 364 

‘Alewives, salted_-------------- es Ean gl (DE Ys ane 11, 662 | 275 315, 792 9, 063 

Alewives, smoked_------------ 15, 000 295) teen |e cae oS 49, 734 2, 802 

Bluehsh=—-s-e--------=-----—-
— 3, 736 798 17, 241 ! 4, 514 82, 153 21, 155 

TRG Re eee eee 
4, 505 4388.0 Reece ona s Ngee eee 17, 772 1, 630 

Butterfish 685, 450 45, 681 5, 650 | 442 | 1,080, 902 89, 281 

letras Po Dovid ae os Bk eee ona 39, 333 | 5, 258 39, 333 5, 258 

Cod, fresh 1, 356, 930 68, 296 538, 887 30, 972 | 84,985, 564 | 2, 882, 680 

ete satan ne ee oe een ane | ere er ee et Palen cee 4, 232, 791 193, 285 

SINTER ne SR 
ae lace me SRR (ELS eee ne aaa 4, 167, 637 79, 586 

eae saltedee eee e
e ee | 1D. 458° | 12,406 | 59, 195 1, 407 

Wolsey eee 168, 450 18, 656 112, 458 | 12, 406 858, 191 88, 115 

Flounders 
3, 099, 425 118,915 | 4,415, 927 197, 507 | 30, 854, 736 1, 339, 076 

Grayfish 
4,100 Ay) Waele 22. oleae = | 21, 950 367 

Haddock fresh, ----------------| 134, 200 4, 466 48, 950 2, 440 | 93, 468, 008 2, 655, 735 

Haddock, salted.-------------- 
49, 783 1, 035 

Haddock, smoked------------- | 
1, 035 130 

Hake, fresh_-------------------| 
18, 468, 278 306, 344 

Hake, salted _----------------- | 
31, 039 597 

Halibut, fresh----------------- | 
4, 498, 601 788, 695 

Halibut, salted_--------------- 
2, 330 230 

Herring, fresh----------------- 
57, 472, 176 557, 808 

Herring, salted_--------------- 
2,763, 480 | 103, 871 

Hickory, shad-_---------------- 
21, 295 975 

Mackerel, fresh 
25, 369, 334 1, 428, 601 

Mackerel, salted -------------- | Seco eek a Ea eee Biotin et 1, 284, 029 90, 837 

Menhaden-------------------
- 1, 743, 025 17, 281 |. 5, 270, 020 56, 438 | 7, 535, 909 78, 570 

Pollock, fresh_---------------- 116, 200 3, 740 48, 200 1,941 | 8, 183, 730 218, 371 

edileek caltedee ns ete Seals eee ee ea Peers ar airy ta feed cee 110, 166 2, 306 

Pollock, smoked__-------------|----------
2-|----=----3 5" | eimai

 Sp lle TS oe 1, 000 70 

SalmMONan woke eee eset === 90 18S Sees a ees e eee epee | 12, 555 4, 037 

Scups=_-2=-=-=-—-----------
- 1, 191, 625 59, 651 1, 750 176 1, 351, 696 69, 762 

an ASS ote te en 52, 200 4, 825 | 3, 150 469 | 81, 605 8, 060 

rae eee ee 10, 982 2, 795 88, 808 20, 855 515, 974 37, 637 

RirariGe ns ere ret SoS ee em 4, 000 A Alike eee aa Oe eae | 50, 761 1, 574 

SkateSic2+.---=-==----=5-=-===-
| 13, 700 242 200 4 | 54, 879 1, 041 

iol i eae oo eee 7, 860 1, 592 11, 300 2, 410 | 688, 400 152, 885 

Squeteagues------------------- 
59, 254 8, 621 40, 835 5, 302 | 101, 735 14, 207 

Striped bass_-----------------
- | 67, 960 12, 899 1, 545 | 396 | 70, 528 13, 555 

Sturgeon--_------------------- 
1, 640 324 290 79 | 11, 263. | 3, 176 

TOs a p= br
i baal a RE | 132 264 

Sturgeon roe------------------ | 75 64 bean te ee 179 212 

(ely RN a I ea | am 119, 674 8, 024 272, 724 | 23, 351 

Swordfish-_-_----------------
- | 206, 041 34, 925 | 80, 145 13, 896 |~ 2 882, 214 527, 726 

MantOl.- == aan == === —— 191, 300 16, 033 72, 636 6, 234 395, 275 33, 800 

Tl etiChte soe re ae |e ee ee ee ae | 200, 130 14, 170 238, 130 | 17, 210 

Mom COG sone ane = === === 4, 250 141 190 th 80, 681 1, 090 

Tuna or horse mackerel - ------ | 40, 900 A. 803; || So esse eee eae | 232, 218 12,430 

Whiting___-------------------
- | 1, 744, 200 27, 664 2, 000 40 8, 122, 772 84, 688 

Other species------------------| 
230, 520 6, 878 11, 441 1, 471 625, 411 21, 141 

TOOK hers ene eer | 1, 696, 346 462, 000 701, 647 240, 809 9, 716, 196 3, 072, 411 

Shrimp----- ery ge ae re ee ee | 4,000 DAO Nate eee Woes Sscne= 4,750 3, 

Cockles and winkles---------- 3, 500 FOO eee ae eee 16, 080 5, 859 

Crabs, hard-_----------------- 50, 000 1, 000 440 28 | 1,976,172 61, 308 

Crabs, sand-_--.--------------- Peete ee: oe Seem sseneen= 16, 000 250 10, 000 250 

S(obiGlaaes ERs e ee | 952, 700 23, 322 | 16, 630 | 484 | 3, 075, 458 75, 871 

Clams, hard, public_---------- 432, 400 134, 500 22, 096 | 10,005 | 1, 673, 224 502, 974 

Clams, hard, private---------- {=e Re EG Dy ee ee | 1, 536 | 768 | 5, 536 | 2, 268 

Clams, soft, public------------ | 82, 400 15, 480 | 44, 350 | 12,155 | 6, 120, 840 540, 154 

cities conn rit Vite mee a [2 eset |e eee Niger Ste 138, 600 17, 095 

Glamis a7 One a | eet ees See [Poi Soe eae ae er: 22, 800 3, 040 

Oysters, market, publics==== == | 3, 500 750 | 18, 410 | 3, 865 | 21, 910 4,615 

Oysters, market, private ------ 2, 580, 186 457,614 | 4, 140, 416 683, 034 | 7, 251, 853 1, 408, 459 

Oysters, seed, public----------|-----------
-|----------77 | 383, 950 55, 933 431, 550 61, 258 

Oysters, seed, private-.-------|----=---
----|-----57- 57 5- | 3, 477, 516 583, 224 | 3, 596, 516 595, 674 

Seallonss ses ee eee ce 270, 840 84, 545 \430 683 928, 392 303, 902 

foal Haynie RD ne el OE ee ee pape ce wee An, 339, 114 103, 639 

Sigg ise es ween eo Reece
 ene | 239, 358 14, 327 

Fo Rye cb. a5 ee Oe RNR ES Ee Oe ea 157, 403 | 4, 677 

Mipnpiies and sone een | om nrerris pr aeee 555 27 

Aulcww fe: Sones eee in | 8a) ete es leaee caer eae ne 3, 000 | 1, 500 

Gil iv or 5 sae em 2a aan ces ee | 4, 027 248 

Ctl coer ria coe mee ete) Ee Ae ae es ler eae Salat ee 99, 227 | 6, 410 

Teta, TESS ee mene Ne a8 eee aialin | 17 O00 115, 000 5, 175 

Oyster shells_-___-----+-------|----
--------|--77777 77-7 5, 400, 000 | 7,200 | 5, 400, 000 7, 200 

otal: ase 20, 535, 327 | 1,818, 858 | 25,769, 516 | 2, 006, 658 406, 822,165 | 18, 818, 132 
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Certain of the foregoing fishery products shown in bushels, number, and gallons 

Product Maine New Hampshire Massachusetts 

Clams: 
Hard (quahog)— Quantity Value | Quantity} Value Quantity Value 

Publica aos = 2 eee bushels__ 120 $80! |2- ee es ee 152, 221 | $358, 389 
Privates =< s-se_ 5-5 cee COS Sees 2S. ie Oe ee Ee 500 1, 500 

Soft— 
Public: 25 20-2 ie eeeeee 357, 634 | 228, 251 3, 600 $3, 600 238, 175 280, 668 
Private 28-2. 2 See OSE SIE So 2s 2 nal ee ara ee eee . 13, 860 17, 095 

RAZOL es Sea eee ee shy na et ee eee 2, 280 3, 040 
Oysters: 

Market, \DrLVates == See esse On| a Ro ey Re | eee 75, 893 267, 811 
Seed— 

Publicl= 25. 2>a=eeses=- 2002s Loe Ee AS ees BE sh i be 6, 800 5,820 
Private. 2220s Sees ae 2 4 Os 2S eae Rae Re MoageeP N ee e 17, 000 12, 450 

Scallops:ct> nna hh aes eal 2 UB RO5 5! eas DOU GBI e earieetin es | Rieeoepeeee 93, 232 | 192, 987 
Scallops, ;seasse= eee mene 2 33, 419 BAR ORO sie Reet ANH ek we sal 23, 100 48, 650 
Cockles and winkles Pe a oti adnan ell Le | eee ae 1, 258 5, 159 
Grabs, SoU = ey ined Neuer 511, 707 6,290 | 12,495 125 | 5, 252, 994 53, 865 

il: 
WeiVer=2 sees eee Cates aes 520 248 [oe a setae oD 
Sperm ne = oe ess Ses SA A Ot See A a eR | gee 12, 820 6, 410 

Product Rhode Island Connecticut Total 

Clams: 
Hard (quahog)— Quantity Value | Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Publica aes eee bushels__| 54, 050 | $134, 500 2,762 | $10, 005 209,153 | $502, 974 
i d 692 2, 268 

612, 084 540, 154 
13, 860 17, 095 
2, 280 3, 040 

Pi bligzs cas sy ee does 500 750 2, 630 3, 865 3, 130 4,615 
a Has Vales eee Ce do___-| 368,598 | 457,614 | 591,488 | 683,034 | 1,035,979 | 1, 408, 459 
eed— 

Publiche sete aie Ses One| E eis lea oa ee 54,850 | 55, 933 61, 650 61, 258 
Pri Vatess ie =e ee GOSS | Rees | ee ee 496,788 | 583, 224 513, 788 595, 674 

Scallops: == 2a Se does 45, 140 84, 545 405 683 154, 732 303, 902 
Seallops: seas es ee eee COS a ae ea S| see ete | ee eae 56, 519 103, 639 
Goes ands winkles= == 5. = 2s 22 don 350 OO) | eee ele eee 1, 608 5, 859 

rabs: 
iciard= 22 ee soe See number__| 150, 000 1, 000 1, 320 28 | 5, 928, 516 61, 308 

ae Sand 2s 5 Sk oe a a Gor si) eae ee ae ee 30, 000 250 30, 000 250 
il: | 
Ver ee se 4a Ie Pets SallonsteiS ee Sas ae ee | Oe eee 520 248 
Sperm Soe ee ee a ee Gos sed es: SSIS TS ae oe |e ee ee 12, 820 6, 410 

Oyster'shells 2 Dushels = 3 |S ws ee ee 90, 000 7, 200 90, 000 7, 200 
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Extent of the fisheries of the New England States, various years, 1880 to 19247 

| 
Year Maine damochiré Mossy Rhode Island) Connecticut Total 

PERSONS ENGAGED 

URS Gia See er bees 11, 071 414 20, 117 2, 310 3, 131 37, 043 
iit ae ee 15, 323 346 17, 053 1, 635 3, 024 37, 381 
Shee ee L571 362 17, 037 1, 703 | 3, 037 37, 310 
OO Se eee 14, 129 365 17, 238 1, 757 3, 047 36, 5386 
like ee ae 16, 954 154 14, 363 1, 687 2, 473 35, 631 
Ui De SE ee ae 19, 832 161 14, 300 21,7, 2, 840 39, 250 
1h Ge ee ee eee ee 15, 881 145 15, 694 2, 212 8, 407 37, 339 
TOTES So NS See oe 6, 861 79 11, 577 1, 493 | 2, 147 22, 157 
NG Rees ocean tes Ne 14, 386 100 12, 346 1, 646 | 2, 289 30, 767 
ODA Se =) ek A 11, 942 145 9, 275 1, 469 1, 682 24, 513 

INVESTMENT | 

RCSL ee SoS ee $3, 341, 344 $209, 465 $14, 334, 450 $596, 678 $1, 421, 020 $19, 902, 957 
3, 179, 233 106, 110 13, 205, 050 992, 761 2, 897, 687 20, 380, 841 
3, 023, 921 107, 144 13, 110, 765 1, 022, 876 2, 869, 314 20, 134, 020 
2, 889, 893 112, 660 13, 245, 229 1, 020, 178 2, 826, 834 20, 094, 794 
4, 013, 053 52, 648 13, 372, 902 957, 142 1, 241, 291 19, 637, 036 
6, 939, 503 42, 002 10, 811, 594 1, 014, 280 1, 201, 055 20, 008, 434 
8, 972, 049 47, 050 10, 810, 442 1, 065, 426 1, 635, 753 22, 530, 720 
2, 411, 000 23, 000 5, 750, 000 1, 504, 000 2, 281, 000 11, 969, 000 

1M) keh See eee) 17, 544, 969 45, 530 19, 111, 269 2, 249, 488 1, 645, 793 40, 597, 049 
ODS Rs eebe sts ay Lae 9, 406, 334 68, 315 15, 362, 016 1, 666, 587 2, 058, 572 28, 561, 824 

PRODUCTS 
Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 

ike V/s tS oe ae 131, 379, 591 4, 254, 727 299, 544, 343 45, 284, 872 39, 750, 008 520, 213, 541 
TRS RERE ABS CK caus) 5% 132, 929, 594 3, 843, 479 302, 045, 686 91, 687, 487 42, 401, 612 572, 907, 858 
ASS Oss a RE a hs 129, 559, 864 4, 354, 568 299, 217, 669 127, 365, 475 92, 672, 464 653, 170, 040 
PROS See es Se SS 123, 404, 561 3, 020, 715 202, 257, 817 32, 854, 396 31, 920, 417 393, 457, 906 
1S [0 Se ee es ee 242, 390, 371 1, 593, 013 230, 645, 950 21, 613,964 | 37, 832, 149 534, 075, 447 
ip Soe ee ee ee 124, 723, 786 1, 036, 452 255, 654, 475 23, 896, 243 74, 972, 648 480, 283, 604 
OOS secs = Paes 2 oe 173, 843, 000 677, 000 244, 313, 000 44, 254, 000 66, 942, 000 530, 029, 000 
AOS oe EO LE) 147, 956, 369 528, 730 246, 951, 241 48, 250, 883 23, 652, 647 470, 995, 169 
TODA ee Sa ee 116, 707, 178 447, 450 243, 362, 693 20, 535, 327 25, 769, 516 406, 822, 165 

Value Value Value Value Value Value 
Teo Det Se ei ly $2, 742, 571 $170, 634 $7, 959, 760 $696, 814 $933, 242 $12, 503, 021 
NESTE NAO es RES: 2, 364, 906 99, 460 6, 464, 396 683, 495 300, 746 9, 913, 003 
Thelen 2s eae a 2, 292, 043 90, 044 6, 355, 495 825, 092 297, 337 9, 860, O11 
SSO ae ee eat ee 2, 111, 206 88, 511 5, 858, 274 935, 144 1, 557, 506 10, 550, 641 
SORE <x Nur ry Ss PPS 2, 654, 919 48, 987 4, 463, 727 955, 058 1, 559, 599 9, 682, 290 
1OQ2S er ee 2, 918, 772 50, 003 6, 482, 427 1, 155, 701 1, 799, 381 12, 406, 284 
TOQRE ee See ROS ws ce" 2, 386, 406 51, 944 7, 025, 249 1, 546, 658 | 3, 173, 948 14, 184, 205 
dl Nek ee ak es 3, 257, 000 53, 000 7, 095, 000 1, 752, 000 2, 982, 000 15, 139, 000 
POSS eee 3, 889, 035 92, 660 10, 859, 746 3, 296, 678 1, 700, 638 19, 887, 406 
SODAS St was ee aay se 4, 136, 989 56, 029 10, 799, 598 1, 818, 858 2, 006, 658 18, 818, 132 

1 The statistics for 1908 are from data published by the Bureau of the Census. 

NotTE.—The statistics in this table include the persons engaged and capital invested in both the fisheries 
and fishery industries. 

Products, in pounds, of certain fisheries of the New England States, various 
years, 1889 to 1924 

Year Alewives Cod Flounders | Haddock Hake Halibut Herring 

LBRO As ey sess bate. 7, 882, 682 | 97, 145, 645 2,950, 978 | 43,473, 627 | 14, 816.306 | 10, 740, 843 36, 316, 259 
PROR=E ee Pe Se 6, 985, 948 | 89, 207, 975 4,109, 494 | 45,676,155 | 37,184,193 | 10, 828, 187 64, 587, 461 
SPs ee eee 8, 437, 446 | 88, 254, 949 4, 808, 746 | 47,077, 315 | 33,182, 559 | 12, 365,705 | 191, 739, 467 
ah! 1 yee ee See es 8, 743, 284 | 75, 065, 224 5, 761,473 | 76.617, 156 | 35, 470, 667 3, 017, 776 83, 390, 554 
LOOR Ee SER ates 7, 581,000 | 95, 284, 000 9, 753, 000 | 59, 544,000 | 34, 121, 300 4, 353, 500 | 121, 700, 000 
TOUG els eee ase: 3, 782, 289 | 84,917,535 | 15, 541, 047 | 89, 405, 609 | 20, 222, 267 1, 960, 030 97, 636, 395 
19242 52S 4, 025, 055 | 89,21, 355 | 30, 854, 736 | 93, 518, 826 | 18, 499, 317 4, 500, 931 60, 235, 656 

Year | Mackerel Pollock | Shad Swordfish | Whiting Lobsters cpanis, Cate 
= | é ee — 

Teh Ses) 8, 361,408 | 8,442,397 | 1,334,714 | 1, 230, 339 126, 089 | 30,449,603 | 544,200 | 11, 542, 272 
ESSE oe 8, 795. 084 9, 444, 887 | 1,415,649 | 1,617, 331 41, 050 | 14, 661, 808 494, 232 | 11, 296, 901 
LOC2 22. 2 20. 358, 982 | 17,744,127 | 1,300, 812 | 1, 689, 740 2, 513, 470 | 14, 756,495 | 1,223, 200 8, 345, 470 
19G5=S= 22 | 15, 981, 034 | 28.949, 359 | 1, 260,904 | 3, 296, 369 4, $12, 840 | 11, 524, 499 | 1, 568, 264 6, 375, 850 
TOORN sss 2 | 11,492, 000 | 29, 244, 300 | 1, 285, 500 | 2, 703, 000 713,000 | 14,734,000 | 1,381, 000 7, 294. 000 
DOLSS Sees | 15, 785, 012 | 25, 009, 639 939, 995 | 1,325. 980 | 16, 19y, 637 | 10, 666,707 | 1, 082, 152 4, 992, 874 
8 7 ee | 26, 653, 363 | 8, 294, 896 515, 974 | 2, 882, 214 8, 122. 772 9, 716,196 | 1, 678, 760 6, 259, 440 
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WHOLESALE FISHERY TRADE 

The wholesale fishery trade in the New England States in 1924 
was conducted in 200 establishments, valued at $4,778,356, carrying 
cash capital of $1,310,950 and employing 1,922 persons, to whom 
$2,157,537 were paid in salaries and wages. The State of Massa- 
chusetts was most important in the wholesale fish trade, having 103 
firms. Maine was next in importance with 54firms, including two 
engaged in making pearl essence. Rhode Island was third with 25 
firms. Connecticut was fourth with 17 firms, and New Hampshire 
was last with only one firm. 

Wholesale fishery trade of the New England States, 1924 

| 

| Maine and | 
Items New Massachusetts Rhode Island | Connecticut Total 

| Hampshire | 

Number) Value | Nu mber' Value |Number Value Number Value |Number| Value 
Establishments _| 1 5E1$642, 398 103) $3, 552, 295 25) $284, 563 17|$299, 100 200)$4, 778, 356 
Persons engaged_! Zio ae |S earth SOV7 | eee ete = 74) |r| fae eee SOT eee hs 1, '922|-. eee 
Wares pald=o= ieee 188, 620)________ Wi 56G1654 Raa seus £'733;1604|= ee see 228° 659) 25-2 257, doe 
Cashed pital = 22 eee | 163, 850)2- 22 __ 15010;900)-.- 23 60;700|/5 eee 75; 500 |e 1,310, 950 

| 

1 Includes one fresh-fish establishment in New Hampshire and two firms in Maine engaged in making 
pearl essence. 

FISH-CANNING AND BY-PRODUCTS INDUSTRIES 

The fish-canning industry of the New England States is located 
chiefly in Maine and consists mostly in canning sardines. Sardines 
are canned to a limited extent in Massachusetts also, and there is consid- 
erable canning of other products in Maine, Massachusetts, and Rhode 
Island. Fishery by-products are prepared in all of the States except 
New Hampshire. The number of plants engaged in these industries 
in 1924 was 82, having a value of $4,379,662. There were 5,539 per- 
sons engaged in these plants, who received wages during the year 
amounting to $2,316,881, and the cash or working capital employed 
amounted to $489,500. . Of these establishments, 62 were engaged in 
canning fishery products and 20 in the preparation of fishery by-prod- 
ucts, such as fish scrap, fish meal, oil, glue, poultry grit, isinglass, and 
lime. Sardines were canned at 28 plants in Maine and 1 in Massachu- 
setts. Soft clams were canned at 19 plants in Maine and 2 in Massa- 
chusetts, and hard clams at 1 in Rhode Island. There was one men- 
haden factory in Connecticut. The remaining plants were engaged in 
‘“anning various products and in the preparation of by-products. 
The output included 2,442,284 cases of canned products, valued at 

$9,255,939, and by-products of various kinds to the value of $1,041,- 
446. The total value of the output amounted to $10,297,385. The 
canned products included sardines, 1,840,421 cases, valued at $7,269,- 
462; canned clams, 90,609 cases, valued at $478,129; clam chowder, 
118,056 cases, valued at $410,165; clam juice and bouillon, 5,747 cases, 
valued at $9,399; and miscellaneous canned products, 387,452 cases, 
valued at $1,088,784. 

The by-products included fish scrap, 2,930,000 pounds, valued at $64,- 
304; fish meal, 6,345,500 pounds, valued at $146,307 ; fish oil, 282,044 gal- 
lons, valued at $137,031; fish glue, 600,200 gallons, valued at $573,922 ; 
poultry grit, 4,924,000 pounds, valued at $33,480; and other products, 
including isinglass, green fish scrap, and lime, to the value of $86,402. 
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The extent of the fish canning and by-products industries of the 
New England States in 1924 is given in detail in the following table: 

Fish canning and by-products industries of the New England States in 1924 

Item Number Value | Item Number Value 

| 

DEN ON IR Se ee eee 482 $4,379, 662 || Clam juice and bouillon: 
Persons engaged________-_-_- SROs s| eee | 5-ounce (4 dozen)_cases__ 265 $503 
VSP RS DA ks See 2) ale Lees 2, 316, 881 10-ounce (2 dozen) _do____ 5 5, 482 8, 896 
(CDS) CTY a} re (ra SS | ie eh eee 489, 500 || Miscellaneous products (vari- 

Se See Ousisizes)E- See a cases__| § 387, 452 | 1, 088, 784 
CANNED PRODUCTS 

Totals we 2h oe fee 2, 442, 284 | 9, 255, 939 
Sardines: 

In olive oil: Quarters BY-PRODUCTS 
(O0\cams) = se == cases _- 39,012 | 247,027 

In cottonseed oil: Quar- Scraps eee ee pounds__| 2, 930, 000. 64, 304 
ters (100 cans) _-cases__|!1, 481, 431 ! 5, 729, 852 |) Fish meal_________-__- do____| 6,345, 500 146, 307 

In mustard: Oil: 
Quarters (100 cans) | Cod and cod-liver, crude 
ene eae ee cases___| 115, 291 486, 924 | 22 Se eeaeallonsia 106, 805 66, 079 

Three-quarters (48 | Merringess ees dors 75, 587 24, 291 
cans). 2... eases__| 2?184,905 | 717, 470 | Miscellaneous__-__- doz == 99, 652 46, 661 

In tomato sauce: Quar- Gluéseni te ee Eee do____| 600, 200 5738, 922 
ters (100 cans) __cases__ 19, 782 | 88,189 || Poultry grit_____-_- pounds_-_| 4, 924, 000 33, 480 

Clams: | Miscellaneous by-products __)|----.------ 86, 402 
5-ounce (4 dozen)_cases__| 3 62, 848 309, 349 | 
6-ounce (2 dozen) --do-_--_- 5, 410 17, 474 | AMON SUMO eee a SR EN 1, 041, 446 
8-ounce (4dozen)_-do____| 416,029 121, 854 | 
10-ounce (2 dozen) -do___- 6, 321 29, 452 | Grandstotalseiecn 2 oe ss | eae ae 10, 297, 385 

Clam chowder: 
Nos. 1 and 11% (2 dozen) | 

2 Ss ed cases __ 67,264 | 199, €69 | 
No. 2 (2 dozen) ---do____| 2, 538 | 7, 502 | 
No.3 (2 dozen) .-_.d0_-__| 47,029 | 197, 468 | 
No. 10 (44 dozen) -do_-__-_| 1, 225 5, 526 

i | 

i 1 pn gades a few cases of 34-pound cans, 50 cans to the case, converted to a basis of 144-pound cans, 100 
o the case. 
2 Includes a few cases of 50 cans each, converted to a basis of 48 cans to the case. 
3 Includes a few cases of 4-ounce cans converted to a basis of 5-ounce cans. 
4 Includes the pack of 8 and 814 ounce cans, 2 dozen to the case, converted to a basis of 8-ounce cans, 4 

dozen to the case. 
5 Includes a few cases of No. 10 cans converted to a basis of 10-ounce cans; also a few cases of 14-ounce 

cans, 4 dozen to the case, converted to a basis of 10-ounce cans, 2 dozen to the case. 
6 Includes canned fish’ flakes, finnan haddie, codfish, boneless herring, haddock GAOT, mackerel, 

deep-sea roe, fiskeboller, and caviarelle. 

SALT AND SMOKED FISH INDUSTRIES 

The salt and smoked fish industries of the New England States 
are carried on chiefly in Maine and Massachusetts. In es Se 
fish industry in 1924, there were 64 plants, valued at $2,222,313, 
and the cash or working capital amounted to $279,700. There were 
985 persons engaged, who received $874,713 in wages. The total 
quantity of salted fish prepared was 31,481,569 pounds, valued at 
$2,979,542. The output in Maine amounted to 13,002,679 pounds, 
valued at $825,403, and in Massachusetts to 18,478 890 pounds, valued 
at $2,154,139. The species salted in largest quantities included cod, 
16 $81,320 pounds, valued at $2,120,046; haddock, 4,132,956 pounds, 
valued at $283,587; hake, 4, 747 176 pownds, vated at $192,054; 
mackerel, 2,129,393 pounds, valued at $192,045; pollock, 1,442,168 
pounds, ance at $93,581; and herring, 770,610 pounds, valned at 
$37,581. The salted fishery products. also included considerable 
quantities of alewives, cusk, shad, and cod cheeks, tongues, and sounds. 

In the smoked-fish industry there were 64 plants, valued at $513,- 
235, with cash or working capital amounting to $164,950. There 
were 613 persons engaged, and the wages paid during the year 
amounted to $326,404. The smoked-fish products age oregated 10,356,- 
567 pounds, valued at $1,014,189. The output in Maine was 3,742,862 
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pounds, valued at $468,380, and in Massachusetts 6,613,705 pounds, 
valued at $545,809. The greater part of these products consisted of 
smoked herring, amounting to 7,431,824 pounds, valued at $659,399, 
of which 2,510,326 pounds, valued at $329,089, were prepared in 
Maine and 4,920 998 pounds, valued at $330,310, in Massachusetts. 
The remainder of the smoked fish included alewives, finnan haddie, 
halibut, and other species. 
A number of the plants engaged in salting fish also smoked fish 

incidentally, and a number of those engaged in smoking did some 
salting. The salted and smoked products prepared by ‘these firms 
are included in the statistics. The statistics also include the salted 
and smoked fish prepared by firms in the canning industry. 

The extent of the salted and smoked fish industries in these States 
in 1924, exclusive of salted fish prepared by the fishermen and in- 
cluded in the statistics of the catch taken in the fisheries, is given 
in the following tables: 

Salt-fish industry of Maine and Massachusetts in 1924 

Item Maine | Massachusetts Total 

Number Value Number Value Number Value 
IPIqnits2 sete eee on 37 |$1,279, 598 | | 27 $942, 715 64 | $2, 222, 313 
Persons engaged____-_- ies, yo ae 3) Gl ee 634 | Lee See See O85: 4: + aera 
Wages PAIGes. = hste Soe Sees a eee 388, 260g Ceeee ee OSONA2OM eee eee ena 874, 713 
Cash COONS = nonce alee 94; 4005/2 see aa 185;3003 2. = eee 279, 700 

PRODUCTS | 
Pounds | Value Pounds Value | Pounds Value 

(AO WLVES sees ae ante ieee 603,038 | $13, 408 | 53, 000 $5, 300 656, 038 $18, 708 
Codes tsa ae St eet ees 5, 675, 886 | 454,055 | 10,591,395 | 1,543,368 | 16, 267, 281 1, 997, 423 
‘Cod; boneless=-> = eae 611, 239 122, 248 2, 800 375 614, 039 122, 623 
Cusk. OM UES Ss ik TS Re aE 161, 976 5, 403 478, 556 30, 020 640, 532 35, 423 
Cusk, boneless..---------- Gt 1, 079 II fal Rees a, Renee nest | 1,079 162 
Haddock. Bele 43 750 46,597 | 2,983, 806 236, 288 | 4, 127, 556 282, 885 
Haddock, boneless__-___.=.----- 5, 400 TAU ?A0 Pees mete ce hes bee eee eS SET | 5, 400 702 
Hakogbs a2 as cae ee ee 4,074,213 | 153,606 | 672, 963 38,448 | 4,747,176 192, 054 
18 2) fsb seen ere ae EA 32,330 | 755 738, 280 36, 826 770, 610 37, 581 
Mackerelive stats 25 43. 97a See ee aie ils eso yagmeh 2, 129, 393 192,045 | 2,129, 393 192, 045 
Pollockse so ts eee ee 682,500 | 27,614 759, 668 65,967 | 1,442,168 93, 581 
Shadi tice Stet oe eet ee 5, 000 | dO il atk eA ae | eres ee 5, 000 350 
Cod cheeks, tongues, and sounds_ 6, 268 | 503 | 69, 029 5, 502 | 75, 297 6, 005 

Motalwueten has Teel 13, 002, 679 | 825, 403 | 18,478,890 | 2,154,139 31,481,569 | 2, 979, 542 

Smoked-fish industry of Maine and Massachusetts in 1924 

Item Maine Massachusetts Total 

Number Value Number Value Number | Value 
Plants oee2 haan es ee 47 | $168, 250 17 | $344, 985 64 | $513, 235 
Rersons engaged ss = eat ee 432) ||Ssheeen A USL |S eee 613)|=2352 == 
VARS! posal oo ees DR a | ee enter ORE CRE| es Sonne 2522900) \|e ere ae sie 326, 404 
@ashyeapitalttis Titre: Dees MaRS eve Bia eee ee em AD ABO HS Sots ae 122 500u i tae? eres | 164, 950 

PRODUCTS 
Pounds Value Pounds Value | Pounds | Value 

Ale wiVeSueereeh wre st ss. 5 sok 119; 460) |= SOOO ee eee corer oe 119, 460 $7, 900 
Hinnanswadmeccee! ate ses sus eae 1, 113, 076 131, 391 1, 252, 241 | $109, 036 2, 365, 317 240, 427 
TEV ion = eee oa eee eye oe bk | | 39, 966 7, 939 | 39, 966 7, 939 
Herring: | | 

Bloaters2es4=42 be ee eeE S | 384, 005 40, 387 1, 669, 998 139,700 | 2,054, 003 180, 087 
engthwise2 2225 ses sn eee 49, 645 | ga re Mes cm | Pe lee 49, 645 | 4,172 
Medium scale.._____.__-_-___- 1630795 i) \-} 14: 600s Laat ee | 163,795. | 14, 690 
Boneless 2s). 22 ee ee 1, 782, 790 PAY ie aly (Se Se Oe 1, 782, 790 | 257, 417 
Plain orkipperedee ss. 5a atreek See ee | eee ee 3, 251,000 | 190,610 | 3, 251, 000 190, 610 
Wiholes Cee kia y oea 58, 091 MOO 23ers sR SE Ti tae | 58, 091 | 10, 023 
Russiansardines. = 22222823. 72, 000 Pe Vella, ene iain Li RAEI 72, 000 2, 400 

Otherfishee= 22S) UE ee ee ea ee | ee ee 400, 500 98, 524 | 400, 500 | 98, 524 

Totals =o be hse toe ee 3, 742, 862 468, 380 6, 613, 705 545, 809 | 10,356, 567 | 1, 014, 189 
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MAINE 

Among the New England States in 1924 Maine was second only 
to Massachusetts in the importance of her fisheries. There were 
6,252 persons engaged in the fisheries, of whom 739 were on fishing 
vessels, 226 on ‘transporting vessels, 4,988 in the shore and boat 
fisheries, and 299 were employed as shoresmen. The total investment 
amounted to $3,792,875, which included 230 vessels valued, together 
with their outfits, at $1,746,472: 2,684 motor boats, valued at $951,- 
205; 1,989 sail and rowboats, valued at $52,527; gear to the value of 
$881, 835, and shore and accessory property to the value of $160,836. 
The total yield of the fisheries amounted to 116,707,179 pounds, 
valued at $4, 136,989. Based on the value of their yield, the met 
important SS were lobsters, 51,513,002 pounds, valued at $1,772 
165; cod, 21,409,737 pounds, valued at $574,804; herring, 47,930 152 
pounds, valued at $447,160; haddock, 15,508,289 pounds, valued at 
$357,352; clams, 3,577,300 pounds, valued ‘at $228,331; smelt, 627,707 
pounds, valued at $137,430; and swordfish, 863,036 pounds, valued at 
$131,284. 
Fisheries—Of the total yield the vessel fisheries produced 37,966,- 

520 pounds, valued at $956,045. The most valuable catch in this 
fishery was made with lines, ‘amounting to 13,281,355 pounds, valued 
at $326,585, of which cod and haddock were the most important 
items. Otter trawls were next, with 10,879,185 pounds, valued at 
$283,903. Harpoons took 863,036 pounds of swordfish, valued at 
$131,284. Purse seines, gill nets, haul seines, lobster pots, set nets, 
and scallop dredges took the remainder of the yield of the vessel 
fisheries. 

The shore and boat fisheries landed 78,740,659 pounds of fishery 
products, valued at $3,180,944. Lobster pots produced the most 
valuable yield, amounting to 5,623,810 pounds, valued at $1,759,990. 
Lines were next, with a yield of 24,319,108 pounds, valued at $476,916, 
consisting largely of cod, haddock, hake, and smelts. Pound nets, 
trap nets, weirs, followed with a catch of 30,711,853 pounds, valued 
at $339,366, of which herring were by far the most important item. 
Clam hoes yielded 3,577,300 “pounds, valued at $228,331. Gill nets, 
scallop dredges and drags, set nets, bag and pocket nets, haul seines, 
purse seines, fyke nets, otter trawls, dip nets, eel pots and traps, 
sluiceways and traps, harpoons, spears and cunner traps, named in 
order of importance, made up the remainder of the yield of the shore 
and boat fisheries. 

Wholesale trade and industries—The miolcsale fishery trade of 
Maine, including one firm in New Hampshire and two in Maine en- 
gaged in the pearl- essence industry, was carried on in 55 establish- 
ments, valued at $642,398, carrying cash capital of $163,850 and em- 
ploying 271 persons, to Sen S188. 620 were paid in salaries and 
wages. Canning, salting, smoking and the manufacture of by-prod- 
ucts were carried on in 148 establishments, which were valued at +4,- 
444,761, carried a cash capital of $397,350, employed 5,430 persons, to 
whom $1,619,115 were paid in salaries and wages, and manufactured 
$9,668,232 worth of products. 
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The following tables and summary statements present the detailed 
statistics of the fisheries of Maine in 1924. 

Yield of the vessel fisheries of Maine in 1924, by apparatus and species 

Species — Otter trawls Purse seines Gill nets Lines 

bat A St = 

Pounds Value | Pownds | Value | Pounds Value Pounds Value 
AO wives tts et ea! sie: Sao ee See. 2, 600 $33" | 220) 2522" = |b 2 eee | Ce ee 
Bublerfishes: cee 95a Soe bees eet ee 318 | CRD Aas aoe lan: te ett ea =. ee 
Cod, fresh 222 27 221271 4.9520%835) $131,631 1,910 | 67 | 1, 245, 754 | $37,014 | 4, 096, 585 |$115, 890 
Cod salted 2a PAGS SI Cle 7/79) |e =e eee | See 5S See ee Wesco 747, 845 | 31, 831 
@usk, freshes-- 4. ease 180 3 105 | 2 10, 431 | 171 1, 024, 946 18, 290 
@usk; salted: <20k Secs ee Meee a). bs SR ore one Rog See eae TER alee G8 LT 2 1, 055 26 
lounders== 252s sa ee HOMOZO RS 35 3045 Eek ee Dee 1,055 | 13 1, 052 18 
Haddock, fresh_____-__| 5, 366, 937 |122, 591 105 3 307, 204 7,398 | 4,456, 589 | 102, 667 
Haddock, salted______ 45, 010 900) |#222ss2 e282) 
Bake fresh) ese 19, 364 368 55 
Erak6; saltéds. 8. yo) ee eso sirl e aera ere orcas ec ra 
Halibut, fresh_________ 2055608 si 2056 pl tee 28 eee 
Halibats salted seas ess ace tn) Shy Ea be re RR res 
ILernin G22 = 5 se eee a 92, 210 842 | 2,971, 863 
Mackerel, fresh______- 9, 222 430 550, 875 
Mackerelesaltedssit2- 4 4a Saye os |e os ee 49, 935 
Pollock, fresh ete 449,038 | 8, 540 348, 568 
Pollock, salted_-_-____ 26, 208 AAGh Pee ees a 
FROSeH SHE sees eee Nee eke eee Be) Wee Stee | eeeeiernary oy 
Salm Ons ee ee eee eee ee 
Shadit:? = F> Ws epa lesa | ee ea ee PE Ae 127, 186 
BAEK Sees 0 aise dh Sarai SEE pelted (lhe Ge in al 
Sburgeonsls {bel} Hire Pete teres CPCI. aR en 
Weolfisfis bees gat was ol E ere Ce) Ale Eee Ra Se eee te 
Scallopstassa sehen 54 UNE Pa Senge pote 
Monguess ski 90 43 tees pees 
SDA Wiles sos een 2, 736 OD n= 2 ta eS 
Mivers Jes Fe EEEE EEE RES PLN I ok [petal Brey Ba |e, em eA Lee 

Mo caleeene wees 10, 879, 185 |283, 903 | 4, 053, 610 | 74,654 | 1,963,646 | 62,610 | 13, 281,355 | 326, 585 

Species Haul seines Set nets Harpoons ete pores 

Pounds Pounds Value 
Cod iireshass--e2n= 1 en! a ee re = ee eee bape are Sa ERE (ne ai oe ee LES 
HlounG@ers: Sse ees 100 poo a) 2 =~ 27 --|_---- ~~ 2|------=---|---------|--------=---]-=--=2-- 
Flernin pe seo) ee = Op LG, 48L ald Lilo S628 01025 $145020 0 tee eee | ee ee 
pS 0 (EG a en tid = 5 od oc met S28iP Ary 2Ou |e nian coe Seen el eee nea oe eee oe eee SSs550= 
Smelite sie ises tes 25308: TF YB6ON Lee i0% “PLOS|ey 42 eee ee ep SS Se ee eee 
BUUTEeonee eee ee LOD sl} 9 vce GSS Ese sso ee Le eee Se el ee oe | 
Swordfish’ 224559 33 70/0 ere Alera ee eerie eas 863, 036"|$131; 284i |= See eee 
Wrolitfiishaus Vag aca 50 iIiji) See SS |S Se een \oso2 aac. Sl oa ee eee 
MEGUSTCTS es RSS Cee a es eee |S Bhan al | eager eget | ese SOR erg he ee eee ee 159, 761 | $18, 465 
Scallops -tlsee eS ee Ee Be ee Ee IL ge ee |2cntet ees 2 56,922 | 11, 890 

Lotalsé2cea as 5, 179, 593 | 31,583 | 1, 629, 412 | 15,071 863, 036 | 131, 284 116, 683 | 30, 355 
| 

1 Taken by lobster pots. 
2 Taken by scallop dredges. 
/ For statistics on persons eng 

refer to page 296. 
aged, vessels, boats, gear, and investment in the fisheries 
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Yield of the shore and boat fisheries of Maine in 1924, by apparatus and species 

Pound nets, trap 
Species nets, and weirs Haul seines Lines Gill nets 

Pounds Value | Pounds | Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 
Alewives, fresh_--_____- 267, 420) er Gas 2505 [Sette | See ee eee eet ee 500 $25 
Alewives, salted_______- 7, 200 26a ee te Te ee ee 
Alewives, smoked______ 12, 337 he eee eae | ek ee Me, 1G ORI 
iButberhsh: 2-22. 2-22) Oia 11090; Ree 22a UE ee See ee ee rae 
Wood fresh. Se 8, 078, 494 
Wha asalteds ea 2 2 ens 39, 074 
HES Kemer ee dey pe 519, 216 

OG be se 3, 500 
Flounders_______ 53, 625 
Haddock, fresh 5, 081, 221 
Haddocks Saltedea = sses be eae meer (a ees hs Ree oe be 4, 450 
Maddock Smoked! 2o255|Eys ai sees Paes Se eee 1, 035 
ake! ines ess = = el | pee Se a eee eae Ee Wel ee ee Sat 8, 943, 612 
[cue saSe Cee ea sere el eee Ue ee Ee ae |e es 2, 360 
TSIGUIVOVORE. tant SS Ce Ne ee | a ee ee ee a 68, 715 
GRIN eee hoe eee 29, 137, 486 | 287,184 | 19, 000 ST Da | ee eee 
Miackerelct (ss oe 1, 147, 280 | 36, 594 800 OB ewaten sae Me 
Wienhadens. 2200) a 
ipickeneliaasae oe se 
Pollock, fresh___-_____- 
Pollock: salteds2sa. ses 
Pollock, smoked 

SUADEGE (0) ese eee 
Sturgeon caviar 

339, 366 30, 711, 853 

199, 166 | 32,747 

225, 116 | 33, 148 24,319,108 | 476, 916 3, 149, 960 100, 366 

Species Purse seines Fyke nets Set nets Dip nets 

Alewives, fresh_________ 
Alewives, smoked_____- 

Herring 1, 284, 074 
243, 055 
106, 220 

Pounds 

1, 705, 889 26, 500 237, 970 7, 617, 936 | 60, 380 732, 175 

| Lobster pots, eel Sluiceways and F Bag nets and 
eles pots, and traps traps~. SETI packet nets 

Pounds Value Pounds | Value | Pounds Value | Pounds | Value 
LOIS# <2 =.= Bape ath So SS ALOON| | P4AGS Om eee) sae es oe A ee ae liters 
OUT GELS = ESSE RE ors Oe MON Reema eo iat Te 207 OS SS. DT eae e  oe a 
Ilalke) 5 Vo oe ea ees SAE Oe Re ee eal eee oe = 2 ee I a 37. 500 TOO) | eee eee = |S eaee S 
Salmon i A eee oe 2 SL DR ee ee ee ee 150 $52 
Smelt } Ye ee Aba UE = Oe ey eee Pa 162, 720 37, 700 
Wobsters so. eee ee Bed 5 SoM ili 525.7 00) meat Seminal | t Neues Moen ate all Gate Fe A all aa ope 
Crabs, nardss-—- 2 ae 2170, 569 6290s eee Ee ee eee Pe ee |S ee 

Total’. =-=F see 5, 699, 916 | 1, 766, 412 34, 100 4, 680 245, 041 8, 862 | 162, 870 3, (On 

1 Taken by eel pots and traps. 2 Taken by lobster pots. 
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Yield of the shore and boat fisheries of Maine in 1924, by apparatus and 
species—Continued 

| | 

aie Harpoonsand = ,, ees Scallop dredges and 
Species spears | Cunner traps | drags Clam hoes 

Pounds} Value Pounds| Value | Pounds Value Pounds Value 
Gunner. 2-22 ee eee eee 1,112 $708 s22leke ee ee ee eee peer ek 
1 Oye Cee as Ses Rint #or ee Soe vee se 3.42)950:4|.$1,:300 |. 2-2-2-).-.-- Sloe a se eee 
Tuna,.or ‘“horse mackerel’” -/4168:,095"|" 1,708. |- 22-2 =| 2-25.) 25| 22 Ree SS Sake | Se ee 
@lams; Ward eee Ts a eee te | eee ee 960 $80 
Clams) Softs.2 o<2<-- StL 2 4) Bee ee ek oe eee 2 Se eee 3, 576, 340 228, 251 
Scallops! oes eh. ha: Seek Spee ean Fs eS | res | ee | SBSH 754: |MiS13, 47800 shes eee | eee 
Scallops, séa.. 5.2 == 2 2 ol |S 8, | ee ee | 200, 514 54,969. 2 42 2 ee 

| 

Totalate: eee 81,045 | 3,008 | 1112 70 239, 268 68,769 | 3,577,300 | 228, 331 

3 Taken by spears. 4'Taken by harpoons. 

Summary of the yield 

Species Shore fisheries Vessel fisheries Total 

Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 
‘Alewivesiresn= =e) ee ee Pe 1, 050, 475 $8, 586 2, 600 $33 1, 053, 075 $8, 619 
Mlewives, salted. 22-0 = 22-2 7, 200 A265!) 2a | ae 7, 200 126 
Alewives, smoked_____--_____- 34, 734 DOT eee ae a ee re & 34, 734 2, 507 
Butterhishss es =e oe eee 11, 555 1, 090 318 43 11, 873 1,133 
Cod fresh tie, oe kere ees 10, 510, 649 244,558 | 9, 865,358 | 284, 611 20, 376, 007 529, 169 
WOT Salted esa bene ee aes 39, 074 2, 025 994, 656 43, 610 1, 033, 730 45, 635 
Cunners 2 ee ee ee ee 1,112 NOM =| seer 1, 112 70 
Caskstreshia sel eee 531, 373 9,092 | 1, 035, 656 18, 466 1, 567, 029 27, 558 
Gusk- sated! 50 o ee oe 1, 055 26 1, 05: 26 
Hie]S Sas 22a OS nae ee 157, 351 17,4690 2 Se ee ee ee 157, 351 17, 469 
loundersiscles at eae ed 261, 166 10, 286 82, 137 3, 337 343, 303 13, 623 
itaddock ines eee nee 5, 326, 959 123, 536 | 10, 130, 835 232, 659 15, 457, 794 356, 195 
Haddocks salicd= eee eee 4, 450 127 45, 010 900 49, 460 1, 027 
Haddock, smoked____________- 1, 035 1305| See eee ie eee 1, 035 130 
ake} tresh 5 32e 2 oe e ae 9, 113, 912 92, 063 2, 603, 770 42,646 11, 717, 682 134, 709 
iMalket ‘sal teds S=f<tee et tees” = 2, 360 8 590 12 2, 950 96 
Halibut; fresh i -# |. == -_- = 68, 715 1}, 255 71, 232 10, 629 139, 947 21, 884 
Halibutysaltede:.: 22 - teh IE eeee eee oa be ee ee 800 64 800 64 
ERGRTING 2 eee ah ee ee 38, 060, 946 361, 461 9, 869, 206 85, 699 47, 930, 152 447, 160 
Mackerel, freshie = - 8 Se 1, 518, 799 56, 538 724, 238 42, 640 2, 243, 037 99, 178 
Mackerel; salted. =~ |e ee we 49, 935 1,319 49, 935 1,319 
Menhaden: 2425 ee 1, 000 Gj | Se See er ee eee 1, 000 8 
Pickerel sys Oo ee ae 4, 500 675) |: eae eee Ne eee 4, 500 675 
Pollockjireshes Se 1, 351, 255 15, 485 1, 325, 517 22, 914 2, 676, 772 38, 349 
Pollock; salted 2 = sss ae 72, 988 1, 660 26, 518 451 99, 506 2 ee 
Pollock, Smoked = 4-222 -25% 1, 000 ON att rt | ce if 70 
IROSeHSD Say see eee 2, 800 43 577 9 3,377 52 
Salmon Aes ties tele ae es 12, 343 3, 993 5 1 12, 348 3, 994 
Shadis i220 4 = Sp eeeee ae ee 116, 329 3, 080 127, 553 2, 518 243, 882 5, 598 
Sharks 2) = eee ee 19, 100 488 2, 505 47 21, 605 535 
Smelti2352)- 25 Pee atte ares 624, 689 136, 928 3, 018 502 627, 707 137, 430 
Sturgeones sal See eee 3, 265 1, 056 263 35 3, 528 1,091 
Sturgeon caviar. 2-2-2" _= 22 = 132 2GAN aie e ee er Fate et ee 132 264 
Suckers sews fie 153, 050 IG RC Y-7 (| eee ee ee a 153, 050 15, 327 
Swordfish ss=-20 bss Bre le ae Se eee 863, 036 131, 284 863, 036 131, 284 
autor se ee 125 1B ae eee eee 125 13 
Tomeod 74, 050 SON ee ee SS ee 74, 050 868 
Tuna or horse mackerel ___---- 68, 405 27) >i ere eae 68, 405 1, 724 
Whiting! <= rs eee Tee 70, 000 2) TY. ae eS (TESS 70, 000 244 
WWiOlfifish 2 2s So eee 12, 150 257 6, 053 117 18, 203 374 
Yellows Perch sacs Ves ea ee 975 SPA: | area saben [= pneres ara 975 92 
S\oiits ant, ot eee eR nee, 1, 600 LON) 2 ee ee 1, 600 10 
TIGHSterse aes Shee oy eel 5, 453, 241 1, 753, 700 59, 761 18, 465 5, 513, 002 1, 772, 165 
@rabsphandss2 7 cs 170, 569 G2200) = = ee eee 170, 569 6, 290 
Clams sharda es eee 960 SOu|fe:. = | 960 80 
Clams softer 3, 576, 340 OE 55 gt ae eis Sa is 3, 576, 340 228, 251 
Scallops 20th = 22 See ee | 38, 754 13, 780 56, 976 11, 907 95, 730 25, 687 
Scallops Seasiee_/< s eee ee 200, 514 HARORG NE =o). 3. 200, 514 54, 989 
TONGUES. ote oe we be ee Pa a | ee 90 4 90 4 
Sounds:222=-. = See eee 465 7A} oe ee 465 23 
Spawil) 8 ee ya eee 3, 687 267 | 15, 915 1, 059 19, 602 1, 326 
MU Ver Sus See ae Ik So ee 481 8 | 1, 337 38 1, 818 46 

Oil; Tiveree sei eee 4, 027 248.00. ROT eee ees 2 4, 027 248 

TiGbalus sane See 78, 740, 659 3, 180, 944 | 37, 966, 520 | 956, 045 116, 707, 179 4, 136, 989 
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Summary bu counties 

Persons | Invest- 
County | engaged ort Products 

| Number | Dollars Pounds Value 
Gomiberlandset 4: =. 2.9 = eee ean .2 25 914 | 633, 022 22, 823, 252 $829, 319 
BUT CUYO GE eC ARES” See ie Sa aes, 1, 499 | 523, 221 22, 813, 838 839, 460 
IRenme DEC Ge as tN Re See ee 43 5, 530 128, 145 15, 048 
ox ce ete 2. er tee eee Bk 950 | 1,177,706 | 23,853,314 | 1, 006, 739 
Micon See = 2 ke ee ee fe Tee a 677 | 291, 151 11, 265, 266 378, 711 
Renovscots-22 lo. 3. Shy pe ere eee ae ei Ts a ie 11 2, 340 26, 390 6, 237 
Sep ndanOCh se. 22 5 ie eee eee ee a ns es 395 | 53, 758 1, 903, 874 115, 732 
WS GO S22 2a) he 2 i ee age eat ae eS 69 45, 372 4, 141, 238 55, 482 
Washington sce. | <a> Ses Oe eee eee Peers ee 1, 376 862, 002 28, 403, 653 585, 246 
RYIOT KE. Sees FS Se Ors es ee 8 318 198, 773 6, 348, 209 305, 015 

fag a 
ERO Gal: os a ee ee Roe Carine So See ha | 6, 252 | 3,792,875 | 116, 707, 179 4, 136, 989 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

New Hampshire, with only one coastal Soraek was the least impor- 
tant of the New England States with respect to her fisheries. Exclu- 
sive of the wholesale trade, there were 134 persons engaged, of whom 
2 were on fishing vessels, 4 on transporting vessels, 93 in the shore 
or boat fisheries, ; and 35 were employed as shoresmen. The total in- 
vestment in the fisheries amounted to $33,415, which included 3 
vessels valued, together with their outfits, at $12,375; 39 motor boats, 
valued at $10,000: 33 sail and rowboats, valued at $1,100; gear to the 
value of $6,040; and shore and accessory property to the value of 
$3,900. The total yield of the fisheries amounted to 447 4450 pounds, 
valued at $56,029. Lobsters contributed over 70 per cent ‘of the value 
of this yield. Next in importance were haddock, cod, and soft clams. 

Fisheries.—TVhe only gear used in the vessel fisheries was the trawl 
line, the total yield of which amounted to 52,535 pounds, valued at 
$1,610. The most important item in this yield was haddock. The 
shore and boat fisheries yielded 394,915 pounds of fishery products, 
valued at $54,419. Lobster pots were the most important gear, yleld- 
ing 129,765 pounds of lobsters and crabs, valued at $40,125. Trawl 
lines were next, with 211,115 pounds, valued at $7,954, i which had- 
dock and cod were the most important items. Hand lines, eel pots, dip 
nets, spears, and hoes took the remainder of the yield of this fishery. 

Wholesale trade and industries—The wholesale fishery trade of 
New Hampshire was carried on by two firms, and the detailed statis- 
tics are included with those of the wholesale trade of Maine. 

The following tables and summary statements present the detailed 
statistics of the fisheries of New Hampshire in 1924."° 

Yield of the shore and boat fisheries of New Hampshire in 1924, by apparatus 
and species 

Apparatus and species Pounds Value Apparatus and species Pounds Value 

Hand lines: | Lobster pots: | 
(Cale 20S nd re | 7, 500 $375 WODSLELS Sees 2 eo. setae 125, 600 $40, 000 
ls lelolre he ee See eS ee 500 25 Wxrabs; hard 3 ets ss 4, 165 125 
SIC ae eee eee a 3, 000 1, 200 

¢ 29.76 
Total Saeed 11, 000 1, 600 Total te cl tod | 129, 765 40, 125 

Traw] lines: Kelspots! Melsaiiu 2k =. 22 1, 200 150 
Cod: - 2G 5a es een ee 86, 660 3, 410 Dip nets: Smelt e 835 430 
Cusk- 600 10 |) Spears: Eels___-_- 5, 000 560 
Haddock 100, 180 4, 250 || Hoes: Clams, soft _ _- 36, 000 3, 600 
Hakesssoaeas 19, 935 190 == ae 
Halibut 265 37 Grand! totale: is 27-22 394, 915 54, 419 
Pollock 3,475 57 

Notals.j2—_ >: eae 211,115 7, 954 

18 For statistics on persons engaged, vessels, boats, gear, and investment in the fisheries 
refer to page 296. 
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Summary of the yield 

Products Vessel fisheries | Shore fisheries Total 

Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value 
@odtas. 2.1 es ee eee 3, 600 $75 94,160 | $3,785 | 97, 760 $3, 860 
Cliskks 2525 5 MRE fee = as as ge See | ne oe ee 600 10 600 10 
Mle SU ke 8 LE Ee ee 2 ee eee oo soe epee 6, 200 710 20 710 
1S CY (slog eee ee oe Saree 43, 000 1,490 | 100, 680 4,275 | 143, 680 5, 765 
1S (2c: ee a Ee ee Oe 5, 335 40 | 19,935 190 25, 270 
lal ult. 22 2B e8 2208 soe oe Pee S|. eee eet aches | 265 37 265 37 
POlOGK = Ps Sse Ses te eee ee 600 5 3, 475 57 4, 075 62 
Smelt... 2 02% 2 ee eo - Sc e eee | 8, 835 1, 630 3, 835 1, 630 
Crabs, hard vi cll eee eee 8 Solos oe ase bae cee ce eee Salatsy 125 4, 165 125 
HLODSUCIS—< sate nose eae eee ee cee lo ee eee | 125,600 | 40,000 | 125, 600 40, 000 
Glams)'softs2- 2-22 2-2 se ee eS 228 ea iee See |pe-=na- === | 36,000 3,600 | 36, 000 3, 600 

Motale jo=2c2ce Mees eso. oot ck sd 52, 535 1,610 | 394,915 | 54,419 | 447, 450 56, 029 

MASSACHUSETTS 

In 1924, as in previous years, Massachusetts fisheries were the most 
unportant among the New England States. There were 7,123 per- 
sons engaged in the fisheries, of whom 3,087 were employed on fish- 
ing vessels, 29 on transporting vessels, 5,643 in the shore or boat 
fisheries, and 364 as shoresmen. The total investment amounted to 
$8,428,998, which included 333 fishing and transporting vessels, 
valued, together with their outfits, at $6,483,568; 1,608 motor boats, 
valued at $770,640; 1,780 sail and row boats, valued at $60,730; 
fishing gear and apparatus to the value of $848,702; and shore and 
accessory property to the value of $315,858. Some of the most 
important species, arranged in order of value of their yields, were 
cod, 65,815,041 pounds, valued at $2,398,033; haddock, 77,683,707 
pounds, valued at $2,286,877; mackerel, 21,675,831 pounds, valued at 
$1,241,941; flounders, 22,996,081 pounds, valued at $1,009,031; hali- 
but, 4,859,919 pounds, valued at $766,940; clams, 3,764,918 pounds, 
valued at $660,692; lobsters, 1,679,601 pounds, valued at $557,437; 
swordfish, 1,732,922 pounds, valued at $347,621; oysters, 697,851 
pounds, valued at $285,586; scallops, 697,992 pounds, valued at 
$241,637; and herring, 11,798,504 pounds, valued at $204,223. Other 
important species were pollock, hake, whiting, crabs, and squid. 
Fisheries—The vessel fisheries yielded a total of 188,766,122 

pounds of fishery products, valued at $7,746,831. In this fishery, 
lines were most important, yielding 100,417,198 pounds of cod, had- 
dock, halibut, and other fishes valued at $3,800,819. Otter trawls 
were next, with 61,124,581 pounds of haddock, flounders, cod, and 
other fishes valued at $2.126,728. Purse seines followed, with 12,912,- 
964 pounds of mackerel and other fish valued at $748,776. Gull nets 
were fourth, with 12,058,391 pounds of mackerel, cod, herring, and 
other fish valued at $559,187. Swordfish and whales were taken with 
harpoons; clams, oysters, and scallops were taken with dredges; 
lobster pots took lobsters; and rakes took clams, all of which prod- 
ucts made up thé remainder of the yield in the vessel fisheries. 

The yield of the boat fisheries was 54,596,571 pounds of fishery 
products, valued at $3,052,767; tongs, rakes, forks, and hoes, used in 
taking shellfish and Irish moss, produced the most valuable products 
in this fishery, which totaled 3,800,062 pounds, valued at $721,007. 
Lobster, crab, and eel pots were next, with 3,595,136 pounds, valued, 
at $615,245. Lines followed, with 11,240,295 pounds of cod, haddock, 
and other fish, valued at $445,619. Pound and trap nets were next, 
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with a yield of 18,705,968 pounds of mackerel, herring, whiting, 
squid, and other species, valued at $389,178. Dredges, otter trawls, 
purse seines, gill nets, dip nets, haul seines, harpoons, fyke nets, 
spears, and cockle traps, named in order of value, yielded the re- 
mainder of the products in the shore and boat fisheries. 

Wholesale trade and industries—In the wholesale fishery trade 
there were 103 establishments, valued at $3,552,295, which used cash 
capital to the amount of $1,010,900 and employed 1,077 persons, to 
whom $1,566,654 was paid in salaries and wages. Canning, salting, 
smoking, and by-products manufacture were carried on by 47 estab- 
lishments, valued at $2,004,023 and using cash capital of $365,800, 
which employed 1,075 persons, to whom $1,161,550 was paid in 
salaries and wages, and manufactured products to the value of 
$4,959,527, 

The following tables and summary statements present the detailed 
statistics of the fisheries of Massachusetts in 1924." 

Yield of the vessel fisheries of Massachusetts in 1924, by apparatus and species 

Species | Purse seines Gill nets Otter trawls Lines 

Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds Value Pounds Value 
A ewivieS:=<2 2223222 O60 | S2e080 | near ek ieee Tere ee Pat 209) aa oe Rees | eas 
Re hishees ses ee ee | eee ee es ee 55, 325] _ $14, 767 
Bupterfish= 2 == S- 3, 524 692 6, 884 $586 29, 388 $5, 092 202) 52 
Wodeireshta===<*2— = 21, 490 860} 3, 466, 047| 168, 095} 7, 082,923) 271,166) 45,392,671) 1, 533, 744 
Ode Salted sees See ae a ae es eee | ec oe eae eee 3, 065,461) 139, 634 
(rin ieree teen ae ee he Se a aE 2 oe SEs eae 367 1s] ee eee ee EA | SS ee 
{CUIS Kem POSH toe eee Soden Aa snare Sees ee 2, 128 53 33, 970 1,689} 2, 500, 680 48, 855 
HO TISEA Sel G ee te as metres earn nS |e eh ai A | es SAR Ree | eis lh 58, 140 1, 381 
LS me ace ee 8 [i En ene ey ee eee eee (ES IS baad 12 2 500 90 

MM OUTTC CESHte ee 5 4 ES ae | 12, 893 196|16, 535, 740} 731, 296, 7, 230 367 
HELO OGK: reste < 33 = 592/28 Sk == | eee 793, 877| 32, 840/35, 099, 972) 1,028,205 38, 643, 359) 1, 128, 220 
Fad COCK Salted eee ma Se ree Aiea | RSE eae ee Sal oe ee Eee 323) 8 
Etake: tresh=-2 "22222 recli te Ee | 122,521! 3,340| 962,644) 23,715! 4,834,381) 122, 552 
TAKEN SH Led orm eee eee so we ELI DSA ee ek 1, 150 32) 26, 939 469 
Halibuthtresh]e2= 9h |- see |p eens 10 2 91, 904 16,955) 4, 256, 605 747, 989 
Ea pit Sal ted ea =| tens ae es | PEN ee Ee ee ee eee 1, 530 166 
Herring, fresh__-----_-- 453,450} 6, 367 105 PA see arree | | aes ee al (Oe | 
erring Saliede s= 35 55 s= See) at 2, Oo; 40| MOSS Tlie «eee S| ee Sal 8 Se ee a eee 
Mackerel, fresh_---___- TONGG 7 415 Gas, (42 | 246944 Soe 506 |e een see seme ne 2S ene ee a a eee 
Mackerel, salted_--____ 1, 222, 270} 88, 658 11, 824 SOO RES Se Sars |: See a ae Se Se ie tee 
Menhaden------------- SOOHOOO|| 26 FSS OOO | Ses see eee Bee re A | ee eB SUE eee 
Pollock, fresh_-----__-- 11, 218 449) 2,254,713} 61,116] 929, 788 35, 947 1, 325, 068 48, 475 
IRONOEKeSalted == tas | Saree a eee | See ete dee ele | 10, 660 195 

Ue cae oe 147, 315 , BRN br Mess 9 ene eee A 

Totalior se 12, 912, 964) 748, 776/12, 058, 391] 559, 187/61, 124, 581) 2, 126, 728, 100, 417, 198) 3, 800, 819 

O | | 

Species | Harpoons Popsiay pots | Dredges Rakes 

| Pounds | Value | Pounds) Value | Pounds) Value | Pownds| Value 
Sword fishes meses 6 5 Dd | 1, 635, 3521$330, 575| he eee ee Rete oar eae tne ode ital aaa ae 
Clams, hard_---..- ee re ee | ee SaaS ee eee oe 189, 160; $47,050} 16,720) $5, 861 
Oyster, market, private____________ | pee 3 a8 Se al DEL 2 Ae eS TSSH 251 SOs 086 | seen eee ee 
Scallops::22- 22 see ee [eee Cre aaa t ee Ne ee 2 30; 408) 1 0)684) seme se Soot eee 
Scallops; sed. == ss ose enee ee ents ein TE a Sa Ee I ee eet 18,000} 6, 550/---_____ |i ae nage 
IEGHSters. == sna oe 22 Eas 7D, TRO). $23) 155, <2 seo: [eee aie Eels |S Sees a 
Sperm, oil 2222 ee eet ee ae GOR OTIC 6841 0/2 so ese Neate ee oe | Bra Ne Maa | Se 4 Cee eee 

TOC aNE saat eee ee Bee 1, 734, 579) 336, 985} 75,780) 23,155 425, 909) 150, 320) 16,720 5, 861 

14 For statistics on persons engaged, vessels, boats, gear, and investment in the fisheries 
refer to page 296. 

TAT —26—_8 
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Yield of the shore and boat fisheries of Massachusetts in 1924, by apparatus 
and species 

Species Gill nets Same ae Otter trawls Lines 

‘ Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds Alewives, fresh epl20), B17, '0aT |" bd: BON nae ee cere lone | eke eee M aes Bluefish: esse Sie 198 5, 336 S182 eee Ace -. || a | eee 
Bonitos a= ee ae 327 10, 447 860/23 < 22-2. oslo | Se I 
Butterfish 12 ii tiiten sie 805} 314,856] 33, 4384/2. .0 = 222 aes 700, $75 Cod fresh eee Us ae glee 4,232} 67,838} 2, 132/51, 407/ $1, 888] 6, 414, 282| 267, 386 Cod, salted= 551325: ose eee Be a8 See meena 210 6a ile Ree ee ee 133,600, 8, 016 Cuskyfreshii*._ Tesi] srabeeatled yi yor (Viren rales: (Cs. SUN Soene ae ee "| 63,230/ 1, 421 Roles 6 ote, Ce ee gla ss | oo 6, 243 YG evae Oe Fats Sa 4,685, "680 
lounders= |. 206 tie 290 33, 686) 1,474) 6, 253, 673) 267, 341 145,559' = 8, 007 
Giray fish’: Fo eee oe tect |a 17, 850 320). te 82a ee 
Haddock fresh eee eee 74, 134 2, 928 4, 366 107; 346, 161 9, 963} 2,721,515) 84, 606 
Hake, fresher. = ee, EP a 32, 913 1, 034 27, 732 580, 50, 559 1,334] 653,576) 18, 082 Fiala trash fo 1-95 | i Meio od a aed 10 2 9,860 1, 826 
ieringyitesh- ean eer uin es 83,900) © 15 719) 457776; ZOU 57, 544) er As ee ee eee 
HICKORY SNAGe= = nos ee oe eee ee en 3, 895 167} Lee 23 ee ee as 
Mackerel, fresh__-_-_)_1_1 1. 987, 787| 56, 605) 4, 079, 056) 154, 118).________-|____-__- 95,316 6, 392 
Menhaden <5 scce as eee coer Es => Ewes \,.3 221,864): 1,843] 2228222 23| ee eo ee 
Bollocks fresh e: eee sa 9, 390) 390 65, 603 2, 108 18, 434 723) 713, 269; 24, 631 
TROSe AS es SSS 2 ee | x oe Sea | ee Sore ee ee 10, 486 158 147 
SalmOn=) 2 eset oe chee ne | oe eke eee 117 25) (2256 eens |poe2 ce] ses one ee ee 
Scupe= : ite Ste eee 1, 000) 85, 115, 346 6, 426 200. 30 40,975, 3,314 
SCAN DASS Ae ee Sa eee ante al aac Ene ee 4,175 536 840 101 3, 990 404 
Shadmst. 2h) Sarae roe ey 3, 250) 325; 105, 564 6, 00S |is22 5 4 eee = | Eee eee 
SHARKS 2 ye ys ae ee eee © IL 72| 26 18, 130 WAT s aie 2 ee 
SRA TOS R ee ek ES Se | ek eee A 8, 859 DAE ee ee Sere a 2, 960 58 
Smelt 22 Rees OS 22 || is eas Sal Se ana | 168 72, ee te oe RP ee oe 37, 530) 9, 795 
Squeteagwesizs Lilie Bh 1 eae RN eee bea ea ay 1, 646 DOE) 52 _ ete. |e als See 
Striped: bass sae 2S eee |S eres Pea ees 68 21 ioohos -2 2. |E 2582S ee ee eee 
SLUTZeont= ae ae eee Soe 1, 500 515, 580, 169] 22e--4- >. |¢ 5-2-2 S- |S ee ee 
Slungeomoes eee eee 50 50. 54 68) cee one a ee 
Rabo ree Ses Bees ts ela 3, 500 350 13, 339 e192 | Seer ee | See 113,300! 9,850 
ROUT COG Serres ae ue Oe a ee a S| eee 2, 191 (Alsi eens ee 
Duna or <“horsemackerele ssa eee ee 122; 903) © 5,604) 25. Ss |b sees Bs] Se ee 
Whiting: “ee see ee 1, 100 LRG; 2005472) Hob, 420s ee ssssae- 10, 000; 300 
DWiOliifig tay eee 22 2 Sa Re a See eee a |e 1, 880 28 5, 646 108 
Other fish siet see eh aR) eae ees 20, 393 613|.2.2—2 3--|2222 2 |S eee 
Squid’ See ea ae a | eee 250435943 |< ol aT Teo kee ee ee ee 60, 000 450 
Spawn. ._--0s Saw 2 Se Se oe ees ee ees | eee ae 1, 640 49 9, 695 201 
Whivers= 2520-2 Se eee ee ee Ea See eee 460 14 

Motalsaé a ee 1,317, 208} 70, 010 18, 705, 968} 389, 178) 6, 735, 290) 281, 617\11, 240, 295) 445, 619 
i} 

Species Purse seines Haul seines Fyke nets Dip nets 

Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value 
Alewives, freshty3- as 2 |2 = ee ee eee 791, 600} $8, 922)..________ 7, 
Alewives, salted______-_- eels ees 2a Oe 2 54, 930)  -2, 612)_____---_- 
Buttertishss bes = 25s te 14 320) $1 289) se ae late 22 | aoe eee 
@od;ireshi.2222 225 eee 22, 000; 880 | Baek ore eae en aaa 
| Rae eames PEN cP ee IE Sivas foe ad Hee 92,000} 1,840) 37, 570 
Blounderssesete. te = eee ee ee ee ee emer 1, 500 
Herning: fight) ees saan of 495,630} 4, 956).--_--__-- Eysh aie a SAY 
Mackerel, fresh---.----.-_--- 2, AD: 406! 113 060)2 eae |e ne ee 
Marmmichop2 2 2235.0 Bee. ase oe | ee eee a | ee eee 
Pollock, freshness oases 2 11, 000 440 | 22 eee RRS Ee S| henbs eee ee 
Striped bass_____- Be eee, 5 es ae se ee Es Ee 955) 239) ae ae 
Rautog—— ae es | ee Eee 75) | 8) ssecsceecs 
Wihitemerchs <5 Sh 0i 5 epee sooth es ae ee ee 23; 600); -85029|e= a 
Scallops. 2a es Se Ee | eee (eveeees J |. Aes See ee 
SATU cone oe ere eg ean ale et ee Ssh os Beier SS fea Se 
Alewite scales. 2.) csi) sane | a= 2 S| SOE ees eae the Mee es 2 isl A Ree 

SPIT NAD eS (cee eee RESALES S| Perea [ate Ree ee 
Potaleeee_.Suclal To Lea 2, 685, 369/ 120,625 967,160, 17,146 39, 070| 4,877) 4, 337,118] 45, 874 

| 
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Yield of the shore and boat fisheries of Massachusetts in 1924, by apparatus 
and species—Continued 

Lobster pots, 
Species Harpoons Spears crab pots, and Cockle traps 

eel pots 

Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value 
ie eee re toss eth | Meee | Pee 32, 405| $4,092] 240, 317] $27, 098|..___.____|_._-____ 
SAO aRS ee eee OOS] BSln050| Seren oe |S toe ee amen onan ee : o22\5 
GOGGs es ea ee es |e es bese cue ne |e Se eee on ely - 2S 9, 280] $3, 839 
Grabs nard 2 Se. 3 eee Pe een seeen so! (os oSoece 1, 750, 998) 53, BOG | Tee eco e ee 
Lobsters gOS eae eee Serer IE SP of ek ee ee L 603, 821 534, 282 ~~ === = SS 

Total 2 2. sae ee 97, 640} 17, 046 32,405) 4,002 3, 595,136) 615, 245 9, 280) 3,839 

Bredies Dredges pone: penned) Hand 

Pounds Value Pounds | Value Pounds Value 
@lams shards publics-=_ = = ae 252,456] $66, 169 757, 432 $238, 394 2, 000 $915 
Clams hard \pRiVaten= i. 52s ce es Sole |e eee [eee cows 4, 000, ie OO Ei Sate eee ee 
@lamss soit, DUD G=5- one ee ene oe, a] eae eee eee El) DOS GOO) 280 008|= ee = seat te Wlr wee 
Glamssofiprnvale 2 2) 39 Nos = see eae ete ee 138, 600, 7 OGS| Ee ae ree es 
GlamSSTraAzZ Obs e sa es es ats 2 pe eed |e eee 22, 800 3040 ese eee es Cee 
Oysters, market, private______________ 62, 300 17, 075 2805/00) 164.1700 | 25 eee 
(ORV SLCLS; SeCCaDUDINC 2s soo ee Gee 5 Sa a eee omen ern eee 47, 600 ORO 20 Race ees hee | eet we ee 
Oysters, seed, private ed US SEES ot 70, 000 8, 400 49, 000 AS 050 Re seers an ees See 
COLO DSHe ase oh wy ee oe Seen 523, 734 180, 643 3, 180 1, 060 180 60 
ScHllopsNSea sn cae She ot a 120, 600 49; SHO) ns ee tay aL ee irl Le a a 
WOCKIES Seth 5a eee = Riots | 2 ee ne ees a eee nk oe oe 3, 300 1, 320 
NST STG EAT SSOP cette cee, Seen ne ya eae eel |e Rael aN en Ege sheen 115, 000, Op Na) eae ee ala 

Mo tals co ee 1, 029,090) 314,387) 3,800,062, 721,007 5, 480, 2, 295 

Summary of the yield 

Species Shore fisheries Vessel fisheries Total 

Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 
Alewives, fresh=s5-. 72 1, 976, 137 $19, 719 170, 767 $2, 989 | 2, 146, 904 $22, 708 
Alewives, salted 296, 930 BEOO2! |Loss haee wa Ps 296, 930 8, 662 
iIBIMen Shee = eee ee ee 5, 851 1, 076 55, 325 14, 767 61, 176 15, 843 
Onion = ese aS 13, 267 1 bd ROA | aa) tell (a abet Slee e 13, 267 1, 192 
Be hberfish s=t—us se at 337, 931 35, 603 39, 998 6, 422 377, 929 42, 025 
Catfish and wolf fish 7, 526 136 211, 464 5, 335 218, 990 5, 471 
Wodmiresl = pean ee ey 6, 652, 849 276, 518 | 55, 963, 131 1, 973, 865 | 62, 615, 980 2, 250, 383 
Wodisaltpders =< pee ee 133, 600 8, 016 3, 065, 461 139, 634 3, 199, 061 147, 650 
(Gmneree = sae See el ee ee oe ete ee ee 367 18 367 18 
Guskireshice ss 2850) See 63, 230 1, 421 2, 536, 778 50, 597 | 2, 600, 008 52, 018 
Cuske salted seabi 2 ee see ries le ore ro 58, 140 1, 381 58, 140 1, 381 
GIG Ree eee es he ee he 413, 220 38, 782 512 92 413, 732 38, 874 
Hioundersess= = Se 6, 440, 218 277,172 | 16, 555, 863 731, 859 | 22, 996, 081 We 009, 031 
Gray fish) 250850 7 eee 17, 850 320) | aa ee ee ee eee 17,850 320 
iaddock, tresh 23 eas pos 2 3, 146, 176 97, 604 | 74, 537,208 | 2,189, 265 | 77, 683, 384 2, 286, 869 
Maddock ssalted= oo. asec ae PAR LIOk ge hese 323 323 8 
Hakesfresh ==: 5 Sts se Ses. 764, 780 21,030 | 5, 919, 546 149, 607 | 6, 684, 326 170, 687 
H ake, SHE eS ee eee |e = ane (eee ar | 28, 089 501 28, 089 501 
H alibut, fresh We) Pe aes 9, 870 1,828 | 4,348, 519 764, 946 | 4, 358, 389 766, 774 
Halibut, Salie ges 22 sen Se a | ree eee [ARES ae 1, 5380 166 1, 5380 166 
Herring, {reShie! * - SER ee 8, 581, 469 93, 983 453, 555 6, 369 9, 035, 024 100, 352 
Verran PeiSall te dias. om "> YA oa | ae aa eee ge ST 2, 763, 480 103, 871 2, 763, 480 103, 871 
Hickory Shade oo) 8s este 3, 8 1 UG5e (al | ee Pal |e ee 3, 895 157 
Mackerel, fresh... -21_.- 7, 304, 578 330, 175 | 13, 1387, 159 822, 248 | 20, 441, 737 1, 152, 423 
Mackerel, ESE es Viet a ae iy We et ae || 40 a 1, 234, 094 89, 518 1, 234, 094 89, 518 
Menhaden pace aed SES 1 ZS 221, 864 1, 843 300,060 3, 000 521, 864 4, 843 
Vien CRopes Bessey 330 TRUO) slic © Ep ce S| kee era + 330 100 
Polleck#fresht= 25 oan een 817, 696 28,292 | 4,520, 787 145, 987 | 5, 338, 483 174, 279 
Pollock, ssaltedicree Bs a a2 5 ae Se eA aaa ae Liege 10, 660 195 10, 660 195 
Rosefish teem are Sead 10, 633 161 76, 970 1, 641 87, 603 1, 802 
Salmon?) 20). 2 aetrsae 117 Dispose at ee ee ae Ee 117 25 
Scups!.- = Soo eiseeses 157, 521 9, 855 800 80 158, 321 9, 935 
Sea; Dass.) 2 eee ae 9, 005 1, 041 17, 250 1, 725 26, 255 2, 766 
Shade 5. 3) See aie cera ae 108, 814 6, 328 63, 488 2, 061 172, 302 8, 389 
HATES 22: so. 22 = ae meee he 19, 302 773 5, 854 192 25, 156 965 
Skates 2225.3 see ape ser 11, 819 182 29, 160 613 40, 979 795 
Smelt. 5 wee ean eee 37, 698 SEPA R teh vi a 37, 698 9, 823 
Squeteagues?:-= Seer Sarees 1, 646 yas E l g kok AT Til eae eS By 1, 646 284 
Surlped|bags:?. yes sane 1, 023 2606 ae Bae Pe ed do 1, 023 260 
Slurceon 232 ee eae 2, 080 680 3, 725 1, 002 5, 805 1, 682 
Btureeon TOU ase 104 DUS A Mie Regie 9 SS ae ieee ON 104 118 
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Summary of the yield—Continued 

Species Shore fisheries Vessel fisheries Total 

Pounds Value Pounds Value 
SWwOrdfish=— es) 2 ee 97, 640 $330, 575 | 1, 732, 992 $347, 621 
AT ant g ett o a Sore el eee 130, 214 120 131, 214 11, 520 
Tilefish). 29st”. 5 eS oie ee ee ee | 38, 000 3, 040 
TPOMCOG << -2 =>. = Sea eeeaees 2,191 2, 191 74 
Tuna or horse mackerel---__--- 122, 913 122, 913 5, 604 
Whiting - - < -aSee eee 6, 306, 572 6, 306, 572 56, 740 
White perch. =..9- es ee 27, 500 27, 600 3, 525 
Other fish-*2) 232235) Sees | 20, 393 20, 393 613 
Souid?: = eee 2, 103, 948 2, 104, 528 52, 055 
Clams; hard) publics 222 ==> 1, 011, 888 1, 217, 768 358, 389 
Clams, hard, private________-_- 4, 000 4, 000 1, 500 
Clams, soft, publie:=—-> 2 -2.—— BOB1, (OOM - e2S0(G08 5a eee et ss | ere ee 2, 381, 750 280, 668 
Clams, soft, private___._.__-_- 1385600 t+ 173095, a. ==. 2S hee Se eee eee 138, 600 17, 095 
W]MSSTAZOne tee eee oes 22: 8000/5 tie 63 O40) eo he ee ee 22, 800 3, 040 
Oysters, market, private_-____- 343, 000 86, 036 531, 251 267, 811 
Oysters, seed, public__________ A7;(600: ||" © 259325 |e oe ar bia eae 47, 600 5, 325 
Oysters, seed, private_____.___ TO FOO es M2450) tee See eb eee eee 119, 000 12, 450 
COLO DS ethan ean ee came 528, 894 10, 684 559, 392 192, 987 
Scallops; sedees= ae eee 120, 600 6, 550 138, 600 48, 650 
(WOCKIES yen eee eee DE DSO eee OSLO |e te eee eee ee ee 12, 580 5, 159 

Bad ye SO net 1, 750, 998 53, 865 
23,155 | 1, 679, 601 557, 437 

aes SAS 750 600 
12, 751 219, 756 13, 001 
4,617 155, 585 4, 631 
6, 410 99, 227 6, 410 

Soe eae 3, 000 1, 500 
ie bh Stee at 115, 000 5, 175 

Totals Sass" aoe eee | 54, 596,571 | 3, 052, 767 |188, 766,122 | 7, 746, 831 |243, 362, 693 | 10, 799, 598 

Summary by counties 

5 Persons Invest- 
County engaged ant Products 

Number Dollars Pounds Value 
Bannshables-wsseec eee eee ee Neen San a ha ee 1.374 952, 186 32, 830,492 | $1,566, 717 
IB TIStOl=s +) bn eee ke ak eae tee WEF 528 386, 752 6, 547, 345 452, 814 
PS IDICGS Me ae wae ei rae te ae Ba Sane aS ae bey 378 326, 381 4, 344, 267 441, 101 
ISSSEX Fe 5d ate ane ee Be a reer ee aS Benen 2, 541 3, 294, 379 95, 893, 555 4, 345, 974 
INT CK EL Sete eee ni ae en er et ee eee a ee 246 328, 429 5, 115, 613 393, 747 
NON Reese ee Bee og a ae a Rn EON ge ee ee 77 18, 990 179, 785 39, 981 
Bl vn Outset ee Nee hs ee ee lie ie URES thee Rees Pt 795 130, 799 2, 861, 539 285, 030 
Stittolksnat eee eae ae oe ae Be ke eee her 1,184 | 2,981, 082 95, 590, 097 3, 274, 224 

FING Hele el a a Sr dal a Sn es 7, 123 8, 428, 998 243, 262, 693 10, 799, 598 

RHODE ISLAND 

In 1924 Rhode Island ranked fourth among the New England 
States in the number of persons engaged, investment, and yield of 
her fisheries. The total number of persons employed was 1,176, of 
whom 334 were on fishing vessels, two on transporting vessels, and 
840 in the shore or boat fisheries. The investment in the fisheries 
amounted to $1,135,567 and included 81 vessels valued, together with 
their outfits, at $429,353; 511 motor boats valued at $229,800; 482 
sail and row boats valued at $18,977; gear to the value of $276,517; 
and shore and accessory property valued at $180,920. The total yield 
of the fisheries amounted to 20,535,327 pounds of fishery products, 
valued at $1,818,858. The leading products, named in order of value, 
were lobsters, 1,696,346 pounds, valued at $462,000; oysters, 2,583,686 
pounds, valued at $458,364; mackerel, 2,380,700 pounds, valued at 
$156,933; and flounders, 3,099,425 pounds, valued at $118,915. 

Fisheries —The yield of the vessel fisheries amounted to 12,342,412 
pounds, valued at $868,501. Dredges were most important in the 
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vessel fisheries, yielding 2,550,786 pounds, valued at $451,545, con- 
sisting almost entirely of oysters. Trap nets were next, with a ‘yield 
of 4 319, 015 pounds, valued at $174,945, of which mackerel and scup 
were the most important. Otter trawls yielded 2,178,650 pounds, 
valued at $79,068, most of which were flounders. Purse. seines, lines, 
harpoons, lobster pots, gill nets, and tongs, named in order of im- 
portance, made up the remainder of the shore and vessel fisheries. 

The shore and boat fisheries yielded 8,192,915 pounds of fishery 
products, valued at $950,357. Lobster pots yielded 1,657,079 pounds, 
valued at $438,888. Pound and trap nets took 4,162,046 pounds, 
valued at $184,866, consisting of various species of fish, the most 
important of which were mackerel, butterfish, scup, and flounders. 
Tongs, rakes, hoes, forks, and enowels together yielded 515,900 
pounds of clams and oysters, valued at $149, 980. Dredges, lines 
haul seines, otter trawls, harpoons, eel pots, fyke nets, spears, dip 
nets, winkle pots, and gill nets, named in order of importance, tool 
the remainder of the yield of the shore and boat fishery. 

Wholesale trade and industries —The wholesale fishery trade was 
carried on in 25 establishments, valued at $284,563, carrying cash 
capital of $60,700 and employing 217 persons, to ‘whom $173, 604 
were paid in salaries and wages. Canning and by-products indus- 
tries were carried on in three establishments, detailed statistics of 
which may be found in the table including Rhode Island and 
Connecticut. 

The following tables and summary statements present the detailed 
statistics of the fisheries of Rhode Island in 1924.% 

Yield of the vessel fisheries of Rhode Island in 1924, by apparatus and species 

Species Purse seines Gill nets Trap nets Lines 

| 
Pounds Value | Pounds | Value Pounds Value Pounds | Value 

PAULA WIV CS emi ter eset ietak | sia the ind Sete ee ee caer es eh 2 La 47, 000 
IBID RI Shas ay pees sense eee nll Se gy Les oul Pe a | BE ee 1, 400 
1ayoyralioys See coals Oh Pe eee ice ee ee oe eae 3, 000 
Buattentish= == 2-582 3s [ee ee ee 1,000 | $80 380, 000 
AOAC LEAR SRE ps Sears ae a | Pes i al (OT Ree Peri at, Sol Meee a 142, 000 | 
We SBaeee 2 So 55) Ve EB SOE a ia a | RRS) | 600 
Wl OuMG erseot eso 2e Hoy | Rea aioe ae ve PCT eee 232, 000 
CEE i TAS) se ee a a Se Wee a es 600 
APA GO CES nae el ei (aa HE et SA See 6, 000 
rakes 2s eS | Sepa eene eese nie) |Ran aee re: Pe See 1, 000 
PTOUTIN Fae e eee 50} 000'|@S1S 0008 Bas ee | Oe 60, 000 
PAC ROLY “S11 a > eee ea Nhe eke Re fees hoe ce Sahel ee 3, 800 
Wrackerelsesxr eh eters 640, 398 | 44, 561 170, 750 | 14, 098 730, 000 
Menhaden________-__-- 1, 400, 000 | 14, 000 50, 000 500 19, 000 
Pook ee ee [ecb Ne eee eas ee = + 5|h SO ae Selita 18, 600 
ESCOLA TD ATI (3 te te S| Reh aes fee el Ee | 100 
ALTO TA ie ee re oe ee © 50 4 40 
iciilp inet st acne [ke Seats 9 lls Sek es Lin eels See 8, 000 
PS GULP pecrctette a yas ak tee EC es A 2 ee a aoe, ee el 744, 000 
CLS Of SCS a ni (ne eed US Tera Re SN a Br 25, 400 
iS(GE) in) 0) Ue tain Soe S| bai eer ae SEI ae op lee ln a) 55, 000 
(SitVs (Go Lait be | oes ae (edi eR acy 9 Th NE a aS Lak 800 
(SUnYP VN ERS Rad ae a emt | fae ee olf SR Ae epee SS 2, 000 
DRHILGS tee ee a OE Se | ee ee eee |e oe 5, 600 | 
BQUSteseUeS tae SESE SD S| eee ee | meee 5%) 16, 600 
DELIPOMs ASS) Sst MNS ee, | sa ce pel | eee ee ee ee is Sale 49, 000 
HLUDLEOD Sas Seles Hae (ie ae ae ae Oy edge | ac ar 1, 400 
SiUTeeOn VOeue es ae as ReneS Ss eee es | rede eat R rues ha 75 
PAULO RS 22S oie eee Se ewe t 2 2 Gl Dae ee Eee eel set 5, 600 
ina: 1S ses eee Seca Aged. | 2 aT = SARS eae 35, 400 
Whiting. ___ ile EYE ee oe Te ee ee Pe ee oes | ae oe 1, 280, 000 | 
Suid. 2s Sa ee Roe Eee hea tae SS 445, 000 

Totals ee 2, 090, 398 | 59, 561 221,800 | 14, 682 4, 219, 015 

“15 Kor statistics on persons engaged, vessels, boats, gear, and investment in the fisheries 
refer to page 297. 
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Yield of the vessel fisheries of Rhode Island in 1924, by apparatus and 
species—Continued 

Species Otter trawls Harpoons Lobster pots | Dredges and tongs 
| 

| Pounds Value | Pounds | Value | Pownds| Value Pounds Value 
Codie RA se eee 10, 000 $500! |2 220 52 -| 2 SSeS] eS ae Re ee 
Mlound ers: +5 ee Sa eee ZAG 800 sls Ss. B008 oe ce a ~ 2 = | Soke es Ree ee | 
add odk 2-02 oe eee | 5, 800 WO4) soe 32 2 | eee ee a ee ee 
‘Hakew-2h_ <hes. Lt shat gee | 1, 000 WS |os tee ec |e st a eee ae 2 aE ee ee 
Bwordfishy 5522S oe se eee | epee aes | aes Lan T5954] ($27; 425:,|-s5e2 2s | ig ee | pee es | ee 
Mobsters see Eee Ee ee aye a PENCE eee ey Eo bee 89.267 ($2412! | See te | eee 
Clams) Hard 2542229525 ee eee Be es! | oe eee eee 1 2, 400 $750 
Oysters; market, privy ate eee et | eS Ps en ee | eee 2 2, 548, 686 | 450, 864 
ScaligpsSa32 0) See ee leprae eee Preis lt 22 5 peed | ee Pe 8 | ee Pe ed Ne el ee 2 2, 100 | 681 

Dotal 2222 sss sees) 2, 178, 650 | 79, 068 159, 541 | 27,425 | 89, 267 | 24, 112 2, 553, 186 | 452, 295 

1 Taken by tongs. 2 Taken by dredges. 

Yield of the shore and boat fisheries of Rhode Island in 1924, by apparatus and 
species 

Species Haul seines Pound neteand trap Fyke nets Lines 

Pounds | Value Pounds Value | Pounds| Value | Pounds | Value 
Alewives, fresh____________. 10, 000 $300 3038, 737 $6, 563 
Alewives, smoked__________ 15, 000 225 jeep Bes | aber ene ee 
Bluefish 22 pies (ce Fuse a eee STR 2, 236 503 
Bonito = ooh fat Fe See Pe eee |e 1, 505 126 
Burttertishewe. fete cea tle Seen eae 304, 450 24, 041 
COU Seer res oe ale ate are |e eee ne 18, 300 939 
Cpners | 42-2 ee te ea ee ee 600 18 
Wels SinMewd: UMA Eran & 19,800 | 2, 248 42, 600 4, 426 
loundersstase: eee sess 4, 200 198 345, 075 17, 628 
GOOSELSH aera LOK Seas eee ae teh eee 300 6 
Gyay fishies Cols ee Ee are AS 3, 500 35 
Haddock: Sts. Sree keg Gh oe Sea ASS ee ee eae ee | Teer aie oe 
Makiesr tts. hae. Ste eres eae eheon |e repens 1, 000 30 
18 2) 001 eee ee Nae eee ore 100,000 | 2,050 296, 900 6, 044 
ET ROT ys S Dad eee ate oes | eae re |e ae 11, 700 545 
IMackerelad: sea s0 2) ort ae eee a, |e 759, 527 50, 037 
VBS d One oes et aed SAE Se a oe | Se 274, 025 2, 591 
Mimi chogs-e aes =e ete Si0008|/ 2) 880k a2 See ka eee 
Pollock: ©: 5c A 2 ae BES] Foe eS aes, 36, 600 1, 350 
Pom panos. es years aul REE ers ||S 25 7 
CU IME So bee) pss Heme ae | Pepper sae | ebay 5, 000 
SCUDisieesaneet Pein eB ees also Sats 447, 625 22, 451 
Sea basses con). oo Pete ie || re || Bae 26, 800 2, 285 
Seairobintes as eee eS Roce | ee 119, 200 1, 212 
Shad tse) eee Peal peg a0 pal ee keene 10, 182 2, 595 
SHSrES ce SPARES RE GE Sean eles | SE ee aa 2, 000 34 
SKaU6S- fs oc ORAL 2 sea | Pg eae a ee 8, 100 130 
Smelt es Pe ae 200 60 7, 660 1, 532 
Squeteagies: = =-5 fen es 2, 000 200 40, 154 5, 921 
Striped passes. euuumie ues 4,000 | 1,000 | 14, 910 2, 769 
Sturgeon. 302e- Gage si Sey ey eee 240 44 
PRatitogs Rate Tie. erase © 3, 250 235 94, 500 7, 980 
Tomcodse= 423-7 p- see 400 12 3, 850 129 
ISIN: ae Pee aS Ee regres Be eae 5, 500 555 
Wehitepercha 2-5 eee See 2, 600 510 2, 150 405 
WIL. Sort PAU Papi se | ha oi hk 464, 200 8, 864 
Yiellow, perch. > ese S ee a ee 195 24 
Shrimps. othe. - Sie Se AsO005| 22400 hase ne eee | Bees eee 
Suid ey Se |. ee Los (PP vee 7, 700 12, 997 

OCA aes 5 Ee cl Set | 173,450 | 12,318 | 4,162,046 | 184,866 | 47,200 | 2,985 | 853,500 | 43, 305 

Species Gill nets Dip nets Otter trawls Harpoons 

Pounds, Value | Pounds} Valu Pounds | Value | Pounds| Value 
Bluefish 22.65 eee ee ee 100 | SU es ee eae eae Soe | Se ee 
We a ENE Ps ae || oes 1, 000 $400 = 2 oes | eee 
Cunner’s 24. ee a eae ee see 25, 350 $836 s]5. 26522 ee eee eee | 
Blounders:. fee. See are Ea oe eet et er ene ene 328, 000 00,000) (Eas a2 a epee 
EV ih OOK se a aaa | SI ei a forego 3, 000 00> 2232.22.35) ees ee 
Squeterguess sta seo ee eee 500 AON ess ed | Bees oe |. as ee Ae eee ee ae 
Striped basses 2S Soe See 50 LORS Aree e es 251S2 S282 Soh | es ee eee 
Sword fish = - 2+ So oe ic a a a | ee Pa eS | eae a 46,500 | $7, 500 

FRotal tty ey tee Oe reel reas 650 | 35 | 25, 350 836 332,000 | 10,130 | 46, 500 7, 500 
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Yield of the shore and boat fisheries of Rhode Island in 1924, by apparatus 
and species—Continued 

x Tongs, rakes, 
Species Hobeter eel: Aad Spears Dredges hoes, forks, 

aw and shovels 

Pounds Value |Pounds| Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value 
SSS Se eee pee eee 1 59, 200 DO musta eL G73 00h [spas LO) Mersece. = ise Sate ews wet eat eee 
NEG OSHENS: 2:2 4a Pasa RS Za DOVMU URES S SOON ema see ec cmen eI Les ST Se ae a ee ee 
Crabs hands coo. 2 50, 000 UE CO 050) Se Se | eee (oe eed | eae rere Das a |e 
CUS TaIS Ue Hiaasen 430, 000 |$133, 750 
@lamstsolt-2.25~ see eeaees lene ene ciel Setee cea we | Sain on. cle aw ee ocala a Oe 82,480 | 15, 480 
OV STCUS ET) cKO be POULTON CC Peeceet) Eas eta ees | Sorc a9 | eee oe | ie re ee hd = |e 3, 500 750 
Onstors\. market private ce eet een eal Poe SET eS SI SOOKCS 67001) 2 ee | ee 
Get OPS 5 eS se ere Pay |B Bs oe Rall age ZOSn (40! (8a, 8042 ase ae | 
SWald KGS a eee ents oe eS 3 3, 500 TAO) | SRS pa Neal el Se Peeeneae ESaeeaasae bu ee 

Movaleeatatet 2 reese ee 1,719,779 ; 445,772 | 16,300 | 2,016 | 300,240 | 90,614 | 515,900 | 149, 980 

1 Taken by eel pots. 2 Taken by lobster pots. 3 Taken by winkle pots. 

Summary of the yield 

Species Shore fisheries Vessel fisheries Total 

Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 
AJewives, fresh. = 22 si22 = 313, 737 $6, 863 47, 000 $940 360, 737 $7, 803 
Alewives, smoked_------------ 15, 000 PY ae aera ey eS ee Se 15, 000 225 
BVO OR Ne os SE ee ais SS See 2, 336 518 1, 400 280 3, 736 798 
Bonitos ses es Pas eee 1, 505 126 3, 000 312 4, 505 438 
iIBUttentishemss en ee ee 304, 450 24, 041 381, 000 21, 640 685, 450 45, 681 
Codrestiaee 23 SA Se 55 pee ss 609, 550 30, 592 747, 380 37, 704 1, 356, 930 68, 296 
WUnTCT Sse es See 29, 950 O34. ieee oe See eee kaos 29, 950 934 
Hest Rear ees 167, 850 18, 596 600 60 168, 450 18, 656 
Hlowndersh= 2 Sere ee 705, 575 29, 256 2, 393, 850 89, 659 | 3, 099, 425 118, 915 
DONS Na jy ae ee OE St 300 Og ee Se ee ae 300 6 

Girayaishe oC sete 8 3, 500 35 600 12 4, 100 47 
ad COCK sess Sh eh ane eS 72, 000. 2, 160 62, 200 2, 306 134, 200 4, 466 
TAK eae e838 © ah ITE 27, 000 420 11, 000 240 38, 000 660 
VE (yg nha ed ee ace eae ee eae 396, 900 8, 094 110, 000 2, 200 506, 900 10, 294 
ICKOGYSHAd See seaee ee 11, 700 545 3, 800 190 15, 500 735 
Mackerel ot! diene ee 5. 808, 527 52, 687 1, 572, 173 104, 246 2, 380, 700 156, 933 
Menhadenc- 222"s- -= <= ease 274, 025 2, 591 1, 469, 000 14, 690 1, 743, 025 17, 281 
Mfomimichogs=- 25525 ieee! 8, ZESSOY | te Eel Fe east OV 8, 000 2, 880 
OUOC Kay Ce eB ae 76, 600 2, 350 39, 600 1, 390 116, 200 3, 740 
POM PANO see ee ee ene 25 100 20 125 26 
Salimoneses "Seat sae ad ee 2 rd eee es 90 18 90 18 
Seu pines ote ore ears n ae 5, 000 50 8, 000 80 13, 000 130 
Scaprles eat Satyr: oP ee 447. 625 22, 451 744, 000 37, 200 1, 191, 625 59, 651 
Seat DHSS= ee ee a eae 26, 800 2, 285 25, 400 2, 540 52, 200 4, 825 
Sea robin____ 119, 200 212 55, 000 | 750 174, 200 1, 962 
Chad sheen. Svres 10, 182 2, 595 800 | 200 10. 982 2, 795 
PNATKS See. S—- eee 2, 000 | 34 2, 000 40 4, 000 74 
PKALCS: ne eee ee 8, 100 130 5, 600 112 13, 700 242 
Sime lp ee = eee te 7, 860 W5O2 [Eos Sees et tae wee 7, 860 1, 592 
Sqtieteagnes: 22-25-22 ee 42, 654 6, 131 16, 600 2, 490 59, 254 8, 621 
Stripediibassy. os eo 5 fe 18, 960 3, 779 49, 000 | 9, 120 67, 960 12, 899 
UUTCON Eee ee eee yee 240 44 1, 400 280 1, 640 324 
Sturgeon roe__--------- SESE ee aS EEG 2 Se NE: OS 75 94 75 94 
Swordfish_2-=~- = =" ee 46, 500 7, 500 159, 541 27, 425 206, 041 34, 925 
Mawtoget) 2505324 - oe eke 161, 950 13, 550 29, 350 2, 483 191, 300 16, 033 
Momcodeheeakes ELE 4, 250 AN | Ste eS ee 4, 250 141 
“DONGLE rapes aie aN A a ln el ae 5, 500 555 35, 400 4, 248 40, 900 4, 803 
Wihitesperch=== > esses 4, 750 OTS (hes SESE CES E = ee aes 4, 750 915 
Wihitingees 2252 T prea cans 464, 200 8, 864 | 1, 280, 000 18, 800 1, 744, 200 27, 664 
Yellow perch___-----____- re 195 JA) ey ee eee ee OF oe Ee eS 195 24 
Lobsters 53 Rae. See ae ===|'~ 15607, 079, 437, 888 | 89, 267 24, 112 1, 696, 346 462, 000 
Siam pat seer sees ba 4, 000 FRAN) pea ee gE lil |e ge 4, 000 2, 400 
@rabshard] 202i 22 Hs: 50, 000 TFOODH ALES op eeadiatis Boyt 8 50, 000 1, 000 
Cuide= see Se eee 507, 700 12, 997 445, 000 10, 325 952, 700 23, 322 

@lams*hardyi ess 430, 000 133, 750 2, 400 750 432, 400 134, 500 
Clams soli ese nent eee 82, 400 TESARQ GI Eas See! Seen eee 82, 400 15, 480 
Oysters, market, public______- 3, 500 TG PS ie i an eg aah vee 3, 500 | 750 
Oysters, market, private _____- 31, 500 6,750 | 2. 548, 686 | 450, 864 | 2, 580, 186 457, 614 
SCallOnSasaa = eee | 268, 740 83, 864 2, 100 681 270,840 | 84, 545 
Winkle sme ts ee wena 3, 500 OO epee Se ae ae ee ee 3, 500 700 

Motaleenesee = ern 8, 192, 915 950, 357 | 12, 342, 412 868, 501 | 20, 535, 327 1, 818, 858 
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Summary by counties 

Persons 
County engaged Investment Products 

ay, t | 
Number Dollars Pounds | Value 

BHIStOl se sce oe ee Se re em 69 64, 247 862, 339 $177, 871 
eens 86208 eS eee ee 2 214 61, 121 590, 610 175, 065 
INFG WD OL teen toe ee ee ee ee ee 616 768, 683 | 15, 004, 725 905, 281 
(Providence 2.620. waeg= ee eee Ee 58 108 106,328 | 1,976, 894 | 317, 599 
Washington: s = 22ey aes eee et ee ease eee 169 135, 188 2, 100, 759 | 243, 042 

bi Ne) 2 (a ee es Sone See ee ee 1,176 | 1,135, 567 | 20, 535, 327 | 1, 818, 858 

CONNECTICUT 

In 1924 Connecticut ranked third among the New England States 
in the size and value of her fisheries. There were 1,298 persons en- 
gaged in it, including 574 on fishing vessels, 17 on transporting 
vessels, and 707 in shore or boat fisheries. The investment amounted 
to $1,593,472, which included 130 fishing and transporting vessels, 
valued, together with their outfits, at $1,010,667; 385 motor boats 
valued at $263,075; 511 sail and row boats valued at $25,605; fishing 
gear and apparatus valued at $61,304, and shore and accessory 
property valued at $232,821. The products of the fisheries amounted 
to 25,769,516 pounds, valued at $2,006,658. The most important 
products were oysters, 8,020,292 pounds, valued at $1,326,056; flound- 
ers, 4,415,927 pounds, valued at $197,507; lobsters, 701,647 pounds, 
valued at $240,809; and menhaden, 5,270,020 pounds, valued at 
$56,437. 
Fisheries—The yield of fishery products by vessels totaled 

15,878,216 pounds, valued at $1,495,943. The yield by dredges 
amounted to 7,753,718 pounds of oysters, valued at $1,282,100, making 
this by far the most important gear operated in the vessel fisheries. 
Otter trawls were next, with a yield of 2,046,360 pounds, valued at 
$94,581, consisting mostly flounders. Purse seines followed, with 
a yield of 5,887,150 pounds, valued at $65,245, which consisted largely 
of menhaden with lesser amounts of mackerel and squeteagues. 
Lines, harpoons, lobster pots, tongs, and eel pots, named in order 
of importance, took the remainder of the yield by fishing vessels. 

The yield of the shore and boat fisheries amounted to 9,891,300 
pounds, valued at $510,715. Lobster pots produced the most valuable 
share, consisting of 684,923 pounds of lobsters valued at $233,950. 
Otter trawls were next, with 2,397,165 pounds, valued at $103,257, 
consisting almost entirely of flounders. Tongs were third, with a 
yield of 5,520,217 pounds of shells and shellfish, valued at $31,581; 
dredges took 160,299 pounds of oysters and scallops, valued at 
$26,218; and lines yielded 313,292 pounds of various kinds of fish, 
valued at $24,477. Gill nets, rakes, pound and trap nets, haul seines, 
fyke nets, eel pots, harpoons, spears, purse seines, dip nets, crab pots, 
and minor apparatus, named in order of importance, took the re- 
mainder of the products in the shore and boat fisheries. 
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Wholesale trade and industries—In the wholesale fishery trade 
there were 17 establishments, valued at $299,100, with cash capital 
of $75,500 and employing 357 persons, to whom $228,659 were paid 
in salaries and wages. There were also two establishments engaged 
in manufacturing by-products, the details of which are included with 
the statistics for Rhode Island. 

The following tables and summary statements present the detailed 
statistics of the fisheries of Connecticut in 1924.1° 

Yield of the vessel fisheries of Connecticut in 1924, by apparatus and species 

Species Purse seines Lines Otter trawls Harpoons 

Pounds Value | Pounds | Value Pounds 
Codiesbs 2: 2-236. Pee 392, 587 |$23, 650 14, 600 | 
12 OLED ENG USS es SO Bl ed Pn | TO oat ak Pa 2, 002, 660 
Haddock_____- 2, 100 105 27, 550 
Haker22==2 = 500 500 
Mackerel___ 157, 514 4, 400 
Menhaden __ 5, 225; 220) (56; 0005 === = = 
Ol Ocksee so ee eee eee rts We Uae 30, 100 
Squeteagues 4416) O0Gm eee 2 Ee 
SILO GETS Ln ey Se atest spears ey ft ee eee (on) aS 
PR AUTCO Hes Mees oe miner els =) oh nos 2 ee 225 
Chis hia ence ee 2 | 200, 130 
RCallOpsees =a2 ass se Sha ae eeseevelessteatese 

ARO Gel we see et ve 5, 387, 150 | 65,245 | 630,042 | 39,408 | 2,046, 360 | 94,581 | 43, 022 7,39 

Species Lobster pots Eel pots Dredges Tongs 

Pounds, Value |Pounds}| Value Pounds Value 
TORE ae | HO ere |) ap 400 SOON Re eee eee 
Mobsters s.ecee 2 Se Ne 1G (24a SONSOOh Hee See Up eee ae | Eee Sl ee 
(CUE STIESY 10 e f MEDS SS A eM BO A Ay PN 8 Se as [ig ae 8 Sn ee RE ee | A Oe cea DA en Se 
COV SECTS ETAT CEP TLV he eee | eee ree | ene ane Ee Nees eee i 4, 079, 362 $668, 536 
@ysterssseedpubhcs.-- —2 Sajbsae see Se ee | eee 222, 740 33, 800 
Oxssterswsced spriviate sss wes Soe ee aaa eee ee 3, 451, 616 579, 764 

Potala Ss. De ee 16, 724 6, 859 400 60 | | 7, 753, 718 1, 282, 100 

1 Includes 17,742 bushels, or 124,194 pounds, of market oysters, valued at $21,907, and 25,342 bushels, or 
117,394 pounds, of seed oysters, valued at $20,842, taken by New York and Rhode Island vessels in Con- 
necticut waters. 

16 For statistics on persons engaged, vessels, boats, gear, and investment in the fisheries 
refer to page 297. 

T477—26—_9 
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Yield of the shore and boat fisheries of Connecticut in 1924, by apparatus and 
species 

Species Haul seines 
Pound nets and 

trap nets 
Fyke nets 

Alewives, fresh 
Alewives, salted 
Bluefish 
‘Bullheads' seas aie eee 
Butterfish___- 

Herring 
Hickory shad 
Mackerel 
Menhaden 
Mummichog 
Pickerel 

Squeteagues 
Striped bass 

Winging es Sa eee 
Yiellow- perches == = 
Squid 

| 162, 012 

Pounds 

13,886 | 244, 131 

42, 300 | $1, 016 
Pounds 

1,175 

Species Purse seines Gill nets 

MOWLVOS.122.22525- 452 S252 be eee | 

Sturgeon 
Grabs) Hard s2o4 ste eae 
Scallops eee saa eae | 
Oysters, market, public 

| Pounds 

Harpoons 

Pounds 

100, 363 

Dip nets 

313, 292 | 24,477 

Otter trawls 

Pounds 
500 

2, 397, 165 

Pounds 

103, 257 

Lobster pots Eel pots Crab pots 

Swordfish 
Crabs, sand 
Lobsters 

Pounds Value 

684, 923 | $233, 950 

Pounds 
200 

68, 440 

Value 
$10 

7, 073 

Pounds | Value 

684, 923 | 233, 950 | 68, 640 7, 083 
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Yield of the shore and boat fisheries of Connecticut in 1924, ete—Continued 

. Spears and 
Species Dredges Tongs Rakes minor traps 

Pounds | Value Pounds Value | Pounds| Value | Pounds| Value 
1 DYE! (Soy SSRs ee nck ft mr sj |t Ba || kA | a a en AR A | be me 127,300 | $3, 215 
AVE Ch OPE ass Sets. 5k een eee ee (ree Lael telly ee eo ea I ee 1, 200 320 
Clams; bard) public... 2) Ges Beas See ee 145416), $6,415; 6.880) $3 1200)| 22a oe ee 
Clams; bard sprivate._2__ 1 ea eee aE ee 1, 536 NO8W rosso 5s 2oe— cee | Sen ee ae 
Glamis Solts- 20 3 Oi ae ee ee ele | Ss soo s|ceadecke 44°.300))|) 12,155) |= 2. eee | eee 
DEAlLOpS: 4.22) 200 122 ee 300 ES oe ee aren res eel ene Geman PMT i aS 
Oysters, market, public_______- 14,000 | 3, 000 4, 200 | LiChiinl See eee eS Se 
Oysters, market, private______- 41,139 | 7,138 17,815 | 6,760; 2,100 600.) Yee TEs 
Oysters, seed, public____________ 87, 360 | 13, 430 OOOOH | sO a Oe steamer te Dee ee | 
Oysters, seed, private_________- 17, 500 | 2, 500 8, 400 O60 Bers 22 Woe oe 2a eee ae 
Ovsterishiell s.r (fe tome Pele roe S24 00/000 gave 200 ec Becca 5 oleae ell oa ee |S eae 

Mo tal sesh eka ee a | 160, 299 | 26,218 | 5, 520,217 | 31, 581 | 53,330 | 16, 045 | 28, 500 3, 5385 

1 Of this amount 27,200 pounds, valued at $3,200, were taken by spears. 

Summary of the yield 

Species Shore fisheries | Vessel fisheries Total 

Pounds Value Pounds | Value Pounds Value 
Niewives;ireshte=.- = =) 98, 813 y | 98, 813 $2, 234 
Alewivesssalted® 228... : 5-52" 11, 662 11, 662 275 
IB wefisheee. hese ee Set ee 17, 241 17, 241 4, 514 
Bulihngadstes tees ene eee a 800 800 49 
Buatierishe eet ew serena d 5, 650 5, 650 442 
Wan eile Mee Ses Sos 2 ee ahd 39, 333 39, 333 5, 258 
Code eer Ss ie ae 131, 700 538, 887 30, 972 
@Wunnere sees eee ee eee 200 200 10 
Inf) cho. 53) he Dhan ae a oe 112, 058 112, 458 12, 406 
Rlownders®- sss oi tek ee Se eee 2, 413, 267 | 105,327 | 2, 002, 660 92,180 | 4, 415, 927 197, 507 
iad dock= = ser ae oe ee See 19, 30,0 940 29, 650 1, 500 48, 950 2, 440 
Ea O us eaten ee Ste Sue eS 2,000 | 72 1, 000 36 3, 000 108 
Ee rr een ee een a 100 Orie e ete see ee eal 100 2 
ickory isha dae seee = Sach end 1, 900 I eee eee el eae eee! 1, 900 83 
INTE CKO RG ewe = ek ee ee al 141, 946 11, 088 161, 914 8, 979 303, 860 20, 067 
WMenhadenme.= =u. 2a Whi 44, 800 438 | 5, 225, 220 56,000 | 5, 270, 020 56, 438 
Niammichogene at ee 2, 700 QO NG ergs ae Se | RN el Soe 2, 700 720 
eI Ckere laaeretn = eet at een a nee A 555 CAN ee ee ee S| ee ae 555 62 
IR OU OC Ke ers ee et os 2 Be et 18, 100 736 | 30, 100 1, 205 48, 200 1, 941 
RiOAcHON SHinerss= sean ee 2,110 Dok ea ae as ea ee Be ee 2,110 55 
NiCHD Sete eae e eee eee ane ee 1, 750 diy Se ee ae ee 1, 750 176 
Seaubass essa ee a ee Ee 3, 150 AGO tate. Stet See See hs 3, 150 469 
Gatho bintee sas sees ae oon ee 25 Diehl 3 a eae na oe Sth 25 1 
adie a ener: Sf. ie ae 88, 808 ORS DDT ese ee eee eae wie 88, 808 20, 855 

DS KAbCS Hee feos es ee PAU War aera eS ee ses ee eee Se 200 
IMCL Gane ete = he ae ee 11, 300 PEAO} | SSR eRe jen tele Soe Ae oats 11, 300 2, 410 
Squetveapues «2-22 - > see eee 36, 419 4,796 | 4, 416 506 40, 835 5, 302 
SURI CCN UaASSae- aaa ee eee nee 1, 545 306% Seen s hae es bere eee 1, 545 396 
STUTRCONS=- 25-5 eee ae ee eee are 290 SY a Es a a | eee 290 79 

119, 674 8, 024 
80, 145 13, 896 
72, 636 6, 234 

200, 130 14, 170 
iti 190 if 
1 H 1, 605 231 

Wincepercitn -o2 sees Vee ee 50 Gx | ee ta eee a 50 6 
Wihitinoee sis Paes See a 2, 000 AQ | oem apres Sed | weiss ake 2, 000 40 
ell Gwapenciomeese) ee sak Se 3, 396 OO i | a ee eae ral eee Mee od 3, 396 337 
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Summary by counties 
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INTRODUCTION 

Probably the most popular and educational feature of the fish- 
cultural work of the Bureau of Fisheries during the past fiscal year 
was the development and extension of the fish-nursery project that 
was inaugurated during the last half of the previous fiscal year. 
This work is being enlarged as rapidly as facilities will permit and 
at the present time provides not only for the rearing of trout but 
also for the production of large fingerling black bass, crappie, and 
bream on a cooperative basis. The most enthusiastic interest in this 
undertaking thus far shown has been manifested by fishing clubs 
and similar organizations in the States of Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, 
and Minnesota. 

The output of fingerling fish in 1926 was almost twice that of the 
preceding year, due to the special efforts made to rear fish at every 
point where suitable facilities for such work exist. The public 
demand for fingerling fish is increasing rapidly, and it is doubtful 
whether there is any way of meeting it except by arranging with 
various fish and game organizations throughout the country to rear 
a large proportion of the small fish incubated each year at the 
Federal hatcheries. Such assistance would not only relieve the 
crowded condition of these hatcheries during the spring months, but 
it would enable the bureau to produce larger numbers of small fish 
than heretofore. The greatest value of the cooperative nursery 
work, however, doubtless lies in the increasing interest it is bound to 
incite on the part of the general public in the protection of fish in 
the open waters. In view of the fact that virtually all of the organi- 
zations participating in such cooperation have memberships of from 
1,000 to 5,000, the extent of this beneficial influence can readily be 
realized. Kach member of a cooperating association naturally will 
be interested not only in the success of the work in hand but in the 
protection of the fish after they are released. Some organizations 
have decided to prolong the rearing operations, holding the fish for 
from 15 to 18 months after receiving them from the bureau’s hatch- 
eries. If instead of being released as 3-inch or 4-inch fry in the fall 
of the year, as will be necessary in many instances, the fish can be 
held and fed until they are 18 months old and planted in October, 
many of them will have attained their first spawning period and will 
be of immediate benefit to the streams in which they are placed, 
while at the opening of the succeeding fishing season they will have 
reached the legal size for capture. 
Thus far the Central Pennsylvania Fish and Game Protective 

Association has taken the lead in cooperative work. In connection 
with its nursery project, located at Chapel Hille, Pa., this organiza- 
tion has expended several thousand dollars in the purchase of equip- 
ment, and it is now considering the construction of a hatchery capable 
of handling from 500,000 to 1,000,000 trout eggs. If a hatchery 
of this size can be established, it will greatly relieve the strain on 
the Federal hatchery at White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., which at 
the present time is called upon to produce all fish required for waters 
in Pennsylvania. 
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With the view of meeting the greatest need of the bureau, which is 
for more bass, crappie, and other warm-water pond fishes, the prop- 
agation of such species on a large scale at a number of pond loca- 
tions in various sections of the United States is being considered. 
If such plans can be carried out, ponds varying in size from 50 to 
100 acres will be utilized for the production of fingerling fish, which 
will be distributed in the fall when 3 or 4 months old. For this 
purpose the bureau now is cooperating with the State of Florida 
in establishing bass hatcheries in that State. The Florida authori- 
ties are greatly interested in the fishing question because of the large 
number of visitors to the State during the winter. The tourist sea- 
son and the spawning period of the bass overlap to a certain extent. 
It would be a rather delicate undertaking to refuse fishing privileges 
to tourists, but if fishing be permitted during the bass spawning 
season it will not be possible long to maintain the supply of bass 
in Florida waters. In propagating bass the greatest benefit will be 
derived from the development of public interest in protective meas- 
ures. 

The bureau continues to make annual collections of bass and other 
warm-water fishes from overflowed lands bordering the Mississippi 
River. These are distributed principally in waters in the States of 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, and Illinois, only a very small number 
being sent to more remote points. During the year the station at La 
Crosse, Wis., made preparations for taking up the production of fish 
in the territory included in the upper Mississippi wild life and fish 
refuge. Boats and other movable equipment required for the work 
were obtained, but as the Government had not purchased any land 
under the provisions of the act creating this refuge no expenditures 
could be made for improvements to natural ponds. As soon as the 
property has been acquired the bureau will take steps to utilize the 
most suitable natural reservoirs for the breeding of fish. 

On the Pacific coast, the Atlantic coast, and in the Great Lakes 
regicn the usual attention has been given to salvaging the eggs of 
the more important commercial fishes taken in the nets of the fisher- 
men. At western stations as many of the small salmon produced 
from such eggs as facilities in the various fields would permit were 
held in nursery ponds and reared to the larger fingerling sizes before 
releasing them on local spawning grounds. Every spring spawn 
takers are sent out from the Gloucester (Mass.) station with vessels 
bound for the offshore fishing banks to take ripe spawn from the 
cod and haddock obtained in fishing operations. As a result of such 
work last season over 100,000,000 cod eggs and about 50,000,000 had- 
dock eggs were fertilized and planted on the local spawning areas, 
their distance from land being too far to permit forwarding the 
spawn to the hatcheries for development. It is believed that this 
work is producing substantial results. In the Michigan field atten- 
tion has been given to the production of lake-trout fingerlings, and 
if plans now under consideration can be put into execution it is 
purposed to rear several million lake trout annually in the vicinity 
of Alpena, Mich. This work can not be extended to the rearing of 
whitefish, as young fish of that species can not be fed artificially. 

In connection with the propagation of buffalo fish in Louisiana, 
a new hatchery has been erected at Pelba, where a water supply 
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much better suited to the work than that at the former site will be 
available. 

The degree of success attained in shad propagation at eastern sta- 
tions of the bureau has not been encouraging. The practicability of 
rearing shad in ponds of 100 to 500 acres in area should be deter- 
mined. It is quite apparent that if the supply of this valuable fish 
is to be maintained in Atlantic coastal streams scientific investiga- 
tions should be made to determine what regulations are necessary. 
In the meantime it is suggested that an annual closed season that will 
shorten fishing operations be provided. In addition, a weekly closed 
period extending from sundown Friday to sunrise Monday should 
be adopted and the number of nets should be curtailed and the dis- 
tance between them increased. Under existing conditions fishermen 
are allowed to operate their nets near the mouths of rivers and to 
catch shad before they are in spawning condition. If a sufficient 
number of shad can not reach their natural spawning grounds, it 
will not be possible for the hatcheries to accomplish anything in shad 
propagation owing to their inability to obtain ripe spawn for the 
work. The reservation of certain areas in which shad could be 
allowed to spawn without molestation of any kind would do much 
to assist in the rehabilitation of the species in eastern rivers. Pol- 
lution and the dumping of trade wastes into many important streams 
has had a harmful effect on the run of shad and should be prevented. 





Part 1.—FISH pect ages pee ieee AND RESCUE 
RK 

SPECIES OF FISHES HANDLED 

_ During the fiscal year 1926 the fish-cultural work of the bureau, 
including artificial propagation and rescue work, involved the hand- 
ling of 45 species of fishes, as follows: 

LIST OF SPECIES HANDLED 

CATFISHES (SILURIDA) : 
Channel catfish (letalurus punctatus). 
Horned pout, bullhead (Ameiurus nebulosus). 
Mud catfish (Leptops olivaris). 

SUCKERS (CATOSTOMIDA:) : 
Common buffalo fish (Ictiobus cyprinella). 
Smallmouth buffalo fish (Jctiobus bubalus). 
Buffalo fish (letiobus urus). 

CarPps (CYPRINID2) ; German carp (Cyprinus carpio), 
SHADS AND HERRINGS (CLUPEIDA) : 

Shad (Alosa sapidissima). 
Glut herring (Pomolobus estivalis). 

SALMONS, TROUTS, WHITEFISHES, ETC. (SALMONIDA) : 
Common whitefishes (Coregonus albus and C. clupeaformis). 
Cisco (Argyrosomus artedi). 
Chinook salmon, king salmon, quinnat salmon (Oncorhynchus tschawy- 

tscha). , 
Chum salmon, dog salmon (Oncorhynchus keta). 
Humpback salmon, pink salmon (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha). 
Silver salmon, coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch). 

Sockeye salmon, blueback salmon, red salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka). 
Steelhead salmon (Salmo gairdneri). 
Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar). 
Landlocked salmon (Salmo sebago). 
Rainbow trout (Salmo shasta). 
Black-spotted trout, redthroat trout (Salmo lewisi). 
Loch Leven trout (Salmo levenensis). 
Lake trout, Mackinaw trout (Cristivomer namaycush). 
Brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis ). 
Brown trout (Salmo fario). 

GRAYLINGS (THYMALLIDZ): Montana grayling (Thymallus montanuus). 
Pikes (Escoma) : Common pickerel (Hsox lucius). 
SUNFISHES, BLACK BASSES, AND CRAPPIES (Centrarchid@): 

Crappies (Pomoxis annularis and P. sparoides). 
Largemouth black bass (Micropterus salmoides). 
Smallmouth black bass (Jicropterus dolomieu). 
Rock bass (Ambloplites rupestris). 
Warmouth bass, goggle-eye (Chenobryttus gulosus). 
Green sunfish (Apomotis cyanellus). 
Red-breasted bream (Lepomis auwritus). 
Bluegill sunfish (Lepomis pallidus). 
Common sunfish (Hupomotis gibbosus). 

PERCHES (PERCIDAE) : : 
Pike perch (Stizostedion vitreum). 
Yellow perch, ringed perch (Perca flavescens). 

SEA BASSES (SERRANIDA) : White bass (Roccus chrysops). 
Drums (Sclainip4): Fresh-water drum, lake sheepshead (Aplodinotus grun- 

niens). 
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MACKEREL (ScomBripa:) : Common mackerel (Scomber scombrus). 
Cops (GADIDA) : 

Cod (Gadus callarias). 
Haddock (Melanogrammus ceglifinus). 
Pollock (Polluchius virens). 

FLOUNDERS (PLEURONECTID#) : Winter flounder, American flatfish (Pseudopleu- 
ronectes americanus). 

COOPERATION WITH STATES, OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES, AND 
FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS 

The bureau has continued to supply eggs of the brook, rainbow, 
and black-spotted trouts to the Canadian Government in exchange 
for eggs of the Atlantic salmon. Such exchanges with foreign 
countries have been very advantageous, as they have been the means 
of placing at the bureau’s disposal eggs of a kind that otherwise it 
would have been difficult to obtain. In several instances State fish- 
eries authorities have exchanged eggs with the bureau, and _ the 
bureau frequently has supplied eggs to a State. The State of North 
Carolina has aided the bureau in securing a brood stock of black 
bass for its Edenton (N. C.) station and has materially assisted in 
other ways in increasing the production of fish at that station. ‘The 
bureau has aided several States in establishing fish-cultural stations 
and has incubated and reared fish at its hatcheries for State institu- 
tions. Particularly favorable results along this line have been se- 
cured at the White Sulphur Springs (W. Va.) and Spearfish (S. 
Dak.) stations. 

OUTPUT 

The output of the fish-cultural stations and of the rescue fields bor- 
dering the Mississippi River aggregated 5,232,373,000 fish and fish 
egos. Losses in transportation amounted to 47,828, leaving a net 
output of 5,232,325,172 actually distributed, which shows a falling 
off of approximately 69,500,000 as compared with last year’s figures. 
Almost all of the commercial fishes produced were returned to the 
waters from which the eggs were derived. The output of fingerling 
fish in 1925, in round numbers, was 136,953,000, as compared with 
299,294,700 in 1926. | 
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Summary, byt species, of the output of fish and fish eggs during the fiscal year 
ended June 30, 1926 

(Cin qe Se se ee eeeeeees Soin 

Eggs 

Nand) perchieeees | <2 -- 22> eee Es | 2a 8S el oele | tb sos seese ce 
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Rain bO wabholiiesess eo ee ae oS eee = 
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Mochrie venuinoute ss 2. ee es eee ey te 
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Girvan eee one ee ee eS 
Pike and pickerel 
perce 5 2a es Se es ee eee ee 
Crap 
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Smallmouth black bass: - = 222.222.2222 2226 22-=- 
ROCK Dassen ae ose So See ee ern eee 
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1, 133, 800 
100, 000 
383, 900 

429, 338, 000 
114, 051, 000 

800, 000 
18, 163, 500 
4, 555, 800 
9, 795, 800 
1, 753, 500 
1, 029, 500 

776, 000 
432, 100 

1, 540, 800 
1, 473, 200 

616, 000 
29, 957, 100 
2, 951, 000 

810, 000 

130, 960, 000 
122, 501, 000 

554, 629, 000 
31, 895, 000 

428, 788, 000 
2, 334, 322, 000 

4, 195, 942, 200 

Fingerlings 

30, 964, 500 
11, 258, 600 

5, 134, 900 
64, 681, 000 

90, 000 
4, 324, 500 

125, 600 
270, 600 

3, 621, 100 

9, 851, 600 

299, 294, 700 

Total 

32, 364, 500 
116, 573, 600 
94, 849, 500 

5, 000 
9, 143, 800 

55, 000, 000 
208, 344, 000 
95, 080, 000 
62, 921, 900 
18, 163, 500 
9, 901, 700 

74, 626, 800 
1, 843, 500 
6, 487, 800 
1, 001, 600 
1, 086, 600 
7, 989, 400 

14, 259, 400 
7, 497, 500 

2, 313, 800 

213, 732, 200 
132, 705, 400 

983, 967, 000 
145, 946, 000 
428, 788, 000 

2, 388, 057, 000 
9, 851, 600 

5, 232, 373, 000 

Assignments of fish eggs to State and Territorial fish commissions, fiscal year 
1926 

State and species Number State and species Number 

Arizona: Black-spotted trout _-------- 52,000 || New York—Continued. 
California: Black-spotted trout ------- 354, 000 Steelhead: salmon==--=.---.----=:-- 25, 000 
Colorado: Loch Leven trout _--_-_----- 336, 000 |} North Carolina: 
Hawaii: Ghitsherning 2 2 sesse 2 eon as see 25, 600, 000 

@hinook salmon] =2= ssessen=s= =e 15, 000 akentroutse 2s Soccer ee os 50, 000 
RainbOwstloutee eae ene ee 25, 0CO och Leven trout =—- = -- = 50, 000 
Steelhead salmon 22=--.-.-2-._--- 43, 000 Rambowstroutes =) = 2 eee 409, 000 

Idaho: Sa ee Wellowspercheesss ssa s 7, 500, 000 
Black-spotted trout _-_...--------- 500, 000 || Orego 
Rainbowetroutee ts 2s Sn oes 50, 000 Tisceepotted 1300) 04 Fee ae tere Se 1, 000, 000 

Tilinois: Chinook: salmton** e225 et ee 8, 136, 600 
Black-spotted trout ______-.------- 10, 000 Steelhead salmon--_--_-..--_------- 510, 000 
IPaKeNt rot ee ee PE eee 50, 000 |} Pennsylvania: 
Mochvineventrouts.-. 2S ee 25, 000 CISCOR Re ea eee eee 2, 080, 000 
Rain bows troute-- 2. - 2) es 51, 800 hochveventttoutizses ese anes 500, 000 
Silvemsalmonss 4-52 25 eee 200, 000 Wihiitefishsssae* 25-8 oP ea ew 5, 470, 000 

lowa Rainbow: trout... --_=2---.- == 51,300 || South Dakota: Loch Leven trout ____- 500, 000 
Maine: Utah: 

Atianive: salmon 12 25.2 cs Ce 100, 000 Black-spotted trout __._.----_----- 100, 000 
Makerurouteces se 6 eee 100, 000 IBTOOR tO bse oe ees tee 274, 000 

Maryland: Rainbow trout _______--_-- 104, 000 || Vermont: 
Massachusetts: Take stroub eens. en ee 125, 000 

ocheWevien: trout 4. eee 100, 000 Steelhead:salmon. 725 100, 000 
RAIMID OWA LOUSS: 222 te eee eee 25, 000 || Washington: 

Wichigsans | Ciscose ee eee 8, 000, 000 Black-spotted! trout .___..2-..--.-- 1, 825, 000 
Missouri: Loch Leven trout _____-__-_- 100, 000 | Humpback salmon 2220---_--- =. 115, 000 
Montana: Loch Leven trout _________- 431, 500 || West Virginia: Loch Leven trout _-__- 150, 000 
Nevada: Black-spotted trout_________- 50,000 || Wyoming: 
New Hampshire: Chinook salmon __-_- 75, 000 Black-spotted CrOUG= aoe ee es as 485, 000 
New Mexico: Dake-tromtes toes ses sae tee a 25, 000 

Black-spotted' trout. 222 | 600, 000 Mochi even'trout2 22222 2=.es-— eae 300, 000 
Loch even trouve sons 8 500, 000 Rainbow. trout.) ese oe cee ocean 250, 000 

New York: ie REE ak Lee 

Black-spottedtrout®-2 022-2. = 15, 000 Total pp sos ee Pine noe oe 67, 458, 200 
aAkeuULoutee - se ee Ph eLee 515, 000 
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Shipments of fish and fish eggs to foreign countries, fiscal year 1926 

Number | Number 
of eggs of fish 

Number Number 
of eggs of fish Country and species Country and species 

Argentina: Top minnows---|_----------- 2,000 |} Dominican Republic: Top 
Brazil: Minnows2 2 - = 5-2 -sse 226s |—e eee 15, 000 

Bresirn® 22 Pes chet W an Sepa ee eae 100 || Italy: Steelhead salmon___- 50!:000) | 2 eae 
GAN Diesen) sane ns es eee ee 75 || Japan: Wihitefish=*==5--=--2 2; "700; 000) | Seerere 
Rockbasshe 3222435 =5* ee 100 || Switzerland: Rainbow trout 72; 000! 2222 

Canada: Loch Leven trout - 8521000) | Sateen SSS SS 
Colombia: Steelhead  sal- Motal22> 8:22. se ss 3, 699, 000 17, 275 

MONE Ss 2s Ee ee PAE po ee 

_ EGG COLLECTIONS 

The degree of success attained in the collection of fish eggs depends 
largely upon the local conditions prevailing when the fish are spawn- 
ing. If they are such that it is impossible for the commercial fisher- 
men to set their nets or lift them at proper intervals, large numbers 
of eggs invariably are lost. Especially is this true with regard to 
operations with the commercial fishes of the Great Lakes. The 
various hatcheries on the Atlantic coast likewise are dependent upon 
the success of the commercial fishermen, though the catch is not 
influenced to a great extent by weather conditions. The market price 
of fish is a factor of considerable importance in the work of collecting 
eggs in this region. In the upper Mississippi Valley buffalo-fish eggs 
were collected from fish caught in the nets of commercial fishermen, 
and after being fertilized they were planted in suitable waters to be- 
incubated under natural conditions. 

Comparison of egg collections, fiscal years 1926 and 1925 

Species 1926 1925 Species 1926 1925 

Buftalofish_-_=-_--4 128, 100, 000 140, 400, 000 || Loch Leven trout __- 12, 792, 200 12, 160, 650 
Carte ete ee 76, 500, 000 44, 875, 000 || Brown trout_______- 93, 000 31, 000 
hades eens eere ae 9, 625, 000 26, 772, 000 || Lake trout -_---_-_-- 56, 601, 500 66, 908, 500 
Gluthenming= === > 123, 840, 000 336, 700, 000 || Brook trout __- = 13, 517, 020 19, 684, 794 
Wibitehshea ss. 2s ey 252, 599, 000 252, 925, 000 || Grayling--_- Sf Pea soe 917, 000 
GiSCO =F see ee 163, 700, 000 187, 800, 000 || Mackerel__- 2, 330, 000 3, 821, 000 
Chinook salmon____- 67, 837, 600 5A, 437, 000 || Pike perch _- 576, 155, 000 416, 640, 000 
Chum salmon __--_--- 18, 860, 000 17, 110,000 || Yellow perch - - 142, 930, 000 116, 460, 000 
Humpback salmon __ 27019; 000+)|22--- 2 ae Cod-==:- _| 1, 221, 743, 000 | 1, 355, 823, 000 
Silver salmon______-_- 8, 520, 000 11, 578, 000 || Haddock - 170, 091, 000 216, 825, 000 
Sockeye salmon _-____ 59, 481, 490 64-465; 000); bollocks ae = 698, 579, 000 430, 649, 000 
Steelhead salmon____ 6, 473, 600 4, 174, 969 || Winter flounder -_--- 2, 631, 766, 000 | 2,882, 065, 000 
Landlocked salmon_- 923, 450 1, 263, 000 
Rainbow trout _-___- 13, 470, 430 18, 914, 384 ‘otal. 6, 478, 453, 290 | 6, 705, 428, 297 
Black-spotted trout_- 19, 906, 000 26, 030, 000 
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FISH-RESCUE WORK 

The State of Wisconsin has taken renewed interest in the salvage 
of food fishes along the western border of the Mississippi River, and 
in the prosecution of work in that field has greatly aided the bureau 
in covering the extensive territory where fish are stranded in land- 
locked pools. This State also has aided the bureau in distributing 
the salvaged fish, transporting them to their destinations in the State 
distribution car. Minnesota, Iowa, and Illinois also have engaged in 

independent rescue operations in the waters adjoining their bounda- 
ries. The territory covered by the States and the bureau has been 
equitably apportioned in order to avoid duplication of effort. Owing 
to low water stages no salvage work was undertaken during the year 
on the lower Mississippi River in the vicinity of Friars Point, Miss. 

Number and disposition of fish rescued, fiscal year 1926 

Delivered | Restored ae oe f 
Locality and species to appli- | to original eh o 

cants waters rescued 

Homer, Minn.: 
IBJACKM Dassen ne Se Sa ae Pe eee a ee 33, 811 117, 463 151, 274 
TES TEN UL ELS Lene ene ee as cae eee eter a Sil a, ese pS | ed 139, 870 139, 870 
Le ae eae eee BER me I, ge Dee 1 | Se Se en 3, 795, 915 3, 795, 918 
Catfish aries 2 Saat eR oe RP DS A Ee 8 OP 31, 790 1, 226, 460 1, 258, 250 
(SiRF oy ON Sieh ese eae ate ae ns Uy pC 2 PO ee em LEE Sot 3,795,915 | 3, 795, 915 
IFES hs wa lOrca ruins += seat Ree PR EME LEME eR Oy Pe 2 See E | eek ed ea 97, 175 97, 175 
PK Oran Ge piCKerele en seme emt Piet ee ne we ee ee ae eked Sa 154, 630 154, 630 
TINTS ae ert Pk Seka wee SOLAR SEER EL) MRT Pe ee phe) aS 217, 400 | 10, 592, 700 10, 810, 100 
Vata ORCS Fee Ss BER a Ee ee Se ee ie tee ee ee ee ee 18, 105 13, 105 
NEMO AT OST a Ss ie So EP Stee ro ody ge een oe ee 107, 900 | 2, 192, 050. 2, 299, 950 
IMiscellaricouss ss ssse sess. Se eta Se hia ee a eae Pee eh os oe 984, 850 984, 850 

"fol eee 4 Tea Per Geer go SOE Boe Sa Oe ne Ort See ee ee 561, 511 | 29, 033, 508 | 29, 595, 019 
La Crosse, Wis.: 

(Bla Cia bass e-e ete Ser ee ee ee ee ee ee ee 4, 035 25, 195 F 29, 230 
STALE] Gee rier ca ne Pe ss se ecla rate el Ee ee eee 1, 079, 500 1, 079, 500 
Carp eet ade eh Se as at eee 160 9, 034, 840 9, 035, 000 
(© VETS In eens ae CB oe De Ee eae eee, 6, 500 | 4, 939, 800 4, 946, 300 
Crappie seat Eee, sap Aiea Sees ate, WA pales 208 a eh A 10,485 | 2, 505, 515 2, 516, 000 
Bresh-water drum-=.-- =~ +-~_-__ =. ET a ae <a en yee Peete | noe een Carer 3, 875 3, 875 
iPikelandspickerel sso. 2 = a ee te ee ee ae ee a ee 235, 700 235, 700 
Siam tishys 92 We ater Se ae oe ot ee ee a 2 Sees 40, 500 2, 762, 500 2, 803, 000 
AV VALI To ESS Sees Ne ee Rc alr ear RP Re Na ae nee 18, 890 18, 890 
EY GLOW; Der Chitte st noi mene eaee iss Lia TE a Se eta 13, 715 227, 910 241, 625 
MS cellaricous: <5: sekenen 28 Sale ie tee See a ae es ee ees 5, 679, 300 5, 679, 300 

ZT RY G51 es Seema ee SE Ce a ee a En ee ee ee 75, 395 | 26, 513, 025 26, 588, 420 

Lynxville, Wis.: , 
IBA CKab gSS Wate arne re ee ote ean nae es Se STE FS SE en es gt Le 15, 573 36, 382 51, 955 

ee eee ata Ree Ee ets a eee oe Pas A Se ee Jee 551, 700 551, 700 
ES See SEN tS Rag ae ym UR tot ar a yes Dts lls Ce ee UREN Ll 10, 701, 000 | 10, 701, 000 

By ee Rane a Seg 10,100] 9,564,550 | 9,574, 650 
53, 410 4, 296, 890 4, 350, 300 

| Deen soe 19, 400 19, 400 
SSB giles (F5e se: Paes |S ey ee 9, 490 9, 490 

ee eee SP st, See ee en pe ae S 5 pal es Ee 79, 825 4, 675, 175 4, 755, 000 
Se eee ee eS Ce a ee ee ee eee ee oe 9, 625 9, 625 

Bel OWsDeLChiane =n a ES Oe Ans re hse Te 11, 054 70, 811 81, 865 
WEISCe ANG OUS! sam e* So: c= AOR RE ee Pet Sh be Ie ieee 367 1, 207, 633 1, 208, 000 

10) Vella tere tk Snel tee ee 170, 329 | 31, 142, 656 31, 312, 985 

Marquette, Iowa: ae a a 
IBIACKa Dass mere even e: cote he 5 tpemmnennn en Sot oS Ta eo an 54, 465 46, 595 101, 060 
iButialortisheeees ee eeerimen eemebe. Des Ed ee 2 Sl 3, 892, 300 3, 892, 300 
(OEM OM = rat, Cee 2 oa eee bo eee eae el Eee ener Eee 7, 951, 300 7, 951, 300 
Catfish SE OR en re ee ena ee OL Se SRE RE os See 30, 200 | 12, 298, 800 12, 329, 000 
Crap Die me ete eee i orce NA iy Wy SI 2) i er le a gs NY 8, 608, 000 8, 608, 000 
TOS Svy UGTA Cnn Ae eee eee ered Mie PAO AS AE 6 FAT eed oS oN NS do 4, 700 4, 700 
Pike andipickere eae aeee emer ete Ns 3 Ate) Bie ae Dee es 65, 670 65, 670 
ROCK] bass eee eases eee wera Bila wiht es Pos B75) see ot 575 
SUNS HE eee eee eee CE a ME ERS rots SN yb aD i ar Sh |e eda ow 8, 425, 500 8, 425, 500 
IWiRILE SD aSS hee atee ee eeiee eee PL ECR Ate BP seat Slee to nate sds l osde e - 610 610 
ello Ws DOECH a eeerete nee Bees ee ho ls AE TL Means pn Tea 375 78, 705 79, 080 

HL Na) RA a a eR SE I Be i A 85, 615 | 41, 372, 180 41, 457, 795 
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Number and disposition of fish rescued, fiscal year 1926—Continued 

: Total 
Delivered | Restored 

Locality and species to appli- | to original re of 
cants waters rescued - 

Bellevue, Lowa: 
Black bass 2=i-422- = Secs en EP or eee eee 1, 280 1, 395 2, 675 
iBuflalonshe se.) =e ee ee ee eee 5, 156, 100 5, 156, 100 
Oarpe Etec ey gir oe eee ee 9 5 Bo ee Ge ee Be 200 | 7, 647, 800 7, 648, 000 
@athishe == Je 2 een a SS Eo UES eine ws ween) 8, 950 727, 650 736, 600 
Crappie. 222s 25_ nee eee OE a A EE Cae 9, 240 56, 535 65, 775 
Bresh=water, Gnu bos ear el ek ee ee ee 2a ee eee 140 140 
Pikevand pickerel esa cer ms en A es ae Pee eee es 280 280 
Surifish 2 Pegi aew oe ary Se 0 a ee ee 15, 570 54, 910 70, 480 
SWilhite (aS ee a es ER ee pre ae 225 225 
Yellow perch seed f: Ae" et 2s Pekka Sb igo ee eee 60 100 160 
Miscellaneous: ct. a ee 2 oe ee 364 | 1,092, 436 1, 092, 800 

Motel esses 2 eS n= 6 a eel eres ee ee 1 Ee ee ee 35, 664 | 14, 737,571 | 14, 778, 235 

Rock Island, Il.: 
Black assis .- Soe yak ee i eS a Se ee ed eee 1, 195 1,195 
Buttalo fish's. S2 Soe ee ie Re eR ae ee Pe ee ae 430, 500 
Q@anp seo. & ooe5 | ay eS > a ee ae eee 1, 218, 000 
Cattish Seek Bs. eps oc ee sete. Boer Reema 2, 072, 000 
Crappiet 2 els io SEEN ee eee Re eee 1, 292, 000 
Fresh-water drum 5, 
Sunfish aes Ss ee er ee as Sere 182, 700 
Miscellaneous 2 22 2s20 222 acs See eet ee 886, 050 

Mota Ste Ae US oe ee aS ee ee 9 et eee eee | ee renee 6, 087, 445 

STATIONS AND SUBSTATIONS AND OUTPUT OF EACH 

During the fiscal year 1926 fish-cultural operations were conducted 
at 38 main stations and 32 substations, while fish eggs were secured 

The following table lists the stations 
in alphabetical order, each with its substations immediately follow- 
ing, and shows the output of fish and fish eggs from each point of 

in a number of collecting fields. 

operation. 

Stations and substations operated and output of each, fiscal year 1926 

[Asterisk (*) denotes transfer of eggs. See table, p. 339] 

Stations, substations, and species 

Afognak, Alaska: 
Sockeye salmon 
Steelhead salmon!) eee 6 So acee a ee 

Baird, Calif.: Chinook salmon 
Battle Creek, Calif.: Chinook salmon_____- 
Mill Creek, Calif.: Chinook salmon_______- 

Baker Lake, Wash.: 
Rainbowptroullt 2s ae2 ee ees 
Sockeye salmon 

Birdsview, Wash.— 
IBTOOKMTOULL) Wet gee 
Chinook salmon____- 
Humpback salmon_- 
Silver salmon 
Sockeye salimonass = Say ee 
Steelheadisalmons-cc 15 OG see eee 

- Duckabush, Wash.— 
Chinook salmon 
Chum-salmoneseeeten eae ste a 
ump backs sal Gneee ee ee ee ae 
Silver salmon 
Steelheadisalmonsee= eee een ne 

Quilcene, Wash.— 
Chinook/Salmoness.2- 5 eee eae eee 

1 Lost in transit, 47,828, 

Eggs Fry 
| Fingerlings, 

yearlings, Total } 
and adults 

10, 075, 000 10, 075, 000 
ee ae 850, 000 

1, 590, 000 1, 590, 000 
2, 072, 300 2, 082, 300 
1, 665, 400 2, 480, 400 

4, 000 4, 000 
187, 680 5, 463, 480 

17, 000 17, 000 
826, 000 826, 000 

ea Se 305, 000 
1, 170, 000 3, 311, 000 

26, 500 176, 500 
278, 500 346, 500 

328, 750 328, 750 
Be ee eee 10, 922, 600 
Stns Se ais 539, 600 

206, 900 987, 200 
34, 200 34, 200 

351, 050 351, 050 
kanes A ot 0s 7, 240, 800 

246, 500 1, 454, 000 
249, 300 349, 300 
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Stations and substations operated and output of each, fiscal year 1926—Continued 

Stations, substations, and species 

Baker Lake, Wash.—Continued. 
Sultan, Wash.— 

@hinookssalmoni.— = eae 
Silver salmon. 32" =o oem See es 

Berkshire trout hatchery, Mass.: 

Eggs Fry 

Brook traits == = ne etre we eee EE ee ween hos etetateo ue 

Smallmouth black bass____-____-------- 
Boothbay Harbor, Me.: Winter flounder__---_- 
Bozeman, Mont.: 

Black-spovted trowtess =a es se 
Brookitrouteee= 222 tee ea 

RAIN DOWstLOU b= =a) eee ee ee = oe eee 
Glacier Park, Mont.— 

iBlack-spotiedstrotteus 222 2 ese taa oe 
Gyayling? sa. 2.) ee ae COR ae 
Rambow; troutes= << 2. eae 

Meadow Creek, Mont.— 
Black-spotted trout 
Grayling 422 2 See thee eee 
Loch Leven trout 
Rainbow trout 
IBOOK rOUb == 20-2 ee ee Be 

Cape Vincent, N. Y.: 
Largemouth black bass 
Brook trout 
Cisco 

Swanton, Vt.— 
Largemouth black bass 
IPIKCtPOrC his oe eee es al ele 
Yellow perch 

Central Station, Washington, D. C.: 
Largemouth black bass 

Pike perch se et > Se ees ee 
Rainbow trout 

Bryans Point, Md.— 
Largemouth black bass 
Blind! 22.222 eee en eee” 
Yellow perch 

Lakeland, Md.— 
Largemouth black bass 
Crappie 

*168, 000 

388, 200 

24,750, 000 
17, 290, 000 

9, 1438, 750 
96, 121, 000 

Clackamas, Oreg.: 
Brook trout 
Chinook salmon 
Silver trout 
Steelhead salmon 

Applegate, Oreg.— 
Silver salmon 
picelhead:salmon i=) 2 Saas 

Big White Salmon, Wash.— 
Chinook salmon 

Little White Salmon, Wash.— 
Brook trout 

Rogue River, Oreg.— 
Brook trout 
Chinook salmon 
Silver salmon 
Silver trout 
Sockeye salmon 
Steelhead salmon 

@) 

75, 000 

* 925, 000 

* 1, 555, 640 

Fingerlings, 
yearlings, 
and adults 

226, 500 
627, 000 

6, 000 
1, 876, 070 

592, 750 

717, 600 
2, 530, 200 

7, 600, 000 
99, 800 

163, 300 
14, 733, 000 

140, 020 

24, 100 
1, 370, 000 
1, 946, 400 

44, 000 
20, 000 

707, 000 

Total 

82, 500 
1, 212, 000 

18, 000 
680 

1, 700 
1, 487, 528, 000 

976, 500 
645, 000 

6, 000 
3, 275, 570 

592, 750 

1, 153, 200 
1, 195, 000 

517, 000 

1, 110, 000 
3, 628, 800 
2, 958, 000 
1, 065, 000 

18, 000 

63, 200 
451, 900 

94, 880, 000 
1, 671, 500 

46, 000 
104, 000 
41, 200 

40, 110, 000 

30 
82, 995, 000 
17, 290, 000 

9, 143, 750 

21, 500 
134, 000 

717, 600 
3, 455, 200 

9, 155, 640 
119, 800 

163, 300 
23, 759, 000 

140, 020 

24, 100 
1, 370, 000 
1, 956, 400 

44, 000 
20, 000 

767, 000 
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Stations and substations operated and output of each, fiscal year 1926—Continued 

Stations, substations, and spevies 

Clackamas, Oreg.—Continued. 
Salmon, Idaho— 

Eggs Fry 

'Chinook'salm on= 222+ Sees e ee ee | eo ac ees ae ee eee 

Wind River, Wash.—Chinook salmon_----- 
Cold Springs, Ga.: 

Erwin, Tenn.: 

Fairport, Iowa: 

La Crosse, Wis.: 

argoumouth | blacks bass-s-— asec = = anes eee eee eas 
Catfish 

Craig Brook, Me.: 
Atlanticisalmon: 2.502) 252.26 sae ee 
IBLOGK: AROUGs ata 2 ee ee eee (*) 
Fam packs Salim On sens ee en eee 
Wandlocked salmon. ss esen eee nee * 60, 000 

Grand Lake Stream, Me.— 
IBTOOK TRO t= = ee a ee a hk ee 
Mandlockedisalmones 220 sseeeee eee 323, 900 

Duluth, Minn.: 
PBTOOKU OU tse soe ee a | eee ee ee 
Wake itrout=2-=2 22-2) See eee 
Pike sperehis= = 202 2 8 Taek ee aes Be 
Wihitefish': ><. Se. 25 Cee eee eRe ee ee 

Edenton, N. C.: 
Idargemouth, black basstece = a =e aes | pee aoe 
Catiish® 2.255 ies 2 ee | eee 
Crappie Sait... SAM AG ae he ba ee Eee 
@Qlut-herring* 2 ee ee | Sie eee 
Sunfish 

Yellow 

uarzemouth jblack, bass eae se aes eee Bee 
Brooktroutsele ss eee a ae ee 
Catfish -4 222 c eee ae ie ea ee 
Crap pies. Se y= 22 WR ee eal ae re 

Wellow perchs~ = oe ee Ss ew Pade ee Do 

Largemouth! (black passes seen | ae 
IBuftalo fish. i: i. Es es sn Sed 

Crappie= .<2) 25. 3. soon SS A eels Ba OS 

unfish’==2.- 2225 eee ARES I ee eae 

*379, 857, 000 
114, 051, 000 

Homer, Minn.: 
Dargemouthy black ibasss222 2.) 42s0ee=s|aaaee eee ene 
Buffalo fish 

Crappiess ete = ee ie ee UNE as ee ee 

‘Pike’ and pickerel e222) ee 
Sunfish tls) Se ee ne ere aera 
Wihite'bass® 22 2-2 se eee Se ee Ee 
Nellowsperch. 2.0 a ee ee eee 
IMiscellaneous-- = 2 SiSs2 2 Sea eS eeei tee 

Largemouth black bass__.._------------ 
Burislopfish =) a= oe SSNs en aa 
IBLOOK TOUTS a ee ee ae 

Crappie est an wees Tee ea. > OA Dd| Bares ene 

Pike ‘and: pickerel= {== sess te eae 
Pike perch 
Rainbow, trout. ee ee = seen ae ee eee 
Sunfish 
White bass: io 82> 2s ae2 23 Fess s er eee 
Yellow perch. 2:20. 22:4: ee eee 
Miscellaneousts.. oo). cc cee coeneeeedas | Seo oben encn ene 

268, 500 

403, 008, 000 
31, 895, 000 

428, 788, 000 
135, 841, 000 

Fingerlings, 
yearlings, 
and adults 

10, 970, 000 
134, 800 
79, 000 

3, 560, 000 

60, 730 
6, 820 

156, 500 

125, 600 
405, 400 

- 90, 000 
131, 650 

151, 270 
139, 870 

3, 795, 900 
1, 258, 250 
9, 889, 908 

97, 170 
154, 630 

10, 810, 100 
13, 100 

2, 299, 900 
984, 850 

5, 679, 300 

Total 

10, 970, 000 
134, 800 
79, 000 

4, 163, 000 

288, 030 
6, 820 

156, 500 

1, 001, 600 
899, 500 
998, 900 
337, 650 

161, 000 
724, 800 

129, 600 
9, 817, 000 

16, 290, 000 
1, 400, 000 

113, 450 

782, 865, 000 
145, 946, 000 
428, 788, 000 
135, 841, 000 

151, 270 
139, 870 

3, 795, 900 
1, 258, 250 
9, 889, 900 

97,170 
154, 630 

10, $10, 100 
13, 100 

2, 299, 900 
984, 850 

68, 230 
1, 079, 500 

542, 300 
9, 035, 000 
4,946, 000 
2, 516, 000 

3, 880 
126, 220 
235, 700 
27, 200 

166, 500 
2, 803, 000 

18, 890 
241, 620 

5, 679, 300 
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Stations and substations operated and output of each, fiscal year 1926—Continued 

Fingerlings, : 
Stations, substations, and species Eggs Fry yearlings, Total 

and adults 

La Crosse, Wis.—Continued. 4 
‘Atchatalaya,ba.> Builalomfishis==ss2s-2-—2-|<-2e- aan sosece 1055;31:5,/0001| 22 Ses ase 105, 315, 000 
Bellevue, Iowa: 

Largemouth blacks pastes. eee asses ans | anno n oe eee e ee 2, 670 2, 670 
Bitialoviisht 422 S35 eee Sees pees re aa sonore eeee ease e eee 5, 156, 100 5, 156, 100 
Carp. ee a eee ee = ee aoe sole oe Wa vee ge. 7, 648, 000 7, 648, 000 
@athSh Se ee se ree eet seen sea otc bees Saa| oe 736, 600 736, 600 
(OGY 0) 0) Gee ee eee: Re ee ee eee ee ee ee 65, 770 65, 770 
Bresh-water Gruimatene-ateent cence es pac bee toe eee eee eee 140 140 
Pikerandhkpickerel fo seetea. Vee Bead (Ee oe ee afl ce 280 280 
Sunfish 70, 480 70, 480 
White bass-___- 220 220 
Yellow perch_-_- 160 160 
Miscellaneous) == 222 22s-<2=eaee eas] Fo 8 Seascale comet 1, 092, 800 1, 092, 800 

Lynxville, Wis.: 
Tarzemouth) black basss es 2252s 2222 | =e ee oe ea eee 51, 950 51, 950 
Burttalo ish) <2 is-2e sees ele ee ae Sosa |b ates Seek 551, 700 551, 700 
Garp: oe ee See eee ee Dee eee ae eS os oe el eee 10, 701, 000 10, 701, 000 
EE ETS a ae ee Oe ee es le te 9, 574, 650 9, 574, 650 
Grapplers sst a =. sen Re See wa So nee aa ee 4, 350, 300 4, 350, 300 
HMresh=water Gruim: 220s 2222 5S ee | ee ee eee 19, 400 19, 400 
Pikejand piekerel = .-222 2222 2-2 See shes Le ese) ek 9, 490 9, 490 
Sun Sn ee Soe 6 2 ss sno os Seen bt ae eta ose |p oe ee 4, 755, 000 4, 755, 000 
Wil euD ASS 2 2 5 2 Se clan Be eho tee 2 Set 9, 620 9, 620 
Yellow perch__-_- 81, 860 81, 860 
Miscellaneous. 222-05 ese BEL SIEL (2 eon i 208, 000 1, 208, 000 

Marquette, Lowa: : 
Wargemouthiblack: bass See 22 saa a | Ree e 101, 060 101, 060 
Buttalomish csc. See CS as Se SIS ob 28 Seeceoelbe ce eee be see 3, 892, 300 3, 892, 300 
Care Bao Oe a St Stn | Ft eee See eee eee 7, 951, 300 7, 951, 300 
Oe iS Lyn Fe Kees SE ane a ak ee ee 12, 329, 000 12, 329, 000 
CWranple™ 280 22s oa See rene ae ee |e ee See 8, 608, 000 8, 608, 000 
INFeSnaWwalemaninmsy sa=cbL 2) Wey See |e A Be eso A 4, 700 4. 700 
Pikelandspick@nels 22> = — 222k aie oe | eee Sa ee ae 65, 670 65, 670 
Riock: basg=s =e se ees ee eee Ee ee ee I ee as 580 580 
DUTIES Hee Gass See ee ee es Se ES ne 8, 425, 500 8, 425, 500 
AV De sbass Ss ye ea SSS 2 ree Se See Eee 610 610 
Yellow perch_- 79, 080 79, 080 
MiaSscell an Cousie .ose= ate eee | eae ee 570 570 

Rock Island, Il.: 
mareeniouth blacksbassss— see obo eeee| Pore ee ee eee 1, 200 1, 200 
Bitialosiphibee ssc 5 eS eee = 25 Se RE NG ate eel oa] a ed 430, 500 430, 500 
(CEN OES cae Ue ae ee et 2 2s Ss |S Se ee ee eee 1, 218, 000 1, 218, 000 
CAS IVS 0) er Sa 2 Rp ge al | eee he eae eal 2, 072, 000 2, 072, 000 
GTB DDO se me an ere Bees an ae PON Soe Coase ean ales ea eon sd 1, 292, 000 1, 292, 000 
resh=waten Grim toes 8 Sek Eee Se eee eee 5, 000 5, 000 
StTSi a Baa ERS GET. | PPE SE URE. an ees |p: See 182, 700 182, 700 
Miscellaneouss. a5" sere tee one ele eee ey ae Ih oat ala 886, 000 886, 000 

Yellowstone, Wyo.: Black-spotted trout__..|| *7, 667, 800 125, 000 2, 847, 000 10, 639, 800 
Leadville, Colo.: 

iBisck-spotted:troul===-= eae SS ee Ee 326, 500 326, 500 
Brookstrowtzac - ee 2600(000 5-5-2 See 3, 373, 900 3, 973, 900 
ake trot. +2 = ee ese teat ae see 71, 000 71, 000 
ochre ven \ihoub-=) ees ee oe iS er Pe lee ee 134, 000 134, 000 
VAL DOWAULOUtES ae eee Oe ee | aba Se ee 143, 000 143, 000 
Steelhead: salim oniee eee ee 5. Diets 2 Sl ee ee ee ss ee eee 37, 000 37, 000 

Louisville, Ky.: 
Gargemouths black passacsees 24: Soa snes lee oes eee 20s  . Ae 1, 900 1, 900 
(GET Ai) eS Se eS ee ee ey ees ee ee Pe Re ie 400 400 
ake. trou pee eo. eee ee a 145500" | asec be wake 14, 500 
1 Sorel Sl ny SCL ae = eas eran SEN so eo eae eee |e ees ok 950 950 
Siiallmouwih black Dasste sae ee eee eee ae 525, 000 5, 070 530, 070 
DUMESHPS Sas a2 A cee te eee ee US SR sc ee ees Saree 23, 300 23, 300 

Mammoth Spring, Ark.: 
itarzeniouph plackcbassse ease eeamrenee sot en a eo as roe 80, 300 80, 300 
@atfisleses. 2 ee! See eee a | See etn PS 1,070 1, 070 
(CUTE 0} 0) (2) Se 2 a Me pee? SN Se | (ee en ee ees 500 5 
OCD SSS Sb, Saat ei Ree ee RPT Zee | ee 15, 600 15, 600 
Simallmouiths blacks basse semen ah Plies Ue 121, 000 | - 121, 000 
Sumishie = 9 els; Peraeeee eee Pe ee FS 45, 000 45, 000 

Manchester, Iowa: 
BROOKS CROUG eae ens eee mew et ae le Su ewe et 208, 400 208, 400 
Doght le veniiroutaeaseaeeseremees 2a de SS 49, 000 49, 000 
Rainbows trotliee ee eee (C2) ep eee ee 85, 450 85, 450 

Nashua, N. H.: 
Brookitrowtess == -ye see en ese ee a Al 100, 500 479, 300 579, 800 
andlockedisalin Ones saan meen oe a UN Ea IE ee oe ee) 500 500 
TOCHRIMBVenNUnOU ie aeten see mn AOR ee eh ces LR 3, 340 3, 340 
REID Owe (ROLL Semen ee nae Neem) ESS ete eh 56, 400 56, 400 

15847°—27——_3 
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‘Stations, substations, and species 

Neosho, Mo.: 
Largemouth black: bass: 242 482-2 2s2=2 
Catfish 
Grappies +=: -=--+24.. = ae 

Vellowaperch: 22s seeweeae eee see aS 
Bourbon, Mo.: Rainbow trout___---------- 
Langdon, Kans.— 

Largemouth black bass_-.--.----------- 
Catfish 

Yellow perch 
Northville, Mich.: 

Largemouth black bass_---------------- 
IBLOOKAtTOU b= ss SP Se 
Rainbow: trowt-- + £22 22-22 asses 
Smallmouth black bass_..--....-.------ 
Sunfish 

Alpena, Mich.— 
Weakenrowts 2225-25 e eee eee ee 
Wihitefishsee Ae ee ee eS 

Charlevoix, Mich.— 
Chibi: eo. se ee ee ee 
Wakentr@uteee sk oe 1 ae 
StealheaGisalmon= s2— eee e eere 
Wwhiteesl 

Orangeburg, 8. C.: 
Largemouth plack4bass=-2 Joven Sees 
Catfish 
Crappie ss ie ee ee 
Sunfishae wae S25 ee er ee 
Wianmouthibassss= 82 2 eae 

Put in Bay, Ohio: 

per 
Smalimdeith binckibasse=. seencn sek ss 
IWihitenishwe ce ssa eee ed eee 
ViellowspeLch ie sss ae ee ee 

Quinault, Wash.: 
Black-spotted: trols. Ssse- 2s es 
Chinookasalmone = 222252 5== ss) eee 
pilversalmon- 2.2. 55> ses eee ee eee 
Silveritnoubest 2a) eee 
Sockeyeisalmon- 2222-2. sae See 
Steelheadisalmon=4_- 232-5 =e 

St. Johnsbury, Vt.: 
IBTOOK{UROUE=* Ae oe eae ee eee 
akerinouten =: as ee eee eae ee eee 
Landlocked saimon 
Tochv#bevenstroul=2822- = 2-6-2 es 
Steelhead*salmon= esse a eee 

Holden; Vicsilakentrouteses.----252-—"s2- == 
York Ponds vit. Brook trout-s------ he = = 

San Marcos, Tex.: 
Largemouth black bass__=...-...------ 
Catfish 

wv anmouthibasse. <2 2 kee eee 
Medina Lake, Tex.— 

Largemouth black bass. —_-.-_..-2-__-- 
Rainbows Out. -2~ see ee ee ee 

New Braunfels, Tex.— 
Largemouth black bass_________-____-- 
SunfshBe rs ee Se SE 

Saratoga, Wyo.: 
Brook \troutes- 2s se oe sa tenes aoe cee 

Spearfish, S. Dak.: 
Brookitrouts soe ee ee eee 

Eggs 

*7, 260, 000 
*7, 500, 000 

Fry 

54, 500, 000 
89, 320, 000 

~ 117, 924, 000 
7, 590, 000 

56, 600 

Fingerlings, 
yearlings, 
and adults 

4 1, 293, 750 
205, 250 
124, 500 

Total 

54, 500, 000 
113, 820, 000 

550 
125, 184, 000 
15, 090, 000 

161, 240 

346, 100 
5,6 

603, 500 
303, 630 

1, 484, 240 

1, 293, 750 
205, 250 
124, 500 

? In addition to 291,570 fingerling trout turned over to the State of South Dakota in cooperative work. 
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: Fingerlings, 
Stations, substations, and species Eggs Fry yearlings, Total 

and adults 

Springville, Utah: 
Black-spotted  troult= ae. sss) soseee sean 37, 200 37, 200 
Brook. thoutiic sees eae see eee 512, 450 786, 450 
Catfish 2 Biter Se ee ene oe 100 100 
Rainbow troutesa essa ae 494, 770 566, 770 

Tupelo, Miss.: 
Largemouth black bass 73, 230 435, 730 

PAP DIOL 92. cee Eee esse acne 150 150 
SUnfishic Ss set ee ees 200, 150 200, 150 
Warmouth bass aaeese eee enon 1, 050 1, 050 

White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.: 
iLarromouth blackybass.- er steele soe be SE 38, 800 38, 800 
TOO KGUCO Ub eeeree ere yan oy eek ee ean ee ot 41, 445, 800 1, 445, 800 
Grappieks sees eee ae eee ees a ee sateen eee es 2 oe ue Eee ee 4 
WhochyMevensurouliy =a sms aso re beni oie ire Dea ee ae 281, 700 281, 700 
Rainbows troulleess eo. eee eee P20S THO en oat een oe 724, 560 928, 710 
PEVO yi ASS eee eee wate ee eae ran ae Man aan eee Te a ee) ee 8, 400 8, 400 
Smallmouth black assess ones seein SR Saat et ie 420 420 

Woods Hole, Mass.: 
SOG WERE Sen Sid PRE te aS 5 49, 481, 000 Pol O21 OOUs |S =as see es 201, 102, 000 
INackerell Se hte. sok eee en onl ee ee PANO G00) Gl ee eee eee 2, 067, 000 
Steelhead! salmonit= 2205 2 Sa 5, 820 LSOO0) a2 ee ee a 20, 820 
Wanter-ounder 22. 2— 24. Sse ees Oo TOU OOO er (LOS 903; O00 one 2 a eo. 764, 688, 000 

Wytheville, Va.: 
Larsen Oth Dla CksaSsicn sneer ees ures nee 265, 500 9, 820 275, 320 
Brook trout 220, 750 220, 750 
Loch Leven trout __ 2, 800 2, 800 
Rainbow trout___ 152, 250 152, 250 
PROGKeD aS Nee bs Tae oR Cee Ce Se 5, 160 5, 160 
Smallmouth black bass 600 32, 600 
SUT Sh ie: Pesce cers end eee Re PE Se te 13, 200 13, 200 

Yes Bay, Alaska: Sockeye salmon 47, 606, 800 47, 606, 800 

3 a addition to 625,000 fingerling brook trout turned over to the State of West Virginia in cooperative 
work. 

TRANSFERS OF EGGS BETWEEN STATIONS 

Large numbers of fish eggs are transferred annually between 
various stations of the bureau, such action being taken in the interest 
of economy and for convenience in distributing the product. 

Transfer of eggs between stations, fiscal year 1926 

Species rae From— To— 

Black-spotted trout___ 150,000 | Yellowstone Park, Wyo______- Clackamas, Oreg. 
OT OOOn [ee oe 0 a ees Saeed Bendis Colo. 
C00 Ur eee ats (Gee es ee ee eee ae Do. 

Tos O0000 sO kee eae ee eee Seattle, Wash. 
2 OOO |e s SOS Se EE Ot 5 et Holden, Vt. 

BOOK OOO} PSS OR ee ees ee Saratoga, Wyo. 
PAN OU 0 OY eens 0 (0) Sac aan eee eee SOS hae ee Clackamas, Oreg. 

Brook trout _.....---- 175, 000 | Crai RBG IMO i 82s See Grand Lake Stream, Me. 
400,000 | Leadville, Colo WED SR Seah Northville, Mich. 
350; 000/22 35 (ton LE ee At OEE Ree eee fo ee Bozeman, Mont. 
726,000 | Springville, Utah___________ me Do. 
502, 400 }____- to ima OPH ES ares UNL J White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. 
283000 bese nd Gewes SL i 8 >----| Bozeman, Mont. 

Chinook salmon------ 600, 000 | Mill Creek, Califia ee eet Battle Creek, Calif. 
11205 (NOY | eee Oneal reat se Baird, Calif. : 
20, 000 Glackanas, ‘Orepiese Lee. te Central Station, Washington, D. C. 

525, 000 | Big White Salmon, Wash_____ Clackamas, Oreg. 
672, 000 | Little White Salmon, Wash___| Birdsview, Wash. 
67250003 |e CL oe rer aS eS ye Quilcene, Wash. 

3, 479, 000 |____- CL A ea i Pe Wind River, Wash. 
20,000 Neene lo). <a ee eee Ue eS Clackamas, Oreg. 
5005000)|) Salmon! Tdaho: -..2252--.----- Little White Salmon, Wash. 
824, 200 Upper Clackamas, Oreg__-___- Clackamas, Oreg. 
Soon O00N eed ote i as BS Do. 

1, 280, 000 Wine River Washescecesce~s= Do, 
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Species of eggs From— To— 

Giscot 46 eee 1, 280, 000 | Cape Vincent, N. Y_--.------- Central Station, Washington, D. C. 
Oe Sane eee ee Be 2, 083, 000 | Gloucester, Mass__..___--____- Woods Hole, Mass. 

Wake troutes-2 oo. -e 30, 000 eee VET 2 ee Leadville, Colo. 
154 O00) aera obo earene Hs se Dice Na Te Louisville, Ky. 

1, 000, 000 Charlevois, ING Che eee eee Cape Vincent, N. Y. 
SOS 000k Saeed Omate ce Ss he Holden, Vt. 

Landlocked salmon-_-- 15, 000 Craie BOOK, WieL=4 22 ee Nashua, N. H. 
Ze OO0 | ad Oe aes HAREE Soe ee ess St. Johnsbury, Vt. 

Loch Leven trout__--- 156, 000 orem MAO) 0 Fe ee Sane se Do. 
TP5OFO00 82 dO eee e Cetera se sae hee 6 La Crosse, Wis. 
50, 000 ees Creek, Mont.--=:---- Neosho, Mo. 
HON OO0)| 22s Coasts e se ae ee Cape Vincent, N. Y. 

1645000" S283 Sd 0225 See eee ee eee ene Leadville, Colo. 
T505000)| eid oe ee Se eee an eS White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. 
100000 qd Ob: Skee eee eee see Manchester, Iowa. 
ST 55000" eed Oo ae See ene ee ee Bozeman, Mont. 
20 COON Sana 0 seen ee ee ee eee eee Nashua, N. H. 

Pikewperch=-s-22=-=- == 800, 000 Sanceats Wit hvss se a natin Central Station, Washington, D. C. 
200,000}. == doy ee ee ee Erwin, Tenn. 

Rainbow trout ------- 25,000 | Meadow Creek, Mont____--..| Manchester, Iowa. 
500007 |Sese sd Gene fares <P eee Wytheville, Va. 
DH O00N sete CO ete eae ne en ome ee Holden, Vt. 

CZF OOM Bee ed OS ee eee ee em Bozeman, Mont. 
4054520 |e 2 CON ae eee ee eee Glacier Park, Mont. 
‘D0 O00Y ESe2 dd OL ee ee ee Berkshire trout hatchery, Mass. 

100/000? (i#@lackamas:'Orepon sss 2s ee Salmon, Idaho. 
50;000) | "Wytheville Vat 2 ees Meadow Creek, Mont. 

1218 SS0N|MINGOSHOy I ViGa= ss = aes wee La Crosse, Wis. 
O15 740) See Oe ae eee ee Do. 
5OXO0On| Saratov, \WiyOmaee ae eee Leadville, Colo. 

153, 000 | Lost Creek, Wyo_____.--_-___- Saratoga, Wyo. 
Sockeye salmon___-_-__ 25, 000 Quinawt, Wash kt al BP ed BO Rogue River, Oreg. 

TON OOUH | eee CO leet ne en ee ee Birdsview, Wash. 
5, 621,000 | Yes Bae PA aS ka vets Sink eels Baker Lake, Wash. 

Steelhead salmon___-- 125, 000 | Applegate, Oreg__._______=___- Clackamas, Oreg. 
50;/000)|/2 2222 (6Vojae es See oe Be a Tan ee Holden, Vt. 
'5O},000)| S282 Ud ows-s ete crh eee eee Little White Salmon, Wash. 

250: 0000| Fado” sas. ee ee eee Quinault, Wash. 
25, 000 Bogus Rivers Oreges=s.e Charlevoix, Mich. 
2) 000" 22 7 OPS. Seti ae anes Bee ye Woods Hole. Mass. 
DOS OO0't| PSE OLE Sa Soe Rae eee ee, St. Johnsbury, Vt. 

Wihitefish!= a= ee 800)000" | Putin) Bay; Ohiou 222 ase Central Station, Washington, D. C. 
Yellow perch ________- 6, 000, O00 j= a dole. Sk ee a Mammoth Springs, Ark. 

Number 

EGG COLLECTING AT AUXILIARY STATIONS 

In many instances the eggs incubated at the main hatcheries are 
obtained from substations located at points more or less remote. 
It is not always possible to operate substations for a long period, and 
frequently the eggs must be transferred in the green state. In other 
cases it is convenient to hold them at the point of collection until 
they are eyed. On account of the additional cost involved in operat- 
ing substations, they are usually closed as soon as possible and all 
eges transferred to the main stations. The following table shows 
the egg-collecting fields, the stations under which they are operated, 
the species handled, and the period of operation: 
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Station Period of operation Species handled 

Boothbay Harbor, Me.: 
Gasco "Bay, Me: = eee Mar. 2—Apr. 30. Winter flounder 
Ebenecook Harbor, Me_--_---------|----- do Do. 
Friendship Harbor, Me____---------|----- Do. 
Georges Island Harbor, Me_--------|----- Do. 
Johns) Bay,: Me... == =_ se ene Do. 
inekins' Bay) Wiese 2) arts amine ee Do. 
IMITCOve;, Miele 3 ae ee ee Do. 
Pigs Cove: Met = aire be a ere ee eee oe Do. 
Muscongus Sound, Me_-.--.=-.2-=--}_---- Do. 
Port, Clyde: Harbor; Mess. 22s Ee Do. 
SheepscotuRiver: Mesa eee oe Bese Do. 
Townsend: Git.Mile- 22 eet ae do Do. 

Bozeman, Mont.: Mystic Lake, Mont_-| May 11-June 30_-_---_-- Rainbow and Black-spotted trout. 
Cape Vincent, N. Y.: 

Bathe Ontario: vss. SP ea Oct. 29-Nov. 15_--_--- Whitefish 
Brichtons Ontarious--s-5--= eee Oct. 28-Nov. 15_------ Do. 
Chaumont Bay, Ne Yo ae eee Nov. 3-Nov. 29_---.-- Do. 

DOs See ae a, Nov. 16—Dec. 1.------- Cisco. 
WaT Ela Vee BAyeuINe ee a eee nal | eee (0 Ree sae Pe ae Do. 
Conpourg, Ontanola.= = eee Oct. 28—-Nov. 12_--_--- Whitefish. 
Ror ELopes Ontarioe-.- =e en | eee GO ees ee Do. 
Pigeon Island, Ontario. = 2-2-7222 728 Oct: AS-Nov= Te 2 =: Lake trout. 
SimcoJsland, Ontario......-.-_-2__- Nov. 3-Nov. 29-_--__-- Do. 
Stormy sland’ IN. Yosoet  eee Ocha NON do = Do. 
Bowmanville, Ontario_____________- Octe2Z8=Nove 122 =e Whitefish. 
iWwellerseBay,.Ontalo: ==. oan Nov. 12-Nov. 20_----- Cisco. 

Clackamas, Oreg.: 
Upper Clackamas, Oreg___...______- Aig. 15-OCth. lbs] === Chinook salmon. 
emhi River, Idaho... 3. =. 20 = Aug. 15-Sept. 10_---_- 0. 
Pahsimeroi River, Idaho_______-___- Apron —Jmine 1s ase as Steelhead salmon. 

Craig Brook, Me.: 
CraipePonda MGno al: =e eee ‘Och. 29-Nov. Loe ===. -— Brook trout. 
Dennysville pies 2s 2 sae tes Sept. 1-Sept. 30_______ Humpback salmon. 
TRoddyeRond) WiG-t= 22 seg see Oct. 25-Nov. 15_-__-_- Landlocked salmon. 

Duluth, Minn.: 
Bemidji, Miinnks- sees Tee PA SS Apr. 17—May 12__-_-_- Pike perch. 
Big Traverse Bay, Mich___________- Och wieNove zat 2 Lake trout. 
Copper Harbor, Mich..____-.--_---- Sept. 28-Oct. 17_____-- Do. 
GayaMichtes men Sew ea ae Octal=Octe 20 sarees Do. 
(Grand: WViarais) Mich: 22222 Sees Octo L7ENove2 2s. Do. 
iuron island. Mich#a< 2-4-2) 55-3 Octel7=Nov. tee. Se = Do. 
IslewRoyale; Mich® 222°." Sept. 830-Nov. 15_____- Lake trout and whitefish, 
Revsiones Niche = seen nn ened Oct17-Oct..242 24 ess Lake trout. 
Manitou Island, Mich___.....___-__- Oct. 17-Oct. 30_______- Do. 
Miarquettesiviich.2 = 2 5) See Eke Oct. ue Noy: Jeet om mel Do. 
VUES CVI Cha ee Sees ae See ee ee Sd oe sae eas Do. 

VO e Pa Ep Oe an ee, Noy. TEN OV oe Whitefish. 
OntonazonjMiich= 32222. soe) 3 Oct li Noy.cosee =o Lake trout. 
Portage Hntry,evucha. 9s. eee Oct. 17-Nov. 1.-------- Do. 
Portage Lake Canal, Mich__________]____- Otters meee Do. 

Gloucester, Mass.: 
ipswich: Bay; Miass: 2 ees te tee November to May-_-_-| Cod and haddock. 
Warblehead,-Miass_ 2-22-22. eee 8 February and March..) Cod. 
Plymouth, Mass: 22) Sse es es November to May ____ Cod and pollock. 
Rockport, Masse: se IE (6 (oh eae ee ener Cod, pollock, and haddock. 

Leadville, Colo.: 
Baker lakes Colos=s2 see a May 3-May 20__--_--- Rainbow trout. 
Boltstuakes Colo. 2. Oe A Apr. 19-May 10__----- Do. 
Englebrechts Lakes, Colo__________- Sept. 25-Nov. 24______ Brook trout. 
Mount Massive Club Lakes, Colo..-; Oct. 21-Dee. 1-.._--__- Do. 
Turquoise: Wake; Colo. -------- Oct. 19-Decs 15.72 = = Do. 
Wiurts lakes! © oloz-s2 sie Sas Oct. 7-Nov. 9_-------- Do. 

Northville, Mich.: 
BigehloeiseN Che yea: 2 sors 2 a bee Nov. 2-Nov. 27__-.----| Lake trout and whitefish. 
IBIACK RIVED WECM. m5) ee Nov. 4-Nov. 11_------- Do. 
OSSINekKEewMIGhs 260s Le SE ee a Oct. 30-Nov. 9---™-- Do. 
INEanIStLOUe I VitGhis =) 21 Stk) Sines ee Nov. 4-Nov. 20_------- Do. 
Naubinway~ Mich: 20) 7 ee Nov. 6-Nov. 20_------- Do. 
Cheboygan lich =o) Oct. 23-Nov. 5._------ Lake trout. 
Presqueaslew Mich: 2222) ei ee Oct. 28-Oct. 30__------ Do. 
FUOCKPOLtMVNGhes ee Ee Oct. 30-Nov. 7__------ Do. 
St. Ignace, Mich_________ PN TART S08 Oct 23-Oct. 305s 8 Do. 
INonthports WVitch= = 22 22S Nov. 10-Nov. 20__-.-_- Do. 
Deland sWhichy siwesae 8 Le Te eS! GOl eee Ee Do. 
airport Vilehease. sone) ower Nov. 4-Nov. 20_------- Do. 
HpoutettemMvirch hes. 2 ster ty Nov. 9-Nov. 16__---__- Whitefish 
Hammonds Bay, Mich___-_________- IN OVE Gaeeee amen nee ns Do. 
Gould) Cityiviiche ss ee Nov. 8-Nov. 20_..----- Do. 
Cross, Villages Miche =) > 2-22-22. Noy, 9-Novy, 19.......- Do. 
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Station Period of operation Species handled 

Put In Bay, Ohio: 
Port Clinton; OWMos 2 7- ose Nov. 3—Nov. 30_------- Whitefish. 

IDO. ee ee Ce eee Apr. 12-Muay 10_------ Pike perch and yellow perch. 
DOs sie ee be ak eee ee June 3-June 29_______- Carp. 

Toledo; Ohio: =. = = eee Nov. 3-Nov. 30__----- Whitefish. 
Do: 2244s eS eee Apr. 12-May 10_-__-_-_-_- Pike perch. 

Catawba Island, Ohio...__--_------- Nov. 3-Nov. 27.._----- Whitefish. 
INontheBass:-Onio= === eae eee ee Nov. 3-Nev. 29_._.--_- ID YoY 5 

DOue fae e2 ee eee Atpr5—May lo Pike perch. 
IMiddieBass) Ohio 22 sesame neal | eee dos ae Do. ~ 

1D 0:22 = ee ee eee Nov. 4—-Nov. 28__-_._-- Whitefish. 
St. Johnsbury, Vt.: Lake Dunmore, Vt-| Oct. 5-Nov. 3__------- Lake trout. 
Saratoga, Wyo.: 

Big Creek Lakes, Wyo__.-..-----_-- Sept. 21-Nov. 10_____- Brook trout. 
Lost, Sage, and Canon Creeks__-_--_-- Mar. 24—-June 25____-_- Rainbow trout. 

Springville, Utah: 
ish Wake sUitah =. -=-2-— eee Mar. 22—-May 31___-__- Do. 

IDO: sees Oct. 28—-Dec. 9_..------ Brook trout. 
Strawberry Rese _-| May 25-June 20_______ Black-spotted trout. 

Woods Hole, Mass.: Wauquoit, Mass__<| Jan. 15-Mar. 30____-__| Winter flounder. 

HATCHERY FISH-CULTURAL NOTES 

SHIPMENT OF EYED FISH EGGS BY THE BULK METHOD 

The following item is extracted from the annual report of the 
superintendent of the White Sulphur Springs (W. Va.) station: 

The use of the bulk method for shipping eggs that are overdeveloped, even 
to the slightest extent, invariably results in some indentation of the eggs; 
and where such a condition exists an abnormal loss is inevitable, not only 
during the incubation period but among the sac-stage fry. Firm advocates of 
the bulk method doubtless wiil rejoin that overdeveloped eggs should never 
be shipped. While admitting the truth of this contention, it is, nevertheless, 
not always possible to ship eggs at exactly the right stage of development, 
and for this and other reasons the tray method of shipment is considered 
preferable. If the ice hopper is kept well filled with ice and the package is: 
maintained at the proper temperature en route, there can not be the slightest 
question on arrival at destination as to the condition of eggs shipped by the tray 
method. 

TRANSPORTATION OF BROOD WINTER FLOUNDER 

The superintendent of the Woods Hole (Mass.) station reports 
on an innovation in the method of shipping brood winter flounder 
from the fields where captured to the hatchery. He states: 

In the transportation of the adult fish this season the conventional trans- 
portation can was abandoned entirely. In its place a large basket was used 
with much success. The fish were placed flat on the bottoms of the baskets, 
which previously had been covered with seaweed or moss. A light covering 
of the same material was then placed over them, and in very cold weather 
the baskets were covered with blankets as a further protection against frost. 
By this method we find less mortality and, more important, there appeared 
to be fewer fish with the so-called ‘hardened’ eggs. ; 

WATERTOWN (N. Y.) REARING STATION 

Owing to lack of a suitable water supply for the production of 
fingerling fish at the Cape Vincent (N. Y.) station, it has been 
necessary heretofore to distribute the entire output of young trout. 
in the fry stage, much to the dissatisfaction of local applicants.. 
Under such conditions the need of a rearing center in northern 
New York has long been apparent, and a recent opportunity offered 
to engage in cooperative trout rearing with the Jefferson County 
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(N. Y.) Fish and Game Association at Watertown, N. Y., was taken 
advantage of promptly. The project controlled by the organization 
was fitted to receive an adequate water supply from a small spring- 
fed creek, and 80 rearing troughs of standard size were installed, 
half of them being the property of the association. The bureau 
supplies the young fish for stocking the project and furnishes the 
services of an experienced man to care for them. As a result of 
the first season’s cooperative work at this point 287,000 trout 2 inches 
and over in length were produced and distributed to applicants. 

EXPERIMENTAL FEEDING OF BROOD TROUT 

The Wytheville (Va.) station is conducting an experiment for 
the purpose of determining the comparative value of various. fish 
foods in egg production. With this in view, the 3-year-old brood 
stock at the station has been divided into two equal lots, one of 
which is fed solely on beef heart and the other on sheep liver. An 
equal division also has been made of the 4-year-old fish, one lot 
being fed on beef heart and the other on sheep liver and mush. 
When concluded, the results of this experiment should prove valu- 
able in connection with future trout-cultural operations. 

SHAD HATCHING IN GEORGIA WATERS 

With the view of determining the value of the Ogeechee River 
as a Shad-hatching center, experimental shad propagation was under- 
taken at Savannah, Ga., by the State authorities in the spring of 
1926. Under the direction of the superintendent of the bureau’s 
Warm Springs station, whose services were loaned for the purpose, 
a boat belonging to the State was outfitted to serve as a floating 
hatchery and placed in readiness to assume the work on April 1. 
A careful search maintained throughout the spawning period failed 
to disclose the presence of any shad in spawning condition until 
near the end of April, at which time 250,000 ripe eggs were col- 
lected, fertilized, and incubated with only a slight loss. This 
represented the only tangible result of the undertaking. 

COMMERCIAL FISHES 

The more important commercial fishes propagated by the bureau 
during the fiscal year 1926 were the salmons of the Pacific coast, the 
lake trout, whitefish, cisco, and pike perch of the Great Lakes 
region, the cod, haddock, pollock, mackerel, and flounder of the 
New England coast, the shad and river herring of Atlantic coastal 
streams, and the buffalo fish of the Mississippi River region. Carp 
in considerable numbers also were produced in connection with the 
work on Lake Erie. 

PACIFIC SALMONS 

Fish-cultural operations at the 6 main stations and 15 substations 
coming under this head were directed almost exclusively to the 
propagation of salmon. The aggregate egg collections of the group 
for the year shows a substantial increase as compared with last 
year’s figures. This was due partly to the resumption of propa- 
gation work at the Afognak (Alaska) station and partly to the very 
successful work accomplished in the Oregon field. 
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AFOGNAK (ALASKA) STATION 

[FRANK L. SNriPHs, Superintendent] 

After a lapse of two years, for the purpose of making a tally of the run of 
salmon into the waters of the Afognak region, preparations for the resumption 
of active fish-cultural work in the propagation of sockeye salmon were under- 
taken with the opening of the fiscal year 1926. The run of this species into 
Letnik Lake during the season was again small, as compared with the large 
runs in years past. Only 5,544 fish were counted. This does not represent the 
total escapement, however, as during a period of high water a slight shifting 
of the rack allowed a considerable number to pass underneath, and these, 
together with the counted salmon, were estimated to amount to approximately 
11,000. Egg collections began on August 3, and between that time and the 
middle of September 4,400 female fish were spawned, yielding 11,000,000 eggs 
of fine quality. Comparatively large numbers of silver and humpback salmon 
were in evidence, but as the counting weir was closed on August 15 they 
could not enter Letnik Lake and were forced to spawn in the river below. 

During the winter of 1925-26 the weather was so mild that, with the excep- 
tion of a few days in early December, all of the lakes and streams of the 
region remained open almost throughout the year. 

With the intention of transferring the resulting spawn to the Washington 
stations, 2,060,000 steelhead-salmon eggs were taken during the last half of 
April from brood fish that enter the lake. After 1,023,000 eyed eggs had been 
forwarded to Seattle for distribution, such a marked rise occurred in the water 
temperature that it was impossible to ship the remaining eggs. They were 
therefore incubated and the resulting fry deposited on the native spawning 
grounds. On May 20, 1926, the first sockeye salmon of the season entered the 
lake, and by the end of June more than 18,000 had passed through the 
counting weir. The indications for a successful season in 1927 were therefore 
encouraging, 

Yes Bay (ALASKA) STATION 

[J. L. GARDNmR, Superintendent ] 

With the opening of the fiscal year 1926 approximately 20,000,000 fingerling 
sockeye salmon were on hand at this station. These were liberated during 
the months of July, August, and October in Lake McDonald. In anticipation 
of the fishing season the seining grounds were cleared of débris, the seining 
beaches extended 80 feet, and on July 20 and 21 racks and traps were erected. 
Shortly after this time a run of humpback salmon occurred, but no sockeyes 
were in evidence until considerably later. Fishing for sockeye salmon began 
on September 7 and was continued up to October 6, the season’s collection of 
eggs of this species amounting to 39,680,000. While their quality as a whole 
appeared to be very good, the lateness of the run necessitated the handling of 
large numbers of green fish, and this, together with a shortage of male fish. 
resulted in a considerable number of unfertilized eggs. Some losses also were 
experienced from uneven development of the eggs in the hatchery, the eggs 
thus affected evidently being from diseased fish. The water during the eying 
period was much warmer than usual and a considerable amount of fungus 
developed on the eggs, involving much additional labor in caring for them. 
The results of incubation were fairly good, notwithstanding these handicaps, 
and more than 89 per cent of the entire collection hatched. The water was 
very low during the entire fishing season, and toward the end it became 
necessary to seine in the lake, the water in the river being too low to permit 
the ascent of the fish. At least 5,000,000 eggs were deposited naturally between 
the rack site and the lake in the course of the spawning period. 

The use of ponds in connection with the liberation of young salmon has 
proved to be a decided success. The fingerling fish are placed in the ponds 
and allowed to pass into the lake at will, being fed at regular intervals as long 
as they remain in the ponds. By this means the fish gradually become accus- 
tomed to their freedom and are in much better condition than when planted 
direct from the troughs, 
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BAKER LAKE (WASH.) STATION AND SUBSTATIONS 

[JosppH KEMMBbRICH, Superintendent | 

Fish-eultural operations were in progress in this field throughout the year 
at the main station and five of its auxiliaries, while eggs from the late run of 
chum salmon were obtained at a sixth auxiliary, at Brinnon, Wash. While 
weather and water conditions during the spawning season were largely un- 
favorable and undoubtedly occasioned some falling off in egg collections, the 
major part of the heavy decrease shown—the total of 26,273,000 eggs secured 
being little more than half as large as the collection of the preceding year— 
is ascribed to the altered conditions brought about through the construction of 
a hydroelectric dam in Baker River near the town of Concrete. Aside from 
the eggs collected, eggs of the sockeye, chinook, silver, and humpback salmons 
aggregating 10,615,000 were received from other sources and handled at Baker 
Lake or some of its auxiliaries. 

Baker Lake (Wash.) station.—Fish-cultural operations at this station, so far 
as the collection of eggs is concerned, were almost a complete failure due to the 
erection of the dam at Concrete, Wash. The entire brood stock of sockeye 
salmon secured for the season consisted of the 40 fish that passed through the 
obstruction when the diversion channel was open during the first days of July. 
On July 8 the channel was closed, forcing all water through three flood gates; 
and from that time on the immense volume of rapidly flowing water, with the 
7-foot drop at the lower end, constituted an impassable barrier to the passage 
of fish. Several attempts were made during the season to improvise a fishway, 
but they were not successful. On July 10 it was noted that brood sockeyes 
were congregating below the dam in considerable numbers, and the run was 
estimated to consist of not less than 10,000 fish. This large body of salmon 
remained below the structure struggling persistently in their vain efforts to 
surmount it, until, completely exhausted, they gradually disappeared. A large 
number perished in the Baker and Skagit Rivers, and by the middle of Sep- 
tember only a very few were left. The run of chinook and silver salmon 
dropped back into the Skagit River, finding other suitable spawning grounds; 
but from all evidence obtainable there was nothing to show that any of the 
sockeyes deposited their spawn, and it is believed the run of that species in 
Baker River was a complete loss. Fifty thousand eggs were obtained from the 
few brood fish referred to above, and about 5,621,000 eyed eggs were transferred 
from the Yes Bay (Alaska) station, these two lots forming the entire stock of 
sockeye-salmon eggs handled in the course of the season. 

Birdsview (Wash.) substation — Of account of its low water level during the 
spawning season of the chinook and humpback salmons no eggs from either of 
these species were obtainable from Grandy Creek. In an effort to locate other 
sources of supply all streams tributary to the Skagit River within a reasonable 
distance were inspected, and it was found that the waters at the mouths of 
most of them were spreading over a wide area and were too shallow to permit 
the entrance of fish. This situation was remedied so far as possible by the 
station employees, who spent several days in deepening and narrowing the 

channels so that salmon could pass through them and continue their upward 
journey. Hyed eggs of chinook salmon to the number of 672,000 were received 
from the Little White Salmon hatchery, and by means of a trap made of 
chicken wire enough brood fish of this species were taken in Phinney Creek 
late in September to yield 53,000 additional eggs. Six hundred and forty 
thousand fingerling silver salmon, carried over from the stock of the preceding 
year, were liberated early in July in tributaries of the Skagit River. Eggs of 
this species to the number of 2,833,000 were taken between October 30 and 
February 8, of which 200,000 were shipped in the eyed stage to the Lincoln 
Park aquarium at Chicago, Ill. The remainder was hatched and the fry 
liberated in due season in tributaries of the Skagit River. From 205 ripe 
female humpback salmon taken in a temporary trap installed in Phinney Creek 
335,000 eggs were collected. These were developed with only a small loss and 
the product returned as advanced fry to the parent stream. About 308,000 
steelhead salmon carried over from last year’s stock were utilized in filling 
applications or planted in suitable local waters. Notwithstanding its very low 
water stages during most of the spring, the run of this species into Grandy 
Creek was the largest of any year since 1918. Between March 17 and June 4, 
855,000 eggs were obtained, and had the creek been at its usual spring stage 
this collection probably could haye been doubled, Among other shipments of 

15847 ° —27—4. 
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eyed eggs taken from this lot one consignment of 48,000 was sent to Hawaii. 
Owing to inability to forward the shipment when the eggs were at the most 

suitable stage of development, it was feared that the loss would be heavy. 
However, the eggs were reported as arriving at destination in good condition 
and with a loss of only 200 in transit. 
Duckabush (Wash.) substation—As the formation of the Duckabush River 

near its mouth is not suitable for the erection of a permanent trap, a temporary 
trap was built just above the Olympic highway bridge instead of under it, 
as was the case last year. The first of the early-run chum salmon appeared 
late in August, and from September 5 to October 1 eggs were taken almost 
daily, the total amounting to 9,000,000. As soon as the early run was over the 
temporary trap was removed and stored because of the danger from floods. 
No late-run chum salmon ascended the river as far as the location of the 
permanent trap, but eggs from that run were obtained at Walcotts Slough, 
near Brinnon, Wash., where employees of the Duckabush and Quilcene sub- 
stations cooperated in collecting eggs. However, there was no room for any 
eggs from that source in the Duckabush hatchery, which was already filled 
to capacity with spawn from the early run, hence the entire collection was 
incubated at Quilcene. The usual run of silver salmon ascended the river 
during the fall and winter, but as the permanent trap was completely sub- 
merged on several occasions nearly all the fish passed upstream to spawn. 
The local collections, extending from November 17 to February 24, amounted 
to 320,000 eggs taken from 105 female fish. These, with the 750,000 eyed. eggs 
of the same species received from one of the Washington State hatcheries, 
were incubated, and the resulting fry and fingerling fish were liberated in the 
Duckabush River. The first humpback salmon of the season appeared at the 
temporary trap late in August, and between September 2 and October 1, 550,000 
eggs were taken from the 332 female fish secured. On account of the low 
water stage in the river at this time, many humpback salmon spawned in the 

salt water near its mouth. 
In continuation of past efforts to establish a run of chinook salmon in the 

Duckabush River, 328,000 fingerlings, the product of a shipment of 336,000 eyed 
eggs of that species, were liberated in the river during the spring of 1926. As 
was the case during the run of silver salmon, the greater part of the steelhead 
salmon ascending the river during the spring passed over the permanent trap 
during high water stages. A few fish were taken, but most of them were too 
immature to be retained in pens, and only 19 were in spawning condition. 
From this stock 81,700 eggs were taken during the period from March 24 
to May 1. . 

Quilcene (Wash.) substation—In advance of the fall spawning season, a 
new and permanent trap, built exceptionally strong to withstand flood waters, 
was constructed in the Big Quilcene River on the site formerly occupied by the 
old trap. In anticipation of the early run of chum salmon, traps also were 
installed near the mouths of the Big Quilcene and Little Quilcene Rivers. 
Owing to the prevailing low water stage in these streams, egg collections were 
considerably below normal. The first of the early-run fish appeared at the 
temporary traps late in August; the first ripe eggs were taken on September 6, 
and from that date to October 6 spawning operations were conducted almost 
daily, 1,180,000 eggs being taken at the Big Quilcene trap and 365,000 at the 
other location. Almost all eggs of this species from the late run were taken at 
the Walcotts Slough trap near Brinnon, Wash., where collecting operations 
were in progress from December 1 to January 13, and 5,685,000 eggs obtained. 

Early in November 336,000 eyed chinook-salmon eggs were received from the 
Little White Salmon hatchery. These were incubated and the resulting fry 

deposited in the Big Quilcene River in furtherance of an attempt to establish 

a run of the species in this region. Owing to the prevalence of low water in 
the Big Quilcene River during the greater part of the silver-salmon spawning 

season, the collection of eggs of that species was considerably below the total 

of last year. Between December 1 and February 8, 790,000 eggs were taken, and 

early in February 750,000 additional eggs, in the eyed state, were received from 

the State of Washington. The low water level prevented the collection of any 

humpback-salmon eggs, but on November 20, 2,000,000 eyed eggs of that species 

were received from the Washington fisheries authorities with the understanding 

that the resulting fry, in the sac stage, would be returned to be reared in a 

salt-water pond owned by the State in the vicinity of Quilcene. 
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Through the carelessness of two of the station employees, the water supply 
was shut off from some of the hatching throughs, during the night of February 

3, and 1,100,000 fry were lost. 
A portion of the stock of 338,000 steelhead-salmon fry and fingerlings on 

hand at the opening of the fiscal year was distributed to applicants, and the 
remainder was liberated in local public waters. Because of an unusually low 
river level, the collection of steelhead eggs, during the spring of 1926, was 
the smallest in the past several years, the total amounting to only 62,000. 
These were taken between March 5 and April 28. 

Ozette (Wash.) substation—A counting weir has been maintained in the 
Ozette River for the past two years, primarily for the purpose of determining 
to what extent sockeye salmon run into Ozette Lake. Operations at the weir 
having demonstrated that sockeye, silver, and steelbead salmon enter the lake 
in sufficient numbers to warrant the establishment of a hatchery, the next 
essential step was to ascertain as to the possibility of holding brood sockeye 
salmon from the time they run into the lake, late in May, until they are in 

spawning condition in October. With this end in view a survey of the Ozette 
watershed was made, and two locations apparently well suited to penning 
operations were selected, one on Ozette River, and one in Umbrella Creek. 

The Ozette River inclosure, constructed on the site of the former counting 
weir, is of sufficient size to impound more than 1,000 fish. The Umbrella 
Creek inclosure was formed by building two racks about 300 feet apart, with a 
holding capacity for 5,000 fish. 

In the early part of June, about 1,300 fish were placed in the Ozette River 
inclosure, but with the rising water temperature, late in that month, fungus 
began developing on the fish to such an extent that it became necessary to 
liberate them in the lake. It is intended to confine all fish caught after July 1 
in the Umbrella Creek inclosure. 

Sultan (Wash.) substation—Elwell Creek, upon which this substation de- 
pends for its supplies of chinook and humpback salmon eggs, was virtually 
dry during most of the spawning season and remained in that condition until 
late October, when the humpback run was over and only a few partly spawned- 
out chinook salmon were available. By means of a gaff hook a sufficient 
number of these partially spent fish were taken near the mouth of the creek 
to yield 99,000 eggs. Silver-salmon eggs were collected at this point from 
October 25 to January 5, the total for the season amounting to 1,383,000. On 
January 5 Elwell Creek rose to the highest stage ever recorded, overflowing 
its banks and washing out a channel that finally undermined the east shore * 

- crib of the rack and completely destroyed it. This brought the silver-salmon 
work to an end, and as the trap could not be repaired in time for the steelhead- 
salmon run no eggs of that species were collected. 

QUINAULT (WASH.) STATION 

[Marcus 8S. Meyer, Superintendent] 

The daily count of sockeye salmon passing through the weir into the upper 
Quinault River was in progress during the first 10 days in July. The total 
count for the season, which began on March 19, amounted to 19,395, or about 
117,000 less than the count of the previous year. In view of a recent decision 
by the Federal Court at Tacoma, Wash., giving the local Indians the privilege 
of fishing at any point on the Quinault Reservation, the bureau considered 
it advisable to discontinue counting operations with the close of the season. 

Fish-cultural operations at this station are concerned principally with the 
propagation of the sockeye salmon. During the spawning season, which ex- 
tended from November 2 to December 16, 2,000,000 eggs were collected in the 
upper Quinault River, 5,770,000 in Big Creek, 630,000 in Merriman Creek, and 
80,000 in Falls Creek, the aggregate of 8,480,080 being only about two-thirds 
of the total number secured last year. With the exception of 175,000 eyed 
eggs (shipped to other stations of the bureau) and the 800,000 fingerlings on 
hand at the end of June, all of the young fish resulting from the collections 
were liberated in Quinault River and its tributaries, as were also the 5,000,000 
fingerlings on hand at the beginning of the year. The eggs taken in Big Creek 
in past years have been conveyed to the hatchery by canoe. During the past 
season all collections from this source were transported by means of the 
ee uch thereby obviating the necessity of daily transporting the canoe to 

e creek, 
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In the absence of the counting weir, no steelhead-salmon eggs were collected 
during the spring, and work with that species was confined to the incubation 
of 250,000 eyed eggs transferred from the Applegate Creek substation, the 
product of which was on hand at the close of June. Small numbers of eggs 
of the silver and chinook salmon, taken in connection with the sockeye-salmon 
collections, were incubated and the fry reared to the fingerling stage before 
planting. The silver trout resulting from a consignment of eggs donated by the 
State of Washington in the previous fiscal year were distributed as yearlings. 
Before liberating them the right ventral and adipose fins were removed, the 
object in marking them being to determine if they would eventually return 
from salt water as larger sized fish than those that have passed their entire 
existence in fresh waters. 

CLACKAMAS (OREG.) STATION AND SUBSTATIONS 

[Putto B. HAwLey, Superintendent } 

Grouped under this head are the main station at Clackamas and its seven 
auxiliaries situated in Oregon, Washington, and Idaho, five of them being in 
operation throughout the year. Fish-cultural work consisted in the propaga- 
tion of the chinook, silver, and steelhead salmons, approximately 67,000,000 
eggs of which species were collected, or about 16,000,000 in excess of last 
year’s total. In the course of the year the Oregon Fish and Game Commission 
rendered valuable aid not only in furnishing eggs for incubation but in giving 
financial assistance, thus enabling the bureau to carry out its program of pro- 
ducing a large number of fingerling fish for distribution. 

Clackamas (Oreg.) station—The year’s fish-cultural activities at this point 
were initiated in August by the erection of a head rack across the Clacka- 
mas River. Owing to abnormally low water stages very disappointing results 
were attained in fishing for chinook salmon (conducted from September 27 to 
October 26), and the total number of eggs collected amounted to only 1,701,- 
000, showing a shortage of about 50 per cent, as compared with the work of 
last year. All eggs were of good quality, however, and the loss during incuba- 
tion was merely nominal. In the course of the year small numbers of eyed 
eggs of the brook trout and rainbow trout were received and incubated, and 
from the steelhead eggs received from auxiliaries of the Clackamas station 
two shipments, in the eyed stage, were forwarded to foreign countries—one 
to Columbia and one to Italy. 

Upper Clackamas (Oreg.) substation—Fishing for chinook salmon was in 
progress from August 28 to September 19, and during this time 1,721,500 eggs 
were secured. As no facilities for the rearing of young salmon are available 
at this substation, the entire collection was transferred in the eyed stage to 
the Clackamas station, and the substation was closed for the season. 

Little White Salmon (Wash.) substation—The stock of young brook trout 
and steelhead salmon on hand at the beginning of the year (about 166,000) 
was held for a time and then distributed to applicants or planted in suitable 
public waters. In August racks and traps were built in the Little White Salmon 
River. By September 14 chinook salmon began to appear, and on August 20 
spawning operations were undertaken and conducted continuously to October 
7. Eggs to the number of 29,484,000 were secured, and many millions more 
might have been taken had enough hatching room been available. Of these 
eggs 10,890,000 were shipped in the eyed stage, part of them to the Oregon 
Fish and Game Commission and the remainder to other hatcheries of the 
bureau. In the course of the year this substation received 105,000 brook- 
trout eggs from the Clackamas station and 50,000 steelhead eggs from the 
Applegate Creek substation. The resulting fry were distributed to applicants 
of the region. 

Big White Salmon (Wash.) substation—Work at this point was wholly on 
the propagation of chinook-salmon eggs, supplies of which are obtained from the 
Big White Salmon River and Spring Creek. Traps were erected in each of 
these streams early in September, and by September 10 a few brood fish had 
entered the Spring Creek ladder. Active spawning operations were under- 
taken on September 19, and between that date and October 9, 12,259,000 eggs 
were collected, of which about 7,000,000 were derived from Spring Creek. An 
important feature of the work on Spring Creek is that until within a very few 
years ago the run of chinook salmon in this stream was negligible. On reach- 
ing the eyed stage, 1,500,000 of the eggs were transferred to the Oregon Fish 
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and Game Commission and 525,000 were consigned to the Clackamas station. 
The fry hatched from the remaining stock were reared to the fingerling size 
and then liberated on local spawning grounds. 

Rogue River (Oreg.) substation.—The stock of about 576,000 young brook 
trout, silver trout, and steelhead salmon on hand at the opening of the year 
was distributed later, a large percentage being deposited in the Rogue River. 
All natural conditions being favorable, the work of erecting the head rack 
on Rogue River was accomplished in June cf the preceding year. On August 
15 the collection of chinook-salmon eggs was begun, and between that time and 
the end of September 1,594,000 eggs were secured. In anticipation of the run 
of silver and steelhead salmon in Big Butte Creek and Elk Creek, racks and 
traps were built immediately after the close of the chinook spawning season, 
and from November 2 to January 8, 2,159,000 silver-salmon eggs were obtained, 
the collection being about 50 per cent larger than last year’s. Due to pro- 
longed drought and consequent low-water stages in Rogue River during the 
spring, the collection of steelhead-salmon eggs was disappointing, only 436,- 
900 being secured, a little more than half the number obtained in 1925. The 
Oregon game commission lent one of its large trucks for making the dis- 
tribution of the resulting fry, thus greatly facilitating the work. 

Applegate Creek (Oreg.) substation—The steelhead salmon on hand at the 
beginning of the fiscal year were liberated during July as No. 21% fingerlings. 
Silver-salmon operations at this point were seriously affected by an unusually 
low water level in Applegate Creek, which remained at its ordinary summer 
stage during most of the spawning season. As the result of a slight rise in 
the late fall, 735,000 eggs were secured from November 16 to December 29. 
Shortly after the first of February a decided rise in water level in the creek 
induced the entrance of a comparatively large run of steelhead salmon, but 
continuous rains caused the stream to become so swollen that many of the 
fish escaped over the dam. Between February 18 and April 28, 2,864,000 eggs 
were collected. On attaining the eyed stage 1,500,000 were distributed to appli- 
eants and other stations of the bureau. 

Salmon (Idaho) substation—The stock of fish on hand at the beginning of 
the year was distributed to applicants in July. With the view of intercepting 
all chinook salmon entering the Lemhi River, racks were built early in May 
of the preceding year, and during July fish in considerable numbers were in 
evidence. Spawning operations began on August 17, and eggs were taken 
regularly from that date to September 4, the yield being 12,000,000, one of the 
largest collections ever made in the region. The run of salmon in the Pah- 
simeroi River proved negligible, and the racks and traps which had been erected 
on that stream early in the fiscal year were removed in September. An 
attempt made in cooperation with the Idaho Fish and Game Commission to 
collect steelhead-salmon eggs in the Pahsimeroi River proved disappointing, 
only 114,000 being secured. Two consignments of rainbow-trout eggs aggre- 
gating 350,000 were received during May and June, one from the State of 
Idaho and one from the main station at Clackamas, Oreg. 

Wind River (Wash.) substation—Fish-cultural activities at this substation 
(formerly operated by the State of Washington) were experimental in char- 
acter, being undertaken with the view of determining the feasibility of con- 
ducting permanent work in this field. Chinook-salmon spawning operations 
were in progress from September 19 to October 7, resulting in the collection 
of 2,298,000 eggs. This total being considerably smaller than the holding 
capacity of the hatchery, 3,749,000 additional green eggs were transferred from 
the Little White Salmon hatchery: for incubation. Upon development to the 
eyed stage, shipments aggregating 1,883,000 eggs were forwarded to the Clack- 
amas station and to the Oregon game commission. The fry hatched from the 
remaining eggs were liberated in Wind River, and on February 1 the sub- 
station was closed. Heretofore logging operations have made the entrance of 
salmon into this stream very difficult; now that such work is virtually at an 
end there is a prospect that future fish-cultural operations may be followed by 

satisfactory results. 
Oa 

SCA ~ ee oe 
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BarirRD (CALIF.) STATION AND SUBSTATIONS 

[W. K. HANcocK, Superintendent ] 

The outcome of the year’s work in the propagation of chinook salmon in 
the California field was quite encouraging, the total number of eggs collected 
being approximately 2,300,000 greater than in 1925 and slightly more than 
the total in 1924. These results were accomplished despite the fact that 
conditions were unfavorable, the water in the McCloud River being polluted 
from the middle of June to the 1st of September with a thick yellow volcanic 
ash from Mount Shasta. 

Baird (Calif.) station—Though traps were installed in the upper racks 
in the McCloud River early in the season, it is believed that a large number 
of the earlier run salmon passed up the river during the time repairs were 
being made to the 75-foot section of the upper rack mentioned in last year’s 
report as having been washed away. Owing to the cloudiness of the water it 
was impossible to determine whether the racks were tight or what was the 
condition of the fish in the retaining pools. Seining operations were taken 
up on September 1 and conducted almost every evening from 7 to 10 o’clock 
between that date and September 4, by which time all of the early-run fish 
had disappeared. Brood female salmon were plentiful, but a serious shortage 
of male fish made it difficult to fertilize all eggs secured. A total of 1,530,000 
eges of excellent quality resulted from the season’s work,.this number ex- 
ceeding the annual average of the past 12 years by a few thousand. As only 
a few of the fall run salmon enter the McCloud River, no effort was made to 
collect eggs from that run. On account of the prevailing low water stage in 

the gravity ditch a battery of troughs was set up outside the hatchery and 
fed from the spring until the eggs commenced to hatch, when they were trans- 
ferred to the hatchery and water was pumped from the river until February 4. 
At that time the occurrence of heavy rains and high water made it possible to 
use the gravity supply. During a high water stage in February virtually 
all of the lower rack cribs were washed out and the upper crib was damaged 
considerably. 

Battle Creek (Calif.) substation—The usual arrangements for the collection 
of the chinook salmon eggs were taken up about September 1, at which time 
a crew of men was engaged to erect racks and traps and put the fishing 
equipment in condition for service. Owing to the low water level very un- 
satisfactory results were attained in seining in Battle Creek, and fishing 
operations soon were extended to the Sacramento River. While this involved 
additional labor in moving the fishing equipment, it was more than justified 
by the results, the total egg collections being approximately twice as large 
as last year. 

Mill Creek (Calif.) swbstation—During the latter part of August, while the 
creek was virtually dry, arrangements were made to set up the racks, and on_ 
November 3 fishing operations were undertaken. Between November 3 and 
December 4, 3,270,000 eggs of the finest quality were collected, as compared 
with last year’s total of 2,200,000. Owing to lack of fry-holding space, 120,000 
of the eyed eggs were transferred to Baird station and 600,000 to Battle Creek 
with the object of planting the resulting fry in waters near those stations. 
The remainder were hatched at the point of collection, and the product was 
liberated in Mill Creek as fingerling fish. 

FISHES OF THE GREAT LAKES 

This group consists of four main stations, four substations, and a 
large number of collecting auxiliaries situated along the shores of the 
Great Lakes, the range of operations extending from Rainy Lake, 
Minn., to the Vermont waters of Lake Champlain. Particular at- 
tention is paid to the propagation of such commercial fishes as the 
lake trout, whitefish, cisco, and pike perch, though considerable 
numbers of eggs of other species are hatched annually at the sta- 
tions of this class and are distributed to applicants. Unfavorable 
weather predominated during the lake trout and whitefish spawning 
seasons in many of the collecting fields, materially reducing the egg 
collections. 
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DULUTH (MINN.) STATION 

[S. P. Wires, Superintendent] 

Barly in the fall the usual arrangements were made for the collection of 
lake trout and whitefish spawn in the Michigan waters of Lake Superior. 
The collection of lake-trout eggs commenced September 30 at various points 
on Isle Royale and Copper Harbor and continued until the beginning of the 
State closed season, which extended from October 9 to October 16. The work 
was resumed on the 17th and was prosecuted successfully during the succeed- 
ing three days, the catch of trout along the south shore of Lake Superior 
between Ontonagon and Grand Marais being very heavy at this time. During 
October 19, however, heavy winds and generally unfavorable weather set in 
and continued almost without interruption up to the close of the spawning 
period on November 15. The season’s collection as a whole were very light. 
From the total of 15,757,000 lake-trout eggs secured 10,262,000 eyed eggs, 
fry, and fingerling fish were developed and supplied to applicants or planted 
in suitable public waters. The only whitefish eggs handled were 2,320,000 that 
were secured by commercial fishermen operating at Isle Royale and Munising, 
Mich., in connection with the collection of lake-trout spawn. This stock 
yielded 1,400,000 fry, all of which were returned to spawning grounds in Lake 
Michigan waters. 

Additional funds enabled this station to cooperate with the Minnesota fish- 
eries authorities in the propagation of pike perch at the Bemidji (Minn.) 
State hatchery. During the spawning season—extending from April 16 to May 
4—570 quarts of eggs were collected. These were cared for in the Bemidji 
hatchery until far enough advanced to bear transportation, when they were 
divided in proportion to the amount expended by each party. The bureau’s 
share, amounting to 16,380,000 eggs, was transferred to the Duluth hatchery, 
and after the completion of incubation the fry were distributed to applicants. 
The losses on the eggs and fry during the period they were held were very 
light. The funds expended by the bureau for this work were applied to 
operating expenses only, as the State furnished all nets, boats, and other equip- 
ment and made no charge for the necessary water, fuel, or light. 

The year’s work at this station included the handling of 200,000 eyed brook- 
trout eggs received during the winter from a commercial dealer in Pennsyl- 
vania. From this stock 129,000 fry were hatched and reared to the No. 1 
fingerling stage, at which time they were distributed to applicants, 

NORTHVILLE (MicH.) STATION AND SUBSTATIONS 

[W. W. THAyeER, Superintendent] 

The fishes propagated at the Northville station during the year included the 
brook trout and rainbow trout, smallmouth black bass, and bream (Lepomis 
pallidus). During the month of January 1,157,000 eyed brook-trout eggs, most 
of them of fair quality, were received from various sources, some by purchase 
from commercial firms and the remainder through exchange. The eggs were 
incubated with only a small loss, but there was a heavy mortality among the 
resulting fry in May, due to sudden and extreme temperature changes. A 
large proportion of the young fish hatched from this stock was distributed to 
applicants in Ohio and Indiana, while comparatively small numbers were for- 
warded to the cooperative rearing projects at Turtle Lake and Rose City, 
Mich. A consignment of 150,000 rainbow-trout eggs, received during the spring 
from the State hatchery at Paris, Mich., was incubated, and the resulting fry 
were distributed with only a slight loss. = 

The stock of smallmouth-bass fry on hand at the opening of the fiscal year 
yielded more than 12,000 fingerling fish for later distribution. Of 285 adult 
bass of this species placed in their winter holding quarters late in the fall of 
1925 only 79 were found when the pond was drained in the spring. There 
being no other apparent reason for this loss, it could only be concluded that 
the fish were stolen. At once 209 additional brood bass were obtained from 
Lake Erie waters and apportioned in the breeding ponds with the survivors 
of the original stock. Excellent weather and water conditions prevailed 
throughout the spawning season, and at the end of June the indications were 
that the yield of fry would be approximately twice that of the preceding year. 
Only a small brood stock of bream is held at this station, hence the output of 
that fish is never large. 
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Alpena (Mich.) substation—KHxtensive improvements were made to the 
hatchery buildings and grounds at this station in the summer of 1925, chief 
among them being the excavation of a basement under the hatchery, laying 
cement floors in the basement and hatching room, and the installation of a 
282-jar whitefish battery in the hatchery. As only a comparatively small 
amount of commercial fishing for lake trout was conducted in surrounding 
fields, a large take of eggs of that species was not anticipated. Severe storms 
also played an important part in reducing the collections, many of the fisher- — 
men’s nets being torn to shreds, while the hauling of the nets at regular 
intervals was prevented by high winds. The earliest eggs were taken in the 
Cheboygan field on October 24, and the last were secured at Big Reef on 
December 21, the total for the season amounting to 3,634,500. From November 2 
to November 19, 28,300,000 whitefiesh eggs were obtained from the various fields. 
The quality of the spawn of both Species was somewhat above the average, 
and a good percentage of hatch was realized. 

Charlevoia (Mich.) substation—Though the work of obtaining whitefish 
and lake-trout eggs for stocking the Charlevoix hatchery was greatly ob- 
structed by high winds, which prevailed almost to the end of the spawning 
season, the collections of eggs of both species were somewhat larger than last 
year. All of the spawn was much better than the average in quality. This 
is accounted for by the greater care exercised in fertilizing the eggs and by 
the application of improved methods in handling the hatchery work. The 
earliest lake-trout eggs of the season were taken October 28, at St. Ignace, 
Mich., and 36,000,000 were taken between that time and November 20. The 
collection of whitefish eggs began on November 6 and ended November 20, the 
total amounting to 27,000,000. Steelhead-salmon eggs to the number of 27,500, 
received during the spring from one of the bureau’s stations in Oregon, were 
incubated with good results. 

Pur IN Bay (OHIO) STATION 

[Davip DAvizs, Superintendent] 

Arrangements for the collection of whitefish eggs at the various collecting 
points on Lake Hrie were made early in November, and on the 3d of .that 
month all necessary collecting equipment was distributed among the commer- 
cial fishermen, who were cautioned to exercise the utmost care in handling 
and fertilizing the eggs taken. The first lot of eggs was received at the 
hatchery on November 4, the season opening several days earlier than was the 
case during the past few years. The severe storms and generally unfavorable 
weather that predominated virtually throughout the egg-collecting period 
seriously interfered with the lifting of the fishermen’s nets at regular inter- 
vals, and as a result the collection of eggs was not so large as had been 
expected, though it exceeded that of the previous year by approximately 
1,400,000 eggs. Several million eyed eggs were furnished the Pennsylvania 
fish commission, and a consignment of 2,700,000 was forwarded to the Japa- 
nese Government. 

The first pike-perch eggs of the season arrived at the station on April 22, 
the spawning season opening unusually late. For several years past the brood 
female pike taken for the work at this station have been quite small in size, 
but last year a great many were from 6 to 12 pounds in weight. The egg 
collection was large, being about double that of the preceding year, but the 
quality was very poor, less than 25 per cent producing fry. ‘The last eggs 
of the season were secured on May 11. 

A somewhat smaller collection of yellow-perch eggs was made than in 
1925, the total amounting to 21,700,000. Of this number 6,000,000 were shipped 
to the Mammoth Spring (Ark.) station and 7,500,000 were furnished the Okla- 
homa fish commission. The remainder were hatched at the station in wire 
baskets suspended in water, the estimated percentage of hatch being about 92. 

Harly in June a temporary hatching battery for the propagation of carp was 
installed in one of the commercial fish houses in the Port Clinton (Ohio) 

field, and the work of collecting eggs, which extended from June 6 to June 24, 
was quite successful, 76,000,000, or approximately 100 per cent more than 
the total of either of the two preceding years, being obtained. With the 
exception of 1,000,000 fry that were placed in a pond near Sandusky Bay 
the entire product of the eggs collected was liberated in the Portage River 
several miles above Port Clinton. 
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CAPH VINCENT (N. Y.) STATION AND SUBSTATION 

[Jno. P. SNypgER, Superintendent | 

Permission having been obtained from the Ontario fisheries department to 
collect lake-trout eggs in the vicinity of Pigeon and Simcoe Islands, in Canadian 
waters of Lake Ontario, active operations in those fieldS were undertaken 
on October 13. Under a permit issued by the New York conservation ¢om- 
mission collections also were made in the vicinity of Grenadier and Stony 
Islands in the New York waters of the lake. Brood fish were present in the 
usual numbers in all these fields, but they were soon driven from the bars 
into deeper water by heavier wind storms, making the operating season very 
short. In taking trout at Grenadier Island, a locally constructed net, some- 
what different from the ordinary type, was used successfully. The majority of 
the trout captured in all fields were either green or spent, and virtually all 
of the 1,100,000 eggs obtained were taken from fish caught in the evening 
hauls. This stock was augmented later by the transfer of 1,000,000 eyed eggs 
from the Charlevoix (Mich.) field. 

The bureau was not permitted by the Ontario authorities to collect whitefish 
spawn in the Bay of Quinte and South Bay, but it was allowed to occupy 
fields in Wellers Bay, near Brighton, Port Hope, Cobourg, Bowmanville, and 
Port Whitney, Ontario, where commercial fishing is conducted on a compara- 
tively limited scale and principally in the open waters of the lake. At the 
outset a large run of whitefish was in evidence at all points covered, but the 
favorable prospects soon were dissipated by a heavy wind storm that swept 
the lake with great violence, destroying or carrying away most of the fisher- 
men’s nets; and after its subsidence, more than a week later, it was found 
that almost all whitefish had disappeared. The effects of the storm on the 
New York side of the lake were very destructive also, with the single exception 
of Chaumont Bay, which is partly sheltered, and in this field 24,000,000 eggs 
(more than half the season’s collection at all points) were secured. Eggs of 
the cisco (lake herring) were taken between November 12 and December 1, 
the collections aggregating 163,760,000 eggs. A noteworthy feature of the 
propagation of this species is that it seems to be increasing rapidly in the 
eastern end of Lake Ontario, while the supply in the western end of the lake 
apparently has undergone a material diminution. Until quite recently cisco 
were seen rarely in the St. Lawrence River; they are now found there in 
large numbers, especially within the past two years. Some 20 miles below 
the lake many are being taken with hook and line. 

Late in December 270,000 eyed brook-trout eggs were purchased from a 
commercial dealer and 500,000 were received from the Pennsylvania fish com- 
mission. Fifty thousand Loch Leven trout eggs were furnished from the 
Meadow Creek (Mont.) field, and 160,000 rainbow-trout eggs were sent to the 
station by the Michigan department of conservation in return for eggs of 
other species. The majority of the fry derived from this stock were trans- 
ferred to the Watertown (N. Y.) field station to be reared to the fingerling 
stagé before distribution. The remaining fry were shipped to applicants soon 
after they were hatched. 

In pursuance of a cooperative agreement 100 brood bass were supplied in 
advance of the 1925 spawning season for stocking Redfield Pond near Rutland, 
Vt., controlled by the Rutland County Fish and Game Association. During the 
succeeding July 89,000 bass fry of the largemouth and smallmouth species 
were taken from this pond for distribution, and later in the season an addi- 
tional 15,425 bass in the fingerling No. 21%4 stage ywere collected from the 
inclosure and used for stocking other waters. 

Swanton (Vt.) substation.—Harly in the fiscal year, quite extensive repairs 
to the station buildings and equipment “vere made. An arrangement was 
effected with the Pennsylvania fish commission whereby that organization de- 
frayed the expense of tearing out the old pens used for holding fish and recon- 
structing them with new material. All of the buildings were put in good 
repair and painted two coats; one new live car for towing fish from the seining 
grounds to the pens was provided; several seine windlasses were constructed 
and a new seining ground cleared and made ready for operations. 

The cooperative agreement in force during the past few years with the 
States of Pennsylvania and Vermont was renewed and everything was made 
ready to begin active fish-cultural work on April 1. The weather at that 
time was cold, however, and the lake was still covered with ice. It being evi- 
dent on April 16 that the fish had commenced their annual migration up the 
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Missisquoi River, seining under the ice in quest of a brood stock was at once 
undertaken and continued as conditions permitted until April 22, when fur- 
ther work of that character was rendered dangerous owing to the softening of 
the ice. During this period, 2,272 brood-pike perch were taken, transferred to 
the hatchery, and placed in retaining pens. With the general breaking up of 
the ice on April 27, seining was resumed and continued to May 5, though it was 
evident that the majority of the fish had already passed into the river and some 
were returning, as spent fish. The brood stock acquired numbered 4,440, of 
which 2,880 were females. From this source an aggregate of 117,653,000 eggs 
was taken, and one-half of them were transferred to the Pleasant Mount State 
hatchery of the Pennsylvania fish commission. One million eyed eggs of the 
bureau’s share were forwarded to the Erwin (Tenn.) station and to Central 
Station, Washington, D. C. The fry resulting from the rest were distributed 

to applicants and planted in suitable places in Lake Champlain. From 

18,400,000 eyed yellow-perch eggs collected in the march adjoining the Swanton 

hatchery early in May, approximately 17,000,000 fry were hatched. Some of 

these were distributed to applicants and some were returned to parent waters. 

BrYANS Pornt (MpD.) SUBSTATION 

[L. G. Harron, Superintendent] 

The year’s work in the propagation of shad in this field is discussed on 

page 358 under the heading “Anadromous fishes of the Atlantie Coast.” Opera- 

tions connected with the preparation of the hatchery and its equipment for 

active fish-cultural work were undertaken on March 1. The work of procuring 

adult yellow perch from commercial fishermen of the region to serve as a brood 
stock was taken up on March 38 and prosecuted vigorously up to March 20, 
resulting in the acquirement of about 23.400 fish. In accordance with the usual 
method, these fish spawned in live cars anchored in Accokeek Creek, and 
101,180,000 eggs were collected therefrom between March 24 and April 7. All 
of the resulting fry were liberated on the principal spawning grounds of the 
species in tributaries of the Potomac River. The light yield of eggs from the 
large brood stock on hand is attributed to the small size of the fish, the average 
length of the females being less than 71% inches. 

RESCUE OPERATIONS 

LA Crosse (WIS.) STATION AND SUBSTATIONS 

[C. F. CuLuer, in charge] 

Early in the fiscal year the central directing base for fish-rescue operations 
was transferred from Homer, Minn., to La Crosse, Wis., where a new hatchery, 
8414 by 5334 feet, was constructed. On the first floor of the building is a large 
hatching room, offices, and an aquarium for the exhibition of the fishes of the 
region, while storage rooms and dormitories for the use of the station employees 
are fitted up on the second floor. A garage, 380 feet by 36 feet, for housing the 
bureau’s trucks, also was erected. 

The rescue territory covered during the year extended from Reeds Landing, 
Minn., to a point about 14 miles below Bellevue, Iowa, and from Rock Island, 
jll., to Montpelier, Ill. During the operation season which opened early in 
July and continued until late in November, 149,814,899 fish were salvaged, the 
cost of the work amounting to approximately 14144 cents per thousand. In 
adition to the rescue work, considerable numbers of eggs of the brook, rainbow, 
and Loch Leven trout are handled at this station annually. During the year 
cooperative agreements were entered into with the owners of several trout’ 
ponds in the vicinity of La Crosse for the collection of brook-trout eggs, and 

from one pond as many as 310,000 eggs were obtained. Due to lack of vitality, 
however, this lot was a total loss. A smaller number of eggs, Secured at an- 
other point, were incubated with a loss of only 6 per cent. - Late in December 
a consignment of 750,000 brook-trout eggs, forwarded by a commercial dealer 
in Pennsylvania, was found on arrival at the station to be badly frozen, and 
about 396,000 dead eggs were removed in the first picking. These dead eggs 
were replaced later by the shipment of another lot, but the fry developed from the 
second consignment were small and the losses abnormal. A shipment of 
500,000 brook-trout eggs forwarded from a commercial hatchery in Colorado 
in exchange for eggs of other species apparently was in good condition on 
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arrival, but the fry hatched from them were afflicted with a disease known as 
“Dlue sac,” and nearly all of them perished. Other shipments of brook, rain- 
bow, and Loch Leven trout eggs were received in fine condition, and the 
resulting fry were strong and healthy. 
Homer (Minn.) substation—F ish-cultural operations at this station consist 

almost exclusively in the rescue of landlocked fishes from overflowed lands 
along the Mississippi River and the inoculation of considerable numbers of 
them with the larve of the commercial mussels. Game fishes also are held here 
for later distribution, the station having pond capacity for about 2144 carloads. 
During the early part of the rescue season the water level in the river was at 
a favorable point, but it receded later, and had it not been for frequent rains 
many of the pools would have become dry before the fish contained in them 
could be salvaged. Work was prosecuted under such conditions until October, 
when the operations were considerably checked by cold weather and heavy 
rains. 

Bellevue (lowa) substation—Notwithstanding the fact that the water level 
at this point was not favorable for rescue work and only one crew of men was 
employed, the season’s results were very satisfactory, the number of fish sal- 
vaged being 100 per cent larger than in the preceding year. 

Marquette (Iowa) substation—Rescue work at this substation is prosecuted 
in connection with similar operations conducted at Guttenberg, Iowa. The 
field is advantageously located for the distribution of fish, and its output 
compares very favorably with that at other collecting points. 

Atchafalaya (La.) substation—Because of the large amount of pollution 
carried in the water from Ouachita River, which supply was used at the 
hatchery site formerly occupied in the propagation of buffalo fish in the 
Louisiana field, the old location was abandoned and a new hatchery erected 
during the year on the Bayou Plaquemine, where a water supply of good 
quality is accessible. The material for the new hatchery, which is 20 feet 
by 75 feet in dimensions, was provided by the Louisiana Conservation Commis- 
sion, while the work of constructing it was done by the bureau’s force in 
connection with their regular fish-cultural duties. During the spawning 
season of the buffalo fish (from February 26 to April 1) 128,100,000 eggs of 
fine quality were obtained. These were incubated successfully and produced 
105,315,000 fry, which were planted on the native spawning grounds. 

MUSSEL INFECTION IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE RESCUE OF LANDLOCKED FISHES 

Mussel-infection operations were conducted as heretofore in con- 
nection with the salvage of food fishes from overflowed lands along 
the Mississippi River. The work assumed extensive proportions 
and resulted in the release of 2,803,653,100 larval mussels on the 
gills of suitable fishes, at an average cost of only $0.00144 per thou- 
sand. Much valuable cooperative assistance was rendered by clam 
fishermen and others engaged in the industry, while many letters 
commending the work were received from clam and pear! dealers 
and pearl-button manufacturers. The fields in which mussel- 
infection operations were conducted during the year and the num- 
bers and species of mussels handled in each are shown in the 
following table; 
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Summary of mussel-infection work, fiscal year 1926 

Species 

Stations 3 
Grass mucket RY a eae Pocketbook 

(ZL. luteola) : tio a) (L. ventricosa)! 

Wabasha, (linn 252 Le eee ener es aan 21, 790, 000 9, 459, 000 
PANT at Wiis Fo ee ee ee Se eee ore 1, 468, 000 10, 508, 300 
iWiestuNew ton? Nitra S50 2 ye ee A Se 18, 339, 000 
IMinneiska| Ving = Ss= 0 2 See eee Re ee eee alee See 94, 022, 800 
Chininey ROck) Wiss. =. 222-2 een eee eee eeenenee 31,,576,\000%| = S2e3 55 2 ees eee 
Win onal Vii 2200S eee Pas eee eee ces 74:1, 153; 000) |sae2t Sess | SE eee 
Homer) Minnis ).25-— eek bea Cae eee eee = 305, 608, 500 372, 219, 900 2, 290, 000 
Dakota; Wiinn 225222 es Be a = = Re eee ee eer | Oren Mee 9, :582;,000" |S ae eae 
Tia (CrOssey- Wis o oe = aoe ae es AA ee ae ee ee 429/009, 000' |||22.2542 2222235] Ree eee 
Genoa, Wis: ae Us Vee to Cie ae eee 14, 569, 000 131, 531, 500 36, 665, 000 
Monry villote Wise Gotan MPL ee ee nen ee ae 12, 840, 000 5, 3995-500 ae = easeaeeanneema 
Ueyieyallo.\ Wraseee se emigre geal ee See 109, 015, 000 197, 986; 000\:|2 2° se saan 
Marquette, Lowa seven on = see eee ee ne ee Bee Ea Ean see 8; 404, 1500, | $2 S22 Se Se See 
Guttenburgy Towa. eee 28 So See ae a ees Eee eee 48-978, 000) 22-3 ee ee 
INontin Buena aValsbe, LOW as ee — 3200 oo See ee Oi ae oe ea ee 3,:060,-500 oe ae ae 
‘Bellevup, LOWaas <-~ =e = oe en ee 12, 987, 600 23; 720/100 ||2-2* 2a aeeeeee 
Andalusia MS: = ec eS SEE Ee eee ene 153} 002}, 000; | Hee eae eee 

Total 8.2) Gee 58 co ee ee ee se eae 1, 680, 017,000 | 1, 084, 653, 100 38, 955, 000 

1 This mussel is not of best quality, and fishes are infected with it only when first-class mussels are not 
available. 

MARINE FISHES 

Although the combined egg collections at the stations comprising 
this group did not reach the enormous total attained in 1925, they. 
were well above the average collections of past years and the results 
of the fiscal year’s work may be regarded as fairly successful. Eggs 
of the various species handled to the number of 4,571,098,000 were 
taken at the three stations, showing a falling off of 315,000,000 when 
compared with the total of the preceding year. This loss was occa- 
sioned principally by the smaller collections of winter-flounder eggs 
made along the Maine coast. In addition to the total named, 
153,148,000 cod and haddock eggs were secured in connection with 
the offshore fishing operations and were planted as fertilized eggs 
on the grounds where taken. 

BoorHBay HArRBor (Mk&.) STATION 

[E. E. Hawn, Superintendent] 

Although a very careful watch was maintained in the hope that pollock, 
haddock, and cod in spawning condition might be secured, no eggs of any of 
those species were obtained, and the year’s work at this station was confined 
to the propagation of the winter flounder or flatfish. Active operations for the 
collection of eggs of this species were undertaken on March 2, when the entire 
88 fyke nets available for the work were set in desirable positions from west 
Penobscot Bay to Casco Bay. These were fished daily, when weather per- 
mitted, up to the close of the season in late April. Windy but otherwise 
average weather prevailed during the entire fishing period, and a fair number 
of brood fish were taken, though they were less abundant in Casco Bay than 
usual, and the catch as a whole was somewhat smaller than the record one of 
last year. Right at the busiest part of the fishing season the steamer Gannet 
was again forced out of commission because of deficient boiler stay bolts and 
had to be laid up for two weeks. This, of course, resulted in the loss of large 
numbers of eggs, as it was impossible to reach the more distant nets with the 
small motor boats at hand. As an outcome of the season’s fishing about 5,800 
brood winter flounder were captured, and from them 1,585,685,000 eggs of 
excellent quality were secured, the aggregate losses during incubation being 
estimated at less than 6 per cent. 

During the summer a very good display of local fishes, seals, crustaceans, 
and bottom material was maintained in the hatching room, constituting a 
source of attraction to the many visitors to the station. 
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GLOUCESTER (MAss.) STATION 

[C. G. CoruEss, Superintendent] 

Pollock propagation at this station extended from early November to Janu- 
ary 17, but could not be prosecuted to advantage during the first two months 
owing to the severe storms that prevailed, and the egg collections of that 
species up to the close of December were the most discouraging in many years. 
Pollock were abundant on the fishing grounds and large numbers of them 
were spawning, but on account of the unfavorable weather many of the 
fishermen allowed their gill nets to remain in the water for from two to five 
days at a time and when finally they were hauled most of the fish contained 
in them were dead. Weather conditions improved after January 1, and up to 
the 10th of that month 400,000,000 eggs were taken, the work of a single day 
netting nearly 100,000,000. The total number of eggs of this species collected 
during the season was 698,579,000. The collection of cod eggs for stocking 
the Gloucester hatchery was undertaken on November 11, and by the close of 
November about 56,000,000 had been secured. The indications at that time 
were that cod would be plentiful throughout the winter, but early in December 
virtually all the fish left the inshore fishing grounds, and this, together with 
the scarcity of all other species of marine fish, caused the majority of the 
gill-net fishermen to suspend operations temporarily. With the improvement 
of weather conditions shortly after the 1st of March fishing was resumed, 
and the daily egg collections from that time on to the end of the season on 
April 30 were large, the total number of eggs taken amounting to 844,882,000. 

During the latter part of April the low density of the water caused by 
heavy spring freshets made it necessary to plant 277,496,000 cod eggs on the 
spawning grounds as soon as they were fertilized. Haddock were late in 
appearing on the inshore fishing ground and were much later than usual in 
spawning. As a rule haddock are taken in considerable numbers during 
March, but no spawning haddock were seen in the spring of 1926 until April 11. 
To April 30, the close of the spawning period, 119,304,000 eggs of this species 
were collected. Early in March, as soon as weather conditions made it pos- 
sible, fyke nets were set along the eastern shore of Gloucester Harbor with the 
view of obtaining brood winter flounder, but on account of the cold backward 
spring the catch was smaller than usual. The 295 gravid fish taken yielded 
151,821,000 eggs. 

Offshore operations from this station were taken up on February 1 and 
continuously prosecuted to April 2. Three experienced spawn takers were 
detailed to the work, one being placed on an otter-trawl steamer and the other 
two on hand trawlers. Although the spawn takers made more trips than in 
past years, the catch of fish was unusually large, and every effort was put 
forth to secure a record collection of eggs, the results of the work did not 
meet expectations. This was because only a small percentage of the fish taken 
were ripe. As an outcome of the work in this field 102,361,000 cod eggs and 
50,787,000 haddock eggs were fertilized and planted on Georges Bank. 

Woops Hoe (Mass.) STratrion 

[G. R. Horrsss, Superintendent] 

Generally favorable weather prevailed during the spawning season of the 
fishes propagated in this region, and the outcome of the year’s work was satis- 
factory in the main. Early in October arrangements were perfected for acquir- 
ing a brood stock of adult cod from the commercial fishing traps operating 
at Newport and Narragansett Bay, R. I. The first lot was obtained on Novem- 
ber 5, and later acquisitions swelled the reveipts to 1,794 fish, all being of 
desirable quality and so far as could be determined, equally apportioned as 
to sex and sexual maturity. Unfortunately this station is not equipped with 
proper means for transporting live fish from the fishing grounds to the station, 
and a boat equipped with a small well for carrying lobsters had to be chartered 
at an expense of $100 per trip. It was estimated that this boat would carry 
425 cod safely from the Newport field to the hatchery, a distance of about 4 
hours’ duration; but a trial trip with that number having resulted in a loss of 
140, the numbers carried on later trips were successively reduced. This proved 
of little avail, however, as on every trip the loss of fish amounted to 25 per 
cent of the load carried, and it could only be concluded that the type of boat 
used was not suited to the work. 
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In an effort to transfer the 1,794 brood cod purchased there was a mortality 
of 794, leaving only 1,000 available for the propagation work. It being ap- 
parent quite early in the season that, with the unsatisfactory transportation 
facilities available, the Newport traps could not supply fish in adequate num- 
bers for the work, the local hand-line fishermen were requested to deliver 
their catches to the station. By this means the brood stock was increased to 
1,750 fish, which yielded in round numbers 272,000,000 eggs. After the com- 
pletion of spawning operations, the fish were tagged and liberated in con- 
nection with the investigation being made by the division of scientific inquiry 
concerning food fishes. 

The work of obtaining brood winter flounder in the vicinity of Waquoit, 
Mass., was undertaken on January 12. Nets were set on the following day 
and; weather permitting, daily trips were made to the fishing grounds from 
that time to March 29. From the stock thus acquired, amounting to 2,516 
female fish and a suitable number of males, 894,000,000 eggs were secured 
and incubated, the total losses amounting to 18 per cent. 

During the month of June a small collection of mackerel eggs was made. 
At an earlier period both mackerel and scup were abundant in waters adja- 
cent to the station, but they disappeared to a great extent in advance of the 
spawing time and only a very few of either species were to be found. 

Of 25,000 steelhead-salmon eggs received from the Medford (Oreg.) field, 
about 70 per cent were hatched. The resulting fry were planted in Childs 
River. 

ANADROMOUS FISHES OF THE ATLANTIC COAST 

The fish-cultural work at the three stations of this class, located 
in Maryland, North Carolina, and Maine, was concerned with the 
propagation of shad, river herring, Atlantic salmon, and humpback 
salmon. The collection of eggs of these species were small, as com- 
pared with those of 1925, the cause of the falling off being the un- 
favorable weather experienced during the herring spawning season 
and the scarcity of adult shad both in the Potomac River and, in 
Albemarle Sound. 

SHAD 

Bryans Point (Md.) substation—The outcome of the season’s work in shad 
propagation on the Potomac River was very discouraging. While scarcity 
of adult shad was mainly responsible for the poor results, there were other 
contributing factors, among them being the unfavorable weather and water 
conditions encountered. The first fish of the season with mature eggs was 
taken on April 238, and from that time on the work was earnestly prosecuted 
up to the close of the run on May 14. Eggs to the number of 9,625,000, all 
of excellent quality, were secured and incubated, and the resulting fry were 
returned to the more important spawning grounds in the river. 

A remarkable feature of the shad work on this river is that almost no 
shad are now being taken on the formerly prolific spawning grounds lying 
between the hatchery and the city of Washington, a distance of about 14 miles. 

From this territory, which until quite recently yielded from 10,000,000 to 
25,000,000 eggs per season, the total number of eggs obtained during the past 
two years has amounted to only 650,000. From all the evidence obtainable 
the conclusion has been reached that this desertion of a formerly favored 

spawning area may justly be charged to pollution brought about by the 
extensive discharge of sewage into the upper river at various points. 

SHAD AND River HERRING. EDENTON (N. C.) STATION 

[WILLIAM 8S. VINCENT, Superintendent] 

On account of the prevalence of heavy adverse winds and unseasonable air 
and water temperatures, the spring of 1926 was one of the most unsatisfactory 
ever experienced in this region, not only from a fish-cultural standpoint but 
also as concerned the prosecution of commercial fishing. Shortly before the 
commencement of the anticipated spawning period of the river herring the 
commercial fish houses of the district were visited at regular intervals in quest 
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of ripe fish, but none was found until April 22, the season opening about two 
weeks later than usual. Throughout the month of April an interval of two 
or three fair days was invariably followed by high winds and cold weather. 
Such conditions prevailed until the first week of May, when, as a result of 
several successive warm days, a run of herring ascended nearer to the head- 
waters of adjacent streams than ever before so far as the records go. In the 
course of the egg-collecting period, which extended to May 6, 123,000,000 eggs 
(approximately one-third of last year’s total) were secured. As was the 
case in a former season, the eggs were extremely adhesive, and despite the 
application of every known preventive in taking them and in their subsequent 
eare the losses during incubation were excessive, amounting to about 60 per 
cent of the eggs collected. 

The conditions encountered at Capehart Beach were the same as last year. 
The daily catch of shad was invariably small, and quite frequently it consisted 
of fish of only one sex. On the few occasions when both sexes were represented 
the females were green. Daily trips were made to the fishing grounds until it 
became apparent that no eggs would be obtainable, when they were discontinued. 

ATLANTIC AND HUMPBACK SALMONS. CRAIG Brook (ME.) STATION 

[Grorcn N. MonrcoMery, Superintendent ] 

On account of the unreasonable attitude assumed by the commercial fisher- 
men of the Penobscot River with reference to the conduct of Atlantic-salmon 
propagation at this station, no local egg collections are made, and for the 
past few years the work with that species has been dependent upon the trans- 
fer of eggs from hatcheries operated by the Canadian Government, such eggs 
being in exchange for the spawn of other fishes. In the pursuance of work 
along this line 553,000 eyed eggs were received early in March from South 
Esk, New Brunswick, and a few days later a second shipment of 546,000 ar- 
rived from Gaspe, Quebec. One hundred thousand of the latter consignment 
were reshipped to the State hatchery at Caribou, Me., with the view of liber- 
ating the resulting fry in the waters of that region. From the remaining eggs 
900,000 fry were developed in the Craig Brook hatchery and were utilized for 
replenishing the supply in the Penobscot River and other streams in Maine. 

The run of humpback salmon to fresh-water streams of the State being 
due in the fall of 1925, preparations were made in advance of the spawning 
season for the collection of eggs in the Dennys River. The first fish in spawn- 
ing condition was obtained on September 17, and in the course of the succeed- 
ing 10 days 1,134,000 eggs were secured. The loss on this lot during the 
hatching period amounted to about 91% per cent. 

FISHES OF MINOR INTERIOR WATERS 

The more important fishes propagated at the stations included 
under this heading are the brook, rainbow, Loch Leven, and black- 
spotted trouts, the landlocked salmon, the black basses, the crappies, 
rock bass, sunfishes, and catfish. Due to the great extension in travel 
brought about by the rapidly increasing use of the automobile and 
the consequent opening of heretofore almost inaccessible regions, 
numerous streams that formerly contained an abundance of fish life 
have become almost depleted. This is particularly true of the brook 
trout and black basses, species for which there seems to be an in- 
exhaustable demand. The output of brook trout from the bureau’s 
hatcheries is limited by the necessity ‘of depending largely upon 
commercial establishments as a source of supply for eggs, while in 
the case of the black bass and other pond fishes the work of producing 
them is hazardously affected at some points each year by sudden 
changes in temperature and other unfavorable weather and water 
conditions. Another handicap is the inability to secure brood fish 
in adequate numbers, while lack of sufficient rearing space hampers 
the work at almost all points. In an effort to alleviate this difficulty 
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the bureau has taken steps to cooperate with various fishing clubs and 
other organizations in rearing both bass and trout to the larger 
fingerling sizes before supplying them to applicants or liberating 
them in public waters. 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN TROUT STATIONS 

Vish-cultural operations at this group of eight stations and sub- 
stations are confined to the various species of trout found in the 
mountain streams and lakes of the Rocky Mountain region. The 
species to which special attention was given during the year were the 
brook, rainbow, black-spotted, and Loch Leven trouts, while at one 
of the stations grayling were handled in comparatively small 
numbers. 

BozeEMAN (MonvT.) STATION AND SUBSTATIONS 

[W. T. THOMPSON, Superintendent] 

The cooperative relations heretofore maintained with the Montana Fish 
and Game Department were continued throughout the year. The exchange 
of fish eggs on a large scale between the station and the State is proving 
mutually beneficial and economical. Were each organization compelled to 
maintain fields for the collection of the species exchanged, the expense of 
conducting the work would be materially increased. 
Bozeman (Mont.) station.—During the excessively warm weather experienced 

in July a severe outbreak of Octomitiasis occurred among the brook-trout finger- 
lings carried over from the stock of the previous fiscal year, and about 165,000 
perished before the disease could be checked. During December and January 
1,569,500 eyed brook-trout eggs were acquired, of which 270,000 were donated 
to the station by the Southside Sportmen’s Club of Oakdale, N. Y. Part of 
the fry hatched from this stock of eggs were distributed during the spring, 
and about 620,000 were on hand in the fingerling stage at the end of June. 
Large numbers of rainbow, black-spotted, and Loch Leven trout fingerlings 
were being carried at the beginning of the year, together with a small number 
of landlocked salmon. In advance of the distribution period these fish were 
attacked by the same disease that occurred among the brook trout and heavy 
losses resulted. In addition to a small number of eggs obtained from the 
station brood stock of rainbow trout, 624,000 eyed eggs of that species were 
transferred to the station from the Meadow Creek field. At the close of the 
year the young fish produced from these eggs were being reared for later distri- 
bution. ; 
During January and February 1,796,000 eyed Loch Leven trout eggs were 

transferred to the Bozeman hatchery from the Meadow Creek auxiliary. 
All of these, with the exception of 41,000 retained at the station, were imme- 
diately repacked and shipped, some to applicants and some in exchange 
for eggs of other species. The entire stock of 1,554,000 black-spotted trout 
eggs handled was received from the Montana Fish and Game Department, 
the eggs haying been collected during May and June near Georgetown, Mont. 
On reaching the eyed stage 500,000 were shipped to the New Mexico Fish and 
Game Department and 325,000 were used for stocking mountain lakes in 

Montana. The remainder were incubated in the hatchery. 
Meadow Creek (Mont.) substation—Soon after the collection of the first 

Loch Leven trout eggs of the season on October 18 unfavorable weather set 
in, which delayed further operations until about the middle of November, 
at which time a large run of fish appeared in the stream. Between November 
15 and December 8, 12,220,000 eggs of this species were taken, establishing a 
new record in the work of the substation. For some unknown reason the 
losses of eggs were large during the incubation period, the percentage of hatch 
being only 72%, as compared with 9014 per cent hatched the preceding year. 
The rainbow trout began spawning on April 12, somewhat later than usual. 
and between that date and May 19, 2,698,000 eggs were taken. Though consid- 
erably smaller than the collection in 1925, the quality of the eggs was far 
superior, the number brought to the eyed stage amounting to 92 per cent of 
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the whole. Eyed eggs to the number of 1,143,500 were transferred to the 
Bozeman and Glacier Park hatcheries; the remainder were incubated locally 
and the product used for restocking Madison Valley waters. 

Glacier Park (Mont.) substation.—The large number of black-spotted trout 
fingerlings on hand at the opening of the fiscal year were planted during 
July and August in the waters of Glacier Park by local park officials, together 
with the considerable numbers of rainbow trout and grayling fry turned over 
to them as part of the product of the hatchery at this point. During May and 
June 1,486,000 green black-spotted trout eggs were received from the Montana 
Fish and Game Department, 350,000 of which were planted in the headwaters 
of some of the more inaccessible streams in the park; the remainder were on 
hand at the end of the fiscal year. The substation also received 519,520 
rainbow-trout eggs from the Meadow Creek field and 1,075,000 green grayling 
eges from one of the Montana State hatcheries. The product of the latter 
lot was delivered to Glacier Park officials for distribution in waters adapted 
to that species, while the fry hatched from the rainbow-trout eggs were carried 
over into the new year. 

LEADVILLE (CoLO.) STATION 

[C. H. VAN Arra, Superintendent] 

All brook-trout eggs handled at this station are obtained from privately 
owned lakes or reservoirs, collections being made on a percentage basis. 
Heretofore five egg-collecting fields have been occupied, but last year, owing to 
a decision of the parties in control to allow outside interests to make collec- 
tions in Carroll Lakes, Woodland Park, only four sites were covered. From 
these four 5,955,000 eggs were secured, about 50,000 less than the preceding 
year’s total. The cost of collecting the green eggs varied from 11% cents per 
thousand at Wurtz Lake to 20 cents per thousand at Turquoise Lake, the 
average for all fields being 6 cents. The wide variation between the two 
fields named is due to the fact that at Wurtz Lake all fish are seined by 
the owner and held in ponds awaiting the collection of the eggs by the bureau’s 
employees, while at Turquoise Lake the fish must be seined from the lake by the 
bureau’s men, which requires the full time of two station employees. In this 
connection great difficulty frequently is encountered, as the lake is liable to 
freeze over early in the season, and then the fish must be secured by seining 

for them under the ice. 
At Engelbrecht Lakes the eggs are collected and cared for during the incuba- 

tion period on a 30-70 basis. The owner furnishes board and lodging for the 
spawn taker and receives as his share 30 per cent of the resulting fry, the 
delivery being made at his nearest railroad station. All eggs from this field 
formerly were forwarded to the hatchery by train, but in the fall of 1925 the 
transfers were made by auto truck over a recently constructed highway until 
Such time that it became blocked with snow. The attendant losses under the 
new method were greatly reduced, being less than half as large as those sus- 

tained during the previous year. 
With the view of developing an egg-collecting field for rainbow-trout spawn, 

plants of fish of that species have been made in Baker Lake for the past four 
years, about 98 miles distant from the hatchery. This field station was worked 
for the second time in May, 1926, the yield of eggs amounting to 181,300. 

Bolts Lake, another rainbow-trout project, is being stocked annually with 
fingerling fish under a 10-year agreement, in accordance with the terms of 
which the bureau will receive 70 per cent of the eggs derived from its waters. 
From 356,000 black-spotted trout eggs receiyed from the Yellowstone Park 
during the summer of 1925, 326,500 No. 1 fingerling fish were produced and 
distributed in waters in Colorado and New Mexico. In the course of the year 
the station handled 30,000 lake-trout eggs, received from the Duluth (Minn.) 
hatchery, 25,000 steelhead salmon eggs forwarded from the Birdsview (Wash. ) 
field, and 50,000 rainbow-trout eggs, shipped from the Saratoga (Wyo.) sta- 
tion. All of these were received in excellent condition, and the fry resulting 

from them were still on hand at the close of the year. 
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YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK (Wyo0.) SUBSTATION 

[c. F. Cuntmr, in charge] 

Coming as it does in the late spring and early summer months, the fish-cul- 
tural work in this field covers portions of two fiscal years. At the beginning 
of July, 1925, about 6,000,000 black-spotted trout eggs were being carried in 
the hatchery, and the collections from that time to the close of the spawning 
period on July 21 brought the season’s total to 11,748,000, as opposed to the 
collection of nearly 32,000,000 the preceding year. The principal cause for 
this falling off in numbers is attributed to the unusually high water stages in 
the streams and lakes and the abnormally low water temperatures, both of 
these conditions resulting from the melting of vast quantities of snow in the 
adjacent mountains. The low temperature in the open waters induced spawn- 
ing in the much higher temperatures found on the beaches in the lakes. As an 
offset to the shortage in numbers, the quality of all spawn taken was of a 

high grade, the percentage of hatch being somewhat higher than that attained 
in the work the previous year. 

As an experiment, 200 of the spawned-out fish were tagged before liberating 
them in the streams where they were captured, the object being to ascertain 
if they would return to the same streams to spawn in the succeeding year. 
Close observations made up to the close of the fiscal year 1926 disclosed the 

return of only three of the tagged individuals. 

SARATOGA (Wyo.) STATION 

[S. M. AINSworTH, Superintendent] 

Fish-cultural operations in this field were limited to the propagation of the 
brook, rainbow, and Loch Leven trouts, the combined output of which exceeded 
that of the previous fiscal year by approximately 1,600,000. Considerable diffi- 
culty was experienced in planting the stock of brook-trout fingerlings on hand 
at the beginning of July, bad weather and nearly impassable roads, coupled 

with inability to get into prompt communication with the Forest Service 

employees who were to receive the fish, greatly retarding the distribution. 

From the station brood stock of brook trout 131,000 eggs of excellent quality 

were secured, the percentage of hatch exceeding 91. In the conduct of brook- 

trout work in the Big Creek Lakes field a heavy storm occurring early in the 

spawning season raised the water level of the upper lake so high that prac- 
tically all of the brood fish in the traps were liberated, and before the traps 
could be replaced the majority of the trout had passed into the second lake, 

where they were inaccessible. Immediate steps taken to seine some of the 

fish remaining in the vicinity of the trap site resulted in the capture of a 
sufficient number to yield 403,000 eggs. 

Arrangements were made to enter the Lost Creek field for the collection of 

eggs from wild rainbow trout during the last half of March, the weather being 

warm at that time and indicating an early spawning season. Soon after 

arriving on the ground, however, cold weather again set in and continued until 

late in April. Eggs were obtained in this field from Lost Creek, Sage Creek, 

and Canyon Creek between April 30 and May 26, the total number collected 

during the season being 1,952,000. Of these, 1,153,000 were shipped, and from 

the remainder 407,000 fry, representing 28 per cent of the stock brought to 

the eyed stage, were liberated in parent streams. 
During the fall spawning season 318,000 Loch Leven trout eggs were obtained 

from the station brood stock of 900 female fish, almost all of which were under 

3 years of age. Of the resulting fry 111,000 were planted in public waters or 

distributed to applicants, leaving about 159,000 on hand at the close of June. 

SPEARFISH (S. Dax.) STATION 

[D. C. Booru, Superintendent] 

This station accomplished a considerable amount of work in the line of 

pond construction during the year. Brood-trout ponds that were too shallow 

for carrying large fish successfully were deepened; two of them were thrown 

together to form one large pond and were connected with the spring-water 

supply from the hatchery, thus reducing the lower average of the water tem- 

perature. A series of 11 concrete nursery ponds was constructed immediately 
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adjoining the hatchery building and fitted up to receive spring water that 
has passed through the hatchery. Between October 24 and December 22 brook- 
trout eggs to the number of 637,200 were collected from brood fish held in the 
station ponds. These were of good quality and over 90 per cent of them were 
hatched. Five hundred thousand eyed brook-trout eggs were received from. 
the State of South Dakota in exchange for eggs of the Loch Leven trout, 
and 1,118,700 additional eyed eggs of that species were handled in pur- 
suance of an agreement entered into with the authorities of that State, 
whereby the State was to defray all expenses connected with the purchase 
of the eggs from a commercial firm while the bureau was to incubate 
them and care for the resulting fry until May 1, at which time they were 
to be divided, the State receiving two-fifths and the bureau the remainder. As 
a result of this cooperative work the bureau received more than 452,000 
fingerling trout for distribution to applicants. The year’s work at this point 
included the collection of 203,200 Loch Leven trout eggs and 43,200 rainbow- 
trout eggs from the station brood stock, all of which were incubated with only 
small losses. 

SPRINGVILLE (UTAH) STATION 

[CLAUDIUS WALLICH, Superintendent ] 

The year’s fish-cultural work in this field was concerned with the propagation 
of the brook, rainbow, and black-spotted trout. Though the stock of eggs han- 
dled in the course of the year was large, none of the resulting fry were dis- 
tributed until the No. 1% fingerling stage had been attained, and more than 
37,000 were from 5 to 6 inches long when disposed of. All of the fish were 
in first-class condition when shipped, and as only a comparatively small num- 
ber of the larger sizes could be carried to a can, their distribution involved 
humerous messenger trips. The brook-trout work at Fish Lake, Utah, was 
taken up early in October, at which time one of the station employees was 
detailed there at the request of the State fish commission to assist in guarding 
the brook trout from the depredations of poachers. The first eggs taken in 
this field arrived at the main station on October 28, and further shipments, 
extending to December 9, brought the total receipts for the season up to 
2,836,000, of which number 85 per cent were brought to the eyed stage. Ship- 
ments of eyed eggs totaling 1,785,000 were forwarded to applicants and other 
stations of the bureau. The remainder were incubated at the station. 

The rainbow trout on hand at the opening of the fiscal year were carried to 
the No. 3 fingerling stage before being distributed. Eggs were taken from the 
brood stock of this species held in the station ponds between November 27 and 
March 17, the yield (from 1,137 female fish) amounting to 1,669,700 eggs. 
Though extreme care was exercised in the impregnation of the eggs, for some 
unknown reason, the percentage of fertilization was poor, and only a little 
over half of the collection hatched. From eggs secured from wild stock at 
Fish Lake, during the spring, in cooperation with the State of Utah, the station 
acquired 950,000 additional spawn. Some of the eggs were of inferior quality, 
but later receipts were of a much higher grade and yielded a large percentage 
of fry. No black-spotted trout egg collections were undertaken by the station 
force and the year’s work with this species was confined to the incubation of 
265,000 green eggs, received in connection with collections made by the State 
fish commission in Strawberry Reservoir. The fertility of these eggs was also 
poor, only about 47 per cent of them producing fry. 

NEW ENGLAND TROUT AND SALMON STATIONS 
x 

The four stations comprising this group are located in Maine, New 
Hampshire, Vermont, and Massachusetts. Their work and that of 
their substations is concerned principally with the brook and rain- 
bow trout and the landlocked salmon, though small numbers of lake 
trout, Loch Leven trout, smallmouth black bass, steelhead salmon, 
and humpback salmon also appear in their tables of output. 
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BERKSHIRE (MASS.) STATION 

[W. H. THomas, Superintendent] 

The station brood stock of brook trout, consisting of 104 adults and 72 
yearling fish, yielded 216,000 eggs. These eggs began hatching early in Jan- 
uary, and incubation was completed on March 2, about 82 days from the time 
they were taken, the average water temperature for the period being 45°. 
Hatching proceeded satisfactorily, and the young fish appeared to be healthy 
up to January 19, when the fry from the oldest lot of eggs began settling to 
the bottom and lower ends of the trough. On January 23 the second oldest lot 
of fry began to show signs of disease, and each of the remaining lots was 
similarly affected on reaching the same age. By February 2 the disease among 
the two oldest lots of fish had reached an advanced stage and finally resulted 
in the loss of all fry in the hatchery except about 11,000. In the last week 
of December 150,950 brook trout eggs of excellent quality were received 
from the South Side Sportsmen’s Club of Long Island. They were divided 
into two lots, one lot being carried in spring water at an average temper- 
ature of 44°, while the other was placed in pond water at 40°. At the 
expiration of 34 days the eggs in the spring water had hatched, but the 
period of incubation of those held in pond water was extended to 51 days. 
Both lots were of uniformly good quality and there was no unusual loss. At 
the close of the year, however, the fish held in spring water averaged 1% 
inches in length while those retained in pond water were one-half inch shorter. 
A consignment of 57,500 rainbow-trout eggs was received from the Bozeman 
(Mont.) field on June 8, and the resulting fry were on hand at the end of 
the year. No brood bass were obtained for breeding purposes, but 1,660 Nos. 
83 and 4 fingerling smallmouth black bass, carried over from the work of the 
previous year, were distributed in November, 1925. 

Craig Brook (ME.) STATION AND SUBSTATIONS 

[Grorcn N. Monrcomery, Superintendent] 

Under the heading ‘“Anadromous fishes of the Atlantic Coast” (p. 359) 
will be found a summary of the operations at this station in the propagation of 
Atlantic salmon and humpback salmon. During the fall of 1925, 25,500 finger- | 
ling land-locked salmon ranging in length from 2 to 3 inches, which had been 
earried over from the stock of the previous fiscal year, were distributed to 
applicants and planted in suitable public waters. From adult landlocked 
salmon taken in trap nets set in Toddy Pond 5,165 eggs were collected and 
early in November 124,050 green eggs were received from the Green Lake 
substation. On attaining the eyed stage 110,000 of these eggs were supplied to 
applicants and to other stations of the bureau; the remainder (about 10,000) 
were hatched at the station, together with 200,000 eyed eggs of this species 
transferred from the Grand Lake Stream substation and 218,250 transferred 
from the State hatchery at Caribou, Me. All of these were incubated with * 
merely nominal losses, and the resulting fish were released in suitable waters 
as advanced fry and fingerlings or reserved at the station to be reared to a 
larger size. Brook-trout eggs (18,630) collected from brood fish in the station 
ponds were of poor quality, only about 46 per cent of fish hatched from them 
surviving to the No. 1 fingerling stage. Other eggs of this species included 

580,000 eyed eggs received from dealers in Pennsylvania and Massachusetts in 

exchange for those of other species and 751,000 purchased from commercial 
dealers in Maine and New York, 175,000 of the latter being used for stocking 
the Grand Lake Stream hatchery. An excellent percentage of hatch was 
secured from all these eggs excepting those received from the Maine dealer, on 
which there was a loss of about 36 per cent. All of the young brook trout 
resulting from this stock were distributed during the spring or planted in 
suitable public waters, with the exception of 148,000 fingerlings. These were 

on hand at the close of the fiscal year. 
Grand Lake Stream (Me.) substation.—Late in the fiscal year 1925, 150,000 

landlocked-salmon fry were placed in the canal ponds and fed at regular inter- 
vals from three to five times a day on a diet of sheep plucks. It was noted 
that after eating all particles of the heart and liver in sight the fish would 
greedily consume the lungs, which floated on the surface of the water. The 
132,405 strong, healthy fish resulting from this lot were liberated as 35-inch 
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fingerlings in Grand Lake and its tributaries during September. It having 
been noted that virtually all losses among the fish held in these canal ponds 
occur during July, when the water is comparatively warm, steps were taken 
to counteract this condition by providing a stronger flow of water through 
the ponds, thus obviating sudden changes in temperature to a great extent. 
Preparations for the collection of landlocked-salmon eggs were undertaken 
on October 18, when arrangements were made to set trap nets above the 
screen at the dam in Grand Lake. From the three trap nets operated 339 
female and 264 male landlocked salmon were taken, this stock yielding 
799,400 eggs of good quality. The adverse weather encountered during the 
fall tended materially to reduce the collections. An effort to obtain lake-trout 
eggs in Grand Lake during the month of October met with complete failure. 
High winds and rising water interferred with the nets and no fish were cap- 
tured. From the stock of 175,000 brook-trout eggs transferred from the Craig 
Brook station 166,000 fry were produced, all of which were distributed to 
applicants with the exception of 5,000. These were on hand at the close 
of the year. 

Green Lake (Me.) substation—On October 15 traps were installed in 
Great Brook and Green Lake, and during the run of landlocked salmon in 
these streams 30 male and 65 female fish were captured, from which 120,050 
eggs of fine quality were taken. It being impossible to develop the eggs in 
the water on hand at Green Lake, they were forwarded to the main station 
to be incubated. 

St. JOHNSBURY (VT.) STATION AND SUBSTATION 

[A. H. DINSMorE, Superintendent ] 

This field includes the work at the main station at St. Johnsbury and at 
the York Pond (N. H.) substation located in the White Mountain forest 
reserve. In the course of the fiscal year the substation at Holden, Vt., was 
transferred to the division of scientific inquiry of the Bureau of Fisheries, to 
be used as a base for conducting experiments in the feeding of fish and the 
treatment of diseases of the Salmonide. Operations at St. Johnsbury station 
were -confined to the incubation of trout eggs and the distribution of the 
fry hatched from them. The work at York Pond substation was principally 
of a constructive type, though it included the handling of a comparatively 
small number of brook trout. 

St. Johnsbury (Vt.) station—As in the previous year, arrangements were 
made to hatch brook-trout eggs collected at Darling Pond, Vt., the bureau 
receiving as its share of the product one-third of the fry hatched. The usual 
number of brook-trout eggs were purchased from commercial fish eculturists, 
and two local fishing clubs delivered a considerable number of these eggs to 
be incubated at the hatchery with the understanding that the resulting fry 
would be returned to them for deposit in certain public waters in the State. 
The losses on stock obtained from commercial firms were somewhat above 
normal, especially during the fry stage. About 1,343,000 eggs of this species 
were handled during the season, and the output exceeded that of the preced- 
ing year by more than 100 per cent. 

The usual lake-trout egg collections were made at Lake Dunmore in co- 
operation with the State of Vermont during a period extending from October 
25 to -November 3. The bureau’s share of these eggs was incubated at the 
St. Johnsbury and Holden stations, and the resulting fry were delivered to 
applicants and planted in local waters. The station received a consignment 
of steelhead-salmon eggs shipped from the Pacific coast, one of Lech Leven 
trout eggs from the Bozeman (Mont.) field, and another of landlocked-salmon 
eggs from the Craig Brook (Me.) station. All of these were hatched success- 
fully with the exception of the last-mentioned lot, on which there was an 
unusually heavy loss. 

York Pond (N. H.) substation—Development work on this project, which is 
intended eventually to supply a large part of the brook-trout eggs the bureau 
is now compelled to purchase, has been in progress whenever weather condi- 

tions would permit. Work on the west branch of the diversion ditch was 
greatly impeded by unfavorable weather. However, the clearing of the ground 
and the excavation of about 1,400 feet of the ditch was accomplished during 
the fall, and the work was resumed early in May. A road machine operated 
by a tractor was secured, and with the exception of some high places the 
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entire 14,000 feet of ditching was completed. Brook-trout spawning operations 
began on September 24 and continued to November 15, during which time 
313,000 eggs were taken from the 851 female fish collected in the station ponds. 
These eggs, with the exception of 15,000 that were shipped to the Holden 
station, together with 60,000 forwarded from St. Johnsbury station, were incu- 
bated at the York Pond substation, and the resulting fry were released in local 
waters. 

NasHvua (N. H.) STATION 

[J. D. Dm RocHeErR, Superintendent] 

The brook-trout eggs obtained from the station brood stock were of such 
poor quality that only about 98,000 of the 155,000 collected were hatched, and 
the losses in the fry and fingerling stages were very large. This stock of 
eggs was supplemented by 892,000 purchased from commercial fish culturists 
in Pennsylvania, and 98,980 were received from the State of Massachusetts 
in exchange for eggs of the Loch Leven trout. A higher degree of success 
attended the incubation of these eggs, though the losses on the resulting fry 
and fingerling fish were heavy. From the total number of eggs of this species 
purchased and received through exchange 745,000 fingerling fish were produced, 
part of which were distributed before the close of the year. In addition to 
the brook-trout eggs referred to above, 164,720 were donated to the station by 
a commercial fish-culturist in New York State. This lot appeared to be of 
fair quality when received, but the fry hatched from them were weak and 
died rapidly, scarcely any of them reaching the fingerling stage. 

Very heavy losses attended the work with the station brood stock of rainbow 
trout. From 156,000 eggs of this species taken during the fall and laid down 
for incubation in the hatchery only 382,000 fingerling fish were produced for 
distribution during the spring. Approximately 17,000 fingerling Loch Leven 
trout were produced from 25,000 eggs forwarded from the Bozeman (Mont.) 
field, and 10,150 landlocked-salmon fingerlings resulted from 15,150 eyed eggs 
transferred from the Craig Brook (Me.) station. Both these lots of fish were _ 
on hand at the close of the fiscal year. 

For a number of years past the hatchery and water supply have been in 
very poor condition. An appropriation for making needed improvements was 
secured recently and the work of reconstruction is now in progress. 

COMBINATION TROUT AND POND STATIONS 

The five stations comprising this group are located in Iowa, Mis- 
souri, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia. Their output during 
the fiscal year 1926 aggregated approximately 6,000,000 fish, the 
species represented being brook trout, rainbow trout, Loch Leven 
trout, largemouth black bass, smallmouth black bass, rock bass, 
bream, crappie, and catfish. In addition to the distribution of fish, 
a considerable number of rainbow-trout eggs were furnished in the 
eyed stage to applicants and to other stations of the bureau, 

ERWIN (TENN.) STATION 

[A. G, Kmeseckerr, Superintendent] Z 

In the course of the year a number of improvements were made to the pond 
system at this station, among the more important of them being the construc- 
tion of a cement wall about 180 feet long on both sides of pond No. 38 to 
protect the banks from erosion and the depredations of muskrats. Other 
changes included the installation of a new outlet in pond No. 33 and an 
emergency water inlet in this pond and also in pond G. 

The fish-cultural work was concerned with the propagation of rainbow and 
brook trout, largemouth black bass, rock bass, and sunfish; and small numbers 
of catfish, crappie, and goldfish were produced incidentally. The collection 
of eggs from the station brood stock of rainbow trout was taken up on Novem- 
ber 2 and was continued at semiweekly and weekly intervals to January 12, 
the yield aggregating 644,500. As many of the brood fish were young the losses 
of green eggs were unusually heavy, only 64 per cent reaching the eyed stage. 
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Shipments totaling 131,640 eyed eggs were forwarded to the State hatcheries 
at Waynesville and Marion, N. C., and the young fish hatched from the re- 
mainder were distributed as fingerlings to applicants. During the spring of 
1926, 24,580 eyed rainbow-trout eggs were received from the Madison Valley 
(Mont.) field. The product of these will be utilized to augment the station. 
brood stock. In its work with the brook trout this station always has depended 
upon purchases of eggs from commercial fish-culturists, but during the past 
season 396,000 brook-trout eggs were received from a dealer in Pennsylvania 
in exchange for eggs of other species. The fry resulting from these eggs 
Were reared to fingerlings Nos. 1144 and 2 before being distributed. 

The total output of pond fish of all species slightly exceeded that of the 
previous fiscal year, and about 50,000 black bass, rock bass, and sunfish were 
on hand at the close of the year. 

MANCHESTER (IOWA) STATION 

[G. H. GiLL, Superintendent] 

The serious damage to the station occasioned by the flood in June, 1925, 
which included the loss of virtually all brood fish on hand, was largely 
repaired in the course of the fiscal year 1926. The large quantities of sand 
and refuse deposited were removed from the ponds and grounds, the road- 
ways were rebuilt, broken pipe lines replaced, and a new 55-foot truss bridge 

with cement flooring was constructed across Spring Branch. <A retaining 

wall 190 feet long, 10 feet high, and 2 to 3 feet thick was built as a protection 

against future floods. 
A considerable number of adult rainbow trout that escaped during the flood 

into Maquoketa River and Spring Branch were later recovered by seining. 

This stock of 650 fish yielded 419,000 eggs, of which 111,000 in the eyed stage 

were exchanged for eggs of the brook trout. The remainder were incubated. 
During the spring a consignment of 25,000 eyed eggs from wild rainbow trout, 
received from the Bozeman (Mont.) field, were successfully incubated. The 
product of these eggs will be reared for a future brood stock. In addition to 
the older brood fish on hand, the station has about 800 yearling rainbow trout 
and a large number of 8 to 10 inch fingerlings, and it is anticipated that it will 
soon be in a position at least to equal its former large production of eggs. 

During November and December 700,000 brook-trout eggs and 100,000 Loch 
Leven trout eggs, all of them eyed, were received. The former lot, furnished 
by a commercial dealer in Colorado in exchange for eggs of other species, was 
incubated with light loss, and about half of the product was distributed as 
fingerling fish. The remainder are being held for later distribution. An excel- 
lent percentage of hatch was attained from the Loch Leven trout eggs, and all 
but 36,000 of the resulting fingerlings were distributed prior to June 30. 

Owing to the loss of brood stock and the damage to the ponds, only a negli- 
gible number of pond fishes were produced. These were being held at the close 
of the season for distribution when the ponds are drained in the fall. Small 
numbers of brood largemouth black bass, smallmouth bass, and sunfish have 
been secured, and the production of these fishes on a larger scale will be 
resumed during the coming season. 

NEOSHO (Mo.) STATION AND SUBSTATIONS 

[J. P. SNypmErR, in charge] 

As in the past, fish-cultural activities at this station were directed mainly 
to the propagation of rainbow trout and largemouth black bass, though small 
numbers of fish of other species were produced incidentally. The largest sea- 
son’s collection of rainbow-trout eggs ever made here was obtained from the 
station brood stock between November 1 and February 28, the total amounting 
to 1,640,000, of which 77 per cent were developed to the eyed stage. Hyed 
eggs to the number of 1,081,000 were supplied to applicants and to other 
hatcheries of the bureau. When the fry hatched from the remaining eggs 
were a month old they were suddenly attacked by some disease, the most 
noticeable symptom being a swift darting and whirling motion. They refused 
to eat, became thin, and the death rate increased rapidly. Light salt baths 
were given without apparent effect, but a marked and immediate improvement 
was shown in the condition of a lot that was immersed experimentally in a 
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strong brine solution. The darting circling movement ceased at once, the 
fish fed ravenously and began to make a rapid growth. All the affected fish 
in the hatchery were then given the same treatment, and two weeks later 
on the reappearance of some of the symptoms, these were quickly dispersed by 
another application of the solution. From that time on the fish gained in 
health and there was no recurrence of the trouble. Many of them were dis- 
tributed in the spring, and all that remained on hand at the close of the 
year were normal in every respect, being at that time fingerlings from 2% to 5 
inches long. 

From 50,000 eyed Loch Leyen trout eggs received from the Bozeman (Mont.) 
field 49,700 fry were hatched. At the outset the young fish appeared to be 
in good condition, but they weakened later and many died, the remedial meas- 
ures resorted to affording but little relief. The survivors, amounting to about 
40 per cent of the original stock, were distributed to applicants in the No. 2 
fingerling stage. 

The outcome of the work in the propagation of the pond fishes was ma- 
terially less successful than in 1925, the distribution of all species amounting 
to only 838,755, as compared withel152,072 in the preceding year. 

Bourbon (Mo.) Substation—This station is operated under a cooperative 
agreement with the Von Hoffman Press Hstate, of St. Louis, Mo., and in ac- 
cordance with its terms the bureau receives a certain percentage of all eyed 
rainbow-trout eggs produced, that being the only species of fish handled. As 
the result of a large loss of brood fish early in the season, the rainbow egg 
collections made between November 15 and February 15 proved somewhat 
disappointing. The bureau received 583,185 eyed eggs as its share and shipped 
them all to applicants in Missouri, Colorado, and Arkansas. 

Langdon (Kans.) substation—In addition to the fish obtained from the 
Catte ponds, which are leased by the bureau, considerable numbers of fish 
were purchased from owners of ponds in the immediate vicinity. The results 
of the year’s work in this field were about the same as in the preceding 
year. 

WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS (W. VA.) STATION 

[Epw. M. HAYNES, Superintendent] 

Air and water conditions during the year were in the main suitable for fish- 
cultural operations, and under these favorable auspices the station was able 
to produce a record output of brook trout and rainbow trout. One of the 
most favorable features of the work was the comparative freedom from fish 
diseases. Though all available space in the troughs and ponds was crowded 
to its utmost capacity throughout the season, the percentage of eggs hatched 
was excellent while the losses of fry and fingerling fish were small and all 
stock was strong and vigorous when distributed. 

At this station the brood stock of rainbow trout consists principally of fish 
2 and 3 years old, past experience having demonstrated that young fish are 
apt to be stronger and more virile than older ones and their eggs of a better 
quality. The policy has therefore been adopted of liberating the older stock 
in local streams immediately after the close of the spawning season and 
replacing them with young fish reared for the purpose. The rainbow trout 
began spawning on October 28, about two weeks earlier than last year, and 
the last eggs of the season were taken on January 11. The yield amounted 
to 1,480,000, of which 71 per cent were brought to the eyed stage. A total 
of 229,150 eyed eggs was shipped to applicants and other stations of the 
bureau. The remainder were hatched and the product reared to the fingerling 
stage, at which time most of them were distributed. Part of the 20,000 fish 
of this lot on hand at the close of the year are intended for brood stock. 

As only a few adult. brook trout are maintained at this point, the egg 
collections aggregated only 67,000. In pursuance of a cooperative agreement 
the State of West Virginia purchased 1,002,000 eyed brook-trout eggs from a 
commercial dealer for incubation in the station hatchery, and 1,801,100 eggs 
were acquired from other sources, principally through exchange for eggs of 
other species. Virtually all of the eggs were of fine quality and produced 
healthy fry, the percentage of hatch on the various lots ranging from 93.2 to 
98.4 per cent. Among them were 5,000 eggs from albino trout, donated by the 
Minnesota fish commission. The fish from this lot will be reared for use as 
a brood stock. 
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A brood stock of Loch Leven trout produced 47,000 eggs, and a consignment 
of about 290,000 eggs of this species were received from the Bozeman ( Mont.) 
field, of which 150,000 were the property of the State of West Virginia. The 
State’s share of the product of these eggs was turned over to the proper 
authorities in the fingerling stage for distribution in West Virginia waters. 

Owing to the high altitude of this station its work with pond fishes is 
curtailed quite frequently by sudden fluctuations in temperature. The work 
of the past year along that line proved no exception to the general rule, and 
the results of such efforts were small. 

WYTHEVILLE (VA.) STATION 

[C. B. Grater, Superintendent] 

The abnormally dry weather that prevailed in the fall of 1925 seriously 
impaired the quality of rainbow-trout spawn and curtailed the egg-collecting 
period, which was more than three weeks shorter than in any previous year in 
the station’s history. Eggs to the number of 427,000 were collected between 
October 29 and January 20, this total being less than half the yield of the 
preceding year. The unfavorable water conditions were clearly reflected in the 
losses of eggs and fry, approximately 39 per cent of the stock perishing before 
reaching the fingerling stage. Hardening of the food sac occasioned econsid- 
erable loss, this abnormal condition persisting until long after all fry had begun 
feeding; while popeye and Octomitiasis figured extensively in the heavy mor- 
tality that occurred among the finger-ling fish. The fry hatched from a 
consignment of 25,000 rainbow-trout eggs received from the Montana field were 
healthy and vigorous. ‘This lot will be held and reared as a future brood stock 
for the station. 

The same diseases that were encountered in the propagation of the rainbow 
trout virtually nullified the results of the work with the brown trout. Of the 
76,000 fry of that species hatched from eggs taken in the fall of 1925 from the 
station brood stock only about 3 per cent survived to the No. 2 fingerling stage. 
Four hundred thousand brook-trout eggs received from a commercial dealer in 
Pennsylvania in exchange for eggs of the Loch Leven trout furnished by the 
Bozeman (Mont.) station were only of fair quality, and the distribution of the 
resulting fingerlings was much smaller than that of the preceding year. 

Fairly successful results were attained in the work with the pond fishes, and 
the total output of fish of that class exceeded that in 1925 by more than 65,000. 
As in past years, considerable difficulty was experienced in obtaining a brood 
stock of largemouth bass, and with the view of obviating difficulties along that 
line during the coming season a number of yearling fish are being reserved to 
supplement the brood stock. The yield from the 230 adults of this species 
amounted to 265,000 fry and fingerlings. The distribution of this stock was 
made during May and June. 

The results attained with 42 adult smallmouth black bass transferred from 
the Lake Erie field in the fall of 1925 are considered encouraging, especially 
in view of the uniform failures that attended all former efforts to propagate 
that species. In advance of the spawning season 30 of these fish, equally 
divided as to sex, were placed in a brood pond, and the remainder, which could 
not be distinguished as to sex, were left in their winter quarters. This mode of 
treatment proved successful, the yield of the two inclosures amounting to more 
than 34,000 fry and fingerling fish. The station also produced for distribution 
small numbers of rock bass and bream. 

PONDFISH-CULTURAL STATIONS 

This group includes seven main stations and four substations, 
whose work was concerned entirely with the so-called “ pond ” 
fishes. Their aggregate output compares favorably with the average 
of recent years, though it was considerably less than in 1925. Most 
of this decrease occurred in the production of largemouth black bass, 
the number of that species distributed being approximately 500,000 
less than in the preceding year. The reduced yield is attributable 
partly to the prevalence of unfavorable weather during the spawning 
Boas and partly to inability to secure an adequate number of brood 
sh. 
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CoLp SPRING (GA.) STATION 

[CHARLES A. BULLOCK, Superintendent] 

A number of changes in the pond system at this point were made necessary 
by the recent construction of a new highway across a portion of the station 
grounds. The most important of these changes were the enlargement of sev- 
eral ponds and the construction of three new concrete overflows in other ponds. 

It is customary at this station to drain all breeding ponds as soon as the 
young fish in them have been distributed (usually about August 1), and to 
allow them to remain dry until the 1st of February. The object of refilling 
the ponds at this time is to induce a larger growth of plankton than would be 
obtained otherwise. Because of hindrance by the road-building operations the 
work of refilling the ponds last season could not be attended to until March 1, 
at which time it is necessary to transfer the brood fish from their winter quar- 
ters to the ponds. The brood stock of largemouth black bass was augmented 
in advance of the spawning season by the purchase of 300 adults from the 
owner of a large lake near Milltown, Ga. The year’s output of this species, 
to the propagation of which the work of the Cold Spring station is confined, 
has been exceeded only once in its history. This was in 1925, when approxi- 
mately 125,000 more fish were distributed than in 1926. 

Much difficulty has been experienced in procuring suitable fresh food in 
sufficient quantities to maintain the station brood fish. A shortage in the 
market supply of fresh-water mullet, the most satisfactory material heretofore 
obtainable, necessitated the substitution of the so-called ‘northern fresh-water 
mullet,” on which some kind of preservative apparently had been used. It 
having been ascertained early in May that shrimp heads were a waste product 
in the shrimp industry, a trial shipment of that material was obtained. The 
bass ate it greedily, and in the future supplies of this material will be obtained 
at regular intervals if it is possible to do so. 

Harris Ponds (Ga.) substation—This auxiliary, consisting of a series of 
ponds situated about 4 miles from the main station, is devoted entirely to the 
production of bream and catfish. The ponds usually are drawn in early August 
and the fish in them transferred to the Cold Spring station ponds for distribu- 
tion later in the season. A steady increase is noted in the annual output of 
these ponds, last year’s excess over the output of the preceding year being 
about 30,000 fish. 

EvENTON (N. C.) STATION 

\ 

[W. S. VINCENT, Superintendent] é 

Extensive improvements were made to the pond system during the year, 
the changes including the enlargement of one of the ponds to twice its former 
size. Though the station’s production of pond fishes was smaller than last 
year’s by approximately 45,000, this shortage was at least partly compensated 
by the larger size of the fish distributed. Owing to the adverse weather pre- 
vailing during February, the collection of brood yellow perch from commercial 
fishermen was delayed until March, and when finally acquired it was found 
that many of the 300 adults assembled had already spawned. Owing to this 
aelay, only about 1,500,000 eggs were collected for the station. In addition to its 
output of black bass and yellow perch, the station produced and distributed 
small numbers of sunfish, crappie, warmouth bass, and catfish. A discussion 
of the shad and river herring work will be found on page 358 under the heading 
“Anadromous Fishes of the Atlantic Coast.” 

LOUISVILLE (Ky.) STATION 

[C. W. BuRNHAM, Superintendent] 

Though the spawning of the various pond fishes was greatly retarded by 
the cold, backward spring, natural conditions were generally favorable to 
nesting operations from May 1, when the first eggs were deposited, up to the 
close of the fiscal year. The output of fry from the brood largemouth black 
bass that had been held in the station ponds for several years was somewhat 
disappointing ; but the results with smallmouth bass were quite satisfactory, 
the distributions of that species being slightly larger than those of any previous 
year in the history of the station. These results were attained with four 
breeding ponds, each of which was three-fourths acre in area, the available 
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brood stock of 515 fish being apportioned between them early in April. In 
preparing the smallmouth bass fry for shipment they were transferred direct 
from the ponds to the shipping containers, thus necessitating only a single 
handling. As the production of young bream was considerably greater than 
the demand for them, the surplus remaining after all listed applications had 
been filled was utilized in stocking suitable public waters within reach of the 
station. The year’s distributions included small numbers of rock bass and 
channel catfish, the latter being obtained by collection from the Ohio River. 

Lake-trout fry to the number of 14,750, the product of 15,000 eyed eggs for- 
warded early in March from the Duluth (Minn.) hatchery, were turned over 
to the Kentucky Game and Fish Commission for use in stocking a reservoir 
on the Dix River in Mercer County, Ky. 

MAMMOTH SPRING (ARK.) STATION 

[DnLL Brown, Superintendent] 

In its work with the pond fishes, this station had one of the most successful 
seasons in its history. In October, 1925, the pond devoted to rock-bass culture 
was drained, and more than fifteen thousand 2-inch rock bass were obtained 
for distribution to applicants in Arkansas and Louisiana. The stock of 232 
adult smallmouth bass on hand began spawning on April 13, somewhat later 
than usual. The fry grew rapidly, however, and 121,000 were taken from the 
ponds before the close of the fiscal year and shipped to applicants. The 
year’s production of largemouth bass, though not as large as the crop of young 
smallmouth bass, was fairly successful. The brood stock of 440 fish included 
many that were not fully matured, and such fish always produce smaller than 

the usual brood. Approximately 80,000 young largemouth bass had been dis- 
tributed at the close of the year and a large number still remained in the 
pond. The output from this station also included a considerable number of 
bream and limited numbers of crappie and catfish. 

The dry weather and consequent low-water stages in many of the streams in 
this region resulted in a material diminution of the supply of native game 
fishes in public waters. 

ORANGEBURG (S. C.) STATION 

[G. W. N. Brown, Superintendent] 

Owing to a combination of unfavorable natural conditions the output of 
black bass from this station was small as compared with the records of former 
years. The unusuaily cold weather predominating during February and 
early March unduly retarded the spawning season, and the prevalence of eold, 
backward weather late in March after spawning had begun caused many of 
the parent fish to desert their nests. It was observed in a number of in- 
Stances that brood fish were abandoning their nests after the fry had hatched, 
leaving them prey to other fishes. Another contributing factor to the small 
output was the existing drought, the water supply at one time being so low 
that there was no current to carry the sediment out of the ponds. 

The bream shown in the tables of output were carried over from the hatch 
of the preceding year and distributed to applicants as large-sized fingerlings. 
At the close of the year it was impossible to form any accurate estimate of 
the current season’s hatch of bream. In addition to the output of bass and 
bream, the station produced and distributed small numbers of warmouth bass, 
crappie, and spotted catfish, 

my 

San Marcos (Tex.) STATION 

[O. N. BALDWIN, Superintendent ] 

Of the six species of pond fishes propagated at this station the largemouth 
black bass is the most important. At the opening of the fiscal year 270 brood 
fish of that species were on hand in the station ponds, most of them being of 
rather small size. This stock was increased later to 480 by the addition of wild 
bass captured in local waters. In advance of the spawning season the fish 
were apportioned among the 14 breeding ponds devoted to the work, and on 
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March 15 the first fry of the season were observed. A large yield was assured 
by weather and water conditions, which were generally favorable throughout 
the season, and the output, amounting to 346,100, exceeded that of the previous 
year by 124,000. In accordance with past custom all of the fish were reared 
to the fingerling stage before shipment, the output including many thousands 
that ranged from 8 to 4 inches long when distributed. The station produced 
comparatively small numbers of rock bass, bream, and warmouth bass, while 
considerable numbers of such fishes were rescued from overflowed lands of the 
region and returned to their native waters. 

With the view of establishing a source of supply for crappie for distribution 
to applicants, 275 brood fish of that species were collected from the Colorado 
River at Austin Dam during the winter and placed in tanks or ponds belonging 
to ranchmen in the vicinity of San Marcos. While none of the resulting fry 
had been distributed at the close of the year, several tests with seines indi- 
eated that good results might be expected later. In addition to the station 
output of pond fishes a considerable number of black bass was produced and 
distributed from the pond auxiliaries situated at Medina Lake and New 
sraunfels, Tex. 

TUPELO (Miss.) STATION 

[C. R. WrAnT, Superintendent ] 

At the opening of the spawning period, in the spring of 1926, the ponds at 
Tupelo station were carrying a brood stock of 458 largemouth black bass and 
all prospects seemed good for a large production of young fish of that species. 
This outlook was changed by the occurrence on March 24 of a sudden cold 
spell that covered two-thirds of the pond area with a one-fourth inch layer 
of ice. Under such conditions all of the fish abandoned their nests and the 
eggs deposited in them were lost. Another cold spell late in April not only 
resulted in the destruction of all eggs in the ponds at the time but it was fol- 
lowed by a period of storms and wind that roiled the pond water to such an 
extent as to cause very unfavorable nesting conditions. Taken as a whole, the 
weather during the bass spawning season was the most adverse ever encoun- 
tered in the fish-cultural work at this point, but notwithstanding this fact the 
station’s output of bass (aggregating 485,730, of which 73,230 were fingerling 
fish), was the third largest in its history. 

A new method of procedure in the propagation of the bluegill bream was put 
into effect in advance of the spawning of that species. During June and July, 
after virtually all of the young black bass had been removed from the ponds, 
these ponds were stocked with adult bream collected from neighboring lakes, 
from 35 to 50 breeders being placed in each inclosure. The result was a de- 
cided success, the year’s distributions of young bluegills totaling 200,150, more 
than double the record of any previous year. The year’s work at this station 
also included the production of a comparatively small output of crappie and 
rock bass. 

A considerable amount of improvement work was accomplished during the 
year, such work including the construction of one new pond 1% acres in area. 

LAKELAND (Mpb.) PoNnps SUBSTATION 

[Supervised by Washington office of fish culture] 

Early in the spring of 1925 four of the five ponds constituting this system 
were stocked with adult fish, one with largemouth black bass, one with small- 
mouth black bass, one with bream, and one with crappie. The prevalence of 
cold, unseasonable weather during the spawning period curtailed the results 
materially. Early in July, 3,405 fingerling fish seined from along the shores 
of the largemouth-bass pond, were distributed to applicants. During the first 
half of August large numbers of the fingerling fish in this pond were observed 
to come in close to the shore line, many in a dying condition, and all of them 
apparently distressed. An examination of the water showed it to be thick 
with some substance (afterward diagnosed as algz of special species) that 
virtually covered the entire surface of the pond. About 2,000 of the fingerlings 
removed from the pond were placed in fresh water, where they revived im- 
mediately. When this pond was drained, later in the season, no live fingerling 
fish were found, and all of the adults were in very poor condition. 
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For some reason the smallmouth bass did not spawn to any appreciable 
extent, and only about twenty-five 4-inch fingerlings were found in their pond 
when it was drained. The yield of crappie amounted to 3,825 fingerling fish, 
Many of this species were lost through the development of algz, which was 
just beginning to spread at the time the pond was drawn in early October. 

CENTRAL STATION AND AQUARIUM, WASHINGTON, DC; 

[L. G. HARRON, Superintendent] 

Earnest efforts were put forth during the year to maintain a creditable 
display of aquatic life in the aquarium, but it proved almost impossible at 
times owing to the almost constant use of chlorine in the city water supply. 
During the period from August 15 to January 1, when the water was almost 
free of chlorine, no difficulty was experienced in maintaining an attractive 
exhibit. During the last week of December, however, the reappearance of 
bacteria in the city supply again necessitated the use of chlorine in large 
quantities. There were on display at that time about 4,800 chinook-salmon fry 
and 18,500 rainbow-trout eggs just at the point of hatching. The eggs were at 
once turned over to the Maryland fish commission, but the fry succumbed to 
the effects of the chemical before any steps could be taken to dispose of them. 
Other species of fish eggs, including whitefish, cisco, and pike pereh, were 
received later and successfully incubated. During the year 1,453 fish and 
aquatic animals, representing 33 species, were carried in the aquarium. 



Part 2.—DISTRIBUTION OF FISH AND FISH EGGS 

[E. C. Fnarnow, Superintendent of Fish Distribution ] 

Tn distributing the year’s output of 5,232,373,000 fish and fish eggs 
from the various stations of the bureau, trips were made to all parts 
of the United States; fish eggs were sent to the Governments of 
Canada, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Italy, Switzerland, and Japan, 
and one shipment of top minnows (Gambusia affinis) was forwarded 
to Santo Domingo. As usual, about 95 per cent of the year’s output 
consisted of eggs and fry of the commercial fishes, and all of these 
except the comparatively few supplied to State fisheries authorities 
were planted in the waters from which the eggs were derived. The 
fishes included in this classification are the shad, glut herring, white- 
fish, cisco, the salmons, pike perch, yellow perch, carp, buffalo fish, 
cod, haddock, pollock, and winter flounder. The species mostly prop- 
agated for stocking interior waters are the brook, rainbow, black- 
spotted, and Loch Leven trouts, the largemouth black bass, small- 
mouth black bass, crappie, rock bass, bream, and catfish. While the 
number of fish of such species produced is comparatively small, 
representing only about 7 per cent of the entire output, it is this 
branch of the work that brings the bureau in close contact with the 
general public, making it relatively important, because public interest 
in the fisheries is an influence that can not be considered to be other- 
wise than beneficial. 

The work connected with the distribution of fish is very heavy, 
in numerous instances necessitating long and laborious overtime 
duty. It is also quite hazardous, involving almost constant travel, 
and the salaries provided are much lower than those paid for similar 
work outside the Government service. Resignations submitted dur- 
ing the past year made it necessary to appoint three car messengers, 
two assistant messengers, and five car cooks. These changes, to- 
gether with those involved in the transfer of two members of the 
distribution force to positions at fish-cultural stations of the bureau, 
constituted a turnover of 50 per cent in the car service personnel 
in the course of the fiscal year 1926. 

The following table shows in summarized form the distribution 
of fish and fish eggs during the fiscal year to applicants in the 
United States and its territories. It also shows plants of fish made 
on the bureau’s initiative in the public waters of the country in 
connection with the propagation of the commercial fishes and the 
salvage of fish from temporarily flooded lands. The output of the 
hatcheries that handle the commercial fishes is planted, so far as 
practicable, on the natural spawning grounds from which the eges 
are derived, this course being essential for the maintenance of the 
fisheries, especially in regions where commercial fishing is prosecuted 
extensively and also in the case of the anadromous fishes. The activi- 
ties of the commercial fishermen are coincident with the spawning 
period of the fish. Almost all salvaged fishes are returned to their 
native waters, only a very small percentage being used for filling 
applications. 

374 
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Summary, by species, of distribution of fish, fiscal year 1926 

State and species 

Alaska: Sockeye salmon_________--- 
Arizona: 

Crappi 
fereommanth Dlacks bass= ase 
Sunfish. 3-22) = zee 
Wellow perch:=-22= = ee 

Arkansas: 
Catishics Saar Reeser ere 
Rainbowslrowbs a eS 
rap Dlews ee =e oe EF 
Largemouth black bass ________- 
Smallmouth black bass ________- 

by cllowsperchs=-- {bet oli eae 
California: Chinook salmon________- 
Colorado: 

aiiishmere Seer ee rn ee ane 

RAIN pPOWsLLOUL= oe ee 
Black-spotted trout_.._-.--..-__ 
och Leven touts 229 => 

(CHO TGR Se eS Se ee bee ee 
Largemouth black bass_________ 
Higckebassta seers ccna eS 
(SUieetiS| che 2 ee eee ee 
Yellow perch -_-_-__-__ ep eee ated 

Connecticut: 
Rambow; tLouts +=] 2=—5 = = Ss 
IBEGOKStTONG ee 
ipikewperchi-2 2222s: eee 
Mello waperche = 5. So te ae 

Delaware: 
Grapple = cee ea 

Sunfish 
Yellow perch 

District of Columbia: 
\ CUTE OV 0) (2) ge rn 
Largemouth black bass________- 
1EqU NEN] 6c) 9 Es ea a 

Florida: Largemouth black bass _--- 
Georgia: 

Wabhis as: eos oom Sone gee 

Crappie. ===. =.= casas SS 
Largemouth black bass__________ 
Wrarmouthibass-<- Sa 
Sunfish. =t e ecee sees Oe 

Idaho: 

Black-spotted trout Bee ee eet 
ochwseventtrout-. 2 ss et 
STOOK-tOMb= =e 

Tilinois: 

Crappicuee oe eo Tee ee 

Sone ETCH NS lees Le aie 
Miscellaneous fishes 

Indiana: 

Crappie. ) a hear Ea 
Largemouth black bass_________ 
Smallmouth black bass 
Sunfish 

Number State and species 

IBUiaLOMISN= 52) 8-2 = 8 ee 
Carpi = 8 Se ee 
Rainbow trout. == 2-22 Seas a 
ochLeven:trout_---=.----- 
IBTOOKELLOU US sees ee 2 eee ae 
Pikevandiipiekerel':- 22 2 728-5. 
Crappie esol se ee 
Largemouth black bass_________- 
Sunfish 
ellows perches * 2-2 - = shes. = ee 
Sheepsheadi == <= 22st tae eah 
Wihiteibasses ost oe 2 3) eae 
DUI ee ee eee Pas 
Miscellaneous fishes____________- 

Kansas: 
(Crap Diets ce oe nee ee ee 
Largemouth black bass_________- 
Sunfish 
Yellow: perch s-ceo woes eee 

Kentucky: 
Gatiisn et se te Lhe ae 

Largemouth black bass_________- 
Smallmouth black bass_________- 

Buffalo isheses Sees = aah 
Rock bass__- 

Humpback salmon_.-----------_- 
Landlocked salmon _-_-______-__-- 
STOO KAGE OU eee eee 
Crap pies eee ee 
Largemouth black bass_________- 
Smallmouth black bass_________- 
iathsht ss ee ee ae 

Maryland: 
ap OM: trout 

Sunfish: see ee ee eee see 
Yellow jpench=s<2ae2 2025-22. eae 

Massachusetts: 

Smallmouth black bass_____.==_- 
Be Merch S52 hoe. : reer 

Pollock! ee ae ee ae 
IRE OR Sere ee ee eee 

Catfish ene eee 

Ciapne Se ES ee eee meee 
Largemouth black bass_ 
Smallmouth black bass_ 
(Lal ot) oe ae ee OS eee 
Pike perch ee. 2 eee ee 

Minnesota: 

375 

Number 

13, 030, 909 

2, 455 

1, 660 
1, 155, 000 

558, 662, 000 
31, 895, 000 

428, 778, 000 
828, 727, 000 

1, 400, 000 
44, 800, 000 

39, 500 
94, 500 

25, 712, 000 
665, 501 

3, 000 
600 

148, 350 
3, 200 

2, 475, 000 

1, 226, 150 
139, 870 

2, 795, 915 
68, 100 
48, 320 

1, 941, 500 
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Summary, by species, of distribution of fish, fiscal year 1926—Continued 

State and species 

Minnesota—Continued. 
‘Brookstroub. - 2 eee 
Pikefand'pickerel. 3--= = 
@rappies = ee eee eee 
Largemouth black bass__-------- 
SunfsShe 22) ite. ye oe eee 
Yellow perch’ 202-2 
White: basss3..42s- 4 soe 
Fresh: water drum__--=--=--- 22-2 
Miscellaneous fishes_____-------- 

Mississippi: 
Crappie=s-2 2s Ss ee ee 
Largemouth black bass___------- 
Wrarnmouthvbass=-= essa seseeaa= 
Sunfish 

Missouri: 

Grapplers 2652222 Beet. See 
Largemouth black bass_--------- 
ROCK DASS*= an oso ee 
Sunfishas ese See set ee 
Wiellowaperchs-— 2222-2 —3 eee 

Montana: 
Rainbow trolls 
Black-spotted trout __----------- 
och Leven trout 52 =2- 

Crappies 6 oases esa eee 

MN TISH yo Mes ee ee 
Yellow ee Seo oe ate Cee 

Nevada: 
Rainbow trout ae ee IR 
Black-spotted trout _------------ 
IBrOGKsbnOUe A452 eee ea 

New Hampshire: 
Landlocked salmon _----_-------- 
Rain boOwALOWUtss === 
Woche Leventtrout 23252 se 
BTOOKMITTOUUs ee ae ee 
Pike perchis 223 ee eee 

New Jersey: 
@aAtfiShe Ao eae eee 
Rain boOWathOuUtss= ae aoe 
Brook OU Le eer eee 
Crappie 
Lar: gemouth black bass_----- 2-22 
Sunfish s2.53 se ee 

New ae 

Black-spotted TOU eee 
iBTOOkMthOUbosa ee saa eee 
Crappie: 2% 22 eet e 
Largemouth black bass___-_----- 
TROGK: DAaSSu = ee SS oe ee 

Wake herring. 2-s9_22 eee 
Rainbow trout. -_2 === ee 
WocheLeven trout=---<-- ==. <4 
ibakettrouts 232.25 eee 
Brook trout 
Crappie ee 1s Basa tae 
Largemouth black bass__-.-__-_- 
Smallmouth black bass___------- 
Stinfish= eee 
Pike perch ee ees ee as 
Mellow perch&:22-28t2se--22 5522 
Flatfish 

@Qlutherring.=-=!-= =>. 24. ee 
Rainbow tlolipe sees ss: seer 
IBTOOK{LOUGE See ee eee aon ae 

Number 

139, 100 
154, 630 

9, 741, 215 
119, 775 

6, 415, 703 
2, 248, 250 

13, 105 
97, 175 

989, 850 

155 
346, 305 

1, 000 
180, 950 

12, 550 
141, 020 

7, 564 
15, 600 
1, 500 

25, 913 
207 

1, 718, 600 
1, 514, 724 

577, 575 

40, 400, 000 
84,700, 000 

104, 000 
68, 540 

1, 671, 500 
466, 560 

5, 750 
9,155 

465 
3, 001 

3, 300, 000 
280, 540 

18, 069, 000 

1, 700 
30, 000, 000 

87, 780 
202, 000 

State and species 

North Oarolina—Continued. 
Crappie lie tee eran ee 
Largemouth black bass__-------- 
Rock bass 2-22... ees 

SUNMMSH= see eee! ee ee eee 
Wellow perch 2:2 = ts esas ses eae 

North Dakota: 
Ck bite Sinai tet i Ro ES 
Crappie_2.2) == =e 
Tie enouth black, bassaasee sees 
Suntish=. 2" 228s eee 

Whitefish es Sco eee 
Rainbow, trouts2-—<225- == - 
Brook trouble senna sane 
Crappie 
Largemouth black bass = -------- 
Smallmouth black bass _-__------ 
Sunfish 22st so ee Ce eee 
Pikesperchi-’< sees ea 
Yellow" perch essse- eee eee 

Oklahoma: 

Rain DOW tlOWt= = se sane ee ee 
Loch Leven trout _...----------- 
Crappie-—- -2-2 8 32 eet ieee 
Largemouth black bass_--------- 
IRVOCK | D ASS ae oe ae ee eee cre 
Sunfisheeet 2420s sae eee 

Oregon: 
@hinooksalmon 22222 ee 
Silver!salmon.-==5" sees 
Steelhead salmon -=—---=-=--2- 
Rainbow. trout=2=- <== - == see 
Brook’ (routes. 2222s see oe ee 
Silver trout ssa. 222 ees = eee 

Pennsylvania: 
Catfish... Sea 
Rainbowstrouts=2=<2222=-2e se 
och lsventtrouts2=2-2.--s 
Brook trout2= ee ee 
Crappie: =3-— ae ase ae eee 
Largemouth black bass --------- 
Sumish: 22s Seen oe eee 

G@atfish.* 2822.4... 52 =" = eae 
RAIN DOWALDOUb sence ae nee ees 
Brook trout. 
@rappie. 22... -- =.= 2-22-5222 
Largemouth black bass__-------- 
Warmouth bass. -- =< ee 
Sunfish. Se> tS ae eee 

South Dakota: : 
Rainbow troutss=2=- eee 
Loch Leven trout _.....--------- 
Brook:troutes) et eee 

Tennessee: 

Rainbow trolls sae 
Brook trout= sete eee 
Crappie 
Largemouth black bass --------- 
Sitinfishe 3 eee ee te 
ellow, percheasse a2 5-2 see 

Texas: 

Rainbow faut 
Crapplelst--. 22+ Jee eees 
Largemouth black bass__-------- 
Smallmouth black bass __------- 
IRock bass oe eee ees 
Wanmouthbassse: 226 see se see 
Sunfish 

Number 

Se pupa 

SESSSSSS Sess 
= is ao 

eease 

9, 439, 000 
2, 559, 800 
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Summary, by species, of distribution of fish, fiscal year 1926—Continued 

State and species 

Utah: 

Black-spotted trout __...._------ 
Brooksroute=. 2 = os eee ee 

Vermont: 
Steelhead salmon -___----.------- 
Landlocked salmon _-_------------ 
Boch Leventtrowt tas. et Sees 
Rain DOW. uLOUbe = = ees 

Smallmouth black bass --------- 
Bike perches = ek so aos 
Wellow, percheer sey sos eee 

Virginia: 

Crappie_____- 
Largemouth black ba 
Smallmouth black bass_-__-_----- 
ROC KaD assure 20s. Eee hee 
RTS gi SS 

Washington: 
Chinookssalmon e332 ae 
SHVerSAlIMOMens 222 een aes 
Sockeye salmon: 2225225 Sete 
Humpback salmon: 2. 2-22-22! 
Steelhead salmon --____-.___--_-- 
Rainbowatroutet-22 2533727 ber) 
Black-spotted trout _____-_.--._- 
IBroolkatnoute 555 eee ity ees 

West Virginia: 
(CHAOS Tsetse a cee ace Sa ES 

Number 

173, 468 
251, 750 

2, 403 
247, 602 
32, 600 
6, 410 

15, 465 

38, 577, 265 
7, 193, 050 : 

11, 827, 980 

8, 850 

State and species 

West Virginia—Continued. 
Loch Leven\trouta32 = La s2222 5 
BS TOOK ULOM be na eee ee chee ae 
Crappiee sss ewe eet gs os 
Largemouth black bass ________- 

Pikeypprchie-secesue ot wees 
Mellow) perchess-25 2} oa rerk os 255 

Wisconsin: 

Buftalo fish _ 
Warpase-tses 
Rainbow trout___ 
Loch Leven trout 
Lake trout _-____- 
Brook trout___- 
Pike and pickerel _ 
Creppietet eases a ae ene es 

Smallmouth black bass _--______- 
VOCE: ASS Se = Sie ae ee eee 
SUmpiSt As Re ee ee 
RIK eiperChe Aeetace sh eee wees 
Wellowsperchee 22242808 Aci es 
wiite ASS ote ee eee ONES ee 
PUTAS ay ee i 

Miscellaneous fishes. ae asa 
Wyoming: 

CatiiSh< rp ak Ny See trae oes 

Black-spotted trout ___.---_----- 
och Levenvtrout-2 2s. 52) ss 
IBTOOKStOU Is cea er ee 
Black basses wea Seek Ss SS 

METHOD OF DISTRIBUTION 

Number 

163, 500 

11, 672, 325 
1, 153, 600 

15, 257, 000 
169, 300 
135, 860 
977, 500 
669, 950 
84, 690 

4, 525, 315 
85, 615 
5, 000 

200 
11, 039, 445 
13, 842, 200 

368, 971 
25, 938 
21, 425 

5, 125, 933 

In connection with its work of supplying fish on the 12,000 to 
15,000 applications received every year, the bureau aims to so appor- 
tion the output of its hatcheries as to obtain the maximum re- 
sults, giving special consideration to waters in which the fish 
planted will have an opportunity to mature and reproduce. In 
pursuance of this plan many difficulties are encountered, not the 
least of them being the frequent insistence of an applicant to obtain 
some favorite species of fish regardless of whether or not the waters 
he desires to stock are suitable therefor. The bureau, of course, 
refuses to furnish fish for waters to which they are not adapted, but 
it is often difficult to convince an applicant of the wisdom of this 
policy. 

Requests for fish of the warm-water species, especially the large- 
mouth and smallmouth black bass, have increased to such an extent 
within recent years that the present outlook for satisfying the de- 
mand does not appear hopeful. 
largely on the collecting fields along the Mississippi River for its 
stock of largemouth black bass for supplying applicants residing 
in States where no Federal bass hatcheries are operated, but within 
recent years such collections in the rescue fields have been compara- 
tively small, sometimes not exceeding 500,000 in a season. As a large 
percentage of the bass collected must be returned to their native 
waters for the maintenance of the supply, it can readily be under- 
stood that this source is not dependable and that great necessity 
exists for the establishment of additional sources of supply for black 
bass, especially in the east and the midwest, if the demands for this 

In the past the bureau has relied 
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fish are to be met. Within recent years the output of smallmouth 
bass at hatcheries in the east has been almost negligible. 

Very little difficulty is experienced in producing the various species 
of trout in sufficient numbers to meet requirements, owing to the 
fact that they can be hatched artificially and fed on beef liver or 
other food until they attain fingerling size; but this is different with 
the basses. These fish prefer live food; they must be allowed to 
reproduce under more or less natural conditions in specially pre- 
pared ponds, and the output of a season depends largely upon cli- 
matic conditions prevailing during the spawning season. 

COST OF DISTRIBUTION 

In recent years the office of distribution has economized to the 
utmost, and if the constantly increasing demands for fish are to be 
satisfied, additional funds must be provided. Before the World 
War as much as $80,000 was expended in distributing the bureau’s 
annual output of fish and fish eggs. That the cost of distribution 
can not be reduced below the amount at present allowed is evi- 
denced by the heavy shipments that are now being carried to a trip. 
With the view..of accomplishing as much work as possible on the 
allotment provided, messenger shipments in baggage cars have been 
made exceedingly heavy. In 1914, at a time when the cost of every- 
thing entering into the work was comparatively low, the year’s out- 
put of 4,047,643,417 fish and fish eggs was distributed at a cost of 
$68,399.93. The past fiscal year’s output of 5,232,373,000 fish and 
eggs—more than 1,000,000,000 in excess of the output in 1914—was 
distributed for $58,000, approximately $10,000 less than the amount 
expended in 1914. 

In 1926 the bureau honored 13,118 applications for fish and made 
deliveries on 12,000 applications. In making the distributions the 
cars traveled 84,600 miles and the detached messengers 403,000 
miles. 

In distributing the fish produced at the bureau’s stations the prin- 
cipal part of the cost involved is in the shipment of the fingerlings 
intended for stocking interior waters. The expense of distributing 
the output of stations handling marine and anadromous species and 
the fishes of the Great. Lakes region is comparatively small. The 
records show that in 1914 the output of the most expensive fishes to 
distribute—landlocked salmon, rainbow trout, brook trout, large- 
mouth black bass, and smallmouth black bass—aggregated only a 
little more than 24,000,000, while in 1926 nearly 40,000,000 of such 
fishes were shipped. Furthermore, the trout distributed in 1926 
were larger in the main than those distributed in any previous year 
in the bureau’s history. 

The cost of distributing one thousand 4-inch fish is at least five 
times greater than the amount involved in distributing an equal 
number of fry; but, on the other hand, the stocking value of the 
larger size is estimated to be ten times greater than that of the same 
number of fry. In view of this fact it is advisable to rear as many 
of the fish as possible to the stage where they will be able to care for 
themselves in their new environment, even though it costs more to 
distribute them. In fact, it would be good policy to limit the out- 
put of all cooperative stations to the number of fish that can be 
reared to a length of 3 or 4 inches before disposing of them. 
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While recent improvements to the distribution cars and_ their 
equipment have almost doubled their carrying capacity, it has not 
been possible to reduce the cost of maintenance or the cost of repairs. 
Out of every $5 expended in the distribution of fish by the cars, 
$2 must be applied to maintenance and repairs. This leaves only 
about 60 per cent of the allotment for travel, subsistence, and inci- 
dentals. It is out of this 60 per cent that any savings must be 
effected. 

The cooperative stations were not prepared to receive fish at the 
time when transfers could have been made most economically, hence 
the fish had to be carried at the rate of 400 or 500 to the can. Had 
it been possible to ship them in March or April, 1,500 fish could have 
been carried in a can. 

ALLOTMENT OF FISH TO APPLICANTS 

In alloting fish to applicants, the bureau considers (1) the avail- 
able stock of the species assigned, (2) the size of the fish at the time 
the distribution is made, (3) the number of applications to be filled, 
(4) the extent of the water area to be stocked, and (5) the distance 
involved in making the delivery. It endeavors in every case to 
furnish a sufficient number of young fish for the establishment of 
a brood stock, and the recipient is expected to see that the fish are 
furnished adequate protection until they have had time to mature 
and stock the waters through natural reproduction. While it is rec- 
ognized that large bodies of water should receive more fish than 
smaller ones, it does not seem wise to honor applications for large 
water areas to the exclusion of smaller though perhaps not less im- 
portant waters. It is the policy to apportion the output of the 
bureau’s hatcheries in such a manner as will permit the filling of all 
applications listed. Requests for fish frequently are received from 
individuals living in sections remote from a fish-cultural station 
and in a region whose waters already abound with desirable fishes. 
In a case of that kind the bureau does not consider it proper to 
incur the expense of sending a small number of hatchery-reared fish 
to an applicant and he is notified to that effect. 

TIME OF DELIVERY 

It is the policy of the bureau to fill applications in the order of 
their receipt and to deliver the assigned fish as soon as possible there- 
after. Certain phases of the distribution work, however, should be 
thoroughly understood in advance by prospective applicants. 

The high cost of shipping fish compels the bureau to exercise rigid 
economy in planning the work of its cars and messengers. The 
delivery of fish to an applicant remotely situated can not be made 
until a sufficient number of applications have been received from 
that section of the country to warrant the expense of making a 
messenger shipment. The bureau can not carry a stock of fish for 
delivery on demand, and when the supply of one year is exhausted 
all unsupplied applicants must wait until the succeeding year’s out- 
put is available. Trout shipments from the bureau’s eastern stations 
begin in March, and all applications from the Eastern States re- 
ceived after the 1st of March are carried on file for attention the 
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following year. Trout are distributed from stations in the Rocky 
Mountain region from May to October, and in order to insure early 
delivery applications from that section should be submitted prior to 
May 1. Applications for such warm-water fishes as bass, sunfish, and 
crappie should be submitted prior to May 1, as such species are 
shipped between May and December. 

Tish are shipped in railroad cars especially designed for ay pur- 
pose or in baggage cars accompanied by messenger, and delivery is 
made at the applicant’s railroad station free of cost to him. On the 
receipt of an application for fish the applicant is immediately noti- 
fied as to the species assigned thereon and the approximate time of 
delivery. Full directions as to the manner of receiving and caring 
for the fish also are furnished him. Shortly before shipment is 
made a second notice is sent, specifying the exact time when the 
consignment will arrive at the applicant’s railroad station. If for 
any reason the delivery must be postponed, the applicant is duly 
notified. 

DISTRIBUTION CARS 

Of the five specially equipped cars operated by the bureau in the 
transportation of live fish, three are of steel construction and two 
of wood. Owing to the increased carrying capacity of the steel 
cars, which is approximately two-thirds greater than that of the 
wooden ones, it has frequently been urged on the ground of economy 
and efficiency, that the wooden cars be replaced with cars of steel 
construction. The railroad companies object to hauling wooden 
cars in their best trains, and as a matter of fact it would be dan- 
gerous to place a wooden car between two steel coaches even though 
it were equipped with the electrical connections required on cars 
carried in modern trains. Furthermore, a car of wood construction 
is not allowed to pass through the tube under the Hudson River. 
In view of the foregoing, the saving in transportation and mainte- 
nance costs involved in the substitution of all-steel cars is obvious. 
In the interest of economy and efficiency, it may be stated, to insure 
the successful transportation of live fish they must be moved expe- 
ditiously. Any considerable delay en route not only disarranges 
the whole itinerary of a trip and necessitates the expense of tele- 
graphing to a hundred or more applicants, but in many instances 
it results in the loss of fish. 

CAR NO. 3 

[E. R. WipmMyrmr, Captain] 

At the beginning of the fiscal year 1926 the Fearnow pails on this car 
were overhauled, cleaned, and restenciled; the aerating equipment of the car 
was repaired and its pumps and machinery placed in good condition. 

The distribution of warm-water fishes from the La Crosse (Wis.) station 
was taken up on August 13, at which time a carload shipment of fish was 
made to Milwaukee, Wis. During August and the three succeeding months 
the car made 11 trips from Mississippi River stations, carrying from 156 to 
201 pails of fish to a trip. In addition to this travel a number of messenger 
shipments were made to points in Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Illinois, and 
Michigan. In the course of the season the car and its crew carried from the 
Mississippi River stations and delivered to applicants a total of 227,155 
fingerling fish, of which 56,960 were black bass, 64,835 crappie, 46,745 bream, 
25,775 yellow perch, and 32,740 catfish. 
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In late November, after the close of the distribution season in the rescue 
field, the car was transferred to Milwaukee, Wis., to undergo annual repairs, 
and its crew was detailed to fish-cultural stations of the bureau for the 
winter months. The car was held in the coach yards of the Chicago, Milwau- 
kee & St. Paul Railway Co. from December 1 until. early in January, when it 
was sent to the repair shops. On the completion of the repairs the car was 
returned to the coach yards and held until April 26, when it proceeded to 
La Crosse, Wis., at which point its equipment was overhauled preparatory to 
taking up the spring distributions. The car left La Crosse on May 23 with 
59,900 brook trout, 22,500 Loch Leven trout, and 10,000 rainbow trout, all 
fingerlings, for delivery to applicants in Wisconsin and Minnesota. After 
completing this trip it proceeded to the Duluth (Minn.) station to distribute 
the season’s output of lake trout and whitefish, and during the remaining 
days in May and early June the crew planted and delivered 16,290,000 pike- 
perch fry, 1,400,000 whitefish fry, 8,812,000 lake-trout fry, and 129,600 finger- 
ling brook trout. On the completion of the Duluth distributions the car 
proceeded to the Manchester (Iowa) station, arriving there June 11. After 
moving 105,700 fingerling brook, rainbow, and Loch Leven trout from this 
station to Minocqua, Wis., the car returned to La Crosse and remained there 
until June 28, when it again arrived at Manchester and took on a load of 
fingerling trout for delivery to Wisconsin applicants. While stationed at 
La Crosse messenger shipments of fingerling trout aggregating 87,100 were 
delivered by members of the crew to applicants in Minnesota and Wisconsin. 

During the fiscal year 1926 the car traveled 14,982 miles and carried 227,315 
fingerling pond fishes, 16,290,000 pike-perch fry, 1,400,000 whitefish fry, 
8,812,000 lake-trout fry, 307,800 fingerling brook trout, 55,000 fingerling rain- 
bow trout, and 33,600 fingerling Loch Leven trout, a total of 27,125,715 fish. 

CAR NO. 4 

[F. W. A. ENGELHARDT, Acting captain] 

Car No. 4 was at Portland, Me., at the beginning of the fiscal year, having 
just completed the distribution of trout from the Craig Brook (Me.) hatchery. 
It left there on July 3 for Nashua, N. H., at which point it remained until 
August 14 while its crew made messenger shipments of trout to various points 
in New Hampshire, Connecticut, and Massachusetts. On August 15 the car 
proceeded to Washington, D. C., with a consignment of brook trout for stock- 
ing cooperative nursery projects at Myersdale and Uniontown, Pa., the deliv- 
eries being made by messenger from Washington. One member of the crew 
was detailed to distribute trout from the Watertown (N. Y.) substation, and 
the remainder of the force was assigned to the distribution of fish from the 
Lakeland (Md.) ponds. The car was ordered to Dubuque, Iowa, on October 
24 to assist in the distribution work from the Mississippi River collecting sta- 
tions. It made carload shipments of fish from that field to Nashua, Iowa; 
Cookeville, Tenn.; Harrisburg, Pa; and Washington, D. C., arriving at the 
last-named destination on November 30. The car was then sent to the shops 
of the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. at Wilmington, Del., for annual repairs, 
and the members of its crew were detailed to the Washington office for duty 
during the winter. 

On the last day of March Car No. 4 left Washington to take up the distribu- 
tion of trout from the White Sulphur Springs (W. Va.) station. Messenger 
shipments were made to points in Virginia and West Virginia, and carload 
shipments of trout were forwarded to Elkins, W. Va. (two trips), Altoona, 
Philipsburg, Uniontown, Windber, and Philadelphia, Pa. From Philadelphia 
the car went to Nashua, N. H., and obtained a Garload of trout for distribution 
en route to Bucksport, Me., to take up the trout and salmon distribution work 
from the Craig Brook (Me.) hatchery. Carload shipments were made from 
Bucksport to Calais (two trips), Kineo, Mattawamkeag, Blanchard (two trips), 
Dover, Foxcroft, Houlton, and Waterville, Me. The car then returned to the 
Nashua station, arriving there June 26. Messenger shipments were made from 
Nashua. 

In the course of the fiscal year the car made 27 trips, traveled 15,030 miles, 
and delivered 3,700 pails of fish, supplying 1,119 applicants. 
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Species and size of fish delivered by car No. 4 

A Finger- | Finger- | Finger- 
een Finger- : a A Year- 
Species _ Fry . lings lings lings A Adults Pp lings No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 lings 

Catfish): ts Sere eee eee | ee See ee ee Tee ecca sk te 5, 750 1, 900 900 750 
Atlanticsalmons == s2 2s seme 776, 000 126, 687. |..---=----|-4-2232253|/5 Sa ee ee eee 
Landlocked salmon_____-_-_-_-- 136, 000 103; (000) }\== == ==3 1b] || 225-2. -3|2 
Rainbow trout sae ee eee | nen ee oe = 112, 300 82; 900) |- = 222. |S ee eee 
Pochilevenstroutess see a Se aye ee 825300) see 400 400 |, 1,340) |2 22s 
Brookste@ute =e ee eee 481, 600 1, 172, 500 12; 600-5226 2-282 |e ee 2,260) |e ae 
Grayling= ~~ <2 << =2 22 a ae an ea nh |e enn] = oe - 5-3 | eee eee 5 
KOSH OY GK) Oe as ae Te Res ee Sel ee ee eee 5, 850 6, 975 2; 600! |\ 2252 See 
Largemouth black bass_-_-_-~--]- bee SOE ei oe 2 Se Se 2, 510 2,830 | 1, 147 255 
Smalimouthablack 'bassss2) 25 ys 22. 2 bal ho _ ee 425 \|2 = 22ee eee ee 
PSHUEOU SS oye ae eee SA te SN Ee a ee eee 3, 240 410 '|22 2255-55 750 490 
Wellowenerchista= ss Seem ests LAP so eee ss 2 Ole 4,800 |=... = 2 S/eee esa eee 

MRotaii=, steer ee 1, 393, 600 1, 595, 737 104, 590 20, 996 8, 155 6, 387 1, 500 

CAR NO. 7 

[E. M. LAmMon, Captain] 

Car No. 7 arrived at Bozeman, Mont., on July 1 and immediately under- 
took the distribution of trout. Messenger trips were made to nearby points, 
and carload shipments of fish were forwarded to Glacier Park and Lewistown, 
Mont., and Casper, Wya The car and its crew were then detailed to work 
under the direction of the Montana Fish and Game Commission, and from 
July 28 to the end of August, 12 carload shipments aggregating 2,405,000 black- 
spotted and rainbow trout were transported from State hatcheries at Emi- 
grant, Anaconda, Missoula, Hamilton, and Great Falls, Mont., and distributed 
at various points in that State. The car resumed its work from the Bozeman 
station on September 1, making trips to Spokane, Wash.; Lander, Wyo.; and 
Dubuque, Iowa. In the course of the season, 302,500 brook trout, 416,000 rain- 
bow trout, 186,500 black-spotted trout, 538,000 Loch Leven trout, and 6,000 
landlocked salmon were distributed from Bozeman. En route from Bozeman 
to Dubuque applicants in Wyoming and Wisconsin were supplied, and 24 adult 
grayling and 19 black-spotted trout were delivered for the aquariums at Lin- 
coln Park, Chicago, Ill., and Central Station, Washington, D. C. The car 
reached Dubuque on September 28, and after completing its deliveries of fish 
it was placed in the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul hailway Co. shops for 
minor repairs. 

The distribution work from the upper Mississippi River rescue stations was 
taken up on October 5. In the course of trips made to Union City and Phila- 
delphia, Pa.; Tuscaloosa, Ala.; Knoxville, Tenn.; Fort Wayne, Ind.; and St. 
Louis, Mo., 109,000 fingerling pond fishes were distributed by the car and its 
messengers in the States of Pennsylvania, Alabama, Tennessee, Indiana, Mis- 
souri, New Jersey, Maryland, and Ohio. In connection with the trip to Phila- 
delphia the car took on 20,000 fingerling brook trout from a commercial 
hatchery at Mauch Chunk, Pa., and delivered them to the Northville (Mich.) 
station of the bureau. On the completion of the distributions in the rescue 
field early in December the car was placed in the railway shops at Dubuque 
for general repairs and its crew was detailed for duty during the winter at 
various fish-cultural stations of the bureau. 
On May 5 the car took on at the Manchester (Iowa) station a load of 

36400 rainbow trout, 65,000 brook trout, and 30,500 Loch Leven trout for 
delivery at Madison, Wis. From Madison it returned to La Crosse, and be- 
tween May 9 and May 29 it received from the La Crosse station and distrib- 
uted to applicants in Wisconsin and Minnesota 115,000 rainbow trout, 402,000 
brook trout, and 85,000 Loch Leven trout. On the completion of this work 
it proceeded to the Northville (Mich.) station, and on June 12 transported a 
load of brook trout from that point to Hillman, Mich., for the Turtle Lake Club. 
Returning to Northville on the completion of this trip, a number of messenger 
shipments of trout and smallmouth black bass were made by its crew, supply- 
ing applicants in Michigan, Indiana, and Ohio. The numbers and species of 
fish distributed during the year are shown in the following table: 
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Finger- Year- Aghanis Species Fry 
lings lings 
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During the year the car made 384 trips and traveled 23,944 miles, while 
messengers operating from the car made 100 trips and traveled 28,387 miles. 

CAR NO. 8 

[E. K. BurnHAM, Captain] 

In the course of the year car No. 8 distributed fish from che upper Mis- 
sissippi River rescue field and from the Neosho (Mo.), Langdon (Kans.), and 
Leadville (Colo.) stations. It carried 13 carload lots of fish, traveled 7,041 
miles over eight railroads, sent out 50 side trips, and delivered 777,522 fish 
in 10 States. The following table shows the species and numbers of fish 
handled : 

Species F fine 1 eee Adults 

Opn Rass 01.3 Says eee Oo ee SE ee eee Se le eee ae ee 62500) |S. eae ore Be eee 
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In addition to the 50 side trips made from the car, its messengers made 32 
trips with fish from the hatcheries, distributing an aggregate of 576,395 
fingerling catfish, steelhead salmon, rainbow, black-spotted, and brook trout. 
crappie, largemouth black bass, sunfish, and yellow perch, at a total cost of 
$1,861.40. 

The crew of the car made all needed minor repairs to its interior during 
the year and maintained all of its railroad appurtenances in accordance with 
existing traffic regulations, such work being accomplished at a moderate cost. 
One of the most valuable changes effected by the crew was the arrangement 
of the piping in the boiler room, so that water from the boiler may be drawn 
by the injector through pipes coming from the pressure tanks on each side 
of the car and also from the tanks above the kitchen. These three sources of 
Supply assure enough water to operate the boiler at all times. 

A very simple but at the same time a most satisfactory improvement was 
made by the railroad company. It consisted in the installation of hardwood 
shims under the equalizing springs of the car. which allow the car to balance 
perfectky and ride much more smoothly than it has in the past. 
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CAR NO. 9 

[H. F. Jonnston, Captain] 

Harly in July, 1925, this car was stationed at Washington, D. C., while the 
members of its force were engaged in making messengers shipments with black 
bass from the Lakeland (Md.) ponds to applicants in Maryland, Virginia, and 
New Jersey. On July 24 the car proceeded to the White Sulphur Springs 
(W. Va.) station and obtained a carload of fingerling rainbow trout for stock- 
ing waters in the vicinity of Cass. W. Va. Upon arrival at Cass the entire load 
of fish was transferred to a logging railroad and transported 35 miles into the 
mountains, to be planted in streams near the headwaters of the Elk River. 
From Cass the car returned to White Sulphur Springs and distributed another 
load of trout to applicants in the vicinity of Williamsport, Pa. 

Shortly after the middle of August this car was assigned to the work of 
distributing black bass and miscellancous fishes from the various rescue sta- 
tions along the Mississippi River. As a result of its activities in that field, 
which extended into the last week in November, 56,662 black bass, 10,599 yellow 
perch, 50,205 bream, 29,200 catfish, and 48,275 crappie were distributed to 
applicants in Wisconsin, Tennessee, Ohio, Indiana, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, 
and New York. The car also made a trip from Homer, Minn., to Globe, Ariz., 
with a load of fingerling black bass, crappie, catfish, yellow perch, and sunfish 
for deposit in the Roosevelt Reservoir at that point. On November 24 the car 
returned to Washington, D. C., and the members of its crew were detailed for 
winter duty at fish-cultural stations of the bureau. Annual repairs were 
made in December at the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. shops at Wilmington, Del., 
and after their completion the car was utilized as living quarters for such 
members of the distribution force as were detailed to the Washington office 
of the bureau. Z 

With the view of taking up the spring distribution of trout from the Erwin 
(Tenn. ) station, the car left Washington on April 1, proceeding via Govern- 
ment Siding, Va., where it took on a load of fingerling brook trout and dis- 
tributed the ‘fish to applicants en route to Erwin. In order that the car might 
be available at an early date for distributing the large surplus of trout that 
was being carried at the White Sulphur Springs (W. Va.) station, thus reliev- 
ing the congested conditions at that hatchery, the Erwin distribution work 
was rushed and the car moved the entire station output of 397,000 brook and 
rainbow trout and 17,000 miscellaneous pond fishes in three trips, supplying 
applicants in North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Tennessee. Between 
April 28 and June 5 the car distributed from the White Sulphur Springs station 
880,400 fingerling brook, rainbow, and Loch Leven trout, making deliveries to 
475 applicants in Virginia, West Virginia, and Pennsylvania. During the 
remainder of the fiscal year the services of this car were loaned to the Mary- 
land Conservation Commission. 

In the course of the year the car made 26 trips, traveled 23,497 miles, carried 
1.778.806 trout and pond fishes, and supplied 1,581 individual applicants in 13 
States. The total cost of its operations was $7,502. Its distributions are 
summarized in the following table: 

Finger- Finger- Finger- | Finger- 
Species lings lings lings lings | Adults 

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 
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NATURAL HISTORY OF THE COD 

Strange to relate, while the fishery for Pacific cod has been prose- 
cuted since early in the sixties, scientists are not yet agreed as to the 
proper name for the species. According to Bean? “ Most writers 

1 Appendix VII to the Report of the United States Commissioner of Fisheries for 1926. 
B. F. Doc. 1014. (This is a revision of B. F. Doc. 830. A map showing the location and 
extent of the cod banks and the location of shore stations in Bristol Bay and Central 
Alaska in 1914 may be consulted in Bureau of Fisheries Document No. 830 or in the 1915 
volume of the Report of thte Bureau of Fisheries.) 

?2The Cod Fishery of Alaska, by Tarleton H. Bean. The Fisheries and Fishery Indus- 
tries of the United States, Pt. II, sec. 5, Vol. I, pp. 198, 199. 
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have referred to it under the name of Gadus macrocephalus, which 
was bestowed by Tilesius upon the Kamchatkan cod, the figure of 
which suggests that it was based upon a deformed individual. Cope, 
in 1873, described the young of the common Alaska cod as a new 
species, Gadus auratus, from specimens collected by Prof. George 
Davidson, of the United States Coast Survey, at Unalaska. Stein- 
dachner, in the Proceedings (Sitzungsberichte) of the Vienna 
Academy, uxt, 1, 1870, adopts the name (. macrocephalus for a large 
cod taken in De Castries Bay (mouth of Amur River), Siberia. In 
this example the length of the head is contained exactly three times 
in the total length to the extreme end of the pointed caudal peduncle. 
The same proportion, however, may be found in any place where 
large numbers of Gadus morrhua are taken, and it can readily be 
proven to be only a matter of individual variation.” 

In the summer of 1880, the late Prof. Spencer F. Baird, then 
United States Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, sent Dr. Tarleton 
H. Bean to Alaska for the purpose of investigating its fish and 
fisheries, and he made the first extended report on the Pacific cod 
that had been made up to that time.* As a result of his investiga- 
tions, he considers the Atlantic and Pacific cod as of the same species. 
Jordan and Evermann ‘ call it G. macrocephalus, and in justification 
of this state. 

In external respects we recognize no distinction between this species [refer- 
ring to a specimen 20 inches long taken in the Strait of Juan de Fuca by the 
Albatross] and the common eastern codfish, except that the head seems larger. 

They also quote Doctor Gilbert * as follows: 
It has been frequently pointed out, and is well known to fishermen, that the 

Pacific codfish has a smaller air bladder or sound than the Atlantie cod. 
Pending an examination of this question, which we are not now in a position 
to make, we propose to recognize the Pacific cod as a distinct species. 

Much has been said and written of the difference in size between 
the sound of the Atlantic cod and that of the Pacific. A large part 
of this is hearsay, based largely on the statements of fishermen, few 
of whom have ever made any effort to save them. I cut out a few 
sounds in 1913, but unfortunately these were lost in some way during 
transportation; and although it had been some years since I had cut 
a sound from an Atlantic cod, it seemed to me that the Pacific sounds 
were almost, if not quite, as large, but thinner. Some few years ago 
the Alaska Codfish Co. made an effort to save the sounds at one of 
its Alaska stations, but the men refused to do so except at an exor- 
bitant price. A. Greenebaum, the president of the company, writes 
that the sounds are small in size. 
The only authentic record I have of a direct comparison of Pacific 

and Atlantic sounds is in a letter from Dr. W. C. Kendall, ichthyolo- 
gist, United States Bureau of Fisheries, under date of January 22, 
1915, in which he states: 

The air bladder of the big Pacific cod [the weight of this was about 30 pounds 
and its total length about 39 inches], after removal, measured about 13 inches 
in length, with no perceptible horns excepting slight projections, but it had a 
very large pouch on each side of the anterior end. 

°“The Cod Fishery of Alaska, by ‘Tarleton H. Bean. The Fisheries and Fishery 
Industries of the United States, Pt. II, sec. 5, Vol. I, pp. 198-226. 

‘The Fishes of North and Middle America, by D.-S. Jordan and B. W. Evermann. 
3ulletin, United States National Museum, No. 47, Pt. III, pp. 2541, 2542. (1898.) 

5 Tbid.; p. 2542. 
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The air bladder of the big Atlantic cod [of a weight of 3414 pounds and a 
length of 48145 inches] was of the same length approximately, pouches small, 
but the horns, which could not be fully straightened out, measured each 10 
inches in length. In natural position in the fish they are coiled up. 
The small Pacific cod [8 or (9?) pounds and 288, inches long] was in such 

bad condition that the air bladder could not be removed intact, but the one 
horn that could be found was only 1 inch in length. 

Alaska eod on the deck of the Albatross 

uy 

Via. 

The other Atlantic cod [weights and lengths about the same] had air blad- 
ders and horns, as follows: Length 914, horns 2% and 3: length 10%, horns 
3% and 3% ; length 10 inches, horns 7 and 51% inches. 

It is to be hoped that some one will soon take up the study of 
the comparison of the sounds from the cod of both oceans, as should 
the Pacific sound prove to be uniformly smaller than those from 
the Atlantic cod, it would furnish a distinguishing feature. 
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DISTRIBUTION 

The Pacific cod occasionally is found as far south as Cape Flattery 
on the Washington coast. From Puget Sound north to southeast 
Alaska they are said to be more common, although in no part of this 
region is a commercial fishery maintained for them. A few are 
taken by the halibut fishermen and marketed under the name of 
‘“oray cod.” In southeast Alaska, in early years, a small fishery 
was maintained in and adjacent to Chatham Strait, but nothing 
has been done here of recent years. Cod in abundance are not to 
be found until the Portlock Bank is reached. From here to Akutan 
Pass cod are very abundant, and probably will be found in con- 
siderable abundance along the Aleutian Chain beyond the pass. In 
Bering Sea, between Unimak Pass and Bristol Bay, are to be found 
several large and important banks adjacent to Unimak Island and 
the Peninsula. They have been reported as far north as St. Law- 
rence Island in Bering Sea, but none have been reported in the 
Arctic Ocean. Edgar O. Campbell,® a school-teacher for the United 
States Bureau of Education, on St. Lawrence Island, in a letter 
dated September 21, 1909, has the following to say as to the presence 
of cod around the island: 

A few codfish feed here and are caught every year from July to October, 
but not in any appreciable numbers except every third to fifth year. This year 
promises to be a good one, although the Eskimos are so timid they will not go 
out for more than a half mile from shore in their skin canoes.e Some years 
the fish stay until in November and great numbers of them are caught by the 
ice as the sea freezes over. How do you suppose this happens? I have sup- 
posed that, as the top of the sea coats over with a slushy soft ice, the cod, for 
some reason or other, it may be for air, jump up through the ice and fall on 
the surface, their weight not being sufficient to carry them below into water 
again. At any rate they soon freeze and, as soon as the ice is solid enough 
to walk on, the Eskimo bring them home in great piles, like cordwood. This 
has happened twice since we came in 1901. In such years the fox catch is 
sure to be light, for the fox are so well fed they are wary of prepared bait. 

On the Asiatic shore cod have been reported as far north as Cape 
Chaplin, East Siberia, while they have been found as far south as 
Hakodate in Japan. They are most abundant in the Okhotsk Sea. 

SIZE 

A very erroneous idea of the size of Pacific cod seems to be preva- 
lent in certain works on ichthyology. Even as late as 1907 Evermann 
and Goldsborough* state: “We have no record of any large ex- 
amples of this cod from the Pacific, where it perhaps does not reach 
a weight exceeding 15 or 20 pounds.” Bean® reports having seen 
many that weighed not less than 30 pounds caught on the inshore 
banks, where the cod are notably smaller than those found on the 
offshore banks. He also quotes reports from others as to cod weigh- 
ing from 20 to 50 pounds. 

I spent the summer of 1913 at the Pirate Cove station of the 
Union Fish Co. During the greater part of the time no snappers 

6 Mr. Campbell had written for information as to how the natives could best catch cod 
for their own use. 

7The Fishes of Alaska, by B. W. Evermann and B. L. Goldsborough. Bulletin, U. S. 
Bureau of Fisheries, Vol. XXVI, 1906, p. 348. (1907.) 

8 The Cod Fishery of Alaska, by Tarleton H. Bean. The Fisheries and Fishery Indus- 
tries of the United States, Pt. II, see. 5, Vol. I, pp. 202, 203. 
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were to be séen and the fish averaged very large—probably 12 
to 15 pounds most of the time. On June 15 I weighed six cod, 
selected so as to show the different sizes, with the following results: 
One weighed 40 pounds, length 48 inches from tip to tip; 1 weighed 
37 pounds, length 4214 inches from tip to tip; 1 weighed 22 pounds; 
1 weighed 21 pounds, length 39 inches from tip to tip; 1 weighed 
2314 pounds; 1 weighed 1114 pounds, length 31 inches from tip 
to tip. 

I had the first fish dressed immediately after being weighed and 
measured, and when ready for the salting tank it weighed 21 pounds. 
Before being weighed in the first place all of these fish had been 
bled by having their throats cut. 

On a number of occasions I saw fish at the shore stations that 
undoubtedly would run over 40 pounds if put on the scales. All of 
the fish noted above were from inshore banks. Cod run larger in 
size on the offshore banks, and it is probable that fish running from 
50 to 60 pounds are taken sometimes on Slime and Sannak Banks, 
where the largest cod are found. 
During the winter months the cod are very thin and watery, and 

probably would not average in the round much more than 7 to 9 
pounds. 

There are no records of any monster specimens having been secured 
on the Pacific banks, similar to those reported occasionally from the 
Atlantic. Capt. J. A. Matheson, of Anacortes, Wash., who has been 
engaged in the cod fishery for a number of years, says that the largest 
dry-salted cod he ever received from his vessels weighed 18 pounds. 

In the southern part of its range the cod are generally small, in 
many places being no larger than those known as snappers on the 
cod banks. 

MIGRATIONS 

On the main cod banks fish are to be found throughout the year, 
although they are very scare at times. On certain of the inshore 
banks cod are to be found all the year in considerable abundance, 
with periods of great abundance; on other inshore banks only during 
the winter months are the fish found in any abundance, while on 
others they are plentiful only during the summer months. Pirate 
Cove, Unga, and Kelleys Rock are all-the-year-round stations, the 
Sannak Island and Northwest Harbor stations are all-winter ones, 
while Sanborn and Dora Harbors are open only during the summer 
months. At the stations open the whole year the best fishing is 
usually from March to September, both inclusive. Part of this 
superiority undoubtedly is due to the better weather that prevails 
during these months than during the rest of the year, but the reports 
and statistics all agree in showing that there is a greater shoreward 
migration of the schools during this period. 

SPAWNING 

Cod are found spawning during the winter months, principally in 
January and February. Those caught during February and March 
and the early part of April usually are very thin, in consequence of 
their having spawned shortly before this. 
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In many females the eggs are not extruded at the regular period, 
and in many instances these eventually harden into an almost solid 
mass. At Pirate Cove, in 1913, my attention was early called to these 
delayed spawners. The first one was observed on May 10, shortly 
after my arrival ‘at the station. From then on they occasionally 
appeared until early in August, when they became quite numerous. 
On June 25 I cut out of one female a roe that w eighed 8 pounds. Oc- 
casionally the eggs were found in a mass with “the usual envelope 
missing. In no instance that I observed did this condition seem to 
affect the health of the fish, all of them appearing to be normal fish 
so far as food qualities, weight, etc., were concerned. 

YOUNG 

Doctor Bean’s observations showed young cod as present in shallow 
water near shore at some place or other on the Pacific side between 
Cooks Inlet and Unalaska between May and October, and that about 
the middle of the latter month they reach an average length of 4 or 
5 inches. 

On September 7, 1913, I first noticed large numbers of young cod 
from 2 to 4 inches in length swimming around Pirate Cove harbor, 
and they were still there in large numbers when I left on September 
26. The small native boys would catch them occasionally on a baited 
hook or bent pin, which the fry would pursue eagerly. They were 
found occasionally also in the stomachs of adults brought in by the 
fishermen, showing conclusively that the cod do not discriminate 
against their own offspring. 

FOOD 

The food of the Pacific cod is as plentiful and as varied as in the 
Atlantic. Any fish that it can capture forms a part of its food. I 
opened and examined the stomachs of many cod at Pirate Cove sta- 
tion during the summers of 1912 and 1913, and was surprised at the 
variety of food found therein. During July, 1913, shrimp were ex- 
ceedingly abundant in their stomachs. I also found three ducks with 
bright red feet, known locally as “Alaska pigeons.” These evidently 
had been swallowed but a short time before, as they were all in an 
excellent state of preservation. Alaska pollock (Vheragra chalco- 
gramma) seemed to be the chief food of the cod, although, strange to 
relate, it was found to be absolutely worthless as bait when cut into 
pieces. Sculpins are frequently found in its stomach, as are also 
salmon, herring (Clupea pailasi), capelin, halibut, and sand launce 
(Ammodytes personatus). Yellow striped fish, or “Atka mackerel ” 
(Pleurogrammus monopterygius), 1S a popular article of food. 
Sometimes young cod are found in the stomachs of the adults. Octopi 
and shrimp are favorites of the cod, and during the summer months 
their stomachs will be found, in certain sections, to be filled with 
the latter. 

OTHER MEMBERS OF THE GADIDA 

An odd feature of the cod fisheries of the Pacific is the total 
absence of the haddock and hake, which form such a large proportion 
of the catch of the Atlantic Gadide fishery. The pollock of Alaska 
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is quite different from the one found on the Alantic. The minor 
species of the Gadide found on this coast are described below. 
Ling.—The ling (Lota maculosa) is our only fresh-water member 

of the Gadide, and is said to be common in the Yukon Basin, and 
has also been reported from the Nushagak, Fraser, and Columbia 
Rivers. Large numbers are found in Lake Chelan, Wash. It at- 
tains a length of 1 to 3 feet. Although fully as palatable as the 
ling found in east-coast streams, it is rarely utilized as food, except 
in British Columbia and Washington, where small quantities are 
marketed. 
Tomcod.—The tomeod, or wachna (Microgadus prowimus), 1s 

found in abundance from Alaska to Monterey. In the more southern 
portions of its range it is often sold in the markets as “smelt.” In 
form the tomcod is a miniature cod, and there is difficulty in dis- 
tinguishing the young of the two species. The tomcod rarely ex- 
ceeds a foot in length and is esteemed as a delicacy in many localities. 

In the northern portion of Bering Sea the wachna, as it is called, 
is of great importance to the natives, who depend upon it for a con- 
siderable part of their food supply during the winter season. Mr. 
Dall ® has the following to say of this fishery : 

This fish much resembles the common tomcod of the Eastern States, * * * 
but while the latter is of most insignificant importance from its scarcity and 
poor quality, the former species occupies a very important place in the domestic 
economy of both natives and Russians on both shores of Bering Sea. It is 
apparently a permanent inhabitant of these coasts, but is most abundant in 
the fall of the year, when the ice begins to form in the rivers and along the 
shores. The Waukhni fishery commences about the middle of October. At first 
it is caught from boats anchored close inshore, but later the natives cut holes 
in the new ice, set up two or three stakes, with a mat hung upon them to keep 
off the wind, and sit there all day, hauling them in as fast as the line is dropped 
into the water. The hook is made of white walrus ivory, furnished with a 
sharp pin set in obliquely but without a barb. The whiteness of the ivory, 
which is kept constantly in motion, attracts the fish, but no bait whatever is 
used. In November, when the ice becomes very thick and the cold increases, 
the fish retire to deeper water, and the fishing is over until the following 
spring. * * * They are preserved by removing the intestines and drying in 
large bunches strung on seal line, or by throwing them as they are into long 
cylindrical baskets made of twisted grass and keeping them entire in a frozen 
state. * * * They are among the most palatable of the many fish found in 
these seas, and the number preserved is so great as tc be almost incalculable. 
They serve the natives for food, either boiled or in the trozen state. They also 
form an important article of dog feed in the northern portions of Alaska near 

the coast. 

Hon. James Wickersham, former Delegate from Alaska, furnished 
me the following description of the apparatus used by the natives 
and their method of operating same: 

When the Eskimo woman is fishing through the ice on Bering Sea for tomcod 
she uses a line with a barbless hook at the end. She also has two short sticks 
in her hands and generally a baby strapped on Jer back. As soon as she gets 
a bite she slips one stick a foot or two down the line and begins raising it up. 
As soon as the stick gets too high she slips the other a few feet below the first 
but on the other side of the line, and thus continues hauling in the line with 
the sticks alternately until finally the catch comes above the ice. With a quick 
movement of the line and stick the fish is shook off, and frequently before it 
falls onto the ice is frozen solid. The woman is wearing heavy gloves, and the 
reason for not touching the wet line with the gloved hands is to prevent them 
from getting wet and covered with ice and thus becoming useless. The line is 

*Report of Commissioner of Agriculture for 1870, p. 381. (1871.) 

18163—27 2 
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lowered in the same manner, and from long practice the natives are very 
expert. The fish are put in baskets and will keep fresh as long as they remain 
frozen. A windbreak of ice and snow is frequently constructed. 

Alaska pollock.—The Alaska pollock (Theragra chalcogramma) 
is an abundant and widely distributed species in Alaska. It is found 
in the Bering Sea and the neighboring waters south to Sitka and the 
Kurils. It usually swims near the surface and forms a considerable 
portion of the food of the fur seal and the cod. It reaches a length 
of 3 feet, although the average is more nearly about half this. At 
present no use is made of it as food, although in time it will become 
an important item in the commercial fisheries. In 1907 the writer 
caught a specimen at Seward, Alaska, but it was apparently so rare 
in that locality that no one there seemed to recognize it. 

South of Sitka is found a closely related species, 7’. fucensis, which 
is said to be abundant in Puget Sound and is found as far south 
as Monterey Bay. 

Eleginus navaga is common and abundant along the entire Alaska 
coast and on the Asiatic side as far south as the Kamchatka Penin- 
sula at least. It is rarely used as food because of the great abun- 
dance of other better-known fishes. 

Polar cod—The polar cod (Boreogadus saida) is common along 
the coasts of Arctic Alaska and northern Siberia. Like the pol- 
lock, this species has the lower jaw longer than the upper. They 
form an important article of food with the Eskimos during certain 
seasons of the year. John Murdoch” has the following description 
of the fishery: 

Usually during the latter part of October and early in November, after the 
sea has closed and when tide cracks form along the shore, the natives gen- 
erally catch a good many of them at the very edge of the beach in about a 
foot of water. 

They use a short line of whalebone, to which is attached a small lure made 
of blackened ivory, which roughly represents an amphipod crustacean and is 
armed with a barbless hook. 

After this no more are caught till after the return of the sun, early in 
February. The natives say that they go away, and it is quite probable that 
they leave the shore and go off into deeper water. If there were any fish to 
be caught, the natives would undoubtedly fish for them during the winter 
months, as at this season they are frequently hard pressed for food. 

Early in February they become exceedingly abundant in about 15 fathoms 
of water wherever there is a level field of the season’s ice not over 4 feet in 
thickness, inclosed between rows of hummocks of broken ice. * * * Large 
numbers of the natives from the Cape Smythe Village, especially women and 
children, resorted to this field nearly every day and caught these fish literally 

by the bushel. 
The fish are jigged and the hook is kept near the bottom. 

SPECIES MISCALLED COD 

A confusing feature on the Pacific coast is the number of species, 
unrelated to the Gadide and none of which resemble the true cod, 

which are commonly known as cod and which frequently are classed 
with the cod by the uninitiated. Among these the more prominent 
are the following: 

Cultus cod, blue cod, buffalo cod, or ling cod (Ophiodon elongatus) 
is a large, coarse fish that reaches a length of 3 to 4 feet and a weight 

10 Natural History, Report of the International Polar Expedition to Point Barrow, 
Alaska, Fishes, pp. 129-130. (1885.) 
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of 30 or 40 pounds, with the flesh a livid blue or green in color. In 
cooking, the flesh of this fish turns white. It is found from Sitka 
to Santa Barbara, and is especially important as a food fish in 
British Columbia and the State of Washington. 

Sablefish, black cod, coalfish, beshow, or skill (Anoplopoma fim- 
bria) is found from the Aleutian Islands to Monterey. It is most 
abundant in the regions frequented by halibut, from southeast 
Alaska to the Washington coast. It attains a length of 18 to 20 
inches and a weight of 5 pounds. Many are marketed in a fresh, 
frozen, or salted condition, and the fish is growing steadily in popu- 
larity. Usually it is taken in deep water, from 70 to 90 fathoms, 
though often it is found at depths of 200 to 250 fathoms. About 
1916 I recommended that the name “ sablefish ” be used for this fish, 
and it has been so called since then. 

Several species of Sebastodes (notably S. ruberrimus, S. pinniger, 
and S. mystinus), known as red rock cod, are found from San Diego 
to Alaska. They are excellent food fishes and are in considerable 
demand. 

BANKS FREQUENTED BY COD 

The codfishing banks are of two kinds—the inshore banks, which 
lie close in to shore, or in the bays, straits, and sounds between the 
numerous islands and the mainland and between the islands them- 
selves; and the outer banks, which le at varying distances off the 
mainland or the various groups of islands. Together they form by 
far the largest group of cod banks in the world. 

Outside of the surveys made by the United States Bureau of Fish- 
eries’ steamer A/batross, very little has been done to fix with cer- 
tainty the boundaries of the various banks and much remains to 
be accomplished in this hne. The Albatross survey has been supple- 
mented by data obtained from fishermen that frequent these banks 
and from personal observation over a period comprising several 
fishing seasons. 

According to the investigations of the Albatross, the following 
represent, roughly, the areas of the offshore banks upon which she 
worked, although in several instances the work was suspended before 
the end of the bank was reached: 

Sq. miles 
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No attempt was made by the Albatross to seek for cod banks along 
the Aleutian Chain west of Akutan Pass, where cod are said to be 
numerous. Also no attempt was made to find banks in Bering Sea 
north of Cape Newenham, although cod have been found as far 
north as St. Lawrence Island. 
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No estimate ever has been made of the extent of the inshore banks, 
which are very extensive. It is probable that these would be from 
one-third to one-half the area of the offshore banks, possibly more. 

No one knows the extent of the cod banks along the Asiatic shores 
of the Pacific Ocean, but they can not be much smaller, if any, than 
those on the American side, and it is possible that more extended 
investigations will develop that they meet the American banks at 
certain places. 

OFFSHORE BANKS IN BERING SEA 

Owing to a lack of good harbors in Bering Sea, the offshore banks 
are the only ones frequented at present by the fishing vessels, and 
these are among the most productive in all Alaska. As the holding 
ground on these banks is good, a properly equipped vessel finds little 
difficulty in riding out all ordinary gales. All cod banks so far 
found are situated mostly to the eastward of a line connecting Cape 
Newenham with the northwest cape of Unimak Island and off the 
northern side of Unalaska Island. 

Slime Bank.—The first cod bank to be reached by a fishing vessel 
after entering Bering Sea is Slime Bank. As delineated by the 
Albatross, it begins directly off Cape Sarichef, the northwest cape 
of Unimak Island, is elongate in shape, and follows approximately 
the trend of the adjacent coast to within a few miles of Amak Island. 
its inner margin lying only a short distance off the land. It is about 
85 miles in length and 17 miles in average width, broadening some- 
what at the eastern end; its total area is estimated at about 1,445 square 
miles. The depths found on the bank range from 20 to 50 fathoms, 
while the bottom consists generally of black sand and gravel, fre- 
quently intermingled with pebbles, and sometimes of gray and yellow 
sand, rocks also occurring near the shore. 

The deep water lying off the northern entrance to Unimak Pass 
forms the western end of the bank, 70 fathoms being found near the 
edge and depths exceeding 100 fathoms a short distance farther away. 
Off its northern edge the depths determined by the soundings of the 
Albatross range from 53 to 62 fathoms, with muddy bottom at three 
of them. Toward the eastern end, however, on the northern side 
sand and gravel occur, and in this locality the precise limits of the 
bank are still undefined. 

There are no harbors suitable for cod vessels along the adjacent 
shore, although protection may be found in several bays, notably 
Dublin and Shaw Bays, during southeast to southwest winds. Amak 
Island, which les about 11 miles off Izenbeck Bay, also furnishes 
some protection during the prevalence of southeast and southwest 
winds. . 

The bank derives its name from the presence of immense numbers 
of a large jellyfish, brownish or rusty in color, measuring 6 to 18 
inches across the disk and provided with long slender tentacles 
having great stinging powers. It is said by the fishermen that the 
jellyfish never are observed upon the surface of the sea, but seem to 
occupy an intermediate zone toward the bottom. They claim that 
these animals sometimes interfere with the hooks that reach bottom 
and by covering the bait render it unattractive to the fish. When 
brought to the surface they are uncomfortable objects for the fisher- 
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men to disentangle from the hook and line. They do not become 
abundant until the latter part of June, when the fishermen generally 
move on to Baird Bank. 
Probably the finest cod secured on any of the Alaska banks are 

taken on Slime Bank. 
Baird Bank.—Baird Bank, so named by Captain Tanner of the 

Albatross in honor of Prof. Spencer F. Baird, the first United States 
Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, was then generally known to 
the fishermen, and is yet to a few of them, as the Port Moller bank 
or ground. As described and charted by the A/batross, it commences 
a few miles east of Amak Island and extends northeastward off the 
northern side of the Alaska Peninsula to the vicinity of Cape 
Chichagof, at the mouth of the Ugaguk River, a distance of about 
230 miles. It has an average width of about 40 miles and an extreme 
width of 58 miles, its total area being estimated at about 9,200 square 
miles, making it the largest known bank in Alaska, and some 800 
square miles larger than Georges Bank in the North Atlantic Ocean. 

The Albatross investigations, however, indicated a strong proba- 
bility that the Kululak ground and the region off Cape Pierce are 
really extensions of this bank, the investigations not having been 
carried to a definite conclusion with respect to this matter. Outside 
of Bristol Bay the observations were not carried beyond the limits 
of the bank as defined by the Albatross, and the entire width of its 
western portion still remains to be determined. It is also not im- 
possible, according to Captain Tanner, that some connection may be 
found to exist between Baird and Slime Banks to the north of Amak 
Island. <A lhne of stations from Cape Newenham to the Northwest 
Cape of Unimak Island, however, showed good fishing only in the 
vicinity of land. 

Like Slime Bank, but few harbors are to be found along the shores 
adjacent to Baird Bank. Vessels occasionally take refuge in Port 
Moller, Herendeen Bay, and Port Heiden, but usually the vessels 
ride out the storms or draw in close to the peninsula shore during 
southeast winds. 
Kululak Bay—Iululak Bay occupies a large part of the region 

included between Cape Constantine and Cape Newenham and con- 
tains Hagemeister Island and the Walrus Group. Within this area 
the Albatross investigators found cod in isolated spots, scarcely en- 
titled to the name of banks. Extensive shoals occur off Hagemeister 
and the Walrus Islands, 6 fathoms being found about 15 miles to 
the southward of the latter. The principal fishing grounds are out- 
side of these shoals as well as to the eastward and westward of them, 
in depths of 12 to 25 fathoms, the bottom consisting generally of 
sand, with some mud and gravel, and the fauna being essentially the 
same as on Baird and Slime Banks. 
Some years ago the fishermen occasionally resorted to a small 

ground, called Gravel Bank, situated about 16 miles south-southwest 
from the southern end of Hagemeister Island, where large cod were 
reported to be abundant. It has depths of 16 to 20 fathoms, but 
its size is inconsiderable. 

Vessels entering Bering Sea fish first on Slime Bank, usually in or 
just off Dublin Bay. From here they work to the eastward, leaving 
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for Baird Bank when the jellyfish become too numerous on Slime 
Bank. No fishing is now conducted on the Kululak ground. 

The Albatross investigations were not carried north of Cape New- 
enham; cod have been reported at various places between here and 
Bering Strait and in the Arctic. They are said to be abundant in 
the neighborhood of St. Lawrence Island. 

OFFSHORE BANKS IN THE NORTH PACIFIC OCEAN 

The Albatross ran three lines of soundings over the area lying 
between the longitude of Ugamok Island, at the southern entrance to 
Unimak Pass, and that of Kiliuluk Bay (longitude 164° 55’ to 167° 
west) and between the coast and the inner edge of the steep sub- 
marine slope. These soundings were not sufficient to demonstrate the 
existence of a defined bank in this region, but it was estimated that 
an area of about 2,000 square geographical miles was suitable for 

Fic. 2.—Schooner Maid of Orleans at anchor on Sannak Bank in the North Pacific 
Ocean 

fishing. This has been borne out by the experiences of a number of 
fishing vessels that have made good catches at certain places in 
this area on various occasions. 

Even farther to the westward occasional trials have been made 
by cod vessels, when becalmed inside the 100-fathom curve or when 
seeking water, and good catches of cod made. 

Davidson Bank.—This bank was first reported by Prof. George 
Davidson, of the United States Coast Survey, about 1868, and was 
named in his honor. He made a number of soundings upon it in 
depths of about 50 fathoms and found cod abundant in some places. 
In 1888 the Albatross established the outline and surface contour of 
this bank with considerable accuracy. 

The bank les south of Unimak Island and extends westward from 
the neighborhood of the Sannak Islands to about the longitude of 
the southern entrance to Unimak Pass (about longitude 164° 40’ 
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west). Its eastern end seems to be continuous with the shoal water 
surrounding the Sannak Islands. The greatest width of this bank 
off Unimak Island is 45 to 50 miles. Depths less than 50 fathoms 
were found over a large part of the bank, 41 fathoms being the 
shoalest water discovered. Between the shallow area and the islands 
to the north and northwest of it depths of 50 to 72 fathoms occur. 

The area of Davidson Bank is estimated at about 1,600 square miles. 

The bottom upon the bank consists, in different places, of fine to 

coarse sand, pebbles, and gravel. Green mud is found at a depth of 

95 fathoms near the outer edge of the bank and black sand in 342 
fathoms just off the bank. 
Sannak Bank—The principal bank resorted to by the few vessels 

that fish throughout the season in the North Pacific is Sannak Bank. 
This bank lies to the east and southeast of the Sannak Islands, is 
somewhat elongate in shape, and trends in a general way northeast 
and southwest. About the central spot on the bank is in latitude 
54° 20’ north, longitude 161° 53’ west. To the westward it joins 
Davidson Bank, the dividing line being at a point approximately 
south of the middle of the group. The soundings on this bank show 
depths from 30 to 82 fathoms. Much of the bottom is rocky; sand, 
pebbles, and gravel also occur. The estimated area of the bank is 
1,800 square miles. 

The cod taken on this bank are very large and of excellent quality, 
and are the finest fish taken on any of the Alaska banks, with the 
exception of those from Slime Bank in Bering Sea. 

For the mariner unacquainted with these waters, this is a danger- 
ous region, but for one acquainted harbors of refuge are numerous. 
Caton Harbor, formed by Caton, Elma, and Sannak Islands, is the 
chief place of refuge for the larger vessels, as it is easy to get into 
from either the northern or southwestern entrance, and inside there 
is excellent holding ground and ample protection from all winds. 
Small vessels, especially power vessels, in case of storm generally 
anchor close in to the leeward of Caton Island and aresafe. On the 
northern side of Sannak Island vessels drawing 14 and 15 feet can 
enter Pavlof Harbor easily at high tide, but at low tide vessels draw- 
ing more than 6 feet would have difficulty in entering. The channel 
is rather tortuous but is buoyed. Inside the anchorage is limited, 
as the harbor is small. The Union Fish Co. has a large station here, 
and vessels can lie alongside the dock at all stages of the tide, large 
ones usually resting easily in the mud at low tide. Johnsons Harbor, 
where there is another station of the same company, can be entered 
at any stage of the tide, the entrance being unusually free from ob- 
structions, but the harbor is so shoal throughout the greater portion 
that the vessel anchorage is restricted largely to the western part, a 
little inside the entrance. Farther to the westward are Moffets Cove 
and Company Harbor, on both of which are shore stations of the 
Alaska Codfish Co., and which are accessible to all cod-fishing vessels 
at high tide. 
When fishing on this bank, the larger vessels generally ride out 

storms. When the vessel begins to drag, the anchor usually is 
buoyed and the vessel either puts to sea or goes to Caton Harbor. 

Between Sannak Bank and the beginning of the Shumagin Bank, 
to the eastward, lies a large area of comparatively shoal water, over 
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the greater part of which cod are to be found in varying abundance, 
although this ground is not much frequented, owing to the absence 
of convenient safe harbors in its western half and the presence of 
the dangerous Sandman Reefs to the northwest. In the eastern 
portion vessels can easily find shelter among the Shumagin Islands. 
Occasionally a few vessels fish in this region for a short portion of 
the season. This area shows depths of 38 to 74 fathoms and is, 
roughly, about 1,800 square miles in extent. The bottom is exceed- 
ingly variable, consisting in various places of sand, mud, pebbles, 
eravel, and rocks, the latter occurring only near Sannak "Bank on 
the one side and near the Shumagin Islands on the other. 
Shumagin Bank.—Shumagin Bank lies to the south and southeast 

of the Shumagin Islands, with its outer margin following approxi- 
mately the trend of the coast line formed by the adjacent islands. 

Fic. 3.—Union Fish Co.’s Pavlof station, Sannak Island, Alaska 

On the westward the bank has been traced to about longitude 159° 
52’ west, but undoubtedly extends farther in this direction. East of 
the Shumagin Islands it reaches north to the latitude of the upper 
end of Big Koniuji Island. Its width within the 100-fathom curve 
to the south of the group varies from 15 to 35 miles to the nearest 
outlying island, while its area has been estimated at about 1,800 
square miles. The depths over a large part of the bank are less than 
50 fathoms, the bank not being separated from the islands by deep 
water. The character of the bottom on the bank varies greatly, sand, 
pebbles, gravel, broken shells. mud, and rocks being found in various 
places. Rocky patches are of frequent occurrence, even in compara- 
tively deep water. These rocky patches are a orave source of danger 
to vessels anchored on the bank, as they chafe ‘and break rope cables. 
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The schooner Vega fished on this bank, to the south of Simeonofski 
Island, in 1913 and 1914, and was compelled to use a couple of shots 
of chain next to the anchor in the latter year, having lost an anchor 
the previous year because a rope cable was employed. Owing to. 
this danger and to the strong tides, few vessels ever have made a 
practice of fishing on this bank, although the fish rank in quality 
next to those caught on the Sannak and Slime Banks. 
The area between the Shumagin Islands and Kodiak is very imper- 

fectly known, largely because the fishing vessels do not frequent it, 
preferring to visit the better known banks. The Albatross (in 

- 1888) ran a single series of soundings across this wide area, with a 
double line extending from the neighborhood of Lighthouse Rocks 
to Mitrofania Bay. These showed on the single line depths of 26 
to 137 fathoms, while the double line showed depths of 44 to 73 
fathoms. 
Albatross Bank.—This bank lies off the southeastern side of Kodiak 

Island and extends the entire length of that island as well as in front 
of the Trinity Islands. At the eastern end it is almost continuous 
with Portlock Bank. Along some portions of the coast, as in the 
neighborhood of Sitkalidak Island, the bank is separated from the 
land by comparatively deep water, while in other places shoal water 
intervenes. The 100-fathom curve is distant 25 to 45 miles from 
the land, inside of which limit there is an estimated area of 3,700 
square miles. Depths from 40 to 60 fathoms are most common on 
the bank. Beyond the 100-fathom line the slope is very abrupt. All 
varieties of bottoms occur, sand being most prevalent and rocky 
patches common. 

Prof. George Davidson, one of the earliest investigators of the 
fishing banks off this portion of the Alaska coast, predicted the 
existence of this bank upon the evidence of a few isolated soundings. 
The bank was later named after the A/batross, which surveyed it. 

In the early years of this industry this bank was frequented by 
small vessels with headquarters at Kodiak, but as most of the fish 
taken are smaller than on the other offshore banks, it has not been 
much resorted to except during the past seven or eight years. 

Portlock Bank.—Portlock Bank extends northeastward from Ko- 
diak Island to about longitude 148° 30’ west, a distance of 110 to 
120 miles, and is widest at the western end. Its outline, as indicated 
by the 100-fathom curve, is irregular. It is the largest single bank 
south of the Alaska Pennisula, its area inside the 100-fathom curve 
being about 6,800 square miles. The boundaries of this bank have 
not been established conclusively as yet, and eventually it may turn 
out to be much larger than is supposed. No soundings were made by 
the Albatross nearer than 16 miles south of the Kenai Peninsula. 
Between longitudes 150° and 151° west the bank abruptly narrows, 
and thence maintains a width of 35 to 45 miles to its eastern end. 
There is a broad indentation, with depths of 102 to 166 fathoms, on 
the southern side; depths of 105 to 122 fathoms occur just off the 
northern border, and 106 to 761 fathoms off the eastern end, close 
to the 100-fathom curve. 

The soundings made by the Albatross between longitude 150° west 
and the eastern end of the bank, inside of the 100-fathom line, show 
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depths of 66 to 99 fathoms. Near the central part of the bank, 
between longitudes 150° and 151° west, two soundings of 37 fathoms 
occur, while on the southern part depths of 40 to 72 fathoms were 
found. Between longitudes 151° and 152° west, the latter marking 
approximately the western boundary of the bank and the coast line, 
the depths, according to the soundings of the Albatross, range from 
20 to 81 fathoms, the latter occurring near the land; but there were 
no indications of a marked or extensive depression between the bank 
and the shore. 

Gray sand prevails over most of the bottom, mixed with pebbles, 
gravel, and broken shells in places, with occasional patches of mud 
and some rocky spots on the western part of: the bank. 

In 1888 the Albatross made a single series of soundings between 
the eastern end of Portlock Bank and Middleton Island, which 
showed depths of 87 and 101 fathoms about midway between the 
two, indicating a small area surrounded by much deeper water. 

In 1911 the Albatross covered this same region more extensively 
in its search for halibut banks, but on neither occasion were cod 
found. 

During the latter investigations the region between Middleton Is- 
land and Dixon Entrance was covered by the Albatross, but only 
an occasional cod was found, and the work of the halibut vessels 
over this area indicates that cod are quite scarce. 

INSHORE BANKS 

These banks generally are close to shore, usually around islands, 
and are those resorted to by the fishermen from shore stations adja- 
cent (from whence the cured product is shipped to market) or by 
the natives and whites living close by, who catch enough for their 
immediate wants or cure a few for their food in winter. Observa- 
tions at a number of places show that cod caught close to the main- 
land shores generally are smaller than those found on the offshore 
and the island inshore banks. Virtually no cod are taken for 
market on the inshore mainland banks. 

It was noticed that sick cod generally sought the shelter of the 
harbors. At Pirate Cove, in the Shumagins, and at Pavlof, on 
Sannak Island, I frequently noticed medium-sized cod in the harbors, 
and almost invariably these were found to be sick or diseased. A few 
yards outside the harbors only clean, healthy fish were found, show- 
ing that their condition caused the diseased fish to seek the shelter 
of the harbor. 

There are a few small banks in southeast Alaska. These banks, 
which vary from 5 to 7 fathoms in depth, are mainly in Chatham 
Straits, Lynn Canal, and Icy Straits. The fish are found on the 
banks in the summer, disappearing into the deeper water in the fall. 
The fish caught are comparatively small, examples more than 
24 inches in length being rare. It is probable that if a search were 
made numerous other banks would be found. 

Although cod are found occasionally near Sitka, Yakutat, in 
Prince William Sound, and Port Graham, near the lower end of 
the Kenai Peninsula, but few are taken by fishermen. At one time 
many cod were taken by the natives living on Kodiak, Afognak, and 
adjacent islands, but of late years the natives have given most of 
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their time to the salmon fishery. The fact that the cod found on 
these banks are very small has militated heavily against their sale 
‘in a dry-salted condition, in which trade only large fish are of 
much value. In 1909 the Alaska Commercial Co., at its Kodiak 
station, purchased from the native fishermen and dry-salted a con- 
siderable quantity of cod, but they were so small that they could 
be marketed in San Francisco only at a loss, with the result that the 
fishery was abandoned for the time being. During the last eight 
years the fishery has been renewed and is now quite important, the 
fishermen now resorting to the deeper waters, where larger fish 
are to be found. 

In Chignik Bay cod are found frequently. At Mitrofania the 
natives cure considerable quantities for their own use, while in 1912 
some stockfish was prepared by a number of the natives. In 1912 
I investigated the ground off Ivanof Bay. Good, large cod are to 
be found here, but the vessels have never found it necessary to resort 
to this ground, while a shore station could not operate, as, should 
the wind from the ocean suddenly shift to the land, a dory would 
be blown straight out to sea. A vessel would find Kupreanof Harbor 
a very safe and convenient refuge. 

On Herendeen Island, on Northwest Harbor, a small island to the 
northward of Little Koniuji Island, are located two shore stations, 
which are operated during the winter and spring months. During 
the summer months the cod are mostly on the offshore banks, too 
far away for the dories to take them. Several vessels have operated 
with marked success on this offshore bank, which is really a pro- 
longation of Shumagin Bank, but as the bottom is rocky, anchors 
frequently are lost. 

In the Shumagin and Sannak groups, shore stations to operate 
on the inshore banks have reached their greatest development. 

In the Shumagins these banks are very numerous, spots where cod 
can not be taken at some time during the year being exceedingly 
rare. The best known banks are in West Nagai Strait and Gorman 
Strait. The majority of the Shumagin Island stations are on the 
former sheet of water, it forming virtually one continuous bank. 
On the western side fishing is carried on throughout the year, while 
on the eastern side fishing generally is begun in May and ended in 
August, June and July being the best months. The stations on the 
western side find the cod most abundant from March to October, 
the former month being the best. It is probable that they are just 
as abundant during the rest of the year, but the weather generally 
prevents much fishing. A considerable part of this bank, lying in 
the middle of the strait, has been fished but little, as the dories can 
not work that far from shore. During the last few years, however, 
the number of power fishing boats has been increased considerably, 
and as these can go much farther from shore than the dories, which 
are propelled by oars or sails, the middle ground is being worked 
more thoroughly. Occasionally the smaller vessels, with head- 
quarters at the stations, have frequented the outer banks in West 
Nagai Strait. Around the Haystacks is an especially good fishing 
ground for a power fishing vessel. This ground extends from the 
pinnacle off East Head and the eastern point of Porpoise Harbor 
north to the southeast end of Andronica Island, and is said to extend 
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toward Wedge Cape, also, at the upper end of Nagai Island. The 
bottom on this ground is smooth and is composed of fine, hard 
gravel; the depth of water is about 30 fathoms. The strong tide 
and the proximity of the numerous small islets that form part of 
the group make the use of a power vessel necessary. 

Should the otter trawl ever be adopted for codfishing, West Nagai 
Strait would be one of the most favorable spots in all Alaska for its 
operation, as it has a comparatively smooth sandy bottom with depths 
throughout the greater portion from 25 to 40 fathoms. 

Pirate Cove, the oldest shore-fishing station operated in Alaska, 
is located on the northeast point of Popof Island. The grounds 
frequented by the fishermen of this place lhe in Gorman Strait, be- 
tween Popof and Korovin Islands, and along the eastern side of 
the island as far south as Popof Head. 

In Unga Strait, an inshore bank begins at Gull Island, in 40 
fathoms, and runs westward to Bay Point (known locally as Nigger- 
head). The bank is about a mile offshore and is about a mile in 
width, with a depth of about 30 fathoms nearly everywhere. The 
bottom is of packed sand, with very little moss. 

In Portage Bay (now known as Balboa Bay) is a small bank, 
upon which large fish may be taken during the summer months. 
The bank extends up the middle of the bay to the 5-fathom sounding. 
The soundings on the bank range from 25 to 35 fathoms. The 
bottom is of gravel and contains numerous holes. 

In Beaver ‘Bay, along the peninsula, good fishing may be had. 
Here the bottom is sandy and the average depth is about 25 fathoms. 

On the northern, éastern, and western shores of the Sannak 
Islands are inshore banks, on which cod are to be found throughout 
the late fall and winter; but throughout the rest of the year the fish 
are in water too deep ‘for the station fishermen to fish. On the 
northern side are four shore stations. Owing to the danger of the 
fishermen being blown to sea in the gales that spring up very sud- 
denly in this region, no shore stations have been established on the 
south side. 

Along the shore of Unimak Island, from Cape Pankof to Cape 
Lutke, codfish used to be numerous during the summer months. 
This ground is really the inshore portion of Davidson Bank. At 
Dora Harbor, on the south side of Ikatan Peninsula, Unimak Island, 
are located two shore stations, and the fishermen from these fish out 
around Bird Island. For a year or two after the stations were 
opened they made big catches, but after that they dwindled until 
about 50,000 fish now represent the combined catches. Several 
schooners usually fish on the main ground, a few miles offshore dur- 
ing the spring months, off Cape Pankof being a favorite spot. 

Just off Akutan Harbor, on Akutan Bay, cod are said to be 
abundant. While the schooner Vega, of Seattle, was taking aboard 
water in the harbor late in June, 1911, her fishermen, hand-lining 
from dories around the mouth of the harbor, caught 1,500 cod on one 
day and 2,700 the day following. The A/batross investigations 
in the same year showed that cod were abundant and quite large 
close inshore off North Head, Akutan Island. . 

The Albatross investigations showed that cod were abundant di- 
rectly off Chernoffsky Bay, on the Bering Sea side of Unalaska 
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Island, during the summer, and it is probable that investigation 
will some day disclose many other inshore banks at various places 
along the Aleutian Islands where cod can be caught at all or at some 
seasons of the year. 7 

But little is known of the inshore banks on the north side of the 
Alaska Peninsula, mainly because, owing to the lack of safe and 
convenient harbors adjacent to the banks, shore stations can not be 
operated. 

BANKS ON THE ASIATIC SHORE 

But little is known of the extent of the cod banks along the Sibe- 
rian coast, as no detailed or even sectional surveys of them have been 
made. Our own vessels have done more toward showing their extent 
and productiveness than those of any other nation, except possibly 
Japan. The principal banks lie in the Okhotsk Sea and the Asiatic 
side of Bering Sea. How far north the fish range is still undeter- 
mined, but it is probable that they will be found about as far north 
on the Asiatic shore of Bering Sea as they are on the American 
shore; that is, to St. Lawrence Tsland. They are said to be found as 
far south as Chosen (Korea) and northern Japan. 

HISTORY OF THE PACIFIC COD FISHERY 

The history of the Pacific cod fishery is a record of the strenuous 
struggle of a few individuals and companies against its giant brother 
on the Atlante coast, which, backed by great wealth, “the prestige 
and advantage gained by years of unopposed command of the Amer- 
ican markets, an almost unlimited supply of raw product, and at 
times the ability to import from the eastern Provinces of Canada 
large supplies free of all duty, has had an immense advantage over 
its younger and weaker brother. On this coast it has not ‘been a 
question of being able to secure cargoes, but has been one of finding 
a market for the catch; a vastly oreater catch could be made were 
a market available for it. 

The fact of the presence of cod in Alaskan waters has long been 
known. In the speech of Hon. Charles Sumner " on the cession of 
Russian America to the United States, and which had such a power- 
ful effect in favor of the treaty of cession then pending, is an 
abstract of the references made by early navigators and visitors in 
Alaska to its fishes. The first mention was made by a Russian 
navigator in 1765, who reported * cod, perch, pilchards, smelts,” as 
being found around the Fox Islands. Other navigators and 
explorers who reported the presence of cod were Cook (1786), Port- 
lock (1787), Meares, Billings (1792), Langsdorf (1804), Sutke, and 
Sir George Simpson (1841), all of whom speak of it as being a very 
common fish. But little use was made of it, however, owing to the 
abundance of salmon. 

It is reported that in 1866 two or three small schooners fitted out 
at Victoria, British Columbia, and fished with fair success on the 
grounds immediately north of the Nass River. It is a quesion 
whether this fish was the true cod or one of the several unrelated 
species which bear the common name of cod. 

“ Speech of Hon. Charles Sumner, of Massachusetts, on the cession of Russian America 
to the United States, 48 pp. Washington, 1867. 
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Capt. Matthew Turner seems to have been the pioneer in the dis- 
covery of the commercial possibilities of the great cod banks of the 
Pacific Ocean. W. A. Wilcox, late field agent of the now United 
States Bureau of Fisheries, received from the late Captain Turner 
the following facts in connection with his discovery of various banks 
and his exploitation of same :1? 

In 1857 Capt. Matthew Turner, master of the brig Timandra, 120 tons, sailed 
from San Francisco with an assorted cargo for Nicolaevsk on the Amur River. 
He was detained, however, for three weeks at Castor Bay, at the head of 
the Gulf of Tartary, because the Amur River was full of ice when he 
reached the Asiatic coast. While the vessel lay there waiting, anchored in 3 
fathoms of water, the crew began fishing over the rail with hand lines simply 
as a pastime. They were surprised to find plenty of cod, averaging about 2 
feet in length. Captain Turner had not previously seen codfish, but some of his 
crew were familiar with the species, and he, knowing their market value at 
San Francisco, appreciated the importance of the discovery and became inter- 
ested in the fishing. Two years later Captain Turner made another trip to the 
Amur River. Reaching Sakhalin Island, off the Gulf of Tartary, he began 
fishing for cod and found them very abundant. Only enough were taken for 
ship’s use, however, for he was not provided with the means to cure more. 

In 1863 Captain Turner once more sailed in the Timandra to Amur River. 
But this time he went prepared to catch and cure some cod on his return 
voyage. Besides fishing gear he carried 25 tons of salt. Returning he stopped 
to fish at the Gulf of Tartary. Cod were plentiful at first, and 10 tons were 
taken in a few days and salted in kench. But. suddenly the fish disappeared 
and none could be caught. Then the brig ran down the coast to southern 
Kamehatka, where fish were found in abundance, and excellent success was 
met with on the first day. The vessel lay near the rocky coast, and on the 
second day, during the prevalence of a dense fog, both anchors were lost. This 
mishap compelled Captain Turner to abandon fishing and to leave the coast; 
he reluctantly sailed for home. His fish sold at San Francisco for 15 cents 
per pound, and his voyage would have been notably profitable if the loss of 
anchors had not interefered with obtaining a full fare. This was the first 
occasion that salt cod were landed on the west coast from Pacific fishing 
grounds. 

In 1864 Captain Turner sailed in his brig on a cod-fishing voyage. Thus the 
Timandra was the first vessel to engage in this industry from Pacific ports. 
On the same grounds visited the previous year a fare of 100 tons of codfish was 
obtained and the voyage was remunerative. The same year the schooner 
Alert made a trip to Bristol Bay, Alaska, in pursuit of cod. Her voyage proved 
a failure, for she took only 9 tons of fish. 3 

Captain Turner states that since he made his voyages to the Gulf of Tartary, 
as related above, no American vessels have gone there to fish for cod. His 
success, however, had a very decided effect upon the cod-fishing business in 
the North Pacific, and in 1865 six vessels sailed from San Francisco to the 
Okhotsk Sea in pursuit of cod. These were the first American vessels to visit 
that region on cod-fishing trips, and their sailing evidenced a resolution to 
begin the business upon a broad commercial basis. 

But Captain Turner, who seems to have possessed the spirit and enterprise of 
a pioneer or discoverer, determined to look for cod-fishing grounds nearer home. 
Not disheartened by the ill success of the Alert in 1863, he sailed for Alaska 
on the schooner Porpoise, of 45 tons, March 27, 1865, and arrived at the Shu- 
magin Islands May 1. He began fishing the same day. Cod were abundant 
and close inshore. As a result, he returned to San Francisco on July 7 with a 
fare of 30 tons of fish—something less than a full cargo, which might easily 
have been secured, only for the desire to market the catch in advance of the 
arrival home of the vessels that had sailed to the fishing grounds on the Asiatic 
side of the Pacific. This was the first fare of cod from the Shumagin Islands, 
a locality since famous in the annals of the Pacific codfishery. 

The cod-fishing fleet of 1864 was composed wholly of rather small-sized 
schooners, most of which were orginally built in New England for the Atlantic 

* Report on the fisheries of the Pacifie coast of the United States, by J. W. Collins. 
Report of United States Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries for 1888, pp. 92, 93. 
Washington, 1892. 
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fisheries, but had sailed around Cape Horn to find employment in the business 
of the Occident. It is remarkable that one of those that crossed the Pacific, 
sailing about 5,000 miles from home, was only 20 tons, a mere boat in which 
to make such a voyage, and to return loaded “nearly decks to the water.” 
Following are the names and tonnage (in round numbers) of the fleet: Equity, 
63 tons; Flying Dart, 84 tons; H. L. Ruggles, 75 tons; J. D. Sanborn, 71 tons; 
Mary Cleveland, 91 tons; Porpoise, 45 tons; and T'accon, 20 tons. 

The Okhotsk Sea fleet all secured full fares and returned in safety. The fish 
were small, averaging only about 3 pounds each when dry. But in those early 
days they were in demand and sold for from 1214 to 15 cents per pound, 
a price that gave remunerative returns and the promise of future success for 
the fishery. There was no lack of cod, and even with the method of fishing 
with hand lines over the vessel’s side then in vogue, no difficulty was experi- 
enced in filling moderate-sized schooners in a reasonable time. 

The first vessel to visit Bering Sea for cod was the schooner A/ert, 
from San Francisco, in 1864. But little is known of this vessel and 
her owner or owners, but it is recorded that the venture was a failure, 
as only 9 tons of cod were secured. 

The regular Bering Sea fishery was inaugurated by the schooner 
Tropic Bird, owned by the McCollam Fishing & Trading Co., of San 
Francisco, in 1882. The schooner /sabel also visited the Bering Sea 
banks a few weeks later than the 7vopic Bird. Both made good 
catches, and as a result the next year five vessels visited these banks. 

The schooner Minnie G. Atkins in 1867 discovered the Simeon- 
ofsky Bank, or what is now known as the Shumagin Bank. It was 
next visited by the schooner Shooting Star, formerly of Vinal Haven, 
Fox Island, Me., in 1870, and next by the Scotland and Amanda 
Ager. 

The first fleet of any size to fish around the Shumagin Islands was 
in 1867 and consisted of three schooners, the Sanborn, Captain Morse ; 
the Porpoise, Captain Turner; and the Sarah Louise, Captain Hol- 
comb. Most of the fish were caught off the western side of Nagai 
Island, on banks discovered the same season by these vessels. 

J. L. McDonald ‘* has the following to say as to the influence of 
the discoveries of these prolific banks in the Gulf of Alaska upon the 
negotiations for the cession of Russian America to the United States: 

In January, 1866, the author, while attending the session of the legislature at 
Olympia, the capital of Washington Territory, determined to make another 
bold push for Alaska by soliciting the good offices of our Government for the 
purpose of obtaining a permanent foothold and to open the prolific fishing 
grounds in those regions to our ambitious fishermen. To this end we penned the 
following memorial: 

“To His Excellency ANDREW JOHNSON, 
‘** President of the United States: 

“Your memorialists, the legislative assembly of Washington Territory, beg 
leave to show that vast quantities of cod, halibut, and salmon of excellent 
quality are found along the shores of Russian America. Your memorialists 
respectfully request your Excellency to obtain such rights and privileges of the 
Government of Russia as will enable our fishing-yessels to visit the harbors and 
its possessions, to the end that fuel, water, and provisions may be obtained; that 
our sick and disabled fishermen may obtain sanitary assistance, together with 
the privilege of taking and curing fish and repairing vessels in need of repairs. 
Your memorialists further request that the Secretary of the Treasury be 
instructed to forward to the collector of customs of this (Puget Sound) district, 
such fishing license, abstract journals, and log books as will enable our hardy 
fishermen to obtain the bounties now paid to the fishermen in the Atlantic 

38 The Cod Fishery of Alaska, by Tarleton H. Bean. The Fisheries and Fishery Indus- 
tries of the United States, Pt. II, sec. 5, Vol. I, p. 218. Washington, 1887. 

14 Hidden Treasures, or Fisheries Around the Northwest Coast, by J. L. McDonald, p. 11. , 
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States. Your memorialists finally pray your Excellency to employ such ships 
as may be spared from the Pacific naval fleet in surveying the fishing banks 
known to navigators to exist from the Cortez Bank to Bering Strait.” 

This memorial, written by a fisherman in behalf of the fishing industry on 
the northeast [west] coast, passed both branches of our Territorial legislature 
with commendable unanimity and dispatch. In forwarding a copy of the above- 
named memorial to the Secretary of State we imparted such information touch- 
ing the fisheries around the Russian possessions, and the impulse which the 
opening of those resources to our fishermen would impart to the commercial 
development on the northwest coast. In acknowledging our humble services 
the illustrious Secretary assured us that “in consummating the recent pur- 
chase, I was strongly fortified by the letters which you wrote to me touching 
the valuable fisheries in those waters.’’ The New York Times of April 1, 1867 
(the acknowledged organ of Secretary Seward), said “that a memorial from 
the Territorial legislature of Washington Territory, dated January, 1866. 
asking the President to obtain certain rights for the fishermen, was the founda- 
tion of the present treaty.” 

On the 18th of October, 1867, the transfer of this vast territory from Russia 
to the United States was officially consummated by the respective commis- 
sioners of the two Governments at Sitka, in the presence of the Russians popu- 
lation, who cheerfully welcomed the few Americans there also present. The 
union has been very cheerfully accepted by the people of the Territory. Our 
Government, on assuming possession, found numerous adventurers from the 
Pacific States domiciled in various parts of the Territory engaged in trade 
and in developing the resources in those regions; vessels laden with ware 
entered every harbor; stores were opened as by magic in every acceptable 
roadstead along the southern and western coasts; an active competition for 
furs, oil, ivory, old copper, iron, and junk was earnestly inaugurated; com- 
merce revived, the sails of our vessels whitened every creek, bay, and sound, 
and the staid Russians very soon obtained an insight into Yankee progress on 
the go-ahead principle. 

The acquisition of Alaska by the United States in 1867 proved an 
especial boon to our cod fishermen, as it secured them from any in- 
terference on the part of the Russians, who had not welcomed them 
very heartily in previous years. This is well shown by the fact that 
while the fleet in 1867 numbered 3 vessels, the fleet of 1868 comprised 
14 vessels. 

The first vessel to attempt to make two trips in one season was the 
schooner Porpoise, Captain Caton, in 1868, but she got only half a 
fare on the second. 

The first Alaska vessel in the fishery was one owned by Coe 
Haley, of Wrangell, who in 1879 visited the Hoocheno Bank, 
Chatham Strait, southeast Alaska, and purchased his fare fot 
natives who claimed the exclusive right to engage in the fishery. 
These fishermen used bark lines, with wooden iron-pointed hooks, 
and, as they considered a catch of 30 or 40 fish a good day’s work, 
Captain Haley had to wait quite a while before he could accumulate 
. cargo. In later years several vessels engaged in the business along 
the same lines as Captain Haley. 

An odd feature of the Pacific cod fisheries is that neither Port- 
jand nor Astoria have ever had vessels engaged in it. In 1877 Capt. 
Joshua Slocum, with the schooner Pato (about 45 tons register), 
was at the Philippine Islands, when he conceived the idea of malk- 
ing a cod-fishing voyage to the Okhotsk Sea and marketing his catch 
at the islands. “Leaving the islands in March, he proceeded to the 
Okhotsk via Yokohama. Salt and fishing gear were obtained from 
vessels met at sea, and a cargo of 23,000 fish was soon taken. When 
the time for sailing arrived the captain decided not to return to the 
islands, but took his fare to Portland instead, where he sold it at a 
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profitable price. This was the only fare of cod to be landed at 
Portland. 

For the first few years of the fishery no suitable facilities were 
in existence at San Francisco or elsewhere on the coast for curing the 
fish. In certain cases the fishermen received their share of the voyage 
in fish, which, after being cured in a good, bad, or indifferent manner 
by themselves, were hawked around the city. 

The late Thomas W. McCollam, of San Francisco, enjoyed the dis- 
tinction of having been the first man on the Pacific coast to establish 
the industry on a permanent basis. In 1867 he bought his first cargo 
of cod, and the next year he bought and cured several cargoes at Old 
Sausalito, but as this locality was not satisfactory he soon after estab- 
lished a new station at the mouth of Redwood City Creek, about 30 
miles south of San Francisco. 
Having decided to engage directly in fishing himself, Mr. McCol- 

lam went east in 1868, and in New England purchased the fishing 
schooners Rippling Wave, Wild Gazelle, and Flying Mist. The 
first was lost on the passage in Magellan Strait; the others arrived 
safely and were outfitted immediately and sent north to the Shu- 
magin Islands for cod. In addition to handling his own fish, he also 
continued to buy the cargoes from other vessels. 

In 1873 a partner was taken into the business and the firm was 
then known as Thomas W. McCollam & Co. In 1874 the schooner 
Alfred Adams was added to his little fleet, while the Flying Mist 
went sea-otter hunting on the Asiatic shore. 

In 1876 the firm again changed the location of its home curing 
station, removing to Pescada Landing, opposite Sausalito, on Rich- 
ardsons Bay, where its successor, the Union Fish Co., still carries 
on the business. In 1883 several new members were admitted into 
the on and its name changed to the McCollam Fishing & Trad- 
ImeCo.. 

The first shore fishing station for cod in Alaska was established 
by this firm at Pirate Cove, Popof Island, in the Shumagin Group, 
in 1876, a more detailed description of which will be found in the 
chapter devoted to the history of the shore fishing stations in Alaska. 

In 1893 the Pacific Marine Supply Co. was organized in San 
Francisco for the purpose of engaging in cod fishing and the carry- 
ing on of other business. The first published record we have of the 
company engaging in cod fishing was in 1896, when the former 
whaling schooner La Ninfa (also given as LaNympha) was outfitted 
and sent to Bering Sea. In 1904 the name was changed to the Alaska 
Codfish Co., and the business has been operated under this name 
since. In addition to a fleet of vessels the company also owns and 
operates a number of shore stations in Alaska. 

In 1898 a combination of several San Fxancisco firms operating in 
the cod fishery, notably the McCollam Fishing & Trading Co. and 
Lynde & Hough, was formed and the name Union Fish Co. was 
selected for the new company. 
From the very beginning San Francisco has occupied the premier 

position in the fishery; in fact for many years it was the only place 
on the coast where cod vessels were outfitted. The industry fluctu- 
ated much and the changes in the personnel were frequent. The late 
Charles P. Overton, for many years before his death connected 
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with the Union Fish Co., and one of the brightest men engaged in 
the industry, has written considerable upon the early history of the 
San Francisco fleet, and the author quotes from his writings as 
follows: 

While making a review of the past years in the codfish business, probably 
the most interest would lie in recalling the names of those who have been prom- 
inently identified with the industry. Considering the few years that the busi- — 
ness has been carried on and the restricted nature of it, the list is a surprisingly 
long one, and is one that should be published as a record to be preserved among 
the archives of the industry. 

First, there was Captain Turner himself. Like most pioneers he did not make 
much of a financial success of it and soon abandoned it to others. 

Sometime previous to 1870 Miller & Hall, the hay merchants, sent the brig 
I. B. Lunt two or three times. The fish were sold by Lynde & Hough, but the 
returns did not pay cost and interest and they dropped out. 

Fic. 4.—Union Fish Co.’s home station at Union City, San Francisco Bay, Calif. 

Andrew Crawford, the ship chandler and Tahiti trader, had a schooner in the 
codfisheries previous to 1870. From 1870 to 1873 he operated the bark Legal 
Tender, Captain Wentworth. At first there was a profit, but the last two years 
were so unfavorable that Crawford withdrew from codfishing and turned his 

entire attention to the South Sea trade. 
Donald Beadle was one of the prominent figures ‘‘on the front” in the early 

days having interests in the commission and shipping business, and in the old 
firm of Goodall & Perkins, and with Moss in some of the southern coast land- 
ings. Like everybody else on the front he had his turn at the codfish fever 
and was interested in the voyages of the Bernice, Kinau, and bark Union. At 
that time the fish were all cured direct ex-vessel and so many spoiled before 
they were sold that the losses were considerable. 

Captain Wing, backed by the funds of his son-in-law, Bailey Sargent, of the 
American Exchange, bought the little bark Domingo, and the captain became a 
codfisher. With an occasional diversion to South Sea trading, he fished with 
more or less regularity for five or six years, Sargent backing the ventures until 
the captain died, practically of old age. 
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Col. C. L. Taylor dipped in as a venture about 33 years ago, and he still 
refers sadly to what it cost him for his experience. 

In 1874 and again in 1876 a Captain Jacobsen sent the little schooner San 
Diego to the Choumagin Island grounds under Captain Wentworth. Two voy- 
ages were enough; then he sent her sealing. Explaining the change, he said: 
“Well, Captain Wentworth is a goot mon, but he is too expensible.” 

James J. Laflin, or, as everybody ‘on the front” knew him, Jimmy Laflin, 
a sailor boarding-house keeper, who would furnish a crew for any vessel “ and 
no question asked,’ Operated the schooner Alaska in the codfisheries during 
the seasons of 1876-1879. The first two years the cargoes arrived On a bare 
market and the profits were good—good enough to induce such an increased 
eatch by him and others as swamped the market, and after the two years of 
good business and then two years of correspondingly bad business, Jimmy 
diverted his vessel into other trade, and she was finally lost in the Bering Sea 
bringing down a company of Alameda mining men from Golovin Bay. 
Johnston & Veasey (1877-1879) were among the old-timers at it. They held 

on for three years. Veasey, later, drifted into a small produce business and 
died poor many years ago. Captain Johnston got down to going to sea again on 
monthly wages and then drifted around the water front looking for a berth 
of some kind and finally disappeared. 

Another of the old-timers (1879-1884) was John Molloy, the junk and second- 
hand man of Clay Street, with the old brig. Glencoe in the codfish business as a 
side issue. Like everything else that old John had, the vessel was poor, the 
salt was poor, and the fish were, of course, yellow or sour, dried up or slimy, 
but they went onto the market and helped damn Pacific codfish. Old John had a 
brother-in-law, a wealthy wholesale grocer, who furnished checks to keep him 
going. When the brother-in-law withdrew his support, old John went around 
town, bought everything he thought his credit would stand, and quietly went 
into bankruptcy—paying nothing on the dollar. He is dead and doubtless 
gone to his just reward. Any unkindness I may feel toward old John may 
possibly be because we were on the list of creditors when the end came. 

From 1882 to 1888 Ed. H. Hansen, of Wright & Bowne, and Capt. A. Ander- 
son, now of the Lewis, Anderson, Foard Co., with some others, operated the 
schooner Isabel, Captain Nickerson, in this business. For the first two or three 
years they caught the market short and did so well that they added the brig 
W. H. Meyer. But about this time the production began to exceed the demand, 
and they soon had to drop out the brig. Business became so poor they did not 
keep the old Jsabel in good repair, and in the spring of 1888, while on her way 
to the fishing banks, she opened up somewhere out at sea. As many of the 
crew as could do so got into the dories, and after suffering many privations 
about half of them were rescued more nearly dead than alive. This ended the 
yenture, and the partners paid up their losses and quit. 

In 1883 Higgins & Collins, the wood and lumber men, with Wheeler Bros., 
small tugboat men, fitted out the schooner Bonanza on an eastern basis, import- 
ing eastern fishermen and eastern gear. They cured their fish on the deck of 
the vessel in Oakland Creek, and when they closed up their accounts each of 
the partners was an even $2,500 to the bad. That schooner Bonanza had an 
eventful and varied career. Built in 1875 as a yacht for William C. Ralston, 
the brilliant but unfortunate manager of the Bank of California, she has been 
freighter, trader, codfisherman, and finally as a whaler was crushed in the ice 
last year in the Arctic near Herschel Island. The story of her voyages to the 
remote and unfrequented waters of the North and South Pacific, the Behring 
Sea, and the Arctic Ocean would be worthy the pen of Robert Louis Stevenson. 

In 1886 James Madison and some of his associates fitted out the schooner 
Francis Alice, and also started a little station at Ikatok in Alaska. The fish 
were offered on the street by Frank Bates, a broker, but the trade was filled 
up by the old companies. and the fish found such slow sale that the whole cargo 
was bought in by this company at a very low price. We later took over the 
station, and the schooner and the business was entirely closed out. Like a 
butterfly, it lived but one summer. 

In 1894 a Captain Jorgenson bought the condemned steamer Salinas, con- 
verted her into a three-masted schooner, rechristening her the Uranus, and sent 
her codfishing. He did fairly well for two years then, with the backing of the 
firms outfitting him, he added the W. F. Harriman, also a condemned hull 
refitted. At the end of the third year his whole oufit passed into the hands of 
those who had been backing him, and he was known in the codfiish business no 
more. 
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Young Duggan (1902) had a short and inglorious career as a codfish man, and 
some of the money that his father made in the shirt business went to pay what 

it cost the young man to listen to the siren song of the wily promoter. The 
schooner J. G. Wall went to the Bering Sea under the joint command of Captain 
Dollard (the promoter) and Henderson (an experienced codfisher). We bought 
their season’s catch, and it lasted us just three days. One season was enough 

for Mr. Duggan. 
Undoubtedly the most picturesque figure in the whole line was Nick Bichard. 

A native of the Isle of Jersey, a pioneer shipowner and-merchant of San 
Francisco, he accumulated a fortune during the days of the Civil War and was 
early in the codfish business with quite a fleet of old vessels, both large and 
small, and for many years he was a prominent factor in the business. A large, 
swarthy man, erratic in speech and action, mixing codfish, coal, lumber, and 
junk, keeping most of his books in his head, he never knew what his cargoes 
cost him nor what they sold for. The codfish business absorbed more and 
more of his capital; then his real estate, two fine water lots on Stuart Street, 
the gore lot at California and Market Streets, and other property went the 
same way; the old vessels wore out and were lost and he finally died peace- 
fully in the night of heart failure, leaving barely enough to bury him, 

Chief among the old-timers and of those most largely interested and longest 
in the business was the firm of Lynde & Hough, two enterprising Yankees 
of the old school who started in Sacramento in pioneer days, came down to San 
Francisco, were in the commission business and, from selling codfish on com- 
mission, drifted into the codfishing business [in 1865] itself. There were for 
many years among the heaviest operators in codfish and, in addition, they dealt 
in all other kinds of salt fish, cornered the honey market, dipped into sealing in 
the Straits of Magellan, South Sea Island trading, fishing and trading stations 
in Alaska, salmon fishing, freighting, running a coasting passenger steamer, and 
anything else that promised a dollar, including “ Okhotsk Sea Cod liver Oil” 
and “ Dr. Fisherman’s Lotion for Man and Beast.” They and their surviving 
partner, L. EK. Noonan, were well and favorably known from Alaska to South 
America and from Hawaii to Australia and the Orient. Their last venture 
was codfish mixed with mining, and finally both of the senior partners died, 
leaving no money but various debts behind them. Their location at California 
City was sold to the United States Navy Department for a coaling station, and 
their vessels and codfishing business were merged in the Union Fish Co. 

L. E. Noonan was connected with the Lynde & Hough company for nearly 40 
years, at first as general factotum and handy-man-ready-for-anything. He ran 
the fish yard, outfitted the vessels, hired captains and crews, packed and re- 
packed salmon and mackerel, bought and sold on the street. Later he acquired 
an interest in the firm and, being of a more thrifty disposition and not inter- 
ested in the mining, he was enabled to retire with enough to permit him to 
take a well-earned rest. 

These epitaphs of those who have dropped into the business and then dropped 
out run in schools. Their course is something like this: The bright sun of pros- 
perity shines for a season or two upon the regular stand-bys in the business 
and it looks very attractive and inviting to some chaps with an old vessel or a 
little spare money. So they jump in and for a time cut a brilliant dash in the 
business. So bright are they that the sun of prosperity is all in eclipse and 
everyone in the trade walks in a shadow. When they get tired of this or broke 
they drop out, and those who are left pick up the scattered ends of the trade, 
struggle out into the light again, and by and by there is some more prosperity 
and then a new crop of hopeful investors appears, and so on and on.’ 

One of the most picturesque figures in the industry, and one who 
cut a wide swath while in it, was Edward Pond. Beginning in 1902, 
with apparently no end of money, he sent two vessels to Bering Sea. 
In 1905 his fleet had increased to three vessels, two of which fished 
in the Okhotsk and one in the Bering Sea. Prices for fish were low 
in 1906 and 1907, and when the two vessels he had sent to the Okhotsk 
Sea in the latter year returned virtually empty, having been driven 

15 Pioneers in the Pacific Coast Codfish Industry, by C. P. Overton. Pacific Fisherman 
Annual, 1906, pp. 70, 71, and 75. 
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from the sea by the Russian authorities, he was forced to the wall, 
and his stock of fish on hand and to arrive was taken over by the 
Union Fish Co. 

In 1905 the Pacific States Trading Co. was organized at San 
Francisco. A home-curing station was built on Carquinez Strait, 
about 30 miles from San Francisco, and named Woodside Glen. 
The schooners Glen (121 tons) and John F. Miller (170 tons) were 
sent to Bering Sea. The company also built several shore stations 
in Alaska, as noted elsewhere. Later the company added the 
schooners Ottillie Fjord (247 tons) and the Vora Bluhm (315 tons) 
to its fishing fleet. On September 30, 1907, the schooner Glen was 
lost on Unimak Island, with the loss of one life. While the 
schooner John FP, Miller was engaged in an attempt to save the 
wrecked schooner a gale suddenly sprang up on January 8, 1908, 
and she was also driven ashore, 10 of her crew losing their lives. 
This disaster to two of its fleet, together with a heavy overproduc- 
tion in 1908 causing a slump in the market, compelled the company 
to cease operations for a season or two. In 1909 the company’s 
schooner Otti/lie Fjord was outfitted and sent north by the Union 
Fish Co. In 1910 all operations were suspended, but in 1911 the 
company resumed operations at its shore station in Northwest Har- 
bor, and also outfitted and sent north the schooner O¢i/lie Fjord, 
and operated continuously until early in 1916, when the company 
finally abandoned the business. 

For a number of years the majority of the San Francisco vessels 
resorted to the Okhotsk Sea for their cargoes of cod, and in some 
seasons nearly all of the vessel fishing was prosecuted there. In 1892 
the Russian Government began to enforce a regulation imposing a 
license on all vessels fishing within 30 miles of shore, and from this 
time on the American vessels experienced alternate periods of harass- 
ment and quiet, according as the disposition of the Russian governor 
was toward lax or rigorous enforcement of the regulation. A typical 
instance of such harassment is cited by Wilcox.'® 

The three-mast schooner Hera, 369 net tonnage, of the San Francisco codfish 
fleet, was the only American vessel that fished in the Okhotsk Sea. Her ecateh 
was all made from 10 to 30 miles from the shore. While fishing, the vessel was 
boarded by a Russian officer, who ordered that fishing cease and that the vessel 
report at once to the governor of the district and there procure a license. The 
master of the Hera denied that he was fishing in waters of Russia, as he was 
fully 10 miles from shore. The officer threatened to seize the vessel if his order 
Was not obeyed. The master complied, and on reporting to the governor again 
protested as to his having any legal right or authority to interfere with him 
when fishing so far from land, no fishing having been attempted under 10 miles 
from shore. As before, a protest was not recognized, and $1,000 in gold was 
demanded for a license that must be procured before the vessel would be per- 
mitted to leave the port. A compromise was made by the master giving, under 
protest, his personal order for $1,000 on the owners of the vessel at San Fran- 
cisco. The vessel then returned to the fishing grounds, completed her cargo, 
and returned to San Francisco with a catch of 159,000 codfish, of a net weight 
of 685,140 pounds. The order given by the master was forwarded to the 
Russian consul at San Francisco for collection: but the draft having been 
given under compulsion its payment was refused. 

_ In 1907 matters began to assume a serious aspect. That year the 
following vessels had visited the Okhotsk Sea: The schooner John 

ey Notes on the Visheries of the Pacific Coast in 1895, by W. A. Wilcox. Report of United States Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries for 1896, pp. 634, 635. (1898.) 
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D. Spreckles, the barkentines Fremont, City of Fapeete, and S. N. 
Castle. Shortly after the vessels arrived and began fishing the 
Russian gunboat Mandjur appeared, and an officer boarded the John 
D. Spreckles and S. V. Castle. ‘Taking their papers, the commander 
ordered the vessels to quit fishing, claiming they were within the 
30-mile limit, and threatening to seize the vessels if they did not. 
As a result the vessels left the sea and returned to San Francisco 
almost empty. 
A few days later, on June 12, the gunboat met and boarded the 

Fremont and seized her papers, also. 
On June 19 the gunboat came alongside the City of Papeete, and 

the Russian commander seized her papers and ordered her to quit 
fishing. Captain Stensland, the master of the City of Papeete, went 
aboard the Russian patrol boat and showed her commander a copy 
of an opinion written several years before by John Hay, while 
Secretary of State, to the effect that under international law the 
vessels of any nation had a right to fish at any point 3 miles or more | 
offshore. In anticipation of just such a happening this copy had 
been furnished to the master by A. Greenebaum, president of the 
Alaska Codfish Co., owners of the vessel. Secretary Hay’s opinion 
seemed to have considerable influence with the officer, who at once 
steamed to the mainland to seek advice from his superior officers. 
_On July 10 he returned and restored the ship’s papers to the master, 
admitting that the 30-mile limit for fishing was not to be enforced. 
On July 12 the Russian gunboat steamed alongside the Premont 

and restored not only her own papers but also those of the John D. 
Spreckles and S. NV. Castle. 

In 1908 a fleet of three vessels fished in the Okhotsk Sea, while in 
1909 only the barkentine /’remont fished on these banks. The latter 
vessel’s master reported a considerable fleet of Japanese vessels fish- 
ing there for cod. This was the last season in which American ves- 
sels visited the Okhotsk Sea for cod. 

In 1891 Capt. J. A. Matheson, of Provincetown, Mass., who had 
been engaged in the Atlantic codfishery for a number of years, sent 
his schooner Lizzie Colby around the Horn, coming himself by rail 
and establishing himself at Anacortes, Wash., and sent his vessel to 
the Alaska banks, this being the first venture on the coast other than 
from San Francisco. In 1905 the schooner Fanny Dutard was added 
to his fleet. In 1906 the schooner Lizzie Colby dropped out. In 
1908 the schooner Harriet G. was purchased, and it and the Fanny 
Putard sent north. In 1909 the same fleet was sent north, but in 
1910 only the Fanny Dutard was outfitted. San Francisco parties, 
as noted elsewhere, purchased the plant and fleet in 1910, incorpo- 
rated it as the Matheson Fisheries Cal and installed Captain Mathe- 
son as manager. In 1912 he dropped out altogether, but late in 1914 
purchased the fleet of the Matheson Fisheries Co.—the schooners 
Azalea and Fanny Dutard—and sent it north under his own name 
in 1915. 

The Puget Sound & Alaska Commercial Co. was the pioneer in the 
cod-fishing industry from Seattle, Wash. It began operations in 
February, 1892, and on March 5 dispatched the schooner Moonlight, 
of 68 tons, to the Bering Sea banks. The vessel returned on August 
20 with 175,000 pounds of salt cod. No more is heard of the company 
after this first venture. 
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In 1896 Tracy H. Robertson organized the Oceanic Packing Co., 
with headquarters in Seattle, and outfitted and sent to Bering Sea 
the schooner Emma F. Harriman. She returned with a full cargo, 
but as the demand in the Northwest for cod was quite slack, the ves- 
sel was sent direct to San Francisco and the cargo sold there. 

In 1897 the company sent to Bering Sea the brigantine Blakeley 
and the schooner Swan. The vessels returned with full cargoes, and 
these were prepared for market at a plant the company had built in 
West Seattle. 

The Klondike rush had begun in 1897, and in 1898 the company 
became interested in the transportation business and diverted its ves- 
sels into this industry, in the course of which the schooner Swan was 
wrecked. In 1899 and 1900 the brigantine Blakeley was sent to the 
Bering Sea banks by the company, and returned each season with 
full cargoes. The business had not proved very profitable, however, 
and the company ceased operations in the latter year. 

In 1898 Mr. Fay, a Seattle lawyer, sent the schooner Lizzie S. Sor- 
renson (89 tons) to Bering Sea. She returned with a full cargo and 
the fish were worked up at a plant built at Richmond Beach. The 
venture could not have been very profitable, as only the one trip was 
made. The Lizzie S. Sorrenson was a comparatively small schooner 
and her chief title to fame rests upon the unusual fate she eventually 
met. In 1909 the Tyee Co., which then operated a shore whaling 
station at Tyee, southeast Alaska, purchased the schooner, which was 
thereupon fitted with a gasoline engine and turned into a whaler. 
On May 10, 1910, a whale was sighted in the ocean about 8 miles 
southwest of Cape Addington. The vessel was cautiously worked 
to within gunshot and a harpoon driven into the animal. The 
weapon failed to reach a vital spot, and after an effort to escape the 
gigantic mammal turned suddenly and, charging the vessel, struck 
her full in the stern. The impact knocked out a portion of.the ves- 
sel’s bottom and she sank in a few minutes. 

The Seattle-Alaska Fish Co. began business in Seattle in 1902, 
using for its home station the old West Seattle plant of the Oceanic 
Packing Co. The first year the schooner Carrier Dove was the only 
vessel outfitted, but in 1903 the schooner Wellie Colman was added. 
In 1906 the latter vessel was sold, her place being taken by the 
schooner Maid of Orleans. Only the Carrier Dove was outfitted in 
1907, but in 1908 she was sold and the Mad of Orleans outfitted. In 
1910 the company was absorbed by the King & Winge Codfish Co., of 
Seattle. 

In 1904 the late W. F. Robinson, who had been connected with 
the New England fisheries for a number of years, and others bought 
the schooner Alice and, under the name of the Schooner Alice Co. 
(Inc.), sent her north. In 1905 the corporate name was changed to 
the Robinson Codfish Co., the schooner Joseph Russ purchased, and 
a large plant constructed at Anacortes, Wash. In 1911 the original 
plant was sold and another erected at once on the company’s prop- 
erty in connection with a by-products plant that they owned. In 
1912 the name of the company was changed to the Robinson Fisheries 
Co. On April 20, 1912, the schooner Joseph Russ was lost on Chir- 
ikoff Island, Alaska. In 1914 the schooner Wawona was purchased. 
and the same year she brought home the largest trip of cod—240,000 
fish weighing about 1,100,000 pounds—ever caught and landed from 
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an American vessel ne to that time. In 1915 she broke her 1914 
record with a catch of 258,323 fish, weighing approximately 1,150,000 
pounds. 
In 1904 the late Andrew Webber, of Seattle, made a venture in the 

industry by sending to Bering Sea the little schooner Ida May, and 
repeated it the next. season, after which he withdrew. 

In 1905 the King & Winge Codfish Co., composed principally of 
King & Winge, the well-known shipbuilders of Seattle, sent the 
schooner Harold Blekwm (185 tons) to the Bering Sea banks and 
continued doing so, adding the schooner Vega later, “until 1910, when 
the company joined the consolidation known as the Western Codfish 
Co. The company had its home-curing station located in West 
Seattle. 

The Blom Codfish Co. was organized in Tacoma in 1905 and sent 
the schooner Falcon (195 tons) north, in the meantime building its 
home-curing station at Quartermaster ‘Harbor. The company had a 
very checkered career, finally ceasing business in 1914, when its 
assets, including the schooner Fortuna, passed into the hands of 
Seattle parties, who organized the Northern Codfish Co. for the pur- 
pose of carrying on the business. The latter company sent the vessel 
north in 1915, but dropped out of the business early in 1916, the 
schooner being chartered to the Pacific Coast Codfish Co. 

The Pacific Coast Codfish Co. was formed in 1911 by former 
eG kholders of the Seattle-Alaska Fish Co., which had been sold to 
the King & Winge Codfish Co. The company constructed a home- 
curing station at Poulsbo the same year and sent north the schooner 
John A. Yn 1913 the schooner Chas. R. Wilson was added, and in 
1914 the schooner Maid of Orleans, while in 1915 the schooner For- 
funa was chartered and added to the fleet. 

In 1910 T. Tilmann, jr., of the firm of Tilmann & Bendel, and 
other San Francisco parties, none of whom had been engaged in the 
business heretofore, attempted to form a consolidation of the Puget 
Sound companies. <A controlling interest was secured in the King & 
Winge Codfish Co., and this company then purchased the Seattle- 
Alaska Fish Co. The two properties were then merged under the 
name of the Western Codfish Co. The property of Capt. J. A. 
Matheson was purchased, and it was incorporated under the name of 
the Matheson Fisheries Co., with Captain Matheson in charge of 
operations. In the meantime the Union Fish Co., of San Francisco, 
purchased the cargoes of the schooners Joseph Russ, Alice, and For- 
tuna, the two former belonging to the Robinson Fisheries Co. and 
the latter to the Blom Codfish Co. The Western Codfish Co. had 
but a brief existence, dropping out of active fishing operations early 
in 1912, while in December, 1914, Captain Matheson bought from the 
Matheson Fisheries Co. the schooners Fanny Dutard and Azalea and 
sent them north in 1915 under his own name. After disposing of its 
1914 catch the Matheson Fisheries Co. wound up its active career in 
the summer of 1915. 

Karly in 1917 the Northern Fisheries Co., a new company with 
headquarters at Anacortes, Wash., was organized, and in January 
sent out the old codfish schooner Harold Blekwm, with material for 
a shore station to be erected on Kodiak Island. On the night of 
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March 3 the vessel went on the reef at Eagle Harbor, Kodiak Island, 
and was a total loss. 

The same company also sent north the former halibut power 
schooner Progress (115 tons), schooner Chas. Brown (64 tons), 
power schooner Valdez (10 tons), and the power schooner Hwnter 
(60 tons) to engage in fishing operations. The latter vessel, how- 
ever, was wrecked on Sutwick Island on August 30, and, together 
with its cargo of codfish, was lost. 

In 1918 this company purchased the controlling interest in the 
Union Fish Co. of San Francisco. In 1919 the Anacortes plant was 
closed, and after this operations were carried on at the San Fran- 
cisco plant of the Union Fish Co. 

In 1918 Lars Mikkelson organized the Bering Sea Fisheries Co. 
and built a station on Unalaska Island. The former mail steamer 
Dora (217 tons) was purchased and sent north to engage in fishing 
operations and to bring down to the home station (that was later es- 
tablished at Dockton on Puget Sound) its own catch and that of the 
fishermen at the station. On December 20, 1920, the steamer Dora 
struck on Noble Island and was beached on Vancouver Island, 
British Columbia, only a short distance away. She was salvaged 
subsequently and sold elsewhere. 

The first Canadian company to engage in cod fishing on the 
Pacific banks was the Western Canadian Fish Co. This company 
built a home station at Barnet, British Columbia, in 1903, and sent 
the brigantine Blakely to Bering Sea. The company struggled 
along until the latter part of 1905, when it went out of the business. 

In 1913 the Canadian Fish & Cold Storage Co., of Pince Rupert, 
British Columbia, outfitted the schooner Albert Meyer and sent her 
to the Bering Sea banks. She arrived there at almost the end of 
the fishing season, and as a result brought back but a few hundred 
fish. The vessel made another trip in 1914, when it met with fair 
success. As the market was very poor when she returned the com- 
pany gave up this branch of its business. 

HISTORY OF ALASKA SHORE-FISHING STATIONS 

The natives living in the vicinty of the great cod banks of Alaska 
have depended upon them for a considerable part of their food 
supply, although not to such an important extent as they have upon 
the salmon. When the Russians came more and more home use was 
made of cod, and the same is true of their creole descendents to-day. 
With the exception of a few small shipments made from Kodiak in 
the early years of the industry, the catch of the natives and few 
whites living at other than the regular cod stations has all been 
consumed locally. 

The late Thomas W. McCollam, of the MéCollam Fishing & Trad- 
ing Co., of San Francisco, was the first to perceive the advantages to 
be obtained from establishing stations close to the cod banks where 
the fishermen could go out daily in dories to the adjacent banks and 
the catch be stored ashore until a cargo accumulated, when a vessel 
could be sent north to bring them to San Francisco. 

Early in the seventies a party of hunters had established a station 
at Pirate Cove, a very pretty and well-sheltered cove, with ample 

18163—27——_3 
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depth of water, at the north end of Popof Island, one of the Shu- 
magin Group. A wharf and several buildings had been constructed 
by the party. Mr. McCollam purchased this station and established 
here the first regular shore fishing station for cod in Alaska. 
An agent and ‘about eight fishermen were stationed here during the 

early years of its existence. At first the fish were all kenched, but 
later on tanks were sent up and the fish held in pickle until shipped. 
The station gradually increased in size and importance, and to-day, 
as well as in the past, is the largest and most important one in 
Alaska. 

In 1886 a branch fishing station was established on Pavlof Har- 
bor, Sannak Island. In 1890 a station was opened at Kasatska, on 

l'ic. 5.—Pirate Cove, the pioneer codfish station of Alaska 

the south side of Sannak Island, and was operated for several years, 
finally being abandoned because of the dangerous navigation for sail- 
ing vessels on that shore. The Port Stanley (Sannak Tsland) station 
was established in 1891 but was abandoned a few years later. All 
of these were what are known as “ winter stations ”—that is, stations 
operated in what are known as the winter months in Alaska; during 
the rest of the year the fish are too far out in the deep water for 
fishing with dories with the shore as the base. 

In 1892 a station was established on Sanborn Harbor, Nagai 
Island, Shumagin Group, and this has been operated almost. con- 
tinuously ever since. Fishing is carried on here from the middle of 
spring to late summer. 

In 1883 Ivan Petroff built a fishing station on Sitkalidak Island, 
close to the Indian village at Old Harbor, on the channel separating 
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Sitkalidak from Kadiak Island, where for a time considerable quan- 
tities of cod were cured and shipped to San Francisco. 

In 1886 James Madison and associates, of San Francisco, fitted out 
the schooner Francis Alice, and also started a small station at Ikatak, 
on Unimak Island. The venture lived but one season, the station 
then being taken over by the McCollam Fishing & Trading Co. 
Lynde & Hough, a well-known San Francisco firm, early entered 

the codfish industry and for a number of years were important fac- 
tors in it. Besides a fleet of vessels the firm established a number of 
shore stations in Alaska. The earliest of their stations was at Sand 
Point, on Humboldt Harbor, Popof Island, in the Shumagin Group. 
This was in 1887. It was established principally as a trading and 
salmon-fishing station, its relation to the codfish industry being 
mainly as a supply station where the firm’s vessels could land their 
cargoes and refit for another trip without having to return to the 
home port for this purpose. 

The firm built a number of shore stations shortly after this— 
Unga Harbor (1888 or 1889) and Squaw Harbor (1889), on Unga 
Island; Henderson Island (1889), in the Shumagin Group; Com- 
pany Harbor (1889) and Nelson Island (1890), in the Sannak 
Islands; Chicago Bay (1890), Alaska Peninsula, and Ikatak (1890), 
on Unimak Island. Several of these had but an ephemeral exist- 
ence, as Chicago Bay, Nelson Island, and Henderson Island. 

About 1898 the McCollam Fishing & Trading Co. and Lynde & 
Hough formed the Union Fish Co. as a selling agency for their 
product. It was not until 1902 or 1903, however, after the death of 
both Lynde and Hough, that the two concerns finally were merged 
into one and the whole business operated under the name of the 
Union Fish Co. 

In 1876 A. Greenebaum, then and for a number of years sub- 
sequent agent for the Alaska Commercial Co., built a trading sta- 
tion for the company at Acherk Harbor (later known as Company 
Harbor) on Sannak Island. A little codfishing was prosecuted at 
times, but it was not until 1896, when it became the property of the 
progenitors of the Alaska Codfish Co., that it was used for this 
business exclusively. In 1897 the company established another 
station on Moffet Cove, a few miles east of Company Harbor. 

In 1896 the Alaska Codfish Co. opened its Kelleys Rock station, 
situated about midway between Unga and Squaw Harbors. This, 
like the Unga station, is an all-the-year-round station and is by far 
the most productive one owned by the company. 

In 1906 the Alaska Codfish Co. bought the Alaska Commercial 
Co.’s station at the town of Unga, on Unga Island, and began fishing 
operations in the fall. The next year the Union Fish Co. built a 
station here, but on the opposite side of the harbor. Fishing is 
carried on here throughout the year. 

The present Squaw Harbor station of the Alaska Codfish Co. was 
first established as a salmon saltery by a man named Olsen, who also 
utilized it at times as a codfish station. In the summer of 1903 the 
present owners purchased it and have very much improved it since. 
It is a winter station. Its principal use to the company is as a supply 
depot for its near-by stations, the harbor being one of the safest 
in the Shumagins. 
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The Dora Harbor, Unimak Island, stations of the Alaska Codfish 
Co. and the Union Fish Co. were established in 1897 and 1898, re- 
spectively. While they were quite productive the first two seasons, 
they have been steadily diminishing in importance ever since. The 
Sannak Island station men are transferred to these stations in the 
spring, after the cod have moved off into the deep water surrounding 
Sannak Island, and are brought back again in the fall when the fish 
have again returned to the shoal waters. 

About 1903 the Union Fish Co. built a station at Wedge Cape, 
Nagai Island, and operated it intermittently as a summer station 
until 1909, when it was abandoned. 

In 1903 the Union Fish Co. built a station at Eagle Harbor, on 
Nagai Island, and operated it continuously up to and including 

Fic. 6.—The town of Unga, Alaska, with the Alaska Codfish Co.’s station in the foreground 

1909, since when it has been shut down owing to the difficulty of 
securing enough men to work it. 

The first Puget Sound company to establish a shore station in 
Alaska was the Seattle & Alaska Fish Co., of Seattle, which built a 
station at Falmouth Harbor, on Nagai Island, i in the spring of 1903. 
As this proved to be too far from the fishing grounds, the station 
was moved almost immediately to Squaw Harbor, on Unga Island. 
In place of the dories used at other stations, this company r equipped 
the plant with Columbia River boats, two to four men going in each. 
The station was worked intermittently until 1910, when. the ¢ company 
sold out to the King & Winge Codfish Co., which ultimately merged 
into the Western Codfish Co. It has not been operated since, owing 
mainly to its remoteness from the fishing grounds. It is now the 
property of John H. Nelson. 
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In the fall of 1902, John H. Nelson and John Einmo opened a 
shore station at Hard Scratch, on Snug Harbor, Unga Island, but 
operated it only one winter. In the fall of 1911 R. H. Johnson estab- 
lished a shore station here and has operated it ever since. 

In the fall of 1905 the Blom Codfish Co., of Tacoma, Wash., built 
a station on the north shore of Eagle Harbor, Nagai Island, and 
operated it for a couple of years, when it was abandoned. 

In the fall of 1905 the Pacific States Trading Co., of San Fran- 
cisco, which had just recently started in business, established stations 
on Herendeen Island, Northwest Harbor, and at Ikatak, on Unimak 
Island, and operated them continuously until 1909. The latter sta- 
tion was not reopened, but operations were resumed at the former 
in the fall of 1911, and it was operated until early in 1916, when the 
company suspended operations and sold the station to the Union 
Fish Co. The Ikatak was a summer station, while the one at North- 
west Harbor is a winter station. 

In the summer of 1908 John H. Nelson, who had opened a station 
at Hard Scratch in 1902, started a station on Squaw Harbor and op- 
erated it every year until his death, when it passed into other hands. 
In the earlier years of its existence stockfish formed the bulk of the 
product, but during the last few years considerable dried salt cod 
has been prepared. 

In 1914 A. Komedal, a merchant of Unga, established a station 
near that town and has operated it during the greater part of the 
time since. 

In 1910 the Alaska Commercial Co. shipped to San Francisco 
aboard one of its regular trading vessels about 90 tons of cod that 
had been caught and cured by the natives of Kodiak. The fish 
proved to be quite small, and the company had so much difficulty in 
disposing of them that it did not repeat the experiment. 

In subsequent years occasional lots of cod were caught by fisher- 
men living on Kodiak Island and were cured and shipped to Puget 
Sound dealers, but the industry did not amount to much until 1917, 
when the Northern Fisheries Co., with headquarters at Anacortes, 
Wash., established a shore station on Kodiak Island and carried on 
operations here and also with a small fleet of vessels. 

The demand for cod engendered by the World War by this time 
was felt all over the world, and the high prices realized drew a large 
number of Kodiak fishermen into the business; and until the collapse 
came in 1921, a small fleet of vessels, mainly powered with gas en- 
gines, and a considerable number of small sail and power vessels of 
less than 5 net tons each, operated on the banks lying off the east 
coast of the island, using the town of Kodiak as headquarters and 
shipping the cured catch to Washington ports through local dealers. 

The demand for cod created by the war also led to the establish- 
ment of numerous small local stations scattered along the Alaska 
Peninsula and the numerous islands lying to the south of these and 
on the Aleutian chain. Unalaska, owing to its shipping facilities, 
was the center for several of the more important. When the slump 
came after peace was declared, most of these stations shut down and 
but few have since resumed operations. 

During the summer of 1916 the Union Fish Co. established a new 
shore station on Tigaldi Island, which lies just off the entrance to 
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Unimak Pass, while in 1918 the Bering Sea sua es Co. opened an 
important station on Unalaska Island. 
A notable feature of the industry in recent years has been the 

large number of individuals and meagerly financed companies pre- 
paring stockfish for the market. This work is carried on mainly 
during the winter months, when fishing for other species than cod 
iS suspended. It requires but little capital, and as the demand in 
Washington has been fairly good, it has proved a remunerative 
source of income to the more energetic fishermen. The following 
statistics show the fluctuations in this branch of the industry in 
recent years: 

Year Pounds Value 1 Year Pounds | Value 
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In 1923 the San Juan Fishing & Packing Co. opened a shore sta- 
tion at Unalaska, and also has the power schooner San Jose (14 net 
tons), formerly engaged in halibut fishing, operating with the station 
as her base. 

PERSONS EMPLOYED 

With the exception of the owners, a few of the higher officials 
ashore, and several of the captains, but a small number of those en- 
gaged in the industry are native Americans. The large majority 
are of Scandinavian birth, with a few Finns, Germans, Canadians, 
etc. At the stations quite a few natives are employed as fishermen. 
No orientals are employed except occasionally as cooks at the stations. 
The captains and mates of the vessels are almost all men who have 

worked up from the ranks of the fishermen. Operating on the cod- 
fish banks of Alaska requires considerable local knowledge of the 
banks, of the prevailing winds, and also of the most convenient spots 
for shelter and for water. While the majority of them are good 
navigators, a few are sadly deficient in this respect, yet their knowl- 
edge of Alaska conditions enables them to make about as many suc- 
cessful tri ips as their fellows who are better grounded in the science. 

The men in charge of the stations are generally fishermen who have 
worked up from the ranks. While some of these men are excellent 
workers, with considerable native shrewdness, yet as the necessities 
of the industry require their constant presence in Alaska, they get 
very little opportunity to keep in touch with the world’s progress, 
and generally continue throughout their business life to carry on 
business in the same old groove in which it was running at the time 
responsibility fell upon ‘them. They are also a very “poorly paid 
class of men, with virtually no opportunity for advancement be- 
yond the position of station agent. This largely explains why the 
codfish industry of the Pacific coast is but little further advanced 
to-day, so far as methods of catching and curing the fish are con- 
cerned, than it was 50 years ago. 
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While a small proportion of the white men are excellent fisher- 
men of the type required for hand-line fishing from dories, the 
majority of them are ordinary beach combers picked up on the 
water fronts of San Francisco and Seattle, or men of very little 
acquaintance with the sea even, let alone any fishing knowledge. 
The reason for this is that the salmon and halibut fisheries offer more 
congenial employment to the more intelligent and progressive of the 
fishermen. At the end of the salmon season in Alaska quite a few of 
the better class go to the shore stations and work there until the 
opening of the salmon season the following spring, when they take 
up the salmon work once more. 
The natives generally are among the best of the station fishermen, 

as usually they are well acquainted with the locations of the many 
isolated spots that while rich in cod yet sometimes cover but a few 
feet or yards in extent and are difficult to find unless certain land- 
marks are well fixed in the mind. They are persistent and skillful 
fishermen and generally are among the high-line fishermen unless 
handicapped through age, disease, or bodily infirmity. They are apt 
to quit when the whim seizes them, but the author’s experience with 
cod fishermen generally is that both whites and natives are apt to 
quit on very slight or no provocation at all, the desire for a change 
of scene at frequent intervals seeming, in their eyes at least, to be one 
of the essentials of the industry. 

VESSELS AND BOATS 

Fishing vessels —Unlike the vessels used in the New England fish- 
eries, there is no distinctive type employed on the Pacific cod fishery. 
Not a single vessel now used exclusively in fishing was built espe- 
cially for that purpose. All of them were at one time brigs, barks, 
barkentines, or schooners employed in the carrying trade of the 
Pacific and were purchased for use in the fishery after they had 
attained varying ages. As the schooner rig has proved the most 
economical, the vessels have been altered gradually, until all are now 
of this rig. They vary in length from 102 feet 6 inches to 156 feet, 
and the net tonnage ranges from 138 to 464. 

In Alaska a different type of vessel has been evolved. As the com- 
panies owning several stations frequently desired to transport goods 
and fish from station to station, small sailing vessels were employed 
in the early days. These had a large cargo capacity and were vessels 
that previously had been used in California waters for various pur- 
poses. As the trips made by these vessels necessarily were uncertain, 
owing to their dependence upon sails, it was soon seen that power 
vessels would be more profitable, and about 20 years ago the first 
vessels of this type were sent up under sail> In order to make them 
suitable for navigation under the trying conditions that prevail in 
this section of Alaska, they were greatly altered, but even then they 
proved far from satisfactory. 
In 1912 the Union Fish Co., of San Francisco, had built on Puget 

Sound the first power vessel to be devoted exclusively to the codfish 
industry. It was a schooner-rigged vessel and was named the Union 
Jack. The vessel was 85 feet long, 18 feet beam, and had a net 
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tonnage of 39 tons. She was fitted with an 80-horsepower gasoline 
engine. As the owners had in view using this vessel during part of 
the year in fishing also, they tried to adapt her for both purposes, 
with the result that. she proved somewhat unsatisfactory for either 
and was sold in 1913. 

In 1914 the same company built another power vessel, the Pirate 
to replace her. i She is a two-masted schooner with knockabout rig 
and has a length over all of 64 feet 6 inches and a breadth of 21 feet 

E E 
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Fic. 7.—Union Fish Co.’s schooner Pirate, Alaska station, fishing and 
working boat 

The hold is 6 feet 10 inches deep and 23 feet long, which provides a 
carrying capacity of 100 tons. The after cabin has accommodations 
for the captain and two men. 
located here. 

The galley and mess room also are 
The forecastle provides sleeping quarters for six men. 

The engine room is just forward of the pilot house, from which the 
fo) main engine is controlled, thus permitting the captain to operate the 

engine as well as the vessel. 

handling cargo. 

the rest of the year. 

The propelling machinery consists of 
an 80-horsepower engine, while a 9-horsepower windlass is used fox 

It is the company’s purpose to use this vessel in 
fishing during the summer months and in freighting in local waters 
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In 1917 the Alaska Codfish Co. built, and in 1918 sent north, two 
station tenders known, respectively, as Alasco (23 net tons) and 
Alasco No. 2 (5 net tons). The first is 59.7 feet in length and is 
equipped with an 80-horsepower Union engine; while the latter is 48 
feet in length and is equipped with a 40-horsepower Union engine. 

As these proved to be very satisfactory, the company in 1919 built 
and sent north the Alasco No. 3 (8 net tons), a vessel 55 feet in length 
and equipped with a 40-horsepower Enterprise gas engine. In 1920 
still another, the Alasco IV, was built and sent north. 

Transporting vessels—¥or a number of years the companies oper- 
ating shore stations in Alaska have been utilizing in fishing vessels 
of the same type and size as those used in taking cargoes of supplies 
north to the stations and in bringing back the fish caught by the 
station fishermen. Frequently the regular fishing vessels would be, 
and still are, sent north on this work during the winter season. As 
stormy weather, with plenty of fog, is the rule in the North Pacific 
Ocean, many of these vessels have met with an untimely end on the 
inhospitable shores in this region. 

In 1913 the Union Fish Co., of San Francisco, had built a power 
schooner for this work. This vessel, which was named the Golden 
State, has a length of 145 feet, a breadth of 32 feet, and a depth of 
11 feet 6 inches, and in addition to her engines is fully rigged as a 
three-masted, baldheaded schooner. She has a carrying capacity of 
more than 500 tons. 

The propelling machinery consists of a 150-horsepower, 4-cylinder, 
distillate engine. It is connected with a two-bladed propeller by 
means of a disk clutch and spur-gear type of reverse. The two- 
bladed propeller is used in order that the blades may be placed in a 
vertical position when the sails are being used, and in this way the 
drag of an idle propeller is avoided to a large extent. The engine 
is so equipped that it can be handled at slow speed with ease. 

The vessel has also a complete electric hghting plant, with dynamo 
and two sets of bilge pumps and a force or fire pump, all run off a 
countershaft, which is in turn run either from the main engine or 
when that is not running is driven by a 4-horsepower, single-cylinder 
engine situated in the engine room. Besides the quarters for its crew 
of 8 men, the vessel has cabin accommodations for 10 passengers. 

Boats——A. considerable proportion of the dories in use with the 
fishing vessels and at the shore stations in Alaska were manufactured 
in New England and brought to this coast overland. Now a few of 
the coast boat builders are manufacturing them after the eastern 
model. The hand-line dories usually are 14 feet long, bottom meas- 
urement. Occasionally trawl lines are employed, in which event 
larger dories must be used in order to accommodate the additional 
man needed and the extra amount of gear required. These large 
dories are usually 15 feet in length on the*bottom. 
_ A few years ago one of the companies began to use line trawls at 
its shore station and employed round-bottom sailboats of the well- 
known Columbia River type in working them. The trawling experi- 
ment soon was abandoned and the boats were either sold or put 
to other uses. 

During the season of 1914 the schooner Fortuna took north with 
her 12 portable engines suitable for attachment to the regular dories. 

18163—27—_4 
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These were sold to the fishermen and were to be paid for out of the 
season’s catch. The use of these engines did not prove satisfactory 
for a number of reasons, viz: The men generally knew nothing 
about their operation and care and grossly neglected them; the 
weight of the motor cut down the number of fish the dory could 
carry; while in rough weather, with the motor going and a load of 
fish aboard, the dory would ship heavy seas. 

In recent years small gasoline launches have become a factor in 
the Alaska station fishing. Some of these are dories, some Columbia 
River type boats, while others are of nondescript types. Gasoline 
engines ranging from 2 to 12 horsepower have been installed in them. 
The chief disadvantage in the use of these in early days was that 
the regular hand-line fishermen operating from dories refused gen- 
erally to permit the operators of these power boats to join with 
them:in dressing the catch, and as a result they had to have a sep- 
arate dress house, and unless there were enough of them to form a 
regular dress gang they found the business of dressing the fish 
rather laborious. As the number of power-boat fishermen increased 
at the various stations, however, this disadvantage was obviated. 
The companies also aided by concentrating the power fishermen at 
certain convenient stations. Two or more men generally go in the 
power boats, and as they are enabled to go with perfect safety to the 
outer and less-worked banks, their daily catch is much larger pro- 
portionately than that of the regular hand liners. The use of power 
also gives them a considerable advantage over the regular dory men, 
as they can go out in weather that would compel the sail and row 
dories to remain in port, and can-go much farther away from the 
station and be sure of being able to get back. 

The number of these boats is increasing yearly, and it is to be hoped 
that they will continue to increase, as the owners of them are among 
the most industrious of the fishermen—men who do not waste all 
they make in riotous living, as is the custom with the majority of 
fishermen. The larger companies never have encouraged the use of 
power boats, as they feared that in time the men operating them 
would become too independent and eventually become station owners 
themselves. 

Nearly every hand-line fisherman carries a sail in his dory. The 
mainsail usually is of the leg-of-mutton type. Some have a jib, while 
a few also use a staysail. The sails generally are made of sheeting, 
which is much lighter than canvas. Fishermen are expected to fur- 
nish their own sails, together with the necessary mast and boom. 
For a number of years the companies provided these articles, but 
so many of the men failed to return them when paid off that the 
practice had to be abandoned. 

LAY OF THE CREW 

The methods followed in handling the catch and the lay of the 
crew are radically different from those on the Atlantic cod vessels. 
On eastern vessels the men catch and dress the fish and divide their 
share of the proceeds equally. On Pacific vessels the fishermen have 
nothing to do with dressing the fish, this being done by one or two 
dress gangs (the number depending upon the size of the vessel), 
the members of which are paid monthly wages, which begin the 
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moment the men are signed on and cease when the vessel returns to 
her home port. The fishermen are paid a certain sum per thousand 
fish. 

In 1924 the fishermen on vessels operating from Puget Sound 
sailed under the following lay: Those catching under 7,000 fish re- 
ceived 114 cents per pound; those catching between 7,000 and 9,000 
fish, 154 cents per pound; those catching over 9,000 fish, 134 cents per 
pound. The mate received one-fourth cent per pound more than 
the regular fishermen, while the second mate received three-eighths 
cent per pound more. Fish 28 inches or more in length are count 
fish; all under 28 inches in length count two for one. All fish must 
be bled by having their throats cut as soon as caught. 

Under this arrangement the fishermen devote their entire working 
time to fishing, returning to the vessel only when a dory load has 
been obtained. In this way some of the fishermen will catch several 
hundred fish a day when good weather prevails. As hand-lining is 
employed almost universally, but one man goes in a dory. 
A dress gang is composed of a splitter, header, throater, gutter, 

salter, a man to remove the black skin, and from one to two others, 
called “idlers,” who pew the fish as may be needed. When two 
gangs are operating, some of the idlers do double duty and thus 
reduce the total number in the dress gangs. All members of the 
dress gang, and the cook, are encouraged to fish over the rail of 
the vessel, when not otherwise engaged, and for all fish so caught 
they are paid the same sum per thousand as the majority of the 
fishermen receive. 

The owners of the vessels furnish all provisions, fishing gear, boats, 
and the bait taken along from the home port, the members of the 
crew not being required to furnish anything besides clothing and 
bedding. 

The captains of Puget Sound cod vessels receive as their lay a 
certain sum per ton for the fish brought home. On the San Fran- 
cisco vessels the captains generally are engaged by the year and are 
paid a salary. The arrangement of the owners with the captain is a 
private one and varies much, depending largely upon the reputation 
of the captain. 

The following represent the average monthly union wages paid 
the various members of the dress gangs: First salter, $135 to $150; 
second salter, $90; head splitter, $125 to $175; second splitter, $90; 
header, $45; throater, $40; idlers, $30 to $40; salt passer, $40; cook, 
$150; cook’s helper, $40 to $45; and donkeyman, $40. One Puget 
Sound vessel owner paid the head splitters an amount equivalent to 
that paid a fisherman bringing in 10,000 fish. 
The great increase in recent years in the returns received by the 

more important members of the crew is well exemplified when it is 
stated that in 1895 fishermen received $25 per thousand fish; one 
salter, $65 per month; one splitter, $60; one cook, $55; four men to 
throat, head, and do the other dress work, $25 each per month. 

The high-line fisherman of the 1925 fleet was Dan McEachern, of 
the schooner Chas. R. Wilson, who is credited with 20,070 fish, un- 
doubtedly a record catch with hand lines for either the Pacific or 
Atlantic banks. 
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The lay on the local power vessels used in Alaska, which landed 
their catches at the shore stations there and to which they have been 
credited, is as follows: For dressed fish, 10,000 and over, $1 per 
hundredweight; for dressed fish, less than 10,000, 95 cents per 
hundredweight. At the stations the dory fishermen were paid 45 
cents per hundredweight for whole round fish, while the splitters 
received 5 cents per hundredweight additional. 

During the season of 1915 hand lines were used exclusively in fish- 
ing, but long lines, gill nets, and beam trawls have been used 
occasionally. 

The hand lines are of special hard laid No. 72 untarred cotton 
seine twine. These are 7-pound cotton lines; that is, one dozen 25- 
fathom lines weigh 7 pounds. Two to three of these lines are re- 
quired to make one single fishing line, and each fisherman operates at 
least two fishing lines. Each line is generally fitted with a spreader, 
to which are attached two snoods. The hooks in general use are the 
No. 8, eyed, japanned “Gravitation” and the No. 7 “ Baylies.” 
Most of the fishermen file down the long sharp point on the former 
hook. The leads weigh 5 pounds. No. 2 swivels are used in attach- 
ing the snoods. 

Unlike his east-coast brother, the Pacific cod fisherman worries but 
little about bait. Before sailing, enough herring are taken along for 
a couple of days’ baiting, but the fisherman usually gets enough 
shack fish the first day to furnish him with plenty of bait for the 
next day, and so on throughout the season. Sculpins, halibut, 
porgies, octopus, salmon, etc., form the principal sources of bait 
supply. In baiting the hooks the fish are slivered, steaks being cut 
from each side of the backbone. These are cut into three-cornered 
or square pieces, and are strung upon the hooks to the number of 
six to eight. Octopus is the favorite bait, a boatload of fish fre- 
quently being secured with pieces cut from one tentacle of this 
mollusk. Although clams are abundant in Alaska, the fishermen 
rarely ever bother to dig them for bait. 

SEASON, METHODS, ETC. 

The vessels generally leave their home ports between the middle 
of March and the middle of April, and arrive in the neighborhood of 
the Shumagin Islands, in the North Pacific, in from two to three 
weeks after sailing. The Shumagin Islands are about 1,553 nautical 
miles from Seattle and about 1,903 nautical miles from San 
Francisco. 

As there is floating ice on the cod banks in Bering Sea at this time, 
most of the vessels fish off the southern side of Unimak Island. The 
early part of May some of the vessels move over to the southeast 
point of Sannak Island and spend the greater part of the season on 
the Sannak Bank, but the majority of them go into Bering Sea, 
where fishing usually is begun in Dublin Bay and on Slime Bank. 
Toward the latter part of June the Bering Sea fleet begins to work 
north onto Baird Bank, moving along by Port Moller and up as far 
as the mouth of the Ugashik River and occasionally, but not often, up 
into Bristol Bay proper. 

The vessels that fish exclusively in the North Pacific Ocean some- 
times spend the early part of the season on Shumagin Bank, working 
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later on the Sannak Bank. A few start fishing at Cape Pankof, 
off the southern side of Unimak Island, as stated above, and work 
thence onto Sannak Bank, where they finish the season. 

One great advantage the Pacific fisherman has over his Atlantic 
brother is that he does not lose any time because of enemies of the 
cod driving them off the banks, as is the case in the east, where 
vessels are sometimes tied up for weeks on account of dogfish. 
While the dogfish is to be found in Alaska waters, it is not suffi- 
ciently abundant to become a pest. 

All Pacific codfishing is done in the daytime. Owing to the high 
latitude of the banks and the fact that the vessel fishing season is 
the summer time, when the hours of daylight are most numerous, the 
hours of darkness rarely exceed four and are even less during June 
and July. 

Fic. 8.—A cod fisherman’s home on Sannak Island, Alaska 

Karly in the morning the dories are put over the sides of the 
vessel, which has been anchored in a favorable spot. Each dory is 
equipped with the necessary fishing lines, a small sail, a water beaker, 
a windlass for hauling in the anchor, a 10 or 14 pound anchor, a 
small keg buoy, a knife for cutting bait and bleeding the fish, a gaff 
for handling the large fish and with which most of the fishermen 
stun or kill the fish by striking it on the head with the handle. 

But one man goes in a dory, and each rows away in search of a 
good place to fish. The direction in which they row is to a great 
extent governed by the tide and force of the wind, the idea being to 
utilize the wind and tide to help in getting back to the ship when the 
full dory would make rowing laborious. As the fish at times seem to 
be quite numerous in small, isolated areas, considerable luck enters 
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into the fishing. When one of the fishermen is perceived to be 
successful his mates are apt to try their luck on the same spot. The 
men return to the vessel about noon, or sooner if a dory load has 
been obtained. After obtaining their dinner they go out again, 
and sometimes a trip is made after supper. Each man’s catch is 
counted as he pews the fish inboard upon his return to the vessel. 
During the last few seasons some of the companies that operate 

both fishing vesse!s and shore stations have anchored certain of the 
former at favorable spots in the North Pacific, and, concentrating a 
fleet of local power and sail dories with the vessel as a focus, have 
used her as a salting station. As soon as the vessel wets all her salt 
she sails for the home port, while the local fishermen return to thei 
former shore station and resume fishing there. 

While the fishermen are out on their first trip of the day the 
members of the dress gang usually fish over the rail of the vessel, 
and some of them do this whenever they have a few spare moments. 
These men are paid a fixed sum (usually an average of the prices 
paid the fishermen) for all fish so caught, which is in addition to 
their regular wages. 

Trawl or long lines —But little trawling or long lining ever has 
been done by the vessels fishing on the Alaska banks, and none by 
those fishing on the Okhotsk banks. In 1888 the schooner Avago, 
belonging to Lynde & Hough, of San Francisco, employed long 
lines on the Bering Sea banks, but the fishermen claimed that the 
fleas (amphipod crustaceans) devoured the cod or injured them so 
badly that the use of such lines had to be abandoned. 

But few efforts along this line were made by the vessels of the 
fleet until in 1913, when the schooner Vega and the power schooner 
Union Jack, belonging to the Union Fish Co., of San Francisco, 
used long lines for a considerable part of the season. On the Vega, 
which fished on the outer banks off the Shumagin Islands, the ground 
line of the trawl was of 20-pound tarred cotton. The gangings, 
which were about 3 feet in length and set about 6 feet apart, were of 
6-pound tarred cotton. The hooks used were of the 10/O japanned 
Limerick brand. The lines were coiled in tubs made by sawing 
barrels into equal halves. Each dory crew was expected to have 
rigged up 42 long lines of 50 fathoms each, but under ordinary con- 
ditions would rarely ever have in the water at one time more than 
14, one-half of the balance being baited and ready -for use, while the 
rest were held in reserve in case of emergencies. 
Around the edges of the top of the cabin of the vessel were nailed 

boards. When ready for the first baiting the fishermen dumped the 
bait onto the top of the cabin and then stood in the gangways and 
cut up the bait on the boards, and as fast as the hooks were baited 
the line was carefully coiled in a tub with the baited hooks in the 
center of the coil. Only one piece of bait, and that not a large one, 
is put on a hook. 

The buoy line used was of 6-thread manila. At the surface the 
ends were marked by 10-gallon buoy kegs, painted red, attached 
to the buoy line by swivels similar to those used for this purpose by 
the halibut fishermen. On rough bottom the ground line was buoyed 
up by glass balls attached at intervals. Twelve or fourteen pound 
anchors were attached to each end of the trawl. 
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In the bow of each dory was fixed a roller that worked on a pivot, 
over which the ground line was hauled. There are always two men 
in a dory when a vessel is long-lining, one man to haul the line and 
shake off the fish, which he does by a dexterous twist of the wrist, 
while the second man baits the hooks and coils the gear in the tubs 
again. The men usually brought the line in when returning with the 
catch, but sometimes when the weather looked propitious the line 
would be underrun, the fish removed and new bait substituted, and 
allowed to fish again while the men took their catch aboard. Some- 
times the lines would be set out late in the evening and allowed to 
remain down until the men went out early in the morning. 

The long lines were handled in the same manner as on the Atlantic 
coast. In setting a line, two men go in a dory, one to throw the 
line and the other to row the boat. Having arrived at the place 
where the set is to be made, a buoy is fastened to one end of the 
buoy line and thrown over the side. The buoy line is then allowed to 
run out until the end is reached, when it, together with the upper end 
of the long line, is bent to the ring of the anchor. The anchor is 
then lowered over the side, and the line thrown from the tub until the 
lower end is reached; it is then fastened to the upper end of the 
second tub of line and so on until all of the tubs—two, three or 
more—have been set. The last end of the long line, together with the 
second buoy line, is bent to an anchor and thrown over the side, care 
being taken to prevent the buoy line from fouling with hooks of the 
long line as it is thrown out. To the free end of the buoy line is 
attached the second buoy. The method of “ underrunning” a long 
line permits the removal of the fish from the hooks and rebaiting 
them in a single operation, thus saving a considerable amount of 
labor. “ Underrunning ” is sometimes performed on ground where 
fish are plentiful and when the weather is suitable for such operation. 
A long line intended to be “ underrun ” is set in the usual manner, 
with slight variation. A becket is made in the buoy line about 10 
or 12 fathoms below the buoy. In the becket is bent a small line, 
which reaches to the bottom, and to the bottom end of this line is 
fastened a stone weighing about 6 pounds. The ground line of the 
trawl, instead of being fastened to the ring of the anchor is attached 
to the small line close to the stone. When thus set there is sufficient 
distance between the anchor on the buoy line and the stone on the 
small line to permit of the line being lifted without disturbing the 
anchor. In hauling, the buoy line is pulled up until the small line 
running to the anchor is reached, the stone is hauled up, and the end 
of the ground line is passed over the dory. One man unhooks the 
fish and the other baits the hooks. In this way the dory passes under 
the entire length of the line and the fish taken from it and the hooks 
baited in a single operation. ‘The object.of operating lines in the 
manner described is to keep them in one position during the time 
when fish are plentiful. 
On sandy bottom the fish sometimes are eaten by sand fleas, and 

to prevent this glass balls attached to the ground line at frequent 
intervals keep the fish clear of the bottom, where the fleas are most 
numerous. 

While the use of long lines by the Vega’s crew was found to be 
quite successful, so far as catching fish was concerned, the 
difficulty of pairing off congenial fishermen and the finding of men 
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who were familiar with the operation of long lines proved too much 
of a handicap, and in the latter part of the season hand- lining was 
resorted to. 
A very important advantage in the use of long lines is that the men 

will fish with them in much deeper water than they will with hand 
lines. The largest and best cod are found in the deeper waters, 
and it is from these that the owners would like to get the bulk of 
the catch; but when hand-lining the men either refuse openly to 
work in the deeper waters or else secretly neglect the fishing and 
bring in but few fish when the captain insists upon anchoring on 
the deeper portions of the banks. 

The experience of the Union Jack in long-lining is described under 
the section devoted to shore stations. 

For some years long lines were in general use by the station fisher- 
men but were given up eventually because large quantities of gear 
and fish were lost because the men were unable to get out to the banks 
in stormy weather and because the fishing required more skill than 
was possessed by most of the green hands “available. 
As the ground upon which ‘they could fish was somewhat limited 

for long lines, the fishermen first agreed among themselves as to 
how the ground should be apportioned. In setting the long line two 
men went in a dory, but in fishing it the work was done by one man, 
as the line was allowed to remain on the ground for at least a week 
and sometimes longer. Before setting ‘the line the bottom was 
sounded carefully with a hand line in order to be sure of getting the 
right spot for fishing. An anchor and line with buoy attached was 
dropped overboard first, then the ground line was paid out in the 
direction agreed upon with the other fishermen, after which the 
other anchor and buoy line were set. The ground line was left 
sufficiently slack so that it could be hauled to the surface without 
disturbing the anchor, but not slack enough to permit of the line 
snarling. In fishing it, the fisherman went to the leeward buoy and 
hauled up the bight of the line until it lay across the bow of his 
dory: then, by hauling on this line they pulled the dory against the 
tide in the direction of the other anchor, the line passing across the 
bow of the dory so that the hooks that came in on one side were 
freed from fish, rebaited, and thrown over on the other side of the 
dory until the line was completely underrun or the dory filled with 
fish, when the line was thrown off again and the trawl left set as 
before. The ground line of these long lines was 9-thread manila, 
while the buoy lines were of 6-thread manila, commonly known as 
“dory rode.” The gangings were of 6-pound ‘lines, i. e., 12 lines of 
25 fathoms each weighed 6 pounds. They were 29 inches in length 
and were attached to the ground line at intervals of 3 feet. The 
number of hooks used varied from 500 to more than 1 000, according 
to the number of tubs set. 

During the season of 1913 the small power schooner Union Jack, 
with headquarters at the Pirate Cove station of the Union Fish Co., 
engaged in long-lining on the inshore banks of the Shumagin Islands, 
mainly in West Nagai Strait. 

As it was the intention later in the season to use the Union Jack 
in gill-net fishing for cod from the deck of the vessel by means of 
a net lifter (described elsewhere in this report), the machine was 
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placed on board at the beginning of the season with the hope that it 
could be used in hauling long lines. 

The process of tarring seemed to weaken the lines. Untarred lines 
were used for renewals and were found to be much stronger and 
more durable. 

Both 32 and 20 pound cotton tarred lines were used for ground 
line, while the gangings were of 6-pound tarred lines. Experiment 
developed the fact that 20-pound lines were amply heavy and strong 
enough for the work, and that untarred cotton lines were more 
durable and stronger than the tarred lines used, the tarring seeming 
to weaken the line. In the last experiments the gangings were each 

I'ic. 9.—Cod trawl line hauled by means of net lifter 
on deck of vessels 

about 5 feet long and were attached about 6 feet apart, this being 
necessary because of the high freeboard of the vessel. 

Only a couple of skates ‘of gear were rigged for experimental use 
with the machine. After being baited these skates were coiled on 
movable plank platforms about 5 feet lone~by 214 feet wide. Placing 
one of these at the stern of the vessel an “experienced man could pay 
out the line by means of two short sticks (a method followed by the 
Nor Wwegians), i in order to prevent the possibility of the hooks catch- 
ing in a man’s flesh or clothing, as fast as the vessel could steam. 
An anchor and buoy were at each end of the long line, which was set 
with the tide. 

After the net had been down a couple of hours the vessel came up 
to the leeward buoy in order to haul against the tide. The buoy was 
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first hauled in by hand. The buoy line was then slipped under the 
fingers of the net lifter, the engine started, and the line reeled in at 
full speed. When the anchor appeared the machine was stopped, the 
anchor lifted inboard by hand, and the end of the line placed under 
the fingers and the machine started again. Of the crew one man 
ran the engine; one stood along the rail just aft of the machine with 
a long-handled gaff, ready to gaff cod that might break loose from 
the hooks; another stood just back of the machine itself and shook 
as many of the fish off the hooks as possible; while two men removed 
and killed the balance of the fish, coiled down the line as it came 
from the machine, and attended to other work. 
The vessel used for the experiment was not well suited to the 

purpose because of its slow response to the rudder (a serious handi- 
cap, as it is necessary for the vessel to be kept well over the line at 
all times and thus relieve it as much as possible from strain) and the 
high freeboard, owing to which a number of fish were lost, because 
their weight caused them to break loose while traversing this long 
distance. Despite this, however, the experiment indicated clearly 
the value of the machine in hauling long lines from the deck of a 
suitable vessel. 

As experienced fishermen were not available for carrying on power 
long-lining from the deck of the vessel, the-crew trawled by hand 
from dories during the rest of the season and met with good success. 
In operating from dories the long lines were rigged in the same 
manner as on board the Vega. 

Gill netting—In the summer of 1913 the author conducted some 
experiments in gill netting for cod in the waters adjacent to Pirate 
Cove, in the Shumagin Islands, Alaska. No originality is claimed 
for this method, as for a number of years gill netting for cod has 
been carried on in Ipswich Bay, Mass., and at a few other places 
along the New England coast, while about 13 years ago some of 
the Great Lakes fishermen visited Gloucester with their steam tugs 
and engaged in gill netting for cod, haddock, and pollock on a large 
scale. For a number of years the Great Lakes fishermen have carried 
on important gill-net fisheries for lake herring, trout, and white- 
fish. Steam tugs have been employed almost universally, and from 
5 to 10 miles of netting were set at one time. The use of this im- 
mense quantity of netting was made feasible by the employment of a 
patented power device, known as a net lifter, for hauling in the nets. 

The net lifter is a circular machine fitted along the outer rim with 
a number of fingers. The mechanism that operates these fingers 
moves on tracks and is so arranged that the fingers take hold as they 
come opposite the rail of the vessel and let go when they have com- 
pleted about two-thirds of one complete revolution from the point 
where they first gripped. By this means the net is grasped by the 
fingers as it comes aboard, and after being carried about two-thirds 
of the way around is released and allowed to drop on the deck. 
A framework extends from the lifter outboard and at the outer end 
is a roller, while a sheet-iron trough for the passage of the net and 
fish runs from the roller to and partly around the machine and rests 
upon the framework. The machine is operated either by a small 
gasoline engine or directly from the main engine. 
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The net lifter generally is set on the port side, forward of the fore 
rigging, although it will work about as well when set on the star- 
board side or when close aft of the fore rigging. 

At my instance the Union Fish Co., of San Francisco, with its 
usual progressiveness, purchased the necessary number of gill nets 
for an experiment on a moderate scale, a net lifter, and a 4-horse- 
power Imperial engine to operate it. 

The gill nets were 125 yards long each and were made of 12/3 cord 
linen. A specially made line was used for head, foot, and side lines. 
The nets were of 71-inch stretch mesh and were 15 meshes deep. The 
floats, which were made of white cedar, were 2 inches by 5 inches 

Fig. 10.—Machine used for hauling in cod trawls 

and had been soaked a number of times in boiling linseed oil in 
order to make them waterproof. Fifty of these were used to the net 
and were hung from the cork line and not strung on. The leads, 
which were 31% inches long with a diameter of thirteen-sixteenths 
inch, weighed 7 ounces each, were made to close on the line and not 
to be strung on and were set opposite the floats. 

As the nets were primarily for use during the winter season, when 
the spawning cod are on the inshore banks, the work carried on dur- 
ing the summer was merely preliminary and mainly for the purpose 
of accustoming the men to use the nets. 

Boxes with flaring tops (so that they would nest) were constructed, 
and in these the nets were stowed, with the lead line at one end and 
the cork line at the other; these boxes held about four nets each. 
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When ready to set the net the boxes were arranged on the after 
deck, and as the vessel steamed along the anchor , buoy, and buoy line 
were thrown overboard, and the nets were then paid out by two men, 
one handling the cork line and the other the lead line. Another man 
bent on a new net when the previous one had almost run out. After 
all had been set they were held and marked by another anchor and 
buoy. The nets were set across the tide and as nearly as possible in 
the shape of a crescent. While most of them were set on the bottom, 
a few were elevated slightly by means of glass floats. Almost inva- 
riably, however, the nets raised above the pottom caught no fish. 

In hauling i in the net, a great deal depends upon the captain. In 
order not to put too much “strain upon the nets or the machine, the 
vessel should be kept as nearly as possible over the former, and in 
certain kinds of weather and at certain stages of the tides this re- 
quires careful maneuvering on the part of the navigator. 

The nets were set out in the evening and were taken up at as early 
an hour in the morning as possible, as the flesh of the cod will dis- 
color if the fish are not bled soon after they die. Steaming up to the 
first buoy, this was taken aboard. The buoy rope was then shipped 
under a couple of the raised fingers on the net lifter and the engine 
started. As soon as the fingers gripped the rope, no further handling 
was necessary except to coil it aft of the machine as it was reeled 
in at full speed. When the anchor appeared it was lifted aboard by 
hand and the head and foot lines of the net were then joined together, 
thus doubling the net over, and placed under the fingers and the 
engine started again. But few stops were necessary, and then only 
when a large skate was found in the net, as the cod, halibut, and 
other fish passed along the trough around the machine without any 
trouble. A man with a gaff was stationed just aft of the machine, 
and his duty was to gaff all fish insufficiently meshed and apt to fall 
out of the net as it was lifted from the water. Other men received 
the net from the machine, shook out the fish, and stowed the former 
back in the net boxes. 
An odd feature of the experiment was the comparatively large 

number of halibut caught in the few nets set one day. In one haul 
with 10 nets, 180 cod and 60 halibut were taken, the halibut ranging 
in weight from 5 to 30 pounds. No halibut were taken in the other 
trials with gill nets, while none at all were taken in the course of 
the trials with long lines. 

Ashore, the nets were run onto large reels, and here they were dried 
and mended with a minimum of expense. The reels were so nicely 
adjusted that a child could turn one, even when laden with four or 
five nets. 
When in regular use, it is the intention to have the nets divided 

into three sets. One of these will be in the water, one will be aboard 
the vessel, while the other will be ashore. All mending and drying 
of nets will be done ashor e, the fishermen having nothing to do with 
this part of the work. 

This experiment was soon abandoned, solely because of the diffi- 
culty experienced in persuading the fishermen to take it up and 
handle it properly. 

While the machine will work upon the codfish banks profitably, 
either with gill nets or line trawl, it is probable that in the near 
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future the machine will be used principally in the salmon and halibut 

fisheries of Alaska. With one of these machines placed upon the 

deck of a cannery tender, a crew of not more than five or six men 
could set out and haul in from 5 to 10 miles of gill netting in a work- 
ing day, and do this in weather too rough for a Columbia River 

boat. The gill nets at present in use would have to be reduced in 

depth about one-half in order to work in the machine, and the work 
could then be carried on much more cheaply than is the case under 
present conditions, provided no legal obstacles were placed in the 

Fic. 11.—Cod gill nets on drying reel 

way. With the use of a large power vessel gill netting could be 
carried on in the open bay or sea if the owners so desired. 

If the lifter were used in the halibut fisheries, all the long-line fish- 
ing could be done from the deck of the vessel, and dories could be 
discarded. Fishing could be carried on With it at all times except 
during the more violent storms. Since the above was written a sim1- 
lar device for hauling in long lines has come into use on our halibut 
vessels. 

Trawl nets—In 1919 and 1920 tentative experiments were under- 
taken to test trawl nets on the cod banks, but these were unsuccessful 
at the time because of the rocky patches on the banks and because the 
local fishermen are either passively or actively against the introduc- 
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tion of any new and improved methods and would not give the nets a 
fair trial. 

DRESSING THE FISH 

As soon as enough fish accumulate on the deck the dress gang 
begins its work. The “throater” seizes the fish by .the head with 
his left hand, places the back on the edge of a table or tub, and by 
means of a short knife with pointed end makes a cut in each side of 
the throat just behind the gills (the front of the throat has pre- 
viously been cut by the fisherman in order to bleed the fish), and 
another slit is made from the belly to the vent. The “header” then 
receives the fish and presses it backward across the edge of the table 
or tub, which results in breaking off the head at the “first vertebra. 
With his left hand he then opens s the belly and tears out the viscera. 
The fish is then passed on to the “splitter,” the most important 
member of the gang, who places the back of the fish against a cleat 
on a board, and by means of a short, heavy knife, rounded at the end 
and with the blade slightly curved flatwise, continues the split down 
the belly to near the end of the tail, taking care to keep near the 
backbone. At about three-fifths of the distance from the neck to 
the tail the backbone is cut across and is loosened, so that the opera- 
tor can catch the end in his fingers. Grasping this with his left 
hand he cuts under it toward the head of the fish and separates the 
upper part of the backbone from the fish. In this operation the 
knife blade is kept close to the backbone to prevent loss of flesh, 
and a good splitter will drive the knife no deeper than is absolutely 
necessary, as otherwise the thick flesh at the back would be cut almost 
in two, thus spoiling the fish for middles. The sounds are not saved, 
and only rarely are the livers saved on the vessels. 

Recently that wonderful machine, the “iron chink,” used in the 
salmon canneries to cut off the head and tail of a salmon, remove the 
fins, split the fish down the belly, and remove the entrails, and then 
slime or clean the fish, was adapted for use in dressing and cleaning 
codfish. In addition to the operations noted above the machine re- 
moves the backbone and does the work better than the splitter can 
do it by hand, and, of course, at vastly greater speed. Several of 
these machines have been installed in. plants on the Atlantic coast, 
where they have proved eminently satisfactory. 

The fish are then passed to the “black skinner,” who, with an old 
glove or a piece of bagging, rubs off the nape skins or membrane 
covering the napes, also any blood spots, and then drops the fish 
into a tub of salt water. Here lesser members of the gang, who 
are called “idlers,” souse the fish until they are thoroughly clean, 
when they are remov ed and passed through a chute into the hold, 
where the “salters ” receive them. 

The salters lay the fish on their backs, with napes and tails alter- 
nating, with the exception of the top layer, which is turned back 
up. A liberal sprinkling of salt is thrown over each layer, an 
especially heavy portion being put on where the fish come in contact 
with partitions or the sides of the vessel. The kenches are about 4 
feet deep and extend from side to side of the vessel and the full . 
height of the hold. The first kench usually is started in the forward 
part of the hold, and the salter works toward the after part. As the 
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kenches settle additional fish are placed on top to keep the com- 
partment full. 
A great deal depends upon the thoroughness with which the work 

of salting is done, as it is important that every part of the fish shall 

receive a share. If the salting is well done, it is not often that the 
fish need to be rekenched; but if the salt is used too sparingly or is 

unevenly applied, souring may start, which necessitates moving 

whole kenches and resalting. Sometimes the effort is made on the 

Atlantic coast to salt a little slack in order to make the fish heavy 
on reaching port, with the result that the whole catch may be lost. 
Slack salting, owing to the length of the trips and the fact that the 
fishermen would not benefit because of the increased weight of the 
fish, is rarely ever attempted on this coast. As the fish lose their 
moisture from salting, it runs to the bottom of the hold and is 
pumped out. About 21 sacks of salt (weighing 100 pounds each) 
are used to 1,000 fish when in kench. 

Soured fish have a peculiar odor, not very different from that of 
sauerkraut. Those accustomed to handling the fish become expert 
in recognizing this trouble and can pick out the infected fish 
instantly. 
Much is said by the fishermen about the practice of dressing the 

cod on the banks and throwing the gurry overboard, and it is 
claimed that the gurry decays on the bottom and the taint drives 
the fish away. As sand fleas (amphipod custaceans) are very 
abundant on the inshore and offshore banks, these scavengers, to- 
gether with sculpins and other bottom feeders, speedily remove every 
particle of edible meat from the gurry, thus preventing any possi- 
bility that the water may become polluted.. Should a couple of days’ 
stormy weather prevent fishing, the sand fleas will be found to have 
almost caught up with the accumulation of gurry, while at the 
seasonal stations, the usual large pile of gurry has been reduced to 
a comparatively small heap of bone absolutely cleaned of all flesh 
a month after the season closes. 

SHORE-STATION METHODS 

The methods followed by the shore stations are somewhat different 
from those in use on board the vessels. 

The shore fishermen usually rise between 3 and 4 a. m. in summer 
and between 4 and 5 a. m. in winter. After breakfast the men row 
out to the near-by banks in their dories. From 9 to 12 they straggle 
in with varying numbers of cod, depending somewhat upon luck but 
mainly upon how well the fisherman knows the “good spots” and 
the persistency with which he has fished. The dories in use hold 
from 180 to 220 fish, depending upon theiy size. A dory containing 
220 fish could be handled only in calm or fairly calm weather, as it 
would be so low in the water as to ship a sea at every lurch in rough 
weather. 
Upon reaching the station the fish are pewed from the dory into a 

box fastened to the side of the wharf midway between the top and 
low water. From here the fish are pewed onto the dress-house floor 
(the dress house is either at the end of the wharf or midway of the 
same), while the agent or his representative keeps the tally as the 
fish are thrown upon the floor. 
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In the bunk house is hung a board ruled so as to show the name of 
each fisherman and the amount of his catch from day to day. As 
soon as all the boats are in the agent notes on this board the catch of 
each man for that day, which gives each man an opportunity to know 
just how he stands and to have any necessary corrections made. 

Dinner is at 12 o’clock, and shortly after the fishermen gather at 
the dress house and, dividing themselves into as many dress gangs 
as their numbers will permit, ‘begin the work of dressing. No special 
dress gangs are employed at the stations, as the dressing is considered 
to be a part of the fisherman’s regular work. 

That portion of the dress gang in the dress Loe generally is 
composed of a “ throater,” ‘ header,” “ splitter,” a “black skinner,” 
a man to go over the fish and remove adhering back baneg clots of 

HiGeel >: Landing the day’s catch at the shore station 

blood, portions of black skin, etc., left by those who previously had 
handled it, and a man to pew the fish into the throater’s box. The 
duties of these men are about the same as on the vessels. Each dress 
gang is equipped with a box set up on legs and with a sloping grid- 
iron bottom, so that water, slime, etc., may pass out through the 
bottom. In this box the fish are placed with their heads toward the 
throater. Alongside and attached to the box is a table. The header 
stands at the end of the table next to the box, on the opposite side 
from the throater and splitter, and has in front of hima piece of iron 
fastened to the edge of the table, over which he breaks the backbone 
of the fish as they are passed to him. At the other end of the 
opposite side of the table stands the splitter. In the top of the 
table in front of him has been inserted a piece of wood about 15 
inches long and about 10 inches wide. Into this has been driven a 
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sharpened nail, to which the fish are attached so that they may not 
slip away while he is splitting them. The board inset obviates the 
necessity of renewing the whole table top after the splitter has cut 
and chopped here for a short time. 

Usually there are two or three gangs at a station, and in addition 
to the above there are usually two men who trundle the dressed fish 
in large wheelbarrows to the butt house, where two salters receive 
and salt them in the large tanks. 

During the summer months the livers of the cod are saved and 
dumped into large casks just outside the dress house, this work being 

Fig. 13.—Dories nested and dress gang finishing up the 
day’s catch 

done by the header. Here they are allowed to rot out. The oil 
gradually comes to the surface and at intervals is dipped out into 
barrels or drums. At present no attempt is made to prepare medic- 
inal oil, although the Union Fish Co. had a plant for this purpose ’ 
at the Pirate Cove station some years ago. As the healthy and dis- 
eased livers are used together, only oil suitable for use in the arts is 
rendered at present. 

The offal passes through chutes into the water under the dress 
house, from whence it is either washed away, rots, or is devoured 
by gulls and sand fleas. At some stations the latter are so numerous 
that in a surprisingly short time the bones of the fish are polished 
clean. 
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The salting houses are long, low structures with but few windows, 
which leaves them usually in deep twilight. Generally they are 
arranged with two rows of square or round tanks, with a passage- 
way between them for the wheelbarrows to pass in and out. The 
large square tanks hold about 4,000 medium-sized fish, while the 
large round ones hold about 3,000. As a rule these tanks are made 
of redwood staves or planks held together with metal hoops or 
bolted together with iron bolts. At a few places small hogsheads 
are employed. These receptacles frequently are in use for years. 

"ic. 14.—Loading codfish aboard the transporter by means of nets 

Before the dressing begins each salter brings from the salt house 
about the number of bags of salt he expects to use. Usually this is 
figured on the basis of 17 sacks (holding 100 pounds each) to 1,000 
fish. The quantity used varies, however, with the weather and the 
fatness of the fish. 
The fish are placed carefully in the butts in layers, face or flesh 

side up. Salt is sprinkled over each layer, care being used to see 
that every part of the fish is covered. The layers are carried from 
18 inches to 2 feet above the top of the butts so as to allow for the 
settling that will occur as the moisture is drawn from the fish. No 
pickle is necessary on these fish as they make their own. When the 
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fish have settled below the top of the butt, which they will do in a 
few days, several layers of new fish are added. In Alaska the pickle 
in the butts is kept at from 87° to 97°, salinometer test, the average 
being about 90°. As the climate in Alaska is nearly always cold and 
damp, there is but little danger of fish spoiling if ordinary care is 
used. Fish will keep indefinitely in strong pickle so long as they are 
covered with it. If kept for a long time the pickle must be replen- 
ished occasionally to repair the losses, particularly from leakage. 
At the stations the fish at the top of the butts are inspected every few 
days. When the pickle begins to weaken the top layer is turned back 
up and a few bags of salt laid on top. These press the fish down, and 
the salt in the bags dissolves much more slowly than if it were thrown 
loosely over the fish. 

At a few stations where the salinometer is not used the agent uses 
a potato to determine when the pickle is strong enough. If the potato 
floats at the surface the pickle is strong enough for curing cod. 

The pickle forms very rapidly in the early stages of the curing and 
the surplus is allowed to escape at intervals through a bunghole in 
the butt. 

Care must be taken to see that the roof does not leak during heavy 
rains, as should fresh water drip into the butts the fish will become 
slimy. 

Should the run vessel be delayed and a station become filled to its 
butt capacity, a space is cleared in the salt house and the fish taken 
from the first filled butts are kenched on the floor, a little salt being 
sprinkled between the layers and over the top. Every effort is made 
to hold them in the butts as long as practicable, as they retain their 
natural white color much better when in pickle, kenched fish usually 
acquiring a yellowish tinge. 
When the station vessel arrives the pickle is allowed to run off the 

fish and they are pewed out into carts and wheeled along the dock to 
a point opposite the vessel’s hatch, where they are dumped into a 
chute and pass thence into the hold. Here men receive and kench 
them in the same manner as on the fishing vessels, almost no salt 
being used, however, as the fish are already well cured and have a 
considerable quantity of salt adhering to them. 

At stations where the vessels can not lie alongside the dock, owing 
to shoal water, the vessel is anchored in the bay or harbor and the 
fish are brought out to it in dories that are loaded from a chute rigged 
up at the outer end of the dock. When a dory is full it is rowed out 
alongside the vessel and the fish are pewed over the rail. As the 
vessel’s rail is a considerable height from the surface of the water 
when she first begins loading, it is generally necessary to rig a stage 
about midway between the surface of the water and the top of the 
rail. The fish are then pewed onto this stave, whence one of the crew 
pews them over the rail onto the deck, and another man then pews 
them into the hold. This method is very expensive, as it requires a 
large number of men, is quite slow, and also injures the fish through 
excessive pewing. 

In 1912 one company had square rope nets made similar to those 
used by cargo vessels in handling small packages. A small one is 
placed in the forward end of the dory and a larger one in the after 
end, space for the boatman to stand being left between the nets. The 
fish drop from the chute into these nets. When the dory arrives 
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alongside the vessel the cargo hook is lowered over the side. The 
four corners of the net have been drawn together at the top and these 
are slipped over the hook, the vessel’s donkey engine started, the net 
with its contents lifted over the rail and lowered into the hold, 
where it is emptied by catching the hook in the meshes at the back 
of the net and starting the engine again. As the net comes up it is 
emptied, after which it is swung over the side and lowered into the 
dory, when the operation is repeated with the other net. By this 
method a vessel is loaded in about one-third the time previously 
required, while but few fish are lost alongside the vessel owing to 
carelessness in pewing. Another advantage is that it 1s not neces- 
sary to pew the fish after they are thrown into the carts. 

There is a considerable loss of fish in passing them from the dock 
to the dory, especially in rough weather when the dory bobs up 
and down like a cork. The use of chutes with closed sides and 
built-in sections, so that they could be lengthened or shortened as 
the tide ebbed or flowed, would save a considerable part of the 
present wastage from this cause. . 

If the net method is not employed, the best way would be to have 
medium-sized scows for transporting the fish from the dock to the 
side of the vessel. With these the waste would be almost negligible, 
as they would be so much larger than the dories that practically no 
fish would be lost overboard while the scow was pitching and rolling 
in the swell alongside the dock; and owing to the greater weight and 
size of the scow the work of loading could be carried on in weather 
too rough for dories to work in. 

WASTAGE IN THE INDUSTRY 

There is much more waste in the Pacific fishery than in the At- 
lantic, due mainly to the different methods of arranging the fishing 
lay. In the Atlantic fishery every man has an interest in the catch 
and it is to his advantage to utilize every portion of the fish, thus 
increasing the total value of the fare, which means a larger share 
for himself in the final division. In the Pacific fishery the fishermen 
are paid a certain sum per thousand for fish running over a certain 
size and a smaller sum for fish under that size. On the vessels the 
fishermen have nothing to do with dressing the fish, which is done 
by a separate gang paid regular monthly wages. At the shore 
stations the fishermen dress their own fish and are paid a certain 
sum per thousand for all caught. As a result of this arrange- 
ment the Pacific crews resent doing more than merely catching 
and dressing the fish, and they even skimp the latter operation all 
they possibly can. 

Livers and tongues.—As they receive no pecuniary benefit from the 
saving of livers and tongues, the fishermen naturally make no effort 
to do so unless compelled to by the owners. In dressing the fish at 
certain stations the header is expected to tear loose the liver and drop 
it into a bucket, which, when full, is dumped into the liver butt. 
Even at such stations, however, probably not one-fifth of the livers 
available are saved. At some stations and on certain vessels an extra 
boy is engaged whose business it is to cut out tongues, for which he 
is paid from $3.50 to $5 per barrel and his board. 
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Sounds.—Several times efforts have been made to cut out and save 
the sounds, but the men always have asked such a high price per 
hour for the work, and so few would be secured in an hour’s time 
owing to the difficulty in cutting them loose and the general disin- 
clination of the cutter to work, while their thinness made it neces- 
sary to cut out a large number in order to fill a barrel, that the cost 
of obtaining them was out of all proportion to the selling price. 

Cod roe.—During the winter and spring the cod spawn in Alaska 
and as large quantities are captured by the station fishermen at that 

Fic. 15.—Native boy cutting out cod tongues 

time cod roe is exceedingly abundant. The roe of the cod is an 
excellent food product, but except for a few served to the men in the 
mess houses no use is made of them. They could be preserved, 
either by pickling or freezing, and a possible market found for them 
in this country. 

In the Atlantic fisheries large quantities are prepared as “ rogue ” 
and shipped to France, where it is used as bait in the sardine fish- 
erles. In preparing “ rogue” the roes should be soaked for some 
days in old brine and then packed in strong casks holding about 
25 gallons each. 

oe 
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Heads and cheeks.—To many, a cod head, well cooked, is the choic- 
est part of the fish, but unless one is at a shore station or aboard one 
of the vessels when fishing it is impossible to get one. If some one 
were to bring heads down to the coast States in brine doubtless he 
could build up quite a market for them. As nearly all of the nutri- 
ment is in the lower half of the head, a small band saw could be 
installed and the upper half of the head, which is bony and contains 
but little nutriment, cut off and thrown away and only the lower 
part, which contains the fleshy cheeks and the succulent tongue, 
saved. When glue and fertilizer plants are established at the sta- 
tions, as will doubtless be done in the near future, the upper part 
of the head, which is rich in glue, could be used for this purpose. 

Should it not be considered desirable to save the heads, the cheeks 
(a good-sized piece of choice flesh on each side of the head) could be 
cut out and preserved. Halibut cheeks, which are no more choice 
than cod cheeks, are always to be found in our larger coast fish 
markets. 

Bones.—F ish bones are coming into quite general use by preparers 
of chicken food. These people g orind up the fish bones, and, mixing 
them with other ingredients, obtain an excellent food for chickens. 
At present it does not pay to ship the bones, owing to their lightness 
as compared with their large bulk, but machines ‘for erinding them 
could be introduced and the powder obtained shipped profitably. 
Salt.—A large amount of salt is thrown away annually because of 

the belief amongst packers generally that salt once used in pickle, 
though not dissolved because of the excess employed, becomes ex- 
hausted. That this is not true can be demonstrated readily by dis- 
solving 1t in water and testing it with a salinometer. While it 
might not be desirable to use it a second time in, the salting tank, it 
could be washed and used in curing snappers and other fish that 
are to be marketed in a pickled condition. 

LOSSES IN WEIGHT 

There are but few data available on this coast showing the loss in 
weight in dressing and curing cod. The records of two typical ves- 
sels of the fleet for the years 1922 to 1925 show the following num- 
bers of fish landed, their cured weight as landed at the home port, 
the average weight per cured fish, and the average dried weight and 
average round weight for the four years: 

as | Average 
Bess | Number of | Weight as weight as 

Year fi landed, in 4. 5 | sh aunids landed, in 
Pp pounds 

120 = oS ooo ae AI EEN ks CR a a 324, 440 1, 409, 875 4.345 
1909) ee See eee ee ee ee ek ene ee 368, 812 1, 352, 711 3. 699 
1994343: Su 2). Tee NOSIS 2h ji rl ea i Pee eee 408, 778 1, 580, 771 3. 898 
19QR See oe OE eee ee sn re 394, 001 1, 544, 629 3. 920 

Average weight per fish aslanded. for:the.4 years ssa as eee ea oe | 3. 965 
Average round weight per shi for the’4 years = 2m s= eee ae ee en | ee ee 11. 250 

| 

These fish had been dressed (head, entrails, and the greater part 
of the backbone removed) and salted in kenches in the holds for 
from two weeks to three months before being landed. All reports 
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available (and they are not very abundant) show a loss in weight 
in dressing of 45 to 55 per cent, while in curing before arrival at 
the home station the loss was about 17 per cent of the gross. In 
order to be conservative the loss in dressing has been placed at 50 
per cent and the loss in kenching at 15 per cent of the gross, or 65 
per cent altogether. The loss in drying on the flakes was about 5 
per cent of the gross weight. This represents a total loss in weight 
from the round fish to the end of the flake drying (in which con- 
dition a considerable part of the Pacific coast catch is sold) of 70 
per cent. Some of the by-products, such as tongues and livers, are 
utilized, however. 

In preparing “boneless” fish (removing the skin, most of the 
bones, trimming, etc.) there is a loss of about 25 per cent from 
the flake-dried weight, while in preparing “absolutely boneless ” 
(removing the skin, all the bones, trimmings, etc.) there is an addi- 
tional loss of 5 per cent, making 30 per cent of the flake-dried 
weight. In preparing “boneless” and “absolutely boneless” fish 
the skins, bones, and trimmings are saved and disposed of to the 
glue makers. 
A comparatively small part of the catch is hard dried for export, 

and the packers estimate that 150 pounds of dried fish are required 
to make 100 pounds hard dried. 

PREPARING COD FOR MARKET 

As soon as a fishing or station vessel reaches its home station the 
fish are landed and put into long troughs filled with water, where 
they are cleaned with brushes. They are then put into butts in the 
storage houses, backs down (except the top layer), salt being 
sprinkled between each layer, the amount used depending upon the 
degree and length of salting on the vessel. On top of the pile is 
placed about half a bushel of salt to strengthen the weak pickle 
that floats up to the surface. If the fish have been salted but lightly 
on the vessel one or two bags of salt are laid on top of the fish and 
the salt allowed to melt gradually. The fish remain in the butts 
under shelter until orders are received, which may be a year or more; 
in that case more salt is added from time to time, but the 
sooner they are used after the first few weeks the better, otherwise 
they have a tendency to turn yellow. Sunlight also will turn them 
yellow, so every effort is made to keep the storage house in deep 
shadow. The butts are either immense hogsheads or square tanks 
made of bolted timbers, and are used over and over again for years. 

The curing of salt fish depends upon drying, and this 1s accom- 
plished in three ways—by the use of salt, by pressure, or by ex- 
posure to the air either in the open air or 4n a drier. On this coast 
all three agents are employed. 
When the fish are taken out of the butts they are piled in a kench 

or water-horsed to drain off part of the brine and to give the fish 
a smooth appearance. The fish are stacked face down, with the 
exception of the lowest layer in contact with the rack, in kenches 
about 4 feet high. If there is urgent demand for them they are 
left in this condition for 24 to 48 hours. If more time can be al- 
lowed they are repiled at the end of the first or second day, so that 
the fish on top may go to the bottom and be subjected to pressure 
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to squeeze out part of the water. If the weather is unfavorable for 
drying the kench is repiled every second or third day, and this may 
be continued for 10 days or more. With full-pickle fish, such as are 
prepared on this coast, it is not necessary to kench or water-horse so 
thoroughly as in the case of slack-salted or hard-dried fish. 
From the water-horse the fish go to the flakes, which are of two 

kinds, stationary and canting, the former being the more common. 
The flake consists of a lattice bed about 8 feet wide, 30 inches high, 
and as long as the requirements may demand. The lattice used on 
this bed is made of triangular strips 1 inch on the base, placed 
about 3 inches apart. The fish therefore rest upon a sharp edge 
about every 4 inches, this giving the maximum circulation of air 
about the fish. The canting-flake frames, of which there are a num- 
ber in use on this coast, are fixed only at the middle and to a hori- 
zontal axis, so that they can be turned at an angle with the horizon, 
in order to expose only the edge of the fish to the sun and to get 
the benefit of even a slight breeze. ‘They are practical only in yards 
running north and south. 

Rectangular boxes, with peaked roofs, known as “ flake boxes,” 
are used for covering the fish, when gathered together in small heaps, 
from dampness or rain. This box is generally 38 inches long, 22 
inches wide, and 14 inches high, the whole being made of three- 
fourths-inch rough boards. 

The fish are spread out carefully on the flakes with the face side 
up, and the drying is continued as long as may be necessary for the 
particular grade of fish. The full-pickle fish are dried for the short- 
est period, as they can not be skinned readily if too dry; and, further- 
more, the trade seems to desire fish that are moist and not too hard, 
and these retain practically 50 per cent of their water. If the sun 
is fairly warm and there is a good breeze, the drying can be accom- 
plished in about 10 hours as the minimum time, but this may be 
greatly increased with unfavorable weather conditions. Only one 
drying is usual for the full-cured fish. 

Fish intended for Porto Rico or export usually are kenched 
directly from the vessel and not placed in butts. When needed they 
are dried for three days, “ sweated ” for two days, then dried again 
for two days. The object of the sweating is to bring the moisture 
out of the interior of the fish. The drying on the flakes removes the 
moisture from the surface and crystallizes the salt, but to get the 
moisture out of the center of the meat the fish must be piled in the 
kench, where the dry salt takes up some of the remaining moisture 
so that the second drying on the flakes has a greater effect. The 
export fish usually are dried sufficiently hard to withstand the pressure 
of the thumb in the thick part of the flesh without retaining the 
impression. The full-pickle fish lose about 9 per cent of their 
weight in drying on the flakes. When cured they retain about 50 
per cent of their moisture, and the hard-dried from 25 to 30 per cent. 

The sanitary conditions around a flake yard must be looked after 
carefully, as otherwise flies will breed and cause fly-blowing on the 
slack-salted fish. 

Nearly all of the home stations on this coast have large artificial 
driers. These consist of inclosed rooms in which there are shelves 
of hot-water pipes, above which trays of fish are placed, and the air 
is made to circulate over them by means of a large fan. These dry 
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kilns are used chiefly in the drying of export fish. During foggy 
and damp weather and in winter when sunlight is rare they are 
used frequently. ; 

After the fish have been dried they are carted to the storeroom 
and kenched until packed for shipment. 

If the fish are to be boned and skinned they are taken to a separate 
room. Here the operator first cuts off the dorsal and ventral fins, 
then starts the skin at the napes and pulls it in toward the middle of 
the back and then toward the tail. If the fish has been cured prop- 
erly the skin can be stripped off clean without tearing the flesh. 
The tail is then cut off, after which the fish is turned over and the 
nape bones removed with a small iron gaff called a “ bone hooker.” 

Fig. 16.—Making cod bricks 

The remaining portion of the backbone is cut out and the pectoral 
fins cut off. If it is to be put up as “absolutely boneless” the fish 
is passed to the bone pickers, who remove with forceps the ribs and 
any pieces of bone left in the body. If the fish are to be packed 
as so-called “ boneless,” then the fins only are cut off and the thick 
part of the backbone cut out closely, the small pieces of the fins, 
ribs, and backbone being allowed to remain. 

The United States Department of Agriculture, in “ Service and 
Regulatory Announcements No. 24,” issued January 9, 1920, rules 
as follows in the matter of labeling codfish from which part or 
all of the bones have been removed, and it behooves all packers of 
codfish to study this closely : 

Some manufacturers are placing on the market packages of codfish labeled 
as “boneless ” from which only a few of the larger bones have been removed. 
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Other similar products, from which all or practically all the bones have been 
removed, are sold under such labelings as ‘absolutely boneless,” ‘ strictly 
boneless,” and ‘‘no bones.” Investigation by the bureau has shown that a 
very small part, if any, of the retail trade and consuming public is familiar 
with the distinction, and that a practically boneless fish is expected by them 
whenever the word ‘“ boneless”? appears on the label. 

The word ‘ boneless” should be limited to the labeling of those products 
from which all or practically all the bones have been removed. 

In making “bricks” or blocks the fish are cut to the desired 
size on a table made of blocks with openings between them at regu- 
lar intervals. ‘The fish, sometimes as many as eight or nine, are laid 
one on top of the other on the cutting table so that the best parts 
come between the openings. Then a long-bladed knife is driven 
through them and they are ready to be packed into bricks, ete. A 
trough, or miter box, also is used for securing the same result. 

The pieces of fish are passed to girls, who sort them and weigh out 
exactly a pound or 2 pounds, whichever the weight of the brick is to 
be. ‘Two good slices are selected to make the outside of the package 
and short or narrow strips to make up the middle part. The weighed 
fish is passed to the brickmaker, who selects first the piece that will 
make a whole side and an edge, and places it in the galvanized-iron 
mold; the smaller pieces are then put in, and lastly the remaining 
large piece to make aside. The selecting and placing of the pieces in 
such a way as to make the best appearing cake is quite a knack. The 
mold, which is 6 inches long by 3 inches wide and 314 inches deep, is 
pressed tightly by foot or hand power, held for a few seconds, and 
then strings, which had previously been placed across the bottom of 
the mold in grooves left for the purpose, are tied around each end. 
The package is then completed by wrapping in paraffined or parch- 
ment paper with receipts and other matter printed on it. Some 
packers wrap in the parchment or paraffined paper and then inclose 
in a lithographed wrapper. ‘There are several grades of bricks, de- 
pending upon the appearance and color of the fish, the choiceness of 
the pieces used, and the special curing to which the fish was origi- 
nally subjected. Twenty-four 1-pound, twelve 2-pound, or twelve 
3-pound bricks make a crate or case. The “ boneless ” fish put up in 
5-pound boxes, but not pressed, run 12 to a crate. 

Several forms of presses are used in this work, the most common 
consisting of a sliding box having two or three compartments, each 
of the size desired, and so arranged that a hand or foot lever forces 
a block down in one compartment at a time. The pressure remains 
while the fish are being placed in the second compartment, and when 
it is released the box is slid along until the second compartment 
comes under the press, when the brick in the first compartment is 
removed. 

Shredded codfish, known as “ desiccated codfish,” “ fibered codfish,” 
“flaked codfish,” and “skriggled codfish,” is made up from the trim- 
mings not otherwise used in packing the regular tablets, and is pre- 
pared on this coast by only one company. The material used is as 
good as any employed, but the pieces are too small to be used in the 
regular brick. They are run through a machine that tears the 
muscle into small fibrous bundles. In order to get this very fine and 
fluffy it may be necessary to press out part of the water after the 
first treatment and run it through the machine again, and then sift 
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it to free it from all particles of bone. The shredded fish is put up 

in 5 and 7 ounce cartons and jars, the latter being hermetically sealed 

in vacuum. Twenty-four boxes or jars make a crate. _ 

A considerable quantity of skinned cod is put up in 100-pound 

cases. These are divided into “Large whole,” “ Extra large whole,” 

and “Eastern style.” These cases contain some of the finest of the 

whole cod cured, and the grade is fixed by the number of fish in the 

case. The last named are packed in easterh wood and are supposed 

to resemble most nearly the eastern fish of the same size and style of 

preparation. ’ 
The Porto Rican export, or hard-salted fish, are packed in drums, 

boxes, and bundles to suit the order, but there are regular drums 

Fic. 17.—Cutting strips for the making of cod bricks 

for 50, 100, 200, 300, and 448 pounds. The 448-pound drum is used 
very largely in the Porto Rican trade. The fish packed in drums 
are all well dried. 
When placed in drums the fish are arranged carefully in circular 

fashion, with the flesh side up, until several layers have been put in, 
and then a layer is placed backs up. Thé fish are then well tamped 
with a heavy wooden tamper. Fish are again added and the tamp- 
ing repeated at intervals. When the last fish are piled on the drum 
they will extend several inches above it, and a ratchet or a hydraulic 
press is necessary to force them down so that the head can be put in. 

During the winter months a small business is done in preparing 
bacalao for the San Francisco trade. Usually this business is con- 
trolled by eastern packers who use the very small haddock in pre- 
paring it. Occasionally small haddock are not available from east- 
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ern waters during the winter season, and it is then that the Latin- 
speaking peoples of California fall back upon the local packers for 
their supphes. Small snappers, of which there is never a large 
supply on this coast, are used, and the fish are hard dried and then 
packed 100 pounds in a drum. It is fortunate that the business is 
not more extensive on this coast, as it means a heavy drain on the 
young cod, which, if allowed to live a year longer, would be much 
enhanced in value. 

Large quantities of cod are sold after having been water-horsed 
and ee in bundles weighing 50 to 100 pounds. These fish are 
not skinned. A considerable trade in this grade of fish is had with 
the Hawaiian Islands. 

Skinned fish are put up in strips and middles also. The strips 
consist of one-half the fish split down the middle and are cut to suit 
the trade—some left whole and some with more or less of the nape 
and thinner portion at the tail cut off in order to get heavy pieces. 
These are put up usually in 20 and 40 pound boxes. The middle is 
the whole fish after being skinned and the napes and tail cut off; 
how much of the napes and tail is cut off depends upon the number 
of middles permitted in a box of a certain size. They are quoted 
usually by the size—8 to 10 or 10 to 12 in a 40-pound box. They 
are also packed in 60-pound boxes. Frequently each individual fish 
is cut transversely the width of the box and folded over itself. Thick 
fish sometimes are cut transversely and each piece split and folded 
over in such a manner that the clean cut appears outside. Some- 
times the fish are cut transversely across the fiber and tightly 
packed in boxes with the fiber running perpendicularly. 

The trade in brine-salted codfish on the Pacific coast is small and 
is confined exclusively to the small fish or snappers. In pickling, 
the fish are dressed, split, washed, and salted in butts in the same 
manner as has been noted heretofore in the preparation of dry- 
salted cod. When shipment is to be made the fish are removed from 
the butts, cleaned with brushes, and placed in tight half barrels, 
flesh side up, except the top layer, which is placed backs up, the 
fish being bent to follow the curve of the half barrel. It is import- 
ant that the fish be not repacked until thoroughly struck, otherwise 
the flesh will be marked with yellow spots caused by contact of the 
imperfectly cured fish with each other. Salt is placed at the bottom 
of the barrel and over each layer of fish, from one-half to three- 
quarters of a peck being used to each half barrel of fish. The barrel 
is then headed and strong brine added through the bunghole. About 
38 medium-sized snappers are required to fill a half barrel. Most 
of these fish are‘ sold to coasters plying up and down the coast and 
are fed to the crews. 

The station fishermen frequently prepare a cod delicacy that 
they enjoy very much. Selecting a suitable cod stomach, the fisher- 
man carefully cleans this inside and out. Several fresh, healthy 
cod livers are then picked out, chopped fine, and mixed with a little 
flour and vegetables; the stomachs are stuffed with this mixture, 
after which they are cooked like sausages. 
Stockfish—Of recent years a considerable business has developed 

in the preparation of stockfish. A number of small shore stations 
in the Shumagins and elsewhere, spend a considerable part of their 
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time on this work during the colder portion of the year, while a 
few individuals occasionally have put up varying quantities. 

In preparing stockfish the fish are spht in the regular way to a 
spot a little below the vent. The backbone is then removed and the 
fish split into two equal halves as far as the first cut extended. 
Snappers are sometimes merely gutted. 

The drying yard comprises a network of wires running from 
crosspieces nailed onto uprights. The fish are hung over these wires, 
flesh side in, and supported by the undivided portion of the tail. 
Here they are allowed to cure in the sun and wind, no salt at all 
being used, sometimes for as long as six or seven weeks, the length 
of time depending upon how much moisture there is in the atmos- 
phere. During long-continued rains the fish are stored under cover, 
but it does not hurt them to remain out during ordinary rains. 
When bone-dry the fish are stowed away in dry, cool houses, and 
when shipped are bound by wires into bales. 

This work is carried on in winter, which is the only season when 
comparatively dry, cold weather is "experienced in the Shumagins. 
In shipping and storing these fish great care must be exercised to 
see that they are not placed i in a damp room, or that anything damp 
comes in contact with them, as in that event ‘they will become slimy. 

Fish prepared in this manner will keep for a much longer period 
than when prepared by any other method. It is much pr ‘acticed by 
the Norwegians. 
When desired for the table a sufficient number are put to soak in 

water and remain there four to five days, the water being changed 
every day. When of the desired softness the fish are put in fresh 
water with some lye and allowed to remain about 24 hours. The lye 
cuts the slime from the fish and gives it an added flavor. 
Tongues.—Cod tongues are saved whenever possible. On the ves- 

sels one of the dress gang usually cuts them out, while at the stations 
some one other than a regular fisherman usually does this work. A 
cod’s tongue is attached to the lower jaw, and when cut out includes 
all that part of the jaw lying inside the jawbone. When cutting 
tongues the operator takes hold of the fish by the back of the head, 
using the eyes for finger holds. As he lifts the fish by the head 
its mouth usually falls open, then with his other hand he cuts the 
tongue loose on the sides with a sharp knife, then cuts loose the lower 
end along the curving bone forming the back part of the lower jaw. 
The tongue is then hanging bya thin strip at the forward end of the 
jaw, from whence it is torn loose by the hand. The tongues are cured 
loosely in barrels with salt, and after being thoroughly struck are 
packed in barrels holding 200 pounds, which are headed, after which 
a strong brine is added “through the bung. They are sold in these 
barrels or else repacked in half barrels, pails, and kits. Some are 
mixed with sounds and sold as tongues and sounds. As no sounds 
a saved on this coast, eastern sounds are employed in packing the 
atter. 
Codfish tongues, especially when fresh, are considered a great deli- 

cacy. ‘They are thoroughly washed in order to clean them, then dried 
with a clean cloth, rolled in bread or cracker crumbs, and fried the 
same as oysters. "The salt tongues can be prepared in the same 
manner after having been soaked thoroughly in fresh water. 
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The packers never overstock with codfish tongues if it can be 
avoided, as in a year or two part of the tongue hardens, thus making 
it worthless as food. 
Canning.—On the Atlantic coast a considerable quantity of cod 

is canned annually under the name of “codfish flakes.” An even 
greater quantity of hake, haddock, and cod are canned together under 
the name of “fish flakes.” The opportunity for canning cod is 
especially good on the Pacific coast. Several of the salmon canneries 
are located in close proximity to the cod banks, and as these plants 
already have the machinery and employees needed for carrying on 
this work in addition to the canning of salmon, cod could be canned 
much more cheaply than if a plant had to be erected especially for 
the work. As no other members of the Gadide other than the true 
cod are available on the Pacific coast for this work, the product could 
be sold under a cod label, which would enhance its value consider- 
ably. In 1916 the Pacific American Fisheries Co. began the canning 
of cod at its canneries along the Alaska Peninsula. Early in the 
season, before the salmon appeared, several purse-seine vessels were 
equipped with dories and hand lines and these fished on the North 
Pacific and Bering Sea banks. The fish were brought in fresh and 
canned. The following was the pack for the three years when 
canning was practiced : 

Year and kind Cases Value 

1916: 
Je-pound:flatss- 6222. SSE See 2 2 ee ae ey ee SA a ee eee 463 $1, 389 
Ipound flats oe. Be eS Ble See ree Feo SS Mae ee ae ee See ee eee ere 237 948 

Total: SaMB ee Ste hated ye 2 od eg ee hs Se ee es | 2, 337 

1917: 
Te-DOUNG SAEs :s 2s Ae = te i Re eae wpe ees ge ee SGN ee Ae eee ee 567 2, 339 
J=pound flats ees eee ee eee re ante he een ee ane ne 2, 070 12, 420 

TROUAN woes FS ee Se Ia re ee 0) Se SEN ee ne eee 14, 759 

1918: 
I-pound flatses2 2.356 sae Bt IS 5 ec Field CE eg ee Oe ee eR ee 2, 336 14,175 

In this experiment, as in most of the others undertaken in recent 
years on this coast, the packers followed too closely the methods in 
vogue in canning salmon, and as a result the product did not meet 
with the favor it probably would have had if other methods more 
suited to cod had been followed. 

There is no doubt in the author’s mind but that the canning of 
Pacific cod eventually will furnish an important consuming market 
for this excellent fish, and it is the intention of the author to take 
up immediately at the College of Fisheries, University of Washing- 
ton, the problem of how best to can Pacific cod, and as soon as 
satisfactory results are obtained they will be made public. 

Cod-liver oil.—At an early date in the fishery, oil was being ex- 
tracted from the livers of cod. In 1866, 10,000 gallons were reported 
as having been rendered, which statement seems somewhat of an 
exaggeration when the then extent of the fishery is taken into 
account. In 1879 Lynde & Hough are reported as bringing to San 
Francisco 3,000 gallons of oil. In later years a small quantity was 
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prepared each season, the quantity depending upon the demand 
and price. 

All the oil was prepared by rotting the livers in large vats or 
hogsheads, and the resulting product, after being strained, was 
shipped in this condition. 

In 1899 the Alaska Codfish Co. installed a refining plant at its 
Kelleys Rock station, in Alaska, and operated it successfully until 
100 barrels (iron-lined receptacles holding 20 gallons) had accumu- 
lated, when they were brought to San Francisco and the oil offered 
for sale to makers of emulsion of cod-liver oil. At that time the 
market was overloaded with this grade of oil and the best price 
offered was about what the container cost, so the oil was stored and 
the plant shut down. A few years later the market picked up and 
the oil was disposed of at $22 per barrel. In the meantime the com- 
pany’s oil maker had disappeared and the plant was so. badly 
dilapidated through the action of the elements that the industry was 
not resumed. 

Later the Union Fish Co. erected a plant at Pirate Cove, but after 
refining a small quantity at no profit to the company this plant was 
also shut down and has remained so ever since. 

At present the small quantity rendered is shipped just as taken 
from the rotting tank, except that it is first strained. 

Glue and fertilizer —As early as 1893 a plant was started in Cali- 
fornia for the purpose of manufacturing glue from codfish skins 
and other refuse of the packing plants in the States. The material 
remaining after the glue had been extracted was prepared and sold 
as fertilizer. There are now two plants at Anacortes, Wash., and 
one in California that prepare glue in whole or in part from cod. 

It is to be hoped that in the near future small plants for the 
manufacture of glue and fertilizer will be established at certain 
centrally located stations in Alaska, where the large quantity of 
heads, entrails, and spoiled fish can be utilized and not, as now, 
thrown into the water under the dress houses, where they pollute 
the water, while the bones remaining after the flesh has rotted away 
are gradually filling the smaller harbors. 

USE OF PRESERVATIVES 

In 1881 boracic acid was introduced as a preservative in the fish 
industry and was used continuously until 1907, when it was generally 
superseded by sodium benzoate. Boracic acid is employed but 
rarely on this coast at the present time, and when so employed it is: 
on export fish. If this acid is used, it is applied to the fish when 
they are being shifted in the water-horse or to the outside of the 
completed codfish brick. . 

Sodium benzoate is almost solely the only preservative used on 
this coast. It is mixed with finely ground salt and applied by means 
of a powdering can, like a large pepper box. It is used upon the 
fish in the storeroom if the weather conditions demand it, but its 
principal use is upon the fish as they are being weighed out into 
tablets and bricks. This preservative is used chiefly during the 
warmer months. The amount used is not weighed but is dusted on 
to cover the whole surface, the effort being to apply from 0.3 to 0.4 
per cent. When this preservative is used the package of fish bears 
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the following label or stamp: “Sprinkled with one-half of 1 per 
cent soda benzoate. To remove, soak out in fresh water.” 

Preservatives are never used upon fish shipped to near-by points 
or if the fish are to be consumed very shortly after being shipped. 
Its use is generally upon fish shipped abroad, or fish shipped con- 
siderable distances in this country during the summer months. 

MARKET FOR PACIFIC COD 

The development of the demand for Pacific cod has been one of 
slow growth against great obstacles. In the early days of the in- 
dustry all of the catch was marketed on the coast, and as salt fish was 
scarce and in good demand, fairly good prices were obtained for 
an article which, in many instances, was only indifferently cured. 
The success of the pioneers led to a rapid expansion of the industry, 
with the result that the local market was soon overstocked and the 
curers had to look to the Middle Western and Eastern States and 
abroad for a market for the surplus. 

At this period the eastern curers, and the large wholesale salt-fish 
houses scattered throughout the country who purchased their sup- 
plies from them, controlled the markets for cod throughout the 
United States, while all of the cod exported from this country went 
from New England. Naturally these curers, and the wholesalers 
dependent upon them, did not welcome the intrusion of Pacific cod, 
and while they were unable to prevent the loss of the greater part 
of their trade on the Pacific coast, they fought hard for the rest. 
Dealers and consumers were told in some instances that the fish pre- 
pared by this coast’s curers were not cod, or that they were a very 
inferior grade of cod; that the fish would not keep, etc. That these 
misstatements had a "wide dissemination and made a considerable 
impression is evidenced even to this day in the prejudice which is 
met in different sections of the country against Pacific cod. 

Unfortunately, the Pacific coast producers, through ignorance, 
played right into the hands of their trade enemies when first invad- 
ing the territory hitherto held by them alone. Some of the fish were 
poorly prepared and part of them were shipped across the continent 
during a season when the weather was warm, and as they had been 
stowed in ordinary box cars, the temperature of these corresponded to 
the weather, so that the fish arrived in the eastern market in very 
poor condition, thus disgusting the few dealers who had been willing 
to give them a trial. The shippers quickly discovered their error 
and afterwards restricted shipments for long distances to the colder 
months of the year and also used refriger ator cars. The damage had 
been done, however, and from then on it was slow and discouraging 
uphill work to extend the market for Pacific cod east of the Rocky 
Mountains. 

The fight of the Pacific cod for admission into eastern markets is a 
typical example of how difficult it is to overcome a prejudice, no 
matter how insufficiently founded. 

On the Pacific coast but one species of the Gadide, the true cod 
(Gadus macrocephalus), is to be found of a sufficient size for dry- 
salting, and as a result is the only species sold in any condition 
other than fresh. At the very time when the dealers were refusing 
Pacific cod, and for a number of years after, the vast majority of 
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them were purchasing from eastern curers hake, cusk, and pollock, 
closely related species to the true cod, but much cheaper, and, in the 
opinion of those best informed, much inferior to the true cod, and 
were selling these as true cod along with the cod itself. The pure 
food law compelled the dealers to sell the fish for what they really 
were, and as a result the market for the Pacific cod has been widening 
rapidly ever since. 

Being shut off from Europe and the east coast of South and Cen- 
tral America by high freight rates and the great distance the fish 
had to travel, the Pacific dealers directed their efforts toward 
Mexico, the west coast of Central America, the islands of the Pacific, 
and Asia with most gratifying results. At one time a large business 
was done with Australia, until that Commonwealth enacted a 
stringent law prohibiting the use of preservatives on shipments of 
salt fish into that country. As the goods had to pass through the 
Tropics on their way to Australia, and the Australians are not accus- 
tomed to using hard-cured fish, heavy losses through fish spoiling 
resulted from this prohibition and the market there has been cur- 
tailed as a result. 

Despite the natural and artificial handicaps under which the in- 
dustry suffered, a considerable trade has been developed in the West 
Indies, and this was enlarged during the European war. The Nor- 
wegians, who formerly shipped large quantities to this section, have 
found a new market in Germany. While the close of the war forced 
trade largely back into old channels, many markets had tested the 
excellence of Pacific cod and continued to use them whenever pos- 
sible. The opening of the Panama Canal also greatly aided in the 
expansion of the trade in this section of the world. 

The Asian market undoubtedly in time will attain to large dimen- 
sions. At present, and for a number of years past, it has been 
widening steadily as the fish became better known and the means of 
transportation increased. 

Hawaii consumes large quantities of cod, and the greater part 
comes from the Pacific coast. San Francisco dealers ship nearly all 
of the bundle fish (fish that have been water-horsed and put into 
bundles of 100 pounds each and bagged) and a considerable part of 
the cased cod, while the Puget Sound dealers ship mainly cased fish. 

Mexico is rapidly developing into an excellent market for Pacific 
cod, mainly for cased fish that have been dried harder than for con- 
sumption nearer home. 

The increase in steamship lines to South and Central America, 
due to the opening of the Panama Canal, will aid greatly in widen- 
ing the markets for Pacific cod in that region of the world. 

The demand on the part of the public for dried cod is not what it 
ought to be, and a good part of this lack of demand is due to the 
archaic methods of doing business prevalent not only in the Pacific 
cod industry but also in that of the Atlantic. 

If the shippers of codfish were to copy somewhat the methods 
followed by the meat packers they would have less loss from spoil- 
age, while the fish would present so much nicer an appearance that 
the demand for it would increase materially. The only difference 
between salted meat and salted fish is that the latter is less liable to 
spoil. 
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When shipping to the Atlantic seaboard the dealers usually select 
the season from November to March and load the fish in refrigerator 
cars. The latter are cooled but little during the shipment. In ship- 
ping lesser distances the fish usually are stowed in ordinary box 
cars. Sometimes these box cars are shunted onto sidetracks and held 
for days at a time, and should the temperature rise above 65° F. 
during this period and under these conditions reddening is apt to 
appear. 
"The better plan is to have cold-storage depots located in trade cen- 

ters. The fish could be shipped in refrigerator cars to these depots 
frequently, where they could be put in storage. The retailers could 
then be encouraged to order the fish in small lots, say, enough to 
last for a week or 10 days, and thus they would always have on hand 
comparatively fresh fish. 

In their eagerness, however, to do business the jobbers frequently 
overload the retailer, with the result that the fish dry out to such an 
extent that the salt crystallizes upon it and the fish presents an un- 
attractive appearance, while if the temperature rises above a certain 
point reddening is apt to occur should conditions be ripe for it. 

Grocery stores are the chief handlers of cod, and but few of them 
are properly equipped for doing this. It is but rarely that a cus- 
tomer who enters one of these stores will see dried cod on exhibition; 
or, if he does, it is usually whole fish jumbled up in a case and pre- 
senting an unattractive appearance. Usually the fish is kept in a 
back room or the cellar and is brought out only when the customer 
orders it. As many customers are in an uncertain frame of mind 
as to what they want when they enter a store, and usually decide 
after a glance over the visible stock, it follows naturally that but few 
ever order salt cod, and, owing to the extra labor involved in bring- 
ing the cod from the back room or cellar, the clerks rarely ever call 
the customer’s attention to its existence. 

If the retailer fitted up a small refrigerated show case with glass 
sides and top somewhere in the store proper, he could not only keep 
in this his dried cod, especially the bricks, tablets, middles, ete., 
which could be tastefully arranged on china trays, but could also 
display a number of other articles that require to be kept in a 
cool place and that usually are sold in grocery stores, such as 
smoked fish, pickled fish, ete. 
With the fish displayed thus prominently before the customer, his 

attention is at once attracted to it, and he is much more liable to pur- 
chase it than if the product were kept out of sight and only produced 
when a customer called for it. 

The greater part of the bricks and tablets are now wrapped in 
white parchment paper with the brand and a little lettering printed 
on it in a neutral tint. A few of the more progressive dealers wrap 
them in the parchment and then inclose the package in an ornately 
lithographed wrapper. The latter makes a very attractive appear- 
ance and undoubtedly aids in calling the attention of the consumer 
to the product, particularly if it is displayed as recommended above, 
as is the case in a few of the high-class delicatessen stores. An even 
better method would be to pack the bricks and tablets in lithographed 
cartons made to hold certain sizes. On one side recipes for cooking 
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and preparing the fish should be printed; if the fish is improperly 
prepared by a cook unfamiliar with it, those who partake of it are 
not likely to want it again. 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSES OF PACIFIC AND ATLANTIC COD 

Much has been said and written about the alleged superiority of 
Atlantic over Pacific cod. While there are a number of analyses 
of Atlantic cod extant, the same, unfortunately, is not true of “the 
Pacific cod. The only one available is that made for the Robinson 
Fisheries Co., of Anacortes, Wash., and the subject was a sample of 
shredded Pacific cod. Fortunately, there is one analysis of Atlantic 
shredded cod with which it can be compared. The analyses follow: 

Comparison of Pacific and Atlantic shredded codfish 

Pacific | Atlantic Pacifie | Atlantic 
cod ! eod 2 cod } cod 2 

| 

Per cent | Per cent Per cent | Per cent 
Wahi enone ne 43. 90 46. 52 || Phosphoric anhydride _------ O69 a= 
Protein (calc. from nitrogen) __ 37.19 30. 85 || Sulphuric anhydride-___---_- ONE ees 
Protein (cale. from differences) 30 OOF Sse C@hiorine= 22 4e4 So eee De See Se ae 
Te See ek eee oe Oh opereneemee 2! iou| . 33 || Fuel value per pound------- 
INGE As Ss ee ee 20. 37 Q2S81G |e dcesea eee calories (cale.)--- 682 578 

1 Analysis made by Stillwell & Gladding, New York, N. Y. 
2 Foods and Their Adulteration, by Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, p. 126. Philadelphia, 1907. 

REDDENING OF COD 

A source of considerable expense and annoyance to the codfish 
packers is the occasional reddening of the fish. While not so common 
on the Pacific coast as on the Atlantic and European coasts, due to 
the much lower mean temperature during the warm months and 
possibly the grade of salt used, yet it does appear at times. 

Codfish and some other salt-cured fish are subject to spoilage 
when exposed to a temperature above 65° F. The spoilage is mani- 
fested by the surface of the fish turning red. This is an old com- 
plaint on both coasts and in Europe, “and has been increasingly 
expensive on the Atlantic coast, as the expansion of the industry has 
necessitated the marketing of greater and greater quantities of fish 
during the warm months “of the year. It appears only on the dry- 
salted ; fish, as fish completely submerged in pickle seems to be immune 
so long as it is retained there. 
The fist sign of redness appears when the dried fish are stored on 

the ground floor and before the skinning and packing are done, but 
frequently it may not appear until many 7 day s after the fish has been 
packed and shipped. x 
Reddening is essentially a surface infection. Except as it follows 

fissures in the muscles, cuts, or breaks where the air has free access, 
it does not appear below the surface. On the whole fish the 
favorite point of attack is near the backbone, and this is due 
to the greater thickness of flesh, which insures more moisture at all 
times. It is more often found upon the outside of the bricks or 
tablets. Sometimes the affected fish is of a pale, pink color, at 
other times a bright red. 
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Reddening of cod has been studied by a number of scientists. 
Research has shown that it is due to bacterial activity. There is 
disagreement, however, as to whether it is caused by one or more 
organisms. On the other hand, all investigators who have recently 
studied the subject agree that the bacteria that cause reddening 
grow best in strong salt (even saturated) solutions. Fresh water 
kills them. <A plentiful supply of air and moisture is necessary for 
growth. At 50° to 55° F. growth is very slow. With increasing 
temperatures, providing sufficient air and moisture are present, 
growth increases, taking place most rapidly between 120° and 140° 
F. The bacteria are killed when kept in dry air for 30 minutes at 
248° F. 

Experiments have shown definitely that the infection comes from 
the use of salt obtained from sea water by solar evaporation. Salt 
from underground mines is not infected. Examination has shown 
that in most establishments the tanks, tables, floors, walls, and other 
parts of the curing houses and rooms where the cured fish are 
handled are more or less infected with reddening bacteria. 

The remedies suggested by Harrison and Kennedy ** for diminish- 
ing and preventing reddening follow: 

The most important point arising out of these experiments is the fact that 
the tropical or solar salts carry the red organism, and so long as they are 
used in their present form, red coloration of fish is bound to follow. 

Curing establishments that use this salt, or have been using it, have their 
tanks, floors, storage places, puncheons, kench racks, carrying boxes, utensils, 
ete., impregnated or inoculated with the red organism. 

Therefore, all measures taken to deal with this problem must provide for: 
1. A supply of salt free from the red organism. 
2. The destruction of the red organism in the curing factories wherever it 

has infected buildings, utensils, ete. 
1. Recommendations regarding salt—Mined salt of suitable size of grain 

should be used until a supply of solar salt free from the red organism can be 
secured. 

Importers of solar salt might sterilize this product by kiln heating. A 
comparatively low dry heat is necessary—100° C. for 30 minutes.” 

2. Recommendations regarding cleaning of curing establishments.—All curing 
establishments which have used solar or tropical salts should clean and dis- 
infect thoroughly all material which has come into contact with salt or fish. 

Steam, if available, may be used for this purpose. Puncheons, tanks, etc., 
should be steamed inside and out, also all utensils, racks, ete. 

All parts of the factory that have become infected should be washed well 
in fresh water. This will have two results: The removal of salt from wood- 
work, thus preventing the organism from growing, and the fresh water causes 
the disintegration of the red organism, breaking it down into a slimy mass. 

17 Preparation of the cod and other salt fish for the market, including a bacteriological 
study of the causes of reddening. By A. W. Bitting. United States Department of Agri- 
culture Bulletin No. 138, 63 pp., illus. (1911). Washington. ; 

Report of progress of biological inquiries. Report of the division of scientific inquiry 
for the fiscal year 1920. By R. E. Coker. Appendix II, Report of the Commissioner of 
Fisheries for 1920 (1921), pp. 27—28. Washington. 

Red discoloration of cured codfish. By F. C. Harrison and Margaret E. Kennedy. Re- 
port 11, the Honorary Advisory Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (1922). 
Ottawa, Canada. 

Red discoloration (so called “pink” or ‘pink eye’’) on dried salted fish. By P. C. 
Cloake. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, Food Investigation Board, 
Special Report No. 18 (1923). London. 

18 Red discoloration of cured codfish. By F. C. Harrison and Margaret E. Kennedy. 
Report 11, the Honorary Advisory Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (1922). 
Ottawa, Canada. ? ; ; 

%At least one other investigator (Cloake) does not believe 212° F. is sufficient to 
sterilize the salt in 30 minutes, and recommends 248° F. Undoubtedly a_much higher 
temperature than either of these will prove more practical because of more rapid 
sterilization at the higher temperature. Salt can be heated to temperatures in excess 
of 1,000° F. without bad effect, if desired. 
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All places infected, and all utensils, may be washed in a disinfecting solution 
of 1 part sulphurous acid in 50 parts of water. 

A good whitewash should be applied as soon as the cleaning up has been 
effected. 

Care should be exercised to keep the premises and utensils clean, all refuse 
and offal should be frequently removed, and the floors scrubbed and washed 
often. 

BROWN MOLD 

Brown mold, which forms brown, frecklelike spots on partly 
dried fish, occurs but rarely on this coast. It occurs usually on old 
fish, but may be found on comparatively fresh fish also. The fungus 
affects both sides of the fish, even covering the fins and tail. When it 
is found on comparatively fresh fish, they are scrubbed with a brush 
in running water, after which they are powdered. But little atten- 
tion is paid to this fungus by the packers. 

JAPAN AS A COMPETITOR 

For a number of years Japanese fishing vessels have been resorting 
to the Asian cod banks, located in Bering Sea, Sea of Okhotsk, Japan 
Sea, the waters of the Kurile Islands, and Hokaido, and the Yellow 
Sea. Before our San Francisco fleet (in 1910) stopped going to the 
Okhotsk Sea banks they reported seeing numerous Japanese schoon- 
ers on those banks. 

Trawl lines are used on the near-by banks. A 200-fathom main 
line, with 100 or more gangeons with hooks attached, makes a 
“basket,” and each boat carries 14 to 15 such baskets. The bait 
used are herring, squid, flounder, salt sardines, and octopus, and the 
fishing season is usually from January to April. 

The larger schooners—from 100 to 150 tons—operate mainly in 
the waters around the Kurile Islands and in Okhotsk Sea, and the 
vessels generally, as on the American side, leave the home port 
during the early part of May and return the latter part of October. 
Usually about 100 days are actually spent in fishing, the best period 
being during July and August. Hand lines are used by the fisher- 
men and these usually are fished in 90 or less fathoms, two hooks 
being employed. Herring, mackerel, or codfish are used as bait. 

The Okhotsk Sea fishermen salt their fish in the hold as our fisher- 
men do. However, two methods of dressing are followed. In one 
the fish are split down the belly and the head is removed, as is the 
custom with our fishermen, while in the other the fish are split 
down the back, as is done by our mackerel fishermen, and the head 
is left on. These are called by the Japanese “open cod.” Those 
split down the back are dried and packed in straw mats or in boxes 
for export to China, where a considerable market has been developed 
for them. The open cod, with head off, is usually put up during the 
winter months and sold largely in Japan. 

Stockfish, or “ stick cod,” as it is known locally, is also prepared 
in the same way as in Alaska. 

The home phases of the industry are centered largely in Hokkaido 
and Sakhalin Island, or Karafuto, as it is known in Japan. 

The Japanese at first gave their attention to the supplying of other 
oriental markets with dry-salted cod and were measurably success- 
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ful, especially in China. They soon discovered, however, that the 
principal consumers of this excellent fish were Occidentals. A few 
small sample lots were shipped to American and other markets, 
but these proved unsatisfactory because of their unattractive appear- 
ance, due largely to wrong selection of fish to be used, the grade of 
salt selected, and poor methods of dressing and curing the ‘product. 
The Japanese were quick to see what was wrong, and with their 
usual thoroughness sent out various trained men to study the meth- 
ods followed in the producing countries and the likes and dislikes of 
the consuming markets. This was continued for a number of years 
and the pr oduct prepared by these men, or by the fishermen tr ained 
under them, slowly found its way into certain occidental markets. 

The following table shows the importations into this country of 
dry-salted cod from J apan from 1912 to date: 

Imports of cured and preserved cod from Japan, 1912 to 1922 

| | 
| Pounds Value | Pounds Value 

\ eae _| 

Fiscal year ending June 30— Six months— 
1222 eee ee eee 335 $14 | 1918 (July 1 to Dee.31)_| 1,585,550 | $107, 185 

191345 55282 et ee Se 18 3 || Calendar year— 
ihn Se See See eS 1, 060 26 | 1919 Ss eee en 1 4, 781, 631 390, 024 
1OISS eRe eee ee 868 57 1920 seen af RE eT 2, 592,226 | 294,397 
19162 eee 5, 223 232 1921. Spee Ses ae ee 590, 320 90, 914 
LOSS = ase Sane Fe 69, 432 4, 570 1922 352- Sere See 92, 482 9, 558 
AOVS = Sees = O_o ak oe 190, 554 17, 511 || 

1 Of these, 672,732 pounds, valued at $46,794, were from Russia in Asia. 

The breaking out of the World War proved a golden opportunity 
for them. The combatants in Europe very quickly absorbed all 
of the European production, a large portion of which, especially 
from Norway, had previously found a market in the West Indies 
and South and Central America. A considerable part of the fish 
from Newfoundland, Canada, and the Atlantic seaboard of the 
United States, which previous to the outbreak of the war had also 
been marketed in the above sections, was attracted to Europe by 
the high prices. This led to a heavy demand for cod from the 
Pacific to supply the shortage created in South and Central Americz 
and the West Indies, and our industry enjoyed great prosperity 
from 1915 until the great slump came in 1921. 

At the time when the war broke out salt codfish was on the free 
list, but it was difficult for foreign fishermen to ship fish because 
of the provisions in our law preventing a foreign fishing vessel from 
sailing direct from the fishing banks to one of our ports, selling its 
catch, outfitting for another trip, and then returning direct to the 
banks. 

In April, 1918, in order to facilitate the importation of fish, the 
Secretary of Commerce issued an order suspending the operation 
of the law forbidding the landing of catches of foreign fishing 
vessels direct from the banks. The result was that Japanese fishing 
vessels were permitted to come here direct from the fishing banks 
(in a few instances the vessels caught their fish on the Ataska 
banks), market their catch, buy salt and other supphes, and return 
direct to the fishing banks. The Secretary’s order was withdrawn 
on July 15, 1921. While the law was suspended the following 
Japanese fishing vessels landed cargoes as noted below: 
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Importations of cod from Japan 

| 

Vessels and importing Owner Sailed from— Date of | ee | cost ae 
points | arrival pounds | number 

1918 | 

At San Francisco: | | 
Nambo Maru___-_-____- Japan Fisheries Co__..| Japan__----------- AUIS 20) [aan eee | 230, 000 
sembowMiantae esses DO G= eR ae ee a GOES set ee se NOV. 5n|2o2=ae-ee= | 78, 000 
Sobo, Maru= = 2222s ise (Go Se ae ee Ee eee Gl) SS eres INOVGpn OR eee | 200, 000 
Ichikawa Maru-___-_-_-_-|----- WORE er ase (GOO e eee INOVin26" |B5- 5-8-5 220, 000 
Wimibo Marte sae a eee (Oloyee Ses: he ee Rees ee Gone ae ae Dee. 22 176, 000 | 166, 000 

Total. eae ioe = =| SOS a ee aa ee aes eee eee 176, 000 894, 000 

1919 

At San Francisco: 
NamboiMaru_-! 25. =-|| Pacific Trading Co- _| Japan=_-_-_--_-_-- Jang (24) |i 52 oe aa 184, 000 
INippoVearul 222 9 2ss |b ee dotgne ke eee = |e Gone ee = 1 Ey al Oe Ses 262, 500 

At Puget Sound: 
Sobo!Miami= ==. -) ee = 3 Japan Fisheries Co___-|----- Oe eee Ss Oct. Sybase 115, 000 
Nambo Maru._-___-__-__ ees (6 (0 lean aps Fadl eo eh ext ek See dO 322 | soe es 120, 000 
ichika waar S23 Rio ee Sei dose eee RC Q Nea eens: | 115, 000 
Miro) Martin sees see GO. sees ee ee | eee COC eae pare OCtS 1234 |Sea=— see 216, 000 
Daibowarues te ela) 8 donc 5.2 SS ea ee G0. eee IN OV seo) pee 70, 000 

At Vancouver, B. C.: 
By regular steamers _- 3 Ga PA Rae BIS Seek || ee GOS he ee baie ae 630: 500) -2=- es 

ERO bales aces et tec Ln ee ORE: EE ete oC ee NG eee A Ree eae Pee 630,500 | 1, 082, 500 
| 

1920 

At San Francisco: | 
Masashige Maru____-_| Pacific Trading Co____| Japan_______--_--- INOWai20y|-==22 ee 92, 000 

At Puget Sound: } 
SoboMarue2--25 2 | Japan Fisheries Co____| Okhotsk Sea____-_- Octet |t aes 156, 000 
Ichikawa Maru__-___-_-_|_---- One ie ee ee ee Goze bese ee INOVe oo Pee 122, 000 
Nambo Maru____-_-_-_--_|----- Gout Pace ee eM e dot eet ERs (eee | leap 2 iB 122, 000 
Okhotsk Maru-.-------| Royal Fish Co_----_---|----- Go SY ss ee Novi'30: [22-2222 = 130, 000 

LG Na Her | Sel [Sg OR el eet ee OP |S, rege et eee ee || ee eee pee ey Le RE es | 622, 000 

Cran ebotale saree Ee Set ee my eng ee ee ee A ee (ey Se 806,500 | — 2, 598, 500 

PACIFIC COD INDUSTRY IN 1924 

Some differences will be found between the figures herein given 
for the cod industry of Alaska and the figures appearing in the 
report “ Alaska Fishery and Fur-Seal Industries in 1924” (Bureau 
of Fisheries Document No. 992). This is because of the fact that 
certain items are included in this report that are not credited to 
the cod industry in the Alaska report cited above. The Alaska 
report includes only those fish actually landed in the Territory; 
also, there are credited to Alaska only those fishing vessels that 
were operated from shore stations, and the vessels engaged i in trans- 
porting shore-station catches but that did not engage in offshore 
fishing. Later and more complete sources of information also were 
available in preparing the figures that appear hereinafter. 

PERSONS EMPLOYED 

The following table shows the number of persons employed in the 
‘arious branches of the industry. Alaska leads in the total number 
by a slight margin over California. The latter State leads, how- 
ever, in the number of fishermen and transporters. About 34 
Indians were emploved in Alaska. All others were whites. 
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Persons employed in the cod fisheries of the Pacific coast in 1924 

Wash- Cali- 
How engaged Alaska ington aya Tota 

TnivesselltisheriessmWiltitessaee se eae ee eee ee 39 180 219 438 
In transporting? \Whites-2222 2522 5-=s-ee eee eee a= ee 8H/22-Se22208 18 26 

In shore and boat fisheries: 
i 222 222 

17 

239 

13 65 65 143 
AY (ie) Caer See 8 ee eS 17 

30 65 65 160 

282 245 302 829 
$4: |S223-5. 32s 34 

316 245 302 863 

| 

INVESTMENT 

Ten sailing vessels and six power vessels were engaged in fishing, 
while two sailing vessels and nine power vessels were employed in 
transporting. One hundred and seven power vessels, each under 5 
net tons, and 356 dories were employed in all branches of the 
fisheries. With the exception of a few trawl lines used in the Alaska 
vessel fishery, hand lines were employed. California leads in the 
total investment, followed by Alaska and Washington in the order 
named. The high value of the investment in Alaska is due to the 
number of shore stations located there. 

Vessels, boats, apparatus, shore property, and cash capital employed in the cod 
fisheries of the Pacific coast in 1924 

Alaska Washington California Total 

Designation 

| sales Value | Number| Value | Number! Value | Number! Value 

Vessels fishing: 
Sailingai0 222 - teed $51, 000 $59, 726 | 10 | $110, 726 

352008 eee 
LL EMEL 2e 160, 18 

6 60, 500 
| 1954| =" eae 
kes Deed 20, 033 

2 17, 853 
295) eee ea 

Eaee eee es 3, 150 
9 114, 800 

349) eo oeee 
3 Bis Feed © 2 25, 376 

107 96, 070 
Boats... 22 SS ee 5 356 16, 910 
Apparatus: | 

Vessel fisheries— 
Hand lines____- 570 1, 075 1, 440 1, 703 | 1, 500 3, 700 3, 510 6, 478 
Trawl lines -_-__ 12 DOK ESET SHS. S20 she leek ol ee tee aes 2 12 200 

Shore _ fisheries— | 
Hand lines__--_- 1, 391 BOO) | acne sell 2 Sos ae [anda ke Ae alse foe 1, 391 4, 529 

Shore. and accessory 
DLOpent ye wes = see eee 129704) bso se es - 1455 000h H-= = e 115; 000) |S 390, 304 

Operating capital ----__|-------- 204376) | 22a. ae OS 004) 25 See 46,500) |= ent 124, 976 

Total tee: <3 2ce eee 392,803) |2oeo an eees SAZNOS TELS. Se 40179) | Se 1, 152, 089 
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PRODUCTS 

The total quantity of cod landed in 1924 amounted to 8,805,705 
pounds, valued at $543,496. This represents 2,784,857 fish, a com- 
paratively small production for this coast. As the companies pre- 
pare and market their own fish in a dried, boneless, or pickled 
condition, the ultimate returns received by the companies will be 
much larger than is shown in this table. 

The vessel fisheries produced 7,155,520 pounds, valued at $433,963, 
while the shore fisheries produced 1,650,185 pounds, valued at 
$109,533. The frozen cod reported was landed by halibut vessels. 
Washington leads in the total quantity produced and is second in 

value of same, while California is second in quantity produced and 
first in value of same. 

Products of the cod fisheries of the Pacific coast in 1924 

Fisheries — - Alaska | Washington California Total 

— 2 ~ 

Vessel 
Cod— Pounds Value | Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds | Value 

Dry-salted__-_) 301,090 | $14,530 3,700, 791 |$176, 815 | 2,878,028 |$223, 512 | 6,879, 909 |$414, 857 
Pickled: --.__- (liem2203-26 00) (901'7] 070) |e eee aes eee | eee eee 220, 260 | 17,070 
iRrozeneeaes 45, 951 D308) || as ee dpe ee 2 re eee oe | ee ee 45, 951 1, 378 
TON EUCS Swe = _ |= ee see |: 9, 400 658%" | Sees see eas 9, 400 658 

Motalecus==2 567, 301 | 32,978 | 3,710,191 | 177, 473 | 2,878, 028 | 223, 512 | 7, 155, 520 | 433, 963 

Shore: 
Cod— 

Dny=salted= 21609560 1037508 aaans aan eee cee |e ee ee eee anon 1, 609, 560 | 103, 598 
Stockfish_____- SO8800u|) 2 51 S60y een eesa lea em eS ee ere ieee ree 39,300 | 5, 869 
Tongues eee 1, 325 GG [eee eee eines = eee er Bee ee SS 1, 325 66 

Motaleasas=- TGOOMLS Din LOO OS a ae eee ee | eee ee | renee emer | ence oe ed 1, 650, 185 | 109, 533 

aoe : 
od 

Dry-salted_-__| 1,910,650 | 118, 128 | 3, 700, 791 | 176,815 | 2,878, 028 | 223, 512 | 8, 489, 469 | 518, 455 
Pickled ----_.- D2ONS60i" | PL OTO) |p SS Ee ees ee Ss ee ee eee pa See ree | 220,260 | 17,070 
Frozen=--=-<- 45, 951 TOUS: |e ae eee on sae | ee en ae | ee 45, 951 1, 378 
Stockfish___-_- 39, 300 ETEK E) | Rae ce | ca | tage Se ele ee an 39, 300 5, 869 
Tongues- ----- 1, 325 66 9, 400 | (itis | | eee eke ee ee ee 10, 725 724 

otal’. So 2, 217, 486 | 142,511 | 3,710,191 | 177,473 | 2, 878, 028 | 223, 512 | 8, 805, 705 | 543, 496 

SUMMARY OF CATCH 

The following table gives a complete summary of all the codfish 
secured in the vessel and shore fisheries from the inception of the 
industry and carried to the home ports in Washington and Cali- 
fornia. No effort has been made to include the cod consumed 
locally in Alaska, which, in the aggregate, amounts to considerable, 
as it forms the principal article of diet along a considerable stretch 
of Alaska’s coast line. This table shows that 72,706,620 fish were 
secured in the vessel fishery and 38,226,218 in the shore fishery, or a 
grand total of 110,932,838 fish. 
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Summary of cod catch of Alaska 

| 
- Vessel Shore : ro Vessel § Shore 

Year fishery fishery Total Year fishery fishery Total 
Aves | 

Number Number Number Number Number Number 
L863 -<2=<2=5ee 2 Cl 4h Dl Peete = ee 2, 100) ||; 18962-=- == eee” 837,000) ||. 22-2 ae ee 837, 000 
TSG4 SEE Soa sae 04,000")| 2-2 ees 54; 500: || L89752 tL 850, 000 511, 000 1,361, 000 
8652822 -.——= = | 220; 0002-2 ee 225;.000), |) V898hs = 342, 000 | 450, 000 792, 000 
US6622 s (245000) |} (24,:000:|| 1890 522s = 783, 000 722,000 1, 505, 000 
IS67S oe 943; 400':|4. = esters 943, 400 |) 1900_-_--____-- 817, 000 909, 000 | 1, 726, 000 
T6832 4-2 es - 980) 000))-22 == ee 980;;000, ||| UO0T 222 = eae 787, 000 | 727,000 | 1,514,000 
TR69L SF see 130320008 |! 42 eee 15032; 0007 itl 9025 Sasa eee 1, 229,000 | 1,140,000 | 2,369, 000 
ESTO) se oss | 1.467;000)|- 22 Wel 467,,000 7 1 SLONS =k ee 1, 463, 800 | 985, 000 2, 448, 800 
1 SY AES Se see ge 9265000! |a tees etee 926,000) |||- 19042 eee= 1,546,524 | 1,002,000 | 2,548, 524 
ip eee ee 305:000))|<aueeeraneay | -305;,000¢||/190hmeess urs 2,332,133 | 1,282,000 | 3, 614, 133 
TY 8 ee eee eee 0630008 Ramee re 56330001) | SL O0G een meers 2, 492, 618 1,020, 632 | 3,513,250 
STE S22 EP 369; 000) |Eoeie aie = 369, 000 || 1907_-_--____-- | 1,490, 230 1, 518, 951 3, 009, 181 
IS ae 3625000); Sas bet Seek 362,000 || 1908___._-_-__. 2,028,000 | 1,146,403 | 3,174, 403 
WS76% 2-2 ae 814, 000 30, 000 844, 000 |; 1909_._..-____- 1, 748, 155 | 910, 361 2, 658, 516 
CV ye oe ae 779, 000 101, 000 880, 000 |} 1910__.__._-_-_- | 1,291, 500 683, 475 1, 974, 975 
IS(8 sess ee 902, 000 227, 000 1 275 OOOL | SLOMIe Sse es 1, 542, 000 992, 000 2, 534, 000 
1S Ome 1,301, 000 198,000 | 1,499,000 || 1912.._________ 1, 348, 000 997,934 | 2,345, 934 
188025 ee 1, 002, 000 201 000);|), 1203; 000))|| LOTS = ses 1, 481, 260 | 804,097 | 2, 285,357 
LS8leeee ee 907, 000 154, 000 1, 061, 000 |) 3, 868, 802 
PER2 noe nS ee 1, 038, 000 203, 000 1, 241, 000 3, 801, 586 
RSS ce See 1, 485, 000 235,000 | 1,720,000 || 3, 892, 507 
DS84=222 so se 1,373, 000 249, 000 1, 622, 000 |) 3, 840, 960 
188552 Se | 988, 000 386, 000 | 1,374, 000 3, 825, 757 
PS86) S832 = -* 800, 000 383, 000 1, 183, 000 3, 610, 339 
1SR7 ee SE 830, 000 299,000 | 1, 126,000 || 3, 606, 049 
18ssite eee 674, 000 372,000 | 1,046,000 || 1921___________ 608,000 | 1,642,000 | 2, 250, 000 
1889222: ee 327, 000 489, 000 816,000 || 1922....-_---_| 1,161, 000 838, 300 1, 999, 300 
1S902S == eee 365, 000 773, 000 15138;(0003}| 1923 2. Sees 1, 754, 468 1,170,375 2, 924, 843 
VSL ae Jae 583, 000 662, 000 15245,,000) || 1924 - = -t=2 = 1, 938, 207 846, 650 2, 784, 857 
1802hS 775, 000 200000) | 1475; 000" || 192505 Sat Tees 2) 055, 875 | 884,924 | 2,940, 799 
PROS 222 ee 666, 000 660,000 | 1,326, 000 | 
1800s Sere 698, 000 305, 000 1, 003, 000 Total___| 72, 706, 620 | 38,226, 218 |110, 932, 838 
1806 765, 000 286, 000 1, 051, 000 | 

SUMMARY OF VESSEL-FISHING DATA 

The following table shows, in summarized form, the available data 
covering the vessel fisher y for cod on the Pacific coast from its incep- 
tion in 1863 to 1925, inclusive. In this table is shown, by years, the 
number of vessels from the States fishing on the various grounds, and 
the catch made on each ground. As after 1909 none of the vessels 
visited the Okhotsk Sea, while a little later the vessels visiting the 
banks off the Alaska coast often fished in the same season on both 
the North Pacific and Bering Sea banks, it was decided to combine 
these last-named two areas under the head of North Pacific banks. 
Up to 1915 the Alaska local fleet was so small, and separate data were 
so ‘difficult to gather, that they were combined with those of the shore- 
station catch. Since then, however, an effort has been made to sepa- 
rate this. The total catch of the fleet since 1863 amounts to 72,706,620. 
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Summary of vessel fishing, 1863 to 1925 

CALIFORNIA VESSELS 

Number of vessels engaged Number of fish caught 
Total 

Years net ton- 
Okhotsk! Bering | North | Total | nage Okhotsk Bering North Total 

Sea Sea | Pacific Sea Sea 1 Pacific Ne 

= secu | 
ES Goer = 1, [Saha ee Esse 1 120 UOON| Soars 1 Some oes 7, 100 
a 1 Ves oes 2 haere = 50, 000 1 ROO tess eee 54, 500 
1S65e en =. 6: | sae ta 1 7 449 210000) | 2 oe os 15, 000 225, 000 
Gi aaa Nee smenie! (e220 3 18 724, 000 
7117 a eee Vm e-em aioe 20 943, 400 
PRBS F eS 2 7) Saas ee 3 10 580, 000 
1137) eR |eeaiees wee ws” || ee 21 1, 032, 000 
1 ()S eee ae 125) ee 10 22 1, 467, 000 
iy A Ley See ae || cere tee 8 13 926, 000 
iP ey ae 2) | Sees 4 6 305, 500 
Sse So Dil|e ae i} 10 563, 000 
Sarees. ose. | See ot il a 369, 000 
Sib See; = — | Bee...) || See 5 5 362, 000 
iC i 3) eee 8 11 814, 000 
USjeee-- 5 ale ee, 6 11 779, 000 
TSAR Ae Ewe 4o|Mibeuted 6 10 902, 000 
SO eee 5), |e eee ae 7 12 1, 301, 000 
2) oe (og ees ee 1 7 1, 002, 000 
SS eet. faye Cee pe al 2 Uf 907, 000 
1\:|- po ees 5 2 6 13 1, 038, 000 
BSS ue kL 7 5 2 14 1, 485, 000 
ASSUB use 11 Sale ea 14 1, 373, 000 
TS8b see = 4 3 3 10 988, 000 
POSH Be R= Ls 4 Z 2 8 800, 000 
ARR Teer ess 24 2 1 4 7 830, 000 
poe oe a 2 2 2 | 6 674, 000 
SRO ses 0} eee el Se ee 2 327, 000 
W500 see rate 2 | Teese ea 3 365, 000 
gg ieeseo iso 1 fel ess ae 6 558, 000 
isoprene i 1 Te ee 5 612, 000 
ESOS) ere Td 2 3 1 6 556. 000 
Tegdtee 5G 1 71M tne 5 589, 000 
PBQ5 Maye 2 Cl = ee 6 653, 000 
1 Ge 1 ba ee 6 618, 000 
RONEN h w Evy (ees A 5 554, 000 
ROR Sea eee Sy lbosee oa 3 292, 000 
URQ0 Meets UR ban ae | Bales so 5 580, 000 
14) eee el ee 6: |eeset = 6 623, 000 
TOO LE Ome er == Seine | eee 6 702, 000 
TOO DME tases ae Gy) See 9 933, 000 
LOQS See 1 CON oeeceere 8 1, 037, 300 
O0T Se eo es il 5 1 7 1, 062, 200 
JOOS Mea ve 4 (te SSeS 11 1, 336, 133 
IO V5 eee 5 (iy aoe Bes 11 1, 478, 000 
TAD y/e eee 4 rig aS ene 8 741, 800 
TOQS sass oe 3 | AN se if 910, 000 
ie ee? 1 (Ua eee 5 600, 000 
AGI QR Sees =) o Sem aen 52 Bi Eee 3 380, 000 
LOT Re hee tee Suisse sane | 3 439, 000 
5,8 BE) ee are [Ee a as 4 17] 5 664, 000 
OSE eee a ea Se 4 1 5 717, 000 
Oh Ee es i oe 5) 1 6 931, 202 
ke ae ee ae 6 i 7 1, 253, 500 
OU G et eee eee es lee at 4 4 1, 127, 000 
LN (2 28 ae SS ee ee 7 7 1, 352, 000 
OTR erence eee ee NE TT 6 6 1, 053, 000 
OT O weedeat pee She 8 8 1, 172, 000 
1020 ethan | Noe: ae [at gale | 11 rT 1, 007, 000 
Opa a aie ae (ena atte ae, Oe 3 3 242, 000 
LODE Reet eee ee CPt! ile oes 4 4 462, 000 
O23 era eee | ee ar et 8 8 901, 377 
LS 7, ae ti aes areca A 6 6 857, 647 
I lag ai a Sig ar yee | 4 4 881, 170 881, 170 

Tho Gall! = ee eer | oer ee se Set elias Cee Lee 15, 785, 900 | 16, 486,635 | 14, 767, 894 | 49, 018, 829 

1 The catch in Bering Sea for the years 1916 to 1925 has been included with the catch inthe North Pacific. 
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Summary of vessel fishing, 1863 to 1925—Continued 

WASHINGTON VESSELS 

Number of vessels engaged Number of fish caught 

Soars) geneten 5 North Peas | OxBOLAIeAE North ots ering ort nage khots ering ort 
Sea Sea | Pacific} Total Sea Sea Pacific Total 

5 sa 1 1 i ‘ 1 ! H t 1 \ t H ‘ H H 1 ' ‘ 

NO WOUMNMNOOWWHNNH 

7 H ' H , ' ' _ 

POU RWOMIAPOOOWDOFRPDIPMWMOUNWDOPMRWHENNHWNHHEE te 

U5 6049! see see ee 624, 260 140, 000 764, 260 
Pat | ae pp 7 1, 148, 000 209,000 | 1,352, 000 
2) 0843) |b = sats Fares 1, 220, 571 154,000 | 1,374, 571 
7A) Ua i eee Pes ab as Ute 1,606,400 | 1,60€, 400 
Dy oA Th eae Se Se eas Sees 1, 323,633 | 1,323, 633 
2 OME saeo See ee ee 1, 293, 347 | 1, 293, 347 
15 629)| Sess. (SSE ee ee 21, 000 821, 000 
200). | 222 oo aoa es 550, 000 550, 000 

G58\)|b2>_ 2 s< Pale 2 ee 366, 000 366, 000 
1 PP so Pi reer age roe ees 680, 000 680, 000 
12250 |e ae eee ae a eg See ae 707, 000 707, 000 
Md4808 fo. 2-2 ee ae 950, 000 950, 000 
iff {25 }2)p) Lee aera S eA RS es oe ee 1,100,671 | 1, 100,671 

12, 865, 358 | 11,642,051 | 23, 385, 409 

42, 327 42, 327 
33, 000 33, 000 
20, 537 20, 537 

123,867 | 123, 867 

“19, 000) | Raa 19, 000 

589, 416 589, 416 

2 Includes catch by British Columbia schooner Blakeley (144 tons), 107,000 fish. 
3 Includes catch by British Columbia schooner Blakeley (144 tons), 115,000 fish. 
4 Includes catch by British Columbia schooner Blakeley (144 tons), 100,000 fish. 
5 Includes catch by British Columbia schooner Blakeley (144 tons), 78,000 fish. 
6 Includes catch by schooner Albert Meyer (398 tons), British Columbia, 260 fish, 
7 Includes catch by schooner Albert Meyer (398 tons), British Columbia, 100,000 fish. 

Norte.—In addition 6 Alaska vessels, with total net tonnage of 167, caughti n the North Pacific Bp 500 
fish. These data have been included in the ‘‘ Recapitulation.’’ 
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Summary of vessel fishing, 1863 to 1925—Continued 

467 

RECAPITULATION 

Vessels | Vessels 

| ae = aoe 
| number ~ number 

Years Total Total eof fish Years Total Total of ae 
, ne | caught | net caug 

number tonnage | number tonnage | 

| 

238 Nes 1 120 100) |) 18062 = o-cae nS 8 2, 020 837, 000 
iG ee Dye BAP BOO s(n 1807 et eee 7 1, 754 850, 000 
1865 7 449 225,000 || 1898 2 866 342, 000 

7 1, 460 783, 000 
7 1, 591 817, 000 
7 1, 682 787, 000 

12 2,402 | 1, 229, 000 
12 2, 389 1, 463, 800 
13 2, 538 1, 546, 524 
21 4, 538 2, 332, 133 
19 4,662 | 2,492,618 
13 3, 374 1, 490, 230 
15 3,881 | 2, 028, 000 
13 3,038 | 1, 748, 155 
9 2, 323 1, 291, 500 

10 2,477 1, 542, 000 
10 2, 805 1, 348, 000 
11 3,158 | 1,481, 260 
15 4,265 | 2, 283, 202 
21 4,426 | 2,628,071 
13 4,012 | 2,733, 400 
16 4,076 | 2,492, 960 

| 17 4,166 | 2,379, 347 
ASRG MRL NME” Fe 8| 1,939 800+ 0007/8110 ema Se 17 4,038 | 2, 013, 537 
iS Gy/ ie 5 eee 7) 1,558 $301000)|/( 19208: ees 24 3, 929 1, 680, 867 
PRR MeL Ay 6} ~ 1,391 GT41000N| a1 921mau eso emee 6 1, 122 | 608, 000 
TSRONM Ce AL 2 | 623 397 O00II||e1 O22 uma aa eens 10 2,372 | 1,161, 000 
TSG MES ITs 3 3 | 715 3G5{0004||(e1 923 see name 17 3, 963 1, 754, 468 
PSO tees TAS 1374 588000: ||51924eee ae ee 15 3,380 | 1,938, 207 
1 Ce ee Tal 1, 545 TOAOOON al Osseo ee 14 3,562 2, 055, 875 
RO put 2 Ts Za 151602 666, 000 (a 
TY ee Se 6| - 1,535 698, 000 TRO tal sees ee eee 72, 706, 620 
ASQH UAE Se iG | 1, 660 765, 000 

DETAILED DATA OF THE FISHING FLEET FROM 1863 TO 1925 

The table following shows in detail the operations of the cod- 
fishing fleet from the inception of the industry in 1863 to 1925, in- 
clusive. The name, rig, and net tonnage of each vessel, the dates of 
her departure and return, on what ground she fished, and the number 
of fish taken are all shown.?° No detailed data are available for 1866 
and 1869, while the individual vessel data for 1867 and 1868 are in- 
complete. From 1863 to 1890, both inclusive, the data relate to 
California exclusively. Since 1915 vessels fishing on banks off the 
Alaska coast often fished also on banks in the Bering Sea. The 
statistics for recent years for these regions, therefore, have been 
combined under the head “Alaska banks.” Owing to the variation 
in the weight of fish from the various grounds, and also the con- 
siderable variation in weight of fish from the same ground in dif- 
ferent years, no effort has been made to show the weight of the 
catch, while the data on the prices realized are so fragmentary that 
oan item also has been omitted, as it would be nothing but a guess 
at best. 

» For the data covering the San Francisco fleet from 1870 to 1914, inclusive, the writer 
is indebted to the Union Fish Co. (formerly the McCollam Fishing & Trading Co.), of San 
Francisco, which placed its invaluable records at his disposal. 
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Operations of the cod fleet by years 

Net Number 
Name of vessel Rig ton- mee Datos Fishing grounds of fish 

nage taken 

1863 

CALIFORNIA ! 

Timandya' 22>.) ee een Brig. 120) |S sss 5 | pe eee Okhotsk Sea__-_--____- 7, 100 

1864 
‘Riman dra 2 esa ee Brig. 1205) 55 Ses Rabe Soe ee Okhotsk Sea _..___-__- 50, 000 
SAIOrLE a= = alee See St eed Schivey|ece Seb ack ee ee eae Bering Sea sas-eeeee 4, 500 

Totalz. Bt £ 4. e s oeee oes ace ee eS eS | a ee 54, 500 

1865 
qQuitiy=! 22 Sees oe ee , 6342s Bae ee Ae eee Okhotsk(Seae==-- 
ee ae Ae oy lees 5 84 di Sa pe Eee es eke ee doll Sees 

nal eed ures Ge es ee eee 5 (ON a Seal Seal ae dos eee 
ID ASanborn™ 25-3 ses 3 (LNs RAPES 30 FE Oe ee AE Be dos. eae 210, 000 
Mary Cleveland 5 OTs Sa het SS ee as nee oe (oko eae eee ern bat te 
RACCOD es 22 eee Ser eee s P70 i eo al Rs Se do eS eee 
IPOLDOISCe = sa eee ae) Bee _ 45 | Mar. 27 | July 7 | Shumagin Islands 3___ 15, 000 

Rotalv-teees =o 2e ee ee |e A4ON 3s. LEC Ree Soe ae | ee . 225, 000 

1867 
San Dome <a ap es 5 eee Sch le 228 eee Se eee Shumagin Islands_--__- 64, 000 
FPOrpoise: =. eee, Pea ee Sebi e|=2oe on eae a ee ee dont 2a 36, 000 
Sarahpliouisestes eo ee Seen Sch: 43/52 rps ee a ee ee ee dol SS es 36, 000 

Total tte S22 8 Se nee a Se ee a es | ae | es ee 136, 000 

ROrpoise:t =. te Selisps 222 = =e eee ee eee Shumagin Islands__-__- 63, 000 
Mandrago Bets | 1 mn eso} (¢ Reales yaa ||) eres Be | dot eee 85, 000 
Sanborn hes eta ae Sch: = i522 ese ee a eae Goes: 2 eee 60, 000 

Motal~ “86 2. Se a S| as Se a es | es a ee ee ee 208, 000 

1870 

Clara R. Sutill 92, 000 
pious Uiabicn shea eae 5 d 18. 000 

Alask ast = 7 eS Ce eer Te y0e fey 2 eee ee a Ne ie ie Pena ale a Gol 4st ee ee 92, 000 
S.-H Merrill 222322225. = a ae ee | eee | et 2 |e eee do 85, 000 
Blying: Mist:2. <2 32 ee |e ee eee ete ae 2 2 ee ee does 2a 35, 000 
Scotland’ -- see eee ees pS es Ll Ua | Wp ee | Fe GS soe ee 46, 000 
AlfredvAdamsssstieee= era Sch. GEN Ree Seta |e te ae Gov2h es. se Bete 42, 000 
J. EE Roscoe a? sh a Ses Sch. | ee ates 2s |b ee | don Sats ake 44, 000 

Total! 22s: 22 Se ee ee be eee eee 926, 000 

1 From 1863 to 1890, inclusive, data relate to California exclusively. * First fare from the Shumagins. 
2 Trading voyage. 4 Made two trips. 
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Operations of the cod fleet by years—Continued 

Net Number . Date of | Date of ae 
Name of vessel Rig ton- “Vs Fishing grounds of fish 

nage sailing return taken 

‘Apis loi ests ace ase OkhbhotskiSed=---- = 125, 000 
Aono Ga |e oe fo Kays Seag= er os 87, 000 
NY) et Y= aa a are me ee ae ee 76, 000 
TAT peg OG | ee ee ee a 64, 000 
VIG Vand 5h pene ee et eB eae anna a eee 
ASpry Gr | cess sie Shumagin Islands_---- 89, 000 

é Vian on | 222222) aes GOSS re ee ee 40, 000 
hyan ey Mistiek= 2 i eel ee SAMUS H SS 7 fg [pee ae fe GQ 28, 000 
AiifredirA@dams = 5.222.222 = Sch. GA Pdniliye 5 Pees eee Ose yet 30, 000 
Hilal s MaStie 222 = toe oe se ale Ss Re ee al fiel N7Te Ka). ee a GOL nee ok ot aes 24, 000 

ETO Gal ache aan ee ee AE oe Se as rere a Ae ec ee RE Se ame on ae 563, 000 

1874 

Sane Oras a Sasa ae oe Sch. 28, 000 
JONG SE i 0 eS eee Bark. 80, 000 
JOsephuwiooleyec: =s222- 2. === Sch. 90, 000 
AiredeAdamishes 2258 ==. as Sch. 56, 000 
WialdkGazello: t=... SS ec > el te Sch. 78, 000 
Sia IDA. = a ee Sch. 22, 000 
JER. 552) Se ae eee Sch. 15, 000 

ANG} RAE 2 heer eke 2M ott oe | Pee ee oe 1 a ie 369, 000 

1875 

Wndauntedma—- 2s = eens 5 Sch 68 46, 000 
AllfredeAdams!s—_ 2522222" 228-2. Seh 64 56, 000 
WiwldiGazellerer=s => -2se. = 8 Sch 108 93, 000 
Mashing w Waves 2-5-2 =. Sch. 141 95, 000 
AO Cie s ones Mk de ae OS Sch. 125542256 oeee! che Fe Sen | eee eee eee ee re 72, 000 

Motaleie = 5 see ae ool eee 506) See ae ol ee bee os |e ee ee Se eee 362, 000 

1876 

AlliredeA damGeas= 225 22s ee Sch 64 | Jan. 9] July 3 | Shumagin Islands__-__- 62, 000 
PANAS Raves cre eat ee Cis oe > ee Sch SZ Niare “On oiliya Gg dosees = heres se 28, 000 

Ono. 8s Sok es 28 we eA ee analys OF | aaa anes | eee 6 (0 eS eon 70, 000 
Sele Shee as As 5 ee ee, Cee Mars eos Uuily, eel |e se Co oa re a ee 70, 000 
ap Geneon Sch. 1250 eApra ely (ous. Ones as GOs sos eae 73, 000 
MNCL ZY - = i 2 os ae eae Ses eee Barks |p 2= ATIE, 150 E sd Ores= 22-2 dons eee 65, 000 
Sanviegors 2 ae) eee Sch. 364 ees ANIC OMe === dos = 19, 000 
WildiGazelle= == aes ST Sch. 114 | Apr. 12 | Sept. 20 |_-_-- (6 (oe pa a 94, 000 
1s lesjoGatna Shans Jen. ee | eee ea Apr at |) Oct. tt Okhotsk Sea 22s) o> se 150, 000 
OSepaINOet aah ase. 2 See 2 Brig. 20 Tale Api 2s | dows b res GO See 130, 000 
(Cops nG se eS Bkn. QD lehUNG LOM sae wes nlee oe (ob Bee ee ek 53, 000 

1B) See PRB a [oe eh S| ee ee ee ee ee eee ee eee ee 814, 000 

1877 

HS One pee SSL Ss Sch. 125 | Apr. 17 | Aug. 17 | Okhotsk Sea__.-_-.-_- 62, 000 
d 133, 000 

208, 000 

16, 000 
61, 000 
70, 000 
67, 000 
44, 000 
95, 000 
23, 000 

779, 000 
| ——————— 

“ 'Sailed from Hongkong, China, and landed cargo at Portland, Oreg.; the only cargo of cod ever landed 
ere. 
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Operations of the cod fleet by years—Continued 

Arago 

Dashing Wiavexs.. >. Seseiese 
NOTIANN AS See S82 ge es es 
Isabel 

Aug. 18 
Aug. 24 
Lostzae3 
Ashore__ 
Sept. 
July 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Oct. 

19 

Name of vessel Rig ie tae Detee Fishing grounds 

1878 

General Millert2s= eee Sch. 108 | May 18 | Sept. 25 | Shumagin Islands. __ — 
JAE ROSCOGSseee 2) ee eeee teen Sch. 79h) Atpr: 9), Aare 3 ON | eaene G0 ise 2225 
May @Qiideni2220 2 et eee Schigen |eee sss INO ey AUER 7/ feee Gole s=- 25:2. 
Sarah's sence ee AGS ces eeee Sch. 105 | Mar. 29 | Aug. 24 |____-_ Oss 2 see a Ue 
TATECISISLELS Oe ee ee Sch. G62 ee ee | ee eee ee ee G02 eee 
Wald’Gazellonc=s sees eee Sch. 14") Atpre* 160) Ange-930) bs ee GOsc% 202 ess ee 
Adelaide’Cooper- _.-_-----.-.--- Bark 300 | Apr. 16 | Oct. 2 | Okhotsk Sea__________ 
Constitutions == eee Bkn. 257 | Apr. 11 | Sept. 12 |_---- G0i::23 222s 
BT eMOn be tenes eee etl Bkn. 345 | Apr. 20 | Sept. 29 |.___- 6 {cE EN 
Pages 225? ot eee ee Sch. 125 | Apr. 9 | Sept. 10 |_-_-- d0:2..- = eee 

Total.» 2322 2 Svea. soe hes S82 2.2 3 oe ee Se foe |S eee 

is79 | 

WalaiGazelle2 2. 3-0 eee Sch 114} Apr. 2 | Sept. 20 | Shumagin Islands_____ 
SATAN Et et erty SL See Sch 105 | Mar. 16 | Aug. 4 |___-- docs See 
Undaunted s= = ae eae Sch 68 | Mar. 15 | June 21 |____- Gorstes Seat nee 
nee hieran = 55-255 ee ee Sch 145 | May 3 | Sept. 10 |_-__- GOL ee 
@eneraleViiller === 2 seas = = eee Sch. TOSS WAT coe SC Ditere le | semen G0u ss eee eee 
PAN ASKS 2 oad tie. Se EE eee Sch. 32 | Mar. 11 ; Sept. 10 |____- Goh. ae eee 
TRPEUR OSCOC ees oe ee Sch. (oh webs 28) Antes. lun doX 225" ae 
Aidelaide:Cooper=2222= 2 Ss Bark 3003 | Ses aes Sept. 28 | Okhotsk Sea___-_____- 
IMremont= sa. s20 = a eee ee ee Bkn. 345) Le Octicils| =" dos.2- = es 
Wonstitition= = a eee Bkn. OIG tee ow Sept. 205 |-2222 do.2 3 ee 
dt pea a eR 2 te i paras Sch. 125) |poiaye 13" | Octe panies a Gorse = sss eee 

i 2 081 33 be ee 

Shumagin Islands_____ 
Okhotsk: Sea=-s22——e=s 

1, 038, 000 
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Operations of the cod fleet by years—Continued 

471 

Net : _ | Date of | Date of ‘he 
Name of vessel Rig ae sailing chan Fishing grounds 

1883 

Wisk. Stevens’ 272155 2 Meee oe ei ate ay qoly 27) Shumee Tslandsss= 
Washing Wave....---28 eee ch. ay epte2is (22 Owen eee 
John’ Mancock.__.- 22-2282 -2- Sch. 167 | Mar. 29 | Aug. 22 | Bering Sea____________ 
Hrancis/ Alice... meee Sees Sch. 250 eaedose-~= Si idowrmes |e. Gove etna ee 
BONANZA... eee ee Sch. 289A prs ale |= domes ia." doe: = fe Rete 
Tropic Bird...02 nee seers Brig 172) VET aD» |e Oleeee |e oe (a Kaye Se nee Peete 2 
sabe) =. . 2 eaten eres Sch. 7p eA Dies onl poepte iol |sosee GOs tee ee eek oe 
PAE AVOL. sone ee ee ee ee Sch HGP) Atpr. 7169) Octs 5. AOkhotsk Seas. 22-2 = 
Herasts=s =e Ss peo eee Sch 369 | Apr. 20 | Oct. 19 |____- (6 Va aa ene a eae ia 
Sancliist <5 oe Se ees Bkn PAs) |) eoye, PLT Oyore alGy ee GOs. 2. emer eS 
Gonstisutione eee ee Bkn 276 |_--do__--- (Oem Gees don fee as 
iGlencoceecsnne ee en ee Brig. 69) Aipr.. 25.) Oct. 2752222" (6 Vang d eat Sea Paap 
TOMION Gee rene hee ee ee Bkn. 328 | Apr. 28 | Sept. 19 |_____ GOMaS are 
UT ees en tS ees ae ed ne Sch. LO PAPE eBOll Oct, 7d) |lness Gores Sas 

PRotale fae he ee Se eee eee eee BS (ed | ete rate ee be ee ee ae ee 
| 

1884 | 

MashineuWiavesas-s-- 2.2 oe te Sch. 141 | Mar. 25 | Aug. 25 | Bering Sea_--_---_-_-_- 
John Hancock__-_-_- pets Stoke: Ome A Sch. LOT Viare 23 a edety, 20 enee Gin eee ee ee 
iExelen) W),, Allmyeoe= ----=-=.=--== Bark 298; || Apriey2)| (Sept. .5) 1k ao2 Oe ae a et 
Gi awe te eee en een ee Sch. 369! | PAE. soueOct., os? Okhotsk Seas.) — 2 
PATAG Ole 2 eer eet Fe es Sch. L763 |(2Niprs chile eOcten 14, | eae Ose ee ee 
LCE or i ee es eee Sch. 175 | Apr. 13'| Oct. 4 |2__2: dha 
Niles GN (2) ee Brig. 256) PAyr sen Sa MOCt neo) |aeeue don 
AO pICeBIKGd) == seas ee ee Brig. TZN Agpy:, 20h Oct.- 6s|iee don see 
Jane A. Falkenburg-____-_-_____. Bkn. 200) =o dO OCte way |e= oe dot Sa 
DAN PIOUIS Saino See ae Bkn. O)| @ASDE. @ 2681220022. | a5 oes dows ase ee 
@onstitutions 2--2=0— sa. Sse Bkn. 210) ead Oseee Octams|Seeen (GKO Raa near. meee alah 
TOMO nt Rens toe Oe oa eae eS Bkn. Ooo IVEAVer Om OCLs sluice a. dO ee are 
Gleneces2=22 2262. er ee Brig 169 | May 5 | Oct. 27 |____- (6 (0 eee Spee emai S Sie 
HraneiseAlices== 22252555 oe Sch. M20 pg | See senna OCU aun |aaaee (il 0) hae ee eae te 

Rotalies. fem saeco alk ere CoP) | PELE brews [tee SERS RS Dele tect. e Sie 

1885 | 
| 

ao ee aa ee etl 176 | Mar. 27 Sept. 11 | Shumagin Islands____- 
obnwilancock: 32 -t..ss= 2-525 22 ch. NG 7 AUD Tr ieely | PANT Pe 2s (ese ee do. Sae2te See 

WS ahels ae SS oe sa Sch. Lon wAgor., 18) eA ps 27. ee Cie eae ee See = 
Helens Weea ly. 205 sa Saas Bark 298) |sidomee. | Sept. 5 | Bering Sea__...._.-_- 
Constitution 2292 se Bkn. 276 | Apr. 22 | Oct. 9 | Okhotsk Sea_-_-------- 
PLTODICEBITG 2s ae ee et Brig 172 | Apr. 25 | Sept. 18 | Bering Sea___________- 
TAN CISeAWI Ce ten sat eno SAS Seh. 125) Apr 28a Adie. 104) see (0 (oe ee eee 
Sang uist a2 ee ne eee Bkn. 275 | Apr. 30 | Oct. 16 | Okhotsk Sea_-_-__._--- 
Tem ON Ges eS es ee ee es, Bkn. B28) Mia m2 | Oct. se8e\ = do Sees ees 
Jane A: Falkenburg:-----= = =. -- Bkn. 295 | May 3 | Sept. 25 |____- (6 (oy fae ae ye 

Motels 2. =) 22 eee |S eee D508 Tal | Pees Veena |e eben See”. Oak OLE Ss eae 

1886 | 

1 SEY of | Lea, ee ae ee Sch. 175 Apres lia|| Ate. LT | Shumagin Islands____- 
Pepan CISPAVI Cosas es = Set eas Sch. 125 | Apr. 3 | July 15 | Bering Sea_____._.-__- 
ou aces a ete ia ec aed 167 | Apr. 13 | Aug. 6 | Shumagin Islands-___-- 

elene We Almiy 2a a aes ar 298 |_-=do-.---| Sept. 15) Bering Sea_----_:__--- 
HIFeMMONL A eee oat ae iret ERE Bkn. 328 | Apr. 23 | Oct. 4 | Okhotsk Sea_________- 
C@onstitution=22222 22822 Se Bkn. Z2iGul eV asyae4a |) OCG. seme eae GON ae ae eS 
Shriei JAI ae esas ee ee eee Bkn. 275 || May 9 | Oct. 7 |___2- Gon. eee 
JanerAy Halkenburg----- 0) => Bkn. 295 | May 21 | Octenby |e 2e" (o (eee ee eee 

Tinta OP ak Ca att MEIN Z- TOS ON eae [ey eeitien) iad Pie ov MAN 

1887 

Jone eee Riana face ena. pen 167 Mar 20 | July 12} Shumagin Islands____- 
Sabels 22202 See ee ch. 175 Mar. 26)\| Awgs/25) |b2-2= Goren Sa bes cree 
DashingsWaverasee-s eee re Sch. 141) Asp 36) “Atig6295| Se lt). 5 eee ees 
ALOE O: ses ee emeee ee ee eee n ee Sch. 176 | Apr. 24 | Sept. 4 |.___- GAOe wees soe 
Constitution==22 = eee Bkn. 276 Apr. 12!) Avg. 12) Bering’ Seas __-_--_ -1<_ 
remount 2 22ers a ee ee Bkn. 328 | May 4 | Sept. 19 | Okhotsk Sea__---_.--- 
Jane A. Falkenburg___-_-___-_-- Bkn. 295 | May 297) Oct. 5 |__-_- doe ee 

TNotal= 2252 eto ee eee TEER S39 pees is ea eae Ae 2 | na eee Ee ae 

Number 
of fish 
taken 

77, 000 
44, 000 
75, 000 
60, 000 
52, 000 
89, 000 

105, 000 
96, 000 

188, 000 
150, 000 
150, 000 
95, 000 

186, 000 
118, 000 

1, 485, 000 



472 U. S. BUREAU. OF FISHERIES 

Operations of the cod fleet by years—Continued 

Net 

Name of vessel Rig we ae Dateick Fishing grounds 

1888 

Dashing Wavestee 1 s2sseer Sch 141 | Mar. 16 | July 21 | Shumagin Islands____- 
AAG Gt sew eeeet 02 re eee Sch. 176 | Apr. 12} Sept. 2 Berne Seas. 22). 2a 
Constitifions 22-22 Se See Bkn 276 | Apr. 25 | Aug. 29 |___-_ eee. 
Hromonts. =~ 258 ee Bkn 328 | May 1) Sept. 19 Okhotsk Sea. as 
Jane A. Falkenburg___-_-___-_-- Bkn 295 | May 10 | Sept. 23 |____- dol2=2 = Sean eee 
RSA Wel niet ee a eee Sch 17a} eae esas (8) Shumagin Islands____- 

Total. no 222.2 See eee 1539): [bo 2. Soares ee ee ee se 

1889 

remonte eee es Bkn 328 | May 6] Sept. 25 | Okhotsk Sea__________ 
Jane A. Falkenburg____________- Seh 2957) Mayi23 |za2domss= sn" Ov =e ae 

tA BG) ies oo ele hn eens oer eel Se he 623))|-2seso see Bee een Ree eee 

1890 

Mand erbilte ees a a ane Sch. 92") Atpr:. 13) Aug: 4") (Bering Seas 222222 
Jane A. Falkenburg_____________ Sch. 295 | May — | Oct. 3] Okhotsk Sea_________- 
reémontes a2) 282 8- eeeee Bkn. 328 | May 17-| Oct. 6 |_---- donne at re ae 

aL Oba eS Se os OS ee | TAS oe ao | es Se ee ee ee ee eee 

1891 

CALIFORNIA 

TAN CISHAMICOIS ss ane tS aie oe Sch. 125) Jan® otto waly- ac a Bering Sean. == 
Destine Wi V0 Sonat eee etsy Sch. Ta Nar 161 | PANDA. 1 65)lsese = ee eee eee 

es CNS OS ee See a ah Sch. 176 | Apr. 16 | Aug. 28 | Bering Sea______----_- 
can a Ralkenburgs 22s Sch. © 2000)| AIDE arzos | Se ptuala | aoe 1033-2 See 
PEreM ONG sa see Seen Cee nen Bkn. 328 | May 6 | Sept. 23 | Okhotsk Sea_-_______- 
Jonn Hancock ee. 2 anne kee Sch. 167 | June 10 | Sept. 9 | Bering Sea__-____-_-_- 

Sova se See ee Seen ee ee ee 1 DSB Te ee as |(e Sie ee eee ee ce eee ee ee 

1891 

WASHINGTON 

hizzie:Colby—. 2. 22. sees Sch. TAD) Re See hs Se eee Bering Seas = eee 

1892 

CALIFORNIA 

eee BIS S< a ey Peon Ses Sch. 176 | Apr. 10 | Aug. 31 | Bering Sea-____----_--- 
a 7% Kalkenburgs= 2222 ees Sch. 295 | Apr. 27 | Sept. 12 |----- dos 222 Se ees 
remount os me EEO een Sch. 328 | Apr. 28 | Sept. 22 |____- do=2 =a 
JoOnnSHancock ea eae as Sch. 167 | May 6 | Aug. 31 |----- dose 
Heras=s se SC ee Sch. 369 | May 19 | Oct. 11 | Okhotsk Sea_________- 

Total ==. =B =a) eee Bale Pate Diss 153 [ig se Pe ee Re Mao PRE ONES 

WASHINGTON 

HizzierColby= 2-22 sew ea Sch 1425 eMiars7 |) Ave-<30) || Bering’ Seasesee nea 
Mioonhighto== << 212s see ee) Sch 68 | Mar. 5 | Aug. 20 |__-_- (eee ens ee 

Motel saa eae ee |, ae DIO A hes eis sl = ee oe eee 

1893 

CALIFORNIA 

JohnsEHancock= 52s) eee ee Sch L673), Heb. 8 Mars 9782 2s eee eee 
MrancissAlices 232 523s Sch 25 rhe e242 ee Shumagin Islands-__-__- 
ATA GO! Se oe ee en eee Sch 176) Apr. 11 | Aug. — Berne oe eta 
are Falkenbure= =e Seh. 295) | Apres 20" | SO DteekOn | 2-20 Ole aa eee ae 
Hera io = -22= 5 ee eee Sch. 369 | Apr. 22 | Sept. 26 Okhotsk Seas2 2 ---33 
Bremont -.%2 232.25 ee ees Sch. 328 | Apr. 29 | Sept. 10 |_____ d6-2 65. eee 

Total: 2 - = - a e e 4G Oh ees a2 2 oe. S| eee 

WASHINGTON 

Mizzie'Colbysea eee Sch. Sibyl eS ee | eee Bering Sea. -o---s-=-—- 

6 Lost. 

25, 000 

90, 000 
152, 000 
175, 000 
70, 000 

125, 000 

612, 000 

108, 000 
55, 000 

163, 000 



PACIFIC COD FISHERIES 

Operations of the cod fleet by years—Continued 

473 

Net Number 
. Date of | Date of «oh; 

Name of vessel Rig ton- eas Fishing grounds of fish 
nage sailing return taken 

1894 

CALIFORNIA 

AROCLOR Sch. 176 | Mar. 29 | Sept. 6) Bering Sea-__-._____.- 90, 000 
IDHeTCe De eR tee Bkn. 329u| iar sco le || PANIES 265/20. GOR ee ee ee 180, 000 
Jane A. Falkenburg_____-------- Sch. Pasa EE (0 (oe ee VANS OTe oa Cokes eo eee 105, 000 
Lora ete. Seo: ee Sch. 369 | Apr. 19 | Sept. 10 | Okhotsk Sea_________- 169, 000 
PWirans. 3 22.5 os eee eee Sch. 225 | Apr. 12; Sept. 16 | Shumagin Islands and 45, 000 

Bering Sea. 

TOtalwn =A 4 Rees ee ore eee Le TART} Pea ee me cen NE a pe ee ee ee 589, 000 

WASHINGTON 

MizzierColbys -=22-- ae see Sch. 1 el ace lS Se ee iBeringisedee 22a ee 109, 000 

1895 

CALIFORNIA 

nemonteee- 520. eee Bkn. 328) Aspro! | July: 18s (Bering Seao._--- =) 2 159, 000 
IAT ADORE eee ea ee Sch. 176 | Apr. 17 | July 20 | Okhotsk Sea_________- 89, 000 
RRAnUS een eee See eB Sch. 225) |MApres2le Aug. TsisBerne seas. ee 88, 000 
Jane A. Falkenburg_-_.___-__--_- Sch. 2950 | Apres 22) | vuly: TON =2 (ep tay ses 107, 000 
13 Oni 8 nee eae te Seem Sch. 369 | Apr. 25 | Sept. 17 |: Okhotsk Sea_-________- 159, 000 
IMTAncispAdices o-oo a asee er eel Sch. 1055) eee see ene eee! Bering Seqeesa sees 51, 000 

ALIN FF Go bg ee | ee nel 1 DL Ss ee eee |e eee eal as ee, oe ee 653, 000 

WASHINGTON 

AAA (OC) oh ae ee ee Sch. 142 | Apr. 18} Aug. 9 | Bering Sea____....__-- 112, 000 

1896, 

CALIFORNIA 

(OME CES St ae Sch. 225 PAE eeDL | lilyaeooal: Bening Sea. =--- 2-28 81, 000 
GAN fse  o peS 8 e Sch. 119) Atprs av) leSept. q25|—--— (le ee eee ee 50, 000 
Jane A. Falkenburg_-_---------- Sch. 205 \Aspre Vile CAt gs Sei os On ae eee ai 115, 000 
aURCMONT See eee oe ee Bkn. S250 ALE plo) || -AIIe. eon|=s os (OY 0 eR ed 167, 000 
AAG O Renee ne as ae eS Sch. 146; |e td ose July 20s soee G02 aes Se ese 80, 000 
18 (G) ga es Se eee Sch. 369 | Apr. 26 | Sept. 9; Okhotsk Sea__------_- 125, 000 

Ota ee se aese = See ee = ete tees DSi De a eae |e eee | LS ee A ee ee 618, 000 

WASHINGTON 

Weizzie\C olbyiee=. 22-2 --  ee ee Sch. 142 e ns aS en ee Bering Sea_=-=2-*"s-22 109, 000 
Emma F. Harriman 7_-_--__.---- Bark 366 | Apr. 8 | Sept. 13 |----- (6 (one ee 110, 000 

MRO tale = oon ee Ee 508 fs sl ee [ie Oe nn ee eK eee 219, 000 

1897 

CALIFORNIA 

PAW OES 5 ae eee ae is ete A Sch. 176) || Mar:30) | July: 152) ‘Bering/Sea__-_---- -2-= 90, 000 
Mremontes=--2= 28-22 32 Sse Bkn. 328, je pI 2) || S€PEae Ss = does eee ae 167, 000 
JanevA. Halkenburg...-.-—=---- Sch. 2On i eeadorss Sept. 9 |----- Om ae Se ee 124, 000 

CIA Ss ioe ea coss 8 oc sede ls Sch. 369) Apr: 74 || ‘Sept: 13:4\-—-== GO5- =. 5-32 a ene 133, 000 
NOIPATIUIS= So Soe 20 oe aoe Sch. 225i AWOT: 626. (VAUIS se oie aoa GOrcen eee eS) 40, 000 

MRotale eee ae oe oe) [eee Tae De S03 | Ree WR ae eee ee es cee 554, 000 

WASHINGTON ie 

izziei ol bVeeesee oe eee ee Sch. ADS | net eee es Se 1e(yribers Sones a 114, 000 
iBlakeleysesee se wea ey ee Bgn. TRU ie eee oe 2 | ee eee CVD) aya eee ee Se 100, 000 
Swan. Sen eeeceeesee Sen ct Se Sch. TOM ES we eee a Ge ee eee (s (oe eee 55, 000 

Total semeeceemecen comtace, abies eae Oil Mea ea eae Ko ee ee | 269, 000 

7 Cargo was taken to San Francisco and sold there. 



474 U. S. BUREAU OF FISHERIES 

Operations of the cod fleet by years—Continued 

Net 
Name of vessel Rig ton. mae. Datel Fishing grounds 

age 

1898 

CALIFORNIA 

TeMOn tae os eee ssa ee ee Seen Bkn 328.| Apr. 5 | Aug. 31 | Bering Sea____---- = = 
MNAG. 2528 Sees e Res & Lee Sch 27a Nn Se eee Och 22 |e (| a ere reer 

Winans: tess sas 5 = Ru eS en Sch 225 | May 9 | Sept. 22 |_---- d0s2 ee 

Total =e See Sheer | ae ae CRORE hs Ns Ae eee 

WASHINGTON 

Lizzie S. Sorrenson..----...----- Sch. 894) &. eee | een Bering Seqe---ee= ee 

1899 

CALIFORNIA 

227 | Mar. 30 | Aug. 16 | Bering Sea__--____-__- 
3285) Apr: Wai Sept. 17 |22=22 do. s 
176) Apress 2) sept. 1oa|ces— doe a ee 
225) PAspr.. by | Ate seo lee OS tee 
2180PAtpr: 194) "Oct, erlt|ease dO see 

DS GAS BSS: - RO ee a a 

WASHINGTON 

ezZielC olbyeess a Sch. JAD tbe. ae een aay ee Bering: Sease= 2 oes 
IBIaRcley eee ee ees Bkn. 1445) 25S el ee do! a ee 

Total? a2 3. see ko Se eae 2865) coe ee alk ae a Se Se ee Re ee eee ee 

1900 

CALIFORNIA 

Slane yee pie Mek ley eee Sch. 2530| A Dine 3a Septe ala Berin giseda esse 
Hem ON tee Bkn. 328i Seed Osea AVE: S0n| eee do. 3 ee eee 
Abbie: M. Deering. --_-__. 92 Sch. 06) |PAtpr: F110) July) ss ee s (see ae eS 
PATINA E == Sea een Ree Sch. 227 Apr: 19) Aig. 247-23 do... =: eae 
ONT A QUE 5 Snorer an ee Sch. 176 | Apr. 13 | Sept. 18 |____- dol: Sa ae 
Ras | Shel ee eee Ese |S CR, 225 | Mar. 26 | Sept. 13 |____- do: 2S ee 

otal: Ss eee! see OOS Ree ee eee oe [eeeceoss -SsosesessSt==- 
| 

WASHINGTON 

hizzieiColbyueeeess se ee Sch. 14D | seer Taka ewe eee iBeringiSea.- ee 
Blakeley 222 525.2 ers ROT Bgn. Agno ee et oe a ee d0s25- ee 

“Rota Sn s see et | ene SSG ii ete, eee hee ee ee ee 

1901 

CALIFORNIA 

Wirans 4262 29sec Oe ee ee Sch. 2250) Mar 27 ouly. 17 | Beringisea see 
Bremont 5-32.92.) 2 Sa ee Bkn. SISaPAtpr. son Avip Tey seen dos. > ee 
MarrietiGs is... Se ee Brig. 188) |PAprs 3" Septa ovis dox se eee 
Stanle ys tro) = 3 5c as ete ss Sch. 253 | Apr: 11} Sept. 27 |)7_-- d0 223222 See 
Crbyrof Papectess 5 Bkn. 370. |>Apr: 133) Sept. 7|2 = (ee eee 
PNT AR Oi Se ona 15) ace eee le Cea Sch. 17é€ | Apr. 16 | Sept. 11 |____- GOs 22 ee se ees 

gtalem shes tanta Fe |. Suey I BAD) les 2 SSA bo ee 
WASHINGTON 

izzies@olby= ae oe bees See CS Sch. 142\02 2) aera. Shae Bering:Seae-= eee 

Number 
of fish 
taken 
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Name of vessel 

1902 

CALIFORNIA 

PATA LO 8 baton ee See 

City of Papeete.._____--___-.__- 
Maryan d Tdai-2- 5 se eee 
J. G. Wall 

WASHINGTON 

Lizzie Colby 
Carrier Dove 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Blakeley 

City of Papeete 
Harriet G 

WASHINGTON 

Lizzie Colby 
Carrier Dove 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Blakeley 

City. of Papeete__._...._-.-._._- 
Metha Nelson 

WASHINGTON 

Lizzie Colby 
Alice 
Ida May 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Blakeley 

Rig 

8 Lost in Bering Sea. 

Net Number 
ton- | Dateof | Dateof | Fishing grounds of fish 
nage 8 taken 

253 | Mar. 22) Aug. 25 | Bering Sea____________ 166, 000 
328)| Apr: W)| Augs 18/22... 0 Seat 183, 000 
PAF Nee lo ee Aug log ee Cli Ee saa Cees 51, 000 
176 | Apr. 4,| Sept. 28 |____- Co kn} eke Se ee arin 72, 000 
188 |acrdor_ 224 Avie. 26q/E = 2 ose ne ete 135, 000 
370 | Apr. 11 | Aug. 29 |____- Co 0) ae er ere 217, 000 
7a eC ObE eae ATIC. 2LE oS = (6 ER a error 102, 000 
93 | June 15.| Sept. 8 |____- COS ee ee ee 7, 000 

227 | ee 

2HOS 4s Mice WES ee ie Bip iee ed oa ee eek 933, 000 

| 

TAD receste Ol bulle oeel oA Bening SCA pre sere 104, 000 
tS Ps |e et ee See a | Se gl gi ee ee 85, 000 

De aed Gels. ee ee RS 139, 600 

| 

EAA Potapen Seta eR See eae Bering Seaz-_.__._____ 107, 000 

174 | Mar. 20} Aug. 23 | Bering Sea_-_________- 105, 000 
176) |) Wear 220|) Iialys 29) |e 2 Osea s ee 75, 000 
328 | Mar. 28} Sept. 2 |____- (Oo Eee OATS EE ies 179, 000 
225)|| Apr hi Aug: 21afe t= (6 (OP ere ee eee 76, 300 
3/0) |/22=doneee POE IS Ss done sha eee 200, 000 
LSSs | At re uA C029) Non oe Got oe Sy eAaA ae 112, 000 
ISS] DNyores | PY | eel eee Oss BeOS: 120, 000 
253 | Apr. 21 | Sept. 18 | Okhotsk Sea__________ 170, 000 

S00 | Reeds” enl Pee Mb eR 1, 037, 300 
| 

142) | seep an Sees ee ‘Bering Seas - 2.2 =.= 84, 500 
CORI Sa Soe ae ul [eee ne ee North) Pacific.) --- 95, 000 

129} | pees eal Se Bering ‘Sea____- 2-2 2255 132, 000 

BAC) eet eae aot SM ee Sc ee eRe 2 311, 500 

T4422 S ee Sept. 15 | Bering Sea----_---.._- 115, 000 

176 | Mar. 31 | July 13 | Shumagin Islands--___- 69, 200 
225 |_.-do..=-| Sept. 12'| Bering Sea_-.__._____- 60, 000 
LSS) | Sdol ai Sept. ollie Gorse Se es 140, 000 
253 | Apr. 3] Sept. 10 |__--_- doss2e-=. ee 165, 000 
328 | -Aipre) 7" | edo aes G0 ee | 193, 000 
370n | Apr palin) ea one |e nea dome eee aes | 212, 000 
399 | May 15} Oct. 11 | Okhotsk Sea._________ | 223, 000 

TAG ee i 3 ae Qe ac ey |_1, 062, 200 

TAD ase cae RNAI ae ol Bering Seas aes seek 98, 000 
7274 4) 9) Sees Se ee es eee | oe Sa (ole) ao eee eee 128, 324 
Got |e eee = ee es ee SEER eS 0K ae a aa eee 14, 000 
17 ee oe Wye 21 | eee ote ese ees 97, 000 
82) See. ae Osos | eae a Gotes +s Se 47, 000 

(oY) Nees eet Se | ee ee ee 384, 324 

TEU TA a eae ee Sept. —| Bering Sea----_.--..-- 100, 000 

9 Virtually the same ground as the Shumagin Islands. 



476. U. S. BUREAU OF FISHERIES 

Operations of the cod fleet by years—Continued 

Net 
Name of vessel Rig ce te Dateios Fishing grounds 

1905 

CALIFORNIA 

ZiSTNOaee =~ ee ae ee Sch. 322 | Mar. 30 | Sept. 8] Bering Sea------------ 
Glen 3 Sch. 121) Apr.) eS ANTE. cedars ee do eee ee 
Tohnsh ea Viilleree ene = eee Sch. 170 | Apr. 1] Aug. 25 |____- GOs eee ees 
Harriet.GQ...- eee Sch. 188 | Mar. 30} Sept. 3 |____- do. 22 as 
Stanley2: 2i.-22 ee Sch. 253 | Mar. 26 | Sept. 5 |____. dont =) ent eee 
Fremont... Bkn. 328 | Mar. 30 | Sept. 14 |____- don. 
John D. Spreckles 253 | May 5] Sept. 29 | Okhotsk Sea_________- 
S. N. Castle 464 | Apr. 27 | Sept. 27 |____- do a 
W.H. Dimond 376. | 223d 0s P= see aes Osten oe 
City of Papeete 3200S 2d Ose e | OCL-mueig eee dose 
Pear ees ee eee a 83 (©) Rrapessstozeet Bering Sea 

Total See eee ce oad eee hae ee 1 2; O28 ela wes SS ce ee I ee ee 

WASHINGTON | 

MaroldeBlekuil=----—-==>-=-=—e" Sch, 185 | Mar. 13 | Aug. 23 | Bering Sea_-----.----- 
Vda May. 2. 2s= Soe aee ace Sch, 33 | Apr. 20} July 5 |_____ dott. ee 
Nellie @olman ses === eee Sch. 122 | Apr. 18) Aug. 12 |_____ Goes -2s2-2 oe 
Warrier: DOVels == eee arene = 82) Apres) el doe == areas (6 (ayers emesis Seo 
JOSeD OER USS =e eee ee ee 235 | Apr. 8 | Aug. 31 |____. d0zs 22522 
ANI GO es eek as a EE 2205|=Apra Ss) Aug... 210) Se ra (a esate tae ene pee 
Fanny Dutard 252 | Apr. 15 | Sept. 4 |__-_2 do -23 (eee 
Lizzie Colby .-------- 142} Apr. 10} Aug. 15 |_____ dole ee 
Walcon essere ooo eee reese mae 195 May 99) Sept.> 1 |22e2: doin ee 

Motels. 5-3! sessode ees 1° 466))|-2 3-22.28 S82 os ee eee 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Blakeleys cease eee Bkn. 144 | Apr. 15 | Sept. 29 | Bering Sea_-------=--- 

1906 

CALIFORNIA 

WrleDimond=—2. 252-6 -eeene= Sch. 376: Aprs “49/tOct. 33) OkhotskiSeaso2 sea 
VAS OS pee nee ee eee Sch, 322 | Apr. 9 | Oct. 10 Bertie Seals: 2 eee 
GityiorPapeete=—- = == = Bkn. 370: Apr. Ly |--doe 22)" -- dos - = 
Bremont._2+. = d= =~ -- ss Bkn. 328 | Mar. 16 | Sept. 9 Okhotsk Sca=ss. 22a 
Stanley 2-2 55 eee Sch. 253| Apr. 4] Sept. 2) Bering Sea-_---.----— 
Harriet, Ge Ss a. ee eee Brig 188 | Mar. 15 | Sept. 4 | Okhotsk Sea------____ 
John D. Spreckles- ------------- Sch. 2535|-Miars 227) -ido=s2=|| Bering Sea-a--s--=ae 
SON: (Castle s= 222 222 a25~ Bkn. 464 | Apr. 8 | Sept. 24 | Okhotsk Sea------___- 
Glene 522s 20S. eee Sch. 121 | Mar. 25 | Sept. 4 Eerie Seat ee 
Ottillieshiord =e -e ese Sch. AT" || Mar so8uliSept (9: kd oe se. see eee 
Dora Blubine = ee Sch. 315 | May 2 | Sept. 11 Okhotsk Beatles Sets 

Totalse so oes. ee ee SRDS Tela ai RE oy ec 

WASHINGTON 

Carriers Dove=—- =.= ee Sch 82 | Apr. 3] Sept. 10 | North Pacific---___-_- 
Bannye Dutard sa ases Sch. 252 | Apr. 10} Aug. 30 Bere Secau eee 
izziewColbY= 22:2 - <2. aes eee Sch. 42S Ars Leal PATIO 2ouie 2. = Oe =e eee 
MisaidiofOrleans= == --- = 222 =s5-= Sch. 171 | Apr. 24 | Sept. 10 onli Pacis ae 
WaroldsBiekume = 225 Sch. 185 | Mar. 10 | Aug. 14 |____- does 2a 
ORL Ss. - ee soo nae ee ee Sch. 138 | Apr. 18 | Aug. 41! Bering Sea-.--__----_- 
JOSEDOMRUSS= 2 = sae oe ee ee Sch. 235 | Mar. 20 | Aug. 19 |____- G0 Ss ne 
AICESRE. (> Sea. oss oe, Sse Sch. 220 | Mar. 27 | Aug. 17 |____- GO Sse se ee 

“AYO Fe ee ee ee ae el eee DAD Sree pt ae || 2 ee | Ra nr 

1907 

CALIFORNIA 

City of Papeete 2222 = Bkn. 370 | Apr. 10 | Sept. 29 | Bering Sea__--_------- 
Stanley = 2. 25). ee eee Sch. 253 | Mar. 22 | Aug. 31 | Okhotsk Sea_-_______- 
Bremont. 2122-22 eae Bkn. 328 | Apr. 24 | Sept. 29 |____- doe ee 
John, Ds. Spreckles=2 =e eee Sch. 203i ATS 10s) liye 228) ae dose eee 
SsiNaCastles< 22 ee ee Bkn. 464 | Apr. 18 | July 14 |___-- d0ne 25:3 See 
OttilliesBiord= == eee Sch. 247 | Mar. 26 | Sept. 14 | Bering Sea___-___--__- 
Johns Millers 35 eee Sch, 70) | |@Atr sens eAte- 429) |/s 222s 46 222 ee et 
Dora olin see see eee Sch. 3157) Apre 14, ))Sept.20) |2-2_- dora nee 

Totals seats ae ee 2EA00 S| heey ral ae, ae So IIo ea NC ee es 

6 Lost. 

! 

Number 
of fish 
taken 

918, 000 

78, 000 

162, 611 

1, 014, 618 

120, 000 
140, 000 
108, 000 

5, 800 
18, 000 

135, 000 
90, 000 

125, 000 

~ 

741, 800 
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Operations of the cod fleet by years—Continued 

Net Number ‘ Dateof | Date of + hs 
Name of vessel Rig ton- ays Fishing grounds of fish nage sailing return halon! 

1907 — Continued 

WASHINGTON : 

Hany Dutard.-_ 9-4 ees Sch. 252 | Apr. 26 | Sept. 16 | Bering Sea____________ 180, 000 
Carricr: Dove___. | 552 eee Sch. 82) | Mlar® 205 |2=.do0- == |n-2_ 2 OSE eet se eee 98, 500 
Herold Blektm== 2-5 eee Sch. 185 | Mar: 19) || Aug. 22))-___- (0 uf met tk ei ees 113, 000 
INCI 3 Ee ee Pee Bs Te Sch. 220) | Apr. 15) | Sept. <2) |2-_-- doz == et 165, 000 
osephe Russ. 2. eee aad Sch. 230) 2d OL === PANIES) 22) pasa C0 Ko) eee eee 191, 930 

Total: <2 Sst eses eee eee OVEN Rae aed ies eg eee eee 748, 430 

1908 

% CALIFORNIA 

Wells Dimondiy = 82 ee Sch, 376 | Apr. 9 | Oct. 18'| Bering Sea_..__--.--.- 138, 000 
CityzotePapeetes.s-= a) anes Bkn. 370 | Mar. 21 | Aug. 24 | Okhotsk Sea__________ 118, 000 
uanleym eases s tS 32 41s ee Sch. 253 | Mar. 13} Sept. 16 |-___- Goss Ste bee 152, 000 
IROMON tesa seta ToS tT Bkn. 328) | Mar 20) 2-2do 222. |02 = (Ko eee an 150, 000 
Optillesejord =o. = Sch. 247 | Mar. 28 | Sept. 4 Bering Sea____________ 125, 000 
Worawplubmens -s_ 22s s ed Sch. SloneApr 186i sOck. 16/2 == Oe essa 120, 000 
Cityiof Papeetess 22.2. 22. 2.5! Bkn. 370 | Mar. 21 | Aug. 24 |_____ dose sseeees ets 107, 000 

NOUANE Sees tes Oe cee ee alee ee M200 eons tice a lskaskge 2 AC lees Gage oe PAN SA Oe oe 910, 000 

WASHINGTON 

Hanny Dutard 22:22 -2 0 ee Sch. 252;|sAprs 2o0| Sept.= 64s bering Seasse- 160, 000 
Efarniet, Gorin enter. eee a8 Brig. 188: |eApre Ie Sept. 15 422-22 (0 V0 papa teaeget ee ea ictal 115, 000 
Miaidiofi Orléans! = == 95 = iss) Sch. AG WATTS See Ae. 26) ees doe esse sess a 102, 000 
HaroldiBlekwmess cues Sani ee Sch. 185 | Mar. 31 | Sept. 3 |_-_-- does tes: eae 170, 000 
Gla cae ee ee Fe Sch. FEBS |e de HG) eel a dO 22 ees 102, 000 
HOGUUT ae ae eres Ol eu ae eels Sch. 138 | Apr. 13 | Aug. 11 | North Pacific_-_-____- 110, 000 
ING ak 5 aa ROR ee eae ee eed Sch. 220 | Mar. 28 |} Aug. 23 | Bering Sea____________ 165, 000 
JOSEDOURMISSS 1) eee la ene ae Sch. 235s eee O bees | WAN fe 24 ees see doe 194, 000 

oT Ob all Sash a oe Sa ee |e 1s GPP ee oe |e me a Ee eee ee 1, 118, 000 

1909 oa 

CALIFORNIA 

John D. Spreckles_____-______ men Sche 253 | Mar. 18 | Sept. 8 | Bering Sea_____--.-__- 115, 000 
Cityzof Papeete: — 2 tS Bkn. 300) | Apr Lo Sept. 2n)/ese = does sae Feet: 155, 000 
W7arinae ss see ee Sch. 218 | Mar. 25 | Sept. 8 |_-_-- GO 2 en2 eee SS 115, 000 
Ottilliesjord =" eet Sch. 247 | Mar. 28 | Sept. 5 |___-- Cosa ee A 1355000 
TOMO M tees ee San ed Bkn. 328 | Apr. 14 | ‘Oct. 4.) Okhotsk Sea____-_-__- 80, 000 

ENO tall estes = 2 SERS ee TANG | Seem sere ee et ee eee ee 600, 000 

WASHINGTON 

anny Dutard’ —_- =. =a see Sch. 252 | Apr. 8 | Sept. 7 | Bering Sea._.--.-.---- 170, 000 
Harriet: Guns.) _ «2 eee Sch. 188) Eeedolee== Sept les|==——— Gores p= 22 tea 122, 000 
MeaidiofOnleans:_ "3 == te Sch. 7A Edo wee ANG! 20) /22= = d0s=-5.-=5525--=28 115, 000 
HaroldiBlekum=._ 5 ee Sch. 185 | Mar. 28 | Aug. 13 |__--- dozSss eae. Sener 110, 000 
Cig are ENS RE, Sed ies Oy Sch. 233) EAD Ou oe Dts of lean o Gon oes 2 2 2S2 = e155; 000 
MORGUNAt oat =e Moke nee DA aL Sch. 1380 | LAI pall eae 16,222 = Gols 27 ea es 102, 000 
PANT Cee eee sn ee ee Sch. 220) -Avpies «Sil id0e-|bas 2 G0ee a= eae eF 170'000 
VOSeDHpR scam a her Sch. PB ES OU ae Aug. 24 |__-_- Goss eee 204, 155 

motel meses 222 a Bee aaah rd 622) Rate e a sce | sae ce ome ee eee eee ee ee 1, 148, 155 

1910 

CALIFORNIA 

WeebeDimondas cena. ee Sch. 376 | Mar. 3 | Sept. 16 | Bering Sea__.--_-_---- 150, 000 
C@rtysol Papeetemeeens- 2 8 a Bkn. 370 | Mar. 26 | Sept. 15 |____- OND): ieee 120, 000 
remont Siete eee eS" Bkn. 328 | Mar. 25 | Oct. 1 |--:-- GO. s 222520 52--22 110, 000 

TT otalsprepeewnsn mere setae ene 222 1074s | See ae ees | ae oe oe eae mae eke eee 380, 000 

WASHINGTON 

Hanny Dutard:.2==-- sees Sch. 202) | Apr a20n| Sept: 10) Bering Sea__---------- 185, 500 
NICE. ov 2 Se eee ee Sch. 220) Apri) |ssepts La) |ba222 Goto Ss eee 175, 000 
Joseph iRuss! 22s. eee eee Sch. DAIS Ajohns tle? Pests) op, ae Eee (6 (0 pas ee thee 180, 000 
WMaidof Orleans. 22-22 een! ees Sch. ita ASOT Lon | (PALE el pinlaeae = Gosee a chs aan 116, 000 
Weratis =< 722 ee eee Sch. 233 | Apr. 14 | Sept. 15 |.---- GOnt ste. eee eee 150, 000 
Hontung 2s 2S ee Sch. 1387|(-Atpr. 154) Sept. 4 |----- doles. cae See 052000) 

“Rota ) <2. 2-22-52 5 e N24 9 i See eo | ae on Sellen ee Soe nee cena 911, 500 
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Operations of the cod fleet by years—Continued 

Net 
Name of vessel Rig in Ee pee Fishing grounds 

1911 

CALIFORNIA 

Wir He Dimond ease sete sass Sch. 376 | Mar. 28 | Sept. 6 | Bering Sea_----_.=-__- 
Citviof Papeste:2-=- == ae Bkn. 370 | Mar. 25 | Aug. 31 |_---- Op as 2a eee 
Othe iors Sch. 247 | Mar. 31 | Sept. 7 |_---- do2as oe 

Totales ies Se eee Seen 993) doe 2S bee, Se ee es ee 

WASHINGTON 

Hann yeDutandssasee sees Sch. 252) || Agors, 14.3) sAi24 0235) Bering Sediee.=-=seeoe 
ATI COz Se eet ee ee ee Sch. 220 | ‘Mar. 30 | Sept. 13 |_---_- do. 
Joseph Russ S8e2es0 so) os eae Sch. 230) || Apr: eel" | Aue. 235/22 =2 dos. 2 
JOH RAS See e a ee eee Sch. 235, Avpr, 205) (Sept: 6422-2 do. 232 ee 
Hortuia 2 #52550 s = oe Sch. 138 | Mar. 31 | Aug. 10 |----- do! 2225-325 
Weraes== =). Soren e oo soe u a AS ok Sch. 233) eApr: lili Sept. 19) |e==== 02s 2 2257 eee 
Maid Of Orleans#25 32-228 a-e Sch. 17s | Apr. 1os\sSept. i|a=-—- do=: 5225s 

MObaleee 2a. = ae ee Coe 115 A844 | eee |S Se |S eee oe eee ae 

1912 

CALIFORNIA 

WER aaa a ere ens eee oe Sch. 233 | Apr. 18 | Sept. 17 | North Pacific_-------- 
W.sEL Dimond S322 ssa ee Sch. 376 | Mar. 25 | Aug. 29 | Bering Sea_----.----__ 
CityiofePapeete=—_=--==-----2=—— Sch. 370 | Mar. 28 |} Aug. 23 |_---- 0-3. 2 eee 
Optillicshjord=2s2s=2s ae Sch. 247 | Mar. 23 | Sept. 5 |----- doe 
Galilee===_o: 22220 2. Xa Sch. 328 | Mar. — | Sept. 19 |----- dos eee 

Totals: si -s- 2.222 -2 = tees eee 1, O04 eee SoA eS ee Se ee ee ee 

WASHINGTON 

Mai dvof.Orleans22 2-5-2 Sch. Alen Atp rs 25) ATIe. 26) BEING sea = a= aes 
Hann yeDutard asses los. ee Sch. 252)4|vAtors el0n | Ati es 4s | Eee dos. ee eee 
Alice = See ee ees eS Sch 220: Apr. “5: ‘Sept: 78) |=-2== dee 
JoOsepheRusse 2 2 see eee Sch. 2350) Apr i CA prs 216 |e ss Ses oe Ee 
Ont asso ee = es eee Sch. 138 | Apr. 11 | Sept. 17 | Bering Sea_----------- 
(a) oat eee Se a ee Pee Sch. 235 | Apr. 12 | Sept. 15 | North Pacific ---_---- 

RG ta) =a ea eee | oe eS gL DS See Se a a A ee ee 

1913 

CALIFORNIA 

(Galileesa See ee ee es Sch. 328 | Mar. 7 | Sept. 9 | Bering Sea-_-.-----_-- 
IMO Parsee es Se eS ee Sch. 233 | Feb. 6 | Sept. 14 | North Pacific----_-_-- 
William HeDimondes eee ee Sch. 376 | Mar. 19 | Aug. 20 | Bering Sea---------_-- 
CityoffPapeetes. === Bkn. STON PIVCany 13h) eA Te a2 7a e-ee d0< eee 
Ottillicthjord === ee Sch. 247 | Mar. 18 | Aug. 26 |__--_ do. ee 

Motalaseost=- ss. aa ae A ea TY  DO4))| eee esa. Seo 6 i eee 

WASHINGTON 

WMaidiotOrleans-2-2-— = Sch. 171 | Apr. 13 | Sept. 10 | Bering Sea-_---.----_- 
Hannya tand sss. sees eee ee Sch. F d do 
AiCosteE we ceeds eS es Sch. 
Obie Awa eee ae ae Sch. 
Chass aWilsonesse em eae Sch, 

4 Wo) | 5 Se ee ee eee 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Abert Wie VOLe= == ssen eae eenenar Sch. 398 | Aug; — | Oct. -16)|, Bering Sea=2=-="-= 22 == 

6 Lost. 

Number 
of fish 
taken 

101, 000 
189, 000 
171, 000 

260 
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Operations of the cod fleet by years—Continued 

Net Number 2 Date of | Date of + ht 
Name of vessel Rig ton- s1 Fishing grounds of fish nage sailing return taken 

1914 

CALIFORNIA 

DOMU Bae =.) = 2a ee See Sch, 324 | Mar. 21 | Sept. 9 | Bering Sea_.__-_-.--.. 152, 000 
Golieee 2. Cee Sch. 328 | Mar, 24 | Sept. 12 |_---- GOS 4255-2 eee 166, 000: 
Werte ia. 1 lt ee Sch. 233 | Mar. 17 | Aug. 26 | North Pacific__------- 150, 000 
Crtviot Papeete = 28-2252 eee Bkn. 370 | Mar. 23 | Sept. 3 | Bering Sea___..----_-- 187, 000 
Glendale.” > ae Sch. Wilbi=sdot == |Sept: 6. ¥s.-2 GON ahs ee een 155, 202: 
Opiiiie: Njord = 22a a Sch. 247 | Mar. 18 | Sept. 3 |----- Gh) sei ee eee 121, 000: 

Ota eee eee a rosea cs | see IG CASSIS ES ee A bees Sete (ae a 931, 202 

WASHINGTON 

AT RIE eek ne 2 eee Sch. 320 Apr.: (6-1 Sept. Lf |) Bering Sea\-_--.--.--_- 212, 000! 
HannyvaDutard. ooo. -) nee eee Sch. 2o2)\) Aspr.* 5.| Sept. 15: |22-.- (Oli) eae ees tS 172, 000) 
Lue aan es ee Sch 188 | Apr. 2 | Sept. 8 |----- (6 (1) ere coe Weir 96, 000: 

AVI CO sere ee ee oe eee Sch 220 | Mar. 25 | Sept. 15 |-..__ dose <= see 171, 000) 
SUV LUCIA s ete ee tam wean Sch Alse| Apres yls| Sept. dds a2 (3a seas ER 240, 000) 
ARC) EVEY SVS so RN lp are ea Sch. 2300 ADIs as| SEDt. 14 seen (o (arias Bncetes WARS tar 100, 000) 
hasten Wilson eee ate Sch. 328 | Apr. 2] Sept. 7 | North Pacific__.......] 209,000 
Wistidiotorleans® =o. 22 2n et Sch 171 | Apr. 7 | Sept. 13 | Bering Sea__-.-.------ 52, 000 

‘GG, |= aa Oe ge er ame ea Seve PA (Laks) Rk = ee Se a | oe eee 1, 252, 000 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 

A DerGeWViGYOR==—= 2-0 a. ass 5 Sch. 398 | Mar. 23 | Sept. 9 | Bering Sea___..--_-_-_ 100, 006 

1915 

CALIFORNIA 

SeqHOletst os See cea = Sch. 324 | Mar. 16 | Aug. 13 | Bering Sea-__.__-_-___- 228, 500 
Galileet = ee ee Sch. 328 | Mar. 24 | Sept. 5 |__-_- don ee 195, 000. 
WERE 5525 Bee Oa Seh 233) || Mar. 177) Aug. 26°| North Pacific__--_-__- 119, 000. 
IVEsiwieemiats: = n- 8 0) eat Sch. 392 | Mar. 25 | Sept. 7 | Bering Sea__-.--~----- ‘ 
CitysofrPapecte=te= 8 Sch. 370 | Mar. 23 | Aug. 19 }_____ dope 2 ee 195, 000 
Glendale tases | ne et Ser, f Sch, 281 | Mar. 20 | Aug. 13 |_-___ Ome Me 0s Sate See 161, 000. 
Opuillies Mord 5-25 2 es Sch 247 | Mar. 19 | Aug. 27 4.-.-- dose 120, 000 

ANGUS) YC a PIER ee ert NS NE MES PAG Way | Lee rE 2 hn Sl ee eo See Se ee 1, 253, 500 

WASHINGTON 

ONIN Oi eB RA SES TES a tN Sch. 327 | Apr.'12 |) Sept. 6} Bering Sea_....._.___- 206, 000. 
Hany Duar diss ee ee Seh. 252 | Apr. 10 | Sept. 4 |__:__ Ota eee 188, 000. 
Mortange-* ==. ss ee Sch. 1350} Mier. 23) |) Avin p22" (eet (0 ke Scan aan oe Oh Ik Te, (Os 110, 000. 
Cee es ns Sat SO Sch 220°) Apr., 10°) Sept. °6 |2-1_- Gas oe een. 167, 248 
WVyjtiw Ola sett en pee ee Sch 413) Atpr,! 14:)| Avg. 202-250 Of eee ae 258, 323. 
AI Ghat), \ Sia Se a ee ee tet Ns Sch 235 | Apr. 12 | Sept. 30 | North Pacific: ________ 154, 000. 
Chasse eWalsone) ees Sch. 328 | Apr. 100) Sept. 45) Bering seac_=_----— 181, 000 
Miardiof Orleanse: = sss) sas Sch. Ae PA ied del dose |e = GOs. ee ee 110, 000 

otal = 2 2. eta A esa RRR PACU} Gal bee oe bak Silas RI ed | es fe Ri ite ee as Se 1, 374, 571 

ALASKA er te 

Mizhland(Queens_- <2. ==... Gas. s. 5, 000 
Challenges ft Sree Se Gas. s. 12,.500- 
SilveraViaviess= ses Pa ren) Gas. s. 8, 000 
Miscellaneous power vessels_____ Gas. s. LO Le Serres 52 | ees We ee ee GOos22e.-. ss Sek 80, 000 

ROU ANA See eee eo 2 | eo 161i | ene ee art |e ek ea |e eee BE ee 105, 506 

10 Wrecked about Apr. 20. 

18163—27 7 
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Operations of the cod fleet by years—Continued 

Net Number 
Name of vessel Rig ton- ee y ate-ot Fishing grounds of fish 

nage é taken 

1916 | 

CALIFORNIA 

City-of Papectes.2--43 = Sch. 370 | Apr. 1] Sept. 4] Alaska banks____-___- 221, 000 
Glendale-2 eee Sch. 281) | eMiars 30M) s2Gd Osseo |= ee doe 201, 000 
Maweemal. =. + ae Sch. 392 | Apri 23) Sept. Sb == doth 275, 000 
Sequoia: = ee Sere Sch. 244 )|) SAN isn naa Oe DU een ee 003522 eee 230, 000 
Galilee: 2 aS Sch. 328 | Apr. 8 | Sept. 3)|---=- do. eee 220, 000 

Totale an cmeern ee Se her Une oe 1, 605%) 5-0 eee ERR = on] oboe tet ete ae ee 1, 127, 000 

WASHINGTON 

PAV Al nee neta eee ee ee Sch. 327 | Apr. 16 | Sept. 10 | Alaska banks________- 227, 000 
I Cematy Seals ce Sethe s ABIES Sch. 220 | Mar. 26 | Aug. 26 |-._-- dos eee 172, 400 
last Re Wilsons 2 eee Sch. B28) || PAD apet ecto. abh ae do: ee 221, 000 
Ranny, Dutarda esa aee = Aa Sch. Dae) | PAspr 6p | ANE Eo ge lene doze eee 220, 000 
ROnb Una 2228 een tee ee Sch, 138 | Apr. 18 | Sept. 13 |----- Gotti ee 97, 000 
OUITIWA Ce Sytn 5 ace ke ee eae eee Sch. 235) | AtprsiiGu|s Sepia jpeeee dot er ee 168, 000 
Maidtot (Orleanss sees Sch. Lae | Vanier Sept gnaseee (O(N) a Speech 125, 000 
WWep ater oe ete ere anon coe Sch. 233 || AME cer | eDteres, eee (6 [oy ache Ree eta as 5 ty 105, 000 
WiSWOnA 220 eee eee Sch. 413) SAgors) <4) |eAnie. 326i eae = Gost es eee 11 271, 000 

RO tal ce ret Cree ees eee En ae ane AW fl (eens S| [EES as oe i eras ee pe ie re 1, 606, 400 

Grandttotala2- 222 = 22 ees eee BSQ1D) |S Ee See | a ee ee ee | 2, 733, 400 

1917 

CALIFORNIA 

<Ciiveotbapeelesees ances tee nee Sch. 370 | Apr. 7 | Sept. 4} Alaska Banks_-_------- 216, 000 
Galilecats Sie ss 5 ae eens Sch. 328 | Apr. 10 | Sept. 10 |_.__- do See 220, 000 
‘Glendale fee ee Sch 28i0|/SApre sea) Sept. .4uleaees Os a. s¢ ee 182, 000 
Maweema 3: 526. =e Gasset iss Sch 392) PAD r= | ida! Se DEON sae G0e2 ss2- eee 255, 000 
SSN) Castles = y=. ssi eeee oe Sch 464 | Apr. 17 | Sept. 5 |----- dol. sees eee 103, 000 
ASIC HDON RS ee Ce eee eee Seh. 324 | Apr. 7] Sept. 4 |--_-- do.- 2S 268, 000 
Viera shtiy Sie is. bess \e Sigh oA Sch. 233) Apres 10naSepts 1aujee ese donee ee 118, 000 

UNG PS ee ee ee cane D392 ee ee Se ee | See ete ee eee 1, 352, 000 

WASHINGTON 

cBrogresst ee a ee Gas. s 115 | Mar. 3] July 10 | Alaska banks_-_---_-_- 63, 155 
OR ee ee ee ened | eee ee ee Auge.” (bi) INOVvs 20 )}22=—— 002 2 - =e-2e ees 12, 000 

“Azalea rreen erates Roles Sch. O20) Apo m ene Dte, Lalecn—= G02 2226 asene eee 216, 000 
INT CE eae ae SR Be eS oes Sch. 220) | dosesee Septsara |beses 0 Cn cia aes SE SA | 154,478 
<chasiaR Wilsonmse. =e ee Sch. $28.| “Apres ie |) AligS 28) |- === (6 Coe ea ee 185, 000 
HMM Wada eee Sch 252.) May: «1 | Sept. 17|2=--- (0 Kayes pes ce iar in See 148, 000 
fHaroldeplekwme ase Sch. 185) | Sam. 2012s. 22 2 ue 2 2 See ee se eee 
OIA aay oF ne Se ee ee Sch. 235 | Apr. 16 | Sept. 16 | Alaska banks__-_---_-- 178, 000 
INfaidrorOrleans2 esos = = sean Sch. 72 wWanke wWONsseptloe_) dor. = =-5— =e 103, 000 
BWV VISIWVO TLS ety ae nee Sch. 413 a] ADE Onl: Sebi lo |==== d62k3 2 eee 264, 000 

Totalicos: 2252-2 ee eee D OAT Nee eee |e yt ee an 1, 323, 633 

ALASKA 

hase Browns en ee eee Sch. 
Viel dG zeae See: cessor ee Gas. s 
PTUN TORS 5 = ose ene eee Gas. s 

Nopaless= sericea soo ak eter ss Saas 

Grand totale set ee oT 7D) |x -<_ |_. ee ee 12 717, 960 

11 Catch landed at San Francisco. 12 Wrecked Mar. 3. 
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Operations of the cod fleet by years—Continued 

481 

Name of vessel Rig 

1918 

CALIFORNIA 

City of Papeete... -- 82-22 tees Sch. 
Glendale.» =. -: 2. 5 === See Sch. 
Miaweemo- 5... 35. =e eee Sch. 
Secuorea ! 265204. 5* oe ee Sch. 
15 \3; 00 5 ae ee ae SS - Sch. 
NEOUISG: < - 2S Oe Sch. 

Totaly eee oh 

WASHINGTON 

INTO OD see Rae ea gs ahd a Sch. 
J SINGERS 5 I el Rte SS es Sch. 
TADH END sk So ee Se epee eg pe Sch. 
@haseR Wilson).<.-..2-.2--.-.- Sch. 
Galileem sap ics 2 el Sch. 
Miaidsof Orleans: -—-- 2 ---.22--- Sch. 
Ma Won aero rk ee cae Se Sch. 
IGOR TOSS ee ieee ean noo ae Gas. 
MbASHEBTOWN. - bo 2 a eee Se Sch. 

LA BO) FEM Mes Ss Sap eae papel ae | 2S rae Bi 

ALASKA 

ING) ea ee eee Gas. s. 
WADI G GVA 9 SRS * hee 2 oe ee | Gas. s. 

ANG) HE) hee ee a eee eae en ae 

Grand total ease east ee 

1919 

CALIFORNIA 

C@ifyrosbapeeten=---s- = === Sch. 
Glendale ‘ 
Maweema 
Sis(o] 0) Ci Soe e Ss ee eee 
Galilee _--- 
Louise -_ - -- 
IBC Abeer se ees Pe 
MAmenea > o3oiceeesn cheese esses 

Wotalees es ee Ree ee 

WASHINGTON 

MannyeDutard==s-.22-2- 25-22 —- Sch. 
JohnwAreer - te See ee Sch. 
Chaswk. Wilsons =228stee 2 52s) Sch. 
NirardkofOrleans.___.-£- <=... 52212 Sch. 
LNG. > St eee ee ee Sch. 
AVOUT WON Went eee ee Te Sch. 

ERO Uren fe See ee eee OSE | 

ALASKA 

IG 2S ee Gas. s. 
IH OSSIG Pee oe Se Gas. s. 
IDyobld ds ae Se ee ees Gas. s. 

Rotalieec eee |e! oe 

Grandi totalece sie cases Stee 

Net 
ton- 
nage 

Date of | Date of eae 
sailing return Fishing grounds 

Apr. 9/| Aug. 27 | Alaska banks________- 
Berdo SesSept. -2yie-5 = doze ee wees 
Apr. 18") Sept. 22:).._._ oie 8 ee eae 
Bere Or see BATIE. TBA) = do ee 
Apr. 253) Sept. l7aje-__- doz ee ee 
Peed Ose OCs atial= a doa = aa 

Apr. 22 | Sept. 22 | Alaska banks_.____-__- 
Apr log Sept. -8)/=s—— C0 (0s 5 Reman an Sart 
Apr. 29 | Sept. 17 |_-..- dom ae 
ENeovns Cli sia (i) |e ees doe 
Apr. 2613| Sept. 25 |_____ (6 koe Ae a ae bk pa Fa 
Apra20n| septs. Galan (60) eee meh sa ee 
Apr. 22)| Sept: 7 (2-52 (6 Ko apatite 
Feb: ~ 8 | Sept. 29 |--_-- (Go are PER wee al 

Geer tiecrdleaens cocoa eee doe eee 

Apr. 1 | Sept. 1} Alaska banks-_-_-_---_-_- 
Miaiys sou|e=20 022s | aaa Om ees eee 
ADR aia] CO seen | eee (Oo) .cae elitagn nt Sean A api 
Mar. 30 ‘pt. 
Apr. 3 
Apr. 17 } 
Apres Los Sept. <8) 2222 GOS Aten eet eee 

ps 5 5 Re 8 ee ee 2311 hohe eee See 

May 13 | Sept. 14} Alaska banks--.--.--- 
May 1 | Sept. 12 |___-- dO 2.2 s5s=5252=— 
May 13 | Sept. 12 |___-- do. 222 ee 
Atprs W6s| Aug. 24522 doi=2 eS 
Apr. . 3)|| Sept.. .9))/£---= dories 255 Se eet 
Apr, Zon esepin lis | as 2e= G02 Sees ee 

5 ee ee ee Alaska banks-_--.-.--- 
Be See a ee ae |e we ome ee 
pe ba RS ee a ESE. GO Sree See nee 

13 Sailed from San Francisco but landed catch on Puget Sound. 

Number 
of fish 
taken 

194, 000 
178, 000 
207, 000 
180, 000 
154, 000 
140, 000 

1, 053, 000 

192, 000 
120, 657 
141, 000 
165, 000 
170, 000 
111, 000 
244) 459 
125, 000 
24, 231 

1, 293, 347 

18, 000 
15, 000 

33, 000 

2, 379, 347 

179, 000 
133, 000 
217, 000 
128, 000 
150, 000 
145, 000 
200, 000 
20, 000 

1, 172, 000 
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Operations of the cod fleet by years—Continued 

Name of vessel 

1920 

CALIFORNIA 

GityrottPapecte: = -. 222255 esas 
Maweema so. <2. 5--s---- eee 
Glendale. 2 -==2-%- 2-2 ae 
Sequoia=-—J25-c 322555 =e eee 
Galilee! 2. bs = ss eee 
Wowise. ° . -2 2222222. See ee 
Beulah eos See ee ee 
IBTOSTCSSee eae eee 
@iatlessBrowmne-252"--— se 
UNICO see eee = eee ea aaa eee 
WMiaryiG= bis a2 veo ee eee 

Motalaesece aoe. son ene 

WASHINGTON 

Misidcof Orleans <2). 2 Ss22= = SI 
Jobny As 22s oe eee 
WiRWONRe=fae seo eee eee eae 
ANI CRE =. 2s Be heee enon Seemann 
dB Yo} Mees es ee eer 

Motalsates ston: alee eee 

ALASKA 

Wister 3.08 jee ee eee eee 
Bilerim Soo se sense eee 
Northern King 
IPabm OSes ee eae ee eee 
Git hess ne oe eee en aenee 
BU ol Ose ee eee ae 
INimnodeass22—= == 
INonthistarte-222---2ssSse-o- oe 

Motels 2 aos ee eee 

Grand totalas== sas 

1921 

CALIFORNIA 

Touise: {2-2 2252-252 22 ee 
Progresso! so = 58 <2 essen ae 
Mary: Qin. kaeseeea a eee eee 

MN otalisen Ge es tae ee 

WASHINGTON 

Misidiof Orleans=-= == 22" == ase 
JORIS 0 895 eee ee eee 
Manny: Dutard=<=2- 225525 =e 

‘Potalés. st Bs eee 

Grand total-.s-2-52 2222-3 

1922 

CALIFORNIA 

Lowise=s2 Sts S a eee es 
Progress 
Glendale 
Miaweems: 5: 3 ee eee 

Totals... 2222 see Sesame 

WASHINGTON 

John Ay 2-22 228 e ee eee 
@haspRAeWilsonee== es 5 eee 
Wawona 2222s be Sos ee 
Manny Dutardass sees ee ae 

Total. shes aseets sa sn ce 

Rig 
Net 
ton- 
nage 

281 
392 

1,116 

235 
328 
413 
252 

1, 228 

Date of 
sailing 

Date of «ons 
eebara Fishing grounds 

Aug. 27 | Alaska banks_---___-- 
Sept. .tn/82 255 (co ee a 
BES a(G (0) Sees) Se dol. tee 
Auge (27iE-2 2. (6 Vs RRP ie 
Aig Qe. oe do 3 eee 
AIG? (27a ee Cs Lo eee eee 
] Nb ae 9 aa do eae 
Pe dole sa |peres dol. 2 = eee 
Sept. 15) jE22 2" do: eee 
ees eee) ae do_t.2 pe aes 
Sea A oe |e dot. See 

Sept. 14 | Alaska banks.-.---___- 
Septe ie] =2o-= GOES eee 
Sept. 1 Gnikaaee bata fie eben emt tn o 
Septil27/ Rae GOS ee eae 
AU 20 || eee G00. ee 

eie> he oe Alaska banks_----__-- 

Sept. 4 | Alaska banks-----___- 
cee pee eR (6 (0 ee eae ge eee 
pet Vcr | ee dol =e 

Aug. 22) Alaska banks---..-__-- 
Aug: *29"1e 2. dol. 22 
Age 328: 8 2-0 ease 

| 

ove as a a | a 

Sept. 16 | Ere banksE=s22= 
ees ee ee OSs ene ees 
Augs JON Sa Goris 230 eae 
Sept... |S022= (6 (0 eee ee eet a 

Sept. 11 | Alaska banks_----.__- 
Pere 6 (ope al pe dol. eee 
AMIE 20h) do: 2 eee es 
Sh apie alyeee Se 40.2 Se 

Number 
of fish 
taken 

123, 867 

123, 867 

1, 680, 867 

194, 000 
30, 000 
18, 000 

242, 000 

105, 000 
103, 000 
158, 000 

366, 000 

608, 000 

180, 000 
25, 000 

150, 000 
107, 000 

462, 000 

160, 000 
164, 000 
183, 00) 
173, 000 

680, 000 
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Operations of the cod fleet by years—Continued 

483 

Net . Date of | Date of 
Name of vessel Rig ton- aa nage | sailing return 

1922—Continued 

ALASKA 

INontnern King: = = 27 aes ee Gas ie Seem ee oe mae 
IM (ERC Ree ce eas ee Gas 21 [eeoseseee-|---=2a=r == 

Toba == 2 se Suan ane eee CN TS a lle 

Grand total. s22s.22ss5-2-0)2ss5e22 Sper aee na ATI a. ees 
1923 | 

CALIFORNIA 

PEOUISOE ates ee ee Oa aE 
HS CUS eae. Bee enn tae me 
Galileese hon 8s ee eee eS 
IBTORTOSS ==. 2 ako oe ana ee ee eee 
Maweema 
Glendale 
BAGO ee ae ee 
S. N. Castle 

. Total 

Wawona 

Manny Dutardss2.) 33222 
Alice 

3,380 

Fishing grounds 
Number 
of fish 
taken 

9, 000 
10, 000 

19, 000 

1, 161, 000 

901, 377 

171, 000 

707, 000 

8, 000 
6, 961 

43, 000 
73, 130 
15, 000 

146, 091 

1, 754, 468 

170, 000 
220, 000 
149, 783 
142, 000 
144, 864 
31, 000 

857, 647 

177, 000 
232, 000 
181, 000 
135, 000 
225, 000 

950, 000 

3, 500 
7, 020 

65, 000 
55, 040 

130, 560 

1, 938, 207 
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Operations of the cod fleet by years—Continued 

Net 
Name of vessel Rig ee aie. Deter Fishing grounds 

1925 

CALIFORNIA 

IMaweema: =~ 52232 >» eae Sch. 392 | Apr. 4] Aug. 25 | Alaska banks________ 
Wi iSmith.- 22255 eee Sch, 496 | Feb. 23 | Aug. 29 |____- (oo ee = ea ee 
Galileeses_2— 13" 27) See Sch. 328 | Mar 5 | Sept. 2 |____- doze ee 
POUISG Hoa o se. 2 ee Sch. 328 | Mar. 27 | Aug. 29 |____- co (eae Oe: 

| 

RO tals Se sey ewes elind|| Ae 15:544'5| SS ee ee ed oos OL ee eo 

WASHINGTON 

Chas SRenwilsont ase sens oo Sch. 328 | Apr. 7 | Aug. 22 | Alaska banks. ---.___- 
JOHAR Sasa ere ee OTS Sa” Sch. 2351) Avpr, 18)\|| Aig. 28) |S 3 GO# 2222 2 eee 
OA Ar Rhayerons eee Star! Sch. 390 | Apr. 26 | Sept. 18 |___.- O0=- sss 
Hanny, Dutard= sess ce 2 Sch. 252"\/-Apr, 22) Aug. 229] GO zero 5 a ee 
SANT CORE a es Fo a ee Sch. 220 | Apr. 10'| Aug. 19 |____- €0- see: se 

| 

SUMMARY OF THE SHORE-STATION DATA 

Number 
of fish 
taken 

222, 741 

881, 170 

-| 237,674 
156, 327 
256, 160 
83, 000 

138, 268 
229, 242 

| 1, 100,671 

2, 055, 875 

The following table shows, in a condensed form, the data relating 
to the vessels plying to and.from the Alaska shore stations and the 
fish brought from thence to the home stations. These transporting 
vessels usually make several trips each year, and in some instances 
fishing vessels are utilized for this purpose when not engaged in 
fishing. The total fish transported represent the catches made at the 
various shore stations. 

Summary of shore-station data 

| Nera 

: Number! Net | Number| ,2 °° 
Year . brought 

of vessels | tonnage _ of trips to Galifor- 

nia 

CV ie oe ere oe ae Seen eres 1 114 La} 30, 000 
Siero 2 Soe as el See il 114 | iG 101, 000 
VP OS Sate ae oe ee epee ee 3 190 6 227, 000 
TURD) Sei ke et 3 Seale adel oS Ge Ta aN 1 64 | 4} 198,000 
TG eee ee De ee ee ee ee 2 172 4) 201, 000 
NSS Re Sere os eee = 8 Pee 1 64 3 | 154, 000 
[S825 Pepe ys Sk AS 1 108 3 | 203, 000 
1883 52S ee ee ae eee ae 2 245 4 235, 000 
TSS 4 hk oe ee Minds cement ee cele ee 1 137 3 | 249, 000 
1885-25233 So ee eee ee 2 278 4 | 386, 000 
T8864. 22.5). en 3 454 5 383, 000 | 
WES en oe Sad oe ne oe eae 1 137 | 3 | 299, 000 
LR88 Ro sol Sb ee ee ee 2 285 4 | 372, 000 
TSO Fe oot ccul eee 4 823 7 489, 000 
SOQ fee See ee ee ee 4 621 OM 773, 000 
TSO Rein 5 ee ee eee 4 624 7 662, 000 
TSQ2e Rees ee oe ee ee 2 388 | 4 | 700, 000 

Number 
of cod 

brought 
to Wash- 
ington ! 

Total 
number 

from shore 
stations 

30, 000 
101, 000 
227, 000 
198, 000 
201, 000 
154, 000 
203, 000 
235, 000 
249, 000 
386, 000 
383, 000 
299, 000 
372, 000 
489, 000 
773, 000 
662, 000 
700, 000 

1 Nearly all of the cod brought to Washington came on regular steamers, and the same is true of a small 
part of those brought to California. 
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Summary of shore-station data—Continued 

485, 

Number Number Total 
of cod of cod 

Y Number Net Number Bronehe Hroushit number 
eae ofvessels | tonnage | of trips B 8 from shore: to Califor- | to Wash- Staion 

nia ington 

2 366 4 660/000) |s- S22 -5 22-2 660, 006 
1 218 2 305000" |E ca aaes 2 305, 0OC 
1 218 2 286; 000) | sae ee eee 286, 000: 
1 125 ite ae See eae ee No report. 
4 652 6 115000) (Pee oases 511, 000: 
6 930 | 9 4505000) |: ee 450, 000 
6 975 11 2250005 tee ae 722, 000° 
5 898 9 909, 000 909, 000 
5 907 8 727, 000 727, 000- 
6 1, 080 11 1, 140, 000 1, 140, 000: 
4 631 11 985, 000 985, 000 
6 1, 100 10 959, 000 1, 002, 000. 
6 1, 384 10 | 1, 274, 000 1, 282, 000 

ST SRGS cee coe a ER, ed eS on 11 2,117 15 890, 632 — 1, 020, 682° 
Oe Se a te een See ieee ee en BE 7 1, 153 14 | 31, 116, 951 1, 518, 951 
IASON 5 te ag IS SS St pe ees EE Se ae 9 2, 281 12 994, 403 1, 146, 403. 
OG Bae set Os 2 he 2 ote oe ene ie ees 8 2, 134 9 897, 361 | 910, 361 
LOM GWeeeeee Se ee 3 724. 7 680, 600 683, 475: 
VR 2 Oe ee ee ee alae Bes uf 1, 836 9 909, 000 992, 000: 
TG 2S Ee ee | en eee 4 1, 040 a 960, 984 997, 934 
GR ee eo Re ee ee eS 2 ee 6 1, 397 6 8 657, 847 804, 097 
TH Ea em 2a ee gree ay Se nee ee) 6 1, 465 1) 1, 481, 000 1, 585, 600. 
WONG eas Bees Soe eee oo eee 3 719 7 1, 114, 400 1, 144, 500: 
IDI: eer ee ae ee eee 4 1, 187 6 1, 014, 500 144, 607 1, 159, 107 
TAS Ne SS ee Se ae ars ee Se nD eS 3 859 6 1, 205, 000 143, 000 1, 348, 000: 
LYS a). SES Ree ae ree ee See ae 3 859 5 825, 268 621, 142 1, 446, 410 
TASTAG) le at ee Pol A  le ret | 5 1, 468 5 1, 177, 000 419, 802 1, 596, 802 
G20 tome sees ose es ee ee he ee 6 | 2, 098 6 1, 224, 000 701, 182 1, 925, 182 
Tgp See See ee ee Cil| 1, 889 7 1, 123, 000 519, 000 1, 642, 000 
G22 meee oe EES Se ee | 2] 593 3 648, 000 | 190, 300 838, 300: 
(G23 eae aes Seeea Pee ee 3 | 623 5 926, 000 244, 375 1, 170, 375 
OAS oo ae Sie Se Rm eS Co! ae 3 504 3 545, 000 301, 650 846, 650: 
J bday ie ei a oe a ee a 4 989 5 898, 000 91, 924 $99, 924 

“GO EE ate a lk 1 aap eae eo ee 33, 788,946 | 4, 528, 757 38, 317, 703 

2 Schooner Nellie Colman, from Seattle, lost with 30 lives. 
3 Schooner Glen, from San Francisco, lost with 28,000 fish. 
4 Shipped on regular steamship lines. 
6 Eight thousand of these were shipped on regular steamers. 
6 Schooner John D. Spreckles, of San Francisco, lost with 145,000 cod aboard. 

DETAILED OPERATIONS OF THE TRANSPORTING FLEET FROM 1876 
TO 1925 

The following table shows in detail the cod shipped from the 
shore fishing stations in Alaska from 1876, when the first station was 
established, to 1925, both inclusive. The name, rig, and tonnage of 
the transporting vessel is shown, together with the dates of departure 
from and arrival at the home station, also the number of cod 
brought.*t. From 1876 to 1903, both inclusive, the data relate exclu- 
sively to California. 

*1 For the early data relating to the fleet of transporters owned and operated from San 
Francisco the writer is indebted to the very complete and accurate records kept by the 
Union Fish Co. (formerly the McCollam Fishing & Trading Co.), of San Francisco. 
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Operations of the transporting fleet by years 

Net Number ; Date of | Date of Name of vessel Rig ton- i of fish nage sailing return brought 

1876 

CALIFORNIA ! 

WildtGazelle. = 25-5. = aan te Sch. 14 | OE. 18, |psenee eae 30, 000 

1877 

Wild: Gazelle. 2... aoe eo Sch. 114 | Sept. 24 | Nov. 18 101, 000 

1878 | 

PAL ASK .2 7 8 bse OReEen eoepeenenRA a Fo 1a 6 ae Sch. | 32 | Mar. 18 | June 15 22, 000 
1B oy a 2 ES is a ne Ap EAS PS ge ns June 24 | Sept. 15 12, 000 

Alfred Ad aimsss eee ew ot ane tee 8) ha6. | eee ae Sch. | 64 | Apr. 4 | June 22 51, 000 
ND) OLS Sea er ee On a ots 1 a | oe ee July 9 | Aug. 29 46, 000 
DON Sane eye Ee Se Ae aay tO a al eee eee he era Sept. 10 | Nov. 9 51, 000 

ENTS ee Ss Se ei eR ue fk eS Sch. O4Y | coe eee June 25 45, 000 

Otley messi eee ENE ap go a nee [22 songace? ee __ 227,000 
1879 

PATIFCGrA Gamisn amy aor se eee") Ineo ARS Sch. | 64 | Mar. 12 | Apr. 25 56, 000 
DOSS = een A ES TANG Lee ee pel eee May 13 | June 29 57, 000 
DO. ob 2B Ae eR, EE RO os Wie Sietee Se? | i ee July 11) Aug. 25 45, 000 
cS OSI! MOSM Van SS ETE Shay Ne en Oe a eRe | eee ae Sept. 2 Oct. 14 40, 000 

| 2 cen otal Wet 66 MRE ae RIED Loe IE on foster Se pet | ena SG | i 198, 000 

1880 | 

Bilired eA Cains Sa Seek oh Meares seat ei a SNe eel ae ae Oe | Sch. + 64 | Mar. 16 | May 8 42, 000 
Do a Saat Lipa fase” ole Se ee ee Li eat Se eB S 2 May 17 } June 25 52, 000 
1D os Sees Base eee ae Tear Mee SER GREE | eae UR ey Al coh oat July 3] Aug. 16 45, 000 

Wild Glaze lle naa t Rs taeels Enns ee tine errs Sch. 108 | Sept. 11 | Oct. 23 62, 000 

Potaleecs A225 Se ae ta a eS Ne nee ee re Nl eo 201, 000 

Wild Gazelle 
Do 

Wild Gazelle 
Do 

1 From 1876 to 1903, inclusive, 
2 Lost Aug. 19. 

|= 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| | 
| 

the data relate to California exclusively. 

June jl4 
Aug. 14 
Nov. 5 

52, 000 
51, 000 
51, 000 

154, 000 

60, 000 
83, 000 
60, 000 

203, 000 
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Operations of the transporting fleet by years—Continued 

ee 
nnn nnnnnnEEEEEE EEE 

Name of vessel Rig 

Arago 
Dashing Wave 
Waynes. 2°. 2. eee 

TD XO ees eee Oe es eee ee eee ey | 
Dashing awWravesee sce = oes Sse. oS J ee 

D 

A OUTBELATICOC Kaa eee tee a ete eee ee ETE 
LANTERNS 0 as i I Ee a net ee ee eed | 

Net 
ton- 
nage 

Date of | Date of 
sailing return 

Jan. 7 | Sept. 18 
Mar. 14 | May 30 
Apr. 1-4 | May 24 
June 13 , Aug. 10 
Aug. 28 | Oct. 10 

Apr. 2 | May 20 
June 11 | Aug. 7 
‘Aug. 25 | Oct. 15 

| 
Mar. 12 | May 14 
June 3} Aug. 8 
Aug. 26 | Oct. 31 
Aug. 30 | Oct. 25 

| 

Feb. 11 | Apr. 6 
May 2 | June 25 
July 10 | Sept. 1 
Mar. 21 | June 28 

Oct-28 

487 

Number 
of fish 

brought 

299, 000 

131, 000 
115, 000 
55, 000 
71, 000 

372, 000 

115, 000 
117, 000 
103, 000 
45, 000 
£0, 000 
80, 000 
70, 000 
45, 000 

118, 000 

773, 000 

85, 000 
110, 000 
122, 000 
130, 000 
75, 000 
90, 000 
50, 000 

662, 000 

210, 000 
240, 000 
100, 000 
150, 000 

700, 000 
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Operations of the transporting fleet by years—Continued 

Net Number 
Name of vessel ) Rig ton- Date of Dees of fish 

nage | 8 brought 
| 

| 
Sch. 218 | Apr. 5 | June 28 190, 000 
es eee | Aug. 4 | Oct. 10 115, 600 

ape cede ote. SSS eS S| Meee 305, 000 

Sch. 218 | Mar. 7 | May 18 126, 000 
es Sopa fee 2s | Aug, 4} Oct. 18 160, 000 

| ow oe ssl sso2 |e ee 286, 000 

Sch. 1252 | Adie 28) | 2 ae (3) 
| 

Sch. 148 | Jan. 4] Feb. 17 77, 000 
Sch. 218 | Sept. 124; Apr. 26 118, 000 

Nia yaAn ida =a eee NSS Sen Soe ee eee Sch. 174 | May 7/| Sept. 9 90, 000 
RWVAITIGHES TCTs ere viene ori ae Ss 0 Te Sch. 112 | May 25 | Sept. 3 7, 000 
(CERN AG OT Vege re a eS eS SS ee ee ae ee Sch. 218 | June 23 | Sept. 8 144, 000 
Mian yuan dda ete eth hl a A Sad og ER ee Sch. 174| Feb. 4| Apr. 27 35, 000 

Motals 2 ossc 22 est SS ee SE et pe os | Re ow oe | ee |e 511, 000 

1898 
(OVA ioe eevee gee te ee Se ene ee at eee Sch 218 | Sept. 305) Mar. 7 17, 000 
Wali chester. 222 as6. 2s 5: yee 2s Sie ee ee Sch. 112 | Sept. 205} Mar. 10 101, 000 

Op a Be Be eB ve CURE Sa we Mk ahd A eR lee ee a Mar. 24 | June 17 30, 000 
7a aes ee eee Re, Se I Sela eat Seh. 218 | Apr. 7 | Sept. 7 118, 000 
ATES Oem ae eae Ra were A neh ehh Mt 20) Sen el SR ae eee | Seh. 176 | Oct. 35) Apr. 10 26, 000 
Pran cisyAl Cea 382 Sad tle Sate es es ee eee Sch. 125) Sateen June 11 52, 000 
Many and lida sea bees ee eaten a ena ae kas | Sch. 174 | Aug. — | Sept. 27 47, 000 
Francis Alice h. | Se : 28, 000 
AVIN CHES ters. eS ee ek Pee dh (NES och ee em eae ae 31, 000 

ATA LOSE oe eee ee ee Dee ae Pee fe Se a Sch. 176 | Oct 98 Mar. 21 31, 000 
iar yien dd eare re eae a e e! Sch. 174 | Mar. 24 | Aug. 27 95, 000 
Wianehester ss 2 sees = ne ee re ee ee Sch. 112 | Apr. 7 | June 26 85, 000 
CzarIne 2. 5 =e Sees Oe eae ran eek eee ke | Sch 218 | Nov. 38 Apr. 15 165, 000 
74000: ee el eee Se oe A ee ee oe Sch 227 | Nov. 21 C2) ee Pe = 
Ozarina2) Feo See RS ae EEE Se Rl ae bi aos 3 Sch. 218 | May 6] July 13 206, 000 
‘Winchester? 92 © 520 ae a i Ree Sch. 112 | July 13 | Sept. 15 85, 000 

DO) = SSeS Ss TS RE aa ans re fe aN ee | Oct. 8] Nov. 23 60, 000 

103) 7) pRB re oie Et Oa) a eee ee ee |= Sera | eee 727, 000 
| 

3 Catch not reported. 71899. 
41896. 81900. 
5 1897. * Lost Company Harbor, Sannak Island, Mar. 3, 1901. 
6 1898. ; 
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Operations of the transporting fleet by years—Continued 

489 

Name o fvessel 

12 /ct: (ls AO ee Ep es 5 ost SO | ee 

(COANE Re 2 eek Sa See Ce OES ee ee eee 

John D. Spreckles 
moans 2 sate oo Pardo nse) SS Ie 
GC ZATIN At as ies 8 kk eee a ee eT 

POAT Bemme mee aan Poa ede Beh ee Tae Ne 

Wier TmOn dace eA ey See bt Sees Bre 

101901. 
111902 

Net 
ton- 
nage 

Date of 
return 

12 Lost on Unga Island Feb. 23, 1904; had 78,000 fish aboard, 

13 1904, 
14 Wrecked. 

1, 14€, 000 

18, 000! 
135, 000: 
22, 000 

150, 000 
68, 000 

192, 000 
66, 000 
54, 000: 

180, 000 
30, 000 
70, 000 

985, 000 

144, 000 

959, 000 

43, 000 

125, 000 
163, 000 
144, 000 
252, 000 
205, 000 

90, 000 
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Operations of the transporting fleet by years—Continued 

Net Number é Date of | Date of Name of vessel Rig te sailing epee xe sa 

1906 

CALIFORNIA | 

IVlarion. = + oC 7299 S08 eee eee ee eege bee eG. Sch. 223 | (15) Mar. 12 20, 000 
1D Yayapeee eer ee Ce Ba te a ee oo es een me So Mar. 19 (18); * see ie 

Czarina. PAs Wah. Be eee wie Sch. 218 | Feb. 26 | July 19 153, 349 
IDO Sie Sees, Sei > AS ee eee Aug. 13 | Oct. 29 98, 000 

Uae yesh is eR eee a ree So Pate fo a Sch. 253 | Oct. 1017 | Mar. 10 63, 000 
VAI G) ok: Wapato Sy ee Dt ES IR or er Sch. 274 | Mar. 12 | June 10 244, 283 
JohnGh? Miller a2 ee ieee eee 52 Pe Sch. 170 | Oct. 717 | Mar. 17 25, 000 

dD Yopeame ge ee eeeen SOY OS 2 aes ae eoes Remmi | tenlies oe 0 ee Apr. 8.) dulyens 84, 000 
ID) Ot 3 Le 5S ing ap ios ee ea ene July 29 | Sept. 30 40, 000 

o OG (io Pence ene asad Fe a © PSE, Ble aie eee neni Sch. . | 121 | Sept.1917) Mar. 8 5, 000 
Dora Blah inser eee on eneerer es eS yo aS ee Sch. 315 | May 2 | Sept. 11 33, 000 
INE WD Ort Skeets een eR eee hse ee 8.8. 149 | July 4) Aug. 19 125, 000 

espe Week seer ee els 57 a ea ee neni a [ocr tee [2 ae 890, 632 

WASHINGTON | | 

Miaidyol:Orleansoe 2 ken = seet a eee Batre Seb ee bee Oops Sch. 171s) SS Shes March-__ 10, 000 
LEW o) alee fine Go) al wee sete eee SEARS oe BERS et eS eee Sch. 85 | June 23 |] July 5 100, 000 
SROLUUT Aa ae wher ee Wy, ei eR oN oe Sch. 138 | (15) Apr. 5 20, 000 

Totals ate dub Wis ONAN, Fae ney Seema LoS UIE Se a Se a ar 130, 000 

1907 

CALIFORNIA 

Wi H. peiuond owt Seeds 2. Nv ee Rein See 5 SOLO honed ee Sch. 376 | Dec. —18| Jan. 18 103, 000 
A gra 2 NS ele oe SRS sae eS | Se ee Mar2 20a en omen: 292, 000 

De Be a ep ete neat SN SS BREN ATS ph BO] Sb of) Aer eT) June 21} Oct. 2 60, 000 
SD) eRe RE sy re RAN eT AR ee een a tat La Oe S| PE ee | ea bOet. 23)c| i a8 | eee eee 

SERUITIG eps ss ee FS EA a Sa ie oe ea we ee NN Sch. 60 | Sept.2018| Sept. 30 50, 000 
Gzarings 0 ee 5 a ere eae | Sch. 218 | Jan. 24 | Mar. 27 130, 000 

Wott a5 Seek Sos Se a Rs SRLS 2 fed OR na. Bee | Apr. 20 | July 19 177, 665 
AD OS SIS Rs lee SESE NTS eT te cao ead | be egal enc Aug. 22! Nov. 9 174, 286 

ROSIOsEL SSA: Rl SOO ERE ee SS ot hs ee enone Sch 69 (15) June 27 45, 000 
Chloris = & 2 oNTe RSL > OER Ae BS PSN ew Sch 121 | Apr. 13 | June 10 85, 000 

BS) eee PN = EE eee Sete Daal A Rr ee | Aug. 25 | (28) 1) SE 

Tot alts ee Mine AR pei lis MEY SNS Te here een eal ce Me [estes |e eee 1, 116, 951 

WASHINGTON 

MisidloOrleantee 2225-25) 2 ee oe See, Sea | Sch. 171 | Apr. 2/ July 30 98, 000 
I) Qala a Sot oN Ls hee. ea 2 oe Lae ok Peete ie Noe (seat se |y Avie. 20.7] Sit ye bonne 169. 000 

1 Se) ADRAY ee Ae a oe i SS ae RR GMC i oer Sch. 138 | Mar. 15 | May 15 40, 000 
DOs Fae Sah ST th Ae ea a eee | May 27) Oct. 1 95, 000 

dif) ei tp a Pe eee wali aa oe L/L ee [ier ap aes [aia 402, 000 
1908 | 

CALIFORNIA | 

Wi. El. Dimond! tts. Eesahe is ok Sees | Sch 376 | Jan. 28) Mar. 22 80, 000 
John p: Spreckles =) 22 ia Ses See el Sch 253 | Mar. 13 | June 20 205, 000 

BS am oe ar ee car cr ne res | AL SN see July 23 | Oct. 19 | 80, 000 
Repeat SS ore ai ET ee ite aa tee ewes Rae Sch. 410 | Apr. 18 | July 9!/In ballast 
(Cityotheanedte a8) ees Seis eer ees ae en Bkn. 3/0) | Oct." 9). Se 
NOVAS al aC PRS SO aie RARE Bae ee eee Sch. 218 | Dec.1220| Mar. 7 92, 903 

DOS aa Oe FET EE ee La ets 2) oa SR ea ea Apr. 2) July 11 186, 500 
Teva ee aa? ON Ee PE Ye ROE Se Sch. 135 | Mar. 19 | May 15 100, 000 
LOA Kia yas es PRR Re ernie ceil oo Th Sch 178 | Apr. 6} June 18 150, 000 

1) 0 SS ee re ee Sn ee ee ee July 11 | Sept. 22 100, 000 
JOHNeRAVinllons sts ste eee eee te eA es Sch. | 170 | Nov.2320 | (21). “pS ee 

Do ballese eee See See ee oe Se Rat Ss on al Ol eae | 994, 403 
| 

WASHINGTON 

Maid of Orleans: cee ee ee ee RD oe ig at tre 10 Sch ALT Se ae ose Mar. 8 65, 000 
Ce a ae a mere [eens Cems fo Sept. 24 | Nov. 22 87, 000 

Motalow 2) cose yak Se Se on ee ee ree he oe Non Sed po Se | 152, 000 
| 

15 Wintered in the North. 19 Tost Sept. 30, with 28,000 fish. 
16 Lost Apr. 11, 1906. it 
17 1908. 21 Wrecked Jan. 8, 1908. 
18 1906. 
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Operations of the transporting fleet by years—Continued 
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Name of vessel Date of 
return 

1909 

CALIFORNIA 

CiivzolePapeete 21s Sawer tee eee a ee) 
John D. Spreckles 
Mio tl lain DO Tanke 0 (0 een eee ote PR Se es re ee 

Stanley... 22. {ot eee ae ee ee 
LG EARN GG acer tee aes YC oS Se eek ee 
meee TOI Ub tetra yee Ns. eo ee oe See 

Stamps =) Sie aie es ee Foe ee Se ee 

Johns sSpreckl estes se. ee eS ee a 
LD YO) ==) isal beac Ok rat te neahgh ee cee Ue gee Lae eee oe ane one 
OE tee ee at ee ed wear en ie eR tk 

(CHiN (Ohi B22) OV Pee re ee alee eee eee oe ELE Ea) 
(GUalileg Seem ote SE LA ath ei ey es a PERN a pe 

TOME D ts precklesee: ! ite, Mae Lesa 2s: Soya 
Berita olbeeren a) asa weeks ae SS eee 
VohmeED re Sprecklesss 05 Sa snhh. NR 2 5 Ses ce 
GCL te ence ane ton She NL LN i an mee en et 
‘BerthasD olbeermweehiress. Bbis cet a 

22-1908. 
23 Various dates. 
241909, 
26 Wrecked Mar, 28, 1910. 

Net 
: Date of 

Rig ie sailing 

ee | ee (23) 

Sch. 253 | Nov.1024 
ANS Sea (RS Con A Mar. 25 
Se es are June 13 
Sch 253 | Oct.17 44 
Sch 218 | June 13 
es em | Eee ee ee Apr. 7 
eee <5 See SS OCi Se 

Phe Lae pon eee (28) 

Sch. 253 | Oct.31 26 
eae See ee | Apr. 9 
Saker ae | July 16 
Bkn. 370 | Oct. 4 
Sch 328 | May 20 
Sch 218 | Jan. 15 
Sch 324 | Aug. 14 
Sch 247 | Sept. 25 

es eee eas 

Sch 96 | Apr. 20 
ee om (tect a (23) 

| 

Sch. 233 | Oct.2028 | 
Sch. 324 | Mar. 31 
Sch. ZOOS eACOLS ead) 
Sch. 230} Apr. 6 
Sch. 253 | May 29 
Sch. 324 | July 27 
Sch. DoUhiees Soke es 2 

rs, eee | | (28) 

26 1910. 
27 Lost Feb. 15, 1910. 
28.1911. 

Number 
of fish 

brought 

897, 361 

13, 000 

152, 000 
276, 984 
150, 000 
30, 000 

135, 000 
210, 000 

7, 000 

960, 984 
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Operations of the transporting fleet by years—Continued 

Date of 
sailing 

Net 
Name of vessel Rig ton- 

nage 

1913 

CALIFORNIA 

Galileet=- ee eee eee Sch. 328 
SoU TaT es Wa Se oe oe eee Sch. 324 
@oldeniStatevs 2 a ee ee. eee aaa se Sch. 223 
JohnsD>: Spreckles!s- 2 Sos See sen eee Sch. 253 
Bertha) olbeerie es 2-2 s 2 eee ee see See ask aocseee Sch. 230 

Totalic--< Sk 2 See ee ee ears Cees aes 

WASHINGTON 

Wmnion Wack: oon ee ecco at see Sch. 39 
BECO URN eis St ea) Se | ee | Sener 

UY DY 0) Fa a yeep ee Peep | Pe eee 

1914 

CALIFORNIA 31 

GitviOfsPapeete sss e oan aon ees tees eee Bktn 370 
vas he ae ee oe ee ee ee re aie eet ata | aos eens arate ieee 

Golden States. 2252-2 a a eee Sch. 223 
00 a ee a ee ey a aed [ee ere 
I) Os ee ee oe sess ones See ne eee aoe ees aoe 
dD 0 ee ee ee ea ee 

WribHetDimond S22): 228 Siete Se NSE eee ee Sch. 376 
INVe ne Ae te aoe ee ete ee bel PE ee oe So ee Sch. 266 

Qin eee ace eo eee a a ae eee eee eee es | Cem 
BerthasD olpeer 22. a5 a= = ee Sch. 230 

Qnae te aoe cee eee Soe ee ee ate oe ee een Eee |e ee 

PROGR 2 on! 5 ee a a ee eee a nee ee 

WASHINGTON 

Independent stations, regular steamers: --_--=.-_---__2--.)-_-2----|-------- 

1915 

CALIFORNIA 

LoldentS tater. mee 25 2 4b eres Sent ee eee Gas.s 223 
Oe. ee ee et Ea oe I es eee ees 
Ome = eee ak BS ge seen i eee |S ee 

AllenAce < 22 #2 See its elke oe See 2 ee ae ees Sch. 266 
WD Onese2 ates eh de ce aes ee eee See eee | See te eee 
1 90a a a ey Se eee 

BerthayDolbeeri.2-. 2322s ee ee eee Sch. 230 

Motel. eee ee ee | Pee | esl 

WASHINGTON 

Regular'steamerss 22-2. - see ee ee Sone ee aye a Ee 

1916 

CALIFORNIA 

GoldenyStateset see: se wes ete ee ee meee Fo Gas. s 223 
ID OSs saan eis eo ay oo ot ee ei ee a as | en eee 
1D) eee eS SS ae eat ee ee Se ep ne Remy eee 

DTT CS ee A ete SS ei Be EE Sch. 328 
SAUL ene AC! Batediy eat ae Sets Se Poe 2 ed Sch. 266 

OES ae en eee Se oe | ee 
Oityof Papecte meses tn es eee is eae le Sch. 370 

Motels: =... = eee ee ae Soe hE | ee ea oe 

WASHINGTON 

Regular:steamerss: 2. 20 een eee ee tS S50 | ee ee 

23 Various dates. 
291912. 
30 Lost; had 145,000 fish aboard; all lost. 

Sept. 6 

311913. 
32 Lost. 

Date of 
return 

Number 
of fish 
brought 

657, 847 

20, 000 
126, 250 

146, 250 

1, 481, 420 

104, 600 

174, 000 
230, 000 
170, 000 
267, 400 
193, 000 
47, 000 
33, 000 

1, 114, 400 

30, 100 

198, 000 

1, 014, 500 

144, 607 
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Net Number | Date of | Date of 
Name of vessel ton- | “1 of fish 

nage sailing return brought 

1917 

CALIFORNIA 
160, 000 

~~ 288, 000 
168, 000 
227, 000 
177, 000 

| 185, 000 

Eiigtsle eee nee ae NOB et DE led es 2 | ee la ss Bent eek a 1, 205, 000 

WASHINGTON 

RETA EY SLOAN CLS Sate eer ee ee ee Se en bee oan||Saeae see (23) (33) 143, 000 

1918 

Oct. 2534) Feb, 14 26, 000 
MO CERES: |fees2 aoe Pee Se 
Feb. 15 | May 17 223, 000 

| June 21 | Sept. 22 195, 000 
WcCOepeon SCI er csc nese Ce eae 
Mar. 5| May 7 172, 000 

| May 26 | July 22 209, 268 
Oct 224 |e Se eee 

te) ce eel aie Peale da EL Se 825, 268 

(33) (23) 621, 142 

iGinggorsbapente. esta. 2c. ae. ae eR ae 370 Oct. 1835) Mar. 6 206, 000 
PAINE TIAN SE eck a See eee og. Se eee Se 266) OC: 3035| beeen a 2 See eee 
AUNT emt ee ee Sn ee Sis a) SS Sa RB Ie 392, \POct. 240 Ge sae eee 
POLGETINGtSlOee ae ee nee et ee ee Eee 223 | Oct. 2435) Jan. 1 165, 000 

AOE eae Cy tenn ee as Pop PaaS | ee en [et ee oles Feb. 13 | Apr. 23 165, 000 
1) Oe ee aeltee Wa Mew tema eee eee eye eS Tie EN May 8| July 27 216, 000 
Sens ee Met take coe LY Pe Tie OE Ra ie EP 5 eG eS Oct] 12>) Oct. 25 200, 000 

IRE UlanSteaimers= ae. ease one tes ee eg SA ENA i TEES RR alee Bee (23) (33) 225, 000 

ZING Gio] eee 9-8. 59 nO EA NC eee, me demecel|SeSoncnSsefeeooesscos 1, 177, 000 

WASHINGTON | ie 

DY 0): cere eae RRA RR os Ld 5 i en aa ag Se eee 217 | Apr. 20 | Sept. 5 65, 000 
RELI GEISLOAINEES 42 err eee ee nee a eae ADT, 30 Penal ies = (23) (23) 354, 802 

ADORE RR Se RWS Aa oo as Bg Oe pol ee reales) |S sie Seed] apne en Meee ee ees Cae 419, 808 

1920 

DVS VG OTL alee Sterne Se aie ee Pee a oe ee Oct. 437| Jan. 3 235, 000 
City of Papeete___- Oct. 1337) Jan. 29 235, 000 
SSN Gastlen! 27 Feb. 29 | June 5 186, 000 
Sedo reer ine sg Oe oa a ee ee Aug. 2837| Jan. 2 256, 000 
@atolynrhrancess.se Se Oe LESS ene ee Mar. 6} June 9 190, 000 
EDL EIS SSUES AG., ac PE Rg lg ee 'Jan. 20) Mar. 23} 100,000 

Qa Sy. ~ So aS SoBe ae ae es ae Se ee area eee INOW IGS /Eoco se lbeeeoe eee 
AB VES CGH Leet Sanne NO oe Bt Tete! 2 a ee Ie lee (22) ee | Mane(28) 22, 000 

Niet eaten ae Gar Me, Meee NS Le Wie te 1, 224, 000 

WASHINGTON | eg ae 
BVP SCCHITCLS ee eae meee mee morte oS Pe eR nee tM TIGRE esis Ss leh sei 28Vae A 4 (28) 701, 182 

| | | === 
23 Various dates, 
331916, 
341917, 

35 1918, 
36 Wrecked Apr. 3, 1919. 
37-1919. 
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Operations of the transporting fleet by years—Continued 

Net Number 
Name of vessel Rig ton- pa pee of fish 

nage brought 

1921 

CALIFORNIA 

IMavweoma:t- 222. 22 os see eer etins tnt ieee | Sch. 392 | Mar. 21 | June 17| 336,000 
GityZot-Papestessss se ena As Sch. 370 | July 23 | Oct: 17 232, 000 
Goldens tate cos. een een Wee eels = ne Gas. s 223 | Nov. 1638) Feb. 24 235, 000 
Sequoia 2.5 os as. See ee ree re ne a Sch. 324 | Apr. 16 | July 23 210, 000 
Oregon ss tao ta: en ee een BIS SET ee Gas. s 2605 |e =e ee Nov. 9 110, 000 

Total. 220 es ee ee eee oe ae fo os ones Se San Bae eee oan aee Eee ae 1, 123, 000 

WASHINGTON 

Oy eeregoya Veet SRS Wess SR eels ee Be oe ed Se ee & | Gas. s. 2601 eae Nee July 31 260, 000 
A SK re he Se ye ne oe secede ascnses es 2 ee [enone ee 42! |= sen aceee Dec 1 25, 000 
IB V-SCOATI OLS an tay en eee ae aeons 22 4. eee eee Coe (33) (33) 234, 000 

MNofale...2222 20 sees ee see 2 ee ee eee 519, 000 

1922 

CALIFORNIA 

Cityjot Papeetess sete oe oe ee ee eee Sheree Sch. 370 | Mar. 26 | Aug. 27] 220,000 
Golden State: Se ee ee Gas. s. 223 | Nov. 11%) Feb. 1 200, 000 

DD Oso 22 Fae ee Be a re we ee ae ee | ere dee Mar. 23 | May 25 228, 000 

TOtalocm -ostose5 23. bets 2 3 Sooke oe see ees asa |C oat eer bees eee 648, 000 

WASHINGTON 

IBy/SteaMers=- 25. 22 Seated ee ee See eee (23) (?3) 190, 300 

1923 

CALIFORNIA 

GityjofiPapectersse— Seas. sce 2 Beas tan Sioa ae eee Sch. 370 | Mar. 23 | Aug. 13 190, 000 
GoldentState: = 222-24 2 Se ee ee eee Gas. s 223 | Feb. 18 | Apr. 17 200, 000 

SOG aac ee ee ee Le | | See May 18) July 14 193, 000 
| Bo i a ee ee ee ee ar sean e | eee os Aug. 11/ Oct. 6 221, 000 

Pirate cee eee Oe ee EE aie Te Ce Wea et Gas. s. nih Eee ee Sept. 29 122, 000 

Total: {. S8. Seee OSs Fae, BO ea ae ee 

WASHINGTON 

Biyssteain ers 5-22 See se ee ee eee eee | eee Veen eh (23) (3) 244, 375. 

1924 | 

CALIFORNIA 

Glendale: .2 25.422 cee Fe eee Sch. 281 | Sept. 17 | Jan. 319 156, 000 
GoldéniState: - 202222 er eee Gas. s. 223 | Feb. 9 | Sept. 12 209, 000 
Glendale: 222-2 a a ee eae Sch. Si eee a SI OCt an 180, 000 

Total .=2 =. ss eke oe ee ee ae | ae oe ee ee | 545, 000 

WASHINGTON 

Byzsteamers< 2222202 F202 a2 2 ee ea a ere re | ere (23) (23) 301, 650 

1925 | 

CALIFORNIA | 

Gillen alewaten eases Sek Sh oe ae ee Ss ee Sch. | 281 | Feb. 20 | Aug. 14| 156,000 
Goldens tatessees ener ae = oe Sa ee Gas. s 223 | Feb. 17} Apr..10]| 193,000 

DD) Oe es a eee ase AE a 55 a ee Bd ea | ele May 1) Aug. 30} 250,000 
CityioiPBaneatemeeeer soa eeee. So Oe ee Schaw| 370 | May 26 | Sept. 20) 194, 000 
PROP CSS =e eee me ee, Sle Gas. $s 115 (24) Aug. 27 | 15, 000 

TOtal Seen eee ee eS te eee O89) oc. 6 ae oe Soe | 808, 000 

WASHINGTON | 

By Steamers 222522 te eee ee ee eerie. 28 Eo ae (eairatad (23) (23) 91, 924 

23 Various dates. 39 1921 
40 1925, 24 1909. 

38 1920. 
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DISASTERS TO THE FLEET 

495 

Operating as it does in far northern waters, where the dangers to 
navigation are numerous and the waters are very poorly surveyed 
and charted, it is a matter for congratulation that so few disasters 
have been recorded as occurring to the fleet. The following table, 
which is not claimed to be complete, shows the total wrecks of which 

No account is taken of the many it was possible to find a record. 
minor accidents to the fleet, of partial disablements, groundings, etc., 
some of which proved very costly to the owners, however. 

Record of wrecks of codfish vessels from 1877 to 1925, inclusive 

} ear 
Name ! Owner and home port | Where wrecked Date es modtey 

| 

IBRONteSe os ——— aS CISCO eee 5 ee eee LY (if ed Ee ee 
Siren, sf ee See Lynde Hough, San Eran- |---2-- 8 se. TEAS RN an 19 8 ae BSR es 

cisco. | 
Nagayt McCollam & Co., Alaska-..-- Popof Island___.-- | Summer, 1880|_...-..-|-------- 
General Miller______ NeBichard jSanvlranciscos :22|.22 222-2228) 2s es BRD meres oe 8 a Ps 
HSL Tiernan 32 Lynde & Hough, San Fran- | Shumagin Islands_| 1882___._-.---|--------|-------- 

cisco. 
Wild Gazelle______- MecCollam *& Co., San-Fran- |222 25-02-22. 322 - NN eA OTS RS alee sats Sosa eee 

cisco. 
Tsabelies- 222 See Hansen & Anderson, San | Foundered at sea_-| 1888._-..-.--- 4) |DaeeC 

Francisco. | | 
Dashing Wave-.---- Lynde & Hough, San Fran- | Bering Sea_______- (ears 1618016 | Sees as|aeeee 

cisco. | | 
Jobn) Hancock 32 |t2-—3 Gots ees See 5 eres ee | eee sae ces So Marnie, oQonlenes = <2 alee oa 
PACs tee arene Alaska Codfish Co., San Fran- | Bering Sea____-_-- 22) Ope REE 2h ee |e eer 

cisco. | 
Marysand:Tda-e 2 2a\bsi2 (aye eee = ot eT Ce oR Unga Island-___.___ Hebe 231904) =a =e 78, 000 
1E} 27 ¢ [pea ae Se | ae GOP SaaS va shel ee a (ere ae I oe We1O05E === === === 30 kt Sb 
Nellie Colman_____- cee Alaska Codfish Co., | VAT SCANS, Ween Se TOOG MEE Ss So SO, (bea 

eattle. 
Biratess see = SS Union Fish Co., Alaska____-_- WAlaske= ss2iei seas) 5 SOG MSE tees Selo oe, ee 
MinTIOn = Ss sae oor es Alaska Codfish Co., San Fran- | Sannak Island_---_| Apr. 11,1906 |--.-----|-------- 

cisco. 
Gienie aig se Pacific States Trading Co., | Unimak Island_...| Sept. 30, 1907 1| 28,000 

San Francisco. | 
Jonnen Millers Sos |s sa C0es a Se eee ee ee (6 loa eer ea | Jan. 8, 1908 cas [00] | eee Ee 
Siamleve--e ee - Union Fish Co., San Fran- | Sannak Island_----| Mar. 28, 1910 4 eee 

cisco. | 
Cyarinvesse se Ses ee Seid Gees 22 eer eee eee Nagai Island ______ MR ebes Loy1O01e| {a= =. = 22| ase 
Joseph Russ_------- Robinson Fisheries Co., Ana- | Chirikof Island__.__. Apr. 21, 1912 | ee 

- cortes, Wash. | 
John D. Spreckles__) Alaska Codfish Co., San Fran- | Run down off Cal-| Mar. 29, 1913 

cisco. | ifornia coast. 
Werke Dimonds=s23/2_ = OE saesee eoaet escent | Bird Island ______- | Feb. 3, 1914 
INOnpariCla= 3 Pl s7|0ie es Omran as ee Shumagin Islands-_| 1915__._.___-_]- 
Teohelolbriaye Ohi teern eal pr ee Se eS eee eer lpsss= dosti ek About Apr.20 
Harold Blekum__-_-_- Northern Fisheries Co., Ana- | Ugak Bay, Ko- | Mar. 3,1917 

cortes, Wash. | _ diak Island. | 
PTs ie tes | 2 Gig) ee Se eee eal | Off Sutwik Island_| Aug. 30, 1917 
Alen WAGS= vies. 28 Alaska Codfish Co., San Fran- | Unga Island___---- Apr. 3,1919 

cisco. | 
Worazes sacs es Bering Sea Fisheries Co., | Hardy Bay, Van- | Dec. 20,1920 |________|__-____- 

Seattle. 

1 

couver Island, 
B.C. 

1 All schooner rigged, except the Nonpariel, which was a power schooner, [and the Dora, which was 
a steamer. 

2 Employed in station work. 
3 All frozen to death. 
4 Total cargo. 
5 Was subsequently hauled off and towed to Seattle for repairs, and finally sold 

BIBLIOGRAPHY 

The following bibliography of the cod fisheries of the Pacific coast 
is not intended to be a complete list of the works and articles on this 
subject, but does include virtually all that contain anything of 

18163—27——_8 
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value relating to the commercial phases of it. The Pacific Fisher- 
man, of Seattle, Wash., contains many short articles and notes relat- 
ing to the industry, only a few of the more important of which have 
been listed. The newspapers of’San Francisco, Calif., and Seattle 
and Anacortes, Wash.. also contain a number of references to the 
industry. 
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- INTRODUCTION 

Cold is the nearest approach to an ideal preservative that we have. 
It has been employed from the most ancient times for preserving 
foods, jars of milk and butter in cool spring water, meats exposed 
to outside temperatures in winter, and melons and fruits in cool 
caves and cellers being ancient examples; but it was only with the 
development of machinery for producing and controlling cold arti- 
ficially, beginning in the latter part of the last century, that cold was 
applied systematically and in a large way to the preservation of 
perishable foods. During the greater part of the time since the 
first practical ice machine was invented, attention and scientific study 
have been concentrated on the perfection of mechanical means of 
producing cold rather than on the best methods of ‘utilizing cold to 
preserve various classes of foods. This order of progress is natural 
and logical, but the time has arrived when study is being directed 
more specifically to the best methods of applying cold to keep the 
various kinds of perishable commodities. The aim of this paper 
is to present and discuss the application of refrigeration to fish and 
sea foods as a special class in which sufficient progress has been 
made in recent years to. justify such a presentation. 

FUNCTION OF REFRIGERATION IN THE FISH INDUSTRY 

Before artificial refrigeration was used as a method of preserving 
fish they were dried, salted, or pickled, and later were canned; but 
fish preserved by any of these methods are greatly changed and are 
suitable for special purposes only. They do not at all meet the 
demands for fresh fish. Refrigeration is the only method of pre- 
serving that keeps fish in essentially its original condition over long 
periods and during transportation over long distances. 

Perhaps few who are not directly connected with the fish industry 
fully realize the importance of refrigeration in the distribution of 
fish to the consumer. Fish are highly perishable; yet if there were a 
regular and dependable supply, and if the demand for fish were also 
steady and continuous, there would be little need for artificial refrig- 
eration. But both supply and and demand are highly irregular. 
Nearly all fishes are migratory; they have their seasons of abundance 
and scarcity; weather influences the capture and chance plays an 
important part in locating the schools of fish. Many fishes, like the 
mackerel, may be taken in diminishing numbers from year to year, 
and then, all of a sudden, appear in tremendous abundance, choking 
the market and demoralizing prices. 

The demand for fish also is subject to marked fluctuations because 
of social, racial, and sectarian customs. In summer, when fish are 
generally abundant and the weather is fair, the popular demand 
declines and fish move much more slowly in the markets than they do 
in winter. In the Lenten season often more fish are demanded than 
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can be obtained from the local supply. Friday has become, by long 
custom, the fish day of the week. ‘The causes that influence fluctua- 
tions in demand bear no relation whatever to the causes that control 
the supply. Under such circumstances refrigeration is absolutely 
necessary in order that the industry may meet the demand with the 
available supply without ruinous waste. 

It is natura] that when fish are present in abundance the fisherman 
will catch all he can. If hundreds of other fishermen are doing the 
same thing (as they must to earn their living), the market may be 
glutted, and but for refrigeration it would be necessary to dump 
edible fish because of a lack of market. Refrigeration is thus an 
agency of conservation of no little importance. 

POPULAR OBJECTIONS TO FROZEN FISH 

Little need be said here of the widespread suspicion of frozen or 
cold-storage fish if special pleading is to be avoided. In so far as 
these objections are based on impaired edible quality, pleadings are 
of no avail—the grounds for objection must be removed. Many re- 
finements and improvements already have been introduced in the art, 
other improvements are known and will be put into practice, and 
research may be expected further to advance and perfect the art. 
If this treatise hastens the introduction of improvements, it will 
serve well its purpose. 

EFFECT OF REFRIGERATION ON THE PRICES OF FISH 

There is also a popular conception—or, perhaps, misconception— 
that refrigeration raises the price of fish unfairly. If this were true, 
the immense refrigeration industry would rest on an unsound eco- 
nomic basis. After all, the price of fish, like that of other commodi- 
ties, is fixed by the interaction of supply and demand. Refrigera- 
tion increases neither supply nor demand. Without it prices would 
be disastrously low in glutted markets and exorbitantly high in 
seasons of scarcity. Refrigeration serves to spread the supply over 
the year at a comparatively uniform price. If the year’s supply 
exceeds the year’s demand, prices drop. Fish that otherwise would 
be dumped are saved. The cost of refrigeration is undoubtedly a 
proper charge for a valuable service rendered.” 

HISTORY OF REFRIGERATION OF FISH* 

Until the early part of last century, when ice came into use, refrig- 
eration was not applied to the preservation of fish in any systematic 
way. In northern latitudes fish were allowed to freeze naturally in 
winter and were transported frozen to market. Fresh fish were kept 
as cool as possible with wet seaweed. Between 1820 and 1850 natural 
ice came into use, and transportation facilities were developed. The 
cooling of fish with ice began in 1838 at Gloucester, Mass., when a 

*For data and discussion of the economics of cold storage see G. K. Holmes, Cold 
Storage Business Features, Bulletin 93, and Cold Storage and Prices, Bulletin 101, U. 8. 
Department of Agriculture, Washington. 

3For an account of the history of the refrigeration of fish up to 1900 see Modern 
Refrigeration of Food and Drinks—Refrigeration of Fish. Ice and Refrigeration, Vol. 
XXI, 1901, pp. 91-94, Chicago. Also, Preservation of Fishery Products for Food, by 
Chas H. Stevenson. Bulletin, United States Fish Commission, Vol. XVIII, 1898 (1899), 
pp. 335-563. Washington. 
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halibut smack first carried ice. The practice came into more general 
use in 1845. At first the ice was kept in a corner of the hold, separate 
from the fish, because of a prejudice against iced fish. Eventually it 
was found that ice in contact did not materially affect the fish, which 
were thenceforth packed in ice. Because of the prejudice against 
iced fish (such as we now encounter against frozen fish) iced pack- 
ages were not shipped until 1858, when New England dealers shipped 
iced fish as an experiment to New York City; the practice rapidly 
grew, and a large trade was quickly developed. 

Enoch Piper *, of Camden, Me., was first to freeze fish artificially. 
He laid out the fish in racks in an insulated chamber and set pans 
of crushed ice and salt mixture on them, which froze the fish in 
about 24 hours. The frozen fish, after being glazed by a dip in 
cold water, were transferred to an insulated chamber provided with 
vertical metallic tubes filled with the freezing mixture to keep the 
fish frozen until used. He improved his process in a patent of 
1862.° 

In 1866 and 1867 Charles F. Pike,® of Providence, R. I., applied 
similar principles to refrigeration aboard ship. 

The method of freezing fish in cakes, by packing them in pans or 
molds to be placed in freezing chambers, was originated by David W. 
and Samuel H. Davis,’ of Detroit, Mich. In the earlier form of 
the invention the pans were truncated cones of such size and shape 
as to make a series of cakes just to fit a barrel in which the frozen 
fish were shipped. In 1880 D. W. Davis® patented a method of 
packing fish in finely crushed ice in a barrel and subjecting the 
entire barrel to refrigeration to freeze the contents to a solid mass. 
D. W. Davis’s work culminated in 1902 ° in the invention of a process 
of freezing in a rectangular pan, the pan being covered with a lid, 
packed in an ice-and-salt mixture for freezing, the frozen cake 
removed with the aid of water, glazed in cold water, and stored. 
Aside from the freezing in ice and salt this is essentially the method 
in widespread use to-day. 

In 1876 Robert C. Armstrong * patented a shipping package con- 
sisting of a small barrel inside a larger one, with sawdust between 
the two, and an outlet pipe. Fish and ice were put in the smaller 
barrel and the whole was headed for shipment. 

Numerous other patents and improvements came forth in the 
eighties and nineties, relating to various methods of freezing, the 
discussion of which will fall more logically in this paper in the 
sections devoted to special processes of freezing and will be treated 
elsewhere. Meanwhile, the most important step in the artificial 
refrigeration of fish was the introduction of refrigerating machines 
using ammonia, which came into use for freezing and storing fish 
in 1892 at Sandusky, Ohio. Since that time, and particularly since 
the beginning of the present century, the method of freezing fish 
in cold rooms has come into widespread use. 

In 1879 winter-frozen salmon were first shipped to England 
by Sir Charles Petrie, but for lack of suitable storage facilities in 

S. Patent 31736, Mar. 19, 1861. 
S. Patent 36107, Aug. 5, 1862. 
S. Patent 72894, Dec. 31, 1867. 

: - Patent 161596, Apr. 6, 1875. 

Ss 
Ss 

: i r. 13, 0. 
. Patent 709751, Sept. 23, 1902. 
. Patent 178094, May 30, 1876. 
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that country the venture was not successful. By 1888 fish were 
frozen in large quantities at Astrakhan, Russia, and numerous ware- 
houses were opened in various Kuropean cities for this trade. In 
1894 artificially frozen steelhead salmon were first shipped from 
Vancouver, British Columbia, to England. In the following year 
close upon 6,000,000 pounds of salmon, halibut, and sturgeon were 
frozen in British Columbia, and more than 1,000,000 pounds were 
shipped to Europe, principally to Hamburg. In this same year, 
Sir Charles Petrie began his importations of Loggie salmon into 
England. 
By the beginning of the present century the fish-freezing industry 

was well established, since which time it has expanded to a large 
business, conducted in various parts of the world, reaching its high- 
est development in the United States and Canada. Immense ware- 
houses are now filled with frozen fish, large cargoes cross the ocean, 
and highly elaborate and expensive machinery is built to furnish the 
refrigeration. The art of freezing and transporting fish has been 
refined by engineers, chemists, and practical men until it is now an 
industry of which we may well be proud. 

In 1889 two Englishmen, Hesketh and Marcet,'1 patented the 
process of freezing meat, fish, etc., which consists of immersing ther 
in cold brine or inclosing them in hollow-walled cells, with cold brine 
circulating in the walls. In the same year two other Englishmen— 
Douglas and Donald ??—patented the freezing of foods by inclosing 
them in bags, immersing them in water, and freezing. Nothing came 
of these inventions at the time, but the idea was revived later by 
numerous inventors. It was upon the discovery several years ago 
that rapid freezing produces frozen fish of much better quality, that 
serious and widespread attention was given to these and similar 
methods. Numerous patents have been issued and several of the 
newer methods are in practical application. These will be considered 
more fully later. 

STATISTICS OF FISH FROZEN IN THE UNITED STATES 

The amount of fish frozen annually in the United States comes 
close upon 100,000,000 pounds. The year 1924 was the record year, 
with 97,324,144 pounds frozen. In 1925 the total was 91,165,068 
pounds. Of this amount 54.95 per cent were six varieties—ciscoes, 
halibut, the salmons, lake trout, mackerel, and whiting. The 
remainder is made up largely of squid, the pikes and pike perches, 
shellfish, whitefish, and butterfish. Receipts at the warehouses 
begin to exceed the withdrawals in May, and from then until Novem- 
ber the holdings rapidly increase, particularly from July to November. 
In November, 1925, 61,849,359 pounds were in storage. Withdrawals 
exceed receipts from November to April. In the latter month in 
1925 holdings had been reduced to 22,441,873 pounds from the hold- 
ings in November, 1924, which were 70,405,786 pounds. When allow- 
ance is made for the fish frozen during that period, amounting to 
22,309,214 pounds, there is shown a withdrawal of 70,273,127 pounds 
in the five months from November 15, 1924, to April 15, 1925. In 
1925, between April 15 and November 15, 70,686,243 pounds were 
frozen and 31,278,757 pounds were withdrawn. The average hold- 

11 British patent 6117, Apr. 9, 1889. 122 British patent 20614, Dec. 23, 1889. 
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ings for the year were 44,084,251 pounds. It is impossible to deter- 
mine from the available statistics the average term of storage. 

NUMBER AND LOCATION OF COLD-STORAGE WAREHOUSES THAT HANDLE FISH 

According to such information as is available, there are in the 
United States 169 warehouses that handle frozen fish. Of this num- 
ber 102 handle only fish while 67 handle fish and other goods. Many 
of these are private warehouses, several of them do a public business, 
and some of them combine a public and private business. The 
distribution of these warehouses is shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1.—Oold storage warehouses that handle fish in the United States 

Number of warehouses Number of warehouses 

State, Territory, or district He nar State, Territory, or district cae | Vise 
is an is an 

only | other | Total only | other | Tota 
goods | goods 

I NEC Gye 6 eae Bp Seen 3) Mississip pit: 22a = a 1 eee 1 
Californiazesauis aie 4 6 10) || (Nebraska_------2 2222222. 1 | 1 2 
Wolorado== 2222 ees 1 1 Dal NOW CTSOVacase eee eee 1] 3 4 
lori Gaseoee ee eae k Prey: 2, 1 3 Ow. YOLK: 5) See 12 8 20 
Georrine ee eis oss eee ee 2 Vea a 1 iQ Rn ac a ee 17 | 4 21 
LOU Thavoyicy eee eS Be eee RN 1 4 5allpOklahomalse2 ase 1) |S see 1 
OW aR eee eetue aE aC 1 1 Poll. Oregonee. = co. aemeeeeaae 6 | 1 7 
IKentrickcy ae aa a ee ea arts 1 in| |eRennsylvaninee esas 8 | 7 15 
deguisiana =e eee) eee es eee 1 16) Rhode island = ss ss ses eee 1 1 

RLY Ge ee rd at 4 1 5i-||Dennessee:. =. - 2222222 —= 2 1 3 
Manylandls tits 2202 Ti i222 .|-2 222 2c 2 Gail] Matyi eee Pe sooeee | 3 | 3 
Massachusetts. -._....___- 11 6 17, | eWiashingptoneeen. see 5 6 11 
WMichigante 2. 2 oe ee Bi xem tan S) |S Wisconsin==-2=5"- ae q-|| 1 8 
IMinnesopalso22 2) se 1 4 5 | 
IMISSOtIniNe aes eee See 4 3 7 MNotaless-2-2 ae 102 | 67 169 

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE FISH-FREEZING BUSINESS 

The region of the United States where the largest amount of fish 
is frozen is the Pacific coast, including Alaska, where 31.12 per 
cent of the total was frozen in 1925. The New England States, with 
26.94 per cent of the total, appear in the statistics as next in volume 
of fish frozen. In 1924 the Middle Atlantic States occupied second 
place, largely because of the ciscoes frozen in New. York and Penn- 
sylvania where these States border on the Great Lakes; but because 
of a large decrease in the amount of ciscoes frozen in 1925 this 
region fell behind in that year. The North Central divisions, east 
and west, which include the Great Lakes region (except those parts 
of New York and Pennsylvania already referred to), together ac- 
count for 18.79 per cent of the total in 1925. 

It is significant that the South Atlantic and Gulf States freeze 
only the negligible quantity of a little more than 1 per cent of the 
total. The southern Pacific region also freezes very little, the amount 
not being shown separately. 

In Canada the distribution of the industry is similar to that in 
the United States. In British Columbia there are large freezers 
whose business is chiefly in salmon, halibut, and black cod. Along 
the Great Lakes whitefish, lake trout, and ciscoes make up the bulk, 
while in the eastern Provinces salmon, eels, herring, and smelts con- 
stitute the greater part of the frozen fish. 

22279—27 2 
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COMPARISON OF AMOUNTS OF VARIOUS GROUPS OF FISH FROZEN 
IN 1924 AND 1925. 
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In general, the more expensive varieties are frozen—salmon, hali- 
but, whitefish, mackerel, etc. Herring, and to some extent squid, are 
frozen for bait. Ciscoes are 
frozen almost entirely for smok- 
ing purposes. Whiting are 
frozen to meet the demand in 
the Central States, while much 
of the frozen salmon is exported 
to Europe. The United States iru cenrrat 
are principally exporters <4 yoyntanusz 
rather than importers of © 
frozen fish. | 

The detailed statistics of fish 
frozen in the United States are 
given in Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5. 

MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
NEW ENGLAND 

26947 

500 
NORTH CENTRAL 

EAST 13.03% 
PACIFIC 
3112% 

Figure 1 gives a comparison PERCENTAGE OF THE AMOUNT OF FISH FROZEN BY THE 
of amounts of various groups SEVERAL SECTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES IN1925. 
of fish frozen in 1924 and Fie, 2 
1925. The percentage of the 
total amount of fish frozen by the several sections of the United 
States in 1925 is shown by Figure 2.* 

TABLE 2.—Fish frozen monthly in 1925, by species, and in 1920-1924, by totals % 

Month ended— 

Species 
Jan.15 | Feb.15 | Mar.15 | Apr.15 | May 15 | June15 |} July15 

Pounds | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds 
Bluefish (all trade sizes) --_----- 94, 746 600 14, 493 3, 810 11, 082 12, 512 41, 705 
Butterfish (all trade sizes) --..-- (y020| Hae aaeee sis eee aes 1, 781 8,327) 146,666) 141,856 
@atfishoe See aoa eee 6, 454 1, 577 7, 734 11, 127 98, 698 38, 594 50, 563 
Ciscoes (including bluefin, 

blackfin, chub, lake herring, 
CLC) Petao see ce te sen oases & 1, 026, 651 90, 562 42,969} 149, 517 76, 309 94, 422 63, 018 

Ciscoes (tullibees) -..--.-------- 185,599} 91,457] 110,312) 55,955) 36, 000 246 2, 618 
Cod, haddock, hake, pollock_---| 134,607/ 113,170} 175,122) 326,679) 315,094) 122,485) 105,106 
@roskers=t oe eos cs eae PAA Oe a 414 1, 500 411, 470 69, 399 395, 5382 
Hound ersseane ee ame an oan he 57,168] 21,492)  37,633/  85,394| 211,581| 206,834] 117,072 
Halibut (all trade sizes) -------- 453,098) 121, 227] 1, 533, 414) 1,339,498) 869, 324] 1, 923, 334) 1,344, 419 
Herring, sea (including ale- 
wives and bluebacks)-.-.-.--- 150,625; 421,342) 224, 231; 9,096} 375,773) 244,624) 492, 886 

AKeOUL sac ton ca ee eee eee 217, 945 50, 653 29, 884 12, 862 63,460) 107,333} 142,065 
Mackerel (except Spanish) - - -_- 90, 220 26, 640 48, 167 72, 251 101, 734) 1,916,341} 648, 501 
Pike perches and pike or pickerel) 321, 847 76,174| 126,076 65,421| 574,547 477,060 59, 218 
pabletish (black cod) = =2=s22===—= 72, 992 19, 359 54, 399 8, 718 85, 920 39, 786) 387, 501 
almon: 

Silver‘and fall S2"—222222--- 154, 958 16, 651 68, 967 45,636; 141,587} 332,156) 446,572 
Steelhead trouteec- == 22s 22s |22--- ee ene 23, 160 7, 600 16, 675 2, 933 19,670} 287, 511 
Allhother= 2-2 2-sos-cst esc 42, 896 10, 314 74, 452) 1, 288, 787 87,811] 588, 269) 1, 040, 399 

iSKepoh on (Ga Lo eae) 5 a eS ee ee ee ee ee | eae 78, 885| 338,838] 353,375 
Shad and shad roe_-__---_---_--- 620 1, 724 3, 540 21, 506 91,494) 204, 954 17, 865 
Shellfish’: \oeyt 2S cee oce 236,627| 117,497; 101,149 82,051; 191,345) 148,401); 174,639 
Smelts, eulachon, etc_.-_-----_- 83, 747 34, 296 42, 493 39, 366 8, 918 22, 602 505 
Squeteagues or “‘sea trout’’_____ ZOOL i se Cielo kee woe oe oe eas | 142,615) 131, 430 38, 001 
SLC TLE [ARIE TS SS ge eee) Eee eal 287 49, 120) 540 499, 790) 1, 277, 225 375, 289 
Sturgeon and spoonbill cat__--_- 19, 865 6, 579 14, 624 14, 553, 71, 215 62,226) 107, 540 
DUCKIE erate ee eae ee we 7, 635 2, 335 26, 850) 973) 464 3, 178 223 
\ATT ls J eS es 79, 583) 103,834) 295,701) 186, 489 88, 131 65, 338} 139, 987 
Viti eae eee ees eee a Eeee 12,119} 410,386} 178,199 74,460! 299,991) 1, 410,344) 3, 657, 351 
Miscellaneous frozen fish__-____- 470, 530| 432,105} 220,280) 400,236) 913,059! 800,653) 640, 058 

Total frozen fish, 1925____- 3, 932, 553) 2, 193, 421) 3, 487, 823) 4,314, 881) 5, 857, 557/10, 799, 920/11, 221, 375 

Total frozen fish, 1924___________ 3, 179, 098) 2, 440, 163| 2, 417, 473) 2,729, 366) 6, 040, 261| 8, 281, 516/11, 996, 011 
Total frozen fish, 1923___________ 2, 741, 538) 1, 662, 135] 1,412,490) 1,400, 078) 5, 026, 888| 7, 671, 127/11, 871, 645 
Total frozen fishy 9220esseenees = 2, 441, 892| 1, 452, 801) 1,363, 942) 1, 496, 538) 1, 980, 435] 5, 849, 537) 7, 376, 237 
Total frozen fish, 1921__________- 4,005, 000) 2, 843, 000] 1,770,000 2, 413,000) 2, 698, 000! 9, 624, 000/10, 151, 000 
Total frozen fish, 1920___________ 2, 291, 082) 2, 273, 744) 2, 630, 482) 2, 465,375 3, 687, 536|10, 094, 367|12, 761, 791 

«These figures have been revised in accordance with further reports received since 
original publication of data for the month. 

13 Tables taken from Fishery Industries of the United States, 1925, by Oscar EH. Sette. 
Appendix V, Report, U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries for 1926. ureau of Fisheries 
Document No, 1010. Figs. 1 and 2 furnished by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries. 
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TABLE 2.—Fish frozen monthly in 1925, by species, and in 1920-1924, by totals— 
Continued 

Month ended— Per 

Species Total Be 
Aug. 15 | Sept.15 | Oct.15 | Nov.15 | Dee. 15 total 

Pounds | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds 
Bluefish (all trade sizes) --...-_-_-_- 16, 638 28,708) 267, 703 74, 196 3,110} 569,303} 0.62 
Butterfish (all trade sizes) _-....__-- 113,372) 312,835 , 238 94, 069 53, 184) 1, 519,648) 1.67 
Catfish 3-222 eee 3, 377 5, 861 8, 587 31, 380 7, 627| 271,579) .30 
Ciscoes (including bluefin, blackfin, 
chub, lake herring, etc.) ___-._____ 162, 156 66, 161 44, 388) 1,091, 342) 1, 845, 344! 4,752,839) 5.21 

Ciscoes \(tullibees) === Sere 8, 810) 9, 634 182, 063 74, 192 71, 548] 828,434) .91 
Cod, haddock, hake, pollock________ 179, 369) 631,744) 226,930) 330,472 120, 641) 2,781,419) 3.05 
Croakers 2282 3) 5 eee 157, 523 122, 773 2, 442 53, 899 4,436] 1,221,488) 1.34 
Blounders: 22 eae eae 109, 843; 120,000 30, 359 47, 527 78, 504) 1,123,407) 1.23 
Halibut (all trade sizes) _---_______- 1, 432, 984) 1,419,346) 729,794) 395,244) 479, 473/12, 041,155) 13. 21 
Herring, sea (including alewives and 

bluebacks) 22 =e eee ee 158, 145! 1,017,650} 706,028} 959,502) 504, 367) 5,264,269) 5.77 
Pakeitrouts =2- es eee 138,145) 112,811 209,140} 790, 488 180, 995) 2,055, 781; 2. 26 
Mackerel (except Spanish) --_. .| 1,989, 476| 2,472,091; 952,611) 401,849} 228,416) 8,948,297) 9.82 
Pike perches and pike or pickerel__- 99, 413) 99, 584; 230, 277| 2,187,898) 916,140) 5,233,655) 5.74 
Beprense (blsckicod) 2 = 347,438) 274,830) 625,904) 557, 624 144, 575) 2,619, 046) 2.87 
almon: 

Silver and fall. 2 rae 777, 276, 436,788) 949,721) 966,997) 211,148] 4, 548,457| 4.99 
Stealheadtrout2= ae 610,097, 373,104) 128,974 33, 621 28, 033) 1, 481,378) 1.62 
ANY Other=2 32 aes Saas 1, 057,206; 812,276) 517,354) 515, 532 88, 384) 6, 123,680) 6.72 

Scupi(porzies) Phi eis Bears 112, 047 2, 148 12, 612 123 1,500} 899,528) .99 
Shadrand|shadiroose = eens 4, 587 137 133 2, 187 2,500} 351,247) .39 
Shell fish®-2.0 7 artes hee eee 221,882) 278,222} 324,423) 311,678) 273,704) 2,456,618) 2.69 
Smelts, eulachon, etc_.......---_-__ 4, 380 21, 288 18, 359 47, 988 26,738) 350,680) .38 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’_________ 149, 443) 465,966) 650, 306 66, 415 650| 1, 647,427; 1.81 
Squidise.s = eee 216,097; 211,870} 220, 497 65, 909 98, 769} 3,015, 393) 3.31 
Sturgeon and spoonbill cat_________ 100, 761 67, 699 85, 917 50, 722 2,408) 604,109 .66 
Suckerss6= sei. 2 Cee eee 2, 455 2, 847 2, 962 8, 276 12, 801 70,999) .08 
Wihitefishe. 2022S) s5 22 ee 45, 874 42,772 11,032) 642, 339 155, 918} 1, 856,998) 2. 04 
Whiting 32s ei ee ee 2, 223,927| 268,757! 253,495} 973, 701 390, 069/10, 152, 799) 11.13 
Miscellaneous frozen fish__--__-___- 459, 266) 1,916,761) 560,782) 942,540, 619, 165) 8,375,435) 9.19 

Total frozen fish, 1925_________ 10, 901, 987)11, 594, 663) 8, 593, 031/11, 717, 710) 6, 550, 147/91, 165, 068/100. 00 

Total frozenjfish, 1924.) ss ee 15, 541, 641/10, 585, 272/14, 877, 934/10, 854, 873) 8, 380, 536/97, 324, 144/______ 
Total frozen fish, 1923___.......__-_- 13, 943, 978 16, 417, 132/12, 511, 606) 6, 951, 639 9, 938, 387/91, 548, 643 ______ 
Total frozen fish, 1922-______-_-____ | 9, 121, 160/10, 826, 942 16, 830, 080! 9, 344, 469) 7, 069, 995/75, 154, 028|______ 
Motalifrozen fish 1921) eens 9, 845, 000) 9, 356, 000) 9, 990, 000) 9, 869, 000| 8, 173, 000/80, 737, 000). ___- 
Total frozen fish, 1920_____.._..____- 13, 620, 232/11, 803, 606 11, 168, 810} 9, 711, a 9, 750, 844/92, 259, 671|_---_. 
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TaBLeE 38.—Monthly holdings of frozen fish in the United States in 1925, by 
species, and in 1917-1924, by totals 

Month ended— 

Species ee aT yr Pee = 

Jan. 15 Feb. 15 Mar. 15 Apr. 15 May 15 June 15 

| 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
Bluefish (all trade sizes) _.....-- 287, 873 196, 732 67, 264 32, 193 48,655 59,715 
Butterfish (all trade sizes) __...- 480, 051 365, 363 253, 329 94, 848 43, 106 154, 945 
Watfish:.i 3 See «|; 172, 927 101,070 44, 661 | 38,352 124, 441 131,846 
Ciscoes_ (including bluefin, | 

blackfin, chub, lake herring, 
OLG.) 2225. Sone ee 7, 623,852 | 5,830,439 | 3,887,880 | 2,067,075 | 1,315,934 | 1,008,139 

Ciscoes (tullibees)__._-_..-.-__- 853, 357 802, 336 985,698 | 1,046,781 969, 132 883, 460 
Cod, haddock, hake, pollock --. 795, 276 605, 187 509, 747 651,339 796, 798 804, 987 
Croaker2. ee | 129, 765 89, 766 19, 123 | 3, 754 440, 435 478, 656 
Mlounders: 2. fee ee 336, 226 245, 819 248, 923 274, 889 489, 348 608, 082 
Halibut (all trade sizes) _.__--_- 8, 507,465 | 5,740,740 | 4,108,588 | 4,402,656 | 5,179,520 | 7, 206,590 
Herring, sea (including ale- 
wives and bluebacks) __..._.- 3, 776,670 | 3,827,486 | 2, 132,352 828, 312 785, 586 819,447 

eakeytroutte sooo soe Ve 1, 610, 461 1, 235, 694 773, 277 410, 344 417, 885 556, 574 
Mackerel (except Spanish) -____ 3, 241,991 | 2,483,916 | 1,553, 862 854, 320 711,726 | 2,456, 607 
Fike perches and pike or pick- 

fel [aie Ee Ee ee CRED. 2 1,324, 993 | 1,016, 647 618, 509 | 324, 360 722,773 | 1,199,810 
sablefish (black cod)_.___...__- 1, 038, 382 678, 031 872,163 | 692,085 568, 261 224, 954 
almon: 

Silver/and fallhe= 2 as. 4,126,643 | 3,476,931 | 1,940,826 | 1,097,303 846,995 | 1,184,307 
Steelhead trout____..______- 310, 609 267, 091 247, 745 174, 789 96, 906 103, 492 
Ailtother® = serwst2 tls or 4, 886,949 | 3,948,546 | 2,022,251 | 2,836,151 | 2,517,159 | 2,908, 282 

SCupi (orgies) esc see een 65, 835 24, 076 10, 047 3, 679 80, 074 401, 133 
Shad and shad roe____________- 713, 394 739, 288 522, 909 | 474, 252 611, 105 762, 217 
Shellfish es pee oe ere 1, 278,772 | 1,227,341 | 1,018,057 702, 089 656, 750 667, 756 
Smelts, eulachon, etc__._______- 522, 242 503, 278 747, 700 862, 171 779, 707 765, 386 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’___- 306, 138 164, 144 33, 315 13, 214 152, 634 263, 473 
SG] EEI Gere ES eo Fs Mae 1, 532, 879 | 1, 238, 888 840, 105 199, 876 574, 235 | 1,764, 218 
Sturgeon and spoonbill cat_____ 497, 454 466, 696 303, 490 244, 440 273, 737 306, 296 
DUCKOrS ae se te da eee 42,107 40, 059 49, 993 31, 448 29, 983 32, 458 
Wihitefish\ Ss ese Sees 1,951,795 | 1,745,562 | 1,748,448 | 1,294,723 | 1,224,435 | 1,132,629 
Whiting: 62 ee dd a 2, 780,416 | 2,296,944 | 1,334, 682 827, 252 848, 234 | 2,033, 689 
Miscellaneous frozen fish______- 6, 113, 065 4 676, 380 | 2,974,669 | 2,059,178 | 2,343,723 | 3,060, 426 

Rotel 1925 eat eee ond 55, 307, 587 | 44,034,450 | 29, 864,613 | 22, 441,873 | 23, 749,277 | 31, 979, 574 

PROL Hee OOS eee ee 52, 627, 290 | 40, 420, 614 | 29,570,628 | 21, 488,525 | 21, 839, 714 | 27,115,359 
Total, 1923 _.-| 40,032, 255 | 27, 069, 882 | 16, 723, 513 | 10, 589, 532 | 12,312,003 | 17,779, 934 
Total, 1922 _.| 48, 320, 212 | 37, 742, 262 | 25, 474, 714 | 17, 484,975 | 17,075,917 | 20, 821,345 
Total, 1921 _--| 53, 851,000 | 42,116,000 | 33, 404,000 | 28, 440,000 | 26,346,000 | 32,311,000 
ANGE 7 KO77 NE Seah PRL, toe 61, 510, 357 | 47,904,057 | 29, 958,132 | 20, 632, 834 | 19, 803, 817 | 27, 779, 230 
PROtA GLO ne oe ts eae 80, 683, 761 | 67,617,478 | 50,036,475 | 37,110,856 | 37,174,104 | 48, 840,359 
otal G18. ee ee ee 51,116,037 | 35,907,071 | 28,457,301 | 26,548,272 | 31,403,425 | 50, 298, 027 
OtAI AGT fos ote see ae ieee 32, 234, 5380 | 14,727,099 | 13,374,429 | 9,516,217 | 14,040,024 | 27,791,047 
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TaBLE 3.—Monthly holdings of frozen fish in the United States in 1925, by 
species, and in 1917-1924, by totals—Continued 

Month ended— 
Species ; Saal 

July 15 Aug. 15 Sept. 15 Oct. 15 Nov. 15 Dee. 15 

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds 
Bluefish (all trade sizes) __.____- 135, 699 95, 285 1038, 139 335, 288 474, 565 547, 724 
Butterfish (all trade sizes) __.___ 275, 866 387, 932 715, 684 | 1,294,183 | 1,247,847 | 1,056, 582 
CStHSH ets SEES Seree ee nae: 151, 328 111, 904 110, 507 95, 055 105, 863 82, 448 
Ciscoes (including bluefin, 

blackfin, chub, lake herring, 
Chit) RS a eg ed eens She Ee 746, 398 833, 540 684, 706 539, 609 | 1,541,644 | 3,180,117 

Ciscoes (tullibees)--.2-2 =. -2 = 853, 362 824, 855 764, 274 573, 041 510, 488 451, 232 
Cod, haddock, hake, pollock__- 820, 537 926,122 | 1,582,536 |. 1,564,557 | 1,523,124 | 1,104,155 
@roakpr is faye eae eee 1, 118, 090 1, 218, 590 1,111, 570 866, 730 775, 331 534, 764 
Hlounders 0s ee ae ee 691, 281 745, 878 824, 185 775, 410 710, 311 647, 035 
Halibut (all trade sizes) _-_.___- 8, 448,458 | 9,752,570 | 10, 616, 852 | 10,995,236 | 9,400,480 | 7,038, 674 
Herring, sea (including ale- 

wives and bluebacks) -_--____ 1, 109, 606 991,553 | 2,018,314 | 2,481,383 | 2,951,672 | 3,253, 802 
MaAkOtrout: see eee 746, 417 819, 352 840, 348 987,468 | 1,850,380 | 2,148, 548 
Mackerel (except Spanish) _-_-_-_- 2, 880,270 |! 4,596,567 | 6,867,043 | 7,643,432 | 6,910,402! 5,342, 937 
Pike perches and pike or pick- 

(Ghats) ere ee Se 1, 000, 495 825, 002 716, 983 863,897 | 2,952,476 | 3, 842, 287 
eee (pliekcod)=2ass= es 532, 061 851,587 | 1,082,614 | 1,601,240 | 2,145,559 | 2,153, 802 
almon: 

Silver andifall 22-2 eee 1,558, 764 | 2,142,690 | 2,462,339 | 3,210,257 | 3,840,903 | 3,379,724 
Steelhead trout____-___.___- 331, 904 654, 497 652, 261 841, 464 730, 774 , 580 
ING oyge Gin Se ee 3,569, 736 | 4,464,728 |. 5,133,344 | 5,360,481 | 5,036,230 | 4, 257, 296 

Scupi(pOreies)et-e- eo as eee 667, 853 736, 385 699, 321 672, 325 544, 926 419, 557 
Shad and shad roe_____-_- ae AES 763, 710 749, 935 687, 870 734, 651 702, 123 672, 014 
Shelifishe 5S ae eee 637, 127 733, 080 795, 964 927,355 | 1,081,106 | 1,267, 692 
Smelts, eulachon, etc_.._____.__ 717, 405 568, 334 583, 681 578, 451 582, 812 650, 393 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea trout’’____ 366, 233 481,108 | 1,029,771 | 1,638,534 |} 1,615,814 | 1,296,381 
Squidhs Sees kee Se eee 2,028,068 | 2,110,170 2, 034, 939 2, 079, 704 1, 870, 558 1, 597, 404 
Sturgeon and spoonbill cat_____ 365, 510 444, 625 408, 970 403, 623 376, 572 298, 560 
SUCKGES Se roeee Gem as Dee ee H 30, 837 32, 906 34, 282 36, 467 43, 792 51, 104 
Wihibefish 2 es see eee ees 1, 282,559 | 1,373,567 | 1,393,188 | 1,327,803 | 1,907,364 | 2,315,779 
Waiting. (cers tp eee | 5,208,604 | 7,065,724 | 7,022,677 | 6,700,948 | 6,773,678 | 6,144, 851 
Miscellaneous frozen fish_______! 3, 419,991 | 2,935,029 | 4,469,186 | 3,229,172 | 3,642,565 | 3,673, 838 

Motels 1O2p a" see oes | 40, 458,169 | 47, 473,515 | 55, 446, 548 | 58,357, 764 | 61, 849,359 | 58, 048, 280 

Motels Ood ete me anya ae ete oe 36, 036,010 | 49,026,140 | 56, 606, 759 | 67,024, 996 | 70, 405, 786 | 68,324, 572 
otal 1023 =e eer ies eee ed 27, 237,105 | 39, 100, 868 | 53, 220,398 | 62, 616, 212 | 63, 457,565 | 64, 289, 945 
TROL Alea G20 been Monessen aren 25, 620, 042 | 32,226,170 | 41,141,144 | 54,756, 783 | 54,502,283 | 48, 689, 830 
OLA 192 eee ee cane eae 40, 160,000 | 47,431,000 | 54,469,000 | 58, 899,000 | 61,228,000 | 59, 125, 646 
Mota e020 Sateen eerie pean anes 36, 617, 706 | 47,140, 132 | 56, 295,975 | 64, 730, 531 | 67,549,377 | 65, 841,000 
LIM Oy UCAS) Rea 8 ae a CT ge 59, 674, 301 | 65, 145, 234 | 69,580,555 | 76, 763, 253 | 78, 769,101 | 74, 202, 339 
Lotale1918 =e ees eee cs 64, 864, 532 | 82,554,798 | 89, 203, 946 | 93, 811, 909 | 99, 631, 789 | 96, 600, 247 
POCA Ol gerne ee 47,197, 660 | 60,676, 722 | 70, 938, 957 | 69, 986, 671 38, 431, 221 | 44, 024, 666 

TABLE 4.—Fish frozen in 1925, by geographical sections and by months * 

South 

Monthendingthe| New | Middle | South | North | North | Central) | Per 
ae . - | Central, |Central,| and Pacific Total 15th of. England | Atlantic | Atlantic East West uiouse cent 

| tain 

| Pounds | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds | Pownds| Pounds | Pounds | Pounds 
JanuAry= sss | 203, 523] 1, 180, 883} 20, 778] 1, 685, 205} 407, 656] 102,816) 331, 692] 3,932,553) 4.31 
February--------- 305, 352} 284,905) 15,780) 344,941) 637,455) 125,603) 479,385) 2,193,421} 2.41 
Warchss soos" "153, 001] 281,922} 14,350) 911,939) 354,174] 90, 735) 1, 681, 702/§3, 487, 823} 3.83 
UN yt aes SUR | 460, 556} 339, 903| 13,850! 605,821) 281,937] 108,190] 2, 504, 624] 4,314,881] 4.73 
May see see ae | 1, 307, 604] 1, 842, 571) 147,466) 860, 186} 328,475) 151, 127| 1, 220, 128) 5, 857, 557| 6.43 
Jin lessees 3, 659, 546] 3,191,453) 71,630! 557,356) 150,897] 115, 403) 3, 053, 635/10, 799, 920] 11.85 
July se ee eS 4, 870, 932) 1, 590, 684) 190, 208] 385,089) 374,993] 108, 040) 3, 701, 429/11, 221, 375] 12. 31 
ApS tes eee | 4, 662, 590) 1, 075, 488) 163,121) 366,714) 260,868] 66, 909} 4, 306, 297/10, 901, 987] 11.96 
September-_-__----- 4, 203, 276) 1,717,800} 275,070) 298,216) 324,521] 45, 545) 4, 730, 235)11, 594, 663} 12.72 
October= == === | 2,121, 635) 2, 392, 983) 109,936] 474, 231' 410,097] 26, 496) 3, 057, 653] 8, 593,031] 9.43 
November_______- | 1, 838, 686] 3, 945,272) 76, 578| 2,613,414) 769,258] 25,814) 2, 448, 688/11, 717, 710] 12.85 
December_______- | 774,297] 1,072,256} 38, 411] 2,771, 552} 949,431] 84,106] . 860, 094] 6, 550,147] 7.17 

a |S | tt ee S| 
Total__-...-/24, 560, 998]18, 916, 120/1, 137, 178/11, 874, 664|5, 249, 762|1, 050, 784/28, 375, 562/91, 165, 068]------ 

Per cent of total__ 26. 94 20.75 1.25 13. 03 5. 76 1,15 $L.12)2 =a 100. 00 

1 New England includes the 6 States of that section; Middle Atlantic—New York, New Jersey, and 
Pennsylvania; South Atlantic—Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida; North Central, East—Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, 
Michigan, and Wisconsin; North Central, West—Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South 
Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas; South Central and Mountain—Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Missis- 
sippi, Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, 
Arizona, Utah, and Nevada; Pacific—Washington, Oregon, California, and Alaska. 
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TABLE 5.—Fish frozen in 1925, by geographical sections and by species 

| South 
: North North | Central 

Species New | Middie | South | Central | Central} and | Pacific | Total 
England | Atlantic | Atlantic East West | Moun- 

tain 

Pounds | Pounds | Pownds| Pounds | Pounds| Pownds| Pounds | Pounds 
Bluefish (all trade sizes) - 4.439) *441-766| 2262s 16; 568252 f5'030|5a eee 569, 303 
Butterfish (all trade 
BIZ eS meee eee eee 153, 775| 1,311,983} 29,097 24, 633 160| Sree see | eeetaer ane 1, 519, 648 

arfishie: et eee 19, 135 F(X ee ar as ae 53, 761| 175,742| 14, 253/_..._---_- 271, 579 
Ciscoes (including blue- 

fin, blackfin, chub, 
lake herring, etc.) ----- WIS 696)  (97:7,:531)2-=2- == 3, 108, 701) 636, 286 185625). ee eee 4, 752, 839 

Ciscoes (tullibees) ------ 25, 445) 219, 431 14,220; 401,751) 105,673 2, 312 59, 602} 828, 434 
Cod, haddock, hake, 
GNOCK ess soe heen 1, 613, 233; 483,298] 13,730/ 85,356) 106, 814}________- 478, 988] 2,781, 419 

@roskersae 1 ea in ALA a SOL 806 3465103) er 70 tAb [Leela se 2| Sse elie Soe 1, 221, 488 
Hloundersse32-o oi = 427,906} 585, 383)....._--- 10, 387 p74 eee ee 99, 709) 1, 123, 407 
Halibut (all trade sizes)-_| 419,904! 323,368 4, 828) 1,329,191) 184, 467 2, 400} 9, 776, 997/12, 041, 155 
Herring, sea (including 

alewives and _ blue- : 
acks) Po asso eee 4, 002, 057 398, 667} 55, 000 178, 288} 249, 987 2, 151 378, 119) 5, 264, 269 

Jhakce trouteee eee coe SYG05I mS 7T4536| mame meee 1, 351, 820) 287, 653 4, 085 30, 692) 2, 055, 781 
Mackerel (except Span- 

iisfal ease # Gaara ae 6, 526, 800) 1,547,301] 12,250] 140,841} 59, 397|___-____- 661, 708) 8, 948, 297 
Pike perches and pike 
ormpickerele_os/l see ee: 2, 795) 3, 124, 869|____-___- 1, 935, 443) 165, 848 75| 4, 625) 5, 233, 655 

pees (blackicad) ees) See ee 900) 2 DHNOOG nina 1s Ol soe oe 2, 551, 331) 2, 619, 046 
Salmon: H 

Silver and fall______- 183,314) 153, 871 100} 222,083) 106, 054)_....---- 3, 883, 035) 4, 548, 457 
Steelhead trout_..._-|..-...--.- Kee SAS) Bt | as ae 817|__-_.-..-|---.-----| 1, 461, 980} 1, 481, 378 
Allother 82-2 se2 se. 341,183) 137; 454)--- 2222 238, 847 49,272} 30, 066) 5, 326, 858) 6, 123, 680 

Scup (porgies)_...---.--- 38 20D GHB 2) eae ies Mlle See ee 11500 reed | 944) 899, 528 
Shad and shad roe_---_- 59,765} 95,775|____-_-_- 22,127| 4,402} 1,240] 167,938] 351, 247 
SHioliifish eee outs se Sas 557, 273|  637,957| 160,453 354,542) 131,517| 7,889 606, 987| 2, 456, 618 
Smelts, eulachon, etc__-.| 69,672) 26, 247|_-______- 128, 441) 3) 605|_2==-=_-- 122,715} 350, 680 
Squeteagues or ‘‘sea 
Cig es a 14.0|1) 508;600 | 128)037|eeesne lea ae 650|S2eseeae—= 1, 647, 427 

SCAG EE aa U5 240316 et sS.503| eee ems 439210 |ee ONGo| eee eee 287| 3, 015, 393 
Sturgeon and spoonbill 
Catena onl AI ee eit cat. 359, 641 3, 100 DANA O|seeeeee 64,133 152,765) 604, 109 

Suckers s<22 veo eee D378 \co a 66, 167 QV Ape esate cea eo ee 70, 999 
NWihitefishes2-2 ae ees s! S30|2 6138374 eens 1,019,027) 217, 513 3, 894 2, 360) 1, 856, 998 
Wihitinpuees sakes. a 6, 452, 962) 1, 952, 967|________- 18; 319|t728) oll aes seen es |peemeeent 10, 152, 799 
Miscellaneous _ frozen | 
FS Tice tans 8 921, 655) 1, 696, 563| 370,240} 905,633] 981,941} 891,481) 2, 607, 922) 8, 375, 435 

otal ae ns ah eye! 24, 560, 998 18, 916, 120]1, 137, 178] 11, 874, 664|5, 249, 762|1, 050, 784 28, 375, 562/91, 165, 068 
| 

SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES INVOLVED IN REFRIGERATION 

Heat and its relation to other forms of energy is one of the most 
intricate and difficult branches of science, and the practical refriger- 
ation man need not be a master of it. Yet there are certain prin- 
ciples, the understanding of which is of great value to an intelligent 
conduct of a refrigerating business. Reference will be made, in 
connection with the many details of this subject, to the more im- 
portant scientific papers which the reader who 1s interested to pursue 
the subject more extensively may consult. 

NATURE OF HEAT 

All matter or substance consists of extremely minute particles 

or molecules. Motion of these molecules is heat. Many of the 

simpler substances, for example water, are capable of existing in 

three states—solid, liquid, and gas—the differences being only in 

the amount of motion in the molecules and their distance apart. In 

the gaseous state (steam) the molecules are far apart and in great 
activity or motion, like a swarm of insects, each free to move long 
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distances with little interference, Unless confined they will keep 
on going or expanding and diffusing into space. If the motion 
is reduced (that is, if the gas is cooled), the molecules travel less 
freely and for shorter distances, the gas volume contracts, and a 
liquid (water, in the example chosen) is formed. In this condi- 
tion the molecules move less freely, but still get about with many 
collisions and glancing motions. The whole mass is fluid and will 
assume the shape of its container, while at the exposed surface 
many of the molecules escape into space—a process known as evapo- 
ration. If more heat is taken from the water (that is, if the motion 
of the molecules is still further reduced), the molecules are no 
longer free to move about from place to place, but each is con- 
fined to occupy a small space, within which it performs a restricted 
vibratory motion. In this condition, where the molecules are too 
much crowded to move freely, the substance is a solid (ice). In 
solids the molecules often are found to be arranged in definite rows 
or patterns, in which case the solid is a crystal of definite geometric 
form. Only at absolute zero (459.2° F. below zero) are the mole- 
cules absolutely at rest, but this temperature has never been attained. 

The differences between solid, liquid, and gas are thus purely 
differences in the amount of motion in the molecules—hot, gas; cool, 
liquid; cold, solid. The solid condition is the frozen condition, 
ordinary iron, for example, being frozen iron, Cold is a purely 
relative term meaning less heat. Ordinarily we think of things 
as cold when they contain less heat than we are accustomed to in 
our sourroundings. 

TEMPERATURE AND HEAT UNITS 

The degree of motion of molecules is expressed in temperature 
and is measured by the thermometer. Temperature alone tells us 
nothing about the quantity of heat. This is obvious if we consider 
that a drop of molten iron may have a temperature of 2,720° F., yet 
when dropped in a bucket of cold water the water is not noticeably 
warmed. This is because the quantity of heat in the drop of iron is 
too small, though the temperature of the drop is very high. The 
quantity of heat in the English system is measured in British thermal 
units (B. t. u.); a British thermal unit is defined as the amount of 
heat required to raise the temperature of a pound of water 1° 
F. If a pound of water is to be warmed from 32° to 100° F., 
68 B. t. u. of heat would be required; 2 pounds of water would re- 
quire 136 B. t. u. to be warmed 68°. Likewise, if 1 pound of water is 
to be cooled from 100° to 32° it must give off 68 B. t. u. 

FREEZING 

If water has been cooled to 32°, its freezing point, it can not ordi- 
narily be cooled any further until all of it is frozen, after which the 
temperature of the frozen water begins to drop again if heat con- 
tinues to be extracted. The heat that exists in water and all other 
crystallizable liquids, and which must be extracted to convert it to a 
solid without change of temperature, is called latent heat. ‘The term 
is often misapplied to the animal heat in fresh fish. The latent heat 
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of water is 144 B. t. u.; that is, 144 B. t. u. of heat must be taken out 
of a pound of water to convert it from a liquid at 32° to a solid at 32°. 
After it is all frozen the ice may be cooled further, but ice requires 
only about one half B. t. u. per pound to cool it 1°. 
An example of this may help to clear the matter further. How 

much refrigeration is required to cool 10 pounds of water from 100°, 
freeze it, and chill the ice to 0°? To cool the water from 100 to 
32° would require the removal of 68 B. t. u. per pound, or 680 B. 
t. u. To freeze the water at 32° would require the removal of 144 
B. t. u. per pound, or 1,440 B. t. u. To reduce the ice to 0° would 
require the removal of one-half B. t. u. per pound per degree, or 
14 X10X32—160 B. t. u. The sum of the number of B. t. u. required 
to be removed to cool the water from 100 to 32°, to freeze it, and cool 
the ice to 0° is thus 680+1,4401160 B. t. u., or 2,280 B. t. u. 
A ton of refrigeration is, according to accepted usage, the 

amount of refrigeration required to freeze 2,000 pounds of water at 
32° to ice at 32°, or 2,000 144—288,000 B. t.u. A ton of ice in melt- 
ing absorbs 288,000 B. t. u. It will cool off 288,000 pounds of water 
1°, or 28,800 pounds 10°, ete. 

Fish consist of 60 to 82 per cent water. Neglecting the nonwater 
portion of, say, haddock, which contains about 80 per cent water, to 
freeze a ton of haddock would require approximately 0.80 288,000= 
230,400 B. t. u. of refrigeration. It is customary to consider fish as all 
water for purposes of calculation, the difference being a safe allow- 
ance for conservative estimates. 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN FISH FREEZE 

What was said above about freezing substances to a solid at a 
definite point without change of temperature until all the substance is 
solid applies to pure simple substances like water. But a fish is not 
all water; it is made up of millions of microscopic cells. These cells 
may be conveniently thought of as something like hen’s eggs with 
the limy shell removed but with the membrane lining the shell left on. 
It would be a membranous bag inclosing a semigelatinous or al- 
buminous substance like the white of raw egg. In fact, an egg is a 
large cell; reduced by millions in size and multiplied by millions in 
number it represents fairly well what the flesh of fish is made of. 
The gelatinous contents of these cells is about 80 per cent or more 
water. If the fish freezes extremely rapidly, the jelly solidifies as a 
mass of frozen jelly; but if slowly, the water has a tendency to 
separate from the jelly as microscopic ice crystals. The water diffuses 
out of the jelly to build these crystals larger and larger as freezing 
proceeds, until finally a large part of the water has separated out as 
ice. ‘These crystals—long, sharp needles—may rupture the delicate 
cell membranes, so that when the fish is defrosted the juice is free to 
run out. Hence, the desirability, as will be referred to often later, of 
the most rapid freezing. 

While pure water freezes at 32°, if anything is dissolved in the 
water its freezing point is lowered. The water in fish contains 
mineral and. other substances in solution. The fish, therefore, does 
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not begin to freeze until it is cooled to 31.5° or 30.5°; but it will not 
freeze hard and solid even at this temperature, because as part of the 
water freezes out what is left has a higher concentration than it had | 
at the beginning, and a lower temperature is required for further 
freezing. Probably not all the water in fish is ever frozen at ordinary 
freezing temperatures. A fish will be apparently hard at 20°, but at 
0° itis harder. At 5° F. about 17 per cent of the water remains un- 
frozen; at 31° F. below zero, about 2.66 per cent remains liquid. 
Only at about 75° below zero is it all frozen. 

CONDUCTIVITY 

Heat is conducted through any substance, as, for example, when 
one end of a metal rod is heated the other end becomes warm. This 
conduction is a matter of the molecules striking against one another 
and transmitting the motion. Some substances conduct heat better 
than others. All metals are relatively good conductors, silver and 
copper being the best. Air and all gases generally are exceedingly 
poor conductors, especially if they are prevented from circulating. 
This is true because the molecules are farther apart and collide less 
frequently. For the same reason, solids generally are better con- 
ductors than liquids. 

Substances like cork, feathers, wool, sawdust, etc., that hold much 
air entrapped, are poor conductors of heat and are called insulators. 
When heat or cold must be confined in a space it must be surrounded 
by an insulator. Cork, wool, and like materials serve this purpose 
when they are dry because of the air they contain, but when water 
enters them and drives out the air the insulating value is impaired, 
because, as already said, liquid is a better conductor of heat than gas. 

The rate of transfer of heat through an insulating medium is 
approximately inversely proportional to the thickness of the insulat- 
ing substance. About half as much heat will flow per minute through 
a square foot of cork 2 inches thick as through a square foot of cork 
1 inch thick, and a third as much will flow through a slab 3 inches 
thick. On the other hand, when it is desirable to cause heat to flow as 
rapidly as possible from one body to another the path of travel of the 
heat must be through as good a conductor as possible. For example, 
in a sharp freezer, where fish are in a metal pan and the pan rests on 
a metal pipe, the heat travels freely through the points of contact 
between fish and pan and pan and pipes; but most of the fish is in 
contact with air, which is an exceedingly poor conductor, hence the 
comparatively slow freezing attained in this way. If more rapid 
freezing is to be attained the fish must be brought into intimate 
contact with a good conductor that is refrigerated. 

The rate of transfer of heat from one place to another is in direct 
proportion to the difference in the temperature of the two places. 
For example, a can of water at 32° is immersed in brine at 22°. The 
difference in the temperatures of the water and the brine is 10°. An- 
other can of water at 32° is immersed in brine at 12°. The difference 
in temperature in this case is 20°. ‘The water in the second can will 
freeze twice as rapidly as the first if the conditions remain constant, 
because the difference in the temperature of water and brine is twice 
as great in the second case as in the first. Another can in brine at 2° 
would freeze three times as fast as the one at 22°. This simple fact, 
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taken together with the desirability of rapid freezing of fish, ex- 
plains why such cold temperatures are necessary in sharp freezers. 

Ice is about four times as good a conductor of heat as water. When 
a fish is freezing the outer frozen part (containing about 80 per cent 
ice) conducts heat outward about four times as fast as it did before 
it was frozen; but when a frozen fish is thawing the outer thawed 
layer conducts heat only about one-fourth as rapidly as it did while 
it was frozen. A fish will therefore freeze more rapidly than it will 
thaw if there is the same difference between the temperature of the 
air and the fish in both cases. 

CHANGES THAT TAKE PLACE IN FISH AND THEIR 
PREVENTION BY COLD 

Two classes of changes that take place in fish will be considered 
in this section, (a) those that occur in fresh fish and (0) those that 
occur in frozen fish. 

CHANGES IN FRESH FISH* 

When a live fish is taken from the water its parts are all intact. 
stomach usually full of food, intestines with digested food and 
residue, and its body and gills covered with a heavy mucus. Its 
muscle tissue is able to contract, and the entire fish is chemically nor- 
mal and wholesome and all internal tissues sterile or nearly so. 
When the fish dies there begins a series of many kinds of changes 
that affect the wholesomeness and appearance of the fish. To pre- 
vent these changes from taking place is to preserve the fish. In 
order to do this intelligently an understanding of the nature of these 
changes is valuable. 

COLOR OF THE SKIN 

The first noticeable change in the fish after death is in the coloring 
of the skin. This color is due largely to variously colored pigment 
cells, which are contractile and controlled by nerves. Upon release of 
nervous control at death these pigment cells contract, the blend of 
colors becomes dull, and the appearance is generally less attractive 
than that of the living fish. 

RIGOR MORTIS 

One of the earlier changes in the fish after it dies is a development 
of lactic acid in the muscles, causing them to contract, the fish in 
consequence becoming rigid. This condition is called rigor mortis. 
The warmer the fish the sooner rigor mortis begins and the shorter 
time it lasts. The colder the fish (not frozen) the slower rigor is- 
to appear and the longer it lasts. Rigor is a sign of freshness and 

144 See A. G. Anderson, “ On the decomposition of fish.” Fishery Board for Scotland, 
26th Annual Report, 1907, Part III, pp. 13-39. Edinburgh. Clough, R. W., “A biochemi- 
cal study of Pacific coast salmon, with particular reference to the formation of indol and 
skatol during decomposition.” University of Washington, Department of Chemistry. 27 
pp., bibliography. The University Press, Seattle. L. Gross, ‘‘An investigation into the 
rate of putrefaction in the common food fish caught in and around Passamaquoddy Bay, 
New Brunswick.” Department of the Naval Service, Biological Board for Canada, Con- 
tributions to Canadian Biology, 1918-1920, Vol. IX, pp. 99-102. Ottawa. Hunter, A. C., 
“ Bacterial growths in decomposing salmon.” Journal of Bacteriology, Vol. V, 1920, pp. 
5438-552. Also, “The sources and characteristics of bacteria in decomposing salmon.” 
Ibid., Vol. VII, 1922, pp. 85-109. 
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wholesomeness, well recognized by fishmongers. There is some ques- 
tion as to whether fish are best frozen before, during, or after rigor.’® 
Some investigators have observed that cod frozen before rigor had a 
dry and disagreeable taste. Others have thrown doubt on this con- 
clusion and indicated by experiments that it is possible to have fish of 
good flavor in both cases. 

AUTOLYSIS 

As rigor subsides another change comes about, perhaps assisted by 
the lactic acid that causes rigor. This is autolysis, or self-digestion 
of the tissues. It is an important change that requires some expla- 
nation. 

There are certain substances called enzymes that are capable of 
decomposing or breaking down complex into simpler substances. A 
familiar example of such a substance is pepsin in the stomach, which 
breaks down the complex substance (protein) of lean meat into 
simpler substances that dissolve in water to form liquid solutions. 
This liquefaction of food is digestion and serves to prepare the food 
for absorption into the blood through the intestinal wall. There are 
many such enzymes in the animal body, most of the tissues contain- 
ing enzymes capable of liquefying or digesting them. ‘These enzymes 
serve an important purpose in the living animal, but upon its death 
they set to work to soften and liquefy the tissues. This self-digestion 
of fish substance is called autolysis. 

The products of autolysis are not unwholesome. Indeed, a certain 
amount of autolysis or ripening, as butchers call it, is desirable in 
red meats, for it makes them tender and juicy, and most people prefer 
the flavor. In fish, however, autolysis, while harmless, gives rise to 
a fishy flavor that is distinctly objectionable. Fish that have under- 
gone autolysis are soft and flabby. Impressions made on the fish 
with one’s fingers remain when the fingers have been removed. 
Autolysis occurs in fish after rigor has passed away. It is hastened 
by warmth and retarded by cold. The maximum rate is at tempera- 
tures varying with different fishes from about 65 to 81° F. Bruises 
promote autolysis, for it has been shown that bruised or crushed meat 
softens and digests itself much more rapidly than meat not bruised. 
Autolysis is prevented entirely by freezing the fish solid, but it begins 
again when the fish is defrosted. Salt in small quantities increases 
autolysis. Slowly frozen fish autolyze more rapidly than fresh 
fish, while rapidly frozen fish autolyze less rapidly.*® 

15'The subject is discussed by the following authors, whose works are extensive theo- 
retical studies of scientific principles of freezing fish: W. D. Richardson and H. Scherubel, 
“The deterioration and commercial preservation of flesh foods.” Journal of the Ameri- 
can Chemical Society, Vol. XXX, pp. 1515-1564. Easton, 1908. J. M. Bottemanne [Ed.], 

~ “Verslag van de door Nederlandsche Vereeniging voor de koeltechniek ingestelde Commissie 
voor de Vischeonserveering, etc.” Delft, 1915. See also, Third International Congress of 
Refrigeration, Chicago, 1913. R. Plank, E. Ehrenbaum, and K. Reuter, “ Die Kon- 
servierung von Fischen durch das Gefrierverfahren.”’ 248 pp. Zentral Hinkaufsgesell- 
senate ere 1916. See also, Stiles, footnote 45, p. 580, and Ogura and Fujikawa, foot- 
note 20, p. 2 

16 See Oya, Takeo, and Kiyoshi Shimada on the “ Autolysis of fish muscle.” I. Journal 
of the Imperial Fisheries Institute ,Vol. XIX, No. 3, 1923. Oya, Takeo, Hi-etsu Sumi, 
and Kiyoshi Shimada II. Jbid., Vol. XXI, 1926, pp. 49-149. Callow, E. H., “The 
ARE of the muscle of the cod.” Biochemical Journal, Vol. XIX, 1925, pp. 1-6. 
ambridge. 
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PUTREFACTION 

Putrefaction is caused by bacteria or microscopic living things 
entirely too small to be seen without a microscope. They exist almost 
everywhere. Sea water and other natural waters contain millions of 
them. As long as fish are alive and healthy bacteria do them no 
harm, though they occur in the body slime, on the gills, and in the 
intestines and probably, also, to some extent in the blood and flesh. 
When the fish dies there is no longer any resistance to the growth of 
bacteria; they begin at once to multiply rapidly in the body slime 
and in the intestines, soon invading the flesh and gills, break down 
and disintegrate the intestinal walls, and ultimately spoil the fish. 

Bacteria do not obtain their nourishment by biting or digging in. 
They are plants by nature and live, as other plants do, by absorbing 
food from their surroundings. They secrete enzymes from their 
bodies; these enzymes liquefy or digest the surrounding flesh, and 
this digested flesh is then absorbed by the bacteria. The products 
of bacterial action, unlike those from autolysis, are usually offensive 
and unwholesome. The process of decomposition brought about by 
bacteria is known as putrefaction. 

To prevent putrefaction, the bacteria must be killed or their 
activities prevented. Bacteria are killed by cooking and also by 
certain chemicals, both of which agencies are impracticable for 
fresh fish. Their activities can be retarded by low temperature, 
which greatly slows down the multiplication of bacteria. Ice tem- 
perature serves well to delay putrefaction for several days. 

Bacteriological investigation’? has shown that development of 
bacteria in fish is arrested by freezing, and that the bacterial content 
of fish after a term of storage was essentially the same as it was 
when the fish went into storage. 

As the source of infection of fish is usually the surface slime, gills, 
and intestine, it follows that fish should be washed before freezing, 
unless they are perfectly fresh at the time, and that preferably they 
should be gutted and the gills removed. Gutting is, however, not 
always desirable because of trade requirements.*® 

CHANGES DURING THE FREEZING PROCESS 

Some reference already has been made to the freezing of water in 
the tissues of fish. When fish are exposed to a low temperature they 
freeze—that is, they become solid—apparently simple enough, but 
in reality a very complex phenomenon. Exactly what happens de- 
pends largely on just how the freezing is done. 

GROSS EFFECTS OF SLOW AND RAPID FREEZING 

The most important single factor that affects the internal condi- 
tion of the fish is the speed of freezing. If a fish is placed in a 
sharp freezer or cold room the temperature of the entire fish is gradu- 

17 See, for example, H. D. Pease, ‘ Effect of prolonged periods of cold storage on the 
bacteria in the tissues of fish.” Proceedings, Third International Congress of Refrigera- 
tion, Chicago, 19138, Vol. I, Sec. III, pp. 560—573, 

18 See footnote 25 on p. 537. 
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ally lowered. When the body of the fish reaches the freezing point 
of body juice, it begins to freeze. In general, the outer parts of the 
fish are colder than the inner parts, though there is no sharp line 
of demarcation. The fish gradually becomes firm, and finally hard 
throughout. In this case the factor controlling the speed of freezing 
is the removal of heat from the surface, for the heat flows from the 
inside of the fish to the surface as fast as it can be carried away by the 
air, which is a very poor conductor of heat. When heat is removed 
very rapidly, as by immersing it in very cold, rapidly moving brine, 
the factor that limits the rate of freezing is the conductivity of the fish 
itself. The surrounding brine, being a good conductor and in rapid 
motion, removes the heat from the surface as fast as it can be 
conducted from the inner parts. The outer parts of a fish may be 
frozen hard, while the innermost parts are still quite unfrozen. 
The outer frozen shell becomes thicker and thicker as freezing pro- 
ceeds inwardly, always sharply demarked from the inner unfrozen 
core until freezing is complete. The slowly frozen fish is highly 
solidified, while rapidly frozen fish are of a more waxy consistency. 
Between the two there are other profound differences in microscopic 
structure that will be referred to later. 

CHANGE IN VOLUME 

Water in freezing expands by about 8.8 per cent of its volume. 
Fish expand accordingly, in proportion to the amount of water pres- 
ent and the amount of that present which is frozen. It is not all 
frozen in ordinary practice. It has been shown by measurements of 
expansion that in gels not all the water is frozen until extremely low 
temperatures are reached (about 103° F. below zero). It is sup- 
posed that some of the water remains diffused in the “ capillary ” con- 
dition. As fish contain from 65 to 80 per cent water, the expansion 
may be estimated at from 5.7 to 7.1 per cent of volume. Whether 
this expansion is responsible for any of the structural changes in fish, 
such as rupture of gall bladder or destruction of cell membranes, is 
as yet uncertain. It is not now considered to be so important as it 
was some years ago. Expansion is of importance where fish are 
frozen confined in molds or cans, where allowance must be made for 
expansion. It can not be prevented or resisted. 

COAGULATION OF PROTEIN GELS 

As stated previously, the cell contents of fish are a semiliquid gel 
of protein in water, with small amounts of numerous substances in 
solution. It has been reported by various investigators that such 
gels, on being frozen and under certain conditions, become ccagu- 
lated. In the report of the Food Investigation Board of Great 
Britain for 1923 it is shown that egg albumen, if frozen at a tem- 
perature not colder than 21° F., will defrost as a liquid similar to 
what it was in its unfrozen state, but that if frozen at a moderately 
lower temperature it can not be returned to its original condition by 
defrosting but will be coagulated. However, if frozen with extreme 
rapidity in liquid air and defrosted with great rapidity in warm 
mercury it is not coagulated. These experiments indicate that there 
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is a temperature zone below 21° in which coagulation occurs, but that 
if the albumen is passed quickly through this zone in freezing and 
defrosting coagulation does not occur. Coagulation that is progres- 
sive through the storage period has been observed in frozen haddock. 

Brine-frozen fish, not being damaged by internal crystallization, 
are, because of coagulation, firmer than fresh fish. They are of a 
firmness strongly suggesting rigor mortis, even after months of 
storage, and this firmness does not pass away after a brief period as 
rigor mortis does. Kept in a cool place, brine-frozen fish will remain 
in this artificial rigor for days, until they are spoiled. The effect 
probably is due to a small amount of salt that penetrates during the 
freezing. 

HEMOLYSIS 

The red substance of blood—hemoglobin—is contained in micro- 
scopic corpuscles. On freezing, many of these corpuscles are ruptured, 
and the contained red hemoglobin diffuses into the blood plasma and 
surrounding tissues, discoloring them. This is noticeable in fish 
mainly in the neighborhood of the large arteries, especially those near 
the backbone, where the red matter diffuses into and discolors the 
muscle tissue. 

INTERNAL CRYSTALLIZATION 

The freezing of fish is essentially the freezing of a watery gel. A 
large part of the water is transformed into the crystalline solid state. 
It is well known to chemists that when substances crystallize the size 
of the crystals formed is determined by the time required for them to 
form. Diamonds are large crystals of carbon, requiring prolonged 
periods to form. Man, in the short time available for his processes, 
has been unable to duplicate nature’s effort. Rock candy is sugar 
crystallized slowly over a period of days or weeks. Fudge is also 
sugar, but is crystallized quickly by cooling a hot solution in a 
few seconds. One is composed of large crystals, the other small. 
Water frozen slowly to ice in ice factories splits easily because its 
internal structure is characterized by large crystal faces or planes of 
cleavage, while rapidly frozen ice is hard and shatters like stone 
because its internal crystals are small and numerous. Crystals grow. 
A nucleus or seed is formed and more substance is laid on in layers, 
if time permits, until the liquid substance is exhausted in building 
large crystals. If heat is extracted too fast, this growth does not 
have time to take place, and the crystals are small and numerous. 

This principle applies to the freezing of fish. When a piece of 
fish is frozen with extreme rapidity by dipping in liquid air and 
examined under the miscroscope while still frozen, no perceptible 
change except solidification will be found to have taken place; but 
if it is frozen somewhat less rapidly (as in the outer portion of fish 
frozen in very cold brine) and examined while still frozen, there will 
be observed several parallel columns of clear ice running length- 
wise of the muscle fibers. Part of the water originally contained 
in the protein gel has separated and frozen as long crystals of clear 
ice. If this piece of fish is defrosted, the water is slowly reabsorbed 
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Fie. 3.—Cross section of halibut frozen slowly in ordinary sharp freezer and 
defrosted. Note honeycombing of tissues by ice crystals. Courtesy, Atlantic 
Coast Fisheries Co. 

ate 
i 

: 

Fie. 4.—Cross section of halibut frozen rapidly (in brine). The tissues are 
intact. The white dots are reflection of light from surface moisture. Courtesy 
Atlantic Coast Fisheries Co, 
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into the protein. Virtually, if not absolutely, the changes that occur 
in freezing of this degree of rapidity are reversible on thawing. In 
a yet slower rate of freezing, such as occurs in the inner portions of 
brine-frozen fish, one single large column of ice forms in the muscle 
fiber; but here, also, little practical damage is done. 

In very slow freezing large ice crystals are formed—so large that 
they do not remain in the muscle fibers or cell. Cell walls are 
ruptured and the crystals form in the interstitial spaces. When 
such fish are defrosted, the juice runs out of the fish, carrying much 
of the valuable fish substance with it. Unfortunately, this is the 
kind of freezing that commonly occurs in “sharp” freezers and 
accounts for the many efforts that have been made in recent years 
to achieve more rapid freezing. Especially in large fish, such as 
halibut, large crystals, half an inch or more long, may be extracted 
easily from the tissues; and the tissues when defrosted are char- 
acterized by a honeycomb structure. Compared with fresh fish, the 
flesh is dry and the taste flat. 

Furthermore, it was shown that autolysis is promoted by bruising. 
The formation of large internal crystals is equivalent to a severe 
bruising or physical damage to all the tissues of the fish. Such fish 

,on defrosting autolyze very rapidly. 

CHANGES DURING COLD STORAGE 

If frozen fish are held for a protracted time in cold storage, other 
changes may occur. 

BLOOD PIGMENTS 

The red coloring matter of blood—hemoglobin—is sensitive to the 
gases of the air. On long standing in the presence of air, hemo- 
globin is converted to methemoglobin, a brownish-gray substance 
that gives the color to corned beef. The blood of fish after pro- 
longed storage undergoes this change. The writer has prevented it 
experimentally by the use of substances like carbon monoxide and 
nitric oxide, which form stable red compounds with hemoglobin. 

DESICCATION 

It is universally known that water will evaporate when exposed to 
dry air. That ice also will evaporate is not so well recognized, yet 
it is so. An understanding of the laws of vapors is necessary to a 
clear conception of the movements of moisture in a cold-storage 
room. 

If a pan of water is placed in a closed chamber, and if the air in 
the chamber is not already saturated with water vapor, water will 
evaporate until the vapor (or air) in the chamber is saturated— 
that is, until it contains all the water that it will hold. How much 
water will it hold? This depends on the temperature of the cham- 
ber. ‘The warmer the chamber the more water is required to saturate 
it. If the temperature in a saturated chamber is raised, more water 
will evaporate; if it is lowered, some will condense as dew if the 
temperature of the condensing surface is above 32° F., or as ice 
or snow crystals if below this point. 
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If moisture is present in a sealed room, and if the temperature of 
the room is constant and uniform throughout, the vapor will soon 
come to saturation and remain saturated as long as the conditions 
are not changed. 

Table 6 shows the number of grains of water vapor per cubic foot 
of saturated vapor at cold-storage temperatures. 

TABLE 6.— Weight of a cubic foot of saturated moisture 

Moisture | Moisture 
Temperature, °F. per cubic | Temperature, °F. per cubic 

foot, grains ] | foot, grains 
if] 
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These conditions of constancy and uniformity of temperature are 
not realized in a fish cold-storage room. The temperature fluctuates 
from hour to hour or day to day. If a room is at 0°, each cubic foot 
of saturated air contains 0.479 grain of water vapor. If the tem- 
perature rises next day to 10°, 0.780 grain, or nearly twice as much 
water, is required to saturate the air, and this must evaporate from 
the fish. (The quantities are actually somewhat smaller because the . 
juice of fish is not pure water.) The temperature in the room also is 
not uniform. Heat is coming into the room through the walls, etc., 
and is being absorbed by the cold pipes. The fish, being near the 
walls, on the floors, and surrounded by air that is warmed from the 
same sources, are warmer than the pipes, which are absorbing the 
heat. The saturation point is lower at the pipes and higher at the 
fish. Under these conditions the moisture will evaporate steadily 
from the fish but can not saturate the air because the cold pipes con- 
dense the moisture. There is thus a continuous travel of moisture 
from fish to pipes, which will dry the fish completely unless remedial 
measures are taken. 

The commonest remedial measure is an ice glaze on the fish. The 
glaze, being of pure water, has a slightly greater tendency to evap- 
orate than the juice of the fish, and, being exposed, evaporates first. 
Other practical measures will be considered in more detail later. 

RUSTING 

The fats in fish are a mixture of fatty substances, some of which 
are unsaturated. That is to say, they are capable of combining 
with either oxygen or hydrogen under proper conditions. They com- 
bine directly with oxygen on exposure to air, or they may become 
“hydroxylated ” by combining with both oxygen and hydrogen, in 
which case they are rancid. When they take oxygen from the air 
they become viscous or rubbery, as linseed oil becomes on drying 
when applied as paint. 

The tissues of fish contain enzymes that are capable of decompos- 
ing fats, and as long as the fats are in the presence of their mother 
tissues (as they are in stored fish) they are subject to decomposition. 
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When decomposed, they are readily attacked by oxygen and form 
various unpleasant substances; that is, they become rancid. ‘This 
decomposition and oxidation occurs in the cold-storage room unless 
measures are taken to prevent it and is manifested by a yellowish, 
rusty, gummy accumulation on the surface of the fish, especially 
around the bases of the fins and, in the case of gutted fish, in the 
belly cavity. Cut surfaces are prone to rust. 

These changes are chemical and, in common with chemical changes 
generally, are accelerated by heat and retarded by cold. For exam- 
ple, ethyl acetate, a fatty substance, at 72° decomposes one-half as 
fast as it does at 104°; at 32° it decomposes about one-seventh as 
fast, and at 18° only one-twentieth as fast as it does at 104°. The 
rate of decomposition would be even lower at the temperatures com- 
monly found in fish cold storages, namely, 10 to 0°. It follows that 
low temperatures will prevent rusting, or at least greatly reduce it. 
In practice it has been found that 8° F’. is about the highest tempera- 
ture at which fat fish can be kept for ordinary storage periods with- 
out serious rusting. Lower temperatures are recommended, and 
many fish freezers regularly maintain temperatures of 5 or even 0°. 

The oxidation of fat generates heat. The rising temperature in 
turn accelerates oxidation. This vicious cycle may ruin fish like 
smelt, which are particularly liable to rust. The writer has seen 
smelt completely ruined and covered with mold, though they had 
been kept at 5° F. The mold could not have grown at that tempera- 
ture. Rapid oxidation had raised the temperature to a point where 
the mold could grow. The fat had run out of the boxes copiously. 
This is, of course, an extreme condition—small fish, exposing much 
surface without glaze, and very rich in highly oxidizable fat. Glaz- 
ing is a great help in preventing oxidation of fat but is not com- 
pletely efficacious without a low temperature. 

LOSS OF SAVORY SUBSTANCES 

Fish that have been frozen and stored for a long time frequently 
are observed to have lost much of their flavor. We do not know 
definitely just what substances in fish are responsible for flavor. 
Most probably the flavor is the blend of flavors and odors from 
many substances that are present in small quantities. The loss of 
flavor or odor possibly may be caused by (1) escape of volatile 
substances by evaporation, (2) reaction of the atmospheric gases 
(oxygen and carbon dioxide) with the constituents of the fish, or (3) 
reactions between or among the various constituents of the fish them- 
selves. The last-mentioned of these would seem more likely to in- 
crease than decrease the flavor. If loss is caused by evaporation of 
savory substances or by reaction with atmospheric gases, the remedy 
lies clearly in a protecting glaze that seals in the natural constituents 
of the fish and excludes the air. In practice it is common experi- 
ence that fish held at low temperature and fully protected by a glaze 
lose nothing of taste or flavor in months or even years. It seems 
much more likely that the loss of flavor often observed occurs at 
the time of defrosting fish that have been frozen slowly. The loss 
of juice made possible by internal crystallization easily accounts 
for the loss of soluble principles that give taste and flavor as well 
as nutriment. 
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INTERNAL CHANGES IN FISH IN STORAGE 

Reuter, in the German work already referred to, observed changes 
in the consistency of fish flesh that are progressive in prolonged 
storage. These changes occur in fish frozen by any method. Imme- 
diately after rapid freezing and defrosting the tissues of haddock, 
for example, resemble those of fresh fish so closely that one can 
scarcely distinguish the difference, but in storage they begin to show 
changes after a time. 
lowing scheme: 

Reuter’s observations are shown by the fol- 

Tendency of juice to exude from fish spontaneous] y 
after defrosting 

Cut surfaces dry; free outflow of juice at a mini- 
mum; on pressure almost none could be squeezed 
out. 

Cut surfaces dry; small drops of tissue juice flows 
out spontaneously; on pressure the tissue juice 
runs out in moderate abundance. 

Juice runs out spontaneously a little more freely 
than in the preceding; on pressure it runs out 
very freely, leaving the muscle fibers dry. 

Cut surface moist; spontaneous outflow of tissue 

eta Consistency of tissues after defrosting 

24 hours__--_- Firm as fresh muscle. Gelatinous con- 
sistency when rubbed or squeezed 
between fingers. 

1idayssss == Muscle still tenacious, viscous, and 
gelatinous, though slightly less than 
in above. 

103 days----- Muscle much less gelatinous and vis- 
cous; also dryer than preceding. 

149 days___-- No gelatinous property; fibers crum- 
bly and dry. juice not more considerable than after 18 or 103 

days’ storage, but on pressure the juice continu- 
ously exudes as if out of a sponge, so that the 
muscle fibers remain a friable and plastic mass. 

In 1922 the present writer suggested, on theoretical grounds, 
that it was possible that fish containing only minute ice crystals im- 
mediately after freezing might contain larger ones after a period of 
storage. There was reason to believe that, because of fluctuations in 
temperature in storage, the larger crystals might grow at the expense 
of the smaller ones. The Japanese investigators Ogura and Fuji- 
kawa ”° report in a recent publication that this is true, though they 
do not give, in the English summary (the publication itself is in 
Japanese), the nature of their observations, nor do they indicate the 
extent of growth of the crystals. The writer can state from his own 
observations, however, that the change is not great, for rapidly 
frozen fish after a period of storage do not, on close visual examina- 
tion but without a microscope, show any noticeable crystallization. 
The Japanese observers also state that, although the ice crystals in 
the tissues were very small, the muscle cells invariably suffered some 
damage. ‘ For instance, if a slice of frozen flesh is cut off and im- 
mersed in cold water, the cell contents will soon dissolve out into the 
water, leaving the stroma substance something like cotton fiber. 
This was not the case with the flesh which was not frozen. By this 
means the fresh can easily be distinguished from the frozen flesh.” 

ACQUISITION OF UNDESIRABLE ODORS 

Not only may fish in cold-storage rooms lose some of their natural 
flavor and odor, but they may also acquire foreign odors and flavors. 

19 H. EF. Taylor, ‘‘ Brine Freezing of Fish.” U. S. Bureau of Fisheries Economic Cir- 
cular No. 54. Washington, 1922. 

2Z. Ogura and K. Fujikawa, “On the refrigeration and preservation of fish.’ Bul- 
letin of the Government Fishery Experimental Station of Chosen, No. 1, 1925, 162 pp. 
(Japanese abstract in English, 8 pp.) Fusan. 
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The air of a cold-storage room is stagnant. No ventilation is pro- 
vided, except that which is occasioned by opening the doors. Being 
in contact with fish continuously, it doubtless becomes charged with 
volatile substances from fish. If fish are stale when frozen, they have 
small quantities of ammonia, amines, hydrogen sulphide, and the like, 
which are volatile. Oxidation of fats produces aldehydes and other 
offensive substances, some of which are volatile. Smoked fish have a 
decided odor, which arises from the volatile constituents of smoke. 
When large quantities and numerous varieties of fishes are stored 

together in an unventilated room the air may, and probably does, 
become charged with these volatile substances. Fish may absorb 
them to some extent. Round fish, well glazed, may not be appre- 
ciably affected, but fish without these protections, and especially those 
of slight flavor of their own, like haddock fillets and cod steaks, may 
be distinctly tainted with these odors. Protective wrappings for 
these products are necessary, therefore, not only to prevent drying 
out, but to prevent taint from foreign substances in the air. Low 
temperatures reduce the tendency to taint from the air, because the 
lower the temperature, the lower the tendency of volatile substances 
to evaporate, and the more completely they are condensed on the cold 
pipes along with the water. Smoked fish should be stored apart from 
other fish as far as possible. 

This subject is of much practical importance, and has not been 
sufficiently studied. Steamship or railroad companies hesitate or 
refuse to forward fish in refrigerated compartments with meat, eggs, 
butter, and poultry. General cold storage warehouses either do not 
accept fish, or else store them in separate rooms, or, as in the case of 
the cold-storage warehouse of the Harbour Commissioners of Quebec, 
in an entirely separate building. Retailers usually avoid putting fish 
in their refrigerators along with other food products because of pos- 
sible taint with fishy odors. Scarcely enough of this subject is 
definitely known to justify any broad generalizations. The writer 
has done some investigating and found that if an impervious cover- 
ing is used, such as the various moisture-proof papers, and tight boxes, 
with low temperatures, taint may be reduced to a negligible amount. 

CHANGES THAT DEPEND ON THE TEMPERATURE AT WHICH FISH ARE 

FROZEN 

Generally, the colder the freezing medium the faster the fish 
freeze, and it has been shown already that the rapidity of freezing 
has much to do with the frozen product. Rapidity of freezing, 
however, can be had without excessively low temperatures by having 
good contact between fish and, say brine, and having the brine in 
rapid circulation. It has been shown that temperatures at which fish 
are frozen have an effect independent of the rate of freezing. The 
lower the temperature the more of the water is frozen out. The 
more water frozen out the more concentrated the remaining solu- 
tion. At 104° F. below zero all the water is frozen out of the fish 
and the fish substance is completely dehydrated. It does not return 
to its original condition when defrosted. The implication of this 
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finding is that rapidity of freezing should be obtained by other 
means than excessively low temperatures. 

CHANGES THAT AFFECT THE FOOD VALUE OF FISH 

Among the changes already referred to that affect the food value 
of frozen fish the loss of juice caused by crystallization and the 
degradation of fats are the most important. The juice that runs 
out of a frozen fish on defrosting contains so much albumen that 
it coagulates like white of egg when it is heated. The fats, being 
partly oxidized, have lost part of their fuel value and interfere 
with digestion. 
On devoting attention particularly to the protein constituents of 

fish, several chemists have found no significant changes that could 
affect food value.*t. Their conclusions are based largely on a study 
of the nitrogenous constituents. There is no doubt that changes 
that affect food value may and do occur in frozen fish, and that the 
seriousness of these changes depends on the methods of freezing 
and storage. That fish can be so frozen and stored that no important 
change will occur that would affect their food value is likewise well 
established. 

DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, AND EQUIPMENT OF FISH 
FREEZERS 

The design, construction, and equipment of plants for freezing 
fish is a subject the adequate treatment of which is beyond the scope 
of the present work and must be left to refrigeration engineers, who 
are nearly always called upon where questions arise or plans for 
construction are to be made. However, a brief discussion of some 
aspects of the subject may be useful to the readers to whom this 
work is addressed. 

LOCATION 

Fish freezers should be located with respect to accessibility to 
boats that bring in fish, railroad tracks and wharves for cargo ships 
for transportation, an adequate source of clean water, and avail- 
ability of coal or electric power and labor. A water-front location 
is most to be desired, of course, but it is not always available. The 
nearer to the point of actual production of fish that a freezer can 
be located the better in general, though public warehouses are 
located conveniently near wholesale fish markets. As large volumes 
of water. are required for the condensers, it is economical to have 
access to a lake, river, artesian well, or other free water, which 
peas no be highly pure, and also to filtered pure water for washing 
the fish. 

aC, §. Smith, ‘A study of the influence of cold-storage temperatures upon the chemi- 
cal composition and nutritive value of fish.” Biochemical Bulletin, Vol. III, 1913, pp. 
54-68. New York. W. A. Perlzweig and W. J. Gies, “A further study of the chemical 
composition and nutritive value of fish subjected to prolonged periods of cold storage.” 
Tbid., pp. 69-71. EH. D. Clark, L, H. Almy, and M. E. Pennington, ‘‘ The commercial 
freezing and storing of fish.” U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Chemistry, 
Bulletin 635, 1918. Washington. BH. D. Clark and L. H. Almy, “A chemical study of 
frozen fish in storage for short and long periods.’”’ Journal of Industrial and Engineering 
Chemistry, vol. 12, 1920, pp. 656-668. Haston. L. H. Almy and E. Field, ‘ Preservation 
of fish frozen in chilled brine. II. The keeping quality of the fish.” Journal of Industrial 
and Engineering Chemistry, vol. 14, p. 2038, 1922. Easton. 
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GENERAL FEATURES OF DESIGN 

The freezer as a unit should be so designed that all parts are 
proportioned to the capacity desired. The sharp-freezer space should 

Fic. 5.—Fish freezer of 14,000,000 pounds storage capacity at Prince Rupert, British 
Columbia 

Fic. 6.—Freezer of brick construction and cork insulation, Bay City, Mich. Courtesy, 
Bay City Freezer 

be calculated for maximum daily requirements, due regard being 
had for the frequency with which these maxima are likely to occur. 
In public warehouses, where the first month’s storage includes the 
freezing charge, this first month yields more profit than succeeding 
months of storage. Quick turnovers are therefore desirable. In 
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private freezers, where the goods are held for a favorable market, 
the storage space may be the limit to the amount of business possible. 

The sharp freezers, engine room, receiving, washing space, and 
clerk’s office usually are located on the first floor. In some freezers 
in New England that freeze much herring for bait the receiving 
space is on the top floor and the sharp freezers are situated im- 
mediately under the receiving floor, in which several hatchways are 
provided. The herring are hoisted from the boats to the top floors, 
whence they are dumped through the hatches on wooden flakes in 
the sharp freezers. 

The mistake frequently is made in freezer designs of allowing too 
little space for receiving, washing, panning, and other operations 
carried on in the open. Space may look large on a blue print 
but turn out to be too small when occupied by trucks, washing 
trough, empty pans, barrels, and boxes, when several men must work 
expeditiously, not only in washing and panning but also in packing 
and stenciling boxes. 

The glazing room should be situated preferably on the route from 
sharp freezer to storage rooms. In many cases it is situated adjacent 
to the sharp freezers and serves a double purpose as glazing room 
and anteroom for the sharp freezers. In some cases it is on one of 
the upper floors. Ample room should be provided for shooks and, 
where advisable, a nailing machine. 

In localities where conditions warrant it, a room held at about 
32 to 35° for short-term storage of fresh, mild cured, and smoked 
fish, is profitable, often more so than the same amount of any other 
kind of space during the summer season. It is a common practice 
to provide such rooms with two or more sets of refrigeration coils. 
In winter months all coils are in use and the room is held at cold- 
storage temperature, while in summer part of the coils are closed, 
and enough are kept in use to provide a cool temperature. Because 
at the necessity of quick turnovers, often this room is on the ground 
oor. . 
Elevators should be of ample size and carrying capacity to accom- 

modate trucks heavily loaded. Especial care should be exercised to have 
all elevator doors air-tight, because if not tight they permit a down- 
ward flow of the tall column of cold air in the shaft with consequent 
serious loss of refrigeration. 

INSULATION 

Some freezers are of frame construction insulated with sawdust. 
Lith and other materials frequently are used. Without a doubt cork 
is the most satisfactory insulating material we have. It is used best 
in connection with brick or concrete construction, though when prop- 
erly protected with waterproofing materials is quite satisfactory in 
frame structures. Either excess or deficiency of cork insulation is 
false economy. Too little cork is wasteful of refrigeration and 
makes the maintenance of a proper temperature difficult. Where 
more than enough is used, depreciation and interest on investment 
more than equal the expense for refrigeration saved. 
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FLOORS 

Floors in cold rooms generally are insulated. Usually they are 
waterproof and are designed to withstand heavy trucking. ‘Those 
that are wet should be provided with floor drains connected with 
a sewer. 

Fic. 7.—Conveying machinery in a fish freezer. The pans of fish are placed on the 
roller conveyor at right. At the end of the conveyor, in background, they pass 
on a pair of scales (shown in fig. 8), where they are weighed. Courtesy, 
Brooklyn Bridge Freezing & Cold Storage Co. 

LIGHTS 

Electric wiring should be insulated to resist dampness that may 
accumulate heavily on a change of temperature. Pilot lights should 
be placed at conspicuous places outside the rooms, and the lights 
always should be turned off when not in use. 

CONVEYING MACHINERY FOR LABOR SAVING 

The opportunities for saving labor by the use of conveying appa- 
ratus appear to have been largely neglected in fish freezers. Elabo- 

22279—27——_3 aa 
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sete gone so 

Tig. 8.—Conveying machinery in fish freezer. The fish pass on a roller scale plat- 
form. The weights are recorded on an adding machine. The fish then pass into 
the vertical conveyor to the top floor sharp freezers. Courtesy, Brooklyn Bridge 
Freezing & Cold Storage Co. 

Fig. 9.—Conveying machinery in fish freezer. The fish pans pass down the roller 
conveyor in the sharp freezer, to be placed on the pipes. When frozen, they 
are again placed on the conveyor and pass out through an opening in the door 
in the other end to the glazing rooms. Courtesy, Brooklyn Bridge Freezing & 
Cold Storage Co. 
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rate conveying apparatus has been installed in the plant of the 
Brooklyn Bridge Freezing and Cold Storage Co. in New York.” 

Here the fish are panned at a long washing and panning trough 
on the ground floor, the pans being placed on a roller conveyer that 
conveys them toward a pan elevator in the rear of the building. On 
the way to the vertical hoist they pass over platform weighing scales. 
A man stands at the scales and notes on an adding machine the 
weight of each pan. The pans then go on the continuous vertical 
hoist that carries 8 to 9 pans per minute to the top floor, where the 
sharp freezers are situated. From the hoist the pans move by grav- 
ity on another roller conveyer into the sharp-freezer room, where they 
are placed on the shelves by hand. In an anteroom at the front of 

Fic. 10.—Conveying machinery in fish freezer. The pans of frozen fish emerge 
from the sharp freezer (right), are passed through the glazing pot, where the 
pans are removed from the cakes, glaze applied, and the cakes boxed and weighed. 
The boxes pass down a spiral chute to the storage rooms below. Courtesy, 
Brooklyn Bridge Freezing & Cold Storage Co. 

the building the fish are glazed and boxed and conveyed by a gravity 
roller conveyer to a weighing scale, where the filled boxes are 
weighed. The roller conveyer then takes them to an elevator that 
carries them to the lower floors. 

A similar plant, with automatic conveying machinery, nailing ma- 
chines, and other labor-saving devices, is the fish-freezing plant that 
was built for the French Government on the Island of St. Pierre, 
Miquelon.?? 

In both of these freezers the fish are handled after panning only 
in putting them on and taking them off the shelves and in glazing 
and boxing. 

“4 Wor a description of this plant see Refrigerating World, vol. 56, No. 8, August, 1921, 
New York. 

3 Refrigerating World, vol. 56, No. 1, January, 1921. New York. 
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REFRIGERATION MACHINERY 

Ammonia machinery is almost universally used in the United States 
for freezing fish. In some of the plants machines of the absorption 
type are used. While these are less efficient than compression 
machines for theoretical reasons, they are found in some excellent 
freezers. The loss of efficiency at low temperatures is relatively less 
than it is in compression machines, and the temptation to allow the 
temperature to rise is not so great. Therefore, though they are less 
efficient at all temperatures than compression machines, the very low 
temperatures necessary for the best freezing of fish are almost always 
maintained by them. 

Fic. 11.—Refrigeration machinery, ammonia compression, electric drive. The elec- 
tric drive is becoming more and more used. Where steam power is employed 
re compound Corliss engine gives a highly efficient service. Courtesy, Bay City 
reezer 

The two-stage compression machine that has come into use within 
the past few years is much more efficient than the single type at low 
temperatures. A large cylinder draws in the gas from the expansion 
element, gives it a preliminary compression, and passes it on to the 
final-stage cylinder of smaller diameter, where it is compressed to 
the condenser pressure. These machines approach the absorption 
machine in their maintained efficiency at low temperatures and are 
well suited to fish freezers. 

For compression machines electric power is preferred; for absorp- 
tion machines steam, of course, is necessary. 
Many plants employ brine circulation, which gives more stable 

temperatures and permits easier regulation.2* When brine is circu- 

_% For a compact and practical handbook of operating refrigerating plants see “ Instruc- 
tions for the care and operation of refrigeration plants.’’ Department of the Navy, 
Bureau of Engineering, N. Eng. 144, revised edition, 1921. Washington. 
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lated, all the pipes are filled with the refrigerating medium and are 
therefore effective. In direct expansion systems a deficient charge 
of ammonia or improper regulation of the expansion valves may 
give rise to a condition wherein only a part of the piping is actually 
effective. For example, the writer has seen a sharp freezer heavily 
piped but with a temperature far too high. Examination revealed 
that all the ammonia admitted to the coils evaporated in three turns 
of pipe, and only these three were frosted. Further, really efficient 
operation of an ammonia machine requires skill, understanding, and 
watchfulness on the part of the operator. These qualities are more 
likely to be manifest if there is one expansion valve under his imme- 
diate care in the engine room than if several are located in various 
parts of the building. Another reason for preferring brine, es- 
pecially in sharp freezers, is that the large volume of cold brine in 
the pipes prevents an excessive rise of temperature when the rooms 
are first loaded. The higher first cost of apparatus for brine circu- 
lation is justified in most cases by the more satisfactory operation. 

Air washers, deodorizers, and dehumidifiers are not used and 
appear to be unnecessary in fish-freezing plants. Deficient rather 
than excessive humidity occurs in the rooms, but no satisfactory 
mechanical means has been devised for correcting this trouble. 
Drip pans sometimes are placed under the pipes but appear to be 
unnecessary, except in cool rooms kept above the freezing point of 
water; and even then, if the pipes remain frosted, they are not 
needed. 

PRACTICAL FREEZING METHODS 

FREEZING IN COLD ROOMS 

As freezing in cold rooms is in almost universal use in the United 
States, the method will be described in detail, together with all 
necessary operations, some of which apply also to other methods 
that will be treated later. 

RECEIVING AND INSPECTION 

If the fish are received from the hold of a boat, usually they are 
hoisted mechanically to the platform. For salmon a satisfactory 
hoisting vessel is a wooden box lined with galvanized sheet iron. 
The ends of the box slopes outward and a rope is fastened by a 
hook in a ring at each end. When one end of the box is released 
on the platform and the other lifted, the salmon slide out easily 
and without impact. Halibut are hoisted by a 6-inch mesh cargo 
net woven of 14-inch manila rope, which, when caught by hooks at 
the corners, makes a large bag. This serves to hoist large quantities 
of halibut but seems to squeeze the fish against the ropes excessively. 
In most commercial freezers the fish arrive in boxes or barrels, iced. 
Immediately upon being landed western halibut are beheaded, the 
head portion is lifted with a meat hook, and the head is cut off with 
a butcher knife. 

Before the fish are accepted they are, or should be, inspected for 
quality. It can not be repeated too often or too emphatically that 
this inspection should be severe. The temptation to save their fish 
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when they can is but natural among fish merchants, and they as 
naturally prefer to send them to the freezer rather than to the 
garbage dump when the exigencies of the trade make them unsal- 
able for the time. Yet fish that are stale when frozen will not be 
less stale when they are defrosted. Every pound of off-quality 
fish that is frozen impairs the public esteem of frozen fish. 

It is to be presumed that those in charge on the freezing plat- 
forms know the marks of fresh, old, or spoiled fish. General marks 
may be tabulated as follows: 

GOOD FISH BAD FISH 

1. Odor of fish, fishy. 1. Odor stale, sour, or putrid. 
2. Eyes bright, not wrinkled or sunken. 2. Eyes dull, wrinkled, sunken. 
3. ‘Gills bright red, covered with clear 3. Gills dull brown or gray, slime 

slime; odor under gill covers cloudy; odor under gill covers 
fresh, fishy. sour and offensive. 

4, Colors bright. 4, Colors faded. 
5. Flesh firm; in quite fresh fish the 5. Flesh soft and flabby; impressions 

body is stiff; impressions made made by fingers remain; slime ab- 
by fingers do not remain; slime sent (halibut), slime cloudy, 
present and clear (eels, halibut). ropy (eels). 

6. Belly walls intact. 6. Belly walls often ruptured, viscera 
protruding. 

7. Muscle tissue white. 7. Muscle tissue becomes pinkish, es- 
pecially around backbone. 

8. The vent is pink, not protruding. 8. The vent is brown, protruding. 

Many fish have marks of quality peculiar to them. Halibut often 
turn yellowish on the white side, the skin on the tail wrinkles when 
the tail is bent around, and the belly cavity becomes red and sour- 
smelling. Eels become covered with a white ropy slime. Such 
marks can be learned only by experience and careful observation. 
In some instances freezers, especially those conducted for private 
business, establish quality grades with more or less definite stand- 
ards. In public freezers note is taken of the quality and entered in 
the records. One large private firm uses the following grades for 
halibut: 

1. Perfect fish: White side not stained or colored; no cuts or wounds; 
black side bright; slime present and clear; blood bright, fresh red; fish firm 
and plump; smell sweet. 

2. Fish of high grade but for a minor reason not in grade 1: As slime 
leaves body a yellow color spreads over white side; blood blanches and flesh 
becomes softer. These defects in moderate degree, slight wounds or gray 
spots on white side will cause halibut, otherwise excellent, to fall into 
grade 2. 

8. As conditions described under 2 advance, the fish becomes slimeless and 
yellow, inside of belly cavity pink or stained; sour odor becomes evident ; 
flesh soft, imprints of fingers remain; skin wrinkles when tail is bent; flesh 
lean or ‘‘loggy”’; white side gray. Still fit for food but far from fancy. 

4. Fish so far spoiled as to be unfit for food. If the inspector himself 
would not be willing to eat the fish they go in this class. 

CLASSIFICATION OF TRADE SIZES 

At the time of receipt fish are often sorted according to size, and 
there may be many size categories for one kind of fish. For example, 
in mackerel there are spikes, tinkers, medium, and large; bluefish, 
baby, small, medium, large; halibut, chicken, small, medium, large. 
whales. ‘These are so numerous and varied that they can not be 
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given in a work of this scope. Fish that are panned and frozen in 
cakes are sorted during the panning operation. Fish that are frozen 

singly, like halibut and salmon, are sorted after the glazing operation. 
In private freezers (especially for salmon and halibut on the 

Pacific coast, where the fish are purchased by the freezer) the fish 
are next weighed. For this purpose, two-wheel carts are provided, 
with the body lined with galvanized sheet iron and with the forward 
end sloping outwardly so that when dumped the fish slide out with- 
out violence. These carts are tared; with their load of fish they 
are rolled upon the scale platform and weighed. 

DRESSING AND CLEANING es 

Fish freezers generally do not make a practice of dressing fish 
before freezing. In some cases this is done, especially in salmon. 
The salmon are dumped into a washing tank with fresh water run- 
ning continuously. They are taken from the tank, beheaded, and 
gutted. The slit in the belly is sometimes made so as to leave the 
napes of the two sides connected (that is, the shoulder girdle bones 
are not separated). This prevents the fish from spreading open. 

The belly membranes are rubbed out and the kidney (bloody organ 
in the belly cavity running along the backbone) is removed. For 
this work the operators use cotton gloves. In some instances hand 
brushes are used. The importance of removing the kidney and 
blood is overlooked frequently. It has been found that the blood 
of fish decomposes much more readily than the flesh of fish. If all 
the blood is removed carefully the fish will keep much better than 
it will if some blood is left. It is impossible to remove all blood if 
the kidney is left in the fish. 

In public freezers fish usually are frozen as received—sometimes 
gutted, sometimes not. Salmon, halibut, and haddock always are 
eutted, and usually also medium and large bluefish, weakfish, and 
lake trout; mackerel, eels, smelt, butterfish, and the smaller pan fish 
are usually frozen round. 

Apart from the desirability or undesirability of gutting as a trade 
practice, it deserves and has received some consideration as a ques- 
tion of sanitation and keeping quality. Green*® investigated the 
subject; the following extracts from her memoir show her results: 

(a) Physical examination—Altogether about 50 gutted and ungutted fish 
were examined carefully, externally and internally, and comparisons made. 
Hach fish was cut down the length of the spine and opened out like a kipper 
for inspection. Little difference in external appearance could be detected be- 
tween gutted and ungutted fish, but much difference was apparent internally. 
Comparisons were best made after the fourth day at ordinary temperature. 

The flesh of the ungutted herrings was still fairly white, firm, and in most 
eases free from any putrid smell. The muscle tissue immediately round the 
spine was inclined, on the whole, to be more bloodstained than was the caseé 
with the gutted ones, but in spite of this the flesh was firmer, whiter, and in 

better condition. 
The flesh of the gutted ones, on the other hand, was much yellower and 

more discolored although not so bloodstained down the spine. They also 
had a very strong oily smell, which was completely lacking in the ungutted 
ones; in fact, the general appearance and smell of them was not nearly so 
good. 

* Tone H. Green, ‘‘ Report of experiments on the cold storage of herrings carried out 
at North Shields [June and July, 1919].” Department of Scientific and Industrial 
Research, Food Investigation Board, Memoir No. 11, 6 pp. London, 1920. 
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(6) Bacteriological examinations —A large number of fish-agar Petri dishes 
were inoculated with samples of muscle from gutted and ungutted herrings 
after four or five days at ordinary temperature, and comparisons were made of 
the amount of bacterial growth produced. The result was that in about two- 
thirds of the total number of plates the largest amount of growth came from 
gutted herrings. In view of the fact that the bacteriological samples were 
taken with extreme care in every case, and the muscle always taken from the 
same part of the fish, it was proved pretty definitely that more bacteria made 
their way into the muscle tissues of the gutted than of the ungutted specimens. 

This result is due to the gutting process, wherein a large amount of gut 
contents are left behind upon the inner body wall; and although much of it is 
washed off in the brine tank, a large number of gut bacteria penetrate the flesh 
and start putrefaction more quickly than in the case of the ungutted fish, where 
the bacteria are imprisoned within the gut whose wall has first to be pene- 
trated. Moreover, in the case of the gutted fish the inner as well as the outer 
surface is exposed to foreign contamination of all sorts, particularly after com- 
ing out of store, and this certainly hastens putrefaction more than when only 
the outer Surface of the fish is open to infection. 

It ought perhaps to be mentioned that the colonies produced on all the plates 
were chiefly of the same kind, namely, moist, round, buff-colored, fairly large, 
irregular-sized, Gram negative diplococci. All the plates gave off a strong 
smell of ammonia after the third day. 

The strong smell of the fish referred to evidently was oxidation 
or rusting of the fat. The fish were kept at from 18 to 25°, which, 
of course, is far too warm to prevent rusting. These excessively 
warm temperatures may explain in large measure the difference she 
found. 

This criticism apples to much of the otherwise valuable research 
work done in England and in Europe on freezing and cold storage 
of fish. The work of Plank, Ehrenbaum, Reiiter, Stiles, Fortuyn, 
and others applies largely to freezing and storage at temperatures 
much above zero. It is well known in this country that satisfactory 
results can not be so produced. 

WASHING 

The commonest method of washing is to dump the fish, together 
with the ice in which they are packed, into a trough of water. This 
trough usually has a slat framework in the bottom and a standpipe 
for overflow of water. Usually water runs continuously into and 
out of the tank. Water serves to wash the fish and at the same 
time to remove the cracked ice. Sometimes the fish are roused about 
in the water with a wooden rake. When the washing consists in 
no more than putting a large quantity of fish into a small quantity 
of water and taking them out to pack them obviously it can do little 
good. The slime is tenacious and is the breeding ground of bacteria. 
Blood and pieces of gut are on and in the fish. The water quickly 
becomes a heavy culture of bacteria, which would do much more 
harm than good to a really fresh fish. Green (above referred to) 
says “finally, if fish, when gutted, can not be washed in running 
water they are far best left unwashed altogether.” 
Where a large volume of water is running vigorously and freely 

over and among the fish it does more good, especially in ungutted 
fish. ‘There is also the question of washing off slime, which is not 
always desirable. A fresh eel, for example, if frozen with the slime 
on will look more natural after defrosting than it would if it had 
been washed thoroughly. It is the view of some, also, that the slime 
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constitutes a natural protection for the fish. These arguments have 
some force when applied to perfectly fresh, ungutted fish. In fact, 
if the fish could be frozen round immediately after coming from 
the water, without washing, they would be best of all; but after they 
have become infected heavily and have been gutted and contaminated 
with intestinal bacteria there seems to be no escape from the necessity 
of thorough washing, even though it does remove the slime. 

Halibut when slimy are sometimes scrubbed with a brush before 
they are frozen. This practice is to be recommended, as old slime 
is of no value, and only serves to detract from the appearance of the 
fish. Eels should not be washed entirely free of slime. When 

Fig. 12.—Washing. The fish in this case are in trays with slat bottoms. They are 
washed with a spray of water that runs through. In this freezer the wash 
water is maintained at 32° F., which serves to precool the fish. The fish may 
BEY be washed in the tanks, a more common practice. Courtesy, Bay City 
reezer 

perfectly fresh, the slime is desirable for the German smokers; but 
when the eels are a few days old the slime becomes ropy and un- 
sightly and should be washed off. The glaze does not stick well over 
a heavy slime, but if not too heavy or ropy some of it may be left on 
by washing only lightly. 

The water used for washing fish is usually, though unfortunately 
not always, pure, clean drinking water. The practice of using harbor, 
lake, or river water that has not been filtered or otherwise purified 
and that may contain bacteria that not only promote decomposition 
of fish but are a menace to health,is wholly bad. If there is any doubt 
about the quality of the water used, it is, of course, a duty that the 
proprietor owes to the public to have samples examined by a com- 
petent bacteriologist or the city or State board of health that has 

22279—27_4 
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jurisdiction. It is always best, where possible, to use the city water 
that has been purified for drinking purposes. 

On the Pacific coast halibut are washed with a hose. In some 
freezers the halibut are laid out on the floor, white side up, heads 
all in the same direction. A strong stream of water is played on 
the fish by means of a hose and is directed as much as possible into 
the belly cavities. In other places each fish is raised from the floor 
and given a momentary squirt of water with a hose. 

PANNING 

Smaller fish nearly always are panned. (See fig. 7, p. 531.) Hali- 
but, salmon, swordfish, and sturgeon are frozen without panning. 

The practical advantages of packing the smaller varieties of fish — 
in metal pans and freezing them in cakes have made the practice 
almost universal. By this means the fish are handled conveniently 
before and after they are put into the sharp freezer. The labor of 
handling and glazing the frozen fish is greatly reduced and simpli- 
fied; boxes that would contain only about 125 pounds of singly- 
frozen fish contain 150 or more pounds frozen in cakes. In storage, 
exposure of the fish, as well as drying and rusting, is reduced. In 
shipment, breakage and abrasion are diminished. The disadvantages 
of pan freezing are that the rate of freezing is retarded because the 
surface of fisli exposed to refrigeration is reduced. It has been shown 
already that rapid freezing produces better frozen fish than slow 
freezing does. The pressure of the fish against each other causes 
some distortion, and damage frequently is done to the fish when it is 
attempted to break a cake when only a part of it can be used at one 
time. 

The pans are made of galvanized sheet iron, usually of 22 to 24 
gauge. The size is not standardized, but custom has established 
a pan that ranges from 16 to 18 inches in width, 26 to 28 inches in 
length and 2% to 31% inches in depth. They hold from 25 to 35 
pounds of fish. A typical example, taken from measurements made 
in a large freezer, has the following dimensions: Bottom of pan, 
1534 inches wide, 25 inches long; top, 1714 inches wide, 2634 inches 
long; depth, 3 inches. The edges are of rolled wire. 

Four 8% or ¥% inch holes are made in the bottom of the pan to 
permit water and slime to drain off. In most freezers no lid is 
provided for the pans, in which case the sides of the pan slope out- 
ward, so the cake can be removed easily. In a few cases the sides of 
the pan are vertical and a lid is used to cover it. These lids keep 
drip out of pans that rest upon one another, keep “ snow ” from fall- 
ing on the fish in the freezer, and undoubtedly prevent some loss of 
weight from drying in the freezer. Pans with lids have plain-cut 
edges. 

The panning operation is most often done on tables attached by 
brackets to the side of the washing trough, usually 4 to 8 in number 
and about 2 feet apart. Moderate-sized fish are alternated, heads 
and tails, in one or more rows so as to fit nicely into the pans. 
Fels are bent around; large fish are arranged as orderly as possible. 
Some ingenuity is required to place the fish neatly. The heads 
point outward, if possible, so that the tails may be protected against 
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breaking off. Gutted fish are panned bellies downward, so that the 
water may run out of the belly cavity. Round fish are packed 
bellies up. Usually the fish are not panned in two layers, because a 
two-layer cake is difficult to break, if a part of the cake is wanted, 
without separating the whole. The bellies are left exposed, as 
the appearance of the belly of a fish is often indicative of the 
quality. Squid and butterfish are not arranged definitely in the 
pans but are dumped in promiscuously. Shrimp are better scattered 
thinly over the bottom of the pan, as otherwise they entrap so much 
air as to freeze slowly. Sometimes mackerel and shad roes are 
placed alone on the bottom of the pan, so that they can be wrapped 
separately after they are frozen. The time required for panning 
ranges from 1% to 4 minutes for each pan, depending on the size 
and style of arrangement of the fish and the skill of the operator. 
For example, a skilled worker can fill a pan of Spanish mackerel, 
small lake trout, or ciscoes in 1 to 1144 minutes. It is generally 
desirable to put as nearly as possible the same weight of fish in each 
pan, but nowhere are the pans weighed as they are packed. When 
the pans are filled, they are stacked on trucks, sometimes 8 or 10 
deep. The pressure exerted on the fish in the bottom pans obviously 
does the fish no good and by crushing and bruising may promote 
autolysis. 

FREEZING IN THE SHARP FREEZER 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

Sharp freezers are usually small and several in number. The 
sizes most commonly found have a capacity ranging from 15,000 to 
40,000 pounds at a charge. Usually they are long, narrow rooms, 
side by side, with doors at the ends. 

Small rooms usually are preferred to large ones, because such 
rooms can be filled and left unmolested until the charge is frozen. 
In large rooms the temperature is more stable because of the large 
reserve of brine in the coils, but this advantage is offset by the 
disadvantage of frequent opening and closing of doors to put in 
and take out small lots of fish. 

The side-by-side arrangement reduces the necessity for heavy 
insulation, except on outside walls, which should be covered with 6 
or 8 inches of corkboard. It is always advisable to have storage 
rooms, glazing rooms, or chill rooms, rather than warm rooms or 
outside walls, adjacent to the sharp freezers. The same applies 
to rooms above and below the sharp freezers. Anterooms also are 
desirable to prevent excessive loss of cold air when the doors are 
opened. Sometimes a narrow corridor is built, into which all of 
the sharp freezers open. Often this is used as a glazing room. 

PIPING IN SHARP FREEZERS 

Along each side is a bank of refrigeration coils made of 11% or 
2 inch iron pipe, arranged to make shelves on vertical centers of 6, 
8, or 10 inches. Direct-expansion ammonia or calcium-chloride brine 
from the refrigeration system circulates in these coils. If ammonia 
is expanded directly into the coils the expansion valves preferably 
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should be located at or near the low point of the coil, either inside 
or outside the room, and the coils kept well flooded with ammonia, 
with a trap to prevent the liquid ammonia from returning to the 
compressor. The “flooding” of the pipes with liquid ammonia 
secures the advantages of superior conduction of liquid in the coils 
as compared with gaseous ammonia. The “ flooded” system, how- 
ever, requires certain features of design and installation that, for the 
sake of safety, must not be overlooked.*® 

Where brine is used it is important to have a brisk circulation 
forced by an efficient pump. A mistake in arrangement of the cir- 
cuits of pipe may greatly reduce the efficiency of the freezers. 
Where a main brine header is used, with many parallel circuits 
branching off, the flow of brine may be rapid in the header but slow 
in some rooms, especially when circuits in other rooms are open. 
This difficulty is avoided if the circuits are all in series, or, if more 
convenient, in two or three parallel series. When this arrangement 
is made, a by-pass connection is made to bridge each room coil, so 
that cutting off one room coil does not stop the flow through the 
entire system. 

TEMPERATURE MAINTAINED IN SHARP FREEZERS 

It has already been pointed out that the more rapid the freezing 
of fish the better. In fact, slow freezing is the one great defect 
in the method of freezing now being described and which is in 
common use. It is to be remembered also that the rate of freezing 
is proportional to the difference in temperature between the fish 
and their surroundings. If the fish on entering the freezer are 
at 32° they will freeze 50 per cent faster at 16° below zero than 
they will at 0°. The desirability of flooding the pipes with am- 
monia or briskly circulating brine is therefore of as much impor- 
tance as the degree of temperature of the ammonia or brine, good 
insulation, and tight doors. 

In this connection it is desirable to define what we mean by tem- 
perature of the air in the room. This temperature changes with 
the opening of doors and the loading and unloading of the room. 
When a freezer is filled with fresh fish and the door is closed the 
temperature rises because the fish are giving up their heat to the 
surrounding air. As the air warms, the difference between its tem- 
perature and that of the brine pipes increases, and, according to 
our rule, the rate of absorption of heat by the brine increases. The 
brine, flowing at a constant rate, warms, and the difference between 
its temperature and that of the ammonia increases, again giving up 
heat faster, in accordance with the rule. The ammonia warms, and 
the pressure shown by the suction gauge in the engine room rises. 
These changes continue until the whole system is in equilibrium— 
heat is being given up by the fish as fast as it is being absorbed 
by the brine (or ammonia) in the pipes, and the machine removes 
the heat at this same rate. The temperature in the sharp freezer 

26 See H. Rassbach, ‘“ The value of the flooded system, and its application to ice making 
and refrigerating plants.” Paper read before the American Society of Refrigerating 
Engineers, Chicago, Oct. 18 and 19, 1909. Also published as Bulletin, L. A., by the 
Vilter Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 
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will now remain approximately constant for some time; that is, 
until the fish are so frozen that they give up heat at a diminishing rate. 
Then a series of changes in the opposite direction occurs. The brine 
pipes absorb heat from the air faster than the fish give up heat; the 
air becomes colder. The ammonia absorbs heat faster than the brine 
gets it from the air, so the brine grows colder, likewise the ammonia, 
and the pressure on the suction gauge drops. This continues until the 
fish are frozen through and until there are only small differences in 
temperature all around. The temperature at the finish may be 10 or 
20° below zero, but it is not proper, for practical purposes, to call this 
the temperature of the room. It would do the fish no good to cool 
them to 50 or 100° below zero after they are frozen; in fact, there 
is little doubt but that it would do them harm. The important 
thing is not how cold they are eventually, but how fast they freeze. 
As the rate of freezing, as we have seen, is determined by the dif- 
ference between the temperature of the air and the temperature of 
the fish while the freezing is going on, we may say that the speed 
with which they freeze is determined by the coldness of the air 
around them while they are freezing. The temperature of a sharp 
freezer thus may be defined as the maximum, approximately con- 
stant, temperature of the room after it has been loaded and the doors 
have been closed. 

Failure to understand this principle often leads to difficulties and 
poor operation. A case that recently came to the writer’s attention 
may well illustrate the point. A new freezer, approaching its max- 
imum fish production of the season, contains a room with piping 
designed for a storage temperature of about 0°. When closed and 
empty it had a temperature of about 5° below zero. The management, 
anticipating a shortage of freezer space, reasoned that as a tempera- 
ture of 5° below zero was as good as that of a sharp freezer (when 
it is loaded) the room might be used as a sharp freezer during the 
rush of fish production by the aid of wooden frames for the pans 
of fish. The management was surprised, of course, to find that 
the temperature of the loaded room rose many degrees above zero, 
and that the fish froze very slowly and were greatly damaged thereby. 
There was not enough pipe in the room to absorb the heat from the 
air as fast as the air absorbed it from the fish. The air grew warmer, 
the difference between the temperature of the air and that of the 
fish diminished, and the rate of freezing was retarded. This brings 
out another important rule; namely, each square foot of pipe surface 
absorbs a definite number of thermal units per hour per degree of 
difference in temperature. Under the conditions pevailing in a sharp 
freezer this figure is about 5 B. t. u. From 25,000 pounds of fish 
approximately 3,480,000 B. t. u. must be removed in order to freeze 
it, and the required number of square feet of pipe surface must be 
available to carry this amount of heat away in the given time. 
On the basis of this definition we have few exact data regarding 

the degrees of temperature maintained in sharp freezers. Final 
temperature in freezers ranges as low as 20° or 25° below zero, and 
during the heavy load it runs as high as 20° above zero. The temper- 
ature actually prevailing at any time in the sharp freezer depends 
on the piping, temperature and rate of flow of brine, quantity and 
initial temperature of fish, insulation, opening of doors, air circula- 
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tion, etc. It is highly desirable to maintain a maximum temperature 
not above 0° F. during the freezing process. 

There are also few data on the amount of time required to freeze 
fish in air. Pans of fish usually are allowed to remain on the sharp 
freezer for 24 to 36 or even 48 hours when the temperature is not 
low. Panned fish, small, and large fish freeze in about the same 
length of time, but if frozen separately small fish freeze much more 
rapidly than large ones. 

In rooms refrigerated by direct expansion it is a common practice 
to stop flow of the ammonia while the rooms are being loaded. After 
the fish are on the shelves the doors are closed and the expansion 
valves opened. The room begins to cool and reaches a fairly constant 
temperature at several degrees above zero, where it remains for several 
hours, until the fish are nearly frozen. The temperature then drops 
gradually until it reaches, say, 10° below zero, when the fish are 
considered to be frozen. The ammonia is again turned off and the 
fish taken out. If the doors are left open, the snow on the coils 
thaws and there is much drip. The coils, being clean, absorb heat 
faster but also appear to take up moisture faster. 

In rooms refrigerated by brine the brine is allowed to run con- 
tinuously and the rooms are always cold. In such a case freezing 
begins at a lower air temperature and probably progresses more 
rapidly. As the snow on the pipes rarely thaws, it becomes very 
dirty from drip from the pans. It should be removed occasionally 
by shutting off the brine and warming up the room, or by an ac- 
cessory circulation of warm brine through the pipes. 

PLACING THE FISH IN THE SHARP FREEZER 

In most cases the fish are trucked into the freezers, where the pans 
of fish are transferred from truck to coils. Sometimes a small door 
is let into the large freezer door, through which the fish may be 
passed without entailing a great loss of cold air. A few freezers 
have a roller conveyer leading from this small door along the corridor 
of the freezer. Operators receive the pans from the roller conveyer 
and place them on the shelves. (See fig. 7, p. 531.) The pans should 
rest directly on the coils. Sometimes, when freezer space is limited 
the pans are placed one on another; but this practice is obviously 
bad because, it will be remembered, the heat must pass out through 
the surface of the fish. Stacking pans two deep eliminates the bottom . 
of one and the top of the other as available surfaces—nearly half the 
total surface—and retards freezing in the same proportion. 

For large fish, where pans are not used, there are provided gal- 
vanized-iron sheets that are laid on the coils. (Fig. 14.) The fish 
are laid on these metal sheets in such a way that they do not freeze 
together. Still larger fish, such as whale halibut, swordfish, and 
sturgeon, are laid on the floor or on boxes or battens to freeze or else 
they are suspended. Large fish like these freeze in 2 to 4 days at a 
sufficiently low temperature. 

Herring for bait are not panned but are dumped en masse on 
wooden flakes. If on iron sheets they stick and are difficult to remove. 

Shucked oysters in 1-gallon tin cans are simply placed in the sharp 
freezers on the shelves or floor and allowed to freeze. Clams and 
scallops are treated in the same manner, the latter sometimes being 
frozen in muslin bags. 
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Fic. 13.—Fish pans in sharp freezer. In this freezer the pans are fitted with lids. 
Courtesy, Booth Cold Storage Co. 

Fig. 14.—Salmon being individually frozen. The pipe shelves are provided with 
sheets of galvanized iron on which the fish are laid. Courtesy, Canadian Fish- 
ing & Cold Storage Co. (Ltd.) 
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Circulation of air, especially if rapid, greatly facilitates the freez- 
ing of fish. Halibut weighing about 15 pounds, suspended before a 
large fan in the sharp freezer at 9.5° below zero, froze in 31% hours. 
Another experiment with a long wooden tube 2 by 2 by 12 feet long, 
with a fan at one end and fish suspended in the tube, gave interesting 
results. The air temperature was 10° below zero. Whitefish nearest 
the fan were frozen in one-half hour. The air passing over the fish 
was warmed rapidly, so that fish at the opposite end of the tunnel re- 
quired three hours to freeze. At 7° above zero smoked fillets of had- 
dock before a fan froze in 30 to 40 minutes, according to the distance 
from the fan. The nearest were 6 inches from the fan and the 
farthest about 18 inches. This method of freezing dries the fish 
excessively, and, because of the large volume and high velocity of 
air necessary, seems impracticable for commercial use. About 33 
cubic feet of air are equivalent in cooling power to 1 pound of brine. 
The preferred practices to be recommended in the freezing of fish in 
sharp freezers may be summarized thus: 

1. The sharp freezers should be adjacent to each other or to other cold rooms, 
and exposed walls, floors, and ceilings should be heavily insulated. 

2. Tight doors should be provided, and the air circulation should be locked 
with anterooms. 

8. Fish are preferably passed into the freezers through small doors in the 
main doors. 

4. The freezers should be very heavily piped. 
5. If ammonia is directly expanded in the pipes the latter should be kept 

flooded with ammonia. 
6. If brine is circulated in the pipes, pipe circuits should be so arranged and 

pump capacities provided to give very brisk circulation. 
7. The rooms should be cold when the fish are put in. 
8. The fish in pans should not be stacked, but each should rest directly on 

the pipes. 
9. The temperature of the air in the room should, if possible, never be higher 

than 0°. 
10. To obtain the proper temperature of the room the brine should be at from 

10° to 20° below zero. 

GLAZING 

When frozen fish are to be stored, they are exposed more or less to 
the air. If they are not protected, the oxygen of the air will act on 
the fats, turning them rancid, and the moisture and perhaps odor and 
flavor principles will evaporate. To protect the fish from these 
untoward happenings they must be glazed; that is, the frozen fish 
must be dipped in cold water, some of which adheres and freezes as 
an envelope or glaze of ice, completely surrounding the fish. 

REMOVING CAKE FROM FREEZING PAN 

Fish that have been frozen in metal pans stick fast and must be 
warmed slightly by spraying with or immersing them in water to 
loosen them. In most cases this is done in one operation by passing 
the pan containing the frozen cake into the glazing bath. (Fig. 10, 
p. 533.) In this bath the fish thaw just enough to loosen the pan, 
which is then taken off. The cake, remaining a moment in the 
water, is covered with a glaze and is then removed for boxing. 
When this operation is done carelessly the side of the cake that was 
on the bottom of the pan is not wetted and therefore not glazed. 

In one freezer a rectangular shower bath is provided at one end of 
the glazing tank. The pan is passed, upside-down, under this bath, 
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and upon emerging from the bath the cake slides into the bath and 
the pan is removed at the same time. 

GLAZING TANKS 

The glazing trough usually consists of a shallow wooden tank, 6 or 
8 feet long, with curved runners that pass under the water and out 
lengthwise of the tank. (See Fig. 10, p. 533.) In some tanks the 

Fic. 15.—Improved type of glazing tank for salmon and hali- 
but. The tank is of concrete. Courtesy, Seattle Port 
Commission 

bottom is curved. The tank may be stationary or on casters. When 
no special room is provided for glazing, a movable glazing tank is 
placed near the sharp freezer doors. 
On the Pacific coast, where halibut and salmon are frozen in 

large quantities, the glazing tank in common use is a stationary 
wooden or concrete tank provided with a movable wooden slat plat- 
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form suspended by ropes to a windlass or lever, by which it is moved 
up and down in the tank. (Fig. 15.) The salmon or halibut are piled 
on this suspended platform, which, when loaded, is lowered into 
the water. One to four dips are given, separated by a moment out 
of the water for draining off excess water and freezing the glaze. 
An improvement on this type of glazing tank is a concrete tank partly 
below the floor level. Instead of the wooden platform a large rec- 
tangular, heavy, galvanized-wire basket is suspended by a one-half- 
ton electric hoist. (Fig. 15.) The hoist rides on trolleys on an over- 
head rail leading from the sharp freezers to the glazing room and 
from the latter to the elevator, and into the several storage rooms. 
The wire basket is loaded in the sharp freezer, conveyed into the 
glazing room, lowered into the water by means of the electric hoist, 

Fic. 16.—Glazing room of a Pacific coast freezer. Halibut, black cod, and salmon 
are being glazed in the dipping tank. Roller platform scales at left for weighing 
the glazed fish. Courtesy, Canadian Fishing Co. (Ltd.) 

then raised and conveyed to the elevator and into the storage rooms. 
From 500 to 750 pounds of fish are handled at a load. 

TEMPERATURE OF GLAZING ROOM 

A fish that is not thoroughly frozen will not glaze properly, 
especially in warm air, because the fish is of itself not cold enough 
to freeze a good glaze. A simple calculation will illustrate the point. 
A 2-pound fish will take, say, a 5 per cent glaze. Assume that the 
glazing water is at 35°. The fish is 80 per cent, or 1.6 pounds, of ice. 
As the specific heat of ice is 0.5, then 0.51.6, or 0.8 B. t. u.,is required 
for each degree of increase in temperature of the fish. One-tenth of 
a pound of glaze is frozen on the fish, requiring 14.4 B. t. u. of latent 
heat and 0.3 B. t. u. to cool the water from 35 to 32°, or 14.7 alto- 
gether; 14.7--0.8=18.4° rise in temperature of the fish to freeze the 
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glaze. This calculation is only illustrative, however, and does not 
necessarily represent what actually happens within the fish. It is 
more probable that at the beginning not all the water in the fish is 
frozen; the ice present is in equilibrium with concentrated fish juice. 
As the fish absorbs heat from the freezing glaze, some of the internal 
ice thaws, absorbing latent heat, with a corresponding dilution of the 
Juice and rise in temperature. 

At any rate, it is much better to derive part of the refrigeration 
from the surrounding air for freezing the glaze. While glaze will 
form on the thicker parts of the fish in-comparatively warm air by 
warming the fish, the thin parts—fins, tail, and snout—will not glaze 
at all, because these parts do not contain sufficient refrigeration. 
They can be covered with glaze only in air cold enough to freeze the 
water. The freezing point of water being 32°, it might seem that 
air slightly below this temperature would be sufficient; but water 
drains off rapidly when fish are withdrawn from the water, and at 
too high a temperature too much of the water runs off before it has 
frozen, consequently the glaze is thin. Several quick dips with short 
intervals between in the cold-room air are better than one long dip 
in the trough. These several dips allow freezing of the glaze partly 
by the cold air rather than entirely by the fish. 

The temperature in the glazing room should be low, therefore, 
and might be very low as far as the glazing itself is concerned; but 
workers object to remaining for long periods in very cold rooms. A 
temperature of from 12 to 15° has been found to be satisfactory, 
producing a good glaze and being not too cold for the workers if 
they remain vigorously active. 

It is contended by some that because when fish come from the 
freezer they are not of uniform temperature throughout, further 
freezing of the inner portions occurs after they are placed in the 
cold-storage room, which causes further expansion that cracks the 
glaze. They should not be glazed at once but allowed to come to a 
uniform temperature in the storage-room air before the glaze is 
applied. There may be something in this objection to the practice 
now followed, but it is academic, for it would be commercially 
expensive to store loose or boxed fish and then handle them all over 
again for glazing. 

TEMPERATURE OF GLAZING WATER 

The glazing water should be clean, wholesome water of 35 to 40° 
temperature. In some plants warmer water is used. If operations 
are begun with warm water, ice is added to cool it; in this case snow 
from pipe coils should not be used, as it forms a mush that sticks to 
the fish, making a rough surface. However, as glazing proceeds, the 
water is chilled rapidly by the cold cakes of fish passing through it. 
When the water approaches the freezing point, a pebbly glaze is 
produced. The water must therefore be kept slightly warmer, pref- 
erably at about 35° F., by the continuous flow of a small amount of 
warmer water into the glazing tank. 

THICKNESS AND AMOUNT OF GLAZE APPLIED 

The cakes of fish are left in the water for from a few seconds to a 
minute at a time. It is inadvisable to leave them in longer. The con- 
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ductivity of the fish is not any too good, and the fish is surrounded by 
water warmer than itself. The heat given up by the water in freezing 
is taken up by the outer part of the fish, but is conducted inward rather 
slowly, so that if the fish is left in the water too long the outer part 
of it is thawed. It is better to lift the fish out of the water in order 
to give the heat time to be conducted into the interior of the fish and 
also, if the air of the room is cold, to take advantage of the refrigera- 
tion in the air. Ifa thicker glaze is required, the fish may be dipped 
a second or third time. Excessively thick glaze is usually undesir- 
able because customers may object to the undue increase in weight; 
and, also, too thick a glaze may crack on handling. The ideal glaze 
is clear, smooth, comparatively thin, free from roughness, and uni- 
formly adherent to all parts of the fish, including snout, fins, and 
tail. The ice glaze usually has bubbles or tubular holes in it, prob- 
ably caused by the air dissolved in the water. Water heated to the 
boiling point to drive off the air and then cooled off probably would 
produce a better glaze. 

Tables 7, 8, and 9 give some idea of the amount of glaze put on 
fish. In general, it varies from 2 to 7 per cent. Fish frozen singly 
take a larger percentage of glaze than pan fish take, because there 
is more surface to be glazed. Small fish, individually frozen, take 
a larger percentage than large ones for the same reason. Soft, 
smooth fish, like eels, mackerel, and lake trout, take a better and 
heavier glaze than heavily scaled fish, like carp, drum, or red 
snapper, because heavy scales act as insulators, preventing the water 
from freezing quickly. ‘Table 9 gives the amount of glaze on several 
individual cakes of squid, showing that, though the average amount 
of glaze is 2.5 per cent, that on the individual cakes varies from 0.8 to 
3.9 per cent. It would be desirable for trade reasons to make cakes of 
uniform weight and glaze, but so far this has never been accomplished 
in practice. 

TABLE 7.—Glaze on blue pike, cakes frozen in pans 

Weight of cake— | 

Amount of glaze | 

Before glazing * After glazing 

| 

Pounds | Ounces | Pounds | Ounces | Pounds | Ounces | Per cent 
33 0 34 1 1 1 Sal 
39 12 41 1 1 5 3.2 
3 9 36 3 1 10 4.5 
38 14 40 | 3 1 5 osc 
33 14 34 15 1 1 3.0 
38 0 38 13 0 13 Pee 
34 9 35 12 1 3 a3 
38 8 40 | 1 11 4.2 
38 12 39 13 1 1 2a 

IASVCT AGO ee Kes Soe ee a 3.4 

Halibut usually are trimmed before they are glazed. The side fins 
are chopped off with a large butcher knife or sharp hatchet, and the 
nape usually is smoothed with a little trimming. As will be seen 
in Table 9, the loss of weight in the trimming is about the same, on 
the average, as the amount of glaze, so that an untrimmed, unglazed . 
halibut weighs about the same as a trimmed and glazed one. Fins 
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if left on do not glaze well, dry out rapidly in the freezer, and act 
as a wick to draw out the moisture from the adjacent tissues. 

TABLE 8.—Gain in weight on glazing squid 

Pan No. Weight frozen Weight glazed Gain in weight 

Pounds | Ounces | Pounds | Ounces | Pounds | Ownces | Per cent 
35 0 35 12 0 12 21 
33 8 34 8 1 0 2.9 
34 0 35 0 1 0 2.9 
30 0 30 12 0 12 2.5 
35 12 36 4 0 8 1.4 
32 8 33 4 0 12 23 
31 12 33 iI 4 3.9 
32 8 32 12 0 4 8 
33 4 34 1 0 3.0 
30 12 31 12 1 0 3.2 
40 0 41 0 1 0 2.5 
25 8 26 8 1 0 3.9 
27 8 28 8 1 0 3.6 
33 0 33 8 0 8 1.5 
35 0 35 8 0 8 1.4 
29 0 30 0 1 0 3.4 
32 0 32 8 0 8 1.5 
32 8 33 0 0 8 1.5 
27 8 28 0 0 8 1.8 
25 12 26 8 0 12 2.9 
25 8 26 8 1 0 3.9 
34 8 35 8 1 0 29 

wre Ak ene ome Se Oe ie ore is SEED RE REE ee See ee eS ot ee ee 2. 5 

TABLE 9.—Trimming and glazing halibut 

. Weight after . . . Amount of No. Weight frozen acct Loss in trim Weight glazed glaze 

Pounds| Ounces | Pounds| Ownces | Pownds| Ounces | Per ct. | Pounds) Ounces | Ounces | Per ct.1 
l2oosse Bae 16 | 15 16 4 0 11 4.1 16 14 0-10 Sal 
Pa sts ST a 15 | 11 15 2 0 9 3.6 15 12 0-10 4.0 
Se ae 13 10 13 3 0 7 3.2 13 11 0- 8 25 7h 
y eee ae 14 | 6 13 11 0 11 4.8 14 5 0-10 4.3 
ib SROs bw 26 | 5 25 5 1 0 3.8 26 0 0-11 2.6 
Geert 16 0 15 “i 0 9 3.5 16 2 0-11 4.3 
eee ees 21 11 20 14 0 13 3.7 21 11 0-13 Bu8 
See ses eiet se 31 | 9 30 4 1 5 4.1 31 4 0- 6 1.2 
eS ae 23 | 3 22 4 0 15 4.0 22 14 0-10 2.6 
IND) 5 eet bos ae 14 13 14 7 0 6 2.5 15 1 0-10 4.2 
eS 24 15 24 2 0 13 3.2 24 13 0-11 Pr 

Average. 19 15 19 3 0 12 3. 67 19 14 0-10 3. 36 

1 Based on original or unglazed weight. 

OTHER PROTECTIVE GLAZES 

Materials other than ice have been used to cover fish, but appar- 
ently without commercial success. Paraffin has been tried, but is toe 
brittle at low temperatures and can be applied in a perfect film only 
with great difficulty. Another substance tried with more success in 
Germany is called “ Jela,” a proprietary mixture of linseed oil, resin, 
paraffin, and carnauba wax. It is more flexible and more easily 
applied than paraffin, and undoubtedly keeps the surface of fish in 
almost perfect condition during long periods of storage. Being im- 
pervious to water and air, it prevents the slow evaporation, oxidation, 
and absorption of cold-storage odors that take place where impervious 
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protection is not used; but at best it is expensive and troublesome to 
apply. 

elatin in 3 or 4 per cent solution has been tried. This holds the 
moisture even when the fish is defrosted, but is not impervious to 
water or to gases soluble in water. While the gelatin film remains 
on the fish water can diffuse through it slowly and evaporate. Tests 
recently made with a gelatin glaze indicate that it offers no 
advantages. 

BOXING, MARKING, AND WEIGHING 

Before frozen fish are placed in the cold-storage room they are 
boxed or not, as the case may require. Boxes, as will be seen later, 
afford a certain amount of protection to fish and make for more ex- 
peditious handling. Breakage of fins, tails, and snouts is prevented, 
and drying and rusting are not extensive. Boxes also provide an 
easy means of marking weights, dates, names, and lot numbers. 
Boxed fish also are more economical of space, for they make it pos- 
sible to fill to the ceiling a room that otherwise could not be so filled 
with assorted varieties and lots for which bins would have to be built. 
Pan-frozen fish usually are boxed, especially in public freezers. 
Large fish, such as halibut, salmon, carp, sturgeon, cero, king mack- 
erel, red snapper, cod, and shad, which are frozen singly, often are 
stored unboxed. The maximum economy of space is attained in 
private freezers where pan-frozen fish are stored not boxed, the 
rooms being filled entirely with the cakes, closely stacked. 

BOXES 

The boxes are made of any suitable. wood—spruce, pine, fir, ete. 
They are generally constructed as the “Style 4” standard of the box 
manufacturers. This style has the cleats on the ends of the boxes 
and is preferred because, when the boxes are stored on end, the cleats 
serve as battens to keep the boxes separated by spaces in which the 
cold air can circulate. Salmon and halibut boxes to be used for 
long-distance shipments usually are reinforced with a triangular 
strip nailed in the corners. For packing cakes of pan-frozen fish 
the boxes are made of a size just large enough to accommodate 4 or 6 
cakes—that is, 100 to 150 pounds. Some inside dimensions of boxes 
in use are as follows: 

TABLE 10 

Length,| Width, Depth, 
inches | inches | inches Capacity 

26.5 16:5 | 16 Four to five cakes. 
26.5 14.25 | 18.5 | 150to 165 pounds, winter-caught fish. | 
27 17 ip ebee 150 pounds cake frozen fish. | 

| 9.75 California shad. 
| 16.5 | Western halibut. 

The thickness of wood is %, 73, or 1% inch in the smaller boxes 
and 34 or % inch in the larger ones. In public freezers, where each 
lot of fish must be kept strictly intact, use is made of shallow extra, 
or “ex” boxes. These are made to fit one, two, or three cakes of 
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pan-frozen fish and to accommodate odd numbers of cakes left over 
from the larger standard boxes. 

The boxes usually are bought as shooks for convenience in shipment 
and are stored in a convenient dry room, attic, or shed. Nailing 
machines sometimes are used in the larger freezers, but in many 
freezers the management finds that fluctuations in the volume of 

_ business often leave the laborers with little to do, at which times 
they can be turned to nailing boxes by hand. The boards are nailed 
together as snugly as possible to avoid air circulation between the 
inside and outside. The boxes cost, in shook form, of North Caro- 
lina pine, from 40 to 55 cents each, in carload lots. White-pine 
boxes are considerably more expensive. 

WRAPPING FISH AND LINING BOXES 

Some fancy varieties of fish, such as mackerel, salmon, and white- 
fish, are wrapped with vegetable parchment paper before they are 
packed. ‘The wrapping improves the appearance of the fish and may 
carry a printed trade-mark or advertising matter. It is further 
useful in protecting the fish from drying and rusting. Sometimes, 
usually for export, the boxes are lined with vegetable parchment 
paper. Parchment is used because it resists the action of water when 
the fish defrost. This lining paper also may bear a printed trade- 
mark. Fancy grades of frozen salmon and halibut are sometimes 
labeled individually. A paper label, not gummed, bearing the trade- 
mark, guarantee, and name of the producer, is wetted and applied 
to the side of the fish before the latter is glazed. After the glaze is 
applied the label can not be removed without damaging the glaze or 
defrosting the fish. 

PRECOOLING AND WETTING BOXES 

In freezers where the best and most careful work is done the boxes 
are wetted before they are filled and are also precooled for several 
hours in a cold room. The weighing and packing is done in the 
glazing room or other cold room. <A dry box absorbs some of the 
moisture from the fish, but if it is wet the absorbed water later 
freezes, to make an icy box that helps substantially to reduce drying. 
By packing and weighing in a cold room a low temperature of air in 
the box is assured at the start, though this factor is of comparatively 
little importance because of the very low heat capacity of the small 
quantity of air in the box. 

WEIGHING AND MARKING 

The customary weight of fish in a freezer is the frozen weight. 
This, of course, is usually greater than the fresh weight because of 
the glaze. As the boxes are of approximately uniform weight, the 
boxes are weighed after they are packed and closed, and the tare 
weight of box is deducted from the gross to give the net weight. 
The gross, tare, and net weights are then marked or stenciled on the 
box, together with the lot number and date, variety, and size of fish, 
which are stamped on. Box numbers, where they are used, also are 
stenciled on. ‘These markings are put on the end of the box, Some 
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freezers put the markings on both ends for convenience. Trade-marks 
are put on the sides. 

In several of the States there are cold-storage laws that regulate 
the conditions of storage of fish. Most of them prescribe a limit to 
the length of time frozen fish may be kept in storage, and it is for 
this reason that it is important that these markings be accurate and 
lain. 

f For shipment, boxes are greatly strengthened by strapping with 
metal straps or tying with wire. For tying with wire handy and 
efficient little machines are available that ‘tie a box in‘’a few seconds. 
For export the steamship companies require that the boxes be 
strapped or wire-tied. 

FREEZING IN ORIGINAL CONTAINERS 

Some fishery products are frozen in the wooden boxes or other 
containers in which they were originally packed. Finnan haddies, 
smoked fish, smoked fillets, squid, pulpo or octopus, and smelts often 
are placed directly in the cold-storage rooms without the advantages 
of the lower temperature of the sharp freezer. Examination of the 
frozen products shows that such products, especially the fillets 
(smoked or fresh), are seriously injured by internal crystallization 
when frozen by this method. Smelts do not seem to be injured so 
much by this treatment. 

STORING FROZEN FISH 

The very best quality in fish after it has been frozen, stored, and 
finally defrosted can be expected only if the best practice has been 
followed throughout the entire process, at each stage of which poor 
practice may easily result in more or less serious impairment of qual- 
ity. While it may be true that the freezing proper is the most im- 
portant stage of the process, holding more possibilities of injury 
or good preservation than any other, it is only little more important 
than the methods followed in storage; for many pounds of fish reach 
the storerooms in excellent condition, only to emerge dried, rusty, 
and insipid. Good storage is much more than merely putting 
frozen fish in a room below freezing in temperature and keeping 
them there until they are wanted. Activities if not prevented will 
be going on slowly but steadily 24 hours a day, until in a few 
months the best edible qualities have departed and a mere dry and 
fibrous ghost of the original fish remains. 

Briefly stated, the two great enemies of frozen fish in storage are 
rusting and drying; the principal combatives are low temperature 
and heavy glazing. Low temperature arrests rusting and promotes 
drying; glazing, aided by other protective means, prevents drying 
and helps to prevent rusting. These have been the governing factors 
in the development of methods of storage now practiced. Some 
reference books on refrigeration give the “ proper ” temperatures 
for storing different varieties of fish, and the idea seems to prevail 
elsewhere that different kinds of fish require different storage tem- 
peratures. General experience in cold storage as now practiced indi- 
cates that the temperature should be as low as is possible and 
economical for all kinds of fish, preferably from 0° to 5° F. The 
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temperature is not likely to be too low, as far as the quality of the 
fish is concerned, provided they are protected from drying and the 
temperature remains constant. 

Cold-storage rooms are usually large and are located on the upper 
floors of the house. They are insulated, of course, in keeping with 
the temperatures to be maintained—usually 4 or 6 inches of cork, 
or the equivalent insulating value in other materials. The piping 
usually is suspended from the ceiling or placed on the side walls, 
or both, and in ample amount to insure the required low temperature. 

Fic. 17.—Storeroom of boxed frozen fish. Here the boxes are stacked on bottoms. 
It is more general practice to stand the boxes on end. When Style 4 boxes are 
used and stacked on end the cleats separate the boxes and allow circulation of 
air between them. Courtesy, Bay City Freezer 

The walls usually are whitewashed. Freshly applied whitewash, 
however, appears to have a drying effect on fish placed near it. 

TEMPERATURE OF STORAGE ROOMS 

It has been pointed out already (see Glazing, p. 546) that low tem- 
perature is the only sure means of avoiding rust or rancidity of 
fat fish, though a heavy glaze helps. The approximate maximum 
temperature is 8° F., if the fish are to be kept more than three or four 
weeks. It is safer to maintain 5° or even 0°, as some of the best 
freezers do regularly. Even at these temperatures some fish, particu- 
larly prone to rust, such as smelts, may rust unless they are otherwise 
protected. . 

Although there seems to be no mention of it in the scientific litera- 
ture of fish cold storage, there appears. to take place a change in the 
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protein of fish on long cold storage, called “souring ” by the prac- 
tical freezer man. The activities of bacteria are greatly retarded by 
freezing but apparently are not absolutely arrested, for some fish on 
long storage develop a sour odor. Pickerel, especially if frozen 

Fic. 18.—Storage room in a public freezer. For separately frozen fish, not boxed, 
bins are provided to keep the lots separate, so that they are accessible for 
delivery at any time. Tags for lot numbers and dates are attached to each bin. 
Courtesy, Brooklyn Bridge Freezing & Cold Storage Co. 

round, are prone to sour and may do so in a few months at 0° F. 
Ciscoes also are subject to this trouble, especially if round, but the 
trouble is slow to develop. Perhaps the intestines or contents of the 
alimentary canal are chiefly concerned in souring. 

The temperature must not only be low but also as constant as 
possible. Fluctuating temperature promotes drying of the fish. The 
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vapor pressure (that is, the tendency to evaporate) of water or ice 
increases with rising temperature. The tendency of water vapor to 
condense increases with a lowering temperature. Water will evapo- 
rate, therefore, from warm objects and condense on cold ones. The 
pipes are usually the coldest objects in the room—perhaps several 
degrees colder than the fish. The ice slowly evaporates from the fish 
and condenses as snow on the pipes. When the temperature of the 
room and the fish rises a few degrees temporarily, evaporation 1s 
increased. Therefore, provision is made to prevent warm air from 
entering the storage room when the doors are opened. Sometimes 
a canvas curtain is used at doors and elevator openings. ‘The brine 
or ammonia is kept at a temperature as nearly uniform as possible. 

Fie. 19.—Halibut and salmon frozen and stored in bulk in a private freezer, Pacific 
coast. Courtesy, Canadian Fishing Co. (Ltd.) 

PLACING FISH IN STOREROOMS 

In public freezers, where the fish are boxed, the boxes are placed 
in the rooms, usually standing on end, and stacked to the ceilings. 
Dunnage is often, though not always, put on the floors to permit 
circulation of cold air under the boxes. Bins usually are built for 
fish not frozen in cakes, Such bins serve to hold the fish and to 
keep lots separate. Bait herring are dumped without arrangement 
into large bins. 

In private freezers, especially those used chiefly for halibut and 
salmon, the frozen fish are stacked in an orderly way without boxing. 
One method of arrangement is to put dunnage on the floor, then pile 
the fish to the ceiling in a solid rectangular block, leaving only a 
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narrow passageway adjacent to the four walls for inspecting and 
reglazing. The tails all point inward and heads or shoulder ends 
outward. Halibut are piled white side up, except the four or five 
nearest the top, which are arranged black side up. Another ar- 
rangement is to stack the fish, filling the room completely, with a 
wooden framework placed near the wall pipes to hold the fish away 
from the pipes. A space is left so that the door may be opened. It 
is best to arrange the fish so that all those exposed to the air 
will be accessible for reglazing. When rooms are so filled, the fish 
well glazed, the doors kept closed, and the temperature kept at 0° or 
thereabouts, the conditions for keeping are excellent. This solid 
formation of loose fish economizes space and obviates a larger invest- 
ment for boxes. 

REGLAZING 

As already stated, exposed fish in a cold room gradually dry. The 
glaze first evaporates; then the skin, fins, tail, and snout become 
dry. The following tabulation, taken from Ehrenbaum and Plank *" 
illustrates the rate at which certain fish, hanging free, will dry at a 
storage temperature of 19.6° F. 

TABLE 11—Loss of weight of glazed fish hanging in a storage room at 19.6° F. 

Loss of weight— 

; Origi- 
Fish nal 

waivht After | After | After | After | After | After | After | After 
8 10 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 

days days days days days days days days 

Grams | Per cent| Per cent) Per cent) Per cent| Per cent| Per cent| Per cent| Per cent 
8.9 15.0 21:0 wee cel| 2 eee ee 

7.4 11.0 18. 2 26/50 2k Se es ee 
11.4 18. 2 28. 6 37.3 43.0 |o2252222| 2-2 ee 
17.0 27.6 42.7 52. 0 57.5 60. 0 61.6 62.3 
9.6 16. 6 28. 1 37. 2 44,8 |. aaa) eee soe Eee ee 

15.1 26. 2 43.3 54, 2 62. 0 65. 0 66. 5 66. 5 
3.3 7.8 14.9 19.9 24, 2 27.1 29. 4 31.1 
8.3 12.3 17.7 20. 9 22.6 )| Saas | eee ee eee 

Table 12, from the same authors, shows the effect of boxing on 
reducing evaporation. Two haddock of about the same size were 
kept in storage, one hanging free and the other inclosed in a wooden 
box. 

TABLE 12.—Effect of boxing or loss of weight in storage 

| { 

Weight \| Weight 

Date i‘ Date 
Hanging | Packed Hanging | Packed 

free in a box free in a box 

Grams Grams | Grams Grams 
Avg i3i(dresh) S22 222255 es 449 473"\\| Sept. 2123 ee eee 368 423 
‘Aug..14: (frozen) - 2.02 =o Se 477 452))|| Octyaa ssa tes 2 te eee 339 422 
Sept. =e 411 430)|| Oct: 2 See 305 413 

27 See footnote 15, p. 518. 
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Table 13, also from Ehrenbaum and Plank, shows the amount of 
time found by them to be required for various fish to lose a very 
heavy glaze. The fish were suspended in the storeroom. 

TABLE 13.—Time required for ice gluze to evaporate from the surface of fish 

Weight of 
ae’ glaze id ae 

: ° eig eig percent- that 
Species of fish of fish | ofglaze | age of glaze 

; weight lasted 
of fish 

Grams Grams | Per cent Days 
IVistCK ere) 2a tet ee eter Sen errr oe eee. eae oot oe seas 434 56 13.0 18 

1 OW ee SS Re eS es ee eee ee ee ee 365 56 15.3 18 
EAC GGG keene Beran SA te ese an Pe he dct aces 964 142 14.7 22 

bye = Speck cage SR ae heal a Se EE 428 50 ih le 14 
(OPO Tae NS ee cate eS RE oe ee eo ae ES Bre 4, 270 472 a ae 33 

OU Ee eee er ne ewe ee ee ee a eee een SV eae 2, 588 252 9.8 28 
PICO ees ae trae ese eee Set Ala te. ee es a 293 64 21.9 20 

= ee Sie A Sa ee ees eg epee ora 184 46 25.0 15 
iO) eee oe ie ees Te ee Ree 296 41 13.8 14 

These tables are all illustrative but do not represent conditions that 
prevail in American freezers. Our storage rooms are held at a very 
much lower temperature, the fish do not hang, and the glaze is not 
so heavy. 

It is always the fish that are exposed on the outer parts of piles or 
cake that dry most. Those inside, especially in closely packed piles 
and boxes, dry least. Proximity to the cooling pipes hastens drying, 
and pipes freed from adhering snow cause much more rapid drying 
than those covered with snow. 
When fish in storage are inspected the glaze is often found to 

have departed. When necessary the fish are glazed again. This 
may be accomplished in any of several ways depending on circum- 
stances. The fish may be taken to the storage room and glazed in 
the usual way by immersing in water. If the fish are boxed consid- 
erable labor and damage to boxes is entailed by opening the boxes. 
In this event a portable tank is taken to the storage room and the 
boxes themselves are immersed in the tank and held under the water 
until they fill with water. They are then removed and suspended 
above the tank until the excess water drains out. To facilitate han- 
dling a davit is mounted on one end of the tank with block-and-fall 
and grapple hooks. 

Fish piled loose may be reglazed conveniently by spraying them 
with water without moving them. A spraying tank and pump is 
used, such as horticulturists use for spraying shrubbery. The water 
freezes quickly on the fish. This is a quick, convenient, and satis- 
factory method. 

REMOVING RUST 

Where fish are rusty they may be freshened and improved by the 
following treatment: Two vats or tanks of tepid water (about 100° 
¥’.) are provided. Some sodium bicarbonate (ordinary baking soda) 
is dissolved in the water in the first tank, and two sticks are laid 
across the top. The cakes of fish, or large single fish, are laid on 
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these sticks. The water is taken up with stiff scrubbing brushes, 
narrow enough to reach into crevices, and the fish are scrubbed vigor- 
ously to remove the glaze. The fish are rinsed in the soda solution 
and then in the other tank of fresh tepid water. They are then 
placed in the sharp freezer for a short time to harden the surface 
and finally are glazed as usual and returned to the storage room. 

TRANSPORTATION OF FROZEN FISH 

RAILWAY TRANSPORTATION 

In cool weather frozen fish may be transported in small lots in 
ordinary cars for short distances. For this purpose the boxes may 
be wrapped with several thicknesses of heavy wrapping paper, tacked 

Fic. 20.—Delivery of frozen fish to trucks. Courtesy, Brooktyn Bridge Freezing 
& Cold Storage Co. 

on. The shipment of frozen fish in warm cars is not very satisfac- 
tory, however, if the fish are to be kept frozen after arrival at their 
destination. For the great bulk of frozen fish shipped, refrigerator 
cars are used. These are railway freight cars with double wooden 
walls, with 1 to 4 inches of felt between the wood facings, which are 
lined with tar paper. There are cars with only 2 inches of air space 
or 1 or 2 inches of felt insulation in the walls, but these, and also cars 
with metal roofs and steel braces in the sides, which are heated in the 
sunshine, are less suitable for frozen fish. Refrigerator doors are 
provided with compression bolts for tight closure. In each end of the 
car 1s a space or “bunker” for ice, or ice and salt. Each bunker is 
provided with a hatch at the top for charging with ice, and drain- 
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pipes with traps at the bottom for discharge of brine. To allow cir- 
culation of cold air, there is an aperture about 1 foot wide at the top 
and bottom of the partition between the bunker and the body of the 
car. A heavy wire screen prevents the ice from falling through these 
openings. When the bunkers are charged with ice, or ice and salt, 
the cold air flows from the bunker to the car, through the lower 
opening, and is replaced with warm air from the car through the 
upper. 
Hor dunnage the floor of the car is provided with heavy slat boards 

mounted on 2 by 4 timbers. These floor racks often are hinged down 
to prevent their removal from the car. Where “ permanent ” floor 
boards (slats nailed directly on the floor) are provided circulation 
is insufficient, and frozen fish may be partially defrosted. 

Cars vary in all their dimensions. ‘Table 14 shows the dimensions 
and capacities of several American and Canadian refrigerator cars. 
If the dimensions of these cars were standardized, it would be pos- 
sible to standardize boxes for more economical packing, but as it is 
shippers must pack as best they can, often with much waste space. 
Pan-frozen fish usually occupy about 4 cubic feet per 100 pounds when 
boxed. The minimum car shipment is 24,000 pounds. In the larger 
cars as much as 33,000 to 35,000 pounds, or even more, can be packed. 

TABLE 14.—Inside dimensions of some refrigerator cars 

Railroad Length Width | Height Capacity 

| | | | 
| Feet \Inches| Feet \Inches| Feet Inches| Cubic feet 

IWichigany@entralaneet6 =... on or ea ea se | 33 | 8 4 Zi 7 , 084 
Choa Ii Reed Lj cee eB les ee le aS Ny ee AP Kee ele Seal 8 2 | i, 3 Ti21 

ING warVOnku@ entree) oe ues 2 ok eho 39 11 8 5 7 6 2, 518 
OS RARE ae hee ESE A ER Ue Be 28 |; 9 8 4 7 6 1, 718 

CankdianiNetionalis vee! gee oie ole ht oe a 138 | 934 8 2 7 214) 2,713 
(Chnerayolieriny Leen orb (aed ca 0a asia Sea irae ieee oe wa 34 0 8 7 6 Si) 1, 943 
SGomsiner ese cee! 2 Ree ere ees a LS ANTES eee ED Boies 8 0 7 2 1, 849 
American Heirizerator Dransit == 9-5 ee ee 33 lend 8 4 | 7 7 2,105 
Grand @runk Pacific. 2.1.91 ai BB | 2 8 1c OE GUEE 1,719 
Rrttiti Gro werseeh Xpress ss a2 os! aoe eee ES 33 0 8 3 | it 6 2, 042 

1 Equipped for connection in passenger trains. 

Usually the cars are refrigerated by packing the ice chambers 
with cracked ice and salt. The capacity of the bunkers is from 
6,000 to 7,500 pounds of ice each, or 12,000 to 15,000 pounds for the 
car. Salt is mixed with the ice in the proportion of 10 to 15 pounds 
of salt to 100 pounds of ice, this figure being referred to as ‘ per- 
centage.” Thus, 10 pounds of salt to 100 pounds of ice is referred 
to as “10 per cent” salt. (A true 10 per cent mixture would, of 
course, be 10 pounds of salt to 90 pounds of ice.) In winter the 
10 per cent mixture is used. Some shippers increase the proportion 
to 12 per cent in spring and 15 per cent in summer. Other shippers 
use a 10 per cent mixture all year round. For oysters, which require 
a cool temperature above freezing, a 5 per cent mixture is used. 
Winter shipment, of course, is most satisfactory, as summer ship- 
ments, especially in the more southern latitudes and in warm periods, 
sometimes partially defrost and lose their glaze. The drainage 
valves remain open, so that the brine formed flows off. 
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Shucked oysters in cans and fresh fish in boxes often are stowed 
in the car and covered with cracked ice. The boxes of fish also 
contain ice with the fish. 

PREPARATION OF CARS 

In order to prevent the boxes of fish from coming in direct contact 
with the outside walls, where heat may be conducted directly to 
them, it is advisable to nail battens along the side walls. Two, or, 
better, three thicknesses of lath nailed on, vertically or inclined 
at a slight angle, with eight-penny nails, are sufficient. As an extra 
precaution the entire cargo is sometimes wrapped by .laying build- 
ing paper on the floor (if the floor battens are removable) and tack- 
ing it under the lath on the sides. The free ends are tacked 
temporarily to the ceiling while the car is being loaded. After the 
load is all in the ends of the paper are freed from the ceiling and 
brought around over the boxes, entirely surrounding the contents of 
the car. 

PRECOOLING CARS 

Best results are obtained if refrigerator cars are precooled before 
they are loaded. A common way to do this is to ice the bunkers 24 
hours before the car is loaded. Some of the meat-packing houses 
bring the cars alongside the freezer platform and attach a large 
canvas duct or “tunnel” to the door leading from a cold room in 
the freezer. A large fan blows cold air into the car for a number 
of hours to precool the air and walls of the car. It is advisable te 
use a canvas cover over the passageway from freezer to car, in any 
event, to prevent the circulation of air during the loading. 
Where quick precooling is necessary in an emergency, a 20 per 

cent ice and salt mixture is used in the bunkers during the loading. 
This strong mixture thaws more rapidly, reaches a lower temper- 
ature and chills the car more quickly. When the car is loaded, the 
bunkers are brought up to capacity with the 10 per cent mixture. 
Where ice and salt are used in the bunkers it is unsafe, especially 

in warm weather, to pack the car entirely full of fish. Usually the 
car is packed to within 1 or 2 feet of the top. When the goods are all 
in, the boxes should be bracked tight to prevent shifting in transit. 

It is highly important that the doors of the refrigerator cars 
should fit tightly so as to prevent the entrance of warm air into the 
car. The threshold should be cleaned carefully before the door is 
closed. 

The cars are reiced in transit as required. This service is per- 
formed by the carriers at a comparatively low cost for ice and salt, 
usually plus a switching charge. 

Refrigeration of cars with carbon-dioxide ice will be discussed in 
connection with the ice. 

REFRIGERATOR-TRUCK TRANSPORTATION 

In cool weather frozen fish may be transported for short distances 
in an ordinary open truck. Usually a tarpaulin is thrown over the 
load to cut off the direct sunshine. A closed van is preferable, how- 
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ever, where a longer haul is necessary, or in warm weather, retrig- 
eration is required. For this purpose there are now in use truck 
bodies refrigerated by cold-brine circulation on the principle fol- 
lowed in the brine-refrigerated freight cars already described. 

Anheuser-Busch 

Courtesy, 

Construction of brine-refrigerated truck. 

” 

Fic. 

There is a single bunker or tank at the top with brine pipes in the 

top of the freight body. An arrangement of valves causes the brine 

to circulate in the pipes when the truck is in motion. Ice and salt 

are put in the bunker in proportion to give the desired temperature 

22279—27. 5 
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(which may approach zero if necessary). Such a truck is shown in 
Figure 21. 

Dry ice or carbon-dioxide ice, next to be described, also may be 
used. A closed van should be loaded and from 100 to 200 pounds of 
crushed dry ice thrown over the boxes. A very rapid fall in tem- 
perature occurs, and the fish keep, frozen hard, for several hours 
in hot summer weather. 

SOLID CARBON-DIOXIDE REFRIGERANT FOR TRANSPORTATION 

As a means of refrigeration of cars for the transportation of fish, 
solid carbon dioxide has shown promise in trials. Although the ap- 
plication of this substance to the preservation and transportation of 
fish in commercial practice is still (August, 1926) too recent and ex- 
perience is too limited to justify a prediction of its possibilities in 
the fish industry, yet it is being used for other products, and its pos- 
sibilities for fish warrant a description of its properties.” 

Carbon dioxide is familiar as the gas used in soda water. It is of 
widespread distribution, being present in small amount in air. It is 
produced by combustion of coal, wood, gas, etc., and may be recovered 
from flue gases. It is a noncombustible, nonpoisonous, invisible, 
heavy gas. “When compressed to about 1, 000 pounds per square inch 
it liquefies at about 80° F., and if the pressure is suddenly removed 
from the insulated liquid carbon dioxide some of it evaporates, and 
in doing so absorbs so much heat that the remainder freezes to a 
white, snowy substance having a temperature of about 109° F. below 
zero. This white “snow” is then compressed into bricks or other 
desired shapes. This compressed carbon-dioxide “ice,” as its manu- 
facturers have named it, weighs 70 pounds per cubic foot, as com- 
pared with 57 pounds per cubic foot of water ice. It contains about 
1.7 times as much refrigeration per pound as water ice, or about 
2.1 times as much per cubic foot. The amount of refrigeration avail- 
able in this solid carbon dioxide, expressed i in B. t. u. per pound of 
gas evaporation, and the gas warming to various temperatures is 
shown in Table 15. 

TABLE 15.—Refrigeration available in solid carbon dioxide 

Refriger- I ° Refriger- 
ae paola ne aN Gy ation ‘ ° ation 

Final temperature of gas, ° F. available, Final temperature of gas, ° F. available, 

in B. t. u. || in B.t.u. 

as7 ae S. | 2 

DADA es 2ee ae pats OS AL De 274 
DOO NE Disa ee oe a oe ee Fo See a ae 300 
267 

ieee ane feet of fhe gas weigh 1 pound. The gas, at 32° F’., has 
a specific heat of about 0.18. If this gas is at 109° “below ZeYO, F. as 
it comes from the ice, it absorbs only about 25 B. t. u. in being warmed 
to 32°. But this same gas, in passing from the solid to the gaseous 
state, absorbed 255 B. t. u. The refrigerating effect of the gas is 
therefore only about one-tenth of the ice from which it was produced. 

°8 Elworthy, British patent 7436 (1895), U. S. patent 579866, Mar. 30, 1897; Slate, 
T. B., U. S. Patents 1511306, Oct. 14, 1924, 1546681, 1546682, July 24, 1925, 1563112; 
Nov. 24, 1925, and 1595426, Aug. 10, 1926. 
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The heat absorbed by the ice in its changing state must therefore 
reach the ice by direct conduction from objects in contact with it or 
by convection of the gas current. These facts have a significant bear- 
ing on the applications of this “ ice” to refrigeration. 

The term “dry ice” is used advisedly, for it does not melt to a 
liquid as water ice does, but, in absorbing heat, is converted directly 
into the gaseous state, the gas formed being also very cold until it, 
too, absorbs more heat. This gas is about one and one-half times as 
dense as air and consequently will sink to the bottom of an inclosed 
chamber, displacing the air. If sealed tight it will exert a powerful 
pressure, but if a means of escape is provided it passes out into the 
atmosphere. 

Solid carbon-dioxide “ice,” though very cold, may be insulated 
and transported for short distances, but with some loss, of course. It 
may be used for chilling a chamber, the temperature being regulated 
by insulating the solid to control the rate of evaporation. If blocks 
of it are placed in the upper part of a chamber they rapidly absorb 
heat and give off cold gas, which displaces the warm air, sinking to 
the bottom and gradually filling the entire chamber and surrounding 
contents. If much of the solid is used, with little or no insulation, 
the chamber may be chilled to an extremely low temperature; but if 
a small quantity is used, with heavy insulation, the chamber may be 
kept cool without freezing. 

This gas has other useful properties. By displacing the air it 
arrests oxidation completely. This fact is probably of advantage in 
fat fish in preventing oxidation of fat (when air is present, oxida- 
tion actually produces heat). Many kinds of bacteria require oxy- 
gen, and when oxygen is displaced by carbon dioxide they either die 
or become inactive. By dissolving in the juice of the fish carbon 
dioxide produces a mild, harmless acid (carbonic acid), which also 
combats some bacteria. Carbon-dioxide ice is thus not only a refrig- 
erant of valuable properties but its gas is an aid to preservation as 
well. It evaporates and disappears when the fish are taken out of 
it, leaving no taste or other objectionable trace. 

USE OF CARBON DIOXIDE ICE IN THE SHIPMENT OF FISH 

The pioneers in the manufacture and application of solid carbon 
dioxide to refrigeration and preservation of food *® arranged, at the 
request of the Canadian Department of Marine and Fisheries, to 
send a trial car of fish from Halifax to Montreal, the distribution of 
the fish to the trade being arranged by the Canadian Fisheries Asso- 
ciation.*° A refrigerator car was equipped at the four corners (out- 
side the ice bunkers) with cylindrical metal containers 12 inches in 
diameter and 70 inches high, in which cylinders of solid carbon 
dioxide were placed, the entire charge weighing 850 pounds. 

The car was packed at Halifax with an assortment of frozen fish 
and fish on ice and sent to Montreal, being four days en route, and 
allowed to stand on the tracks two days—six days from the time of 
sealing. When the car was opened the air (or gas) temperature was 
33° and all the fish were in excellent condition. 

22'The Dry-Ice Corporation of America, 50 East Forty-second Street, New York City. 
30 For full report on this shipment, see reports in Canadian Fisherman, Vol. XI, May, 

1924, pp. 111-120. Gardenvale, Province of Quebec. There are numerous technéeal errors 
in the report. 
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Following upon the favorable results of tests in its research labora- 
tory, the Atlantic Coast Fisheries Co. made several shipments, under 
the immediate supervision of the writer, of pack ages of frozen fillets 
of fish from New York to Kingston, Jamaica, on ships without re- 

Fic. 22.—Solid carbon dioxide or dry ice being loaded on a truck. Courtesy 
a a > wf 

Dry Ice Corporation of America 

frigeration. The frozen blocks of fillets, with dry ice between, were 
packed in corrugated strawboard boxes for insulation. The ship- 
ments arrived in seven days, all in perfect condition. In April, 19286, 
following the above preliminary shipments, the first car of frozen 
fish was shipped from New York to Detroit—a three- day trip. 
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Twelve hundred pounds of dry ice was used, contained in wooden 
fish boxes and distributed in the upper layer of boxes of fish. 
Bunker openings were sealed with building paper nailed on with 
lath, likewise the doors. The car arrived in good condition. Two 
more cars followed in June and July, 1926. Numerous shipments 
then were undertaken from Provincetown, Mass., to St. Louis and 
Kansas City and from New York to the same points in the hottest 
summer weather, the time of transit being five to six days. These 
cars arrived in excellent condition, except when insufficiently in- 
sulated cars were used. Recording thermometers in two of the cars 
showed virtually constant temperature of 26° to 28° F. throughout 
the trips. 

In the three-day shipments 1,200 pounds of boxed ice were included 
and 200 pounds of granulated ice were scattered over the load just 
before the car was sealed to effect rapid cooling of the car. In the 
five and six day shipments 1,500 pounds boxed and 200 pounds 
granulated were used at first. All the ice was gone on the arrival of 
the cars, which were tight and well insulated, but the fish were frozen 
hard. In the later cars of five and six days the amount was increased 
to 1,800 pounds boxed and 200 pounds granulated, and at the end of 
five days about 200 pounds remained in the boxes. In other cases 
2,400 pounds, all in boxes, were used. Where 1,800 pounds were 
used, the ice was contained in 10 boxes of 180 pounds each. In some 
of the cars rather serious defrosting had occurred; in others the fish 
were held perfectly. In the unsatisfactory instances the trouble ap- 
parently was caused by insufficient insulation and leaky doors and 
bunkers.*? 

In the shipments from Provincetown the ice was shipped by ex- 
press in boxes of sawdust. 

Practical experience in these shipments has yielded information 
that may be summarized as follows: 

It is practical to ship frozen fish in the hottest summer weather, up 
to six days on the road, as the fish remain frozen by the use of dry 
ice alone. 
A tight car with heavy insulation should be ordered without pre- 

cooling. Movable floor racks, 4 inches deep, should be on the floor. 
The bunker openings into the car should be sealed with building paper 
and lath. Strips of 1-inch wood (or three thicknesses of lath) should 
be nailed vertically on the sides of the car to prevent any possibility 
of the boxes coming in direct contact with the walls. The door not 
used for loading should be similarly sealed inside. The car should 
be filled as full as possible—up to within 2 to 4 inches of the ceiling— 
with frozen fish, in boxes, as a full car is more favorable to refrigera- 
tion with dry ice than a part car. Dry ice, in 8 to 10 wooden boxes, 
should be distributed in the top layer so as (1) to come next the ends 
and sides of the car, (2) not to come next to one another, and (3) to 
be uniformly distributed over the load. There should be no sawdust 
or insulation around the dry ice, but the boxes may to advantage be 
lined with heavy paper. 

The dry ice should be delivered to the car with the fish, and 
loading should be prompt. When the load is in, or during loading, 

4 Solid Carbon Dioxide, or Dry Ice, in the Fish Industry. By Harden F. Taylor. Ice 
and Refrigeration, vol. 71, 1926, pp. 211-213. Chicago. 
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200 pounds of crushed dry ice should be thrown over the top of the 
load. (Handle quickly with a shovel or dry cotton gloves.) The 
door should be sealed with a strip of putty or a rubber tube against 
all facings. The bunker hatches and the brine vents in the bunkers 
should be closed tight. Do not open the car, once it is closed, until 
it reaches destination. 

One of the reasons for preferring a well-filled car of fish when dry 
ice is used is, for one thing, that it reduces cost, for no more dry ice 
is needed for a full car than one-half full, whereas with ordinary 
ice it is usually unsafe to pack the car entirely full. Another reason, 
however, is not so obvious. A pound of dry ice produces 8 cubic 
feet of gas. In an empty car of, say, 2,000 cubic feet capacity, 2,000 

Fic. 23.—Frozen steelhead in refrigerated hold of a steamer from Pacific coast 
ports to New York, via Panama “Canal. For transoceanic shipments the boxes 
must be strapped 

pounds of dry ice will fill the car eight times with gas; that is, the 
gas will be changed eight times as the ice evaporates. If half the 
space is occupied with fish, the gas will be completely changed 16 
times; if the car is seven-eighths occupied by fish, the cold gas will 
be changed 64 times, insuring a cold atmosphere in the car at all 
times. 

Carbon dioxide ice may also have possibilities in the refrigeration 
of individual packages of fresh or frozen fish, oysters, and other 
perishable sea foods. Its dryness and cleanness are desirable proper- 
ties for this purpose and make possible the use of paper or fiber con- 
tainers for express or even parcel post. At the present writing, how- 
ever, though numerous trial shipments have been made, one is unable 
to speak with confidence as to its ultimate usefulness in this field. 
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OCEAN TRANSPORTATION 

Refrigerator ships provide facilities for storage aboard similar 
to those in cold-storage warehouses, with those differences that are 
made necessary by the construction and operation of the ship. The 
holds are insulated with cork, with pipes overhead and on the walls. 
Battens usually are provided on the floors. The temperature com- 
monly maintained ranges from 18° to 20°, which is high for long 
storage but answers the purpose for the short time of a voyage. 
The machinery i is either the carbon dioxide or ammonia compression 
type. Ships usually have one or two spare machines, complete, and 
a full supply of spare parts to be used in case of a breakdown, which 
would be diastrous if spare parts were not available.” 

Fig. 24.—Carbon dioxide refrigeration machinery aboard a steamship 

Boxes for ocean transportation should be strong, well nailed to- 
gether, and are required to be strapped or wired. Transportation 
from freezer to ship is usually effected by trucks. This practice 
affords some opportunity for the fish to receive some heat, especially 
if there is any delay in transferring them to the refrigerator hold 
of the ship. When there is a railroad track alongside the freezer, 
connecting with a track on the wharf, it is excellent practice to pack 
the fish in a refrigerator railroad car, with bunkers iced, and have 
the car shifted to the wharf. In handling large lots this is cheaper 
than transfer by truck. 

® Hor discussion of practical details see ‘‘ The design and construction of refrigerated 
ships,” by Llewellyn Williams. Paper read at thirty-second general meeting of the 
Soe iety of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers, New York City, Nov. 13 and 14, 1924. 
Also, *‘Ship’s refrigeration,’ by Robert F. Massa. Cold Storage and Produce Review, 
vol. 20, No. 227, February, 1917, p. 40; No. 228, March, 1917, pp. 62-64; No. 230, May, 
1917, p. 104. 
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OTHER METHODS OF FREEZING 

The method already described in detail has come into widespread 
use because it is simple, practical, and is equally applicable to all 
varieties of fish. The chief and only serious objection to it is the 
slow rate of freezing. In connection with the discussion of the 
operation of sharp freezers numerous suggestions were made, in- 
tended mainly to increase the rate of freezing, and if these were all 
applied general improvement would result. But after everything 
possible is done, sharp freezers are still far too slow to produce all 
that could -be desired because of the insurmountable difficulty of an 
exceedingly poor heat conductivity and the low specific heat of air. 

In a sharp freezer most of the heat from the fish is absorbed by 
air surrounding the fish, and the air in turn gives up its heat to 
the pipes. The heat must pass from fish to air and from air to 
pipes—it must be conducted. Of all substances, air is one of the 
poorest conductors of heat known. Expressed in the metric system, 
its conductivity, as compared with that of some other substances, is 
shown in Table 16. 

TABLE 16.—Heat conductivity of various substances 

Conductiv- Conductiv- 
ity, in i ity, in 

Substance calories per Substance calories per 
°C. per °'C. per 
second second 

Air ati0? Cae ee oe os eee ene (O=0600568")|| Mercuny 2 ee ee ee 0. 01479 
Waterat 41° C2. S= Seee . 00143 wre) 9 Vince gas FO, Freee Bee erates te we moe 
Tee aeee Se Ne eats ee . 00568 Copper... 22") i at Fe Ee ee 1.079 

The specific heat of air likewise is exceedingly small; that is, a 
relatively small quantity of heat causes a relatively large rise in the 
temperature of air. The specific heat of a substance is defined as the 
number of heat units required to raise a unit weight of that sub- 
stance 1°. The specific heat of water is the standard, its specific heat 
being taken as unity. The specific heat of air, as compared with that 
of some other substances, is shown in Table 17. 

TABLE 17.—NSpecific heat of various substances 

| 

Substance | Bpeciie | Substance eeeene 
) | 

: = 

INI) pete Se | EE ee. Sia eS ee | 0. 24 Brine, salt, 100 per cent saturation ------ 0. 783 
Witter st Petes sae Ea TER te eo Séa water 222212355 ee tee eee ms 

The above figures are on the basis of weight and heat units, say, 
pounds and British thermal units. That is, 0.24 B. t. u. would be 
required to raise the temperature of a pound of air 1° F., while 1 B. 
t. u., or four times as much heat, would be required to raise the tem- 
perature of a pound of water 1°. But a pound of air occupies 11 
cubic feet while a pound of water is approximately a pint. Only 
a very small weight of air is actually in contact with the fish at one 
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time-—perhaps not more than a few thousandths or ten-thousandths 
of a pound—and this of only one-fourth of the heat capacity of 
water. The temperature of air rises markedly when the fish has 
given uy only a very small quantity of heat. When its temperature 
rises, the rate of flow of heat is reduced, the rate of flow being propor- 
tional to difference in temperature. The heat given off by a 1-pound 
fish in freezing will raise the temperature of 310 cubic feet of air 
LOSE. 

If the air in a freezing room should remain still, the fish might 
require weeks to freeze; it is only the circulation of air that makes 
ordinary sharp freezers practicable. Air in immediate contact with 
solid objects, however, moves very sluggishly, a sort of static film 
being formed. Blowing the air by a fan greatly increases the speed 
of freezing, as has been shown elsewhere; but this principle seems im- 
practicable of application in freezing large quantities of fish because 
of the immense volume of air that would have to be moved. 

It becomes evident, therefore, that if very much more rapid freez- 
ing is to be accomplished recourse must be had to a medium of higher 
conductivity and specific heat than air or any other gas. Any liquid 
is vastly better than any gas, hence the use of brine. The greater 
rapidity of freezing of fish in brine than in air is shown by the 
experimental results given by Stiles ** in Table 18. 

TABLE 18.—Time required to freeze fish of various thicknesses in air at 14° F. 
and in solutions at 14° and 6° F. below zero 

Time required to freeze in— 

Thickness of : ; Brine 
sh in— | Airat | Brine at | at 6° F. 

14° F, 140. below 
zero 

Centi- 
meters Inches | Minutes | Minutes| Minutes 

1 0439" 2-120 10 4 
2 79 | 248 21 3 
3 118 | 361 35 14 
ae ae a Pe 2 1) 54 19 
5 1.97 | 620 7 29 
6 2.36 | 748 112 40 
i 2.75 877 148 50 
8 3.15. | 1,000 190 67 
9 3. 54 1, 130 230 85 

10 3.94 | 1,260 275 101 
1 

These figures are illustrative only. In this country air tempera- 
tures much lower than 14° F. below zero are used regularly, and the 
brine temperature of 4° F. below zero is much more advisable and 
more likely to be used than 14° F. above, as in the table. 

At this point it will be well to remember that the object of 
achieving more rapid freezing is solely to improve the quality of 
the frozen fish and not to increase the output of a freezer. In every 
case the amount of fish that can be frozen per day is limited by the 
capacity of the ammonia machine. Brine freezing will greatly in- 
crease the speed of freezing of any one fish, while other fish, 
untrozen, await their turn. In sharp freezers all the fish are put 

®3 See footnote 47, p. 583. 

22279—27—_6 
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in at about the same time, while in brine the fish pass through the 
process in smal] lots; but, other things being equal, as much time 
would be required to freeze a day’s capacity. by one process as by 
another. 

The means of freezing fish may be classified for the purposes of 
this discussion as (a) those methods in which fish are immersed 
directly in or exposed directly to brine, and (6) those methods in 
which fish are inclosed in molds, cells, or containers, the walls of 
which separate the fish from the brine but make good contact with 
both. These two classes of freezing methods will now be discussed 
at some length. 

FREEZING IN CONTACT WITH BRINE 

If the liquid to be used for freezing is to come in direct contact 
with the fish, we are limited virtually to sodium chloride or common 
salt brine. It is the only chemical substance that is tolerated by the 
human palate and stomach, while being cheap, harmless, and afford- 
ing a solution of sufficiently low freezing point. Calcium-chloride 
brine has an acrid, disagreeable taste, and any trace left on the fish 
would be objectionable. The same may be said of magnesium 
chloride. Glycerin and alcohol are excessively expensive and are 
otherwise objectionable. A mixture of salt brine and glycerin has 
been proposed and is being used to some extent. 

STERILIZING EFFECT OF BRINE. 

Strong brine has a distinctively destructive effect on bacteria, as 
is well known from its use as a preservative for meat, fish, ete. 
Coming in direct contact with the slime on the skin and gills ot fish, 
where decomposition starts very easily, the strong brine used in 
freezing plasmolyzes and kills many putrefactive bacteria. Green 
has investigated, bacteriologically, the keeping quality of brine-frozen 
fish in comparison with those frozen in air. Her report on this work 
is as follows: 

Samples of brine and dry frozen fish were brought out of store and placed on 
trays with an equal number of perfectly fresh herrings straight from the 
drifter. These were left away from the sun and wind at a temperature of 
about 60° F. for two or three days, and then bacteriological samples were 
taken from them and inoculated into fish broth. 

Observations.—(a) Brine-frozen herrings produced the least amount of 
bacterial growth. (0b) Dry-frozen herrings produced by far the greatest amount 
of growth. This experiment, like the first, shows that bacteria do continue 
to multiply at a temperature of 18 to 20° F., whereas the brine-freezing method 
not only inhibits growth but kills many of the forms of bacteria present before 
they have time to spore. 

RAPIDITY OF FREEZING IN BRINE 

Figures that show the speed of freezing in brine as compared with 
that in air already have been given (p. 571). The larger the fish to be 
frozen, the smaller the difference, as shown in Table 17. It is easily 
understood why the larger objects freeze more slowly than the 
smaller ones, when we remember that the volume of a solid object 
increases as the cube of its diameter, while its surface increases only 
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as the square of the diameter. Thus, a ball 4 inches in diameter has 
four times the surface and eight times the volume of a 2-inch ball; 
or, that is, the 2-inch ball has twice as much surface in proportion to 
its volume as the 4-inch ball has. Likewise, a fish 1 foot long has 
twice as much surface in proportion to volume as a 2-foot fish of the 
same kind. 

The amount of heat in a fish is proportional to its volume; but 
as the fish freezes the heat must pass through the surface, and this 
surface is proportionately smaller the larger the fish. In the table 
it is apparent that a fish twice as thick as another freezes only about 
half as fast in air; but the same ratio is not apparent when the 
freezing is done in brine, where doubling the thickness approxi- 
mately triples the time required to freeze. The reason for this is 
that in air freezing, which is very slow, the heat has time to be 
conducted from the inner parts of the fish to the surface, and the 
amount of surface exposed will determine how long it takes the fish 
to freeze. But in brine the surface very quickly reaches the tempera- 
ture of the brine, and the heat must then be conducted from some 
distance through a shell of frozen tissues; the area of surface thus 
has relatively less to do with the rate of freezing in brine, and the 
heat conductivity relatively more, than in air. Thus, a fish 2 inches 
thick will freeze in brine about 13 times as fast as it will in air, 
while a 4-inch fish will freeze only about 8.8 times as fast. A fish 
10 inches thick would freeze only about 4.5 times faster in brine 
than it would in air, the air and brine being, of course, at the same 
temperature. These same remarks apply to the packing of small 
fish in pans or molds. This practice has the effect of making a 
larger fish of several small ones, reducing the surface exposed and 
lowering the rate of freezing. 

The rate of movement of the brine is also highly important in 
determining the rate of freezing in brine, as illustrated in Table 19, 
taken from the work of Dunkerley.* As will be seen later, this 
pee is of the greatest importance in the design and operation of brine 
reezers. 

TABLE 19.—Time required to freeze fish in brine. (From Dunkerley.) 

Thickness of | Still brine at | Brine at 10°F. || phickness of | Still brine at | Brine at 10° F. fish in inches on moving 3 feet ere } moving 3 feet 
105 B per second | fish in inches 10° F. per second 

pi SF ste || ae " —| 

Hours | Minutes) Hours Minutes|| Hours | Minutes) Hours | Minutes 
Me epee 0 25 | 0 TAIRA eet Fe ok Se 4 10 0 
rae. = 2k RAED 0 45 | 0 2G Ape SERA EE A A 22 5 0 | 3 45 
ae See Se Ae ee 1 20 ! 0 OO} posse Ete 6 0 | 4 37 Sorts 5145 BA Ade 1 50 1 Her Voter a ehter > 2 7 | 0 5 30 Seba east dees 2 35 1 ASH OEP ei euniae oy 8 | 15 6 30 Ft hae Wl pagers be 3 15 | 2 18 | | | 

Dunkerley also gives the following formula for calculating the 
time required to freeze fish at any temperature if the time required 
to freeze in brine at 10° F. is known. 

Time= ; (Time at 10° F.) x20 

His formula is: 

30—(Brine at desired temperature ) 

44 Wish freezing in brine,” by H. M. Dunkerley. 
Game, and Rabbit “Trades Chronicle, Mar. 30, 

Fish 
1918, p. 19. 

Trades Gazette 
London. 

and Poultry, 
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Thus, a fish will freeze 20 per cent faster in brine at 5° F. than it 
will in brine at 10° F. He found that a fish is frozen solid when 
the temperature at the backbone is 25° F. 

EARLIER METHOD OF BRINE FREEZING 

It so happens that both freezing in brine and in freezing molds 
surrounded by brine originated with the same inventors. Hesketh 
and Marcet,®° in 1889, patented the principle of immersing perish- 
able articles directly in cold brine, with or without protective cover- 
ing or container, or else inclosing the goods in water-tight cells with 
hollow walls in which brine is circulated. Nothing » came of the 
invention. In 1898 Henry Rouart *° obtained a patent covering very 
nearly the same ground. Rouart employed a tank of brine with cool- 
ing coils (in the bottom) and agitator to move the brine. 

In 1899 H. W. Rappleye, of Philadelphia, patented ** what appears 
again to be essentially the same thing as covered by Rouart and 
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Fic. 25.—Apparatus similar to Rouart’s, used for freezing smelts at Seattle, Wash. 
Courtesy, Booth Fisheries Co. 

more broadly by Hesketh and Marcet; namely, immersing the per- 
ishables to be frozen directly in a tank of brine ‘refrigerated with an 
ammonia machine. 

KYLE’S METHOD 

In 1905 T. D. Kyle ** devised a method of chilling and freezing 
fish by placing them in a tank of refrigerated sea water, which was 
filtered through charcoal and a sponge filter. When the fish had been 
cooled in this tank they were gutted and transferred to another tank 
of concentrated sea water for further refrigeration. Here they could 
be kept a time for sale or they might then be sorted, packed in pans, 
covered with pure filtered sea w ater, and frozen to a block. The same 
ground was again covered by J. R. Henderson®® in 1910 and 1913, 

35 British Patent 6117, Apr. 9, 1889. 
38 British Patent 5378, Apr. 16, 1898. 
37 U. S. Patent 626771, June 13, 1899. 
33 British Patent 16916, 1905. 
% British Patent 20221, Dec. 29, 1910; U. S. Patent 1055636, Mar. 11, 1915. 
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who also precooled the fish either in a cool room or in cool brine con- 
taining about 6 per cent salt held at 27° to 30°, after which pre- 
cooling they were frozen in a tank of saturated brine at a low tem- 
perature—about 5° F. above zero. The brine was refrigerated by 
a cooler outside the freezing tank. Henderson also used a charcoal 
filter for purifying the brine after it had been in use. 

All these inventions, appearing to be essentially the same thing, 
failed to come to practical application, and all the patents have ex- 
pired except that of Henderson. It is not difficult to understand 
why these inventions failed. It is easy to demonstrate the freez- 
ing of a few fish quickly in a tank of very cold brine, the quantity 
of which is large in proportion to the amount of fish to be frozen, 
and the quality of the goods frozen in such a demonstration is easily 

Fic. 26.—Brine freezer similar in principle to Rouart’s, used for freezing smelt 
at Seattle, Wash. 

apparent. It is by no means so easy, however, to freeze 25,000 to 
100,000 pounds of fish a day, wash them, glaze, pack, and store when 
open tanks of brine are used, the fish being frozen singly, wet with 
brine, curled, and misshapen. 

DAHL’S METHOD 

The first brine-freezing method to be put into practice was that 
of Nekolai Dahl,*° a fish merchant of Trondhjem, Norway. 

The fish are packed in the containers in which they are to be 
shipped. A cover, with holes, is fitted on the box, and the boxes 
are stacked on a mass of cracked ice and salt in a chamber or hold 
of a vessel. A suction pipe is provided in the bottom of the cham- 

40U. S. Patent 1123701, Jan. 5, 1915; Danish Patent 18844, 1914; British Patent 
13760, Mar. 6, 1912. 
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ber, connected with a brine pump. The pump draws up the brine 

formed by the ice and salt mixture and forces it into pipes, which 
distribute the brine as a spray over the boxes of fish. The cold 
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brine trickles down into the boxes, through the holes and apertures 

in the lids, and coming in contact with the fish, freezes them. 

An improvement ** on the original consisted in a tank divided into 

chambers, wherein the ice and salt mixture was placed. The brine 

formed passed through the pump without entraining the cracked ice. 

41 U, S. Patent 1177308, Mar. 28, 1916; British Patent 6711, Mar. 17, 1914. 
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(See fig. 27.) This brine was pumped over the boxes of fish as in 
the original invention. 

In a later improvement Dahl* stood the cases on end and bored a 
hole in each end. The fish in the cases then standing parallel with the 
downward flow of brine afford a better flow and are more thoroughly 
exposed to the refrigerating action of the brine. 

Dahl patented another improvement ** by way of effecting a better 
distribution of brine among and contact with the fish. He first 

Fic. 28.—Small plant for freezing by Dahl method. The fish 
are put in the boxes and brine pumped in through the 
hose 

inserted a brine-discharge hose among the fish, for a short time, to 
stiffen them, after which operation they remain better separated dur- 
ing the subsequent freezing by the brine flowing among them. 

The fish frozen by Dahl’s process are not glazed and appear to be 
more suitable for shipment and consumption after a short time than 
they are for prolonged storage. Installations of apparatus for treez- 
ing on the Dahl principle have been made at Los Angeles, San Diego, 
and San Francisco, Calif. These consist of the brine-forming com- 

42 U.S. Patent 1235661, Aug. 7, 1917; British Patent 109238, Sept. 6, 1917. 
48 U.S. Patent 1367024, Feb. 1, 1921. 
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partments and several compartments for fish, wherein the brine is 
pumped through flexible nose. 
A small plant, built after the Dahl design, for freezing with ice 

and salt brine, was built in Fernandina, Fla., for freezing shrimp. 
The ice and salt were put in chambers, and the brine formed was 
circulated by a conti pump through the freezing chamber. 
Shrimp were dumped directly into the brine. They froze in a few 
minutes. They were left in it about three minutes, taken out, drained 
a few minutes on the floor, boxed, and stored at about 0° F. At first 
these shrimp appeared to be of excellent quality, but after a few 
months’ storage they developed a bad appearance. The delicate pink 
changed to a less pleasing orange color, blackish in places, and the 
meat darkened. On microscopic examination the otherwise beautiful 
tentacled pigment cells were found to have disintegrated. Direct 
freezing in brine appears to be unsuited to shrimp. This criticism is, 
of course, no more applicable to Dahl’s method of freezing than to 
others wherein brine comes into direct contact with the shrimp. 

OTTESEN’S METHOD 

A. J. A. Ottesen,** of Thisted, Denmark, patented in several coun- 
tries a principle that has to do with the relation of the temperature 
and concentration of brine to the penetration of salt into the fish. As 
the question of salt penetration is an important one for all methods of 
freezing where the fish come into direct contact with brine, space 
will be taken here to discuss this subject at some length. 

PENETRATION OF SALT INTO FISH IN BRINE FREEZING 

It is a well-known fact, of course, that fish or other flesh substances 
when treated with salt absorb some of the salt that diffuses through- 
out the tissues. Likewise, some of the water in the tissues passes out 
and dissolves the salt, to form brine. When strong brine is used 
instead of dry salt, the same exchange occurs in a somewhat 
diminished amount—salt penetrates the fish and water comes out and 
dilutes the brine. This exchange of water and dissolved substance 
is called osmosis. Osmosis always occurs whenever a permeable mem- 
brane (in this case the cell membranes) separates a strong solution 
of a crystallizable substance from water or a weaker solution (in this 
case the fish juice). Osmotic pressure (the tendency to osmose) 
diminishes with diminishing temperature. 

Salt penetration is a much slower process than the freezing of 
fish in brine. A fish that under the most favorable conditions would 
salt through in 24 hours will freeze in brine in one-half an hour. 
Nevertheless, even a small amount of penetration is objectionable. 
It interferes with glazing; for just as salt dissolved in water lowers 
its freezing point just so does it lower the freezing point of the sur- 
face tissues of the fish and prevents a glaze from sticking. Also, 
if salt is present in any considerable proportion the flavor will be 

#U. S. Patent 1129716, Feb. 23, 1915; British Patent 24244, Sept. 4, 1913; French 
Patent 449815, Jan. 4, 1913. Patents were also issued to him in most of the other 
important fishing countries of the world. 
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affected. This was a difficulty, perhaps a fatal one, in the earlier 
attempts at brine freezing made by Hesketh and Marcet, Rouart, 
Rappleye, and Henderson. Ottesen discovered that if the proper 
relations of concentration and temperature are observed penetra- 
tion of salt may be reduced to a minimum, so much that it ceases to 
be objectionable. 
Warm water will dissolve more salt than cold water. If we 

saturate some warm water with salt and then cool the brine, some 
salt will precipitate out as small crystals, leaving the brine weaker. 
If we cool it more, some more salt crystallizes out and the brine is 
still weaker. We can continue to cool it with separation of salt 
until we get a temperature of 6.16° F. below zero, when the brine 
will freeze solid. At this temperature the liquid portion contains 

Percent Sact, By Weicut 

-jo a5 ° +S 10 IS 20 2s 30 

Decrees, FanrenueiT 

Fic. 29.—Temperature saturation curve of salt brine 

22.42 per cent salt. If we begin with a brine of such strength that 
it is completely saturated with salt and immerse fish in it there will 
be penetration. The upper part of the curve in Figure 29 represents 
the concentration of the liquid portion, corresponding to the 
temperatures. 

Now, if we begin with a very dilute solution of salt and cool it. 
what happens? The temperature drops slightly below 32° F., with 
no apparent change, because the salt has lowered the freezing point 
of the water. A degree or two below 32° crystals appear, but they 
are water ice and not salt. The separation of water in the form of 
ice leaves the brine more concentrated, and its freezing point falls. 
As we continue to extract heat more water separates out as ice and 
the remaining brine becomes stronger and stronger, as indicated by 
the lower part of the curve in Figure 29. When a temperature of 
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6.16° below zero is reached, enough water in the form of ice has been 
removed from the brine to leave the liquid portion at a concentration 
of 22.42 per cent salt. This is the same figure we arrived at when we 
began with the strong brine. That is to say, at a concentration of 
99 49 per cent salt and 77.58 per cent water, by weight, and a tempera- 
ture of 6.16° F. below zero, both ice and salt will separate together or 
the brine freezes asa mass. This concentration and temperature point 
is called the ecryohydric or eutectic point, shown in Figure 30 where 
the two curves meet. It is the lowest temperature that can be had 
with liquid salt brine, whatever the initial concentration may have 
been. It is useless, therefore, to start with more than 22.42 per cent 
salt or a specific oravity of brine of 1.171 (about 84.64 per cent 
saturation at 60° F.) 

Suppose the brine to be of a lower concentration, however, say, 
20 per cent. The freezing point of such a brine is 0.14° F. above 
zero. It can be cooled to any temperature above this point without 
separation of either ice or salt. Ottesen discovered that if brine is 
less than saturated (that is, less than 22.49 per cent salt) and is 
cooled until water begins to separate, penetration of salt into the 
fish immersed in it is at a minimum as long as ice is separating, or 
as long as the conditions represented are on the lower ice curve in 
Figure 29. He reasoned thus: If water separates from the brine 
as ice at this temperature, certainly water can have no tendency to 
mix with it. A drop of water added to such a brine will not mix 
with it but will freeze asa pellet of fresh ice or a cluster of ice crystals. 
Therefore, the water on and in the fish will not combine with the 
brine or absorb salt, but will freeze without mixing with the brine. 
If, however, the quantity of warm fish is sufficiently great to warm 
the brine and thaw out all the separated water ice, penetration will 
take place. Hence the necessity for having an excess of free ice in 
the brine when freezing begins. He therefore claims that when the 
unsaturated brine is at its freezing point *? and an excess of fresh- 
water ice is present the surface moisture and skin of the fish freeze 
immediately and thenceforth form an effective barrier against the 
further penetration of salt. Table 20 gives the cryoscopic properties 
of salt. brine. 

49** Freezing point,’ to fit the use Ottesen makes of it, must be defined as the tem- 
perature at which water ice begins to separate from a brine of less than 22.42 per cent 
salt. An important distinction must be made between the use of the term “ freezing 
point’ for brine and for water, which has a true freezing point at 32° F. In this sense, 
only brine of 22.42 per cent salt has a true freezing point—6.16° F. below zero—at which 
temperature it will freeze solid without change of temperature. 
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TABLE 20 

| | 

| Pounds | 
Specific | Degrees | Degrees | Per cent iecalinoera| Freezing | Changes in brine 
gravity Baumé | salometer| salt by | Pyalion | point | before solidifica- 

60°/60° F.1| 60° F. | 60° F. weight | Rolin oF 2 tion 
\ | | 

1. 00000 0 0 0 he <0 | 32.0 | Ice separates. 
1. 00725 1. 04 3.8 i | SOROS lle Weibeat Do. 
1. 01450 2.07 50 2 He 0: 169) | 30.0 | Do. 
1. 02174 3. 08 11.4 3 0.256 | 28.9 | Do. 
1. 02899 4.08 | 15.2 4 | 0.344 | raat le Do 

~ | | | 

1. 03624 5.07 | 18.9 5 0. 433 26.8 | Do. 
1. 04366 6. 07 Ppt f 6 | 0:523 2655 Do. 
1. 05108 7.06 | 26. 5 7 ie OL6L7 eee At | Do. 
1. 05851 8.01 | 30.3 8 0. 708 22.9 Do. 
1. 06593 8.97 | 33.9 9 0. 802 21.2 Do. 

1. 07335 9.90 | Bis) 10 0. 897 19.8 Do. 
1. 08097 10.86 | 41.3 11 0. 994 18. 2 Do. 
1. 08859 11. 80 45. 2 12 1. 092 16.5 Do. 
1. 09622 eioan| 49. 2 13 1. 190 14.7 Do. 
1. 10384 13. 64 | 53.0 14 1, 289 1321 Do. 

1. 11146 14. 54 56.8 15 1. 389 TB) Do. 
1. 11938 15. 46 60. 6 16 1. 493 9.1 Do. 
1. 12730 16. 37 64.4 17 1. 602 a2 Do. 
1. 13523 17. 27 68. 2 18 1.710 4.8 Do. 
1. 14315 18. 16 71.9 19 1.819 2,5 Do. 

1. 15107 19. 03 75.5 20 1. 928 —0.1 Do. 
1. 15931 19. 92 79. 1 21 PAUSE || os air Do 
1. 16755 20. 80 83.0 22 2. 147 — 5.3 Do. 
1.17101 Ziad 84.6 22. 42 2.197 —6.16 | Freezes solid. 
1. 17580 21.68 | 86.9 23 2. 266 —5.3 | Salt separates. 

1. 18404 22. 54 | 90.9 24 2. 376 =3.3 Do. 
1. 19228 23. 39 94.7 25 2. 488 +7.0 Do. 
1. 20098 24. 27 | 98.5 26 2.610 2srb Do. 
1. 20433 24.60 | 100.0 26. 395 2. 661 59. 0 Do. 

1 Temperature correction 1° salometer for every 714° F. added to reading for temperatures above 60° F., 
subtracted below. There is also a salometer scale in use with 1° equal to 44 per cent salt 0=1.0000 sp. gr. 
100= 1.19228 sp. gr., or 25 per cent salt. : 

2 The freezing point of a brine is commonly understood to mean the temperature at which ice begins to 
appear init. In the solutions stronger than 22.42 per cent salt, salt, instead of ice, separates. 

To conform to Ottesen’s principle it is necessary to keep the brine 
in rapid motion. If agitation is not sufficient the mass of brine as a 
whole may be at its “ freezing point,” while the brine film in immedi- 
ate contact with the fish may be so warmed up as to be several degrees 
above the “ freezing point ” and penetration may take place. For 
the same reason the quantity of brine must be sufficiently large, in 
proportion to the amount of fish present, so that the reserve ice is 
sufficient to take care of initial freezing. (Each pound of mush ice 
present will, in thawing, absorb 144 B. t. u. of heat from the fish.) 
Precooling the fish before they are immersed in the brine is also 
assumed to reduce the amount of penetrating salt. 
Amount of salt penetration—The amount of penetration of salt 

into fish has been studied experimentally by various investigators. 
Ehrenbaum and Plank froze large and small haddock in brine of 
23.66 per cent salt, which dropped from 3.6 to 5.1° F. below zero 
during the freezing. Under these conditions crystals of salt were 
separating from the brine. Salt was determined in the surface 
tissues to a depth of 5 millimeters (14 inch) before and after freezing. 
The results are shown in Table 21. , 
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TABLE 21.—Penetration of salt in haddock frozen in brine 

Salt in 5 millimeters 
of surface 

Before After 
freezing | freezing 

Per cent | Per cent 
Garge haddock. 323 2e 8 eee ee eo os fot 4! ee = ee ee 0.11 1. 57 
Smalithaddock=22sps- sar ee Ree emeeee eee Jb. 2 See bee ai 2.05 

A similar trial was then made on fish in brine of 15 per cent salt at 
11.1° F. above zero. Under these conditions crystals of water ice 
were separating from the brine. Salt was determined in the outer 
portion of the haddock before freezing, and one was wiped dry and 
immersed in the brine while the other was immersed wet. The results 
of this experiment are given in Table 22. 

TABLE 22 

Frozen 
Not after Frozen 

frozen wiping wet 
dry 

| | Ns 

PericentSalts-2. = eee 2 a ee RR oi ee ae ee ee | 0.09 0.38 | - 0.45 

Almy and Field ** investigated the penetration of salt in brine 
freezing of several common American fishes. Their conclusions, sup- 
ported by several tables of analytical data, follow: 

Weakfish, flounders, herring, and whiting were frozen in chilled brine under 
different conditions to determine the various factors which influence the pene- 
tration of salt into the outer tissues of the fish. To assist in the determina- 
tion of the degree of salt penetration, the skin and two successive layers of 
muscular tissue just beneath the skin were analyzed for their*content of pene- 
trated salt. The muscular layers examined were usually one-eighth of an 
inch in depth, a few being three thirty-seconds of an inch thick. It was found 
that: q 

1. Salt penetrated perceptibly into the skin and superficial muscular tissues: 
of all the fish under all conditions, the amount not being sufficient, however, to- 
affect the taste of the cooked product. 

2. During the process of freezing the above species of fish under various. 
conditions the outer muscular layer one-eighth inch in depth absorbed from 
0.32 to 6.22 per cent of salt on the dry basis, the average being 2.88 per cent. 

3. In a few instances the amount of salt absorbed by fish frozen in brine at 
its freezing point was slightly less than that which occurred when the brine: 
temperature was several degrees above this point. In the majority of cases, 
however, no such temperature influence could be observed. 

4. When fish were frozen in brines of different concentrations but at the 
same temperature, no consistent differences in the amount of salt absorbed by 
the fish could be noted. 

5. Fish which had been precooled to near 32° F. before immersion in the: 
brine did not take up as much salt as those which were at atmospheric tem- 
perature at this time, the absorption in the former case being 35 to 65 per cent 
of that in the latter. 

4°. H. Almy and B. Field, “The preservation of fish frozen in chilled brine. I. The- 
penetration of salt.’’ Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, vol. 13, pp.. 
927-928. Easton, 1921. 
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6. The amount and rate of penetration of salt into the tissues of fish varies 

with the species. In weakfish and flounders the greater part of the salt which 

ean be found in the superficial tissues at the end of a two-hour immersion in 

brine entered during the first 30 minutes. The absorption in the case of 

whiting and herring was more gradual, continuing rather uniformly during the 

two hours. 
7. Inequalities in the fat content of the subcutaneous and body tissue of the 

fish are responsible in large measure for the difference in the susceptibility t» 

salt penetration possessed by fish of the same species and by those of different 

species. 

~ Stiles‘? gives several tables of analytical data, of which one is 
reproduced here as Table 23, showing the influence of the length of 
time of immersion on penetration of salt in different parts of pike. 

TABLE 23.—Influence of time of immersion on penetration of salt 

Salt in fish after 
immersion in 21 
per cent solution 

2 ° 

Region of fish at 2.3° F. 
a 

5 minutes| 1 hou 

| Per cent | Per cent 

pe Near DOdiuCAVilyess saat eee) Suse ete e Bey oes ESRD FEA ees eaeee eg ETE re 0.17 0. 76 
IVTISCLeMISSHEHITISH MIM Ger The SKU aa ee ee ee ea ee se) . 29 

iBwaitiony al Moki hes bodyaca vil vs. see eee = meen ee ee ee ee en 2.51 3. 51 

When the fish are just removed from the brine any excess of salt 
will be in the skin and immediately underlying tissues. In time 
this salt seems to diffuse slowly throughout the fish and in this way 
becomes unnoticeable. Almy and Field observed that salt will even 
penetrate a block of ice and diffuse toward its center when the block 
is immersed for two hours in brine, even though the brine is at its 
freezing point. 

Practical importance of salt penetration.—Salt, being a harmless 
substance, is of practical importance only insofar as, in penetrating, 
it (a) salts the fish excessively for taste, or (6) prevents glazing. 
It is not observed by any of the investigators that any fish have been 
too salty for taste except where flounders (a thin fish with large 
surface) were frozen in brine far too strong and too warm. Pre- 
vention of glazing, however, is of more consequence. It has been 
discovered independently by two or three investigators (including the 
present writer) that brine-frozen fish, if the penetration of salt is 
held to small proportions, can be glazed by washing the brine from 
the surface before the glaze is applied.** 

Th‘s washing may be done either by moving the fish under fresh 
water or by spraying the suspended fish with fresh water.*? It was 
found possible satisfactorily to glaze fish that had been frozen in 
brine without crystallization of ice. The Booth Fisheries Co. in 
Seattle, Wash., glazed smelt after freezing them in br:ne, washing 
them off, placing them in a cold room for awhile, then applying the 

47 The preservation of food by freezing, with special reference to fish and meat,” by 
Walter Stiles. Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, Food Investigation 
Board, Special Report No. 7, 186 pp. London, 1922. 

4 See “ Refrigeration in the fish trade,” by W. E. Warner. Cold storage and Produce 
Review, Vol. XXX, 1917, pp. 105-114. London. 

“ H. F. Taylor, U. S. Patent 1468050, Sept. 18, 1923. 
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glaze with fresh water.°°? Another effect of penetrating salt is to 
vive the tissues of the fish a firmness superficially resembling rigor 
mortis. Fish may be soft and flabby before they are frozen in brine, 
yet after freezing and even after a long period of storage, when 
they are defrosted, they have a firmness or rigidity that might easily 
be mistaken for the rigor mortis of perfectly fresh fish. It may 
be distinguished from true rigor mortis by the fact that, while true 
rigor disappears after a short time, leaving the fish soft, firmness 
pr roduced by penetrating brine persists for “lays, even until deconi- 
position is well advanced. 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF OTTESEN’S METHOD 

In practical application Ottesen uses methods similar to those 
of Rouart, Rappleye. and Henderson—a tank of brine refrigerated 
by means of pipe coils connecting with a refrigeration machine. An 
agitating propeller keeps the brine in motion, and the fish are put 
in metal baskets and immersed in the brine. Ottesen’s plants have 
been established at Esbjerg and Skagen, in Denmark; Henningsvaag, 

Norway; Gothenberg, Sweden; Abo, Rigid and Ancona, Italy. 
Two plants, operated under Ottesen’s patents by Kiihlfisch- A ktien- 

gesellschaft Wesermiinde, at Wesermiinde and Cuxhaven, Germany, 
have been described by Walter Schlienz.*! In the Wesermiinde plant 
the fish are conveyed from the auction in boxes and dumped into 
washing tanks, where they are washed well in running water. The 
fish are then packed in wire baskets. By means of a crane these 
baskets are hoisted and placed in a shallow brine tunnel, or tank, 65 
feet long, in which apparatus is provided to push the baskets slowly 
forward at a rate that is variable, so that the journey is made through 
the tank in from 1 to 314 hours, according to the size of the fish. At 
the far end of the tunnel the crane again lifts the baskets and lowers 
them for a moment into a tank of running fresh water to wash off the 
adhering film of brine. The basket then passes through an aperture 
in a wall that separates the glazing room from the freezing room. A 
temperature of about 2614° is maintained in the glazing room. The 
glazing tank contains fresh water that is chilled to near the freezing 
point by the low temperature in the room. The fish, still in the 
basket, are immersed in this cold water for glazing and are trans- 
ported to a storage room, where they are taken out of the basket, 
their heads cut off with a circular saw, and the fish packed 100 pounds 
to the box, the latter lined with paper. Ammonia compressors are 
used for refrigeration with electric motor drive. The plant has a 
capacity of 40, 000 pounds per day, and provision is made for increas- 
ing this capacity to 160,000 pounds. 
The Cuxhaven plant has the same capacity as that at Wesermiinde 

and operates on the same general principles, with some differences in 
detail. The fish are packed i in wire baskets that are rather long and 
narrow and suspended from both ends by a crane. The latter is 

50 See also, Petersen, U. Patent 1888298, 1921. 
51 Die Tiefkiihlanlagen fae Fische in Deutsch ind und der Handel mit Kiihlfisch. Jahres- 

bericht tiber die deutsche Fischerei, 1925, 28 pp. See also, M. Hirsch, Das Kiihlfischwerk 
Cuxhaven. Zeitschrift fiir die gesamte Kilte-Industrie, Heft 4, Jahrgang 23, April, 1926; 
W. Schlienz, Die Neue Wege im Fischhandel. Deutsche Fischhandel, Interessenblatt fiir 
die gesamte Fisc hwirtschaft, Nr. 20-21, November, 1925. Berlin. 
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similar to our ordinary ice-pulling crane. There is a preliminary 
dipping or washing tank with running water. The brine tank is 
divided into eight compartments, each with its individual circulating 
pump. The baskets containing the washed fish are lowered into their 
respective compartments and the covers are put on. Operations are 
so timed that when the last basket is put in the first is ready to come 
out. The baskets are then successively dipped into the eighth, or 
fresh-water, tank, after which dipping they go to the glazing and 
packing room, which is held at 14° above zero, F. The packed fish 
are conveyed by elevators to upper floors. 

Schlienz does not describe any means for maintaining constant 
composition or temperature of the brine. 

Another room in the plant is provided with woodworking ma- 
chinery for removing skins, fins, and entrails from the frozen fish, 
which are dressed for the preparation of fillets and steaks. The 
fillets are made either as entire fillets or cut into portions of from 
4 to 8 ounces. 

Schlienz says that it is necessary to reglaze the fish every 4 to 6 
weeks, and that if this is done they can be kept without damage for 
9 months. He finds difficulties, however, with fat fish like halibut, 
turbot, mackerel, and herring, in which the fat becomes rancid on 
storage. This is an understandable difficulty, since the temperature 
of 14° maintained in the storage rooms is well known in this country 
to be too high for that purpose. 

The present writer has had opportunity to examine cod fillets of 
the small size prepared by this process, as shipped. They are in a 
wooden box of 25 pounds net weight, wrapped in 30 packages. The 
wrapper is paper, not parchmentized, not waxed, not printed, and 
held with a rubber band. Each package contains one or two pieces 
of a size, shape, and thickness that depends on the part of the fish 
from which it comes. 

The pieces themselves are skinless and are made by clean cuts of the 
fish in the frozen condition, the cut surfaces being flat or squarish, and 
not at all ragged. There is a groove where the backbone was, sug- 
gesting that the bone has been removed with a half-round chisel, such 
as is used in wood turning. In cross-section the internal structure 
is free from crystals and is in excellent condition. There is some 
development of yellow color outside, a condition that always develops 
in frozen cod and haddock fillets unless preventive measures are 
taken. On being defrosted the fillets are markedly juicy, indicating 
a change in the hydration of the protein. The elastic, gelatinous 
consistency of fresh cod muscle has disappeared. When cooked the 
flesh is somewhat dry and rather coarser than that of fresh cod be- 
cause of the change just mentioned. The flavor is good and no 
saltiness is observed. 

Ottesen also patented °? a brine with an organic substance (gly- 
cerin) added in order further to reduce its freezing point. 

Glycerin and water mixtures of low freezing point are well known 
for use; for example, for automobile radiators. When glycerin is 
added to a salt brine the freezing point of the mixture is lower 
than would be that of the glycerin or salt alone with the water. ‘The 

%&U, S. Patent 1532931, Apr. 7, 1925. 
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mathematical formule for calculating the freezing points of such 
mixtures have been studied by Fawsitt.** 

It is claimed for such a mixture that a temperature as low as 
95° F. below zero may be attained in practice, and that fish and meat 
may be frozen in such a brine without impairment of appearance 
or quality. Ice crystals do not form in the brine under the conditions 
followed in practice. 

BULL’S METHOD 

H. J. Bull, director of the fisheries research laboratory of the 
Norske Fiskereies Fremme, at Bergen, Norway, devised a method ** 
of freezing fish in a circular brine tank with an inner chamber, 
wherein ice is placed. Salt brine is drawn downward through this 
ice by means of a propeller, and rises in the outer zone. In this 
latter zone are placed the shelves or baskets of fish to be frozen. 
He later patented ** a method of brine-freezing fish by incasing the 
fish in molds of net or with openwork sides so that the brine could 
enter and come in contact with the fish. He employed several kinds 
of molds. One was a shallow wooden frame with sides of wire 
screen. The fish were packed in the frame, held in place by the 
screen, and frozen in brine. When the freezing was complete the 
screens were removed and wooden boards nailed in their stead to 
the wooden frames, completing a shipping box. Several such frames 
could be fastened together, making one large shipping package. 
Bull also used sheet-metal molds and made them of different shapes. 
From these the frozen cakes were removed and packed in boxes for 
shipment or storage. 

FYERS’S AND WATKINS’S METHOD 

In most of the newer methods of freezing fish the aim has been 
to freeze as rapidly as possible, other considerations generally being 
subordinated to speed. A. Fyers and W. P. Watkins® state that 
the brine-freezing method involving immersion of fish directly in 
very cold brine has been unsatisfactory “ apparently because of the 
sudden lowering of the temperature of the fish when immersed in 
the cold brine.” In their method the fish are first thoroughly 
washed in water preferably at about the normal atmospheric tem- 
perature. They are then put in a revolving perforated cylindrical 
drum inclosed in a fixed cylindrical chamber. Around the drum are 
pipes adapted to spray brine radially inwardly on the drum, so that 
some of the brine goes through the perforations and strikes the fish. 
At the beginning the brine is at normal atmospheric temperature, 
but is gradually lowered until it is at about 15° F., at which tem- 
perature the fish are treated further until they are frozen. The 
time required to reduce the temperature to 15° F. is about 214 hours, 
and the further treatment at 15° is, in the example cited by them, 
about 2 hours, a total of 414 hours. 

53 ** The freezing point of solutions, with special reference to solutions containing several 
solutes,” by C. E. Fawsitt. Journal of the Chemical Society, Vol. CXV, 1919, pp. 790-801. 

& British Patent 23126, Apr. 16, 1913. 
5 U. S. Patent 1201552, Oct. 17, 1916. 
5% British Patent 127404, 1919. 
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We have seen from the theory of brine freezing that brine that 
would be liquid at 15° F., at normal atmospheric temperature is far 
above its freezing point. Under such conditions penetration of salt 
is bound to be severe. Furthermore, there is no evidence that very 
rapid freezing or sudden subjection to low temperatures does any 
harm to the fish. 

MANN’S METHOD 

For purposes of freezing fish in brine, particularly on steam 
trawlers, Robert Mann covered by patent °®* apparatus comprising 
a deep, upright tank, opening above the deck forward but extending 
through the deck below, where the accessory machinery is located. 
The tank is filled with refrigerated brine. Openwork cages are pro- 
vided, in which the fish baskets or containers are placed. This cage 
is lowered into the tank of brine from the main deck. The brine 
is refrigerated by a suitable refrigeration machine and is filtered. 
The arrangement of apparatus permits the freezing operations to be 
conducted from the main deck without obstruction by machinery. 

HIRSCH’S METHOD 

It will be recalled that in Ottesen’s invention it was brought out 
that when fish are exposed directly to brine for freezing there will 
be some penetration of salt unless the temperature and concentra- 
tion of the brine conform to certain specified requirements; namely, 
that the brine of any particular concentration less than 22.42 per 
cent of salt be at such a temperature that free ice will exist in it. It 
was also pointed out that while the required conditions might be met | 
in the body of the brine as a whole, that which is in immediate con- 
tact with the fish may be warmed by the fish until some penetration 
of salt occurs. Ludwig Hirsh** avoids the formation of a slow- 
moving film of brine in contact with the fish by suspending or loosely 
piling them and showering them with brine. By thus preventing 
penetration he claims that other brine, such as solutions of calcium 
or magnesium chloride, may be used. He further provides that the 
fish may be given a glaze by means of a preliminary bath or shower 
of fresh water, the adhering water film freezing at once when the 
cold brine touches it. It seems to the present writer unlikely that 
such a film would really freeze to a glaze under the circumstances. 
Ottesen makes a similar claim in his patent. 

GOER DE HERVE’S METHOD 

The first method to be devised for continuous freezing of fish in 
brine was that of E. de Goér de Hervé,°° who devised a long tank for 
brine through which the fish were moved by a combination of wire 
netting to hold the fish submerged and paddles to keep them in 
patos The inventor describes the apparatus and its operation as 
ollows: 

The apparatus consists of two endless chains on which is stretched an end- 
less band of wire netting with a mesh small enough to retain the smallest fish 

‘7 British Patent 144368, 1920. 
* German Patent 335871, Apr. 16, 1921. 

si orp Revue Générale du Froid et des Industries Frigorifiques, October, 1920, pp. 
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a : without hindering the free circulation 
eaeeeecerk( of brine. The endless chains and 

netting are supported by two drums, 
one of which is connected with a 
gear by which the whole system is 
set in motion. 

At distances of 3 feet 6 inches the 
links of the chains carry light iron 
frames on which netting is stretched, 
thus forming a kind of paddle, the 
apparatus having to some extent the 
appearance of a caterpillar tractor, 
the paddles, however, being of excep- 
tionally large size. The whole appa- 
ratus is immersed in a brine tank up 
to the axle of the drum. 

At a small distance from the lower 
part of the endless net are placed 
lines of cocks with their apertures 
underneath, by which cold brine from 
a double-pipe brine cooler enters the 
tank at a certain pressure, causing 
sufficient agitation in the whole body 
of brine. 

The drums, chains, and netting be- 
ing set in motion at very slow speed, 
a crate of fish just landed from the 
trawler is emptied in the tank at one 
end; the fish are caught beneath a 
paddle and gently dipped into the 
brine. When the paddle has passed 
the vertical plane, the fish, on account 
of their density being less than that 
of the brine, begin to float in the 
liquid and adhere to the underside of 
the netting. The motion caused in 

the water by the lines of cocks pre- 
vents the fish forming thick masses 
from which heat could not be elimi- 
nated and spreads them thinly under- 
neath the netting. The fish are thus 
slowly moved in gently agitated brine 
from one end of the tank to the 
other, where they arrive frozen hard; 
they are then taken out, packed in 
convenient cases, and placed in cold 
storage. The motion of the netting 
and the paddles is so slow and gentle 
that in no case can the skin or seales 

i of the fish be injured, and special 
. fittings are provided with a view to 
fe prevent any fish being caught and 

- pressed between the paddles and the 
walls of the tank. 

Except at the ends, where the fish 
are dropped in or picked out, the 

Pl 5 tank is covered to avoid any undue 
HILLTLL LT LING i loss of cold, and, of course, the 

WWW WWF, whole external surface of the tank is 
— thickly insulated. The excess of 

brine coming from the tank is passed 
through a settling tank, then pumped 

f through a filter to take out dirt, 
scales, or mucus, after which it passes 
through the brine cooler and back 
again to the freezing tank. The out- 
put of a tank supplied with fish up 
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to 10 ounces in weight, with brine at 0° F., is about 1 ton per hour, the only 

hand labor needed being one unskilled man at each end, who can easily attend 

to three tanks, so that the cost of labor in this process is exceedingly small. 

The cost of refrigeration is reduced to a minimum, for if the insulation is 
good the only leakage is that at the ends, which is, of course, unavoidable. 

The speed of the drums may be increased in case the tank should be used for 

chilling fish instead of freezing, in which case the output is, of course, much 

larger. The standard tank covers a floor space of 83 feet by 7 feet. 
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Fic. 31.—Piqué’s method of freezing herring. A, cross section. B, longitudinal section 

PIQUE’S METHOD 

The British Fish Preservation Committee, under the Food Investi- 

gation Board, conducted extensive research work in methods of freez- 
ing fish, particularly by means of brine. One of the results of this 
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work was the design of an apparatus for practical use in freezing 
fish, especially herring, in, large quantities.°° In this apparatus, as 
in that of Goér de Hervé, the fish are moved about in brine, but in 
a revolving motion rather than a forward motion. In its simplest 
form (fig. 831) the apparatus is a tank containing refrigerated brine. 
In the tank is mounted a cylindrical drum of wire netting or per- 
forated sheet metal. Three baffles are mounted on a revolving 
spindle, arranged to revolve within the drum. A chute is provided 
for loading the freezer from the top when the door is open. Valves 
are provided so that the brine may be kept at any one of the three 
levels—one within the drum, another just above it, and the third near 
the top of the tank.’ To fill the freezer, the brine is lowered until 
its surface is within the drum, and with the door open the fish are 
put in at the top and dropped into the drum. The door is then 
closed and the brine level caused to rise by closing the lowest valve. 
When the brine is at this level, the drum is revolved by an external 
source of power. The baffles or paddles carry the fish around and 
around in the drum. When the fish are fully frozen the drum is 
stopped, the door opened, and the brine caused to rise farther in the 
tank by closing another valve. The fish now rise to the top from the 
compartments and are scooped out. Upon slow revolution of the 
revolving baffles the fish in the other compartments likewise rise to 
the top. 
A larger apparatus makes use of three or more cylinders of netting 

er perforated sheet metal, 3 feet 3 inches in diameter and 7 feet long. 
The cylinders have a door that swings on hinges and extends part 
of the length. Inside the cylinder are three baffle plates of galvanized 
sheet iron. The cylinder is mounted on a spindle with a gear 
at one end. The cylinders are filled about five-eighths full of fish— 
that is, about 1,870 pounds to each—and are lowered into the tank 
containing the cold brine, when the spindle ends rest in bearings. 
They are now caused to revolve, when the baffles not only keep the 
fish in motion but also serve as propeller blades, which renew the 
brine in the cylinder. The cylinders are moved by an endless chain, 
and one may be removed without disturbing the others. This ap- 
paratus has a capacity of about 214 tons, which, in the case of her- 
ring, freezes in 50 minutes. Floor space required is 16 feet 6 inches 
by 9 feet 8 inches. Such a plant was built and operated at Billings- 
gate, England. 

Another form of the apparatus makes use of the cylindrical drums 
which are loaded at one end, conveyed mechanically downward and 
forward through the brine, revolving as they travel, emerging and 
rising at the other. 

NEWTON'S METHOD 

J. W. Newton, of Los Angeles, Calif., striving for a plant that 
could be inexpensively constructed and simply operated, designed a 

*€ Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, Food Investigation Board. Special 
Report No. 4, Interim Report on Methods of Freezing Fish, with special reference to 
handling large quantities in gluts. 50 pp. London, 1920. Piqué, J. J., and the Imperial 
Trust for the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, British Patent 154250 ; 
Finné. Me ee nas 1431328, Oct. 10, 1922; and W. B. Hardy, Canadian Patent 212879, 
une 19, 20. 



tank * divided into 
compartments. The 
larger compartment 
is the brine chamber 
for freezing fish; an- 
other compartment 
with a screen at the 
bottom is for cracked 
ice. Adjacent to this 
is a salt compartment 
with perforated bot- 
tom. The brine is 
drawn from under 
the ice in the ice com- 
partment, and _ the 
greater part of it is 
pumped through a 
distributing feeder 
into the fish-freezing 
compartment. A 
branch of this dis- 
charge line passes in- 
to the bottom of the 
salt chamber and de- 
livers brine upward 
through the salt. 
This brine spills over 
into the ice compart- 
ment, as does also the 
overflow from the 
freezing compart- 
ment. The brine 
flowing through the 
ice °? is thus made up 
of (a) the warmed, 
and therefore unsat- 
urated, brine return- 
ing from the fish cam- 
partment, and (6b) a 
smaller quantity of 
approximately — satu- 
rated brine from the 

‘salt chamber. The 
mixture of these two 
brines then passes 
through the pump 
and to the fish. By 
this means the brine 
striking the fish can 
not be saturated, and 
the maximum rate of 

July 28, 1925 
_ ®See also Dahl, U. S. 
Patent 1177308, Mar. 28, 
1916, 
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Fic. 32.—Newton’s method of freezing fish in brine 
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liquefaction of ice and consequent absorption of heat can not be at- 
tained. as it could more nearly be attained if all the warmed brine 
returning from the fish passed through the salt before it struck the ice 
and after its passage through the ice chamber went to the fish again. 

In operation ice and salt are put in their respective chambers and 
the apparatus is filled with brine. The valves are adjusted to pro- 
vide the flow of brine and the pump is started. When the proper 
freezing temperature of brine is reached the fish are put in the freez- 
ing tank, where they remain until they are frozen. 

TAYLOR’S METHOD 

It is now some 36 years since freezing of fish in direct contact 
with brine was first proposed. In that time a dozen or more ways 
ot doing it have been brought forward, and activity has been par- 
ticularly marked in this field in the past 10 years. The advantages 
and difficulties of brine freezing are now apparent. 

Fish frozen in brine, or by any sufficiently rapid method, undoubt- 
edly are far superior to air-frozen fish in “internal quality, because 
damage by internal crystallization is avoided, juices are saved on 
thawing that would be lost from air-frozen fish, autolysis is not so 
great, and the general appearance of the fish is better. By direct con- 
tact of brine with the fish the rate of extraction of heat is greater 
than it is in indirect contact, where the fish are inclosed in containers. 
Plank ® has pointed out theoretical reasons for securing rapid freez- 
ing by direct contact with brine at a moderate temperature with the 
woods to be frozen, in preference to the very low temperatures of 
brine not in contact. Also, where contact with brine is immediate 
there is a sterilization of the surface tissues of the fish that is of prac- 
tical value. The difficulties arising from penetration have been 
largely overcome by discovery of the physical principles that govern 
it and methods of reducing it to a minimum. 

The barriers in the way of widespread adoption of direct brine 
freezing are largely mechanical. Where tanks are used for immer- 
<ion of fish the volume of brine in proportion to volume of fish is 
large, almost prohibitively so where very large quantities of fish must 
be frozen. When fish are immersed in a tank of brine circulation of 
the main body of brine may be brisk, yet a very slowly moving film of 
brine will be in immediate contact with the surface of the fish, warm- 
ing and causing excessive penetration of salt. Fish are of lower 
specific gravity than the brine, consequently they float and get out 
of the main movement of brine, crowding close together in a mass 
through which the brine does not circulate “fr eely. In doing this they 
may also suffer considerable rubbing together, with consequent dam- 
age to snouts, fins, scales, and tails. Floating massed in brine, the 
fish assume curved shapes and do not pack adv: antageously when so 
frozen. Where fish are frozen in batches (as they are in all tank- 
freezing methods except Goér de Hervé’s) the sudden charge of a. 
large quantity of fish with rapid transfer of heat from fish to brine, 
unavoidably raises the temperature of the brine, with consequent. 
penetration of salt, difficult or impossible glazing, and lack of uni- 
formity of operation. Brine is corrosive, rapidly accumulating rust 

®& See p. 598. 
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from metal parts, and this rust may seriously discolor the fish. To 
the labor necessary for freezing must be added labor for washing and 
glazing, which, altogether, may be excessive. 

If ice and salt are used as a source of refrigeration, it 1s impos- 
sible to maintain uniform temperature and concentration of brine, 
and refrigeration is wasted by discarding the excess of accumulat- 
ing cold brine. 

The present writer, while on the technical staff of the Bureau of 
Fisheries, after study of the theories involved and all the methods 

‘proposed for practice, approached the problem by first setting out 
the requirements that must be met by any entirely satisfactory 
brine-freezing method and then attempting to design a machine 
that would meet these requirements. The requirements for an en- 
tirely satisfactory brine freezer were conceived to be as follows: 

1. Mechanical refrigeration should be used. 
2. The brine should be maintained uniformly as near its cryo- 

hydric point as possible—that is, as near 6.16° F. below zero, and 
92.42 per cent, by weight, salt. 

3. To secure uniform operating conditions, operation must be 
continuous and not by batches. 

4. The maximum rate of heat transfer should be secured by (a) 
exposing all the surface of the fish to the brine without obstruction, 
(6) flowing the brine with great rapidity, and (c) avoiding a slug- 
gishly moving film in immediate contact with the fish. 

5. The fish must be held straight until they become rigid. 
6. Abrasion of fish by rubbing together must be avoided. 
7. The quantity of brine used must be at a minimum and must 

not be wasted. 
8. The brine must not be contaminated rapidly. 
9. The fish must be washed thoroughly preliminary to freezing, 

preferably in running water. . 
10. The brine must be washed off and the fish glazed. 
11. The machine must be capable of nice adjustment to fishes of 

different size, speed of freezing, etc. 
12. It should be flexible—that is, applicable to as large a variety 

of fishes to be frozen as possible. 
13. Metal working parts should avoid contact with corrosive 

brine, and rusting, in general, must be reduced to a minimum. 
14. Labor for all operations should be at a minimum. 
15. The machine must be suitable and practical for operation on 

a large scale. 
The approach to the solution of these problems is as follows: 
1, 2, and 3. If mechanical refrigeration is used, and if operation 

is continuous—that is, if the fish are fed continuously into the appa- 
ratus and are continuously withdrawn—maintenance of brine at or 
near its cryohydric point becomes possible. To secure continuity 
of operation the fish must be conveyed mechanically through the 
process from beginning to end. 

4, 5, and 6. If the fish are suspended and sprayed with a violent 
spray of the brine, we secure all the desired conditions of exposing 
all the surface of the fish to the brine, flowing the brine with great 
rapidity, avoiding sluggish film on the surface, holding the fish 
straight as they freeze, and avoiding abrasion. 7. By using a spray 
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the quantity of brine is very small—only enough is required to keep 
a pump primed and fill all pipes. It can be discarded frequently 
without serious loss. 
Sand 9. Ifaspray is used and the fish are conveyed mechanically 

through it, we need only add a fresh-water spray at the entrance 
of the apparatus, the entering spray to clean the fish of slime, blood, 
and surface bacteria and to avoid contamination of brine and mini- 
mize foaming. 
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Fic. 33.—Taylor’s freezing method. Cross section . 5 

10. To glaze the fish we need only to add a second fresh, cold 
water spray, or sprays, at the emergence end of the apparatus to 
wash off the brine and apply a glaze. 

11 and 12. To secure flexibility and adaptability to different sizes 
ot fish, the mechanical conveyer should be arranged for variable 
speed and the apparatus designed to take the largest varieties. Very 
small varieties can be inclosed in cans or other containers. 
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13. Avoidance of exposure of working parts to the brine is a 
matter of machine design and composition of brine to minimize for- 
mation, of rust in the pipes, the same material, not galvanized, being 
used throughout. 

14. By conveying the fish mechanically through the successive 
sprays of water, brine, and water, all necessary operations of wash- 
ing, freezing, and glazing are done automatically, the only labor re- 
quired being to put the fish in at one end of the apparatus and to 
remove them from the other. 

The apparatus ** takes the form of an insulated tunnel, say, 40 feet 
long by 4 feet wide, the dimensions being determined by the desired 
capacity. A mechanical conveyer operates in the top of the tun- 
nel to convey horizontal bars through. On these bars the fish are 
suspended by head or tail. They hang thus and are frozen 
straight. The conveyer is adjustable for ‘Speed, so that large fish 
may be made to travel more slowly than small ones. 
At the entrance end of the tunnel are provided sprays that give 

a violent shower of fresh water, washing the fish in clean running 
water. The fish then travel through a shower of brine at 5° or 6° 
below zero for, say, 32 feet, at a speed so adjusted as to freeze 
them by the time they reach the other end. When they emerge from 
the brine spray they pass under two fresh-water sprays. The first 
washes off the brine and, after draining a moment, the second apples 
the glaze. The fish then emerge washed, frozen, and glazed, and are 
ready to be packed. 

The brine is pumped by a centrifugal pump and is cooled prefer- 
ably outside the tunnel by a ther mostatically regulated cooler, though 
it may be cooled in the tunnel, as shown in Figure 34, The time of 
travel of fish through the complete process varies from 15 minutes 
for smoked fillets of haddock to 3 hours for large salmon and halibut. 
Small fish, fillets, shrimp, oysters, and squid may be frozen by put- 
ting them in a can or other container and treating the containers 
like fish. Thus the flexibility of the apparatus is oreat. 
A plant of this design and with a capacity of 15 tons of fish in 

24 hours was constructed and operated in the Fishery Products 
Laboratory of the Bureau of Fisheries in Washington, D. C. It 
operated entirely satisfactorily under the experimental conditions. 

FOAM IN BRINE 

There is a tendency for foam to form in any brine freezer. The 
violent spraying of brine in this machine causes considerable for- 
mation of foam, a phenomenon that has required some study. The 
slime and blood on the fish, and other substances from the fish, if not 
washed off, are contributory causes. It was found also that the 
cruder gr ades of sea salt that we used in brine freezers contain a con- 
siderable quantity of an oily substance like petroleum. If the foam 
is collected, drained, and dried, a dark, sticky mass remains, partly 
soluble in ether and smelling like petroleum. It may be derived 
from decaying animals in the sea or may possibly be derived from 
ships. 

%H. F. Taylor, U. S. Patent 1468050, Sept. 18, 1923; Canadian Patent 236588, Dec. 
25, 1923. 
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The writer found by experiment (a) that the ratio of thickness 
of foam layer to depth of liquid brine obtainable with any particular 
brine is constant—that is, no amount of agitation of any particular 
specimen of brine will make a foam thicker than a definite maxi- 
mum—and this ratio usually does not exceed 1 to 1; (6) that increas- 
ing contamination increases the ratio of foam thickness to brine 
depth; and (c) the constituents that cause foam remain in the foam. 
If the maximum foam is produced in a brine by agitation, and if 
the liquid brine is drawn off from the foam and this process is re- 
peated two or three times, the foam-producing constitutents are 
removed and the brine does not foam until it is again contaminated. 
These facts point out a way to overcome difficulties from foam in 
brine freezers. The surface materials—blood and slime—that cause 
foam should be washed off. The brine vessel should be at least twice 
as deep as would be necessary for the liquid brine alone to allow for 
the gathering foam, and provision should be made for this foam to be 
carried away, draining free of the brine meanwhile. The contami- 
nating impurities are thus automatically and continuously removed 
from the brine. In the case of the spray freezer this foam overflows 
into the washing compartments at each end. 

RUSTING OF METAL PARTS 

This highly complicated subject has received much study by chem- 
ists, electrochemists, and engineers and can not be discussed at length 
here.® Briefly, the brine should, if possible, be kept slightly alkaline 
with lime or a small amount of caustic soda. This may not be prac- 
ticable in the spray freezer because of the intimate contact of the brine 
spray with air and consequent rapid absorption of carbon dioxide. 
Neither is this treatment effective in tanks where fish are in contact 
with brine, because these alkalis react and combine with the fish flesh 
and with the slime and fats coming from the fish. The composition 
of the metals of which the apparatus is composed has much to do 
with corrosion, and there are several resistant alloys on the market 
that eventually may be used for making freezing apparatus. Among 
these alloys are Monel metal, duriron, and an aluminum silicon alloy. 

RAPID FREEZING IN CELLS OR MOLDS 

In the foregoing methods of freezing, the fish are in immediate 
contact with the brine during the freezing process. Immediate con- 
tact secures the advantage of the greatest possible effective surface 
and the best possible rate of transfer of heat for a given difference 
in temperature. On the other hand, as has been seen in the discus- 
sion, the composition of the brine is limited practically to a solution 
of salt in water, with which the lowest possible temperature attain- 
able is 6.16° F. below zero, though by addition of small amounts of 
other substances this temperature might be lowered a few degrees. 
Also, difficulties arising from the penetration of salt into and inter- 
action with the tissues of the fish have necessitated serious considera- 

® For a full discussion of corrosion see ‘‘Symposium on corrosion,’ papers by 19 
authors, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, vol. 17. April, 1925, pp. 335-392, Easton. 
See also ‘‘ The corrosion of metals by refrigeration brines,’ by E. P. Poste and Max 
Donauer. The Milk Dealer, February, 1923; ‘The chemistry of the brine tank,” by B. 8. 
Hull. Ice Cream and Refrigeration, March, 1923; ‘‘ The chemical treatment of refrigera- 
tion Eee to prevent corrosion,’ by E. P. Poste. The Dairy World, Decenrber, 1924, 
pp. 41-46. 
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tion. Lower temperatures are possible with solutions of other sub- 
stances. With calcium-chloride brine a temperature of 67° below 
zero is possible, and 28.5° below zero may be attained with magnesium 
chloride. These brines and other liquids of low freezing point can be 
used provided the fish are protected from direct contact with them by 
being inclosed in some impervious container, preferably a good con- 
ductor of heat. When fish are so frozen, the surface is free from 
any trace of foreign salt and may be glazed as easily as air-frozen 
fish. Numerous methods based on these facts have been proposed or 
practiced from time to time, and some of the more promising ones 
are in successful practical use. 

As will be seen in the discussion, the difficulties in freezing in cans 
or molds arise from (a) less perfect contact of the fish with the brine 
than is obtained in direct brine freezing, and (6) lack of flexibility 
because of difficulty of making cans or molds that conform to the 
shapes of many varieties of fish. 

Usually several fish are packed close together in the mold. The 
surfaces in contact with one another are, of course, not effective for 
heat transfer, only the outer surfaces of the mass as a whole serving 
this purpose. This outer surface, not being uniformly flat, generally 
has incomplete contact with the walls of the mold. The rate of freez- 
ing in molds, therefore, is considerably lower for the same brine tem- 
perature than it is where the fish are in direct contact with the brine. 
To overcome this difficulty, recourse is had to the lower temperatures 
that are possible with calcium chloride brine. An objection to this 
procedure lies in the diminished efficiency of refrigeration machinery 
as lower temperatures are reached, expressed in terms of tons of 
refrigeration per horsepower, as it is generally recognized that 
refrigeration machinery becomes less efficient as the temperature 
lowers. 

In ideal refrigerating machines the amount of work done is pro- 
portional to the difference between the temperature at which heat 
is absorbed and that at which it is rejected. We may say that the 
steeper the grade up which the heat must be pushed the more work 
is required to push it. The efficiency is expressed mathematically 
by the ratio 7'—(7,—T7',) where 7’, is the cold side and 7’, the 
warm side, expressed in absolute temperature units. Table 24 shows 
these ratios for several temperatures commonly dealt with in 
refrigeration. | 

TABLE 24.—I deal efficiency of refrigerating machines 

Temperature at which heat is rejected (ammonia going{to 
condenser), degrees Fahrenheit, and ratio of cold produced 

Temperature at which heat is absorbed to work done by machine 
(evaporating ammonia), degrees Fah- 
renheit 

50 | 60 70 80 | 90 100 

5.5 4.8 4.3 | 3.9 3.6 | 3.3 
5.9 5.1 4.6 | 4.2 3.8 3.4 
6.4 5.5 | 4.8 4.4 4.0 3.6 
7.0 5.9 5.2 4.7 4.2 3.8 
7.5 6.4 5.6 5.0 4.5 4.1 
8.5 7.0 6.0 5.3 4.8 4.3 
9.2 7.7 | 6.6 5.8 5.1 4.6 

11.7 9.4 | 7.8 6.7 5.9 5.2 
16.0 12.0 9.6 8.0 6.8 6.0 
24.5 16.3 12.2 9.8 8.2 7.0 

7() ESP nee Mkt 2) a TR ee ae 50. 0 25.0 16.7 12.5 10.0 8.3 
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To take an example: If brine is to be maintained at 25° F. below 
zero, the temperature of the evaporating ammonia ey be 30° below 
zero. This, expressed in absolute units (238.59°), is 7,. If the 
condensed water is 75° F., we must maintain a ES. ici of, say, 
80° in the compressed ammonia gas. ‘This, also expressed in absolute 
units (299.64°), is 7’,. The efficiency, 7',--(7,—T,), is 3.9; that is, 
3.9 times as much energy will be handled in the form of heat as is 
expended in the form of work. If a temperature of 5° F. below zero 
is to be maintained, we may evaporate the ammonia at 10° below 
zero. If the condenser water is still 75° and the compressed am- 
monia 80°, the efficiency by ratio will be 5.3. At 25° below zero brine 
temperature the ideal efficiency is only about 74 per cent of what it 
would be at 5° below zero brine. This neglects actual inefficiency in 
the machine itself, friction, losses, and smaller amount of gas handled 
per piston stroke. 

Apart from the diminished efficiency of the machinery and the 
economic factors involved, it has been ‘pointed out by Plank *° that 
these lower temperatures are objectionable in their effect on the tis- 
sues of the fish. The juices of fish contain mineral salts and colloid 
substances. Because of their presence a very low temperature % 
(around 75° C.) is necessary to cause all the water to freeze solid. At 
a temperature warmer than this more and more of the water is left 
in the tissue substance. If a fish originally containing 75 per cent 
of water is frozen at 5° F., there remains about 13 per cent water of 
the 75 per cent still in the tissues unfrozen; while if frozen at 31° F. 
below zero only 2 per cent would remain—that is, the tissues would 
be almost completely dehydrated and would return, if at all, with 
much more difficulty to their original condition on defrosting. For 
these reasons Professor Plank recommends that speed in freezing 
be secured by direct contact and brisk circulation rather than by 
very low temperatures with less perfect contact. 
Opposed to these objections are the advantages of compactness, 

convenience, and cheaper handling of cakes or blocks instead of indi- 
vidual fish, and the ease and perfection of glazing. Freezing in 
molds is particularly well suited to the freezing of fillets or steaks 
of fish, which readily conform to the shape of a mold and are more 
seriously affected by penetration of salt than round fish. 

EARLIER METHODS 

Among the earliest methods of freezing fish were those that in- 
volved the packing of fish in pans with lids, which were embedded 
in cracked ice and salt. Hesketh and Marcet, who were also pioneers 
in brine freezing, covered in their patent ®® the freezing of perish- 
ables by placing them in compartments, boxes, or cells surrounded 

6% R. Plank, ** Theories concerning the changes taking place in the cell membranes of 
animal flesh dusine the process of refrigeration.” Ice and Cold Storage, October, 1925. 
Pee W. Foote and Blair Saxton (‘ The effect of freezing on certain inorganic Bye 

gels.” Journal, American Chemical Society, Vol. XXXIX, pp. 1103-1125. Easton, 1917. 
See also ibid., Vol. XXXVIII, p. 588, 1916.) have shown that the jellylike consistency 
also has an effect of lowering the freezing temperature, the contained water being in 
the. eapillary condition. : 

ey), W. and S. H. Davis, U. S. Patent 161596, Apr. 6, 1875. Referred to, also, in 
D. W. Davis, U. S. Patent 709751, Sept. 23, 1902. 

British Patent 6117, Apr. 9, 1889. 
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by a cooling medium. In the same year Douglas and Donald “ in- 
vented the freezing of fish and the like by inclosing them in bags, 
which were put in ice cans and surrounded by water. The whole 
was frozen together, so that the fish were incased in a block of ice. 

FRIEDRICHS’ METHOD 

This idea of freezing fish by putting them in tapered cans and 
lowering the cans in cold brine, according to the well-known prac- 
tice of making ice, was revived in 1915 by Martin Friedrichs** in 
Hamburg, Germany. Friedrichs adapted it particularly to the 
freezing of eels. The eels were hung on a support and lowered into 

Fic. 04,—Petersen’s method of freezing. The panned fish are transferred to the 
freezing molds. Courtesy, Bay City Freezer 

a deep, narrow, tapered can and were surrounded by water. The can 
was then lowered into an ice-brine tank and the contents frozen 
solid. When the contents were frozen the can was withdrawn from 
the brine and the block was removed and stored at a temperature a 
few degrees below the freezing point of water. It was reported that 
eels frozen and protected in this way kept perfectly for a year or 
more. Provided a lower temperature was used in storage, they 
should keep almost indefinitely. 

PETERSEN ’S METHOD 

P. W. Petersen, of Chicago, using a tapered freezing can, worked 
out many details of its application to the commercial freezing of 

7 British Patent 20614, 1889 (Feb. 8, 1890). 
1 Die Friedrichs’che Aal-Gefriermethode. Die Kiilte-Industrie. XII Jahrgang, Heft 

1/3, pp. 3-4. Hamburg, 1915. 
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fish." The method applies to freezing fish in cakes and to freezing 
them singly.” 

FREEZING IN CAKES 

For this purpose Petersen uses a narrow, deep, tapered can, con- 
structed of heavy sheet metal, of various dimensions to suit different 
sizes of fish. For fish from 114 to 10 pounds the dimensions are 
such as to produce cakes 28 inches long, 18 inches wide, and 334 
inches thick. For smaller fish cans of the same length and depth 
but 2 inches thick are used. The can is somewhat deeper than the 
width of the cake, and when it is partially immersed in the brine 

Petersen’s method of freezing. The freezing molds are lowered into the 
brine tank. The dump for removing the cakes in center background. Here they 
pass through the glazing trough into a cold packing room. The pan with wheels 
on a rail is to catch brine drip from the freezing molds when they are brought 
up. Courtesy, Bay City Freezer 

Fic. 35. 

the contained fish are all below the brine level. To facilitate han- 
dling the cans are attached to iron frames in batteries of 4 of the 
larger cans or up to 8 of the smaller. 

For packing fish in the cans scoop-shaped temporary receptacles 
are us snow scoop, pro- 
vided with a handle. These scoops are designed to fit in the freez- 
ing pans. The fish after being washed in the usual way are packed 
in these scoops. A frame of cans is turned on its side and the 
scoops of fish put in the cans. The frame is then upended and the 

72P, W. Petersen, U. S. Patent 1422126, July 11, 1922; reissue 15083, Sept. 24, 192: 
C. J. Thompson and P. W. Petersen, U. S. Patent 1509850, Sept. 30, 1924. P. W. 
Petersen, U. S. Patents 1528890 and 1528891, Mar. 10, 1925. 

73 See “A modern fish-freezing plant,” by P .W. Petersen. Refrigerating Hngineering, 
June, 1924. New York; also ‘* Modern methods of freezing fish.’””’ Same journal, July, 
1922. 
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scoops pulled out, leaving the fish in the cans arranged in an orderly 
manner. In this ‘position the fish in the bottom of the can are under 
pressure from those above. This has the effect of reducing the 
space occupied by the fish, with consequent saving of storage space, 
and also secures the good contact with the can necessary for rapid 
freezing. It has the disadvantage, however, of distorting the shape 
of the fish. 
When the frame of cans is filled with fish, it is lifted, by an electric 

hoist that moves on rails over the freezing tank. This is a tank 
that resembles in all essentials an ice- -making tank. It may be pro- 
vided with refrigerating coils or an external shell cooler for retrig- 
erating the brine, the brine being kept in motion among the cans by 
an agitator. The frame of cans is lowered into the brine so that 

Fria, 3€.—Petersen’s method of freezing. The fish emerge from the glazing tank 
into a cold room, where the glaze sets and the cakes are boxed. Courtesy, Bay 
City Freezer 

the open ends project above the brine level. A hatch lid covers 
the can. 

As calcium chloride brine is used, the temperature may be very 
low, with consequent rapid freezing. Peterson maintains a tempera- 
ture as low as 25° or 30° F. below zero, but as brine is not in contact 
with the fish any suitable temperature may be used. Cakes 4 inches 
thick, in brine at 20° to 25° F. below zero, freeze in about 214 hours. 
If allowance is made for time of dumping, glazing, and interruptions, 
8 freezing cycles may be made in 24 hours, each ‘frame of cans hold- 
ing about 250 pounds. The capacity of a freezer is measured, of 
course, by the number of cans the tank will accommodate. 
When the fish are frozen the hatch lid is taken off, the hoist 

attached, and the frame of cans pulled out. To prevent any drip 
of brine to the floor, with possible entrance into the fish cans in 
the tank, a pan, mounted to roll on rails over the tank, is bone 
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under the lifted frame of cans. The frame is then conveyed to the 
dump. It is first immersed in a well of water (the warm water 
from condensers is recommended for this) to loosen the cakes and 
is then placed in a swivel-mounted dump and turned over. The 
cakes slide out into the glazing trough. This arrangement allows the 
frozen cakes to fall directly into the glazing water, which breaks 
the impact and avoids the damage that would be done the fish if 
they should fall on the floor. 

Fic. 37.—Petersen’s method. Cakes of fish frozen in molds. Courtesy, Bay City 
Freezer 

The glazing trough is built through an opening in the wall that 
separates a cold packing room from the freezing room, one end 
being in the freezing room and the other in the cold packing room. 
The fish cakes float through the glazing trough, take on a glaze, 
and are removed in the cold room and packed. 

The entire operation is practicable and simple and undoubtedly 
produces frozen fish of excellent quality. Where the sizes and 
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shapes are not excessively varied, a limited number of cans should 
serve; but where these vary greatly, as often occurs in public ware- 
houses, especially those that freeze sea fish, a variety of sizes and 
shapes would be necessary. The larger kinds of fish do not pack to 
advantage in these cans, the difficulty being to secure contact with 
the sides of the cans. For this work Peterson has designed specially 
shaped freezing receptacles. 

Fic. 38.—Petersen’s method for freezing fish singly. The fish are slipped, tails 
downward, into the thin metal sheaths 

INDIVIDUAL FREEZING 

Instead of cans for a number of fish, a sheathlike, sheet-metal 
container is used for individual large fish. The container is made 
by bending around a thin metal sheet after the fashion of a starched 
cuff and crimping and riveting the edges together. The bottom 
is made narrower. than the top and is also sealed. This arrange- 
ment makes a sheath somewhat resembling the shape of a fish, the 
round side fitting the back and the sharp side the belly. The fish 
is put in, tail down, the metal being sprung open so as to exert a 

22279—27——_8 
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slight pressure on the contained fish. For halibut a two-edged con- 
tainer is used. These sheathlike containers are mounted in batteries 
and otherwise handled in the same way as the cans for cake-frozen 
fish. 

Fish frozen by this method (for which Peterson has coined the 
word, “keenkooling”) are trim, straight, and, of course, take an 
excellent glaze. The bellies of dressed fish are closed. Here, again, 
the principal difficulty would be to have a sufficient variety of sizes 
and shapes to accommodate the general run of fish received at a fish 
freezer. There could scarcely be objection to the internal quality 
of fish so frozen unless on the academic ground suggested by Plank 
(p. 598) of freezing at excessively low temperatures. An excessively 
low temperature, of course, is not essential to Peterson’s method of 
freezing, because any temperature may be chosen. The only reason 
for the low temperatures actually used is to secure the benefit of the 

Fic, 39.—-Petersen’s method for freezing fish singly. Lake trout frozen in a thin 
metal sheath. Courtesy, Bay City Freezer 

most rapid freezing possible. In this connection it may be noted 
that Peterson secures the necessary rapid freezing, not by particularly 
good contact with the refrigerant brine, but by. a low temperature. 
It appears, in the absence “of actual figures for comparison, that 
this method freezes at about the same rate in brine at 20° below 
zero as direct brine freezing does at 5° below zero. Refrigeration, 
as pointed out above, generally costs more per ton the lower the 
temperature. 

Direct brine freezing seems to give the best possible contact but 
introduces difficulties of brine penetration, while indirect brine 
freezing avoids penetration but requires lower brine temperature to 
secure the necessary speed. The advantages or disadvantages are 
thus not all on one side, 

KOLBE’S METHOD ‘* 

R. E. Kolbe, of Erie, Pa., has made an adaptation of the ordinary 
freezer pan to immersion in brine freezing without contact of brine 

74“ Brine freezing of fish,’ by Robert BE. Kolbe. Ice and Refrigeration, vol. 70, pp. 
205-206. Chicago, 1926. 
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with the fish.* A plant is in operation at Port Dover, Ontario, on 
Lake Erie, with a daily capacity of from 12 to 20 tons of fish a day. 
Shallow pans in shape and dimensions similar to the ordinary air- 
freezing pans for Lake Erie fish, holding about 1714 pounds each, are 
provided with lids somewhat deeper than the pans. The pan itself 
has two V-shaped metal strips fastened to the bottom, so that when 
the pans are stacked, one on another, they are separated by the thick- 
ness of this strip to allow circulation of brine between. Twenty 
such pans, after having been packed with 350 pounds of fish in 
the ordinary manner of air freezers, are placed in a frame made of 
angle irons. This frame is lifted by a traveling overhead electric 
hoist, moved over the brine tank as in Petersen’s method, and lowered 

Fic. 41.—Kolbe’s method of freezing. Frame of pans being lowered into brine tank. 
Courtesy, Kolbe Fish Co. 

into the brine. The tank contains 9,400 feet of 1144-inch pipe and 
15,000 gallons of calcium chloride brine, chilled by ammonia and kept 
in motion by means of agitators. 

The brine is prev ented from entering the cans by air entrapped 
in each pan, as in the diving bell. The air entrapped is compressed 
in direct proportion to the depth to which it is lowered, and in direct 
proportion to the specific gravity of the brine. If, ther efore, provi- 
sion is made for a sufficient volume of air under the lid of each pan, 
the pan may be immersed to a considerable depth before the brine 
can reach the fish—hence a lid deeper than the pan. 

Refrigeration is furnished by a 9 by 9 inch inclosed compressor 
driven by a 35-horsepower motor. When fish are not being frozen, 
some refrigeration is accumulated by mushing the large volume of 
brine. The bri ine, of course, may be chilled by pipes in the ice tank, 

———_——— 4 

®6U. S. Patent 1527562, Feb. 24, 1925. 
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as above stated, or in a separate tank. Also, the pans may be 
lowered into an empty tank, which is then filled with the cold brine; 
or, with proper care, they may be immersed directly into the brine. 
When the fish are frozen the cans are lifted from the brine tank, 

drained briefly, and conveyed to another part of the floor, where 
they are showered with water to remove the brine and loosen the 
cakes of fish. The cakes are then removed, glazed, and packed in 
the usual manner. This method of freezing is at present used by 
its inventor’s firm, principally for freezing ciscoes on Lake Erie. 

Fic, 42.—Kolbe’s method of individual freezing for fillets and small fish. The 
circular pans float through the channel in the brine in directions indicated by 
arrows. 

The advantages of simplicity and low cost of this method are at 
once obvious. While the writer has not had opportunity to see 
this plant, it seems that it requires some nicety of calculation in 
design to obtain best results. The buoyancy caused by entrapped 

air is overcome by the weight of the cans and the frames that hold 
them. The transfer of heat must take place through the top and 
bottom of the can, for the space on the sides between can and lid 
is occupied largely by air. If freezing is to occur on top, the pan 

must be well packed to obtain good contact with the lid. At the 
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bottom of the can brine must be in contact. If the depth of the lid 
is calculated for this condition in the top can, the others also will be 
bathed on the bottom. Of course, a leak, even a tiny one, in the lid, 
would allow the air to escape and brine would strike the fish. 

Kolbe has also devised *® an ingenious method of freezing fillets 
and fish individually. The apparatus, consisting of a shallow, imsu- 
lated tank, is fitted with galvanized sheet-iron partition bafiles that 
divide the tank into a labyrinth or devious channel returning to a 
point near which it starts. Cold brine is pumped in and flows 
through this circuitous channel at a moderate rate of speed. 

The fillets or fish are put in circular pans or boats made of gal- 
vanized sheet iron, 18 inches in diameter and 3 inches deep. These 

Fic. 43.—Kolbe’s method for fillets and small fish. The maze tank, uncovered to 
show arrangement of baffles. Courtesy, Kolbe Fish Co. 

boats are laid in the floating brine, whereupon they follow the stream 
through the channel, returning to a point near the starting point. 
The same operator loads the cans, starts them on their way, “and re- 
ceives them on their return 

At the completion of freezing the pans are removed, drained for 
a moment, inverted, and knocked against the wooden table. The 
tank is heavily insulated and has an insulated cover. The fillets 
or individual fish fall out and the pan is ready for repacking. The 
pans, being circular, do not jam in their course through the freezer, 
and the freezer may be filled to capacity with them “without inter- 
ference. Fillets of blue pike freeze in from 20 to 30 minutes with 
brine at about zero. Whitefish, being thicker, freeze in about 3 
hours at this temperature. More rapid freezing can be obtained, 
of course, in brine of lower temperature. 

73 Patent pending (December, 1925.) 
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BIRDSEYE’S METHOD 

Clarence Birdseye, of New York, adapted the can-immersion 
principle to the freezing of fillets of fish.” Because of exposure of 
much cut surface fillets must, almost of necessity, be frozen not in 
contact with brine. For convenience of handling it is also an ad- 
vantage that they be frozen in bricks or blocks, to which form they 
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Fig. 44.—Birdseye’s method of freezing. 

are well adapted by their flabbiness.*® The can is deep and narrow, 
with a slight taper. For filling the can there is provided a frame 
made of strap iron with removable cross partitions of metal. These 
cross partitions are arranged at such intervals that the interspaces 
will contain units of the desired sizes and weights—5 or 10 pounds. 

7™U. S. Patent 1511824, Oct. 14, 1924. 
® The preparation of fillets of fish is described by Harden F. Taylor in ‘ Modern 

methods of merchandising fish,’ published by the Patterson Parchment Paper Co., 
Passaic, N. J 
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The can is laid upon its side on a working table. The frame, with 
partitions in place, is laid on a board with the end at the mouth of 
the can, the board raising the frame at such an elevation that it 
will slide directly into the can without disturbing the fillets. The 
fillets are packed and arranged in the spaces between the partitions 
of the frame, and the latter is slid into the can. The can is then up- 
ended and let down into the brine tank, the top protruding some- 
what above the brine level, as in Petersen’s system. ‘The cans, being 
handled singly, are not heavy enough to require a mechanical hoist 
but are lifted by hand. When the fillets are frozen, the cans are 
withdrawn and dipped a moment in water, whereupon the frame is 
pulled from the can and the frozen bricks of fillets are released and 
packed. 

Another form of Birdseye’s freezing mold is a flat can opening 
at a large side instead of at the end. A side lid is arranged to be 
fastened on by means of thumb nuts and a gasket to prevent en- 
trance of the brine. This mold is immersed bodily in the brine. 

This method of Birdseye’s was designed to meet a more specialized 
business than were most of the other methods hitherto described ; 
namely, the dressing of fish and preparing fillets for cooking and 
freezing, all at or near the point of production of the fish, for ship- 
ment to consumers. The frozen bricks were packed in insulated con- 
tainers and, containing their own refrigeration, went forward with- 
out ice as dry packages. Birdseye at first used a double-wall box 
made of corrugated strawboard, with dried eelgrass between the 
walls. He later adopted the simpler and less expensive practice of 
insulating ordinary corrugated strawboard boxes with two or more 
extra thicknesses of the same material cut in panels to fit the sides, 
top, and bottom of the box. 

If the fish contain 75 per cent of water, all frozen, the package 
contains the equivalent of 60 or 70 per cent of its net weight in the 
form of ice for refrigeration. Ordinary shipments of fresh fish on ice 
usually have the same weight of ice as fish for refrigeration, Thus 
the contents of a box of 100 pounds net weight of fish would, 
together with the ice, weigh 200 pounds, only 50 per cent of the 
contents being fish. In the frozen bricks a shipment of 100 pounds 
of fish without ice would contain the equivalent in refrigeration of 
60 or 75 pounds of ice, total weight of contents 100 pounds—an obvious 
advantage. Furthermore, the reserve refrigeration, being contained 
in rather than around the fish, is protected from loss by the insulating 
effect of the fish itself, for we have already seen that the thawed layer 
of fish around a frozen core during defrosting is a relatively poor 
conductor of heat. The economic soundness of this method of pre- 
paring fish for transportation is further substantiated by the removal 
of all nonedible parts of the fish and the use of a much lighter 
shipping package. 

While Birdseye’s business establishment was not a financial success, 
the methods he introduced appear to be economically sound and his 
freezing apparatus inexpensive and practical. As will be seen later, 
the fundamental ideas have been improved by others and are being 
applied in practice. 

simple experimental box, operating on Taylor’s brine-spray 
principle, was put into practice by The Atlantic Coast Fisheries Co. 
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in New York in 1924. The apparatus is an insulated wooden 
chamber, 4 feet square and about 7 feet high, with a side door. A 
refrigerated coil was mounted in brine in the bottom of the cham- 
ber. A pump draws the brine from the tank and forces it through 
spray nozzles in the top of the tank. ‘The fillets were packed in, cir- 
cular tin cans, 2;°; inches deep and 1214 inches in diameter, holding 
10 pounds and provided with lid. These cans were suspended in iron 
frames in the spray chamber and frozen, the temperature of the salt 
brine ranging from 5° below zero to several degrees above. 

The fillets were stored and shipped in the cans. For shipping, the 
cans were packed in insulated strawboard boxes. While the tins 
afforded ideal protection against desiccation and rusting in storage, 
they were unsatisfactory because they were expensive and because 
of rust that developed during storage, which marred the external 
appearance of the cans and discolored the fish. Some brine entered 
the cans on which the lids did not fit perfectly. 

In order to overcome the difficulties just mentioned molds of cast 
aluminum were made, 2;°; by 9 by 13 inches, with a flat lid fastened 
on with two thumb nuts. These are suspended on an angle-iron 
frame and conveyed into the brine-spray freezer. The frozen blocks 
are wrapped in parchment and a craft paper (“Safepack”), two 
sheets of which are cemented together by asphaltum, making it 
waterproof. These wrapped blocks are stored in wooden boxes and 
for shipment are put in paraffined cardboard boxes and packed in 
the insulated corrugated box. Such boxes have been shipped success- 
fully 1,500 miles in summer weather. In cold weather they usually 
arrive at their destinations frozen. 

This method also is subject to objections. The aluminum boxes 
are corroded somewhat by the salt brine (aluminum corrosion is 
harmless, however), and the lids of the molds become warped by 
repeated expansion of the fish in freezing, allowing brine to enter. 
An improved type of can is of similar shape but made of galvanized 
sheet iron, having an overlapping lid at one end, which is fastened 
on, The can is suspended by the lid and brine can not enter. 

COOKE’S METHOD 

A. H. Cooke, of The Atlantic Coast Fisheries Co. of New 
York, devised a method of freezing, particularly for fillets to be 
shipped after the manner of Birdseye, which is carried out in an 
apparatus consisting of aluminum pans of double wall.*° Calcium 
chloride brine circulates between the walls equipped with temper- 
ature-collecting webs.8° Instead of a lid on each can the cans are 
nested or stacked in such a way that the bottom of each can fur- 
nishes the refrigeration for the top of the fish in the can below. 
Two recesses are provided in each pan for two 10-pound blocks of 
fillets. Five such double receptacles, one above the other, form a 
battery that will freeze 100 pounds of fillets at a charge. 

Such receptacle pans have calcium-brine inlet and outlet pipes 
on opposite sides of the middle of the pan, connecting by a swivel 

7 Patent pending. ‘ 
80 See Hesketh and Marcet, British Patent 6117 (1889), for first disclosure of this idea. 
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joint. These pipes also connect by swivel joints with the brine- 
feeding and discharge headers, so that the pans can be raised, one at 
a time, turned up side down on the swivel joints, and the cakes 
dumped. The pans are counterpoised by weights on pulleys. 

For loosening the cakes of frozen fillets in the pans a measured 
quantity of warm calcium-chloride brine is admitted from a tank 
into the wall spaces of the pan, forcing the cold brine out and back 
into the refrigeration system. When a quantity of warm brine just 
sufficient to displace the cold brine has been pumped in, a double- 
throw valve is operated to circulate the warm brine in a circuit of 
its own. Thus, the cakes are loosened and fall out. When the re- 

Fic. 45.—Cooke’s method of freezing cakes of fillets. Machine in the foreground 
closed and freezing. Machine in background opened and being discharged. Cour- 
tesy, Atlantic Coast Fisheries Co. 

ceptacles are empty the valves are reversed, driving all of the warm 
brine back into its tank, when, as the cold brine just fills the recep- 
tacle wall spaces, a valve is thrown, which puts the receptacles 
entirely in the cold-brine circuit again for freezing. An indicator 
guides the operator in operating the valves so as to loosen the cakes 
in the receptacles without mixing the hot and cold brine. The ex- 
posed surfaces of the freezing molds are insulated with corkboard. 

While this apparatus is somewhat complicated and perhaps more 
expensive to construct than some of the others, it undoubtedly pro- 
duces frozen fish of excellent quality, frozen rapidly and without 
contact with brine. With about one hour required, from the begin- 
ning of freezing of one batch to the beginning of the next when “the 
brine is at 10° below zero, one battery of five double molds will freeze 
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800 pounds of fillets in an 8-hour day, or 4,000 pounds in five such 
batteries, one man being in attendance by rotation on the five batteries. 
There is some loss of refrigeration in repeatedly warming and cooling 
the apparatus, but this is not a large loss because of the low specific 
heat of aluminum (about 0.20). 

The fillets are packed in temporary sheet-metal pans that hold 
10 pounds each. From these pans the fillets are transferred to the 
freezing receptacles. When the calcium brine is 10° below zero, 
freezing is completed in about 50 minutes on cakes of the dimensions 
mentioned. Lower temperatures and consequently more rapid 
freezing is practicable, of course. 

Fic. 46.—Cooke’s method for individual fiilets. Frozen haddock fillets being taken 
from freezer. Courtesy, Atlantic Coast Fisheries Co. 

INDIVIDUAL FILLETS 

Cooke also has designed a freezer of somewhat similar arrange- 
ment for freezing individual fillets. The fillets are laid on aluminum 
plates about 30 inches square and ;%;-inch thick. These plates 
are placed on hollow shelves contained in an insulated cabinet. The 
shelves are of cast aluminum with internal webbing that constitutes 

~ a labyrinth through which the cold calcium-chloride brine circulates. 
The webbing serves two purposes—namely, to distribute the cold 
brine uniformly throughout the shelf for uniform freezing, and to 
conduct the heat away from the surface of the shelf more rapidly 
than it would be conducted by a smooth surface. The brine inlet 
and outlet are attached to opposite edges of the shelf and are pro- 
vided with double-throw valves, so that cold brine may be circulated 
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for freezing and warm brine for slight defrosting so that the plates 
may be removed easily from the shelves. 

The outside upper surface of each shelf is very slightly concave, 
so that when the shelves are warmed for removal of the plates the 
drip from the water condensed on the apparatus collects in this slight 
concavity. When the plates are again placed on the shelves, the 
water makes a physical contact between plate and _ shelf, which be- 
comes ice when refrigeration is again turned on. This ice bond be- 
tween plate and shelf serves to conduct. heat rapidly and to insure 
rapid freezing. There are 12 shelves on each side, or 24 shelves in 
one cabinet freezer, taking about 250 pounds of fillets. 

Fig. 47.—Cooke’s method for individual fillets. Removing frozen fillets from plate 
and putting on fresh ones. Courtesy, Atlantic Coast Fisheries Co. 

In operation, the fillets are laid, skin side down (the skins usually 
are removed), on the plates. The loaded plates are placed in a rack 
superstructure mounted on a flat truck and are moved to the freezer 
cabinet. They are put on the warm shelves, which, as stated, have 
water on their upper surfaces. The cabinet doors are closed and the 
cold brine is turned on. At a temperature of 10° F. below zero had- 
dock fillets freeze in about 50 minutes; at 25° below, in less than 40: 
minutes. When fillets are frozen the warm brine is turned on. the 
plates are removed and transported back to the plating tables, and 
fresh plates are put in the freezer. 

The plating table is really a frame to receive one plate at a time. 
It is provided with a series of perforated pipes connected with the- 
city water supply. Water is turned on momentarily and is squirted. 
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from the perforations against the lower side of the plate and warms 
the plate so that the fillets may be removed. Fresh fillets are then 
placed on the plate. 

The advantage of rapid freezing of fillets in this apparatus with- 
out contact with brine is obvious. It is also simple and_prac- 
tical. The advantage of compactness, which it embodies, is of im- 
portance, inasmuch as the surface required for individual freezing 
is relatively very large and will take up a prohibitive amount of 
space if spread out. Two cabinets of 24 shelves each can be placed 
on a floor area of about 314 by 15 feet and will freeze about 500 
pounds of fillets an hour with brine at 10° F. below zero. The fillets 
are flat and are frozen straight. 

LIQUID AIR FOR FREEZING 

Liquid air has been proposed as a refrigerant for fish ** by Bailey. 
The inventor’s container for liquid air was claimed to make prac- 
ticable the control of temperature in a room by regulating the evapo- 
ration of the liquid. Even if liquid air were available at a moderate 
price (which it is not), it would scarcely be suitable for freezing fish. 
While liquid air has a temperature of about 342° F. below zero, the 
amount of refrigeration it contains is, pound for pound, actually less 
than that in ordinary ice. Ice has 144 B. t. u. per pound; liquid air 
about 122. It would freeze fish very quickly, but even if frozen in 
liquid air it would be impossible to hold the fish at anywhere near 
that temperature. 

WINTER-FROZEN OR NATURALLY FROZEN FISH 

In cold climates in winter fish are taken through holes in the ice 
and allowed to freeze in the cold winter air. This practice is fol- 
lowed in Canada, Russia, and other northern countries. 

METHOD OF CATCHING FISH THROUGH HOLES IN THE ICE 

The simplest way is to cut a hole through the ice and fish with a 
hook and line or a long-handled dip net. For commercial pur- 
poses a more efficient method is followed, as described by Robbins * 
Holes are cut through the ice at intervals. A long, light pole is 
lowered into a hole and extended to the next. By this means a line 
is run from hole to hole, on which a gill net is fastened and let drop 
into the water under the ice. The fish entangled in this net are 
drawn out with the net, taken off, and allowed to remain on the ice 
until they are frozen, or nearly so. The air may be, on occasions, 
as cold as 40° F. below zero. Snow is gathered, to be used in pack- 
ing with the fish in wooden boxes, and the fish are packed, if prac- 
ticable, while they are still slightly soft. The boxed fish are allowed 
to remain on the ice until the fish are frozen solid and a wagonload 
accumulates, when they are hauled to a railroad station and shipped. 

81 Bailey, ‘“ Liquid air as a freezing agent.” Canadian Fisherman, April, 1918. See 
also, O. Simonis, Liquid Air and Its Possibilities. Proceedings, Fourth International 
Congress of Refrigeration, London, 1924, Vol. II, Sec. III, pp. 1094-1102. 

82. C. Robbins, “ The fish production of the Great Lakes of the United States and 
Canada, and the practical application of refrigeration and cold storage.” _ Proceedings, 
Third International Congress of Refrigeration, Chicago, 1913, Vol. I, Sec. III, pp. 545- 
552. Chicago. 
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Sometimes winter frozen fish are packed in snow houses and not 
shipped at once. They may be held for months, packed in snow 
houses, frozen solid. 

These fish are not glazed, but the conditions under which they are 
kept virtually preclude desiccation and rusting, so that glazing is 
scarcely needed. Fish frozen in this way are assured of one great 
point of superiority—they are absolutely fresh when frozen. ~The 
rapidity of freezing, however, may be highly variable, according to 
temperature and wind velocity. When the temperature is 40° 
below, the wind blowing a gale, and the fish are not piled, they 
should freeze rapidly and be of excellent quality. On a day with 
an air temperature of 10° above and no wind the fish would freeze 
slowly and would be damaged by internal crystallization. However, 
the conditions being entirely beyond our control, we may accept 
them as a bounty, enabling fishermen to earn something in such a 
winter climate and furnishing the public with an excellent product. 

DEFROSTING AND COOKING FROZEN FISH 

If, while the fish are freezing and during storage no changes take 
place other than mere solidification, they should, on thawing, return 
to their original condition; but we have seen that changes of a more 
or less serious nature may take place in freezing and storage. How 
may these changes be reversed on thawing and the fish restored to 
its original condition ? 

If fish are frozen rapidly, as in any of the newer rapid-freezing 
processes, and stored for a short time with a good glaze or covering to 
prevent drying, they may be defrosted rapidly or slowly, as desired, 
and will approach their original condition. In fact. a freshly brine- 
frozen fish may be put in the oven or frying pan while still hard, and 
it will be in every way indistinguishable from fresh fish. 

EFFECT OF CRYSTALLIZATION AND COAGULATION 

If during slow freezing some of the water separates from the 
tissues of the fish and freezes as crystals of water ice, on thawing 
these crystals turn again to water. If this water is to be reabsorbed 
into the tissues, it must have time. While it is absorbing the fish 
must not be squeezed or otherwise disturbed, else the water will exude 
and be lost. Likewise, if rapidly frozen fish on long storage undergo 
coagulation with separation of water, the water must be given time 
to be reabsorbed into the coagulated tissue on defrosting. 

Slow defrosting is prefer able, for the reasons given, to extremely 
rapid defrosting. The writer has observed that rapidly frozen fish 
that has been stored for more than a month is wet when defrosted 
in warm air and juice can be squeezed out; but within an hour the 
juice is reabsorbed and can no longer be squeezed out. <Air-frozen 
fish on defrosting, especially if they have been stored for some time, 
are exceedingly juicy and will lose some juice with almost any kind of 
defrosting. “This juice contains so much albumen that if heated it 
will coagulate like the white of egg. It represents not only a loss of 
weight but a loss of valuable nutrients and savory materials. For 
example, in a recent test made by the writer a sample of 15 pounds of 
a commercial brand of air-frozen, fillets of haddock, individually 
wrapped, was defrosted in the original package. On defrosting the 
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fish lost 16 per cent in weight, and on being taken from the box and 
unwrapped they lost 7.8 per cent, or 23.8 per cent loss between the 
frozen boxed fillets and the defrosted and unwrapped condition. If 
fish like halibut are steaked before defrosting, the loss will be greater 
than in fish not cut, because the skin of the latter helps to hold the 
juice until it can be reabsorbed. 

If drying has been allowed to occur in storage, the fish will have 
lost some weight. Some of this lost weight can be restored to the 
fish as it defrosts, either by condensation of atmospheric moisture on 
the cold fish, by embedding the fish in ice, or by immersion in water. 

METHODS OF DEFROSTING 

These are (1) allowing the fish to remain in warm air, (2) 
putting it in cool air in a refrigerator, (8) embedding in cracked ice, 
and (4) immersing in water. 

1. When fish are left in the air of a room at ordinary temperature 
a considerable amount of water will condense on the surface, and 
some of it will be absorbed by the fish, especially if the fish has dried 
in storage. This gain may be from 1 to 3 per cent. Air defrosting, 
hike air freezing, is slow, and for the same reasons, but it allows time 
for the reabsorption of the separated juice. There may be some dry- 
ing of the surface if the thawing time is prolonged, with consequent 
impairment of appearance. To prevent this, the fish may be covered 
with a damp cloth. 

2. Defrosting in a refrigerator or cold chamber is similar to de- 
frosting in a warm room, but is slower. It offers a slight advantage, 
perhaps, in protecting the fish from bacterial infection and from 
surface drying, to both of which it is exposed in a warm room. 
Otherwise there seems to be no particular advantage in this method. 

3. The freezing point of fresh-water fish is about 31° and of salt- 
water fish about 30° F. Fish will therefore defrost slowly when 
embedded in cracked ice that has a temperature of 32°. This 
method is still slower than defrosting in a refrigerator. It exposes 
the fish to water from melting ice. Some of this water is taken 
up by the fish, with a consequent gain in weight, to a greater extent 
than when the defrosting is done in air. Also some of the soluble 
substance is dissolved from the superficial parts of the fish. Cut sur- 
faces are blanched and their appearance is not improved. Still, the 
slowness of the method allows time for the reabsorption of the 
juices. 

4. Immersion in cold water is the quickest method and perhaps 
the one in most common use. The fish absorb water up to as much 
as 10 per cent of the original weight, restoring loss if any occurred 
in storage. If the fish dried very much in storage, the loss may not 
be completely made good. In this method also some soluble sub- 
stances are removed from the fish. This effect may be diminished 
by adding a small amount of common salt to the water. The amount 
of salt required would be about 0.7 pound to 100 pounds of water 
for fresh-water fish, or about 1.3 pounds of salt to 100 pounds of 
water for sea. fish. 

The reader who is interested in the theoretical principles involved 
in thawing is referred to Stiles*? and to Plank, Ehrenbaum, and 

® See footnote 47, p. 583. 
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Reuter. The Dutch workers, Fortuyn and Van Driest, also car- 
ried out tests reported by Bottemanne.** 

The conclusions from Plank’s, Ehrenbaum’s, and Reuter’s experi- 
ments on loss of weight and on defrosting and cooking frozen fish 
may be summarized as follows: Fish that have been frozen for a 
week may be brought back to their original condition by either slow 
or rapid defrosting. In fish that have been kept frozen for a longer 
time the juice that has separated from the muscle substance is not 
reabsorbed. 

The defrosting method followed (in cold water, ice, or air at room 
temperature) has, according to their experiments, no influence on 
the taste or keeping quality of the defrosted fish. Simple, quick, 
and convenient thawing in ice water seems preferable, while in air 
thawing some loss of weight may occur. 

As soon as possible after the fish are defrosted they should be 
gutted. They will then keep as long as or longer than fresh fish 
held under the same conditions. Frozen fish, especially during 
defrosting, must be carefully protected from ‘handling, bending, 
squeezing, or other mechanical disturbance that will press out any 
of the juice. 

These conclusions seem sensible and practicable. Fortuyn and 
Van Driest, after some experimental work, recommended embedding 
the fish in cracked ice for defrosting. This is an extremely slow 
method, unnecessarily expensive, and not lkely to be adopted 
generally. 

COOKING FROZEN FISH 

If the fish have been defrosted in accordance with the methods 
outhned, they may be treated as fresh fish in the kitchen. Joseph 
Bruna,*° a French chef, recommends that frozen salmon be cooked 
without previous defrosting. His experience with frozen fish ob- 
viously is limited, for he says that salmon is the only fish suitable for 
freezing. Fish frozen in brine, or by any of the fapid-freezing 
processes, may be thawed before ‘cooking, or they may be put in the 
oven or frying pan while still frozen. They will require a little 
longer to cook. 

RATES CHARGED FOR FREEZING AND COLD-STORAGE 
OF FISH 

The rates charged by fish freezers that do a public warehousing 
business vary, of course, with many conditions, such as the location 
of and investment in the plant, cost of power, water, and labor, kind 
of goods to be frozen, and volume and distribution of the business 
over the seasons of the year. Obviously, it would be unfair to make 
a comparison of the rates charged by various freezers without taking 
these factors into consideration. There are given here the published 
rates charged by three freezers separated by considerable distances 
geogr aphically, which will give the reader a general idea of the rates 
char ged in the United States and Canada. 

84 See footnote 15, p. 518. 
5 See footnote 15, p. 518. 
86 Joseph Bruna, La cuisine des aliments frigorifiés. 40 pp. Association Francaise du 

Froid, Paris, 1919. 
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TABLE 25.—Rates charged for freezing and cold storage of fish 

NEW YORK CITY 

vrintest (eecheu 2 irst and su 
Goods received month | sequent 

months 

Fresh, for freezing: 
To be pan frozen or spread— 

Lots/ofless;thans 12000! poundseeese a2. 2-2 ae per 100 pounds_- $1. 00 $0. 30 
Lotsiofimoresthantt2'000 poundsss sess ==) See eee doses: 1.00 .20 

To be frozen in packages— 
bance pac kare se amon teenie ee a ee ee ete doe . 50 .30 
Smalimpackseesteaer = Sete taper Skee pat eee hh! ose? oe oe do=28 .70 . 30 
Clams, scallops, oysters, crab meat, etc., in cans___.________-_-_- per gallon_. .08 . 08 
Pir RSOferabses- eae ae en en ee SUPE Ree See es per trunk__ 57s) -oD 
Balt sbanrelst(2 00g pO GS) jae ee ee eee ce ne ee se eee oe Bh per barrel__ . 60 . 40 

Shad roes; season $0.10 per pair; monthly rate_-.____/__-____-._---.--._.- per pair_- 05 01 
Received frozen for storage: 

otstoflessithankl 00g pounds. ss iese5 2 hee 2 ee per 100 pounds__ =30 . 30 
Otsormore thane 000mm GUN dS sate eee neat eee oe eee doze 100 25) 
Smallackacesasmeltsnetcsercens\ sca a ne eee ee a ete Goma .40 ete 

Smoked and dried fish, frozen temperature: 
Had dies blOatersqetenss eee eae, Pe eee Ae Sas IPE fo Sees ST re eas doss= 35 . 30 

pecan’ 
cee 10 days | and sub- 

Goods received only sequent 

months 

For cooler: 
IB ATROlS ZO Opp OUI See ee ee mee eclee peese L d eee e ee RE eal Caches S020 eae 
IBOSTONEDOXCS = semen eis be ee tn od re nL ee a, ee Ce ee do_._- 100% iE aan 
SALMO TM ORES ee eens SABER rey ae eae ieee sun og Sa eens, Seen AEE dos: SOO ge Seas ae ae 
rESi=walensuOxes-2ees se sere sa tee eaetay Ree EPL SERE SER eet ae ee 2d doulas 4 (pe ae ee 
Gall O DSi See ote eee. ee ies Bh we Sate Le eg, Se ek do Siig peers eae 

Labor charges: 
TRG VATIONS, 5 22 Sa A aS Bee agi he i, See ag aa et ee Ea per 100 pounds_- OOF | 22k Sale 
Wa DDIN psc sha tes sbey ss PSs) sik Sei ee or 2 ee ee le SY dors Shy | eee ee 
PETIT YOM esas ae ee ee eke ey Fae Len ee dees Bye es done S10 hon | Reet 2 
Transfers that necessitate handling goods in storage_._____________________ don Aa Tijy ee ee ees 

Minnmpmmechange tor any lotiotfish A= to) Sete ee be RS eel ASO eeewss b248s 
Boxes: ‘ 

DRG RTI sins epee ley idk DU a an Aegean ee ae each__ OO Pu eAae as os 
JAYS DIR oS) ere sh) Cp a A Se ha ie se ne ele A ep doer (he epl| sense oe 

BUFFALO, N. Y. 

= cerend 
F irst and sub- 

Goods received month | sequent 

months 

Fresh, for freezing: 
Blue pikes 2/000 Mounds: Or mores -sese He ee ee per 100 pounds_-_ $1300) Pete t ree 
Blue pikemessijhane2 00Opoundse ss = - soe ee ee eine douss= ROL eae ae 
Othertishs2 000 Mounds OT MOLE ss eee es ee ee doseee itn eee eke es 
Ofhbensishwlessitnants-GO0pounds=ns eee ster Pahoa NOL Ce eee dou: LACT O py (atin See 0 
IOUS OL 20/000 pOUMOSOrsn1OLe ae ese cape eee ee eee OU SBE | ee eae NE $0. 125 
Motscon1G:000)7o! 20/000 moun dSe eee a Nee ee ee. donta| ee eet Bes) 
Lots of 5,000 to 10,000 pounds__ c . 20 
HOUSTON? - QUO boro OOOO Se sean ene ree Orne NEAT Ee eee : - 25 
otsiomlessit han 000 polndss see ee es ee . 30 

Fish received frozen in boxes for storage: 
TROES TORU OOO OMN GS Orin One se een a kes ee ances wee ee dos=- . 25 - 125 
Mots ono 000 tor2z0 000 pounds] 9k. a. ee ee ee dob4 25 215 
Totsion5: O00i.081 0/000 pounds lake 2 eto Mi tia iy bees) ee Bie Gone . 30 - 20 
HOTSTOe GOD TO.D OOM OUTIdS a re ee eens VA oe eo ne 8 dol .30 ~25 
otsvotlesss hari? OGOpOunGdses spew eee pee eet ome Vel ke fat eee donees . 40 . 30 

Buffalo, N. Y.—For fish received frozen in bulk 10 cents per 100 
pounds is added to cover additional labor in handling. When 
possible, fish are boxed when frozen, and charge for box and labor 
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is made in the first month’s invoice. Empty fresh-fish boxes are sub- 
ject to disposal at owner’s expense after 24 hours unless shipping 
directions are given previously. The minimum charge is 5 cents 
per box. 

Small fish, less than 12 inches average, are subject to a labor 
charge proportionate to the additional time required for handling. 
Reglazing and boxing is done at the cost of labor and material, plus 
10 per cent. Fish are stored in bulk at the owner’s risk of shortage, 
mixing, etc. For more than ordinary inspections goods are handled 
in the warehouse for weighing, sampling, or inspection at the 
customer’s expense. 

The monthly rate covers the period from the date of receipt to 
but not including the corresponding day of the following month, 
or any part of such period, excepting when the expiring day falls 
on Sunday or a holiday, in which case the next business day is 
deemed the expiring day. The storage rates specified include the 
labor of receiving, storing, and delivering the goods from and to the 
warehouse platform. Cartage to or from railroad depots and stores 
in the produce district and warehouses is charged at the prevailing 
rates of responsible truckmen. Deliveries requiring sorting for sizes 
are charged for extra. 
Bay City, Mich. (Petersen’s method of freezing).—The following 

is an excerpt from the freezing, keen-kooling, and cold-storage price 
list of a freezer in Bay City, Mich.: 

Cake-freezing, glazing, and storage: One cent per pound (glazed weight) for 
cake-freezing, glazing, and storage until the end of calendar month in which 
received. Minimum charge for any shipment received for freezing, $5. Cakes 
will be marked with the words ‘“ Petersen frozen” and patent dates. Extra 
charge for freezing in divisible cakes, 15 cents per 100 pounds. 
Keen kooling, glazing, and storage: Two cents per pound (glazed weight) for 

individual freezing (keen kooling), glazing, wrapping individually in special 
parchment paper or special parchment bags and storage until the end of the 
calendar month in which received. This price includes glazing boxes and 
lining boxes with parchment paper, as additional protection against evapora- 
tion during storage. Minimum charge for any shipment received for keen 
kooling, $10. All bags or wrappers will be marked with the words “ Keen 
kooled”’ and patent dates. 

Royalty: In addition to the above charges one-tenth of 1 cent per pound will 
be charged for all cake-freezing or keen kooling. This amount is the patent 
royalty charged us for the use of the superior Petersen rapid freezing systems 
which we have installed and are utilizing exclusively for all our freezing and 
keen kooling. Only articles in prime condition will be accepted for freezing 
or keen kooling. Boxes in which fish were received will, if desired, be 
returned to customer, transportation charges collect. All fish will be boxed 
before stored. Boxes are furnished at cost plus 10 per cent for overhead. 

Storage on articles frozen or keen kooled: Twenty cents per 100 pounds per 

ealendar month or fraction. Any lot on which this charge has been paid for six 
consecutive months will be held free of charges for any part of the subsequent 
six months. No handling charges are made on articles frozen or keen kooled. 

Storage on articles received for general cold storage: Twenty-five cents per 
100 pounds (gross weight) for storage per calendar month, or fraction thereof. 
Twenty-five cents per 100 pounds (gross weight) handling charges, including 
both “in” and ‘“ out,” marking boxes, making out bills of lading, ete. 

CHILLING AND ICING FISH FOR TEMPORARY PRESER- 
VATION 

For the temporary preservation of fish by chilling almost any of 
the methods described may be employed by removing the fish from 
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the freezing process before they are frozen through. The freezing 
point of salt-water fish is about 30.7° F. and of fresh-water fish about 
31°. The respective classes of fish may be chilled to these tempera- 
tures without freezing. At such temperatures putrefaction and 
autolysis are not arrested but are greatly retarded. Fish so chilled 
will keep in good condition for several days. Kyle’s method was 
designed to chill in concentrated sea water, and later, if desired, to 
freeze the fish. Dahl’s method chills or freezes according to the time 
allowed for pumping the cold brine between the fish. The methods 
of Ottesen, Goér de Hervé, Mann, Piqué, Taylor, and Newton also 
may be used for chilling. 

LARSEN’S METHOD 

J. M. Larsen, of Copenhagen, designed a method ** particularly for 
chilling fresh fish. He uses clear filtered sea water chilled to about 
32° F., or a little colder. The fish are kept in this bath until they are 
chilled to a temperature approaching their freezing point, but not 
frozen. He also specified salt water in lieu of sea water and of about 
the same concentration. In this mild brine he claims that penetration 
does not occur, and that after 10 days the eyes are bright and gills 
pink, while gutted fish keep from two to four weeks in a much better 
condition than fish preserved by the usual methods. 

There is a widespread assumption that because sea water is the 
natural element in which fish live it is inert and harmless as a bath- 
ing medium for dead fish. The nearest to an ideally inert solution 
for this purpose would be water containing the same mineral sub- 
stances in solution in the same proportions in which they occur in fish. 
This is not true of sea water for any common food fish. Sea water 
contains about 3.5 per cent salts and a larger proportion of mag- 
nesium chloride than occurs in fish. Haddock contains about 1.45 
per cent mineral salts in quite different proportions from those of 
sea water. The living fish is able to resist and regulate the osmotic 
penetration of the excess salts in sea water, but when dead it is not 
able to do so. Therefore there will be an interchange between the 
piece of fish and sea water when fish are bathed or chilled in it. 

EATON AND CAMERON’S METHOD 

A method ** similar to Larsen’s was designed by Eaton and Cam- 
eron, but differing from it principally in the use of ordinary salt 
brine 80 per cent saturated and flowing at a temperature of 12° to 15° 
F., wherein the fish are reduced to a surface temperature of 27° to 29° 
F. in 30 minutes without freezing. The principles underlying the 
effect of temperature and concentration of brine on the rate of pene- 
tration (see p. 578) indicate that under these conditions the fish would 
absorb much salt. A temperature of 12° may be reached satisfac- 
torily in brine only 54 per cent saturated, and such a brine certainly 
would not penetrate as rapidly as the much stronger brine specified 
by these inventors. However, the inventors’ first claim covers any 
temperature and concentration that will cool fish from 38° to 27° or 
29° F. in 30 minutes. 

®U. S. Patent 1322312, Noy. 18, 1919. For a recent account of plans and claims for 
this method see ‘* Politiken’’ (Copenhagen), Aug. 12, 1925: 

8 A.C. Eaton and W. R. Cameron, U. 8. Patent 1404352, Jan. 24, 1922. 
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Eaton and Cameron’s method of applying this invention is to float 
the fish in flowing brine in an elongated tank. A tank of this kind, 
used for the “ Chilpack ” product put up by the Deep Sea Fisheries, 
Inc., at Rockland, Me., is about 30 feet long, 5 feet wide, and 3 
feet deep. Perforated wooden panels, attached to a moving ee 
serve to carry the fish, fillets, or steaks under the brine and through 
to the emergence end, very much after the manner of Goér de Hervé 
(see p. 588). Pipes situated along the side walls of the tank keep the 
brine at from 20° to 25° during the freezing. 

REFRIGERATION ON MENHADEN STEAMERS 

Menhaden or bunkers (Brevoortia tyrannus), the fish that have 
been caught many years in large quantities along the Atlantic coast 
for the manufacture of fertilizer, fish meal, and oil, have been held 
in the holds of vessels. without ice or other refrigeration. The 
steamers engaged in this fishery carry purse-seine boats that operate 
the seines. When the seines surround the fish and are pursed below, 
forming a bowl, the fish are scooped out, brought aboard the steamer, 
and dumped in the hold. Here it has been the custom to leave them, 
without ice or other preservative, until the vessel has accumulated a 
catch, when it proceeds to the factory. In the several days that 
sometimes elapse before the fish reach the factory much decomposi- 
tion occurs, the odor becomes offensive in the neighborhood of the 
factory, and some nitrogenous material is made soluble by decom- 
position and is lost in the water pressed from the fish in manufac- 
ture. Recently a method of applying refrigeration to preserve the 
menhaden in the holds of the vessels was introduced by the Marine 
Products, Inc., of Reedville, Va. John A. Palmer, of that firm, in 
a private communication to the author, described the process as 
follows: 

On the steamer Gloucester we take sea water into two closed round tanks, 
4 feet in diameter and 8 feet long, each having 2,200 feet of cooling coil. 
Ammonia is supplied to the coils through a manifold of five pipes, the outlets 
being similar. The fish hold is supplied with a false bottom, from under 
which sea water is pumped by a centrifugal pump through the tanks and to 
Y%-inch spray nozzles, which deliver the cooled sea water uniformly over the 
fish. The water percolates among the fish to the false bottom, where it is 
again picked up by the pump and put through the same cycle. After about 
six hours the water is slimy and is pumped overboard and replaced by fresh 
sea water. We use a double strainer next to the pump to remove scales, 
dirt, etc. The size of the compressor is 7% by 7% inch Frick two-cylinder. 
This has taken care of 250 tons of fish and prevented decomposition. The 
average temperature of the sprayed water is 42° F. 

The steamer Lowise has cooling coils under the false bottom, and the water 
is pumped from there directly back to the sprays, but we have not had good 
results from this installation. We believe it to be because of the smaller 
compressor. The C. M. Robinson Co. of Baltimore installed the Gloucester 
outfit. 

ICING FISH 

Ice, the now almost universally used preservative for fish, has 
been used for many years. The first record of its use in the United 
States is that of a halibut smack out of Gloucester, Mass., in 1838, 
natural ice, of course, being used. It was slow of adoption, and at 
first the ice was not allowed to come in direct contact with the fish. 
but was used only to keep the hold cool. When it was found to do 
no harm the fish were packed in crushed ice. By 1845 ice was in 
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general use on these boats. Because of a prejudice against its use, 
iced packages were not shipped inland until 1858, when iced packages 
were shipped to New York as an experiment, whereupon adoption 
of the method rapidly followed. 

The first use of ice on English North Sea fishing vessels was in 
about 1868; and with the establishment of a steam-trawling fleet 
in the eighties the taking of large quantities of ice aboard became 
the general practice, enabling the vessels to stay at sea as long as 
two weeks. Ice is now used in the holds of trawlers and in smaller 
boats for keeping the catch until it can be landed, in boxes and 
barrels of fish for shipment, in the bunkers of refrigerator cars, in 
piles to cover fish on the floors of fish houses, and in windows and 
show cases of retail fish stores.** 

PROPERTIES OF ICE 

The properties of ice that make it peculiarly suitable for preserv- 
ing fish are numerous. As a vehicle for refrigeration it costs nothing 
or very little. The price of ice is largely the price of the refrigera- 
tion it contains. If any other substance is used to carry refrigera- 
tion, the vehicle itself may be expensive aside from the refrigeration 
it contains. Water, the melted product of ice, usually is harmless. 
Water ice contains more refrigeration per pound than can be put 
in most other common substances (even liquid air contains less, or 
only 122.4 B. t. u. per pound, as compared with 144 B. t. u. in water 
ice), though solid carbon-dioxide “ice” absorbs 249 B. t. u. in 
warming to 10° F. below zero. The temperature of ice is constant 
at the convenient temperature of 32° F., and this temperature can 
not be raised until all the ice is melted. Ice is convenient to handle, 
split, crush, and apply. 

While the temperature of ice can not be raised above 32° F. without 
melting it, the temperature can be lowered below 32°, contrary to a 
prevalent impression, just as can the temperature of any other solid. 
A cubic foot of ice weighs 56.7 pounds, and the specific heat of ice is 
about 0.5; that is, 0.5 B. t. u. of heat is required to raise the tempera- 
ture of ice 1° F. without melting it. - 

Natural ice is essentially the same as artificial ice. It may or 
may not be as pure, depending on its source.*° It is generally cheaper 
where it is available, the cost being around $2.50 per ton, as com- 
pared with $4.50 to $6.50 per ton for manufactured ice. Manu- 
factured ice may be made from ordinary water; but it is more 
generally made from either distilled water or is blown with a small 
stream of air during freezing to keep it in motion. When it is 
irezen in this way the impurities are driven to the center and re- 
moved, leaving a clean ice of satisfactory purity. Glacier ice is 
sometimes used in Alaska and other northern countries, but is not 
considered satisfactory for fish, being very hard and tending to 
impart a yellowish color to the fish. 

* For a description of the methods of icing and transporting fish in England see “The 
handling and transport of fish,’ by Edgar Griffiths and Crawford Heron. Department of 
Scientific and Industrial Research, Food Investigation Board, Special Report No. 5, 25 
pp. London, 1925. 

°H. S. Cummins (Journal, American Medical Association, Vol. LXVII, p. 751. Chicago, 
1916) states that the slow erystalization of natural ice tends to purify it—an advantage 
over artificial ice, 
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EFFECT OF ICE ON FISH 

Ice has no sterilizing effect on fish. If impure, it may have the 
opposite effect. It kills few, if any, bacteria, but by its cold only 
retards their growth. Neither does it arrest autolysis, but only 
retards it. The water produced by melting ice coming in contact. 
with fish dissolves some of the soluble substances and causes some 
swelling and blanching of the tissues. It may also crush or bruise 
the fish, promoting autolysis instead of arresting it, and the water 
may cause a bleaching of ‘the colors in the skin of fish. 
To overcome the dissolving and bleaching effect of ice, sea-water 

ice has been tried for fish, but the use of this ice does not seem to 
have been adopted in practice. (See Larsen’s method of chilling, 
p. 621.) ; 

CHEMICAL PRESERVATIVES IN ICE 

Attempts have been made also to fortify the preserving effect of 
ice by the addition of chemical preservatives. Sodium hypochlorite 
was tried and excited much interest in the industry a few years ago.” 
A solution containing sodium hypochlorite was sold under a trade 
name to be put in the water to be frozen. However, on investigations 
made by the British Food Investigation Board,°? sodium hypo- 
chlorite failed to give promising results. In concentrations low 
enough not to taste or not to be injurious to health it failed to have 
any noticeable preserving effect. The same was found to be true 
of formaldehyde. They also investigated homoflavine and crystal 
violet, two dyes that are relatively harmless to man but exceedingly 
toxic to bacteria. In the presence of 0.1 per cent of ordinary salt 
these dyes will freeze uniformly in ice, but in permissible concentra- 
tions they failed to have e any useful preserving effect. 

The methods of using ice for fish are too well known to require 
lengthy description, but certain details are worthy of notice. Ice 
taken aboard trawlers and other fishing boats is usually crushed. 
Ice companies deliver the ice at the whar f, crush it, and chute it into 
the holds. Some fish freezers manufacture ice as a side line 
and crush it for the fishing boats. At some places elaborate arrange- 
ments are provided for this purpose, as at the Commonwealth F ish 
Pier in Boston. Aboard the boats the crushed ice is contained in 
barrels, boxes, bins, or loose in the holds. The customary method 
of packing is to alternate layers of ice and fish and cover the heap 
with a generous amount of ice. This practice is followed in the 
banks trawler fisheries of the East and the salmon, halibut, and 
cod fisheries of the west coast, and for snapper and other fisheries 
of the Gulf of Mexico. 

DRESSING FISH FOR ICING 

Large fish nearly always are gutted before being iced. This 
applies to cod, haddock, hake, pollock, halibut, and salmon. The 
heads are left on as a protection of the flesh, but in the case of hali- 

"For particulars see Gibbs, Proceedings of the Fourth International Congress of Re- 
frigeration, London, 1924, Vol. II, sec. III, pp. 1222-1244. 

%2 Great Britain, Report of the Food Investigation Board for 1923, pp. 8-10. London. 
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but the heads are removed when the vessel lands. Smaller and 
medium-sized fish, such as croakers, spot, butterfish, shad, small 
weakfish, mackerel, mullet, and flounders usually are round. Gut- 
ting removes the focus from which infection may spread—the in- 
testine—but exposes the belly cavity to the effect of water and 
infection, of a different kind. In large fish, such as salmon and hali- 
but, it is customary to fill the belly cavity with the crushed ice. For 
obvious reasons this hastens the thorough chilling of the whole fish. 

ICING PACKAGES FOR TRANSPORTATION 

For this purpose boxes or barrels are used. Where boxes are 
used a layer of ice is put on the bottom, then a layer of fish, then 
ice, and so on. There is no standard size of box, but shippers have 
their own shapes and sizes. usually designed to contain 100, 150, oF 
200 pounds net, of fish.. One size 
of box, rated at 150 pounds, is 
33 by 19 by 15 inches deep, inside 
dimensions, and is used in the 
Gulf of Mexico snapper fishery. 
A Great Lakes box measures 26 
by 17 by 12 inches deep. On 
these boxes a board on each side is 
about 8 inches longer than the 
box proper, extending 4 inches on 
each end, to form handles and to 
prevent the boxes from being stood 
on end. A halibut box used on 
the west coast, rated at 200 pounds 
net, is 5144 by 25 by 1614 inches 
deep, inside measurements. This has iat i 
box has no end extensions for Te Cucina cence aes 
handles, but some of them have 
rope handles. Another box, used in California, is 3414 by 18 by 934 
inches deep. This is rated at 150 pounds net. 

The common practice is to crush the ice used for fish. The smaller 
sizes of lumps are preferred—from 14 to 1 inch. Sailer®? sum- 
marizes the answer given by 40 fish dealers to a questionnaire on the 
use of ice for packing fish. There is shown a general preference for 
boxes rather than barrels. The ice and fish layers are alternated, 
with a heavy layer of ice at the top. The amount of ice required for 
100 pounds of fish varies from 50 to 100 pounds, according to the 
weather and the opinions of the packers. Ice that has been used 
once for packing fish rarely is used again for that purpose. There is 
also a strong concurrence of opinion among fish packers that fish 
should be thoroughly precooled in ice and repacked for shipment. 

Every plant that uses much ice has a mechanical ice breaker. This 
is a revolving drum provided with steel spikes, inclosed in an iron 
casing, with a hopper for feeding in the cakes of ice. Such a ma- 
chine (see figs. 48 and 49) will crush a ton of ice in three minutes. 

*°'W. Sailer, “Broken Ice for packing shipments of fish.” Paper read before the 
annual convention of the United States Fisheries Association, at Atlantic City, N. J., 
Sept. 2 to 5, 1925. Published by the Cochrane Corporation, Creasy Ice Breakers 
Department, publication No. 1360. Philadelphia, 1925. 
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Barrels usually are iced in the same way as boxes. Sometimes a 
“cone” of ice is used; that is, a long columnar chunk in the center 
of the barrel, surrounded by the fish. This method is especially suit- 
able for eels. Sometimes a barrel is packed with fish and a large 
chunk of ice put on them at the top, but this is undoubtedly poor 
practice. For a head it is general practice to cover the barrel with 
a piece of burlap, which is held on by a hoop, which is nailed. 

ICE CAKES FED HERE 
ra 

Woopd Skips 

BROKEN ICE DELIVERED HERE 

Fig. 49.—Arrangement of ice breaker driven by gasoline engine. 
Courtesy, Cochrane Corporation. 

COMPARISON OF BOXES AND BARRELS AS CONTAINERS FOR ICED FISH 

L. H. Almy, of the United States Bureau of Chemistry, and his 
coworkers have made several studies of shipments of fish on ice in 
in boxes and barrels.** They found a considerably greater shrinkage 
of fish in barrels than in boxes, as shown by Table 26, representing 
conditions in a carload of fish en route from Jacksonville, Fla., to 
New York. 

TABLE 26.—Shrinkage of fish in transit by freight, Jacksonville to New York 

Change in weight 

Net weight of fish, 
pounds 

: Layer of fish Pounds Percentage 
Container F 

examined 

Before After Sia. .| Total in Total in 
| shipment | shipment By layers package By layers package 

a= i Wife eee eee ocean | 40 38 ES pl hie —5.0 Se 
2 ian ee BOtLome ae 40 41 +1 —1 =-255"|2.--- 
Do ROD oe eee ROR I | 38 33 — 5 eens JBL —1,3 

Pak HG Way Hee rigid Es an +4 =i! ee Samar 
(0) ee Deere | 7 ot el (eae ae ee —ife —6. 

Barrel_.------------ \Bottoneslaeneumnies | 130 | 122 —8 =14)| 10.0) 
Do {DOD ees et eee | 108 106 A eat oy pete es —1.9 —5.7 

” atte o) Sel \Bottom---------____| 101 | 91 —10 —12 = 9; 90 |ehe ee Ae 
| 

While these figures are not borne out by all their experiments, it 
is indicated clearly that shrinkage is greater in barrels than in 

%*T. H. Almy, H. R. Hill, and E. Field, “‘ The shrinkage of fish in boxes and barrels.” 
Fishing Gazette (New York), Vol. XXXIX, September, 1922, pp. 29-30. LL. H. Almy 
and H. R. Hill, ‘‘ Transportation of fish in boxes and barrels.” Fishing Gazette, April, 
1923. lL. H. Alm, E. Field, and H. R. Hill, “A study of the preservation of fish in 
ice.’ The American Food Journal, Vol. XVIII, January, 1923, 36-38. 
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boxes, probably because of the greater pressure on the fish at the 

bottom of the barrels. The temperature conditions also are favor- 
able to boxes in express shipments, as shown in Table 27, a shipment 
of fish in boxes and barrels from West Palm Beach to Jacksonville, 
Fla., in which temperature readings were made at intervals through 
the day. From 7 a. m. to 6.30 p. m. the temperature at the top of 
the barrel rose from 31.5° to 49.1°, while in the box the corresponding 
rise was from 33.1° to 41.1°. 

TABLE 27.—Temperature in transit by express, West Palm Beach to Jacksonville 

Apr. 22, 1922 

Readings for temperature of— a = 1 

Maem. WH elO45ia)cms |) 2-30 pss | 6csO npr 

Se Ry oR Cony 
IishiingioOp Ay eraneOK ee os ee ee en cae aby 33. 5 34.3 41.1 
Fish in top layer in barrel_........-.-.---------------- 31.5 | 35.0 40.8 | 49.1 

| 

Experiments made by Almy and his coworkers on fish packed in 
boxes and held in ice in a cold room, where more exact work was 
possible, indicated that for the first few days there was a gain in 
weight in fish kept in ice, perhaps because of absorption of water, 
the greater gain being in the upper layer. By the tenth day the 
gain had stopped and a loss had begun, and after this the loss con- 
tinued. Gutted fish generally kept better than round fish, but the 
gutted fish, on the average, showed more loss of mineral matter than 
the round fish. These writers recommend boxes in preference to 
barrels. 

SHIPMENTS OF CARLOAD LOTS OF FISH ON ICE 

These workers found that packages (boxes and barrels) placed 
in refrigerator cars and covered with crushed ice on and between the 
packages kept in excellent condition from Jacksonville to New York. 
Slat racks on the floor of the car permitted cold air to circulate under 
the packages. Another car of iced boxes and barrels was shipped, 
but the bunkers were packed with ice and salt and no ice was put on 
and around the packages in the car. The temperature conditions en 
route are shown in Table 28. 

TABLE 28 

| March— 

= ; [eg oe ee Pag anes eh a | Average Average readings for temperature of— l | for trip 

27 28 29 | 30 31 

a ae ee 

fire Cae Dag CHAE al ean! iA ONY 
PMOSDHCLO= n= a* === — = aaa ee | 70. 3 54.7 66. 8 | 58.3 59.0 | 61.8 
mishyinybarrels= 22222-2224 2er es ee ee 32.0 31.7 32.0 | 32.3 | 32.0 32. 0 
IDV} Ua) 03 eC Re Oe ee ee Se eee | B2u 31.8 31.8 32.2 | 32. 2 32.1 
AUT UIMICH Reet e a= Seo ES. he ee ee | 32.3 34.8 37.0 32.7 33.9 34. 1 

| | 

bo iw) i) =] ip bo “| (deo) 
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SOLLING’S METHOD OF ICING FISH 

A refinement in the method of icing fish was devised by Sdlling ” 
to avoid, as far as possible, the known causes of spoiling in iced fish ; 
namely, the access of bacteria to the fish through the air and melting 
ice and the leaching action of the water from the melting ice. He 
also found, what Tressler °° later determined by more precise scientific 
analysis to be a fact, that the blood of fish is more prone to spoil 
than is the muscle tissue, and that if blood is early and carefully 
removed the fish will be more perfectly preserved. 

Solling’s method is as follows: The fish must be gutted and bled 
and the ‘gills removed as soon as possible after the fish are caught. 
The sound must be split lengthwise to insure removal of the blood 
underneath, and the fish should be split behind the vent so that all 
accumulations of blood may be removed. The fish are then washed 
and scrubbed inside and out with a stiff brush and clean sea water 
or in a solution of 4 or 5 per cent salt in fresh water until all blood 
is removed. he fish is then laid aside to drain, care being taken 
that no water is left in the belly cavity. 

Each fish is then carefully wrapped in vegetable parchment 
paper—a paper that does not disintegrate in water. The paper is 
cut square, and each dimension is at least one and one-half times the 
length of the fish. The wrapped fish are then packed in crushed ice. 
Ai he fish are chilled by the ice but are protected from the water and 
air and consequently from bacterial infection. 

Solling packed experimentally 147 soles, turbot, brill, plaice, lemon 
sole, and witches (a) gutted, wrapped, and iced; (0) not gutted, but 
wrapped and iced; (ce) outted, not wrapped, but iced ; (d) not 
gutted, not wrapped, but iced. Ten days later the fish (a) were stili 
perfectly white and firm, with no odor, skin not discolored, and most 
of the fish had retained their stiffness (rigor mortis). The fish (b) 
were in most cases damaged inside. The fish (c) and (d@) were soft, 
stale, and their skin was discolored. Fifteen days after being packed 
seven different kinds of the fish (a) were cooked and found to be 
perfectly fresh and of good flavor. 

A lot of halibut, caught in Davis Strait and packed by Sélling’s 
method, were shipped to Peterhead, thence by rail to Grimsby, where 
they fetched a comparatively high price three weeks after capture. 
It is hardly to be doubted that such care in preparation will pro- 

duce the results indicated, and there is little doubt that the care 
would be repaid. Improvements such as this must come in time as 
fish become dearer and the demand more fastidious; but whether or 
not this method can be applied on our fishing vessels as they are 
now constructed and operated is doubtful, indeed. 

*® A. Sdlling, “An Improved and Practical Method of Packing Fish for Transportation.” 
Bulletin, U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, Vol. XXVII, 1907 (1908), pp. 295-301. Washing- 
ton, 1910. See also, by the same author, “An improved and practical method of packing 
gutted fish for transportation keeping it fresh for a lengthened period.” Premier 
Congrés International du Froid, Paris, 5-12 Octobre, 1908. Rapports et Communications, 
Sections I, II, et III, 2e Tome pp. 1072-1077. Paris. See also Second International 
Congress of Refrigeration, Vienna, 1910, pp. 375-378. 

a DD: KK. Tressler, ys Some Considerations Concerning the Salting of Fish.’’ Appendix VY, 
ort, U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries for 1919. Bureau of “Fisheries pieces No. 

oar 55 pp. Washington, 1920. 
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ICING OTHER FISHERY PRODUCTS 

Shucked oysters are shipped in large quantities in 1-gallon tin cans 
provided with friction lids. To ouard against these lids coming out, 
two or three fourpenny nails are driven through the friction seal 
from the outside of each can. The cans are then imbedded in cr: acked 
ice in a wooden shipping box and shipped.®' 

FILLETS OF FISH 

The practice of filleting fish at the point of production, freezing 
and shipping them, has alre ady been described briefly under the head 
of freezing methods. The ereater part of the business in fillets, how- 

Fic. 50.—Wrapping machine for single frozen fillets. Courtesy, Atlantic Coast 
Fisheries Co. 

ever, is in the chilled-in-ice rather than the frozen product, the 
greatest production being in Boston. The fillets, cut so as to have 
no bones, are wrapped in vegetable parchment paper and packed in 
rectangular or round cans. Sometimes the fillets are not wrapped 
but are packed in layers in the cans, sheets of vegetable parchment or 
other water-resistant paper separating the layers. The cans are 
covered with a lid, packed in cracked ice in a wooden box, and 
shipped. In some plants the fillets are given a preliminary chilling 
in a cold room before they are packed. This is an excellent practice, 
for if the fillets are a few degrees above the ice Roney they may 

BCA a _suide to sued practice in collecting, preparing, and shipping oysters see 
‘ Oysters,” Ruling No. 9, Commissioner of Agriculture of Georgia, Atlanta; also ** Rules 
and regulations for the sanitation of the oyster industry and to render its product readily 
nrarketable.”” North Carolina Fisheries Commission Board, Morehead City. 
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be many hours or even days in chilling completely because of the 
thickness of the can. A few degrees makes a great difference in the 
keeping of these fillets. 

INSULATED PACKAGES FOR SHIPPING CHILLED FRESH FISH 

Several inventors have designed insulated packages for shipping 
chilled fresh fish. The aim of all these inventions has been to chill 
fish to 32° F. or thereabouts and to insulate it in a package so that 
it will carry to destination in fresh condition. One of the earliest 
of these inventions used ice but provided sawdust to absorb the water 
from the melting ice. Later inventors, attempting to avoid the use 
of ice, made use of double-wall containers, with sawdust, eelgrass, 
corrugated paper, or other cheap insulating material between. The 
containers are generally of corrugated paper. Balsa-wood boxes also 
have been used for this purpose. The ideal at which these inventions 
aim is excellent but is difficult to attain because of the poor insulating 
quality of even the best insulators. If fish once chilled to 32° F. 
could be kept at this temperature, they would carry several days with- 
out spoiling, though even at this temperature deterioration occurs. 
Unfrozen water, however, requires a relatively small amount of heat 
in order to be warmed. Compare, for example, 10 pounds of frozen 
haddock at 28° with unfrozen haddock at 382°—only 4° difference. 
The haddock contains, say, 80 per cent water, and at 28° 62 per cent 
of this is frozen; that is, 4.96 pounds of ice in the 10 pounds. This is 
to be compared with 8 pounds of water at 32° in the unfrozen lot. 
To raise the 8 pounds of water in the unfrozen fish from 32° to 40° 
at 1 B. t. u. per pound would require 8X8=64 B. t. u. To melt the 
4.96 pounds of ice in the frozen fish, at 144 B. t. u. per pound, would 
require 1444.96=714.24 B. t. u. To raise all the 8 pounds of 
water from 28 to 40° would require 12x8=96 B. t. u. The total 
B. t. u. would thus be 714.24+96—810.24 B. t. u., as compared with 
only 64 B. t. u. required to warm the unfrozen fish to the same tem- 
perature. If the external dimensions of the container are 1 foot 
cube, or 6 square feet, and the insulation is sufficient to pass 0.15 B. 
t. u. per square foot per hour, per degree difference in temperature 
between inside and outside (36° average for the frozen and 34° for 
the unfrozen), and the outside temperature is 70°, then 25 hours 
would be required to warm the frozen to 40°, and 2.1 hours 
would be required to warm the unfrozen to the same temperature. 
The time is not actually so short as this, nor the actual problem so 
simple, because the heat must penetrate the fish itself, but the differ- 
ence will be relatively large. The prospects for an insulated package 
to keep fish fresh without ice in the fish or around it, therefore, do 
not seem bright. 

TEMPORARY STORAGE OF FISH IN CHILL ROOMS 

Most fish cold-storage plants have chill rooms where fish may be 
stored temporarily. The temperature of such rooms varies from 30° 
to 40° F., and a time limit is usually set to the storage of fish in this 
way. Barrels and boxes containing the fish are simply put in the 
rooms. 
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It is the consensus of opinion of those who are experienced in this 
kind of storage that fresh fish on ice maintain a better appearance if 
the temperature of the room is slightly above the melting point of 
ice, so that the fish are kept wet. If the room is too” cold, the 
ce ‘does not melt and the surface of the fish becomes dry. A temper- 
ature of 33° or 34° F. will allow the ice to melt very slowly. Such 
rooms are subject to the drip of condensed moisture from the walls 
and ceilings and sometimes the pipes; it is advisable, therefore, to 
place the fish or arrange drip pans so that the water does not drip 
on the stored goods. 

Mild-cured salmon are held in some freezers at 30° to 32° F.: 
others hold them at slightly higher temperatures, ranging up to 38° 

The writer has chilled (that is, partly frozen) lake trout in brine, 
packed them in ice, and stored them at 28° F. for three weeks. They 
remained somewhat stiffened, but not hard, and were entirely good 
at the end of this time, though, as stated above, the skin was some- 
what dry. On the other hand, haddock fillets frozen in 10-pound 
blocks were kept 6 weeks in a chamber in which the temperature was 
thermostatically regulated at 28°. At the end of that time the fillets 
were distinctly sour. 

HOLDING LIVE FISH BY REFRIGERATION 

It is known that many species of fish hibernate in winter; that is, 
they become inactive under the influence of low temperature, con- 
sume no food, and lie dormant for a long time. Carp have been 
known to be inclosed in solid ice and survive. (The freezing point 
of fish is lower than that of water, so that it is possible for fish to be 
inclosed in ice without themselves freezing.) Mir and Audige ** de- 
vised a method of taking advantage of these facts by inducing hiber- 
nation artifically. The fish are held in tanks of aerated water, 
chilled to the freezing point. The fish become torpid. The water is 
then slowly frozen around them, care being taken not to lower the 
temperature below 32° F. The fish remain alive, dormant, and sur- 
rounded by solid ice, and if released by careful defrosting will still 
live. Oxygen must be present and available in small quantity, else 
the fish will suffocate, for they require a slight amount of oxygen to 
sustain life processes. This does not appear to be a pr acticable com- 
mercial procedure, though it might be useful in certain instances. 

COLD-STORAGE LAWS 

In the United States the power to regulate the holding of foods 
in storage remains with the States, several of which have enacted 
regulatory laws. No Federal cold-storage law has been enacted up to 
the time of this writing. Bills have been introduced in several ses- 
sions of Congress, providing for regulation, under the interstate com- 
merce clause of the Constitution, of conditions under which cold- 
storage foods may enter inter state commerce. As frozen fish are so 
often shipped from State to State, such a law, if enacted, would have 
the practical effect of bringing all fish freezers and cold-stor age ware- 

% HH. Mir and J. Audige, “ Le transport des poissons congélés.”” Bulletin de la Société 
d’Aquiculture et de Péche, tome 25, pp. 7-14. Paris, 1913. 
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houses under a Federal law, enforcible by Federal officers, and under 
the jurisdiction of Federal courts. These bills usually are worded so 
as to vest the enforcing power in the Secretary of Agriculture. 

The provisions of the Federal Food and Drugs Act, administered 
by the Bureau of Chemistry, Department of Agriculture, apply to 
all foods imported, exported, entering interstate commerce, or manu- 
factured, sold, or offered for sale in the District of Columbia or the 
Territories. The act does not mention cold storage specifically, but 
the selling of foods within the jurisdiction of the act after they 
have become contaminated or spoiled by cold storage is a violation. 
A so-called “ uniform cold storage law ” has been enacted by many 

of the States. This law is, in its principal provisions, generally uni- | 
form, though modifications of a minor sort, and in some cases im- 
portant modifications, have been made. The following States have 
enacted this law: California, Delaware (fish exempt), Indiana, Iowa, 
Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Nebr aska, New 
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, 
and Wisconsin. Kentucky, Michigan, South Dakota, and Utah “have 
briefer and less restrictive laws. Florida has passed legislation pro- 
viding for construction and operation of publicly-owned cold-storage 
plants. The uniform law, as enacted, places the enforcing power in 
the State department of agriculture, board of health, or food and 
drugs department, and ustially gives the enforcing body discretion- 
ary power to make regulations under the law. 
In most cases cold stor age is defined as the holding of articles of 

food for 30 days or more in a cold-storage w arehouse at a tempera- 
ture of 45°—in some cases 40° F., or colder. A license to operate is 
usually required, a fee in most cases (but not all) being charged, 
ranging from $5 to $50 per annum. Records are requir ed to be kept 
of receipts and withdrawals, and a report must be made monthly or 
quarterly to the enforcing body. In some cases the reports are com- 
piled and are open to inspection. The enforcing body is given the 
power to inspect the premises of cold-storage plants, which, “if found 
to be insanitary, may be closed or the license may be suspended or 
revoked. Goods are required to be marked with the date of receipt 
at the time when they are received for storage and with the date of 
withdrawal when withdrawn. In most cases the words “cold stor- 
age,” or a similar mark, must appear on the package, and in a few 
cases the name and location of the warehouse where the goods were 

- stored must also be shown. 
In most of the States that have enacted the law a limit of 12 months 

(Delaware 6 months, Indiana 9 months, and Virginia 10 months) 
is placed on the period of storage, but the term may be extended 
in most cases on application to and inspection by the enforcing body. 
In some cases the term of extension is indefinite; in others it is 60 
days, with a second extension of like length—a total of 120 days. 

Most of the State cold- storage laws have clauses designed to enable 
the purchaser to ascertain whether or not foods have been cold 
stored. To this end they require that “cold storage,” or similar de- 
vice, appear on the goods, or that a placard to the same effect be 
displayed on the bulk of the goods-when placed on sale. Some re- 
quire invoices, adv ertising, ee to state the cold-storage character 

of the foods. 
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Transfer of foods from one cold-storage warehouse to another is 
generally permitted if it is not done to evade the law regarding pe- 
riod of storage, markings, etc. It is prohibited to return foods to 
storage once they are withdrawn for sale. 

In some of the States where no specific cold-storage law has been 
enacted the board of health or department of agriculture or food 
and drugs bureau has supervision over the sanitary and other con- 
ditions of cold storage. 
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